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SMALL BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES

TUESDAY, JANUARY 13, 1942

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECr CoMmenc 4n ' CoNDUC A STUDY AND

IN0EirIOATION OF 71nn NATIONAL DEFENSE PROoRAM IN ITS
RElATION TO SMALL BUSINESS IN TIlE UNITED STATES,

lVashington, D. 0.
The committee met, in the caucus room, Old House of Representa-

tives Office Building, at 10 o'clock a. in., Hon. Wright Patman
(chairman) presiding.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. I presume the
other members will be here by the time I finish this short. statement.

This hearing today is the first of extensive hearings to be conducted
by Speaker Rayburn's Select Committee to Conduct a Study and
Investigation of the National )efense Progran in Its Relation to
Small Business in the United States.

In addition to myself, the committee is composed of the Honorable
Alfred L. Bulwinkle, of North Carolina; the Honorable Edward A.
Kelly, of Illinois; the Honorable William J. Fitzgerald of Connecti-
cut; the Honorable Charles A. Halleck, of Indiana; the Honorable
Leonard W. Hall, of New York; and the Honorable Walter 0. Ploeser t
of Missouri.

Mr. Ira Bird Kirkland, Jr., has been appointed to act as counsel
for the committee.

We have been authorized and directed by House Resolution 294 to
study and investigate small business problems with a view to deter-
mining whether or not the potentialities of small business in the
national-defense program have been adequately developed, and if not,
what factors have hindered such development; and

Whether or not adequate consideration has been given to the needs
of small business engaged in nondefense activity, or engaged in the
transition from nondefense to defense activity; and

Whether or not small business is being treated fairly and the public
welfare properly and justly served through the allotments of valuable
materials, in wlich there i a shortage, or in the granting of priorities
orpreferences in the use, sale, or purchase of these materials.

The problem we are confronted with in today's hearing is the tragic
plight of 44,000 automobile dealers and their half million employees
whose very economic existence is at stake by virtue of the recent
Government order freezing the sale of new automobiles.

Such a problem as this is definitely within the scope of the objectives
of the resolution directing the investigation. It is without question
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a serious one, requiring immediate consideration by this committee
and immediate action by the proper administrative authorities.

We do not have the time, nor do we wish to take the time to
indulge in hindsight. We are today confronted with a reality and
we intend to conduct this conmittee with a view to taking apl)'ropri-
ate action upon all problems that come before us.

We shall direct our attention not to an analysis of what has hap-
pened, but to an honest effort to alleviate the impact of a blow
which has struck in this particular industry, and which will in-
evitably be felt by other industries as the war program increases
and intensifies.

The committee, of course, does not know whether it will be able
to offer complete solutions to all the complicated problems which
will be presented to us. We do, however, intend to give a sympathetic
consideration to anyone's proposal for adequate solution.

We fully realize the many ramifications of the recent drastic ad-
ministrative orders with respect to automobiles and tires. The com-
mittee knows full well, as I am sure all Members of Congress do,
that these orders have already had a tremendous impact upon the
lives of all the employers and employees affected, as well as upon
the lives of all of those in the United States dependent upon the
automobile as a necessity.

Since Pearl Harbor, the entire country has been united with but
one determination: That of winning this world-wide war. All of
those who have conferred with this committee as affected parties in
connection with the problems before us today have convinced us
beyond doubt of their unwavering patriotism and their willingness
to hasten the end of this war by all effective means at the disposal of
the Government. They do not, in any way, expect from the Govern-
ment, any relief from their personal difficulties that would, in the
least measure interfere with a victorious war effort.

The committee is deeply grateful to the many Government officials
who have offered the committee all possible assistai ce in this diffi-
cult task of determining effective solutions to these problems. I am
pleased to note that so many representatives of governmental de-
partments are attending this clearing.

Today will be devoted to hearing the members of the National
Automobile Dealers Association, and tomorrow we will hear Mr.
Leon Henderson, Administrator of the Office of Price Administra-
tion, and Mr. Floyd B. Odium, Director of the Division of Contract
Distribution of the Office of Production Management.

We have witnesses from- great distances and the hearing has been
arranged for them, but on the subsequent days we expect to give
any Member of the House an opportunity to be heard before this
co nmittee, but if at this time you would care to rise and announce
your appearance, it would be very appropriate and then we will
proceed.

Will the Members of the House who wish to please give their
names for the record, so that your appearances may be recorded.
Please give your names distinctly.
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(The following Members of the House noted their appearance.)

Mr. Clinton P. Anderson, New Mexico.
Mr. Ilom.r 1. Angell, Oregon.
Mr. I C.le (% Arends., Illinois.
Sir. Joseph Clark Baldwin, New York.
Mr. Graiham A. Burden, North Carolina.
Mr. James M. Barnes, Illinois
Mr. Joe B. Bates, Kentucky.
Mr. A. D. B'iumhart, Jr., Ohio.
Mr. Harry . Beam, Illinois.
Mr. iUndley Beckworth, Texas.
Air. Alfred F. Blter, New York.
Mr. George 11. Bender, Ohio.
ir. Philrp A. Benneh, Missouri.

Mr. C. W. Bishop, Illinois.
Mir. William IV. Ia~ckney, Michigan.
Mr. Sol Bloom. New York.
Miss Frances P lolton, Ohio.
Mr. llerbert (. Bonner, North Carolina.
Mr. Lyle It. B)ren. (ikial'ora.
Mir. Fred Bradley. 31 chgan.
Air. Clarence J. Brown, Georgia.
Mr. Joseph IR. Bryson. South Carolina.
Mr. Frank 1. Bick, California.
Mr Usher t. Burdlick, North Dakota.
Mr. W. 0. Burgin, North Carolina.
Air. John C. Butler, New York.
Mr.. Gordon Canfield, New Jersey.
Mr. Pat Cannon. Missouri.
Mr. Frank Carlson. Kansao.
Mr. J. F.lgar Chenowilh, Colorado.
Mr. Robert B ChIpeifleld, Illinois.
Mr. J. Bayard Clark, North Carolina.
Mr. Charles R. Ciason, Maachusetts.
Mr. William P. cole, Jr.. Maryland.
Mr. Harold D. Cooley, North Carolina.
Mr. Jere Cooper, Tennessee.
Mr. Oren S Copeland, Nebraska.
Mr. John M. Costello, California.
Mr. Fadjo Cravens% Arkansas.

M1r. Fred L Crawford, ? thuh gRi.
Mr. EDiward W. Creail. Kentcky.

ir. Frank Crowther. New York.
ir. Carl T. Curti.% Nebraska.

Mr Thomas D'Alesandro, Jr., Maryland.
Mr. Jacob E. Davit Ohio.
Mr. Stephen A. Day. Illinois.
Mir. Everett M. IWrksen. I'llnoIts.
Mr. Wesley . Disney. Oklahoma.
ir. George A. Dondero, Michigan.

Mr. Le Roy D. Downs, Connecttent
Mr. Richard M. Duncan, Missouri.
Mr. Henry (". Dworshak, Idaho.
Mfr. Iferman P. Eberharter Pennsylvania.
Mr. Clyde T. Elliq, Arkansas.
Mr. Charles H. Elston, Ohio
Mr. AlIert J. Engel. Michigan.
Mr. Harry I. Englebright, California.
Mr. Ivor D. Fenton, Pennsylvania.
Mr. John . Fogarty, Rhode Island.
Mr. John It. Foleer. North Carolina.
Mr. Leland M. Ford, California.
Mr. E. C. Gathing,, Arkansas.
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Mr. Bertrand W. Gearhart, California.
Mr. Charles L. Gerlach, Pennlsylvania.
Mr. John S. Gibson, OG.orgla.
Mr. Fred C. Oilchrist, Iowa.
Mr. George W. Gille, Indiana.
Mr. Albert Gore, Tennessee.
31r. Ed Gossett, Texas.
Mr. Louis F. Graham, Pennsylvania.
Mr. Walter K. Granger, Utah.
Mr. George M. Grant, Alabama.
Mr. Lax Green, Florida.
Mr. Noble J. Gregory, Kentucky.
Mr. U. S. Guyer, Kansas.
Mr. Harry I Halnes, Pennsylvania.

Mr. Edwin Arthur Hall, New York.
Mr. Forest A. Harness, Indiana.
Mr. Winder R. Harris, Virginia.
Mr. Dow 31. Charter, Ohio.
Mr. Joe Hendrlcki Florida.
Mr. William B. Hess, Ohio.
Mr. Knute 1ill, Washington.
Mr. Carl Hinshaw, California.
Mr. Clare . lloffman. Michigan.
Mr. Greg Holbrock, Ohio.
Mr. Pehr 0. Holmes, Massachusetts.
Mr. John M. Houston, Kansas.
Mr. Evan Howell, Illinois.
Mr. Merlin Hull, Wisconsin.
Mr. Thomas A. Jenkins, Ohio.
Mr. John Jennings, Jr., Tennessee.
Mr. Joshua I Johns, Wisconsin.
Mr. Luther A. Johnson, Texas.
Mr. Robert F. Jones. Ohio.
Mr. Thirtel J. Jonkman. Michigan.
Mr. Robert W. Kean, New Jersey.
Mr. Frank B. Keefe, Wisdnsin.
Mr. Estes Kefauver, Tennessee.
Mr. John H. Kerr, North Carolina.
Mr. J. Roland Kinzer, Pennsylvania.
Mr. Michael J. Kirwan, Ohio.
Mr. Harold Knutson, Minnesota.
Mr. Herman P. Kopplemann, Connecticut.
Mr. John 0. Kunkel, Pennsylvania.
Mr. Gerald W. Landis, Indiana.

Mr. Fritz Lanham, Texas.
Mr. Clarence F. Lea, California.
Mr. Charles H. Leavy, Washington.
Mr. Lawrence Lewis, Colorado.
Mr. Louis Ludlow, Indiana.
Mr. Walter A. Lynch, New York.

Mr. Raymond S. McKeough, Illinois.
Mr.. Charles F. McInughlln, Nebraska.
Mr. Melvin J. Mass, Minnesota.
Mr. Carter Manaco, Alabama.
Mr. Thomas B. Martin, Iowa.
Mr. John A. Meyer, Maryland.
Mr. Earl C. Mlchener, Michigan.
Mr. A. S. Mike Monroney, Oklahoma.
Mr. Karl B Mundt, South Dakota.
Mr. Reid F. Murray, Wisconsin.
Mr. Joseph J. O'Brlen, New York.
Mr. James F. O'Connor, Montana.
Mr. James C. Oliver, Maine.
Mr. Emmet O'Neal. Kentucky.
Mr. George A. Paddock, Illinois.
Mr. Luther Patrick, Alabama.
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Mr. William A. Pittenger, Minnesota.
Mr. Charles A. Plumley' Vermont.
Air. Percy Priest, Tennessee.
Mt. Jennings Randolph. West Virginia.
Miss Jeannette Rankin, Montana.
Mr. Daniel A. Reed, New York.
Sir. L. Mendel R;rers, South Cirolina.
Mr. Charles R. Robertsont, Narth Dakota.
Mr. Rebert I. Rodgers, Pennsylvania.
Mrs. EMith Nourse Rogers. Massachusetts.
Mr. Thomas Rolph, California.
ir. Dave E. Salteafi~ld, Jr., Virginia.

Air. Harry Sauthoff, Wisconsin.
Air. HIugh D. Scott, Jr., Pennsylvania.
Mr. PaIul W. Shafer,*Mlchigan.
Mr. James A. Shanley, Connecticut.
Mr. Joseph I. Shannon, Mls.ourl.
ir. Rotert U P. Sikes, Forlda.
ir. Frederick. V. Smith, Oilo.

Air. Joe L. Smith, West Virglnia.
Mr. Martin F. Smith, Washington.
Mr. Charles 6 South, Txas.
Mrs. Margaret Chace Smith, Maine.
ir. John J. Sparkman, Alabama.
ir. Raymond S. Springer, Indiana.

Sir. William Ii. Sterenson, W~scousin.
Sir. William 0. Stratton. Illinois.
Mr. Jthn I. Sullivan, Missouri.
Miss Sumner, Illinois.
Mr. Hatton W. Sumners, Texas.
Mr. Lewis Thill, Wisconsin.

ir. R. . Thomason. Tevxus.
Mr. H rve Tibbott, Pennsylvania.
Mr. John H. Tolan, California.
Mr. Allen T. Treadway, Mmssachusetts.
Mr. John M. Vorys, Ohio.
Mr. Francis E. Walter, Pennsylvania.
Sir. Samuel A. Weiss, Pennsylvania.
Mr. Richard J. Welch, Cilifornia..
ir. Elmer I. Wene, New Jersey.

Mr. Campton 1. White, Idaho.
Mr. Victor Wickersham, Oklahoma.
ir. Earl Wilson, Indiana.

Mr. Jams Wolfen!en, Pennsylvania.
Mr. Charles A. Wolverton, New Jersey.
Mr. Roy Woodruff, Michigan.
Mr. James A. Wright, Pennsylvania.
Mr. Oscar Youngdahl, Minnesota.
Mr. Orville Zimmerman, Missouri.

The CHAIRMIAN. Have all of the House Members indicated their
presence

Mr. Wooenun,. May I say that Mr. Wolcott, of Michigan, would be
here were it not for the fact that it is necessary for him to go to the
White House this morning on a conference.

The CHAIRMAN. I know that ha is in a very important conference
this morning, and he could not be here.

Now, have all of the House Members indicated their appearance?
I know that many Members are interested in these hearings. In fact,
we had exactly 57 calls in 1 hour in my office this morning, and some
of them could not be here because of other committee hearings and
important appointments.

?49T--42-roL 1-2
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Now, how many Senators are here? I see that Senator Davis of
Pennsylvania is here, Senators Connally and O'Daniel of Texas, and
Senator Brooks of Illinois.

Mr. REED. Senator Mead, of New York, is engaged in another im-
portant engagement and he asked me to appear for him.

Mr. Chairman, there are several New York Members who intend to
be here, who are not here, and I would like to have their names re-
corded.

Mr. JENINs. Several Members from Ohio had another appoint-
ment, and they will be here later.

The CHAIRMrAx. Now, those desiring to enter their appearances
here should fill out a form that will be furnished to you for that pur-
pose. We have those forms available now.

I see that Senator Murray of Montana has just come in.
Mr. (IucIiCusr. I have a telegram from the Governor of Iowa saying

that he is unavoidably detained, and he had expected to be here.
The CHAIRMAN. Will the associations desiring appearance formns

hold up your hands? The clerk of the committee here, will be glad to
accept your ap pearances, and they will be entered ii the record.

(The following appearances were Iloted:)
P It. Lerner, representing the Bureau of Employment Scurity, Social Scurity

Bottrd.
Byron A. Johnson, Jr., representing the Navy Department-Army and Navy

Munitions Board.
FAwnrd J. Rowell, Office of Agricultural Defense Relations, Dpartnient of

Agriculture.
J. R. Scott, representing Chattinooga Automotive Trades Aso'ilatlon.
Leonard 0. Levens-on, Bureau of Iabor Satistles, Dermrtment of Labnr.
Arthur C. Winegar, representing ltirsch Bros., Inc.. WItliamvV!Ie, N. Y.
Ward Klepfer, representing Klepfer.Bres., Inc., Buff ilo, N. Y.
Jchn J. LIng, representing Bridgeport automobile doalera Bridgeport, Conn.
Lew AV. Moran, president, Pittsburgh Automobile Dmalers Association, Pitts-

burgb, Pa.
Leslie M. Parr, representing Buffalo Automotive Trades Association. Buffalo,

N.Y.
Howard N. Yates, representing Aurora Automobile Dealers Aseiation. Aurora,

Ill.
Treadwell K. Berg, representing the Empire State Automobile Merchants Asso-

ciation. Albany, N. Y.
P J. Hunt, representing the Buffalo Automotive Trades Association. Buffalo,

N. Y.
S T. Atkinson, E. 0. Anderson. 0. r4 Kevlln. and Mac Sanders, representing

Charlotte Automotive Association, Charlotte, N. C.
Mr. Charles J. Ilaynes Bridgeport, Conn.
Mir. Chris Veidemann, Bridgeport, Conn.
Mr. George W. Smitb, Bridgeport, Conn.

The CHAmIAN. I would also like to know if you have any prepared
statements. I am not talking about the witnesses that we have for
this morning, but those who are not witnesses, who have prepared
statements, hold up your hands, please, that you would like to file with
this hearing.

Will you bring your statements up here, pleased You will also be
permitted to file them later in the day. Please deliver them to Mr.
Kirkland, the counsel for the committee, br to the clerk, or to me.
You can also deliver them to room 114, the committee rooms.

Mr. HirS. Some of us have some telegrams from back home that
we would like to submit.

The CIAIRtMAX. You may enter them in the record; that is all right.
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CouuusicA.no.s

Cnxoas~s or THz U. rED ST.,
HVoSE OF IRrPRESEYATITES,

Washinglos, D. 0., January 13, 1942.
Hon. WRIGHT PATUAN,

Chairman, House Comjmtltee to Sludy Problems
of American Small Blsincis,

Old House Oflce Building, Washington, D. C.
DMA WIGHT i: Your attention Is respectfully Invited to the enclosed tele-

grams from Mr. B. R Gridley. president, Wichita Automobile Dealers' Ac-socla-
(lon, and the R. D. McKay Motor Co., both of Wichita, Kans., in which my
constituents make certain recommendations concerning the distribution of
automobiles.

Please mpke these telegrams a matter of record in the committee hearings
and take Into careful consideration the arguments advanced by the automobile
dealers ef Wichita.

Sincerely yours,
Jouzr 31. Hlousxs.

STclera m I
KANSAS CiTY, January 1?, 1911.

Hon. Jonx 31. loUsTov,
Representaire from Kansas.

House Ofifcc Building, Washington, D. 0.
Please represent our 45 employees at Tuesday's House committee meeting

regarding possible used and new ear price ceilings and car rationing. Their
jnbs, their earning capacity, and they are all essential to welfare of the
Nation. Please express their sincere desire to cooperate 100 percent for a
glorious victory but do not permit this vital Industry's establishments and
their employees to suffer discrimination. It is their earnest hope you do not
freeze used cars or put unworkable ceilings on them. For example, all our
used cars have been purchased by us based on Wichita retail prices which do
not necessarily correspond to any of the so-called National Guide Books.
They request, too, an early lifting of the present freeze on new cars, using
December prices plus storage, interest, and Insurance costs. This firm en-
dorsed fully their opinions and their urgent request to you.

R. D. McKAY MoTos Co.

(Telegramal
KANSAS CITY, January 12, 1912.

Congressman JOHN M. lHousTon.
Houte of Represntiatirce, Washington, D. 0.

Your assIstanee would be greatly appreciated by our members In the release
of new automobiles and trucks at an early date on the basis of December prices
and If requislitoned by Government these prices without discount to prevail
Also that freezing costs, storage, and interest be allowed dealers, and distribu-
tion be made through local dealers. Further, that no ceiling or freezing be
placed on used cars since that would he ruinous to most dealers. Our hundreds
of employees and their dependents and many thousands of aircraft workers in
Wichita are relying on our members keeping their establishments open. This will
be impo&sible under these conditions. We need your cooperation and ask that
you attend hearing on Tuesday. Thanks for your kind consideration.

B. . Gawtrr.
President. Wichita Automobile Dealers Aso'ation."

(Telegram]

BzwiNo, 31ic., January 1, 191t.
Hon. FPum L. C3wrom,

House of Rcpresenatire*, Washington, D. 0.:
Understand Henderson wants used-car stocks frozen. This would be the last

straw. Do everything in power to stop it.
WrxLkzo IL JoHNsox.
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(Western Union telegram)

ST. LotiS, MICH., January 12, 1942.
amw L. CAwsFm,

House of Represetafire, Washington, D. 0.:
We, the automobile dealers of St. Louis, Mich., appeal to you for sane judgment.

Do not freeze used-car stocks. Save the automobile Industry from complete
destruction.

C. It. BUV NOAVLg.
OaEx A. CocHuAN.

(Western Union telegram]

BExiso, MICa., January 12, 1942.
Hon. FaE Ca1wRo,

House of Representattrcs, Waehtwgton, D. 0.:
Understand Henderson wants used-car stocks frozen. This would be the last

straw. Do everything in power to stop It. JOE Mr-annr.
Fo SAtIEs AND SERVICE.

(Western Union telegram)

OGwriviu.r, Mica., January 12, 19J2.
Hon. Fa Ca-wroao,

Congressman, Eighth Distrit.,
Wash ingtow, D. C.;

Please keep used-car stock liquid. Your friend,
AL KENNEDY,
STRYKE MoTR SAtEs.

(Western Union telegram)

SAGINAW. Mica.. January 12, 1942.
Hon. FaE 1. CawroM,

House of Represeata lre*, Washington, D. 0.:
Freezing of used-car Inventories will have most disastrous results not only

to dealers but to our own company. Such dealers as we have been able to contact
are terribly upset. Great majority of dealers doing business with us will be
forced out of business and be unable to pay their debts. Please exert yourself
to the utmost to $top this order.

11. T. RoBINsoNe,
President, Saginaw Financing Corporation.

( Western Union telegram)

SAOINAW, MICH., January 12, 1942.
Congressman From 1 CaswroRD.

House of Representatires, Wahngton, D.. 0.:
Rumor of freezing of used cars apparently serious. If this goes into effect

automotive retailing Industry of 41,000 dealers and 600.00 employees is ruined.
BNeyond this, sane rationing policy on new cars and trucks must be put Into effect
Immediately to preserve dealer group whose Job It Is to keep 30,000,000 cars used
for defense and civilian purposes roiling.

Am depending on you to do your part to see that Henderson handles these
problems sanely. Please advise. B.'P. WIKNF*F Presldcnto

I. D. DL4rxa. Secretary,
Saginaw Auto Dealers Association.
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(Western Union telegraml

ALUA, MICH., January 12, 1942.
Congressman Fw: I. CalwYOZ,

1I'ashinglon, D. 0.:
If the War Department needs our used cars they can have them at their price.

If freez:ng would be for price control, don't all it. Used cars represent re-
ialaing livelihood In our business. Government control of both new and used

cars will close our doors.
RADEMAKIS 31o7O1 SAES Ford.
FAMMcKsEN Morox SALES., Pontlac.
AR FAXSSWouTH, Chrysler.
MciIuoH MoTOe SALES. Olds.
SWAmt Hour-Ewt a, Buick.
IloimSON CHiEv SALES, Cherrolet.

(Western Union teleiraml

Dzs foINEs, IowA, January 12, 1942.
lion. Faxe C Gttcasr,

Member o1 Congres, Vashlngton, D. 0.:
Regret Inability to come to Washington for hearing tomorrow. Farmers' means

of transporting produce from farm to market Is by motor vehicle. Many farmers
unable to make needed replacements in recent years will need equipment. Urge
your thorough study of subject of motorized and other equipment for agriculture
during period of var production.

GOGEu A. WItsoN. Governor.

[Western Union telegram)

CnAusEmsaumO, PA., ,an uar¥ 12, 1942.
Congressman lAY L. HAIxEs,

.10 Old House Oj~ca Building, Washington, D. C.:
Strongly urge you attend auto dealers hearing January 13. 10 a. m., caucus room.

Plight of *au'to dealers and their employees Is serious. Please give full study
and exercise your best ability, helping devise plan for relief without Jeopardizing
defense. Freezing new ears stopped income but not expense. I)naler must have
carrying cost and storage for stocks frozen. If Sfales are frozen and price ceilings
established on used dars, situation becomes hopeless. This must be avoided.
Dealers' main supply of used cars for many months will come from draftees.
Freezing will discourage dealers from buying, thus draftees are denied the defi-
nite quick sale of their cars. Ceilings on used-car prices will tend to deflate
values at the source which again Is hurting the draftee more than anybody else.
Competitive open market bidding for these cars may tend to raise the prices, but
the $21-per-nionth draftee will get the benefit. l'rice ceiling must be postponed
until definite profiteering Is evident. We advertised to buy used ears and today
nine cars were brought to us, every one owned by a draftee. We bought none.
Probable ceiling and freezing kept u from buying. Commandeering of unessen-
tial civilian cars far more practical.

II. B. SLUOIIENSIAUP.

(Western Union telegranil

OGrnsntao, PA., ,Januvary 12, 1912.
Hon. HaaR [A HIazz,

Olce 210, Old House Building, Wash ngton, D. 0.:
Dnsa HAIty: Da your best for Adams County automobile dealers regarding

new cars and trucks we have on hand. Let us sell our present stock. Please do
not let them freeze our used cars. The place to freeze automobiles, trucks, bat-
teries, and so forth, Is at the factory. I am worried sJck that the bank might call
my loan. but If I can sell everything I have In stock, I can get along for 0 months.
Best regards.

C. W. EPLEY.
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Tn jLMs Br AUThMOl' D.iis SENT TO CbNORESSMAN S-AMUL A. Wias
O PENiNSYLVANIA

(a) Boothe Motor Co., MeKeesport, Pa.
(6) Baebr Bros., McKeesport, Pa.
(c) Forest Hills Motor Co., Wilklnsburg, Pa.
(d) Oakmont Auto Co., Oakmont, Pa.
(e) John P. Mooney, McKeesport, Pa.
(f) Crafton Motor Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cg) Joseph Hoebler, Pittsburgh, Pa.
(h) Dormont Motors, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

i) Superior Motor Co., Braddock, Pa.
(j) llomeste.d Pontiac Co., Homestead, Pa.
(k) Temple Chevrolet Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
(C) William A. Beadling, president, Automobile Dealers of Turtle Creek, Pa.
(m) Litman Bros, Braddock, Pa.
() Garage Employees Loal Unlon No. 92, Pittsburgh, Pa.
(o) Nethling Chevrolet Co., Milivale, Pa.
(p) Donaldson Motor Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
(Q) Milfer Chevrolet Co., Pittsburgh, Ila.
(r) Telegrams from: J. J. Crowley, S. W. Bullard, M. T. Marovltz, K. K.

Jackson, Bert Mansfield; dealers of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cs) Liberty Chevrolet, Inc., of Pittsburgh, Pa.
(C) Telegrams: Mr. Shoaf Carlisle, J. A. King, M. A. Liberator, W. P.

Ferrette, J. P. Hoebler, L'wrence Dideon, Ralph Hoebler, Chester Smolinski;
all of Allegheny County, Pa.

UsNw STATES S".ATE,
ComulirrE ox Foaemox R.AxTtoxs,

January 1$, 1942.
Hon. Waionr PAiUAN,

CAairman, Select Conlmittee on Small Buines.s,
House ot Repreentatlire*, Waskington, D. 0.

My Dr.&a CoGRsEsuAX: May I file the enclosed'telegrams with your committee
as a part of the testimony In your hearing today?

Sincerely yours,
Jonx Izm,

United States Senate.
(Telegrams)

Bozsz CItY, OwCA., January 11, 194P.Hion. Joan Liz,
United States Senate, Wathtngton, D. 0.:

I feel winning the war is utmost Important. but with new cars froze and tires
regulated and possible used cars will be froze February 1, believe we should receive
some favorable consideration on the bills pending.

FowTRx Moot',
D. W. Fowt.nL

BOiss City, OjLA., January It, 1942.lion. Joan Liz,
United states Senate, Washlngton, D. C.:

Our country is strictly agricultural and Is also a country of long distances;
we are already hurt by regulations on new cars and tires, and I hope you will give
careful consideration to bill pending upon regulation of the automobile Industry.

Jon x'ue Ma, ro Co..
HoMxt L. JolnNsOx.
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Cose, OKLA., January 11, 1942.Senator Josn Liz
Washington, D. 0.:

We, the undersigned automobile dealers, urge you attend Hiuse of Repre-
sentatives meeting Tuesday morning, 13th, and protect our Interest. Thanks.

A. I. Moros Co. Albertson.
OAYLEY MoTon CO., Gayley.
Fomxrz MOro Co., Forese.
G(urnin MoToa Co., Griffith.
CusHINo Moron SALES, Smith.

WEWOK.% OxL%,, Jan ary 10, 1912.
Ilon. Josu. LEE,

Senator, Washinglon, D. C.:
It possible, please attend hearing automobile meeting Houre of Representa-

tives Tuestay morning. Oil and gasoline Just as Important as planes and tanks.
We are In heart of oil territory, and men must have tires, parts, and cars If they
get oil and gasoline. Drilling operations scattered, and men shifted about over
many miles to get to the Job. Freezing of new cars has us on spot. Must sacrifice
business built up over years if we cannot get some help.

MAUoY, DOYL M1oroR Co.
NOMroy, FoRxsEE Morea Co.
.411ERNIT. PARKER Moro Co.
FiLsO Moron Co.
GIWLAND MOTOR CO.

BOISE CiTy, OKLA., January 11, 1912
Hon. JosH Lizm,

United States Senate, l'ashington, D. C.:
Understand you will consider bill pertaining to the future of the automobile

industry. We are Interested in winning the war, but believe our industry should
not be discriminated against too much. F~vE STATES Cusauor Co.

CLRSENCE SNArP.

TULSA, OKrA., January 12, 1942.
lion. Josa LIz,

United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.:
Proposal to freeze used-ear stocks will delay completion of two large defense

plants here, also will handicap both oil and farming. The writer knows per-
sonally that rubber ban will make an acute labor situation at Choteau within
30 days. Two thousand people a day from Tulsa alone riding to plant, four to
six passengers per car, mostly with poor rubber. Office of Production Manage-
ment Is throwing monkey wrenches into defense program here.

0. Y. PAmisH, Dodge Dealer.

TuLSA, OKLA., January 12, 1942.
lion. JosH LL,

United States Senator, Washington, D. 0.:
Again we appeal to you as the processes of strangulation continue upon our

businesses. Press and radio reports inform us that defense agencies are con-
templating freezing used-car sales. Although this measure, if adopted, may only
be temporary, this, augmented with freezing new-car and tire sales, will make
our annihilation complete. What can we do? Tuesday, January 13, the Senate
Small Business Committee will resume hearing on matiera affecting this industry.
Please try to be present and voice the feeling of all the members of this Industry.

Respectfully.
TULSA AurrooaxtE DEALi ASSOCIATION.
I. . LrTE MAN.
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JErnsox CiTy, Mo., January I, 194Z.Ron. WRIORr PATMAN,
United Statet House of Representatives, Washt(ngon, D. (7.:

Understand your committee meets Tuesday handling automobile restrictions.
Please believe we are thoroughly in accord national-defense program. Our
business outlook most precarious. Won't you consider moderations in keeping
with defense program but still allow us sufficient business Justify contluued
operation. Thanks for your past efforts.

COMMONWEALTH CHeMrO Co06
DON RILEY.

Iso MounTAIN, MICH., January 1, 1942.Representative Wauroer PATMAN¢,
Washlfngto,, D. 0.:

Regarding proposal to freeze and regulate used-car sales. Dealers confronted
with most serious situation. We ask you try to attend sessions regarding used
cars and wisely and sanely help form legislation, bearing in mind sale of used-
cars parts and service may be all that will keep dealers In business and in
position to serve essential transportation.

AcE BUicK MoToa 8ALEs.
ANDERsoN Moon Co.
ComUmNIY Motous.
DEGAYNoR & KEssLsn.
DICKINSON COUNTY MOTORS.
JOHNSON MOTOR S.%aLS.
KisoaroRD Morot Co.
LmnmmE Moxua Co.

Brrns 1aiz , Mice., Jan uarv 12, 1942.lion. WsxoiOH P.ATMAN,
Member of Congress, House of Representatives:

We understand that the Office of Price Administration is proposing to free
used cars on dealer lots; this would be a fatal blow to dealers because It would
freeze assets which can be made liquid to pay taxes and keep service depart-
ments going. This proposal it carried through would close many service de-
partments needed to keep men and materials moving to defense Jobs. We will
cooperate to the limit but see no reason why we should be forced out of business

BsrT-z CEsx AuTo DrALus AcSPOc/dMoN.

MIsnNNAOUS, MINN., January 1t, 1942.
CongresmSan WRIHT PaTuAN,

. House Opoe Building, Washingtos, D. C.:
Conditions are the same in Minnesota as in other States. Dealers will have

to close doors if rationing restrictions are too severe. There will be one-half
million people out of Jot Must be able to sell cars on hand to public or back
to Government at fair profit. Impossible to stay In business by selling to limited
market. Want release on orders taken prior to January 1st. Need immediate
help.

Waircous & BUCK,
R. L WHrncouaM

linneapollt Oldest Pontiac Dealer.

eOBwormw, N. J., January 1, 1942.Representative Wtoar P, rAIT,
Washington, D. 0.

Dr.&% Six: I am an automobile salesman born August 2, 18T-that makes me
5 this coming August. I started in the ;automobile line in 1906 Now am I
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going to continue to make a living selling automobiles or must I take a furnished
room and get a job as a night watchman to support my wife? The Army is now
taking my son; I must do something right away as I am getting down to my
last dollar and don't want charity. Can you tell me if we can at least continue to
sell used ears?

Thanking you in advance for my troubling you, I am
Gratefully yours,

J. IL Russu-t.

CHAMsB OF COUMFtMc,
Austin, Tcz., January 9, 1942.

Bion. WRIGtl~ PAruAN'.

Hovie Offlce BaUding, Wauhington, D. 0.
Da.is Ma. PATu.%x: We are voicing the sentiment of the 000 members of the

Austin Chamber of Commerce against the too drastic regulations which affect
tire and car dealers. Unless modified within the near future, these regulations
will destroy many times more than the value of frozen Inventories of tires, cars,
and trucks. Thousands of small business establishments will of necessity cease
operating, and many times that number of employees will be thrown out of all
employment.

These drastic regulations are seriously affecting various forms of taxes and
are retarding the sales of defense stamps and bonds and will sharply retard
defense production by wasting an enormous number of man-hours.

Too drastic regulations affecting car, truck, and tire dealers will throw out of
t-mployment employees of Insurance and finance companies. Possible destruction

of the morale of these dealers and their employees may react unfavorably In this
country and thus pare the way for serious "fifth columnist" activities.

While three groups-large contractors, manufacturers, and Industrial labor-
are groniug rich out of defense activities little business, which represents the
backbone of the Nation and the principal taxpaylug sources, Is being relentlessly
crushed. All small business Is now paying and will pay a tremendous price in
Iheir patriotic support of our defense program, and this they are perfectly willing
to do, but we feel that they should not be required to carry all the burden while
the manufacturer, contractor, and Industrial labor grow rich.

We offer this practical solution. If tire manufacturers will be required to
make enough reclaimed tires for equal distribution to their dealers, this would
keep their business going and would not affect the rubber-conservation program
In this country. Also, automobile manufacturers should be required to make
enough replacement parts to keep their dealers' repair shops going. This plan
would keep old cars operating and would not affect the many branches of tax
revenue. The use of reclaimed tires would necessarily reduce speed limits on
highways to 35 to 40 miles per hour, thus reducing tremendously the number of
accidents and destruction of property and life which is a large factor In this
country. In addition, manufacturers should be allocated enough rubber to supply
tire recapping anti retreading shops. New inner tubes should be produced by the
jnanufacturer on a restricted basis. Instead of arbitrary, visionary, and capri-
cious regulations, we feel that those in authority should be able to select those
services and functions In all branches necessary to be carried on rather than
totally to exempt any form of large-scale wholesale distribution and other activi-
ties totally unrelated to defense, public health, or public safety.

Yours respectfully, T. B. WASVaN€, Prei denl.

Tiu D %a Pasas,
Dania, Fla., Dcccmber 17, 1941.

Hon. PAT CANNqON,
Member of Congress from Florida,

Washngton, D. C.
D.as Sin: Since the movement for the defense of the United States stated more

than 1 year ago, there has been a certain measure of uncertainty among many
smaller business concerns.

Our weekly newspaper, the Dania Press, has cooperated In every possible way
to encourage our people to take a greater Interest in this matter of defense. We
would rejoice with thousands of others &o see that our country was ready to
meet any attack from any source and in any manner made upon us.
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We happen to be running a business that is so small that it is doubtful if It
could even expect to receive consideration at a time like this. The fact that we
can do our own labor with our own hands makes it possible for us to keep run-
ning along (so far). Having reached the sixty's in the matter of age, we have
little hope of employment should our business go on the rocks.

It Is getting more difficult to secure material. The material we use Is fine
papers, inks, etc., for newspaper and job printing. If we could fi id some way
which would serve our country better than running a weekly paper and Oolng
Job printing and encouraging our friends and neighbors to keep their chins in the
air during this time of doubts and fears we would gladly change our work.

But we are wondering, if it comes to a point where really small cotterns, lke
ours, on which It seems our existence is dependent, are to be deprived of stocks.
as Is hinted by some people, where will there be any economy in such a step?
Somebody will have to help take care of those dependent on such business. Who
except the "garment" can do it?

Then it would not be a matter of economy.
While there is no immediate threat the air Is full of crackpot ideas about

cutting out this and that until we all commence to wonder what will be sug-
gested next? And who Is competent to decide what businesses are necessary and
what businegses are unnecessary?

Paper salesmen and many others are telling us their stocks are running low,
that they may not be able to furnish us with our needs in this line for any

definite period. This can have but one effect. It frightens those who have the
money and credit into buying more than they reed at this time thus running the
price up by creating an extra demand. It frightens those of us who have not
the means to take advantage of a supposed shortage into a fear that we might
bare to shut our shops sooner or later. Under such a condition we carnot give
the service we would like to give.

Big orders to big business are all well enough end good. But we should not
loose sight of the fact that in times of peace small businem Is the feeder for blg
busluess and that in ffct small business Is the bulwark foundatIon rf our com-
merce. If small business Is sacrificed row for big business with big orders then
wher- are the taxes to come from?

Don't you think it might be a good Idea for Congress to Investigite this matter
end see that the small buslne s concerns are not altogether choked out under
the prPsQure of "needing all supplies for defense"?

A little assurance of this kird from our Government would Increase the morale
and make us more and more determined to win the great battle laid out for us.

I know you are a busy man now, but this Is one part of the work of a man in
your place that shonld receive attention and I believe it will.

I am sending our two United States Senators eirhon copies of this letter.
If you think It worth while place it before the proper committees or officers for

consideration.
If not, there is nothing lost but a little time, and that Isn't worth very much

with us yet-in dollars and cents.
Yours for victory in the world conflict, Btxrs' D. CsTrs.s

Editor, The Danla Press, Dante, Florida.

(Telegrams]

RoC-y MovNr, N. C., JaRAsery 12, 1942.

Congressman JoH, I. KIR,
Washlnhton, D. 0.:

Please attend House Small Business Affairs Committee meeting Tuesday morn-
ing. Do all on your power to help the automobile dealers who are virtually being

thrown into bankruptcy.
DAven W. t MvE or.Darcsport iMotor Co.
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MAr, FF-A., Dcreorber 20, 1941.

Congressman PAT CANNON,
Washington, D. 0.

I)zkm Ms. .'Nso.: Now that the Government is adjusting itself to a war policy
a great many businessmen are going to be forced to give up business ,'1ih no
means of earning power.

A great many of these people have houses with mortgages on them either In
the Federal Ifousirg Authority or Home Owners Loan Corporation.

Svmethling should be done at once to relieve the pressure on these loans so the
people will not lose their houses.

What do you think about it, and what can be done-would like to know.
Yours very truly, AMER LANG.

TEXARSKANA, TX., Januery 7, 1912.
Bon. Warour PATMAN,

Hoese of Represcntotfres, Washlsgton, D. 0.
D&su M. PATMA N: The automobile manufacturers of the United States, through

cooperation with Office of Production Management, have discontinued manufac-
ture of automobiles. This condition will cause many automobile dealers to go out
of business.

A great many automobile dealers in the United States were unfortunate enough
to hare their leases expire since the Iase-lend bill was pas.;sed by our Congress.
Passage of thL bill seemed to crystallize In the nilnds of the landlords of the
country the fact that there would e tremendous spending and great prosperity.
As a consequence, dealers were forced to pIy advances ranging from 25 to 75
percent for new leases. Without new cars, few of these dealers can exist.

I respcctfully suggest that our Government proceed with the necessary measures
to declare a moratorium on such leases, in cases u here dealers are forced out of
business.

Sincerely yours,' DovE 3froRo Co..
HORFEsT E. DovMa. Presldtct.

(Telegram i

WVsntorov, D. C., January 7, 1949.
lion. Wsxcnr PATMAN,

House Of/xce Buflding, Waeh ngton, D. 0.:
Will you kindly, on behalf of the Independent tire dealers In your State and the

other States, at your committee meeting. Thursday as to national defense In
relation to small business, petition Mr. Leon Hlenderson, Offl-e of Price Ad-
ministration, that he, Mr. Henderson, ease bls rationing order on tires and tubes
so that the Independent tire dealers may be permitted to sell their stock of tires.
and tubes on hand In their respective places of business, for example, all size
tires and tubes for car of 1930 construction or earlier manufacture. All actual
orders sold by the dealer and paid for by the user prior to December 1 that the
dealer be permitted to deliver the customer's property. If above would be
denied by the Office of Price Administration, the Oftic, of Price Administration
permit the dealer to dispose of his stocks on hand on a percentage monthly ration-
Ing plan. At present rationing plan, It would take the average dealer to dispose
of his stocks from 2 to 10 years, and at which time. the services from the mer-
chandise would be greatly reduced or be worthless. If the Independent tire dealer
Is to stay In business, which he should. due to the valued service he can render
to the Government and in national defense, then your committee should recom-
mend to Treasury Department some relief for the Independent In the payment of
their Income tax for 1942, due to fact their business frozen due to Government
action December 11, 1911. Dealers look to your commit tee for Immediate help.

GEoMEs J. BVR43D.
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[Telegram)

ROCKY MousT, N. C., January 11, 1912.
Congressman JON H. KERa,

Washington, D. 0.:
Our group necessarily hard lilt; capital structure will be wiped out or Impaired

beyond recovery. Employees and sales force face unemployment. Please attend
House Small Business Afftlrs C(mmlttee meeting Tuesday morning and add your
knowledge and efforts to some plan of cushioning shock to prevent complete
knock-out of our biness.

EDWASRS CUICHIN MOTOR Co.

JliOlSE O.? I.RESENTATIV3,
ComiirrEE ON THE MF.ECIIANT NMARINt AND FISIEIES,

Waslhinglon, D. C., January 12, 1942.
lion. WRIGHT PATMAN,

ChAairman, Select Committee to Conduct a Study and Inretig lation of the
National Defense Program in Its Relation to Small Bstiness in lhe United
States, House of Rcpreseiattres.

DB MR. P.kTmAN: I am very much Interested In the effort to secure some
relief for the automobile sales agencies and similar activities which are very
seriously affected by reason of the embargo that has been placed on automobile
construction and sales.

I sincerely trust that it may be possible to work out something In their
Interest, and I have told them that every consideration will be given their
problems by your committee. I had been asked to be present, but I am unable
to attend the hearings by reason of a session of my own committee.

Yours very sincerely, S. 0. B3L~oy.

TEsraitoxy OF JON F. POsIa, ixR iL AUromiooiLz DELM or WiLmiNOTOx, Dm.

I have on hand 100 new ears at a retail value of approximately $240,020. We
have about 125 employees. All of us want to do our part even to the utmost In
*he great defense plan our President has so clearly set forth In his speech to the
Congress, and we will give to our utmost In strength and money to carry on this
work; but we can only do this If we keep going so that we will have clear minds
to carry on. 1

We can give when we work, but Idle business Is a disaster In itself-a breeding
ground of despondency. In the country at large 44.000 dealers and W00,000
employees will be reduced to a state of Ineflicleney and uselessness.

This huge army will quickly be put out of commission.
We will be without liquid furds to pay our income taxes ard In many cares

will soon be wl .hout funds for the very necessIties of life.
We have certain Inescapable overhead Items, such as rent, storage charges,

taxes, Interest, and th3 necessary expenses of keeping our stock of new cars in
condition, such as recharging batteries to prevent freezing and dtter.oratlon,
running cars occasionally while In storage to prevent gumming and rusting of
tuglne valves and cylinder walls, and many other things.

Tires will deteriorate rapidly unless cars are blocked up and kept off the
ground. Vital ubber will be lost.

One-half a billion dollars of new cars at cost are frozen and will deteriorate
rapidly if not in use.

We just can't be frozen and live.
The effect on our business Is the same as If you were to tie up the bank accounts

of the Individual citizen and he could not draw money from the bank to pay his
living expenses.

This could not be done, because It would destroy life Itself.
Only dire necessity compels us so to speak.
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We must live; ire must act; all citizens must carry on if democracy is to live.
Let us I!quidate our stock of cars and trucks and secure funds to carry on In a

better and a more useful way.
'Then with the decks cleared this huge army of dealers and employees will be

available for active defense work. Our shops can lake on defense work; our
funds will be working funds for democracy; we can pay our income taxes; our
mind and energy will be released to work.

We can be tesourccful if the frozen shackles are removed.
Shall It be said that the retail automobile dealer must perisht

HOUSE OF tEIP5E;FNATti"S,
IWashington, D. C., January 1$, 194?.

lion. IVaRtGI[ PATMAc,
Chairman, Symall Biusncs Commiitce, Wash nglos, D. C.

My Dx CoLsAuvrE: I wish to submit the resolution of the Dayton. Ohio, Auto-
mobile Dalers Association for incorporaticn into the record of your hearings.

When you bare finished with this resolution, will you kindly return it to me?
Thank you for your courtesy.

Sincerely yours,
ara IoLM-ocK,
Member of Congress.

a5"OLU1ION

Whereas the House of Represenlatives will, on January 13, 1042, through a
special committee, consider the plight of the retail automobile dealers; and

Whereas the automobile manufacturers have already been assured of relief,
even though no new cars will be manufactured, through Government contracts to
produce arms equipment; and

'Whereas the retail automobile dealers throughout the country have long served
their communities well and gainfully employed thousands of men and women;
and

Whereas these dealers bave an investment of thousands of dollars in each Indi-
vidual Instance: Be It therefore

Repored. That we, the undersigned group of dealers, who represent 85 percent
of the retail auto sales In Dayton, Ohio, do hereby request the cooperation of our
Representatives In doing everything possible to work out a solution which will
alleviate the condition which, If permitted, will force us out of bLsiness and therein
cause serious financial as well as an employment problem, and we speelfically ask
that used-car stocks be left in the hands of the dealers and not frozen, as such
would be disastrous.

The Barlow Motor Car Co., II. 31. Newell: Borchers Auto Co., C. A.
Stenger: 1llam Motors, Inc.. C. A. 111am; Ray Simons, Inc., Ray
Simons; L B. I1i1geford Auto SalIM IA. B. hlligeford; Cooper &
Jarkon Co., D'llas F. Cooper; T. D. and P. A. Peffley, Inc., T. D.
Peflly: The Rodeers Pontiac Co., H. J. Rodgers: Dayton Buick Co.,
S. II. toerner: Burns Auto Co., S. J. Burns; The S-WS Chevrolet
Co.. A. D. Shenaborgh; The Central Motor Sales Co., R. S. Waitsee.

HOUSE OF REPESxm lTAIVz.
Washington, D. V., January 10, 1942.io'n. WUCTca PATUAN.

Chairman. :peclal rommfttee to Inrettgate National Defense,
11 House Offee Building, Washington, D. 0.

DEAR MIL CHAmMAN: Attached hereto find telegram received by me from
the Pennsylvania Commercial Conference with reference to the recent tire-
rationing order.

I am transmitting it for the consideration of your committee members in
connection with their study of the subject.

Very sincerely,
:onic 0. XKnfl M. C.
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HAaaISBURO, PA., January 7, 1943.
Hon. JoHN CwiN KuxHZ,

House Offce Building, WashiNgtox, D. 0.:
On behalf of the 75,000 members of the Pennsylvania Drivers Conference,

consisting of 57 Pennsylvania local unions affiliated with the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen, and Helpers of America.
American Federation of Labor, I wish to urge thorough study and investigation
of the recent tire-rationing order. The rationing of commercial tires as
presently ordered will result In unemployment to at least 100,000 drivers and
will deprive millions of our civilian population of services essential to their
morale, health, and welfare. This will directly affect thousands of drivers In
this State and a large portion of Pennsylvania's civilian populace. With
millions of nonessential private cars operating on our streets at a tremendous
economic cost, including the useless consumption of valuable rubber, persons
dependent upon the vital milk, bread, laundry, and taxi Industries are at a
loss to understand the reason or justice of the present tire-rationing order.
We urge a careful investigation Into the necessity of the order and feel that a
study which would determine the proper allocation of all tires to activities In
the order of their relative Importance to society at a whole would serve the
best Interests of our entire country In these times. The proper dstrIbutlon of
food is, In our opinion, an Imperative necessity.

Pledging you our undeviating support in the common cause of victory.
JAMES FLIIERTY,

Secretary, Pennprernia Commercial
Drrrs Conference, 29 South Third Street, Harrisburg.

(Telegraml
lion. Titou.%s RoLpit.

House o Represcntatircs, Washington, D. C.:
I wish to protest against the entirely unsympathetic and unreasonable ap-

proach to the automobile dealers predicament. We are all sitting here wtlh long
leases and overheads that we have been trying to cut enough to maintain our
business . We will pay all working capital for income tax next March, Including
payment on reserves. etc., which wUl not now materlalfz. Ilear rumors of
freezing used cars. With the millions of used cars on hand why In the name of
common sense should that be necessary? There will be thousands of used cars
offered for mile by Individuals to private parties, and dealers suggest emphatically
that the present hysteria, and determined apparent effort to bankrupt the dealers
who have their whole life's effort tied up In their business be stopped. Why
not meet the shortage when and if It comes and not create destruction of so
many businesses unnecessarily. I respectfully suggest that in the war of nerves
I have yet to see anything to equal the past 30 days for the autonbille dealers.
F'nlly, besides paying all mr actual income in tax, I feel entirely willing to do
everything to win this war. Will you please tell me how breaking all the dealers
Is going to put them in position to help out In any way?

J. A. Ilra-too.

(Telegram)

Representative THoMAs RoLnH:
If possible, will you please attend House committee hearing on automobile

Industry to be held tomorrow, Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock In large caucus room
of Old House Office Building and use your best efforts to prevent freezing of used
cars? These are very lifeblood of automobile dealers at this time and If frozen
would practically ruin most dealers and their 80,00 employees. Best regards.

foTom i'AR DAtza' AsocuurIoN or SAN FRANcisc0, Iac,
Gum 0. STA m.

II
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Host WoaTv, Txx., January 13, 19J2.
lion. Faus [ANiIAU,

ILimc O1 Reprcsentative,
WaahIlgton.

Dr.AR Fairz: I know you have far more weighty matters to bother with than
tho mentioned in this letter; so all I'm asking Is that you pass it on to the
chat.man of your committee looking after su.h-I believe the committee on
small bu- Ines&

I In ta b tn ,.oe to the retail automobile business for 25 -ears, my only brother
Itaving teen engaged In it during that time, and for the past 12 years hare been
financially interested and more or less actively engaged In' itmyself. Harle North,
cf Houston, Bert Ilona, general manager of the StarTelegram, and I own Ite
E-re N nth Dijick Co. at llouston, cne of the largest single 13 liek agencies in the
country.

We know, of course, that nothing should or can be permitted to Interfere with
war production. Whatever Ihe sacrifice, we must all make It, and it will be cheap
at the price. But I'm confident that you and every other MXnber of Congress
wants to achIeve the maximum of war production with the minimum of dislocation
and hardship. I know of none who wishes to see the 43.000 automobile dea.ers
In the United Slates, with their ,yproxfmitely .r0J0,XO employees, thrown out
of business overnight, If It can be prevented. This letter Is written with the
hope that there may be found a way to gave them without Interference with war
production.

These dea'era have fair-sized establishments, most of them long-time leases at
substantial rental., a large number of employees, such as salesmen, who ainiot
readily find employment In defense Industries.

I believe It is true that 1941 probably was the Lest ;ear the dealers hare ha4
since 192; but, after some disastrous and many poor years, few If any tire
financially strong. It was due to an unusual demand for new mrs, the curtail.
ment of production in the fall. and a reduction, without the usual heavy loss, In
used car stock. I think the year's showing was largely the result of Improved
conditions of the last quarter or half year.

The factories are making automobiles In January. It might be possible that
If the dealerswere permitted to sell these cars at the prices prevailing in 1041
they could weather the storm for many months and have time to make further
adjustments that might possibly keep them in buslne--s. .

As an illustration, we sold 1.229 new cars in Houston last year, a little better
than 100 a month. If we could get 20 cars a month, we might be able to stay In
business. If the service volume held up, and. If not, hare a few months in which
to liquidate used car stock and make further adjustments. This would be about
15 percent of last year's volume.

You hear and read so many conflicting reports that the more yon hear and
read the more confused you become. I hare heard that the factories have on
hand. in various stages of processing, enough material for a considerable output
In February. and this material, because of Its processing, cannot be used for
defense work. I have also heard that it will take the factories several weeks or
months to retool for defense work, and it might be possible for them to run
another fe* weeks on automobIles without In any wise affecting defense produc-
tion. since the materials involved couldn't be used in defense, and the machines
for strictly defense production wouldn't be ready. Of course as to the accuracy
of these reports, I cannot Pay.

I have also read some reports that when rationing begins prices lower than
those prevailing In 1941 will be set. A lower price would be unfair and work
further hardship. It would be unfair because the car sales volume, at best, can
be but a fraction of 1041 and far below that of any normal year. Service business
i certain to grow le% not more, despite the fact that with fewer new ears people
naturally will spend more on servicing the old. But service comes from use.
lationing of tires will cause less driving and consequently there will be less need
for service. The dealer, therefore, will get hit both ways: little new car bus-
ns and dwindling service business.

I have also read one suggestion that when restrictions are lifted the armed
forces and defense organizations be permitted to buy their cars through local
dealers at established prices. The usual dealer's "dscount Is between 2 and 25
percent, but In normal years, after deducting used-car losses-actual losses
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between cost of the used car and Its sale price and the cost of operating the used-
ear department-any dealer who earned 6 percent on the Invoice price of his new
ear was making an Ideal profit. Few, to my knowledge, did. However, there
would be few if any used ears involved in sales to the Government and defense
units, and It might be possible to set two prices-one to private individuals per-
mitted to buy ears, another to Government and defense purchases; the normal
pike to the former, a lower price to the latter If ho trade-in were involved. This
would enable the dealers to keep In business and would Involve little increase In
cost to the Government above buying direct from the factory.

The problem is not only serious for the dealers but for communities and the
employees. I think there are 43 large automobile retail establishments in
Houston; there are approximately 20 here. These figures don't Include strictly
second-hand dealers or used-car lots, but the total employment Involved is
considerable.

Oar original Investment In Houston was $S0.O^O. We lost approximately
$2(0,000 of It In 1t33. through Inability of people who had purchased eare on time
to pay for them. We have been beating back ever since--Its net worth now Is
$17t000---and now we are confronted with the prospect of being put out of busl-
ness overnight. Up to the middle of the sumer we were working 58 salesmen;
we have 12 now.

If there is any chance of staying in business and salvaging any of our Invest-
ment without interfering with war production, we naturally want to do It. if
there Isn't, we'll Just have to take It and make the best of It.

Sincerely yours,
J. 31. Noasl. Jr.

Nav Yoax, N. Y., January 13, 194.
Representative PATiA.MN,

Hoas mall ftsfneas Committee,
- l'ashahg:on, D. 0.

Dr-ts Si: As a dealer engaged in the retail automobile Industry for 27
years, I suggest the following solutions for the problem facing the automobile
dealers throughout this country, due to the fretziag order on the sale of ncw
ears.

Let each dealer submit an Inventory of all new cars on hand to some cen-
tral governmental agency. -The Government should have 30 days within which
to decide whether the Government wishes to purchase any of these ears. Any
ear Ihat the Government does not purchase within W0 days, the dealer should
be permitted to sell in the usual manner. This would permit the Government
to acquire such ears as are required for governmental use and at the same
time permit the sale of cars which are not required by the Government.

if. however, the Government is not In a position to determine this matter
within 30 days, then I suggest that the Reconstruction' Finance. Corporation,
or r.e of its subsidiary companies, purchase all of the new ears from the
dealers This Government corporation would then hold the cars, giving first
preference to the Government and selling the remainder of the cars .to doctors,
nurses, etc.

Either of these plans would give the Government the first call on new auto-
mobi'es and at the same time permit a sale to the public of those automobiles
which are not required for Government use.

If I can be of any further service to you in the development of either of
these plans, please do not hesitate to call upon me.

Very truly yours,
rt-sa Cvromr, Cosmtutox,
EtwAxiD K BATMs President.

(The following telegrams were sent to S~nator Scott W. Lucas and
submitted to the committee:)
1Hll Motor Sales Co., Oak Park, Ill.
C. W. Marquardt Co., Chicago, Ill.
Paul B. mithson, Chicago, Ill.
And Motor Sales, Inc., Chicago.
MacLeod Motors, Ine., Chicago.
GrosInger Motor Sales, Chicago.
Lialle Erie Motor Sales, Chicago.
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Martin Roberts Co., Chicago.
Tourists Motor Sales, Chicago.
Chicago Oakley Motor Sales, Chicago.
Charles J. Beranek, Berwyn, Ill.
James Levy Motors Co., Chicago.
M. U. Ratner, Chicago.
Hydepark Chevrolet Garage, Inc, Chicago.
Roseland Auto Sales Co., Chicago.
George 0. Poole, Inc., Arlington Heights, Ill.
Parkway Auto Sales, Cicero, Ill.
Litsinger Motor Co., Chicago, I1.
Rowe, Young & Cooley, Chicago, Ill.
Caley Bros., Chicago.
Andrew H. Renzas, Melrose Park, Ill.
Hablch Bros. Motor Sales, Blue Island, Ill.
Midway Chevrolet Co., Chicago.
Van Hattem Motor Sales, Chicago.
Capital Motor Sales, Inc., Chicago.
Frank Marchese, Chicago.
Hebert Morgan Motor Sales, Inc., Chicago.
Keystone Chevrolet Co., Chicago.
Fashion Automobile Sales Co., Chicago.
South Shore Buick, Inc., Chicago.
Nieburlr.r Chevrolet Co., Chicago.
Carl D. Duffel, Chicago.
Joliet Auto Dealers Association, Joliet, III.
Montgomery Motor Sales, Chicago.
Franklin Weber Motors, Chicago.
Placko Motors, Chicago.
Howe Bros., Chicago.
Selp Chevrolet Sales, Chicago.
Gerwig Nelson Motors. Inc., Chicago.
Belleville Automobile Dealers, Bleville, Ill.
X. D. Levln, Chicago.
Light Motors of HInsdale, Chicago.
Robertson Buick Co., Chicago.
Warner Pontiac Sales, Chicago.
James P. Goodwin, Inc., Chicago.
Busse Motor Sales, Mt. Pleasant, Il.
Webman Motor Sales, Inc., Chicago.
Soullitown Motors, Chicago.
Harold [Andy Motor Sales. Chicago.
Division Chevrolet Sales. Chicago.
Norman C. Towne, Inc., Chicago.
Drije Motor Sales, Berwyn, fl1.
Auto Mart, Chicago.

hicago Automobile Trade Association, Chicago.
Melnerney Chevrolet, Chicago.

(Telegrams sent to Senator Sheridan Downey and submitted to
committee:)
City Chevrolet Co., ,an Diego, Calif. .H. A. MacDonald, Fresno, Calif.
Automobile Dealers Assoclation, San Vincent H, Wood, Santa Barbara, Calif.

Pedro, Calif. Philip L. Boyd, Palm Springs Calif.
a A. GraY, San Diego, Calif. Young Johnson Co., Long Beach, CalIL
0. R. Haan, Santa Ana, Calif.

(Communications were received by the committee from theolowing:)I

J. Harvey Russell, Bloomfield, N.J. LAmar Chevrolet Co., Paris, Tex.
Don (. McVay, Trenton, Mo. . M. Crouch, Meadville, Pa.
A. E. Norman. Chillicothe, Mo. 3. B. Caldwell, Paris, Tex,
Knoxville Automobile Dealers' Assocla- Caldwell Motor Co., Paris, Tex.

tlon, Knoxville, Tenn.
14975--42-vol. 1----3
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Telegram, addressed to Congressman John M. Houston, from the Price Auto
Service Co., Wichita, Kans.

Letters, addressed to Congressman Anton J. Johnston, from Mr. W. J. Piggott
and Mr. K. P. Popplewell, both of Rock Island, 11.

Letter, addressed to Congressman Charles A. Eaton, from A. 0. Swan, Dover,
N.J.

Letter, addressed to Congressman John Cochran, from J. II. Heidel, St. Louis,
Mo.

Letter, addressed to Congressman John C. Kunkel, from Howard Gringlch,
Lebanon, Pa.

Letter, addressed to Governor Carr, of Colorado, and referred to committee
by Senator Milliken, from F. . Cullen, Denver, Colo.

Letter from Noonan Motor Co., Sioux City, IQwa.
The CHAIRMAN. The first witness this morning that we have sched.

uled is Mr. L. Clare Cargile, incidentally of my home town, Texarkana
the president of the National Automobile Dealers Association, and
he will discuss the general outline of the major problems facing the
trade.

After we have Mr. Car ile we have Mr. Castles, of St. Louis and
Mr. Center of Springfield, Mfass and Mr. Stanley Homer, of Wash-
ington, and Mr. Dingeman, of California, and Mr. Kelly of North
Dakota, and Mr. Gobdin, of Huntington, Ind., and Mr. [allon, of
Newark N. J. Now, each one of these witnesses will cover a separate
and distinct field from the field covered by the other witnesses. Think
the program has been well gotten up.

I wonder if it would be all right with the committee members that
we have these witnesses come around and let us divide the time, and
have them present their statements first, and then after they have
presented their formal statements then have cross-examination by
the committee members. Will that be satisfactory? All right, Mfr.
Cargile. [Applause.]

Air. CHAMBERLAIN. I would like to request permission that I be per-
mitted to present the statement of Mr. Cargile, because Mr. Cargile
has been called to a conference of 0. P. A. this morning. I would
like to read his presentation.

My name is Ra Chamberlain, and I am the executive vice president
of the National Automobile Dealers Association.

The CHAIMAN. Is that agreeable with the committee members?
Mr. KIRKLAND. Will Mr. Cargile be available later?
Mr. CnAuaRLAx.u.. We expect him to come later.
The CHAIRMAN. He will be available for cross-examination?
Mr. CHAMBER.LIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAiRmAN. Without objection, you will be permitted to present

the statement of Mr. Cargile. However, I think it would be well since
Mr. Cargile is coming to start with the others and have Mr. Cargile
when he comes.

Mr. CnzAMxnEnrAN. The only reason I wanted to present it this way
'is to lay a foundation.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, the gentleman is recognized. Go ahead.

/,
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STATEMENT OF L. CLARE CAROILE, PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. CHAM Y F N (reading):
I shall present to you in a brief form the tragic plight of the automobile dealers,

who constitute one of the major groups of the great body of Amerlcanus In whom
this committee Is Interested, the small businessmen. Their plight Is tragic be-
cause their means of livelihood has been removed in one fell swoop.

We do not come before you today for the purpose of protesting the order stop-
ping the production and freezing the sale of cars and trucks, because we too are
ready to render any necessary sacrifice aud w e too rejoice in the knowledge that
all America now stands united in the determination that this war shall be prose-
cuted to a glorious victory.

We, as aggressive men who know our business, say to you without fear of
contradiction that the automobile retailing business has by these orders received
its death sentence, unless a measure of relief is afforded by a sympmthetlc method
of distributing those cars now frozen or to be produced in January, or unless
later information reveals that a few cars can be made without Impairing to the
slightest degree the armament program. We shall refuse any succor which
might be offered if it should require so much as I ounce of critical material
necessary to the armament prqram. (Applause.]

The automobile dealers of America are typical small businessmen. There
are 44,000 of them. They are situated throughout the breadth of the Nation.
They have a half million employees and uncounted dependents. Many of
them are located in small towns and in agricultural motions where no other
employment is to be had. The plight of the salesmen In particular presents a
sad prospect. The average automobile salesman came into this business as it
was just emerging from its infancy. He came fresh from his experiences in
the First World War. In this business he has found support for his family
and happiness and contentment ,and now le is too old to find employment in
the new defense industries and there is no place for him to go.

The automobile dealers of America have served their Nation well. They have
made possible the building of great manufacturing establishments which will
be soon turned wholly to the direct service of the Nation in the vast program
of armament building. They have also served as channels of distribution
through which the products of these manufacturers could most economically
reach the public. If these channels of distribution be destroyed, then when we
return to prosperity after the cessation of the war, who Is going to distribute
their products in order that the experience of 1933-31 when the automobile
industry had such an important part in leading the way out of the depression
may be repeated?

But of greater Importance than this is the fact that the automobile dealers-
of America have served by adequately maintaining the 33,000,000 cars and
trucks upon the streets, highways, and roads of the country. The automobile
dealer cannot survive with the income of his shop alone and if he is forced
into insolvency and rendered unable to service the vehicles of his community,
then chaos will result, because this Nation is geared to the wheel and It shall
profit no one if cars are rationed or distributed according to governmental
plan but yet cannot render their normal service because of the lack of
facilities.

I do not wish to appear to appeal to your sympathies unduly but merely by
way of contrast may I present to you the situations of the two segments of
the automobile industry. The manufacturers and their employees have're-

,celved much attention from Government, the dealers and their employees but
little. There are only a few manufacturers with some half million employees
gathered together in a few communities; there are 44,000 dealers located in
every town and city of the Nation and they too have a half million employees.
Accurate figures are not available as to capital investment but such as we nave
been able to secure indicates that the total Investment of dealers Is about

a rallel to that of the manufacturers, but picture If you will the great contrast
i their outlooks. The automobile dealer Is faced with ruin and their employees
with Idleness, whereas, the manut| urers are the recipients of Government
contracts amounting to billions of dolfilti with assured profits.

We find no fault with the situation of the manufacturer but we would
present the contrast between his position and that of his dealers. Striking
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contrast might be bad from the following. Within the few days which have
elapsed since the freezing order was issued dealers in all sections of the
country have discharged their employees and have started in to liquidate their
businesses, whereas, the average closing prices of seven motor-car manu-
facturers' stocks listed on the New York Stock Exchange has increased from
December 23 to January 5 by 16.7 percent.

Some of my associates desire your permission to present their specific
situations which have been brought about by reason of these orders and I
respectfully request that you permit them to be heard in the order suggested
in a memorandum we have handed to the chairman. Before I do so may I
present to you some of the specific points in which we wish to secure relief
together with some brief explanatory remarks on them.

1. That the Government shall permit the delivery of all bona fide orders
dated prior to January 1, 1942.

Many buyers are accustomed to placing orders for delivery January 1, for
the purpose of accounting and n some States the licensing laws and the com.
pulsory Insurance laws render definite benefits to buyers accepting delivery
after January 1. The number of orders affected by this condition Is small
but certainly, much confusion and irritation has risen because of the Inability
of the dealers to make delivery. We would submit to you that equities of
both parties are deserving of consideration.

2. That If prices on new ears are frozen, then one of the formulas
proposed by the Office of Price Administration at the meeting of the
panel, December 1, 1941, or the formula later devised by the Office of Price
Administration providing for a 4 percent handling charge and 16% per-
cent of freight mark-up be used. We also submit the special situation of
dealers who have large investments In freight.

On December 1, 1941, Office of Price Administration assembled a panel of
82 dealers of their selection to whom they presented two formulas. They
stated that either one of these would successfully control inflation. We are
advised that they later devised a compromise formula between the two. Inas-
much as Office of Price Administration has officially announced that any one
of these formula will successfully attain their objective of controlling inflation,
we suggest that full regard should be given to the special situation of those
dealers located far from factories who have large investments in freight.

8. That If any ceiling be placed on used cars, full regard may be had
for the above statements and that the prices determined upon may enable
the dealer to retrieve a fair return for handling.

There is a possibility that some dealers may be able to survive longer and
thus render needed service to motor vehicles if the ceilings can be placed high
enough to encourage some trading in used cars. A liberal ceiling would also
enable such dealers as find it necessary to more easily liquidate their present
stocks, which in some cases furnish the only source for the steady inflow of cash
which is necessary for the maintenance of a business. It is also clear that
In the cases of many dealers, the liquidation of used cars furnishes the only
opportunity for securing cash with which to pay income tax due March 15.

4. That all automobiles and trucks produced, except those designed
especially for military service, be handled through dealers regardless of
their ultimate destination.

This paragraph has reference to the inference made by a high governmental
official that some vehicles would be handled directly from manufacturer to
Government. We submit that all motor vehicles should be handled through
dealers. It has been indicated that It might be the plan of those designated
to handle the rationing order that in the distribution of cars and trucks there
would be a distinction between those vehicles on hand in dealers' stocks on the
date the freezing erder was issued and those which were shipped early In
January on the one hand, and those shipped after a certain date In January
on the other hand. The latter were to be merely stored for the Government
by the dealer. We protest this method of hanling as being inequitable because
it Is our contention that there Is ample precedence for the position that every
tar and truck to be manufactured should b4 shipped by the dealer and should
be sold by him at the regular retail price. In di on of this feature there
has been some mention by Government oflkals of the term "normal channel of

I,/
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distribution." The normal channel has been for the Gorernment or other fleet
owners of the company to use their bargaining power to force dealers to sell
at discounts which were often so great as to leave practically no return for the
dealer. We vehemently protest against this concept of normal channel as being
directly opposed to the Interests of a group of small businessmen for whom
this appears to be the last opportunity for a fair return.

5. That all cars requisitioned or purchased by the Oovernment from dealers
be purchased at full list price as described In section 2.

0. That the Government shall pay for cost of financing, insurance, and
storage on all cats and trucks carried by dealers after January 1, 1942, until
liquidated or released.

This request is made because these cars and trucks may be carried In stock by
the dealer much longer than Is true in the ordinary conduct of business.

7. That the Government agree to purchase at retail delivered prices all
cars and trucks, frozen or subject to rationing, which may be tendered by
dealers on or after July 1, 1942.

This request is made In order that dealers may be encouraged to accept cars
as they are shipped to them In January, and to stay in business, In order that
they may render service to the public and attempt to earn a living for their
employees and themselves.

Early In this presentation I referred to the need of maintaining service for the
vehicles already operating. We know that every dealer wants to stay in busi-
ness In order that he may salvage some part of his Investment. We know that
many dealers recognize their obligation to their customers and to their public.
For this reason we know that most dealers will make every attempt to remain
in business and render service that Is humanly possible. We feel that this
request Is Justified not only as a matter of equity but also In order that dealers
may be encouraged not to liquidate at present but to continue for a few months
In the hope that by that time they may have devised supplementary means of
Income which may enable them to keep their employees at work and their service
establishments open to the public.

That no restrictions be placed on the sale of hearse, ambulances, town
cars, limousines, convertible coupes, or convertible sedans or trucks that are
not standard units.

This paragraph refers to cars which it Is anticipated might never be purchased
by the Government and might remain In the hands of dealers Indefinitely.

We wish to call your attention to the situation regarding leases, mortgages,
etc., covering our places of business. The ordinary automobile salesrooms
and service establishments are as a rule built solely for the purpose of storing,
selling, and servicing and are not readily adaptable to other businesses. For this
reason it has been customary for landlords and mortgagees to refuse escape
clauses, and furthermore It Is difficult for the automobile dealer to sublease his
premises. We respectfully request that you consider the plight of this special
situation together with those dealers who may have large Investments In prop-
erty by reason of heavy tax and carrying burdens.

One other special situation we would like to refer to yota Is the fear that our
used-car stocks may be frozen. This will be the last blow because it Is only from
the liquidation of used-car stocks that we may hope to secure that Inflow of cash
for a abort period of time which Is necessary for the maintenance of small busi-
reessmen. If the used-car stocks be frozen, then the difficulties which will face
dealers In paying Income taxes on March 15 cannot be exaggerated.

We are grateful to this committee and the Members of Congress for the gra.
cious hearing they have accorded us and for the many expressions of willingness
to give us direct and specific aid.

We have had certain evidences of Intent upon the part of some of the agencies
which are handling these matters to give sympathetic regard to our equities and
to our pleas for an opportunity that we, too, may be allowed to continue to
serve.America. We are hopeful that with your assistance we may secure ade-
quate acceptance without recourse to legislative action, but we shall look forward
to the opportunity of keeping you adrsed of our position in order that we may
have the continuing benefit of your assistance and support.

In closing, may I say that we, the automobile dealers of America, shall face
this situation with our chins up, that we shall support every measure necessary
for the successful prosecution of the war to the utmost, but we shall resent being
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made the special vlctims'of policies which deny to us what others are receiving.
May I say once again that those things I have asked for do not require the

diversion of I ounce of steel, of chromium, of nickel, or lead, of rubber, or of any
critical material, but will merely encourage a group of forlorn small businessmen
to keep on struggling in the knowledge that there has been an attempt to render
them justice by spreading an infinitesimal part of their burden over the whole
country.

The CHARUIAN. Mr. Castles, will you come around please. We will
now be pleased to hear from Mr. D. E. Castles, of St. Louis, Mo. I un-
derstand that he will discuss the unemployment problem and financial
questions confronting the automobile dealers.

Mr. Castles, we will be glad to hear you.

STATEMENT OP D. . CASTLES, OF ST. LOUIS, MO.

Mr. CASTLS Mr. Chairman Patman and gentlemen of the commit-
tee I would like to touch briefly on two phases of the present situation,
as it applies to automobile dealers and their employees.

Mr. BWuxwsNxu. First give your name and the position that you
hold to the stenographer.

Mr. CAurgLE. My name is David E. Castles. I am an automobile
dealer in SL Louis, Mo., and I am likewise treasurer of the National
Automobile Dealers Association.

The first thing that I would like to talk about is that question that
has to do with the employees themselves. During the past few weeks
official Washington has expressed great concern over the probable
effects of the order discontinuing all automobile production on the
employees of the manufacturing plants. I read that this has been a
matter of special consideration of one or more committees set up for
the purpose.

That concern is perfectly proper. There are approximately 447,000
employees of automobile manufacturing plants. The well-being of this
great number of workers and their families should be given attention.

The most recent statements of Government officials to the effect that
these people would be without employment for only a short time dur-
ing the change-over from automobile production to the manufacture
of war goods is welcomed by every citizen.

Let us compare, however, this, to the plight of the employees of the
marketing end of the business. Latest Census figures indicate that
in all sales and servicing employees of the automobile business and
allied lines number over 14 million people. Directly In the sale and
servicing of cars and trucks there are an estimated 44,000 dealers and
one-half million employees. Should these workers and their families
not be given the same thoughtful consideration as the smaller number
of factory employees

They are not so readily absorbed in other work or in war production.
In the first place, they are not grouped together in large numbers as
are the factory employees. They are scattered over the entire Nation,
from a small number in each village and hamlet to a relatively larger
number in cities and larger centers of population. Most of them have
no special training or fkill that fits t hem for war-production work.
Salesmen particularly, and they repres qnt a large percentage ofdealer
employees, are being left igh and dry" most of them with no place to
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turn for employment. Generally they are above military age, they
have spent their lives, many of them since the last war doing sales
work. They are wholly unfitted to work with their hands. Sales posi-
tions in other lines are filled. Just what are they to dot

And I would like to say to you gentlemen of the committee that that
is not imagination. In my own case, I have a number of men that I
have been forced to retire from employment or notify them that I am
about to do so, and I have no idea what they are to do.

One man that I have in mind particularly is a man in the fiftie-.
He spent his early life in the Navy. Since he came out of the Nay
he has been doing sales work, and he has been moderately successful,
and he is a good citizen, and he owns his home and maintains his famo-
ily. That man is left without a place to turn. There is no place for
him in war production and no place for him in military service, and
no place for him to sell goods of the nature that lie has been accus-
tomed and educated to sell.

I have other employees whose situation is equally bad, younger
men, who have been successful in selling automobiles and made a rea-
sonable income and bought a home. I do not know what is going to
happen to them. My guess is that unless something is done for him
he will lose his home.

These are actual cases, and they are duplicated in practically every
dealership in the United States.

Automobile mechanics are for the most part general maintenance
men. You all 11frow that from the experienceyou-have with your own
-automobile, the mechanic that takes care of it is not a specialist; he
is a general maintenance man, and he has no specialized training; he
isnot a specialized machinist, ready to turn to a lathe for production
work.

Even office and clerical help are hard hit. There is not the demand
for such help in all cities and small towns as that that exists in Wash-
ington just now. Immediate, if only temporary help, can be given to
these people, or at least to many of them, by a release into normal trade
channels of new cars that are obviously unsuited for military needs,
cars ordered and paid for in whole or in part last month, before the
freezing order was issued.

There is much to be done in retail dealerships, in the used-car end
of the business. Dealers have many used cars on hand right now.
Many more used cars are in the hands of owners who do not need
them. If dealers are permitted to function, as they have for years,
as a clearing house for used cars, relieving the owner who has no
further need-for them, reconditioning them, passing them on to those
who need them, there will be Jobsfor many people, salesmen, me-
chanics, and officers, who will be off the pay roll immediately if the
threatened used-car freezing order Is issued.

I beg of you gentlenmen to see to it that no freezing order is issued
on used cars, unless and until it can be definitely shown that such an
order is necessary for the country's war program. [Applause]

Used cars, plus the maximum number of used cars that can be
produced and distributed through dealer channels, giving right-of-
way, of course, to war production, will do much towaid keeping many
dealerships in operation and keeping their people employed.
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The other subject that I would like to discuss is the dealer's situa-
tion with stocks of automobiles frozen on his hands. The expense
of holding such stocks is very large, and if there are to be frozen
stocks for any considerable time the expense will mean bankruptcy
for many dealers. It is customary for a large percentage of dealers
to finance their stocks of used cars, and in many cases their stocks
of new cars, with the aid of finance companies. The dealer pays a
small percentage of the cost price from his own capital and the
finance com pany carries the balance. The dealer -pays the insurance
on the stock, and interest, at varying rates, usually 4 percent or
more. often it is more.

Of course, warehousing expense is paid by the dealer.
Now, automobiles, by their very nature, take up a lot of room.

They represent merchandise of a very high grade and they must be
well housed and well cared for. They cannot be piled up in the
back lot like scrap iron. 'The cost of housing and caring for them
is a considerable item.

Taxes of all kinds go on with the calendar, and are not affected
by freezing orders. In my own case, for example, I have paid to the
city of St.houis a sum of $2,746.70 for a license to do business in thatcity in 1942.The point that I am trying to make is that the general and

-inescapable expenses continue, and-are not in the slightest degree
affected by a freezing order.

Because of the size of the investment in an automobile, very few
dealers have in their own capital set-up enough money to carry their
new- and used-car stocks. The freezing order now in effect on new
cars finds dealers generally without enough ready cash to meet the
day-to-day expenses, and when March 15 rolls around, as it always
has, and I presume it will this year, some dealers who were fortunate
enough to make money last year and who planned to pay their
income taxes as a part of their operating cost this year, as has been
their habit, are going to be hard put to find the money to make the
first quarterly payment, to say nothing of the second, third, and
fourth.

In this problem, as in cases of employment1 at least temporary
relief can be given by the relaxation of the freezing order so far'as it
applies to special-built cars and trucks, cars that are unsuited for
military needs, and a continued open market on used cars.

In connection with the freezing order on used cars, I think that
it would be well to call to the attention of the committee some of the
instances that are working a real hardship not only on the dealer,
but on a buyer.

Before I left St. Louis an official of a condensed-milk firm was
discussing with me one of his problems. He has a truck, completed,
in a truck dealer's establishment, a glass-lined tank for the trans-
portation of milk, and that truck is frozen, and it cannot be delivered
by the dealer to the purchaser. It is doing no one one earthly bit of
good tied up as it is and it Is doing both the dealer and the man who
needs it harm and the continuation of such a freezing order, it seems
to me is worthy of consideration.

A freezing order on used cars would 'multiply the difficulties of an
-already nearly impossiblW existence. The alternative to the sug-
gested release of the present freezing'order, and the continuation of
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an open market on used cars, is a possible direct subsidy, or Govern.
ment allowance, to cover carrying costs on frozen stocks, and a mora-
torium of some sort on Federal income taxes. It goes without saying
that the release from needless restriction and maintenance of an open
free trade that does not impede or interfere with war production is
much the mipst desirable from every standpoint.

Thank you. [Aplau.I
The CHAnMAN. r. A'rtuir Center, of Springficld, Mass.
Mr. Center, I understand that you will discuss the need for factual

information as to actual war necessities for the Nation.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR CENTER, OF SPRINGFIELD, MASS,, SEORE.
TARY, NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

The CHAIRMAN. Will you give your name and official position?
Mr. G ENTR. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen: My name is Arthur

Center. I am an automobile dealer in Springfield, Mass., and I am
also Secretary of the National Automobile Dealers' Association.

We have been told that with the completion of the January auto-
mobile production of approximately 200,000 cars and trucks, that all
automobile production is to be stopped for the duration.

We believe that there is a need for the production of some new
automobiles and trucks during the war period. Even a minimum
production which we urge could have little effect in saving the busi-
nesses of 44,000 automobile dealers of America, but it could be of great
help in maintaining a vital part of the Nation's transportation system.

Possibly a survey of the stock pile of the available material would
develop facts that would permit the manufacture of enough "cars to
accomplish this aim.

I understand that the restrictions which were placed on the auto-
mobile industry in the freezing of all 1942 cars and trucks, were im-
posed without a detailed study as to the actual war necessities of the
Nation. There seems to be a still complete lack of information about
the actual amount of materials and just how much if any, could be
spared for the continued production of automobiles. Dealers feel
that a comprehensive survey should be made at once for the benefit
of all. This survey should include the finding of ways and means to
put to use the tons and tons of scrap iron, steel, copper, and other
scarce materials that are used in the production of automobiles.

One of the questions occurring in our minds is when is the Gov-
ernment going to capitalize upon the scrap now available in the
country. Almost everywhere we go we see junk yards filled with
junk cars, and other scrap materials. Dealers tell us that this situ.
ation is true all over the country. Of course, approximately 2, 500,000
cars are scrapped annually, and they are sill in the junk piles, as
we see them across the country.

I do not know why this situation exists. It may be because the
price of scrap is too low. The seriousness of this shortage is shown
in the newspaper clipping, an article in this morning's paper. It
states that the scrap shortage is banking the fires in at least 10
percent of the open-hearth furnaces in the Cleveland district, 18
of the 110 open hearths in the Youngstown and Cleveland districts
will be idle this week, 12 of them because of the lack of scrap, and
six for repairs.
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At any rate, we believe that this situation should be investigated,
so that use could be made of this material.

Included in these junk piles are tons and tons of used rubber.
We understand that this rubber can be reclaimed and that service.
able tires can be manufactured from it. This might serve as a
stop-gap while awaiting the construction of factories in 'which to
produce synthetic rubber.

We certainly endorse the campaigns that are now under way to
recover scrap paper, and other materials, but believe that critical
items such as copper for instance, should be added to this list.

This survey could very well develop that with the use of re-
claimed materials, and some substitutes, a limited supply of auto-
mobiles might be produced without hindering the war effort. It has
been suggested that a single body type of a no name or "Victory"
car could be produced by one of the smaller manufacturers, and dis-
tributed through the existing automobile dealer channels. A pro-
duction of such a car will aid materially in the preservation of a
vital part of the Nation's transportation system.

Thank you. [Applause.]
The C'AInRAN. Thank you, Mr. Center.
Is Mr. Homer present?
Mr. Horher is a dealer in Washington, D. C., and he will discuss

the problems arising out of showroom leases.
Mr. HoANn.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY HORNER, AUTOMOBILE DEALER,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. HORNER. Chairman Patman, and gentlemen of the committee:
My name is Stanley Homer. I am a Buick dealer here in Wash-

ington, and past president of the National Automobile Dealers' Asso-
ciation.

One of the major problems affecting the retail automobile dealers
of America, following the recent freezing of the sale of new automo-
biles, is the leases on buildings and properties necessary to conduct
the sale and service of new automobiles and buildings and lots neces-
sary to handle the sale and service of used cars traded thereon. Due
to the fact that these buildings and properties are usually located in
prominent sections of cities and towns and are especially designed to
suit the display and service of -automobiles, their use for any other
purpose would require extensive and expensive remodeling. There-
fore, the owners usually insist on leases, running from 3 to 5 yea-s, at
rentals that usually pay for them over a period of from 10 to 12 years.

In many localities due to extremely high property values, and
building restrictions, it has been necessary for many dealers to borrow
from the banks and erect their own buildings,'which the bank usually
insists be amortized over a period of 10 years.

A very good friend of mine in Charlotte, N. C., has just made an
arrangement with a real estate friend of his.to complete a very lovely
automobile showroom and service station. HIe has only been in sev-
eral months and he is paying a rental at the present time of $1,010 a
month. He will have to get put of that building. Theman that owns
the building has no other use for it, 'Ihe value of the salesroom in
itself is somewhere around $750,000 just for the display of the cars.
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If that salesroom were rented to some other line of business, they
could get probably $UO to $350 a month for it.

Even though the present restrictions on the sale of new cars were
removed, the profit from the sale of the small stock on hand would only
postpone the ultimate bankruptcy of most dealers.

In the face of these drastic conditions, we respectfully request some
consideration be given concerning legislation to relieve the automobile
dealers, and the landlords, of the real-estate obligations that are no
longer necessary to conduct a business, forced out of existence by the
recent freezing order, and the elimination of new-car production.

Thank you very much. [Applause.]
The CH1I 1MAN. Mr. Dingeman, of Cblifornia.
I understand that you will discuss the labor costs.

STATEMENT OF A. T. DINOEMAN, OF OXNARD, CALIF, MEMBER
OF THE NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS EXECUTIVE COM-
MITTEE

Mr. DINOE A w. I would like to present to you a few facts that I
think that you should know pertaining to our service and parts busi-
ness, in our establishments.

Labor costs vary so much from city to city and from State to State,
and from section to section, that it is impossible to present figures
which show what the actual increase-has ben. However, in common
with other businesses, automobile dealers have been and are faced
with tremendously increased labor costs.

So long as we "had something to sell, we were able to meet these
costs, but with the better part of our business swept away by the
stopping of new-car production the problem of meeting pay rolls is a
grave one.

If parts are frozen, as of tires and automobiles, we do not know what
would happen.

One way in which we can perhaps weather this crisis is to service
the cars already on the road, to keep them rolling. This has two
functions, to maintain the Ration's private transportation system,
which is so vital to our war effort; as an illustration we have many
defense workers who travel to and from work in automobiles, many
traveling as far as 40 and 60 miles per day. If some of them should
break some part of their car and be unable to get the part for it, you
can readily see what would happen. In fact we have heard that some
defense plants have requested their employees not to ride in large
groups, because in case of an accident they might be injured and
tie up some particular part of the defense plant.

Then you have the farmers, all over the Nation, who must get their
crops in and they above all must keep their transportation rolling or
we would have a.complete tie-up of food products that are essential to
us all. Many farmers are using old equipment in these days and are
going to need parts to keep them going. The average age of these
farm cars is 7 years, and they represent approximately 38 percent of
the automobiles in existence, so you can see the necessity of parts that
we must have to keep our transportation rolling and to do this job
that we have before us.
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Even at the present time we are having considerable trouble getting
parts on account of the priorities and so forth. We must not have
these parts frozen, or rationed. If we do, we are in a very bad way.
We must keep parts rolling out to the dealers, and with the new-car
situation as it is today many people in addition to farmers would
be making their old cars continue to operate, and it will be necessary
to repair them, which in my opinion will mean that we will have to
have at least 50 percent increase in replacement parts, over 1941.

I believe the only solution to keep the automobile dealers from
being forced into bankruptcy today is to give us an adequate amount
of parts, as I previously state, and to give us a maximum percentage
of automobiles, that war production will permit. and in closing may
I state:

I believe if checked into in a businesslike way, the same as business
organizations would do, automobiles will be available.
Thank you [applause.
The CHAIBMAN. Thank you, Mr. Din eman.
Mr. David Kelly, from Grand Forks, N. Dak.
Will you come around, please, and give the reporter your name and

position?

STATEMENT OF DAVID G. KELLY, OF GRAND FORKS, N. DAX., AUTO.
MOBILE DEALER, AND MEMBER OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF
NATIONAL AUTOMOBtLE DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

The CA!mAN. You may proceed, Mr. Kelly.
Mr. KzEu_. Mr. Chairman, we had a very nice conference the otherday with the boys in the other part of the legislative branch of the

Government, and they were very sympathetic to our plea for some
help, if it were possible, but you know I feel a little bit more at home
here, because we see you fellows about three times as often as we see
those fellows, and I think that we are going to see most of you in about
6 or 8 months, and at least you will be around to see us [applause].

But you will be around to see us, and some of us will not be here,
and that is the thing that I am concerned about.

I expect to see Charlie Robertson; I will probably be there for that
long, but the mere fact that you do come around three times as often
as the Senate is a vital reason of why we are appearing before you
today.

Seeing you at least three times as often as the Senators do, you
should be three times as close to our problems, and we feel that we
should have as sympatheticor a more sympathetic attitude because of
your closer connection with our operation applausee.

In the present national emergency resulting from the declaration of
war upon us by the Axis Powers, we find oiqrselves well prepared on
at least two fronts--our food supply and motor transportation. That
is due to a far-sighted agricultural policy.

You know I come from North Dakota; that is why they gave me
this--prosperity was returned to agriculture over a period of years.
sufficiently at least to permit its mehanization. That has resulted in
a plentiful surplus of food for the current needs of ourselves and
our allies, and that mechani.zation will permit the continuance of high
food volume production, in spite of th9 wartime drain on farm labor,
and only due to that mechanization. t ,
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However, farm mechanization is dependent upon motor transpor-
tation. The farm family car and truck has definitely succeeded the
horse and wagon. We cannot mix the two; the horse and wagon and
mechanized farming will not work together. They are just out of
joint, Therefore, as far as agriculture is concerned, we must very
definitely as a defense effort see that motor transportation for the
farmer is not materially interfered with.

The very products that the Secretary of Agriculture has called for
ini increasing quantities are those products which require most a rapid,
efficient, continuous, uninterrupted delivery service, butter, eggs,
cream, and other articles of that type applausee].

The defense program, too, provides a real problem in motor trans.
portation. Many of our present defense plants, and most of those
plants under construction, will be located outside the corporate limits
of any city, town, or village, out in the country, if you please. No
means of transportation exists there today, and none will exist'except
that provided by the employees of those plants. About 40,000 com-
munities in this country depend solely upon motor transportation,
upon motor vehicles for their transportation. In Kentucky alone
there are 3,575 such communities, remember that.

Gentlemen, 3,576 communities in Kentucky depend upon motor
transportation 100 percent. If they have not got it they just have
to stay there.

More specifically, a defense survey recently made reveals the fol-
lowing:

Plant A employs over 18,000 persons-97 percent of them travel to
and from work in automobiles, and average a distance of 10 miles.

Plant B, with 10,000 employees, reports over 5,000 passenger cars onits prking lots.

Plant C employs 4,000 people-90 percent drive to work an average
distance of 10 miles.

Plant D, with 3,200 employees-all use private cars for transporta-
tion.

And I can tell you gentlemen that anyone of you who has recently
attempted to go by any one of the major defense plants has certainly
been sold on the fact that defense workers travel to and from work
in their own automobiles. Whether these defense workers, and other
millions, use cars singly or loaded to capacity, our problem must in-
clude the maintenance and replacement of these transportation units,
because an efficient dealer group has provided this country with the
finest transportation system in the world today.

That should not mean that that transportation system can be n eg-
lected in this emergency. Transportation on the shelves of America
simply does not exrst in sufficient quantity to permit us to ignore the
necessity of maintenance and replacement. We must keep them roll-
ing for the farmer for the defense worker, for the small town and
rural community-for a winning war effort we must keep them rolling.

I thank you [applause].
The CiiAiM N. Is Mr. Herman Goodin, of Huntington, Ind.,

present
Will you come around, Mr. Goodinl After you have taken your

seat so that you can be heard, give your name, position, and business,
Mr. Goodin, if you please.
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STATEMENT OF HERMAN GOODIN, AUTOMOBILE DEALER OF HUNT.
INOTON, IND., AND MEMBER OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF
THE NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. GooDIN. My name is Herman Goodin. I am an automobile
dealer of Huntington, Ind., a member of the executive committee of
the National Automobile Dealers Association.

This matter of zationing seems to be due to shortage of material,
metal, rubber, shortage of plant facilities, shortage of manpower, short-
age of these elements to supply defense requirements' and those of
civilians at the same time.

Although final answer to these questions rests with the Government
administration at the same time it is the duty of everyone to supply
any and all information he may have on the subject, and to offer any
help he may have available.

Sug ions on about three points, and we have very few of them,
rajahtbe hinted out as follows:

Wirst, or effective aid, with some degree of coercion, in returning
scrap and junk to the manufacturer. I would suggest a better dis-
tribution of balers. Now, these balers are instruments that are
rather expensive, that are set up for the purpose of baking bodies
so that they can be shipped economically. They are large and cumber-
some, and in a good many cases they are located maybe 500 miles
away from largo lots of usid cars.

Now, it is impossible to haul these automobile bodies, for instance,
in their present condition. They have to be baled up and reduced
to a size by which you can get more tons and better loads.

We would suggest, perhaps, a better distribution of balers, or
perhaps the development of a portable type.

Then, this matter that has been suggested of price structure on
this scrap. A higher price might entice more of the material into
the market and then a requirement that all available scrap and junk
be returned before rationing priorities be extended. That is a matter
of coercion to some extent, that nobod ,be permitted to hold our scrap
or new or used or any kind of material that could aid in the defense
activity and at the same time be given a rationing order.

A transfer of plants and manpower for use in defense production
should in each case be only so fast as to permit a satisfactory safety
factor, insuring and guaranteeing the complete development of the
defense program.

The process of moving defense manufacturing into automobile
plants and transferring automobile building to defense work should
only be done with the full consideration of the part plants and men other
than those in the automobile industry are doing in defense work.
Unless careful consideration be given this, subject one industry will
then inevitably bear an unwarranted proportion of the load in this
war effort.

The factors in determining the necessity for rationing, first, is the
* entire discontinuance of the manufacturing of automobiles; second
that would depend somewhat oil the size of the present stock and
the number to be manufactured before discontinuance; third, the
number essential to defense in the period of time considering that
cars can be economically held.
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Information on these questions is not fully available to the auto-
mobile dealers, but we believe that we should have a full explanation
of the reasons back of the actions taken, and that we should know
that basic facts alone are given consideration in the selection of
the course taken. Then if rationing of new cars is determined to be
necessary only those should be rationed as lend themselves to the
development of the objective of such rationing.

N o restraint io trade should be placed on cars of any model or
year now in the hands of a private owner. For example, if a man
owning a 1942 model car wants to sell it to a dealer because he is
going into the Army, or for any other reason, he should be permitted
to do so, and the dealer should be permitted to resell it. For instance,
I have two men who about 4 months ago bought 1942 model cars
from us who are going into the Army and wanted me to buy the cars
before they went, and they have no further use for them for a while,
and I cannot buy them under the existing conditions.

I presume that in the final analysis it will be arranged so that the
situations of that sort will be taken care of but they should be taken
care of. Cars in dealers' stocks not suited to the needs of defense,
such as limousines, convertibles, hearses, ambulances, and so forth
as well as cars and trucks that have been ordered and especially fitted
for specific use, often at considerable expense, such as delivery, re-
frigerator, and so forth should not be rationed, and then the one
final point. gentlemen, that used cars should never be rationed, be-
cause in the-handling of used cars the dealer is merely an agent of
the public in transferring a piece of merchandise from one owner
who might have kept that merchandise, to another more logical
owner and the rationing of used cars amounts to commandeering,
and iY that should become a necessity, it should be done in a way
that will get in the interest of defense those specific cars required,
rather than a haphazard model received into a dealer's stock from
those owners trading in or selling their cars to such a dealer.

The claim is that a dealer's stock does not necessarily represent,
and does not represent, in the full percentage of the cases, the cars
that would be required, and that the dealers of America form a
group and in case of dire necessity, where you need the transporta-
tion of this country they can go out more effectively than any other
group in the world, and get the cars the Government wants, and
believe me, we are at your service.

The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. W. I,. Mallon present, from Newark, N. J.
Mr. MALWON. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. After you have taken your seat, please, so the

reporter can hear you, face the microphone, and give your name,
your position, and your address.

STATEMENT OF W. L. MALLON, DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL AUTO.
MOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION, NEWARK, N. .

Mr. MALwNO. My name is W. L. Mallon, automobile dealer, New-
ark, N. J., director of the National Automobile Dealers Association.

Mr. Chairman, the purpose of the committee, as I understand it
from your remarks, is to investigate to ascertain how it is posible
to preserve a large industry represented by the automobile dealers
without harming the defense needs.
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It seems to me particularly important that the automobile dealers
play such a tremendous part in the defense needs. Unquestionably
with the absolute elimination of production, as it now stands, every
automobile we have in the country is going to be called upon for
more work than it ever had before.
We are going to be limited to the number of vehicles necessary

for transportation needs. Those vehicles must be serviced. The
automobile dealer is the logical man to service them..

Due to the fact that existing leases, existing establishments, cannot
be maintained fully by the servicing' it therefore becomes very im-
portant that we consider what other means may be considered to keep
the dealers in operation to render this necessary service. It is a recogr-
nized fact we have scrapped in the neighborhood of two and a half mil-
lion cars a year over a period of 10 years. That number quite likely
will be increased in 1942 due to the fact that we will not be able to
obtain the parts as rapidly as we require them and cars will be pun.
ished to a greater extent and the number of cars moving to the scrap
pile will undoubtedly be increased.

They should be replaced in order to carry out the defense program.
A spot survey hastily made would indicate that a continuing produc-

tion of automobiles of 20 percent of the passenger cars produced in
1941 in round figures, about '50,000 cars, would enable the majority of
the dealers to continue in business.

They would not make money on the number of cars they would have
on their proportion out of that total but unquestionably it would make
the difference between survival and failure to the large majority.

I am also advised the factories have to maintain a crew for the manu-
facture of parts for replacement purposes. The difficulty that they
have which you gentlemen are interested in is the labor situation.

Unless the shift could work 40 hours a week, it is rather difficult to
maintain that shift to keep them steadily moving where they can pay a
full week's work.

I am advised by some manufacturers that a 20-percent production of
cars would enable them to keep that shift employed for the entire 40
hours a week, thereby accomplishing many results; first, the manu-
facture of the necessary replacement parts; secondly, a very much •
reduced number of cars which would permit keeping the vast number
of dealers in operation; and, third, the dealers would then be enabled
to render the service which will be so vitally necessary during the next
year or 2 years, and allof that would enable the dealer to retain tha
larger portion of the million and a half employees, which was referred
to by one of the previous speakers.

I would therefore like to recommend that the committee give very
serious consideration to the value of this industry, the automobile
dealers' industry, to the defense program, if it were possible to obtain
a limited production continuing month tb month throughout the
period.

Thank you, sir.
The CfIraxTAN. This morning Mr. Cargile, president of the Na-

tional Association of Automobile Dealers, was compelled to be down
at a meeting of the 0. P. M. and could not be here. He is here now, and
I will ask Mr. Cargile to cgme around.
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It is coincidental, of course but Mr. Carg1le and I are neighbors in
Texarkana, Ark., and I know he is typical of the automobile employers
over the entire Nation. We could not very well get along without Mr.
Cargile. He is literally in all of our good movements-civic religious
and other movements; Red Cross and everything else for thegeneraf
upbuilding and for the public welfare; in every drive of the cham-
ber of commerce Mr. Cargile and his automobile dealers and sales-
men are in the drive.

Such men are the driving forces behind every Red Cross and com-
munity-chest campaign.

They have helped to build up our clubs, the Rotary, the Kiwanis,
and the Lions Club, and all other civic movements. This is really
striking at our American way of life, and I do not know how we can
get along without them.

Mr. Cargile, we started this morning with a program of hearing
the testimony of different witnesses you suggested, and then we ex-
pected to come back and have an examination of these witnesses by
the committee members, asking questions.

Before doing that I would like to confer with the committee. It
is almost 12 o6cock. I would like to confer with the committee mem-
bers and see whether or not we should proceed now or at a subsequent
time.

Will you be available this afternoon or day after tomorrow? I
say day after tomorrow for the reason we have Mr. Leon Henderson
and Mr. Odium who will testify, and then we have the car dealers.

Is Mr. Leo Berger present?
How long will you be available?
Mr. CAiou . I have an appointment at 2 o'clock with the O. P. A.,

which I am sure I could change.
The CHAMMAW. We will have a recess for a few minutes and

confer and see what the committee would like to do.
(Whereupon, a brief recess was had.)
The CH1AmMAzi. Let us have your attention, gentlemen, please.
The committee has decided that we will postpone the questioning

of Mr. Cargile until 2 o'clock this afternoon in this room. In the
meantime individual dealers who desire to be heard this afternoon
will be given an opportunity to be heard in this way.

We cannot give you all of our time, but we will give each one at
least 2 minutes, and then permit him to introduce in the record a
statement if he desires to enter one into the record. That way, the
committee has decided, will be the democratic way to present the
views of the people from all sections of the country. b

We, will be pleased to have then and we apologize because we
do not have time to give you all the time you want, but you gentle-
men realize that we cannot do that.

So, in the meantime, those desiring to be heard this afternoon will
see the clerk of the committee here at this desk.

He will stay here. Give your name your address, and your posi-
tion, your business, and you will be called on this afternoon without
reference to location or anything else.

Is there anything else, gentlemen?
[No response.]

749T5-42-rol. 1-4
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Members of Congress will be heard on a subsequent date. This
is for the industry entirely and whether or not you are a member of
the National Association ol'Automobile Dealers it makes no difference
about that,

So, with that announcement, we will stand in recess until 2 o'clock
this afternoon, right in this room.

(Whereupon, at 11: 40 a. i., a recess was taken until 2 p. m., of the
same day.)

AFrRNOON SESSION

(The committee met at 2 p. in., pursuant to a recess.)
The CAIRMAN. If the committee will come to order, we will get

some of the preliminaries out of the way while the other members are
getting in.

I will read the names of those requesting an opportunity to be
heard and an opportunity to file a statement. I will lust call the
names so we will know whether or not you are here listed. Ifnot,
come to see the clerk and give him your name.

Arthur E. Summerfield of Flint, Mich.
Andrew Berger, of St. Louis.
George Hins, of Detroit, Mich.
Benjamin Ourisman of Washington, D. C., president of the Ouris-

man Chevrolet Sales 6o.
Freeman C. Yeager, South Bend Ind.
A. W, Mitchell, president of the Auto Dealers Association of

Indiana, LPorte nd.
Charles H. Jenkins, Aulinder, N. C.
James Scanlon, president of the Connecticut Automotive Trades

Association, Inc.
H. M. Sloate, Hartford, Conn.
L. A. Bloom, Scranton Pa.
Dr. J. H. Connell, Dallas Tex.
Leslie M. Farr, Buffalo, N. Y.
Robert S. Johnson, Indianapolis, Ind.
David M. Richman, New Haven Conn.
Harry 0. Bragg New York N. Y.
F. W. Eiler, Cimberland, hd.
M. J. Stockton, Newport Wews, Va.
P. J. Hunt, president Buffalo Automotive Trades Association,

Buffalo N Y
Charies A. Dailey, Erie, Pa.
W. J. McGraw, Bellaire Ohio
Lee Moran, Pittsburgh, Pa.
John E. Raine, representing the Automobile Merchants of Mary.

land.
Louis Boshara Cleveland, Ohio.
Bill Reagan, Chicago.
Fred L. Lower, New Haven, Conn.
Mr. Primm, desires to file a written statement,
Now, if your name is not on this lst1 I wish you would come

forward and give your name to the olerk, if you desire to appear.
It is the Chair's preference that only one person be used from a
town, if you are all together, or if you are in one group, one from
a State, until after the others have ? heard.
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Then we will go back to those who have not been heard.
Senator Brooks, of Illinois, is here and has entered an appearance

which the reporter will take notice of. r
First, we will hear from Mr. Summerfield and after Mr. Summer-

field, we will hear from Mr. Berger. Mr. Summerfield, come around.
* Ifyou will keep your own time, or get someone else to keep it for
you the committee will appreciate it. This morning we were rather
lenient, more lenient than a committee is ordinarily, but this after-
noon we will ask you to refrain from any expressions of approval
or disapproval of what is said by a witness or any other person.

. STATEMENT OF ART MSUMME IOH.

Mr. SuMEI ,IEWz name is Arthur E. Summerfie
I am aChevrole ea er from FlintM
I am chairman the le gsl've it f the N. A. . A.
Mr. Chairm and Mem o Con, submit to yo hon-

orable I firt) ria I job do. Th job
is to win ar. Ho ever ,to this - t pur we
must main t the very as chr more, n
any other in stry to achieve t oa I

The main dance of civilian de ense on facial es
is of primam te r r effort

It is a w -known fee a n used cars not beg
driven, dete rate as pidly those a

The'releas gofp st tou w a - lish mo to
improve the ansporta cilit of co try tha the p nt
policy of f in . Th qould resu in a rger ber-o old
cars being ju. to be used for s tals t at need so dly
today.

If, at a later te, the cou s ore cars and t cks for
defense purposes, Government con e ly the auto ile deal-
ers to purchase any. n ed number of cars rom priv ndividuals.

In our city of Flmt , 1&,. we normally emplo 0 men in the
production of automobiles. t lainrs s r employment of
upwards of 50,000 by August 15i t lint alone, on defense
'work exclusively.

In addition to this, we are now building a new tank unit ap-
proximately 6 miles outside the city limits to-be completed and oper-
ating by January 1, 1943,

These thousands of defense employes live approximately one-half
in the city and the other half within a radius of 50 miles from
Flint.

We have no mass-transportation system extending outside the lim.
its of our city. The men depend solely on the automobile to carry
them to their work.

We "must not paralyze this vast defense program in our Michigan
industrial city by the stranglilation of our only means of transporta-
tion the automobile.
" The HAI MA. Thank you very much, Mr. Summerfield. We will
next hear from Mr. Higgins, and then Mr. Ourisman, and then Mr.
Y o e Hr.W'lyou come around, Mr. Higginst
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE HIGGINS, OF DETROIT, MICH.

Mr. HRioois. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is George
Higns. I am State representative of Oakland County and also
in behalf of the Detroit Automobile Association.

What I have to say this afternoon is more in the line of three
questions that the dealers in my vicinity would like to know, and
here are the three questions I have already filed with the committee.

Shall the dealers continue to take new cars from the factory?
Now, we have taken cars, taken fhem as late as the first of the year.

We have got cars we cannot move. Are we going to be in the same
position on the tires if they are to be frozen What is best to dot
Give the dealers a certain time to unload the frozen carst
bthe third thing, if tires are to be frozen, should not a moratorium
bput on the leases?

Now, those are the three questions that we would like this commit-
tee to ask Mr. Henderson and see if he can give us an answer on it

The CHAMMAw. Thank you Mr. Higgins. g
Mr. Ourisman, if you wiIt have a seat and give your name and

position to the Reporter.

STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN OURISMAN, PRESIDENT OF THE 0URIS-
MAN CHEVROLET SALES CO., INC.; ALSO PRESIDENT-ELECT OF
THE WASHINGTON AUTOMOTIVE TRADE ASSOCIATION, WASH.
INTON, D. 0.

Mr. OUBISAN. My name is Benjamin Ourisman. I am president
of the Ourisman Chevrolet Sales Co., Inc. I am also president-elect
of the Washington Automotive Trade Association, whose motor-
vehicle deale: members do 95 percent of the annual unit and dollar
volume of motor-vehicle business done in the District of Columbia.

This morning your committee heard the story of the destruction of
the 44,000 automobile dealers and their 500,000 employees. Likewise
you heard that the United States is a nation in which there is, and
has been for many years, a system of individual transportation.

It has been said that in the last war the armament maker could,
if necessary, walk to work it averaged 18 blocks; but in this war the
average walk to work would be 18 miles. Therefore, in 25 years, 18
blocks has become 18 miles.

The problem as I see it, is how to salvage this individual trans.
portation and the means for maintaining it in order to have a maxi-
mum of efforts for victory.

The phrase "All out for victory" is meaningless if the American
armament worker can't get to his place of employment.

I respectfully suggest that this committee give serious considera-
tion to adopting recommendations to the proper governmental agencies
that they immediately take the necessary steps to effect the following
four points which, in my opinion, are the essence in solving this in-
dividual transportation problem.

(1) A continuous flow of all-mind you, hot some--automotive parts
that are needed to keep running the 3,000,000 motor vehicles now
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running on the roads of the United States thereby helping and not
hindering efforts for victory.

(2) Give draft deferments to proven automobile mechanics, so
that they may continue their employment with automotive service
stations instead of leaving such employment and taking jobs in plants
that are directly engage& in the production of war materials.

(3) That the ratio mng plan to be put into effect be of such a nature
that the present stocks of "frozen" motor vehicles will be out of the
dealers' hands not later than July 1, 194.
(4) To carefully check and recheck the stock pile and see if ways

and means cannot be developed where 100,000 new motor vehicles per
month can be built between April I and December 31, 1942, this with
the cars now "frozen" and the 200,000 to be built this month, will be
equal to about 50 percent of the vehicles that will become unserviceable
in 1942.

Thank you.
The CHURNAN. We will now hear from Mr. Freeman C. Yeager, of

South Bend, Ind.
Mr. YE.oEL I withdraw my request,
The CHIAxMMz;. Any of you desiring to file statements will be privi-

legd to do so. They will all be printed.
the S. T. Atkinson of Charlotte, N. C., and then Mr. Mitchell, and

then Mr. Charles H. Jenkins.

STATEMENT OF S. T. ATKINSON, CHARLOTTE, N. C.

Mr. ATKINsoN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:
I am an automobile dealer of Charlotte.
I am president of the Charlotte Automobile Trades Association.
There are 15 or more dealers at this hearing from North Carolina

and a good number from South Carolina. As a representative of the
dealers of Charlotte, I can assure'you that we are a most loyal and
patriotic group of our Nation.

According to a local newspaper, there will be 10,000 persons affected
in our city of Charlotte alone, one-tenth of our population, should
the automobile dealers and allied lines be suddenly put out of business.

I therefore would say that our wish is that your committee recom-
mend the adoption of the seven points presented to you this morning
by Mr. Chamberlain for Mr. Cargile, president of the National Auto-
mobile Dealers Association.

I thank you.
The CHARMAN. Thank you, Mr. Atkinson.
We will now hear from Mr. A. W. Mitchell, followed by Mr. Charles

H. Jenkins, and then Mr. James Scanlon.

STATEMENT OF A. W. MITCHELL, CHEVROLET DEALER OF LA
PORTE AND MICHIGAN CITY, IND.; AND PRESIDENT OF THE
AUTO DEALERS ASSOCIATION OF INDIANA

Mi. Mymi.r I am A. W. Mitchell of La Porte, Ind., automobile
dealer, and president of the Automobile Dealers Association.One point I would like to bring up is the great need of speed in
making some arrangements for the release of cars and trucks.
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I am in a defense area and at the present time we have in stock and
ready for delivery busses which are vitally needed for transportation
of defense workers a distance of '1 miles at one point, and for dormitory
people that are living in defense-constructed dormitories and have no
Other transportation whatsoever.

Something must be done soon because it is interfering with, rather
than helping, the defense effort to hold these things in stock.

Another point I think we are all up against is the great expense we
are put to in many instances to protect our investment-warehousing
of cars, the stealing of tires, employment of watchmen to watch our
inventories. All of those things require some speedy action on this
thing.

The CHAMMAN. Thank you, Mr. Mitchell.
We will next hear from Mr. Jenkins and, after Mr. Jenkins we will

hear from Mr. James Scanlon, and then Mr. Sloate, and then Mr.
Bloom.

All right; Mr. Jenkins.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES H. JENKIN% AULANDER, N. 0.

Mr. JENjuxs. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I am
Charles H. Jenkins, of Aulander, N. C. I am an automobile dealer
in a small town of Aulander, in northeastern North Carolina. The
total population of the town at the last census was 1,141 people. We
sell about 1,2 new and used cars during the year. I am very vitally
affected by the freezing order on the sale of new automobiles, and the
community is also largely dependent upon the continuation of our
business.

The pay roll from our automobile business is larger than the com-
bined pay rolls of every store and business in town. Unless we are
able to dispose of the used cars which we have accumulated during the
past fall at a reasonable profit, we will not be able to continue in
business for longer than 6 months.

The key to my particular situation is the ability to get additional
tores principally recapped tires, and parts to condition these autorno.birs or resale.

Our customers will have no incentive to buy these cars unless they
are able to get enough tires to put on the cars after they have been
repaired; consequently, our whole business operation fails and our
employees are thrown out of employment unless some relief is given
to allow some allotment, of camelback for retreading tires as are
necessary to keep the automobiles ready for sale.

There is no defense industry to absorb the labor which we employ,
and, from that angle, they will be thrown out of work.

Our contingent-liability on cars financed by the finance companies
becomes a problem when we are not able to get parts and rubber to
recondition and resell the cars that will have to be repossessed.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHA.MAN. Thank you, Mr. Jenkins.
We will next hear from Mr. James Scanl6n, president of the Con-

necticut Automotive Trades Association Inc.; and then we will
hear from Mr. Sloate, followed by Mr. Jloom, and then Dr. J. H.
Connell, of Dallas. /
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STATEMENT OF JAMES SCANLON, PRESIDENT OF THE CONNECTI-
CUT AUTOMOTIVE TRADES ASSOCIATION, INC., NEW HAVEN,
CONN.

Mr. SCANqWN. My name is James Scanlon. I am president of the
Connecticut Automotive Trades Association, and also an automo-
bile dealer.

As Congressman Fitzgerald, a member of your committee knows,
Connecticut has been designated as the arsenal of the United States.
That is due primarily to the fact that Connecticut has, for its size,
the greatest number of manufacturing houses building defense ma-terial.

For instance, we-have the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Co., which
builds more airplane motors, if my knowledge is correct) than any
other motor manufacturer in the United States.

In addition, there is the Pratt & Whitney Machinery Co., which
builds the machines which build the motors and other things needed
in the defense program, and we have the Electrio Boat C6.' located
in New London which is building submarines, and the submarine
base located in kew London, which is building and repairing sub-
marines and boats of every description.

I am bringing this to the attention of you gentlemen because I
believe that the point is well taken.

We have 169 towns in the State of Connecticut, and the people
employed in these factories and many others which I have not men-
tioned, but which are in existence, and work on defense work in
Connecticut, the people employed in those factories come from each
and every one of the 169 towns and transportation facilities are not
ample in the State of Connecticut and neither can they be made
ample in a reasonable length of time in order to transport the people
from the isolated towns to the manufacturing centers and to these
factories which are not located in available points.

Now, first of all, if the automobile is not going to be available to
these employees they will find it impossible to get to and from work.
And if they are going to find it impossible to get to and from
work, then the defense program is going to suffer.

I know there are many who live in Meridian, which is 20 miles
from Hartford. I mean hundreds, literally, that travel back and
forth by automobile to the Amercan Aircraft Co., in Hartford,
and the Pratt & Whitney Machinery Co.

Their hours are such that they cannot get to work by train nor
by bus, and the United Aircraft Co. is located in Glastonbury, 7 or
8 miles from Hartford, and they would be hours getting to and
from work, losing time which is valuable and which we ned.

In speaking for the Connecticut automobile dealers, let me make
this point clear: There is no dealer in the State of Connecticut, and
I do not believe there is one in the United States, either, that has any
intention of making any profit while this thing is going on.

The only thing we ask is that we be allowed to remain in busi-
ness in order to protect our investments and to keep the automobiles
running for those that need them.

I thank you very much.
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The. CHAimMAN. Thank you, Mr. Sanlon.
We will now hear from Mr. Sloate; and then Mr. L. A. Bloom;

and then Dr. J. H. Connell, of Dallas; and then Mr. Farr.
Mr. Sloate.

STATEMENT OF H. M. SLOATE, AUTOMOBILE DEALER, HARTFORD,
CONN.

ir. SLoArE. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee my
name is H. M. Sloate, president of the Sloate Chevrolet Co., anA am
also representing the Hlartford Dealers Association.

I also come from a defense-production area where people travel
up to 50 miles to work.

We in this area know that the smaller dealers have difficulties
doing business with those who work in defense plants. This about
forces the car dealer out of the picture at this time, and would
be disastrous to the people in this area, and once dealers liquidate,
it will be impossible to get them back.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Now, we will hear from Mr. L. A. Bloom, of Scranton, Pa.; and

then Dr. Connell after him.

STATEMENT OF L. A. BLOOM, PRESIDENT, SCRANTON AUTOMOBILE
DEALERS' ASSOCIATION, SCRANTON, PA.

Mr. BwoM. My name is L. A. Bloom, president of the Scranton
Auto Dealers Association, located in the third largest town iW
Pennsylvania.

At the outset, permit me to say the dealers of Scranton are very
grateful for the opportunity of appearing before your committee
and presenting our plea for your consideration of the momentus
problem confronting all of us, all of which was so thoroughly out-
lined during the morning session.

We Scranton dealers,-by reason of being located in a well-known
distress area, wherein our chief industry consists of hard-coal mining,
feel these freezing orders tremendously.

For transportation these miners must have cars and car mainte-
nance in order to commute distances from 10 to 20 miles daily to
and from work where there is no other public or private conveyance.

Consideration of these workers, in our opinion, during the national
emergency, becomes a part of our patriotic duty, since these mines
must operate, uninterruptedly and we dealers, for the welfare of the
general public as well as ourselves, earnestly seek this committee's
serious consideration toward the end of alording relief from the
hardships now imposed through the freezing orders.

Thank you.
The CHAmmRAN. Thank you, sir.
Dr. Connell of Dallas, Tex., will next be heard from; followed

by Mr. Leslie k. Farr and Mr. Robert Johnson.
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STATEMENT OF 1. H. CONNELL, VICE PRESIDENT, DALLAS AUTO
TRADES ASSOCIATION, DALLAS, TEX.

Dr. CoNzUL. M y name is Dr. J. H. Connell, of Dallas, Tex.,
executive vice president of the Dallas Automotive Trades Associa-
tion.

We thank the gentlemen on the congressional committee for the
opportunity to appear here today. What I shall say will be largely
in the form of a question, requesting that this question be answered
during today tomorrow, or the next day, at this sitting.

We in Dallas are a center for the distribution not only of auto-
mobiles but for replacement parts over an area of 150 to 200 miles,
and those shipments go out every day for periods to an extent which
is almost unbelievable. Therefore we are deeply interested in keep-
ing the cars and the trucks in that region consisting of more than
1,500,000 units rolling daily because our defense effort and our people
depend upon motor vehicles for their transportation of livestock as
well as for transportation of humans. And in addition to that, we
have 3 airplane factories within 30 miles of our city. They employ
thousands of men going to and from the plants in their own auto.
mobiles.

The oil and gas industry of our State employ thousands and
thousands of men who must come and go according to the clock, and
they live at long distances from the refineries and the oil wells.

therefore we need to see that the stocks of replacement parts are
available and that they are made available by the manufacturers.

I would like to call your attention merely to this question. We
believe that we can, in our service shops, especially in our larger
tQwns, repair and rebuild a great many Army units. You are
familiar with the fact that throughout that section there are many
Army camps training thousands of men. There are thousands of
automobiles about those camps. Many of them are not in repair at
this time. The Government could arrange to group those Army
vehicles and assign them to us and we could give them the expert
attention that they so much need.

Thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAx. Thank you, Dr. Connell.
We will next hear from Mr. Leslie M. Farr; then Mr. Robert

Johnson; and after that, from Mr. David M. Richman.
STATEMENT OF LESLIE M. FARR, DODGE-PLYMOUTH DEALER, AND.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, BUFFALO AUTOMOTIVE TRADES ASSOCIA-

TION, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Mr. FARR. Honorable Chairman and members of the congressional
committee, and fellow dealers:

Let me present to you our immediate problems and then the long-
term problems.

In the first place, the problem growing out of the freezing order,
such as the completion of contracts entered into prior to January 1,
1942, and, second, the tremendous expense borne by the dealer in
carrying new car stocks indefinitely, such as warehousing and insur-
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ance, and, third, the problem of keeping our organizations together
in order to service the 33,000,000 cars now in use.

This problem is particularly acute, because no one employed by us
with the situation as it is today, can be blamed for looking for some
more stable employment elsewhere.

We want to be able to give them some assurance in order to keep
them with us.

Now, for the long-term problem, in the first place many of us are
faced with long-term leases, which service business cannot carry, and
in cases where buildings are owned by way of high interest and taxes,
cannot be paid by service business alone.

In the second place, sufficient new car production should be made
available, the strip standard models, in order to replace worn-out
models.

The CHArM AN. Thank you, Mr. Farr.
We will next hear from Mr. Robert Johnson; then Mr. Richman;

and then Mr. Harry 0. Bragg.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT JOHNSON, PRESIDENT OF THE INDIANAPO-
LIS AUTO TRADES ASSOCIATION, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Mr. JoHnsoN. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee:
My name is Bob Johnson. I am a Chevrolet dealer in Indianapolis,

Ind.; also president of the Indianapolis Auto Trades Association.
The thing that confronts us in our town at the present time, we have

several defense industries there at high gear.
The problem of servicing these cars, these boys are going back and

forth to those defense places is a serious one.
We have released to our defense jobs a number of our young men

leaving us with the older men in our organization that are too old
to go into that service, who do not have the experience to go into that
service.

The question we would like for you to ask Mr. Henderson is what
we are to do with those older men.

The CRARMAN. Thank you, Mr. Johnson.
Mr. Richman?
Mr. HAuLcK. I just want to suggest, Mr. Chairman, if I may, that

I hope some time during the afternoon we may get some information
as to what effect, if any, the uncertainty that is "id by some to exist
in respect to what is going to happen in the future to the dealer,
might be touched upon.

have had some communications from some of my dealers out home
who suggest to me that they have a number of new cars in stock that
some'of them had been doing a little rationing of their own with theidea of kind of carrying alonf their business during the year, and
now they have those cars on tI e floor. They are paying interest on
them. They are paying storage charges. They are looking after
them. Their rent is going on and u to this point we (to not have
any v y definite information about wh t is finally going to happen.I do not know whether that's going to be dealt with or not, but it
strikes me that is something that might be considered.

Mr. RICHMAN. I will be very glad to touch on that.
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STATEMENT OF DAVID M. RICHMAN, NEW HAVEN, CONN.-

Mr. RiCH&AN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen:
We run a Ford dealer agency. I am also a representative of the

New Haven Association, 12 now-car dealers.
I might say, Congressman Ilalleck, in that connection, the freezing

order of January 1 has been so sudden it has completely disrupted an
organization such as ours, which is a largo organization which em-
ployed 96 people and we have a very large investment.

Aside from that, there have been rumors during the past 12 days
of many other orders to come, which has had a demoralizing effect
not onl on our office force, our sales force, but also on the mechanics
in the sio).

I woul like to say to you earnestly that the situation so far as the
dealerships is concerned is very critical.

Our dealership can continue in business for 6 months, perhaps a
little longer. The rest depends on the orders that come tp. We are
optimistic. We are patriotic. We will do everything that we are
called upon to do, but in New Haven we have 14,000 Ford automo-
biles. We are the only dealership in the town that can handle Fords.
In New Haven, Conn., we have the Winchester Repeating Arms Co
employing 15,000 people and manufacturing ammunition day andnight.'We have the High Standard Manufacturing Co., manufacturing

machine guns; the Gilbert Co. manufacturing flares and bombs and
other things; and the people employed must get there by automobile.

They cannot get there any other way. We therefore earnestly be-
seech you, not from a personal and monetary motive, to do something
for the good of the entire industry and public at large.

The CI IMAN. Thank you kindly, Mr. Richman.
We will ask that you refrain from expressions of approval or dis-

approval. This morning we permitted it, but the committee decided
this afternoon we would ask you to refrain from doing it in the future.

We will now hear from Mr. Eiler.
Mr. EiL.m. Mr. Chairman, I wish to withdraw my request.
The CHAIRMAN. We will now hear from Mr. Stockton, and then

Mr. Hunt after Mr. Stockton, and then Mr. Dailey.

STATEMENT OF M. . STOCKTON, NEWPORT NEWS, VA.

Mr. STOCKTON. My name is Mark J. Stockton, secretary of the dealer
members of the Newport News-Hampton Automobile dealers Asso.
ciation of the peninsula of Virginia.

The automobile is vital to transportation of our shipyard workers
to and from their work 7 days a week in order to build fighting ships,
cargo ships, repair ships, and make conversions.

Our present transportation facilities are inadequate for this de-
fense. We must maintain proper "rvice on the automobile owned by
the workers who live within a radius of 40 miles from the Newport
News shipyards.

Replacement parts, for new and used automobiles, must be provided
to take care of the building of ships.
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Our automobile dealers are prepared to render our country this serv-
ice if provided with the necessary cars parts, and rubber products.

6 ur local people also work in the Norfolk Navy Yard and travel
back and forth each day in automobiles and busses.

Our desire is to be able to meet our expenses in order to survive and
thereby render our country the greatest possible service.

In addition, the automobile serves Fort Monroe, Langley Field, and
Fort Eustice along with emergency service to a vital defense center.

Without the automobile dealer, who is going to keep the cars
rolling for the defense worker?

The present proposals will eliminate the automobile dealer.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
We will now hear from Mr. P. J. Hunt, president, Buffalo Auto-

motive Trades Associa',ion, Buffalo, N. Y.

STATEMENT OF P. . HUNT, PRESIDENT, BUFFALO AUTOMOTIVE
TRADES ASSOCIATION AND CHEVROLET DEALER, BUFFALO,
N.Y.
Mr. Huv . My name is P. J. Hunt, Buffalo, N. Y., automobile

dealer and president of the Buffalo Automotive Trades Association,
representing approximately 150 dealers in Buffalo and Erie County.

We endorse tle 8-point program presented this a. m. by Mr. Cargile,
of N. A. D. A.

We also call to your attention the necessity of preserving our busi-
ness to take care of the maintenance and replacement of the automotive
transportation system used by 80,000 defense workers now in this
vital area.

This will increase to 100,000 by Apil or May, and most of this in-
crease will be imported and will need cars, new or used, to travel to
and from our plants, the largest of which are from 10 to 20 miles
outside the city.

We must keep these cars rolling as there are no bus lines to our
largest airplane centers and inadequate transportation systems to the
other points.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Hunt.
We will next hear from Mr. Dailey; and then Mr. W. J. McGraw;

and next Mr. Lee Moran.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. DAILEY, CHEVROLET DEALER,
ERIE, PA.

Mr. DAILE,. My name is Charles A. Dailey. I am an automobile
dealer of Erie, Pa. Under normal conditions Iemploy 76 persons, but
today there are only 40 persons on my pay roll and unless some relief
Is given- this number will be further reduced and eventually the
business will be forced to close.

It appears to me that I, along with thousands of other automobile
dealers, am scheduled to be first among the economic casualties of
the present war. It this Is to be the order of'the day, I, as an American,
accept it; but I would like to have you remember the automobile
retailers have shown a patriotic willingness to cooperate with the
Government in this present emergency as well as in the many
emergencies that are now passed. I.
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I sincerely hope that cooperation will not be required to the extent
that the larger established dealerships will be so impaired that they
will not be able to recover after we have won the war.

In order to prevent this, I ask that you gentlemen give all possible
favorable consideration to the program as outlined by the National
Automobile Dealers Association.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Dailey.
We will now hear fr-m Mr. W. J. Mcraw.

STATEMENT OF W. . McGRAW, BELLAIRE, OHIO

Mr. fCGPAW. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is W. J.
McGraw. I live in Bellaire, Ohio, and own and operate the McGraw
Chevrolet Co.

The question has been asked here how we are to keep going. As I
see it, the dealers are going to have enough parts provided so they
can take care of, and prperly service, and keep their operations going;
and in addition to &at, contrary to general opinion, there is not a
large stock of cars in the dealers' hands.

As a matter of fact, there are only about half as many now as
there were a year ago.

I am of the opinion that the cars we have in stock at the present
time should not be rationed. The dealer should be allowed to sell
those cars to best advantage with a ceiling rice established, but
allowed to sell those cars where we can get lhe best deal because
he is going to have need for all of the money he can possibly get
to keep going.

If you do not do that, and you ration the cars and some fellow
gets a permit to get an automobile, here is what is going to happen:
You will have some of the dealers whom this fellow will go to and
show his permit and say, "All right; I have a permit Who will
give the best offer)"

Then you have some pretty smart buyers. That is just about
what will transpire, and I think we want to keep in business. We
intend to keep In business. We do not expect to make any profit,
but we desire to keep our leases as low as possible so as to go on
for 1, 2, 3, or 4 years, because we desire to ptay in business.

Let me say in closing, that rationing, if it is necessary, which I
do not think it is, by all means, I think it should be based on
necessity and not on some arbitrary rule, because in my area I
think the coal miner will need cars more than a professional man
who has a consulting office in town, and I think the demands of
defense aie much more important--to get coal for defense.

I thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Moran, and after Mr. Moran, we will have

Mr. Raine and then Mr. Boshara, and then Mr. Reagan.

STATEMENT OF LEE MORAN, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Mr. MORAN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is Lee
Moran, dealer in Pittsburgh. I am not going to make any patriotic
speech. You know what we dealers have gone through, and are
glad to do whatever we can do.
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Pittsburgh is a typical mill district, industrial town.
We all know from about 1929 everybody from mechanics to mil.

lionaires went suburban- they all moved as far as they could get
out of town to get away from the smoke and dirt.

The new Curtis-Wright airplane factory is as far as 29 miles
from where some of the men have to go to work. Beyond that, Con-
gressman Halleck asktd what dealers are going to do.

In n own case, I have about 50 automobiles in stock, and the in.
terest, insurance, and storage--that costs me about $760 a month
above the pay roll.

We have no income.
From the day this freezing order took place, in effect the Gov-

ernment made a Government warehouse out of all we dealers.
Therefore, I believe the Government has to help us.

I thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Raine, I believe, wanted to file a statement.
Do you want to make a statement, tooI
Mr. RAINE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right; go right ahead.
We will only hear about five more, and after we hear these

people, we expect to have Mr. Cargile return to the witness stand
to be interrogated.

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. RAIN, AUTOMOBILE MERCHANTS
ASSOCIATION OF MARYLAND

Mir. RAIN F Mr. Chairman and members of the committee my name
is John E. Raine, representing the automobile dealers of Mlaryland.

With your approval, I would like to file two statements; one to the
effect the stoppage of automobile production and its use will have
upon the taxable income of the United States and on each State in
the Nation; and the other statement, of the effect of the stoppage
of production of automobile parts and tires will have upon the pro-
duction and the statements made by government and other officials of
the State of Maryland, and made by the public service commission of
the State who held their recent conference with officials of the Pennsyl-
vania, Baltimore & Ohio, and other railroads and civilian transpor-
tation officials of Baltimore.

There is one suggestion I would like to make to the committee and
that is this: One of the demoralizing effects, recently, has been the
promiscuous publication and publications emanating from some Gov-
ernment departments. p i o e r s

I have in mind articles which I will file with the committee. One
article is a report dated January 3 and on the same date there is a
statement from the Washington bureau of the Baltimore Sun.

One statement says, "Commandeering ot autos hinted," and the
other says, "United States won't seize cars now, Henderson says," and
the next is, "United States ponders confiscation of all autos."

The result of these two stories has been to scare the American
public into sacrificing their cars, and demoralizing the used-car
market.
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It seems to me that it would be possible to anticipate what the
needs of the Government are going to be instead of scaring the
dealers and the public.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ploeser desires to ask you a question.
Mr. PLoEsFR. Mr. Raine?
Mr. RAIF_ Yes, sir.
Mr. PLoEsER. You are (lie first man to bring out this point on the

Henderson statements. It has come to my attention those statements
caused an attempt on the part of the public to dispose of their used
cars, and I wonder if, in your particular area, y'ou felt that effect I

Mr. RAINE. Very seriously, not only the effect upon the public,
demanding their cars be taken back by the dealers and dumping them
and causing the finance companies to take a loss on those cars and
the hindrance of the sale of new cars.

(The newspaper articles referred to are as follows:)

COMIAN II O or AuTos IINTm

WAs sNo0ro., D. C., January 3.-Drastic wartime regulations which already
have halted sale of new automobiles and cut tire and tube sales to the general
public by 00 percent may be extended to Include commandeering of cars for
use by the armed forces or in ssentlal civilian services.

Price Administrator Leon Henderson said that, although the Government will
refrain from such action as long as possible, requisitioning of cars owned by
persons who have no vital need for them was the "gloomy prospect."

Henderson explained that only 650,000 new cars will be available for sale to
private consumers after automobile production Is shut down next month for
the duration.

This number will be Insufficient to meet the demands of physicians and
surgeons, police, fire departments, and other protective agencies or the need for
ambulances.

This means eventual Government requisition of private cars, Henderson said.
He commented however that Germany and rngland had not yet been forced
to commandeer cars and said it was a "hot" question.

The Congress of Industrial Organizations took full page advertisements in
Washington and New York newspapers to publicize its frequently repeated con-
tention that the automobile Industry had failed to enter all-out production of
war goods despite labor's urging.

The advertisement, in the form of an open letter to the Office of Production
Management, said that 250,000 automobile workers were Idle now and that a total
of 400,000 would be idle by the end of January.

UMrTr STATUS WON'T SE3 E CARS Now, IIEN'I)SON S.vs

WAsmxoTONr, January 9.-Price Administrator Leon Henderson Issued a formal
statement today assuring the Nation the Government has no plans to commandeer
private automobiles and explaining that fears of commandeering undoubtedly
arose from his own answers to questions at a press conference January 2.

At that time Henderson said commando'erhlg of automobiles was "one of the
gloomy possibilities" that a prolonged war might bring about.

Henderson said today the Government "presently Iq well supplied with auto-
mobiles" and added there was no occasion for citizens to off'r their cars for
public use.

"I do not indicate that any such action (as commandeering) was likely or
necessary now or in the foreseeable future," lIenderson said. "Indeed, at one
point in the conference, according to the stenographic transcript, It was stated
Z think It Is bad enough to have to freeze things without having to go out and

commandeer them.'
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"Reports have reached my office that in some areas citizens are offering to
turn over their cars for Government use. These offers are commendable and
patriotic. However, the Government presently Is well supplied with automobiles,
and, while grateful for the spirit ehown, I must advise citizens to retain their
cars for their own use."

UNITED STATS PONS CONSoATION OF ALL AUTos, OLwoy PoessLTrY CiTED BY
HINDEaso, As Sr, tiq WA Errosr--Ctxs o OUTPr AJFrE JANUARY TO PERMIT
PLT Rsroomwo

WAsniNoTo, January 2.-Ien Henderson, Federal Price Administrator,
made it clear this afternoon that the approximately O60.000 new automobiles
now either on hand, or In prospect this month, probably will be all that will be
made until the end of the war.

By careful rationing--even more drastic than the program just being applied
to tires-the Government hopes to spread the available new machines over
places where they are most needed. Military and war production necessities
will come first.

What it will do when these supplies have run out remains to be seen. Gov-
ernment commandeering of privately owned cars is one of the "gloomy posst-
bilitles" which Mr. Henderson and his associates hve considered. Another
possibility lies In the used-car market and still anotLer in the limited opera.
tion of perhaps one small automobile factory.

SEES NO INTERFERENCE

In announcing that as many as 200.000 new cars will be produced this
month, the Price Administrator said he, had canvassed the situation with Army
and Navy officials and had found that this would not interfere with military
production plans.

From the leadership of the Congress of Industrial Organizations, however,
there came tonight a blast at the Office of Production Management for having
delayed this long In converting the facilities of the automobile industry to war
purposes

The Congress of Industrial Organizations announced that It was inserting
advertisements in Washington and New York newspapers to make public an
open letter to the Office of Production Management, In which It asserted that
the Nation has "lost 2,000,000 man-days every week In war production through
failure to put' the 400,000 automobile workers to work."

The National Automobile Dealers' Association, also affected materially by
the automobile restrictions, urged the Government to 6'soften the blow" by
allowing "liberal" price ceilings for used cars, by providing for no discounts
on cars purchased, or requisitioned by Federal agencies and by allowing
dealers to handle the distribution of new ears.

The curtailment of new automobiles and new tires, Mr. Henderson Intimated,
represents what may be only the real beginning of restrictions on civilian
consumption.

SEEK SPACE FOR WAR WORK

"We feel," he asserted at a press conference, "that the civilian is better taken
care of If he is ably defended than If he has a rich living."

He said he did not anticipate orders freezing the existing stocks of such
durable goods as washing machines and refrigerators, as was done with auto-
mobiles and tires, but he indicated that a further curtailment of output is
likely.

Both Mr. Henderson and Sidney lillman, associate director general of the
Office of Production Management, pointed out that the halting of automobile
production by about the end of this month was necessary not only to save
rubber and metals, but to make factory space available for the manufacture of
war materialsu

Mr. Henderson said the Government thus was anxious to have automobile
production completed within a few weeks so that the major Job of converting
the automobile factories intq war plants could proceed uninterrupted.

Mr. llian put it this way, In a statement announcing that representatives
of labor as well as the automobile lndttry have been invited to a meeting
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here Monday to discuss plans for speeding up conversion of the motor plants
to war production:

"Complete utilization of this great Industry's machines and men might shorten
the war by months. This Is a war of production.

TO USE MAIERIALS SAVDW

"Management and labor unanimously have recognized the need fdr stopping
all civilian production. The Job now Is to use the materials saved, and the
men and machinery made Idle immediately to produce planes, guns, tanks, and
other war materials."

The Office of Production Management program, to besubmitted at the Monday
conference, Is expected to Include the pooling of engineering and production tech-
niques, the placing of defense work In all available plants In the Industry, and the
establishment of management-labor steering committees to supervise the whole
effort.

President Roosevelt, at his press conference this morning, estimated that the
average lay-off of automobile employees caused by the retooling necessary for
conversion to war production would be 2 months.

SALE PIIBIT1ON EXePL-AMD

Mr. Henderson's conference this afternoon was given over largely to a discus-
sion of the factors which led to last night's order prohibiting the sale of new
passenger automobiles and trucks until a rationing pln Is developed.

lie pointed out that the division of civilian supply, which he directs, bad
counted for some time on drastic reductions In automobile production. But not
until It was realized hoiv Serious the Placiflc shiplphig situation was, he explained,
was it seen that a total cessation of production was necessary.

As It Is now, he said, "we face a situation where I can't see any possenger-car
production for the duration."

PASrS MANUFIVATRE AFFECTED

Since December 10, he dis-closed, the manufacture of automobile parts has been
virtually stopped. This is the process by which raw materials are "chewed up,"
as Mr. lenderson put It, into the components which move up to the assembly lines.

Approximately $213,000,000 worth of parts are now on hand. Of these stocks,
about $100,000,000 worth would be used in the assembly of the 20D,000 new cars
likely to be permitted this month. The balance will be used partly as replacement
stocks, but its full use has not been determined.

The exact amount of additional production to be allowed this month and its
final termination probably will be decided next week, at the meeting Mr. Hill-
man spoke of Mr. Henderson said, however, that 200,000 new cars was the total
officials had In mind, and that January 31 was the probable dead line.

STOCKS PUT AT 450,000

It was estimated yesterday that dealers' stocks of new cars total approxi-
mately 450,000.

This aggregate of 650,000 new automobiles on hand or In sight amounts to
about 0 weeks of normal winter production and compares with the Industry's
past figures of approximately 4,000,000 new ears a year.

Production In January will be allowed, Mr. lenderson said, partly to avoid
the considerable "economic loss" which would be Incurred by closing all the
plants now and scrapping the parts Inventories and partly to clear factory floor
space for conversion to war production.

Plans now are being concluded for a substantial production of military
vehicles, he said, which Is scheduled to get under way In March. It was ascer-
tained be added, that this production could not begin much more before that
even i autQmobile production was stopped today.

NO SrAXE TIRE ON NEW CARS

The new cars which are made this month will be equipped with four tires,
but no spares. Whether their tires will be first-grade rubber, or second, or
third grade will depend on whether they are going into military service, which,
of course, will get prime rubber.

7405-42-vol. 1-3
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Mr. Henderson recalled that a "pretty substantial program" Intended to assure
the production of adequate amounts of repair parts for old machines has been
In effect for some time. The parts inventories for new cars now on hand will
take care of repairs for new models, he said.

Some Federal assistance alto will be extended to automobile dealers who will
be hit very hard by the curtailment. It I,. likely that some of the 200,000 ears
to be produced will pass through the dealers' hands, since they are able to handle
them better than are Government agencies for example.

"FROZEN" PLAN NOT FINAL

Dealers will not be required to keep "frozen" stocks of new cars on their
loorm Indefinitely, Mr. Henderson stated.

He said, in response to a question, that he dIdn't know whether all of (be
motor industry's facilities can be converted to war uses. That still has to be
worked out.

As to the possibility of Government commandeering of private cars to supply
Its needs after the new stocks have been exhausted, Mr. Henderson said he
was making no predictions. That has been an Issue which even the British
and the Germans have treated gingerly, he remarked.

He didn't know whether it would become necessary here, he said, even
though that possibility has been considered. This and some oiher questions,
he declared at another point, "depends on the Japs."

"1 don't know how soon we can lick them," he added.

The CIIAMnIA. We will now hear from Mr. Louis Boshara, of
Cleveland, Ohio.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS BOSHARA, TRUSTEE, OHIO AUTO DEALERS

ASSOCIATION, AND MEMBER OF THE CLEVELAND AUTO DEALERS
ASSOCIATION, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Mr. Bosm1lAA. When the Government found it necessary to freeze
the new cars in dealers' stocks, they knew the number of new cars
available and we doubt the method of distribution will directly benefit
our war effort. However, if used car stocks are frozen, of which
there are not more than 600,000 in dealers' hands, and only 50 percent
of these late models that number represents about 2 or 3 percent of
all the cars in use today .

Such freezing of used cars will be the final death blow to us.
In the meantime, over 27,0J0,000 used cars could be bought and sold

by individuals one from another.
Also consider the plight of the draftee, of which there may be be.

tween four and five inlhon, most of which will have cars to dislpoe of.
If we arci out of business, where can a draftee sell his car for cash.

How would e find, in the short time allowed him, a buyer without a
car to trade back to him? That is another difficulty in the way of
the boy giving his all for his country.

We from Ohio wish that you would consider these two important
facts before used cars are allowed to be frozen.

Thank you.
Mr. HILLECK. I have been much interested in this used-car situa-

tion. I do not know whether they are going to freeze used cars or
not. but I would like to inquire if you can tell us the way dealers have
olrated, how mary used cars do they sefl for one new car.

Mr. BOSI^IAIA. Approximately two.
Mr'. HALLECK. Now, what do you know about the function of deal.

ers, the function they have performed in their used-car operations to
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get cars that are desirable to the needs of the individuals into the
hands of those individuals

Mr. BosiARA. That takes place automatically because buying anl
selling used cars is the function of many dealers throughout the coun-
try, of which I am one. During the year 1938, in spite of the fact
I am an out-and-out new car dealer, andin spite of the limited amount
of new cars sold in 1938, I bought and sold to the public at a small
profit to myself and no doubt service to the public, they were able to
fuy those used cars reconditioned and ready to go, over 150 used cars
in "the year 193S.

Mr. IILLECx. Assuming the oider in respect to the production in
new cars continues, how valuable would the right to continue to deal
in used cars be to the dealers generally f

Mr. BOSaAnA. There, the value of that would be to this extent-
there are no doubt many dealers throughout the country who are going
to make a whale of an attein pt to stay in business. Most of these
dealers have what is considered good service set-ups.

That is, they do quite a bit of service businem. Along with that
ractically all of us have used-car lots. Through these used-car
ots, I, for example, have an idea I could stay in business and this u.ed.

car operation of mine may help me to remain in business, not that
there would be any profit because competition will be so keen that all
of us would operate at a very small profit in taking care of draftee
needs and others; and reconditioning, and selling them at a very small
profit.

If new cars are frozen, the dealer is frozen out of the field.
That does not stop the selling of used cars from one person to

another.
In the city of Cleveland, about 20 to 30 percent of the used cars sold

are sold from one person to another without any restrictions on the
dealer. So if there is any restriction on the dealer,100 percent will be
transferred through the individual. The automobile dealer will not
have that revenue.

Thank you.
Mr. ILLwc . Think you very kindly, sir.
The ChIAIRMAN. We will now hear from Mr. Reagan, of Chicago:

and then Mr. Loeser; and then Mr. Nail, of Iowa City.

STATEMENT OF BILL REAGAN, OHICAO0, ILL.

Mr. RasoAX. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, my
name is Bill Reagan. I am an automobile dealer and treasurer of the
Chicago Automobile Trades Association, representing 451 members
having in stock 1,302 new ears and 12,705 used automobiles.

I think this committee will bear out what I have heard about the
unselfishness of the automobile dealer. I do not think there is any
question about his patriotism, but I do think he has to have some
means of staying in business.

Mr. Raine brought up the subject of the used-car situation and
the commandeering of used automobiles in the United States of the
public.

I think frankly some of our public officials have'gone nuts. We
have lind one of these men tell Its they are going to commandeer tie
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automobiles and the very same day the mayor of Chicago issued an
order to enforce an ordinance passed in 1909 saying that no auto-
mobile should be parked on the public streets after night. It would
be physically impossible. There is not enough garage space to do so.
As a result what public officials have done is to destroy confidence.
It is very common to have a man walk in and say "They are going
to take my car away" and so the "gyps" buy it at about 20 cents on
the dollar and they are making millionaires out of gyp dealers. And
I beseech this committee if there is a chance of freezing used cars to
do everything possible against that. The used-car sale is just a
liquidation of capital. We are going to take our loss patriotically
but I do not see how we can stay in business if they do that for 6
months or 30 days.

The ChA1IRAN. We will have Mr. Fred L. Loeser, of New Iaven,
and then we will hear from Mr. Vern Nail, of Iowa City, Iowa.

STATEMENT OF FRED L. LOESER, OF NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Mr. LOESER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Fred L. Loeser, of New Haven, employing 100 people. I listened
here all day and I am wondering when we all lose sight of what the
automobile means to this country--our living, our whole life, our
defense plans depend upon speed; and the automobile is the only
method of transportation that will give us that speed, taking people
back and forth to the defense work. We heard that we are asked to
take care of these cars. We, as good patriots, will do that. We are
losing our mechanics daily. Out of some 80 men we had a year ago
we had our trained experts. They are going either into the Army or
the defense work. There is no opportunity on repair of cars to keep
us going.

he automobile, I am just wondering in the 31 years that I have
been in this business, whether it has come to the time, and during the
past week I had occasion to have some conversation with bankers and

nance companies where they are looking on the automobile as a lia-
bility in the hands of the dealer, and for 31 years it was always looked
on as an asset. We will go back in the history of the automobile
business and I want to qualify right now, I think I can speak for the
44,000 dealers in the United States, whatever the cost is to the dealer,
whether they put us out of business, we accept it because it is good for
the country; and as I was having lunch today in a lunchroom I hap-
pened to glance at a sign reading "Our'country, right or wrong," and
it struck me right between the eyes. Let us go back a bit, and I am
through. In 1921 the country asked the automobile industry to lead
us out of difficult times. The dealers had such confidence in their
country and in their factories that they went out on their own hook
and guaranteed no reduction in prices, and reductions came in prices,
and I know dealers personally, personal friends of mine that it cost
them from $5,000 to $15,000 that they paid back to the public to make

that confidence they had in their country. There should be no
change m operations.

Gentlemen, I blpeieve we are looking for suggestions, and I believe
the new cars should be released at once. The bnks and finance corn.
panies call them frozen assets. They are a liability; no longer an asset.
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I believe new cars should continue to be made under supervision and
control, and only produce such cars that have read), movement, a quick
distribution and cut out tie coupes and do away with the four-door
sedan. If that is going too far, then we should have some rules to
govern it. By no means freeze the used cars. It means more to the
public, and I believe it means more to defense plants, and, after all,
that is what we are all shooting at. As to what is best for our defense
plans, we believe we should stay in business; and when you call on us
me are ready.

The CML RMIAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. 11arry 0. Bragg expressed a desire to be heard.
Major Buliwinkle would like to interrogate a witness. We will now

hear from Mr. Nail.

STATEMENT OF VERN NALL, IOWA CITY, IOWA

Mr. N,m. My name is Vern Nall, of Iowa City, Iowa, an automobile
dealer. I am vice president of the State Automobile Association, and
I am here representing 1,985 Iowa automobile dealers. Doing business
in Iowa, I am especiilly acquainted with the problem of agriculture
transportation and the tremendous importance of rapid transpor-
tation to the farmer. The larger part of our livestock is sent
to markets in nearby States by trucks, because rail transportation has
not been sufficient, and we have 642 towns that have no railroad
facilities.

There are 975,000 cars and trucks in the State of Iowa, and over 70
percent of these are in the hands of food-producing farmers, and the
average age of the farm car is ' years. If the automobile dealers are
not able to service and repair and keep running this T0 percent of these
automobiles and trucks devoted to agricultural Iproduction, the produc-
tion and transportation of food will-be immediately and seriously cur-
tailed in the greatest food-producing State in the Union; and if cur-.
tailed, will, no doubt, contribute to unrestrained rising food prices. We
also believe there is no more reason for freezing the stock of used cars
than for the freezing of horses and mules, in the hands of livestock
dealers, that may later be used by the Government.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF JAMES MAUME, PRESIDENT OF THE PENINSULA
AUTOMOTIVE TRADE ASSOCIATION

Mr. MAUMF. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Jim Maumre I am a Chevrolet dealer in the lower Virginia penin.
sula. I am here today as a member of the Newport News-Hampton
Automobile Dealers Association, and also as president of the Penin-
sula Automotive Trade Association.

Gentlemen, in a few words, I think, having heard all of tie testimony
that was given today, it is plain to me tlat in no way whatsoever
has there been an) mercenary motive in back of any statements made
on the part of the dealers testifying here.

I am empowered to say for the Peninsula Automotive Trade Asso-
ciation as their president, with their knowledge and with their consent,
that we have no mercenary motive in view; we have no monetary
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motive in view; and we are not selfish. We yield to no man ; we yield
to no group in our patriotism, in our desire to do whatever is necessary
to do.

We only respectfully request very serious consideration of this
committee, and other men in power, respectfully request that every
consideration be given to all automobile dealers just for the right to
survive.

Thank you.
The CIAIIMAN. Thank you.
Is there any other person who has requested an opportunity to be

heard who has not been given ths t opportunity?
If not, I will ask Mr. Buiwinkle to call his witness; he wants to

interrogate him.
Mr. I3ULWINKLE. I would like to call Mr. Dave Smith,

STATEMENT OF DAVE SMITH, OF GASTONIA, N. C.

The CHAIRMAN. Give your name and residence or business and
position to the reporter, will you, please?

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am Dave Smith, of
Smith Chevrolet, Gastonia, N. C.

Mr. BULWINKLU. Dave, how many new cars did you have on the floor
in January, on January 1?

Mr. SMITH. On January 1 I had 26.
Mr. BULWINiLa. How many old cars did you have?
Mr. SMITH. I had 33.
Mr. BULWINKL. Now, I want you to state to the committee how

many men did you have in your employ?
Mr. SMITx I had 23 on the 1st of January.
Mr. BULWINJUX,. How many did you say you have now?
Mr. SAx1TH. I have 18.
Mr. BULWI INLE. How many used cars do you sell a year?
Mr. SMITH. An average, well, this past year we sold 600 used cars

and 300 new ones.
Mr. BULWINiLt Does the ratio run about 2 to 1?
Mi. SMITh. Just about 2 to I with us. It varies some years, some-

times it is a little higher or a little lower, but ours is about 2 to 1.
Mr. B1ULWINKL:., Now, let me ask you this question: What is the

least, or what requirements do you think that you should have in
order Just to stay in business? a .

Mr. SMT m. Well that is a mighty big question i it i a very im-
portant question. If we could get the parts to service our customers,
say we sold 300 cars in this past year, I believe that survival is all that
we are looking for, if we can survive this we will all be happy. I can
say that I can survive with four cars a month, if it is humanly possible
that we can get a few ears, just to merely exist on, and give us parts
to stay in business, it will be mighty fine; aind if we don't do that,
why I am like the rest, of them, I cannot see any hope.

Mr. BUWINKir. Now, how about the used cars?
Mr. SmUT1. Well, the used cars, we have been getting along mighty

well with the used ears; we have sold 600 6ars at a very, very small
loss.
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Mr. BULWINKLE,. YO (10 ot wnt any freezing order on their?Mr. SMITH. A-e do not wait any freezing order on anything.Mr. BULAIN CLE. I wanted to ask Mi. Halleck if lie wants to ask
anything.

Mr. IRALLECK. What has been your observation of the function of thedealers in getting the used cat's into the hands of the people, whoreally need them, and who can use the type of a car that is classed
as a used car?

Mr. SMiIT. I hardly know how to answer your question, becausewe dealers, we don't, all work t ie samne, we have been very fortunatewith our used cars, and we do not have any trouble disposing of them,because we do recondition them and give people their money's worth,
I will say that.

Used cars are no problem, and have not been a problem with us,I am mighty glad to say.Mr. BUtWINICLE. You spoke of sufficient parts to recondition thecars. -low about the rubber?
Mr. SMITh. Well of cou,-se, if we do not get parts to recondition thecars, our used cars or the customers' ears, I do not see how we canstay in business without replacement parts. That would be absolutely

impossible.
Mr. ULWINICLE, Fow nch rubber would you need for recapmentof tires ' do you think that you would need munch ?Mr. AMITrI. Well, Major, that is a question that I cannot answer,because we are not in the recapping business, and I could not answer

that question.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions, gentlemen of the

committee?
Mr. PLoEsER, If they slould allow you to stay in the used-car busi-ness. but still ration used and second-hand tires, where would you be?Mr. S [IT1. Well, without tires we cannot sell cars, but so far as theused cars that we have, I do not think that there is any dealer herethat cannot dispose of all the used cars that they have, and we cannotget the idea of tying up used cars, I cannot see that at all.Mr. P . I can agree on that point, and I can readily see wherethe used-car business should become a great deal improved under the

present situation,
Mr. SMAtil, That is right.
Mr. Por.svim. But on tho other lapd, your problem is not just re-maining in thel position to sell and dispose of them and transfer andexchange used cars, if the rubber situation which is far more acutethan the actual manufacture of automobiles ties uip your used cats.You have two problemss as I see it-one, to save rubber and, second,to save the lrivilege of transferring that car with some rubber.Mr. STMI. But at the present time we can dispose of the carswe have got now, and I would think of that a little later becauseI am sure we can all get rid of what cars we have now; so freezingused cars now, I just cannot get the idea of that at all.Mr. P,o)smjn, I-low long do you think that you can stay in busi-ness if you are permitted to sell some used cars and dispose of thenow cars that you have in stock,Mr. SMITII. What about parts? You mean assuming that we will

have parts?
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Mr. Pr,oviosr. Assuming that you have or can get the parts.
Mr. SARTH. We will stay in business on our present set-up at

least 12 months, because we have the new cars and the used cars,
as I told you, and I will say at least 12 months, but after that I
do not know.

Mr. PLOESEI. Have you been buying used cars in your particular
business for cash?

Mr. SMITH. No; I have not. I have not bought any used cars.
Mr. PLOESEII. Was there any increase in the number of used cars

offered for sale as a result of Mr. Henderson's statement that lie
hoped it would not be necessary to commandeer private automobiles?

MV. SMRTH. We have had some few folks that were a little scared
about that, they have been bringing their cars up and offering them
for sale.

The CHAUIRIAN. I did not get your statement.
Mr. SMItTH. We have had some folks coming by and wanting to

sell their used cars, but we have not bought any, because that has
scared quite a few folks having used cars.

The C ARmAN. Mr. Kelly, of Illinois, desires to ask a question.
Mr. KELiY. Mr. Smith, I believe that you stated that when the

freeze order went into effect, there were A0 new cars in your place
of business?

Mr. SMITir. That is used cars; 26 new cars I believe is right;
yes, sir.

Mr. KELLY. When the 'freeze order was issued, how many of those
new cars were sold prior to the freeze order?

Mr. SMITH. To be frank, we stui! hxve got our 26. I only had
one other, a truck,

Mr. KELLY. You are prohibited from ,elling that truck?
Mr. SMIT11. I understand so; the truck is there.
Mir. Ki..xY. Now, in dealing in used cars, in the complete turn-

over of the used cars, there must necessarily have to be new cars

in that operation; is that not so?
Mir. SMITH. That is so; yes s'.
Mr. Kur,,Y. And without the new cars you cannot operate in the

second-hand or used-car business?
Mr. SM1TH. We can operate, what I would call a skeleton force:

we could get along wit I parts, but if you do not give us parts
we cannot exist.

Mr. KIE.,X,Y. And really that actually goes back to the now-car
operation ?

Mr. SMITi. That is right; yes, sir.
Mr. FITZ01^1ALD. 1 am interested in the transportation of defense

workers.
How long in your opinion do you think that it would be if the

parts are frozen, and rubber is frozen, before that very important

means of transportation for defense workers will break down com-

pletely in this countr .
Mr. SMiTh. Well, tiat is a pretty big question; you mean, to freeze

parts now? I
Mr. IFITZOFAL). If the parts are threatened to be frozen?
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Mr. SMITH. Well, of course, that would have an immediate effect,
but as to how long it would take to stop coml)letely, that would be
practically impossible to say.

Mr. FlITZGERALD. B3ut it is possible that if this order went into effect
that it would paralyze this important means of transportation oi
defense Workers?

Mr. SMrIH. It would completely paralyze it, the way I see it.
Mr. FrrzoEIRALD. I am trying to bring out the fact that in my State,

Connecticut. It. has been reported here it is one of the leading States in
the country today .in defense workers, and while it has been testified
that the workers travel 18 miles, I know from act nal facts that they are
traveling 100 miles a day to defense areas, in Connecticut, bacl and
forth, and it means that i'f this transportation were paralyzed that the
Government would be forced to build a great many more defense
homes that they cannot build at, the present time.

Mr. SMITH. I think that you are exactly right, sir.
The CI AIIIMAN. Any other questions by the committee?
Mr. BULWINLE. Iave you anything in your mind that you think

that this committee ought to know ,, that you have not told?
Mr. SMITH. Well, I tim sure that we have got a very fine,

sympathetic committee, and I am sure that they will do everything
that they possibly can, what they possibly can d'o for the automobile
industry, because it is a big thing, and if we are cut off why, of course,
we will have to take our medicine; there is not a dealer here that
that will not do what he is told to do and asked to do, and I am sure
tlat you gentlemen will be sympathetic with us and do everything in
your power that you possibl can,

Th'le Cn0iwmr 4mN Iiank you, Mr. Smith ; thank you very kindly.
Mr. Cargile, the committee members want to aisk you some ques-

tions. I shall refrain fromt asking you ainy questions until the com-
mnittee members have asked you questions.

Mlr. HaItlleck, would you lilie to ask any questions?
Mr. oAL ct. Thiere is one latter to which I would like to refer

for a moment, if we could. It is in point No. 1, of the statement that
was prepare]. I ain irect your attention to it, I think, Mr. Cargilo.
It has to do with the co f vision that exists bay reason of the actual
purchase of cars before January 1, but cars that were not delivered aE
of thactt date,

I am constrained to iuie about that' because several of my con-
stituents have commilIcated with me; they have bought Cars and
paid for them and maybe they were having a little other equipment
put oi them or something of that sort, and now they do not know
whether they can get delivery on them or not, What further could yousay as to a suggestion for alleviating that uncertainty?

FURTHER STATEMENT OF L. CLARE CARGILE, PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

Mr. CA10lIJ, Mr. Ialleck, might I make this preliminary state.
ment that might reply to that, and some others that someone might
want to ask? That your committee and the Members of Congress
have been extremely helpful to us, far more helpful than you realize
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and possibly no one but I am in a position to realize just how helpful
you fiave been.

Anyway, within the last 2 days we have had some very satisfactory

negotiationss with some of the agencies which show an intent of pur-

pose which we are sure is going to materialize to alleviate many of

these things brought out in these eight points, and I will be glad to

go ahead and answer your question, but it will be a repetition of the

things that I have told them, and if it is your desire I will be happy

to do so.
Mr. HALLEC0K. I do not care to press it; I am happy to learn it.

Mr. CARGIoE. I am not attempting to evade it at all, but I want first

to say that these agencies are showing a delightful spirit, very sym-

pathetic spirit, now, which we deeply appreciate, and which pronses

a great deal of good upon our inediate needs.
Mr. IIALLE.CK. Of course, I realize that many of these problems are

administrative in character, and for their solution depend in large

measure upon administration and upon regulations, but of course I

am glad to hear you report that maybe some of the things that have

been said up here, and done, may have l)een a little helpful, because,

as Members of Congress, as you klow, we are in direct contact with

the people back home, and if .we have been able to do anything to help

in the solution of thefce problems I am sure that we are glad to do it.

Mr. CImmm. It promises to be decidedly helpful ; very, very decid-

edly helpful.
Now, suppose that I go ahead and discuss, if you wisl-I want to

make it clear that I am not trying to evade your question.

Mr. HALTAcI. I do not care to press it; if it is i the process of being

solved that is good enough -for me.
The CIIARIMAN. Go right ahead, Mr. Cargile, if you care to make a

statement of your own,
Mr. CARGOmi.. Not less Mr. Halleck wishes it.
May I say in furtherance of my general remarks that it appears

now thiat in view of these, negotiations that our program will very

quickly divide itself into a short-range program and a long-range Pro-

gran, and that possibly by reason of the fine assistance and ' symn-

pathetic support that- you gentlemen have given that the short-range

program is going to be very quickly eared for in a namner which wvill

be on the whole satisfactory, as I view it, to the dealer body of the

country. There may be some who are not in accord with that, but I

think that it will enable most dealers or some dealers to stay in busi-

ness who otherwise would not have.
Now, certainly we have a long-range program which has not been

developed. We developed a short-range program because the time

was so imminent, and so pressing, and we shall solicit yourhlp i

securing the long-range program, I shall not avoid answering any

questions that you may desire.
Mr. KiumY, Mr. Cargile, you being the president of the National

Autdmobile Dealers Assoefation, I notice Oi p 2 of your statement

where you specify the manufacturers and theI employees have re-

ceived much attention from the Government.
I presume by that that you mean that the production end of the

automobile industry has been converted into the manufacture of war

implements; is that not so?,
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Mr. CARiOTIE,. Well, it has been the custom in many channels to
speak of the automobile industry as composed of so many manu-
facturers, and their employees, taking no account whatsoever of the
44,000 dealers, and half million employees. That has even gone to
places of higher authority, who have given publicity, or public state-

geits to the press, expressing sympathy for, these manufacturers,
anld their half a million employees, but having no regard for us,
and in many organized groups which have been interested in legis-
lation, that has obtained straight through their program.

Mr. Ki,:lay. In other words, there are two distinct units in the
automotive industry, the production and distribution?

Mr. CAnonRIu. Yes.
Mr. KEiN:a. And while the employment of the production end is

being taken care of by the reconversion of these automobile plants into
the war-making industry, the dealers or the distributors of this country
are being left out in the cold, as we would say?

Mr. CAnonGx,. Yes, sir.
Mr. KiE,,LLY. And they are the men, after all is said and done, that

some reliability must, )e put in their faith for the transportation
system existing at the present time in this country and even after
the war, is over they will be the builders in reality rehabilitating the
transportation system of America.

We all know, and we are all confronted with these facts, that the
transportation system 'today is chiefly automobiles, even the old
trolley car is almost, extinct in many communities throughout the
Nation, and particularly in towns ranging from 40,OQO to 50,000,
or downward; farm commodities and so on and so forth to market
hauls.

We have a situation in Chicago that I believe today cattle runs
are coming in within a range of 20 to 300 miles in'the Chicago
market that, ordinarily used to come in there by railroad trains, and,
of course, there is going to be an impairment there in the produc-
tion end of foodsthiffs, and thenl I hlpe, too, that we might be in
some kind of a position to try and rectify some of the inequities
that are happening.

I think, Mr. Chairman, that that is all that I would like to say.
Mr. HALL. Mr. Cargile, I just have this question.
If the production of automobiles is cut to 20 percent or less, do

you really believe that the great majority of the 44,000 dealers can
stay in business?

Mr. C~uiomr,, It depends altogether u )on the administration of
0. P. A., which governs the profits which we call make, it depends
upon the ability 'to secure some income from our service depart-
monts, and in that connection may I say that, we have had a very
sympathetic response from Mr. h Iende'son, and his staff, ani I
believe that the production of 20 percent of ourt average i)rodtction
of recent years would enable most dealers to stay in )lisillosq on a
puro subsistence basis.
Mr. s HALL, Would they stay in business as more or less of a repair

lMr. CAU mT.. Their primary function would be services yes, sir.
Mr. HAL,. Now, you say that they have about 500,000 emnjloyeos.

What ratio of'that muniber is in thi shops and what ratio is sales.
men ?
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Mr. CAIGILE. In my own business, about 40 percent are salesmen

and 30 percent arc in the shop and 30 percent in sundry services.

Mr. HALT,. Well, the 40 percent are salesmen, that would be '200,000

throughout the country. What will become of those?
Mr. CAImiOI. That is the most sad and serious situation facing us.

The salesmen, who are of an age above the average, most of them are

war veterans, went into t'his business when the business was coinpara-

tively new as they came out of the Army and it is very ditlicult for

them to form new connections.
I think that it should be a part of our function that we should

urge every dealer to take care of as many salesmen as he can within

the limits of remaining solvent, and beyond that there is going to

be a great deal of destitution.
The CHI tMAN. Are there any questions?

Mr. I-ITAIEXJ., I have one further qutiest ion. I do not, kliow whether

it is true or not but it, has been suggested that part of the reason, at

least, for the p)recipitate action of freezing the new cars and indicat-

ing a stoppage of production,,Jt complete stoppage, is the shortage

of rubber. If that is trite, wouldn't. be possi ) o dealerss to sell

new cars equipped with tires made from reclaimed rubber?

Mr. CARIOIE. It is said, and I am not an authority for this, but I

received it on good authority, that the tire made from reclaimed

rubber is good for some three or four thousand miles, driven at about

25 or 30 miles an hour. To the extent that tlmt would be satisfactory

to the pmrchaser your question would be answered. I do not know.

We have had no experience.
Of course; 20 years ago, the average guarantee on a .tire was 3,500

miles, and it woull release a great many cars.
Did you have in mind something lifie the "Victory" car, where-

by-
Mr. .HALECKC. I did not have in mind any particular type of car.

I was just raising the question as to whether or not if at part of the

severity of the order to stop manufacture of automobiles stemmed

from tie fact that there is a real shortage of rubber whether or not

that might be in )art at least averted y cqipping the cars not with

brand newv tires made from virgin rubber, but from11 some, of these
other l)roduets or substitutes?

Mr. CARIOTIyj. Aside from the reclaimed tires, there are millions of

partly used tires which would still render thousands of miles of rid-

1ng, if some sympathetic method of gathering them together might

be arranged.
The CITAIRMAN. Pardon me a rinite.
Senator Connally of Texas came in.
Senator CONNAIlY. I do not care to appear at the moment. Go

ahead.
Mr. Pmot.,mi. Are tlie factories still delivering the dealers cars that.

they have on hand or in this completion period of January?

Mr. CAmoum,. They are.
Mr. Pmrisvat, So that your freezing situation Is growing, at the

moment?
Mr, CAuoumE. Yes; the cars we are carrying in stock are increasing,

and we cannot carry them.
Mr. PjosEt. That is all.,
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Tl (.'IAIAIAN. I want to ask Mr. Cargile some questions:
What is tile average age of the automobile salesmen ? I believe thatYou slid it great. iny of them were. World War veterans, thereby in-dicating that, tle a verage.pge( of World War veterans was about 48

years, about 50 years old.
Would you consider that the average age of your automobile sales-

meI, over the country?
Mr. C.noiLE. WVell, above 45, Mr. Patman.
The C(,IAWM,\N. Do most of these, or are most of these salesmen

married and have families?
Mr. C.AGIoE. Yes, sir.
The (Cm\m. r,x. Do they have F. I-1. A. loans and I. 0. L. C. loans

oil their homes?
MrI.. C\ImIaIE. In my personal experience they do, without exception.The C(h,\ ,mwN. Do these salesmen have appraisal talents? )othey applra ise prop)lerty ?
_Mr. (CARmmn.. '11hey make tentative appraisals on tihe trade-in car.'1h(,_ Citi,\mN, 1)o you have any definite recommendations to makeas to how the Government should assist these disl)laced salesmen?I believe you salid that group will be hit the hardest. Do you haveany recommiendations to make as to how they can be taken cire of?Mir. (UNim;iv, No, sir; because that is a l)art of our long-rantre l)ro-gram. l\e divided them into the two phases of necessity, Gectiusethis first had a (lead line of the 15th, which is tomorrow, an( we werevery anxious, so we had no ol)l)ortunity to devise the other.We are urging governmental agencies to employ as many of themas they Cal, in checking, and for 0. P. A., and other agencies, but

that will take only a small )art of them,
The Ci]IM,A. If boards should )e set u) in local communitiesfor the purpose of assisting these displaced workers ill obtaining posi-tins o1: enl)loynient, and Jobs, I presume that the employers wouldbe glad to serve on those 1 )ards, and assist in any way possible i
Mr. (,Xeimmi. Oh, decidedly.
The (,I,\UM, It has been n(licated recently that scral) iron isvery Imuclh neelde, Do you see any way that the'lautomobile inlustrythat is (lireetly connected with the use of steel Couhl assist il assem-bling this scrap iron, this old steel that we need so badly now, in our

defense l)rogram '?
MP. (AItGuj. I see none as a result of our experience of tile pastfew m1ontlths, In .AugstI, , P. M, al))roached us, and asked for ourAsslstamlce in getting tile scrap iron moved oult, and we put on a cani-panxn to got scrip iron moved from the automobile dealr to tile scrap

(deawer the ju, nkl dealer. .. . . "We found very little difficulty in getting that beliauso tihe antomo-bile dealer does not want tile junked cars sitting around, the salvagedcar, but the trouble seellis tol1e that tile junk dealer is unwilling tomllove the Car to the smelter at the lrico which is being p;aid.The (.'umit, m We have had complaints before this co ittee thatmany of the junI.dk doars over the country are hoarding this serai).
Mr.% CAR0WIIJE, That is definitely true, as, ('anl 1)0 provedl by drivingaroindl the city of Washmllgton and Baltimore and1(1 other places in

this country,
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"Te CIAmMAN. Wily do you think that they are hoarding it?

Mr. CARILEU. Because the price that is being offered, the p rice ceiling

does not justify themn in tsseibling and seprating the ctst iron, the

steel and other parts.
'he CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Chicago awhile ago made at

very interesting observation. He said in Chicago that only 1.5 percent

of the cars could be stored- they did not have storage facilities for

more than 15 percent, and, thierefore, peo )l are bringing their cars in

and taking aty price that they can for these cars-a $1,000 ear, they

have taken $2b0 for it. Do you see much of that going on over th,

countryI
Mr. CAROILE. Well, ours would be by rel)orts only wvhicii come in to

us from letters and telegrams and reports from local associations, and

they aill indicate that it is a widespread condition ever since that state-

mhent wias made in the press concerning the commandeering of cars.

We had not run into that concerning lthe storage, that I take it to be a

specific situation in Chicago, but certainly ever since that statement

sfas made that tihe Government might com-andeer the individual's

cars, there have been thousands and tells of thousands of cars offered

forsae
The CA . .AN. Major Puiwinkle, would yo u like to ask a question?

Mr. BuLwiNidLE. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ploeser, would you ask a questionI

Mr. PLoEss. I would like to ask you how many automobiles are

rolling in the country today?
Mr. CARUIL. 38,000,000 cars and trucks.

Mr. Pjoisn. So the statement that they might be commandeered for

uise of the Army would mean that if we h;ad anl Army of 5,00,00() eachll

manl would have to drive about six automobiles?
Mr. CARouE. Presumably some selective system would have to be

applied. It appears that tile selective process will first 31pply to the

automobile dealer. He Yill be Selected to f urnish these cars. I would

like to enlarge upon that a moment, if I can, by saying that that will

tie up the liuid structure of so many automobile dealers as to bring

immediate disaster if used cars are frozen, That is in intolerable sit-

uation, that can be avoided without seriously limiting the prosecution

of the war.
Mr. PLorsr.n. Of course, it is true, too, that unless you can have a

movement of tires, the used cars are Pseless. Is that true?

Mr. OAROIIJ111. Well, there Re a great mainly used tires, and retreaded

tires, and here is what happens, Mr, Ploeser: You trade in an $800 Car,

and put some used g tires on it, and then you take the tires off that $80

car whcharepretywell worn, and p)ut thmola$400 car and then

car wiche e ttnoy thm na o ,when you sell it you take tle tires off it and put their time0 car, so

that there would be a good deatl of trafficking still going Onl that would

help to keep thle traffi of thle country going and would help to maintain

this group of small businessmen.
And may I remind you that the dislocattions that are coming in

our entire econOmy,. because of the changes in jobs, are going to make

a great deal illore trafficking in used cars than wve have heretofore

known. 
0

Mr. PjomrE, If you do not care to answer this at this time it will be

perfectly all right,
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Has your association definitely gone into the question with the
0. P. A. as to whether or not thelze is an intention upon their part
to ration used tires?

Mr. CAiIILE. A used-tire rationing order has already been issued,
but not used cars.

Mr. PLsE5ER, I am talking about used tires.
Mr. CAJRIILE. Wait a minute, I misspoke myself; no, sir; we have

not, as to rationing order on used tires; I was ahead of myself.
Mr. PLOESE. I think it is an important question, because I rather

imagine that many of us expect the rationing program on used tires.
Mr. CARGlLIN. I think that that is to be expected.
Mr. iALTLECK. I wonder if I might ask a question. I do not want

to pursue it, but I think that we have all been impressed with the
sincerity of purpose and honesty of purpose of all of the people of
your association and all of the dealers who have appeared here today.

Mr. CAImmGE. Thank you, sir.
Mr. HALIECK. And I think that we have all been heartened by an

intimation that possibly something is now being worked out that
would be most encouraging not only to the dealers here but those of
us who are interested in this problem, and I am just wondering if
you could not give the committee some suggestion about that, at this
time?

Mr. CARGME, I do not know enough of what is customary in gov-
ernmental procedure to be well guided, in replying to that question.

Mr. BULWINKILE. I Might say ti6s, if it is an agreement, if you
ar reparimg to make an- agreement, and it has not been made yet,
orjust in process, I do not think that you should give it,

Mr. CA40now11, I am very happy to abide by tlo decision of this
committee, of course.

The CitM,. Are there any other questions, gentlemen?
No response.)
hnm you very kindly, Mr. Cargile,

Mr. CA GILF 'thank you for the courtesy and kindness shown us
all the way through, and we recognize that we would not be where
we are today without your support.

The CIIAIUiMAN. Thank you very kindly.
Let me confer with the coimmittee here just a moment, gentlemen.

FURTHER STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN OURISMAN, PRESIDENT OF
THE OURISMAN CHEVROLET O,, WASHINGTON, D, 0.

Mr. OUIUISMAN, I would like to offer the following 13-point pro.
grain:

1. Make survey and decide upon the vehicles in dealers' stock needed
for the Army, Navy, and other war work.
2. Immediately unfreeze a portion of the dealers' stock, especially

as it pertains to convertibles and two-passenger cars--that is, coupes--
that would not be used for military t~urposes, and as much other stock
as deemed advisable to do so immediately.

8, Consideration should be given to unfreezing those dealers' new
ear stocks that are in rural areas, where no defense work or war work
is in process or will be in process,
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4. That all cars received by dealers after January 1 the Govern-

ment should pay for the expenses and cost of financing, insurance, and

storage if they are still classified as frozen cars and the dealer unable

to make delivery.
t. Considera1o should be given to unfreezing all cars that are

shipped to dealers by f factory prior to l)ecember 15.

6. tll list price should be paid for all cars purchased or taken over

by the Governmnt from dealers.

7. If by July 1,1942, some satisfactory workable plan has not been

agree to, dealer -will have te privilege of selling to the Governlment

all niew, used cars in his stock ait fu tll retail ( ivered price.

8. T[le Government iake a survey of manufacturers mnufacturing

passenger cars and trucks of their lmiitifactil'ing facilities and is-

emnl)ly plants, and determine what special niachinery, tools, and other
semly lans nd ot .... _:,. ...I for jlanujjfjtcturing pa r t s for

equipment that are especially (lesi l fa o

such motor vehicles anld not' aaptable for manufacturing of defense

needs, that provision be made that all such machinery, tools, and equip-

nht be made available for manufacturing special larts, in order that

all ninterrue i/t flowv of r..lacem.eit arts are available for servicing

the u32000r0 cars, afnd trucks in the hands of the public.
9. '1h0at automobile manufacturers may continue to Supply necessary

parts where their facilities will not interfre with otllerwar or defense
co actsI I' !i. .U~ i+....

10. That in the event the liquidation of a dealer is necessary, due

to the present var emergency, _lis p llits, equiplitwit, and facilities be

utilized for subcontracts and war work where it can be used for such.

11, .Keep a mali who has had practical bushiess experience in the

rubber industry heading up the rubber-tire rationing with automobile
dealers. 

i atta

12, las consideration been given to the fact that tires and other

rubber' merchandise deteriorates through age-tires 12 to 14 months if

keu)t in dealers, shelves? I-la consideatio. , been given to the fact that

cruderuber stock deteriorates after a given ti..e?

13. What movement is under way,,t' has been completed, to make it

possible to manufacture synthetic fies to keep the wheels, ruing for

tie worker in the war plants ann other essential business when the

present supply is exhausted? 0

STATEMENT OF RALPH EBBEATT, MANAGER OF BROOKLYN AND

LONG ISLAND AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. FIBEAr. The Broodyn and Long Island Automobile D)ealers

AssociatiO l s Thus daooy .evening sentouta questionnaire to 4,86 new-

car dealers listed in the counties of Kings, Queens, Nassau, and Suffolk,

ask+ig for the number of units frozen in liventory, number of em-

ploes, and number of dependents of- those employee.4. 1 (late W e

ovye received replies from 293 dealers out of at possible total of 470,

return shoving that 10 dealers hia go e out of bushiess since list was

last revised.
These 293 dealers report 8,00 units frozen, 4,317 employees still on

pay rolls with a total of 13,144 dependent upon these dealerships for a

ivi g.1 le figures. for Nassau and Suffolk are unusually interesting,

as allare comparatively small dealers.
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Nassau County: Dealers reporting, 87; frozen units, 1,677; em-
ployees, 1,623; and total dependents, 2.789.

Sutfolk County : Dealers reportig, 68; frozen units, 630; employees,
801; and total dependents, 1,343.

Assuming that the average selling price of a new car today is con-
servatively $1,250, Nassau County dealers have an average of almost
$23,000 iii frozen assets, while Suffolk dealers average more than $11,600
in new ears alone. While these assets remain frozen dealerss must meet
pay rolls and in addition must pay carrying charges, which continue to
mount. I believe $13 per unit. per month would be a fair average.

I thought you would be interested in this summary because it is
based oil facts, not hearsay.

You are familiar with tle position taken by the National Auto-
mobile Dealers Association, whose president L. C. Cargile, will un-
doubtedly present his suggestions to you and your fellow committee-
men tomorrow. My comments will be brief as Mr. Cargile will
present the dealer plight ably and impressively, stressing among other
things the necessity of speedy delivery of bona fide orders placed
before January 1.

Nationally, and most certainly on Long Island, automobile dealers
concede no priority in patriotisin to any other grou). They realize
that the war must be won; they realize that sacrifices must be made,
and the only question they ask is, Is this necessary? I have heard
no dealer question the legality of the freezing order, but they believe
the Army, Navy, and lend-lease requirements should be ascertained
as speedily as possible so details of the rationing plan can be divulged
soon, Long Island dealers do not believe that rationing of used cars
is necessary, and if Government does take that step or if Govermnent
freezes used-car inventories dealers believe they are entitled to know
the reasons frankly and fully.

The problems of the automobile dealer may be divided into two clas.
sifications-the immediate future and the lo;ig-term prospects with the
Nation facing a long, difficult war.

Many dealers are anxious to remain in business. In figuring in-
come and expense they must count on full profit per unit if they
are to have a chance to survive. They naturally are looking to Gov.
erinent for sympathetic assistance, and they are especially anxious
for assurance that the rationing program will not permit Ole holder
of a priority certificate to indulge in unrestrained "chiseling."

Quite likely Government, having frozen assets and regulated sales,
will provide means whereby dealers desiring to liquidate their busi-
noss may do so.. Unless this liquidation is under strict control dealer
desiring to remain in business will be severely hurt by those anxious
to get out. Government control here is essential;

In the maiteer of long-term l)ol)Iems, two main points come to
mind: High showroom rentals and the possibility of including dealer
shop space in planning production of war materials.

I believe the claim will not be disputed that the automobile retailer
pays higher rentals than any other grol) of small businessmen, Auto-
mobiles require i lot of space for display. Showrooms usually are
large, attractively decorated, and located on main arteries of traffic.
Rental rates on Long Island range from 60 cents to $2 per square

7,1)75-4,.-vol, 1-- 0
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foot, and usually leases are signed for a term of years. These show-

roons were leased at high rates for a purpose which no longer exists.

Right now a new-car showroom can be used only for storage at a" most

uneconomically high rate. The lease problem is a serious one.

As to the possibility of war work in service stations, unfortunatelY

little of the standard machinery could probably be used, but withI

the use of vehicles on the decrease and with a probability of repair parts

becoming scarcer, many service stations would welcome subcontracts.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to bring these observations

to your attention.
'1he CHAIRMIAN. Tomorrow we will hear Mr. Leon Henderson at 10

o'clock, and he will be followed by Mr. Floyd Odium, Director of the

Bureau or Division of Contract Information.
Thursday we will hear the independent tire dealers.
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14, 1942

HOUSE OF lI'I'IES'NTTI\ES,
SELECT COAVIN1c' OM I 1 'TO ('ONi)UCT A STUDY AN)

INVESTIGATION OF TIIE NATIONAL DENSE PIIOGRAM IN ITS

RELATION TO SMALL BUSINESS IN TIE UNITED STATE,
lVashlngtonz, D. C.

The select committee met, l)ursuant to adjourimenti , in the mucus
room, Old House of Representatives Office Building, at 10 o'clock a. iii.,
Hon. Wright Patiman (Tilexas) , chairman, presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman (Texas), cimirman ; Bulwinkle
(North Carolima), Kelly (Illinois), 1i itzgera1ti( (Colnecticut), Hal-
leck (Indiama), Hall (New York), and lloeser (Missouri) ; Mr. Irnm
Bird Kirkland, Jr., counsel for the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
As stated yesterday, on two occsions, the hearings will be printed,

umrevised, each night after the halillg, and copies will be available
the next morning for distribution, of course, free, it limited quanti-
ties. Large quantities can i)e purchased from the Government Print-
ing Offic liter for a reasonable price.

This niorn ing, we hae about 500 copies available and will have
500 more by iioon 111td we exl)ect to send to each person that ap-
pearel here yesterday one of these copies, or if Ie desires it hiniseif
he may get it by seeing Mrs. Filion here at the desk' and those who
entered their appearances here yesterday will also b entitled to a
copy which cali be obtained either by having it sent to their address
or personally seeing Mrs. Filion,

Mr. Helerson, the committee requested tlit you appear this
morning for the purpose of giving us your view about the auto-
mobile situation, and anything that you can tell this committee that
will assist us in solvii)g this problem, or in making the burden lighter
for these automobile dealers, will !e very much appreciated.

STATEMENT OF LEON L. HENDERSON, ADMINISTRATOR, OFFIOE OF
PRIOE ADMINISTRATION

Mr. 1HENI)nSON. I beg the committee's indulgence for being a few
minutes late.

As you can probably guess the appointment of a top man in the
defense organization, the war organization, called for some confer-
ences this morning.

Would the committee like me to go a bit into the history of the
events leading up to the freeze order, first?

The CIHAIiMAN. And the reasons; yes.
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I will state this to the committee: For 3 long months, night and

day, we had hearings before the Banking and Currency Committee,

and Mr. Henderson was a witness before that committee practically

every day, and several nights and on Saturday afternoon, and I

never yet have known a witness either before a congressional commit-

tee or in a courtroom, to know about every subject as much as Mr.

Henderson. I can state that honestly and sincerely. That is the truth.

Mr. Henderson, go right ahead.
Mr. HE)IERsoN. Mr. Chairman, I have several positions, as you

know. One of them is the Administrator of the Office of Price Ad-

ministration and we have been in consultation with a panel of the

automobile dealers over a long period of time; and, in addition, Mr.

Cyrus McCormick and his staff have made several visits to the field

in order to try to obtain an understanding of what the problem of

the dealer is N ith a shrinking supply of automobiles.
And I might say that the formula of price on the cars that are

subject to the freeze order has been worked out in harmonious ,coop-

oration with dealers' organizations.
Second, I have the position as Director of Civilian Supply in

0. P. M., and as such TIam responsible for the plans and programs

for the curtailment of civilian articles that compete because of their

raw materials with war matriels.
Third I am-at least, I think I am sometime-I have been a mem-

ber of A. P. A. B., which i's the Supply Priorities and Allocation

Board which, in effect, takes the whole pie of production of any

raw material, particularly the critical and strategic ones, and divides

it up among the military, the lend-lease, the economic warfare, and

the civilian.
You will note that I placed the civilian last, because the division

often results in a three-way cut of the pie rather than a four.way

cut. That has been true with aluminum, magnesium, and pretty

much true with nickel for quite a long time; and it runs into such

scarce things as chrome, nickel, and nickel steel, very'little of which

has been available to the civilian population for quite a long time.

Now, the curtailment program in automobiles got down as a

result of your plan and program recommended to S. P. A. B, to

about 50 percent of last year's production, and I should like the com

mitteo to know that we never hlad in contemplation in our plan any

idea that a time might come, due to the shutting off of any essen-

tial material, when we would not have some automobile production

for the highest class of needs, that is, of the passenger-car production.

It was plainly apparent last April when 0. 1P. A. C. S. wats formed
and we first had that responsbility for the equitable distribution of

scarce materials among the competing civilian demandsp, that we

could not go forward equitably and allow the automobile industry, to

continue.
That was from a standpoint of nickel, It was interesting to see

how the emphasis shifted from one metal to another. In tMe early

days of contemplation, we would have to cut our cloth according to a

shortage of one metal, and the automobile companies through their

vory able engineers would be able to mako a transfer to soine other
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metal; and, as Congress and the President increasingly recognized the
needs for defense 'reparation and granted appropriations, we would
run into a shortage of some other item.

Frankly, one o7 the reasons that we never foresaw a complete cur-
tailment was our general feeling that the Far East under any cir-
cumstances might iiot be open for tin and rubber.

I think that is one of the essential things for the committee to
realize, and I say this not by way of criticism of strategy either on
the part of the military or the economic sides, but to the best of my
ability, in saying these things, I had always assumed that we would
have, whether by way of convoy or otier inethods, a certain amount
of production which would.come froi' material arriving from the
areas, Singapore, Suiqtrii, Java, the Philipphie , and the Dutch

Vidies.
It was evident 9to us on Tuesda ,,following Pearl "$arbor that

fats and oils, rubber, and tin wou41 4bein scarce supply, and the
events-and yqu know the r.ili ary events sit" e that time--4have con-
firmed that. {"

On December 10, w, iad th autonitbile in aad; the labor, group
and the management .group 'Both' prferred + 50, percent opt of

existing schedules, which caikdl fr about 204,000 light truck and
passenger ars for January and1 or December., ,,X

We told them at that tim' iat 11o real ;c(iinitnignts should be
made for Februaryy jintilwe ,6*oirtijdy',i 'situation, and the 4Aen-
eral consensus of opinion "his md~ r'kranch meeting witlC the
automobiloapeople wi that furtho6mn tments for the process-
ing of pa4o should ko f Va; so ,Kiu 1t, as far as the Ia or
production \,f parts h vold.overtta ly go int auto biles,
that was stooped aboulDecomber W0.,

Then, we eok.mined our rubb,slfuat oin. Tihat, ad to be ggamined
in terms of ar4pidly mouthig estinite of fwhat was thtin called
"the Victory pro"gamin," and, agA member of S. P. A. B., '4vas aware
of what the increti'ig demands might be, and then intte period be-
tween Christmas and tt first of the year, it began ?e increasingly
apparent that the PreoldeAi would increase pwoGetion for 45,000
tanks and for 60,000 airplanesandoeutrel1Onts and paraphernalia
and impedimenta that go with those bench marks.

Looking at all the situations, it became evident that we could not
continue automobile production; that we could not foresee that; so I
canvassed the 0. P. M., with,the, industry, with the Army and Navy,
to see whether or not production of automobiles in January would
interfere with the conversion which was the obvious theme of the
.production effort in this big, newly, enlarged war program, and the
answer which I got, unanimously, was, of course, that the increased
demands to be made on the industry would require tooling up and
a tremendous amount of preparation; and on the positive side that
there was about $218,000,000 worth of inventory in the hands of the
nine leading car produoers which was occupying several million
square feet of space. And assuming that we went on a conversion
program, that would be in the way. And, also, the January pro.
gram would mean somewhere between $30,000,000 and $35,000,000
of wages for workmen who otherwise might be idle.
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As a result I presented this matter to the S. P. A. B., and there was

an unanimous decision to curtail automobile production. You may

well recall that in that week there was a rising tide of public senti-

mnent to have no more automobile production after January 1; and

what, in effect, the decision of S. P. A. B. was, was to make at least

204,000 more and to finish at that point.

Mir. IIALTLI'CK. Mr. Chairman, I want to conform to whatever the

committee thinks is proper, but a few questions have occurred to me

that are in my mind, might be in the minds of some people interested

in this problem.
The CHAIRMAN. Would it be all right for them to ask questions

now?
Mr. HENDFsoN. With one or two more paragraphs I can conclude

the sequence.
Let me say that in my capacity as the representative of Civilian

Supply, and know what the war program was likely to be and what

the "imitations on the civilian would be, we could come to no other

conclusion, as far as the enormous amount of material to go to the

automobile industry; and S. P. A. T1,, of course, had its decision to

mnake.
I would like to point out that 0. P. A., which is the rationing

aroup, operates under the authority of the priorities power which

is resideated in the 0. P. M.
This matter of consumer rationing is very closely identified with

price, and we have the Consumers' vision in 0. J?. A. So, S. P.

A. B, asked that this particular job be assigned to 0. P. A., and

insofar as the organizati o n in the automobile section of 0. P. A.

under Cyrus McCormick and. the work which Mr. Knudsen has done,

that is al am.i ,.steriatl function which we are carrying out; and the

decision which wvas made by S. P. A. B , thle amount of automobiles,

the number, rather, of tyoobi es, w a handed down to us as a

It we were told to get busy and arrange for an equitable
distribution, aiong the civilian population.

I am a valuable, sir,
The CuAIMAN. Slppose we alternate this piestioni g, .

I will first call Uipon Mr. B1iIwhikle:, their, Mr.r alh 'k; thenM r.

Kelly thenl, Mr. Hall; then, Mr. Fitzgeral(d, and, fllally, Mr. Ploe,.

Do You desire to ask any questions, Mr. Bnlwinkl-e?

Mr. BuLwmtNT,'. I would rather not now because, e may an we

some of the questions.,
The HAIMAN. Mr. fHalleck, do you desire to ask any questions?

Mr. aRfMYvC. I do not assnim that Mr. Ienderson's statement to

the committee is completed at this point?

Mr. HTNDEnso, I have covered what I would say was the antece-

dent history leading up to the freeze order,

The CATMAN, I think any question right on that, ,pa'ticular point,

without taking 11 a great (eal of tme, will be admkissable.

Mi'. IIATJX ,J . Trhat is what I had in mind.,
O'courso, Mr. en..deron, all of us were ihockced whnll tills Order

came out because it has far-reaching consequences; and you, un-

doubtedly, felt that same way about it,
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Do I understand fiom what you have said,,that the change from
your original idem, which was that there would never be a complete
stoppage of production of light trucks and passenger cars, was Oc-
casioned by the shortage of rubber following the events in the Pacific?

Mr. II-NmtSON. Not entirely rubber, although that is a controlling
factor.

Mr. HALLECK. Tin?
Mr. HENDESON. Rubber plus the amount of production which the

president has asked for in the calendar year 1942.
Mr. IIArJXCK.' 'That is what I wanted to get. straight in my mind,

because I want to know what, the basic reason for the order is, and I
think the people in the industry want to know and also that the people
in the country want to know.

Mr. IhiNDEJISON. Let me say, Mr. Hallack, that this is not the first
one of the orders which has fallen on industry, as this committee so,
well knows. We have, by curtailment of copper , had to literally ,put
a lot of people out of business, partieuhirly beginning with the tirst
of the year. Here were about 100 industries that were forbidden to
use copper even after the first of the year, but let, me put it this wiay:
The defense program, as eonteml)late(,d before the war program, was
about $27,000,000,000 worth of defense goods on the existing price

'level. That was the planned program of which 0, P, M, had the
general control, and I might say that in October, November and
December, it was evident that we Were going to make that goal.

Well, that is only $27,000,000,000 out of what we estimated to be a
national income o'f $110,000,000,000. But this program, taken to-
gether with the enormously increased amount of lend-lease and
economic warfare and indirect defense meant that we get- uip to
something like 45 to 50 percent of the national income in the cal.
endar year, and ly guess is that, if we attain this program and we
can on'ly make $ 100,000,000,000 national imicomne, the civilian l)Ol)ula-
tion, instead of having 65 to 75 percent of 194t's available goods, will
only have 45 to 50 percent.

Mr. H,%turcj, If I might intervene right there, do I understand
-from that, then, that even though the shortage of rubber occasion(,d
by the events in the Pacific did not now present, itself, the demands
of the production program for war purposes would be so great as to
coml)letely force the autonlobile companies out of the manufacture of
passenger ,i-ars?

Mr. TENIE,1nsON, That is correct.
Mr. '-IALCK, So that even though a su ply of rl'biwr might be

available from some other source, you think tiat this drastic order
would yet have to remain?

Mr, thINm,msoN, T think so,
Mr. HALUXCIC, Let me ask you, have You made a camefl determina-

tion of the ability, or the capacity, oi the 11imtonoile companies to
prodlico war materllils as between ltho situations that would exist if
tey converted all of thvfi;+ facilities, say, except the calacity to )ro-
duc( 20 percent of their normal 1)roduction, as against a complete
Conversion to wia l reduction, other '(k I morI specifically, could
you say definitely to us, and to the Congmess and the country, that
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the automobile companies couldn't do the job that is necessary to be

done as far as they are concerned in the war program, and yet carry

(,n a minimum pro(ltction of passenger automobiles?

Mr. HENDERSON. From the terms of facilities?
Mr. AILLECK. Yes.
Mr. HENDERSON. I think that, they could carry on a 1nininm

Program, provided they could get the metal and the critical strategic

materials. Let ne say, Mr. Collressman, that the determination

ats to what production capacity Can be absorbed in the military

is not my function, but I get that from my colleagues in 0. P. M.

and S. P'. A. B.
Mr. HALLrCK, It has seemed to me that the making of this drastic

order and its maintenance, assuming that the rubber and the steel

and other materials might be available for a minimtne product, ion

would be unnecessary, an unnecessarily drastic order, unless it should

definitely appear that the military requirements, the war re(pure-

ments, precluded any possibility of going on with normal pro-

duction, or any part of it,

Mr. H:NDERSON. It is not just the matter of the facilities of the

automobile in(lustry with thi's limited amount of critical materials.

You Just take the question of ball bearings, Take the ease of ball-

bearini'i capacity and the chrone that goes in them. We will have

to make some easing in order to get 204,000 cars bu lt this onth,

That is, either some essential war material has got to wait right

today and the next several days, or we cannot build these 204,000,

but the thing we have to determine is: What is the most equitable

distribution among the competing civilian demands? InI effect, we

fit in the Civilian Supply as the aggregate conuner, and S. P. A. B.

has said to you, for all the uses you have-communicatio,, trans-

portation, food, machinery, agricultural equipment, everything

else-."This is all you are going to get, Mr. Consumer; whiich is

the highest and the latter of your choices?"
Now, we have that decision to make, and then, in addition, we

have to try to determine what is the most efficient use of metal in

terms of lab or ower, and I can say that there are several indus-

tries, several -inhustries that could take the amount ot material that

is chewed up in 204,000 cars and make it go further as far a. s pay

rolls are concerned,

In other words, the ratio between labor, employment and the

material unit Is higher than in many other industries, so we have

a whole category of choices to make in this, so it is not just one

thing that made this determination,
Mr, I-IALLY.cK, Just another question or two, Mr. Chairman.

You referred to advising w\ith the industry. Did that include

the part of the industry that is represented by the dealers and their
people V
Mr. I-'Na-mION, Yes.

Mr. IAL ECK. Do You have an advisory committee, Mr, flendor-

son? Do you advise vith that commit in each case before those

orders are entered?
Mr. HEHNDERSON, On this particular order, as to entering- no. We

do not enter this order. When you are faced with a ratiolnig, when
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you are faced with such a rationing, you freeze immediately your
supply. You do not tell anybody, that is, if you can hel l) it.

Mr. HAILECK. I understand from that, prior to the time this freez-
ing order was entered, that you didn't confer with the dealers or their
representatives?

Mr. HIENDEIlsrON. We had talked with the dealers over a long period
of months as to this possibility.

Mr. H11ALL:CK. That was at the time, though, when you were still
not contemplating the complete cessation of the production of pas-
senger automobiles?

Mr. HENDERSON. That is correct, but the dealers realized, as we do
today only too acutely, that there would be a diminution, that you
coul(ln't keep the automobile business going.

Mr. IALLECK. I think, Mr. Chairman, that is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you finish your statement.
Is that agreeable, that he be allowed to finish his statement before

we question further? Without objection, he will go ahead.
Mr. HuNDRSON. Well, we have-I presented yesterday to S. P.

A. B. the general outlines which we would like to follow in the
rationing of the automobiles being made this month and in the hands
of dealers, that is, tile unfreezing.

I asked, and obtained, a continuance until February 2 of the f reez-
ing order except as it has applied, of course, to military vehicles,
that has been a general exception, and they have been passing out.
And, as I said )reviously, we would announce As of the .15tl, or
earlier if possible, what, to me was the acute question, that is, of the
dealer himself, and I felt, Mr. Chairman that there has been no
impression that we have not been aware and sympatlietic to the prob-
lem of the dealer in this.

In general, we expect that there are about 550,000-between 550 o00
and 600,000--cars new cars that are subject to the rationing. We

Iropose that of the automobiles that are coming off the line from
tore out, that they will pass to the dealers, and of that number which

would be, oh, somewhere bet-ween 130,000 to 140,000, that they might
be f rozen for a year; that is, we have got to look forward to a longer
period and whaN I call the super-A. A. A. demands for the new auto-
mobiles have got to be served, and we must, of course, get a stock pile
and keep that stock pile. , .

As to the renaindeir tha; is available for rationing, we have the

general terms of the issuance of those, and in the main it; will follow
the tire-rationing order and will be done through the local rationing
boards which we have set up. We have about*5,000 local 'rationing
boards already set up throughout the States and local defense coun-
cils, that is, when the S. P. A. B, turned over to mei, as Adminis-
trator of the Office of Price Administration, the job of rationing
the tires, we had to create, overnight almost, a. mechanism for pass-
ing on the request, and we have thvse rationing boards that were
set up.

Now, on the atitomol)iles that go out, we expect to fix a maximum
price which will be the manufacturer's list price plus the Federal excise
iax plus transportation alloNance at carload rail freight from factory
to dealer, an(l an additional further allowance of 5 percent of the total
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list i)rice and transpor-tation allowance, or $75, whlichever is lower, for
handling fad delivery, h'lis is ill effect forhmla A that we discussedd

with the panel. This is what is known its formula A. It is the so-

called 5- 1)ercent formula.
Now, I would like to emphaisize*, Nhr. Chiairman, that this ded(W-

mination of this price preceded the price. I am isolating tis price

matter from the mechanics of the rationing of the ears. For several

months we have been talking with the dealers as to the selling of new

automobiles, an( this is the formula A that was discussed with themi

on the meeting of December 1, and subsequently in informal discus-

sions,
Now, these automobiles, the sum of 130,000 to 140.000 that we ex-

pect to freeze for a year in stock piles, will be offered to d(lalers for

storage, and when they are sold, the dealer will be entitled, in addi-

tion to this )rice which has been fixed as a selling price on these ears,

to a further amount equal to 1 percent of the list price, or $15,

whichever is lower for each month after February 1, 1942, that he

has, in effect, acted( as the Government's storage warehouse for its

stock i le of automobiles.
In tie main, that is the provision as far as the dealer is concerned,

Now, there are one or two other items relating to tires and tubes

and to the understanding that the cars will not, be released ,nless the

specific release is given by the rationing authority, but, in the main,

they are the elements of the plan. for the dealers,
The CHIAIRMAN. Mr. Ploeser (esires to askt a question,

Mr. Pixosym. On the point of the allowance of storage, is that, to

be added to the sales price to the customer?
Mr. I-INDuis0N. Yes,
Mr. PLoisvat. In other words, the consumer who is rationed an

automobile will have added approximately a 0 percent increase to the

price of the car?
Mr. Ih NEso.N. Five percent, or about $75.
Mr. i' ,oisEm, I am talking about the one at the end of the olnth

Mr. I-hlNrWDllSON, Yes; that is it,.
Mr. iLo.s,., In other words your price-ixing, then, is on a gradu-

ally increasing scale on a monthly basis?
Mr, I.NInE,'sON. Well, that is Storage, that is additional charges

which are not a handling charge. SeA, the dealers atre the best

people for taking care of an automobile :. [Laughter.]1

1 he CITAIIDIAN, Let us have order, We vill not have any expres-
sions of approval, or disapproval, please,

Mr. IPnou'sl, i ave you taken into consideration the fact that so

many of these dealers have to finance these cars in order to be able

to store them in stock?
Mr, -h1,-unsON, That is covered by the I percent,

Mr. pPimosEi, That is, covering the finance charges and the space

in their plant to store it, and the maintoance of the automobile, An

automobile deteriorates whether It Is used or not,
Mr. ...ND..ON. Yes; that is the rie, Mr. Congressman, to this

lock-up of about 1810,000 to 140,000 cars, atid no dea-ler willl be com-
polled to take automobiles that is, as they go out from the factories,

That is the offer tlat will ,e available to him,
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Now, on the rest of the cars, as far as possible, we would like to
get those into the hlnds of the peop e who are entitled by the highest
classification of priority to have them, for several reasons.

One of them is that obviously the dealer and everybody else would
suffer if these things were tied ul) for a longer period of time, and
the second that is the transportation which would be acutely needed,
particularly by the military authorities, the States, and others.

Now, one other matter vhich I am not prepared to make the full
determination on, as far as used cars are concerned, that is something
which Mr. McCormick and the rest of us have been generally con-
corned with for a long period, and we want, when we work out the
arrangements on used cars, to make them in such terms as will con-
tribute toward the dealer maintaining some status in the commercial
life, that is, it is our intention on that to go as far as we can in order
to keep that very necessary servicing because obviously with a curtail-
ment of new eirs this precious stock pile of several thousand auto-
mobiles becomes all the more valuable.

We must maintain a high ratio of repair parts, and we must do
everything we can within the framework of tie business, to see that
as nayauv dealers can continue and render that service.

Just one' more thing as to my ,statelumt. This committee, by reason
of its studies, not just devoted to the car dealer but to all oulir small
business all(d the weighs that fall on it )y reason of tle war 1)rogratn,
will know it is not possible within the i-rameworlk of handling these
new cal's, to maintain the dealer's structure; that outside of the
Government's fairness in its dealing, the Governln(nt can be, just as
fair, extra liberal and everything else, and if it' chose to pay a boms
on the remainder of this, it col d not take Care of these (ealers, It
has got to think, if it is going to do anything by way of governmental
intervention, of all sorts of mechanisms and pro'edures and policies
which are not strictly a part of the froze order, the, rationing, or tle
pricefixing, the allocation, or anything els s; that is, there is only a
part of the problem, that is, the problem of the Government's fairness
to the dealers on' this remainder of car production for the duration,
and I do not believe that I am a competent witness to testify on
that, although the committee will remember that, on , N,.14, C,., we
devoted several days and some l)art of -nearly every 'one of our dis-
cussions, to tlie small dealer, For example, the pos'Ition of the snall
dealer in t ie petroleum inhdlstry had a telmencious am1Ioint of at-
tention at the '. N. E. C., but I ain not qualified to testify and I would
like not to be examined on that,

I think that that; is about all I canl make in the way of at statement,
Mr. KEtY. Mi', IHnderson, pliOr to this freezing order that was

issued oil January I I lheard Mi., McCormick telling you there that
a survey was made in the field concerning th. automobile industry.
Was there due consileration prior to the freezing order givon about
the vital effect tiat it would have upon the altomotive industry in

general, and if so how many months prior to the freezing order was
that s11vey made1

Mr. TlhmnsoN, Well, the first assignment to 1uo was under thle old
oExecutive mder creating 0. P. A . S., e Office of Price Adminis-

tration and Civilian Supply, and I should say that certainly by tle end
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of June we had begun to give our attention to that, both in the Price

Administration and in the civilian end of things.
Mr. KELLY. What I would like to determine is: Many automobile

dealers have called my attention to the fact that orders for new cars

were allowed to be taken by them from the producer as late as tie

month of November and that. no notification was served upon them

whatsoever that there would be this curtailment.
Mr. I-IENEIISON. The determination was made, Mr. Congressillan,

as I said, at a meeting of S. P. A. B. the day before New Year's.
Mr. KELYr.Ty. Was the distributing end of the automobile business

considered
lr. HENDEI SON. One of the purposes of liy delineating at the

beginning of the various jobs that I hold wi to indicate that, in

my particular person, we had the information that would come

through the Automobile Stiction in Price Administration under Mr.

McCormick, and on the Civilian Supply under Mr. Weiner and Dr.

Burns, together with what I was getting at S. P. A. B., and my

general knowledge from having been in the defense effort from the

day of its inceltion,
Now, I can give you a categorical answer, yes; because we have t

requireinei t; in the Price Administration that our Industry Council,

Which is separate from the price grou), represents the retailers, tie

distributors, the manufacturers, that they take that point of view in

connect ion with any price determinationn.
What you are getting at is, "Did I at any time tell anyl)body in the

industry or the distributing end that we were going to freeze cars

on January 2?" and the answer is, decidedly "No."
Mr. KELLY, I appreciate that, and I kniw that and they know it,

but what I am tryimg to determine is whether this order' just came

out of the sky 1i was given Without any due notice or notification

to these men that were in this industry, or to stop them, or put them

out of business overnight.
Now many of these men had been accepting orders on cars, and

certaili, some consi(leration or notification should b( given them by

the pro(Tucing end of the automotive industry where that curtailment

might take place, and they might tell these customers, which tit tie

present time there are many, that they can geot only so manY cars.

Mr. H1,1ND)IE19sON. If you are talking about the cars Which ti e people

have contracted for, tlat were caught by the freeze order, where there

is a possibility of a local board making an objective test that there

had been a bona fide purchase under a set of standards, they will be

released.
Mr. KEuIY. They will be released, no obligation?
Mr. RENDSN . N o there will not be an obligation. That is, a

man who has bought a new car say, in Massachusetts, and went

through everything except actually taking delivery, went through

everytlhdg before the freez order was issued, that individual will

be able to get his car,
Now, we reserved announcement on that until we would know

whether or not there were higher uses for those cars.
Mr. KiiaaY. Couldn't that be determined before the freeze order was

issued I
Mr. ILYNDE SON. No.
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Mr. KELLY. I am just going to give you an illustration. When I
was leaving Chicago, coming down here after New Year's, I happened
to see a Buick agency that I passed by on my way to and from the train.
They had about 15 brand new cars just delivered. Those cars were
all sold before delivery, and yet that man can't dispose of those cars.

Now, he went through an obligation probably to finance. He
probably went through an obligation with a financing organization
that he did business with, or through the banks, and also the in-
dividual, he probably went through an obligation to get that car.

Now, why should those cars be frozen in that agency?
Mr. HENDERSON. Well, put it this way: We do not know, ri gt

this minute, we do not know this minute how in the name of God
we are going to make all our rubber piece out. You can't tell me.
The armed forces can't tell me when this war is going to be over.
If that is the case, and you have got precious little of stock, and
you have that responsibility, you are going to look at that partic-
ular confluence of coincidents there and say, "If you are a Gov-
ernment official, I am going to see whether the Army is going to
need that." Suppose it was a light delivery truck and the Army
wants that truck that very day. If you let it pass, then if the Army
wants it, the Army has to go through a very detailed procedure
when obviously thei need of tie military ranks is higher than these
other needs,

Now, we are going to release them, and, Mr. Cargile, I will ask
you, if we allow a bona fide purehasci' on February 1 to get his car
under formula A, will not the dealer be satisfied as to the deal that
he (rets that is, the profit and things like that?

fir. CARIOLU In general, yes, subject to the qualifications you made
that he go through everything. ihat might mean completing the
contract, paying the balance of the down payment. If it can be
made on a basis of merely an objective proof that there had been a
bona fide contract, yes.

Mr. HiNDImasoN. In other words, the freeze, Mr. Kelly, is for the
purpose of letting the Government take a lot of things. This is
not a simple procedure in a country like this. It is like what Emer-
son said one time when they offered him a grape and he refused it by
saying, "Why should I stir up my complicated Mechanism of diges-
tion just on account of one gril)e?" This whole mechanism for
determining, and this whole country with a precious little supply,
to see who gets it, who is going to get it, when you get hit on the
face with all the things that we have had since Christmas and New
Year's, it is not tin easy thing, so we chose to ask that things
be frozen.

Now, if a few individuals were inconvenienced, to my mind that is
a lesser disturbance than if on the west coast the Arrmy or Navy
want a truck; they should be able to get that truck without the in-
convenience of going through all the circuitous route. I will defend
what we did in the matter of the freeze any time.

Mr. Kumx4 . The purpose, ultimately, is for the conservation ol
rubber more than anything else, is it not?

'Mr. HHiNn)13SON. No ; now, it happens that rtibboig an extremely
acute thing, but chrome is acute. Copper is acute. If I wore to toll
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this committee about 22 items that o into automobiles, as to what

we have got to do, I think it would be readily l t that it 

not just rubber. The automobile is the product of an industry that

has made the most efficient use of the best alloy steels, of aluminum

ill their pistons, the reduction in weights, of getting higher power

out of lighter materials, and the use of plastics, and, when you are

looking at an automobile, you are looking at every damn thing that

the Army and Navy needs.
Mr. KELLY. Of course, it wouldn't be a shortage of steels and some

of the materials that you have just specified?

Mr. HENwERSON. There wouldn't be a shortage of steel? We have

had to take valve steel away from military purposes in the last 2

months in order to let automobile production go on.

Mr. KLLY. Why is it that all these junk yards are loaded with

steel at the present time?
Mr. HE1NDRSON, That is scrap. I am talking about valve steel,

which is a very special steel of which there is a shortage.

Mr. KELLY. What inroads have been made to have these junk

dealers dispose of that steel?
Mr. H- ,;E6nsON. That is not my department, again.

Mr. KELLY. Well, I will withdraw that,

Mr. IipNoi)Eso-,. There tire 15 11en1 onl the road, ais I happen to

know, ginning uip the delivery of those graveyard materials, May

I sayit word on that scap thing?
Tih CIIAJMN. I wish you would Mr. Henderson. It was testi-

fied here yesterday, and we had evidence of it here last week, that

the junk dealers atre hoardig vital serap; that in the name of pa-

triotism they accumulate it, yet they hoard it and will not sell it.

Mr. HEMDERSON. We run into that, some. It is the old thing--the

chiseler, You will run into that. 9ome of the Governors and some
of the mayors of the cities have been very helpful on some of those

things, but, iln the main, those fellows-hell I they like to bargain a

little bit. They may hold it back for t day because there was a

period in 1940 whei it looked like there wias a boycott on those

fellows; nobody would buy their stut, and they are traders. We atre

keeping that business still in the business of trado, but leot me point

out this: Last week, the steel industry operated at a capacity of 97.2.

The steel industry from the 'fall of 1040 has been operating at the

highest level that it ever oorated. The total amount of tonnage.

1 -a magnificent amount. That was only possible by the delivery of

80, 40, 10 percent in mn1y Cases, nore scrap to them. Now, that

last 2 percent or iS percent that would bring you up to 100 percent

of operation is hard to get. That is due to the fact that part of

tho scrap material is way out in rmote areas. There you will not

have, those coin pressing machines t, bale it up, to m Nuko NoI1 or

No. 2 scrap but pretty gCeerally te Mechanism for thO olle0ion

of sap, metal has been very very good, and it is going to be better.

I do not wai)t to spoil the Afect of it, but I know that the program

that is ready in 0. P. M. for scrap collection is going to be adequate.

The CHAInRMAN. Mr. lndr0'Son, I would like to ask you two or

three quest os, *nd then we will alternate. Are you discouraging

the use of cars, or do you expect to discourage their Aise?
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Mr. HFNI)IIRSON. I will put it this way: We expect to encourage
the greatest, conservation in the use of rul)ber.

The C nIAIRMA9r. Do you expect to discourage the uise of a car
for an nnecessary p urpose-pleasure riding and things like that?

Mr. HENDENiSoN. rhat is right.
'Th6 CHAIRAIAN. Yesterday we heard every person who came here

who desired to be heard before this committee. Today, we would like
an ol)portunity to submit questions to you, and if you are not able to
answer them here, we will probably not submit them to you now, but
we will submit them to you after the hearing, in writing;. We would
appreciate it if you would try to get them answered by the time the
revised l)rint is made; in oitlier words, we will have'the testimony
printed tonight just like it is. It will be the unrevised copy. Later
on we will have the revised copy, and then we would like to have the
answers to those questions inserted.

Will that meet your approval, Mr. Henderson?
Mr. H INDERSON. Yes,
The CHAIRMIAN. So I will ask anyone present who desires to ask

a question of Mr. Henderson, to write it, out an(1 submit it to one
of the members of this committee, and we will probably not ask it
today, but we will deliver these questions to Mr, Hen'derson, and
he has agreed to submit the answers in writing for the printed
record which will be available on a subsequent date.

Now, this formula A that you have talked about; have you sub-
initted that for the record?

Mr. HENDRm,11sN. I think in effect that I read it into the record.
The CuAIMAN. Havre you submitted the order that has been

issued relative to the freezing of the cars and the rationing of the
cars?

Mr. HENDERSON. Well, no; there is only one order and one amend-
met to that.

The CHAIRM. Will you pit them in your testimony, Mr.
Henderson?

Mr. haNIwIRSoN, Yes,
The CuAImiR^N. All right, Now, ti e cessation of automobile pro-

duction and the rationing of tires will inevitably mean a greater
demand for servicing the cars in use. Do you think it desirable that
everything possible be done to keep dealers in business in order that
they may be able to service these cars?

Mr,. IINDETISON. Yes; and I am glad that you put it that way.
Here is this necessity for S vicng, and we ought to make sure that
that opportunity is 'reserved.

The CHATMRAN. What about parts, are you going to furnish parts
for cars, or permit the furnishing of parts ?

Mr. HENiE SON, One of the first programs that the Civilian Sup.
ply had was for an increase in parts, and we just last week recom.
mended an Increase in that, based upon a recent decision.

The CITAIRMAN. Do you expect to furnish parts for the cars that
are used for necessary purposes as much as you possibly can do so?'

Mr. HiNDESON. Yes.
The CHA IR , And do you believe you will be able to fill that

demand for the necessary purposes?
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Mr. IIENi)ESON. What we will do on that, if I still represent the

civilian committee, and I am at the place where they ill dish out

the material, one of the things thot I will try to insist on, evel though
it meansa delay, or a curtalmenor a conservation else-

where, I will insist on enough material for repair parts.

Tlhe.CmIMIMAN. For re)air parts. What about rubber? Will you

try to furnish sufficient rubber to recondition the tires, or recapthe

tires for all necessary uses?
Mr. E. -ERON. We , have some plans in mind for making our

crude rubber go as far as we can. I think it will be obvious to you,

Mr. Chairman, that this nev program which coite lmplates-hw

many billion dollars was it the President asked for?

The CItAIRAN. YOU Can state $100,0001000,000, but, of course, it

was a little less than that. Mhat le stated, I think, was about

$59,000,000,000.
Mi, HEN.EUSON. The stepping il) of those essential items means

that an enormous amount of recalculation will have to be made as to

what the military demands are going to be, and a lot of the demands

a going to be in terms of strategy that is still being determined-

whoie YOU fight? Where do you throw your production? When

we know thiat, ,e will know how much the civilian conmullity will

have to take in its belt. In effect, as I say, on Civilian Sul)ply, wo

under'take to estimate what is necessary to keel) this economy going--

that is, we unuderitake to estimate how much rubber is necessary y or the

railroads. The railroads use at lot of rubber and thev are an essential

part S in keepil tle economy in high function. V will g(o into

S. P. A. B1. alu l makie at request 'for* that nuich and then for ainy

additional that we can get, we m .ake ou pleaut, in the lA and alysis,

what happens is, S. P. A. Bs. carves out at iec of pie ad says, %Mr.

Civilian,you have got to get along with this"o

Now can't tell you today what that me10ans in terms of tires.

'What ithlink it means is thlat people who have tires now onl their

automobiles and are not in the highest preferred classes better regard

them as being more )recius than gold, I think that we will be able

to persuade tihe higest authority t.. a. whe we get to choices on

cride rubber that we ought to lave enough to kep these essential

classes going. 1 a1 hoping that we will lave ollOlugll, so that onl

retreading, t-e defense workers and clergymen who Jiae got to go

on visiting tours, that the delivery w.agonis, thos' eple in' the next

classification of demand for tires, will be served,

But all that is going to depend upon how soon we lick the htell out

of Hlitler, Th. -have got to toll us when do we get back into the

Pacific and until you know that, you have got to say: "That is some-

thing that; you cannot give away."
Mr. BIUIIC'N ,' r, M 'nderon, I wonder if, in your regulations

as to the rationiuig of tires as it Wa1s re)O'td to mIe the other dinIr

North Carolina, the dairymen were 1lused tires but yet, te liquor

StoresAgot themI
M.oe t tEWTI5ON., I W.Ould think that there is some qualification on

that case because it would not be true for retail delivery Unless one

of these board members made a bad decision, Here is what we do:

We allocate to every county a certain munber of tires, and that numn-

ber of tires is not enough to serve all the applicants that will come in,
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even in the preferred classes, so those local people sit there and deter-
mine who gets them. Now, if they gave it to a liquor dealer, they

were violating both the trust that we put in them and also the

schedule.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Do wineries come under the preferred classifica-

tion ?
Mr. IIENDERSON. No, sir.
The CIHAII AN. If you please, have you finished'?
Mr. I-IsNI)EIIoN. On the matter of delivering livestock or grapes

to a winery, yes; as w, have provided. You see, our farming com-

munities 1;yve grown up to depend on delivery of their produce by

trucks. Now, we have allowed that.
Mr. BUIJWINICLE. Wouldn't the same thing apply to dairies?
Mr. IFNDEIISON. No.
Mr. BULWINKLE. How are they going to get the milk to the towns?
Mr. IIEN6S,11SON . You mean lairies"-to the towns?
Mr. BULAWNKrI'. Yes, a dairyman that lives out in the country.
Mr. IIENDFRlsON. If it is a delivery from a farmer to the dairy, they

would be in.
Mr. BIvAiWNKiT4 . In any number of places all over the United States,

the farmer has a small dairy that lie owns and they deliver their prod-

uce to town and to their customers in town,
Mr. HENDERsoN. Keep in mind that we are really hog-fat with

rubber right now, things like that. What. we have done on rubber
tires is not going to prevent the trucks that have been actually deliver-

ing from continuing. In addition, recapping. ias been working full

time, and we expect to do something about it.
Now, Mr. Congressman, there is going to be a mistake made here

and there. What I am trusting is that you will look at what these

local boards do in the aggregate, as to whether or not they are serving

the essentials.
Mr. BILW INI.E, I am looking at that, and I understand it, but I

say on the one hand that the man who has grapes to deliver to a winery

has a preference over the farmer who has milk to deliver to town.
Mr. Ih,,NmisoN, Oh, no; not the farmer who ias milk to deliver to

town.
Mr. BUT.WINKmTE. Or the dairyman, or the large dairyman.
Mr. HN mwnsON. I think the dairyman also, on his transportation,

is covered.
Mr. BULWINUIM. That is just what I wanted to bring out.
Mr. 1I'F.rOsoN. May I go ahead?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. HIhNm).nsoN. This is a fairly important point [reading]

On a truck opornted exelsively for ono or mote of the pIrposes stated ill

the pr(,ecedig section, or one or more of the following piirpofss, traiisportatlon

of Ice and fuel, tranlsportatIon of mterlal and equplnent for hllllding lld(
mailtnatico of public roads, inaterial and oqulpnuont for confstruetles and main-
tellallneo of public utilities, maIteralla I111(1 o llilpinflIt for the colst'l'UiOniIll ainlall-
011011e0 of produetion facilities, material a ad eqolpmnt for construction defense

housing and mil itary alnd naval estalislnent, transpo'tation (5ttol 1 to retidor.
Ilg roofing, plunbltig, hoting cnd electric repair service, tranlportotlol I)y any
common carrier, transportation of wasto and stock materials, nd transportation
of raw materials and sOmlmanfiletilred goods tind finished products innlhidihig
farm prod(ets and foods: Provided, That no certificates shall bo lsslled for a

7407t-12--vol, 1--7
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new tire to be used for transportation of commodities to thc ultimate consumer for

personal, faintly, or household use, or transportation of materials for construc-

tion and ilaintenanlce except to the extent specifically provided above.

Now, keep in mind that all of those, everybody out there can't

go in and get a new tire now. There is a limited number of tires

that are available on this month's quota. What I am saying is that

in every effort we make we expect to try to enlarge the amount of

supply that is available so that we can keep this Nation on wheels.

Mr. BUIWNKLE. Another thing, Mr. Henderson, I think it came

out in the evidence here yesterday. I remember a gentleman from

St. Louis had a milk truck and glass containers in the truck to

deliver his milk. That is frozen, too. Are you taking any steps to

release things like that?
Mr. HENDErSON. Sure.
Mr. BUUWINKiE. And various and sundry other things?

Mr, HENiEitSoN. Those special jobs for special purposes.
The CUAJIMAN. I want to ask one more question, and we wil then

alternate, if you please.
Have you finished, Major?
Mr. Bu1VT~Nqu,. Yes.
The CrAIurAN. Now, about reclaimed rubber. I notice a state-

ment made that there is sufficient rubber in the country to make

600,000 tons of reclaimed rubber; that is, rubber that has been

cast aside is not being used, What is your opinion of that state-

ment, Mr. Henderson?
Mr. H-,Nm-,IION. I guess that over a period of years, that would

be the only thing to o. You could get about 1,00,000 tons.

The CITATAMAN. 1,100,000 tons,
Mr. HUNimlSON. In 2 years.
The CIATIMUAN. In 2 years?
Mr. I-IENDiERSON. Yes.
The CHAIMAN. Has that been taken under consideration in mnak-

ing these orders?
Mr. HNmDERsON. Yes; but your reclaimed rubber is only usable

with some crude, You take the amount that S. P. A. B. has al-

lotted to us, that is, in terms of crude, but that will be multiplied

two and one-half times by reason of being used with the reclaimed.

)o I make my point clear?
The CHAIRMAN. You use about, 40 percent virgin rubber?

Mr, Hi,NDlrSoN, No; I will put it this way: In some cases you

get lownl to about W percent, but there are so me. things for which

you cannot use reclaimed rubber, I am taking th totals. Loet ui

say th1t we have got i,000 tois this month for [Ill civilians use.

We wold ,probably get tor civilian end of product lon something

like 45,000 or 50,00, butlt you would get that by using, say .1,000 of

your 15,000 total tolls in reclaimed rubber.
The CHAIRMAN, All right, Now, we will alternate,
Major, had you flnished ?

The CtlCMNIN. All r!t g,

Mr, HAAXI1 vc , I just have another question or two, Leon, that I

would like to ask and have cleared up. ,
),Iany of the dealers haye talked to'ine, and I listened to their

test umony yesterday, and I' became rather well convinced that even
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if all these cars were sold out the next year that seemed to be avail-
able, they could not maintain their present establishments and remain
solvent.

Now, whether it is from a shortage of materials or the necessity
of adopting all of the facilities of the automobile factories to war
production, is it your present view that for at least as long ahead as
we Can see at this time, after the present quota that has been fixed for
January is built, there will be no more passenger cars built?

Mr. HENIWIISON. That is correct, Let me say that I would like
to have more automobiles.

Mr. HALLECK. I recognize that. I would not contend with you a
minute about that. But in making this freezing order, as I under-
stand it, you had certain representation from those in cliarge of th
military program that led you to believe that the full facilities of
the automobile factories would be needed in the war effort?

Mr. HNr)EISON. If you mean that aijybody in authority told me
that all of the special purposee machinery, automobile assembly line,,
and so forth, would g(o directly into automobile production, no.
If You talk about their energies, that is, the amount which the Gov-
ermient expects to ask of the automobile companies to be made
outside of their new munition plants that they have constructed like
the Chrysler plant, they will be as much as or in excess of the total
dollar ijioduction that they made in their peak year on automobiles
and trucks.

Mr. HALTECK. I think maybe my question was a little unfortunate.
What I had reference to was a condition under which requirements
would be such that they would devote all of their energies, as you
put it, to the war effort as distinguished from the production of
passenger automobiles, and the only reason I am asking the question
is that I am convinced that a lot of these dealers want to know. It is
the uncertainty of the prospect before them that disturbs them.

Mr. HE NIWIISON. We found that, Mr, Congressman, beginning with
June of last year, particularly with any group of the citizens, if you
maco ll explanation as to why the Government has been compelled
to do this, they will go along

Mr. H,\LT:ECK, I am convinced of that, too; and, without being
itical, a tim or two, maybe, they haven't been told as much of

the story as that they might have been, which has resulted in some
(isseilt and soiie differencee of ol)inion.

Now, is it your view that from what you learned of this situation,
that even though, say, tie supply of rubber, either synthetic or South
Amorica should be increase( , and other raw materials going into
automobiles being increased, you can't see any prospect in the chang-
ing of this order in respect to the curtailment of the production of
automobiles?

Mr. HIIN E 1sON. No; I wish there were, I wish there were some-
thing we could (o with tle parts that will still be uiassembled at the
end of this month,

Mr. HAu ,A-(c' And of course thtt has nothing to do with the price
of automobiles at hand, that is, shortage of materials presently
existing. But assuming (hat a dealer has a large estabhlishnnt with
a number of new cars on hand, and a considerable pay roll, don't
you think that tile Government ought to give him 'onic option iinidei'
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which he could get the money out of that stock and close up his

establishment, rather than to force him to continue on and on and

on under a ration order that might freeze him out?
Mr. HPNDiRSON. Yes; and that is what we propose to do. These

eligible classes that can come in and get these new automobiles that

are not going to be held for a year will ,go out pretty quickly.

Mr. HALLECIC. That brings me to a further question.
What assurance can you give these dealers that the automobiles

that are designated for sale and delivery in 1942-and I understand

those are the cars that they now have on hand-will go out under

the rationing order? I am constrained to ask that question, because

in my home town out in Indiana, I think the way they atre rationing

automobile tires there, month by month, we have got about a 20-year
SUP)rly.Mr. HF Nmais0N. I think, on that point, the time when-you can go

without best is when you have got the most fat on you. So, tie

11mount that was a load this month was based on your ability to get

ahead, and also the fact that January is the month in which there is

the least amount of burning up of rubber. You see, rubber- doesn't

really wear out, it burns out, and that is the reason for that.

Mr. IIALLECK. Do you have any contemnl)lition, in the carrying

out of this program, of any arrangement by which tile Government,

having said to these dealers that they cannot sell their automobiles-

and many of them have great stocks of tires too-.do you have in

contemplation any arrangement by which, if they want to get out or

cut down their establishment to run a service place in used cars,. the

Government will take over those cars if they want to turn them over

to the Government?
Mr. HENDERSON. Oh, yese; we have arranged that they can sell them

to another dealer. We have arranged the sante thing on tires,

Mr. HALLECK. Suppose that they cannot find another dealer that

wants to buy them? I

Mr. HEniTISOx. Let me put it this way: You asked me a direct

question about the Government taking them. We have always con-

temI)lated, independent of anything that has gone on, stacks of

telegrams, or anything else, that that would be done. heree never

hasbeen any punitive disposition on the part of the Government to

penalize any dealer in this business. We have asked for a freeze in

order to look around.
Now, as far as the cars that are going to go out this year, they

will go out fairly fast. When a dealer is locked in for some reason

or oflier, we will make the arrangement to see that lie can clear up

and get out. We are doing that with tires, and we are doing that

In thle situation that you just spoke of, In fact, we havea special
group in our industry council that works on plans with te 'ireas.

ury and R. F. C. for that.
We are quite a long ways on that, In fact, the first job to which

we addressed ourselves after the issuance of the orde was this

question of the tie-up which came by reason of the ftnaucing ar-

rangements. The committee can rest assured on that.
Mr. HALLF.01C I only inquired, not being critical but beleving

this action of the Government-It is not eminent domain, but it
approximates It,

Mr. HNrDEsON, It is war, Mr. Ildlleck.
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Mr.'HALFFCcI. It is war, and we are all for whining this -war; and
I listened to all these follows yesterday, and there isn't a one of them
that is not willing to do what he can to win it, but I know that I
feel and you feel that they have certain rights and the Government,
when it takes certain lines of action, has certain lines of responsi-
bility; and it seems to me that definitely is one line-

Mr. h.NDEmROSN. Sometinqes it is forgotten, and I know you and
I wouldn't forget it.

Mr. HAMLLIC. I never have forgotten it.
Mr. Hi.Nmjm:nSON. If you sat at my desk day after day, you would

begin to wonder if some people didn't forget'it.
Mh. IIALLECIC. We are sitting at our desks, and we are, probably

on occasions, wondering about those things; and when you inter-
rupted me, I was undertaking to say that I am glad to hear here
today, though I had no reason not to have believed that it would
be (lone, that the Government is at the moment giving (tue con-
sideration to some of these problems of responsibility that have
beel) addressed to me, becau-se 1 as a Meml)er of Congress, I am some-
thing of Ii contact, i1an1 between the peol)le of the comntry and the
Government in Washington.

Mr. I.ID,)xiisoN. I want to tell you what I said to Knudsen when
we started talking about all we had to do,

I said: "Bill, don't you think that the dealer is the best man to
take care of an automobile if the Government has to store it?" Keep
in mind, I did not know what the demand from the Government
or military was going to be at that particular moment, and he said:
"Yes."

From that time on, we have never varied on that, and I went to
Cyrus McCormick, and I said: "McCormick, when this goes out
shouldn't we adopt a formula on the price the dealer should get?4

That was done immediately.
You might be interested in what Knudsen said, He said: "Yes;

because I think it is a smart move, because I had to store cars in a
warehouse one time and I had to repaint most of them because of
what the birds did."

So, it has always been our intention that we would ask the dealers
to hold these cars in stock and that they would be recompensated
for it; that we would not compel them to hold things at at loss.

Mr. HALLECIC, In respect to the taking care of things, I know
that a lot of these dealers have great stocks of tires, and many of
them do not have very good places to store them; and, so, there
might be, not only an advantage to them but an advantage to the
Government, having regard for the future necessity of tires, to take
them over.

Mr. H ENDEnSON. There is already a plan for taking over the tires.
Mr. KmXry, I would just like to ask Mr. Hen(lerson a question or

two. In the manufacturing of these tires, is that going to be dis.
tributod among the manufacturers of this industry in the tire busi-
ness, or is it going to be rationed out to certain rubber people for
the continuation or manufacture?

Mr. Homr;EmsoN. It will be made for military vehicles.
Mr. KELLY. It will not be distributed to various tire manufac-

turers throughout the country?
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Mr. HENDERSON. The tire manufacturer will deliver those as orig-

inal equipment to the company that is making a military vehicle.

Mr. KELLY. The reason I asked that question: There was a man

from Chicago that I met in the tire business manufacturing tires,

He had to Tay off 1,400 employees during Christmas week, and he

informed me that the Big Four rubber industry in this country has

gotten complete control of the manufacture of tires and that they

would not distribute it to manufacturers of his capacity. I think,

in due fairness to these manufacturers, there certainly should be

distributed enough crude rubber that there will be an equalized

distribution to keep these factories going, don't you think so?

Mr. HENDERSON. That is not my responsibility. I do not like to

pass the buck. I have nothin g, to do with the placement of contracts,

but I might be glad to hear a out that.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Leonard W. Hall, of New York.

Mr. HALL Mr' Henderson, we have talked about used cars here

this morning and yesterday. I-ave you under consideration the

rationing of used cars in the hands of the dealers?

Mir. HENDii.lsoN. I asked Senator Murray's committee to be re-

lieved from answering that question, because if you say "No," you then

fet iInto it situation where it, looks like a breach of faith. If I say

"Yes, it precipitates all kinds of speculation, What I would like

to say in connection with the handling of used cars by dealers, we

expect in anything we do to be helpful il any arrangment5, finan-

ili or otherwise, that will help to keel) that dealer in ,tislis5s..

Mr. HALL, In other words, You have it un(ler consideration, but

you haven't reached any considerations, one wvay or the other?

Mr. HENDERsON. You ddhgt respond to my request.

,Mr. HALT,. I Will not press the question, Alr, I-IlQ)51i-, th is l)Iol).

lon was apparently faced over in England also, and I .realizee they

had over there perhaps the shortage of gas to contend with also,

)o you know how the whole problem. Was n ,et, in En ,,aild?

Aft', HENDERSON. They are down to about o1/2 Percent of their

former ise of passenger cars. They just simply did not make any

more cars. They rationed gasoline and aill the other things that

go with it, My understanding from. Lord Beaverbrook, Just the

other day, was that they intent to pull their boe6ts in even further

on the matter of the use of rubber.
Mr, HALL, Are they rationing used cars in England?

Mr. H ND 0Qso, I think not, I don't think Nermany is ration-

ing used cars either.
V. HALL. Someone asked me this question yesterday. I hlVav

forgotten whether it was in the hiring ,or in private conversation

Have there been talks with the automobile produce ith thle idea

that they might produce, say 20 percent of' the roduction of

1041 an'l have they taken the attitude that it would not be eco.-

nomically ., ound for them to reducee cars in that small number?

Mr. i..nDR.o. , No, not to the best of my knowledge, certainly

not to me. What they have said is that once you have shut down

a line, shut down the flow of material, of hundreds of materials,

from your dealers, and you have got to contract with them in ad.

vance, it is very difficult to start up again,

Mr. HAL. That is all,e '' ]
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fitzgerald, of Connecticut.
Mr. FITZGERALD, Mr. Henderson, there is a great deal of concern

among the public about the taking over of private cars. It has been
said in the newspapers that 0. P. M. was contemplating taking them
over, and then I read where this was denied. Could you tell me
if there is any intention on the part of your department of taking
over private cars?

Mr. HENIMRSON. There is no intention of taking over private cars.
Mr. FITZGERALD. InI view of the fact that the rationing of cars would

reduce the number of cars that will be on the highways, are there any
plans being contemplated for the transportation of defense workers
that travel a great many miles?

I have also read in the papers where most of our largest railroads
say it is iml)ossible to take care of the transportation of these workers,
I know in my district, which is in Connecticut, and which, as you know,
is a defense area, the arsenal practically of the country, that there are
defense workers traveling as high as 10b miles a day.

What is going to happen to them when these automobiles are going
to 1e impossible to obtain l? What is going to hal)pen to them when the
railroads claim that they cannot provide transportation for them and
the Government says that we cannot now build houses enough for
them and that we have got a shortage of building material at the

present time? I am wondering what, are aging to b tie plans of the
Government to take care of these thousands-yes, hundreds of thou-
sands-of defense workers working in the sections of the country
where it is almost impossible for them to obtin transportation and
almost impossible for even busses to get there?

Mr. HEiNDmSON. In the first place, when you have.got 27,000,000 ve-
hicles, you have got a very substantial stock pile. Your question oi
the defense worker is, of course, rubber for tires. Now, we have been at
work on that, with Sidney Hillman and his group. In fact, I asked
Sidney to appoint a man from the labor group to work right with us on
that problem. As thd matter now stands, new tires are not available
for defense workers as a class. There are not enough now tires for all of
the much more emergent uses.

As fast as we can, we will try to make available retreading facilities
if we got enough rubber so that we can use it. We will use it inl, say, a
"Victory" tire, which will be a Small amount of crude rubber with a lot
of reclaimed. The problem will be an acute one in 3 or 4 months, and
long before that we hope to, be ready for it. I don't know. We may
have to just completely revise the bus schedule. You may have to have
a (1oubhing i1) of carrying. You may have to go into some kind of
a Jitney scheme that the )owder plants used in thee last war. x'ou may
have to have a combiiiat lon of all of them,

MV. FrZOGERALD. I olwimVed In my State, the cars that are going to
the defense ares now ore taking 1 to 5 passengers, but when you
are talking about establishing bus service, that means an increase
probably of 800 or 400 percent in the price of transportation for
these (lefense workers, and not only that, it Will consume more time
on the road. Soine of these defense workers today are working 8
hours 7 (lays a week in the defense industries and aire also spending
8 and 4 hours traveling back and forth from and to work. Now,
if you establish bus service, it means that possibly another hour wili
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be added to their day, and a great deal of consideration should be
iven to this because, in my opinion the defense program will break

sown entirely if these defewe workers are not able to go to their

work and come back just as soon as possible because, as I said before,
I know that workers in my State are traveling 100 to 120 miles to the

defense areas, and we cannot build houses and homes fast enough
to take care of them, and we are up against the shortage in build-
ing materials, as you know, as we have in rubber and other material,
and I think for those men, certainly a great deal of thought will
have to be given to, keep this method of transportation in 100-percent
operation.

Mr. HENDr.soN. In every meeting of the S. P. A. B., that has been
discussed. The War Department tis put that on us. So has Mr.

Hillman. Every day we have been on that and we have worked on

that. That is all I can say.
The ChAMIMAN. Mr. Ploeser, of Missouri.
Mr. PLOwsErt. Mr. Henderson, in the beginning of our frelimi-

nary statement, you said that you didn't foresee (I believe . under-

stood you to say) that you didn't foresee the shut-off 6f raw material

supplies in the Far East. You said then also that you weren't

critical of either the military or economic strategy used. I wonder

what your opinion might be on the diplomatic strategy used.
Mr. HiNDEJnSON. Mr. Congressman, don't you think that I have

enough fights in a lay already? I haven't had a good fight with

the tate Dopartment for 2 weeks.
Mr. BuLiNKxi. Mr. Chairman, I raise the point of order. Mr.

Henderson is not a diplomat by any means, and he is not in the
Department of State,
The CItAI MAN. The gentleman will proceed in order.
Mr. i'Orm,n. In defense of Mr. Henderson, I want to say that in

my opinion he is uite a diplomat.
rrellJ me1this:e hen did you survey in your department or inToeI. me tlis -

S. P. A. B., the rubber situation? When did you first survey it.
Mr. HthNDru.SoN. I think the first report on rubber was within the

first month of S, P. A. B,'s existence, and we viewed every one of

the essential raw materials at that time, and we have reviewed it
every day since,
Mr. Pikysrat. This question I think is a constant question in the

minds of all of us. Why have we allowed ourselves to get into a

rubber situation without a greater production capacity of synthetic

rubber? May I ask, then, to follow theft, if you feet that there is

any chance of our productive capacity of synthetic rubber meeting

the Oltimate deadline of our present raw rubber stock pile?
Mr. HVEny soN. That is a question for the Army and Navy Muni.

tions Board. No doubt the oil industry and the rubber industry,

they have got priorities and could make a capacity for, say, inaybe

400,000 or (000,000 tons per annum. But that means a choice again

on a scarce material. In fractionating equipment, it is necessary to
have butane gas in order to makobutala nne That is high-pressure
stuff--nickel steel. It is the same thing You need for 100-octane gas,

toluol, and all things like that, so they have got a very definite choice

as to whether or not they would uso that material for synthetic
rubber. That is not one of my choices. I wish we had it.
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Mr. PLO SEJ , As I understand it the freeze order was effective
January 1, it was released and published to the attention of the
public on January 2, A great many of the dealers did not get a
formal notice until January 3 and in the interim of those 3 days natur-
ally committed themselves to a number of sales which they haven't yet
been able to deliver.

What plans have been given to them concerning the release of
those sales? You say that they are going to be released. How
quickly are they going to be able to deliver their commitments?

Mr. HENDEitsoN. There will be no release on those cars that are
sold after January 1. The ones that were sold before that, as I say,
where you can get an objective determination of it, they will be
released on February 2.

Mr. PjI osput. You mentioned a while ago the fact that the scrap
dealers like to trade and bargain.

If you are willing to freeze suddenly without any prearranged con-
ferences with other industries such as the dealer in the automobile
indcusty, anid yet sit around and be willing to let the scrap dealers
bargain and haggle over the scrap we need in the production of steel,
why is it that S. P. A, B. cannot come in and freeze their situation
and do something about that?

Mr, I hiisoN, You cannot compel a man to work or do certain
things. I think, although there is some haggling or higling i the
narlct, and things like that among the Junk dealers, it dees not

interfere. When you do find it, it ought to be cracked down on.
You are relying on their business enterprise to get material, and yrou
,ought to do that. We are trying not to disturb customary practices
and things like that,

Mr. Pw omt. But disturb on one hand and permit abuse on the
other.

Mr. H1.Nrnnsoz. It is quite a different thing in my mind. When
we catch one of these fellows offside on a matter of price whether
it is a steel company or anybody else, we make them pay the differ-
once into the Treasury. I tiink that you ought to crackle tie ones that
get offside, that take their chances, and things like that.

You have got to avoid, as much as possible, regimentation in this
thing, We are going to try to win this war for what? For the
maintenance of our democratic principles, and I do not like to con-
template just freezing and things like that. Nobody does it in any
sense of joy. The fact of the matter is, it is one of the nastiest jobs
that you could think of, We will get more scrap In my opinion by
relying on their business acumen and things like that,. I do not think
that tWe serai) dealers generally are lying down. It is a magnificent
record that ti scrap dealer has delivered to the steel companies.

Mr. POESEB, It has come to this committee's attention in executive
session, therefore I cannot quote the source, hut it has com to the com-
mittee's attention that the reason why more stool is not being pro-
duced in various classifications is because of the inability to got this
scrap, and it has also come to the attention of this committee that
,there is considerable disl)osition on the part of a great many scra
dealers-and I do not mean to indict the entire industry--to hoard.
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You said before that steel was an element also ill this automobile pro-

gram as well as rubber, and also, of course, the defense production

needs and the request of the President.
Mr. HENEItSON. I (to not recall but one incident ohi which we had

any delay, even of a day or two, in military production on the matter

of scrap. I say, if you want to talk scrap, you should talk to Bill

Batt and Rosemwal(l, who have that thing un(ler way, but I do not

know of any group with which we have had more fights than we have

had with these scrap fellows, and yet you have got a sort of an affec-

ti(n for them just the same, because, well, they are scrappy and

they get out and hustle this stuff in. I do say that I think you ought'

to crack down on them when they get offside. If they are'hoarding,

the Government ought to take them out of the picture. Any honest

scrap dealer detests those fellows just as nmch as you and I do.

Mr, PLOFSMi. Do you intend to ration used tires, or is that a fair

question at this moment?
Mr. HUNDEISON. Put it this way: I do not determine what is to bo

rationed, I perform an administerial fiction. :After S. P. A. B.

makes a determination, you total it up and see if there isn't enough to

go around.
Mr. PoEsrn. I did not necessarily mean you individually. I mean

your organization, or S. P. A. B.
Mr. .IENIMsoN, Well, there is no plan in my organization for it,

but again, just as I said to Leonard Ia-1, when you asked that ques-

tion, you put me to the place where I will give a dist,rbance to the

community regardless of what the answer is, . That is how this thing

came about in the matter that the Government was going to take

private ears. I was asked, "Well suppose you do not have any more,

what will be Government do?" And I said, "Well, that is one of the

things making 200,000 cars will help us to take care of." The Gov-

ernment would not have to intrude on the individuals. I said that if

it has to, of course, it will do as it has done with the ships and it has

had to do with other things-it would just have to take them. Well,

what I had said was by way of explaining why we were not going

to do it but the thing that got the play of course was that.

Mr. ITYi Z ALI. Will this statement change tile Lst statement that

that you made, that is, that there is no idea of your department tak-

in these private cars?
M. IIHNDE sON. No; it will not.
The CHAIIIHAN, All the members of this committee have finished.

I wonder if they have any other questions that they would like to ask.

It is now about 12, and I think that we should finish up if we can.

May I ask those that have any questions to ask to bring them up here

to the table? We will present them to Mr. henderson in the hope

that he can get them answered this afternoon in order that they may

be inserted ii the unrovised print tonight, If that request is reason-

able, we hope to carry it out. If it is not reasonable, we will got them

in on a subsequent date.
Mr. BUWXINICLE. Do you, or any of these numerous organizations

of which you are a member, contemplate .)utting in a coiling on the

price of used cars I
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Mr. HENDERSON. If it becomes necessary, we will. We will put a

p rice, ceiling on used cars, and schedules for that are in the ice box.

lhey are in the ice box now if we have to use them; yes.
Mr. BULWINKLE, Private individuals, dealers, or both?
Mr. HENDERSN. Sure.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Now, then, when you were spealing about this 1

percent a month which is allowed for the handling of these cars, does

that take into consideration the rent and the employees and all of the

expenses of that organization?
Mr. IIENtIlstoN. Yes.
Mr. BUW1INKR,. What have you thought about the situation where

an autoinobile dealer has a lease on a high-priced piece of property
and how do you think he is going to keep on in business With that?,

Mr. H1rhNlwiisoN. As I said, Miajor, no dealer will be compelled by

the Government to store one of these cars. The dealer will have to

decide whether or not that is a profitable undertaking for him. If

you want to-ask me if there is anything in my bailiwick which will

enable me to take care of leases and things like that; no. That is a

thing, as I sy, very few peol)le are. addressing theii-selves to,

Ir. BIJLWINuI RH. It (1an1e Out in ti evidence yesterday that a man

down in my district is paying $1,000 it month rent onl a long-term
lease, Do you not thinlki that something ought to be done to relieve

a situation like that?
Mr. HrNDE,,,sON. When I started my testimony, I asked, Major, that

it be confined to questions having to (10 with my responsibility. I

could testify on tie matter of small businesses pretty eloquently.

I believe the chairman could tell you that over it period of years
I have never felt that the Goverinment has taken hold iadequately of
tie problems of the small businessman. I have attempted to show over

a period of years what the concentration was, that the opport unity for

people with small capital has been gradually disappearing. My

thoughts tend to the direction that this committee is trying to go, but

I do not want to get into that.
The CJIA1115AN, We will be through in just a moment, l,,. Henderson.
Mr. IIHA ,XOCK. It has been suggested to me that there is a great pos-

sibility of private agencies being used to repair truck and tank motors

and airplane motors, and so forth, Has any consideration been given

to shunting some of that work to these dealers in their repair shops,
the Government avalling itself of their capacity to do that work?

Mr. h1,wi:soN, No; we haven't, If it doles not fall into Floyd
Odlum's division, we will try to look into it, It is a tough one to

carry, but Floyd Odlum has done some extraordinary things con-

sidering the limits,
Mr. HALLiCK. I appreciate that. I am familiar with that,
The CIHAIR)MAN. Counsel wanted to ask one question,
Mr. KnmmdrANn I have a, number oC questions, but I will postpone

those under the chairman's plan, I would like for you to furnish
the committee, for the unrevised print of today's record, the official
Government order on the ear freezing. Would you be able to (1o

thatI
Mr. HENDEnsO. Yes,
(The data referred to is as follows:)
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TITLE 32-NATIONAL DEFENSE

CHAPTER IX-OFFICn OF PRODUCTION MANAOFMENT

SUBCHAPTEIt B-PIIORiTIES DIVISION

PART 9081--1ASENGI R AUTOMOBILE'S

.Amendmient No. 1 to Supplementary General Limitation Order Is-2--f Restricting

Sale and Delivery of Passenger Automobiles

981.7 (Supplementary General Limintation Order L--2-f) is hereby amended

by adding to paragraph (a) thereof the following subpnragraph:

"(1) Sales to the Army, Navy, desigtialcd goverieneits, and desfyiiated

goveriltmentat agenctes.-Nothing in this order shall prevent any person from

making a sale, lease, trade, loan, delivery, shipment, or transfer of passenger

automobiles to or for the account of the following:
"(I) The Army or Navy of the United States, the United States Maritime

Commission, the Panama Canal, the Coast and (veodetic Survey, the Coast

Guard, the Civil Aeronautics Authority, the National Advisory Commission

for Aeronautics, the Office of Scientific Research aml Development;
"(1I) Any person who has been assigned an A-1-J or higher preference rating

by a certificate or order signed by the Director of Priorities and Issued to and

naming the specific person seeking to purchase the vehicle ;

"(III) Any person (1) who Is a prime contractor with the United States

Army or United States Navy for the construction of a defense project described

In a Preference Rating Order P-19, P-1i-a, or 1P-19-b, Issued to and naming

As the builder of such defense project lit) olicial or agency of the United

States Army or United States Navy; and (11) to whom such official or ngeney

bas extended an A-I-j or higher preference rating assigned by such order;

Provided, That such primo contractor shall also obtain a signed statement

from any Army or Navy olflcer in charge of the construction of the defense

project to the effect that the acquisition of time vehicle Is necessary for such

construction, and shall deliver such statement to thh seller thereof,"

(P. D, leg, I Amended, Dec, 2., 1041, 6 F. R, (1080; 0, P, M. Reg, 8 Amended,

Sept, 2, 1941, 0 I. n, 48(15; F, 0, 8629, Jan. 7, 1942, 0 F. I. 101; , 0, 8875,

Aug 28, 1041, 0 F, R, 4483; sec. 2 (it), Public, No, 671, 76th Congress, Third

Session, as amended by Public, No. 89, 77th Congress, First Session,)

Issued this 8th day of January, 1942, DONATrD M, NET:soN,
Director of Priorities,

TITIE 82-NATIONAL DEFENSE

CHxAIvrL IX-O IOE OP PRoDucTION MANAUNMENT

SUnCITAP ER B-PI'BOIUTIR DIVISION

PARIT 070-MMOSITRUOKS, TRUOI TRAUl i, AND PA5SENoEa CAURMIJS

Amendment No. 1 to Supplementary General Limitation Order Lr-3- further

restricting sales and delivery of light motortrucks

970.9 (Supplementary General Limitation Order Lh4--o). is hereby amended

by adding to )aragralph (a) theroof the following subparagrapl,

,0(1) aleo oo the A*Ml, Navy, dealiiea t o /t'rltfmonts, wid dosftate4 pop-

orn ltan opent o g es,-Notliing In this order shall prevent Any person from

making a stle, lease, trade, loan delivery, shipment, or transfer flight motor

trucks to or for the account of the following
"(I) The Army or Navy of the United States, the United States Maritime

Commission, tile Panama Canal, the Coast and Geodetic Survey, the Coast

guard, the Civil Aeronautics Authority, the National Advisory Commission for

Aeronautics, the Offce of Scientific Romarchand Dovelopmeni t ;
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"(ii) Any person who has been assigned an A-i-J or higher preference rating
by a certificate or order signed by the directorr of Priorities and issued to and
naming the specific person seeking to purchase the vehlcle;

"(iII) Any person (1) who is a prime contractor with the United States
Army or United States Navy for the construction of a defense project do-
scribed in a Preference Rating Order P-19, P-ID-a, or P---b, issued to and
naming as the builder of such defense project an official or agency of the
Unite(I States Army or United States Navy; and (i) to whom such official
or agency has extended an A-i-j or higher preference rating assigned by
such order; Provided, That such prime contractor shall also obtain a signed
statement from the Army or Navy officer in charge of the construction of
tile defeilse project to tile effect that tile acquisition of the vehicle is necessary
for such construction, and shall deliver such statement to tile seller thereof."

P. 1). Rog, 1 Amended, Dec, 23, 1041. 6 F. I. 6680; 0. P. M. Reg. 3 Amended,
Sept. 2, 1941, 0 F. R. 4865; 1. 0. 8029, Jan. 7, 1042, 0 F. R, 191; E, 0. 8875,
Aug. 28, 1)41, 6 F. R. 4.483; sec. 2(a), Public No. 671, 70th C'ongress, Thiird
Session, its amended by Public, No. 89, 77th Congress, First Session.)
Issued tills 8th day of January 1942.

DONALD M, NELSONt
Director of Priorities.

TITLE 32-NATIONAL DEFENSE

CIAP'ERl IX-OFFICK Oe PRIODUOTION MANAGEMENT

SUPCHAPTIIt n--PRIORITIES DIVISION

PART 07,0-M()TOR 'IRUOKS, TRUCK TRAIL,118, AND PASSENGFIM CARRIERS

Amendment No, 1 to Supplomentary General Limitation Order 14-1-c restricting
sale and delivery of medium and heavy motor trucks and truck trailers

970.10 (Supplementary General Limitation Order -i-c) Is hereby amended
by adding to paragraph (a) thereof tile following subparagraph:

"(1) Salea to the Atimy, Navy, (eignatd govertnmets, a1( designated gev-
ernmontal agencies. Nothing it tills Order sh1W1 prevent any person from mialt-
ing a sle, lease, trade, loan, delivery, shipment, or transfer of medium and
heavy motor trucks and truck trailers to or for tile account of tile following;

(I) The Atimy or Navy of the United States, tile United States Maritime
Commission, tile Panama Canal, tile Coast and Geodetic Survey, the Coast
Guard, tile Civil Aeronaultics Autiority, tile National Advisory Commission for
Aeronautics, tile Office of Scientific Research and Development;

(I) Any poison who has bieon assigned an A-1--J or higiler preference rating
by a certificate or order signed i)y tile Director of Priorities and Issued to and
naming the specific person Smeling to purellaso tle veicle;

(iti) Any person (I) who 1i a prima contractor with tile United States
Army or United States Navy for tIle construction of a defense project described
In it Preference Rating Order P-1i, I'-10-a, or P-ID-b, issued to and naming
as the builder of such defom project an official or agency of the Unted States
Army or United States Navy; and (it) to whom sucll official or agency has
extended all A.-1-- or higher preference rating assigned by such order ; Pro-
vidd, That such 'prime contractor sll also obtain a signed statement from
tile Army or Navy officer In charge of tile construction of tile defenusO project
to tile effect that tie acquisition of tile vehicle is necessary for such construe-
tion, and shall deliver sueb statement to tile seller thereof,"

(1), D, Itog, 1, Amended, Dee, 23, 1041, 6 F. R, 6080; 0, P. M, log, 8 Amended
Sept. 2, 1041, 0 F, R. 4865: #. 0. 802%, JTan, 7, 1942, 0 F. It. 101 o, 0. 8875, Aug.
28, 1041, 0 l. I, 4483; see, 2 (it), Public No, (71, 70th Congress, Tbhird Session,
as amended by Public No. 89, 77111 Congress, First ,osslon,)

Issued tills 8th day of ,anualry 1042.
DONALD M. NELSON,

Dlreotor of Proritit,.
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(Advance release for Friday morning papers, January 2, 10421

OFFICE OF PRODUCTION M.ANAOEMENT

DIVISION OF r,1OiRITIES

A temporary ball on the retail sale, delivery, purchase, or lease of new pas-

senger cars, new light trucks, and new heavy trucks pending development of

a rationing plan was imposed yesterday through limitation orders issued by

Donald Nelson, Director, Priorities Division, Office of Production Managelent.

At tile same time it was announced that the Supply Priorities afnd Allocats1

Board had approved a program for the stopping of production of new paseger

ears and light trucks within a few weeks. This prograin was submitted by

tle Division of Civilian Sup ly and the Automotive, Trasportatilon, mid Farm

Equipment Brancl of thle Mce o(,f Produetll ManaIgemlenIt. Tile program will

be discussed with representatIves of tle automotive Industry ait a meeting to

be held here on January 5.
T le rationing of new cars, light trucks, nd heavy trucks Is necessitated by

Tie impending restrictions o, production. Tile mentioning plan11 o1 cars an1d

trucks, as In the case of new tires and tules, will be developed aild adimllSteMed

by the Office of Price Administration uider direction of Leon llendhrson,

Administrator, 'Tie ban onl sales extends to Jitmary 15, tit which time It is

expected that a rationing plani will have beell developed,

It Is estimated that at tile present time there are more than 450,000 pas.

seonger cars in dealers' stocks, There tire no data available as to the ,llllmlmr

of ilght or heavy trucks held by dealers,

It Is expected that under tile ratioih11g plan purchase of new passeger cars

and light trucks will be limited to Government, lend-lease, il1d most essential

civilian users,
Mr. Nelson said that an1 amendment to tile orders will be Issued Innedlately

permitting the completion of conditional sales, clattel mortgage, and similar

automobile purcllase contracts when delivery was made p'io1' to January 1,

Amnoldments will be issued also to perlilt repossession of cars under such

contracts in accordance with tile isil laws governing stch repossessions,

It Is also probable that additional amenimeilts will be Issued to cover par-

ticular hardship situations which may develop,

TITI, 32-NATIONAL DE ENSIH

C1APTIIl IX-OFICE OF PIiOI)U1ION '\IAN,\(lEMENT

iUICIIAMl1, B-PRIIOBITIR8 DIVISION

PART 07.-MOTOR TIUCR, TRUMK TH M1,318, AND PARRMNOWUt CABIERlS

Supplendlntary Oeleral Liniltation Order Tr-I-p

Further l ostrictlig Sale and Delivery of Liight Motor Trucks

In accordance with the provisions of section 070.3 (General Limitation Order

L-3, Issuied feptem!er 13, 11)1), which tile followilng order slpplenl 
n ts.

It is hrortbly orderePd tlat:
070,0 (Sup9)emptll'y ar 0 1'll litiltllo Order 1,-3-c)

(a) Prohiblion of soles of lpIIfht motor truces,i-Until Jfalluliry 15, 1042, 1o

producer, dealer, or' other ailti.or'.l.ed lintelll of distribution (if liglt motor

truck, Ua1e ,oiled oiI section 0703 (1) of Geillh]l[,iiation Order L-, issued

September 13, i041 01101. sell, lease,, trade, lod(, deliver, 5111ip, or' trallsfotpl any

light: truck, except to otler producer, dealersI or other athilleo d cihnlelilnels of

distribution for resale and no person (with tile exception of other prodlCers,

dealers, or oter altlorlzed ell1115 of distribltlioll for re1s0le) shall accept

any such male, lease, trade, loan delivery, slilimnint, or tralnfer of ally light

truck, For tie purposes of this order eightt tueW" mealm a 11142 molsl light

truck or any light truck wibch las WonIlied lss than I,000 miles,

(b) All comlmnleations coneornhig this 9 rder sihll be addr sscd to: Ofllco

of production Mallagemeint, Washilgtoll, I), (,, rof. I--3-..

(a) 1ffat0ivo date,.-'TIis order shall talW effect illmediately,
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(P. D. Reg. 1, Aug. 27, 1941, 6 F. R. 1489; 0. P. M. Reg. 3, March 6, 1041,
6 0. R. 1596; E. 0. 8621), Jan. 7, 1)41, 6 F. R. 191; E. 0. 8875, Aug. 28, 1941,
6 F. R. 4483; see. 2 (a), Public No. (171, 7(ith Cong,, 3d sess., as amended by
Public, No. 89, 77th Cong., 1st. sess.; see. ), I'ublic No. 783, 76th Cong., 3d sess.)

Issued this 1st day of -January 1042.
DONALD At. N.soN,

Director of Prloritie8.

TITLE 32-NATIONAL DEFENSE

CHAFFER IX-OFFICE OF PIROWIIU()rON MANAGEMENT

8U1C1APTER ))-PRIOIITIES DIVISION

PART 070-MOTOR TRUCKS, TRUCK TRAILERS, AND PASSEN(tER CARUIEI1S

Supplement a ry General Limitation Order r-l-e Iestricting Sale and Delivery
of Medium and Heavy Motor Trucks and Truck Trailers

In accordance with the provisions of section 970.1 (General Lhnitation Order
L-1-a), which the following order supplements;

It Is hereby ordered that:
76.10 (Supplementary General Liltation Order l--e),

(a) Prohibition of sales of medium, aond Ie(vy motor trucks and 1100
trallir, -Until January 15, 1942, no producer, dealer, or other authorized chan

ilel of distributloll of andlm id heavy ilotor tracks uaid truck | raidI'rs, shall
sell, lellso, trade, lond, deliver, sill), or, tplI1)lsfor) illy im)diuni (1111 (ii 1n\'y lnotor

trucks and truck trailers, except to other producers, dealers, or other authorized

eannels of distribution for resale; and 11o person (with the exception of other
producers, dealers, or other authorized channels of distribution for resale)

shall accept ally such sale, lease, trade, loan, delivery, shipment, or transfer

of any medium and heavy motor trucks and truck trailers. For the purposes
of this order "Medium and heavy motor trucks and truck trailers" moan 1942

models or -,:)y sullc vehicles wi1h have beel used less than. 1,000 miles,
(h) All conljnjulleatlons concerning this order shall 1)0 addressed to: Office

of l'roduetion IiAhagon ent, Washington, 1), C,, roferopee L-1:-e.
(o) Effeetive date,-Tlhis order shall take effect Immediately,
(P. D. Reg, 1, Aug, 27, 1041, 6 P. R. 4489; 0. P. M, Reg, 3, March 8, 1941,

6 F, n. 15116, am amended Sept. 12, 1941, 6 V. R. 4805; E. C, 6029, Jan, 7, 1941,

6 F, , 191; E, 0. 8075, Aug, 23, 1)41, 6 F. R. 4483; sec, 2 (a) as amended by

Public, No. 8), 77th Cong., 1st soss,, see. 9, Public, No, 783, 70th Cong,, 3d sess,)
Issued this 1st (lay of January 1DA2, DONALn M, NELSON,

Director of Priorities,

TITLE ,S2-NATIONAT, I1)EFENSE0

C(APTEI IX-OVFIC
I , 

OV PRODUCTION MANAGHMENT

5UJIOJIAPTJI Il-PRIORITIEH DIVISIONN

PART 081-PA6S8ENOER AUTOMODITES

Supplenontary General Limitation Order Ii-2-f lostricting Sale and Delivery
of Passmngot Automobiles

In accordance with the rovisions of section 981.1 (General Limitation Order

L-2, Issued September 13, 1041), which the following order supploilolt.
It Is hereby ordered that:
(a) Prolhibition of sales of passengcr automobiles,-Vtli Jifnuary 15, 1Q42, no

person now in possession of any passolger lultoulsbile (with the exception of a

producer of such passenger automobiles) shall sell, lease, trado, lend, dolivert
sillp, or transfer any larsenger automobile; and lio person (with 0he exception of

a regularly established (lealor In much passeuge' automobtlles) shall accOpt any

Such sale, lease, tadeo, loan, dolivory, shipment, or transfer of aly paweiSgor
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automobile. For the purposes of this order "passenger automobile" means a

1942 model passenger automobile or any automobile which has been used less

than 1,000 miles.
(b) All communications concerning this order shall be addressed to: Office

of production Managemetit, Washington, D. C.; reference 1-2-f.

(e) Effective date.--TthIs order shall take effect Imedlately.

(P. D. Reg, 1, Aug. 27, 1)41, 6 F. R. 4489; 0. P. M. Reg. 3, March 8, 1041, 6 F. It.

1596; E. 0. 8620, Jan. 7, 1941, 6 F. R, 181; , 6. 8875, Aug. 28, 1941, 6 F, t. 4483;

sec. 2 (a), Public, No. 071, 70th Cong., 3d sess., as amen(ed by Public, No. 89, 77t!h

Cong., 1st sess. ; sec. 0, Public, No, 783, 70th Cong., 3d sess.)

Issuited this 1st day of January 1042.
DONALD Al. NErLSON,

Director of Pr/orites.

Certified to be a true copy of the original.

Assistant Deputy Dirieotor of Prlorities,
Ofilce of Produotion Management.

The CI,\uRMAN. Mr. Henderson, we realize how busy you are. I

received a note here just. now that the Conference of Mayors had

expected you to address them this morning, and they are impatiently
waiting.

Mr. IIENDIriSON. As I told you, there does not seem to be any

law about double jeopardy applying to the Price Administrator,

The CI.AIMAN. As applied to you, you have no clOse season; it
is always open season oan Leon Henderson. Anyone desiringf to

file a statement in the record may do so by delivering it to Mrs.

Filion, Bring them up to the table right away after the committee
concludes its session,

Any -overnmental agency desiring a copy of this testimony may

receive it on request.
(Questions submitted and Mr. Henderson's answers follow:)

SuPM'r'rATI) BY VINCENT 0. MALONE, MOTOR SALES Co. Ov I3ALTIMOIoiI

Question. In view of the plan which freezes all cars In dealers' stocks, why

Should dealers accept any cars fromn the factories In January?

Answer, The price coillg which the 01five of Price Admiilstriition Is announce.

Inlg today for nOw cars cotelf4ae' all tcrellso of I1 percent a month of tho list

price for storage, fitneig, Irnurnee, and taxes. We have been advised that

most dealers will want delivery of ears to he produced during the renalinder of

January under these (olldltloll but those who do not wish to take 1110111 are not

requlied to (1 so,
Quest ion, If' cars al' to be ratlioed as tires, will not many delors have pas

teilgor cars oni hand for st eral years?
Aiiswer, We presently contunplate the distribulton of (lealers' new-car stoclk

other thlnn those pooled under the 0)f11, of Productlion anagement's instrtctlons

to factories within tie period of a year.
Quest ion, What disposition can leo made of largo stocks of accessories especially

bllt for 1012 models, spececally radios?
Answer, The dealer If, under no rostralnt In the sale of these accessories and In

view of tile military demand for radios, there will probably be no difficulty In

their luting ai market,

SUBMIM'rr'I) BY L. 0. KIXI81IEIl, P1I1MADVLPIIIA

Question, low Is the dealer to got a price to cover his carrying charges In a

market where demand Is limited by the lationing Board and mome dealers decide

to -rnload at liquidating'prices?
Answer, Home dealers will ti0 doubt want to liqlldato their new-car Inventory

by selling to otler dealers, Oil balance, however, thore would appear to be

no reason why dealers Iii goeleral should sell ialn Inereasitgly s4calce comimodity at

prices wIhich wea0d 1 not recover thiru' costs p1i a reasonable margin of profit
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SUBMITT1ED) BY BurT BATON

Qestlon. If a dealer is forced out of business, what disposition is to be made
of his new cars, demonstrators, and tires?

Answer. I anticipate that some dealers would want to liquidate their sales
business promptly by selling their inventories to other dealers in order to spe-
claliz? in servicing ears. Sucl a consolidation of the automobile l)usiness is
desirable under the circumstances and it will help the dealers who choose to stay

Iii the siles business.
Question. Iow long will dealers have to carry ears under this rationing pro-

grain and what provision is to be made for carrying cars above formula A?
Answer. Except for the reserve pool of automobiles composed of the remainder

of January production, which will probably be held for a period of a year or
longer, we prcsently anticipate the lihuihation of dealers' new-car stocks over
time period of a year.

UNIDEN'IWIED

Question. Can farmers who use their passenger ears oy trailers attached to
such passeliger can's to carry produce to the market obtain a priority oii tires?

Answer. They can, proviled tlnut they are moving their produce to a whole-
sale market or to shipping points, but they cannot If the delivery represents retail

distribution to the ultimate consumer.

SUIIMII'Esi) BY A CiumYsm1,E DiuAIEr

Question. There are some areas in which dealers of certain makes of cars

lhve not been abh to build up new stocks of cars. Can something be done to
equalize their present condition as to ears that may be sold tils year?

Answer. We would hope to facilitatb purchases by such dealers of new-car
stocks from other dealers who would not wish to remain in I)usiess,

UNIDEN'TI"IFI)

Question, The cars on the road from now oi will be older on tie average than
before, They will require more replacement parts. As time Administrator of the
Oflice of Civilian Supply, have you brought this situation to the atteniion of tie

priorities people in the Offce of Production Management with a view to making
replacement parts available to service establishments?

Answer. As I said In my earlier testimony, I believe replacement parts for

automobiles to be one of the prime civilian needs and the responsible authorities

in the Office of Production Manageniit have been sympathetle to this point

of view,
Question, I noticed a statement attributed to you In the press a few days ago,"

according to which you referred to the (desirability of making tirs front relahaied

rubber, I also noticed that the Roeriaolry of Commerce, ,lesse Jonesc, iii ii statue-

mlent oil Monday 41(1 it would be possible to collect a million tois of scrap rub.

l)er from which (100,000 toms of reclaiined rubber could ie made. Is it your

opinion that a substatilal portion of this rubber can he used to provide tires for
a argo segment of the public that are outside the eligible list for tires?

Answer, As I sild in my earlier testimony, rehloilped rubber cannot be satis-
factorlily u.ed for most lUl'pOses without the addition of raw rubber. If and

hen 1riublbOr IN produced to meet military needs and permit an ineretwe in the

illocallon for civilian consumption, we will Ie tible to expand the tire eligibility

list proportiontely. Thu 1)(1 explnslon of rubber Irodueilon requires macihlme

tools for which there are many exceedingly important elabiuts, I have urged

as rapid lan expansion of "ynmtilc rubber production as can be accomplishlld

without lhadleapplg our prime military lloods,
Question. You have hu'en a lconsitent upholderl of the theory that one of t0e

ways to prev,,nt inflation was to get people to Alend money on things that do not
Interfere with produelion of war mnalcrils, Certainly motorists spend n large
aillount; of money oil travel--I al told veor $5,00,000 it year * * *. Do you
think it desirable that from this standpoint and from the standpoint of recreation
people should b.lleomuraged to travel? I

Answer, The limiting factors on expenditures for automobiles are time present

scarcity of tires and tie prospective scarcity of automobiles, These scarcities are

7407tS-42-vol, I-8



products of the war: The tire shortage arises out of the situation in the Far East,

the prospective automobile shortage out of the enormous requirements for arma-

inents production. The reduction of expenditures for automobiles, which Is caused

by eireumstances beyond my control, will Indeed serve to increase our problems

In preventing unwarranted price rises.

('he following statements were filed:)

STATEMENT OF HON. HERMAN P. EBERHARTER, REPRESENTATIVE

FROM PENNSYLVANIA, THIRTY-SECOND DISTRICT

Mr. Chairman, I have very little patience with any individual

who believes that in this time of emergency he should continue to

live normally, as he did in peacetime, or that business can go on

as usual.
1-lowever, I do believe that automobile dealers and their em-

ployees have suffered' a real blow by the order freezing automobile

stocks; and I also believe it feasible to adopt a rationing plan whieh

would permit dealers to add to the present sales price of automobiles

the extra costs necessitated by storage, financing, et cetera, this .extra

cost to be borne by the eventual purchaser who obtains a priority

order. Such a plan would entail no undue burden, would lessen

the hardship of the autoinobile dealers and their employees, and,

above all, would not be detrimental to the national-defense effort.

STATEMENT OF BERT BATON, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN,

Mr. BASTON. Mr. ChairmanhB and members of the committee.

My name is Brt Baston, automobile dealer in Mineapolis, Minn,

I represent the Minnesota Motor Trades Association, and am presi-

dent of the Minneapolis Dalers Association,
At the present time we have one job-to win a tough war, what-

ever the cost. In that the automobile dealers agree.

However, the blow that struck the automobile business came so fast

that it resulted in complete paralysis of 44,000 dealers. Overnight

44,000 dealers who have believed i America for a long time were

washed tup on the shore and left derelict. No chance to ehanige their

methods of operation. No chance to contract their business to now

conditions, No chance to adjust leaseholds or physical set-ups. No

chance to make an orderly disposition and adjustment for thousands

and thousands of employees who have no qualiications or were too old

to enter our all-out defense program. No chance to voice our thinking

in a business where our thinkon g might be sound, No chnce to main-

tain a struggle for existence al(l for the maintenance of a transporta-

tion system dhat may and I think will be vital if we are to have guns,

tanks, and planes,
All of us are not going to survive but I think that immediate steps

should be taken to maintain an organization that at least cani repair

and maintain a transportation system in America thant Is vital and

necessary if our defense program is to continue,
Therefore we ask your hnmedifate consideration of the program sub-

Wmtted by the National Automobile Dealers ,Association for our imme-
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diate relief and that any further freezing, curtailment, or restrictions
of this business be based on a survey of defense needs and that we be
told those needs.

If you will do that, dealers of the State of Minnesota will not shirk
any responsibility or any demand that this country may make.

Thianlc you.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will recess until 2: 30 this afternoon
when Mr. Odium will be heard by the committee.

(Whereupon, at 12 noon, the hearing recessed until 2: 30 p. m. of the
same day.)

ArfENOON SESSION

(IThe hearing was resumed at 2:30 p. m., pursuant to the recess.)
The CITAHIMAN. While we are waiting for one or two members of

the committee, the Chair desires to state that the testimony of Mr.
Leon Henderson which he gave this morning will be available in

printed form tomorrow morning. It will be printed tonight at the
Govermnent Printing Office, unrevised.

We will have a limited number of copies, about 500 to 1,000. We
will be able to furnish a copy to each Member of the House who re-
quests it, a few copies to each member of this committee, and a copy
to the different associations that entered their appearances here on
yesterday. They will be available in room 114 of the Old House Office
1"nildmg, the southwest corner of this building. The telephone is
1434.

Mr. Odium will testify commencing in a few minutes and his
testimony will be available tomorrow also in printed form.

I am authorized to announce that Mr. Odlum will be pleased
to answer any question that is submitted in writing. We, are not
asking you to bring it up to the table, but just write it up and
this afternoon when we close the session, if you will give it to this
lady indicating] or counsel, Mr, Kirkland, it will be referred to
Mr. Odium and there will be an answer prepared and the question
and answer will appear in the printed record of these proceedings.
If all of them are not in tonight they will be in a subsequent edition,
so I think that will give every person ,who desires to ask a question
an opportunity to do so and to get lis question answered,

After Mr. Odium's testimony this afternoon Mr. Civrgile, president
of the National Automob'le Dealers Association, will be permitted to
make a statement, in order to clarify some points of the testimony this
morning. Tomorrow the tire (lflers will be heard and Friday mem-
bers of the National Automobile Dealers Association and the executive
officers will return to the witness stand to he questioned by members of
this committee.

There is a call from the House, but I am not going to answer the
call myself because I know there will be a quorum there and if it
is all right with the members of the committee we will start and
go ahead, It is a vote on the Cherokee bill.

Mr. Odium.
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TESTIMONY OF FLOYD B. ODLUM, DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF'

CONTRACT DISTRIBUTION OF THE OFFICE 0F PRODUCTION

MANAGEMENT

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Odium, I wish you would ive your name and

position and your address to the re orter, and after that, as Chair-

man of the committee, I would like to, request that you tell the

committee what your plans are for aiding small business.

Mr. ODLUM. My name is Floyd B. Odium. My address is 1 Ex-

change Place Jersey City, N. J., and I am at present serving as

Director of the Division of Contract Distribution of 0. P. M.

Many plants of intermediate and small size were facing a close-

down due to inability to carry on as usual in civilian life.

Now, my job was to spread work and by that means to help allevi-

ate unemployment, to help factories that were going to close down,

and to help our defense production.
It seemed to me we had to approach this in some orderly over-all

way, and from the standpoint of getting quick results in the defense

effort it was perfectly apparent that the intermediate, the larger

factories, were not only easier to find and easier to convert over to

defense production, but, would contribute in a given space of time

more relief in that defense production.
We had the small plants scattered throughout the United St ates

and we didn't even 'know their names or their locations. We only

knew what we were able to got from general sources such as the

Unite( States Census reports, about how many there were and how

many employees there were, and what they turned out by way of

production by classification in the general industries in the year

1939 and some preceding years.
So far as plans for smafll business are concerned, as a part of our

general work, we have been devoting some of our time to this prob-

lem since I took office in the middle of September 1941.

,Uh, term "small business" is perhaps a little broad to cover the

work that we have been doing, )ecause under the Executive order

which defines the responsibilities of my Division, my duties have

been with respect to manufacturing and, therefore, I have been look-

ing at small business only with respect to that sector that deals with

manufacture, so that we might fit it in some way to our program for

defense and war efforts or otherwise.
An orderly approach to the whole subject of mobilization of in-

dusttry convinced me early in October that; the problem of dealing

with small manufacturers as a class had to be separately aitacked.

I find that a large part of our total manufacturers of the United

States, in fact, over 1lalf of them, employed 5 or less workers, that

about 72 percent of them employed 20 or less workers, and about 92

percent of them employed 100 or less workers.

I also found that there was a grave problem confronting the coun-

try, not only from the standpoint of defense production work but

also from the economic standpoint, caused by the priorities that were

then being imposed with respect to certain materials due to

shortages.
It, semed to us that the very small companies that would be affected

first by priorities and shortages of materials because they don't hav.

the organization to stock up, and con't ,lvo the organization to buy,
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and the regular sources for their raw materials that some larger
companies hilve.

In case of priorities covering more materials than were available
for all, some of the very small plants were likely not to get their ma-
terials even though they had a priority. If e, as the Division of
Contract Distribution, would try to go out and cover the whole coun-
try at onetime, we would simply fail in our job because we couldn't
reach any of them in time.

I conceived the idea that the smaller plants should receive an allow-
ance of a small portion of materials necessary to enable them to carry
on on at least a maintenance basis to the extent that they couldn't get
the materials from other usial sources, including priorities that tley
might have, until we could take the first 6 months to do a job of con-
version of our defense production in the larger units. I l)roposed such
a plan early in October, I think at a hearing before the Triluman
committee.

It was being developed in my mind at the time of the testimony.
And soon thereafter I reduced it to a specific form and formula and
eventually it was submitted to S. P. A. B1. which, after some discus-
sion, referred it back to a committee of the 0. P. M. made up of various
divisions of the 0. P. M., so as to get the consolidated opinion of those
various divisions on such a plan.

Ihe plan itself stated in effect that the small business, defined
as enterprises employing 20 or less people, should be allotted in the
aggregate 2 percent of the raw materials available in 1941 in orcer
to carry on subject to such limitations as on some materials that were
all needed for war, some that could not be used for certain end prod-
ucts, such as COpper in coffins, and that they could not be allowed to
get from this particular allocation if able otherwise to carry on on a
maintenance basis, which we defined as 70 percent of normal.

The committee of 0. P. M, sent a report back to S. P. A. B. by
a majoity-I believe it was 3 to 2-against the 20.employee 2-percent
allocation to small business.

Sometime in the latter part of December the S. P. A. B as I
understand it, aceeted the report of the committee but evidenced
their interest in giving some sort of aid to small manufacturers, and
set up a procedure for bringing through another plan.

Now, that procedure wias for the Division of contract Distribution
to perfect plans for individual industries and submit those plans to the
new industry branches that had been set up at just about that time in
0. P. M. And then the industry branches, after going over them,
either approving or disapproving them, would take the matter up
with civilian allocations.

I believe those two divisions would study it together.
And having found that the plan was workable for the particular

industry, then the administration of it would either be handled by the
industry committees or by the special Hardship Allocations Group, as
the thing is called, which is a subdivision or department of the Prior!-
ties Division of 0. P. M.
, Now, of course, the purpose of that was to reach something that
seemed to be sound from the standpoint of a definition of small business
for the various industries, because small business in one industry does
not necessarily go by the same yardstick as small business in another
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industry. For example, in' the steel business there are probably no

small businesses.
We had felt that complete soundness in a plan providing tie over-

all results, any plan that was correct was not half as important as

speed, and we had used in perfecting this over-all definition of 20 em-

ployeesor loss the only figures that were available to make a plan

uneor wich we would know the maximum amount of raw materials

that could be taken out of the general over-all materials in the United

States in 1941.
In order to effect plans precisely along the lilies suggested( it, wNvould

be necessary to have a great many statistical details trom every indlus-

try in the united States. The industry committees as set up are not

yet organized to get that detail, so we decided in order to sive any

further delay, to perfect a plan that ve felt from the stand point of

our division would be workable and which would give a yardstick to

be applied by the industry committees to carry the plan in..o effect.

That plan we submitted yesterday. It is in effect that there should

be set aside as an allocation 1 perent of all of the available raw mate-

rials during the year 1942 to assist small manufacturers ill maintaining

i living basis for their plants its going concernl that they should use

from these allocated amounts only when they iave not b been able to

get enough fromn their usual sources to maintain that level; that there

should be no materials allotted that are all necessary for the prosecu-

tlon of the war. And then we state that small business for each in-

clustry, for the purpose of this plan, shall be as deflnel by the industry

committee representing that industry, either with respect to gros out-

put, the number of employees or omorwise, so that the snaller com.

patnies in that industry that together produce about 5 percent of the

totl production of the industry slhall be so classified.

That gets us back again to about the over-all that we were working

Onl.
We also state that there should be determine by these industry coin-

uittees, each one for his own industry, what the .... ,i.teilla e 1 ,vl is

for the company, whether it be 70. percent or 00 1 )rcent or 80 percent

of 1939 ol)erat ions or otherwise.
We provide that the op:o division of 0. P. M., acting through tie

Director General,, ehall specify which materials aire needed entirely

for war and now will be availtI)le for civil u use, and also which end

materials because of the higl amount of metals in them in relation

slip to the labor involved, as well as in relationship to the usfulness

of thle article shall be excepted.
That woul be a. comparatively short list and not the long list that

we have prior.iti sotoday, the 4hol't list to include door knockers and

things lie that.
We think that thle 1 percent named in that plan does not vary from

thle 2 percent because this 1 percent is a supplemenlt to other sources to

be drawn on only when the other sources do not satisfy.

Our previous plan was that there would be 2 percent, w1ih included

all of tie usual sources,
Wedon't think that it will take 1 percent supplement ally to maintain

mall n ustry fr months. We think It will be less, but under this

new plan while we have set it up and fixed it at 1 percent as a definite

allotme-nt we have not put the 6 months period in,
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In other words, it should carry ol until the 1 percent is used up or
until another position is taken l)y the Government authorities.

I have been asked several times since early December whether the

entry of the United States into the war has.elhnged my atthi(le toward

what should be done with respect to giving some materials to small

business. My answer is "No." I think it is more urgent than ever. I

have been carrying through my thoughts on the subject of small manu-

factuirers and reached the following conclusion, first, that we a re going
to need either in essential civilian pi'odlictioll or inl war production,
every available facility that we have in the United States in order to
maintain o1r civilian economy and carry out the program that has been

laid down for tanks and planes and other war materials, that small

business, small manufacturers, are going to have the least opportunity
to gret into the war program, the least benefit if they get into it, and

the greatest damage to tlieniselves ill the post-war' period, because there

is so much civilian production to be taken care of which will approxi-

mate at least 50 per-cent of our total production.
That is a field for the small mamfacturer to stay il. He has

been in it in the past; he is qualified to make a living in it; he must

have his Ilace in it after the war- and he cal be used there better

than elsewhere., I don't mean by that that every small manufacturer
should stay in, civilian life and not et into war production, I think

when circumstances are such that tie small manufacturer can find a

job he can do 'in war production or where the armed forces or ourselves
find something that fits the small plants, advantage should be taken
of it.

We speak of the minority cases rather than the majority, and If It Is
left for small business to 'lie or get into war productioi, I fear the

greater part of them will diel because the greater part of them wouldn't
get into war production in time.

I have also, ill thinking about this small business problem in its

wider aspects, come to the conclusion that so-n special agency of the
United States Government, entirely apart from 0. P. M., should b
charged with the responsibility of looking after the interests of small
business.

Mr. BULwIN.iAU. Would you pardon a question right now? Hlow
many agencies of the Government are now looking after small busi-
ness, or supposed to be looking after it?

Mr. ODrnU. I think practically every agency of the Government,
to some degree, is theoretically looking after ti interests of small
business and I think that is just where the trouble lies. I think
Ovecybody's job is nobody's job.

I fknow' the Department of Commerce and the Department of Justice
to some degree, I know that our own portion of the 0. P. M., and I
presume to some degree the S. R. C. and others, are all from time to
time having something to say or something to do about small busi-
ness, but I don't see action. I see a lot of thoughts and expressions
of flnoe intents and nothing comes out of them.

Mr. BuLmvIN L. That's what I wanted to bring to the attention
of the committee, as well as to others, Now, in the 0. P. M, you have
got one?

Mr. Omxu, Yes,
Mr. BmY ,iNi. And then in the Agricultural Departmeont you

have one for defense relations, and then in the Reconstruction Finance



Corporation and then in the United States Employment Service, and

in the Office of Price A.hninistration, and then in the Office of Pro-

duction Management you have the Army, the Navy, the attorney for

the Department of Justice, the Bituminous Coal Division, and quite a

number of others, and I will read the rest of the list. The Works

Projects Administration, the Interstate Commerce Commission, Trea-

ury Department, Bureau of Internal Revenue the Supply of Priori-

ties Alfocation Board, Home Owners' Loan corporation, Labor Do-

Sartment, Office of Government Reports, and Federal Reserve Bank,

Department, of Commerce and the S. E. C. They all have something,

more or less, to do with small business, and I brought that to your

attention at this particular time to accentuate what you have said.

Mr. ODLUM. I didn't know it was as bad as that. But I think out-

side of our direct war effort, which, of course, is supreme, that there is

no more important subject facing this country than what is going to

happen to small business after the war and during the war.

Mr. BuIWix(KtL. Have you made any recommendation to, the Presi-

dent direct about this small business?
Mr. ODLUM. I have made a recommendation only to my chief in

the 0. P. M. concerning the severance of this from ile 0. P. M., and

I made that only this morning,
Mr. BULWINKLE. You mean severance from the 0. P. M3

Mr. ODLUM. Yes. When you say, the Army and Navy are charged

vith looking after small business, it is impossible for the Army and

Navy. Everything they have to do is contradictory. They cai't do

it and do what they are supposed to do.
Mr. BULWjVNKLE. TIey iave some kind of an agency set up in the

departments to do it, haven't they I
.ODLU. I don't know, but I am sure they can't do it. I say

also the 0. P. M. is an agency whose duty parallels, in a large degree,

that of the Army and Navy. Their minds are and should be oi do-

fense and war protuctioln, ond, t before they can't look at this pro-

gram through the proper eyeglasses. IThey can't give the proper

attention to it and can't got the roper answers, and , it is not because

they are not qualified people. It is because they have got another

job to (1.
Therefore, I see this thing come back and hack and back, and I hear

everybody talk about it, but there is only one thing that will save

little bus ess now, and that is to get little bu,';oess some work to do

and some raw materials to do it vit.

They can't got it in the war industry without interfering during the

coini months with the best production of war material,

Now, we have over 92 percent of our enterprises which have 100

people or less and they are scattered proportionately among the States

of tie Uited States.
We are building up a lot of new facilitls, necesarily so, to carry

,on this work, How much it will mean nobody quite knows, at wear I
on t have committd for and whatw t

am sure is that with what we have committee f

bound to have in the period that Is coming up, there will be at least

$1100000000 of plant and facilities built, a large part with Oovern,

mnt money and a substantial part of the balance that is goin to have
:,.,,,, '..." "_-_ ...... £, -,r/.year p)eriodl, so ift tie ommer-

the opportune to be amortized over al 6. pi

agency lasts that long and the facility are filled with work, the plants

may stand wlth little cost. /
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The CHAIRMAIN. You state that the small plants are divided fairly

equally over the States; that is, the 90 percent employing 100 men or

less. Now, you said you will spend a minimum of $15,000,000,000.
What percent of that $15,000,000,000 will the 90 percent get?

Mr. ODLUM. The 90 percent will get very little of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, then, you state that 90 percent have 100

employees or less and are scattered pretty well over the country.

What percent of the production do they have?
Mr. ODLU. I can answer that accurately because I have the figure

here. Business enterprises in the United States that employ 100

workers or less employ in the aggregate 2,359,000 workers and do

30 percent of the total production.
Tho CHAIRMAN. 30 percent?
Mr. ODLUM. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Where are the 10 percent located principally?
Mr. ODLUM. Oh, the 10 percent are fairly well concentrated be-

cause the 10 percent to a large degree are made up of the General
Motors, the FordIs the Chryslers, General E lectrics, and Westing-

houses, and steel mills and that category.
The CHAIRMAN. I had a complaint the other day. Down in north-

east Texas they have what is known as brown ore, It can be used

to make steel. Every test has been applied to it. 0. P. M. has been

advised that they could really make steel cheaper there than any place

in the country, and yet the people who have been sponsoring it have

been unable to got favorable approval from 0. P. M., and Mr. Thur-

man Arnold's statement which was in his part of the report to the

Attorney General was that some of the large concerns have been view-

ing this program largely from their own interest, aft preventing the

expansion of industries in other sections of the coma Imry, although it

would be in the interest of our war effort.
Do you observe anything like that in the departments of this

Government today? Do you believe that any effort is being made by

these large concerns to prevent, we will say a blast furnace, being
established down there if it is considered feasible and desirable,
when the products are very much needed ?

Mr. i)rDuM. No; I have not, because principally I have been so

centered in my own work, which las been trying to spread work among

the existing institutions and to stop, so far as I could, with substitute

facilities, any new facilities being built, but I have not been watching
what has bean going on In those respects.

I think when it comes to a question of enlatrgement of steel catpac-
ity, probably people are thinking in terms of where we can get
it enlarged at thle least cost of raw materials and fastest time in speed,
and sometimes thatt means, and very properly so, an addition to some-
thing already there rather than setting a, new project uip altogether.

The CU1AT6MAw. The expansion of existing facilities?
Mr. OwLMm Yes - the extension of existing- facilities.
The CHAWMAN, bO you know of anything that you, could do if

you had the power now, that you are not doing, toward spreading these
contracts among small people?

Mr. C1 DLP. Well, Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you mind indicating that?
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Mr. ODLUM. Well, it is a function, ill its last analysis, of procure-

inent. Our division is only a service organization. e have no power

whatsoever to order anything.
The CIIAIMAN. Of course, you will have to keep in mind that na-

tional defense or war preparedness cones first, but if it were within

your power, if you had the authority, could you by subordinating

civilian needs, give civilian nels more than they are getting today

under the present prograln, without interfering with our war pre-

paredness?
Mr. ODLUS. That is a pretty broad question that I would have to

answer in a double way, and tWen not be sure of myself. In the first

place, there can be more production than there is today. I will answer

that definitely.
The CHAIRMAN. In what line?
Mr. OuiUM. In almost any line except these specialized lines like

munitions, TNT and guns and things like that, because we have ad-

ditional unused capacity in the United States.
Tie CHAnIMAN. What about steel?
Mr. OwmxM. I think you need more capacity to build more steel.

These are out of my line and I am giving my best judgment without

being an export on the subject.
The C IIAN, Isn't it a f act we will produce less steel this year

than we did last year because of the scrap situation?

Mr. ODuLrit I understand there is a shortage that causes fears about

that production due. to the scrap iron situation and, as I understand

it, the shortages are in certain categories of steel, not all kinds of steel,

and it therefore gets down to pig iron and taen down to the other bottle-

necks on the way down.
I have taken occasion, from the standpoint of our own work, to

try and find out how much more could be done in the war effort by

existing facilities without going below what might be termed a mini-

M111m civilian economy, an( I I am certain thia t this program that hts

been called for by the President of the United States in the last 2

weeks, can be met in 1042 and 1943 if facilities that are available

are put to work, and we can at the same time maintain our economy,

not as much as we would hope for, but. enough to get along on very

comfortably, ,yid I say that because I believe we have enough capacity

in the United States today to produce at least $120,010,000,000 of

goods a year.
The CxIm AN. You mean you wouldn't put out of business any of

these automobile dealers we have been talking about?

Mr. ODLUM. I am speaking about manufacturing.

The CHAIRMAN. If the manufacturers can continue to produce the

Cars, they could continue in business. Could you so allocate the steel

that the manufacturers could continue to make enough cars to keep

them in business?
Mr. Oa.UM' I believe that is impossible, I believe thero is such a

hostage 'in those particular materials that you can't fulfill the arma-

ment program and at the same time produce cars in more than a mini.

mum amount,
The CHArRMAN. I want to asfk you one question , Would your office

be disposed to actively assist the automobile deloers in repairing and

rebuilding Government-owned cars and trucks thus using the bettr-

equipped shops of hundreds of automobile dealers?
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Mr. ODLUA. We have no functions in that respect. So long as they

have manufacturing shops connected with these dealers, then I think

they are small manufacturing units that come under my classifica-

tion and they can come in and do something either for civilian life

or defense, to add to this over-all production that we must have.

Our war effort is not going to run in the next year more than half

our national income or half of our total production. I think if we

had $60,000,000,000 of goods for our civilian life that is not much below

what we have had normally in some years of the past decade.

The CHAIRMAN. If you will pardon this interruption, I won't insist

on your answer to this question if there is some reason why you

feel it should not be answered, but suppose you had the power, you

were a czar or a dictator, assuming that for the sake of this discussion,

of course, is there in your opinion any way of allocating material dif-

ferent from the way it is now being allocated, to keep in business more

of these small businesses?
Mr. Qru, Yes sir; if I had the power to do it.

The CHAIRMAN. What would that lower have to be?
Mr. O Mam. It would be a power of allocation of materials to small

businesses coupled with the power of direction of what they should

make with those materials.

The CHAIRMaN. And how many more would be kept in business

in that way?
Mr. OeLut. All, with very few exceptions.
The CHAIRMAN. And you would not hinder or impair or stop the

war effort in any way?
Mr. Oxum. I don't think so; but I do not want to be understood

as saying I could have anybody make cars or rubber tires to sell,
The CMAIRAN. You made tliat plain awhile ago.
Mr. ODrUM. Let me mention the exceptions.
T'he CUAmMAN,. Yes sir.
Mr. OieLuxM Let's taie rubber.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir,.
Mr. OD,1UM. It takes a special set-up to make certain things. No

matter how much you try to convert them, if you had the power to give

work to everybody and divide it and had enough work to go around,

you would find that it would be very difficult to utilize all the machines

and s)ace of a rubber factory, because a lot of that is designed for a

particular thing. That goes all the way through Industry to some

degree, ill some cases to a snall degree ana in some cases a high degree.

The CHAIRMAN, I certainly hope your suggestion receives the con-

sideration of Mr, Nelson.
Mr. ODLUM, I would like to say that I reached a conclusion some-

time back that in order to make this work effective there had to be

some central person in supervisory charge of all procurement of all

services, and I made that recommendation to the President of the

United States, and I am glad to see-not because it is my recom-

mendation-that which happened yesterday.

. Mr. Nelson, as I understand from what I have read, has been put

in central control over all procurement, That is an enormous stop

forward,
The CHAIRMAN. Since 't has now happened, I believe it would be all

right for us to state that you made that recommendation to us In

executive session almost a month ago.
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Mr. ODLU3. I did that.
The CHAIRMAN. And I want to state, too, that Mr. Nelson is a fine

man for the place.
Mr. ODLU1. He is.
The C1AIRMAN. I have been dealing with him since he has been in

the service of the Government, andl think the President could not

have picked out a better man.
Mr. ODLuM. That is true.
Production is essentially procurement. You have to procure first.

We have been helping to some degree in procurement in our Divi-

sion for many months. We have in our office files throughout the

country-we have 104 branch offices today scattered throughout the

United States and among their various duties is the duty of getting

the records oi all the plants in those areas and their facilities, andc

we have only 60,000 of those records gathered today and we have

made some studies from that record as to what might be done with

present facilities, maintaining the essential minimum civilin econ-

omy in the way of essential war production.
One study was made by an advisory committee of plant and

manageMent engineers of national reputation, and one from an

entirely different angle, which was, you might say, an analytical

study.
It is apparent from both those studies that we have enormous

productive power that still must be brought in.
Now, I want to say one other thing, I have made two other

recommendations that 'I think will help this along.
I have been trying since I cante to Washington to work with

the armed services, and I have succeededd. 'We all know dhat they

have been following a pattern for many years, and that pattern,

some of us think, is not the way to get q'iik action when you want

an enormous quantity of matoialki but I hiive felt the way to do

it was to cooperate and serve the best we could to prove to them

how we could help, and we have succeeded, day by day, in doing

that.
Our field offices alone in the month of December brought to over

5,000 factories over $250,000.000 worth of work. That do esn'$t count

what my own division in Washington has donle with industry likeo

distress communities which we handled, or washing machine industry.1
It only includes work In the field where we find a plant and take it

to a prime contractor or some procurement agency.
I made up my mind that to get the quickest action now it would

be much better from the standpoint of the good of all, if the Con.

tract Distribution Division of O. P. M. could be transferred from

0. P. M. altogether and made an adjunct, slave or whatever you

want to call it, of the armed services, thereby putting ourselves

under their jurisdiction and giving them 1,50b additional people

to help find new resources and then spread the work.
The CA.R..AN. I don't see how that is consistent with what you

said when you said it 'is inconsistent for the Army and Navy to

assist ResAllbusiness and give first, consideration to war preparedness,
If you say it is inconsistent, I don't see why you would want to

be under them,
Mr. Onw.. They are two different things. Small business is

something that neither the Army nor the 0, P. M. should do. It
should be a separate body,
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The CHAIRMAN. Oh, a separate body?
Mr. ODLUM. Oh, yes.
I made the recommendation that our division be attached to the

armed services and work for them. We can show them how to get
business.

There is one other thing that I have recommended that I think bears
on this whole problem, and that is these new facilities that I mentioned.

Well on the average, $1 worth of new facilities can produce about
$2.50 of outluit a year. Thatnietans that $15,000,000,000 of new facili-
ties are bound to produce close to $40,000,000,000 of goods when in
operation.

If they produce it now they will produce it when the war is over.
Many years during the last decade our total production of the

United States has not been much more than $60,000,000,000, so unless
we step up our economy for the whole country very much over what
it has been, there won't be enough work to go around.

Is the new plant with the fine facilities going to get it and those other
fellows going to lose out? If something isn't done, the new plant will
take the business away from the old, and therefore I think the question
of building new facilities isn't a question that should be passed on on-
tirely by the Army that, is looking entirely at its present problem of
the prosecution of the war, or even a civilian defense agency that is
looking at the problem through the same eyes, as it probably should.

I think there should be an independent board called New Plant Facil-
ities Board, that has on it not only the Army and 0. P. M., but some
people representing the long-range economic viewpoint. At least, that
viewpoint should be taken into account.

Mr. BUJWINKLEP. Mr. Odlum, I want to ask you one question. You
stated just now that you had recommended what was known as the 1-
percent plan. When will that plan go into effect?

Mr. OmuM,. That plan is entirely beyond my control now. I initi-
ated this and I got the whole principlee approved by S. P. A, B. in gen-
oral terms, and sent back to 0. P. M. to be put into form and applied,
and it has gone back to the interested committees to test it industry by
industry, and find a way to Iut it into administration. I

I know of nothing elso I can do that can be done, except to push it
through.

Mr. B TAINKL,. When do you hope to get it through?
Mr. Opwum. I would hope that thing could be in operation in 2

or 3 weeks,
Mr. BUwi Nm,, All right. That is all, Mr. Odlum.
The CIIAIIMAN. Mr. Halleck.
Mr. HA1JEc. Unfortunately, I was detained, so I might ask some-

thing that has been touched on.
First of all, Mr. Odlum, I got a report the other day that possibly

some trial of your plan of allocation of critical materials will be tried
in Indianapolis, Ind., in my State, Is there anything to that?

Mr. ODLUbt. That is a confusion as between our small-business
plan and what is known as the Special Hlnrdships Allocation. That
is something I was interested in as a part for all business, big and
small,

I felt there were cases where a company was all tuned up and go-
ing and could be converted over without loss of time, but when you
let it go for 80 days it would run out,
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In other cases a concern should stay il civilian life and needed

~'r oe'rate pieces Of sma1fll, raw material's and, I mentionedI this

ear 1r, iL fact in October, to Donald Nelson, and le tlroughly

agreed with me.
I think he was thinking about it himself.

There was a committee formed and out of that committee came

what is known as the Special hardships Allocation. They have set

aside approximately I percent of materials so that. when tlese cases

come in, big or small business-they will allot to them the materials

ncessary to Carry Onl either for fhe short period or to carry the

whole rodlction ao11g, because there is some missing lnk 'in it,

lat is laut they are going to test out in, s me locality, to see how it

call work, and it has nothilg to do withi my sin al-bsi ness plan.. .

The two complement each other.
Mr. HALT.CK, Are you free to say as to the locality where that is

to be tried?
Mr. Omumt I understand it is some place in Ohio, but I am not sure.

Mr'. ___ CK. One f. further thing, and tile chairman and. commit-

tee k .now that I have discussed it, with them and it doesn't have

much to do with the matter at hand.

I visit('( thle contract distribution office mider your charge ait In-.

diaini pols, ill Charge of Mr. Frank Hoke, a. . . .I onll- him to be

anl able, sincere, bard-working person, wiho I think, with his stilly,

has been doing it very fine Job. It occurred to in it might, be a

siart thing to hiave 1dmr cone down hore and give us Some inform.-

tion fom -the viewpoint of the fellow in tile field as to how this

thing is working and what success he Is haviu g in bringing the Small

plants into the defense picture,
Would you have any objection to that?

Mr. Omrxm, I think it is an excellent idea, I want you to under-

stand, however, that we have 104 people just like him some working

with less organized and smaller offices and some with larger offices

a1id speedod lp oleratimon .
We have 48 State main offices and thle rest aire subsidiary offices,

Mr. HALLEK, I did not have particular reference to him, but it

should be somebody fre tle field offices,
Mr. Om1rmr. I think it Is an excellent ida to get an idea or how

it is working directly from a fleld official.

I think while I amn here I might take a cuple more - . miute to

tell you a little or give you all outline of what this Contract Dis-

tribiition , division is SUppmod to be doing and what it has been

actually doing ditiup ho 4 months it has been in existencee.

The (" TT AN. 1 V ill YOU WOuld place in thle record thie locations

of these different oflic. i and, if you have tile names of the managers

and the officers in charge , we w6uld appreciate that,

Mr. Ommr. We will have those in the record either this afternoon

or tomorrow m.ornin. Will tomorrow morning be sufficient?
'The0 "RAI...,,N, We will have to ,record printed tonight. By

gettihlg it over this evening it can go in the record tonight and be

avalale for distribution tomorrow,
Mr, Otim. iThat will be here within half an hour.

(The data referred to is as follows:)
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A b a Bir --- - --- --------- E. Geobe u ----- -- - Edward L ee o t - 4-=461 ........ t-- 301 PheonLx Bl g., 17,06 2d Ave. N.

SPheni'_ ...................... Fred F. Sdaalino (a--t----------o- --an d i 404 Stecurity Bldg. >

committeee.

AxkznSM Lie R 'o_ ------------------ Aled M.Ln d(Se dinecto) ------- Chares L. ThompsOn (chaima. ad- 304 Rector Bldg., 3rd and Spring

visor committee)- t.
s

Caikwaa CF ane M: -i Unierhilll 33...1 Furnitur Mart. 1333, Market St. "

Sa F an ico - - - -- -- -- - ----- CoL. Francis M _. S tm ---- --- --- --.- ----...--.......- ----.- ---..--..............Fur itue.M a t...........e St

Frsn ---------------- ----tE. H. Cameron acingg) -- ----- - ---------------------- Fresno 4-5119 314-318 Mattei Bldg-

LosAngeles -------------------... ---..... Howard Hutchins ------------ - ----- ......... -___- Richmnd PSIi.. 1031 S. Broadway. Z

. .I - . Hiete 6-16 ...... --- - Fancial Cen(er Bldg.

s M . .Diego. ------------------------- Pan . F armer ( ------ .-- Frankl i nS ---90 - 510 Union Bldg_

Co ...ade. Deliver. I Clyde C-Hartze(S director) i iNational Bank

Cvnciuvisory 
commnittee)- Bldg- S11717th St.

B- Mn ehti--- 
Medical Bldg.. 144 Golden Hill St.

D=Wl igo =--------- Br.d- G. - _sac --g) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314 Penn Bldg., French and
i Water Sts.

ds - Chas- C_ Meb (. ae d-mct.r) Georg W- Simons (chairman, ad- -- 620Hldebr
andt B

ld
g.

......................... {l vis=ryco nmitlee)_. --------- Bl-

M~ a i- F~nD.Bnact~)I ---- 901 Wallhte S. Bldz.
amp - A rthurB - - - _--------------------

Gecris= AIa_ --------------------- . CCa. Jr ---------------------- Wiley Moore (chairman., avisory J n ..... Saite150, HurtBldg.
CVmmitte)_

oH. C. Boie (Cti)- - ---------------------------------------- .... i 409 Capital Securities Bldg.-

-------------------------E[_ . B ( --------------- 40
flh x o ------ Tdoso .3 

...
Ew.. 

20 N orth W acker D rive.

San~~~---------------- dwr rry-------- ---------- ------------------------------ 61 407Ve Idfie~d

IS ... ............ Edward Gerr y ----------------------- ------------------------------ ---------...... -------------.. 4194 Leland Offize Bldg,.

L ..Nanaol... ---- ------------- Frank Hoke (Stale director) --- - M. Smith (hahman. advisory ca- --- Circle Tower Bldg

,cn 'sV(igi- K,-cniz Bldz., room S.

Er avan e------------------------~ tej-e .iunen_ ----- -------------------- Anthony 8115 - 410 Utility Bldg. 114-18 E. Waynie

Soh Bend - . E R rds ------------------------------------------- -- 112 W Jerson Blvd.

D M s-orge Beese (Stae directr)---------- Bernn L Clark (c4ir9 -- OS Crocker Bldg.

a e committee .



Diredo of fidd offl - tnuedAdrs

S]ae anag&I Telephone
• ,. - ... .... . .... .... 513 Unio N -tiona , a k Bldg-

HarZmAl State director) Ge.. ge B. Weeks (el r=322,advisory - 1
K. 

I= Wabash 6553 ...... 203 Todd Bldg.

ew ......... etis.B a - Room 423, Canal Bldg.

R. Judd ( dle"w ------------ . . .. . 91r Gildew Lane Bldg, Niln
L" &Isw----------- - - .V H- Cone tatn . . . ..... --............----------------------.- and -srsba St.

. . ............. ! ] ~ ~24L . ...... ¢ 51- M 443 Co nress S L.. €

... -- "...
------------------- 

..... 
. . ......

---------- tatu 
BI~r- Bangor.630-- - 3U i St

Maa-F --------- -- - 7-z6Potln --- ------ C as. v -, . .......... ----- -............ --- --- "- 35ldg
BamoRir - .. . ..... -. E ------ -s~i ----------- ---------

15t.i~r~

17or9 5 
St.

Howard 0. Pb1~rO~k.-.--- I 6-467l 27 SaeMtilB. 4 Main St.
-- -- - -- --- ----- S an~ai h ~ . - - - B l g - 8-10 Mic h i S -

wcrceste - - - ..... ........ ------------. Federal Reserve Bank Bldg-, 160
- _ W 'enH- Clke(Statedr) .... Claren Avery (chairman, advisory. . -e e.

BldgI . .. National Bank
........ Bldg-

Rogere Shear (cak 
tn avi Y ------------- 326 -Midland Bldg.

------------- 416 ederal Bldg.

-- ........ -
-dt ..------ -------------- 610 Tower Bldg.

S-- - - .... Central 3200.Batm.ns.Ba Locust S

SIWaC951- ---- -.. ...... ---- -------- 
------- -- .. ... Reserve Bank Bldg-.. 10th

Webb- 
St.anlGraal Ave. M

St_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,~-w (_.........._--_ ba ... . ..... i..... - ---------- 22- ... Power Bloc Anaex-

.R- F- Towle (Slate di r) --
-
--------. . Com nel v _ 501 Grain Exchange Bldg. 19th

-... -- ---- ----- .--t---W-- 
--------- i .. Saviers Bldg- . , Stark

F-~__Ewjn S- Bender (Mtimin1utresBlg. 
S-r

NewBXO~bkeM~r------- .. Kennedy (SdetW)-------~Tjoe(caradvsycrnMkt 
2-3706 ; Globe Bldg.. 20 Washington lace-. e w z ffi = - ¢ -- ..... ......| -- - --~ r I T o m J o n s a viso r y c D - I - s' - Z 2 - .M . ... .

. .. . t R.L. tAR=-uerc.- ........ mit tee), i 103!. West Central Ave-

New M~o .. ..... L nisk ( me .. ..



NYki.....O M-rrav Hil-Osl Chanin Bldg.. 122 East 42ad St-
'ew ... 49 . State Bank Bldg., 75State St.'N ew Y mtk G ily --. AD- . ao t me -.. -. -- .---------------- .--------- ..-.-- .---------------------- .-.- ......1749.------------ - S -

---------------- 14~- -
------------ 1z~:z M1 m Cour St-n w

ARMY... ------------- ------ -- .- &acurrs Traders' Bank.3" Bro v . . ........ . . T-s -. ---------- -------..... -a ----------- ----------- -Bldg- Rom 291%" Main & Swan

4 - Streets.
........ i - - -aVm46 1 9E. Main St-, Commerce Bldg.

------- -f i-56 ------ B dg 2................... ----------------------.... --- ...... I 2-13 ---- - 302 Str-rett-Syracuse Bldg 224

.. ....... ._ Robert R- (esm advisory ----- r-----i L---

. '-rth c(m Churin~a- -- - --- ------ ---- e- Ban Bldg.
........... 474 ---- W- --------- 14 First National Bank Bldg.

.V,, 
aDtbgT U nion Commerce Bldg., E. 9th and

Obilm

C O - -- -- ----------------
DXFTCQ -- - ---------------- ---------

ITaiedo -- - ------------- -- ---

Okbbiim

O )1am - ------------.-- -

Jeamster1 --------- --

Rangt -------------------

p m e s -Bxzr g h - -- - - - - - - - - -

Rbot ad: rk--m-- --

S B1±11_1
Yak-_

D r -C w S T e r r Y ( S z e d re c t w) .. . . . H e r-m a a i n ( d m k= n Wa - 3 ,. - ,, -------. . C h s t r Av e -
--- mtte)- I Room s union Trust Bide.

Clifford Sdmclta --------- - Cif r rs ------------ ---- 3o5 Spahtr Bldg.. 50 E. Broad St.
--, .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .-------------------------------- - ------- - - -------------- 1021 Third National Bank Bldg-

m519 Spitzer Bldg.
Henry A- Jordan( m -- -...... - ------ .............................---------- - - - .. ... . 'Uno National Bank Bldg.
Lef Oy ( .ct ... - -....-------.--.------------------..................... 6 1002 eB

Morton P. Harrigan (Sta director)-- Fred Jones, (artmo=. advisory rom- 7-2456----------1002 Key Bldg.

mi .- ..... 4 Kennedy Bldg.

iboh n es -. . .- i--- - Atwater2l1 .... Bedell Bldg.

Os-rleH. Buiit, (Stte director)---- TiaSSGales (chaia.dViS~rY _ Broad St- Station Bldg-. 1617 Penn-
------m----. - --- sylvania Blvd.

I zzl~e.506 Hamilton St.

Ers -F~,T AtM --- I------------------------------ ------------- 5wHmilto. BldgErost L Sm.. 2---_--12-14 East 5th St.

AboSmh ----....------------------------------------------------- I E-e Tr Co. Bldg-
Hasrry B. r(atimg------ ------- ----------------------------- ------------------- Black S ne Bldg., 3d and River
-i-------a- Jr. --- ---------- ---------------------------------------------- 

------------ nited.Satea-
6-L I ........... Uid States National Bank

Jobn S. Wagoner ..--------- ------- 
Bldg.. 216 Franklin St.

S2-011 ------------ 655 Woolworth Bldg.

Arh rK- Baa ---- .......... .......................... 676D --------------- 30-30S Norristown-Pcnn Trust

George Fto Jr -------------.---------------------------------------- 
Bldg-

406 Fulton Bldg.M_ F M ................ t ~exE. alk .................. GR 790.........615 Penn St-

bn L m ( %kW --------- - - --- ------ --------------- Fin a Bank Bldg.

Z.p. E1reP08e 
1 Res Market St-

W - Piere -------------------------- ------------ ....................... ::: Susctuehaiana Trutst Co. Bld, 12D
Fr . .......... --- -..............--.---- K ----- W. 4th St.

... Manufacturer's Amsciation Bldg-,

Cole---S.- -- ---------------- -- ----------- 2 X-D k t

Wslkermaediree%- -. CoL William ShaSweosS (chirman. DexterS= --- . . Industrial Trust Bldg-
Wsar Mwon Ont diew - -- (advior cummitte)-I



Direct of~ tfidd.&ffices-ContifluPd ________________

I Tlepon Addres

State M~
SM11 CaZ-D Co..bi.... D ..MCD. - --C ---------- Tl206 MS.son Bldg,

-- - --I - 1 16------ -1 oc

Sqaw Dakctw SiOUX FI]IS -------- Fred 3L C2- (i~)- 
2112---~~ - 1 4 $ 093 B Gly Blg

-- J 3r D, Field Arthnr -D---y--------.
.. . . ..... b L ..... I q0o9-910 Ja esBldg

------------ W - ............ ---........---- -------------------- 1.. . .014 S b a Bldg-

---------------- d- - Riverside 4 5__-- Fidelity Bld
Ter W-Ie -- ----- Crles -IL M =e............a-in2S - oBlg

. .W. Blair --------------. .- 2 Federal Reserve Bank Bldg.,

El~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ wo-------Wf-e....------- II"Bafr-----------------Texas Ave. and CaroineSt.
L I - 1100 South Texas Bank Bldg.,

1 Hstn Navarro S

1. .- - - - ---------------------- _- 306 David Keith Bldg.

r. Sa Lke ----- -- Byard w - Mne nbcoal ftig) -- Gemre ---------- --- 41 -------- 2 tUStbY t n
W -jian L r- - --- 7-21 - Johnson Publishing B t aV, fr....o.in.........----------------.------.-.------------------- 

Cary Sts.

Bldg" 4th and Union M

H r_. a~r~ti ~S~tae.rctr) . .G. Lason(e a dv.srr Teol "a.m2L55-215---- 1 sWhite Bld . a ni-
Hwytee J -)- .5 ...... - Room 629-M Old National Bank- =ttce- Man = ----- k C

I.. . . .Cp 39-511 ... Corner Capital and Quarrier Sts.

w~s, z~~iz Cares---n ---
Ca-i--l---------1025 ain &,Hawley Bldg-

_:- ~ ~ F ......-. . . .C Drake .......... ......... --------- -------

HWanda vBda44- 610 First Wiswonsin National Bank 3

CHlord B.. Ives (Slate diredwo) 
M Seearoldarmo 

adv-Boda440-1

--- 4soryco tee) Bldg.

_____ ~ l23%A Graha Ave. 0

.an . ....... .. . . . . . . Jo n D . H ow-r (a 3 - ---- ---------------- --- ! 
-  a E bjr. to i B ldg.

w. . . - . . .......-(S----d- - P. and R. Bldg.
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1. We have set up a plan of country-wide operation on State lines; organized

48 main State offices and an additional 50 subsidiary offices and staffed them

with over 1,000 employees.
2. We have organized int Washington a general and supervisory office with over

500 employees for procurement, requirements, facilities, engineering, planning,
coniraeL placement, and related subjects; have had our personnel accepted to

work wTth the armed services iln tie planning and procurement branches to help

spread work. Today we have two of our men in every procurement office

of the Ordanceo Departnent of the Army.
3, We have prepared and had accepted by the armed services a law to eliinito

legal imlillnents to spreading of wvork by eliminating competitive bidding
and bonds, permittlng zone ordering, educational orders, etc. It Is a short law

sld waH foiioWed by B xt(,lutlvO order i and secretarial directives. We don't hlvo

to have any lore competitive bidding, .

4. We have held 7 major and numerous smaller Industrial clinics attended by
over 540 primo contractors and over 23,000 prospective subcontractors,

0, We have organized tlreo special defense trails that visited 70 cities and
displayed over 00,000 "hits and pieces" to 50,000 nmanufacturers.

0, We have !stablished eight prominent exhibits; and we have others in course
of being opened,

7, We have checked and certified 13 distress communities for remedial orders
front lue ir'uned sorvi'es oiuud checked over 100 m11ore preparatory to atoll oil

certification with busless estimated at $50,000,000 going to these omnlunultios,
8, We have aided in the organization of over 50 pools of manufacturers and

have aided many pools in getting their set-up approved by the Department of

Jnslce and the others that they have to go to, We have assisted these pools il.
obtaining over $100,000,000 worth of orders,

0, We have converted the washing-inuichiho industry to war piodifetion, nnlat
Is the only industry that has been converted really to war production, Every-
thing oels his boen done on the plant basis and there is som s8011u0i o1 now of

industry conversion, but this Is the only one that has over been done, We got
that Industry about $12,500,000 of orders.

10. We have prepared proposals for bidding for small business.
11, We have organized subcontracting divisions in many largo companies oi

the United States to work specially within the organization and with us In spread-
ing work through subcontractors.

12. We ohve olped the arm-d serviees to find mnany now sources of supply.

18. As I stated to you a little earlier, In December alone-this Is our field
work, not the armed morvice-\'o brought 5,000 plants Into deflelo business,
amounting to $250,000,000, which (lom not Inellude the $100,000,000 to tile washlng-
machi no In(hlui ry and distress conmanitls,

1,1, Through our field of flees we have obtained records of over 60,000, probably
about 70.000 plants, and facilities, nod a large proportion, although away less Oian

half, we hlave personally in pelted, Inspection was mado by our engineers, 5o

we know the records are correct, We can go to the services with the lroof,
1. Finally, just as a mnfter of growth, and the growth lies been constant and

will h) cuimulativo front now on lueanise our organizatbn period is over, the
contracts to h nleed In the fle)l by our division have increased as to primo
contracts from $20,000,000 In ,Tly to $115,o,000 in D1eenibor, and subcontracts

from $17,000,000 in ,Tuly to over $100,000,00 in Decermor.

There is still a large 1ob to do, a much greater Job to do in the
future than we have in th past

We think we have about one-thilrd of the w, really need and
we can step this figauro up month by month until by spring we vill
be showing something approaching a billion dollars a month, '

lis month we are working at passing out about four andt a half
billion of orders coming through from the armed services, an(I Nye
are helping them be placed in the field In an advisory service capacity
only,

f have nothing further to add to this, unless there are some qiles-
tiongs.

Mr. Krum. Your office at the present time only acts in an advisory
capacity to the units of the War and Navy Departmentst



Mr. OvJuM. Tha1t is right, and to small business and tile industry
generlally

Mr. KELLY. The War and Navy Departments are the solo au-
thorities on the war program.

Mr. OnILUM. The 0.P.M. as a unit acts in tin advisory ipacity
onl all matters relating g to the war program. Our unit only acts wit1

the armed forces in matters relating to spreading of work to smaller

pltts, not only smaller business, but everything less than the big

fellows who have been having the work to do.

Mr. KELLY. Heretofore most of the contracts allocated by the War

Department have only got into the hands of certain individuals.

There has not been enough spread in that work to either the sub-

contractor or prime contractor to distribute it equally amongst many

business people who could convert their industrial jnstitutons into

helping the war program?
Mr. OmDWm That is correct. That was the fact for two reasons.

First of all it was much safer, and it Ntas easier for the Army

when they didn't need all the capacity which was there and were

only pulhng on 10 or 15 percent of the productive resources of the

United States, to go to established sources, 
Mr. lIy. Under the authority vested in Mr. Nelson now, I

wonder if that would hell) to rectify some of tile abuses of tile past?

Mr. ())Lvut. I believe it will,
Mr, Kwmaix. I hops so.
Mr. ODLyrt. I want to say also that the number of prime contractors

being dealt with by the armed services have been increasing every

-week, and I want to say also that the amount of subcontracting done

in the United States is increasing very much and we have the feel of

it through the country and we don't know the figures but the figure ;

w ill be prepared as of the end of the year and we will hafve a comlpari.
sonl with last May,

Last May work was being (lone to the extent of about 25 percent on

,ubeontracs, related to work that was susceptible to subcontracting.

I think, that fiure Is going to show up )Much higher !in January, 'I
think maybe as high as 86 or 40 percent.

I have checked recently some units in the aviation industry. Last

September their figure was about 26 percent. When you get tooled

up into a model airplane, you el the amount of subcontracting you

are going to do on that job. Every now Job coming onl increases the

amount, Some of them are going to do as much on their new stuu

as 0 percent. That still isn't enough. There has to be more and

more done, and there will be,
Mr. Klx4 4 r. I am mighty glad to hear that. That is all I have.

Mr. IIAT4L. Mr. Odium, onl the question you spoke ahout it mometpm

go that in December you were aible to put out some $26,000 00,000

o contracts were those prime contracts from the Army and davy, or

did that include some subcontracts?
Mr. Owvt. That was more subcontracts than prime contracts. I

should say almost half and half, probably 66 percent sub and 4'

percent prme..
I want make this clear. We work with the Army and Navy here

(in planning Jot of stuff that goes out in the way of prime contracts
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that is not contained in this figure at all. We work with prime coll-
tractors like General Electric and Westinghouse in getting thOen to do
more subcontracting and showing them from this enld where they can

do it. There is where I think we are spreading work in armaments.
But we don't include it in our figures.

I figured some time back that of present plants with employees of

more than 20, there were about eighteen to twenty thousand that

could be converted to war production. Well, if we can reach 5,000
plants in 1 month, we don't fill them up, naturally. They are just get-

ting orders to keel) them busy for a month or so in many cases, and
the Illufl)Qr has grown every month we hove been in office.

As indicating what can be done in the future, I think it is only a
matter of months before we will, with this new procurement set-up
particularly, have all these plants that do not need to be used in
civilian life pretty well working in the war work.

MNr. HAL, Do you think you can accomplish that end on a voluntary
basis, rather than have Congress pass laws with reference to such
contracts?',

Mr. OtiuM. I think it is a mistake to try to fix the amount of
subcontracting that a follow must do. It varies too much from
job to job.

In some cases practically none of it can be subcontracted. In
other cases nearly the whole thin can be subcontracted.

Trhe Sperry people today are subcontracting about 85 corcent o
everything they are doing for the Government. Onie o my asso-
ciattes hals mentioned the difference between the bombsighit. and a
tank. In at tank at large amount can be subcontracted. In the case
of the bombsight you can't do it, It has to be done in one specific
place.

Mr. I- AlL, And do you sty you have to receive the fullest coopera-
ton from the Army and Navy?

Mr. ODuWt. I say that I have tried to work through the basis of

cooperation, and that is the only way any results we have had
have come.
But I want to say this before I drop the subject of contracts.

While I don't think a fixed percentage is possible as an overriding
rule, I think it is absolutely essential tha the amount of subcon-
tracting that is going to be done in connection with any particular
job be negotiated and fixed at the time the contract is madeo because
It will enter Into the price.

Mr. IL ,s,. 'I'hat )ovision should be put Into the prime contract?
Mr. ODmmt. Yes' because subcontracting Is going to cost more

money and, if you ieave it to a prime contractor after the price has
been negotiated, he will subcontract the amount suitable to him.
After the price has been fixed it is too late,

Mr. HALL. Someone sent this question up, Mr. Odium, in re-
lation to automobiles, and the question is, Do you feel that with the
strategic materials that are needed, that there would be any possi,
bility of producing say 15 or 20 percent of our production of auto.
mobiles as compared xvIth 1041 or any percentage of that production

Mr. Oimum. I am pot qualied to answer that question. It is out
of my bailiwick,
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I can only say in general terms that the automobiles use metals
that can and should be used in other fields and, therefore, the auto-
mobile production should not be looked upon from the standpoint of
anything except what is the minimum that civilian economy needs.
All the rest of it can be used in other ways.

Mr. HA.L. Thank you very much. Irhat is all.
The CHAII MAN. I have a copy of the Executive order creating

your office. If you don't have a copy handy, lot us introduce this.
Do you have one?

M fr. OiLu. Yes, sir; you may jiust introduce that one, though.

The CHAIRAMAN. I think it would be p referable to take it from
your files. This one has been copied, and there may be some errors.

Mr. ODLum. I would like to introduce not only the Executive
order, but the release that went along with it because it has a bear-
ing on the interpretation.

(The Executive order and release are as follows:)

ibold for release, Soptoinber 4, 10411

The following statement and the Execttivo order accompanying It are for release

in papers appearing oln the street not earlier titan 8 p. i., eastern standard time,

The same restriction applies to its use over the radio.
SEpTiwN IOAUTY,

Recretary to 1hea PresIdent.

The President today, after conferring with Under Secretary of War Patterson,

Under Secretary of the Navy Forrestal, Mr. William S. Knudsen, and mr. Sidney

Iillman, acting as the council of the 0. P, M., and with Rear Admiral Hmory S.

Land, chairman of the United States Maritime Commission, issued an Executive

order establishing a new division In the Ofice of Production Management.

This division Is to be known as the Division of Contract Distribution, and,Is to

be coordinated with the existing divislons-Prectlirement, Production, Priorities,

Lalor, and Civilian Supply,
Floyd Ii, Odium, of New York, has been r.ppointed Director of the now Division.
The conference was held nnd the executive order was issued In furtherance

of a determined move oil the part of the administration to help the manllor

business units of the country obtain a fair share of the defense orders, and to

revert, so far as possible, dislocation of Industry and unenployntent of. workers

in piant mtwhere production has been called by priorities and material shortages.
Tho program devised was arrived at in consultation with representtives of

the Army, Navy, Maritime Commission, and 0. P. M., and has the fall support

of tiheso agencies.
The Labor Division and the Defense Contract Service of 0. P. M, have already

done a great deal in starting the machinery of subcontraeting and in retraining

and obtaining reemployment for discharged workers. The program is now to

be greatly expanded throughout each part of the United States, (t one of the

most important ftnctlons of 0. P. M. The present personnel, records, etc., of

the Defense Contract Service of 0, P. M. will be transferred to this now
Division,

Through this Division, the Offlce of Production Management will be enabled

more effectively to adjust the dislocations and alleviate ,.nemploynmnt roslting

from priorities and material shortages, and bring about naximunim utso of the

Nation's factories and industrial plants, especially the smaller ones, tlbrougliont

the Nation, Thils will ho done through four major steps:
1. The breaking down of largo orders of supplies into smaller units, and

spreading the purchases among more firms and In all localities possible,

2, Providing assistance through the Labor Division of 0, P. M. in retraining

and obtaining reemployment for workers whor are nnemployed as a result of the

shutting down of som plants or reduction of their output.
8, The effective distribution of defense ceontraots to the smaller business enter-

prises, as yet largely unused, through an expanded use of subcontracting, contract
distribution, and the pooling of plant facilities.
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4. By providing a staff of Industrial and production engineers to formulate and

execute specific plans for tile conversion of nondefense industries and plants to

defense production.
The Division ,,f Contract Distribution will have branch oilces located In the

various States.
The Division will formulate and promote plans and programs for the purchase

of supplies for the Army and Navy in smaller units, but among a greater number

of firms and In as many different localities as possible. It will also formulate and

develop programs for the conversion of plants md industries from civilian to

defense produetion-with the assistance of the Govermnent wherever necessary,

It will formulate the organization and use of local Industrial defense production

associations, afnd will promote and stimulate farmilg out of defense.work and

,subcontracting, wherever feasible.
The Division of Contract Distribution will provide an industrial engineering

staff whose responsibility it will be to obtain tile maximum use of existing facili-

ties ad tools by assisting manufacturers and business enterprises In making the

necessary changes In their tools and equipment for effective use in defense

productlonl.
The field offivm of the DIvislon of Contract Distribution will be adequately staffed

to render needed assistance to businessmen, Procurement agencies of the Gov-

ernment will assign representatives to the main oiier anid field ofes, as required

for purposes of liaison.
In the various cities will be established exhibits or market places where there

vill be displayed specilie parts--bits and pieces-the components needed for do-

feie production. Theso Inay ho parts of a naehine gun, or in airplane, or tank,

or ally one of thousand other Items which are needed. Those bits and pieces

will be labeled as to the quantities needed and tile machine tools and operations

required for their production so that ny machin.. , le shop owner or manufacturer

canl determine whether his facilities are capablo of producing suich items.

"SuicontraetIng arrangements can then b)0 entered into on tile basis of what an

individual sees he I1 capable of doing, receiving then and there tile expert

industrial and engineering Judgment of thoso whose assistance he honay desire.

Tie Division of Contract Distribution w.. ill also provide through the regtilar

commercial blki ng cinannels, tile Ieconstructlon Fillance Corpora t ion, Including

the Defense Supplies Corporation and the Defense Plant. Corporation, and the

Federal Reserve banls and their branches, tile necessary financing facilities for

local industrial production associations, prime contractors and subeontractors,

and will recommend whonover necessary such additional finncial procedures and

machinery_ as may be required to obtain the maximum utilization of existing plant

and tool facilities for defense putrpose
Tho Director of the Division Is to appoint two advisory committees, one to

consist of represeatitives of small busiess organizations; the other, to consist

of ldiistrial, management, and production engineers,

It Is Intended, oil the one hand, to face the responsibility of alleviating tile

hnardsHlps which have resulted fmm the defense program and, on the other, to

marshal our productive capacities to tile objective tlhi., no plant or tool which cnn

be used for defense shall be allowed to remain Idle,

The text of the Executive order follows:

Exnomm mn Es'rnlmljflNQ THK DIvsmHON OF CONTIAOT DmsmOmUTION IN T'rm

OFFIOz OF PIOMUWTION IANAOIMJ
NT AND DEVININO ITS FUNO'rION9 AND

Dunzs

By virtue of tie authority vostod In ne by the Constitution and the statutes of

the United States, and in order to define further the functions and duties of tile

,ffico of Production tmonmont vith respect to the unlimited national emer-

gency as declared by tho Pretidont on May 27, 1011, and to provide for the more

effective utilization of existing plant facilltles. for defense purposes; the convert.

son Into defense production of civilian Industries arftcted by prlorities and raw-

material shortiges thme alleviation of uinomploymont caused by the effects of

such priorities and shortages; the local pooling of facilitlest and equipment; sub.

contracting; and tile wider diffulon of defense contracts among the smaller

businefls enterprises In every part of tile nation, It is hereby ordered im follows:

1. Thore sall be within the oe of Production Management a Division of

Contract Distrition at the head of which slhll be a Director appointed by the

0111cc of Produti n Management with the approval ofthle President. Tho Direc.

tor shall discharge and perform the following responsibilities and duties under
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the direction and supervision of the Director General acting in association with

the Asso ate Director General:
(a) Formulate and promote specific programs for the purchase of supplies for

the Army and Navy in smaller units but among a greater number of firms and

in as many different localities as possible.
b Formulate and promote modifications In Federal proctiremiont practices

and procedures relating to negotiating contracts, bidding practice, performance

and bid bonds, and other practices and procedures, to the end that there shall be

a wider distribution of defense contracts and purchases.

(c) Develop programs for the conversion of plants and industries from civilian

to defense production, with the assistance of the government if necessary.

(d) Stimnulate the organization and use of local industrial defense production

associations,
(e) Promote and stimulate subcontracting wherever feasible.

(f) In order to obtain mnaximuin use of existing productive facilities and tools,

advise manufacturers and business enterprises the 13pectile ways in which their

facilities and tools may be utilized in defense production; advise such manu.

facttrers and businessmen with respect to the procedures and practices of the

several federal procurement agencies.
(g) Facilitate through the regular commercial banking channels, the Recon-

struction Finance Corporation, and tie Federal Reserve baluns and their

branches, the necessary fimanciag facilities for primo contractors, subcontractors,

and local industrial defense production associations, and recommend from time

to time to the Director Goneral such additional flnlanchl procedures or nma.

chinery as shall be retluirod to onsluro maximum utilization of existing plant

tnd tool facilities for defense piurpos,
(h) Provide engineering and technical assistance to such prime contractors,

subcontractors, and local Industrial defonso production associations as smay ro-

quire such assistance li order to participate in defense production.

() Perform such other duties and responsibilities as the Office of Production

Management may from time to time determine.

2, To ensure unity or policy and coordinated consideration of all relevant

factors involved in the formilation ind execution of industry conversion pro-

grams, and contract distribution and subcontracting procedures, all such pro-

grants or procedures shall clear through the Division of Contract Distribution,

8. To aid the Director In carrying out the aforemaid responsi,it.e, there sall

be assigned to the Division one or more officers of the Departments of War and

thle Navy, respectively, and one or more representatives of the Maritlm Comls.

aion, whose duty shall bo to assist as liaison in the speedy and succosful carrying

out of tile aforesaid program.
4. There shall bo in tile Division of Contract Distribution two Advisory Com.

mlttees consisting of representatives to be designated by the Director of the

Division with the approval of the OMeo of Production Management. One shall be

repreontative of e-mail business organizations and the other of Industrial, man.

agoment, and production engineers. The Committee shall, from time to time,

upon request by the Director, make findings and submit recommendations to the

)Director with respect to procurement practices and procedures; contract place.

ments and distribution; sIndustry conversion problems; formation of local pro-

duction associations; subcontracting; and for such other matters as the Director

may re uiro advice and assistance.
W Within tile limits of such funds as may be mnado available to the Division of

Contract Distribution, tie Director nay appoint industrial and production engi.

neers, economists, statisticians, and such teclmical and other prsonnol as hIe

shall deem necessary to carry out tie duties assigned to the Division herein.

0. The Director may establish branch offices throughout the United States and

its territories to carry out hils duties. There shall be aslgned to such branch

ofllices such officer personnel or other representatives of the Army, Navy, United

States Maritime Commission, and othor Federal procurement agencies as may

be re uired by the Director for liaison purposes

7. There shall be assoinod to tile main offlOco and to each field olieo of the

Division a reprentative of the Labor Division pf the Office of Production Maan.

agement to cooperate with such offices in the Labor Divislon's efforts toward

reemployment of employees of plants whoso production has boon curtailed by

priorities and material shortages,
8.ion o texecutionm o ti e foregoing duties, the Director of the Dlvision of

Contract Distribution shall consult and colaborate with the War Department,
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the Navy Department, the United States Maritine Commission, and other gov-

ernmnent procurement ageI,'es, which are hereby directed to cooperate with and

establish close liaison with such Division to accomplish the purpose of this

order.
9. The Defense Contract Service, established pursuant, to Regulation No. 9,

July 21), 1141, of the Office of Production Management, is hereby abolished. Tie

duties and responsibilities of said Defense Contract Service are hereby assigned to

the Division of Contract Distribution. All records, files, and equipment of the

Defense Contract Service shall be transferred to the Division of Contract Distri-

bution. FRANKLIN ). RoosgvIT.

T7HR WII'f IOUSE, Reptember 4, 1941.

Mr. F'/ZOEMAD. I, of coillse, hve been very much interested in the

progress that has been made since the last meeting in spreading these

subcontracts out to smaller businesses. But, for the last 2 (lays we have

had a very interesting hearing here in regard to the automobile men

who, in my opinion, are on very dangerous ground and in danger oi

being put out of business altogether.
I want to ask you this question: Whether it is your belief that when

it, dealer has a well-equipped slop with 15, 25, or 80 employees, should

lie register with your State representative in an effort to obtain some

of this work that will bo sublet ?
They have machinel'y, they have equipment, anl they bave good

mechanics, and they are facing, in my opiioi1ii, a loss of ia C mnlllte

life's work, the danger of a complete life's work being l)ushed Out in

the next 0 months or year.
Now, with the servicing of their automobiles that they canl pick u1P,

is it possible they could be included as small businessmen to obtain

some of these contracts that will protect their business, that is, during

the extent of tils emergency?
Mr. On u!. I think that all these dealers who have shops with

machine tools in them wio are capable of doing something should by all

means register with our office.
I wish could be more optimistic than I am about the ability in the

next few weeks or months to carry to those shops any substantial pr.

tion of the war business, because there will be a speed about this ).ro-

curement because of the urgency and tie amount, and it will be easier

and cheior, although cheapness is not, tle element that is entering
into it today, to get from some of the larger factories and I thnic

the small automobile factories or shops are going to fall largely Into

the classiflcation of what I define as small business.
It is a separate problem that must be taken care of in civilian life

to the extent that if we can't find them a contract they must be treated

as an economic problem or a casualty in the war.
There are many things apart from the prodIutioni that can be

done. If a man Las his farm trampled down because soldiers are

tramping over it, lie gets sonothing for his crop. If his iouso is torn

down so they can build an airport there, there is some procedure about

thlat.
T am speaking now In general tormA. A lot of those fellows are in

the same category, and there are a lot of things the Government could

to for these people as a class in the way of financial aid, such as, for

fnstancei release of income-tax payments during a period, we will say,

for this year. If they are losing their businesses maybe they should
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not be compelled to pay the tax. Maybe they ought to have that as a
surplus to carry on for a period.

If sdme agency charged with responsibility made it its job to look

into it, there are many things that could be done.
My Job has been in'the manufacturing end of it. There are 200,000

manufacturing units, whereas business units are about two and a lalt

million, I think.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you finished, Mr. Fitzgerald?
Mr. FITZOERALD, Yes.
The CIIAIRIMAN. Mr. Ploeser.
Mr. Pr)Esln. Mr. Odlum, is this new agency set up by Mr. Donald

Nelson charged with supervision of all procurement?
Mr. ODTU.t, We can only guess as yet, because there has been no

Executive order drawn. All we know is what has been carried in the

p.aper.s? but my own belief is that it means that procurement will be

,........ Procurement, perhaps, will not be taken from the armed

services and put in one central spot, but everybody in any of the serv-

ices, not only the Army but probably all the proci'emont agencies of

the Gover'nment will I) supervised in that one spot yo there'O won't be

competition and overbuying and undorbuying. I think that is more

likely to happen. .
Mr. IALo'S.R. Is it your opinion that civilian experience vould be

extremely beneficial to the procurement program of both the Army

and the Navy?
Mr. OLU ,m I think it is essential,
Mr. PoEsmi, I am glad to hear you say that.
To what extent has the Army and Navy cooperated with your office

in the distribution of construction of special plants?
Mr. Omrfum, The only place we come in contact with that typo

of work is because we have one member from our Division sitting

on an interdivisional O, P. M, committee of the Plant Site Committee,

and when anYthing comes up that requires Government money to

build new faelities over a certain amount, it comes before that coin-

mittee. We have bad so many problems where we felt we could ive

some help and couldn't that we have devoted our attention to these8

otber 1)hase.
Mr. I ,osput. Is there any reason why your office couldn't go into

this field?
Mr. OLvM. No; except that there have been too few men to work

and too few hours in the day to do it.
Mr. Puo sen. Would it be within your province to do that with

adequate personnel?
MVr. ODmYm. No - we have just one member on there. If we can

find substitute facilities for some plant that is coming up to b. built,

we recommend against building the portion that woul(l be substituted.

Mr. PEm8E. I think we have all found that there has been a very

strong tendency on the part of the Army and probably less tendency

on the part of the Navy to center all of its construction contracts in

the hands of a very few contractors many of whom are now over.

expanded far beyond their efficient capacity. rrliat leaves many-

medium-sAzed and smaller contractors completely idle with machinery

and orsonnel on their hands, contractors who are well qualified to do.

much of the work that is concentrated in the big contractors.

126
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Mr. ODxLU. I understand that most of the cantonment work has

been completed.
Mr. PLOESER. And it has been the hope of many members of this

committee that soine civilian agency might be helpful in causing the

Army to give a wider distribution-and the Navy likewse-to these

contractors.
Mr. ODLuM. There has been great difficulty, I think, up to date

in certain overlappings of authority and certa in confusion as to au-

thority, which I think is going to be cleared up.

I amn very optimstic as to the results that will be accomplished

by this centralization.
Mr. PioEsE, I am, of course, of the opinion that this centraliza-

tioln (W. P. 13,.) is the finest thing that has happened around here in a

long tile. It is 18 months late but better late than never.

You said a while ago, in answer to a very import ant question by the

(,hairmlan about the civilian product ion of those small plants, that you

said it could ba done and it could be done without interference with the

arms program, the war progrann.
I would like to ask you to answer the question positively now. Do

yo think it wotild enhmnce or increase the prodlct 101 of ti arms pro.

gram if the smaller l)lants could be kept in the manner In which you

have in mind?
Mr, O,uM. I think it w ;uld enhance mobilization of industry1 if

that, is answering your question, because the war program and civinha1

production must be added to get, the fill production, If we let any of

them slow down wve will have taken them out of the stream of produce.

tion, all of which we need,
Mr. PiomiEm. Many lines of civilian supply are as necessary aK guns.

Is that right?
Mr. OwIUM. That is right.
Mr. 1x"Joisir. You answered a question a while ago that you are

operating your offices along the State lines.
Mr. OhT4xmr, Yes.
Mr. P 4OEmr.. Is there any definite reason for that, ra.!er than oper-

ating it across your trade territories, or probably Federal Reserve

districts?
Mr. Ommp . Yes; there was a reason for it. When I came into

Washington under this Executive order I took over what was called a

defense contract service bureau in the 0. P. M. which had been set up

iu at small sort, of way in the Federal Reserve banks, They had one
office in each Fed 'tll Iteserve bank, Now, they were not in very good

or.er, They were not for a coi uple o1 reasolls. Tlie offices, located as

they were, in the financial districtss and only in some of the main e ies.

the smaller people (lid not like to go down for one reason or another,

I (10 not say there was any justification in it, and it is certainly no

criticism of tie Federal Reserve. They did a fine job. They pai tie

)ay roll for us; they supervised all the work; they helpe with the,

finances, but it, was felt at the time that I was given that Job that the

oet-ul) in that respect, was wrong and should bo changed. I nave that

more or les--
Mr. ]zLO iI. That is the situation in the banks?
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Mr. ODTL. Yes; being in the Federal Reserve districts, in the banks.

Mr. PLOF.SE. The thing that was in my mbid was, why didn't you

move out and still follow the district line pretty well?

Mr. Om~uM. Well, there was considerable discussion whether we

should do that or not, and it was felt that in many things that we

had to do we would work better if we had the cooperation of the various

State agencies, such as the chambers of commerce, the national defense,

and that if we got it on the State line we could work better.

Mr, Pxosr, Locally?
Mr. Onmum. Yes; and that is why we went to the State line.

Mr. PiL.os. That answers my question,
'1h0 CI AIMAN. Comusel wishes to ask o1 or two questions. All

right, Mir. Kirkland. -
Mr. K iRl anAND. In connection with the President's Executive order

setting up your agency, it would be helpful to the work of the. cbm

mittee if you could give us some information as to the activities and

personnel involved muder each subsection of section 1, and also sections

through 8. We do not want to unduly burden you if you have any

dita presently prel)ared on such a subject.
Mr. Om.uM, Von said the personal' involved?
Mr. KIRILAND, SO that we may have some idea, The small-business

people that havo conferred here vth the committee have been a little

eonlised as to what agencies are involved in what work, and where to

go and who to see and what agency would know most about thli

problems .
Mr. OnLuDr. I will certainly give you that, but I am afraid it will

not-
Mr., KimmAD. Not, ats to the number of p sonnel or anything like

that, but it would be helpful to have the various (elinrttaent heads of

yor' division.
Mr. OnmVM. We will do that.
Mr. Knlux,AND. We do not want to burden you and time will not

enter into that to any great degree.
Mr. OmUm, I ,nilht say this: 111 lly oplilnlon, ily work divides Itmilf

;iito two major flunctions, find overytling else in our organization, the

ersoniel, is subsidiary and not important, We have got. two sides of

it; we have got to find out what tile Army and Navy have got. coming,

and keep what they are going to purehile, and on ,'the other hand wo
have got to find plainte I inoh United States to do it; so, we have got thle
requirements on thle one side, and contract 'placement facilities' onl the
other side.

Now, all the rest in our organization divides itself into one of these

two categores,
Mr. 1'(WU11LAND. I heard of a, busiessmni who hLA thim oxperience.

I do not know how general It is, so I (10 not want, to say whether It is

so or not. oI came down ho v and tried to got hold of tie chief of one

of these divisions Ind called up o1 the phone and for !)UptOHO of illus-

tatioll only let us say he asked for Mr. Odium, because he had been

told the smiil business probleins were settled by vi, Odhim. The lr-

ticular division could not talk to lin, and'hO did not wllit to talk to a

subsidiary ollicor, beciuie hha be told ttait tile particular division

t11of wIas tie on that solved all t1 C roolems; so he went back home

fu(d 51aid he didn't know whom to talk to,
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Mr. ODLUM. There was probably confusion there. On this so-cdled

small-business plan, all the work has been done by myself and two

assistants of my general staff. We have our organization divided

into all operating staff and my general staff. 'T6he operating staff

consists oU L00 pol)le and the thousands in the field, and my general

staff consists ot a half dozen people. With one assistant did all the

work on the small business.
Mr. KIRKLAND. Mr. Odium, the story has no relation to you, as you

were not the chief character in the story.
Mr. OmLum. I see.
Mr. KIiKLAND. In connection with the information that you fur-

nish us with regard to your activities under the specific healings of

executive orders, it would be helpful also if you could give the con-

mitteo some information as to what other agencies of the, Federal

governmentt are also duplicating this work that you are doing, I

imiierstand thero are some.
Mr. Oneuar. I can answer that part of it right now, I. believe, be-

cause I havo tried to find out what agencies in the 0. P. M.-

Mr. KlutIMAND, Would you just submit that information for the

record?
Mr. Onipmu, I will do that. I would rather not do it piecemeal. I

will get it prepared and submit, it.
M , .:. ,N, I understand from your statements today that you

have been concerned Irimarily, perhaps a elusively, with man. mfactu -

Ing problems, but I did note vlnt I teri to be t definition of your

understanding of what a manufacturing plant is, Anlm I right in

assumingyou consider , manufacturing plint any establishment that

has the machinery and tools equipped to do a job required of it,

whether it, ha a service station out In the sticks, or whether it be a

largo automobile manufacturing plant in Detroit, Mich,, or olsewherq

Mr, OmnM. Yes; from the standpoint of carrying, spreading work

1nd111 allviating tihe distress that is going to cof1O rom i shortage o

raw materials,
Mr. KnRKLAND. In mY question, I want to 11aeCO emphasis on this

point, d qul to do the job required by the government , of the
U mitd Ptagmn- '

Mr. onx.Um. That is right.
Mr. KIRILANO. That is all tbe questions of counsel.
rho CTIAIIIMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Odhu. We appreciate

your contribution.
Mr. Oman. Thank you very much, FApplause. .

The CUIARMAN. Mr, Cargile, We wil1 ask our guests to refrain

from al)plaxiso, please, cit her expressing approval or disapproval,

STATEMENT OF L, 0, OARGILD-Itoaumed

The C UA.AN. Mr. Cargilo, I believe you Would like to make a

statement. I andlrtstand you would like to m11oke a statement?
M'. CA111Jfl, 'Yes, Mr. Chairman; I would appreciate the oppor-

tunity of making a brief statement to the committee which itI brought
about largely by reason of my failur to Mnswer Mr, I1alleck's ques-

tioni of yeste iday, in which he askod about our point No, No and I pro.

sIme that from that Would follow a (iS cusslon of the eiglht iOlts

which wti had proposed for immediate alleviation,
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I went on to say that we had divided our, program into two parts,

one of which we have developed into the eight points because we knew

we had a deadline to meet on January 15 when we anticipated that

the rationing order would be executed, and everything would be ilnal-

ized. Then, we knew that there would be many other matters that

were distressing to dealers concerning which we would need your

advice and support and help. And so, having been in negotiations

with some of the agencies, namely, 0. P. A. and O P. M. and having

been requested by them to treat that as a matter of confidence, I have

made the request to which you so kindly acceded. I am now relieved

from that request, and am willing to answer any questions, and would

like, in particular, to note a few remarks concerning them,

I stated that there was evidence of an intent of purpose on the part

of these agencies to alleviate any of those eight points., Some of the

alleviation was described by Mr. Henderson this morning, and there

are one or two matterH, one in Particular, that I would like to bring

to your attention concerning which I have an authority from 0. P. A.

to make a correction,. ThA has to do with the 1 percent per month

carrygl charge which Mr. Hendeson Inadvertently described as p.

plying to those cars carried over into 1948. That was not in line with

the discussion which had developed prior to that, and I talked to Mr.

Henderson, Mr, Knudsen, and Mr. McCormick, and secured approval

to make the statement that it wasintended that that would apply to

all ears carried in 1942, begInning February 1, next.

I would like to say, in justification for my statement, that there

was ain intent or purpose to alleviate those eight points; that I had

lust left the chief of tie administration of the Motor Section of

. P. A., and lie bid me farewell with the statement that all eight

Of those points, except the last one-yon have secured all eight of

those points except thle last one and tht being a minor point, having

to do with the sale of convertibe limousines and convertible sedans,

and so on, and we did not feel that there was need to press it.

The other eight, points, we thought at that time, wond be completely

covered to the satisfaction of the dealers.
We heard Mr. Henderson make his statement this morning; and if

we may turn to those el lit point 1 we will find that there is still a

considerable distinction between wlat ml ht be described as having

secured complete alleviation on all eight ,of those points, and the

alleviation that was described by Mr. Henderson. The first he granted

to be made offectiv February 1. That was for the delivery of all

bona fide orders. And I want to remind you that we requested theft

not only for our own equities but principally for the equity of our

customers, Of course, the dealer is, at present, ahead so 10n1 as he is

carryin thatdown payment and does not have to make delveries.

You heard the discussion of the price ceiling concerning which the

dealers will Interpose no objection.
Youi heard the disousslon concerning the ceiling on used care, and

I wsume that will be acceptable to the body of dealers,

We did not receive any statement concerning No, 4-I bo youlr

pardon, I thought we were at No. 5. Nd. 4, "That all itutoniobi es and

',icks produood oxwpt those deslgnod aspoeily for military service,"

we have pledged that that will be bbseved,
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HowN:ever, I would like to say that there have been many references

in our negotiations to the plrase, "normal business." Nor/hal business

means that the firm should not lose business.
If these cars are unloaded on dealers and the rationing order indi-

cates that they cannot be moved out quickly, and that they will be at a

great loss in carrying them, then they wil be sold to the Government

and to the other bargain buyers, such as the National Fleet Buyers, at

great loss to the dealers. So, it may be in that particular phase we

lave no relief granted as yet,
No. 5 was not mentioned, as I recall it.
Mr. HALLECK. If I might intervene right there-no; that is right.

Mr. CAUOILE. No. 6, '"That the Government shall pay for the cost

of financing, insurance, and storage on all ears and trucks carried

after January 1, 1942." This washandled by the agreement as pro-

posed by Mr. Henderson, that 1 oe~n'pr month would be added
to the selling price so that the dr" i-Riay ebllsetethat 1 percent per

month, which, will not VAY6, tlo cost of handling, e' most cases; pro-

vided lie is able to bramrki with hi customer and sellit and collect

it from his customni iandling the usedci in a trade-in, '11 hading

the paper, and thuhing this deal. I1a I stlU a moot quo !on as to

whether or not t6 dealer may, ver,'Oid It depends largely 4voni the

rationing order vhich maybe is At-
We had u terstood tA t 'atlojg ore y d be falntnorn

liberal tian that cond Mu r. Heilson

say this mq ning it would ol€ lind of es, if it tohn ar l~o r, te n

follow the line of tires, as inda d by the iuary o then
will not gi, a quick eough 3tm a l a of a t61 , to fo" a

sati$ctor ,' naW' t"le
Mr, HAL ZIf I~ nig
Mr, CARE X. Yes; leaR0. ,

Mr. HAM ci. That amot ±hoight hud natutred t I collet

see nuch pro ect for n g very l iay- th 0 W8 autotblles, ffv Ing

regard for th lassificat 1u of person) (ivid " K, w 0 goora buiy

theso passeuge fars, and who mg' undo 0 re rn order,

Mr, C aOM, lat is true, Halloo We d reason believe

that the rationin Qrder (ou * t ' tfr-ore liberal, and * lat prac-
t ically all of the eaoi odel cars now on hand would m 0 out within
tilll extferw weeoks,it btKa Xcp

Mr. HATAO., Isn't lt e Jiat in the tire or for doctors

and physicians, nurses, somethif'thataor ttthere "are no classi-

fications that would involve passenger cars?
Mr. CAROIL, Very, very restricted, quite restricted. 'Your state.

mentin general Is trite,
Concerning the I percent I would like to gve you the history of

how that was arrived at, i attended a meeting at which a number

of the group Were proseunt at which it was prollosed that these cars,

yet to be shipped, should be shipped to the oalers who would servo
wnly as lvarehousemen, and that their primary funtion as vendors

or mnerchafnts would be by-passed; they woull be asked rerly to
warehouse the oar,

A dealer might warehouse a hundred cars and then at somea dato

be requested to deliver tlm to someone else who had so 1 them,
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That was objected to so vigorously it was finally throwhi out,
and it was definitely understood that any cars the dealer bought
and warehoused, he would let out.

Ini connection with that plan it was proposed to pay $3 a month
as a warehousing charge.

So, that is the history behind it, and the changes that have devel-
oped by reason of these negotiations.

I would like to reiterate that we have obtained a measure of
vmlress by reason of your hell), I would like to say. again that
we know that because tie rationing order has been postponed until
February 2, that it is impossible for us to apply directly and spe-
cifically what may be the results of a rationing order, and of this
whole plan.

But, we lmw that either before February 2, if there be more
definite information given as to what it may 1)0, or after February
2, we will again become supplicants to youi, asking for assistance
on another short-range program, anil probably on a long-range
program, because at the very best, thousands, te'is of tlousan(Is,
many, many dealers are going to save disaster and some may
stretch through,
But, we are going to need your help in matters of moratoria,

leases, mortgages, and all things which face o11r business,
And, in closing, I might remind you that I got a great inspiration

from Mr. Odium's mention of 1 )ercent, when le figured that 1
percent on the $16,00o,000,000 all left-which it is rumored will be
granted to the automobile manufacturers who have been kept in
business only by reason of the survival of their dealers-if divided
on an average among the dealers, would mean about $35,000,

And, if aplortioned out--this is merely an aside, certainly-but
if it could Im apportioned out to ali the dealers, according to their
sales, It would guarantee their survival until the end,

The CHAIIIMAN. Mr. C1r gile, the committee ho)es that you have
been satisfied with the hearing that has been granted the autoino-
bile dealers, and I will state that I have been here seven terms
serving my seventh term in Congress, and I have attended lots of
committee hearings, and I have never known an organization to
receive such genuine, sympathetic consideration in my life from so
many Membors of Congress and I think that the organization, the
organization that you are the head of, the president, the National
Association of Aitomobile Dealers, should be very highly pleased
at the way the Members of Conmress have responded to your request
to give serious, careful, and sympathotic consideration to your views.

Want to express my appreciation to you and your executvo com.
mittee and the other officers, and your dealers from all over the State,
for the fiue and able and valuable assistance that you have rendered
this committee, and If we can be ot further help to' you in the fit ure,
I believe I am expressing the will and the wishes 'of the committee,
it will be a pleasure for us to work with you.

Mr, CA1,14, Thank you, As you know, all of that is reciprocated
by the dealers,

Mr. ItAMt.tEC. Mr. Chairman, If T might'ask this question,
The CJIRMAN. Certainly, Mr. Halleol,
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Mr. IAI,LECK, You did not refer to point 7 here.
Mr. C, louI.E. I am sorry.
Mr. HALECK. Which has to do with some act ion by the Government

to relieve dealers of the cars that are frozen. You recall that is one
of the things I talked to Mr. IIenderson ahout, and it would seem that
that, is a rather important consideration, parti(,tlarly if this rationing
doesn't, work out quite as quickly as some of them tilink it might.

Mr. CAtOIIX. Thiat is tle most crucial of them all. Dealers, as a
Whole, want. to stay in bl)siness, 'I'hey have their chins u) and want
to fight and seo tis thing through aid still he il business, but they
hesitate to buy those 170,000 cars now coming off the lino unless there
is Some gtuaranty that if, at the end, they cannot have some relief
of some sort.

But, they are willing to take a chance and continue and render service
to their customers if there he some sort of a warranty that in the end
relief le furnished.

Mr, A.ECK, I might reiOtratO what the chairnian has suggested.
Wo feel now, all of us feel nowi as when we started, We know we aro
in a war. Wo are patriots aud wo want. to make every sacrifice that is
necessary, but, at the salel time, wo do not. Vant to imie un essilry
sacrifive8s, and so far as wo are concerned, I am suro that you can depen(l
Iupoll tho (ontillung cool)erat ion or those ot' us who hove tried to work
with you in this matter,

Mr, (o.u 11, T 1hank you, Mr. Ilahleck.
The (01IANM,, Thajik you very kindly, Mr. Cargile. By the way,

I think you may notify Mr, Castles and these other getlemen that
it, will bh mecossary for theml to he1 here Friday, Iliave tllkod to
members of the commiti(to and they believe liat, (hey have obtained
from other witnesses all the infomiltioln they would flke to have flom
them,

It is possible we will walt some slatistical information If so, we
will request it and ask you to furnish it hy corresol)ondeuce. We have
another l)rogrilm for Fi'iday we think we can use.

Tomorrow we will hear tho tire (lealrs,
Without, objection, the committee will stand recessed until tomorrow

at 10 ., m.
(Wherepon at 4 : , o'clock p. in, an adjournment was t akon to

10 a. in. of the following day, being Thursday, January 15, 1942,)
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 15, 1942

SEiux,1n, CoMMIm,E To CONi)uor A STUDY AND
INVESTIGATION OFT Tj-INATONA, ])EWIEsN1)i PoRA11,M

IN ITS RELATION TO SMALL BUSINESS IN TH, UNITED STATIE'0,
1vah-8/4gtonl D, .,

Tihe select committee met, pursuant to adjourment, in tle Caucus
Room Old House of Representatives Office Building, at 10 a, m,
Hoon, Wright Patman (Texas), chairman, presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman (Texas), chairman, Buiwinklo
(North Carolina, Kelly (Illinois), itzgerald (Comecticut), Hal-leek (Indianla), H1 1 (New York), and Ilooser (Missouri).

Mr. Ira Bird Kirkland, Jr., counsel for the committee.
The CIIAUIMAN, Al. Cagile wanted to make it statement about the

automobile sit nat ion. You miy go ahead now.

STATEMENT OF L. OLARE 0ARGILE-esumed

Mr. CAnomI,. Members of the committee, I apologize for appear-
ing here so often, and I holpe I (10 not bore you,

wish to make a statement in reference to yesterday's testimony
and a later release from the Office of the Price Administration,

In the middle of the pago on pa e 74 of the transcript of the
proceedings of your committee yesterday, you will see the following
words by Mr. Henderson:

Now, there lire on1o or two othor' Items relatmig to tires iml(1 tulos anid to
the understanding that tihe ears will not be released inloss tilo sleelflc
release Is given time ra lhotihg authority, but, In the mtil, they are tihe
elements of the plan for tho dealers,

Specific release having to do with the ear for sale is devolop(d
in the later release, so th at tile only evidence given concerning tires
and tubes was that which I have quoted. The t are one or two
other items relating to tires and tubes,

We were shocked beyond oxl)resion when later in the afternoon
we received a release dated No. P. M. 2180, section iuliber 2, reading
as follows:

The dealer will mUale tvallblo to 01ce of Price Adminlitrator at mmy tluO
the tires ond tubes on the stored car provided the dealers will be complnsated
to the extent of the wholemilo price,

Now, that im the fIrst, intimation that It had been anticipate that
these ears which we agreed to store for a year, which the Individual
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dealer may not agree to. store for the year, which may he at his
option but which ie will be asked to store for a year for the benefit
of the Govermnent that the dealer might then be requested to take off
the tires and tubes and return them to Office of Price Administration.
That brings Ul) very many hazardous things. In order to keep these
cars in condition, it is necessary that they be moved every 30 or
60 days, and in the ordinary trafficking of the business, you will
recognize there will be a continual movement of cars. With the tires
off tie cars, it is very difficult to get a roller jack under it. In the
case of fire, these cars cannot be removed and a total loss wooutld result.

Mr. Henderson referred to Mr. Knudsen's remark concerning cars
which had been stored. I am familiar with that situation because
in 1924, I bought a number of cars which had been stored by Mr.
Knudsen's company in the Alamo Warehouse in New Orleans, and
because they had not been moved, the condition of them was very
bad and we suffered a loss upon them.

We wish to bring that to the attention of this committee, because
we can assure that at no time was the dealer association, or any
dealer advised that they might expect to hAtve to buy theso cars andl
then have to take the 'tires off and send them back to the factory
leaving them there on these low wheels which is a part of the
modern automobile.

The C1AR1,kr, Thank you, Mr, Cargile.
Mr. HAMEK, Do you know of any shortage, in tires, that exists at

the present timo or that you could say ill lsonable conteml)lation
wot d exist during the year which would require thait the tires be
removed from those cars?

Mr. CAUOIL. None whatsoever.
Mr, KmiJx, That was an order issued last night?
Mr. CAIon~TA. Yes, sir; it is dated January 15, and we received a copy

about , or 5 o'clock,
Mr. FITZOCAT.D. Mr, Henderson did not refer to that in his testi-

monyV
Mr, CAnRor,.M His only reference is "there are one or two other items

relating to tires and tubes." This is a considerable Item to us,
ThoCAICAMAN, Thank you, Mr. Cargile.
The CHAImMA. Mr. Treadway of Massachusetts,

STATEMENT OF OONGRESSMAN ALLEN T. TREADWAY, FIRST
MASSACRUSETTS DISTRICT

Mr. TuiADvAY, M. Chairman, the banl on the sie of autOmOb1h5,
tiros, and tubes, has caused the san o serious situation In my district
that it has olsewhere, I want to invite the committee's attentioln to a
mni quo case which has come to my attention alnd one which I doubt
has 'been given aly Conlsidlration by tho authorities in arriving at a
Iprfo'reico list, It is the case of a traveling blalckmith whose eqip-
moent is carried ill a truck and whIno goos from farm to farlm to Shoo the
horsi of farmers, The old.time bltaksmith sh lop is a thing of the
)ist; 1nd the modern "smithy" Carries his forgo in a truck,, The
e1e0msity of l)rovlling him) with tires iN sO al)pt ent as to require no

elaborAion Onl my lrt'. 1 prlent the following 10ttr fromnl MV, .d-
win A, Graves, traveling blaoksmith, of Whately, Mass.
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WHIATHY, MASS., January 12, 194S.

Congressman ATr.L T. TUEADWAY,Washingto, D. (.

DnAR Mn. TUatDWAY: The business I am in is 100 percent farm work, shoeingfarm horses and repairing farm tools and wagons. Yet there is absolutely nochance for me or other traveling blacksmiths to get tires for our trucks used ex.
elusively In this business. At present I have four tires that are badly in need ofretreading to saveo them for another year's use, yet I call get no promise of havingthis work done for at least a month, Then I would be in a predicament, tires toofar gone to retread and no possible rating under the present set-up to-got anynew tires. Therefore, I will be out of business and the farmers will be out of ahorseshoer and probably many more throughout the country will have to give up
farm horsoshoolng If we don't have a rating to got tires,

Farmers have a rating to got tires and I believe they will toll you If theycannot got their horses shod they will have to give up farming to a groat extent
and won't need any tires,

I and many other traveling horseshoers will appr leiate any, action you maybe able to got from the Tire Rationing Board in Washington.
Yours very truly,

EwiN A. OnAvgs,
'I1he CITAUIUtAN. I live a tolegraln heir addressed to Mr. Ed GOssett.
(Tho telegram referred to is as follows:)

Heon, En IGassin, VKRNON, TRx,, Janiuary 16, 194,
House of Repreaente, Wa hngtot, D, 0,

Wright Patinan hearing for himaill businessmen meeting to be hold In Wash-ington Thursday, January 15. 10 a. in, Would appreciate you attending onbehalf of the tire dealers of this section of the tate and advising us outcome,Ed our condition here is much more sorlous than you enn illagino. Offco ofProduction Management ruling that tire dealers cannot move their stock idthis hurts, Tires will become dead before they could be moved. In somelocalities dealers have hundreds and thousands dollars Invested in this mer.ehandiso and under lroment et-up will not sell a tire or tube in 0 months,Recently tire dealers had to pay a floor tax on all tires and tubes they had oilhand and since tMen very few tires have been sold, This alone has made ahardship on them because of paying out this additional money and none coningIn, tills being tied up1 In tires they cannot soil, Ho many (A us and other doalormtire not in position to' I)o rsponsiblo for (1t stocks, and some stocks are verylargo, Thoso conditions have already made theft come Into the picture, itother' words d, lots of small tire dealers will soon go out of business an(] tilelarger ones can stand it for only a matter of time, ItluciT 1, Momuc, Jr,,
LnoN WATSON,
BeOn lOFFiAN,
W. 10, llormlf,

The CHAIRDMAN, This morning wo re going to consider the l1iglht ofthe independent tire dealers, The committee and the other embers
of Congress have received many telegrams and letters on this subje t
which will be listed for the record.

(Telegrams and letters received from the following:)
Jack Martin, Dallas, Tex. W, W. Cello, Nashville, Tonin,0, H, Allison, Nashville, Ten, Toll oseolln, Eureka, Calif,
MIVlton Pallot, East Hartford, Conn, R,. Dalton, Houston Tox,(Merge lsaea, Stamford, Conn. W. H. Gabol, Fort Smith, Ark.1., W. Bolhon, Fort Scott, IKans, Gardon Tire Co,, Phliladolplila, Pa.Morton Bored, Pawtucket, I, I. A, B, Glardner, Baltimore, Md,010nn 1D, Brown, Austin, MAn, H, H. Oillen, Lo1g Boaeh, 0aif.Jaek Cailaway, Denver, Cole. A. It 11 am,mol. Miami, Fla,J. A, Caporale, Spritnllfeld, Mass, B, 0. Harvey, Donvor, Cole,Franelt J, CIrroll, Maratoga Rpriigs, l. L, Hawkins, Hoattle, Wash.
N, Y , Harry Holsman, Ch elsoa, Mss,Jacob) Chirner, H~ossmnter, Ain. Paul W, Jacobs, flihmond, Va,
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George Jakabeln, Reading, Pa. Glenn F. Smith, Fresno, Calif.
Kotzen Tire Co., New York, N. Y. 0. It. Smith, Joplin, Mo.

Frank Knight, Austin, Tex. A. 0. Swain, Dover, N. J.

Sam E. Levy, Atlanta, Oa. Carl F. Vae.a, Westerly, It. I.

Whitney Maize, Colunmbus, Ohi1o J. N. Vritzel, Yoakmin, Tex.

Janes F. McCoy, Albany, N.Y . S. Carl Whisler, Chicago, Ill.

T)alo McDougall, Long leach, Callif. V. I. Whitney, Montesano, Wash.

Fred MeMaiihon, Si)rigileld, Mo, Walters and Fisher, Lacaster, Pa.

A. I,. Morton, Gloucester, Mass. Whittenton Tire Shop, Taulnton, Mas5.

Honda Tire Store, (raid Rapids, MiAch, 11. E. Williams, llh rltighalni, Alt.

Don B, Sehafer, Tueson, Ariz. Roy (. Belville, Butlington, Vt.

E'dgar M, Shaaner, Iynehblrg, V1, Loetter from Ilowaird M, Gringleh, aid-

Fra1i Shepherd, K(lllnaas City, Mo. addressed to Congressanall John ..

1irio 1, Smith, Wilnington, Callf. Kunkel.

The CHARiMAN, Mr. Burger, are you ready to proceed? Will you

give us an idea about the program that you would like to have
4adopted?

STATEMENT OF GEORGE 1. BURGER, OF BURGER TIRE CONSULTANT
SERVIOE, NEW YORK, N. -Y

Mr. Burtoir, I believe these gentlemen testifying will oler ,eeom-

iendations to the committee for its consideritin,
The Cn4A1nMIAN, Go right ahead, Mr. Burger. Give your full

name, business, and address to the reporter.
Mr. BunoIt. My name is George J. Burger, 25s0 West Fifty-

seventh Street, New York, N. Y.
My background in this til industry is as follows:
Fion March 1909 until Au gust 195, I wits egilgted in operating

ny own retail tire business. (luring the yelar 1921 T ,served s pi'es

dent of the Greater New York Tire Deale is' ASsociationll[, f rom1 1922

to 1026, inclusive, I served as president of the National Tre Dealers'
Association; from August' i985 until January 3, 1941, 1 served as

seerotary-geioral manager of the National Association of ntdepeinid

(it Tire dealers. While in the employ of this, group I made a regular

annual tour of all of the markets of this Nation, visiting with indo-

pendont tire retailers, wholesalers, and recappers located in those

various places' from January 83 1941, to the present I have oportd

my own consultant service wlch, t l)resent,, is being supported by

independent tire retailers, wholesalers, retreaders, nd recaplers

located in almost every State of this Nation. Only last fall, w idle

operating my own service, I made another national tour covering

over 20 major markets and conferring with independents lecatoc

therein. Last summer I wrote, for the benefit, of the Senate Special

Small Business Committee, the over-all report on the problems con-

fronting the small businessman in the tire industry, this report being

later embodied in that committee's report on conditions i the In.

dustry which was published by the committee (luring August of 1941.

I am presently concerned with the effect of rubber rationing on the

independent tire dealers of this Nation, and on our national economy
an a whole,

To obtain some ideas as to the dislocations and misery that can flow
from the restriction of tire sales it Is necessary only to study the fol-

lowing picture: There are at present between 1AOdO and 25;000 indo.

pondont tire retailers, wholesalers, retroaders, and rappers operating
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today; according to the latest Department of Commerce census ofbusiness (1939) there are in the neighborhood of 15,000 independentretailers alone operating in the field. According to that same sourcethose 15,000 retailers operated about 18 000 retail outlets, sold about$523,000 000 worth of tires, batteries, and accessories, and employed inthe neighborhood of 57,000 people, paying them about $70,000,000 in
wages and salaries.

It was reported by the Department of Commerce's survey thatdealers' stocks on October 1, 1941, approximated 8,000,000 tires whichwere being held by the dealers and in the distributors' stocks of allclasses, including the dealers, 6,500,000 tires on October 1.A quick telephone survey of the New York City area alone revealedthe following statistics: Dealer A ernploy s between 7 and 9 people,his approximate 'average annual overlead is $55,000; he presently iscarrying an inventory worth about $100,000; his average annual salesapproximate $400,000; dealer B employs about 14 peopl e; Is approxi-mate fixed investment totals about $3,000; his average annual over-lbad runs about $24,000; his present inventory is valued at about$12 000 ' his norna average annual sales approxinate $120,000; and
feaer 6 employs about 10 people, most of whom lave been with himfor 18 years; he has a fixed investment of about $40,000; his averageannual overhead totals about $50,000; his present inventory is valuedat about $35,000; and hIs average annual sales run about $175,000.From the Trimble Oil Co.,'of Indianapolis, I have a letter datedJanuary 12 from that corporation addressed to me in which Mr.
'Trimnblo, the president, states:

I regret exceedlngly that do To appolinmonts made in advance and other chit-gations which I have contracted, it will be Impossible for me to assist you inpresenting our case to the committee. The eha otic conditions In our little businessat this time scarcely permit of one's being away from responsibility for any
length of time.

I am aware, too, that we are almost in the position of conscripted for thiscauso wherein the Government has given tis an opportunity to endeavor to main-tain, through the Small Business Committee and others, our very oxlStf,neo,Our position at the rresont moment is a very insecure one Inasmuch an wo areholding a fairly largo hivontory of tires-not inny tuhbes-and oo bloh, pressedby our supplior for the balance due on the merchandise, a eonslderablo portionof which came fi within the Mat 80 days during which we were able to purchasonowv tires, Our suppliers' representatives were In our office only last¢ Thursdaymaking representations to us as to our delinquency and the nwcessity of makingsome arrangements to take care of the Indebtedness. They were fairly lenientas to amounts, but we understand their position and the necessity for liquidatingtho account within a reasonable time,We tavo boon In business hore In Indianapolis for 0 years and during the last4 years we have been engaged In the tire business, in which we have Investednearly $76,000,Our volume of sales for the year in tires and tubes will total approximately$100,000, In addition to this we sel gasoline, ols, accstories, caps, and used
tires,
We employ 85 to 40 pooplo regulflrly and endeavor to maintain them allthrulogh the entire year, Of tis nunbor only 5 at present are slnglo, the balance

having depen1dent families,Yol will readily se that with $100,000. worth of tii'e and tie sales, redoeedto, say 20 percent, GovernmOnt estlate of fltlro allocation of tires, profits ona 2 ,percent gross bass to the extent of $20,000 would be eliminated, Oilcount of Ieavy ovornad, it Is imporativo that a largo voltno of business Iesustained throughout,
We operated at a loss until midsummer of this year when we commenced tomake some profit duo to an Increased demand for tires, and the resultant loss,
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euling of competition. We were able through Judicious ordering to maintain a

fair stock of all sizes of tires to meet all demands.
In order to dispose of our obligations, I would suggest to you mid the coin-

mittee that t1e sitation be studied Cai'efully and 11s promptly a1s possible
release from the sales bn certain tire sizes, et cetera, that are not esst!tial

to Government use, such merchandise to be distributed to the public, bt only

on condition that a mounted operating tire be surrendered with eacl tire

delivered.
1)etlnlte release Is needed as to tubes inasmuch as much of the rubber 11ow

in operation and later, thougli recapped and repaired, tires will be useless

without an adjustment of the present basis.
If the Government can use the present stocks of tires In dealers' hands at

a future daite, would not rtel!ef in the form of tinamcig or purchasing the 4tock

solve the dilllculty, If such an arrangement could be devised
We would urge you to pliad with tho overimnimt iiot to aidd reelainu'd or

other Ingredient to cap stock for a 7,501).mile cap. This Is not onservation
of rubber iln our opinlon and would rather waste !in the poor material, ot cetera,

premat urely falling, Also there IN the safety hazard which should be deftnitoly

taken Into account in thils matter. Also thMre Is the feature that Inferior
eapl)ing work and material will damage the reputable cappo ' )us IIiness for

the flitutre. 0ranlly, we C111 see no argumeit lin favor of thisl move, and we

want to say that we are not prejudiced In the matter. Quallty ealP)ers,
country-wide, recognize the seriolsiwss i of the move,

Multiply those by 15,000 and you will see the magnitude of the
harm that, is threatened small busiess by this rationing procedure,

This harm, however, to a great extent can be staved off if during
this emor ency independent tire dealers and tire rebutlders tire al-
lowed exclusive run in the retail tire field, By that I mean tittt the
independent be the only party permitted to deliver tires and tubes,
retreads and recaps to Ihe tiltitlnato convilme. ,

I say this not only because I wish to ,see sia1ll husliess preserve

inI this Indlustry but also because I bolevo the independent is best
fitted to servo all classes of tire consumers and thoer y to help tlis
Nation over the trying period to come, Tho following are my rem-

ons for making this sl, atoment:
(1) The in dependent has been, and iW, in more constant and 'Car

closer contact with the ultimate user of tires an(l tuhes because of
the services he is called on to mako, than has any other retail out-
let, Because of this constant contact and close assoeliltiOll he has
come to a bettor realization of the tire problems of drivers, how
to care for and adjust tires, Bucause of this fact also he is better
posted to advise consumers as to the proper szes and typos of tires
to ulse,

(2)le can always be relied upon by consumers because, h per-
seinally must bear th) brunt, take (ihe blamo, for anything th Is
wrong. I

(3) 1-e, in most cases, has right, at hiandall the necessary eqlj)-

mnt to soil and servlee that particular typo of trade in which ie
is interested,

(4) lloe as a tire rebuilder, having had far longer and far more
extensive experlenco in the field of retreading and recapping than
any other facttor in that fll, is 'far more able to care for the needs
of the tire consuming public.

I believe the continued oxistonco of these ofnient, oxporloneed,
and dependable Indepondent ti'm men will prove of far greater valuo
to our Nation thal would their extinction,
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The second thing I believe the Government, through the 0. P. A.,
should do to alleviate the plight that has been thrust on the inde-
pendent merchant ill the tire field, would be to order taken every
30 or 60 (lays an inventory of all the tires and tubes held by inde-
pendents, size 1)y size, and type by type. By this means 0. P. A.
cotild detoi'inino just what types Anid sizes of tires were in demand
by eligible tire purchasers, and what s.ze.s and types were not in
demand. On receipt of this information 0. 1. A. couhl arrange to
permit the gradual release of all the tires that are not in demand.
_ertIaly, if there is no (emand for these casings, it would do the
Nation no good for them to rot on dealers shelves.

For instance, I (1o not believe that under the present set-up there
will be much l el for sizes It11d types of tires made to fit the rims
of cars made before the year 1936. Such casings don't fit the rims
of cars presently used by, the "eligible" classes, I believe these tyl)es
and sizes of casings shoul be released for sale to that class of
consumer who can and will use them.

The saee condition I am %,,tain al)l)lies to certfai tyel)s of
"(o lixe" tires and "(1o luxe" tubes and white-wall tires which are
not normally in great demand by them who can pmrchaoe casingsa
nOW. Why then prevent their sale and allow them to waste T,
inventories? liibber is too preciQus for that.

In the third place I urge that the Government exteni to dealers
whose stocks are rider rigid rationing some sort of financial as-
sistance to tide them over this tr ying period. Such assistance might
take the form of long-term low-coxt loans, made on the basis of
inventories on hand and the worth of each establishment tis a
going, expanding concern, securable by dealers who can prove them-
solves to be alert, capable ind honest, from either the Reconstruetion
Finaneo Corporation or some similar lending agency,

I do not believe this last i too nmch to ask beeauso each of th(se
loans would most certainly he backed by very valuable collateral -
rulbber tires and tilbot-diat m)ighkt at 'miy sta1ge of thle game, bo
trnid into (111rs andl cents practically overnight,

In this connection I belive it is impU)ortant, too, to note that tle
present rubber shortage is not deatinod to last forever, Sooner orlater wo are again to enjoy normal rubber supplies, Then it, should
be possible for (ealers to resume normal operations and to clear up
the advances that havo beell made to them.

In the folurth place, I urge that the Government take action (lo
signed to permit dealers some relief in the matter of meting contracts
made previous to Doeembe r 11, le ases in effect previous to that time
and in the matter of meeting l)aymdonts on bills taxes Federal and
State, interest on mortgage secured from the Hi. 6. L, C, and the
F. 11. A.

In the fifth place, I urge that the Government continue its investiga.
tions into the )ossibilities of securing its supplies of crude rubber,
both uathotlc and natural, from areas nearer to our own country,
areas 3tat will offer us more security In this matter.

Prompt and effective action by your committee along the lines of
the 5-point program I havo just outlined , I am certain, wi!l go far
toward olving the ptoblemn occasioned small Independent business.
men of the tire industry by the present attacks en our sources of
rubber supply.
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However, before concluding this brief, I wish to stress certain facts.
These are as follows:

Evenl in a program such as I have outlined it will not mealn that
every tire dealer who is now operating will be able to survive the
iml)act of present conditions, 1111d it will not iiwaii that evTry deler

who, l)y virtue of this program and his individual initiative, s'vives

this crisis will not have to make extreme sacrifices, so far as his
personal affairs and the affairs of his business are concerned. It

would bei as unworthy as it would he unpatriotic for us to ask exemp-
tion from carrying our part of thle burden. It isn't freedom from
sacrifice that the independent dealer asks, rather it is freedom from

the danger of total economic extinction.
Andi lin conclusion let me call your attention to one last lact. That

is this: It is universally acknowledged that small bisiness is one of
the cornerstones of the American way of life as we have known it, to

now. ltemove it, or permit it to be removed from the scene and you
are endangering that wvay of life.

We arenow engaged in fighting to the deatl, makng enormous

sacrifices, sl)ending 88 billions of dollars and lending billions to our

Allies, to preserve our cherished democracy. Wouldn't it then be
811preillo foolishlless, utter llleilllems, for is while doing tall this to
ward off an external aggressor, to meanwhile allow the intrmild

foundations of or freedom to rot away for want of pIroper carol I

know your answer to these questions without your making them.
I thank you.
The CHAIhMAN. Would the members like to ask any questions ,

Mr. KELLY. Mr. Burger, I don't know whether tills is an impropelr
question or not. If it is, you do not have to answer it, 11ave you
alny idea as to what the supply of crude rubber is at the present time
in tihe United States?

Mr, Buomi, n.Congressman Kelly, I can only say what I have read

in the )apers. It is impossible to find out, any actual information,
but I believe the committee coild secure that through the Rtubber
Reserves Corporation.

Mr. Kimy, You do get so many statements from vu'ious and

different lltindiviuals oil the rubber produetion and tho rubber plants
ill this country?

Mr. luital i. CongressianI Kelly, I believe that the Rubber deserves
has tile act iail facts ,is to the c, ru(e rubber setoks alid they can be
obtained through the Rubber Rteserves Corl)oratiol.

ThIe CIHAIRMIAN. 'hank you very.kindly, sir. We will now hiavO

thle next witnes, Mr. (Airrd of the I. A. Mi)onough Co., Newark,
N. J.

All right, Mr. Girard, you miy proceed.

STATEMENT OF 3. L. GIRARD, MANAGER, R. A, MoDONOUGH & C0,
NEWARK, N. 3.

Mr. GiRAiD. I have been emiloyeod by R. A. MIe)onough & Co. for
18 years. My firm has been selling and servicing pasenger and
truck tires aind tubes for 30 years. At tie close o"f 1 .41, its fiXed
investment consistig of ll l, buildiiig, autos, trcikl, Silo)) aln(i
sorvico miaehinery, fiinituro anl fixtures, is valued lit $IS ,!OO, We
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maintain a warehouse and service station, owned outright, and leasethree other tire service stations in surrounding towns. The Co)l)anySt(s have consistently from 1935 to 11)40, averaged a $360,000 yearly
volume, and in 11)41, sales exceeded $300,000, 98 percent of 'which
were derived from the sales of tires, tubes, a( service only.

Tie firm maintains 24 regular employees at all times. Nine ofthe j)resent eml)loyees have been wit i us from 8 to 17 years, The
el.oyces are responsible for the sUpport of at least 50 others which
constitute their individual families.

'The recent order of 0, P. M. as of December 11, 1941, restrictingthe sale of tires and tubes to January , 11)42, deprived the firm forthis period of its normal sales )ossibilities, limiting its sales to minor
products from whieh tihe lproltt attained is not enough to cover the
overhead costs without making drastic cuts in i)ersoilel and expenses
of' Oleration, and phaus for tins reduction are now being made becauseof eurtuailed business.

Purchal"e.4 in ,ccoi"laice with credit erms of our nuinufacturer
Iro no0w (1110 and oveidite, tid because wve are ait, lpi'(so' unableto turn this nIlerchaliso over, cannot 1mt till its credit obligations
as we have iin (h past to lpreser'vo the A-1 ereolit reputation which
we have enjoyed for m1nuy years wNithii our su1l)liors.

The 'ecent order of stopping the sale ol 110AW automobiles andtrucks has agan opened ul) another situation, Many of these deal-
ers are indebte(l to us, and under this cutil ailmenti program, are hold-ing up payments tlt are due us on all types of nmerchanldise which
they were sold. Some of the veaker ones already have gone intobankruptcy an( will now cause further losses for the tire dealers,October 31, the firm paid in cash to the Treasmry th difference
between the old and new Federal excise taxes which was exIected
to be passed on to the consumer to reimburse us for the outlay. WeOtre unable to collect this s1 promptly as expected under, the "ration-ung program and it may 1:11e totl ihs more unless relef of some
sort. is fortheomiIsn

March 15, we s1a11 ho expected to pay our share of income taxeson profits for the year of' 19,11. If we cannot liquidate some l)orti)nof our inventory we shall he forced to request extensions unt ii weare in l)osiion to pay sam, or pay to the Treasury its value in tires
and tubes.

Detail reports of sales transfers )riorities, and time required infilling out Inspection corificatei 0. P. A. (Form R-i and R--2) asweNvl as other reports which may be in the making, will prevent our
saving on tny office and bookkeeping help even" though ales 'ill
be greatly reduced,

1' or tlie purpose of assist g th defense programm in its present
rubber problem and helping dealers hard hit by this restriction wew"Oul(d lie to recommend for your conllsidlrolat hil t a Governmentboard be sot u ) to find out first the, types a1nd tire sizes that theArmy, Navy, and defense program shall requiro for the duration ofand successful termhuation of war against Iltle'r and his evonlies,'Then to advio tiro ,lealers of these tyles an11d sizes, and if their1inventory Ha,11 cols k of' any of these sizeS, request, or forcefith'e1m
to ....ex sell to the 0oveIlient reserve hoard, set u) principally
for tho purchase of thepe tires, and to pay the dealers a reasonable
profit on same,
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Require the Army and Navy to survey equipment,- and to suggest.
t!) the board any other types of tires and tubes which may be used
to advantage onl those vehicles opeorated solely within our hemi-
splhere not ordinarily requiring the special type tire and tube now
being used; in other words we feel there are many vehicles which
will never see service out oi this country and, therefore, the special
type tire and tube now being used could be reserved and some other
regular type answering tie ame purpose which the dealer now
has in his inventory, substituted and made accessible to the Govern-
mont, under the above plan. This would no doubt give our Govern-
ment a larger and better reserve supply of tires already manufac-
tured, leaving the crude rubber to be made solely for the special
type tires or products which they may require, iii the future.

We know that in our own stock we have it least 100 special type
tires, such as "sure-grip" and "studded srt-grip" which we have
noticed being used on Army equipment, and ,nany other tires which
we daresay could be satisfactorily usfed 0s substitutes on thbso
vehicles.

In addition we believe that there ara many buffed and so-called
factory seconds in manufacturers' and dealers' stocks which are 100
percent in every detail but because of some slight tread imperfection
or change in manufacturers' desi gn--hich does not impair in any
respect the serviceability and safety of the tiro--could also be ob-
tained by the Government for a reserve stock. Under this plan, we
believe that thousands of additional tires woull be available to our
Government immediately.

Independent tire dealers and rebuilders, as a whole, without a
doubt can render a higher degree of service to the Government and
to the Nation at large during this emergency because they are
familiar with the needs and necessities of tie operation of rolling
vehicles requiring the use of tires. i Tre dealers throughout the
Nation for the past IN years have been recommending the type of
equipment that should b used by the operator for tile lowest-cost-
per-mile and trouble-free maintenance of his unit. They have
changed thousands of trucks from the solid-type tire to the pnou-
matic, increasing the speed and service facilities of old equipment
for soen years to come. They have recommended the use of over-
sized tires and special types to fit the operator's needs and believe,
because of this experience, everythingl~osible should 1)0 done to
keep him in business for the service tm lie can render during this
emergency in the transportation field.

Over 80 days have elapsed since the order was put into effect, and
to the present so far as we can find out either from the Government
or from our supplierf no definite plan has been devised for either the
losing of our business without too much hardship or to continue to
render tire service which we believe we are fully capable of doing to
keep vital transportation rolling under rationing conditions. If too
many tire dealers give Up the struggle for an existence during this
emergency, It may leave the industry with a shortage of tire-servie
facilities so important to those who h ave always relied on the dealer
for his able assistance,

We urge you to secure for us the answers to the dealer problems
before they use tp their assets in current expenses, so that If thloy
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are to be forced out of business they may do so without effecting
losses for many others Nio have been dependent on them.

We believe the Government should sanction at once a moratorium
on the payment of dealer debts to preserve the credit standing of
those who have for years been considered good credit risks. We
certainly do not want to lose our reputation particularly in this
respect because we feel that when it is all over and when we can
continue normal business again, the reputation we enjoyed in the
past will be preserved in future credit dealings.

To provide immediately, a financial agency of the Government
where the tire dealer may apply at once for a low-cost, long-term
loan against his inventory as epqjatoraljito preserve his credit stand-
ing1 with his supl)liers.

'Jo provide Governumnt action at once, to relieve' the dealer of legal
suits arising out of incelation of present leases being'broken occa-
sioned by existing) onditions.

The issuance of a permit t by tle Rationing Board to purbh~tse new
tires will in mot Cases give"t'h 01-pplicadt the dlsire to purchase only
the highest qualityy tire lirmoney'can buy, 1I6 will be looking for thetire that wi render hii!h m~ t nihaU regard(. of its oat be-
cause he wi! fear that prliilPx i.pp ication is zOad4. a second t me,
no tires wilffbe available. In tWi cais, I bolieveithe tire dealers! .ill
be holding numerous tires of soiled third wid fourth line which von-
sumers i nont be iute'orted i If~ l4 iquilateo +jld, they it
stay on thhelves otodealidi,0for iiti in Ivhichthey woulA, (
no good for,ho motorh~gpubid6 I bbcit t1t if this conhtion eIsts,
those tires . ould beiiado l4ailtbh tjothel eligible classes sob as
those to whol a car is x6 ; essitofq, 4j)(otation to and froi de.
fense industri-s, or to sal6linen whos e lihood depends grVatlyiipon
transportatiofikby automobile,

To ease the rh4ioning on miny size tri for th~oolder cars which are
slow moving in ~Wrial timandvwtl:e* ratioig plans, 146y never
be sold to the eligib o classes as set Up-at present.

For tie past several, years, the manufacturers havq fold directt to
many large national corkytilons, il some cases, poY14 the tire dealer
a small commission for the li nd!xg and deloJyhi, such tires. These
sales prior to this practice were eI oJtb by fie local dealers and, be-
cause of the hardship which they are now undergoing, should again
he placed in their hands if tlero are any tires at all to be sold, per-
mitting them to make a just profit to preserve their business.

That if reclaimed rubber will be of necessity, an immediate canvass
of households and industry should be solicited to secure scrap products
for a reserve pile, such as was recently done on the aluminum col.
election.

To permit sale of tie present stocks of safety type tubes which
wouldbe a great help in the protection of life and prevention of injury
to those motorists obliged to use poor tires and which would allow him
to get maximum mileage from present tires. The safety tube is de.
signed to eliminate th0 dangers of blow-outs and tire failure. It
creates a slow leak out of a 1low-out and permits the operator of a
car to bring it to a smooth stop without swerving from the road and
causing serious accidents,
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To survey ceiling prices on new tires, tubes, retreads, and used cas-

ings to see if they are just and profital)le enough for the dealers to sur-

vivo on and to freeze the costs to dealers from manufacturers on the

siane basis.
The rationing reguhions permit at present that the inspector sta.

tions shall be allowed a fee of 60 cents for the dismounting, plysieal in-

teetion, aind remounting of the tire, bt makos no provision whether

that tire is a 0.00-16, 10.50-24, or even a larger size. No dealer !i our

co(fltry call make suili Ia inspection as required on truck tires for this

fee. 'Truck tires require experienced men, time, effort, and equipment

and this fee is not a equate compensation for suh service,
Gentlemen, if we tire dealers can be of any assist anco in helping win

this war we wish to do it,
The CHUIRMAN, Thank you, very kindly.
Now, before asking questions, I want to state that. I have known

Mr. Burqer some 10 or 15 years and I know that lie is a good, honest,

conscientious leader in the tire industry; and anything that this com.

mittee can do to assist you gentlemen,.1 think the committee is ready

to do it. We do not know exactly what we can do, but w are juspt

as anxious its we can be to receive every suggestion and every proposal

that will be of help and assistance in rendering aid to you gentlemen.

Major, would you like to ask some questions?
Mr. BuLwINICUA, 1o.
Mr. h ,ALIEcI. I would .like to ask a question or two.
I would like to suggest, first, Mr, Girard, that I think that you have

made a splendid statement and I find myself in agreement With a num-

ber of suggestions you have made, fs this company of which you

are the general manager in the tire business i Now 'erseyl

Mr, GIAnm). That is right, sir,.
Mr. tIALLEcK. I-low many tires have you sold out of that place since

these orders have been going olt, or certificates of purchase?

Mr. GIRARD. Since the rationing board was set up, we have, sold two

tires in 8 days--since the rationing board's operation.,
Mr. HtALLcK, What was your average sas per (lay, in uumbor of

tires, prior to that time?
Mr. .nAim. We would turn over at least 100 tires per day.

Mr. H'^ mm.Ec. The way it is going now, how long Would your stock

Mr. GIRARD, I think that our stock would last at least 30 years. We

have a tremendous inventory.
Mr, HATaJECIC. How many tires do you have on, hand

Mr. OJ11AUW, We had oi December 11-1 think it was (3,300 pas-

senger tires, and I think it was 1,800 truck tires, ind an equal amount

of tubes,
Mr, lTaI,,cI, Now, is it your idea that you have sonio tires in your

stock that could not reasonably be expect to li used l)y the Govern-

met, either for military purposes or for so-called essential civilian

11ses?
Mr. Girtmin. We have 1l our stock Imlny types of tires t1hat I think

coul(l be used very eaily. I

Mr. II.%JIxi,:rK, If I understood you Corerctly, you were suggesting

that , you have Homxe tires that Voiid not be plut into theo necessary

or ilitilry uses, fand if I got you correctly you wer, C(ointelidilig there

is no real reason for forbi(dhig you selling tose tires?
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Mr. GIATn. That is correct, sir.
Mr. HALLECK. What, in a general way, are those tires; what sort of

tires are they?
Al'. GIiAw. 'lhe sure..gri 1) tire is the oe I think till this Army

equipment is on. You have not iced the big cleats on it, Of course,
orlinary operators do not reqiiire that on smooth highways, The
Army sens to think lhat is (he ideal tire to get them out of (lirt rolads
an( l)laes that tiley art obliged to go into, We happen to ]ave those
for iarawr.es Id t hose types of accounts that rellire, the samle iar-
ticular tyl)e, and as I may, our stock does consist of those which will be
i) Valihe to its Ilter oil,

Mr. HALTLEci, But you still (1o iit understand me. Do you have
any tires in your stock'that, in your view of it, the Army could not uise
or the military could not Ilse?

Mr. (ilitiul. Could not use?
lr. ,II'.(i(, Yes.

All'. GIRARI. Very 1lu1lly, sir,
M. 1im4:ci, And fur ther, tire they of such i class that they

would not le tle sort, of tires that; would go out under these rition-
ing orlel's?

Mlr. (llil), Yes; this hilrd al( fouilrith line tire would lot, go
ollt ulnd(er this ritioning )rfiraii,

Mr. HITLL(Ic. ExNept (liit elissiflcationl, whiit other classification
or tylle of tire, if any, (10 yoll have that in your opinion would not
go oulin untl he rtioining oroer?

.1, (illi), I would say we hvlie llotoreycle tires which are not
very? Popular uiider the ratioing )rogran, ] do not know who
co(lhd use thise except the cities ii they hlive any motorcycle squads
left.

Mr. .1cT .J, O f course, the Army couid luse those for motor.
cycles.

Mr. Glit.il). 'ThaIt is why I woull he glad to hand them over to
the Armiuy.

Mr. Ii.\lm.c.I:c, You were hero yesterday?
li'. (iili), Ye s; I was il th morning.

' i, H\LuixicIC, Il allawetr to i question by iine, Mr. Helderson sahid
this:

Wllii II dlefllOr I1 h lc d Ill for Som vo lsoll o l olir, Nv will 1i1111o tlie.
i1i''iligeqiu0 li t to e that 1io (il ,Oil'r Illi ilid get illt, wo ii'e doing 11111
with Ili s, fiid we fire dollig that Ill Ih llv' sultlloll 11111t Ioi lust spoke of, 1))
fact1 , we lilVt' it i elilil g lltill i oilr 1l11111" 1-y oilil! flhil worls Oil plills Willi
Ilio ''rillily fillil ltt'('olit l'l0 hliol 1I1ililct' Corlielliilln for 1ht.,

What in(dicat ion have yolu observed a1, ;o tho (arl'ying oit of such a
progrli ?

Mir. ( htl,l. I liven't. helird anything so fill' ias to irryilig out
thill, proal-rain. Nothing has iten suggested to uis either by our n11iil.
illi l e' hli, or le (ovel'lili it. itsel f,

MIrI.. 1lm IJ('lK. Is it Solnetiing Ilh1ng thilt line th1t; yoll think
should 1he' done by the (overmlient ?

Mr. Gilulil, I think so, before it', is too lite, I lieill, Oul' ex.
wiuseIs a1l' i'illililing iiliig. and unless we make diallstic cu1ts, we clilt-not lilly tlese mel thieilr full slahry ullidei' this cirtililed Ipogrmili,
W'e iave olll, sobli two new titles ill t itelli e Ifv days sille tlhe
riltitl)ilig ilill(I wis set, Ill). We will cetll iily Ilitv 1eo tilk somie
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action to either turn tile tires back to the Government or to the
manufacturer to relieve Our debts that we have incurred with our
suL, plies,Vt. I-IaH .CK. That is all.

CHA1IIMAN. Any questions, Mr. Kelly?
Th. K-l~iY. I might ask a short question here.
Mr. Girard, yoU represent tile national retail dealers in N'w

Jersey?

M. (Itudu). New Jersey tire dealers only, not nat ional.
Mr. KELiY. 1)o yoU knom of any cases where there is lhoa'dinlg

of tires by largo (orl)orations, or liu'ge 'hain-store olperatoI's
Mr. (Jt,1mu). 1 know that the Coll mereial O'aerao'S 10 fairly well

stocked. Now, whether yoU would classify that its boarding or not,

that is another qulstion.
Mr. Kiijx, Well they are out of circulation as far us the retail

stol'0s tire colncelne '?
Mr. Gm.\m). That is Correct. ,. . .

Mr, Kiu,y. Now, when the retailer who has been tile pioneer in
the tire business long before the big Ol)e'ator got into existence,

and at the present, tinie the tires a11 sto cks ltre oil the floor, You
py tile floy tax on those tires before they are sold; is that right

1Mr. Gmnn. That is correct, sir.
Mr. K uyx. That is all.
The C(IA1BMAN. Mr. 111,11?
Mr. HAL .T What is the 1111101111t of investMent that you have hlow

in tires and tubes in stock?
Mr, GIRARD. In invetory?
Mr. IALT,. Yes,
Mr. (IARD, I WOUld estimate it at around $125,000 to $150,000.
Mr. HL\L. l)o you finance that tihr'ouigh It th1nnce coMpany or

through borrowings at a i ilik
Mr. Gu11AR). No, siir; we have 11o financing agency helping us what-

Mr. HATT. Well, frankily, how long c'all YoUl conltine inl business
when you reduce yoir selling from 100 tires a day to 2 tres il 8

1r. GI ARD. I doub, sir if we can Cotlinue much more than a

couple of months. We will have to liquidate our receivables and
things like that, which will probably take a couple of years.

Mr, HALY, Too slim a dliet to live on?
Mr. GORAn). That is right.
'te10 CJIIIMAN. Mr. Ploeser?
Mi'. Pom, mi How long will these tires last, or remain usable for

service, if they are hld?
Mr. (IRARD.i I would say from a year to 2 years, that a tiro would

be safe. After that, I (1ot, due to chckiiig and sulphur action,
that you would not get as much service their as if the tire was

used it the present tim.
The (,II ,N. 'rThank you very kindly. We will noW have the

next witless, Mr. Tom Graiham.
Givo your amellt and business address.
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS GRAHAM, OF CAMPION-GRAHAM TIRE CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. GRIHAM, Our business was established as a partnership 7
years ago. Our net worth is $36,000. Our volume of business in
the year 1941 was $140,000. This represents tires' and tubes only.
Our entire income is from the sale of tires and tubes. We do not
operate a retread plant.

Five persons derive a livelihood from our business.
Eighteen persons depend on our business for a livelihood.
Our inventory fluctuates between $15,000 and $25,000.
Our inventory at December 10 was $19,995 in tires and tubes,

priced at our cost.
Since December 10 our business ils been at a standstill due to the

freezing order now in effect.
We have maintained our organization complete and in so doing

have depleted our working capital approximately $1,900. Unless ro-
lief is forthcoming it will be impossible to maintain our organiza-
tion for a period longer thaln 2 or 3 months without depleting our
working calital to such an extent that we cannot remain in business.

During lie period from December 10 to January 5, our stock was
frozen, Since January 5, when the allocation system went into effect
and up to and including January 13, a period of 8 (lays, we have
sold but one tire valued at $14.95 on a certificate issued by the Allo-
cation Board.

As an ilhstration of how we are handicapped by the freeze order,
let us consider just one customer. Let us take 0e concrete case.

During the month of August 1941, a common carrier operating ap-
proximately 180 pieces of equipment between points in the eastern
seaboard anid territories served by Chicago and St. Louis, l)urchased
from oui company 75 large truck tires, 5 1000/'20, for a sum of ap-
proximately $5,000. 11e invoices these tires and passed title.

It is my ui(lerstanding that we woild segregate them from our
reguhila' stock, plainly tag each tire and make delivery as required
within a period of 6 m1oiths. , Ou1' tires are warehoused in a lblic
wvarehouse entirely apart from our place of business,

l):iyments for this stock was made in full by the delivery of six
ju(igmelnt notes, Four of these notes were discuimited by us'through
Our bank and the priocees msed to paty ou' siipllio. 1'ho other two
notes are held in our possession.

These tires are not our plrol(ty. Tlitle ias passed to the customer.
They ha've been paid 'for ii full. TIhe technicality of their not having
been placed in a different location in tile warehouse alld a selmate
warehouse receil)t not having been issued in the name of the customer

has been constriued by the ChI icago office of the tire administrator as
evidence that they come under the provisions of the freeze order and
camnt be delivered.

Mr. BDULIWINItt, )id you actually pass title?
Mr. (0ii.iA^!, In Illinois, when you accept a judgment note, ihat

is l)ayment, and then we have the note to sue on unless we get our
money.

Mr. Bu,wimNmu, Then your position is only as warehouseman for
accommodation -

7-1975 ......12., --Vo~l, t ...
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Mr. GrAialn. That is correct. Nevertheless, I cannot deliver the
tires.

Mr. BUIVWINIC,,. Yes.
Mr. GIrAmAM. The Washington office of the 0. P. A. agrees with

the Chicaeo office that these tires cannot be delivered. As a matter
of fact, th!e Customers' attorney was in Washington last week and
spent 3 (lays here gc',g to the" various (lepartments and came back
with the decision thttt he tires tire in m1liy possession and that le can-
not have them,

Mr. BUIWINKXJ., Who rendered the final decision in that?
Mr, Ol ,xIm\M. He spoke, among others, to Mr. Lewis.
Mr, BumwlNICIAO. Whose o1110 is h1 inl?
Mr. (GIThAM. 0. P. A. This is a concrete ease of the hardship that;

is being placed on the ildel)endont dealer. This same situation pre-
vails with dealers all over the Nation.

Now, our company finds itself in the position (f holding for an
undetermined period $5,CO') worth of tires for this one customer for
which we have not been paid in full.

Tihe tires are sold, Title has passed. We have discounted $3,500.of
the notes, We hol $1,600 ill judgment notes, We are paying in-
surance, We are paying warehousing. We are forbidden to deliver
the tires. We are not financially ill a position to return tile customers'
money without suffering great hardship. Were we. in the position
to return the money we would then fir ourselves with 75 additional
tires oth hand that we cannot sell.

Mr.. BTVNILE. Just a llllute there. In a case like this, I think
this committee should call it to tile attention of the Government au-
thority because every lawyer here that is oil this committee knows
thlat where thle title actualy~ PIsSedl tile m1l0e passedl, or tho e(1uivil.
lent of the money and that tile dealer was tien, strictly speaking, ia
warehous5enil, 1T 'hiat is, those tires should be released and should
be released immediately, Now, this same question came ill atn home,
when I was down in North Carolina in November, A lady had oNugit
ill October some tires to give to her son as a Christmas present. Tlhe
weren't going to release them. I said, "Release th m." I said that 1
wouhol tro the responsibility myself, lie wami simply a wairehouseman
for accommodation.

Mr. (GUAUAM, May I ask, in my case, can I take it upon myself,
when I get back to (hicago, to give these customers these tires?

Mr. BULWINIU.E. 'f Iieve, ill your l)lace, tut would wait and
let this cominlittee, through its couiisel, make a decision,

Mr. KWK,AND. May I ask the Witness oe q1uestion and I want to
follow it iul) at Mr. Pen(lerson's office later, Were you given any
legal reason by Mr. Henderson's office why you could not sell the
tires

Mr. GRA1IAHAM. I did not talk to Mr. Ienderson's Office, The attor-
ney for the customers was ill Chicago last week mid spent 3 days
goILng aromIld to different departillents, and amoni g others, when he
came back, he mentioned tile fact that lie had ta ked to )r. Lewis
personally.

Mr. I(ICLAND. Did he tell you whether Dr, Lowis was an attorney
01' not
Mr. GRAHAM. I did not ask.
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Mr. Knn(IAND. Or is he an economic adviser?
Mr. GRtAJ AM. I did not ask him that, I would not know,
The CIRIxMAN. After the conclusion of the hearing, if it is the

consensus of this committee that we take that up with Ar. Henderson,
we will do so at once.

Mr. (IRAIIAM. Were we in the position to return the money, we
would then find ourselves with 75 additional tires on hand that we
cannot hell.

The CJTAI ,MAN. What: I had reference to about the conclusion of
the hearing, I mean the conclusion of the hearing today.

Mr. GnAHA. Yes. We cannot return them to our supplier. This
ease is typical with dealers throughout the Nation, All such tires
have beei and still are frozen. We feel that we should be granted
permission to deliverr these tires to their rightful owner.

Sales through independent tire dealers:
Until recent years all tires were sol through independent tire

dealers. These dealers built iil) for their suppliers a public accept.
tce for their products and furnished at their own expense facilities

for servicing tlese tires.
As time went on the manufacturer not being content to take his

legitimate manufacturing profit, reached out into the retail field
and opened retail stores ill (irect competition with the men who had
been instrumental in building up their business, men whose lives'
earnings had been invested in selling and servicing the products of
these same manufacturers.

Many dealers have gone by the wayside, the more hardy ones, the
meii wlio were profleent, who were sufficiently financed, men who
had gained the respect of their neighbors, have withstood this crush-
ing, unfair completiion of their own suppliers, and are today respected
tire dealers in their respective localities,

Tllese men have the facilities, they have the organization, they
have financial responsibility, but what is more important they are
selling the same tires that are manufactured by their Suppliers who
are competing with them through their company-controlled retail
outlets.

Now, with the drastic reduction in the number of tires to be sold,
these men face biusilless disaster unless their own sulplier withdraws
from the retail field and reverts 110 that method of distribution
through independent (hlers that was instrumental in building up
their business and gaining for them the respect they now enjoy in
the minds of the public.

Were the independent tire dealers of America to be forced out of
business by their own sul)ipliers, it would entail a financial loss that
is inealeulable. It wvoul throw out of Cml)loymllt many thousands
of skilled tire men and ultimately it would react to the loss of
)restige now enjoyed by the manufacturers who operate their own

re ail stores.
The loss in taxes to both local and National Governments would

be staggering, In the interest of economical distribution, in the
interest of more efficient service to the consumer in the interest of
keeping gainfully employed many thousands of skilled tire men, we
feel that these tires should be sold through the independent tire
dealers,
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Our business is primarily soiling and servicing truck tires. Both
Mr. Campion and myself spent many years working for controlled
company outlets. We did that during the period when trucks were
changing from solid tires to pneumatic tires.

On opening our business, we recognized the need for servicing
truck tires outside of our own place of business. We purchased
equipment necessary to give steady service to trucks having tire
troul)le. We did that no matter where they might be within a reason-
'able distance from our plant.

Truck operators spee(lily recognized the value to them of this
service. It cut to a minimum their road delays and they have fa-
vored us with their business, with the result that in 7 years we have
built up a business where we have become recognized as one of the
leading truck dealers in Illinois.

You will pardon me, gentlemen, if this sounds like self-aggran-
dizement. On the contrary, it is my idea to convey to you the fact
that the independent tire dealer who lakes a )usiness of tires is
in a better position to serve his customer than is a company con-
trolled outlet who, in addition to handling tires sells and services
from a few to many hundreds of different articles, most of which
are entirely unrelated to the tire )usiness.

Ihe staff service men of these company controlled stores are kept
busy and when a truck owner is down on the street and in trouble
he must wait until that service man for the company controlled
service finishes the grease job, the battery job, the radio job, the
brake job, the refrigerator job, or any one of 100 other jobs before
he is free to service that truck, with a resultant loss ol time and
money to the customer.

Today most of these trucks are loaded with steel or airplane en-
Fines or shells or other things pertinent to the national defense.
rhe independent tire dealers are in a better position to service the
trucks of the Nation than any other medium of distribution. Were
the independent tire dealers, wore they forced to withdraw from the
lire business in these terrible times, not only the truck operator who
is undoubtedly working on defense, but more important the Govern-
ment itself would lose at valued service and the experience of the
independlent truck dealer.

We, the Campion-Graham Tire Co., reconmend that consideration
be given to the losses that will he entailedeshould the independent
tire dealer be forced out of business. It is our suggestion that dur-
ing this present emergency the sale of tires be limited to the retail
channels operated ly independent tire dealers.

Ti CIRAIRnMAN. in1 ether words, you say that the largo mail order
houses, they have say, 50,000 items to make a l)rofit on, whereas the
independent dealer only have one item to make a profit on?

Mr. GITAUAM. In my case, I have tires and tubes.
The CHAIMAN. And tle large oil companies, they have a number

of items to make a profit on, and the sale of tires is one of their
minor products as far as profit, is concerned?

Mr. GRATIAM. That is right.
The CRIIRMAN. Yet it means life or death to the independent tire

dealer who depends ahnost exclusively and entirely upon the sale
of tires and tubes?

Mr. GRAIuAM. That is correct.
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The CHAIIMAN. Any questions, Major?
Mr. BULWINium. No, sir.
The CIIAIMAN. We will now hear from Mr. Ialo. of Colorado.

STATEMENT OF DWIGHT G. HALE, HAWKINSON TREAD SERVICE,
INC., COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.

Mr. HAI. I have 6 employees with a total number of 10 depend-
ents. I do an average volume of $15,000 annually with an estimated
overhead of $7,000 annually.

I have. an experience in the business of 12 years, We, the inde.
pendent tire retreading concerns of the United States, are equipped
and ready to assist the Government by renewing tires, therefore con-
serving rubber at the present time. 'We feel that we are set up to
handle the tire-retreading business for the Nation and we respect-
fully ask that it not be turned over to rubber-company-controlled
store outlets.

The company-owned stores that are controlled by the major rub-
ber companies, in my opinion, are just about as capable of handling
the tire treading for the United States as a few large grocery stores
located only in the cities would be capable of supplying the Ration's
food supply.

Most of us who are independent tire-treading concerns are special.
ists in the business. We are trained to perfection on this one thing,
whereas company-owned stores have so many items for their em-
ployees to think about that they are not specialists in anything.

or instance, most of the coral)any-owned stores have for sale such
items as skates, bicycles, golf clubs, gasoline, oil, novelties, brake
lining, batteries, electric toasters, mix masters, ice boxes, boxing
gloves, and Christmas trees, In addition to this they have car wash.
m g, serwcig, polishing, and greasing.

The company-owned stores to handle all the tire retreading busi-
ness today would need materials and equipment that are very precious
and needed by the Government in some instances, whereas the inde-
pondlent is set, I) to handle this business without needing as much
In the way of additional new equipment.

In fact, in some States, company-owned outlets have no tire rc-
treading equipment at aP. In other States there are only one or
two cities where this work could be done. As an illustration, let us
take the States of North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, Colo-
rado, Kansas, and Nebraska, which we might say is the bread basket
of America. There are many independent tire-treading concerns in
the above-mentioned States but few company-owned stores have tire-
retreading equipment in this territory.

We independents have many tire-treading places set up and op
rating throughout the United States and are equipped from the
standpoint of knowledge and tie standpoint of equipment to do the
business.

As to the price coiling set by the Government to go into effect
January 10, it will necessitate a decrease in our prices as of 1037
and 108. T'he price today as set forth, by the Government, if we
are classed as at top capper and by that I me an placing the rubber
of the top portion of the trendl of the tire, we will have to charge less
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for our services than the retreaders are charging, or have been
charging ill the past, and that will be a reversal of the procedure on

the price program.
Il other words no one questions the price that we charged during

the price wars c;1 past years when it was a fight to the filish wit

the rubber comnpnies. No one questioned our price of $6.95 on a

600 by 16 Iawkinson tread when the new tire companies were sellhig

new tires at $6.60. No one questioned our price of $6.95 on a 600

by 16 Iawkinson tread when the national newspal!es throughout

the Nation were carrying advertisements by the major rubl)er com-
panies of $3.85 or less for to) Cap.

If we are Confronted with the practice as set forth in the ceilings,
I would like to have a clarification of the service angle of our busi-
ness. I would like to know who is going to inspect the tire, and
this must I) done by an expert. I woul like to know who is going
to guarantee the tire. I would like to know who is going to take

care of the service charge where the customer is loaned new tires, or
used tires or tubes and wheels to be used while his tire is having a
tread applied. I would like to know if the price includes the filling of
nail holes and taking care of minor details on the outside of the tire

such as scuffed rubber, and so forth,
I would like to point out, in the past 19 months, that the rubber

companies who are our source of suppl)ly on raw material, commonly

known as camelback, have increased the cost by 6 cents a pound. The
Federal Government has added a 10-percent Federal excise tax, per
pound, and we have been placed under a wage-and-hour supervision,
therefore, in some instances necessitating an increase on la br.

Now, then, am T to understand that. we are to reverse our practice

to cut the price with all of these additional costs added in and go back

to a lower figure than we were charging before the emergency .

I would like to say that if the tires in America today, are turned
over to our system ot operators, that we will be able to deliver more

miles per pound of rubber than any new tire company, or any tire

retread ing concern in the world, including thoso whoi are supervised
and owned by the company-owned stores.

I would like to say that it is not consistent, from my way of thlilking,

that a Chevrolet automobile wou1 d be sold for as high a price as a

Cadillac. It is common knowledge that our product has always been

sold for a higher price than retreads and recaps.
I maintain that we should have a price efig based on a relative

price, an average of the past 10 years. We maintain that the samo

value should be applied to our industry as is applied to the manufac-

turor of now tires, The 1ri.ce on new tires range according to their

value. We ask that a relative value be placed on our industry. If

our industry is allowed to fall into the hands of "gyps," if tires are

allowed to pass through the retreader who does not care for inspection,
who does not care for a guarantee, who is not interested in conserving
rubber or interested in human lives, we will kill more people by acci-

dents caused from faulty tires and inferior workmanship tlitan bullet

will kill in the present emergency for which we have enlisted for the
duration.
I The CU ARMAz;. Any questions?
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Mr. HAxLCIC. Do you think there is enough retreading equipment
inI the country to do 'tie o0) of retreading that we ore going to have
to do if this rationing order continues as it appears now that it will?

Mrll. HA , The Christmas rush is on now and we are all swamped.
After it levels off, with slight additional expenditures, I believe we
will be able to adequately take care of the demand.

Mr. HrLLcK.Well, is it not l)robable that as these tires begin to
wear down and people cannot buy new ones that there will be more
retreading to be done even than there is now i

Mr. HALa0. Yes; and I would like to point out at this time, it is of
vital interest that those tires be retreae(d so that the rubber can be
conserved.

Mr. IALLECKI. I only asked that question because I have been fear-
fuil that there would not be enough, Apparently you think there
will be too much retreading equipment,

Mr. ItL,,. If the Government so sees fit to direct the material which
is so badly in need at this time to the channels of the independent
dealer instead of company-owned stores, I feel we can take cure of
the demand, we independents.

Mr. HAT.LECK. Do the company-owned stoles u!se the same sort of
machinery and the process used by independents in retreading?

Mi. H1uaLE. I some instances; yes,.
Alr. HxLiL,:cK. If they did use the same kind of e(qulipment, I 1ahe it,

they could do the saim sort of job?
Mi'. H \ . ]f they used the same equipment, with the sante training,

they could (10 the same job.
Mr'. H1aT.JEcK. Are there widely divergent metliods of retreading

that are more or less valuable according to I lie type?
Mr. Y.a,. Yes. I ('ai1 substantiate that with some figures that I

have here of large concerns.
Mr, IIAuTAtCK. 1 do not know that I want to take the time oof the conl-

Witteo to go into that, but it st'ikes toe that if the supply of rubber is
limit ,d, why, we wilant to get tie most miles out of e\'ery )oind of rub.
be)r that we possibly can,

Al'. HALE. TL.t 1m quot(eW you some quick figures here. This is a large
coi1eriu and these figures ale off of their actual cost. rtrds.

Firior to taking on the ,-,awkilnlson system, their cost per mile on
truck tires was $0.000786. Iheir cost tolay on is'uck tires is $0.00085.
Is that conservation?

Mr. HIALECH, Yes; that is significant.
Mr. hIA'. I have a letter here, a photostat ic copy of a letter from

a large meat packer as of December 2, 19,10, addressed to their ent ire
organization stating the price on retreading and recap ping and the
prices Oi Iai\ .Wklinson treading, As an illustration, t e prioe on t
H-awkinson tread that they were willing to pay back at that date
for an 825 by 20 was $16,15 and by other apl)roved methods, they say
the price they were willing to pay was $12.37.

Air. H-LtAtICK. Which uses thei most rubber?
Mr. hL,% Retrveading.
Air. Hmaa:IC., Is t hat what you call the Hawkinson syst (in?
M'. ILE. No, sir. We say that the hIaNvkIimsoim syst'n is not re-

trea(lilg, and it, is not recalpping. It las beeti a(iv'torised nationally
throughout the United States and throughout the world with news-
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paper advertising, circulars, radio, handbills, and so forth, from
Johannesburg, South Africa, to every corner of the United States and
every State in the United States as not being a retread or not being a
recap.Mr. HALLECK. How much rubber do you use in retreading a 650 by 16

in pounds, how much rubber?
Mr. HALE. The figures will vary, of course depending on how badly

the tire is worn and how much rubber needs to be replaced to give
you a new tire again, but we estimate on that tire 51h pounds is nec-
essary.

ir. HALLECK. Is that crude rubber?
Mr. HALE. Camelback.
Mr. HALLECK. How much virgin rubber is there in a camelback?

What is the percentage?
Mr. HALE. That is dependent on who is making the rubber, and as to

whose specifications. Usually around 60 percent.
Mr. HALLECK. That is all.
The CHAIRSIAN. About 3 pounds of real virgin rubber.
Mr. HALE. There is more actual rubber used between the plies, around

the bead and in the construction of the carcass under the tread, or as
much, I would say, as in the tread itself.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Extension of remarks by Dwight G. Hale follows:)

JANUARY 15, 1942.

CONTINUATION OF TmnUONY By Dwroiir 0. HsA, HAWYNSON TazAD SEavzcz,

INc., CoMoRADo SPRINGS, CoLO.

INEQUAUTIES

Order issued by Office of Price Administration, labeled P. M. 2120, and dated
10th day of January 1942, signed by Leon Henderson, Administrator.

Whereas In this order there are a number of inequalities in reference to
pricing of retreaded, recapped, and top-capped tires. In order to clarify these
in order that we may conduct our business In the full measure of the order, we
respectfully call to your attention conflicts In the pricing of different types of
tires.

Reference: Table No. 1, "Maximum prices for retreading, full capping, or top
capping passenger car tires." The price allowed 600 by 16 passenger car 'tire,
$7.50, when using camel back, the market price of which. exclusive of Federal
excise tax, is 26 cents per pound or over, with tread design depth of 12/32
or more. Please refer to table No. 4, heading "Maximum prices for retreading,
full capping, or top capping truck airwheel tires, size 6.00 by 16, $5.00."

Now, refer to table No. , "Maximum prices for retreading, full capping, or
top capping stop-start tires, size No. 10 provides a price of $8.10." Table No.
6, heading "Maximum prices for retreading, full capping, or top capping studded
ground grip types, size 000 by 16, price $6.15."

Table No. 9, heading "Maximum prices for retreading, full capping, or top
capping ground grip type tires, size 600 by 1, price $875."

You will notice that on size 600 by 16 tires, or their equivalent replacement,
there are five different prices ranging from $5 to 8.75. It is a matter of
common knowledge In the business of the reconstruction of worn tires that the
same die size of rubber, the same quantity of rubber, and the same amount of
labor would be used on all five different types of tires. Your attention is also
called to the fact that whereas In table No. 1 qualificatIons as to the quality
of the camel back, as indicated by the price andithe thickness of the camel
back as Indicated by six different tread design dOpths are specified, on tables
Nos. 4, 5 6, and 9 no such specifications are Indicated. To use a specific
ex mple, it would be possible in evasion of the 4lirlt of this order to.use rubber
of a quality and tread design depth for which a price of $4.40 is allowed on 00 by
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16 passenger tires, on another type tire as provided, for example, in table No.

., and charged $8.75.
Please refer to table No. 2 size 1000 by 20, a popular size truck tire used by

common carriers for retreading and full capping a 1000 by 20 tire with rubber
at a 'base price of 26 cents per pound or over, and a tread design depth of
12/32 or over, a price Is allowed of $20.15: for top capping this size tire, with
same specifications, the price is $24.75. Now please refer to table No. 5, tire
size No. 40, which Is a replacement size or an alternte size for a 1000 by 20, a
maximuln price may be charged in the amount of $14.50 with no requirements
as to quantity, or quality as to the rubber used, nor a specification as to tread
depth. Now please refer to table No. 9, whereas on a 1000 by 20 tire of the
ground grip type, a price may be charged In the amount of $41.75.

On the above It Is possible with the existing equipment In the hands of the
Industry to use Identical equipment, Identical labor, and the same volume of
material for this service, with a fluctuation of price from $21.80 to $14.50.

Attention is also called to the fact that in retreading and full capulng truck
and bus tires, size 000 by 20, 6 ply, a range of price varies from $5.70 to $7.00.
depending upon the quality of the camel back, and the tread design depth. A
00 by 20 Is a 20-Inch diameter tire, and will require in the neighborhood of 2
pounds of additional rubber for the rebuilding process as compared with a 600
by 16 size where a range price varies from $4.40 to $7.50. This is manifestly
unfair as both the labor and material required would be greater In rebuilding a
600 by 20 size truck tire than there would be in 600 by 16 passenger type tire.

This order also provides for maximum prices for base tire carcasses whenever
any tire carcass Is furnished by seller. On tables Nos. 2 and 3 the basic price for a
1000 by 20 carcasm Is set at $1&20. On table No. 5 the price permitted for a
carcass, size No. 40 (which size Is a heavier, sturdier, and more expensive tire
when new), the maximum price permitted for a carcass to be furnished by
the seller is $11. To Illustrate, whereas the price range for reconstructing a
1000 by 20 tire Is from $21.80 to $29.15, the carcass, which is lighter, than a
stop-start type No. 40, can be sold for $13.20, whereas the stop-start No. 40
carcass which is heavier and worth more must be sold for $11, but when a casing
of this type is retreaded, full capped, or top capped the price for the service is
set at $44.50.

CO}CLUBION

Our Hawkinson charges and our Hawkinson method have proven to produce
mileage for less cost than any method, and at the same time do it with less
rubber. Now then, the price ceiling established to go into effect January 19,
1942, permits higher prices to be charged for retreading and full capping, which
Is antiquated, wasteful, and Impractical method of applying treads. We quote
from Order No. PM-2120 of the Office of Price Administrator signed by loon
Henderson on page 6, paragraph (b) "Retreading" means the process of re-
conditioning a tire by removing all the original tread rubber from the worn
tire down to the fabric and applying new rubber to the tread surface and
sidewalls.

This method of the reconditioning of tires Is antiquated because all modern
equipment provides for the replacing of the wearing strip of a tire without
removal of the shoulders or sidewall. It is wasteful of the material that we
all wish to conserve because It requires new rubber to replace that rubber which
is unnecessarily taken away in preparation of the tire for reconditioning by
the retreading method. It is also wasteful because the retreading method
requires the subjection of extreme heat to the entire carcass of the old tire,
and It Is common knowledge among all those familiar with the construction of
tires that beat is harmful to both rubber and cotton and the least amount that
is necessary for the proper curing of the rubber Is desirable.

The retreading method is Impractical because all modern equipment for the
reconditioning of tires Is based on removing as little as possible rubber from
the old casing, and only a few shops with old and Inefficient equipment would
be In a position to recondition tires with the retreading method.

Over 400 well-equipped, welI-trained, Hawkinson tire tread plants will be
penalized even though the Hawkinson method requires less rubber for mileage
given, preserves the life of the carcass so that It can be treaded many times
if necessary, and is more durable, if the prices as fixed In order'PM-2120 are
allowed to be left in effect without revision.

Respectfully submitted.
DwoHT 0. Ihm
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The CHAIRIMAN. Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska is present, and he
wants to file these telegrams.

(The telegrams referred to are as follows:)

(Telegramsl

OMAHA, NzaR., January 1j, 194?.
Hon. CHARLES P. MCLAUGHLIN,

United States Congressman. Waihington, D. 0.:
Urgently request that you attend the Patman meeting of the small-business

committee bearing on the plight of Independent tire dealers, to be held In
Washington tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock, using your Influence to provide
relief for the small Independent tire dealer and car dealer.

JONEs BATTERY & TIRE SERVICE,
M. E. JONES.

OMAHA, NEaa., January 15, 1942.
Hon. CHARLZS F. MCLAuOHLIN,

Un tied States Congresiman, Washington, D. 0.:
We urgently appeal you attend the Patman small-business committee hearing

regarding plight of Independent tire dealers. Meeting being held in Washington,
Thursday, 10 a. m. Using your Influence to provide relief for the Independent
tire dealers.

NATIONAL TRE SHOP.

o. OMAHA, NES., Jan uary 14, 1942.Hon. Cn. LES F. bICLOtWtL,

United States Congressman, Wash ngton, D. 0.:
We urgently request that you attend the Patman small-business committee

hearing on the plight of Independent tire dealers to be held In Washington
tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock, using your Influence to provide relief for the
small Independent tire dealer and car dealer.

PANTON & OALLAGHER,
P. C. OAMLIGHOIER

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Erlinger, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF OEORGE 1. ERLINOER, OF ERLINGER & WELCH,
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mir. ERLINOER. My name is George J. Erlinger. I am an inde-
pendent tire dealer conducting a retail and wholesale tire business
under the firm name of Erlinger & Welch, at 557 First Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

I am appearing before you gentlemen today in the hope that I may
be able to render some helpful suggestions relative to actions that
may p ibly be taken or authorized by you with a view toward lessen-
ing the gravity of the threat that presently confronts small inde-
pendent tire distributors as a result of this Nation's entry into actual
warfare with the Axis Powers.

Before going into my suggestions, however, I should like to give
you an idea o my background in this industry, which is as follows:
I have been an independ-ent tire dealer for the past 19 years; I acted
as president of the National Association o.f Independent Tire Dealers
from 1935 to 1936; I have acted as president of Greater New York
Tire and Battery Dealers Association for several terms; and I was a
member of the N. R. A. Tire Code Authority in the Greater New
York area for the life of that movement.
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My firm, Erlinger & Welch, which has survived the constant strain
of 19 years of fierce and many times illegal competition, presently
employs 14 people in various capacities. It represents a fixed invest-
ment of approximately $42,000. In normal times our annual business
volume approximates $148,000. Our overhead costs run about $2,400
a month. And, at present, we are holding a "frozen" inventory
valued at about $16,000.

All this is now threatened with extinction. As proof of the fore-
going assertion all I need to do is to call your attention to the fact
thatbecause of tire rationing our sales volume has been cut almost
66% percent while our general overhead costs which have, and have
always been (due to competitive conditions), kept at the lowest pos-
sibly minimum that would permit our continued efficient operations,
remain necessarily the same as before.

Multiply the above by between 15,000 and 20,000, the approximate
number of efficient representative independent tire distributors-
wholesale and retail-now in business andyou will easily get an idea
of the harm that will be caused our present economic structure if no
way out is found.

Fortunately, I believe, such a way out can be found. The follow-
ing suggestions are my contributions on this subject. I urge that
you give them, as well as those advanced by others who appear here
today, most thorough consideration.

First, I urge that if it is at all possible, and I believe it is, that you
act to restrict the privilege of selling tires for the length of the
present rubber shortage to independent tire dealers alone. And I
will say that I want to inject at this particular time that we inde-
dent tire dealers feel that if this dear Government of ours has the
right to say who shall buy tires, they also have the right to say who
shall sell tires.

Mr. BULWJNKLE. How many independent dealers are there in the
United States?

Mr. ERLINOEn. Approximately 15,000 to 20,000.
Mr. BuLwixKmL How many men do they employ, I mean for the

total, the total United States, if you know?
Mr. EaRijoER. I would not know.
In support of this last statement I ask you to think over the fol-

lowing facts: During this emergency many tire retailers are going
to be forced out of business, If the company stores and the giant
mass distributing tire agencies remain it will probably mean the end
of the independent dealer. The reverse of this statement is also true.
The question that naturally follows in this connection is: "Will the
interests of the Nation be better served by the company store and
the giant corporations, or by the small independent dealer?" I
honestly believe the latter is better fitted to serve these interests
because he is always closer to the consumer than the former, conse.
quently he has more actual knowledge of the consumers' actual needs
than have the former; and he is usually fully equipped to render im-
mediate service for any and all consumer tire needs.

Gentlemen, I am not going to bore you with a lot of other state.
ments which have already been made, but there is one plea that I
would like to make, and that is this: At the present time the large
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manufacturers are withholding camelback and using it in their own
company-owned set-ups. There are a number of tire treaders which
are fdrcid to shut down.

The CHAIMAN. Wait just a minute. That is is a very serious
charge. I presume that you are able to back it up with proof I

Mr. Eu raoxa. -I am, sir.
The CHAmMAN. That the manufacturers are withholding this

camelback which is absolutely necessary in the retreading, or reca.
ping, of tires, and refusing to sell it to independents, but are furish-
ing it to their own stores that are in competition with the inde-
pendents?

Mr. ERxaIori. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think that ought to be looked into.
Mr. ELINo.. Mr. Harris told us yesterday when we visited him

at 0. P. A. he had been receiving reports from all over the country,
and I know several in New York City who can't get it, and it is
not because of credit risks, because they are willing to pay cash.

The CHARMMAN. In fact, I am inclined to think this committee
should seriously consider what Major Bulwinkle suggested about re-
leasing these tires that were sold prior to January 1 or, rather, before
December 10, and then next consider. requesting that the independent
tire dealers be given the right to distribute these tires, since it means
so much to them and it means so little to the different manufacturers,
the large oil companies, and the mail-order companies.

Do.you.know of any other group that should be excluded, if any
should be excluded, from handling the tires?

Mr. EitmioER. I think you have covered it very well.
The CHTARMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. EaLmoNt. I wish to cite another case just presented to Mr.

Harris where they had an A-1 priority to deliver tires to an ammuni-
tion dump which is being built at Camp Rahway, -N. Y.

I requested my supplier to deliver the tires and he sent me a
special-delivery letter telling me I would have to have that order made
out to him exclusively, that they would deliver the tires and I would
receive no compensation for that particular case.

Now, gentlemen, we have worked long enough for these big manu-
facturers for nothing and have had a very small stipend of 2 or 8
or 5 percent, and to turn around and run my car and establishment
and turn the business over to them-it is a matter of evidence, and
I have the envelope right here-is not right. In the meantime the
truck was layingnCamp Rahway, New York needing tires and we
,can't get it That Is a matter of evidence, and it is a lact, and it i
over there right now.

Mr. Frm=Aw. I suggest you file that, Mr. Erlinger.
The CHAiMAN. Or such expressions as you desire.
Mr. Emrmoza. Gentlemen, that is about all I have to say.
(Data referred to is as follows:)

• */ CuuMUmw, Mo., JanaryV 10, 190.
EULINIra & WzWU Ru~um Mo

. Ne* York, N. Y.
GaOnvzN : We are returning herewith your preference rating certificate No.

All-3177435 received In this offic today.

• / 1t
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We are prohibited in making shipments unless we are first furnished with a
certificate showing that the vehicles on which these tires are to be used devoted
75 percent of their time In Army or Navy use during the past 6 months. This
certificate must be signed by the same person whose signature appears on your
PD-3.

Also the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co. would have to be shown on this certificate
as the supplier. Upon receipt of such certifiate we would ship direct to Cooney
Bros., our billing would be to Cooney Bros., and no credits could be Issued to
Erlinger & Welch. We sincerely regret the necessity of returning this certificate
to you but we hope you will appreciate that we are being governed entirely by
the restrictions issued by the OPM, one of which Is that we are not allowed to
ship to or bill our distributoLr P. tm vroiw tubes.

Yours very truly Co.,
THi KEIL¥-Sn mo w aw Co.,
J. T. CXEEd&I,

Ing cerljcate for 4
register Oply tires
rect to Cney Bros.,

greatly related.

x Ruwm:s13 , INC.,

PREFERRNGZ.RA2qZG CETTfIFICAT

To: Fhrlinger- Rubber Company, 557-1st Avenue (w York, New York.

1. In accordance w[Ti actionn 2 (a) of the Act of j'28. 1940 (Pub. 671, 76th
Cong 3d Sess.), Pren A-- reby assigned to the Item(s)
described below covered by U ffyflV7Navy Contract No. W7113-QM-2
placed with:

Name: Poider McLane & John W. Harris Company, Inc.
Address: Kendals, New York.
By: War Department, Corp. of Engineers.

Nam ad desriptiof I item(s)
Unit APMo. Requird

Q~mutife. N slus Delivery Dae(s)

Seneca Ordnance Depot-Storage Depot.

WHEN PREFERENCE RATING IS ASSIGNED TO MATERIAL ON A SUBCONTRACT RELATED
TO THE PRIME CONTRACT NAMED IN PARAGRAPH 1, PARAGRAPH I MUST ALSO BE
COMPLETED.

If this Certificate is not to 4c extended to a lubcontractor, tAe counteratirn9 U. S.
7orernmecn ojcial WUi rber stamp Paragraph , "VOID."

,2." In accordance with Section 2 (a) of the Act of June 28, 1940. Preference
Rating A-i-A is hereby assigned to the material described below valued at
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$500.00, ordered from the Supplier by Cooney Bros. & Plaza Sand & Stone Corp.,
for delivery in accordance with the following l)elivery Schedule.

Item No.
1
2
3
4

DELIVERY De "liy
SCHEDULE * Dte

ITEM ! .............

Until Quntites....
ITEMS ............

ITEM 3 ............

ITE ....t.....Unit quanftt.s.....

imie--
.di. e..

Name and description of item(3)

4 Tires 8.25 x 20
4 Tires 7.00 x 16

'Dute

34 4th
Delivery Dewrny
'Date 'Date

.......... ..........

Purchase's
Order No.

Date of
Order

2906 8126141

Uh
Delivery

*Date

..........

..........

..........

... .. ..

eth
Delivery

'Date

lth S 5th
Delivery Delivery

*Date ])a!

.. ..........

Delier A)d)ere arrarl dates of material it PKrvckur' ,rl eal. laatulm4nt delreres amwt be acWikd
vAts porilehiorfes will meet rep irtatt. I; receaser, ielirery sotedake map U eltached as apart lereof.

tSee reverse side)

iRevenuel

3. AUTHENTICATION:

I hereby certify (a) that the material specified In this Certificate Is essential
for completion of the contract(s) cited herein, (b) that the specified quantities
tire not greater than required for sald contractss, nnd (c) that the spe.fled
Delivery Date(s) In the Installment Dflivery Schedule on the fare of this Cer-
tificate (or appended hereto) are not earlier than actually necessary for com-
pletion on time of said contract(s).
Ilgtsatore of Prcheascr: *Cow aterignetaro of U. S. Oorranvet oftiddl:

COONEY BROS. & PLAZA SAND is) KARL R. RoGERs,
& SIONE Coat'., Karl R. Rogers,

By CHARLES M1. SHEEHAN, Major, 0. of R., Purchasing and
Asst. Treas. Contracting Officer.

Seneca Ordnance Depot,
Kendaia, New York.

Date: Jan. 5/41. Date: January 5, 1942.

*This Ocrtifleate is rot valid unless this Authenticoation is countcrstgncd bu the
appropriate U. S. Gorernment official and (if eztcnded as prorfmed in Para-
graph 2) signed by the Purchaser.

THiS CERTITIcATE Is NON-T E ISAsLH

By authority of

D. M. Nelson,
Director of Priorities.

/ /

......... ..........
--- I-.......... I... .......

F-
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NOTICE TO SUPPUIE

1. The purpose of this Preference Rating Is to insure delivery on the Rcquired
Dellrcry Dalc4(s) Insofar as such delivery can be effected without prejudice to
contracts and orders bearing equal or superior Preference Ratings but, if neces-
sary, subordinating other contracts or orders placed with you for private account
or for export. Preference Ratings, In order of precedence, are AA, A-I-a,
A-1-b... A-i-J, A-2.. . A-10, etc.

2. If the Supplier is, or anticipates that he may be, unable to meet the Required
Delivery Dale(s). the reasons therefor, together with attendant facts and cir-
cumstanos, and the extent of the delay anticipated should be reported Immedi-
ately to tht U. S. Ooverniuent official countersigning this Certificate. r

16-2O".'0 OPO

Distribute copies of this Certificate in accordance with Instructions printed on
each copy

ORIGINAL-TO BE FORWARDED TO AND RETAINED BY 8UPIUIES

The CHAIRMAN. Any questions, gentlemen?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very kindly, Mr. Erlinger. Mr. Poole

is next.

STATEMENT OF P. 0. POOLE, ALEXANDER TIRE DIVISION,
DURHAM, N. C.

Mr. POOLE. My name is P. 0. Poole of the Alexander Tire Division,
Durham, N. C.

In view of the fact it has been necessary for the Government to
"freeze" the inventories of tires and tubes (11le to the shortage of rub-
ber in this country, we wish to make the following statements, com-
ments, and suggestions.

First, let us state we are an independent tire dealer in a town of
about 70,000 people, with a car and truck registration of around 10,000.

'Our parent company, which is the Alexander' Motor Co. has been in the
automobile business since 1915. In 1928 we organized as a part of this
company the Alexander Tire Division, which has specialized in the
selling of tires and tubes. Our purchases of tires and tubes alone from
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. during 1911 was something better than

$65,000. Our fixed investment in this tire business is $35,000, and you
can see it requires quite a volume of business for its to exist. We have
on our pay roll 20 employees, of which there are some 35 dependents.

Our present inventory consists of approximately 1,000 tires and 2,000
tubes, which is about one-tenth of the tire and tube inventory in Dui-
ham County, and with the present rate of rationing which is about
200 tires and 200 tubes a month, will mean that our combined inven.
tories will last this county 30 years, before complete liquidation.

It is needless for us to say that the tire and tube rationing has af-
fected our business very seriously, and although we know and can
appreciate the necessity of this rationing, but at the same time, we
would like to make the following suggestions:

First, and foremost that theban on tubes be lifted to some extent,
due to the fact that although a civilian many have good tires or re.
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capped tires, should he have the misfortune of tearing up a tube by a
nain or any other means, so that he could not use his car regardess
how good his tires are, he still could not drive, unless he could find
a good used tube. Experience and test have proven that millions of
mnies of service and tons and tons of rubber is lost yearly because of
poor tubes losing air and causing the tire to wear excessively. If your
committee should see fit to make any provisions on tubes, we would
suggest that they require that every tube sold be installed on the piece
of equipment the tube is purchased for. In other words, not under any
condition should a tube be bought for stock.

Second we would recommend that new tires and tubes be sold
through the independent dealer exclusively, since the company-own"]
stores have their profit in the manufacture of tires and tubes for gov-
ernmental use, and in their sales to us.

Third we recommend that restrictions on third- and fourth-line tires
be lifted, as it only stands to reason that anyone using a certificate to
buy a tire would certainly not buy an inferior tire, such as the third-
and fourth line.

Fourth, that the dealers who were foresighted and bought an
ample supply of white sidewall tires, be permitted to sell these tires
under the same terms and conditions that obsolete tires are sold.

Fifth, that an inventory be required each 30 or 60 days of the
dealers' stock. And that some arrangements be made so that the
dealers may exchange stock or dispose of their suplus stock at a small
profit to some Government agency or with 0. P. M. approval.

We trust you will give deep thought and consideration to these
five points, because in that we do not have any desire or thought to
impair or slow down any programs that the United States may make
for the defense of our country, it means simply a chance for the
small dealer to continue in business or close shop.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Did you sell any tires prior to this freezing
orderI

Mr. Pooiz. Yes, sir.
Mr. BULWINKLE. That are in your warehouse?
Mr. PooLS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BULWINiKLI How many have you sold
Mr. PooLu. I have only a few that were not delivered. They are

still there.
Mr. BULWINKI E. Title passed and cash was paid?
Mr. Poozz. They were charged on open account. I don't know

whether they were paid for by the 10th of December or not. But
they were a legitimate sale and the reason the company didn't take
them up was that they did not have the proper place to keep them.

They were commercial accounts, a wholesale grocer and a mill
worker. They are the two that I have in mind.

Mr. BuLWINKLE. That is all.
Mr. HALLECK. What was the reason you gave why the tires should

be sold through independents rather than company stores? I don't
know whether I caught that or not.

Mr. PooL. Company-owned stores manufacture their own tires.
They have their profit in the manufacture of the tires.

br. HALLEcK. Will you read again the point where you said that-
the words that you used on that]
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Mr. PooLE (reading):
We would recommend that new tires nnd tubes be sold through the inde-

pendent dealers exclusively, since the company-owned stores have their profit
In the manufacture of tires and tubes for governmental use, and lit their
sales to us.

In other words, the manufacturer sells to the Government direct.
Mr. HALLECK. Is that the only reason that you would advance for

the suggestion in that regard?
Mr. POOLE. Yes, sir. I feel like if there is profit to be made it

should be divided among the independents.
Mr. HALLECK. I don't know what the province of the committee

is, and I don't want to be misunderstood in respect to my attitude,
but what would happen to the employees in the company-owned tire
store if they couldn't sell any tires at all?

Mr. PooLm. They have other items.
Mr. HALLECK. Are you sufficiently familiar with their operations

to say whether or not they could continue in business and keep
their employees on in those stores if they didn't sell tires and
depended on the sale of other things?

Mr. PooL&. I have been connected indirectly with Firestone in
Durham for 15 years. We are an independent dealer, but we follow
very much their program and sell their merchandise.

Mr. HALLECK. Do you have the same range of items to sell in your
store as an independent that the average company store has in its
store?

Mr. POOLE. If I could get them, but naturally when they have a
new item they naturally get them right into their own stores, and
if there is anything left and we want them they might provide them.

Mr. KELLY. You mentioned about a large distributor manufactur-
ing their own tires. I know many cases where oil companies con-
tract with the manufacturer of tires and where they haven't any
plants themselves. I would like to find out just what amount of
profit they derive before the tire is taken out of that factory. It
is all on a contract order, isn't it? They don't operate their own
individual plant I

Mr. PooLm. As I understand, and this is from hearsay purely, it
is a cost plus basis.

Mr. KELLY. I know of instances where that prevails, where the
large oil companies place orders with the tire manufacturers and
that is all contract work, and they have their own name for the tire
that is produced.

Mr. POOLE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAx. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. Seiberling.

STATEMENT OF 1. P. SEIBERLING, PRESIDENT, SEIBERLING
RUBBER CO., AKRON, OHIO

Mr. SEIBmNO. My name is J. P. Seiberling. I am president of
Seiberling Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio. I asked to appear before this
committee in order to suggest ways and means for preserving the
existence and business li!e of 0,000 independent tire dealers in the
present emergency. Preservation of the independent businessman is

74975-42-vol. 1-12
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in my opinion just as essential to the maintenance of freedom in
America as conservation of rubber. Some persons think that you
can't have conservation of rubber and preservation of independent
tire dealers-that one or the other must go-but I disagree entirely
with that viewpoint.

There is enough crude rubber and finished rubber goods inventory
in this country at the present time that, with proper rationing,
dilution, and conservation of use, the needs of the present and pro-
spective armed forces of the Nation can be taken care of for 2 years
to come and at the same time carry on essential civilian needs. This
statement is made even upon the assumption that during the 2
years referred to, not another pound of crude rubber reaches our
shores, which assumption in my opinion is an entirely faloe one in
that it presupposes that the Japanese will shortly have conquered
Malaya, Borneo, Java, Sumatra, and Ceylon, front whence comes 95
percent of the world's crude rubber; or that failing to conquer all of
the far eastern rubber-growing areas, that the Japs will be able to
effectively cut off all shipping of crude rubber to our shores, and
that in either event the United States Army and Navy in that 2-year
interval of time will have proved unequal to the task of opening the
bea lanes to the Far East and driving the Japs out of the far eastern
rubber-growing areas.

Such assumptions, particularly the latter, appear to me to be so
false as to be, the product of panicky thinking, despondent judg-
ment, and a defeated, whipped spirit. If this Nation with its man-
power, resources, energy, organizing genius, and drive can't fet on
top of the Japs and at least get them under control in 2 years time,
we ought to haul down the old flag now and call it quits. I am
not insensible to the difficulties incident to waging war in tropical
countries 12,000 miles across the seas, but I contend that if the Jap-
anese can go 3.000 miles across the seas in 5 weeks' time our forces
certainly sliould be able to go 12,000 miles in 104 weeks time, pro-
vided the will and determination of the greatest Nation on this earth
is dedicated to that end.

I realize that this is a naval and military matter %hat can be
fairly accurately determined and I would like to suggest to this
committee that it is highly important that it. be determined by prop-
erly qualified authorities, because on such determination naturally
hinges the entire question of to what extent the available rubber in
our land must be apportioned over the months of needs that lie
ahead. I have yet to find anyone who has given an authoritative
answer to the question. Opinions and estimates here in Washington
ruf all the way from 6 months to 10 ),ears. Obviously, if we have
to fight a 10-vear war with the amount of rubber on hand, we have
one solution: if we have to fight a 6-months' war to reopen the
rubber supply lines, we have another solution. As indicated, my
own opinion'is that 2 years should be ample time to reopen the
rubber supply lines to the Far East in the event we are ever cut
off therefrom, which is not now the case.

I have been reliably informed that since Pearl Harbor over 50,000
tons of crude rubber have arrived on our shores, and I anticipate
that throughout all of the months of war that lie ahead that crude
rubber will continue to arrive on our shores.
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To take the extremely pessimistic view that the war is going to
last for 10 years and more, and that during its existence we shall be
without incoming rul-her in any amount, is as destructive of the
economic security and strength of our Nation as to take the Pollyanna
view that the war will be over in 6 months, and there is no need for
any program of crude rubber conservation. Therefore, I would like
to repeat that the first service that this committee can perform for
the Nation, the rubber industry, and 60,000 independent tire dealers
is to take this matter of future months expectancy of crude rubber
importations out of the realm of opinion and bring it down to au-
thoritative, reasonable, factual estimates. I believe that such esti-
mates will show that plans for conserving rubber laid on the assump-
tion of a 10-year drought are absurd, and that plans laid on the basis
of even a 2.year drought are entirely conservative, particularly now
that the Government has decided to go ahead and expand the pro-
duction of synthetic rubber in the next 18 months to the extent of
400,000 tons.

On the assumption, however, that we are to receive no crude rub.
fiber in appreciable amounts during the next 24 months and that
therefore the 600,000-ton stock of crude rubber that we have in this
country must be made to last for 2 years, providing a consumption
of 300W,000 tons for 1942 and 300.000 tons for 1943, as against a con-
sumption in 1941 in excess of 750,000 tons and a normal yearly con-
sumption of 0.000 tons, I am of the considered opinion that the
present drastic plan of crude rubber civilian rationing is entirely too
severe in many respects and if permitted to continue, will unques-
tionably destroy tens of thousands of independent businessmen in th?
tire business. What steps should be taken to provide these tens of
thousands of independent businessmen in the tire business a eh,3xv
for survival in the assumed 2-year period of crude-rubber drought?
I have the following concrete suggestions to make:

First: The Government should take over stocks of all new tires in
the hands of retailers and wholesalers, paying the owners therefor
their cost price plus a modest extra allowance to compensate retailers
for the loss sustained in the freezing of the sale of tires during the
past weeks. This move would accomplish four objectives, namely:
(1) giving the Government ownership of all the finished goods inven-
tory in the Nation to go along with the ownership of all of the crude
rubber in the Nation; (2) permitting the Government to pool sizes
and types and thereby effect a smooth and orderly liquidation; (3)
preventing the development of a "bootleg" tire market that, I regret
to say, has already sputung up; and last, but by no means least, enabling
independent tire dealers to remain financially- liquid so that they can
pay their bills, indebtedness, and have working capital with which to
finance temporary losses and keep their doors open.

Second: Provide that the needs of the public for new tires under
the rationing program be served through independent tire dealers.
If the Government has the power to say who can buy tires, it would
seem that it has the power to say who can sell tires. By limiting the
sale of new tires to thepublic through independent dealers only, the
available volume of business flowing through independent merchants
'will be approximately doubled, as the mail-order houses, chain stores,
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company-owned stores, and oil companies now handle approximately
50 percent of the replacement-tire business. This loss of business by
the so-called mass distributors will affect their business existence prac-
tically not at all, because the sale of tires represents such a small por-
tion of their total business, and the financial resources behind them
are so very great; whereas with this additional volume, independent
tire dealers are provided with a better chance for survival. The time-
honored rule of emergency has always been that the strong shall help
crry the burdens of the weak, and it is inconceivable to me that in
this time of great peril, the mass distributors would not be willing
to give up something, the giving up of which would harm them very
little, if in (urn it would help preserve the business existence of
60,000 free and independent, self-respecting American citizens.

Third: I suggest that no limitation be placed on the rubber needed
for the repair and upkeep of present tires running, thus enabling the
conservation of potential service mileage in the millions of tires now
in use and at the same time providing independent dealers with in-
come to be derived from servicing the repair and upkeep of tires in
service and aiding conservation of the potential transportation mile-
age involved. For years the paint industry has advertised, "Save
the surface and you save all." The same principle applies to tires.
The repair of cuts and bruises, and the recapping of tires before
the cotton carcass is damaged will save literally millions of miles of
tire wear. Furthermore, reclaimed rubber can be used in greater
quantities for such repair materials and recapping materials than is
now the case, and thus reduce immeasurably the amount of rubber
needed for this type of constructive service work. The present pro-
gram limiting the repair and recapping of tires in service is in my
judgment a penny-wise and pound-foolish" program in that it Is
causing the destruction of more good rubber in service than it is sav-
ing good rubber not in service. Besides if you greatly restrict the
safe of new tires by independent tire dealers under a drastic ration-
ing program and then take from those independent tire dealers the
nDportunity to service the tires now running, you in substance take
from these countless thousands of businessmen the last hope that is
theirs of fighting a battle for existence.

Whether mass distributors, or idealistic, theoretical, economists like
to admit it or not, the fact of the matter is that it has been the dar-
ing, ingenuity, resourcefulness, courage, enterprise, energy and de.
termination of the small independent businessman that has built this
great Nation of ours up to the point where it has become the envy,
pride, and hope of freemen the world over. It is the independent
businessman on the crossroads of America that has kept alive the
pioneering spirit of freedom and independence which has been the
mark of distinction of this Nation since the days of the founding
fathers. Wipe out and destroy independent businessmen and you
wipe out and destroy our country's greatest bulwark for the preser-
vation of liberty.

I thank you.
The CHARMAs. Any questions, gentlemen?
Mr. HAuECK. Yes.
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I didn't quite understand your suggestion about paying the dealers
for the tires. Would you leave the tires in the hands of the dealers
but pay them their cost plus?

MC. SEraISnNo. No; I don't think that is necessary. That could
be done.

The easiest and simplest way to do it is to bring all the tires in to
the manufacturer's warehouse. There transfer the title to the Gov-
ernmentL

Of course, the money for the tres would go back to the dealer.
That puts the dealer in a liquidated position and then as the ration-
ing orders come through the dealer could draw on the manufacturer
or any manufacturer for the tires he needs.

Mr. HALLECK. That is, if I had one of these certificates and needed
a tire badly I would have to wait until the dealer could get it on
from the manufacturer?

Mr. SE1BERLI.O. That is correct.
Mr. HALLECK. And you would have the transportation of tires

back to the company, and then from the company to the dealer?
Mr. SEIBMLINO. It could be done by transferring title to the tires

right in the dealer's place of business,'if the Government would trust
the dealer to act as custodian for the tires.

Mr. HALLECK. Just so we understand about it. Are you advocating
that the Government take the tires over that the dealer now has, at
their cost price to the dealer?

.Mr. SEmzmJNo. Plus a reasonable compensation for the month or
6 weeks or so that he has been frozen tind had to carry on at a loss.

Mr. HAUECK. I raise that question because the few suggestions
that heretofore been made, both with respect to tires and autonia-
biles, is that if the Government is to take them over, that it pay the
retail advertised delivery price.

Mr. SEIBERLINO. WVell, that would be fine, so far as the dealers are
concerned, but, of course, the Government has some cause in holding
that inventory and, eventually, the tires would have to be returned
to the dealer at a certain price, and the dealer in turn would have
to take his profit in the servicing of the tires, so that it seems to
me that to take and simply sell to the Government at the present
time the inventory finished goods in this industry at the resale price
precludes any opportunity of a reward to the dealers of the future
for servicing the tires, and handling the needs of the people of
the country unless later on, you raise the price again.

Mr. HALLMCK. 15oes your company own any stores
Mr. SwmnzLu o. We do not.
Mr. HALLFXK. Your tires are all merchandised through independ-

ent dealers?
Mr. Poorz That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions, gentlemen?
Mr. HAM Under the proposed program which you set forth,

the Government takes over the tires and pays the dealers for them.
That puts them in a liquid position for the moment, but it doesn't
help to keep them in business, does it?

Mr. Smmi o. It does if you release a sufficient amount of rub-
ber that the dealers need to service the tires. It is true that there
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is at the present time a strict release on camelback and rubber ma-
terial. Practically every manufacturer in the business has picked
up great quantities of unfilled orders, and I think in the last 10
days the amount of rubber to be released for this purpose has been
choked down again and shortened, so that the situation instead of
becoming easier is becoming tighter.

Mr. HALL. How would that affect the average tire dealer? Does
the average tire dealer do recapping and retreading?

Mr. SEIB LI.No. He doesn't at the present time, but as time goes
on that is going to become the business. In the early days of the
business, 20 or 30 years ago, the service end of the tire business was
the principal part of the dealer's service, patching casings, repairing
tubes, and that sort of thing. As the improvement in the product
came and as a man exchanged a tire, that was getting down for a
new tire, that became the least part of it. They are going back to
that now.

Mr. HALLECK. Have you tried to buy any raw rubber for your
copa since Pearl Harbor from the Far Fastern sources of sup lyt

Air. Sbmnn €o. Oh, no. The purchase of crude rubber last Jfune
or July was taken over by the Rubber Reserve. The Rubber Reserve
has been importing all rubber since about the 1st of July.

Mr. KELLY. Have you been unable to purchase any of that stock?
Mr. SEIBERLINo. The Government has been buying all rubber.

They made a contract to take the entire output of rubber.
Mr. HALLECK. Is your company able now to get all the rubber it

needs to keep your company -going? Are you still making tires
Mr. SEBmiBra . Truck tires, but no passenger tires.
Mr. HALLECK. Your statement that 50,000 tons of raw rubber have

been brought over since Pearl Harbor-
Mr. SEIn-RLtxo. That is right.
Mr. HALLECK.. Do you think that can be substantiated?
Mr. SEIBERLINO. I think that can be substantiated. The Rubber

Reserve will have the exact figures. There were 115,000 tons afloat
when the war broke.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Seiberling, as you state, the Rubber Reserve
Corporation under the R. F. C., since last June has been purchasing
all rubber and all manufacturers have been compelled since that time
to acquire their stocks from the Rubber Reserve Corporation-

Mr. SEBERLixO. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. That being true, if a manufacturer gets rubber

from the Government and then he sells it only to his own company's
recapping and retreading places, and refuses to sell it to the fellow
in competition, doesn't it seem to you to be a little unfair?

Mr. SzmERLuwo. It does to me; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That the large rubber companies are selling to

their own outlets this camelback for repairs but refusing to sell to
independents who are in competition with their own customers.

Mr. SEEawINO. I don't think there is necessarily a refusal. I
think they are taking care of No. 1 first, and what is left over, if
any, goes to No. 2.

the CHAIRMAN. And No. 2 doesn't get any?
Mr. SrunER.iao. In the present extremity No. 2 is out of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.very much, Mr. Seiberling.
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STATEMENT OF J. W. WHITEHEAD, PRESIDENT, NORWALK TIRE &
RUBBER CO., NORWALK, CONN.

The CIAIRM AN. Give your name, business, and residence address
to the reporter, and proceed, Mr. Whitehead.

Mr. WHITJIEAD. My name is J. W. Whitehead. I am president of
the Norwalk Tire & Rubber Co., which was organized in 1914, since
which time we have been engaged in the manufacture of the follow.
ing products: New automobile tires and inner tubes, storage bat-
teries, fan belts, radiator hose, retreading rubber for used tires, and
soles for footwear.

I have been president of the Norwalk Co. for 14 years and asso-
ciated with manufacturing and distributing tires through independent
tire dealers for 33 years. Prior to the freezing order of O. P. A. we
employed approximately 600 people. We are now reduced to about
40 percent of that number, and since the January 5 frezing order we
have not sold a single tire or tube against these certificates that are
required.

I want to confine this statement to two parts: First, as to inde-
pendent. dealers; and, second, as to manufacturers.

I realize the vital necessity for Government interest in rubber con-
servation and, in principle, approve of the tire-rationing plan, but."
I am of the opinion that it could now be modified to greatly minimize
the dislocation of independent tire dealers. I will define an inde-
pendent dealer as: (a) One whose sales volume for 1941 was not less
than 75 percent new tires and tubes; (b) one engaged in the business of
retailing tires at least 6 months prior to January 1, 1942; (e) one
whose business should be the selling of tires and tubes 100 percent to
users; (d) one whose financial set-up is entirely free from outside
dictation.

This independent tire dealer can be a great asset to-the Govern-
ment's plan of conservation of rubber. He is an expert in advising
how to procure maximum mileage from tires. The saving is so great
in this respect that his advice and counsel could very easily double
the amount of mileage a tire would deliver.

All tires rationed to any source of user supply except Federal Gov-
ernment should be sold through him, and a great amount of tire miles
could be saved and would make his staying in business worth while
to the Government. The rationing plan should make it easy for him
to dispose of tires now frozen in ealer stocks for old cars-let us say
those sizes that will not fit cars made within a period of 6 years. To
insist upon certificates, with Board approval, to dispose of such stock
would seem unnecessary.

All independent tire dealers should be classed as inspectors under
the rationing plan-not just two or three, as now to serve in, say, a
city of 40,000 people, which can easily lead to discrimination. The
Government should work out a plan with manufacturers whereby
dealers could return their surplus stock of tires now tied up under the
freezing order.

I would like to make clear, gentlemen, that I don't think it should
be necessary for the dealer to return all his tires. I think any inde-
pendent dealer should be privileged and would be willing to carry
a sufficient stock of tires to take care of the reduced selling require-
ments.
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But it should be made so they can return the surplus stock of tires
not tied up under the freezing order.

Because of the present frozen status of dealer stocks, he can neither
get out nor stay in business.

Independent tire dealers should be the sole handlers of rubber for
retreading purposes. Manufacturers of new tires and tubes should
be excluded from this business--I might say we are in it but I be-
lieve we should be out-of it under the circumstances-as well as from
selling, either directly or indirectly, new tires tQ any class-of user.

Unless the Government is definitely committed to a program of
getting all passenger cars off the streets, which the last order to
manufacturers of rubber for retreading purposes would indicate, the
independent tire dealer should have some authority in respect to theclass of rubber he needs for his retreading requirement.

Under the present program that is being handled and given out
to him by Government agency.

Many of these independent dealers have retreading equipment for
only one type. Some manufacturers have equipment to retread truck
tires and others have passenger equipment only, and some have both,
but the Government is limiting the amount of stock in such a way
that the dealer has no authority as to what he may do.

Now, as to small manufacturers, the present Government policy of
buying by bid-I am talking now of Federal Government buying-
whether Army, Navy, or Lease-Lend, necessitates the manufacturer
successful in getting the business, who might not have the sizes and
types required, withdrawing rubber from the reserve to build them
up, irrespective of how many of these tires might already be frozen
in the stocks of other manufacturers on which satisfactory prices
could be arranged.

I would like to elaborate on that a little. Under the present
method of buying tires by the Government there may be certain
sizes that the Iow bidder will get. He may have none of those tires
in stock. Yet other manufacturers have a warehouse, probably
enough to last him over a decade.

If the present Government method of buying by bid could be set
aside during the emergency and purchases allocated to all manufac-
tirers on a fair and equitable basis on a negotiated-price plan, prob-
ably in some manner similar to that now in effect in Canada, it
would prove more than likely less costly to the Government and the
bottleneck if deliveries would be removed, as there is ample equip-
ment to take care of today's requirements, some of which is now and
has been for some time past idle, notwithstanding successful bidders
constantly required to obtain priority ratings in order to purchase
new equipment to fill those orders.

This proposedplan would quickly release assets now tied up in
frozen stocks an would remove with it centralization of the tire
industry arnd the many ramifications that go ivith it. These ramifi-
cations can be visualized as having very distinct disadvantages, par-
ticularly so far as it affects labor.

This plan would, of course, involve standardization of prices, which
should not be bothersome to the Governmetit however, who are now
fixing the prices from manufacturer to dealer and dealer to user;
there-fore should be able to do so satisfactorily from manufacturer
to Federal Government.
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In the rationing of dealer sales, both manufacturers and dealers are
adverse affected by plan of rationing all the way down. For in.
stance, the dealer sells a tire against a certificate. He must present
that certificate to a manufacturer or other dealer for replacement. If
he does so to another dealer he loses the opportunity to replenish his
stock.

If to the manufacturer who might be some distance from his place
of business, lie can only do so, provided lie has a tire in stock to sell.
In other words, he cannot sell a tire of the brand lie handles if he does
not happen to have that particular tire in stock because he cannot get
it from the manufacturer until after he does sell, irrespective of how
long his customer may be willing to wait.

'The present, Government policy of rationing in this respect should
stop with the dealer and that dealer should be permitted to purchase
such stock from his manufacturer as he deems advisable. He will see
to it that his investment in his tire stock is not out of proportion to
his turn-over.

Under this plan the transportation and handling, which would be
as great probably on one or two tires as it would on six tires, would
be a tremendous factor in keeping the dealer and the manufacturer
satisfied with their present frozen selling prices.

The CHAIRMANr. Thank you very much, Mr. Whitehead.
Now, Mr. Bellin and Mr. Yoder, will both you gentlemen come

around here, if you please?
Do you have prepared statements?
Mir. BELLIN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Yona. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I wonder if it would be asking too much of you

gentlemen to give us the benefit of your views, in major parts, us
rieft) as you can, ind file your whole statement in the record. Time is

running short and we have to go to the House right away. Would
that be satisfactory k

Mr. YODER. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELua. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF BROMLEY BELLIN, PRONTO TIRE CO., NEW HAVEN,
CONN.

SMr. BFxuN. My name is Bromley Bellin and I do business at 559
State Street, New Haven, Conn. I operate the Pronto Tire Co. and
do mostly a jobbing business selling gas to filling stations, garages, and
so forth.

I have here about six pages of material which I wanted to read,
but since I am confined to about 2 minutes, I will tell what I think is
the most important thing before this committee.

As far as suggestions go for conserving stock, my predecessors have
givcn about the same things I have here outlined.

However, I do want to say this, that when I was asked to come here
to testify I communicated with four major outstanding tire dealers
in the Mow Haven territory and I think you would be interested in
knowing what they had to say. Not one of those dealers, which in-
cludes myself have ever made a single tire sale to any ration-card
holder up to te evening of January 13 when I made my survey.
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I myself employed two salesmen both of whom are married and
both of whom I have been compelled to discharge. I operated two
truck drivers, both single, both of whom I have been compelled to
discharge. I operated two trucks, one of which I have sold because
it was superfluous and the other truck I am keeping on the lot idle
in the hope that some relief may develop so that I can continue in
business.

Thank you.
The CHIAIRn.N. Thank you very much, sir.
(The statement submitted by Mr. Bellin is as follows:)

It is with a full appreciation of the fact that we are engaged In a war
that I appear before you. I want to do everything in my power to do my
part, as a tire dealer, in the conservation of rubber for defense; at the same
time I sincerely believe that new tire sales curtailment, as it is now in effect,
can be modified so that no injury will be done to the defense program and
no undue hardship Imposed on the tire dealers, the ijublic, and others heretofore
affect .

I realize that you have been burdened with many stories of the hardships of
tire dealers all over the country, but I respectfully ask your further consider-
ation of a croes-sectlon of conditions as I found them in my territory, New
Haven, Conn., by communicating with four outstanding new tire dealers on
January 13, 1942.

The"e dealers depend on their new tire sales for the major part of their In-
comes. They are the Byron Tire Co., Gerry Stevens, Inc., Meyers & Schwarz,
and the Cooper Tire Co., Inc. Not one of these have yet made a sale to a
ration-card holder.

One dealer has discharged two men, both married, and each having one child;
another has dispensed with the services also of two men, both married, one
having two children, the other one child; another dealer has. not reduced his
personnel yet, but expects to dismiss three people on the office and salce force
at the end of this week; the fourth dealer expects to dispose of his people very
shortly.

All of these dealers also do retreading, either themselves, or through their
factories. They all report shortage of camelback and are therefore turning away
dealers and retail customers who bring their own casings for retreading. Two
of these who do a robbing business report accounts receivable frozen either because
the latter cannot liquidate stock to have money to pay, or they are withholding
payment expecting bankruptcy of their sources so that In this way they will
escape meeting their obligations.

One firm has of late years been trying to swing Into selling refrigerators, radios,
washing machines, and auto accessories, but now finds It cannot get this mer-
chardlse either. One dealer states that the January quota for the New Haven
district on passenger tires was about 300, or roughly 10 tires daily. If he were
fortunate enough to get 10 percent of their business, he would sell 1 tire daily.
His weekly overhead Is $1,000.

Please bear in mind, gentlemen, that there are about 0 tire outlets In this
district, so if he got his 10 percent he would be most fortunate. All these dealers
state that from present Indications, unless drastic changes are made and relief
secured, they will have to cease operations. One dealer, If he could liquidate
his stock, would reinvest In retreading equipment and materials If he had some
assurance he would cot camelback.

This same concern has a number of trade acceptances shortly to mature and
will have to let them go to protest.

Now, gentlemen, that Is the experience of only fodr dealers. You may be
Interested In that of my firm, the Pronto Tire Co. I have not sold a single new
tire on a ration card either. Since December 11 1 have sold four new tires by
special permission of the Office of Production Management. For the month of
December 1941 I lost $500. I used to employ two salesmen, both married, and
two drivers, single. I have had to dispose of their services entirely.

Further, I have sold one of my two trucks since tire curtailment made such
equipment superfluous but I am keeping one truck In the hope of relief forth-
coming. I never did retreading before. A week hgo I began collecting casings'
for this purpose and shipping them'down to my factory to be retreaded. I have
now been told to stop shipping any mord since there is no camel back available,
or at beat very little of It. / I
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I am only a small tire jobber in New Haven, Conn. I have some 600 new tires

in stock now. Last week in my district some 5 tires were rationed out. If I
was fortunate enough to get all these sales and if the rationing kept on at this
weekly rate, it would take more than 2 yeirs for my stock alone to move. But
since I got none of this business, and if I do get an occasional tire sale, frankly,
gentlemen, It appears that my stock would dry rot and lose most of its
efficiency so that the purpose of this curtailment In the sale of new tires would
be defeated.

May I respectfully submit some suggestions to conserve rubber and aid the
tire dealer and others. These suggestions may be considered individually, col-
lectively, or alternatively.

1. I suggest that for camelback scrap and reclaimed rubber be added to crude
rubber In greater proportion In order to save rubber, consistent with safety, of
course.

2. 1 suggest that more classifications be added to permit other vehicles to use
tires, such as salesmen who must use cars to properly conduct their work,
delivery trucks which are needed for the proper conduct of business, such as
furniture, grocery. drtuz store, delivery services, etc Also for defense workers
who otherwise would find It practically impossible to reach their places of em-
ployment, since In this area there is considerable defense activity.

This suggestion is made to move tires a little faster to prevent their deteriora.
tion and give new tires now in stock greater movement since even retreads today
take 0 weeks and longer before they can be made, and then often one tire at a
time for a vehicle, If said vehicle Is to continue operating.

3. I suggest that new tire sales be restricted to outlets whose major volume
of business is new tire& This would serve uany purposes. In the New Iliave
district there must be at least 500 businesses selling tires among other things;
of these 480 have tire sales approximately 3 percent of their total sales revenue.

It would be a Herculean task to regulate those and prevent bootlegging. But
if this number was reduced as herein suggested, this would dwindle to maybe 20,
who could be regulated more easily. These latter are usually more careful
businessmen, are able to keep better records, and give more complete service to
those in need of tires.

Further, since these tire outlets depend on tire sales for their existence, while
the other outlets don't, the former would be more severely affected and maybe
face bankruptcy. However, the other dealers, where tire sales are only a
fraction of their total business, would not be severely injured. What tire
stock these latter dealers have could be bought by the Government and resold
to the remaining tire outlets, or ussed for whatever other purpose the Government
saw fit.

These remaining dealers would have to mount the tires when sold to avoid
hoarding. I would also suggest that these dealers sell only two new tires at a
time to only one buyer In a current year. If this buyer needed more tires he
could buy retreads.

4. Under present rationing plans tires will become almost useless before they
are eventually disposed of. If the Government prefers, it can purchase all exist-
Ing stocks from tire dealers and use them for new motor vehicles for Govern-
ment or other proper use. Tils will make it unnecessary for new car manu-
facturers to look to tire manufacturers for equipment tires. Thus tire dealers
will obtain relief and crude rubber will be converted to other defense needs.

5. If the Government finds it Inadvisable to buy the tires from dealers, then
let stocks remain as is, but subsidize the tire dealers by paying his essential
expenses, such as light, heat, telephone, rent, and a living wage. In this way
tire dealers can remain in business, take care of future rationing and sales,
perform essential services to motorists in trouble. -This will prevent wholesale
disruption of a very important Industry and keep It Intact and ready to swing
into action when things are normal again. Here, too, It Is suggested that with
stocks frozen, a moratorium on debts be declared for this duration all the way
back to affected places.

6. I further suggest that a monthly quota be established for each tire dealer
by dividing his present stock Into 12 or 24 monthly periods, so that some sales
can be made, and yet not have all his stock disposed of too quickly. This will
give him some Income and reduce the sum necessary by the Governi nt to sub-
sidize him, should subsidy be favored.

7. I also suggest that should dealers be unable to meet city, State, and Federal
taxes due to curtailment, that a moratorium on such taxes be declared for the
duration, or as soon as dealers can recover from their present set-backs. While
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on taxes, dealers have already paid exeise taxes on all tires in stock now, and
these same taxes have not been recovered because these tires have not been
sold.

6. Possibly a loan, with no interest to cover tire Inventories and accounts
receivable might be arranged to tire dealers by the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, to be paid back as stocks are liquidated and accounts receivable
collected.

If new tires are not going to be available in any practical quantity, I believe
that more cametback should be apportioned to this area in order that retreads can
be made available to the many defense workers here.

In conclusion may I urge that whatever relief action is taken that it be
Immediate. Tire dealers have suffered much; every day adds to their suffering.
Expenses are piling up and no money Is forthcoming. Soon there will be no
money to pay for small yet essential services such as telephone, light, heat,
and rent. Our defense need is great; It must also seem necessary to keep the
economic front as secure as possible.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES F. YODER, BAKER & YODER,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. YoOER. My name is Charles F. Yoder and I am a member of
the firm (f Baker & Yoder, 109 North Twenty-second Street,
Philadelphia.

Both my partner and I are former company-owned store managers
and have been in business 5 years for ourselves.

My predecessors have outlined our problems with the exception of
one thing. When this freeze order went into effect I applied to our
bank for a loan on warehouse receipts. The official down there took
it up with his board and 2 days later was very anxious to grant the
loan providing We put them in a warehouse, but after seeing the cost
of storage and so forth that would pile up over a period of months
it would not be a good way to liquidate them.

I suggest we be allowed to dispose of our premium price tires and
white wall tires which will deteriorate, and then give us a good rate
of camel back which will greatly assist us in carrying on.

The CHAIRMAN. Your'statement will be filed in the record.
Mr. Seiberling, will you please come forward?
Naturally, when we have a shortage liRe this every effort is being

made to find some substitute. It has been suggested, I noticed in
one of the newspapers, since we have an enormous surplus of cotton,
some 8,000,000 bales of cotton that was stored, almost a year's crop,
that we could use cotton cord in the making of tires with a very
small amount of rubber, only a sufficient amount to hold a cordtogeher.

)o you think a good tire, one that would be usable and worth-
while, could be manufactured that wayt

Mr. SEMBUaNO. Well, you can't just fake cord and make a tire out
of it without a certain amount of rubber. The so-called all re-
claimed tire is largely a promotional idea. 0.

The waste of reclaiming and the waste of life in such an all-
reclaimed tire would be terrible. You have to have a certain amount
of rubber. The estimates on a 600 by 16 size ,tire as to how far you
can go in eliminating the use of rubber, varies from 8 to 5 pounds.
The average 600 by 16 tire now, first-line, first quality, takes about
10 pounds of rubber.
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The CHAIRMAN. Is that what you call virgin rubber?
Mr. SIBERuNo. Crude rubber, virgin rubber. And there is a pro.

gram, a very intelligent program, I think,'now being prepared where
they are cutting down the amount of crude and, as a result of that
they anticipate that by using less crude and more reclaimed in tire
products, that they can efficiently increase the amount of the rubber
stock pile to 20 percent, but when you get below a certain percentage
of crude rubber to reclaim, or get down to where you have no crude
rubber, you have an impractical tire. Safety would prohibit it, if
nothing else.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean you can only use 20 percent virgin or
crude rubber with reclaimed to make a tire, or do you mean you will
add 20 percent virgin rubber to the reclaimed I

Mr. SEIBERLINO. No; you misunderstood me.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would make that plain please.
Air. SEERLIxO. I mean by the use of reclaimed ruber-
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose we use 10 pounds in the making of this

tire.
Mr. SFBmUNO. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN;. How many pounds would be reclaimed?
Mr. SEiBnmiNo. At the present time, none.
The CHAIRMAN. Under the new process?
Mr. SEIBELIX N. Under the new process you can go down all the

way to 3 pounds of crude rubber.
The CHAIRMAN. And 7 pounds of reclaimed?
Mr. SEIBELIxO. That is right.
The CHAIRMAx. And 3 pounds of crude?
Mr. SEIBEnRLIwo. That is right; but that is considered the minimum.
The ChAIrMAN. Do you think that would make a fairly satisfactory

tire?
Mr. SEIBERLIZO. It would not be satisfactory, but it would do.
The CHAR AN. Do you know of any ot er new process that is

being developed for the makinof tire in view of this emergencyI
Mr. SEIIERLINO. Of course, the synthetic program is beginning to

take on importance, and this is fundamentally a sound program.
The CHAIRM A. How long do you think it will take the authorities

to produce a sufficient quantity of synthetic rubber to partially relieve
this great shortage?

Mr. SEIRERLINO. All of 2 years.
The CRAMMAN. Do you believe the existing rubber can be stretched

out, on the theory of 2,000,000 automobiles, over that period?
Mr. SEIBERLINO. Definitely.
The CHAIRMAN. It can be?
Mr. SEIBIYLINO; Yo see, during the last year the industry con-

sumed over 750,000 tons of crude rubber as against an average before
that of about 600,000 tons. You have probably more good rubber
on the cars of America today than at any time in the history of this
Nation.

The CHARMAN. Do you mean to say in 2 years that you will be
able to produce an enormous quantity of synthetic rubber and that
you will be able to produce enough for the Army and Navy needs,
and also civilian needs?
. Mr. SEImBLNo. Well, what are the needs of the Army and the

Navy?
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The CRAIR3MAN. Don't you think that would be an important ques-
tion for the committee to inquire into as well as inquiring into the
question of quantity of existing rubber?

Air. SEBFRLINO. That is the most important question that faces
the committee in this work, because everyone wants the Army and
the Navy to get all the rubber they need to do the job and they are
willing to take what is left over, if any, but the question is what do
they need.

he CHAIAN. Are there any other questions?
Mr. KELLY. Now, this synthetic rubber has not got the body to it

for tire purposes, has it?
Mr. SEIERLINO. That is the surprising part. Synthetic rubber for

certain uses in some respects is better than crude rubber.
Mr. Kumy. For insulation purposes I know it.
Mr. SEmIBEJNO. And certain type of tread requirements, where

you need a very strong tread. It will do a very good job there. In
Germany, of course, they have been using synthetic practically for
2 years.

Mfr. KELLY. It is practically a German invention.
Mr. SEmBERLNo. Yes; I happened to see the first plant in operation

when the first batch was turned out.
Mr. Kmy. And you think that can eventually be worked out

where they can get all the uses in this country ?
Mr. SEHim.LiNo. With the program proposed now, this country has

nothing to fear.
The CHAIRMAN. Even without the Dutch East Indies?
Mr. SEmBRLINO. Even without the Dutch East Indies.
The CHAMRMAN. Any other questions
Mr. HALLECK. Did I understand you to say that a 6.00 by 16 tire

requires approximately 10 pounds of rubber?
Mr. SEzMrMUNG. That is correct.
Mr. HALLECK. And your view is that the minimum amount of

crude rubber going into a tire to be made principally of reclaimed
rubber, is 3 pounds?

Mr. S-MERLINO. Of that size.
Mr. H.Lucx. If that is true, wouldn't it be better to recap exist-

ing tires with that crude rubber than to try to make reclaimed tires?
fr. SEIBERLINO. Absolutely.

Mr. HALLCK. I notice a number of the companies have advertised
or said something about how they were going into the production of
reclaimed rubber tires.

Mr. SimEiNO. As I said, in my opinion (hat is a promotion
proposition.

Mr. HALLECK. Do you know of any companies that are actually
making them?

Mr. SbERLIBN. I think one company made eight tires, and another
one made four. We made four about 2 years ago and had some
difficulty, and they were so terrible in service that we abandoned the
idea.

The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions, gentlemen?
(No response.)
The CHAIRBMIAr. Thank you very much, sir.
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Mr. Burger, do you have anything further to say before we close
the hearing on tires?

Mr. GERGE J. BURGER. I would like to have noted in the testimony,
Mir. Chairman, that you desire to go into the record, that when the
floor tax was put into effect by Congress, the independent tire dealer
was compeled to pay a floor tax to the Internal Revenue on October
30 on all tires in the hands of independent tire dealers throughout
the United States as of October I.

The independent alone was compelled to pay that floor tax aver.
aging front 53 cents a unit on a tire, to as high as $7 a tire, where
the manufacturer's retail stores, having the same duplicate stocks as
a tire dealer, has not paid the excise tax or the floor tax, until that
tire is sold to the ultimate user.

In the meantime, the tire dealers, the independents, have paid
millions of dollars on October 30 to the Internal Revenue Depart-
ment and that money is also frozen and the manufacturer and the
retail store has not Paid any floor or excise tax and will not pay a tax
until Congress eliminates that discrimination. That is all I have to
say.

Mr. IIALLECK. Where does that come from, the law itself I
Mr. BURGER. The law itself.
Mir. HALLECK. The tax law?
Mr. BuRGEn. Yes, sir.
Mr. HALLECH. Is there any tax charged on a retreaded tire?
Mr. BURGER. Except that the dealer buying the camel back pays

the manufacturer that 10-percent tax which is turned over to the
Internal Revenue.

Mr. IHALLECK. Tlie doesn't pay any tax after that time
Mr. BuRmou. No; but Internal Revenue permits him to include

that in part of his retail price to the ultimate user. .
Mr. HALLECK. Have you made a complaint to the Ways and Means

Committee?
Mr. BURGER. I had it up at the clerk prior to the enactment of

the present tax bill and also it was through the action of Senator
Murray's Small Business Committee that I was able to get an exten-
sion of 30 days, but the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury wrote
me within the last 30 days that if the Ways and Means Committee
asked the Treasury Department for an opinion they will be glad to
give an opinion as to that.

Mr. HALLECK. As to whether or not the law should be changed?
Mr. BURGER. Exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. Didthey say whether they would recommend it?
Mr. BuRGER. I believe they are in a sympathetic mood.
The CHAIRMAN. If you wi11 give me a memorandum on that I will

appear before the committee. In other words, how many units does
the Jarget rubber company have in retail stores?

Mr. = GER. As best we can estimate, on the 1.t of October the
approximate figures of tires in the hands alone of 2,100 company-
owned stores was a pproxirately 800,000 units.

The CHAIRMAN. Twenty.one hundred independent stores. He had
to pay that tax immediately, but his competitor across the street paid
no tax whatever, and has not paid to this day?
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Mr. Buioxi. Exactly.
The CHAIMAN. I don't see how that can be justified offhand unless

there is something about it-
Mr. BuRon. Another important thin# on that question. If and

when through the grace of God we are victorious in this war and the
Congress sees fit to readjust the taxing program and there isn't some
provision made in this law to reimburse the dealers the minute the
taxes ard readjusted downward, not having paid any tax the company-
owned store will have an edge to start with of from $1 to $10 a unit
on the independent dealer.

The CAAIRKAN. Thank you very much.
Now Mr Hale, you wanted just a minute.
Mr. BwIonrr 0. HALE. Yes, sir.
There is a movement apparently started by the major rubber com-

panies regarding the thickness of camel back to be used in tire treading.
I would like a verification, if possible, regarding the so-called 16/32
on minimum of camel back. In my opinion if 16/32 of camel back is
needed to fill up some of.the mold equipment it will be an additional
waste of rubber, if a smaller amount or less thickness can deliver the
same amount of mileage.

Mr. HALLECK. How. can a lesser amount of rubber of the same
quality deliver the same number of miles

Mr. HAL. By the method of application. We have proven with
the system I use that 14/32 will deliver more mites than competitive
equipment using 16/32 more, and we would like an investigation and
we will submit proof on that.

The CHAmAN. Any further questions, gentlemen?
(No response.)
The CnAISMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Hale.
We had a contact with 0. P. A. that we want to find out about before

we adjourn.
Is there anyone else present who desires to be heard on this subject

of tires
Mr. GEORGE ER LNOER. There is one other point I wish to bring out,

snd that is that in the last 60 days large manufacturers have put a
tax on different material in gross instead of net weights. We are pay-
ing a 10.percent tax on cartons. We have to pay 35 cents a pound
for camel back, and also for different materials that we use. We feel
that is unjust.

Mr. HILLECK. Have you taken that up with the Internal Revenue
Department?

Mr. ELuoxa. Yes; and they told us they were interested only in
taxes.

In the metropolitan area, taking a quick survey, there are approxi-
mately half a million tires in the hands of dealers which are frozen.
At present I know of dealers with thousands of tires in washrooms and
stores, and every *place else, and a lot of commercial amounts today
have new tires in their possession and are crowding the capper of
tires and having them recapped and still keeping the others in reserve.

Mr. Kzmy. How long would a tire last on A 4 elf I
Mr, EaLiNoER. If the tire was properly wrapped and kept in a cer-

tain climate and out of the sun where oxidation won't set up, it will
last quite a long time.
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Mr. KELLY. You don't know definitely how long?
Mr. ERLiNor. It depends on how the tire is constructed. A re-

claimed tire won't last as long as a retread.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. HALLECK. Mr. Girard, did you wish to make an additional

statementI
Mr. J. L. GIRARD. I would like to clear up a question asked me by

one of the representatives here. It will just take a minute.
Regarding a question asked me in regard to how many tires we

would have in stock that were not required by the Army and Navy,
I think I told him that we had some tires in stock that I think cou h(
be used for that, but I want to say that we have many that I doubt
whether they could use at any time.

Mr. HALLECK. I asked that question and it was obvious to me that
you didn't understand what I was getting at. The point I was driving
at was whether or not included within the freezing order are types
of tires that might be used by someone, but could not be used either by
the Army or the Navy or by essential users that will be provided for
under the rationing order.

Mr. Gr D. A good percentage of our stock has been bought with
the idea of selling to the consumer or the commercial operator.

Mr. HAILECK. -Under the rationing order I suppose doctors have all
kinds of automobiles. A doctor might have a use for most any tire you
had in stock.

Mr. GntmA. Most of the doctors have late model cars. We also have
many tires that will fit older types of cars.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Raney, do you have an additional statement?
Mr. CHARGE. ANEY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Where doyou live, Mr. RaneyI
Mr. RANEY. In Akron, Ohio, Raney Tire Co.
The CHAIRMAN. You testified this morning, didn't you?
Mr. RANEY. No, sir; I did not.
Mr. Hale said he understood there was a program on foot limiting

this camelback size.
I have a letter from my supplier dated January 13, saying that notice

had been received by him on January 6. In my particular case I will
just take the one-sizd tire.

An 8.25 by 20 truck tire, using 14/32 tread rubber, I will use approxi-
mately 10 pounds. Now, with the 16/32 1 will naturally increase that
by about 25 percent. Now, the discussion may come up as to whether
or not I can t cut down my widths. That is not true, to get the best
out of rubber, because you have to put your rubber width on in pro-
portion to the width of the tread.

In a lot of cases you will not get the good solid tread that you are
after, and I think under this program of which, as I say, I have received
a copy of a letter from a manufacturer, it will probably cost us 25
percent waste of rubber instead of conservation.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
This afternoon we will not have a session. If you gentlemen who

have spoken here this morning desire to add something additional to
149T5-42-voL s-18 J
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your remarks, if you will get it to the reporters before 5 o'clock this
evening, it will be all right for you to do so, providing it is not too
voluminous.

You may send it to room 114 of this building.
Next week's hearing will be announced later.
Without objection we will stand at recess, subject to the call of the

Chair.
(Whereupon, at 12:50 p. m., an adjournment was taken, subject tocall.)
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MONDAY, JANUARY 19, 1942

SnEcT CoiuirErm To CONDUCT A STv AND
INVESTIOATION OF T11E NATIONAL DEFENSE PROORA0M

IN ITS RELATION TO SMALL BusiNEss IN THE UNITED STATES,
lWasington, D. C.

The select committee met, pursuant to adjournment, in the caucus
room old House of Representatives Office Building, at 10 a. in., Hon.
Wright Patman (Texas), chairman, presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman (Texas) chairman; Bulwinkle
(North Carolina); Kelly (Illinois); Fitzgerald (Connecticut); Ital-
leck (Indiana) ; Hall (New York), and Ploeser (Missouri).

Mr. Ira Bird Kirkland Jr, counsel for the committee.
The CHA roman. Mr. Arnold, I wish you would give your name,

official position, and residence to the reporter, please.
Mr. AntoLD. Thurman Arnold, Assistant Attorney General; resi-

dence, McLean, Va.
The CHAIRPAN; That is your post-office address?
Mr. "ARNOL. That is my post'office address.
The CHAIRMAN. This committee is making an investigation and

study for the purpose of determining what can be done by the Gov-
ernment, if anything, to aid and assist small business, particularly in
the defense program, and also with reference to allocations and prior-
ities. Of course, the resolution is rather broad and covers quite a
large field. It can do most anything in the way of helping small
business, if it can help small business at all under this resolution, It
is particularly our purpose to see that small business is not discrimi-
nated against. We want to make sure that although small business
will be compelled to suffer in some instances, we want to make sure
that they do not unduly suffer, that they are not discriminated against.

With that background, would you have a statement to make to thecommittee about your views on what can be done to Aid small business?

STATEMENT OF THURMAN ARNOLD, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
GENERAL

Mr. AIINOW. I will discu-s what we are doing informally, and I will
appreciate any questions. I was called only recently, and I have not
any prepared statement. I would, in lieu of a prepared statement
like to introduce in the record a release which the Attorney General
gave out on the Small Business Section of the Antitrust Division.

The CHAIRMAN. With6ut objection, that will be noted.
(The release referred to is filed with the committee.)

Attorney General Francis Biddle today made public a report on the activities
of the small-business section of the Antitrust Division, Department of Justice.
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Commenting on the report, the Attorney General said:
S'The Small Business Sectlon of the Antitrust Division has an Important func-

tion to perform In our national war effort, and it has performed that function to
splendid effect. It Is essential, it Americun democracy is to survive, that the
spirit of free enterprise be kept alive and that the rights of the little fellow,
whether In business or in civil life, be protected. The Small Business Section
is one agency In the Federal Government whose energies are devoted entirely to
seeing that this protection Is provided."

The full text of the report follows:
When, In September 1941, the Small Business Section was set up In the

Antitrust Division of the Dopartment of Justice, its announced function was to
assist small-business enterprises on problems arising under the antitrust laws and
in their dealings with the Federal Government, particularly in connection with
the national defense program.

It was apparent even then that small businessmen were confused and perplexed,
were unable readily to gain access to business administrators, and were at a
decided disadvantage In dealing with Federal agencies attuned to mass-production
methods. Obviously, unless a large segment of our industrial economy were to
be permitted to wither and die, some means of assisting small-business enter-
prises to play their proper role in the national defense effort had to be found.
Three compelling factors decided the Antitrust Division to undertake the Job:

1. The Antitrust Division already had a staff trained to investigate business
problems. Furthermore, the Division had a going organization, located in various
business centers throughout the country, which was convinced of the importance
4b! keeping Independent enterprise alive.

2. In order to give small businessmen confidence in an organization devoted to
their Interest, It was necessary to establish it Independently of the departments
and agencies with which they bad business dealings.

3. Independent presentation of the problems of small-business enterprises by an
agency or agent devoted entirely to such matters, it was believed, would enable
administrative agencies connected with the national defense effort to avoid many
mistakes and would, also, assist In the formulation of an administrative policy
throughout the Federal Government by which the small businessmen would be
assured of sympathetic treatment.

It was not the intention of the Attorney General that the Small Business Section
should have any part In making administrative policy; but by investigating par-
ticular cases agd presenting the facts to the departments or agencies Involved,
It could point out unnecessary hardships and discrimination and, In effect, help
to develop a fair and Just administrative policy. In the light of 6 months
exrerlence in handling the problems of small business, It is fair to say that the
division was not too optimistic In its expectations.

In the past 6 months, well over a thousand letters have been received from
small business enterprises, five out of six of them bearing on some phase of the
national defense (now war) program. These fall into two general classifica-
tions: Tho-e from small businessmen who have been unable to obtain satisfactory
Information or explanation of rules, orders, and procedure by defense agencies;
and a far smaller number from small businessmen registering protest over what
they regard as unfair treatment or unjust discrimination.

Investigation of the first group has developed that previous letters of complaint,
sent to the proper agene'es, had gone unanswered. With the establishment of
new agencies and enlargement of old functions and responsibilities, suddenly
and on a huge scale, such delays are, of course, unavoidable. Most of these cases
are satisfactorily handed simply by telephoning the proper official in the proper
agency, advising him of the letter of complaint, and asking him to attend to
the matter In question. At the same time, the Antitrust Division writes the
complaInant Infor-ng him of what steps have been taken In his behalf.
The second type of letter generally necessitates a personal Interview with the

proper Government official and, frequently, with the complainant himself in
attendance. For example, the section is now conferring with officials of the
Priority Section of the Office of Production Management on behalf of a small
manufacturer of tire and tube repair machinery, in Denver, who made a strong
presentation of his case. His complaint was that'prlority allocations to manu-
facturers In his field favored the two dominant concerns and discriminated
against the smaller ones.

As might be expected, such complaints covet a wide variety of industries.
A glove manufacturer In Jamestown, R?. Y., came to the Antitrust Division with
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an apparent case of discrimination In the procurement of such goods by the
quartermaster depot in Philadelphia. At the request of the Small Busines"
Section, the Office of the Under Secretary of War agreed to invesiigate the corm-
plaint and to transmit a full report.

Similarly, a Chicago manufacturer of water-purification machinery submitted
a protest against awarding of bids on such equipment for the Huntsville (Ala.)
Arsenal. The complaint showed that his bid was for $14,000 and that of the
dominant manufacturer in the field $6,000. The award was about to be made
to the high bidder when the Small Business Section asked for a review of the
circumstances. As a result, all bids were thrown out and specifications which
discriminated against small manufacturers were revised. The savings to the
Government on this and several subsequent awards for similar equipment amount
to over $20.000.

It is Interesting to note, in this particular connection, that as a result of
information obtained In investigating this complaint the Antitrust Division
may institute antitrust proceedings against the dominant manufacturer In
this field.

Another fairly typical case involved Invitations for bids on 85,000 gallons of
paint of a certain formula for the Norfolk Navy Yard. Upon complaint of a
small manufacturer, it was discovered that only two large paint manufacturers
In the entire country could possibly deliver the order by the delivery date
specified. The Small Business Section Immediately notified the Navy Depart-
ment's Division of Contract Distribution, which took steps to revise procedure
and specifications so that smaller manufacturers would not be frozen out. There
have been many instances of such understanding and cooperation by the War
and Navy Departments and the defense agencies.

Frequently it is discovered that Government specifications, drafted perhaps
years ago, are so drawn as to favor one or two large manufacturers who are
in a position to make prompt delivery on mass-production orders. Such a situa-
tion Is perfectly understandable. However, the Small Business Section en-
deavors, in these cases, to prevail upon the departments Involved to revise their
procedures and specifications so that smaller manufacturers may enter the
bidding. Two particularly Interesting complaints of this character upon which
the Section Is now conferring Involve laundry machinery and artificial teeth.
It Is expected in both cases that changes In specifications will be made.

A complaint df an entirely different character was. received recently from
apple growers in Yakima, Wash. The Issue InVolved here was a labor dispute.
The International Teamsters Union had declared all fruit brands of the Inter-
national Apple Association In the principal Western, Midwestern, and Eastern
markets "hot cargo" because of a labor dispute in the Yakima packing plant.
After several days of conferences with various departments and agencies, the
Small Business Section persuaded the Department of Labor to hold a hearing
on the dispute in Yakima. The Section has not been Informed of the outcome
of this hearing but has received expressions of appreciation from the growers
for its efforts In their behalf.

Of course meany complaints, upon Investigation, prove to be unjustifM. One
outstanding example is that of a small manufacturer who believed he had been
unfairly treated In tie awarding of bids by the Navy Departmeut. With the
cooperation of the Under Secretary of the Navy the complainant and the head
of the Small Business Section were shown the entire record of the bids and awards
by the proper Navy officials. When it was demonstrated that the complainant had
no grounds for his protest, he Immediately withdrew his complaint and expressed
appreciation for the sympathetic and understanding treatment afforded him.

As a whole, the contents of letters sent to the Small Business Section are en-
lightening and revealing. All of them, whether successful In obtaining relief
or not, express surprise on finding in the Small Business Section a "friend In
court"; unsolicited letters of appreciation run Into the hundreds.

It Is quite likely that many of the complaints submitted upon more careful and
deliberate examination would lead to antitrust proceedings, and the Small Bust-
ness Section recommends a reexamination of its files. Meanwhile, the Section
plans to continue to serve as an agency for the Immediate assistance of the small.
business complainant. In operation, the Section Is more or less like a field emer-
gency hospital during a battle where Immediate attention Is given casualties pend-
Ing their transfer to a base hospital. It has been the experience of the section.
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moreover, that prompt first treatment of the minor "wounds" of small businessmen
frequently relieves the necessity for "hospitalization" though, of course, it cannot

.effect a permanent cure.
The war is going to require more and more allocations, priorities and other

restrictions upon small business activities. It-is also going to require pooling
on the part of small businessmen themselves in order to make the best use of
available supplies. Regulations are going to become more and more intricate
and the application of these regulations Is going to depend largely upon the
individual judgments of men in a burry. This cannot be helped. For these
reasons, If for no other, the Antitrust Division believes that the Small Business
Section will continue to have an increasingly important role to play in our war
program.

Mr. AExow. The idea behind the Small Business Section of the
Antitrust Division is a development in a war situation of the same
kind of thing that. we were trying to do to aid small business prior
to the war.

The Antitrust Division in a very real sense has always been a small
business section. In other words we are always representing some
new enterprise, some competitor who is being forced out of the market
by an aggressive combination against him. It is true that sometimes
the aggressive combination might be a trade association in which there
were many small business units, but we are always trying to represent
the outsider, who is trying to get in the market and is being illegally
kept out, and our forum prior to this war consisted of the courts,
although sometimes we would represent the small business interests
before commissions. For example, today we are representing the in-
dependent truckers' interests before the Interstate Commerce Con-
mission to protect them against what we think is the seizure of our
public highways by a consolidated group that is going to get control
of the transportation.

Now, when the war came on it became apparent that the decisions,
the court policy-making decisions on which the small businessman's
life depends, are going to be made, to a large extent, by defense
agencies. There is going to be the necessity of pooling resources to
an extent never known before-allocation of materials, price ceilings,
enormous bodies of regulations.

We take no part, nor do we desire to take any part, in the policies
of other bureaus. You can confuse the defense effort by too many
people trying to run policy. Our function is to represent specific cases
of hardship in the application of that policy and to represent them
before the boards which make the policy.

I do not think there is anything more important than the repre-
sentation of specific cases of small-business hardship by an independ-
ent agency. Every lawyer knows that you cannot represent both sides,
and you cannot sit as a judge and represent one side, and everybody
in Washington knows that a small businessman-and by "small busi-

I mean business that may run into the millions. Ve define small
business, incidentally, as any business which does not have an office
in Washington to represent them before these committees.

Mr. KLLY. Or a lobbyist.
Mr. A oW What?
Mr. Kyuy. Or a lobbyist. /
Mr. Aitxow. Well, I would prefer the word "'office"-and because,

of course, they are not all lobbyists. Some6 of them are giving a per-
fectly sincere representation of the facts pnd figures.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, a lobbyist can be sincere, can he not?
Mr. Aesow. Well, it is an invidious terms, and I was trying to

represent the-
The CHAIRUAN. Well, can't you use it in an offensive way and also

in an inoffensive way?
Mr. ARNoLD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. I consider a lobbyist one who represents some per-

son or group in Washington. He can be either a good or a bad
lobbyist. I know of some mighty good lobbyists, people who can
give youfirst-class information which will assist you. I consider the
offensive type one who tries to make short cuts, engages in sharp prac-
tices, who uses undue influence. I think the two types should not be
confused.

Mr. ARNoLD. I will accept that and redefine small business as anyone
who cannot maintain a lobbyist in that sense, and if you cannot you
are helplessly confused when you come to-Washington. You do not
know whom to see, you cannot get around the corridors, and we attempt
to supply that representation.

We started in then without any publicity whatever as the defense
agencies commenced to grow, as the priority problem commenced to be
acute. Undoubtedly-I have forgotten the exact date, but undoubt-
edly it was over a year ago, I had a conference with Donald Nelson. and
suggested it would be most helpful to the defense agencies themselves
if there was someone to whom they could refer a business problem from
the point of view of finding out about the rights of an individual, or
someone who could present a problem of small business, and prevent
them from making a mistake in the hurry of these orders.

You must remember that the Government agencies have got to act
fast. Contracts must be let; price ceilings must be put on. There are
two ways of doing it. One is to precede the thing with a long and
elaborate investigation. That might be all right in peacetimes. It is
not fast enough in wartimes. You have got to let these contracts, and
put on your ceilings, to make your allocations, to make your pools
instantly, and you have got to take the representations of people who
are bringing the facts and having the conferences with you at face
value, and therefore the only type of release to prevent those things
from going wrong is to let the contracts and to pick up the misrepre-
sentations the distortions of public policy, the use of privileges granted
by the defense agencies as a cloak for some subrosa purpose, to pick
those things up afterward. The idea is a good deal like income-tax
enforcement. Your income-tax blanks are taken at face value, and
then, thereafter, somebody checks up, and the misrepresentations are
made just hazardous enough so that the great. art of income-tax
administration goes on in a pretty honest way. That is the same type
of thing which I think we have to do in the present emergency, and
it .requires that somebody be there to represent the cases o a ship
which develop out of the application of the licy.

Now, I am giving you just an example of how it works. A man in
a small western town, had a plant making manganese. He got all his
manganese from the Anaconda Copper Co. The Anaconda Copper
Co. was about to get a contract from the Government for the entire
supply of manganese. This man was out in Montana. The Anaconda
Copper Co.'s facts and figures were sufficient so that there was a ques-
tion of judgment whether it should have the whole contract. There
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was the idea of dealing with a responsible, well financed concern, and
this man in the small place might well have been swept out of the pic-
ture. He came to see us. Incidentally, it was the small-business com-
mittee that sent him over I am pretty sure. I do not know whether
it was this committee or Senator Murray's committee--one of them-
came to see us, and we put our machinery to work.

Now, our machinery consists of offices scattered all over the United
States, in New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Denver, Szattle San Fran-
cisco, Los Angeles, and we hope to get one in Louisiana, so that by long-
distance telephone and wire with the assistance of the F. B I we are
able within 24 hours, to inform the 0. P. M. as to whether this is a
crackpot, or whether it is a responsible businessman. We did that.
The O. P. M. was satisfied that his plant should continue, he should
make just as much manganese as he wanted, but said the unfortunate
thing about it is we cannot help the man out. He has been getting
his manganese from the Anaconda Copper Co., and he hasn't any
long-term contract. The Anaconda Co. can stop the manganese in-
stantly, and so, whatever we do, he cannot fulfil the contract.

That led to a conference with the Anaconda Copper Co. We did not
at that time-we were fair-we did not develop any threat of prosecu.
tion, but we pointed out that a monopoly position in manganese might
develop most unfortunately. The attorneys for the Anaconda Copper
Co. agreed with us. The man is now irx business. And when you get a
situation, and get the facts of that kind before the 0. P. M., you will
usually find that you have pretty good cooperation from the 0. P. M.
The 0. P. M. and 0. P. A. are enormous agencies, and they do itot have
the organization developed to take care of that sort of a thing.

The CUAMWAN. We hear complaints that it is difficult to reach the
right party. People come here from a distaLce, and they want to see
the people to deal with their particular problem, and they find it to be a
rather difficult matter-nd Members of Congress have trouble locating
the right party to deal with.

Do you have that trouble?
Mr. Aimow. No; we do not, because we know the ropes; and further

than that, they know us, and we attempt to sift the crackpots from the
meritorious cases. When you advertise for complaints for small busi-
ness, of course, you are going to get a large number of crackpot com.
plaints. If you discourage crackpot complaints you would not get
any.

One of the essential things in representing small business is to treat
considerably and carefully the complaints of everybody, and not throw
anyone out of the office simply because he has misconceived the whole
situation. .1 do not think that is very well understood. Small busi-
nessmen are not economists. They have not kept track of all the devel-
opments in the country, and many of them are unreasonable, but if
you do not have a place that they can go, some ne who had an unrea-
sonable complaint could go back to his community and say "There is
no use going down to Washington, they Just throw you out on your
ears," and you lose the reasonable compaintL.Mr. Kxiry. Mr. Arnold, on that point. thaf is the general complaint
of most people I have contacted myself in;industrial sections. They
come down here, and they cannot find anybody that they can make a
complaint to, and then when'they do fino somebody they say, "Well,
it is too bad, you will have to close up and go out of business if you
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cannot meet the requirements and readjust your machinery in order
to supply war contracts."

Mr. ARNOw. Well, Mr. Nelson, I think. recognized about a year
and a half ago the need for some agency which had had the experience
to investigate this particular kind of thing, and that is just what we
have been doing, expanding personnel, investigating business prob-
lems which would give a representation to the O P. M. in which they
might have some confidence. I think I can see many excuses for the
man that is working there about 11 hours a day, over at the 0. P. M.,
keeping people out of his office. He has pretty nearly got to, and he
does not have the kind of machinery to sift the individual cases of
complaints that we do.

Air. HALLECK. Mir. Chairman, if I might interject, along the line
Mir. Kelly suggested but with a little different experience-I have had
a lot of peoplfedown here, and whenever I have called up to make an
appointment someone has been asked to talk to them. On occasion
they reported back that apparently the person they talked to had no
authority to grant any relief, and they have been a little disappointed
about it for that reason, but someone has talked to them. But I would
just like to ask a question of Mr. Arnold, if I might, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAInMAN. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. As I noted from your statement, these agencies are

doing a tremendous job, and of necessity they work rather quickly
on occasion.

Mr. AmoL. That is it.
Mr. HALuECK. Do you see anything wrong in a committee, such as

this committee that we have, undertaking to check up on the details
of some of the orders that are entered down there in that manner, and
undertaking to determine the reasonableness or unreasonableness of
some of the limitations and restrictions and regulations that'are im-
posed?

Air. AnioL. Of course, it is not only not wrong, but I think it is
one of the most useful things that Congress can do today, because there
again it follows what I was saying before. We have got to do these
things in a hurry, and- then we have got to pick up the distortions of
policy afterward, and that would fall right along those lines.

Well, in any event, we started out then in a very small way, and I
employed Mr. Holcomb to head up the Small Business Advisory Sec-
tion. The complaints kept coming in. We got to representing more
and more poopie and the Small'Iusiness Section began to expand

-naturally, and then finally it became, I thought, of sufficient im-
portance that we made an announcement of what we were trying to do.
That announcement I made before the American Business C6ngress
in New York. I think that was first announced, on June 13,1941 ;. and
we are attempting to expand the small-business unit fast enough to
keep up with the complaints.

Now, the small-business unit works a good deal like this: Mr.
Holcomb is the usual Government man in direct contact with the
srall businessman who comes in. He has at his disposal the lawyers
and the economists of our staff, or the lawyers and the economists on
the staff might possibly refer the matter to Mr. Holcomb. The in.
vestigation is made and then the case is presented either to the courts,
if it is that kind of a case, or to the appropriate agency, if it is a case
where the administration agency decisions require, or posibly to both.
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The small-business complaints often result from our investigations.
We are now investigating the restricted practices in the chemical and
the drug industry. That is, we have already leads to about 50 arrange.
ments or contracts or combinations of special design to keep new enter-
prise out of the field. That is a general investigation of that industry.

Incidentally, in the case of a man from New England-this is a
recent case handled for the 0. P. M., but I will keep the names off
the public record, 0. P. M. handled it very well, and I think it would
be inadvisable just to throw out that name-although I will be very
glad to give the exact names of the people in executive session-this
man from New England had a new process for making a very un-
portant drug in the defense industry. He could not get his materialsfrom Dupont.

The 0. P. M. had not as yet put a priority on that particular ma.
terial. Therefore, he was just pushed out of 0. P. M. in the rush of
other matters.

We made a careful investigation of his complaint. We decided that
he did have the facilities, that the new process did have merit, and
within a week's time we got him all the material.

In the meantime we are developing the question of the drugs-I
mean chemicals and drugs and further restricted practices.

Now he would not be in existence today if we -had not been there,
end I do not think it is fair to criticize the man at 0. P. M. who did
not have the time to get down to that particular plant.

It is most important that we do not make policy ourselves, that we
argue before these bodies in terms of the police which they made,
and there is plenty of publicly stated policy in favor of small business.
We all know that. That was not true maybe a year and a half ago
mhen many people thought that big business could take care of ali
our defense efforts, but today there is plenty of publicly stated policy,
to that we go with that policy and show how the particular case fits in.

Now, there are. many types of conspiracies developing today, com-
binations, which, while they have the same objective, are somewhat
different than before the war.

Let us take the price ceilings of the 0. P. A. That I assume is
inevitable, and without arguing the details of any policy-I am
assuming the bill is going to be passed, a bill is essential-that is the
assumption we are going on, and that price-ceiling imposition creates
new attempts to get into conspiracies.

Now, I want to be perfectly clear, since I was misquoted before the
Military Affairs Committee, that this does not mean I am not whole-
heartedly in favor of price ceiling, but it does create the temptation to
enter the new type of conspiracy.

The types of conspiracy we now find will be, first, the group of
businessmen that get together in a hotel room, and say, "Now, we are
going in conference with 0. P. A. Let us all stand together. Don't
you get offside. Don't y.ou-you leave those facts out. Let us all
stand together and we will get a decent price ceiling which won't hurt
anybody'---almost the identical kind of conspiracy which you find
frequently among common carriers when they are all joined together
to prevent a ratelefore the Interstate Commerce Commission.
•Mr.HAU.xc. Is it fair to always characterize that sort of operation

as conspiracy?
Mr. AaioLD. No; itis not.
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Mr. HAUoiK. Because I have some peppermint-oil producers from
my district; farmers, in my office, and we kind of talked the thing
over. They talked it over and over, and among themselves and I set
them down to the Department of Agriculture, with somebody going
over there with them, in their meeting with 0. P. A. to determine a
price ceiling on peppermint. I would not call that a conspiracy.

Mr. AiRNOLD. No; you should not. In other words, the price ceiling
is going to be fixed.

The CHAIRMAN. It is not a conspiracy when men get together to talk.
Mr. AixowD. This we are talking over now is not a conspiracy. But

I want to point this out, that the conference method of fixing price
ceilings is about the only way you can do it, and today is the recog-
nized procedure in 0. P. A., and an informal price ceiling is put oi
almost immediately after a conference. This is the kind of thing
which we are trying to guard against.

The sulfuric-acid group-I won't give any names in the record-
found themselves confronted with a tremendous oversupply of sul-
furic acid. The reason they found themselves confronted with
that situation is that TNT uses high concentrated sulfuric acid, and
the b ,product, the spent acid, is the very kind of acid that is used in
fertilizer, as you all know, not the acid itself, but some derivatives,
probably the'most important combination in fertilizer, and as this
group probably knows also, we have had a long investigation, and a.
large number of indictments for fixing prices in fertilizer. It is re-
garded as one of our important investigations.

This spent acid threatened to break the market. Farmers might
get a little cheaper prices for their fertilizer because of the spent acid,
so it was suggested by the trade group that they be allowed to cut down
the production of ordinary sulfuric acid, so that this new byproduct
of TNT would not ruin the market and we suggested that we saw no
reason why the farmers should not have the advantage of those lower
prices.

Well, in any event, that group, through the conference method,
obtained a price ceiling of the quoted price of last year. Now, the
quoted price of last year happened to be 20 percent more than the
actual price, and that would be all right. There is one of your quick,
necessary price ceilings, excepting that by a very curious coincidence
the actual price goes up to the quoted price and the ceiling becomes a
floor, and that kind of a situation, when presented to us, looks very
queer, and that is the typical thing that we investigate. I wish to
make no charges now, in the beginning of an investigation of that sit-
uation, but that is the type of situation we step into.
. Mr. HALLECK. Isn't there always a tendency, when you fix a ceiling,
to have that become the floorI

Mr. ARNowD. In a time of scarcity; yes. If you have an actual
scarcity of product, then the ceiling becomes the floor, but the curious
thing about sulfuric acid is we have too much of it instead of toolittle,

Now, the second type of conspiracy-
Mr. PEsm. Did you by any chance go into the alcohol situation,

which is somewhat similarly
Mr. Aaxrgo. May I-inasmuch as every time I announce I am gbing

into something, great alarm is set up by a lot of industries-may I
suggest that I would be delighted, in executive session, to give a whole
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list of everything we are going into, but I do not want to have 50
people from this industry or that industry come in town before we
are ready to see them, so that I would rather state what we are going
into in executive session, if you wish to know. I shall be delighted
to tell you everything we are doing in all of our investigations.

I would only say that as yet we have announced no investigation in
alcohol.

Well, let me go ahead with the different types of conspiracy which
we strike a price ceiling on.

A price ceiling is put on on a scarce product but, of course, any
scarce product automatically-nobody is going to sell under the price
ceiling, you do not need a conspiracy to know that. You see, the price
ceiling there is just clamped dawn on these ordinarily-having been
very rapidly rising prices. Well, the conspiracy usually consists of a
small group attempting to keep others out of the market. A small
group attempting to keep new enterprise out, to keep a less efficient sys.
tem of distribution going. You see, a price ceiling is necessarily based
on cost plus, and if you take milk as a typical example, there is in
existence in many cities, by virtue of strong-arm methods, a situa-
tion where stores cannot get cheap milk. Store delivery is boycotted.

N ,w, you put your price ceiling on your bottle delivery, where .the
consumer, where low-income groups are getting an unduly expensive,
inefficient system of delivery, only allowed one bottle and, of course,
it is going to be much higher than if you put it on a store delivery,
but there is not store delivery, because store delivery has been kept
out. So you have that type of conspiracy.

So that the function of the Antitrust Division in all of those situ-
ations is to take particular cases, present them to the 0. P. L, or to
the 0. P. A., andhave them apply the policies which apply to those
cases, not to be concerned with formulating the policy itself, and I
think it is the only protection which small-business can have in the
operation of a policy.

Now, this committee has been talkin a good deal about rubber tires.
I would not suggest, because I do not think a prosecuting officer should
suggest-I would not make any suggestions as to what should be the

lie wit respect to the needs of tire dealers, who are here going to
a ectedby the shortage, but whatever policy is put in, then I want

to protect the individual man who is not getting a square deal because
of the hurry, or because of lack of representation. The real difficulty
of a small businessman getting a square deal is more often just lack of
adequate Investigation, lack of ability to present his case, lack of
sklled representation, than it is any ill will on the part of any of the
great defense agencies.

The CHAIMA . Directly on that point, Mr. Arnold, we had informa-
tion that some of the large tire manufacturing companies, the manu-
facturers, some of them that have retail outlets themselves, were
furnishing their own outlets, camel back, and other necessary in-
gredients to recap and retread tires, and will not furnish the com-
petitor across the street, although this competitor has in the past
been a customer of the manufacturer.

Have you had any complaints like that "
Mr. ARNOL. Yes. That is our most frequent type of complaint.
The CHAMAN. Don't you think that should be looked into
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Mr. ARNoL. Those situations are immediately looked into. Let
me speak of something in the past. For instance, the way the oil short-
age was handled. When the oil shortage was announced, immediately
from all over the country we had hundreds and hundreds of complaints
of independent dealers and filling stations whose contracts were shut
off immediately.

The CHAIRRMA. And they kept their own retail houses?
Mr. Anxowo. Now they always will.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, did you do anything to stop that, Mr. Arnold f
Mr. AaxoL. Well, that was stopped within 3 days' time. It was.

called to the attention of the Office of the Petroleum Administrator.
The facts were developed, and we got the individuals their gasoline.
Now, that is a very different thing to get an individual his gasoline
than to get a statement that our p01 icy is to get individuals gasoline.

Mr. 1&1zY. Mr. Arnold, the oil shortage, so-called, was not actually
a shortage. It was a question of transportation.

Mr. ARNOw. All right; but the thing that we were doing was not
deciding whether the order was right or the order was wrong. We
were presenting the case of the men who were unjustly hurt-by the
order. If we ever got into the policy we would blur our entire
function. We are the only organization in' the Government who
can do this kind of thing, and we can do it all right if we let the
other people decide the policy and we represent the cases. There
are many lawyers on this committee, and I think you know that one
of the best ways to develop a policy logically and carefully is by
the case.by-case niethod, so I think the cases we present, the cases
of hardship, do have an effect on policy by calling the attention to
certain things that are happening, and because of these.regulations,
should happen, that we have no hand in policy.

Air. Pwr. Mr. Arnold, we are concerned with the situation now
where the company.-owned tire store in a big city-and they are
only located in the big cities-may curtail the camelback and retread-
ing process to such an extent that we will not only crush the small
man who does that job but will crush the facility which is going to
be needed throughout the Nation. It has a twofold sinister result,
puts the small man out of business, and injures the public and the
governmental nqed of this service in its complete distribution through-
out the-industry.

Mr. ARNotW. Well, now, with that suggestion as a start, let me tell
you how the Antitrust Division would come into that pictures

We would not go before the 0. P. A. or the 0. P. M., or anybody
with respect to their policy on rubber tires, but suppo&L a group o
particular businessmen came in and said, "This is what is happening to
us because of the present shortage." We would immediately investi-
gate the fact and the figures of that particula group. We would find
out who they were, how much they had in the way of tires what their
finances were, the importance of their situation. We would get those
facts together as quickly as possible, and present the interests of that;
particular group to the 0. P. M. and the 0. P. A.

Now, that is a very different picture, when you look at things that
way, than when you are looking at things through statistics, through
reports, through spectacles, to take in the whole world, and we would
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attempt to get their position before the 0. P. A. We would not come
in there at the stage where they were examining general reports.

Mr. HALLECK. The chairman'has raised this matter of the failure of
big companies to supply retreading materials to the independents.

Do you have any information that that charge is true, in factI
Mr. An,.oL. We have a great deal of information about the rubber

situation.
Now, we have a grand jury investigating the rubber and the oil situ-

ation, some of which is very interesting. I would say that a prosecut-
ing officer, always representing case by case, is always a little in a
peculiar situation testifying before a'public hearing. I would, of
course, give you-

Mr. HALLEK (interposing). I recognize that.
Mr. Aa. ow. I would give you in executive session; or I will give

you anything I have got in a public session on subpena. I just do not
like to volunteer information which may throw particular cases.

Mr. PwEzsx. If you don't mind the comment, I think probably in
this question of retreading tires, a great deal of that responsibility is
going to fall upon your Department. I cannot see where in the present
system of priorities, for example, there is any way for 0. P. A. or
0. P. M. necessarily to have the complete distribution of this rubber
supply that is going to be necessary; the policy, it seems to me, neces.
sari ly, must be to give the rubber companies to understand, in order
for them to give complete cooperation, that they must not be restrictive
in distribution.

Mr. ARNoW. Of course, I shall thoroughly agree with that, that the
gr.,t majority of businessmen are patriotic; but if you create a situa-
tion where aggressive pnpatriotie conduct pays big dividends, why
those people Will be in the center bf the picture and making the most
money. More than ever you need to make aggressive and reckless
domination of markets hazardous in time of war. That has been
shown in every single war. We are often charged with disturbing
national defense because we, whenever we get the evidence, stop the
practice. All I have to do to stop one of those practices is to get a
couple of letters to the people and they are in there pleading that
we just forget all about it and they will stop their practices.

My position is that if we are going to have any enforcement effect
to the antitrust laws or to anylaw representing small business, we
have got to go ahead and push those cases to a conclusion, because
we pick up in 1942 what they were doing in 1941. If those kind of
conspiracies are indicted, then the people in 1942 realize that it is
dangerous. If we just simply let them all go and say: "Now, they
have stopped the practice," we practically servb notice on business that
you can "'&ahead and enter into a conspiracY, and, then, if you are
caught, all you hivi to do is to stop; and that is part of the pyschology
which we are citing against.

I am willing to stop any prosecution if any responsible Govern.
ment agency will give me reasons in writing why it interferes with
national defense, and if they will take that responsibility; I do not
care to be the sole judge. That works oilt very well. So far only
one case has been stopped, and the reasons'are there in writing. Any.
body can examine them; and the record is clean, and you won't get
very many stopped. Now, when it comes to the argument that we
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are taking up in terms of individuals who might be engaged in the
industry, again I will say I will continue or postpone any case if
the time of the witness is such that it will interfere with national
defense; but I say I wish you would listen to me before you issue this
order, and let us look specifically and find how much time and who
it affects, and it usually boils down to about 2 days of somebody that
does not get down to the office very early in the morning anyhow;
and we have never yet been compelled to postpone a case for that
reason. If it did take up the time of someone actually, some indi-
vidual, who was engaged in actual Government orders, I think that
would be a perfectly legitimate reason for postponing it. So I am
not concerned about that. I do not wish to stop cases of prosecution
on the vague psychology that by tying these people up you interfere
with national defense, because I think that people engaged in that
conspiracy should be sufficiently bothered so that they would not do
it again.

Now I have talked a good deal. Might I call upon Mr. HolcombI
Mr. bULWINKI. How many agencies Mr. Arnold, of the Govern-

ment now are holding out in behalf of t i small businessman I
Mr. ARzOLW. I would say all of them, and I do not know, since the

small business problem has reached the level of public consciousness,
due greatly to the efforts of this committee, everybody is wanting to
do something about the problem. I have a rather pecular contribution
to make, and that is the case-by.case method of representation, and,
of course, I welcome any other agency that sets up boards.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, is there any cooperation between these vari-
ous small business agencies of the Department?

Mr. ARNOLD. So far I can only tell you my own experience, so far
as I have been able to find out, whenever I have got good, meritorious
cases I got good cooperation. Get the thing in writing, get the thing
prepared, Ihave got cooperation with all of these agencies, and I am
just-I am about to take a case to the Maritime-represent the Mari.
time Commission, or the Department of Agriculture, or the Depart-
ment of Commerce, or 0. P. M., or 0. P. A. and what we try to do is
to get the facts. We do not go to them with any general complaints.
When we get the facts-for instance, just the other day a shipbuilding
concern out at St. Louis-I won't give the name-was asked to make
some bids on very important parts of ships. The old ship concern
had the inside track because they had this vast experience with Gov.
ernment plans and specifications. The new concern just did not know
how to bid at all, and I understand that is an extremely expensive
thing, for a new concern to get into the game of bidding. However,
the old concern was loaded up to the guards, the new concern had to
come in, and they had to get this information. The old concern was
going to charge them I think 5 percent for 10 years for showing how
to make the bid. The reason that they were going to make that charge
was that they wanted to put on them a competitive handicap in the
future.

The great tendency of an established busihess-end you can be
critical of this policy without being critical of the individuals--the
great tendency of the other bidders is to say: "We do not want a lot
of new enterprises in this field that is going to lose us business after
the war, so let us keep control either by long-term leases or by pro-
v isions that somebody else goes out of business after war, or by dis-
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advantageous contracts after the war as the result of our informing
these people how to bid, or by a straight conspiracy, to dominate. We
must dominate this business after the war."

Now, what is the result if you allow that?
Let us take zinc, for example. There a concern who had patents

on zinc was willing to license new enterprises to make zinc with a
provision that at the end of the war they go out of business.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean 0. P. W1?
Mr. ABRNoW. No, no; 0. P. M. did not do this.
They had the patent licenses. This does not have to do with 0. P. M.,

they had patent licenses, and that is the terms on which they were
willing to let new enterprises have it.

There is an Antitrust Division investigation of that.
Now, what kind of initiative can you expect out of new enterprise

(hat is forced to go into business only as a temporary expedient, and
has to go out after the war? In the first place, he has got t0 double
the price to the Government; in the second place, he cannot have his
whole energy, his whole heart in it under those circumstances.

Another great concern making a basic material, was asking the Gov-
ernment to put a provision in the contract that they could maintain con-
trol of the plants built by Government financing and shut them down
when heir price droppedbelow a level.

The CHAIRMAN. May I suggest, ir. Arnold: You mentioned some-
thing in your report about some of the concerns retarding national
defense, because of their fear that the expansion program might inter-
fere with them, and I want to ask you particularly about the iron-ore
business.

Down in Texas we have what is known as brown ore. They have
been trying to get it developed for 50 years. It has been proven that
you can make steel there cheaper than any place in the country. You
can put the mill right on top of ore beds; you won't have to transport
over 0 miles from any one point. By way of the Great Lakes it is
transported a thousand miles, and over two railroads. It is very ex-
pensive, and they are vulnerable up there, and although our people
at great expense, have made a wonderful case, a perfect case, and
they have cleared it through every bottleneck in the 0. P. Al., yet
there is something holding it back, something retarding it; they
cannot get a final decision, cannot get any answer or criticism that
will justify delay.
Every point that has been raised has been explored and has been

conclusively answered, and no one can say that it is not a feasible,
desirable project, and that it should not be done; yet we just cannot
get it done.

Mr. Aaxotz. Well, that is the kind of case we would like to investi-gate.
Of course, you know, the tendency here is to give you a ca.% which is

a matter of public record. The farmer in Pueblo when he wants to
buy a keg of nails made in Pueblo, pays the freigzt from Chicago to
Pueblo. I mean the price is Chicago plus, so that the farmer pays
more for his nails. The Chicago concern can sell cheaper within 10
miles of Pueblo. That is just a matter of keeping the Pueblo plant
from going ahead too fast, so as to destroy the domination.

The CHAMAN. Do you mean the Pueblo steel plant?
1,
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Mr. Aax.ow. Yes; the Colorado Steel & Iron, I think, but in any
event, the Pueblo steel plant--of course, the whole development
of the steel industry, as you know, has been the attempt of the large
concerns to dominate it. It is the natural thing for people to do. I
do not know anything specifically about your iron case in Texas.

Mr. HALLECK. Taking advantage of the freight rate added to cost
runs all through our economic system.

Mr. ARNoLD. The basic-point system, I think we have practically.
got rid of the basic-point system in potash. The basic-point systent
is one of the methods by which domination is maintained of an indus-
try-it is just one of the many. Of course there is nothing illegal
per so in the basic-point system at so many basic points, if the basic-
point system is really just a convenient method of figuring freight;
but if the basic-point system is a convenient way of domifiating the
market-

Mr. HLLECK. I know all over my country, in Indiana, limestone,
crushed-stone business, they compete with big business and ship it
in there. If they could not take advantage of that freight-rate differ-
ential, they could not operate. The bi companies would take it all.

Mr. ARNOLD. Well, I do not know that situation, but one of the
methods of control is the basic-point system.

Just what the situation is down in Texas, I do not know.
The final point I will make and then I will close, because one

of the unfair things about the g overnment is that I get my informa-
tion through the people who are actually doing the work and the
people actually doing the work sit by quietly, and I explain the
whole thing. I would like to have Mr. Holcomb explain -

The CHARMAN. I know, but let us ask a few questions.
Would you like to ask a few questions, Mr. Bulwinkle
Mr. BuLwJNKL No.
The CIIAR3IAN. Mr. Kelly?
Mir. I(EiLY. I would like to. I do not know whether it would be an

opportune question.
AMr. ARNoLD. Well, ask it anyhow.
Mr. KnLmy. Well, on the Government contracts, in the building of

Government projects, they were all let on cost-plus basis, of course.
Mr. ARNOLD. Not all, but many.
Mr. KELLY. And then the subcontract was let originally on the com-

petitive basis.
I had a case down in the War Department as early as the 10th day of

July, where there was discrimination against a corporation that hi on
some of this work, that was told the day they submitted the bid that
they were just wasting their time, and it developed that thel were wast-
ing their time because it happened to be low, of supplying cable to
this plant; and when the man brought it to my attention I asked him
if he would be willing to go down to the War Department and stand
upon what he told me.

He said, "Yes," which he did. And we did discover down there,
when the hearing was held, when this contract was subpenaed in there,
and also the Army engineer in charge of the bids on the job, that he
was $2,500 low on the bid, but he did not get the contract until after
the disclosure was made, and then they gave him 65 percent of that
contract, on the undelivered portion of the material which had not
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been delivered yet. That was just one case that I knew of where a man
went all the way down the line and stood tip for his rights; but my
attention has been brought to many cases, andthen you will ask a man,
"Well would you come down here and render a complaint where you
should render it?" He will say, "Well, for business reasons I cannot
do it."

Mr. ARwom. One of the important things--I am glad you brought
that out because one of the important things we are trying to get into
the heads of these businessmen is that a complaint to the Department
of Justice is absolutely confidential. No one who comes to us will
ever have the fact that he has complained released to anybody without
his consent, and our technique is to get the facts, to see what kind
of a case he can develop, and then we can tell him it is perfectly all right
to handle this thing because we are in position to protect you, which is
perfectly true; if they have to complain to a public body, or if they
have to make a complaint to a group which contains maybe some repre-
sentative of one of the industries they are afraid of you practically
shut off complaints, and I have not brought out the fact that the
Antitrust Division could not run at all, could dnot operate any of these
things, if they did not receive and sift complaints. No one can ever
get out of Us who our complainants are and what they complain about
unless the case happens to justify it.

Mr. KELLY. Mr. Arnold, I presume you have probably had some
complaints about scrap-iron business I

Mr. Anwow. We have an investigation going on on scrap iron now.
I expect there will be a grand jury. I cannot tell you right now
whether we" have actually called the grand jury or not, but the
0. P. A. sent us scrap-iron information, and we are going ahead
as far as we can on that.

Mr. PwoEsm. May I interrupt at that point, because it is on scrap
iron? Would you care to discuss it todayI

Mr. ARNow. There is no reason in the world wh,- wve cannot discuss
scrap iron. One reason we had better not is, I think, there are 220-
now, some 175--investigations pending in one State or the other, and
I may just happen to be wrong. I would be delighted to bring that
out, to have Mr. Holcomb bring out the situation on scrap iron; I
would be delighted to bring over any of our investigations. That
has been announced so I do not have any hesitancy in talking about it.

The CimAn wAN. The way it looks, I have several questions to ask
you, and posibly we will take up the next hour; but if it is agreeable
with Mr. Holcomb and these gentlemen you suggest, we can have
them this afternoon. It would not be necessary for you to come
back.

Mr. Anxowm. One of the difficulties is that our men are so scattered.
You see I have-in order to give you the information on scrap iron
I would Ithave to get a man in from Chicago for you.

Mr. PWSER. Would Wednesday be a good day?
The CHAIRMAN. What about Wednesday? Would that be a gooddayI1r. KEuLy. Yes; that would be all right.

Mr. PwxsEn. The committee is anxious to get started.
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Mr. ARxoL. To give you the set-up, I have 65 men in one office
and 30 in another office; the men are on the coast; they are in Chicago.
They are the fellows who know most about it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we will tentatively fik Wednesday morning
at 10 o'clock. If he cannot be here, notify me, and we will make
other arrangements with the committee.

Mr. Knzy. I think maybe Thursday would be better.
The CHAIR3AN. All right, Thursday.
Mr. ARNOLD. I might suggest this, if the committee is interested, if

you would have an executive session I would tell you everything we
are in, then you could decide on what you would like to bring out in
public session.

The CHAIRMAN. That is fine.
Mr. ARNoL. It might save a little time.
The CHAI3RfA . Well, we will have an executive session, then,

Wednesday. We will ask you to be here Wednesday, and we will
have an executive session in room 114.

Have you any questions to ask, Mr. Fitzgerald I
Mr. FInOwEAmm I would like to ask Mr. Arnold a question. I am

interested in the-e complaints this morning-is the same investigation
being made of complaints on zinc?

Mr. ARNOLD. We had a grand jury on zinc.
Mr. FrzGEu. And s building?
Mr. ARN OL. The grand jury failed to bring any indictments, and

we are still in it on the civi side. That is one of our older investiga-
tions. We are investigating copper, we are investigating at least to
some extent all essential war materials, and then on the civil side we
are trying to get, at least to som extent, all the necessities of life;
that is, war material, food, fuel, drugs, and housing. That is, in gen-
eral, our program.

Now the great question is in all those investigations, How much
manpower have we got? Curiously enough, we lost 30 men in the
last 2 months, some of them in very key positions, to the Army and
various other agencies teat had a prior call-got just part of them.
So we have been limping along until we get those men replaced.

Mr. Frrzoma.4w. I would like to say the information which has been
introduced before the committee today is alarming1 that big com-
panies have gone into an agreement, the same as in zinc, the same as
shi-building and all the rest of the strategic materials the Govert:-
ment needed. We haven't got them-and we have only been in the
war for about a month-it should be brought to attention through
your department to the public throughout the country.

I think there will never be a crystaliz pbiopiion until it is
brought to public attention the deals made between big companies
and the freezing out of small businessmen from going into the same
line of business. I do not believe the people realize in general what
has happened and what transpired.

I read your report and I have heard other testimony that you pre-
sented before the bMifitary Affairs Committee in the past.

I tell you, as an ordinary citizen, I was astounded at such a con-
dition that .would exist or could exist in this country. I think your
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Department is doing a fine job, and I think that the quicker the public
will realize just what has happened in the past, and while we have
not got the materials that we really need, such as rubber, tin, man-
ganese, and all the rest of them, that it will be information and 'will
crystallize public opinion in this country and place the blame right
where it belon , and, in my opinion, what we should buy is about
a hundred machine guns and go out and shoot about a thousand of
these fellows:

Mr. ARNozo Well, I appreciate your support. I want also to present
this other part of the picture. I suppose the blame for our monopoly
situation falls somewhere on the American people that let it develop,
and we also have got to look to the future.

I find, for instance, that if we can take a case to 0. P. M. and get
immediate results, it is sometimes not advisable not to make it public.
For instance, here, the board of directors, thinking that maybe this
is the thing they ought to do, maybe the wails suddenly stop, and
if every time one of those cases were presented there was complete
publication, it might interfere with some of our effectiveness, so that
what we make ordinarily public are the cases we indict; and where
we do not operate through an indictment, we are willing to accomplish
our results without any unnecessary publicity.

The CHAIRAN. Have you anything further, Mr. Fitzgeraldt
Mr. Frrzoa.mum. I am finished.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to ask two or three questions before we

hear- Mr. Holcomb.
Why is it your Department has never filed any criminal complaints

under the Robinson-Patman Actl
Mr. Aaxow. Well, I presume that the answer would be twofold,

one that they are difficult to establish, a complaint under the Robin-
son-Patman Act, to show that a competitor is injured. It is a difficult
complaint. The second, that nobody-I do not say we have not ever
got any-I am trying to think if we got any. Nobody comes to us
ordinarily with complaints.

The CHAIRMAN. Under that act ?
Mr. ARNow. Under the Robinson-Patman Act. Third, when it

comes to us, we just are always loaded up with investigations of the
character we have given you, and we have never had-we have never
taken a set of men and said, "Work on the Robinson-Patman Act."

The CHAIRMAN. The Fedexal Trade Commission has been handling
that.

Mr. Auxow. So it is a very difficult case.
The CHAIRMAN. It was not a part of the original law. Senator

Borah put that in section 3, in the Senate, and I concede that it is
so-mewhat vague. I just wondered if there was any particular reason
outside of that

Mr. AR-owA None. When we announced our policy, that we were
going to remove restraints of trade, on the distribution of necessities,
and that kind of thing, that we were going into housing, food fuel,
drugs, and all those particular necessities, we just more or less let it to
Federal Trade, not that we had to, we just did.
. The CHMMAN. But if a good case were presented to you, you would
proceed"

Mr. AaRxow. It wpuld be our duty to.
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The CHAIRMAN. That is right. Supposing some little fellows have
a meeting. I wrote you a letter about this-and the whole object
and purpose of their meeting is to say, "I will take so much," and the
other fellow will say he will take so much and the other fellow so
much, so as to get a large quantity purchased in order to enable the
group to get the benefit of a quantity-discount rate.

I have understood from statements you have given out, and not,
directly from your reply to the letter, that that would be a violation
of the law. I cannot understand why that would be a violation of
the law.

Mr. ARNOLD. It is not necessarily a violation of the law, but we
hit this thing afterward, I mean hit these cases after they occur, and
practically all these conspiracies are meetings of that character.

In other words, to give you an example of a case we prosecuted, we
prosecuted the lumber people. What they were supposedly acting
together for was to establish a grave-marking system.
Th CHAIRMAN. But that is where they turned it into something

else.
Mr. ARNoLD. Yes.
The CHAmMAN. But where they are needed solely for the purpose,

and the testimony shows that that was the only thing they did, was to
pool in order to get a better discount rate so as to better compete with
their competitor who is buying in huge quantities, it occurs to me you
could not find any violation of the law.

Mr. AnoLD. I do not think we have any case we prosecuted about
that, but when you try to make a public statement putting a particular
badge of safety on any particular kind of neeting--that particular
problem has not come to me, come to my knowledge, but I will give
you a very simple problem. The question of joint advertising.. A
number of retail merchants have been constantly after us for a gen-
eral public statement to the effect that a group of merchants in a town
can get together and advertise a'sale at this group of stores. You can
sell, well, all sell meat for 12 cents or practical y 12 cents.

The CHARMAN. National brand articles at the same price?
Mr. AR~ow. This is just sale usually at lower prices, and they

say, we have got to do that in order to compete with our larger
competitors. We say to them, you bring us in a specific case from
Louisville, or Cincinnati, and we will do one of two things. We will
tell you under the circumstances it is reasonable or unreasonable. We
will make no general statement because it all depends upon the
particular situation.

If this is a group of little people, and if, as a matter of fact this
thing is a combination necessary for them to compete with the chain-
stores advertising, we will send a man out to Cincinnati, and we will
tell them that we have no intention of criminal prosecuting-I could
explain in about 15 minutes, our method of handling those cases, if
you want me to. I do not want to take up too much time.

The CHAumAN. Would you gentlemen care to hear it?
Mr. KzuLY. Yes.
Mr. Amom. Businessmen are entitled to clear specific ideas of what

is going to happen to them, if they enter into some sort of a com.
bination. We have no alternative, as a matter of law, to tell an body
finally what the law is, or whether a particular combination is illegal.
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We do have the authority however to prosecute or not to prosecute,
therefore we have adopted this procedure. If you two gentlemen come
to me in advance, and say I want to put such and such a cooperative
scheme of advertising in Cincinnati, I will look at your scheme and
I will tell you one of two things.

I will say it is either-I have no intention of prosecuting criminally,
or I will say I will prosecute criminally. If I say I will prosecute
criminally, I had better be very sure of the law, before I go ahead,
If I say I won't prosecute criminally, then if you choose to go ahead,
there will never be any criminal penalties on your back, and the only
thing that will happen to you is that in the future, some time or
other, I may bring a civil injunction to stop you. That is all based on
the idea of the Appalachian Coal oase.

In the Appalachion Cool case the coal operators did, in a situation
such as you described, with chaotic conditions in the coal industry, get
together and very frankly attempt to get better prices for this par-
ticular market agency. The Government oppose it. The Supreme
Court held that because they only represented about 3 percent of the
coals that it was not an unreasonable restraint of trade, although it
was a restraint of trade but the Court said we will hold this case on the
docket. The case will not be dismissed, and if by some economic
change in the circumstances, this marketing agency does get in a
dominating position, the Government.can then come in and put the
case to us.

Now, it is almost impossible for us to define just when they get
in that dominating position) but we remember that on the civil side
there is no penalty, so that if your scheme has been-if we have told
you that we see no reason for a criminal prosecution, then you just
kep it up until we tell you to stop, and you agree, or some court tells
you to stop, and there is no penalty condition-in other words,
many schemes can be given, what I call the test of performance, is it
going to work out in restraint of trade, or isn't it, and that is the
Appalocian Coal oae.

Now, we establish that principle for the very obvious reason that we
could not prosecute criminally anybody anyway if we had come in and
acquiesced in your plan.

We prosecuted the moving-picture industry on the civil side of that
docket because for years they had been coming in and telling the De-
partment of Justice what they were doing. We brought a civil pro.
ceeding against the Pullman Co., which we regard as one of the very
worst restraints of trade now existing, because the Pullman Co. con-
tract had been approved by the I. C.C. A a practical matter, we are
not attempting to prosecute anyone on the criminal side of the docket
before a jury if he can show the Government acquiesced in it, so that
some other attorney general who came along might disagree with us
about it, but he would nevertheless be bound y that policy.

Now, the policies announced in a release which I got out with re-
spect to our prosecution of the railroad companies, civil docket, for
maintaining joint rates with, or refusing to allow their rates with motor
carriers, there, I thought, was an obvious resttaint of trade. Neverthe.
less, they had beeninto the Department long before I had come in there
and the Department had apparently acquiesced, so we are on the civil
aide of the docket j

J
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So that as a practical matter, while I will not make a public state-
ment as to just when any matter comes on this line or that, if some-
one will bring his group in, I will tell them that in Cincinnati, we
think that that is not going to unreasonably restrain trade, we will give
it a test performance, and I am trying to keep that policy as much on
the case by case method as I can.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, if the proof were to show that in
Cincinnati the chains, and the small independents were pretty well
balanced, if the independents representing 60 percent were to get
together for the purpose of advertising to meet the competition of the
great chains which represent 60 percent, and you were convinced that
was their purpose and not for the purpose eof raising prices to the
consumer, you would have no objection to it I

Mr. AixoN. Wil you pardon me if I answer that question more
cagily? Mr. Edmonds has given a great deal of thought to that par-
ticular case. He is now preparing a memorandum for me. I do not
want to say anything that would interfere in any way with the mem-
orandum before it gets to me. I will say, if you would come in with
a case we would do one of two things, we would say under the cir-
cumstances this is reasonable, or not. You would immediately find out
where you stood, and in the interest of a memorandum on the subject,
which I have not seen, I would not like to say more than that.

The CHAIRMAN. That is all right. But suppose this little fellow does
not have a representative here in Washington to come to see you? He
is way off in Texarkana Tex or away off in Nevada.

Mr. Aeiow. Well, he ought to write to our closest office.
The CHAIRMAN. Or he could write to you and do it by correspond-

ence.
Mr. APxow. Do it by correspondence.
The CHAIRMAN. Rather than personal interview.
Mr. ARNoLo. May I say with respect to that, we are going to get

jammed up-at present we haven't been, but we are going to get
jammed up so that we have a great backlog of these little business
com plaints.

We are going to get them. The only thng we can do is to expand
the personnel. I believe however, in expanding personnel as the need
arises rather than to make an announcement that we need a thousand
men. In other words, you can build a better unit by starting small
and growing than by taking a couple of hundred green men.

The CHAnRMAN. I agree with you.
Now, one other point I want to ask you about-synthetic rubber.

Has there been any effort, or do you have information that convinces
you that there has been any effort made to keep down the production
of synthetic rubber in the past ?

Mr. AsNoLD. Yes; and I will be very glad to present that in execu-
tive session, if you want iL

The CHAIRMAN. Then we will do that Wednesday.
Now, if it were within your power, knowing the small-business

problem as you know it and in this emergency what would you do to
aid and assist the small business, that you are unable to do now, or that
any Government agency is not doing or is unable to do now t

Mr. ARNoL). I think, in general, small business can be assisted with
regard to general policy to the greatest degree by committees such as
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yours. I think that you represent small business; in other words,
your sole interest is in small business and therefore you might even
go too far in favor of small business but small business needs that
type of representation, and that is te kind of representation that
will inevitably have an effect on the police making, and already has
had an effect on the policy making of the G]overnment.

I think that the only function that I should seek to perform is the
same old function the antitrust laws have always sought to perform,
the representation of case-by-case incidents of hardship on small busi-
ness in seeking the help of individuals and seeking to develop policy
in that way.

I happen to be a firm believer in the common-law method of devel.
oping policy. I think it applies just as well to the decisions from the
0. P. M. and the other between the two sets of undertakings, which
will present the small business side of general policy, and my effort
which will resent the side of particular cases.

We are doing what we can to help small business in the present
emergency.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Are there any other questions, gentle-
menf

Mr. BuLwiwKr Suppose it is the opinion of this committee that
the policy is not as we think it should be to meet the situation, then
what should we do?

Mr. A)RwoLw. WVel), this committee is closer to Congress than any
other small business committee, than any other committees are. This
committee, in other words, has power to open up that question of
change of policy. In fact, that is what gives you your power, the fact
that you are Congressmen.

The CHAIRMAN. The power to subpena witnesses and get informa-
tion?

Mr. Auxow. Yes; if you were a member of a trade association you
just could not have the power.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions?
Mr. Frlmam. One more that I would like to ask. Mr. Arnold you

can answer it, if you want to today, or you can answer it in executive
session, if you prefer.

I am deeply concerned about the testimony, both in your report and
in the testimony you presented before this committee, in regard to
zinc; that is, agreements that are made to try to keep out the small
man to shut o the development of strategic materials, and so forth.

Wouldyou want to say if you believe thas interfered with the
defense of our country b

Mr. ARxow. Well, I have been always a real extremist on the sub.
ject. I have felt that the monopoly, or that the restraint of trade, the
private seizure of economic power is at the basis of a whole lot of the
lack of preparedness of all the democracies.

We got into a frame of mind where we capitalized and paid divi-
dends on restraint of trade. So did England. So did France. It is
an economic disease which sometimes occurs from time to time in all
civilization. I

Germany reached that same stage and it got so bad that they had a
revolution, and got in their present situation of economic power, and

.m "
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I believe that one of the things that the war is going to do is to wake
people up to what those restraints of trade have been doing, and I am
an optimist on the subject.

Mr. Fmrozama. Mr. Arnold, that is just what happened to me, that
I have been awakened by shock, that those conditions could exist in a
democracy, and now we are in a war about 6 or 7 weeks, and I have
read a great many statements where-and I know, because we heard the
testimony last week about the condition we are in with regard to rub-
ber, that here in.a war of 5 weeks, cars cannot be sold, rubber tires
cannot be sold, and they are rationing off. I have also been reading
of a great many boats that have been coming back during the last
year from the Philippine Islands, and the Dutch East Indies, empty.

I am wondering what kind of a deal it was in that somebody had
control of that rubber, that was not coming, and should have come back
in here.

I believe that if the people of the country really knew what hap-
pened, and I really believe that these deals, I will call them crimes,
have interfered with the preparation of this country, and it seems to me
to be a crime, it is criminal, that in a war that is just about 2 months
old, we are faced with a condition like this, not only in rubber, but in
zinc and in other materials.

Mr. An OLD. Well, it is very interesting to see the effect. the elec-
trical effect of war on the monopoly problem. It was* in 1938 that
we showed the German control over beridium for the T. N. E. C.;
it was a fantastic story. I could not get an bod interested. We
did get interested, but the public seemed to feel that it is all right,
he is entitled to make a little money out of his patent. I mean we
had that whole philosophy.

.I think that the war is going to bring such a tremendous increase in
the basic materials that are useful to the small businessman, useful
to the farmer that it might usher in a state of collapse a period of
unprecedented industrial prosperity, because we technically are
wealthy in the very things that we can use in business. In other
words, if cotton is a drug on the market, and the steel is a drug on
the market, then neither need be a drug on the market. You can
trade one for the other. I think the correct economic policy during
the war is to prevent this enormous wealth from falling into few
hands, to shut it down again.

Mr. P~oza. Mr. Arnold, hasn't the tendency been to push it into
those hands by the very procurement policies of the Government?

Mr. ARNo . I would say we are gradually-lI mean, if you are
talking about tendency. There was a depression, I mean in the old'
days, everything started to collapse. The whole tendency then was
to put floors ur.der all sorts of prices, and bolster up these vel? kinds
of restrictive practices, and it might have been and it pr b ly was
necessary for temporary financial policy, and then we have been
swinging away from that,. I think, starting with the President's
monopoly y message) which is the first time we have been swinging
away from that, and suddenly the war comes in, and we are realiz.
ing what is happening to us. Of course, the tendency of big busi.
ness is to try to maintain their control. To put yourselves in their
place for a minute, suppose you are a director of a corporation. You
are elected. You are representing the stockholders. Here is a new
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competitor which will be fine for the public, because it will create
full production, but after the war is going to interfere with your
developments. Now, what is your duty to your stockholders? You
say all right, I will give-my future dividends away. So, it is not a
question of blaming the fellow. You cannot blame him unless the
law stops him. If he can go his board of directors or his president
and say it would be nice if we can get rid of this competitor, but if
we do we will be indicted, then I think you have got that curve. I
don't know whether I have made myself clear oi not..

Mr. Pwoa . Yes; you have; but our very administrative acts have
caused that man to get more and more power, and since the rubber
situation alone they called in for a conference to set up this reserve
for the Government; they called in the big four of the rubber com-
panies.

Mr. AinoLD. Well, I don't know.
Mr. PwrEsmz. And they own an international agreement with the

Dutch and the British interests, and they restrict tlie production, and
the information that has come into my hands was that since this war
started we very foolishly allowed through an international agreement
of Dutch, British, and American interests, to restrict the shipment of
rubber to this Nation that would easily have given us a 2- or 3-year
stock pile.

That is pai-t of the administration practice of this Government,
which has helped to bring about that situation, as near as I can
determine. I will admit that I have not gone to the extent-

The CHA UMAN. Well, the Government didn't have anything to do
with that, did itt

Mr. PwEsn. The Government set up this Rubber Reserve Corpora-
tion. The Government had called in the big four.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we will have Mr. Jones before us in the morn-
ing,in executive session.

1r. PwsEn. It is something that we are attempting to get into as
1 say, without a complete and thorough and final side of the question.
It does appear that we have all been guilty of playing into this prac-
tice, which is contrary to the policy of your Department, for example,
which is to stop such a practice.

The CHAIRMAN. And your answer to the question, Has our war
effort been interfered with by reason of these monopolistic restraints?
Your answer is that-

Mr. ARNoLw. 01, my answer is that I consider it the principal
thing that has slowed the war effort,
'Te CHAIRMAN. I see. That is 0. K.

Mr. Kirkland wants to ask you a question.
Mr. KRKLAND. On the question of these cooperative advertising

schemes that are brought to your attention, I understand that some
of them do seek your approval of the scheme, and that you try to
avoid any general approval of the scheme.

Mr. ARNoLD. You send it in. I just don't know what we have done
in that but I can tell you our general procedure. You send it in.
We look it over. We attempt to investigate it. We send you a letter
to the effect that we have received your report and the plan you are
seeking or about to put into effect.

/ /
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We believe that the situation is such that the principles embodied
in our railroad release on such and such a date will apply. The rail-
road release in effect says that in the event that a plan is unusual in
the demand, it would have only civil prosecution.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the statement from Hon. Martin
F. Smith will be in.5erted in the record.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF HON. MARTIN F. SXITH, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
PROM THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

Mr. SuITH of Washington. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I
am glad to have this opportunity of expressing my hearty support of the work
which your committee is doing, as I consider the small businessman to be the
most important unit in our business and economic structure.

I have been attending the committee hearings and listened with a great deal
of interest to the statement of Mr. Leon Henderson, Price Administrator, regard-
ing the status of the retail automobile dealers. I have sufficient confidence in
Mr. Henderson's ability and fairness to believe that the dealers will be per-
mitted to dispose of their new and used cars and trucks upon an equitable basis
and that they will be protected by the Government against financial loss re-
sulting from the freezing order and in connection with the warehousing of cars
and trucks under the stock-pile arrangement. Every effort should, and I feel
certain will, be made to cause the dealers the least possible loss and damage. I
also hope that a satisfactory program will be formulated whereby they can service
cars and trucks and obtain necessary parts and accessories for that purpose and
continue in business.

Mr. Chairman, doubtless you Intend also to consider the present and future
problems of the small businessman generally. In that connection, It Is my
understanding that In Great Britain much of the work on war and national-
defense contracts has been sublet to small firms, so that the facilities of every
Industry, no matter how small, are being utilized. In my opinion, that Is a wise
and sound policy and should be followed In our country. There are a number
of very godd reasons, It seems to me, why this should bedone.

In the first place, instead of having all the manufacturing done In a limited
number of gigantio plants In the large centers of population, some of the work
would be done and parts made In the small plants in the towns throughout
the Nation. This would result In less disruption of business and employment.

Secondly, the element of safety from bombing and aerial attack is certatrny
worthy of consideration. Obviously, the more scattered geographically the pants
which are contributing, the less danger and likelihood there Is of crippling our
entire war effort. There can be no possible Justification for concentrating all
our war Industries In very limited areas.

Then there Is the question of housing. If the work is all to be done by these
huge plants In the big cities, a congestion of population results and the housing
problem becomes far more acute than If some of the work could be "farmed out"
to smaller concerns elsewhere and the assembling done in the large cities. If
this can be done practicably In Great Britain it can be done here.

It Is also reported that the Nazis have put to work every available small
factory In the occupied countries, particularly In France and Czechoslovakia,
in turning out parts which are then shipped to Germany for final assembling in
their own factories there.

Another reason why this policy of decentralization should be carried out is the
fact that by doing so now while we are at war we will be preparing for the transit.
tion which I think all those who have seriously studied the economic and social
situation In our Nation are agreed must come when the war is ended. We must
then decentralize our Industries. Concentration in the big cities causes conges-
tion, disease, crime, unemployment, traffic problems, and Is undesirable from
every standpoint. Our people are insisting that numerous small factories be
located In all the communities throughout the land instead of industry being
restricted to a score of large cities. In many instances by locating the industries
in small towns they would be closer to the source of raw materials and trans.
portatlons costs would be less.
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There are many other sound arguments In favor of decentralization, and this
is one phase of our social and economic problems which should be probed thor.
eughly and Is, of course, directly related to the future status of small business in
this country. I believe that your committee has before it one of the most vital
and important tasks which has been undertaken by any congressional committee
In many years, and you have an opportunity to render a service the value and
far-reaching effect of which cannot be overestimated. You have the hearty sup-
port of every Member of Congress and te people is a whole.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I desire to thank you for your
courtesy and patience in listening to these Informal suggestions.

The CHAIR3MAN. We will hear from Mr. Holcomb.

STATEMENT OF GUY HOLCOMB

The CHAIRMAN. Give your name, home address, and title, if you
please, Mr. Holcomb.

Mr. HoLoOmB. My name is Guy Holcomb. I am Chief of the Small
Business Section of the Antitrust Division of the Department of Jus-
tice. My residence is the Roger Smith Hotel, Washington.

Let me say parenthetically that I thought I would appear before
this committee, I think, about a week or 10 days ago, as the chairman
knows. At that time I prepared a statement. I do not think it is a
very good one, and may the dating of it is not very good because
things do happen rather swiftly.

The CHAiRMAN. Why don't you talk off 'the record now and insert
the statement.

iMr. HotoMB. Well, I had this in mind Mr Chairman, that you
let me go through the statement here, and then if any of the members
of the committee might stop me at any point that provoked inquiry,
or questioning, we could stop there and then take up, if that is agree.
able sir.

The CHAmmAN. Go ahead.
Mr. Houcox. To those of us whose duties have afforded the oppor-

tunity or responsibility to view the effects of the defense program on
our national economy it is beginning to appear that business, both
large and small, is faced with the alternative of either participation
in the national defense effort or extinction, or at least indefinite sus-
pension.

This condition has been and is being principally influenced by four
phases of the national defense program. They are: Systems of Gov.
ernmental procurement, progress of contract distribution, priorities
and rationing. As head of the Small Business Section of the Anti-
trust Division of the Department of Justice I have naturally been
concerned with the effect of the over-all program on the so-called small-
business enterprise. The handling in the past 6 months of hundreds
of complaints from small businesses all over the country has in-
evitably created certain impressions as to how, the smaller enterprise
is faring, what its chief difficulties are, and how certain governmental
policies and procedures mitigate against it.

It is inevitable that the process of converting this Nation from a
peacetime basis into an all-out program of national defense will
produce errors both of omission commission. Any large-scale
program of hasty conversion will producenequities and mistakes.

Furthermore, it is an easy matter to sit i Iost mortem judgment of
past mistakes. Monday morning quarter acks have won many a game
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and unfolded ingenious strategy that would have been impossible
during the heat and strain of the Saturday conflict.

On the other hand, it would be difficult to effect more efficient policy
and progress in our governmental economic procedure if we did not
reexamine and analyze past errors.

It is not enough for those charged with responsible administration
to dismiss glaring mistakes with a shrug of the shoulders and a state-
ment that "hindsight is better than foresight."

Such an attitude after Pearl Harbor, for instance, would not have
reassured the American people. They demanded inquiry and in-
vestigation as did their Congress, and their demands were promptly
met.

It is evident by the very presence of this committee sitting in hear-
ing that there is also a demand for inquiry, investigation, and ex-
planatiun of the conduct of our national defense effort which to many
appears to have been no more "on the alert" than were our armed
forces in the Pacific.

I had gained the impression, Mr. Chairman, that you would put
some value in the impression that the head of the Small Business
Section would inevitably get from handling these various case-by-case
practices.

The CHAIRMAN. Ye.
Mr. Hot.ooEL I submit for the record a column by Messrs. Pearson

and Allen appearing in the Washington Times-Herald on Wednesday,
January 7, 1942. This is the clipping, if the committee would like
to place it in the record.

These reporters deal with a subject of great current interest since
we have commenced the system of rationing automobile tires. This
rationing has been necessitated by a shortage of crude rubber, both
artificial-and natural, and also tle fact that a month ago our trade
channels to sources of the crude rubber supply have been blockaded
in the Pacific.

It might be interesting to project the effect of this rationing on our
economy, especially as it affects many small business enterprises. Tire
rationing will inevitably mean a curtailment of automobile use which
in time will bring about great reduction in consumption and sale of
gasoline and petroleum products.

There are 240,000 gasoline service stations in the United States,
an overwhelming majority of which are very small individual pro-
prietorships. There are about 20,000 retail tire establishments. These
two small l usiness groups together have in the past afforded employ.
meant for over a million people. If it is necessary to continue the
rationing order as originally drawn, the economic doom of this group
of small business people appears to be sealed. 'Closely related to this
group are the 45,000 automobile dealers in the country who in recent
months have been trimming their overhead and cost of doing business
in contemplation of an eventual curtailment of automobile production
and have been looking toward the sale of petroleum products and
repair and maintenance services to keep their economic bodies and
souls together for the duration of the war.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you a question there. It has been sug-
gested that since the large oil companies and the large mail-order
houses have many items upon which they can depend for their opera-
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fions, and the small tire dealers have only one (the sale of tires)
that during this emergency the sale of tires or the rationing of tires
should be made through the independent dealers entirely instead of
permitting them to be rationed through the large mail-order houses
and the large oil companies that do not need them in order to conserve.

Have you given that proposition consideration?
Mr. Hoico~i. No; but, offhand, I think it would be in accordance

with that idea-
The CHArMMAN. Have you considered it, Mr. Arnold ?
Mr. ARxOW. Yes; I have, and I haven't any objection to Mr. Hol-

comb's giving his opinion, provided it is understood that the Depart-
ment of Justice through Mr. Holcomb is not speaking officially on the
decision.

The CHA IRMA. That is right. We understand that.
Mr. ARNoLw. I personally would prefer not to in any way throw

my official weight behind -ne policy or another for the reasons I have
outlined.

I do not see why he cannot very frankly give his own opinion.
Mr. Hoimow. Hope the committee understand what I am trying to

give is just one man's impression of what has been happening in
small business.

The CHArMMAN. I notice in the New York Times this morning where
the president of the General Tire Co. said we only need 40,000 tons
of rubber to keep the automobiles going. Did y;ou happen to see
that I

Mr. HoLmOm. No; I did not see that.
The CAmImAn. That being true, we should not have any gat

shortage, I am not saying it is true, or not true, I don't know, but it is
quite a different statement from what we heard before this committee.

Mr. HoLcom. It is to me. I would like to know more details. It is
rather staggering.

Of a necessity, over 100,000 automobile salesmen have had to .ek
other employment, and it now appears very doubtful, in face of Cie
tire.rationing order, that the average dealer can keep even his repair-
shop doors open.

It is reported in the Washington Merry-Go-Round column, men-
tioned previously, that. due to the unexplained delay in the construc-
tion of synthetic-rubber plants in this countryour total annual output
for last year was only 12,000 tons and that the new plants now under
construction will not be in production until next summer and that
upon completion of these plants we can expect only a total of 80,000
tons of synthetic rubber per year, which is in startling'contrast to
the MlO.000 tons of rubber consumed by the United States in 1941.

Mr. KULY. Mr. Holcomb, do you have any idea what the capacity
of the plant is which is under construction at Baton Rouge?

Mr. Holco~s. No, air; I do not.
Mir. KnLY. It was the first plant I
Mr. HorcoHa Yes, sir; I do not know.
Mr. KrELY. It has been operating since May?
Mr. HoLmB. Well, these figures that a'e quoted in the column

show that thke total outpptin 1941 was 12,000 pounds.
Mr. KEm.y. Do you mean:of synthetic/rubber! It must all come

from that plant.
Mr. HOLC0oM. Yes. /
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The CHAIMAN. Twelve thousand pounds?
Mr. HoI xMB. Twelve thousand tons. I beg your pardon, sir; 12,OOQ

tons.
Now, of course, since this statement was prepared we have seen the

announcement in the papers from the Scretary of Commerce that
other plants will be put in operation, and I believe the total output
the total contemplated output, upon completion of those additional
plants is 400,000 tons. That is still just better than half of the total
consumption of last year, or the total average annual consumption.

Mr. F ronL-%w. But it will take 18 months before you "Vill get that.
Mr. HocomxB. I am not familiar with the details of that statement.

I would very much like to say-
Mr. KELLY. Normally, what is the consumption of rubber in this

country
Mr. Hozmomi. Five to six hundred thousand tons. In other words,

your 720,000 tons represents the consumption during the great mili.
tary or the increase of military program. The normal consumpt ion
will run five to six hundred thousand tons. That can be, of course,
whittled down during times-people make money and tires are cheap;
if you have a good enterprise, a man will buy a new tire and not have
one retreaded.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we all waste tires. We have in the past. We
have not utilized them.

Mr. FrrizoEnu. But it was also because, was it not, there were more
cars produced in 1941 than there has been, and that took up a great
part of those extra tires?

Mr. HOLCOMB. That is right,
This committee might be interested in exploring two angles to the

rubber shortage; first, the delay with which synthetic plants have
been planned and constructed; and second, whether or not a con-
tributing factor to this delay has been international cartelization on
the synthetic process between certain large American petroleum in-
terests and the German chemical and rubber monopolies. I am not at
liberty at this time to disclose details of the investigations that the
Antitrust Division has been conducting into this cartel, but I think it
is interesting and proper to state that as far back as 1929 negotiations
were under way by the American and German interests who shared
rights and privileges to the artificial process, and since 1933 the Ger-
'i.n parties to the cartel have been engaged in dn all-out production

program of artificial rubber while it was not until 1939 that artificial-
rubber production was allowed to make its appearance in this country
on anything resembling an industrial basis, but they piddled around
laboratories with it and got their pictures in the rotogravures. I pre-
sume you have those pictures anyway.

Now, L,n this matter of system of governmental procurement which,
of course, over the last year and a half has multiplied many times,
frequently work to the detriment, if not the exclusion, of the smaller
organization who today more and more must depend on sales to the
Government for its existence. For example, a small Pennsylvania
manufcturer of .steel filing cabinets complained to us of his inability
to participate in Government requirements. Upon investigation re
discovered that it had been the custom for several years for the Pro.
curement Division of the Treasury Department to send out invitations
to bid for Government requirements on this item on a 1-year term
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basis; that is, the successful bidder would agree to furnish any agency
,of the Governments upon proper requisition, any number of filing units
at whatever place of delivery that equipment was required. In the
last 10 years the governmental requirements of this type of equip.
meant has increasl-eto such an extent that only two manufacturers in
the entire country had productive capacities capable of filling the
requirements of the Government over a 1-year period. Therefore,
little, if an , competition was reflected in the prices that the Govern-
ment paid for this type of equipment. As a matter of fact, in 1911 the
Government paid $ each for a three-drawer metal filing unit, whereas
in former years, with competitive bidding from both large and small
manufacturers, the price averaged about $13 per unit.

Mr. BuLwiNKZ. Of course, Mr. Holcomb, there came into that, I
imagine the increased cost of steel and labor costs?

Mr. Hoi ome. Yes; and we were quite careful to investigate that
and we discovered that the maximum difference in labor and material
cost is $3. As a matter of fact, the complainant in this particular
case-understand now, the Government paid this past year, 1941, $22
each for a three-drawer unit. The complainant had salesmen in the
field selling three-drawer units that met the Government specifications
to the trade for $19.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is a crime.
Mr. Homomn. He had to pay the salary and taxes and the travel-

ing, and everything, and commission to the salesman, so that the cost
alone-

The CHAMAw. That shows the Government was just absolutely
hijacked.

Mr. AaxoLw. May I interpolate? I would like to introduce in the
record a little later, I would like to have a place for it. our proceeding
against the tire companies, making identical bids to the Government..
It is-was that in 1938; I think it was, and I will correct that on the
record-but the bids, the Government bid asked for bids for tires.
Each time the bids were identical down to the last penny, and the Gov-
ernment rejected the bids, and finally got the tires at a very substan-
tial decrease by having an exigency declared by the Attorney General
and negotiating a contract.

We then brought a i roceeding in the name of the Government
against the tire companies for triple damages, alleging damage to
the Government because of these noncompetitive bids, for $1,000,000.

By a decision of 4 to 3, very close division, Mr. Justice Black writing
the dissenting opinion, and Mr. Justice Douglas, and I think it 'was
Reed, concurring, the Supreme Court held that the Government in
making its purchase did not have the right to sue for triple damages
and since that time there has not been any letting up on the identicai
bids.

In the case of identical bids we do not feel that the mere identical
bid is sufficient to go to a criminal jury on th6 ground of reasonable
or not, but we certainly think that in a situation where you do not
have market price, such as wheat, the fact that bids are Identical is
sufficient cause to compel them to explain the coincidence in a civil suit
fqr triple damages.

I think that tis committee might well be interested in some sort of
legislation which would amend the antitrust law to give the Gov-
ernment the right to sue for'triple damages. They missed out by a
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very close decision of the Supreme Court and it would put power of
tremendous significance in the hands of the Antitrust Division if we
had that. I used that opportunity to get that in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. We would be glad to have it inserted.
Mr. AtxoLD. Will you excuse the interruption?
Mr. Ho %com. Of course. I think, too, such legislation would

make the work of the small business section more effective, too.
We entered into negotiations with the Procurement Division to

have this system revised, but before a complete revision could be
effected the Priorities Section has, of course, forbidden the further
manufacture of steel filing equipment.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Coming back to what you say, I notice down here
in the stationery room we are supposed to'buy on Government prices,
but you can get things cheaper down town sometimes at retail than
you can down here in the stationery department.

Mr. ARxoL. That developed to be the situation in tires.
The CHAIRmAN. We are supposed to get quantity prices down there,

and I can buy paper in quantities for 50 percent les than I do down
there.

Mr. AR1NOL. If I may introduce in the record our report on identi-
cal bidding, I think it may be of interest.

Mr. HOIs~m . Another interesting example of Government pro.
curement has been the matter of discriminatory specifications. Tor
example, the Army specifications on artificial teeth have for several
years been drawn around the product of one manufacturer. The
Surgeon General's office states that this came about because of their
need of standardization, but to most of us it appears that the various
manufacturers in this field should be induced to conform to the Army
standards rather than have the Army conform to the standards of
any favorite or chosen manufacturer, which is apparently the case in
this instance.

And, incidentally, the records disclose that an artificial denture-
that is, selling, that the Government is paying over the last 3 or 4
years to this one manufacturer, about 16 cents apiece, that the same
size or style of tooth, under competitive bidding, sold to the Govern-
ment for as low as 5 , 6, 7 cents apiece.

A Michigan boiler manufacturer complained that an award on a
quarter-mill ion-dollar installation for the Army was about to be
made a competitor whom the complaintant had undeibid by over
$1 700

koW, of course, $1,700 is not a great deal of money, but it is the
principle of the matter.

Investigation disclosed that the specifications were built around the
design of -the complainant's chief competitor and that the civilian
consulting engineer on the job had recommended the award to the
higher bidder in spite of the fact that the complainant had agreed
to revamp his design without prejudice or additional cost to the
Government.

On several occasions recently we have been meeting with various
officers of the construction branch of the Army on behalf of a small
manufacturer of chlorinating and water-treatment equipment who
due to priorities must secure Government contracts or close his busi-
ness. In the last 2 weeks we have discovered over a half dozen jobs
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in various parts of the country specification~ for which precluded the
award to any firm save the dominant company in this particular
industry. For instance, at the Huntsville, Ala., Arsenal the domi-
nant firm's bid was $28,000 on comparable equipment, that the com-
plainant had bid to install at $14,000.

We are still at work on that thing.
The CHAIRMAN. Why would the War Department let that contract

for $26,000 when another concern offers to render the same services,
deliver the same materials under the same conditions for $14,000?

Mr. HoWLco41. Well, in this instance, I think, Mr. Chairman, it was
because the one firm is well known, like a Hickey-Freeman suit.

The CHAIRMAN. I know, but that should not have anything to do
with the War Department. They are not buying national brands.

Mr. HoucoB. No; but they are dependent-for instance, there is a
firm of consulting engineers in Baltimore that are the consultants on
the Huntsville Arsenal. Now, the War Department depends on the
professional advice and guidance and what not of the consulting
engineers.

Now, it is only human to have prejudices. Now, frankly, we had
quite i heated conference with the head of the firm who came up from
Baltimore. I am convinced that the man is honestly motivated. I am
convinced that he just actually feels that this other company's equip-
ment is so good that it might be worth the difference, but it was amus-
ing to discover that in our conference with the head of the consulting
firm of engineers had never even seen or inspected a unit by the com-
plainant.
m So, naturally, he was put in a most unfavorable position and had to

retract his position, and the award was made to the complaining

t hr.aeLLY. Did you go into the financial standing
Mr. oL mB. There was no issue there. The complainant was per-

fectly willing to put a warranty bond. As a matter of fact, any bond-
in company in the country would have been happy to act for them.

r. Kny. In the case that I described here to Mr. Arnold this
morning, that was a similar case that you are describing now, and the
people that were furnishing this electrical cable for this ammunition
Plant that was under construction that got the contract, although
they were not the low bidder on it, they hadto come back to the people
that held the actual low bid to get half of the supply of cable, and
there was a savings on a $93 000 order to the United States Govern-
hient, to the taxpayers, of $4,60.

.Ar. HoLcomn. That is a very interesting came
Mr. Kmui. Mr. Chairman Ithink I am'in position to answer the

quiestIon that you are after there about this happening* and the way
It happens. Many of these corporations that are getting these con-
tracts down here- from the War Department have on their pay rolls
er-Army officers,, retired Army officers, lieutenants, colonels, and
majors, and one thing and another, that have at personal and social
contact, and you will find many cases where these big corporations
are getting a bulk of these contracts, you *ill find that those are the

'men, the front office men in steering thou contracts into those cor-
porations.,

I /
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Mr. ARxoW. May I point the whole thing up with just an obser-
vation? I think that if we had a system even before our courts, the
only people that appeared were the attorneys for one side, you would
get a similar result. I think that it is not a question so much of
criticizing the past performance, but only of recognizing that human.
nature, being what it is, you are bound to have that repeated unless%
we develop a system of representation for the outside people, and it
has become almost a fetish with me,

Mr. BULWINKLE. That is the reason I asked you a little while agoi
if all the agencies of the Government who operate with the view to
these small business propositions, the relief of small business-

Mr. HoAomB. I wonder if Mr. Bulwinkle meant this--is there
coordination?

Mr. BuLwINKL. Did anybody from the War Department call you
in to tell you about this?

Mr. ItocomB. Oh, no. It was quite the reverse. I called the War
Department.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Holcomb, you know, today is Monday
and the Members would probably like to go over to the House. It is
now about 12:13. I wonder if you would getup something, as many of
these cases as you can, and I expect to ask permission to put them in
the record. I think it would be worth while. I think it is a very
constructive and helpful service that you are rendering in connection
with this matter of pointing out these specific cases.

Do you think that mightbedone?
Mr. ARNow. Yes. I would like to have him do that. I would sug.

gest that we do not do it with all of them, because one of the things
which gives us cooperation of the War Department is simply the idea
that they are going to correct, if they make any mistake they are going
to correct the mistake. We are just notgoing to throw it on the public
record every time there is a mistake ma de, which has been voluntarily
and cooperatively corrected.

Mr. BULWINKLE. I think probably, Mr. Chairman, it would be best
if we could have Mr. H'olcomb back here in executive session.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Suppose you come back with ir. Arnold
on Wednesday.

Mr. HoLmOMB. If you gentlemen want to make it this afternoon, I
will be at your pleasure. It. would be cooperative. I will tell you
why, we are bringing in some new personnel to the section, and if I
could supply you whatever you wanted today, it would allow me to
plan the rest of my week. I

The CHAIRMAN. All right. It will be satisfactory for you to come
back at 2: 30 this afternoon.

Mr. HQLCOMB. Will try to bring other cases uphere too.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. We will now recess until 2: 30.
(At 12: 20 p. m. a recess was taken to 2: 30 p. m.)

AFTE RECESS

(The hearing was resumed at 2:30 p. m., pursuant to recess.)
Mr. BULwiNKL. I am informed that Mr. Patman will be here in

a few minutes and until then I will take over.
I think it might be a good idea for you to proceed.
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STATEMENT OF GUY HOLCOMB-Resumed

Mr. HoLostB Gentlemen, I believe at the time we recessed I was
down to a point in my statement leading into the matter of contract
distribution. That, you will recall, I stated is one of the four phases
of the defense effort that had had a very definite bearing and sig-
nificance on small-business problems.

The solution of the problem of contract distribution would go a
long way toward relieving the perplexity and distress of smaller busi-
ness. Progress is being made by the Division of Contract Distribu-
tion of the Office of Production Management under the direction of
Mr. Floyd B. Odlum_ The Army and Navy have also set up a
Division of Contract Distribution under the direction of Admiral
Fisher, and I understand that the Maritime Commission has taken
like steps.

Mr. BULWINKLF Admiral Fisher has the Army and Navy?
Mr. HoLcoui Yes, sir.
Mr. BuLwrmNKL. Who has the Maritime, if you will pardon the

interruption?
Mr. HoLcom. I do not know. I have not had contact with that

group as yet.
The job is a prodigious one and it can be successfully accomplished,

in my opinion, only after the correction of certain procedures and the
adoption of an attitude on the part of its administrators to welcome
honest criticism and intervention and to be eager to reexamine their
orders and procedures. For instance, we have the complaint by a
small manufacturer who had bid on certain equipment for the Civil
Aeronautics Authority that required the use of processed silk. He
was the low bidder but could not promise a specific delivery date as
he had not been awarded a priority order on the raw material. That
is the silk itself that had to be processed.

The bid was awarded to a larger company who was able to draw
from their stock on hand pending the granttrg of a priority certify.
cate, The complainant had app lied to the Piority Division for a
certificate so that he could bid 16r the business. This he was denied
on the grounds that he did not have the business and was told to come
back and talk the matter over if he were successful in securing the
business. Without definite assurance of a priority certificate he was
unable to promise delivery date and therefore secure the order. As
a result of this and similar complaints that we have discussed with
the Office of Production Management, measures have been taken to
guard against a recurrence of this sort of dilemma.

On Saturday, December 20, the Norfolk Navy Yard sent out invita-
tions to bid on 85,000 gallons of paint of a certain formula. The
Invitations were to be opened and bids awarded on December 2-
bear in mind that gives only I days' notice-Jfoi delivery January 10,
1942. It was pointed out by a representative of smaller paint manu-
facturers that only two of the largest manufacturers could possibly
handle an order of this size in the tune limit imposed.

Mr. BuLwiuwz. Where was that paint 6 be used I
Mr. Howoim. In the Norfolk Navy Atrd. It might interest you

to know that there are two methods qf procurement in Army and
Navy. They have what they call field0jrocurement, that is, the hos-
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pitals and Army posts scattered anywhere in the country, and they
procure with their own facilities maintenance supplies, such as disin-
fectants and so on. This was a field procurement.

Immediate contact was made with the Navy Department's Division
of Contract Distribution and on the 23d of December telegraphle
advice went to the various prospective bidders to the effect that the
invitation was amended whereby they could bid on any part of the
total.

Of course, that was a measure of relief, but there was still the time
element that was only partially relieved by this amended instruction.

A small though well-known manufacturer of outboard motors com-
plains that he is about to close his plant because of priorities on neces-
sary materials while only 16 miles away his largest competitor is oper-
ating. full swing, supplying both Government and civilian require-
ments. The complainant has been unable to secure Government orders.

Mr. Ku.LY. Do you care to give the location? Do you care to say
where he is?

Mr. HoLom. Right out of Milwaukee.
Mr. KELLY. Between Milwaukee and Sheboygan I
Mr. HoxcomB. I don't know my geography very well.
Mr. KELLY. Tiere is quite a sipbu'ding plant at Sheboygan which

is north of Milwaukee about 25 or 30 miles.
Mr. HOLCOmB. Of course, that country is known as the home of out-

board motors, I think.
Mr. KELLY. That is right.
Mr. Hoxomu. That brings to mind another series of letters that

we have had from manufacturers of metal boats in the Great Lakes
area. I can recall some three different complaints. They are small
plants and couldn't make an awful lot of boats, but they could make
metal boats.

We discovered, for instance, that the Maritime Commission would
send out a contract to build a tanker or freighter or something of that
sort., but there is no requirement that the shipbuilding company tak-
ing the prime contract must seek a subcontracting award. The
thought naturally suggests itself.

Here is another up in Michigan that makes metal boats. They can't
make metal boats for civilian requirements. Certainly they could
supply the lifeboats for these ships and certainly the shipbuilding
company itself could forego whatever profit is involved in making
those units.

Mr. KEL Y. We in Chicago have been fighting for some of that
work in the South Chicago area right adjacent to the steel companies%
and there is a shipbuilding concern there that is not doing anything
and you can't get anything in there to put them in operation.

Both the Navy authorities and the Maritime Commission said they
were not skilled mechanics in that part of the country, and yet after
the lastwar they built a lot of ocean-going boats and boats that plied
inland waters.

Mr. Hoous. It is most confusing, I know, to you and to me and
to members of my staff, to be confronted with a seemingly irrefutable
statement. I believe the workers in the Chicago area are as skilled as
Ihey are anywhere else.

Mr. KzLuY. It has been brought to my attention however, that the
Maritime Commission was going to build a drydock iii St. Joe, Mich.
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They will have to build a sheet-steel plant over there. There is no steel
there.

Mr. HOLOIOUB. I am not informed on that, It is a very interesting
case, I am sure.

It is probable that'the priority system caused more confusion, if
not as much distress, among small businesses as any phase-of the na-
tional defense effort. This is due in part, no doubt, to the fact that the
average small-business proprietor is unaccustomed to involved or
detailed regulatory procedure. He finds the various forms and orders
difficult to read and fully comprehend his lawyer can give him very
little, if any, assistance, and those that do not have access to legal coun-
sel are left in a state of utter bewilderment. On the other hand, I have
discovered a'reluctance on the part of priority officials to reexamine or
make exception to hard and fast previous rulings- and, judging from
the tone of complaints from small business firms throughout the coun-
try, the persbnnel and facilities of the various field offices of theOffice of
Production Management seem to require drastic revision and improve-
ment. The direction of at least one such office that has come under our
investigation reveals a situation so shot through with personal and
grou politics as to render the office a useless, ineffectual appendage.
Whipe all of us can appreciate that a hasty mobilization of personnel
to assume new and emergency duties will inevitably produce errors in
selection, it seems evident corrective steps should be taken along this
line. It is still apparent that the original fundamental error of not
including in the various defense agencies a reasonable percentage of
smaller businessmen bringing with them a broader and more independ-
ent viewpoint has not been corrected and that there is not yet enough
realization and understanding on the part of the various defense staffs

of the far-reaching effects of some contemplated order on countless
numbers of small business proprietors.

That is a point, if the committee will pardon a personal reference.
It is my honest opinion that is one of the fundamental errors that
took place a year and a half or 2 years ago.

You can go back to the old Advisory Commission or the Council
of National Defense. There were no small business people included
in that group. 1he dollar-a-year man-and there is no crime in
being a dollar-a-year man-but the whole personnel was selected from
big industry. I happen to have first-hand information on that, be-
cause I was supposed to represent tWe retail-gasoline industry on the
Advisory Commission, and this thing is not going to work unless
you can have a broader representation on these industry groups.

Mr. HALLECK. You referred to the field qifices. Does that have
reference to field offices of the Division of Contract Distribution I
. Mr. HoLoomci. I believe they are known as the field offices of the
Office of Production Management They are supposed to be the
priorities, the Division of Contract Pistributi~n; an4[ other phases of
the 0. P. M. activities.

Mr. I-IL:zK. I thought we might clear that up. My impression
about it is that there is under Mr. Odium a division of 0. P. M. which
is the Contract Distribution Division. The field office in each State-
and there may be a number of field offies in the State that are under
that-

Mr. Howmo&i. That is right.
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Mr. HALLECK. Whose primary, function is what the name indicates.
They are to aid in distributing the defense work.

Mfr. HoLc<MB. There is also personnel in these same field offices
supposed to interpret and advise with the applicants or complainants
as to the meanings, and so forth, of priority orders.

Mr. HALLECx. My impression about that is that there is a separate
personnel or separate person having to do with priorities in the dif-
ferent States, and that those people are charged with the responsibility
of handling the matters of priorities so far as they can be hkndledlocally.

I only raise it because not so long ago at the direction of the chair-
man of the committee I checked with the Office of Contract Distribu-
tion in my State, Indianapolis Ind., and found they were doing a
splendid job,- but the director in the field who is bumping into these
little fellows all the time and understands their problems and knows
something about the difficulties in the way of getting the work to these
little fellows and getting them in the defense program had quite'a few
things to say along the general line of whatyou are saying in respect
to his ability to get a job down in contemplation of all the other things
that exist under this program.

Mr. HoLCom. Well, Ibelieve both of us are right. I know that you
are because you have personnel to do with priorities and then .ou have
personnel having to do with contract distribution, but I believe you
will find them all housed in the same offices and it is usually at the
Federal Reserve bank, if they have sufficient facilities there, but it is
all known locally as the 0. P. M. field office.

Mr. KIRKLAND. It is my understanding, and you may check this for
an accurate statement for the record, that in some cases the 0. P. M.
priorities and other divisions of 0. P. M., such as the Labor Division,
as well, do utilize the same office space, but in most cases the Contract
Distribution Office and the priority offices are separate offices set up
within the State.. They may work together but they do have sepa-
rate organizations. We will check that for he record.

Mr. HAL. It was my understanding of Mr. Odium's testimony that
he had set up 140 offices throughout the country, and I thought he was
referring to the distribution end.

Mr. BuLW NKX He was not referring to the priorities.
Mr. HAm Mr. Odium said that he had recommended, or was about

to recommend a separate and distinct organization or agency in Wash-
ington to handle the problem of small business. What do you think of
that?

Mr. HOLCOMB. I didn't hear his testimony, but I will immediately
applaud and second that motion. As a matter of fact, I didn't know
anything of Mr. Odlum's testimony at all. I believe bolh Mr. Thur-
man Arnold and myself are on record as aonsring such an idea, and
I had planned, as Mr. Kirkland mention ---

Mr. BULWINKLB Where would you set that organization up?
Mr. HoLcoma. Right here in Washington.
Mr. BUmwINIMUZ Under what department or division?
Mr. HoLomAB. Under no department or division. I would like to

come back to that, if I may, a little later.
Mr. Frzorzw. What power would they have over the Army and

N~avyI
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Mr. HouLoMB. Whatever power Congress wanted to give them.
Mr. FrrwZEDAW. They give out the prime contracts, in the first place.
Mr. HouCou. Whatever power Congress feels they should have.
Mr. FRizomAW Isn't that the bottleneck I Isn't it that the Army

and Navy gives out. the prime contracts and the small fellow is just
running around in a circle trying to get them? You" can multiply
those cases that you mentioned here this afternoon by a hundred.

Mr. HoLcoim. Yes; I think that is so.
Mr. FiTzomAw. I can give you one in my district employing a hun-

dred-an aluminum, brass, and bronze foundry that cannot get a ton
of brass scrap a week. Our brass foundry is important and should
be important. They should be receiving subcontracts.

Another one is plating work, chrome and nickel plating, which is
very necessary today in defense work. He has been chasing around
from pillar to post for over a year trying to get some work to do in
defense because he is not able to get his materials that he needs for
civilian work. He couldn't get to first base in getting any of this sub-
contracting work. Unlem something is done with the Army an4 Navy
to shake them loose-
Mr. HoLcamu . I don't think Mr. Odium has had proper authority.

I think he sees the picture.
Mr. Frimim. Ithink his job is bringing the contractor to the job.
Mr. HoLcoms. But he doesn't have the authority to force subcon-

tracting, and I think anyone who attempts to criticize what has been
done in his Division should take cognizance of the fact that the man
hasn't had the authority.

I think his heart is .right, and I think he is a inun of great intel.
ligence.

I am particularly attached to his idea that there should be 1 to 2
percent of the total raw materials of the country set aside and allo-
cated to the small plant with 25 or less employees, which is unable
to convert to defense work.

Mr. BUsWINKL&. If there are no more questions, you may proceed.
Mr. HoicoMs. We were talking about the matter of. not bringing

into the picture the viewpoint and the talents and experience of the
small businessman.
. For instance, when the sugar order was promulgated last month
provision for made for the small processor who had by hard work

andingenuity managed to substantially increase his volume of busi-
ness during the year. His quota was based on his requirements 12
months before. Your quota was based on what you used in January
1941.. An attorney for such a firm called long distance to explain
that the order would mean the discharge of 81 employees by his client
almost overnight. I conferred with those in the Office.of Price Ad-
ministration having to do with the sugar order and in a few days
a modification was agreed upon. The attorney was so informed by
ny office, and instructed to appl to the field office of the Office of

Production Management in his city for the proper forms to fill out.
After a few days I was called again by the same attorney, Who ex-
plained that n6 one in the field offce had an rInformation on the sugar
order and, furthermore, no one there could locate 'any of the forms

dulrdb Washington.-
'Th irtyfive hundred small-business firths engaged in the electric-
sign business throughout the country h/ e been sending represents-
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tires to Washington since last August in an endeavor to secure a modi-
fication of the prio'-ity regulations on copper wire so that the manu.
facturers of transf6mers might supply them with the necessary equip-
ment-each electric sign has to have a transformer-and the only
materials affected by priorities in the conduct of their business-that
is the transformer wire, the copper wire going into the transformer
itself was the only material affecting an industry employing over
650M people.

Te mployment of over 65,000 people is dependent on the continued
operation of this industry and the amount of copper required for
the transformers is infinitesimal.

Incidentally, since this was drafted I have been informed there has
been a modification of the copper order and a few of the transformer
manufacturers have gotten some wire, but, on the other hand, I happen
to know in the last 4 to 6 weeks of a dozen or more small-time com-
panies that have closed up, locked the doors, and called it a day..

A small farm-machinery manufacturer in Iowa sent in a desperate
letter last month outlining how he had corresponded repeatedly with
the Office of Production Management in order to get delivery of his
order for steel and angle iron from his source of supply. Contact
with the Farm Equipment Section of the Priorities Division disclosed
that a manufacturer of farm machinery was entitled to a very high
priority rating and that so far as they knew this particular company
was eligible for such a rating. They-were, however, unable to dis-
cover copies of any correspondence or a file on the name of this manu-
facturer whatsoever, alt ;ough at the time I had been forwarded
carbon copies of letters addressed to that section over a period of
4 months by the complainant.

Mr. Knily. I can substantiate that statement by the story of two
files they were trying to locate for a man concerning an.order of brass,
in Chicago, started on the 17th day of November and a week ago
today they discovered the two files. I even sent down a copy of te
original order the man mailed to me. That was lost down there. So
the real bottleneck in that order was in the Office of Production
Management.

Mr. HOLOOMB. This man tells me he has over $12,000 of orders on file
he is waiting to make and sell. Of course, that is peanuts to big busi-
ness, but inMarshaylville, Iowa, $12,000 of orders on file is a lot of
orders on file.

I requested that a letter of explanation be written to the complain-
ant and the necessary forms which he had sent in months ago be sent
him immediately. Four daysago I received from the same complain-
ant a carbon copy of a lettei that he had written the Priorities Section
still trying to arrange shipment of his order.

An increasing number of cases of far-reaching economic significance
are coming to our attention. These cases appear to demand consid.
eration and handling, for which there are apparently no governmental
facilities. This brings up the fact that I believe Mr. Hall mentioned
regarding Mr. Odlum's testimony.

For example. there are several thousand small proprietors of dry-
cleaning establishments who over the years have purchased certain
types of dry-cleaning equipment that can use only chemicals having
a chlorine base. These little firms have been able to pass on to fie
public good service at a minimum price and in the last few years
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their business has grown in volume so that they have until recently been
doing 30 percent of the total dry-cleaning business in the entire coun-
try. These little firms are in your own home town and in Washington,
the corner cash-and-carry dry-cleaning establishments. Chlorine is
much less volatile than naphtha and can be set up in the back of the
establishment because the fire hazards, and so on, are not so high and
it doesn't require special construction.
. Now, due to military requirements, no chlorine is available for any
civilian use whatever. Therefore, your small dry-cleaning establish.
meant with chlorine equipment must either turn to the larger so-called
naphtha plants for wholesale arrangements or go out of business. By
and large the operators of these naphtha plants have looked on the
so-called synthetic plant operators with much the -ame attitude as a
doctor of medicine regards a chiropractor. And there is a reluctance,
in fact a refusal, in most cases of the naphtha operator to work out any
kind of deal whatever.

Mr. FrizosERA. I would like to state for the record that I had the
same complaint from a widow in my district who is in the business
and wanted a barrel a month, I think, of the dry-cleaning fluid.

Mr. HoLCOMB. You can't get a barrel.
Mr. FirzoEAw. I took the matter up with the Office of Production

Management and was told she had to send her business to a larger
concern or go out of business.

That widow had three sons in the service, fighting now, and it was a
pretty tough letter for me to have to write and inform her she had
to go out of business.

But I will substantiate with proof in my office what you have stated
there. I have had that personal experience.

Mr. Homow Now, distress among these small operators is further
extenuated by instances where they have purchased their equipment
on a time-payment plan extending from 1 to 3 years. They are un-
able to make these payments. The equipment manufacturers having
hundreds of thousands of dollars in installment paper are unable to
force collection and repossess the equipment for the simple reason
that the equipment is valueless without chlorine chemicals. Of course,
the equipment manufacturers have had to discontinue the construc-
tion of new equipment and have been unable to deliver ord-rs for
equipment on file. Inevitably the bankers enter into the picture andwant an explanation, where there is no explanation.

That is the situation. There is no Government agency to take
care of a thing like that. It is not your function and it is not the
function of the Department of Commerce or any of the defense
agencies or certainly the Department of Justice. They do not have
jurisdiction in a matter of that sort but something ought to be done.
There should be some agency to step in and work out a deal, or force
the larger plants to work out a fair proposition with the small outfits
or arrange with the bank to maybe fund or work out some sort of a
way where the equipment manufacturer can pay interest on his in-
debtedness or the little plant instead of paying $50 a month, could
cut it down to $10 or $15. After all, the eq-ipment is not depreciating
because itis notbeing used. But there should be some facility to bring
out an orderly state from a chaotic situation.

Mr. BuLwiwxi How much chlorine is in the United States nowt
71
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Mr. HouroM. I am not informed on that, Mr. Bulwinkle. Our
economists in thb Antitrust Division have ascertained the scarcity
is quite genuine.

Mr. BULWINKLM. I am not criticizing the Army and don't mean
it that way, but are they just storing this in a warehouse or do
they actually need itt

Mr. HoLconi. It is used in chemical warfare. It is a vital ele-
ment,

Mr. BULWINKLM. It is used in water treatment?
ir. Hoosi,. It must be used in water treatment today.

I don't think there is anything reprehensible about the chlorine
shortage. We were making plenty for civilian use but were not mak-
ingit for bombs and so on.

Another case is one previously referred to centering, for instance,
in Jamestown, N. Y., which has become known for its metal furni-
ture industry and around which industry the whole economy of
the community is built. The manufacturer of metal office furniture
is a thing of the past for the duration. Employees of many years
standing who own homes, support the churches, and who are the
fiber and substance of this community's life are at a loss to know
which way to turn. They read of new cities being built in conjunc-
tion with the defense effort while they look on their own city as a
prospective ghost town.

Surely these metal working plants that have been in operation for
years should have some place in the defense picture. Surely these
skilled metal workers who are so deeply rooted, economically and
socially in their community can render invaluable service to our
program of all-out production. But, failing in this, what is to be
the Government's attitude toward this community, its people, and
its industries?

You hear about migratory workers. The old Okie problem was
something we were all interested in, the social problem, but this is
where a man owns a home and has his mortgage half paid and lie
has been working 25 or 30 years in one plant and he will of neces-
sity be uprooted and taken somewhere and set dowdi and they will
say, "Go to work."

The community that he leaves loses a good citizen but the new
community he comes into does not gain a good citizen. That man's
body might be there but his heart and his family and everything
he has for years held dear is way back yonder in the home town.

In other words, people in uniform win battles, but people on the
home front, gentlemen, win wars, and that has been my concern as
head of the Small Business Section.

Let us consider other inevitable consequences of tire rationing and
the sharp curtailment of the use-of automobiles and the consumption
of motor fuel. Every State in the Union depends substantially on
its motor-fuel tax t o maintain its roads, its schools, its institutions
and its share of relief and social administration. The State ol
Georgia, for instance received 48 percent of its total revenue from
the motor-fuel tax. A conservative estimate is that civilian consump-
tion of motor fuel will, within a year, be reduced by one-half. Con-
templation of the inevitable result on the revenues of our States and
counties of this development must give us all serious pause.
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The British people have set up systems to afford nominal assistance
to economic enterprises that are unable to be converted into military
purposes. They receive subsidies sufficient only for care and mainte-
nance of properties and equipment in order that these establishments
may spring to new life and activity at the end of the war period.
Would it naot be well for this committee to give serious thought and
consideration as to what steps should be taken and what provisions
should be made toset up immediately, rather than at some later date
of confusion and despair governmental machinery and mechanics to
deal with problems of tis character that are inevitably appearing
in increasing numbers?

Mr. BULWINKLE Just there you mentioned tires. I want to ask
this as a lawyer. I am an individual who purchased tires and paid
for them back in the summer or the fall, and asked the dealer to hold
them for me until I was ready for them. What right, under the law,
had anybody to keep those tires?

Mr. HoLcoM Mr. Bulwinkle, I would want to see a citation on
that first.

Mr. BuLwiNyur. Well, I purchased them from Mr. Hall.
Mr. HoLoMB. I know what you mean.
Mr. BuLwJNKLv. And I paid for them and said, "You keep those

for me and I will get them at Christmas time."
Mr. HouOMa. If I were adjudicating that matter, I would say they

were your tires.
Mr. BULmwis.. That's what I told him, that he was merely a ware-

houseman for accommodation.
Mr. HoLcoB. Or a friend doing a neighborly act in holding the

tires.
Mr. KEL Y. Does that condition prevail in the matter of chlorine

also, where any of these small cleaners had it bought up and had it
stored in the storehouses wYhen the Army officials came through the 1st
of August or the latter part of July and tagged every one of them?

Mr. HowoUB. I have not been advised of that.
Mr. HAu With reference to gasoline taxes, I believe most of our

county budgets are prepared in New York State in the month of
October, and these municipalities madq some determination of how
much they were going to-get as income from gasoline taxes in 1942.
It would seem to me that most of those budgets would be out of whack
this year.

Mr. Ho o&x. That is possibly true. I am not acquainted with
that. But I cite that only to emphasize the point I am leading up
to here.

I should like to submit the proposition that the time is at hand here
and now for the Congress and the administration to decide just what
is to be the policy toward and the fate of the thousands of small busi.
ness enterprises whose facilities are unable to be converted into de-
fense production. In fairness to those whose meager fortunes are at
stake and to those 82 percent of the present inductees in our armed
forces who come from small business homes or small business em.
ployment-in fairness indeed to all who are concerned with the eco-
nomic pattern we are to follow during the war years-this decision
should be made quickly and finally.

ji
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Two general attitudes immediately suggest themselves. One is
clearly outlined in the November 18 issue of the Providence Journal
reporting an account of a meeting of Rhode Island businessmen
which was addressed by an official of the Office of Production Man-
agement. The speaker had urged small business to seek out items in
the Government s war needs which their plants could be converted
to produce. One of his listeners asked him, "What about the fellow
who cannot convert his plant to war use?" The official replied:
"Let him die. Get him out of the way. For in the world to come
there is room only for battles There is no doubt at all that thou-
sands of businesses are going to liquidate."

Mr. BULWiNKLE. Who was that officialI What was his name I
Mr. HoLCo . Mr. Bulwinkle, since I prepared this statement a

friend of mine, who is also a friend of this official, has told me that
this official has claimed to have been misquoted.

Mr. BULWINKLE. That is probable.
Mr. HoL oMD. For that reason you will see that I have deleted

from this record the speaker's name and have placed my faith and
confidence in this friend's word-

Mr. BULWINKLE. I know that, but it is going out to the country
that such a statement was made unless you show the man says he was
misquoted. You are not doing him justice if you think he was mis-
quoted.

Mr. Houtomx. All I know is what I saw in the newspaper and the
Library of Congress has the November 18 issue of the Providence
Journal and it was from that that these remarks were made.

Mr. HALLECK. That has been given rather widespread publicity
MIr.%0oC0o3. I believe it has, Mr. Halleck.

I quote that not to bring an indictment against the speaker. I
quote it to cite it as an example of the philosophy that is prevailing
in some quarters.

Mr. HAuLEcx. Just along that line, I had some fellows from my
district down here who went down to see about a little business and
they came back to me with the most astounding story of what this
individual said about little business. I said, "Put that in writing,"
and they did and it is in my desk and I haven't done anything
about it, but without questioning the veracity of this particular item
I would not be surprised if there were not numerous people in these
agencies who have taken that slant on it. It is a hard-loiled attitude
which we might have to swallow-I don't know-but it is certainly
abhorrent to me.

Mr. HowoM. I don't contend that is the prevailing attitude in the
Office of Production Management, but I state to you that, in my opin-
ion, it is the existing attitude.

Mr. BULWINKLr. I-will go further than that. I think some of the
most incompetent people I have ever seen are in it and they ought to
be weeded out.

Mr. HoL oOm. Another question was asked about the part the jobber
canpla i the war picture.he t

Afr.aiy _'EsM' What consideration have you ven to the type of
legisl tion that you speak about as being need

Mr. HOLvOMB. I believe I have that right here. Just a minute.
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Mr. PLWEsE. Then I will wait. I thought you were diverting to
another subject,

Mr. HoLVouB. This is quite in line, I believe sir.
Another question was about the part the jobber can play in the war

picture. The speaker, according to the Providence Journal's account,
asked his questioner if he was a jobber. Upon receiving an affirmative
reply, the 0. P. M. official "picked up a bunch of flowers from a vase
in front of him, held them toward someone, and said, shaking his
head sadly, 'Give them to him."'

Now, gentlemen of the committee, if this is to be the Government's
attitude, if this is to be the Government's policy, the sooner a clear
enunciation of it goes out to the public at large the better. I would
like to suggest, however, that if the substance of the above remarks as
reported in the Providence Journal are embraced as governmental
policy that the public at large would be much interested in further
details on "the world to come.'

Mr. BumwmsicLE. In justice to Mr. Nelson, we all know that he
wanted to do all he cou-ld for any and all business, small and large,
in order to keep up the morale of the country. I don't think that
was the position of the Government at all.

Mr. HomxM. I say if it is to be-
Mr. BULWINKLE. I don't think it is to be.
Mr. HocojaB. I don't either.
Mr. BuLWINKLE. Therefore, I wouldn't put the thought in any-

body's mind that it is.
Mr. HoLC3oM. I hope that that won't be put in anybody's mind, but,

on the other hand, Mr. Bulwinkle, if officials of departments of Gov.
ermnent are to state publicly, or, as Mr. Ilalleck has suggested----

Mr. BULAwINwK. Did you find out whether he was misquoted as to
that

Mr. HOLvOeMB. I have not had time to investigate and ascertain. I
do know that the Providence Journal is a very reputable newspaper
and I believe if this thing was challenged that the Providence Journal
would have retracted.

An opposite alternative of Government attitude and policy is sug-
gested by, for instance, Senator O'Mahoney's bill No. 184? which pro-
vides for the designation of some agency of the Government charged
with the responsibility of allocating necessary amounts of materials
under priorities in order to prevent distress and elimination of the
small competitive unit. Another suggestion has been made by Mr.
Floyd B. Odium to the effect that the 100,000 or more small plants em-
ploying 20 or less employees and whose aggregate consumption is only
about percent of the total resources of thA Ntion should be allocated
sufficient materials to continue their civilian activity. Mr. Odium
argues, and many concur with him, that such a policy would be in-
finitely sounder and, in the long run, of greater economic benefit to our
society than a cold-blooded elimination of the small business unit
consuming, as it does, a microscopic portion of our raw materials.

There are those that would have us believe that the typical small
businessman is an indifferent, indigent, unitnaginative citizen, that
he is sitting back waiting for the Government to come around and see
him, and more or less hoping for the bestL Anyone who paints this
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picture as being typical or representative of the small business pro-
prietor has no knowledge of what he is talking about. Anyone who
says of him "Let him die I Get him out of the wa "' is without under-
standing of what makes up the fiber and core of a democratic society.

What a democratic society needs is more and more small business
people in peace as well as in war. The small businessman is a gallant
figure. He typifies all that is good and sound and free in democratic
society. His roots go deep into the native sod and he has a perpetual
stake in all that we hope to pre-serve and for which his sons are now
fighting to protect.

If it is the pleasure of the committee, I would like to suggest that
the committee consider the feasibility dr the desirability of the estab-
lishment of an independent agency of the Government. For the lack
of a better term call it the "Office of Small Business Problems."

The question was asked as to what department or division should it
operate, and my answer is under no department, under no division.
It should be an independent agency.

It should be charged, among other things, in my opinion, with the
coordinating of whatever small business activity and contribution
could be made front Agriculture, Interior, Commerce, Justice, and
so on.

For instance, there is a small business unit in the Department of
Commerce. It has recently been set up. What it is prepared or re-'
quired to do, I don't know. I plan to be in conference with its director
as soon as possible, but it is very difficult to coordinate small business
assistance, small business forum, and small business advocacy through
interdepartmental memorandums.

Mr. Bu.WINKLE. It takes time.
Mr. Hocowii. It not only takes time but it takes infinitely more

patience than most of us are endowed with.
I believe such a section for the duration-I mean such a department

of the Government for the duration, should have in the first place
equal authority, equal status, with any constitutional department of
the Government.

I am not suggesting that it should have a cabinet position. That
perhaps requires constitutional revision. I don't know.

For instance, a labor board has been appointed, the War Labor
Board, six people from business and six from labor. Now, gentle-
men, there is not a small businessman on the Board. There was not
a small businessman on the Labor Peace Conference when thousands
of the fruit growers of the Yakima Valley in Washington were losing
their whole year's crop because of hot cargo edicts by the Teamsters
Union, but the president of the Teamsters Union was sitting at the
table at the peace conference when the apples were rotting in Chicago
and Milwaukee and St. Paul and New York, and so forth.

The whole dispute had to do with the packing plant in the Yakima
Valley, whether or not these farmers would agree to a closed-shop
arrangement with the local union out there which would have pre-
vehted a farmer's own children or his wife or himself from harvesting
and packing his crop unless they were members of the union.
* There again, is emphasized the need of an agency of the Government
with suflcient dignity, authority, and standing to represent small
business right down the line, not only on defense-contract distributions

ft
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not only with the antitrust division of the Department of Justice, not
only in Commerce and Agriculture and Interior, but bringing all these
phases together.

And I think it should be done by congressional statute rather than
by Executive order, because I think such a department should be, by
the very technique of its set-up, responsible to the Congress as well
as the administration.

Mr. HAu.. You think we have a new forgotten man ?
Mr. HouoMB. He is not so new. I don't believe he is so new, Mr.

Hall.
Mr. PwEsnz I don't think there is anything new about him.
Mr. HOtmiB. No; he is your neighbor.

* The nice thing about talking to Con gressmen is that most of them
are from whistle stops. Take Mr. Bulwinkle here from Gastonia-

Mr. Bu WiNKI& I don't think that is a whistle stop.
Mr. HoLoMm. That is not for the chamber of commerce.
Mr. PLOzszn. Have you taken into consideration here the small busi-

ness problem involves a past statistical history that shows that the
small businessman normally has a very short life?.

Mr. HoAoMB. Oh, yes.
Mr. PwEs. There is this here that without that understanding

on the part of Government agencies dealing with the problem that
the small businessman could become, instead-of an independent unit
a child of Government, being patronized to the extent that beyond
capability of management or capability to survive, he might become
a charge. I am a small businessman and I know how short lived the
small businessman is.

Mr. HALLECK. You donit mean they are not worth saving, do you?
Mr. PLwEs No; that would be the same as saying I myself

wasn't. I am a firm believer in more and more small business. De.
Inocracy will have a far better chance to survive made tip of small
independent business units. But present.day theorists in Government
could well patronize the small businessman into a dependent without
life or hope.

Mr. HoLooM. I think if they could be real children of the family
they would feel their status had been lifted. Really, I do.

Mr. HALLECK. I have been impressed with what you have pointed
out as the failure in an instance or two to put representatives of
small business on some of these boards.

Mr. HoLco~m. I don't claim that would have cured it, but it cer-
tainly would have helped.

Mr. HLcK. I had some of that when we had the Price Control
Board before us which provided for the setting up of these advisory
committees in each industry.

Under the N. R. A. our experience was-the advisory committee
was dominated by the big fellows and the little fellows squeezed out.
I also have been'particularly interested in your suggestion about some
agency of the Government that might be charged with definite
responsibility to small business. As one who has given quite a little
thought to this problem and listened to a 1o4 of these people, I have
been impressed with the difficulties lying in the way of some such
action. The new head of our war production is Mr. Nelson-

/,
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Mr. HoLcomB. May I say that from letters and conversations I
have had I think he is a man who has the confidence of the small-
business people. I think they feel a little better about him.

Air. HAULLCK. But I was getting ready to point out what seems to
be the difficulty we have to think about.

Mr. Nelson is the over-all production chief. Of course, already
somebody is saying, "What is the effect of that when M. Knudsen
has been'made a general in the Army and presumably given authority
over thue war production necessary for the Army?"

In the final anal ysis there are certain things, as I view it, that can
be done for the little-business fellow. This allocation of materials
that you have talked about is one thing that has been suggested.
Spreading of the defense effort through contract distribution is
another thing.

Air. HoLctoMe. Make it mandatory.
Air. HALLECK. Now, you make the suggestion as to its being manda-

tory, and that is the thing that has run through my mind.
As I understand, Mr. Odium's division in 0. P. M. is purely ad-

visory. He can't make the Government give this fellow a prime
contract and he can't absolutely require a prime contractor to sub-
contract some of that work.

Now whether or not there should be a more mandatory authority
in the hands of whoever is to fill it, or whether or not we should set
up a new agency, giving that agency some direct mandatory author-
ity, I think that is a direct question.

If we st up another agency charged with protecting small business
and give, them the absolute authority to say to the A-my, Navy, or
Maritime Commission, "You have to give that contract to this par-
ticular fellow," won't we be running counter to the over-all responsi-
bility of this new person who happens to be Donald Nelsonwho is
charged with expediting and carrying on the whole problem of war
production? Those questions just occurred to me.

Mr. HoLcxMa. Let's take that last question.
Mr. HALLCK. I would like to have your impressions about that.
Mir. Hocoun. That last question, whether or not such a set-up

would obstruct the duties and obligations and responsibilities of Mr.
Nelson. I say "No" on this score. 17do not believe that the President's
quota set in his message before you gentlemen can be reached without
the inclusion of the small-business plants.

Mr. HALLECK. I thoroughly agree with you there.
Mr. How~oMa. We can't do it with existing facilities. We can only

do it in one or two ways.
Take your Jamestown metal furniture place. There are plants and

workers who would welcome work. It is either by using present
facilities or building additional new facilities. Additional new facili-
ties call for additional steel work, brick work, and that sort of thing.
You have a new city here and have to build housing facilities for the
people who leave good warm houses who come here and live in
temporary houses. You have to build waterworks for people leaving
cities with waterworks to come over here without waterworks.

I don't believe it will be counter to Mr. Nelson's handling of the
job.

?4975-42-oL 1-1
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Mr. HALUXCK. I agree with you about the necessity. If we are going
to produce $50,000,000,000 of war products in 194"2, we have got to
bring into the production picture these plants all over the country
that can be converted. I think it has got to be done to do the job of
war production, and it ought to be done to preserve the solvency of
these little firms.

Let me proceed one sentence further and then I am through.
Assuming Mr. Nelson or. the 0. P. M., or whoever is in charge, is

faced with a job that he wants to get done quickly or for any reason-
and this doesn't suggest any lack of confidence in Mr. Nelson because
I am convinced he will do an able job--but suppose he doesn't spread
the work as far as you and I think it should be spread can we set up
an independent agency of the Government that would supersede his
judgment in that respect I

Mr. Howon. I don't think we should do that.
Mr. HALLECK. It would have to be an advisory function under

the-
Mr. HoLcoim. It could be advisory, but it could have equal status

with him. In other words, it brings ui this point. There are agencies
of the Government today that have equal status with Mr. Nelson.

Mr. PLOEsn. Don't you think we are trying to formulate a conclu-
sion opinion while we are in the midst of a reorganization
of the production facilities? We don't know what Mr. Nelson

* will come forth with as his outline. The Office of Contract Distribu-
tion may be a different factor a week from now, and I think conclu-
sive thinking along the very admirable and timely suggestions you
have made should be held in abeyance until Nelson has a- chance to
announce his pro m.

Mr. Hotco . Vet me suggest this, Mr. Ploeser. Let's suppose, for
instance, that that Division of Contract Distribution does not assume
a more significant status. Then, if there existed a so-called office of
small-business problems it would be there to see that it did.

I think we should look on this proposed agency or suggested agency
more in this light; not as an administrative body per so but, first, as a
forum for small business, and, second, as its independent advocate, and,
third, as its trouble shooter.
For instance, suppose that it developed that there is no effective

working of contract distribution. Then it would be the prerogative
of this contemplated agency to step in and say, "See here, why not?"

I think you were here when I referred to provisions that have been
made in Great Britain for subsidizing the plant that cannot be con-
verted ifito production. It will be a matter of pure care and mainte-
nance to keep the plant there and keep it swept out and keep the
machinery from rotting.

Suppose there is a uctance on the part of the Federal loan agen-
cies to come forth with such assistance. That would be the small
businessman's idea and such an office should bl constantly aware and
acquainted and informed as to the needs, and it should have the right
to step in and say, "See here, why isn't this done?"

I like to think that if this had been set up 2 or 8 years ago that it
would not have been until this month that announcements were made
of increased artificial-rubber-producing p ants, and I hope this com-
mittee will inquire, as I am tqld that you have the opportunity to do--
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I hope this committee will inquire as to who has been designated to
operate these new plants. Is it again the Big Four rubber companies
or is it the smaller independent companies who are today wondering
what they are going to do? I have letters from them. There is
Mohawk and Brunswick and so on down the line. They are not the
Big Four, but they have a plant and a pay roll and a property, and
they have little independent dealers throughout the country who are
wondering what they are going to do.

Mir. KELLY. I don t think many of those little plants would be capa-
ble of handling the situation, synthetic rubber. It is in conjunction
with the oil plants.

Mr. HoLCOmB. It comes from a chemical byproduct of oil; but the
processing, who will do thatI Who is going to make the tires out of
artificial rubber and through what channels will they be distributedI

Mr. PwEsEn. Most of the larger rubber companies are going to
the chemical plants anyway to get cooperation in the development of
th frHOLO. They are all starting at taw.

Mr. PwoESEs. In the production.
Mr. HOLOoMB. If Goodyear is running this artificial plant, isn't it

fair to assume Goodyear is going to make the tires from the rubber?
Mr. KELLY. I think you will find the oil companies operating the

plants.
Mr. HoLc0 m. That will be interesting, too.
Mr. PwEsE. The only point I meant to make was this: That at

this particular period t ink you and all of us are rushing our
thinking if we are trying to come to any conclusion prior to th.
announcement of the new production set-up.

I was very much pleased with the changes that were made and
very hopeful, in the light of the changes, that there will be a tre-
mendous improvement.

Mr. KELY. I wish to say this before we conclude. One man that
I think we can place some reliance on to protect some of the small-
business interests is Donald Nelson, because practically all his interest
in his entire life has been with the small-business.people.

Mr. BULWINKLE. We thank you, Mr. Holcomb, and the committee
stands adjourned until the executive session tomorrow morning at
10 o'clock.

(Whereupon the committee adjourned at 4:20 p. m.).
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 22, 1942

Srnx;w CoxsnnEE To CONDuCT A STUDY AND INVESTI0ATION
OF TIE NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAM IN in" RELTION TO
SMALL BUsINESS IN THE UNITED STATES, Vaghington, D. 07.

The select committee met; pursuant to adjournment, in the caucus
room, Old House of Representatives Office Building, at 10 a. in.,
Hon. Wright Patman, of Texas (chairman) presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman (Texas, chairman, Bulwinkle
(North Carolina) Kelly (Illinois), Fitzgerald (Connecticut), Hal-
leek (Indiana) Hall ( ew York), and Ploeser (Missuuri).

Mr. Ira Bird Kirkland, Jr., counsel for the committee.
The CHAMMAN. The committee will come to order.
Before wego into the scrap-iron situation from the witnesses we

had requested to appear here this morning, we will hear Congress-
man Kirwan, of Ohio.

Congressman Kirwan will you give your name and your district.
Mr. KIRWAN. Michael J. Kirwan, Congressman, Nineteenth Dis-

trict of Ohio.
The CHAIRMAN. We have a number of witnesses, Congressman.

We do not want you to unnecessarily limit your talk, but since
we had these witnesses come here, and we are bringing you in
ahead of them, we wish you would summarize it, if you please.

STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN MICHAEL 3. KIRWAN, OF THE
NINETEENTH DISTRICT OF OHIO

Mr. KIRWAN. I represent a district Mr. Chairman, that produces
11 percent of all the steel that is proAuced in the United States.

To make a ton of steel probably requires a half ton of scrap.
After they get the pig iron from at blast furnace, it probably takes
half, an equal amount, if they can get it, of scrap as pig iron.

I want to read this:
Nineteen of Valley's 83 furnaces shut down. With 19 of the Warren-ioungs-

town district's 83 open hearth furnaces Idle because of the scrap shortage,
Including 2 of the 8 such units at Warren's Republic Steel Corporation plant,
operations have dropped to 83 or 84 percent of capacity, compared to 89 percent
scheduled.

Now, throughout this country when they drop down that far in
operations, in producing steel, te small businessmen suffer. There
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is not a Congressman in this House that has not had some men from
his district, or businessmen, to go down to try to get priorities.

Finally, they have got to close up. Now, have we got scrape I
should say, offhand, probably yes, 25, 28,000,000 tons in the country,
more than that, but there are millions of tons which can be gathered
in I week. There is no reason why it should not be.

I want at this time to read this letter. I made a talk over in the
House on JanuAry 0, ,tnd from thit talk I received a number of com-
ments. Thisletter is typical of the rest.

I have read with great Interest-yo-ur speech delivered on the Oth instant, as
appears on page 12 of the Congressional Record.

I believe you have hit the keynote In suggesting that some action be taken
under which the several States would devise some method for collecting scrap
for direct governmental use in the crisis cobfrontIng us. Personally 1 have
upward of 2 tons of scrap Iron which I would gladly donate under assurances
that my country would have the Immediate benefit. I have held It for some time
because I was opposed to the shipment of this commodity to Japan, and for the
further reason that I did not care to have it go to the ordinary purchaser for
undeterulned purposes.

realize that the quantity I have Is minor, but under the plan suggested, I
believe a vast quantity would be available and gladly given to the Government.

Now, they will give it to'the Government from Maine to Califoinia,
but they are not going to o11, it. From the people that I have been
talking to I have learned they will not give it to what we term junk
collectors 1o sell it, but we can fill the trucks that we have got in every
State in the country, in the municipalities and the counties, with the
Governors putting on a drive, reclaiming this scrap all over the
country.

Now, one ol the things that people believe'today is, they just think
that we drained the country by giving the scrap to Japan. That is
not so. True, we shipped a lot of scrap to Japan, butoday England
is buying probably over half of her steel in ingot form.

The (i1xARMAN. I did not get that last.
'Mr. KIRWAN. England is buying over half her steel in ingot form.
The CHAmxA. Ingot form.
Mr. KIRWAN. We are not rolling it in this country. It is smart of

England, and all right: If anything happens to a boat, it will go
down in ingot form1 unfinished form, but, with that ingot form going
out of this country, thousands of tons of scrap on each end of the
ingots is going over to England that always Went back right into
the furnace, so we are losing that on every shipment that goes over,
and that is why we are draining the country each day-and nothing
is beingdone about it.

I think it is a national disgrace,'not a local disgrace.
The CIIAJIMAN. How would you correct that
Mr. KIRWAN. I again repeat, by saying that every person that I

have i ome in contact with wants to give this scrap.
The CHAIRMAN. I know, Congressman, that is good. This com-

mittee has already expressed the hope to the authorities that they at
once prepare a scrap campaign that will enable the people to be of
some assistance to their Government by helping to give this scrap,
but the point I had in mind specifically wis. sending these ingots to
Enqland, and you say that is i nationRl 41'gace t

Mr._ KIRWAN. You cannot correct thal.
The CHAMMAN. That is the point I want to clear., /.b
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Mr. KIRwAN.' No."
The .CAIRMAN. I understood you to say that was a national

di race .
Ar. KIRwAN. No, no. I say the scrap that is laying around this

country is a national disgrace ty hThe CHI ARMAN. I thoroughly agree withyou on that.

Mr. KIIIwAN. Now, the effort that we are making-now-let us say

Clevelahd has got a scrap drive k-which they have. Now
would it be proper for f e ar push our national

defense to follow ethod where we w e our soldiers in
Philade'l n over to the Philippines, an ter they havedelphia, send e n 2 an

lost just a hand of soldiers, sen m off to hdi P oRisWe

would not do t
Then, why re we mak* J st dri son cities y not

summon the overnors n re to asV iton?
Air. B iNi_ A e it.St e-WA
Mr. Ki AN. Maktt e. e this t we are I nowt

that isgl y for all but if t athe ove orsown he as it

was done the baLing cris ey su all eGove into

Washin n and t ern, a t clo ur ban next

week. home a t.
The Ci IRMAN. -uld n he ig missions be good gen-

cies to he collect is since ey vehicles travel g on

the roadttl
Mr. KnI w' The EIdbe t M1 Ubsi .

The CA AN. And the ea uld g her i nd hri tot
to the hi h through I tm i a high epart-

ments could b it in.
Mr. KIRwAN. o are co
Mr. BULWIN far so g , but after you co it, who are

you going to turn it tot
Mr. KRwAN. We has t about scra I say you have

almost got to turn it over to . He has got to separate

that-the different allb-cause you cannot just dump it on the

steel plant, You cannot put nickel ball bearings-
The CHAIRMAN. That mistake was made in the aluminum drive,

wasn't it putting it all together.
Mr. iIR Wx. Yes. The nickel ball brings -or bumpers of an

automobile which have got chrome in it, they cannot be thrown in an

open hearth furnace. Any furnace.will stand about 1% percent of

such stuff as that, and above that the heat becomes impure, so that

scrap hasall got to be separated.
r . Frrowaw. The scrap has got to be graded, too.

Mr. KnmwAbr. That is separated and graing.
Mr. FrrzomRw. Thdt is separating, but there are different types,

heavy, light.
Mr. K IAW. But, so far as heavy and light, if it all has one

mineral, the question is does it go right in te furnme You can

go out in the country toiay-there are probably, if baled up, enough

coat hangers in every room in every hotel in the District of Co-

lumbia-
Mr. FrrzoE.UAw. You are talking about steel. How about the grey

iron foundries that need scrap. There are a great many, ther is a

great deal of defense work that takes grey iron castings.
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Mr. KIRwAN. Oh, yes, yes. Your armor plate, you cannot use the
type of scrap I am referring to, just to make armor plate. That has
got to be separated.

Mr. Kn iy. Mr. Kirwan, in the collection of all this scrap iron in
the past through patriotic organizations in the States of this country,
issued through the call of the executives of your cities-I notice
Chicago putting on another concerted effort during this past week,
of a similar drive.

Now, that is all collected by city trucks. There is no expense in.
curred there, and the scrap iron man testified that is hauled into the
scrap iron yard, and then he sells it off at 100 percent profit.

He has incurred no expense whatsoever, outside of what incidental
expense he would incur in the assorting of that iron after it reaches
his place, but he pays no money for it; but I think you are right, some-
thing ought to be done to release this scrap iron that is being hoarded
for the purpose of pegging prices and getting higher prices at the
expense of a national cal amity in this country.

Mr. KIRwAN. It is, when you learn that there are 13 furnaces not
producing steel.

Mr. KELLY. I notice here an article in the Daily News of the 19th,
calling attention to the fact that the scrap shortage is still a major
problem in the steel industry, and it is quite tn item here, and I would
like to have that put into the record.

The CAilamAN. Without objection; it will be placed into the record.
(The article referred to is as follows:)

Mrom the Daily News, January 19. 19121

Ixoor Otrur RATE IS SHADn TO 97.7 PEaCENT

SCRAP SHORTAGE Is STILL MAJOR FROBlEM IN THE STEEL INrUSTSY

Steel mills of the United States are scheduled to operate hla wek at 97.7 per-
cent of capacity, a decrease of 0.1 point, or 01 percent, compared with last
week, the American Iron and Steel Institute announced today in New York.

The current week's rate is equivalent to 1,614 20 net tons of ingots and cast-
ings. Last week operations were At 97.8 percent, or 1,615.800 tons- a month ago,
93.4 percent. or 1,543,100 tons; and a year ago, 9.5 percent, or 1,557,400 tons.

Youngstown steel mill offlials reported that although steel operations In the
Mahoning Valley were expected to be 85 to 86 percent of capacity this week, a
rise of two or four points over last week, the Improvement is likely to be only
temporary unless more scrap becomes available..

Republic Steel Corporation relighted one of its two Idle furnaces at Its Warren
plant over the weekend, and Youngstown Sheet & Tube hoped to relight one of
its three idle units. Carnegie-Illinois started two more last week.

Under the schedule 06 of the 83 open hearths in the valley will be active. At
least 12 of the 1T Idle open hearths are In condition to operate If scrap becomes
available.
, DALiVIWES ROUCSED

Meanwhile, the magazine Steel said steel companies are tightening up further
on deliveries to civilian consumers pending formation of the new War Production
Board's policies.

The trade Journal added that the industry still is going ahead on the basis of
Ofice of Production Management regulations, awaiting whatever steps may be
ordered by the new Board to increase production for war work.

Steel men, It added, expect renewed demand In various lines, including building
materials for additional munitions plants, Army and Navy bases, and additions
for those already built.
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OUTPUT AT CAPACITY

*Meanwhile," the publication said, "every means possible to keep production
close to capacity Is being brought Into play and, In spite of obstacles, output is
maintained at record levels. While lack of srap hampers production, many
open hearths being Idle for that reason, labor Interruptions no longer cut into
working time, which Is a distinct gain compared with last year."

Steel reported that plate steel Is In heaviest demand as ships, tanks, and other
war requirements absorb Increasing quantities of this product, adding that more
strip mills are being pressed Into service for plate production and that many users,
Including builders of freight cars, are allowed to use plates only from strip mills.

Mr. KIRWAN. I want to make this one little statement now. I was
with the head of the Carnegie-Illinois a week ago last Tuesday, and
he said the men working in the open-hearth furnaces, when they go
off duty and go to their iomes, gather ip the tin cans and cut the tops
and the bottoms out of the tin cans, and take them back to work the
next day. My God, when they stoop that low, that a workman will do
that on his own time, realizing the value of that steel, and here we are
with millions of tons laying all over the country, and if we cannot
Fight and whip ourselves n'ito a position that we are going to defend this
qat ion and defend those who are in uniform-

Mr. FrZERALD. Mr. Kirwan, I agree with you about a campaign,
and we should collect it. But what would be your recommendations
about the enormous amount of scrap that it is impossible to collect,
unless it is prepared, that is, like mining machinery, and heavy
machinery that has been abandoned at mills, and so forth, that would
have to be broken up before the collection.

Who would you suggest would do that ?
Mr. KRWAN.. Well, the President of the United States signed an act

here 3 or 4 weeks ago, drafting everybody from 18 to 64. I would
say one-third of that army of civilians is running around asking what
can we do to help out, and there is no leadership displayed anywhere
along the line to put that army to work.

Mr. FTZGERALD. That would be a part of your suggestion ?
Mr. KIRWAN. Yes
Mr. FrrERAID. Getting the scrap ready to be collectedI
Mr. KIRWAN. The American Legion.
Mr. FITZERAW. But there is a lot of work before you collect it.
Mr. KIRWAN. Yes.
Mr. FTZoERAW. That is the best of the scrap.
Mr. KIrWA-.. The commander of a post of the American Legion at

Columbus, Ohio, said there are 11,000 posts in the countr , 1,100,000
men belong to them all veterans of the last war, who touched on that
and said they would be happy after they were done with their day's
work to go on out and dismantle and break up the scrap that you are
referring to. They have offered their services, 1,100,000 men of the
American Legion, and nobody has made any effort to lead them.

Mr. FrmLAw. I am glad to learn that, because I know, Mr.
Kirwan, that in preparing scrap and getting it ready to ;e moved
there is quite a bit of strenuous labor connected with it, and some-
times you will have to have special men, like acetylene cutters, to
cut some of the scrap, it is so large.

Mr. KRwAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Fmno=Aw. The real good scrap.
Mr. KIRWAN. I want to make this statement, and I will get out of

here: I wish the chairman of the committee and the committee, when
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you go down to the Smithsonian Institution, down there you will find
the first eep-

Mr. H ALL (interposing). The first what?
Mr. KIRWAN. Jeep car that was developed and jut into this country,

in the Army.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, did you say "jeep"I
Mr. KIRWAN. Yes; the jeeps.
The CHAIRMAN. I know what you had reference to, but I have not

seen the one you refer to.
Mr. KIRwAN. Yes; the ori nal is down there. That was de-

veloped by the Bantam Automobile Co. in Butler, Pa. Then the Gov-
ernment had them build 70 by hand. After they built 70 by hand,
they were given an order for*3,000, They put in an assembly line.
Now the W illys Co. comes along and gets an order for 160,000 units,
and the one who developed the m with a thousand employees in that
little business is down.

The CHramAN. You mean he has not got any orderI
Mr. KIRWAN. NO.
Mr. KimuLy. They took the order away?
Mr. KIRWAN. They took the order away, to give 160,000 units toWillys-Knight.
Mr. HALL. Well, to get back to the scrap iron a minute, I understand

if we got into the furnaces all the scrap iron which the big scrap deal-
ers have now, we would not have a shortage. Is that so f

Mr. KIRwAN. Oh, I would not like to say that.- no; I would not say
the scrap dealers have their yard3 piled up, like a lot of people say they
are.

Mr. HALL Do you say they are not piled up?
Mr. KIRWAN. Yes; I say they are not, in fairness to that man.

Maybe he has been lax in gathering it. or something like that, but I
do not think his yards are piled up with scrap like some people say.
they are.

Mr. II., Well, we hear the stories of it right here. You can go
into any of our large cities and see these piles of scrap in certain places,
held by scrap dealers with the idea of making a little bit of profit,
because they are holding it until it will become more necessary.

Mr. KIRWAN. No; I would not say that.
The CHAIRMAN. We have some witnesses this morning.
Mr. ItRwAx. The statement has been nrde that they have not

collected the scrap which is laying in every back yard, every cellar,
every garage, in back of every farm.

Mr. BuLWINKLE. NOW, Mr. Kirwan, just a minute.
It has been told authoritatively, in some instances, the scrap was

collected, collected by the Boy Scouts, and turned over to the junk
.dealers at a nominal price-that little bit that they received went to
theRed Cross or some charitable institution;like that, for war pur-
poses, aid then the dealers refused to sell the scrap until they got
so much a ton for it, quite an advance, and it was practically given to
them.

Mr. KIRWAN. Well, Mr. Bulwinkle, that is the case; that comes
back to what I stated awhile ago. It is a national disgrace.

Mr. BULwINKLr. Well, the point that We are driving at, we want to
get this scrap iron, but we do not want it delivered to anybody that
is going to hoard it. /
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Mr. KmwAx. Well, the Government should not allow any scrap to
have in its yard-

The CHAIRMAN (interposing). Well, we have witnesses here this
morning who know about that.

Mr. KnwaN. To have over, 100 tons of scrap at any time. We have
got enough of them here in the District.

Mr. BULWiNKLE. I know the cost'of assorting automobiles and
taking -an automobile apart is going to be quite an amount for the
fellow who does it, if you collect the graveyard automobiles.

Mr. KRWAN. But all over the country, we could get enough good
scrap if they would just take hold of the coat hangers in every room,
in every home, and every hotel in the United States.

The CHAIMAN. Thank you.
Before calling the next witnesses, I wish to state for the record that

the committee in executive sessions and through numerous communi-
cations made to it has learned of a condition said to exist in the scrap-
iron and steel industry which, if true, is indeed appalling.

It is beyond the pale of my imagination to conceive that when our
Nation is fighting a life and death struggle with an invidious foreign
enemy there could be self-seeking individuals who would deliberately
hoard or otherwise impede the Government from obtaining a free and
ready flow of such vital materials as sciap iron and steel into the
defense plants of the Nation.

Yet, evidence has come to the attention of this committee that while
mill furnaces are idle there is an available supply of scrap which is
being withheld from the market or which finds its way into the defense
program only after an undue toll is charged upon it.

It is the purpose of this committee to look into the truth of such
charges which become even more shocking when we realize that
many thousands of small independent businessmen are going to the
wall and civilians are being asked to give up goods which require
vital defense materials in their production. In short, we wish to
discover why these mills are idle for lack of scrap.

The next witness on scrap will be Dr. Galbraith, Assistant Admin-
istrator of the Office of Price Administration.

We had the privilege andpleasure of hearing Dr. Galbraith before
the Banking and Currency Committee of the House over a period of
3 months, or longer, and 1 know that he has some real information
that he can give this committee.

Mr. BULWINKLE. He and I have differed on various occasions.
Mr. G. BRArrH. I beg pardon?
Mr. BIULWINKLE. He and I differed on textiles several times.
Mr. GALBRAITH. Yes.
The CH AInIAN. Doctor, do you have a prepared statement I

STATEMENT OF 1. K. GALBRAITH, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR,
OFFICE OF PRICE ADMINISTRATION, ACCOMPANIED BY ROSWELL
H. WHITMAN, EDWARD FRANCE, AND WALLACE COHEN

Mr. GALBRAITH. Mr. Congressman, I am not an expert myself on
this vast problem..

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have someone here who is ?
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Mr. GAIBRAITH. We haven't got any one man, and have not been
able to find any one man wise enough to find all the ramifications of
the scrap iron. I have got with me these men, Mr. Whitman and
Mr. France.

The CIIAIRIMAN. Would you like to have them sit up here to an-
swer questions which may come along?

Suppose you identify yourselves for the recordI
Mr. GALBRAITH. J. K. Galbraith, Roswell H. Whitman, Edward

France, and Wallace Cohen.
Mr.'Congressman, Mr. Whitman and Mr. France are immediately

associated with the administration of what we call. price schedule
No. 4, which is the price schedule fixing maximum prices on the iron
and steel scrap. Mr. Cohen and Mr. Fitzgerald are the attorneys as-
sociated with the work on that price schedule. Mr. Cohen has had
particularly close experience with the problems of violation, com-
pliance with the schedule, and also has some information which I
think will be of interest to this committee on the question involving
-the scrap.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have a statement which you could make
to us I

Mr. GALIMAITH. I wonder, Mr. Congrssman, if I could make a
very general, short statement.,

The CHAIRMAIN. Go right ahead, Doctor.
Mr. GAuBAITH. The Office of Price Administration has been

intimately concerned with the problem of iron and steel scrap for a
year and a half now, either as the Office itself or through one of its
predecessor agencies.

During the World War, the price of imn and steel scraps went
up to levels of between $40 and $50 a ton, and there were probably
markets and prices even higher than that.

Those high prices of scrap did not bring out substantially in-
creased supplies as such, and the fluctuations in the prices were
the meat on which the speculators in that particular field lived,
that is to say, as long as the prices were going up you had an actual
premium on the withholding of scrap for still higher prices, and
for that season one of the earliest commodities to which Mr. Hen-
derson's Office turned its attention, before I was associated with the
Office directly, was iron and steel scrap.

The iron and steel scrap market were under pressure in 1940.
They had been under pressure for some months, partly as the
result of heavy export demand.

Unfortunately in retrospect, heavy export demand for scrap in
Japan, and as, during the autumn of 19-10, as the first defense pro-
gram got under way the scrap prices continued to rise. Series of
meetings were held, series of efforts were made to effect voluntary
stabilization of the prices.

Obviously, if scrap prices go up, then steel prices go up, must
eventually go up, and we would be starting on a spiral increase of
scrap prices and steel prices, and steel is, of course, a widely used
commodity which would affect the prices of almost everything else.

Mr. BrJLwiNKLB. What was the price of, scrap at the time Mr.
Henderson took over?

Mr. GaUmArrn. At the time
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Mr. FANc. To speak in generalities--the market-maybe you
could introduce that chart and save a lot of work.

Mr. BULWJNKLE. I just wanted something for the record.
Mr. GALBaHrrH. Let me cite a few figures from the chart here.
The CHAnMAN. Not in detail, if you please.
Mr. BUwWINKLE Not in detail, but just to give us an idea.
The CHAIRMAN. Just say $11 or $,21, whatever it is.
Mr .GALBRAITI. The quotation in scrap, $20 a ton,Pittsburgh, for

heavy melting.
Mr. BULWINKL At the present time?
Mr. GALBR&mTi. At the present time, and that is the best figure for

getting a comparable level of prices.
In tle late summer, in July of 1939, under the pressure of export

demand, the prices got. above that level, it got u) to around $22 a
ton, Pittsburgh, in 1940; at the time of the fall of France, the price
was around $17 a ton, Pittsburgh.

From that time until the end of 1940-until December 1940-it in.
creased steadily until by the end of 1940 it was around $22 a ton,
Pittsburgh. It declined slightly then, following efforts by Hender-
son's office to effect a stabilization of the prices by voluntary methods,
but in the early part of 1941 started increasing again.

I am not going over the whole series of meetings that were held
during that period, but eventually, in the early part of April 1941
a price schedule was established, price schedule No. 4, fixing and
establishing maximum prices for iron and steel scrap, and the base
price in that schedule was $20 a ton, Pittsburgh. That is a price
which is well above the long-term average of the price of scrap, as
the chart indicates; twice in recent history have prices been anywhere
near that level.

It is a generous price. It was deliberately made a generous price.
Mir. BULWINI.K Well is that a generous price for scrap that would

be delivered from Texarkana, Tex. p
Mr. G ALRArrj. Could I come to that in just a minute?
Mr. BULWjNKLr. Yes.
Mr. GAULBRAIT1. That. was a delivered basing-point.price based on

the customary trade practices and without any provision for scrap
which had a particularly heavy freight haul

We hqd agoodly number of compliance problems with that schedule.
We had no direct evidence to operate against the violators. Our com-
pliance depended in a large measure upon the willingness of the mills
and the foundries the steel mills and the foundries, to observe the
maximum that we bad established. I think it is fair to say that with
that we have had fairly good compliance with the mills throughout,
and somewhat less satisfactory compliance from the foundries, but
we have had repeated difficulties with violations, and by September
of last year violations had become general.

The average price of scrap had moved above the schedule. On Sep-
tember 2 of last year we had a meeting with all branches of the indus-
try and informed them that as of that time we were going to endeavor
to force the schedule rigidly, that we were going to attempt to bring
all of the powers of the Government to observing the maximum price.
Just as soon as the prices departed from the scheduled prices we found
invariably that the supply of scrap started to dry up, that the viola-
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tions became general, the prospect of higher prices, then people stopped
selling scrap and started holding for a better price.

Mr. a. May I ask a question? You spoke of $20 as.a handsome
price. Now, should we allow anything like a handsome price at this
time?

The CHAIRMAN. I do not think it is a handsome price.
Mr. HALL. But you designated it as that.
Air. GALBRLTH. In terms of the history of the industry.
Mr. IAIL. I took the witness' own words.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand, but you take from Texarkana the

transportation.
Mr. IImix. Well, I would say that would be a question, depending

on price; charges.
Mr. GALnRAITH. Here is the price of scrap. Pittsburgh, over the

eriqd from 1912 on. Here is the end of the World War period and
here is the price [indicating chart].

The CHAIRMAN. What is that low point?
Mr. GAL8RAI Tr. That low point is 1932.
Mr. KELLY. How much is that?
Mr. GALRAI. 1932, about $8, I believe.
Mr. KELLY. About $8?
Mr. GALBRAITH. I think it is; and this price was established by

0. P. A. [indicating].
The CHAIRMAN. That is $20
Mr. GALMI ,AIT1. These are all delivered prices.
Mr. KELLY. What is the price in 1928 [indicating] or that period

around there?
Mr. FRANCE. 1028?
Mr. KELLY. Yes; about that time, or in that period.
Mr. GALBRAITH. Around $15 about.
Mr. KELLY. Well, that would be the general normal price under

normal conditions in America ?
Mr. GALBRAITH. That is, roughly, yes.
Now, I think there are great advantages in setting what I term a

handsome price.
Mr. BuLws.sxLE. Let me ask you this-and I do not want to inter-

rupt you too much-but have you anyone else in your organization who.
could tell us what the cost would be for assorting, that was spoken of
here just a few minutes ago; the selection, the asserting, the storage?

Mr. GALDRAIT. Could I come to your question in just a minute?
Mr. BVLWINKLE. Yes. That is w'hat we want, if you are coming to

it later.
Mr. GAL A.ITH. Since September 2 we have had relatively good com-

pliance with the schedule. We have gained that compliance by, first
of all, stressing in no uncertain terms with the buyers of scrap that
we expect rigid adherence to the schedule, and then, on the whole,
ri *dly adhering-

rie CHAIRMfAN (interposing). Do you find large hoarding, as
charged?

Mr. GALDRAITH. Could I ask Mr. Cohen to take that up in just a
minute?

The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
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Mr. G,%LnRAITr. Could I say one more word about compliance? We
have also, where we have found evidence of serious noncompliance, as
we have, on the part of a dozen or 15 firms, brought them to Wash-
ington or met with them elsewhere and faced them with their invoices
and told them precisely what the effect of this noncompliance was, and,
in general, with 1 or 2 exceptions we have got from all of them
promises that they will comply hereafter, and we have gone back in
nearly all cases and checked upnd found out that they have complied.
In most cases we have asked them to refund the excess charges that
they made over and above the official prices, and they have (lone so.

Mr. IIAiJ.iEcK. Do you check with the fellow selling the scrap or the
fellow bIving it?

Mr. GAL.RAITH. Mostly with the fellow buying it.
Mr. HATLLCK. Selling?
Mr. GALBRAITH. Buying.
Mr. HAIJCK. What is the reason for the increase in the price on the

part of these few-a result of the sarcity of the scrap ?
Mr. GALDRAITII. That is correct.
Mr. HALLECK. They ale under pressure to get some scrap in to keep

their operat ions going?
Mr. G(ALInRATH. There has been a subsidy on the part of buyers in

a good many cases where we have found or were convinced the buyers
were conspiring with the sellers to get the scrap at a higher price.
away from somebody, else, and we have asked them to hold the refund
money in escrow; haven't we, Mr. Cohen?
. Mr. CoHr-N. Most recently have asked them to donate it to the Treas-
ury of the United States.

Mr. HALLECK. Then if the supply of available scrap increased the
incentive to go above, the price would be practically eliminated?

Mr. COE.N. Absolutely. This situation arises'with short supply.
There is no question abott that.

AMr. GAUIRAITJI. What does it cost to close down a furnace, Ed, and
start it upt

Mr. FRAxcz. That is quite hard. Do you mean to drop say 5 or 10
percent points in the operating rate ?

Mr. OALIAITIr. Yes.
Mr. FRANCE. Well, it is generally conceded in the industry-that is

hard to answer.
Mr. GATinIRAIT. hat would be the out-of-pocket cost of closing

down an open-hearth furnace?
Mr. FRANCE. I could not answer thai, I do not know. It depends

upon, very much upon, your type of operation.
. Mr. HAiLcK. You set this'price at a point where you believe that
it, would encourage the flow of scrap into the industry.

Mr. GALBRAITH. That is right.
Now, I want to conic to the point that you raised about Texarkana.

That price that we set, that Pittshur. h price, there is no question but
it.isa satisfactory price for Pittsburgh, or for the areas where the great
bulk of scrap is produced, great bulk of the industrial and related
kvrap.

However, there is a backlog of scrap in, the farm States. through
the Great Plains country in the lSoth, to Texas, and in the Mountain
States, and we came to the conclusion last autumn, particu-
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larly when tle shortage started to become acute, that the price of
'20 a ton, Pittsburgh, was not sufficient to bring that scrap off the
farms or to bring the scrap out of the defunct mines, or to gather up the
oil.wehl scrap, and.we put into effect on September 23 what we call the
remote scrap provision.

Mr. PLEsER. May I interrupt there ? Do you mean that it was not
a sufficient price, by the fact that there was not sufficient allowance
in the price to give adequate profit plus the cost of acquiring this, or do
you mean that it wasrnot a sufficient price to give a price to cause the
scrap dealers of the West to bring it in?

Mr. O.LBrriH. Well, that is a pretty hard question to answer.
Mr. PEsER. Well, it is all important question to answer.
Mr. GALORAITI. Well, it means identifying what the motives are in

a particular case. What we wanted to do was make sure that the
farmer who had a disk harrow in the corner of the field, there would be
come money to come all the way back to him, which would make it
worth while for him to get that disk harrow out of the corner of the
field, and to get it into town and from therm on to a dealer at some
central point, where it could be prepared, and from there on to where
it could be used.

Mr. PL0rsm. Then isn't it usually the case of a scrap man getting it
from him rather than the farmer getting it to the scrap man?

Mr. G.LBRArrii. Well, as far as farm scrap is concerned, you have
this general situation: There is a reservation price on the stuff. It
has to be a dollar for an old disk harrow or $5 for an old disk harrow
before there is enough folding money involved that lie thinks it worth
while to get rid of it.

You are quite right; if there is a little bit more money involved, you
get more people going up and down the road looking for it. It works
both ways.

Mr. PwEss. But you still do not answer my question. I want to
know whether there is a sufficient allowance in this price to make a
profit to the scrap dealer to collect that scrap that you say is in the
Great Plains and the Mountain-the Western Mountain States.

Mr. GALIRAITI. I do not think there is any doubt about it; there is.
Mr. PLOESxR. There is?
Mr. GALUUnrru. Yes.
Mr. FITZERAw. Well, Doctor, let me ask you a question there.

Wouldn't it cost more money to send the scrap a thousand miles to
Pittsburgh than it would 500 miles?

Mr. GALBRAITH. Oh, absolutely.
Mr. FirzoEitA. The price is the same; it includes the freight rate?
Mr. GALBRAITI. This remote scrap provision is simply a provision

which permits the payment under the schedule of a price in excess of
the equivalent of "2 a ton Pittsburgh.

Mr. FRA,-cE,. Let me point this out to you. The former schEdule
was set up on the basis of delivered price. The scrap established a
floor for defense selling at a level which we felt, from the testimony
we gathered was sufficiently high to recompense all interests in the
trade to ther it.

Now, t at floor was $13 a ton in prepared form for the grade which
we are speaking of as $20 a ton. Then we permit the freight absorp-
tion by the consumer up to $5 above that $20 delivered price at Pitts-
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burgh. In short, the concession has been made to those distant points
to give them an adequate price at the source, and to those consumers;
aud to those consumers who were interested in getting that additional
volume it was represented to us to be financially able and desirous of
getting this material. They absorbed the additional freight. The
market is entirely made up of actual transportation costs.

Mr. KELLY. Along that point, why has Pittsburgh been singled out
to establish the base price when you have got furnaces in the West I

Mr. FRANC. Well, let me explain this further; we have, I believe,
44 basic points, of which Pittsburgh is only one. Dr. Galbraith only
mentioned as being the key from the start, from which the point is
always accepted as the most vital point. These other 43 basing points
vary in differential according to the supply and demand of contractors.

Dr. GALBRAITH. This goes back, ir. Congressman, to the old days
of Pittsburgh plus. It was not initiated by 0. P. A.

Mr. KELLY. They are still using it.
ir. GALaBIrrH. They are still using it.

The CHAIRMAN. For convenience?
Mr. GALBHAITH. For convenience; yes.
Mr. BVLWINiKL. The greater part of it was originally done.
Mr. GALBRArrit. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLz. That is the reason you base it on that.
Mr. GALBRArFrH. Now, that is in a very broad general sketch, the

activities of iron and steel scrap. We have half a dozen other scrap
schedules.

The CHAIRMAN. Do youlhave a campaign that is ready now to put
on, togather in this scrap?

Mr. ALFRAITH. The Office of Price Administration, Mr. Congress-
man, is just a price stabilization.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand you have been consulted about it,
haven't you I

Mr. G ALBRAITH. Oh, we have been and we have been educating on
it, too.

'he CHAIRMAN. Well, do you think that plans are being formulated
rather rapidly to put on a national campaign ?

Air G. mx.,,rrn. Well, I think that that is something that must
properly you should take up with the 0. P. M.

Tie CrAIRMAN. All right.
Let us hear about the hoarding then.
Air. GALBRAITH. Mr. Cohen, do you want to explain that?
I have this witness-
Mir. H1ALLECK. Has it been suggested in result to the amount of

available scrap coining in, that the price as fixed by the 0. P. A. has
been so low as to retard the movement of the sci'np ?

Mr. GALBRAITH. The discussion, whether the price was right, has
gone on almost since the first da> of the schedule; yes.

Mr. HALLECK. Do you think it is a sincere effort, or is it kind of an
effort to push up the price administration to put out a higher price?

Air. GALURAITII. I would not generalize on that I think some peo.
le sincerely felt the price should be higher. I think some people
ave advanced the plea for higher prices simply on the ground that

they can't get out on the scrap which they have, and on which they
make money.

7
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Mr. HALIECK. Now, the freight differential which has been referred
to here, has that existed generally in the scrap industry throughout
our historyI

Mr. GALB11MTII. Do you mean this remote scrap provision?
Mr. HALLECK. No, no; the fact that you have a basing point price,

the more remote fellow gets less net..
Mr. GALBRAITH. That is correct.
Mr. FRANCE. That is normal.
Mr. HALLECK. That is the normal situation I
Mr. GALURAIT1I. I think it is correct to say, Ed, that the remote

fellow now gets more under this schedule, gets more relative to the
central market than he has at any tine in history.

Mr. FR NCE. Yes; there are many instances in the past where
farmers, small industrial concerns in these remote territories have
gone to the farm, paying the people to haul the scrap. That is an
extreme case, I grant you, but they have been reconciled to accepting
very low prices at the base for their scrap.

Mr. HALLECK. Your action then represents a departure from what
has been the normal practice before, to stimulate the movements of
scrap from more remote areas I

Mr. GALBRAITHE. We are in effect subsidizing the price of scrap.
Mr. BULWINKLE. If you are through, Mr. Halleck, I want to get

something about the cost.
How many different grades of scrap are there ?
Mr. FRANCF. I believe the Department of Commerce classification,

the Official Hand Book, lists upward of 75. From our census of the
trade we found it runs into the hundreds. We have selected, I believe,
24 base grades, which comprise the vast majority of the material.

Mr. BVLWINKLE. Now, what does it cost the scrap dealer to collect,
grade, store, and handle his scrap iron?

Mr. FRANCE. May I break that doi I
Mr. BULWINKLV . Yes.
Mr. FRa-cn. We will take preparation first. That is putting it

through the yard.
We conducted a series of hearings last winter and spring on an

adequate preparation charge for the scrap to be taken in unprepared
form, put through a yard into its ultimate prepared form. The best
summation of that I can give ydu is the result of the field trip which
a number of our accountants and analysts conducted in October. I
quote from it:

It seems to be the general feeling In the trade that on the whole the $2.50
preparation cost-that Is preparation cost per gross ton-is roughly adequate.

But that had been in effect since the April schedule was announced.
Most dealers Indicated that this cost Is adequate for the practical every-day

calculation that a dealer makes In conducting hls business. However, the feel-
Ing was that for such specialized operetlons as bundling, costs would run be.
tween $3 to $4 a gross ton, and for oxyacetylene burning, from $4 to $7.

Mr. I3uLW#NKLE. Now, for the purpose of the record-I understand
it, but for the purpose of the record, a gross ton is how iny pounds

Mr. FRANCE. 2,240. a

On the other hand, dealers handle a good 4eal of tonnage, principally indus-
trial, which Is already prepared and for which costs are only $1 to $2 for
sorting. Auto wrecking costs were estimated at $3.80 to $6 a ton.
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You can see from that the wide variation of the preparation cost
depending on the type of scrap being put through.

Mr. BULWiNKi.. Then, you say that for all classes of scrap the
average cost would run between $3.50 and $4 a ton I

Mr. FRANCE. No, approximately between $2 and $3. I said $2.50.
Mr. BULWJNKLE. For allf
Mr. FRANCE. Yes.
Mr. Bu ,wNKLE. But you went up to $6.
Mr. FRANCE. That might be a little confusing. That is one isolated

function in preparation, installation, burning.
Let me stand on the opening sentence:
It seems to be the general feeling in the trade that on the whole the $2.50

preparation cost Is roughly adequate.

Mr. BULWINKLE. I notice in this Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel
Year Book for 1940, they estimated it at ,3 to $3.50 a ton for these
purposes.Mr. FRANCE. I do not know the source of their information. I feet

confident that we have exhausted a great many opinions on this sub-
ject of actual cost as well. Are you sure that is not taken from one
isolated yard ?

The CHAIRN[AN. It is issued by the Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel,
Inc.

Mr. FRANCE. Yes; I understand that.
The CH1AIRMAN. I believe you have the same one I have.
Mr. BULWJNKLE. Yes; they estimated in here, if I can turn back to

the Vlace, I put it down just now, about $3 to $3.50 per gross ton.
Mr. FRANCE. May I ask is that an over-all average?
Mr. BuLWINKm. That is an over-all average. It is recognized that

there are many variations. Vell, we will not delay it on that question.
Other scrap dealers who are comprehensive in their costing main-

tain that on the average it costs $.3 to $3.50 per gross ton to handle scrap
in and out of the yard, but, as previously stately, it is almost impossible
to develop an average that would apply over the entire industry.

Mr. FRANCE. Well, now, here is one factor that I notice from the
statement that you have read that might be the basis for the margin
between the two figures. That states in and out of the vard. Now
ny figure is given to you as an actual preparation cost exclusive o1
any in-bound freight or-

Mr. BuLwjJNKx. Or out-bound.
Mr. FRANCE. That is right.
31r. BULWINKLE. That is where we got the differential, then?
Mr. FRANCE. It is possible that might be.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Now, what do you know about hoardiug?
Mr. FRAxcE. May I make a brief statement on that? In the cor-

respondence that, we received every day, visitors and phone calls there
are scarcely an hour passes but what someone is not charged with
hoarding

I might say this, that the major yards in the country, according to
our field inspectors and my own impression front observing them, are
relatively devoid of scrap.
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There are some instances that are very minor, of people who have
held scrap since the last war, or beyond, people that are touched with
as nearly as I can describe it, a Midas complex.

Mr. BULWINK. And they want antiques, too
Mr. FRANCE. Yes; most of the complaints that we get relative to

hoarding are in relatively small amounts of 150 tons, I ton, 2 tons,
3 tons, in the aggregate it is substantial. But it would be difficult for
me to lay my finger on any pronounced accumulation barring these
few exceptions.

Mr. BuLWWNKLE. Well, have these complaints increased in the last
few months?

Mr. FRANCE. I would say they have; yes.
Mr. BuLWiNKLE. Especially since Pearl Harbor?
Mr. FR NCE. Yes; precisely.
Mr. BuL'wiNKLE. All right, Mr. Chairman, I am through.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ha lleck.
Mr. HALLECK. I have nothing.
The CLUIBMAN. Mr. Kelly.
Mr. KELLY. Well, I would just like, along that line of questioning,

to know something regarding the hoarding situation.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, as to either one of these witnesses here, we

haven't got to hoarding yet.
Mr. KILY. I had met with a group of manufacturers back in the

south end of Cook County around the 3d day of January of this year,
which would be this month, and one man at that meeting asked to buy
scrap iron to keep his place goino in Indianapolis, Ind., where his
producer was, or where the distributor was, rather, that this man
refused to sell the scrap iron.

Now, he did not disclose who it was. He told me he would give me
that information at a later date; said he did not want to, because he
would be cut off completely if he did; and this man was purposely
holding that for higher prices.

Now, we know ourselves from our own travels that many of these
scrap-iron yards are loaded to the top with this junk, and I do not
think there is any effort on behalf of 0. P. M. or anybody else down
here to try to release that scrap iron.

In fact, when Mr. Henderson was here the other day testifying,
when that question was brought up he was more or less sympathetic.
So there is hoarding going on, whether we know about it or whether
you fellows know about it.

Mr. FRANCE Maybe I can tell you what our procedure has been in
instances where we have found hoarding, in cases involving relatively
small amounts I have been disposed to turn those names over to
reputable people in the trade, reputable dealers, to ask them if they will
solicit the people in question.

On the larger ones we have had some photographs made and we
have given them every opportunity to mov.6 their scrap. Failing in
that Ihave referred them to the allocation department of the Office of
Production Management, who have in many cases issued allocation
orders on the accumulations.

Mr. KiuLY. Well, I think we ought to turn it over to some govern-
mental agency to make a thorough investigation.
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The CHAIRMAN. Would you yield for one question, Mr. Kelly, please I
Mr. KELY. Sure.
The CHAIRMAN. I have information that on May 16, 1941, Attorney

General Jackson-at that time Robert Jackson-wrote Mr. Henderson
that if he had evidence of any conspiracy to violate price orders to
refer them to the Department of Justice for action.

Do you have any knowledge oi that, Doctor?
Mr. GALBRAITH. Yes; I have. -
The CHAIRTAN. Is that correct?
Mr. GALBRAITH. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And on July 31, 1941, from June to July, 2 months

and a few days, Henderson wrote the Department of Justice that there
were 15 large brokers who dominated the industry and appeared to be
in a conspiracy. Is that correct?

Mr. GALBRArrm. That is correct.
Mr. HAILECK. Fifteen large what?
The CHAIRMAN. Fifteen large brokers who dominated the industry

and appeared to be in a conspiracy. In August 1941 Attorney General
Biddle, who had taken charge at that time, replied that the Depart-
)nent would investigate.

Do you have that correspondence f
Mr. GALBRAIrH. I expect-I have not got it with me.
The CIAIRMAN. It is available, is it not?
Mr. GALBMUTI. It is available; yes. Do you have it, Mr. Cohen?
The CHAIRMAN. I do not know that it would be in the public interest

to insert it in the record at this time, but I would personally like to
examine it.

Mir. O, APArrH, I am sure Mr. Cohen can get it. -
The CHAIRMAN. I believe the committee members would like to

examine it also.
Mr. GALBRAr!. We can make it available.

The CHA1RMAN. All right, sir.
Mr. BULWiNKL&. I just wanted to isk one more question that was

brought to my attention.
Did you investigate the brokerage fees and the double brokerage

fees on the sale of this scrap iron? Is there any such thing?
Mr. ComNs. The price schedule allows a certain minimum of broker-

age and we have had complaints that persons who are not legitimately
brokers are charging those fees. In each instance when we get such
a complaint, we attempt to correct it.

Mr. BULw;INKLE. Well, how much are those fees?
Mr. Coin. It is a 50 cents per gross ton commission.
Mr. BmwLwINKLE. That is the normal fee that is charged.
Now, have you known of any instances whei-e that occurs, of thd

doubling up on these, the double brokerage fees?
Mr. CoIIEN. We have had no information concerning that. I do

not think we have had one complaint concerning the doubling of
brokers'. commission.

Mr. BuLwiNKz. All right.
The CHAIRMAN. Since you are the one that handles the hoarding,

is it your opinion that 15 large concerns control the scrap industry in
Americat
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Mr. COnEN. Well, I think at that time the major part of the pro.
auction of the sesap was in the hands of the 15 large brokers.

The CHAIRMAN..D they dominate the market pretty well now?
Mr. CoHEN. At this time, I do not know.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know I
Mr. COHFiN. At that time I felt-
The CHKAIRMAN. Well, why don't you have an opinion on it now as

you had then? You have been in that business all the time, I mean
the same business you are in nowI

Air. CouEN. Well; yes and no.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, haven't you been with the Department'ever

since that time I
Mr. CoHEN. Yes. I have not been counsel for the Iron and Steel

Scrap Section for'several months now, and I was with it during a very
difficult period in the summer and early fall. At that time information
of the fact that there was, there seemed to be a tendency not to move
scrap, and there seemed to be agitation on the part of some people
to get higher prices for their scrap. We concluded that the purpose
of the agitation was to speculate and make money on the withholding
of scrap.

Now, it is true that there are some large concerns in this country,
large brokers, who have financed a number of smaller dealers, and
they have rather a persuasive argument for doing it, stating, of course,
that because of the financial weakness of the smiler dealers they have
to finance them in order to get out the scrap--sometimes financing
several hundred dealers.

With that sort of structure, it seems to be made to order for with-
holding in the event that a particular dealer or broker wants to get
higherprices for his scrap.

The CHAIRMAN. Would it be desirable for the R. F. C. or some Fed-
eral agency to make these advances so as to get them out from under
the grip of the larger concerns?

Mr. CoheN. I have no opinion on that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You have no opinion on it?
Mr. COHEN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it would at least get them from under the

thumb of the large dealer; wouldn't it?
Mr. CoHFN. It would seem to have that effect; yea
The CHAIRMAN. Is that rather general, or is that just isolated cases?
Mr. CoHEN. I think that generally exists in the industry.
The CHAI MtAN. You say it is general?
Mr. COrEN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, wouldn't you think it would be in the public

interest, then, to have some way to separate these little fellows from
the big fellows, and have some other system of financing, which would
be perfectly safe?

Mr. CoHEN. There certainly could be no harm in it, but the question
arises whether or not the small dealer would have his output for the
flow of scrap in the event that you moved the structure.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, if there is a scarcity of scrap, he would cer-
tainly have an outlet for it; wouldn't he?

Mr. ConN. I beg your pardon.
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The CHAIRMAN. If there is a scarcity of scrap, and if that scarcity
continues, there would be no doubt about him having an outlet; would
there?

Mr. COHEN. Under present conditions, I would say that if the allo-
cation program was inaugurated by the Office of Production Manage-
ment, that by utilization of the smaller dealers who were properly
financed, undoubtedly you would increase the flow of scrap some.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to say that if the big dealers do not.
finance them, that they would refuse to give the little dealers an outlet
for their product I

Mr. Coimx. Well, I cannot say that they would.
Tile CHAIRMAN. Do you think it would have a tendency to impede?
Mr. COHEN. It would probably result.
The CHAIRMAN. It would probably result I
Mr. Coixix. Yes..
The CHAIRMAN. Could not you do like Mr. Odium is doing in his

Small Business Section-get them together and let them pool their
resources, pool their scrap, and send it over at the same time; that
could be done, couldn't it?

Mr. COIEN. I believe it could.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, what evidence do you have of hoarding by

any of the large scrap dealersI Do you have any at ali
Mr. COHEN. I think Mr. France explained the extent of our opera-

tion of hoarding to you very well. The reason we went into taking
pictures of piles of scrap was because we were under pressure of these
prices and because we suspected. So we found out by spot checking
that there was scrap, and we do know from our statistics that there
has been a tremendous increase in the flow of scrap, despite the fact
we have had price control on it over the last year.

So we were definitely convinced that there was no necessity for
increasing price, and probably increasing the price would result in
more witholding of scrap.

Now, these pictures that I have here, as I said, are only a. few and
only represent a spot check.

I he CHAIRMAN. Suppose you pass a few of them over.
Mr. COHEN. These pictures were taken a month apart.
Mr. GALBRArrH. Are those in series, Mr. Cohen, so they can see?
Mr. CoHEN. Yes.
Mr. FIyzonEua . Mr. Chairman may I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Go right ahead.
Mr. FITZGrmALD. It has been testified, Mr. Cohen, here today that

there is hoarding going on in the country. What I would like to know
is, is there any legislation that you know of on the Federal statutes at
the present time that can take the scrap and pay a certain price for itt

Mr. CoHEN. Yes. I understand, under the requisitioninR powers
the Office of Production Management and the Army and the Navy have
that they can reach that scrap, and I think that the 0. P. M. has been
considering using its requisitioning powers for the purpose of reach.
ing the scrap that is being withheld.

Mr. FrZERALV. Well, considering it how long?
Mr. COHEN. That I do not know. .
Mr. FITZERALD. Well, we know there is a shortage of scrap-every-

body knows that-and we know that MacArthur is stuck over in the
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Philippine Islands without ships and enough guns and enough soldiers
to get them over there. Don t you think it is about time somebody
made up his mind to move and take this scrap ?

Mr. JALeArritI. May I make a comment on it, Mr. Congressman?
Mr. FnnorALD. Yes.
Mr. GALBIiITH. The Office of Price Administration has been con-

corned with this matter only indirectly, in that we have no authority
.under the Executive order under which we operate, to undertake cam-
paigns to increase the supply of scrap or to stimulate the flow of
Ecrap. We have been interested in this hoarding matter because it
has been a device by which pressure has been put on us for higher
prices, and it was for that reason we sent the camenaman out to take
the pictures, merely to get a little brief on our side.

Mr. FITZGERoALD. Of course that is all right. We know we need
Ecrap. It has been testified here that there are 12 furnaces in one
town which have been closed down. It has been testified before this
committee that many small businessmen are going out of business
today for want of steel, and still there is an enormous amount of
scrap around the country. It would szein someone should move in
the direction of getting it.

Mr. GALBarATU. I am merely saying I think the question is for the
Office of Production Managenent, or what was until yesterday the
Office of Production Management, rather. This office is concerned
with prices. We have, as I say, gone into this matter, but merely for
the sake of keeping up our own guard by showing that there were
some people who had more than, shall I say a charitable interest in
the question of higher prices?

Mr. Frrzozxn.w. Well, to me, Doctor, it seems as if the Office of
Price Administration says $20 is a fair, or a handsome price-your
word, handsome price- or the scrap. The industry apparently says
it is not, that they evidently want more money to handle it.

Now, we are not getting the scrap. What I want is scrap. I wantguns and tanks, and ships, and everything else, to lick Hitler and to
lick 1im just as fast and-Japan with him, as fast as we can do it, and
I don't want anyoy to stand in'the way of doing it, no matter who
he is, in this country

Mr. OAurru. Ido not think there can be any disagreement, be.
tween us on that, Mr. Congressman. The thing I would like to express
is this, that it is our own judgment, our very carefully considered
judgment., that the price now being paid is sufficient and handsome
return for the maintenance of large output on the part of the scrap
industry. If it is increased to keep these mills going--and they must
be kept going-the increase will have to be done by scrap campaigns,
or requisitioning of hoards, and by other methods rather than by a
further increase in the price.

M-r. Fv-ot.aLW. Well, it has been suggested here Doctor, that a
campaign will be put on to gather up scrap. Now, what I would like
to ask you is this: A certain amount of scrap can be picked up, the
same as the aluminum, where people can go down andthrow maybe
a grate stove or the cover of a store into a pile, but do you really
believe that the ordinary person that needs Inchinery and equipment
can go out into a sawmill[, or out into a mill or factory that has been
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deserted, take apart big engines that need certain machinery to be
used in order to Handle this heavy scrap; do you think that can be done
by an ordinary campaign in a city or a town?

Mr. GAIMRAITI1. Well, I think that we have to distinguish between
certain types of campaigns. I will be perfectly frank.

Mr. FirzGA AW. Well, we are talking about a scrap campaign now.
Mr. GArLirrAl. I would not like to see a scrap campaign con-

ducted-
Mr. BuLwiNlE. As the aluminum campaign?
Mr. GALERArrIi. As the aluminum campaign was conducted.
Mr. FrrzoERALD. I am just using it as an illustration, while the small

pieces of scrap can be handled by the human hand, there is a
great deal more scrap in sawmills and mines, and other places that
need machinery, that means that you have to get to them acetylene
cutters to handle this scrap.

Mr. GALBRAr. That is correct.
Mr. Finuimz& . Do you believe that that can be done by an ordinary

campaign?
Mr. GAsaRsrrH. No; but a great deal can be done; when I talk about

a campaign I have reference to a campaign which makes use of the
existing machinery of the industry, of the scrap-collecting industry.
Now, a great deal can be done, I think Mr. France will back me up in
this, a great deal is possible in terms of speeding up the rate, of dis-
mantling the obsolete machinery, obsolete buildings, obsolete steel
structures of one sort or another, and putting that material into the
regular channels to move it to the point where there are furnaces.

Mr. Fro=EmAw. Do you mean by the public? It has been sug-
gested by the American Legion.

M[r. OALMAITH. By the Government.
Mr. FrrzorxAim. Oh by tie Government. You are saying the Gov-

ernment, not by the American Legion. and I thought that was the
public in general. I can see a lot of difficulty in going out and organ-
izing one of those campaigns and handling this scrap. There is a
certain amount they cannot handle. They can breah it with a hant.
mer, but there is a great deal of scrap which has got to be taken apart.

Take an automobile, for instance, there is a lot of scrap steel, and
aluminum, bronze, brass. That takes a lot of work and it takes time
and it takes a man who knows it. How would you organize a campaign
of that kind?

Mr. GALBRArm. I would like again to refer that question to the
Office of Production Management. They are the people who are re-
sponsible for this sort of activity. Any answer which I would give
would be the answer of one who has not thought about it, because
he has not been told to think about it.

Mr. FrrzomAw. Well, of course, it is all right to say we should have
a campaign, but when you are handling one of these I can see a lot
of work in one of these campaigns, and I can see that a lot of equip-
ment has got to be used.

Mr. G AwRrrii. That is correct.
'Mr. Fnrzoza.. In order to get the scrap that is around in these

graveyards. Everybody sees it. It is an eyesore in America today.
In my State we passed a law to build a fence around them, so they
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would be hidden from the view of people traveling. That is what we
thought about it in Connecicut, where we know they are an eyesore.

You cannot go out of Washington north, east, south, or west, any
direction, any road, you cannot go a hundred miles without seeing
these eyesores, graveyards; but it takes work to take these autos.
down and separate the scrap. I do not know-I have some doubt in my
mind whether or not it can be handled by a civilian drive.

Mr. COHEN. May I supplement your remark, Mr. Galbraith. on
the question of requisition. Again, I think it ought to be made
clear the o. P. A. has no power of requisition. 0. P. M. has the
power of requisition.

Mr. KELLY. Under an act of Congress that authority was dele-
gated to the President on the 27th day of Mfay 1941, and he can dele-
gate that authority to any governmental agency.

Mr. CoIIEN. That is right, but we do not have the authority.
Mr. KELLY. Well, he has not delegated the authority or power.
Mr. GALBRAITH. After all, these things have to be taken in an

orderly administrative way, and the task of stimulating people, of
which this is one part, is the job of a war production board.

Mr. KELLY. That is what we are trying to find out right at this
time.

Mr. GALBRAITH. Well, before we go on, might I introduce one fur-
ther photographs We have had considerable trouble with what is
called upgrading, that is, selling a lower grade of scrap as a higher
grade. The highest grade of scrap, as you know, is No. 1 heavy
melting. That is prepared scrap ready to go into the open hearth,
and made up of heavy steel scrap.

This photograph which I introduce merely as a matter of interest,
is one photograph of a collection of supposed No. I heavy melting

Tfie CHAIRMAN. NOW, on that very point. I want to ask a question
on that, gentlemen.

Who grades this scrap? Do you have someone to grade it?
Mr. GALBRAITH. Well, the story is this: Up until a few weeks ago

we depended upon the mills and their suppliers to undertake the
grading.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any power at all over these grades?
Mr. GALBRAITH. Only powers of moral suasion.
The CHAIRMAN. Publicity?
Mr. GALBRAITH. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And exposure.
]Sir. GALBRAMI. That is correct.
The CHAInMAN. That is all the power you have?
Mr. GALImAITH. Now, within the last few weeks, we have recruited

a corps of inspectors.
The CHAIRMAN. Now where do these inspectors come from; where

did you get them? DiA you get them from th Government service
or the industry

Mr. GALBRAITI. Where did we get them?
'Mr. FRAxCE. The ones we have hired todiy have been recruited

from the steel mills themselves, where the men in question have been
active over a long period of time as inspectors of scrap at their
respective mills. o
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The CHAIRMAN. Where they purchased it from the scrap dealers?
Mr. FPIxcz. That is correct; so they have a full and thorough

acquaintance with the various grades.
Air. GA:BRAITI. And we shift them around.
Mr. FRANCE. That is correct.
Mr. GALMRAIT. So that an Inland man is over at Bethlehem mill.
Mr. BULVINKLE. You say the basic freight rate is to Pittsburgh.

Now, what other places in the United States is this scrap shipped
to; Denver?

Mr. FRANc. As I said, I believe there were 44 basing points.
Mr. BULWINRE All right.
Mr. FRANcE. The difference in geographical differential being the

difference between Chicago and Pittsburgh, is $1.25 a ton. The same
grade we speak of as $20, Pittsburgh price of steel, is $18.75 Chicago.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, the price is the basic freight rate to the
nearest point, is it not, not the haul to Pittsburgh.

Mr. FsA'NCP. No. See, one of our primary objectives in not setting
up a number of delivered basing points, with variation in price, was
to circumscribe certain areas.

Mr. BULWINKLE That is what I want to find out, whether you
did that or not.

Mr. FRANC. Absolutely, to avoid cross hauling, but to !reeze an
existing condition whereby the industry would not haul scrap to
Pittsburgh and back to Chicago again.

Mr. BULWINKL. I was wondering if the man in Texarkana would
get the basic rate to Pittsburgh when he was shipping to St. Louis?

Mr. F&Nci. To answer your question that way, the man, the
shipper in Texarkana can ship to the best market in the country. Is
that clear?

Mr. BULWINKLD. Yes; but you put a ceiling on it.
Mr. FRANCE. That is true.
Air. BULWINKLE. So you have got now the best price.
Mr. FRANCE. Well it is the best in the sense that it is the best as

developed by the higiiest basing point price, less the lowest freight.
Mr. BUL~v1NXLE. I did not want that fellow in Texorkana to get

this freight rate to Pittsburgh when he was only shipping to St.
Louis.

Mr. FRAzcE. Oh, no, no.
Mr. BuIWI Ku That is what I was talking about.
Mr. FRANCE. No, no. That is not possible.
Mr. BULWINKLE. All right.
Mr. HALLECK. I would JtA like to get it clear in my mind, what

we are trying to get at here. In the first place, it is your view that
scrap to be collected would have to go through the regular chan-
nels, and I find myself in agreement..

Now, assuming that you have fixed a fair price-
Mr. GAtBPRArrH. I do not speak officially on that point, but that

is my own personal view.
Mir. HALLECK. I might sav that that is my view, because to try

to go out here and set up independent organizations to collect the
scrap, and to do whatever is necessary to get it in shape to sell
it to the consumer would be to duplicate facilities that we already
have, and would lead to possibly a lot of criticism. But now as-
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suming that you have set a fair price, and we do go out here, as has
been Ione in many cases, from a patriotic effort on the part of citi-
zens' organizations, and get a lot of scrap collected, apparently what
has happened is that scrap has gone into the hands of a lot of deal-
ers who apparently may have thought your price was not good
enough.

Now, this thing just occurs to me, if the price is fair, and the
scrap is there, and it has to clear through that way, then if it is
not forthcoming, why it would look to me as if the Government
ought to move on that as quickly, say, as they moved on the auto-
mobile dealers when they say to them, "You cannot sell an auto-
mobile," you ought to go and get the scrap and see that it comes
in to do the job that has to be done.

Mr. GALBRArrH. I must say I thoroughly agree with you with
this reservation, that Mr. Fnice makes, we are not certain that there
is a great. body of scrap there, particularly in the large dealers.
Our information in the case is that they have kept their scrap
moving pretty well.

Now, if there are hoards of scrap, large or small, I thoroughly
agree with you, it is the Government s responsibility to get it.

Mr. HALLECK. I would not want to go out to my country, and
head up a campaign, or take part in a campaign, to get the farmers
and everybody to go out and haul their scrap in, and then know
that after they give it in and it was concentrated in the hands of
people who ought to be turning it in to the defense effort2 these people
were sitting on it ;n the hope that you fellows would increase your
price ceiling.

Mr. GA MITaI. Gj-. thing I would like to have the record show
clearly is that we have no information that the amount of scrap
so held is large. We do know that there are isolated hoards here
and there, that there are people, as Mr. France states, touched with
the Midas complex, who are engaged in unpatriotic hoarding, but
we have no evidence that the tonnage of such scrap would be a substan-
tial factor in correcting the scrap shortage that we face.

Mr. HALLCK. Well, I appreciate that you are interested in price,
and that your interest in quantity is small, incidental to the deter-
mination of a fair price.

Mr. GAUrArm. Our interest in the quantity has been, frankly, that
we wanted to make very certain that people that were ginning up for
higherprices were not doing it because they had hoards of scrap.

Mr. HALLECK. I think you should take that into account and I am
glad to hear that you did but now, what you are going to do, if there
is a reluctance to move this scrap into the channels of trade, to the
consumer where it is needed-why that is somebody else's responsi-
bility.

3r. GAmAITn. That is correct.
Mr. HAU& Right along that line, Doctor, if the volunteers do go out

snd spot this scrap an4 collect it, and then it must go through these
regular channel,--now, the potting and collection must be one ex-
pense the dealer has, so if that is taken out of his hands by a volunteer
group. isn't the profit going to be grem.ter to the dealer, and why
should he get, as you say, this handsonv, price of $20 a ton on scrap
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spotted and collected by a volunteer group? Why should not the
price be changed if we carry out that programI

Mr. GAuRAITH. I would like to have Mr. France answer the ques-
tion.

Mr. FRANCE. If I understand your question, perhaps this is the
answer to your question, that that margin you are speaking of has in
the few popular campaigns, as we call them today, been donated
to a charity. Are you under the assumption that that margin will
be a windfall to the dealerI

Mr. HAL,. That is what I am wondering.
Mr. HALLECK. If I might intervene, because I hail from a little

city in Indiana, where we have these junk dealers, and if a fellow
brings in an old car, they take the aluminum out, they take the frame
out, and they have a big power scissors, and they cut it up and get it
ready to ship, and they get a carload of it ready.

I did not mean to interrupt you.
Mr. HAmu. No. What I am getting at, of course, is the spotting,

finding, and collecting this junk as an item of expense to the dealer.
If the public does that through a volunteer group what becomes of
that item of expense? Does that just stick in the pockets of the
dealer, or does he donate that to the Government, or what happens
to it?

Mr. FPP.CE. As I say, our ex I rience on these popular campaigns
has been rather small. Some of these other gentlemen probably could
give you more information, but I have in mind one campaign which
was run out in Ohio, whereby the citizens brought their scrap in and

.donated it and it runs in my recollection that was open to competi-
tive bids.

Mr. HALL. That would answer the question, if they do it that way.
The CIIRMAN. I want to ask some questions.
Are you satisfied with the way this scrap campaign has been con-

ducted through the dealers? In other words, are you satisfied that
everything has been (lone that should have been done to make these
dealers release this scrap that they have been keeping on their
premises?

Mr. GALDRArrH. Well, I would prefer not to answer that question.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Well why shoulul you prefer not to answer it?

Why should you nott It is ian ophuion, and you are in a position of
authority* }ou are representing the Government. We are in war, and
we need this scrap. Are you satisfied it is coming in all right ?

*Mr. GALBRAX1JI. You are putting me in a position of passing judg-
ment on the activities of another agency.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is under you, isn't it?
Mr. GALVILAiTU. No; it is not under my direction.
The CHAIRMAN. Aren't these gentlemen under you?
Mr. GALBIA rM.'They are; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, didn't they have anything to do with the

enforcement of it? h
Mr. GALBAITI'. They had to do with the enforcement of it; yes.
T he C IP.MA. Theifor , it is under you?
Mr. O(ALWrrii. The organization of scrap collection is under the

Office of Production Management. -
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Thie CHAIRMAN. 'Well, who is the person that I can ask that question
of?

Mr. GA.RArri. I think that Mr. Rosenwald is the appropriate
person.

The ChIAIRMAN. Is he here? Who is Mr. Rosenwald?
Mr. COHEN. He is head of the conservation program.
The CIIATiMAN. Conservation program. Well, lie is the man we

oight to have, isn't he?
Mr. GALM.AITH. It is in Mr. Rosenwald's department that this

activity falls.
The CIIAIEMAN. Now, who do you represent, Mr. Cohen ?
Mr. COHEN. I am with the Office of Price Admiuistration.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, do you have anything to do with the enforce-

ment of these rules and regulations?
Mr. CoHiEw. Only with respect to price.
The CHURMAN. Only with respect to price?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, do you know the names of these concerns,

the 15 that are supposed to dominate the industry?
Mr. COTIEN. Well, I do not recall the list, the complete list-when

I submit that material to you, you will be able to get that.
The CHAIRMAN. We will have the list with that in there?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is the largest dealer in scrap in the country ?
Mr. CoHEN. ir. France, I think, will answer that.
Mir. FRANca. I may state this, to the best of my knowledge, all of

them are closed companies. Very few of them are incorporated.
The figures are not available to the public, and it would just'be a
guess on my part. I do not know and I doubt if anybody has ever
ceen volume figures.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, who are the four or five largest I
Mr. Fm xc& Oh, I would say they are well scattered geographi-

cally. Luria Bros. in the East.
The CHAIRMAN. Who?
Mr. FRANC. Luria Bros. in the East.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you spell that?
Mr. FaANCE. L-u-r-i-a.
The CHAIRM AN. How many yards do they have, approximately ?
Mr. FRANCE. I am just guessing. I would say four or five.
The CHAIRMAN. And then do they furnish money to smaller dealers

to gather scrap for them?
Mr. FRnNC Yes; althought it is my understanding that Luria

Bros. yard operation has been declining in importance.
The" CiAIMAN. All right. You have named a declining one.

Name one of the biggest ones that is still going.
Mr. FRxcz. Well, let me point this out,. The 15 people I think

you questioned Mr. Cohen on were largely brokers.
The CHIRMAN. They are largely brokers?
Mr. F)RAE Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean they handle the yards by furnishing

money to them f

/
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Mr. FRANCE. They conduct a brokerage business. That is, they will
buy from a small or medium-sized yal, and broker it, furnish the
outlet for it.

The C[AIRMAN. Furnish the outlet for the scrap?
Mr. FRANC. Yes.
The CIAIRMAN. And they furnish them the money to buy the scrap?
Mr. FRANCE. That is my understanding. They finance them; yes.

I think I can answer your former question about a large dealer. I
have in'mind Shavone Bonomo Corporation.

The CHAJRMAIN. How many yards do they have I
Mr. FRAc.,c. I believe two or three. There is only one large yard,

that is in northern Jersey.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any scrap dealer that is operating all over

the Nation, say from Portland, Oreg., to New York City?
Mr. FRANCE. No.
The CHAIRMAN. None?
Mr. FRANMCE No.
The CHTAIRMAN. I notice in these pictures, some of them are Port-

land, some Troy, N. Y., and some in Jersey, I though they were the
same concern. I guem I was mistaken about that.

Mr. FRAxcE. In New York and New Jersey.
The CHAIRMAN. In New Jersey, Troy, New York, and Portland,

Oreg.
Mr. FRA-CE. No; I think the one in Portland was Silver Bros.
The CHAMMAN. And they do not operate in the East, Silver Bros.

do not operate in the Eastf
Mr. FRANCE. They operate in Portland.
The CHAIRMAN. Portland, Oreg.?
Mr. FRANcE. Portland, Me., that is.
The CHAIRMAN. I beg your pardon. I thought it was Portland,

Oreg.
Are you satisfied with the way this scrap campaign has been con-

ducted through the dealers and brokers?
Mr. FRANCE. Well, I will repeat what Dr. Galbraith has said, that I

would like it clearly understood that we have no function whatsoever
in procurement, and what data I have given you of these pictures, and
my remarks about letters coming in, are distinctly incidental, and I
think I made it clear that that information, as promptly as we received
it, was delegated to the proper authority at the Office of Production
Management.

Th-'CHAIRMAx. Now, the reason you took those pictures, you had an
idea they were hoarding this scrap?

Mr. FRANcE. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. And you were convinced from the pictures that

they were?
Mr. FRANCE. That is true.
The CIATRMAN. And they were hoarding it ?
Mr. F AcE. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. And has anything been done to keep them from

hoarding it?
Mr. FRANCE. As I say, immediately upon receipt of the second set

of pictures, taken at a month's interval, those pictures were made'
available to the Scrap Division of the 0. P. M.

The CHAiMRMAN. What did they do With it?
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Mr. FRANCE. I understand on one of these lots they have allocated it.
The CHAIRMAN. Allocated it?
Mr. FRANCE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How were they made available; did you take them

to them ?
Mr. FRANCE. I showed them to them.
The CHAIRMAN. You showed them to them?
Mr. FFACE. Yes, immediately.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you take them to the Department of Justice?
Mr. FRANC No.
The CHArMAN. Well, the Department of Justice would be the one

to enforce the law, the criminal law against them if there are any
criminal laws that would apply to them, would it not?

Mr. FRANCE. If there were any criminal laws.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there, Mr. Cohen? You are an attorney?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
The.CHAIRMAN. Are there any criminal laws?
Mr. Conzx. It would depend on whether there was a combination

in restraint of trade. As a matter of fact, the Justice Department
saw those pictures.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you are convinced that there was a con-
spiracy' Mr Cohen?

Mr. &IIE". At this stage?
The CHAIRMAN. At that stage.
Mr. COHEN. Well, in the summer-
The CHAIRMAN. What is that?
Mr. COHEN. In the summer of 1941.
The CHAIRMAN. There was?
-Mr. COHEN. We suslpected that there was.
The CHAIRMAN. And did you do anything about it?
Mr. COHEN. We sent them to the Department of Justice with the

suspected-
The CHAIRMAN. That was in July 1941?
Mr. CoHEn. Yes. And the Department of Justice investigated it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you bring me that correspondence that has

got the names of these 15 brokers 'n it. I am not satisfied.. It looks
to me like there is a nigger in the woodpile somewhere. All these
scrap dealers conspire and hoard this scrap, there are pictures showing
it, nobody seems to be doing anything about it, just letting it go.

That scrap is still there, isn't'it ?
Mr. COHEN. I would like to qualify that statement somewhat, be-

cause the pictures you have seen is not the entire story. Most of that
crap is unprepared scrap, and to prepare scrap you must have equip-

ment, shears, and other equipment.
Mr. BuLwNKL. Haven t these yards got it?

•Mr. COHEN. Some of them have, some of them do not have enough.
MAr. BULWiNKIE. What have they done with what they have?
The CHAIRMAN. Why don't they send it to one who has got it?.

*Mr. CoHN. Because it is not the sort of equipment that can be
moved around, although I understand that some yards have gotten

* mobile equipment. Isn't that right, Mr. France?
Mr. FANcE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is Mr. BorinsteiA? Isn't he one of your men

in the Scrap Division ?
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Mr. COHEN. No. He is with the Office of Production Management.
The CHAIRMAN. He is the man you gave this information to; is thatri ht?Ir. CorE2s. One of his assistants.

Mr. BULWiNKLE. Who did you give it to?
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Miller.
The CIIAMTMAN. You gave it to Mr. MillerI
Mr. COHEN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, don't you have a law on the statute hooks

now, recently passed, relating to hoarding, that would be of assistance
to you in this particular situation?

Mr. CoHEN. Well-
The CIAIRMAN. No. I guess it is in this price bill pending in Con-

gress. You will be able to effectively deal with them if that bill be-
comes a law like it is, in Congress.

Mr. COHEN. The whole trouble of hoarding, and allocation, is a
pretty terrific problem; that is, it requires quite a bit of adminis-
trative set-up.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, gentlemen, when you get through with this
gentlenn from 0. P. A., I want Mr. Borinstein to come around,
cause he is with 0. P. M.

Mr. Bu vixKL& I want to ask this question of Dr. Galbraith as
well as these others who have said that this case did not come under
their supervision this matter of hoarding at all, but yet you went to
the trouble of taking pictures to show that some were hoarding.

Mr. GALBRAMI. .a " I repeat what I sid on that before?
Mr. CortN. I think Dr. Galbraith made the statement before that the

only reason we took the pictures was because we were under pressure
from members of the industry to raise prices, and we wanted to satisfy
ourselves whether or not the reason for the scrap not flowing was for
the purpose of speculation, or whether they were not getting enough
money for their scrap.

Now, that is all we tried to ascertain. We also wanted to make
a record in the event that the industry attempted to establish against
us that we were causing, we were retarding the flow of scrap, by
reason-

Mr. BULWI-KLE. Then, we come back to the proposition, as far as
your branch was concerned, it was not on account of hoarding at all.

Mr. CoiHE. What was not I
Mr. BuL.w iau. The taking of the pictures, and the other things

that you did.
Mr. CojiEN. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. But, then, notwithstanding that, you presented

this to thee0. P. M.
Mr. GALIRAITH. Well, may I comment on that?
Mr. BULw1NWKL& Yes.
Mr. GALRA!TI. We are all, after all, part of the war effort. This

was information which the 0. P. M. should have and had a right to
liave, and as I say-we had gone after it'for the purpose of satisfying
ourselves that the pressure to raise the prices was not simply a pressure
for a windfall again on the part of somebody with a yard full of scrap.

749"75---42-voL :-18
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Mr. BULWINKLB. You just showed Mr. Miller, of 0. P. M., these
pictures, and then left it at that?

Mr. COHEN . No; that is not all that was done. As a matter of
fact, we met with representatives of the Office of Production Man-
agement to work out a procedure whereby we would certify to
them-

Mr. BumwJNKLE. All right.
Mr. COhEN. This matter has been presented to them, as I under-

stand it, and I think 0. P. M. ought to speak for itself on that.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Just when was that that you presented these pic-

tures, what date?
Mr. COHEN. I cannot give you the date.
Mr. FRANCE. I am responsible for that. I presented the list. and

Mr. Miller, as I remember it, was immediately in receipt of the pictures.
Mr. Bui.wIjNKLr. How long ago was that?
Mr. FRANcE. The pictures were taken late in October and late in

November.
Mr. BULWiNKLr. Well, then, even so, did you present them to

0. P. M. to formulate a policy and then no policy has been formulated
up to this date, has it I

Mr. FRANCE. Well, that is a question for the 0. P. M.
M r. BULWjNK E. Well, as far as you know.
Mr. FRANCE. As far as I know there was one, because in there is

one which shows a sizable amount of prepared scrap, and that is
Mr. Silver's collection in Portland, Maine, which I understand was
allocated to one of these Pennsylvania steel companies by the 0. P. M.

Mr. BuwI iKLE. But there is no general policy, as far as you

know, which has been formulated by 0. P. M. up to this date?
Mr. GALBRAITH. I think, Mr. Congressman, that is purely a ques-

tion which the 0. P. 31. should answer.
Mr. BULWINKLE. I said as far as he knows. Now, you know

whether or not there has been any.
Mr. FRA C;E. Well may I make this point very clear, that I am

employed by the Oflce of the Price Administration.
Mr. BULWIN HL. I don't care who you are employed by. You

took this to a certain agency for the purpose of making a policy
and as far as you know now no policy has ever been formulated?

ir. FRANCE. I did not say that.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, has there one been formulatedI
Mr. FRANCE. I believe there has been; yes.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, have you seen a copy of that policy, or

do you know anything about it?
M Mr. FAAxcr: The extent of my information was that this one lot

•was allocated. Whether additional ones were or not, I do not know.
I would prefer that that question be---

Mr. Bumw wKLE. The one proposition I am trying to get at-I

don't want you to evade my question, because I am trying to find out

what that policy is.
Mr. FRANCE. May we bring in another witness to answer this

question?
Mir. BUWIlwxKLr. All right. If you cannot answer it.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; bring him in.,
Mr. Muvw. Here. /i,
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STATEMENT OF ALEX MILLER, OF THE OFFICE OF PRODUCTION
MANAGEMENT

Mr. BULWINKLE. Has any policy been formulated since this went
into effect?

Mr. MwAin. Since what went into effect ?
Mr. BULWINKLE. Since these gentlemen showed you these pictures?
Mr. MiLIzy. I saw these pictures on tIle afternoon of the 24th of

December, and since then some of this stuff has been allocated, some
stuff was allocated before the 24th of December.

Mr. BULWiNKLE. Well, did you formulate a policy because you
saw thepictures? I

Mr. 3ILLER. NO. We had the policy before then.
Mr. BULVWINKLE. All right.
Mr. H.jL,. What is the policy?
Mr. Mrr . The policy is this-
The CHAIRMAN. Get him a chair.
Mr. MILuIn. I do not mind standing up; I don't mind at all.
(A chair is furnished and the witness is seated.)'
Mr. MiLLm. Whenever anyone reports to us or we find that anyone

has held scrap for any reason whatsoever, we immediately allocate
that scrap to either a steel mill or to a foundry that is in need of this
scrap for the production of important defense materials.

Mr. HAu. Well, you saiy when you get information. Now, have
you any field organization, or do you just depend ipon somebody
coming in and telling you?

Mr. fiwza. We now have some field organization.
Mr. H,%ur. What 'do you mean by "some"?
Mr. MILLE. We are putting men on every day; at the present time

we have about eight men.
Mr. HLu. Elght men covering the country?
Mr. MILLER. Yes. Now, we have the best organization imaginable

now. Other than the eight men, in making these reports, especially
since Pearl Harbor, the scrap-iron industry themselves have taken it
upon themselves to report anyone in their own line of business, as to
Nvho is holding scrap and not shipping it. We have been getting that
information right along, especially since Pearl Harbor, from the Scrap
Iron and Steel Institute, and whenever we get any such report we
immediately have allocated that scrap.

Since the 29th of October we have made about 450 allocations of
scrap. Of course, not all of these allocations cover hoardings by any
means.

Mr. HAm.. Well, do you agree with the statement here that there
has been quite a bit of hoarding, so far as scrap metal is concerned ?

Mr. Miiz. By dealers, very little.
Mr. HALL, Well who has been doing the hoarding?
Mr. Mi.i . I don't know who has. You can-well, of course, to-

day-'well, who has been hoarding, I will say the farmer has been
hoarding.

Air. BULWINKLE. Who; what; the farmer?
Mr. Miuzi Yes.
Mr. HAm. What about these pictures?
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Mr. MiTu.i. How is that I
Mr. HALM. What about these pictures
Mr. MmruF_. These fellows; yes-I don't. try to excuse these people

only I should say some--I imagine in most cases these pictures you
have here, I take it in most cases, they have been.

The CHIINIAN. Well I resent that statement about the farmers
hoarding scrap. I don t want it to go out unanswered, because I
deeply resent it. I do not think there is any basis for it at all.

Mr. MiT. Well, let me, tell you, we have today, and we know
there is approximately a million and a half tons of scrap on farms.

Mr. PoEs. How do you know that?
Mr. HALI. Let us get a little bit further; how much is in yards

today?
Mr. MiLrm. What is that ?
Mr. HAMr. You say there is million and a half tons on farms?
Mr. MILLE. Yes.
Mr. HAU.L How many tons are in the various yards, like the pic-

tures we have'seen here today ?
Mr. MTru aa. According to the Bureau of Mines report, we find that

inventories in yards have been depleting for over 13 or 14 months.
Mr. HALL. Well, how much would you say?
Mr. MILLEm. The last report w got from the Bureau of Mines,

700,000 pounds but that is a lot of strap in unprepared form. Before
scrap can be shipped from a yard to the mill it must be prepared.
Scrap is loaded in cars of weights anywhere from 20 to 50 or 60 tons
per car, and, as you have been told by the Office of Price Administra.
tion here, there are several grades. You cannot ship more than one
grade in a car. You probably have a car of No. 1 steel, a car of No. 2
steel, and so on, so with all these cars you have just heard about, the
scrap-iron dealer has to have several hundred tons of scrap in his yard
in order to accumulate.

Mr. Coniw. I might say the Bureau of Mines reports, but it is not
a complete report; people don't write-is that right

Mr. Miuim. I would say by far the majority, and we have someone
here from the Bureau of Mines now that can probably tell you about
this better than I can.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Are you through?
Mr. MiLR. Yes.
Mir. B ULViNKLE. Give your name and address to the clerk of the

committee, please.
Mr. MILLER. My name is Alex Miller.
Mr. BuLuixxPi. Alex?
Mr. MILLER. Miller.
Mr. BuLwINxLr. Your address?
Mr. MILLE.. Washington address?
Mr. BULwiNKiI. No. Your home address. first.
Mr. MILLER. 2958 Fontaine Road, Cleveland, Ohio.
Mr. BumWNKL What business are you in in Cleveland?
Mr. MILLE. Scrap-iron business. r
Mr. BULWINKLE. Are jrou a member of the ScrapIron Institute?
Mr. MiLLYR. That is right .
Mr. BULWINKLr Do you hold any official position in it?
Mr. MUZuRa No.
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Mr. BULWINKLE. Have you ever held anyI
Mr. MILLER. I happen to be president of one of the chapters.
Mr. IIULWINKLE. That includes the city; your home city?
Mr. MILLER. Yes; that is right.
Mr. BULWiNjiLE. How many dealers are members of this institute?
Mr. MILLER. I do not know, but I imagine somewhere between 700

and 800.
Mr. BJULWJNKLE. How many dealers are there in the United States?
Mr. MILLER. Well, including peddlers, I would say about 100,000.
Mr. BUtLWINKLE. Why were you selected to come down here on this?
Mr. MILLER. I was not selected. Oh, you mean to come to Wash-ington f
Cr. BULWINKLE. Yes.
Mr. MIuE. I am sure I cannot answer that. I was asked to come

down here. Why I was selected, I do not know.
Mr. BuLWJNKLE. Are you a nephew of Mr. Borensteinf
Mr. MILLER. No nephew and in no way related.
Mr. BULWINK . Not in the least?
Mr. limrn. Not in the least.
Mr. BULWINKLE. But you are a dealer?
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. BuLWINKLE. You said just now that there has been no hoarding

except from the farmers; is that correct ?
Mr. MiI.LE. No; I did not say that at all.
Mr. BULWJNKLE. The greater part then was from the farmers?
Mr. MmLEm. Beg pardon?
Mr. BULANINKLE. The gater part then was from the farmers?
Mr. Mrumm. I do not know. I would call-I would say the farmer

waRM't exactly hoarding.
Mr. BULWINKL Didn't you say he wasI
Mr. Miuym. I would not say hoarding. I say he was holding scrap.
Mr. BuLwixxLE. I am asking you this: When Mr. Patman asked

you, didn't you say that the firmer was the greater offender inholardin I
Mr. hfiLER . I say that he is holding scrap.
Mr. BULWINKLm I am asking you not what you say now.
Mr. Miuxa. Well I meant holding.
Mr. BULWINKL. Well, you did say hoarding.
Mr. MILxa Yes; but I meant holding.
Mr. BuLwiiK. So you did not mean it at all?
Mr. MILUM. That is right. I meant holding.
Mr. BULWI[KL All right, We got that straight.
Mr. Mnrza All right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Now, who are the greatest offenders in hoarding,

then?
Mr. MILLER. A few scrap iron dealers, but very few.
Mr. BuLWINKLE Do they belong to the institute?
Mr. Miluz. I do not know.
Mr. tUL V NKLE. Have you ever looked to see ?
Mr. MIUR. No.
Mr. BuwwINJxCL. Where are they located?
Mr. Mnt.u. These few?
Mr. BULW1NKM. Yes.
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Mr. Mmiu.R. Mostly, if I recall, in the East here.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Give me their names.
Mr. MILLE. I do not remember offhand.
Mr. BULWINKLE., HOw many of them are there?
Mr. MiLLFR. I do not know offhand.
Mr. BULWJINH . Well, now, you made the statement that some of

the dealers in the East were hoarding.
The CHAIRMAN. Can't you name one?
Mr. MILLER. Yes. For example, this one although I imagine it is

the furthest I have seen, is Silver in Portland, Maine.
Mr. BULWINKLE Was Silver-so Silver is the only one that you

know of ?
Mr. MILL . No.
Air. BULWJN NLE Well, who are the others?
Mr. MUiLm. Well, all these pictures that-
Mr. BULWINKLE. I am not talking about the pictures. I am talking

about what you have in your offices.
Mr. MiLLu. Well, we have been reported on Silver, Casden, Gold-

berg.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Now, as you say, as you go along let us get the

address where these men are.
Mr. MinLi. Silver, Portland, Maine. Their scrap was allocated.
Mr. BULWINkLE. All right. Now, go ahead. You have got two

or three have you ?
Mr. AfirLt. Silver, Portland, Maine. Casden, I forget his address.
Mr. PwOESER. What State?
Mr. Miu. . It is in the State somewhere, I don't recall.
Mr. FRANCr. I think it is New London, Conn., somewhere, New

London oir New Haven.
Mr. BULWI.KLE. All right, sir. Who else?
Mr. MiLUR. Goldberg.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Where is he?
Mr. MILLER. Columbus, Ohio. I am going according to these pic-

tures here.
Mr. BuLWINKE Well, now, all your recollection is from the.%

pictures?
Mr. MILLYR. No; not exactly.
Mr. BULWINKLE. I am trying to get away from those pictures. I

am wanting to know what you k now.
Mr. Miu". There is one fellow I know is not on these pictures

from Beckley, IV. Va., and the name of the firm is Burman, if I recall
correctly, but I know scrap from Beckley, IV. Vs., was allocated. In
other words, whenever we found that there was any amount of scrap
at all that could move to a mill, that needed scrap for defense needs,
we immediately allocated that scrap either to that mill, or to that--

Mr. BuLwiNKLE (interposing). Well, then, after the pictures were
presented to you-now, we are coming to tliat.

Mr. Mhiuii. Let me also add this, this was reported to jis, that
certain people were hoarding scrap. Well, you know, we cannot just
go on hearsay. We have got to investing te. It very often happens,
after we investigate it, they were hoardingr it up to that, and in the
meantime sold the scrap to someone. If they hoarded the scrap and
sold it to somebody and itwas going to a mill, all right, they sold the
scrap. There is no need to change it.,'

ii
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Mr. BuLWiNKLE. All right; I understand that.
Now, did you make an investigation after these pictures were given

you by Mr. France?
Mr. MiuLxr. The pictures were not given to me. I only saw them

in his office.
Mr. BuLWINKLE. Did you make any notes of it?
Mr. MILER. That is right.
Mr. BuLWiNKLE. Did you make notes of every one of them?
Mr. MILLR. That is. right.
Mr. BuLWiNicix. Did you investigate those?
Mr. MILLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. BuLwiNz:. E. What is the report on all of those?
Mr. MILLXI. Either that their scrap was allocated or that their scrap

was sold to someone and is moving.
Mr. BULWINKLE. In every case?
Mr. MILu. In every case.
Mr. BULWINKLY. Except just those that you have named ?
Mr. Mu.LjE. There had been just-no no; no exception at all; either

allocated the scrap or the scrap was sold by this so-called hoarder, and
that scrap moved in every case.

Mr. BULWINKLE. That is what I am trying to get at. How many of
those pictures did you take action against ?

Mr. MILLER. Every one.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Every one?
Mr. Mihn.u. Yes.
Mr. BuLWINKL. And you made every one allocate it?
Mr. MIL ER. Either allocated it or their scrap was sold.
Mr. BULWiNKLE. All right.
Mr. MILLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. BULWiNKLB. But the scrap was sold before you took action,

wasn't it?
Mr. MILLER. Not in every case; no.
Mr. BULWINKLy. Did you give them a chance to sell it before you

allocated it?
Mr. MILLER. No.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, I cannot understand that, Mr. Miller, be-

cause you either allocated or took action by allocating, or they t'id not
have it; they had already sold it, hadn't they ?

Mr. MfILLER. In several cases when we investigated we found that
the scrap was already sold.

Mr. BULWINKL. Row, how about the Casden Iron & Metal Co. of
Cleveland, Ohio?

Mr. MfiuE. Yes.
Mfr. BULWINKLE. Were they hoarding?
Mr. MmLi We. allocated their scrap but not because they were

hoarding.
Mir. BULWINR'KLE. Why did you allocate it then?
Mr. MILLER. We allocated their scrap because we had a request

from the Republic Steel Corporation of Cleveland, Ohio, thqt they
were short of scrap at Youngstown and Warren, and would have to
take furnaces off, so we know that he is a substantial shipper, from
records, and my own personal knowledge, so I allocated his scrap
tobe shipped to Republic Steel Corporation, to keep those furnaces
going.
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Mr. BULWINKLE. Were there any other corporations or firms or
partnerships or individuals that you did the same thing, knowing
they had plenty of iron and scrap?

ir. MnIua. Oh, yes.
Mr. BuLWINKL. And had them to ship it?
Mr. MiLLr-. Oh, yes. In other words, we allocated enough scrap to

keep the mill in the valley district going.
Mr. BULWINKLB. Well, you have not kept them going at Youngs-

town, from what Mr. Kerwin says, have you?
Mr. MILLER. We have allocated enough scrap for them to keep

going--enough tonnage.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, were you in here this morning?
Mr. Mn "x. Yes, I have heard it; sure, I heard it.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, was that correct?
Mr. MiLLEn. It is true that the furnaces are down, some of the fur-

naces are down but-
Mr. BuLwINKLE (interposing). How many?
Mr. MixLnm. Beg pardon?
Mr. BULWINKL. How many are down?
Mr. Mi~ixg. The last I heard, that there were 12 furnaces down,

in the valley. Now, they cannot all be down for lack of scrap,
because we all know-

Mr. BULWINKLE (interposing). Well, what other reason could they
be down forI

Mr. Mu.L. Well, we know repairs must be made to furnaces, and
all we can do is allocate the scrap; and don't you think that the
steel mills 'to whom we allocated scrap should exercise some effort
on their own part to get some of the scrap moving into their mills?
Now, we have cases where we have allocated scrap to mills.

Mr. BULWI NiK That is what we are trying to find out, by this
committee, right now. What is the trouble?

Mr. MILLER We have allocated scra p to other mills, and they imme-
diately send a gang of men out on the highway to contact these dealers
in plants to see to it that the scrap is moving in, and they have put
their furnaces back on atin.

Mr. BULWiNKLE. Wel have you investigated the condition of these
furnaces being closed in the Youngstown area?

Mr. MiLLER. We know that several furnaces--
Mr. BULWINKLE (interposing). Well have you investigated that
M r. MniLLmr. Investigated what?
Mr. BULWJ NzK. To find out the trouble, why they are closed?
Mr. MILLER. They are closed because they do not have scrap.
Mr. BULWINjKL. That is what I am coming to.
Mr. MILL.R. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. All right. Then, notwithstanding that the civilian

population of the United States, as well as the Army and Navy and
the national defense need scrap, yet you have not done one thing to
put these 12 furnaces to work, have you?

Mr. MILLER. Yes; we have.
Mr. BtLmWiNKLE. Well, then, I ask what have you doneI
Mr. MiLLER. We have allocated scrap to them.
Mr. BuLWiNKLE. Well, why aren't they running if you have allo-

cated scrap to them
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Mr. MIL.ER. As I said a moment ago, that if these steel mills would
do what some of the other mills did, expedite scrap into their plants,
they would be running.

Sir. BULWINKLE. You just now said to me that you had nt made
any investigation at all as to why they were not running. Now, then,
what do you mean ?

Mr. MILLER. I did not tell you anything like that.
Mr. BULWINJLE. Yes; you did.'
Mr. MILLER. I said they are not running because they did not have

scrap. They are going to keel) the furnaces down until they have
some.

Mr. BULWJNKLE. You say they are not running because they did
not have scrap?

Mr. MILLER. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. That they had gotten that?
Mr. MiLLR. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLr. Then you immediately said afterward that you

allocated scrap to them?
Mr. MiLua. That is right,
Mr. BULWINKXLE Give me the list of names of these furnaces you

have allocated scrap to.
Mr. HALL. That are not running.
Mr. BULWINKHE. And that are not running.
Mr. MILLER. The Republic Steel Corporation at Youngstown and

Warren, Ohio.
Mr. BVLKviNi Are there 12 furnaces?
Mr. MiLL. I do not know how many today.
Mr. BULWINKLE. When did you issue an allocation order for scrap

to those furnaces?
Mr. Mix .n. We started to allocate scrap to them on the 29th of

October.
Mr. BULWINKL.. Have you since that time-have you the notices of

the orders allocating that scrap to them?
Mr. Miux. Not with me; no; I do not have it,
Mr. BULWiNKLE. Can you get them for me?
Mr. MItt . Yes.
Mr. BULWINKLE. You will have them here, then, by this afternoon?
Mr. MruEa. Yes.
Mr. BuLWzvIKLr. All of the allocationsI
Mr. MauLs For those.
Mr. BULWINKLE. For those 12 furnaces?
Mr. MiLLE. I do not know how many there are. I don't know; I

just happened to pick 12 at random.
Mr. BULwiNxLE. Well, then, you will havc that here this afternoon

for us?
Mr. MILLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. BULWJNKLE. Then you say that the steel companies did not

help themselves because they did not send the men out to steer or do
whatever was necessary with this scrap in order to bring it to them;
is that correct?

Mr. MiLLEn: That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. In every instance of the 12 furnaces tlhey did

that-they failed to do that?
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. Mr. Muzuim. To my knowledge, they haven't sent anyone out on the
highways to--

Mr. BULWINKLE. On the highways?
Mr. MILUR. What I mean by it is this: They did not.send to the

plants of the producers of this scrap to see to it that they were getting
the scrap.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Then they did not send in to the scrap dealers at
all?

Mr. MiLuR. Beg pardon?
Mr. BULWiNKLm. I thought they were getting the scrap from the

scrap dealers?
Mr. MniAsi. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. And they did not send-you say they did not send

men to the scrap yards or scrap dealers to get this?
Mr. MiuLrn. You know, in business, in all types of industry, I know

this-I know this, that in all types of industry, every corporation of
any. size, have what they call expediters, and when they are not'getting
materials fast enough, they immediately send men to the source of
supply to find out why they are not getting them.

Mr. BULWINKtx. Oh, yes; but here your agency has the power to see
that this got through to them-didn't it-in this emergency?

Mr. MILLER. It is up to us to allocate the scrap.
Mr. BuvLWIN'L. That is all you do.
Mr. MnLER. Beg pardon?
Mr. BuLVwNKLu. And if anybody refuses to take it, since the

29th of October, then you just leave that allocation in the junk yard
without ever going any further?

Mr. Mnmi. No. When we are informed that anyone is not
shipping on his allocation, we immediately report him to the Office
of Compliance.

Mr. BULWIZKLE. All right. Now, then, have you any notice that
any junk dealer, upon his allocation-or scrap dealer, I should say-
scrap dealer, anywhere, upon allocation to these furnaces, in and
around Youngstown, that they failed to ship ?

Mr. MILL. Yes; and we reported on 'all cases reported to us--
we reported those cases to the Compliance Division of the office.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Have you got a copy of those reports?
Mr. Mru.z A copy of what
Mr. BuwLWIKLE. Of those reports to the Compliance Division

that you have just now spoken of I
Mr. Mmuzm. Do you mean that we reported these cases, too?
MSir. BULWINKLE. Yes.
Mr. MuitLm No. I-in all cases, I either went to the Compliance

Department and gave *them my message verbally or they came to our
department.

Mr. BuWiNKL. When did you go to the Compliance on thisI
Mr. MILLE. I do not remember the days, but there are men here

from the Compliance Department who have a record of all this.
Mr. BULWINRLL There are men in here, in the room here?
Mr. MuLL. Yes. ,
Mr. I3ULWINKLE. That have a record of the time you called?
Mr. MUzsi. I imagine so.
Mr. BULWINKLIL You imagine so?."I,
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Mr. Mivrxa. I imagine; I do not know if they have their records
with them.

Mr. BULWINKLB. IS there anyone here? I Wtant them, to stand
up so we will know how to call them.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we know who has charge of the Compliance
Section-Mr. Ward.

Mr. WAD. I am present, sir. I do not have the date on which
cases were referred. I can very easily get it, but I do not have it
with me.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. He can get it from the Division.
Mr. HALL. May I ask one question. I think it brings out the whole

point.
In your opinion, then, if there are any furnaces closed down in

Youngstown Ohio, the fault lies with the steel mill and not with the
scrap dealer 1

' Mr. MiLLR. No; I do not mean to say that at all. I say the fault
lies partially with the steel mill and partially with the scrap-iron
dealer.

Mr. FITZOERPLA. Mr. Miller, you did not identify yourself, or if you
did it got by me.

Are you connected with the Office of Productiont
Mr. MILLER. Management.
Mr. Frrzonn. w. Office of Production Management?
Mr. Miurm. Yes.
Mr. FrrzOFrAw. You said you were in the junk business.
Mr. Mmuma. That is right.
Mr. FromRAWD. Are you still engaged in the junk businessI
Mr. MiT.yaR. My company is still operating; that is right.
Mr. FrrzoimAL. While you are in Washington?
Mr. MItr.L. Yes, sir.
Mr. FrrzoEiAW. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, would it be all right to meet at 2: 30?
Mr. Pwnosra. Mr. Chairman, I would like to get one question in the

record. You named "Burian or Burman & Son. Is that the name?
Mr. Miuax. Beckley, W. Va.?
Mr. PwsmER. Beckley, W. Va.
Mr. Mftu. Yes.
Mr. PLOESER. As one of the hoarders of scrap that you had to

allocated
Mr. Mnuni That is right.
Mr. PLOESER. They are a member of the Scrap Iron Institute. Any

of these others?
Mr. MILLER. I recall that that firm was reported by the Scrap Iron

Institute.
Mr. PLozsER. It was reported?
Mr. 31uR. That is right.
Mr. PwmO . Isn't that rather a risky way, to depend upon the

industry to report their own violations?
Mr. MuLmR. Not at all.
Mr. PLosarS. You don't think it is?
Mr. Mruizn. No; because I think they mean business.
Mr. PLow n. Tell me this, have you made any survey of the

amount of available scrap in the country?
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Mr. MmR. The only survey that we have on available scrap in
the country is this: Reports that we received from the Bureau of
Mines, because we have been getting monthly reports right along.
They report to us and that is our survey.

Mr. PLoEsEa. The Office .of Production Management made no at-
tem pt to make a survey?

Mr. MiLrIm. The OWRce of Production Management has delegated
the Bureau of Mines to make a survey for them.

Mr. PwOmER. We understocd a moment ago from one gentleman
from the Office of Price Administration, that these figures were turned
over to your department right after the last date-the last date on any
of them is November 80, and you said you received them, I thought I
understood you to say, December 241

Mr. MikiLs. The time that I saw them was the afternoon before the
Christmas holiday, I saw them in Mr.-

Mr. FRAxc. I can answer that question, if you are trying to build
up disparity here.

Mr. PwxsER. I am not trying to build up anything. I am trying to
find out facts.

Mr. FRANCE. I can explain it; that is this-I do not recall the date
I received them, but I am in constant touch with Mr. Miller, and imme-
diately, as I find cases, of hoarding, and they allege hoarding-and
there are-this Silver cose, for example, I can take out the record and
find that they were referred to the Allocation Division of the 0. P. M.
before the pictures were received, and, as a matter of fact, many of
these people we are talking about in here have been-

The CHA!RMAN. Speak up lease.
Mr. F'RANC. For the record I want to make it clear that as soon as

any information is received by myself as to allocations of hoarding,
that they are promptly turned over to Mr. Miller, and I will say this
for Mr. Miller-that after he turns the report over to me he will always
check with me to find Out whether anything is done. I think invari-
ably he will find that man's scrap was always allocated.

I will say this: He was always on the job.
Mr. PwEsnm. Are you always on the job over in 0. P. M. equally as

prompt?
Mr. Mmu Lr. I will let Mr. France answer.
Mr. Frrzor Lw. Mr. Miller, are you on the pay roll of your company

at the present time ?
Mr. Mnzxi. Our company is a partnership.
Mr. Frrzomz. You are a part of that partnership?
Mr. Miza . Yes and receiving no salary ?
Mr. FrrzoiA. Receiving no part of the profits?
Mr. MLjzn. What is that
Mr. FrFOERAL. Are you receiving any part of the profits?
Mr. Mmuz. I imagine I will be receiving, part of the profits; yes;

but I will be receiving no salary.
Mr. Frraomw. Well, isn't profit salary?
Mr. nmw. I should not think so.
Mr. Frrzouuw. But you are working down here in Washington on

one of these dollar-a-year Jobs? i I
. Mr. Mu .n. That is right. Let me also odd here that I did not

ask to come down here. I wAs asked to gome down.
Mr. FrrzoxRw. Well, that is all rigt I understand.
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The CHAIRMAN. There are thousands of scrap yards, are there not,
Mr. Miller, over the country, thousands of scrap yards?

Mr. MILLI Yes.
The CHAMMAN. In those scrap yards there is a certain amount of

scrap now, is there not?
Mr. MILLEr Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How much would you estimate it in tons is in

those scrap yards today, just an estimate.
Mr. MiLrne. On the average?
The ChAIMAN. No; not on the average. I am talking about the

g estimate.
Mr. MurIL.. Gross estimate, I would say possibly less than 700,000

tons.
The CHAIRMAN. Less than 700,000 tons?
Mr. MiU.n On that, most of that would be unprepared scrap.
The CHARMAN. In the entire Notion?
Mr. MiU.T .i Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. 700,000 tons.
Mr. MmuL . But you see, there is scrap coming into the yard every

day they are shipped.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand.
Now, gentlemen of the committee, just a moment.
Major, would you mind coming around just a moment and let us

decide. I am personally not particularly anxious to have a meeting
this afternoon. Mr. Halleck cannot be here either. Would it be all
right to put this meeting off and have the same witnesses--now, here
are some witnesses, that we would like to hear. We have Mr. Ward
here, and then we have Mr. Louis J. Bbrinstein the Chief of the Scrap
Metal Division of 0. P. A. We would like to hear those gentlemen.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Let us have them back tomorrow morning.
The CHAIRMAN. No; tomorrow morning we have agreed to hear the

Members of the House who desire to make a statement before this
committee.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Make it Saturday morning.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Miller, could you be here Saturday morning ?
Mr. HALx. I won't be here.
The CHAIRMAN. How about Monday morningI
Mr. HALL Monday morning is all ighL
The CHARMfAN. Mr. Borinstein, would it be all right for you ?
Mr. BoRiNsTE. I would very much prefer to have it this after-

noon, if possible, because I have been ill, and I plan to go home tomor-
row but if that is the best this committee can do-

The CHAIRMAN. You could probably be back Mondayf
Mr. BULWINLjE Make it Tuesday, Mr. Borinstein. Let us make

it Tuesday morning.
Mr. BORurxiN . Don't do anything to accommodate me. I will

accommodate this committee, because this committee wants to do a
good job, and I will fit into your plans. I will fit into your program.

The CHiRMAN. We will make it then Tuesday morning, to make
sure. Mr. Borinstein and Mr. Ward we are going to ask you to be
back, and Mr. Miller, knd Doctor I think one or two of these gentle-
men had better be back here to deal specifically on scrap. It is not
necessary for you yourself to be back unless you want to.
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Mr. (JALWRAITH. I will arrange to have Mr. France and Mr. Cohen
back.

The CHAIrMAN. That will be perfectly all right. Tuesday morning.
Let us have attention. Those allocatiors, 450 of them, I wish you
would get the committee a list of those allocations for Tuesday.

Mr. Mrunti . Do you mean for Tuesday?
The CHAIRM AN Yes ' for Tuesday.
Mr. MILLER. Whom the scrap was allocated to and from whom; that

is right.
Tie CHAIRMAN. Just a moment. And on those pictures, Mr. Re-

porter, I wish you would take each one of those pictures and identify
it, just a brief identification for the record.

Without objection, a statement from the National Association of
Manufacturers will be inserted in the record,

(The statement referred to is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

The following statements, representing the interest of the National Association
of Manufacturers In the problems affecting small business establishments, are
from the platform and resolutions adopted by the association at Its annual meeting
In New York City In December of 1941.

The platform and the resolutions were adopted on December 5, just 2 days
before Pearl Harbor.

In the platform of the National Association of Manufacturers, adopted at this
meeting, It is stated:

"The defense agency must plan defense production in such a way that it will
cause as little hardship as possible to the civilian population and to those small
producers not directly concerned with the defense program. Many of our smaller
companies are now being forced out of business because they cannot get mate-
rials. Much of this Is unnecessary. They could be saved by a more careful dis-
tribution of available supplies. These small companies are vital to our future.
The Jnbs of millions of our people, not only at present but in the post-war period
as well, depend upon their survival. Their destruction would wreck our whole
economic system. Everything possible must be done to save them. The creation
and development of a great Industry may depend upon the preservation today of
some little shop in which a man with an Idea Is beginning to produce a new
product."

The resolution adopted at this meeting pertaining to the role of civilian Industry
in the defense-production effort follows:

CIVILIANS INDSTY

'Ohe Nation's attention Is centered-on the production of-war materas. Yet all
must realize that production for civilian use is a vital and inseparable part of
the defense program. Unless civilian production is maintained at the highest level
possible consistent with the emergency, our economic strength will be undermined,
the country's morale will suffer, and the defense effort itself may be dangerously
handicapped.

"Civliian industry must realize that today It faces a real crlss-a drastic cur-
taliment In production and employment. The defense program seriously threat-
ens the existence of thousands of businesses engaged in the production and dis-
tribution of civilian goods. This would cause widespread unemployment. Lab6r
will be the chief sufferer. This is a situation of grAve Importance because civilian
Industry Includes most of that Important group frequently referred to as the
little businessman.

"If civilian Industry, or any large part of It. is forced to die in the defense
period, then the entire system of competitive civilian enterprise will have dfll.
culty in existing when peace comes-without iuch economic liberty our other
freedoms, political and religious, will be menaced as never before.

"To meet this situation we reco epd-
"1. That Congress declare by Jo int resoAtion that the soundest plan for a

total defense economy requires equal consideration of the requirements ftr
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civilian Industry, so that for the benefit of the general economy Its employment
and its production can be maintained at the highest level commensurate with
the requirements of national defense; and

"2. That civilian-industry producers make every possible effort to help them-
selves-such a., developing products which they could make without the use of
critical materials, simplifying designs, Items, and varieties to get the maximum
output possible. Each producer should now review his production, to see how
far use of critical materials coul I be curtailed without creating unemployment.

"3. Government orders, regula'lons, and controls should limit the use of
critical materials only and place no limit on volume of output, since this could
be changed In Individual cases by utilization of materials and by use of sub-
stitutes-ngenulty should be encouraged; not penalized. The problem of the
small manufacturer Is more one of material suplles than finance.

"4. When the Government finds It neces.-ary to allocate critical materials to
civilian producers the plan of allocation should be developed jointly between
the allocations authority and Industry advisory groups.

"5. Any system of allocations should provide for a board of review to decide
'hardship' cases, and such board should Include representatIves of Industry.

"6. In the allocation of critical materials the Government should give full
weight to the needs of 'little business.'

"The above recommendations are presented because-
"(a) the more civillan Industry can produce the greater the hedgc against

general Inflation, which Is today a serious danger.
"(b) a fully employed civilian Industry would be the strongest Influence

possible for maintaining a high morale in our larger Industrial population and
those dependent on it, and, finally,

"(c) In the change-over from a war economy to a peace economy It will be
of the utmost value to the welfare of the entire country to have a strong, going
industrial organization, ready to take over the problems and responsibilities
resulting from this change."

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection the committee, will stand in
recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow, at which time we will hear the Mem-
bers of the House who desire to be heard regarding small business.

(The pictures referred to were marked, respectively, as exhibits
Nos. 1 to 42, inclusive, and marked with the date January 22, 1942,
H. R. 294.)

(Whereupon, at 12:30 p. m., a recess was taken until Friday, Janu.
ary 23, 1942, at 10 a. m.)
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 23, 1942

SELwrr ColMMiTEE TO Co.XuC-r A STCT" AND
JN.TS'MiATU X OF TiEi. NATI.N'AI., )EiENSE FROC,%ld IN,- ITS

RELATION TO SMALL BUIsINESs IN THE UNITED STATES,
laAMington, D. C.

The select committee met, pursuant to adjournment, in the caucus
room, Old House of Representatives Office Building, at 10 a. m., Hon.
Wright Patman, of Texas (chairman), presiding.

Piesent: Representatives Patnan (Texas), chairman, Bulwinkle
(North Carolina), Kelly (Illinois), Fitzgerald (Connecticut), Halleck
(Indiana), Hall (New York), and Ploeser (Missouri).

Mr. Ira Bird Kirkland, Jr., counsel for Ihe committee.
The CHAiMAf.N. The committee will come to order.
We will recognize any member for I minute. If he wants more

than that lie will have to; wait until later. He will have the privilege
of extending his remarks.

If you would rather wait until later, it will be perfectly all right.
I will ask that you give your names to the reporter 'before you

speak.
Mr. Iz.. Congressman Ed. V. Izac, Twentieth District, California.
I would like to pre at some recommendations from the automobile

dealers of my distric, together with the suggestions that they have
to relieve the situation with which they are faced.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will give sympathetic consideration
to them. They will be entered in the record and we thank you very
much.

(The recommendations referred to are as follows:)
SAN Dim, CALrr., January 13, 1949.

U. S. Cox oNssMAN ED. V. IZAC,
House of Representatives, Washington. D. 0.

Will app~reciate your attending House of Representatives committee meeting
tomorrow morning protesting present freezing of new cars as well as further
freezing of used car stocks which will result very disastrously for us.

Dox LEE 31. K. Bzowz;, Manager.

SAN DiGo, CAtIr., January 1?, 1942.
United Statqs Congressman ED. V. IzLO,

House of Rcpresentalire,#, Washington, D. 0.:
Please attend committee meeting tomorrow and protest any further freezing

of automobile dealers' merchandise. We must sell used ears until we can adjust
our plants for service work. Your help urgently needed.

(nrT VILLVuEr 00. Am 85 EMvoMYs.
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SAN DrVEo, CALIF., January 12, 194?.
lion. ED. V. mZAC,

Hrusc of Repre4enta tires, l'shngton, D. C.:
Earnestly request your attendance House of Representatives committee meet-

Ig Tuesday and protest against the freezing of used cars. If used cars are
frozen this will be the end of the automobile Industry and will force liquidation
and bankruptcy of dealers throughout the country. Your earnest attention and
support in our behalf Is urgently requested.

FRE V. BRowy,
Brown Motor Co.

SAN Di 3o, C.%tir., January 12, 1942.
Eo. V. IzAC,

House of Representatires, Washtnton, D. 0.
IIoNo&ABLE Sin: Urge you to attend House of Representatives committee meet-

Ing Tuesday morning and protest present freezing orders on used car stXks.
BRE SrALMU3.

Congressman Emo V. Izvc, S.N DjIrwo, CALM., January 9, 194?.
Vashington, D. C.:

Strongly urge reconsideration of the apportionment of tires to industry and
particularly to the dairy Industry. It will seriously disrupt more than 200,000
men and their families. Recent survey made in San Diego, Calif., revealed that
70 percent of all delivery was relative to national-defense pregrum. Ordinary
peacetime services should be maintained at all cost as long as possible in order to
sustain the health and efficiency at the highest possible peak among the people
In military areas such as this.

LAivay M. SMiTn,
Secretary, Sales Drivrers, Helpcrs and Duiry Rniploycei Union No. 683.

SAX DIrno, CALIF.,
ED. V. IMc, January 11, 1942.

House of Represenatres, l'ashngton, D. C.
IHooRjux Sxu: The undersigned, being engaged in the business of retailing,

servicing, and distributing both new and used motor cars, including light,
medium, anti heavy trucks, in open meeting as of this date urgently request
that ycu be in attendance at the hearing of the House of Ruresenitatives coin-
ruittee Tuesday, January 13, 1942, and protest the present freezing orders of
passenger auomobiles. Such hearing will largely determine the salvation or
destruction of the business establishments of the signatories attached hereto,
as well as every dealer In every city and hamlet In the United States. Unless
you act, bankruptcy will be forced upon us should the hearing result in further
order freezing used-car stockR. Not only will it be the final curtain call for
the automotive industry but several other Industries closely allied. We ask
that the seriousness of the pending disaster have your undivided attention.

Brown Motor Co.; Campbell Chevrolet Co.; City Chevrolet Co.;
College Motor Co.: 0. B. Davey Co.; Davies Motors, Inc., Din
Le, Inc.; El Cortez Pontiac Co.; C. A. Gray Co.; Guarantee
Chevrolet Co.; Mark anna; Jordan Motor Sales; Rob. D.
Maxwell Co.; Pearson Motor Co.; Md. Schank Motors, Inc.;
Smith & Haight, Beg. Stalmer; J. R. Rownsend, Inc.; Tufford
Motors; University Motors.

iSAi" DEro CALIF,
January 10, 1949.

ED. IxAc,
House of Representatlres, Washington, D.O.

HONORABLE SM: Urge you attend meeting in House of Representatives next
Tuesday a. m. and protest present freezing orders we understand may spread
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Into used cars. Have had Dodge dealership for 26 years, employ 75 people, and
if freezing spreads will have to close out old established business and let all
employees go.

C. A. GRAY,
San Diego Dod e Distributor,

Won Diego County.

Et, CENTRE, Cali.
January 11, 19,12.HoN. Eu. V. IZAe,

Congressman, Washington, D. C.:
We are Informed It Is expected next week to have all used cars frozen.

Urgently request you attend meeting House of Representatives next Tuesday,
January 13, nnd Insist that Federal Government does not freeze used cars.

LEsuE F. Ro s,
Dodge-Plymouth Distributors for Imperial County.

S.N Diro, CALIF.,
January 11, 195?.

Eo. V. I.7Ac,
House of Representa tires, WashIngton, D. C.:

Urge you attend Tuesday meeting and tise every effort to stop freeze on new
or uvd cars. Freeze will e-use bankruptcy for these dealer bodies. Then
where is the general public to obtain service on the cars now operating?

0. B. DAvl.Y Co.,
Hudson Distributor, San Diego.

EL CENTRE, CALTF.,
January 10, 1942.

Hon. ED. V. IZAe.
Member oftCongreus, W-shington, D. C.:

Urge you to attend House committee meeting Tuesday and protest reported
proposal to freeze used as well as new cars. Dealers must have some con-
sideration if they are to escape bankruptcy. Should be possible to give dealers
and their employees some protection without retarding Government defense
work.

Do.k BRos. Co.

SAN DroO, CaLIF.,
January 10, 1942.

The Honorable ED. IMc,
House of Repreacnta tires, 11ahington, D. C.:

Urgent you attend House of Representatives committee meeting next Tuesday
morning regarding present freezing order on cars, trucks, and pending order on
used cars. Doubtless you know position we are placed under unless we obtain
release. Disaster will be ours.

GuARANTYT CurvsOLr Co.
L. H. KOR.NIK.

SN Dzroo, CALIF.,
January 11, 195?.

ED. V. IzAe,
House of Representatimes, Washington, D. C.:

Urge your attendance Hiouie committee meeting Tuesday morning. Impera.
tire immediate action to protect automobile dealers from frezing orders on
new cars and any freezing of used-car stocks. Such action, unless Immediate
financial assistance opened for dealers, means disaster for 44,000 dealers and
their employees. ED. SCIIANK MoORas, INC.
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SAN DiEoo, CALIF.,
January 10, 19JZ.

Hon. ED). V. IZAe,
louse of Reprseintallre,, Washington, D. C.:

We wish to urge that you attend the House of Representatives committee
Tuesday morning and protest present freezing orders, on new and used cars.
The result of freezing used-car stocks as contemplated will put us out of busl-
ness as It surely will most other dealers in the Nation. Along with us will go
the service facilities so essential to the defense of our country.

COLLEGE MOTOR Co.

SAN DIEGO, CALIF.,
January 10, 1942.

Representative Eo. V. IzAC,
House of Represesta tires, Washington, D. 0.:

hniperative that you attend House of Representative committee meeting Tues-
day mornuig on behalf of the many thousands of automobile dealers and their
employees. Freezing of used cars would be the last straw making bankruptcy
Inevitable.

DAvIEs MoToas, INC.'
and 51 employees.

EL CENTro, CAur., January 11, 1942.
ED V. Iz.,,

Member of Congress, Washington, D. C.:
Urge you attend meeting which contemplates freezing used cars. Our busi-

ness hurt bad enough freezing new cars but understand circumstances and be.
lieve this ultimately will be rectified but to freeze our large-used car stock,
which Is the only thing that Is sustaining, would mean bankruptcy for all dealers.
We see no object In this move and while we are patriotic for our Government to
absolutely ruin us Is wrong for we are as entitled to live as anyone. I have
been obliged to lay off seven men already. To be deprived of liquidating our ued
car stock would mean closing up entirely. We need someone like you to head
this off so for God's sake do something and tell them what a disastrous And
unfair thing. This is spelling ruin to all dealers. Your friend Gorer really
needs your help.

IMPrJ.AL VALLEY IOrORS, PACRARD-PONTIA06
L. J. GoRs, Ja.

SAN DIEGo, CALir., January 5, 1942.
COXCRZSSUAN EDl IlZc,

Howse of Representatires, Washington, D. 0.:
We respectfully request that dealers be allowed to sell new pars on band and

any new cars to be assigned us by the factory at a fair retail price with no dis-
count we will need all the help we can get to stay in business.

JORDAN Moro SA Ls Co.

SAN Dmoo, CALF., January 5, 1949.
CoCs8MaNstx En V. IZAC,

House of Repr~estalives, Washington, D. 0.:
On behalf 45 employees this organization we;urge your cooperation holding

ceiling of present price on new and used cars anl Insisting that any units pur-
chased or requisitioned by Government agencies be at above prices with no dis-
counts also distribution of few remaining new cars be through dealerships.

EL CoRTEZ POINT C Co.,
A. M. SANDI3S.
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SxN DEoo, CAUF.January 6, 19J2.
United States Congressman Ea. V. Izo,J

House of Reprcscrntalires, Washington, 1. 0.:
Being 1 of 44,00 dealers whose new and used car sales volume will be

materially effeeed by Ihe rationing of same, togelher with reduced income
from the service departmtnt due to lesseneil use of vehicl s we earnestly urge
the opportunity of marketing new and used cars at very fair retail prices with
no discounts.

Dox LEE M, K. BowN, Manager.

SAN. Diro, CAuF.

United States Congressman ED. V. lzAe, January 6, 19.2.

Ilowse ot Rcprcsentatires:
In view of recent freezing orders new automobile sales would appreciate

your full consideration and help toward keeping 44,000 new car dez:lers In
business. As one of the many dealers we feel that we should be allowed to
handle all new car transactions on a full profit Isls with no discounts to any-
one. Also feel that we should have a free hand In all used car transactions.
Thanking you In advance.

M.ASK HANN.uH, CAryaler Distributor.

SRAx Dtro, CAui.
January 6, 194t.

United States Congressman E. V. IZ.AC,
Ilovie of Reprrctcnafires, Washington, D. 0.:

We urge relief for dealers and employees by establishing highest possible
ceiling on new cars, present retail prices without discount to Government or
Individuals. Also very liberal used car ceilings, If any should be established.
Curtailment of rubber and gasoline will greatly rwlIce service profits, making
the above advisable.

SMITH & ITAIGHT.

SAN Di Ac, CAUF.
January 7, 191.

United States Congressman ED. V. IzAc,
Houte of Repri scntafires, 1l'aahIngton, D. 0.:

We appreciate that present conditions demand stringent rulings covering sale
of new automobiles, however, the 41,000 new car dealers storing paying Interest
and carrying charges on same and facing the loss of our remining sources of
revenue are entitled to a fair deal and as one of these dealers I ask that you
do everything possAbMO to protect us. Cxursau. Cnxnow;ar Co.

SAN Dtmo, CALiF.
January J. 19|t?.

Congresman Eo. V. ILJc,
louse of Represcm talirce, Wahington, D. 0.:

Ilo~x~sAniz Sin: We arpreciate that present conditions demand stringent
rulings regarding selling new nd used cars, however, as one of 44,000 auto-
mobile dealers we feel that dealers should be allowed to market all new auto-
mobiles and at fair retail prices with no discounts. In face of reduced serve
work our only salvation is In being able to market all new cars at fair prices.

RoBEir D. )IAXMWL
RostT D. MAxxwzLu Co.

SAN, DiEoo, CALr., January 6, 194t.
United States Congressman Ea. V. If.ac,

House of Reprceentatireo. ll'ashfngton, D. 0.:
Forty-four thousand dealers and one-half million employees should be consld-

ered in the freeze on cars and trucks as well %s the employees at the factory.
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Prolorg sales completion will greatly Increase our expense. Scarcity of rubber
will reduce Income from service. Above facts Justify new car ceIling, if any, at
higher prices than present retail. A very liberal used-car ceiling, if any, Impor-
tant and fair. Any units purchased by the United States Government. State, or
city be at retail price with no discounts. Sales should be made through dealers.
Consideration needed now.

0. B. DAvEY Co.

SA.N DIAGo, CAIr., January 6, 1942.

United States Congressman E-u. V. Iz-c,
House o/ Representa tire#, Washington, D. 0.:

If price ceilings are placed on new and used cars, imperative that we have
margin enough to weather this emergency. Also full gross on units and tires
purchased or requisitioned by Government. We are tied up with numerous leases
and heavy pay roll and the dismissal of employees only increases problems of
Government and dealer. In any event please be assured of our full cooperation.

Wu. A. Momo%-.
Owner City Cherrolel Co.

SANl Dune, CA -iT., Jan ntary 5, 1942.
United States Congressman ED. V. IZr 

,

Houie of Repreeentalires, WVashington, D. C.:
Although in sympathy with Government auto needc, suggest Government take

number of cars needed now, thereby releasing balance for disposal. Rents.
bank notes. etc., must be met. Priority would make liquidation too slow, causing
disaster to finance companies and banks. Failure and bankruptcy among auto
dealers. We have never been favored by county, city, or Feleral car orders in
past. There are thousands of other Independent dealers like us.

Dviss MorOns. INC..
Nash and W$illy Dealers.

SAN, Disco0, CALIFr., Jauaryp 6, 191?.
United States Congressman Eo. V. Iz-tc,

House of Reprcsentalires, Washinglon, D. 0.
IloNowALr Sin: DI.continuance of automobile manufacturing justified because

of rubber situation. Ilowever, freezing new-tcar stocks will prolong sales corn-
pletion, greatly increasing dealer expenses, which majority of dealers In Nation
vill be unable to meet with no provisions for pnoratorium on leases, interest, bank

loans. etc. Some olefluilte relief must be incorporated In free: order. Further,
It Is Important and only fair that any units purchased or reqnisitioned by Gov-
ernnental agencies be Lought at retail prices at no discount. In event It should
become absolutely necessary to establish a price ceiling only a very reasonable
one should be considered. Service departments. because f lessened use of vehicle.
will be unable in any instance to bridge the gap. It disaster Is to be avoided
throughout the entire Nation In the retail sales as well as service branch of the
industry It Is Imperative that we have your assistance In these nmatter".

Con For MO-rows,
C. A. (ivY.
GUARANTY Cunzoxzn Co.,
PFARSON MOTOR CO.,
RIo SALULR. J. R. TowNsEND Co., INC,
Uxi-nsny Morons.

Eoo.ni BOs. Co.,
El Centro, Calif., January 3, 19-I.

Hon. Eo. V. Izc,
Washington, D. 0.

DEs Ma. Iz c: We fear the Government's order freezing all stocks of auto-
mobiles now in dealers' hands and to be rec eived by dealers during the current
month, may cause great and unnecessary injury to the tens of thousands of
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dealers and to their hundreds of thousands of employees. Therefore, we are
respectfully offer',ng the following suggestions for your consideration, namely:

I. That dealers shall be allowed to distribute cars now In their stocks and
additional cars, which, we understand, they may receive during the current
month, to such persons or departments as the authorities may designate, for
regular retail prices, without discounts; and that the distribution be made as
quickly as possible to avoid unnecessary expense for the dealers.

2. That If the Government elects to take over all cars at ovice dealers shall be
compensated for them at regular retitil prices without discounts.

3. That, at all times, dealers shall be permitted to purchase essential repair
parts in sufficient quantities to maintain necessary cars In proper operating
condition.

4. That all Government agents and departments and all branches of the
military forces shall have ears and trucks operated by them serviced and
repaired by regularly authorized dealers, so far as may be practical, and shall
pay dealers regular retail prices for repair parts and labor.

We believe these suggestions are reasonable and hope we may hear from you
regarding them. It is not our purpose to obstruct the Government's defense
program, on the contrary we fully approve It and desire to cooperate to the
extent of our ability: but. naturally we do not want our business to be saerl-
ficed and our employees thrown out of work, if they and we can be protected
in some measure without hindrance to the defense plans.

Respect fully,
EnoAs lsos. Co.,
J. H. DoAR,

Pr-cMdent and General Manager.

lRoBvsTSOX & DI'uN-GE.
El Centre, Calif., January 5, 1942.

Hon. E. V. Iz.%c,
WashMngton. D. 0.

DEi Ma. Ils-c: We fear the Government's order freezing all stocks of
automobiles now In dealers' hands and to be received by dealers during the
current month, may cause great and unnecssary injury to the tens of
thousands of dealers and to their hundreds of thousands of employees. There-
fore, we are respectfully offering the following suggestions for your considera-
tion. namely:

1. That dealers shall be allowed to distribute cars now In their stocks and
additional cars, which, we understand, they may receive during the current
month, to such persons or departments as the authorities may designate, for
regular retail prices, without discounts; and that the distribution be made as
quickly as possible to avoid unnecessary expense for the dealers.

2. That, if the Government elects to take over all ears at once, dealers
shall be compensated for them at regular retail prices, without discounts.

3. That, at all times, dealers shall be permitted to purchase essential repair
parts In sufficient quantities to maintain necessary cars In proper operating
condition.

4. That all Government agents and departments and all branches of the
military forces shall have cars and trucks operated by them serviced and re-
paired by regularly authorized dealers, so far as may be practical, and shall
pay dealers regular retail prices for repair parts and labor.

We believe these suggestions are reasonable and hope we may hear from
you regarding them. It Is not our purpose to obstruct the Government's defense
program, on the contrary we fully approve It aiid desire to cooperate to the
extent of our ability; but, naturally we do not want our business to be saerl-
ficed and our employees thrown out of work, if they and we can be protected
in some measure without hindrance to the defense plans.

Respectfully, RoarsoN & Duaiom

By JmYay RoBasraox,

The CIAIMAN. Congressman Martin.
Mr. MAInx. Thomas E. Martin, representing the First District

of Iowa.
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STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS E. MARTIN, FIRST DISTRICT, IOWA

The congressional district I have the honor to represent in the
House of Representatives is in the heart of the greatest agriculture
area in the world. The production of food is our greatest interest
and our principal occupation. Almost every one of us living in my
district has spent many years of his life on the farm.

Every one of us wo is more than 40 years of age can contrast
the efficiency of modern farming with the slow methods prevailing
before the use of the automobile and tractor became widespread.

Within the last few weeks we have been brought face.to-face with
a stern challenge to increase our agricultural production at the same
time that our manpower has been seriously curtailed through the
need for workers in our arms plants and in our armed forces. Our
challenge has also increased through the necessity of feeding a tre-
mendously greater number of people than heretofore. At the very
moment this challenge has come to us we find ourselves facing gov-
ernmental restrictions in rubber and automobiles that will retard
our production efficiency even of production effort 25 years ago,
unless the officials in charge of the control of rubber and automQbile
sales make an exception of the farm industry. Some idea of the
problem of the transportation can be had 'from the fact that there
are 642 rail-abandoned communities in the State of Iowa alone.

I do not have at hand the number of farms that have either no
horses or an inadequate number of horses, but the statement is un-
challengeable that very few farms have enough horses and horse-
drawn equipment to proceed efficiently without the use of automobiles
and tires.

If further sales of automobiles and tires are denied to the farm
industry a surprisingly large number of farmers will find them-
selves without horses, harness and machinery adapted to horse-
drawn power and the rapidly approaching season for planting of
crops will not wait for adjustment.

Food supplies must be raised in proper season and the machinery
and needs for planting, tending, harvesting, and transporting crops
must conform to the proper season. Our farmers will patriotically
exert themselves to the utmost to conserve the automobiles and tires
now on hand, and I know they will go as far as possible to carry on
their business with second-hand cars when there are no new cars
available.

Farmers are not guilty of extravagance and waste and they will
cooperate to their utmost ability in bringing about efficient and
expanded production of food with the minimum of equipment for
carrying on their business of raising food crops and transporting
them to the markets. Our farmers are entitled to the use of auto-
mobiles and tires and their plea is not one for "business as usual" but
for accelerated production of f6od through every means within our
reach.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Martin.
Mr. Treadway.
Mr. TFzADWAY. Allen T. Treadway, Massachusetts.
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STATEMENT OF HON. ALLEN T. TREADWAY, MASSAOHUSETTS

Mr. TR WAY. A few days ago I presented to the committee the
case of the traveling blacksmith who needed tires. I have an even
worse case today from my district. ..
The chief of the Shelburne Falls fire district, covering neighborhood

villages as far as Monroe Bridge, uses his own car as tle town has no
money to buy an automobile for the fire chief. Ile is also civilian
defense instructor and visits towns in the vicinity to iifstruct classes.
Certainly this man neel tires.

Further than that, he carries the inhalator around when there is an
accident near Shelburne Falls.

I think that is making a perfect .1Aj|e ought to have tires.
Every automobile dealer f ' Ist s howjg the 4,ame interest

in securing some relief er from your commit . ipr from the ad-
ministration. I beg add my request that somethInXij- done to re-
lieve the situationfar as the auto n bil dealers and use' of tires in
my neighborhood re concerned. I

The CHAIMR . Thank y cry nlch, Treadway.
Mr. O'Conn . 4f e .

Mr. O'Co,oR. Mr. j mes F.'Coil Monta . Mr. Cha an
and membeil of the c m 4it inve state ntthat I wa t to
put into th rd.

The C rx MAN. It will be e in the without object on.
Mr. O'C son. Bu there is thh I wi h 6-aJ.1o your a n-

tion. Ihate a lette M. t ii of Lewitown Ant.
It will take o only a omen read it. er a phase I don'tt ink
has been co red ns yetby yo mmit e. ling:
I am a tire pairman a a ppe t ' Vht we O. rubber dere

find very essen al in our Is the ab Ito re r break -n tires. ling
from the West, j now you n understan the r s, In e road a in the
soil, cut tires.I am safe o sa? 5 percent of tl ppable fres ha mali bren that can
be repaired and thI re will be a for recapping last few
weeks I have had ost 50 percent as maly tires with g read, some
practically new tires repairable breaks, as I have had tir or recapping.
If these tires can be repa i and put back Into use they wil ar pratkialy as
long as a recapped tire and eonly 4 ounces of ru -o do this, compared
to 10 pounds of'camelback and r teriai or retread.

The rocky soil on our farms breaks so many tractor tires, and so
forth, that it is necessary that these little shops be kept open for the
breaks to be repaired.

If I may presume on the committee for a second or two longer we
mfst have these little repair shops kept open in some form or other,
because if we don't the farmers are going to suffer on the secondary
or feeder roads out west, and if those cars break down and are cut, as
indicated in this letter the farmers can't do anything in regard to
getting materials to and from their farms.

There should be some sort of an agency or institution set apart by
the Government to look after this class of business.
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As I understand, there is only about 2 percent of the rubber used
throughout the country that is used iii the places I have been talking
about.

(The statement of Mr. O'Connor is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF HON. 3AS. F. O'CONNOR, MONTANA

Gentlemen of the committee, may I emphasize at the very start that little
business over the United States is In critical condition and that it Is Imperative
that the Government take all possible steps to protect and encourage small busi-
ness In this time of great cris:s.

Small Industries over the entire United States are closing every day and
thousands and possibly millions of men are being turned from the ranks of the
employed to the ranks of the unemployed because their lysss cannot get mate-
rial and other equipment with which to carry on productions and sales.

I will cite two eases in my own home town in Ltvingston, Mont., which I may
say are typical throughout the whole State of Montana and over the Nation.
Ono Is known as the Gateway Motor Co., and the other as the Home Garage.
Both of these Institutions have grown In the past 20 years from small businesses
with two or three employees, Including the boss, to progres-lve organizations
which employ from 30 to 40 persons each.

Both of these places In recent weeks have had to cut their forces down at
least 60 percent.

If the present situation continues the very organizations themselves-both
small businesses, Important to the Nation-and their employees will lose
practically everything that they hare put Into this work during the past quarter
of a century.

If. for Instance, they were permitted to carry on a very small portion of their
normal business they might be able to hold things together until we emerge
from our present crisis.

The Trumhn Investigating committee, In Its recent indictment of several
branches of our Governmbnt, declared, and I quote: "From the very beginning
the committee (the Truman Investigating committee) was not satisfied with the
treatment being accorded small business concerns."

Automobile dealers, tire shop operators, filling station operators and numerous
others are among those. whose plight Is serious.

A complete halt of all production of passenger cars and light trucks has
been ordered for after January 3L

Approximately 450,000 cars had been delivered to dealers when the sale ban
%ras Issued and completion of this month's production quota of 204A48 units
would bring the total available to a little over 650,000. Approximately 130,000
of these, however, must be stored by dealers until next January under plans
announced by Price Administrator Leon Henderson.

It has been estimated that dealers held 38.000 light trucks when the sales
ban was ordered. Added to the January production of 24,160 units, this would
provide approximately 02,000 units to meet essential needs. The ban on heavy
trucks Is expected to be Issued shortly.

These bans hit little business In a vital spot. If American automobile dealers,
on a fair fInd equitable basis, could move a number of these units now available
each month, the situation would be greatly eased.

F.rm machinery, trucks, pick-ups, and used automobiles must continue to be
repaired. Our farmers must have some method of transporting foodstuffs to
and from their farms. Most needed are repair parts This Is vitally Important
and perhaps will offer a means of allowing many small busines-ses to continue
to operate on a curtailed basis.

The automobile manufacturers have already produced a largi number of parts
for cars and would suffer a heavy financial los If not permitted to use them.

It Is true we face an acute shortage of rubber. Oir peetine consuimpilon
of rubber last year was about 50,00 tons. Previous years averaged ,10.000
tons. We have on hand about 700,00 tons. Reelaiming of old tires and rubber
can scrape up about 350,000 tons a year for a codple of years.

The repair of stone and curb breaks In comparatively new tires, those which
do not yet need recapping or retreaiding, as suggested by one of my constituents
In Montana, will save much rubber and thousands of tires every year If restrc-
lions on the neces ary supplies are relaxed. It takes but four ounces of rubber
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to repair a tire break-of which there are many suffered on the rocky secondary
roads In my dlstrlct---compared with 10 pounds of camelback and rubber needed
to recap or retread a tire. It Is estimated that 25 1,vercent of the recappable tires
have small breaks which can be repaired, resulting in a huge saving.

Surely, while our rubber supply Is pitifully small, sufficient can be allocated to
farmers, the most needy of the small buslnessmen and others to keep their vehicles
running and their businesses In operation.

I have received in the last few days no less than 50 telegrams and letters
from numerous Montana cities In my district, urging moderation In the handling
of such problems.

Gentlemen. without little business continuing Gn a basis sufficient to keep it
from closing Its doors, our very war effort will suffer greatly.

It's from small buslncss, the little employers and their employes that Ur.cle
Sam Is getting millions and millions of dollars for defense.

The problems of small business in a war economy are basically those of
business In general. The cooperation of everyone with Government Is necessary
to the national defense effort. Yet small business finds It difficult and costly to
comply with numerous Government regulations and other requirements. Tuxa-
tion will be heavy, retained profits small. In an all-out national effort, sacri-
flee must be demanded of all business, large and small.

A prediction has been made that approximately one-third of the Nation's
small businessmen will have to close shop before long because of the dislocations
In a shift to war economy.

But If all these men and women employed by small business lose their Jobs, how
can they contribute to or aid the national defense program? Instead of giving
their dimes, quarters, dollars, and hundreds of dollars in exchange for defense
stamps and bonds, they will be forced to seek relief from the Government and
the Government In turn must spend thousands of dollars to keep them from facing
starvation.

Speedy action Is seen on President Roosevelt's request for $300,000,000 in
emergency funds to aid the thousands of workers left temporarily unemployed
while Industry changes over to war producUon.

Many of these mei and women will eventually be reabsorbed in war Industries.
Others, many of them without a skill, will be forced to look for work else-
where.

'This large sum will be of great benefit to countless American workers. Many,
under the rules of the Social Securily Act, will not be eligible to receive this
conrensatIon. Many are situated in small towns far from the larger centers
of population where the war Industries are located and will find it difficult to
migrate.

While it Is not strictly germane to little business, the Increased production
of sugar beets, which I have advocated for years, would have lessened the un-
employment In many Western States and at the same lime helped modify our
present sugar shortage.

Costs of remaining In little business have Increased tremendously. Expenses
have contlLUhd to climb until the operator Is running at a loss. Many patriotic
t'-sincsszncn are continuing to operate on such a basis In the hope that the
Government will come to their rescue. However, they cannot continue on this
basis for long. They'll go broke and be forced to close up shop, putting more
men out of work.

.Many of my constituents have wired me as follows and I quote:
"Do everything In your power to get some modification in frozen new ears or

have Government take over nll new cars nt list prices and prevent freezing used-
car stocks or there will he no more car dealers left lo do business with.

"We are calling on you to use your linluence In the fight for our existence.
The major business of the United States has had a knockout blow from which
it will take years to recover It something Is not done to alleviate the present
crisis.

"We understand that a House of Rcprernlatlves committee will meet for a
hearing on automobile dealers problems. We Parnesly urge yon to attend this
hearing and exert your every Influence to aid us. We are in harty accord to
eliminate new car productlm thus converting all automobile factories to war
efforts. We gladly sacrifice further new car production for the duration but we
do recommend and urge that car and truk owners nationally be allowed to
secure parts, tires, tire repairs, tire supplies to operate their equipment on a
basis that will allow dealers to survive through shop and repair parts operations.
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We further Implore you to act In our behalf in regard to our new car and truckstocks on hand, to the end that frozen cars and trucks be permitted to be com-
pletely liquidated by July 1 at full retail prices, whatever they are, purchased
by Individuals or the Government. Freezing of these units In our stock is
proving very costly because of Interest, insurance, and storage charges. Business
as usual has no place in this emergency and we do not want businesS as usual
Lut It Is only fair and Just that we be allowed to survive through shop and parts
operations and to do this, prt'sent tire restrictions should be modified."
T hese are only a few of the sores of appeals I have received from the people

of Montana. They don't want business as usual. They are willing to sacrifice.
All they want until the war is over is a chance to make a bare livelihood, keep
their business establishments Intact and make enough to pay their employees and
their taxes. I don't believe that Is asking too much of a great Nation like
the United States even If we are "all out for war."

One of our principal lines of defense Is maintaining our domestic or home
economy as much as possible. We don't expect business as usual; 'we all
expect to be called upon to -acrifIce nnd sacrifice a great deal, but we do
expect moderate and sane action In relation to our people.

In order to have a unified country, we must have a satisfied people; a people
that feel the Government Is giving them fair treatment. We who represent
these peope here In Washington cannot do less.
8me steps to aId small business have already been taken. More, however,

are needed and needed Immediately.
The Truman committee report declares, and I wish to emphasize this state-

ment, I quote: "A large number of small businesses are already closing their
shops. Still more are discharging many of their employees and the results of
restricting materials are only Just beginning to be perceived. Great care must
be taken to assure that we do not destroy the American way of life by adopt-
ing the wrong methods of defendrig them. We must bear in mind that even
if defense were our only objective, instead of just our principal objective, we
would need a sound healthy civilian economy to support our defense program.
It Is cf paramount Importance that we take now the necessary steps to permit
the legitimate Interests of small business to be safeguarded."

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Congressman.
We are dealing with that problem now and are as sympathetic

as we can be.
Mr. HAu,. Edwin A. Hall, Thirty-fourth Congressional District,

New York.

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWIN A. HALL, NEW YORK

Mr. HAML, It is not my purpose to present any further testimony.
The committee has obtained valuable testimony from various wit-
nesses.

I am simply appearing today in the interest of the tire dealers,
the independent automobile dealers of my district.
+I live halfway between the cities of Buffalo and New York. It

is a strategic spot and the tire, as well as the automobile business,
needless to say, are among the important columns of the backbone
of the entire community.

I wish to present their plea at this time, and, as I say, I have
appeared here because none of them have been able to get here. I
want to present just one point before I col)chide.

.1 want to compare the present situation to the social and economic:
revolution in England about the latter part of the eighteenth cen.
tury. As ole of the great poets has said:

Ill fares the land. to hastening his a prey
Where wealth accumulates. ad nen decay;
Princes and lords may flourlso or may fade;
A breath can pake them, as a breath has made;
Bit a bold peasantry, their country's pride.
When once destroy'd, can n ver be supplied.
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May I compare the sturdy middle class of England of the eight-
eenth century to the present day independent dealers and business-
men, small business groups who have been the backbone of communal
and business life of 1his country?
The ClsfAnzAx. Thank you very much, Mr. Iall. '
Mr. Knutson, I hope you will confine your talk to 1 minute, and

later, if you desire, you may extend your remarks.

STATEMENT OF HON. HAROLD KNUTSON, SIXTH CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT, MINNESOTA

Mr. INuvsox. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I de-
sire to have inserted in the record a letter froin a motor company at
St. Cloud, Minn., which I think contains some very excellent sugges.
tions insofar as the small repair shop is concerned, and I commend
the reading of this letter to the members of the committee.

The CH.tJ 1AW. It will be inserted in the record and read by the
members of the committee and given sympathetic consideration.
Thank you very much sir.

(The letter is as follows:)
LTcnY MoTs Co.,

St. Cloud, MIini., January 13, )9j.
lion. IIA OL KNUISON,

IHousc of Rcpreectlta'res, Washington, D. 0.
Dam. II 'OLD: There are two angles to the automobile dealer's situatIon-one,

the immediate urgency for relief In the form of Government damages for losses
arising out of the freezing orders, payment of full list prices for equipment com-
mandeered, or to be commandeered, temporary Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tlon loans to tide over the emergency; two, a long-range program Involving.a
sound operating policy for the duration of the war that makes sense.

In connection with the second angle, the Foundest possible program would be
the turning the dealers' shops Into small defense subcontracting operations tied
up with'a program of Reconstruction Finance Corporation loans to handle neces-
sary financing. Precedent has already been established in the State of New
Mexico, where the Office of Production Managennt has made a contract with
automobile dealers under the pooling arrnngcment that puts these dealers In the
defense business and permits them to function with Just as much advantage
as the big manufacturer now does.

This program would be the simplest and easiest way to get large-scale produc-
tion on small defense Items available, and It would facilitate handling locally If
it were definitely included in the work of the Patman committee.

Let me hear definitely from you on this, preasse-it Is of the utmost importance,
and from newspaper reports was side-stepped by President Carglie of the Na-
tional Automobile Dealers Association in his appearance, perhaps because be
has been preoccupied by other features of the situation.

Sincerely,
a'1.L LITcHy.

Mr. O. mo. Mr. Chairman and ipemb6s of the committee, your
committee is to be Commended on the expeditious manner in which it
has handled this hearing and the problem which affects every section
of the country, and I want you to consider what it will mean to our
tax problem if this industry is forced into insolvency or bankruptcy.

We will lose 60 percent of our revenue in the State of Kansas.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection the gentleman's statement will

be filed.
(The statement of Mr. Carlson is as follows:)
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STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK CARLSON, SIXTH DISTRICT, KANSAS

It has been my privilege to attend several of these sessions and I could not
help but notice the earnestness and sincerity of the witnesses who have testified,
and also the lntepse Interest by the large number of persons which has filled
this hall practically every day. Every one of us realizes we are facing a
problem that seriously affects every communIty and section of the United
States. .1 have a feeling that if the drastic provisions of this order are con-
tinued It will lower the morale of our citizen. during this national crisis.
Everyone realizes.that morale Is an Important factor In winning a war and
therefore I want to urge this committee and the officials of our Government
to give serious consideration to easing these restrictions at the earliest date.

The automobile manufacturers are being cared for by large defense contracts.
The employees In these Industries will soon be transferred to defense work, and
thIs week the President sent a leiter to Congress urging that we vote $0,000,0M0
for the employees of the automobile industry, in addition to the regular unem-
ployment compensation payments.

I have been greatly disappointed In the consideration being given the auto-
mobile dealers, oilmen, repairmen, tire and tire dealers, and others vitally
affected by the freezing order. This order Is especially disastrous to the
agricultural sections where little or no defense expenditures are being inrde.
In these areas the automobile, tire, gasoline, and oil dealers have been the
backlog of our buslnests economy. It is not easy, in fact it is practically im-
possible, for men connected with these Industries in agricultural sections to
secure employment In national defense work. It is much easier to shift
worker residing near the automotive Industry than to provide work for those who
become unenp'oyed in the distribution centers. During the past 10 days I
have received a large number of letters and telegrams from citizens in my
district who are greatly affected by this order.

There is another side to this problem that I want to mention and that Is our
Government's need for taxes. This great Industry has carried a large por-
tion of our tax load. If we force this group into bankruptcy It will mean
greatly curtailed revenue for our Federal, State, and local governments. It
Is a problem that is of grave concern. I can see where this order In the future
might reduce gasoline taxes In certain loealities and States as much as 00
percent.

Gentlemen of the committee, I appreciate your problem and am confident
you are going to make some recommendations to' Congress and the adminis-
trative officials of our Government that will give relief to this great group of
patriotic citizens who want to do their part in the national crisis, but at the
same time must have some means for carrying on.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Carlson.
Congressman Pittenger.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM A. PITTENGER, EIGHTH
MINNESOTA DISTRICT

Mr. Prn oER. I have some considerable correspondence and part
of it I will insert in the record. I attended the hearings last week
and listened to the testimony of the automobile dealers and other
people interested in the automobile business. I want to say to this
committee that that famous or infamous freezing order of New Year's
Day was, in my opinion, so drastic that in many cases and in many
Problems of the automobile business it iill defeat its own purpose.

This Conunittee has a real job. You men occupy one of the most
responsible positions given any committee of the Wouse of Congress,
and 1 hopa it legislation is necessary to bring relief, that you will
not hesitate to have it introduced properly.

The CHAiRmAN. Thank you very much.

* ~ /
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STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK CROWTHER, THIRTIETH CONORES-
SIONAL DISTRICT, NEW YORK

Mr. CROWTIER. It will take me but a minute or two.
As you know, my home town is Schenectady, where General Elec-

tric and American Icomotive Works are located.
I am appearing on behalf of the tire dealers and automobile dealers

in general, and on behalf of the people employed in those plants.
At present they have their automobiles and tires, but in a city of

97,000 to 98,000 inhabitants we have 40,000 employees in the two
big plants. It is humanly impossible for that number of employees
to come from a 97,000 poiulation, so they come from Albany, 8ara-
toga, Amsterdam, and various places and an immense acreage sur-
rounding General Electric is devoted to the use of parking automo-
biles and there are 10,000 to 15,000 there every day.

Just within the last few months we have taken the last of our
electric trblley system off the streets and are now on what you might
call a rubber basis as regards transportation.

That is going to make it exceedingly difficult in a city devoted
almost entirely to defense industries.

I can't add anything to the vast fund of information you have hail
here, and I present my own personal problem and the difficulties that
are apt to result in a great defense cbnter as a result of the rationing.

The CTIAtRi. N. Thank you very much, Dr. Crowther.
I understand that ('ongressman Reed of New York wishes per-

mission to file a statement. He was unable to appear because of
other engagements.

That permission is granted and the statement may be filed and if
later he wishes to extend his remarks that permission is also granted.

STATEMENT OF HON. MELVIN 1. MAAS, FOURTH DISTRICT,
MINNESOTA

Mr. MAAS. Melvin J. Maas, Minnesota. I have had a considerable
experience with this small-business situation from the beginning of
this defense effort, and participated in the Midwest conference of
small.businessmen, and I am convinced that the backbone of the
whole American system is the so-called small businessman, the inde-
pendent concern.

I am also convinced that if we are going to substantially increase
our war effort in the production field that it must be by harnessing
up small business.

The total employment and total number of tools available and the
total resources of small business in the aggregate is far greater than
the so-called big concerns all put together; so that either by way
of subcontracting to the so-called sinall concern, or organizing pools
of allied small concerns, they must be harnessed into this effort.

It may interest you to know that in England we found the only
solution to the smell business problem was to wipe out small bus.
ness. The social implications in England are going to be terrific.

The CHAI1Tht-N. That is very interesting, Congressman, since I
know you recently returned from England and visited London for
2 or 3 weeks. Isn't that so I

Mr. AAS. Yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. You mean to say they wiped out all small busi-
ness entirely I

Mr. MAAS. Outside of retail distribution.
The) physically took the tools from small business, machinery,

and put them into those new plants and moved the labor. They
worked management into' the net set-up and independent sinl
business virtually does not exist in England any more.

I greatly fear we are heading in the same direction and I am con-
cerned immediately, of course, because I am convinced there is a
great lag in production by that system. The conversion wastes many
months that we haven't . ot to spare and there are going to be far
less post-war problems if we have rot dislocated the population and
industrial equipment.

Our capital investment may be so far divided as to change the
whole complexion of Americani life. It seems to me we should try to
preserve the American system in the effort itself, particularly if it
will help us do that very job. I amn convinced we can do a better
job by preserving the essentials of the fundamental American system
and utilizing this great reservoir which is today almost untouched.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Congressman.

STATEMENT OF HON. CARL T. CURTIS, N4EBRASKA

Mr. Curris. Carl T. Curtis, of Nebraska.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I do not want to

become burdensome to the committee, but I speak not only as Repre-
sentative of my district but I have a message from another committee
of Congress.

The Tolan committee, authorized to investigate national defense
migration, have held three field hearings on small business. In St.
Louis we conducted a 3-day hearing and called in panels of stove-
makers from Belleville, and had St. Louis and Kansas City manufac-
turers also, We were in Omaha, Nebr., and held a hearing along the
same line and then we felt we wanted to go to a small American
town in the interior, preferably, and see what national defense was
doing to the small business, and we held a hearing in Hastings,
Nebr., a town of 15,000 people with 29 manufacturers.

We have a volume of testimony for each of those places. I would
commend every word of that testimony to this committee.

The CHAIMAN. I wonder if you will furnish sufficient copies for
the members of the committee? Suppose you furnish us eight copies.

Mr. Ctnrs. I shall be glad to.
Let me digress to say I am very seriously concerned about the

situation in the automobile industry. It is being covered by other
witnesses, but I do want to say something about the small business
and the defense program, and.I could give ou two witnesses, a Mr.
Holland, who appeared at St. Louis, and a r. Glantz, who appeared
at. Hastings.

The CHAIRMAN. Isn't their testimony in the record? I think I
have sen it.

Mr. Curris Yes, sir.
I do not suggest you reprint all of our hearings, but you might

wish to reprint the testimony of those two men.
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In the Middle 'West a manufacturer of furniture in a town of
ten or twelve thousand received a request to bid for 14,500 fiat-top
desks. He has been in that business over a quarter of a century and
can make them better than anybody in the United States. He was
given 2 days' time to get his bid back to the east coast.

In a small town of 1,700 people a manufacturer who runs a machine
shop-and tie Ordnance Department of the Navy says he knows
how to make anything that is asked for-picked out some articles
that fit his plant and the request for bid came in the mail and he
had 6 days. It was impossible for him to get the blueprints, to nego-
tiafe the'costs of the raw materials, and get his bid back. He was
stopped from bidding before he started.

The subcontracting and the direct bidding is not reaching the
small businessman of America.

Now, if I may say one more thing, it is this: In addition to the
extension of time, I would approve everything Mr. Maas said and
make the suggestion that production engineers go through the coun-
try from plant to plant and put the small businessman to work, and
I would like to insert an article prepared by me containing the rec-
ommendations of these three hearings entitled "The War and MAid.
western Small Business."

Mr. FITZGERALD. Your committee made quite an investigation of
migration I

Mr. C~ums. That is right.
Mr. FITZGERAL. You know, as well as all of us, that transpor-

portation is going to be quite a problem for these workers in these
defense areas.

Mr. CtRTis. That is quite true.
Mr. FrTZoERALD. What is going to happen, in your opinion, if they

are not able to receive tires Do you think the Government is able
to build enough houses in the vicinities of these defense shops to
take care of these workers who are driving 35 and 40 and 50 miles
and back to work every day?

Mr. Cums. I don't know the answer to this tire thing. I think
it is critical. I believe we are sunk on'our defense effort unless we
harness small business and the plants and let the people work where
they are.

There are only a few plants that can make a tank or airplane.
Thousands can ake parts for them.

In Australia the government is building assembly plants and going
from plant to plant and putting the small businessman to work.
They are using housing, school, and community facilities right where
they are.

Sir. FinzomR4,. Bringing the work to" the man instead of bring-
ini the man to the workI

fr. CuTis. Yes.
In the article I have asked leave to insert in the record I have

a number of recommendations directed to that very thing.
Again, I do not want my lack of statement regarding automobiles

to reflect the lack of interest, but it has been covered.
The ClAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Curtis, and your

statement will be inserted in the record and will receive the sym-
pathetic consideration of the committee.

74975-42-vol. s-20
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(The statement submitted by Mr. Curtis is as follows:l

Tim WAI AND 5IIDWESTERN SMAIL BUSINESi

By Congressman Carl T. 'urtis, of -Nebraska, Melmber of the Tolan Committee
•(hlouse Committee Investigating National Defense Migration)

Out In the MIddle West thousands of small businessmen who piloted their
firms thrQugh the critical years of drought and depression are today faced
with plant black-out.

As our all-out victory program more and more rigorously curtailN the pro-
duction of civilian goods through the enforcement of priorities. the little mail
finds himself bing pushedl out of the picture.

lIe knows that In England slnce the war began more than 20,000 small
huine.Qss have been forced, to shut down. Ile krows that that littern may
well repeat Itself here unless the Government launches Immediately a produc-
tion program that utiilzes every man and every machine In the country.

It was upon this small businessman and upon the thousand.; of his employees
who will have no choice but to take to the road when curtalilmcnt reaches the
limits set by the Government that the Ihouse committeee Investgnting National
Defense Migration focused Its attention at recent hearings In Nebraska. Real-
izing, of couse, that the crisis of the small businessman is not confined solely
to the Middle West, the committee nevertheless chose this section bWause here
other forces have combined with priorities to make his plight particularly acute.

At Inastings,. Nebr., a panel of siiball businessmen gave their side of the story.
It reflects what Is happening all over America to the small manufacturer,
unable to compete for defence orders yet cut off from civilian-goods production;
to the ditribntors of automobiles. radios, washing machines, and vacuum
cleaners, to the groceryman. the realtor, the hanker, the doctor In those small
communit'es where Industrial life Is gradually stagnating.

The publisher of the Ilastipgs Tr;bune, whose bitsinegs i,; serlonsly handi-
capped now by the lack of metals and chemicals, summed up the town's problem
succinctly:

"lastings Is the &me as a man who had ulcers of the stomach and got cured
of that, then got cancer and got cured of that, and then hatl to have his arm
amputated and, when he wes finally getting well, got run over by a truck.

"First. we had no prices for our crops. then we had our period of drought,
and we had no crops, and then the rainfall came back and we had a brighter
agricultural picture * and all of a sudden the Government has taken
all of our young men and women into civil service, our mechanics Into defense
plants. And we are faced, also, with plant shut-down due to priorities.
"We have suffered a serious loss in population, king it diffionlt to get"

labor * * * our manufacturers are having an increasingly hard time getting
materials. * * * There is difficulty In finding tenants for houses. There
are no building programs, because there are mare houses than there are peonrle
to put In them. * * * The defense program has torn people out of this

-territory and put the young men In areas that we feel don't have the advantages
tht we bare here in the Mitddle West."

Through the stories of all the businessmen ran the samae theme: the acute
shortage of materials, tools, and-men.

The head of a firm manufac urfng ngrlenlural Implements can no lorgor
get hall bearings and scrap Iron. A grain-bin manufacturer, who maned to
keep his business alive throughout the depressed thirties when the farmers
in whom he sold had been forced to get rid of their livestock, Is today faced
with failure because of the lack of steel necessary for the manufacture of his
product. Out of a total of 40 employees he has lost 21 since late summer;
fenrirg a lay-off due to priorities, hnany have taken defense jobs elsewhere.

The head of a wholesale hardware firm, founded In 18Kt presented tn the
committee A list of merchandise which he formerly sold hut which has been
withdrawn from the market. It Included furnace pipes and elbows, galvanized
sheet Iron, corrugated roofing, aluminunn cooking ware, pliers and wrenches,
rules and tap, tools,% all rubber- and copper-ceeered wire, electric wire, electric
switches, conduit and conduit fittings, and pipe. In addition, he can get only
a fraction of his requirement of nails, wire, fencing, bolts, coal and gas ranges,
saws, stovepipe, gasoline irons, lamps, lanterns, wrapping paper, paper bags,
shotguns, rifles, and silverware. Without, these articles, thevery lifeblood of
his business Is stopped.

9A
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Speaking of the loss of manpower which the State has sustained since'the de-
tense program began, this same merchant reported that 7 percent of his former
employees have moved to California within the rast year to work In aircraft plants,
2 percent to other Western Stites, nnd an additional 0 percent to a greater
toutmigration of youth than the drought did In the past.

The owner of a chain of small groceries in 18 towns In the State told of sharp
decreases in business due to that very poru'ation loss. "A one-iline family
of four Is now only a family of two," he estimates. "We have had a lot of
trouble keeping our clerks and butchers. They are leaving for dpfense areas.
Out of a hundred emopo) ecs we have lost . In the last year rnd a half."

A hotel owner reported that many Falesmen are being taken off the road as
delivery on such products as radio. stoves, furniture, chemleais, lingerie. drugs.
and peper is curtailed. Those catering to the traveling putilie thus are seriously
affected.

With his own business dying, the small operator In most Instances is cut
off from the quickening flow of defense orders. Nunrerous factors operate
against him In competing for Government orders.

hi the panel of Hastings businessmen several manufacturers complained that.
though tl'elr prices are often lower than those of eastern firms, their great distance
from raw materials and markets for the finished product make It impossible
for them to compete. One manufacturer cited a concrete example: "One Item
that we bid on," he Paid, "is poirt of a tent top which is made of sheet* metal.
The total bid was $1.21 and of that 1T cents was for freight, which constitutes
a largo part of the price per plece of merchandise. Bhick Fast the bids ran
from 09 cents to considerably above our bid. But the fact Is that plants farther
east, closer to the supply of raw materials and elso to the market for the finished
product-which Is a big factor In stvuring that busliness-had the edge on is."

Olhr manufacturers strssrted the fact that the Government Procurement Dlvi.
sion does not allow sufficient time for them to make Intelligent bids. Within the
5 or 10 days allowed small plants, handicapped by not having a large personnel
of evglneers, are unable to ascertain, first, whether they can buy the nece&sry
raw materials and then to figure costs. How serious can Ie the consequences
of a failure to make a bid one witness demonstrated graphically. A small-ports
manufacturer, he went over the list of articles sent him by the Procurement
Division and fourd that there wasorne Incendiary-bomb port that he could produce.
Only 0 days, however, were allowed him to make his estimate and file his bid.
Though he tried strenuously, he was not able to locate raw materials and figure
costs during that time. He failed to get in his bid and iossIbly to get an order
that would have kept his plant alive temporarily. Today he is faced with
complete shut-down.

Many plant heads thought that It would be of great assistance If a Government
ong;ncer operating through the D.?fense Contract Service nt Omaha could go
over small-pant facilities with the superintendent and help him determine just
what arltcles could be produced, nail that the Owernment engineer should be
vested with authority to actually negotiate a contract and start the concern in
war production.

The minnufactuer of sheet-metal products who recently fulflled a defense
contract by drawing upon most of the Industrial facilities of Hastings expressed
a feeling that the 03vernment has not gone far enough In the field of "exploding,'
ns the process of breaking down a product Into Its component parts is called In
England. Although few firms can take order for tank.% thousands can manu-
facture tank parts without any- difficulty or without conllerable retooling. Re-
(entlv the Chrysler Corporation, by "eap'od'irg" tank production distributed
to 03 contractors tank parts that ranged from 2-cent articles to $5M ones.

However, neither subcontractIng nor exploding is the complete answer for the
Middle West. J1?re, to, the factors of time and space operate against the little
man, as well as the fact that often the expense of retooling with expensive
precision machines is more than he can expend.

New plants are a cryirg need.
At te Onal'a hearings it was pointed out how the locailon there of a bomber

plant and a shell plant hnd contributed toward stemming the tide of priority
depreasir,. Throughout the section . the repercussions from this Industrial
stimulation are making themselves felt. Although defense jobs out of the State
bad already drained muwh of the skilled labor from Nebraka, 100 ercefit of
t0e common labor on the construction of one of these plants was furnished by
local workers, thug taking up the slack of those left Idle by plant shut-downs.
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Not only would new p!aits fan to life a dying Industrial economy, they would
also stop the tide of out-migration which threaten. the stability ;f the American
way of life. As Dr. John Creighton, president of Ilatings College, pointed out:
"The tasie Institution of America is the home. Next come three houses, the

burelhouse, the schoolhouse, the courthouse. Home life, religion, education, and
observance of law-these are American characteristics. The migration from arti-
fielal uses that we now -ee in this area is Inflicting damage on home life, church
life, and school I ."

Other witness', making a plea for new plants within the States, pointed out
the natural resour(es of power that would make industrial expansion practicable.
"In general," reported George E. Johnson, general manager of Central Nebraska
Public Power and Irrigation DIstrict "we can a-eept nationsal-defense loads
without limits as to energy up to upproximately 50,003 kilowatts, nud additional
demand up to npproxihately 100.000 kilowatts tnn be assumedd." The public-
power districts hive also purchased a large number of steam generating plants
r.nd these plants have been tied Into the eectric grid system. Other hydro plants
mnay econimlially be installed at the Kingsley lam; below the Loup River
public power district's plants: and on the Republican River. The.e plants could
produce an additional 1iO.00 horsepower.

lookig toward the utlizatl Ion of new plants after the war Is over, Mr. Johnson
told th? committee: "If plants producing for our needs during peacctllm can be
converted Into prcducers of war munitions, we believe that plants I-roducing
war supplies can be converted to producing for our peace needs. * Ihue
to fluctuating whether conditions this territory's economy will not become stable
until suffi.tent industrle- take up the slack during adverse years."

As to after-defense utilization of new plants, leading State chemurglsts recom-
mend their conveislon for manuacturing plastics and other products that use
the State's agricultural resources. Each year n large number of raw materials,
such as cornstalks, grain sorghum, and straw, are wasted. These materials
can be turned into products useful to Industry If the processing plants are located
where the wasted products exist.

One of the chief cbjeetions that opponents of decentralization offer against
new plants Is the costlof erection. Due to population losses the .Middle West can
absorb new workers and their families without undue strain to existing com-
tnunity facilities. The fact that the Government would not have to provide
housing, schools, sewers, and water supply In this area, as It has In many defense
centers, would go far toward recorciling the cost of new p!ant consinuction.

The present danger of air raids cn the west coast emphas!zss the military need
for decentralization. "The military danger of placing our new plants In coastal
areas has not In the past been given adequate weight. Already air-raid psychol-
ogy may have reduced the effiieney of aircraft workers on the west coast. Air
raids which we have every reason to believe will occur may actually destroy some
of these new plants. It Is not too late to heed the logic of our military position.
The decision should be made now to build new plants In the Interior of the
Nation.
Not only of the little man was the committee thinking when It recommended

on the basis of its hearings measures that would sving him Into the are of pro-
duction. It was thinking also of the welfare of the country in which tle little
man is one of the first citizens. Committee recommendations concerning small
busine, Included In two recently published reports to Congress, are as follows:

1. That greatly Increased numbers of new plant facilities, both public and
private, be placed throughout the Interior of the country and that Congress take
whatever steps are necessary to bring this about.'

2. That a single civilian board of the Federal Government be charged with
full responsibility for procurement and for planning war production and the
production of essential civilian needs.

3. In accordance with a policy of full use of existing Industrial apacity, a
systematic plan of putting to work all Idle capacity and converting consumer-

,goods industries to war production be Instituted.
A. Under this plan, the largest facilities should'be Immediately converted;

medium- and small-sized plants be successiv.y converted.
B. Meanwhile, In order td protect small Yusiness, existing allocation pro-

cedure should be geared into this conversion pIan by graduating supplies of
raw materials for civilian production sharply In favor of small- and medium-
sized companies.
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4. That regional oflkes be established directly under this board to execute Its
policies and plans on a regional basis where necessary and practicable.

5. That the regional offices act as clearing houses for small- and medium-slzed
companies both with respect to Information and the actual letting of prime con-
tracts. 7hese offices shall have full authority to negotiate contracts to the end
that small firms may participate in war production.
6. That there be further expansion of subcontracting, of pooling devices, and

other methods of Incorporating small producers Into the war program.
7. That the technique of explodingng" where major war products are subdivIded

into their components and manufactured separately, be pursued as far as possible.
The lengthening of the time in which to submit bls to the Garernment for

defense articles will be one of the main recommendations in a further report
soon to be submitted to Congre-s.

Bound Inextricably to the fate of the small buslne.man and to thousands of
American communities sustained by u one-industry economy, is the fate of
America Itself., Unhss the country can harness the retly energies of all of its
people, utilize every hand for the production of war materials In an all-out pro-
gram that matches that of its enemies, our hope of freelom and victory may be
seriously jeopardized.

STATEMENT OF HON. STEPHEN A. DAY, CONGRESSMAN AT LARGE
FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. D.AY. Stephen A. Diay, congressman at large from the State of
Illinois.

I want to pay my respects to the chairman and members of this com-
mittee and to congratulate the Nation that they have got you on the
job.

I have been especially interested in the problem of the small
businessman and in our State of Illinois the National Small Business-
men's Association has been very active. Our president, Mr. Frederick
A. Virkus, is probably one of the outstanding men in the Nation and
he has worked on this problem, and, in connection with his efforts
has submitted to the Senators and Representatives from the State of
Illinois in the form of a petition, certain facts which are the result of
a careful survey which he hag made, a survey made both by himself as
president of the Illinois Small Businessmen and also on behalf of
Mr. Ingersoll of the Illinois Chamber of Commerce.

I will ask leave to put this in the record at this point.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be received in the record.
(The data submitted by Mr. Day is as follows:)

RP r Oa ON M.ATWALS SHORAGES EFFECTS ON SMALL INDUSatRES IN THE STATE Or

LuiNoIS

By the Illinois Division, National Small Businessmen's Association

To the Senators and Representat ires From the .State of Illinoi, in the £ongresa
of the United States:

When business first began to feel the pinch of materials shortage, even before
It became acute and became a national issue, our associations began to hear from
members, and many who were not members, asking what to do. It was, ob-
vlously, impossible to answer questions without first learning the conditions
which caused the materials shortages.

Therefore, the Illinois Division of the National Small Businessmen's Assocla-
tion undertook to make a survey among those Industries most seriously affected
and found the following facts which we believe that you, our representatives In
the Congress, would wish to have. The percentages given are based on the
answers to questions given i the questionnaires employed In this survey. At-
tached hereto is a copy of the questionnaire.
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The questions: "Could any part of your plant produce defense orders of any
kind, and if so what percent of your plant'" were answered as follows:

Percent
Entirely adaptable ---------------------------------------------- 20
Three-fourths adaptable ----------------------------------------- 13
One-half adaptable ---------------------------------------------- 22
One-quarter adaptable ------------------------------------------- 19
One-tenth adaptable --------------------------------------------- 8

8
Not adaptable --------------------------------------------------- 12

100
The question: "Have you tried to secure defe ise orders?' was answered:

Have applied for subcontracts: Percet
At Washington ---------------------------------------------- 20

Office of Produclion Management, Chicago ------------------- 3
Ordnqnce Bureau ------------------------------------------- 16

73

Have not applied -------------------------------------- 15
Plants not adaptable-...: ------------------------------------ 12

100
The question: "With uhat results' was answered:

Hive received subcontracts or Indirect orders ------------------- 22%
Have received no contracts or indirect orders ------------------- 51%

The question: "How many employees have you laid off?' was answered by
27 percent of those reporting, and these stated they have already reduced their
number of employees from 1 to 75 percent each.

In this connection, it is Impossible to give the total number of employees
discharg:d because a number of concerns failed to give the total number of
employees on their pay roll. However. Judging froni what is known about
the concerns reporting, it can be deduced that the larger concerns have dis-
charged a larger rereentage than the smaller ones. It is known that the
over-all average number of employees of these Induitrial concerns is 112 per
plant, and that the unemployment situation Is becoming serious.

The answers to the last question are:
Unless defense" contracts can be secured by small Industrial plants, or unless

they can get materials for normal production,
Perce" of ate

Go out of business --------------------------------------------- 64
Curtail production --------------------------------------------- 17
Do not know -------------------------------------------------- 12
No comment --------------------------------------------------- 6
Use substitutes ------------------------------------------------ 2

100
As to the materlais shortage, the survey disclosed that:

Percentages requiring-
Steel as their prime material ------------------------------- 45
Aluminum ------------------------------------------------ 20
Brass -------------------------------------------- 19
Copper --------------------------------------------------- 13
Zinc- --------------------------- -------- ------- 12
Wire ----------------------------------------------------- 10

- -Irn. . . ..--------------------------------------------- 10
Chemleals ---------------------------------.--------------- 8
Fibre board --------------- ------------------------- 7

Other materials are 5 percent or lesq requirements. These statistics led to our
Investigation In the effort to discoyer the fLtts about the production, armament
requirements, export allocations, and surpl ues, If any, for civilian requirements.
of these materials. We regrIt to state that our Inquiries to the Department of/i
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Commerce and the Office of Production Management failed to give us any in.
formation whatever. The best report we were able to get on strategic and
critical materials is Union Calendar No. 340, House Report No. 982, July 21; 1041
which, however, does not give all the facts desired. However, we were fortunate
In securing the facts on the most widely used material of all-steel-and we
submit herewith as a part of this report the facts given to us by the president of
The American Iron & Steel Institute, and we quote:

EPOr FROM THE AMIIMCAN iON AND SIEEL INSTITUTE, NEW YORK, A'0UST 4, 1911,
XALLA S. rOWE3, PRESIDENT

"Repying to your recent ikttcr of Inquiry with respect to figures relating to
the steel industry, the production of steel Ingots in the first half of 1941 was
at the rate of approximately 82.000,000 tons for the year.

"For this calendar year, according to current official estimates and reports, the
requirements for our defense pregrnm and for export to Great Britain and
Cat ada represent an) ingot eqivalent of about 18,O00,000 tons. For 1942, the
present estimates are somewhat higher.

"Meanwhile, the Industry's ingot-producing capacity is increasing steadily.
At Ihe end of 191, the rated capacity of the Industry will approximate 88,000,.
00) tons of ingots, an In(rease of 0,000,000 tons in 2 years.

"The facts now available, therefore, indicate that both in 1941 and In 1942
there will be fully 07,000.000 ton-a of stecl-makilg capacity which can be used
for domestic civilian urs and for exports to countries other than Great Britain
and Canada. Since such exports are unlikely to exceed an Ingot equivalent of
3,000,000 tons, the capacity available for nonmilitary uses would seem to be
close to 64,000,000 toils.

"Such a total Is higher than has ever been used In this country, and even In
1940 the aggregate of domestle consumption, including defense and civilian uses,
was only 55,000,000 tons of ingots.

"Admittedly, of course, full future requirements of the defense program are
not predictable with any finality of exactness, and estimates are constantly
changing. But nothing has happened to date to disturb the fact that the steel
Industry has a capaclly to sul,ply the needs of defense Several times over."

The statement that G4,000,000 Ingot tons of steel are available for civilian
consumption led us to Inquire why the small manufacturer cannot get steel
for his needs. We are reliably informed by steel producers that the reason
is that priority orders are placed in such a way that efficient and steady flow
of steel is Imposs!ble because of frequent change from one kind of production
to another kind. We are Informed that if one or a group of steel mills were
permitted to produce sheet steel, as an example, without interruption, another
mill to run on armor plate, another on structural, another on rods or bars,
and so on, they could flood the market with all varieties of steel required for
defense, export, and civilian needs as well.

We have reports that similar conditions apply to copper, zinc, and other
materials, but we cannot get the facts. We have found that some trade asso-
ciations which should bare the facts pertaining to their particular lines of
business, are reluctant to disclose information for reasons of their own.
Apparently only an official inquiry can elicit the facts.

It is our considered opinion that if the facts were known the shortage of
materials would be found to be greatly exaggerated. We base our belief on
the credible reports that the mines and mills of the country are not as yet
producing the raw materials at full capacity. When this Is done, and this is
obviously the first essential for defense as well as for civilian need.% we firmly
believe that there will be sufficient of all but perhaps the Imported materials.

Since the essential facts evidently cannot be ascertained by an individual,
group, or organization, we respectfully request the cooperation of our Senators
and Representatives in Congress to take the steps we believe to be necessary
to secure these facts in behalf of the preservation of the Nation's business
enterprises. To this end we present herewith a petition, as follows:

To the Senators and Representatirc from tie State of Illinois la the Congress
of te United States:

Whereas it has Lecome apparent by the actual closing of a number of Indus-
trial plants and It Is acknowledged by Government spokesmen that a large
proportion of the smaller Industrial plants throughout this country are doomed
to extinction because of the so-called shortage of materials for civilian uses
due to the armament program; and
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Whereas there are .about 470,00 small corporations throughout the land,
of which number approximately 145,00 are now vitally affected by metals
shortage, due to the armament program, to such an extent that a majority of
these will be compelled to close their plants within a few months at the most
if they cannot obtain armament orders or materials for production for civilian
uses; and

Whereas this particular group of metal-using plants average 112 employees
per plant, or 18.24000 workers, it is apparent that the extinction of a majority
of this group of industries alone would inevitably affect adversely every other
line of trade, industry, commerce, finance, transportation, and the professional
services throughout the land and threaten the destruction of the entire economic
structure of this country; and

Whereas there is ample reason to believe, If the true condition were known,
that the so-called shortage of materials is greatly exaggerated and would be
found to be so if all ti'e facts pertaining to production, armament requirements,
exportation, and essential civilian needs are disclosed; and

Whereas it is of common report and set forth in Union Calendar No. 340,
House Report No. 0S2, of July 21, 1141, on strategic and critical materials, n
page 28, as follows: "It was painfully apparent throughout the testimony
given before this committee that a lack of coordination and absence of a re-
sponsible heed with authority and power to fix responsibility in this, as well
as in other matters, has been largely responAible for the deficiencies we now
are experiencing all along the line. 'The administration has been too prone,
when difficult problems arose, to easily dispose of them by creating another
board, only to add to the confusion of the assortment of agencies we now have.
We are now plagued with and will continue, evidently, to be harassed because
of the absence of a coherent organrtion. We are overblessed with boards
and committees and with a legion of liaison officers feeling the necessity of
consulting first with this or that agency. All of this has resulted in a deadly
consuming of time, and in the end we stilt have a divided authority": Now,
therefore, be It

Resolerd, That the Senate and House of Representatives be, and hereby are,
petitioned to designate a joint legislative committee to-

1. Ascertain the facts bout production, Imports and exports, armament pri-
orities, and surplus, It any, for civilian needs of the strategic and critical
materials;

2. Ascertain the quantities of strategic and critical materials heretofore
exported, and earmarked for export in the future under the Lend-Lease Act, to
England, Canada, China, Russia, and other countries;

& Ascertain what becomes of these materials, what proportions are used for
the purpose intended (production of armament), and what proportions are
nmanufactured into consumer goods and offered for rale at home or abroad:

4. Ascertain the extent of hoarding and bootlegging materials;
5. Ascertain the extent of the iuing of priorities for materials for armament

orders and shipbuilding which are scheduled to begin production or construc-
tion months ahead, thus tying up materials long before they are required and
thereby depriving Industry of the materials In the meantime;

6. Ascertain to what extent steel manufacturers, as an example, are required
to operate their plants In a manner to prevent the greatest efficiency In produc-
tion and economy in operation by too frequently changing their production from
one form of finished or semifinished product to another;

7. And, In accordance with the above-ntloned report In Calendar No. 340.
to take the absolutely necessary steps to bring order out of the confusion and
chaos now prevalent in the administration of the armament program by:

(a) Insistlng upon the designation of a single Individual, In whom the people
of the United States as a whole have confidence, as the head of the program, with
full authority and responsibility; and

(b) Eliminating overlapping bureaus, commissons, committees, and red tape;
and

8. To render a full, complete, and accurate report as promptly as possible to
the people of the United States as to the matters set forth in paragraphs 1, 2, ,
4, 56 8, and I hereof.

In behalf of the 157,000 small businessmen and the 4000 professional and
personal-servlce men and women In the State' of Illinois, the National Small
Businessmen's Association repecfully re4uests that the. State's Senators and

ii/
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Representatives in the Congress Jointly sponsor a resolution for the appointment
of a legislative fact-finding committee for the above-named purpose.

Respectfully submitted,
THu NATIONAL SMALL BcsINEssuMsY's ASSOCIATION,
Faw A. Viaxus,
President, li0nois Dirlsfon.

Mr. DAY. In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee, I believe the preservation of small business is most vital to
any problem we have today in the Nation. Some way must be found
tokeep the small businessman and his employees at work and get the
vital raw materials to him.

I am satisfied that the committee's hearings have been very con-
structive and you will come to some real conclusion that will be
beneficial to us" all.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
. Mr. Burger, you had a gentleman here from Minneapolis yesterday.
Will you have him come forward and give his name and district to
the reporter?

Mr. MSALKERSO. I am Lester A. Malkerson; I am in the tire and
service business in Minneapolis, Minn.

STATEMENT OF LESTER A. MALKERSON, OF MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Mr. MALIKERSON. First, of all, I want to assure you gentlemen I ap-
preciate this privilege of appearing before you. It gives a young
man still hope that we still have an America where a young man can
continue on in business, particularly his own business.

We employ 21 cars and service tires and retread tires. I am in
Washington because of several things, the most essential to the small
businessman being in the matter of retreading tires. We have had
instances throughout the United States, and the Government has rc-
ords of this and they know it to be a fact, where company-owned
stores are controlling the distribution of the camel back which is pro-
duced by their manufacturers. By that I mean that as the flow of
camel back comes from the manufacturer it goes to its branch office and
thence to the company-owned and operated store and stops there.
I have a headline in the Minneapolis paper which states an 0. P. M.
official was in Minneapolis and verified this fact.

The Cu1MR3FAN. Read that headline.
Mr. MAKERSON (reading):
llletwl sale of tires, hoardlg of rubber, probed In Minnesota. Evidence is

obtained by Investigator. Official reports three cases of chiselivg bared.
And th"n, further, it states that persons are hoarding retread rub.

ber in Minneapolis and St. Paul. We have telegrams and also letters,
which I wish to introduce into the evidence, to prove that fact. Not
only that but the 0. P. A. office has a statement of their own men
indicating the same thing is happening to independent dealers all
over the country. They -do not have to be small dealers; they can
be large, independent dealers.

There appears to be an effort by company-owned stores to control
the flo* of retreading material. 'When the camel back gets to coin-
pany-owned stores tlIey have approached other retreaders with the
statement that they will furnish them camel back if they will retread
the tires that come from the company-owned stores and insinuate, if
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we do not do that, we will be out'of business and they will be glad
to buy the machinery from us. There are in the United States about
2,100 company-owned stores and 20,000 independent dealers.

The CIAI;1fAx. And you think an effort is being made now to
squeeze out the independent dealers in favor of the company-owned
storesN

Mr. 'MALKE SON. No question about it from the reports we get
from all over the United States.

The CHAIRMAN. GO ahead.
Mr. MALKESON-. One other thing I wish to call your attention to.

and that is this: Right at this moment the presidents and managers
of the rubber companies are meeting at the 0. P. A. office, discussing
the possibility of financing new-tire stocks which are in dealers'
hands. I have been informed by quite reliable sources that the
scheme or the thought of the thing is that these tire stocks that are
out in independent stores, if the dealer wants to be relieved of the"
tires, they are to go back to the manufacturer and the R. F. C. is to
finance tle manufacturer in the manufacturer's warehouse and under
his control.

The CHAIRINIAN. How many companies are involved in the large
group?

Mr. MALKERSON. Four.
The CILumIAN. And you think the plan is to have the R. F. C.

finance the Big Four?
Mr. MALKFR.SON. The Big Four control the tire industry. I esti-

mate they sell about 80 percent of the rubber goods sold in the
United States.

The CHAIRMA. Go ahead.
Mr. MAs Ynsow. This is what I believe is going to happen in that

process As these tires continue to flow out again, on receipt of our
allocation slips from the tire-allocation boards, those tires are going
to flow back through your company-owned stores again.

There are no more passenger cars being built and they will have
control of a large proportion Qf the tires in the United States, and
those tires will go back to the cofiipany-owfied stores and freeze
out the independents.

Another thing, the company-owned store will go to any end to
get this business. We know the company-owned stores will operate
at a loss of $20,000 a year and their managers will be called into
Akron and given a gold medal for a good job.

The CHAIRMAN. Why would they consider it a good job if their
losses were $20,000?

Mr. MALIuESON. Where they, make the profit is on the differential
between the mill.door price, or so-called sales price to the company-
owned store and they are interested in tonnage. That is what it has
been until this resent emergency. That is why we are so worried
about what might result in the future, beuse of past practices.

This thing will become still greater in that many of them, when
we discuss the situation, will say, "Get out of business." But many
of us own our own properties or havb long-time leases.

During the past years it has cost ud 30 percent to do business.
Our sales are being cut necessarily so, on account of the all-out
defense problem, but we have no relief in sight because the way the

//
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thing is going now the major company stores will have control of
the merman ise from the beginning of manufacture to the dis-
tribution.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you are warning this committee
that unless something is done 20,000 independent dealers will be
forced into bankruptcy and the 2,100 company-owned stores will
have'charge of the business in the United States I

Mr. MALKERsoz?. That is righL
The CHAIRMAN. I believe it is the sentiment of this committee-at

least I have so expressed it to the officials-that the tire business
should be handled by the independent dealers, and some very high
officials in this Government, more than one, are connected with the
largest -mail-order house in the country, and one among them has
said that the mail-order houses carry tires, and that is only one item
out of 50,000 for them.

The large oil companies handle tires, but they do not depend upon
tires for their profit. They depend on cil and things sold in con-
nection with oil.

For that reason the independent tire dealer depending only on the
tire business and whose life or death depends upon whether or not
he will be allowed to continue in that business, should be given pref-
erence, and all recapping and retreading and everything in that busi-
ness should be done through the independent tire dealer.

We know that is being given consideration by the authorities in
the administration today. We hope they will adopt that policy. If
that policy is not adopted I think this committee will take some
kind of action-we are not saying that as a threat or anything like
that-but we are working with them and they appear to be sympa-
thetic to what we are trying to do, and testimony such as yours will
be helpful to this committee.

Mr. MALKERSON. I want to say this. I have talked to 0. P. A.
officials on this and they have given it considerable thought and are
somewhat in favor of it, and that is in regard to the financing of these
tires.

There are 8,000,000 passenger-car tires in the United States, and
on the present method of rationing they will probably last about
4 years.

One method of assisting the independent dealer is this: Most of
the larger independent dealers in the larger centers of population,
such as Kansas City St. Paul, Duluth, and others, have in those
localities bonded warehouses. Each State has a rationing coordinator
who is a paid staff member. He is being paid for his time. Why
couldn't we, as independents, take these tires to a bonded warehouse,
get a negotiable receipt ond endorse it and send it to the coordina-
tor, and as we get applications for tires, which have been approved,
go and draw out a tire from the bonded warehouse and the Govern-
ment knows where the tires are, and we could pay the Government
for the tire at the time and sell it and realize our normal profit. In
that way the Government knows where the tires are.

That would stop this bootlegging which is going on. They ame
sure of their security and it wotd keep us in business.

Thank you.
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Mr. FrrzoERL. Have you discussed this complaint with the De-
partment of Justice at sill

Mr. MALKESON. I have.
Mr. Frn zostt. They know about it ?
Mr. MALKoUEB. Yes, sir; and they know of- many others and the

Justice Department has talked to 0. P. A. and they are investi-
gating it.

(Te data submitted by Mr. MNlkerson is as follows:)

EtREKA, CALIrF., January 19, 1942.
O ICE OF PROOUCTION MANAGMr[N',

1VaA ngton, D. C:
Believe something wrong with some rubber companies in their allocation of

Came.baek for recapping purposes. U. S. Rubber Co. and General Tire &
Rubber Co. my suppliers In past. Ilave received this month 700 pounds only
from United States, none from General. Two competitors In Eureka, about
same size as I have, received 2,000 and 3.000 pounds. respectively, thLq month
from their suppliers. I don't want anything that nobody else get,% however
I don't want to be discriminated againsL Unless I get my fair share I will
have to lay off half of my crew. Please advise what action you are taking?
Passenger car sizes Is what we need most.

Toxy OossEUs.

BAUM & AnAusox.
Mr. LsOn HErOz.SO'%.January 19, 1942.

Offce o1 Protucitlo Management,
Washiagto, D. 0.

Dzas ML ftEsr.1sso.: We appreciate that a lot of thIngs have to be done at
this time to speed our war effort and to Insure Its success, and I think we
small Independent business people are all willing to do our part, but we do
not believe that we should be taken advantage of by the large corporations,
who are getting defense contracts and also running tire treading plants over
the country.

There are seven Independent treading plants in southern Ar'zona, and one
Firestone Co. owned plant. Most of the independent plants have or are about
to shut down because of lack of camellibck. Our plant Is the largest in southern
Arizona and has been for years, and we will have to shut down the end of this
week.

Most of the Independent plants have been In business more than 4 years.
The Firestone plant'started operations on August 2K, 1041. Our supplier of
camelback for the past 6 years has been the B. F. Goodrich Co., and during
the past 3 months.they have shipped us a total of 3 tons of camelback, and
advise they can ship us no more this month. The Firestone store has been
for 4 months turning out from 09 to 80 tires per day, and using from 8 to 10
tons per month. A week ago the, received a 8-ton shipment.

We have been treading about 75 percent of the truck tires that have been
treaded in southern Arizona. and at present for truck tires alone we need
from 2 to 3 tons of camelback per month. Our plant will turn out more
than 00 passenger car tires per day which *ould consume an additional 7
tons per month. This month Goodrich shipped us 1,000 pounds.

If It Is necessary for us to go out of business to help win the war, we are
for It, but we want a square deal. and want company-owned stores to go out
also. Ve hope your oflee will do all It can for ,ve small people, and we would
appreciate some reply.

Yours very truly,
BAUM & A/,%soz
J. HAxowD ADAMSON.
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Mr. HENDRICKS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to note my appearance
.here today, Joe Hendricks, Fifth District, Florida, andlbe given the
opportunity of later presenting a statement to the committee.

The CHAMMIAX. Congressman Beckworth, of Texas, desires to make
a statement.

STATEMENT OF LINDLEY BECKWORTH, MEMBER OF CONGRESS
FROM THE THIRD CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, TEXAS

Mr. BIEcKwovTIf. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I
wish to make a very brief statement to indit ate my interest in the prob-
lems which face automobile dealers in our locality, being dealt with
and being solved as soon as possible.

In ourlocality we have a lot of consolidated schools, schools, which,
of course, use busses, and right now many of these schools are having
considerable difficulty with their phase, and anything the committee
can do to help see that the schools continue to run and that the busses
operate so that the studentsmay be carried to the schools, will be greatly
appreciated by the people in that county.

I should lile to file this.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection the statement will be filed in the

record.

STATEMENT OF D. G. HALE COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO., HAWKINSON
TREAD SERVICE, INC.

The CrAiomA.. You testified the other day, did you not I
Mr. H.ox. That is right.
The CH.AIRMAN. I understand you wanted to make a brief statement

to the committee.
Mr. HALE. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
Substantiating the remarks made by the gentlemen from Minnesota,

I would like to put int the record that for a number of years I was
a stor manager for one of the major rubber companies.

The CuAaMA.r;. Which one?
Mr. HALe. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
In the Biltmore Hotel in Qklahoma City, at a conference on Decem-

ber 10 1932, Mr. J. W. Thomas, president of Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co., asked the store managers to make only 5 cents a month or 60 cents,
as the net profit for the entire Year of 1933, and that substantiates
the fact that was brought out that the manufacturer does have his
profit on the merchandise as a manufacturer and is not interested in
making a profit in the field from the retail operation.

After being moved from Lubbock, Tex., where I was store manager
at the time this incident happened, I was moved to St, Louis as manager
of the Firestone store at 2807 Olive Street. This store was opened
in 1935 and we had definite instructions from the district manager.
Mr. Joe E. King, to go out and get the independent tire dealers' business
regardless of whether he was our dealer or how he paid his bills or how
much volume he had given us in the past.
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The CHAIRMAN. In other words, give him competition he couldn'tpossibly meet?(
ir. HALE. Definitely yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Put ihm out of business?
Mr. HALE. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Was that over the entire Nation I
Mr. HALE. Throughout the Nation, so I understand.
The CHAIRMAN. What about the other large tire concerns? Did

they have the same policy I
Mr. HAL So far as I know; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any other statement I
Mr. HALE. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Burger wants to make a brief statement.
Mr. BumEz. George J. Burger, 250 West Fifty-seventh Street, New

York City.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE J. BURGER

Mr. BuRGER. ir. Chairman and members of the committee, the
statement that Mr. Hale made can be substantiated in a survey made
by the Senate Small Business Committee. They have reports from
200 to 300 tire dealers throughout the Nation confirming the state.
meant Mr. Hale made as to the maliufacturers.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean Senator Murray's committee?
Mr. BurnER. Small Business, print No. 3, issued August 1941.
I have one or two statements I believe the committee should have

in the record. Here is one from a tire dealer, W. W. Acuff, at Nash-
ville, Tenn. He-wrote me on January 16, the copy that I never re-
ceived, and the letter is as follows:

On December 30 we wrote the local collector of Internal revenue in response to
their first demand for payment of the floor tax on automobile tires, explaining
that the stock of tires reported as on hand October 1, Pfi41, was still Intact. Fur-
ther, that the administration In Washington bad frozen tire stocks and that
there was no way for me to get my money.

Today ie air mailed to Mr. George J. Burger. our representative In Washing-
ton, a second demand notice from the local collector of internal revenue, which
demand stated that It we did not pay this floor tax on tires within 10 days, the
Government would seize my property.

Won't you please endeavor to get some relief for me on this? We have not sold
a single tire under the rationing plan, and we understand that less than 6 tires
have been sold under the rationing plan to private car owners since January 7.
When these few tires are divided among 200 or more dealers in this country the
stock we have on hand will last 2 or 3 years.

We are now endeavoring to secure other lines of merchandise with which to
carry on and we need the little capital we have left that is not frozen in the form
of new tire stocks to enable us to carry stocks of other merchandise.

Mr. Chairman, I got in touch with internal revenue the day before
yesterday, and they have granted, at m±_ request, a 10-day stay of
execution to this dealer, but stated unless the tax is paid by February
1 they will seize the merchandise.

The CHAMMAx. That is an independent dealer and he is compelled
topay afloortax on the tires?

Mr. Butozn. Yes.
The CHIRMAN. The 2,100 companly-owned stores don't pay any

tax until the tire is sold?' /,
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Mr. BuRoam. Exactly. They have not paid any floor tax, nor have
they paid any excise tax. That is in your tax bill.

'I lie CiiuuRiN. When the new tax bill comes before the Ways and
Means Committee, do you expect to present that ?

Mr. BUnRE. Certainly. At the recommendation of the committee
I was instructed to prepare a brief which is being made up at the
present moment.

I have one other letter from a tire dealer, United States Tire Sup
ply, Twentieth Street, Birmingham, Ala., dated January 16. It
reads:

Ibit Ma. Blums: I noticed in last night's Birmingham newspaper there was
some disc-usston of Congressman Bulwinkie of North Carolina, as to the delivery
of tires and tubes sold previously to the freezing of tire Inventory. I have ap-
pioximately $1,0(0 i these tires which same have been paid for 6 or 7 months ago
which are still In my stock.

What do you think the possibilities are In the near future of being able to
deliver this merchandise? Oar rationing board here will not permit us making
delivery on them. If we could deliver these tires it would certainly relieve a
heavy obligation on our part.

I have one other letter which I will not read, from Cezean Tires,
Ltd.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the letter will be received and
inserted in the record.

Thank you very much, Mr. Burger.
(The letter referred to above is on file with the committee.)
Mr. Bu is.n. I have here a statement which I would like to have

inserted in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. It will be entered in the record today.
(The statement submitted by Mr. Butler is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF JOHN 0. BUTLER, MEMBER OF CONGRESS FROM THE
FORTY.SECOND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, NEW YORK

We all realize that this war is going to require more and more restrictions
upon small-business activities and it is also going to require the united efforts
of small businessmen themselves In order to make the best use of available
supplies. However, before closing up the little fellow, I think that he should
be consulted, that he should have an opportunity to talk things over. He Is
willing to help and he will cooperate to the fullest extent If he is only given a
chance to do so.

The small contractor has to work through general contractors, and I think
this is a hindrance to small business. The large electrical manufacturing com-
panIes used all the small electrical businessmen to build up their business for
years and allowed them to make a small profit on their sales. Now these same
companies sell direct to the Government and other large manufacturers. They
have no more need for the small fellow. This has been the way that small
business Is being crushed by big business. I really think that in the case of
the auto dealer, it has been the hardest, because the Government Issued orders
to freeze everything In the sales of automobiles. I think that they should have
Included In this order the freezing of all expenses of these dealers, such as rent,
light, heat, taxes, both county and local, Insurance and many other itemsof
expense that keep pillng up.

Many of these small businessmen will have to go through bankruptcy to get
out from under a condition created through no fault of their own. The manu-
facturers of automobiles have been taken care of. They have been given large
contracts to produce war materials. They will get all the help they need. I
think the least our Government can do Is to help the other half of the auto-
mobile industry-the dealers who have sold cars.
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* The freezing of the sale of automobiles involves serious problems for all of
us, the worst being that of unemployment. Many employees now being let out
are unemployable elsewhere. Something will bare to be done to help them. I
think that the small businessmen and the automoblle dealers are facug a very
serious situation and It is hoped that a satisfactory solution can be arrived at.

The CIIRtiMAN. I have here a statement of Oscar Youngdahl,
Congressman from the Fifth District, Minneapolis, Minn., which will
be inserted in the record at this point.

(The statement submitted by Mr. Youngdahl is as follows:)

STATEMENTS OF OSCAR YOUNGDAHL, CONGRESSMAN, PITH DISTRICT,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Mr. Chairman, during the past several weeks I Fare received many ctmmu-
nications from inrlous concerns in my district, relative to the recent orders in
connection with temporarily freezing the sale of tires and automobiles.

I am happy to state that in no Instance was there exhibited any bitterness,
but, on the contrary, there was a grim realization that Isiness niust curtail
anti suffer, as well as those associated with it, to advance our all-out war effort.
Pledges from the members of labor unions affected by these orders, to cooperate
to effect the succvsful conclusion of the war; admission by tire and ntorob'le
concerns of the necessity for'cnrtailment and reorganization; and statements
of the willingness on the part of these people to take serious losses, Is evidence
of their patriotic attitude.

However, I feel we should attempt to aid this very loyal group in working out
a plan tit will permit the automobile and tire dealers to liquidate their stocks
on hand, and to continue on some rkluced basis, it order that the minimum
needs under our rationing plan may be furnished with the least Possible con-
fusVon and dislocation.

It has come to my attention that certain antiquated slz's of tires are in the
stocks of many dealers, which sizes would probably be of very little lenefit
to our military forces. They are used on the old vehicles of our rural districts,
where the automobile Is used to run from farm to town for supplies. There
are other types of tires In this general category, which would be of little use
for defense purposes. Rather than keep them on the shelves, permitting them
to deteriorate, dealers should be permitted to sell them under regulations set
out by our rationing authorities.

It has also been contended that the necessry fabrics or materials for re-
treading should be distributed equitably under rules and regulations so that all
dealers, whether part of a factory or independent, might have the same treat-
meot dloug this line.

Many automobile concerns have bona fide orders that they had taken prior
to January 1, 1942., In which the used automobiles have been taken in on a
new car sale, delivery being delayed until later on In the spring. It is contended
that these bona fide orders should be cleared and permission give.- for delivery.
In one instance in my district, one manufacturing concern has made a practlee
of turning in a fleet of trucks in the fall, giving orders for a new fleet to be
delivered In February or March. This practice was carried out last fall and the
new trucks are ready for delivery In the warehouse.'

Under such conditions the dealer feels that permission should be given for this
order to be delivered, so that the manufacturing concern may be able to continue
in business this spring.

The conclusion that I have reached from listening to many small-business
representatives, as well as to tire and automobile dealers, Is that all are willing
to do their share in a coordinated effort to bring about an early victory for our
country. They expect to make sacrifices, and are prepared to do m, but they
respectfully request that an orderly plan be worked out whereby they might be
permitted to carry on in some small way until the time when we shall return to a
peacetime economy.

As a Member of Congress vitally intersted In the problems of our smaller
businessmen, and having pledged In my small way to cooperate and work in our
wai effort, I believe some plan should be worked out, and will be worked out,
for the relief of these people.

I therefore respectfully urge this committee to bring their conclusions and
recommendations to the attention of Congress as soon as possible, and also to

g I1
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the attention of the proper ufflelas in order that e.-i a plani might be put Into
operation at the earliest possible moment.

The CITAIrMAN. The statement submitted by Congresman Tolan
will be inserted in the record at this point.

(The statement submitted by Mr. 'olan is as folhwvs:)

MEMO ANDUM SIB31lITW TO TIE i.5k("T HiOUSE" CO51II"IE& IN rli : NATIONAL
DEFeNSe; PROGL Is iELATION TO SMALL IIUl].% LS

i1y lteprewntailve John 11. Tolan, chairman, Ilouse Co-mittue live--ligating
National Deltnse Migration, January 21, 1942

In response to the courteous invitation of Chairman Palmate. 1 am glad to
*ubmlt helewilt, oil behalf of the Hiuue Cmialitee oa National Defense 3;gra.
tion, the following brief memory dum regarding -toie of the results of our com-
inittee's public hearings as they throw light upon the ituatlon of . nall busItnt-
under the Impact of the national defew-e program. Iii the court of various
studies of the cau," and effects of the current defense migration in every part
of the Nation, one of the subjects which came to our attention was the problem
of tie closing down of small businesses either for lack of critlad Mnkterlals or
war orders. This often affected whole communities and caus"! serious out-
migration. On the topic of small business our committee of course defers to the
select connittee of which Coigresmat Patman Is chairman as tIe appropriate
and authoritative body for earying this special study to is conclusion.

I venture to call attention first to the recommendations of our vomacittee. coau-
taned In our first interim report, dated Oc-tuber 21, 1041, regardlag the
possibIlItles of deceaitralittton aaad subcom racthig (if defense cotntraet awards.
This Is a procedure In which a-nal busIes-,. have a lantuedlate iuteres.t. Our
committee's reconmendattons (fount on pp. 111-10-i) on this xbl.ect read as
follows:

"I. The committee rec-ommea~ds that greatly li!cretxad numbers of new plant
facilities, both putlie and private, be placed throughout the interior of the
country, and It urges that Congress take whatever -teps are wvers.try to bring
th s about. The hltributioil of contracts and new plants should seek to minimize
the cengestlon of populatliun aa:d prewvnt the pFeSent aazdefen'ae areas from being
stripped of their trained workers and young people seekiug eanili.ynient.

"This recommendation is made for the fo.lowihg reasons:
'(a) Decentralization will minimize the migration of workers from tie In.

terror.
"(b) Decentralizlon will more readily develop a balanced Industrial ogrl-

(ultural economy in all sections of the country.
"(c) In le committee's opinion, the sooner decentralittton Is acieved, the

less arduous will be the readjustments which must follow this defense effort.
"2. The commIttee recommends that subcontracting be, to the anaximunm degree

possible, an essential part of nil cntret considerations and urges that Congress
take whatever steps are neces-ary to bring this about. Iaa the committee's opinion,
enforcement of compulsory subcontracting to small firms should be applied.
exceptingi only those contracts which, by the nature of the work require, do not
permit of the practice.

"This recommendation Is made for the following reasons:
"(e) Subcontracting will speed the production of defense materials.
"(b) Subcontracting will assiNst i making-ftller use of small business equip-

ment and will assist In preventing the ellmtnatlon of much small business
enterprise.

"() Extensive subcontracting will, in some measure, stabilize the labor
force in smaller Industrial areas of the Nation.

"These recommendations on decentralization and subcontracting will, in the
opinion of the committee, assist in the quicker utilization of available man-
power and equipment. In so doing, they will also strengthen the morale of our
people."

I take this opportunity of citing also a recommendation for "Participation
of small and medium aize companies In the war effort," contained In our
Second Interim Report to Congress. dated December 19, 1941. After having
recommended the establishment by the Federal Government of a single civilian
board charged with full responsibility for procurement and for planning war

14975-42-vol. 1- 21
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production and the production of essential civilian needs, this civilian board to
have regional offices to execute its policies, we further recommend as follows:

"The committee recommends that-
"1. The regional ofces advocated (above) act as clearing houses for small.

and medium-sized companies both with respect to information and the actual
letting of prime contracts and subcontracts. In this way small companies will
have within reasonable distance a Government agency whheh not only can give
them full Information but will be able to make full arrangements for their
participation In the war effort Including the negotiation of contracts.

'2. There be further expansion of subcontracting, of pooling devices, and
other methods of Incorporating small producers into the war program.

"3. The technique of 'exploding,' where major war products are subdivided
Into their components and these manufactured separately should be pursued as
far as possible. In this way these major war products can be produced by a
large number of small- and medium-sized establishments."

Our committee Is engaged at present In preparing a third interim report,
based on public hearings at St. Louis In November 1041, dealing with the situa-
tion of the smaller businesses and smaller businessman in the great Midwest
region, which is the home of tens of thousands of this type of business.

We shall be pleased to furnish Chairman Patman with printers' proofs of
this report in full as soon as they are available.

STATEMENT BY HON. THOMAS A. JENKINS, MEMBER O CONGRESS, TENTH
OHIO DISTRICT

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate this opportunity
to say a few words In behalf of small business. There Is no question but that
small business is being put to a terrible disadvantage In thiR gigantic plan for
war preparation. It would seem to me that many plans prepared and orders
Issued have been entirely too drastic. For months I have been endeavoring to
relieve the situation In my district as much as I possibly can. I have had some
success In the matter but most of my efforts have not been nearly as successful
as I would like for them to have been.

I was terribly -shocked by the drastic orders issued by Lon Henderson in
connection with the sale of automobile tires and with the management and sale
of automobiles. I appreciate that we must win the war but at the same time
I appreciate that It ought not to be neces-ary to drive hundreds of law-abiding,
hardworking American businessnen Into bankruptcy. I do not agree with Mr.
Henderson that the course adopted by him was the best possible course to
have adopted.

I was present at the bearings when the automobile dealers presented their
case. I have been a Member of Congres for nearly 18 years and have attended
many meetings of that kind. I think I can say without exception that this was
the most enthusiastic and most worth-while meeting of its kind that I have seen
here In Washington. The high purpose and the sensibleness of this group was
such that Henderson and his crowd Immediately gave consideration to their
protest and relieved the situation somewhat.

It Is not my desire to make a long statement. In fact I want to make my
statement short but I reiterate that I am firm In my belief that the small busi.
ness Interests of the country have been discriminated against shamefully and
unnecessarily In many cases. My only hope is that your committee and others
working In the same direction may be able to relieve the distress under which
small business labors In this country at this time.

STATEMENT BY CONGRESSMAN JOSEPH R. BRYSON, FOURTH DISTRICT,
SOUTH CAROLINA

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, it has been my privilege and
to my great advantage to sit in practically every day upon the hearings of your
committee. May I take this opportunity to commend your distinguished chair-
man, Congressman Patman from Texas, as *1ll as you, my other colleagues,
members of the Select Committee on Small Business, for the time you are giving
out of your busy lives to seek to solve the diflkult problems now confronting
what we are accustomed to call small business. I would like to state first of
all that there can be no question about the patriotism on the part of the auto-
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mobile dealers or others engaged in the selling of automobile accessories. As
evidence of the full desire to cooperate In the defense program, I Insert herein
a letter received by me from the automobile dealers of my home town some days
ago.

"The Greenville Automobile Dealers Association appreciates very much your
wire of recent date indicating your understanding of the present desperate
sItuation of the 44,00 automobile dealers and their 500,000 employees of the
United States.

"We have been notified by Mr. L. Ir. Cargile, president of N. A. D. A., that there
Is to be a hearing In Congress on Tuesday, January 13, at which time detailed
consideration Is to be given this matter. We do not kinow whether or not you
are an active member of the committee conducting this hearing, but we do request
that you be present and use your Influence in upr behalf. Mr. Martlin Bridges,
local N. A. D. A. director, will be present for this hearing.

"We wish to restate the fact that we are 100 percent it, favor of the defense
effort as a whole but we feel that no one group should bear more than a fair share
of the burden and that there should be no dlscriminatiou.

"Respectfully,
"Eugene B. Smith, Inc., by Eugene B. Smith; Martin Bridges, by

Martin Bridges; Thackston Chevrolet Co., by B. F. Thackston;
Boyd Motor Co., by James J. Boyd; Kilgore Motor Co., by B. M.
Kilgore; Fred A. Fuller, Inc., by Fred A. Fuller; Easterby Motor
Co., by Thos. H. Easterby; Baker Motor Co., by Win. S. Baker;
Roy Bass Motor Co., by Roy Bass; Greenville Auto Sale,, Inc., by
Lindsey J. Forrester; Collins Motor Co., by R. D. Collins; Attaway.
Easterlin-Sproue, by A. D. Attaway ; Clayton Motor Co., by C. M.
Clayton."

Mr. Chairman, with the confidence that I have In our President and his advisers,
there an be no question but that the drastic orders now applying to the automo-
bile and accessory dealers generally will ultimately be relaxed. Surely there
will be some way to meet the Nation's needs and at the same time permit these
legitimate businessmen to continue In their fields of service so that they may pay
for their owni property or rents on leased property and so that they may pay
wages to their many employees. In my own district there are many business
concerns of modest means who are carrying on with all their might and main.
Not a murmur has been heard from them nor from anyone else for that matter
when they are advised that we of this Congress have placed taxes upon them In
amounts heretofore undreamed of. I make this brief statement In behalf of all
,af the legitimate automobile and tire merchants of my district, who would repeat
that they are first and foremost all-out for national defense but at the same time
hope to preserve the only way they know in which to make a livelihood for
themselves and their families.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. POWER, FIFTH DISTRICT, NORTH CAROLINA

We can't save small and medipim-size business by Simply talking about It.
Under our present situation these must have definite renresentation In the
scheme of things. The Government must provide this. There should be 48
surveys made, by the Government, of small business. This may be done under
any one of several departments: The Department of Commerce; the Depart.
meant of Labor; the Department of the Interior; or by one of the agencies of
Government, such as the successor to the Office of Production Management. A
sufficient number of people should be Immediately dispatched to each State to
see, hear, and report the kinds of business embraced In this category; look at
their plants and places of business; determine what may be done to qualify these
quickly for production of defense materials, while there may be carried on
allowable, necessary production for civilian use. Then scatter these activities
over the country so as to provide work, as largely as possible. to people at home.

You will not find so many that can manufacture airplanns or tanks, but there
atE hundreds of other things to be produced. N" oret wha| ought to be. done
and then in cooperation with the War Productcd" &I 'and other competent
governmental agencies proceed. In third way not polY retail automobile dealers,
but other small business may be given a chance'to live and to provide means
Of a livelihood for others.

I beg to make refere ce also to small and medlum-soze contractors and, as
well, architects, in connection with construction work for the War and Nary De-
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partments, as well as others. anti to appeal for a policy of letting these contracts,
not as a whole, but in such a way as that contractors may afford to bid; or better,
perhaps, that negotiation may be male for severall activities eomprising an
entire project. This is rhentloned tiot by way of all-irclusion, but as arn example.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES A. SHANLEY, OF CONNECTICUT

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, no snall h.-inemsman who has
ever appeared before this committee or who has contacted any member of the
House of Representatives comes away with any Idea of lint the utmost etmnrl.-
tIon and the desire of the (,ommlltee and the Congress it.if to keep smnall hulsi-
ness in a proper picture In our national economy. Yet despite all Uf our (fforts
the small businessman still finds himself struggling to keep afloat.

In no small way the problem are represented by a firm in my district, The 1lI
City Rubber Co., of New Haven. Conn., which I think is typlcl of the problem
throughout the country. Yet it is more thas tyial In that few cfi--ers of any
concern have ever been more energetic and more eager to help his ownm prolb-ms
than the president of this company.

I am taking the liberty of Including the 4Nrreslqondence of tills concern from its
earliest days back In 1W9 when It made tn offer of It. ervlo'es and facilities to
the then Assistant Secretary of War, the Honorable Louis Johnseton, it his con-
templated educational preparedness program. The ,orrespoIndente itin-ided In
this file is in many instances a day by day examrlq of the s-incerity of the comcern
Itself.

I need not add that all of this has been done at high cost and a wide expenditure
of time and effort. Yet It Is so symptomatic of the small bnsi-ess problem in
America that It Is worthy of our study. I am happy to say that despite all of
the discouragement and sweming rebuffs the conlern Is still anxioits to ass!.t as
exemplified by the last letter in this collection.

I have said repeatedly that if we cannot keep small business and win the war
the victory will only be accompanied by -ome type of a fascistie state. The real
test of the absence of fascism or regimentation Is the freedom and safety-yes,
the existence of small business.

BRIEF OF ELM CITY RUBBER CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Our Interest In national defense started April 11, 11)39, at which time we wrote
to the Honorable Louis Johnson stating our deslre to I* n drefinite lrt of the
educational program which was started at that tIa. Attached 1, photoltatic
copy No. 1 of our letter to him. In answer to this letter the AsOdisttnt S-cretary
of War showed his keen appreciation on advising us that not only had our offerr
been placed on file with him, bnt also that copies of our letter were being fur-
nished to the proper agencies of the War I~epxrtment. The attached phiotestatic
copy No. 2 Identifies this statement.

At this same time on April 11, 1.M. we also wrote to Col. M. B. Willett of the
Boston quartermaster xme. On April 19 we were advised by this ilepariment that
copies of our correspondence had been forwarded to the New York quartermastc
zone In Brocklyn. This is mentioned to bear out the fact that along with the
Assistant Secretary of War notifying departments of the War Dernrtment, we,
too, had followed the same procedure. On April 12, 1IM1, Col. It. B. Willett wrote
us stating that in the event of war, deep Interest would be shown regarding our
avatlabillties for manufacturing war products. A photostatic ctopy No. 3 of his
letter is attached.

By May of 1940 we still had not received any edlcattonal orders nor the survey
of out factory for its potential possibilities for war production, though there had
beeh much correspodence with the various departments.I On May 18 we wrote to Col. M. B. Wlllett suggesting that we might possess
equipment available for further ises than the original sugkgestions, photostatic
copy No. 4 of which Is attached. On May 211 1940 our letter of May 18 was
acknowledged by Lt. Ool. John A. Baird, photostatic copy No. .5 of .which is
attached.

Referring to the above paragraph where' mention Is made of contacts with
the tarlous de jiamerits. onJne 15. 1M4 TA . 0OA. George Spann wrote to us
In' reference to anf industrial survey- whcb6 had been made in April 1139, of our• it
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company, and expressed the statement that we were li'ted for the procurement
of tertain textiles in the event of national emergency. At that time It was
suggested that A textile technologist, Mr. John Lester Green, visit our plant.
A photostatic copy No. 0 of Lieutenant Colonel Spant's letter Is attached.

On June 17, 1940. we wrote to I. Col. George F. Spayn telling him that we
would be pleased to have their textile technologist visit our plant on' or about
June 20. Also, that we would look forward to his visit, gladly being of any
service possible. On July 12, MaJ. A. II. Proctor, of the War Department, wrote
us that due to an unusually heavy schedule their technologist would be unable
to reach our firm until some future date which proved to be July 25. Photo-
static copy No. (A.

At the time of Mr. Green's survey, becau-e of our profound Interest in
national defense, he advied that we go on record In the War Department
offering our services. A photostatic copy No. 7 of this letter is attached.

The Quartermaster Supply Office definitely attempted to place us In some
source of aid. An additional letter dated August 10, 190, frol Lieutenant
Colonel Proctor asked us if we were not in a pusitioit to manufacture rubber
Items mentioned In his letter. Unfortunately, however, we could not do any-
thing to nslst him though we continued to express our desire to be of such
an advisory standing.

On October 21, 1040, we again wrote to Lieutenant Colonel Proctor stating
that we believed there would be many n4eessitles which would be classified
as nuliance Items. To clarify this we were referring to products definitely
needed, but not In quantities large enough to warrant competitive companies
bidding on them. In this letter it might also be Interesting to have on record
the folliwing quotation:

"I fully appreciate that sonue of the items mentioned above may not be In
your department, posibly in the .Medical Corpms. but I believe that this whole
matter can be summed up in a few word.-. In my staff and myself there are
several years of rubber experience repre-sented. If some matter reac-hes your
attention in which we might cooperate by offering our Individual and un-
divided attention, I am positive that the near future will fiAnd us an Intrinsical
part In the Defense Program of the United States of America." j

To quote from Colonel Proctor's letter ,f October 30 answering this offer of
ours, we believe the following Is self-explanatory:

"Rine your organiz-atlion Is of at unusmal nature, it *ould --em fitting thatyour recomm~endation be followed, We will eqntiniti to list you its a sourtv
of narrow rubber sheeting In our plans with the thought that should a re-
quirement come to our attention that you could handle, you will be quickly
notified."

On November 1, 1940, Lieutenant Colonel Poctor again wrote us In refer-
ence to his October 30 letter a-,ding hin to sign a schedule of p'ro-ductions which
would cover a similar entry made In their industrial nmobliizatioai plants.
Through some oversight, ur los, In transit, this schedule was not received by
Colonel Proctor and on I)ecember 5 a shedu!e requtt was ma'e quoting the
second paragraph of his letter:

"As there Is no record of Its rmxelpt and as the textile plan Is dependent on
accepted schedules, I woud e grateful for your help In signing aud ieturning
one opy of It in the enclosed self-addressed envelope which requires no postage.
The second copy ef the schedule is Intended for your flies."

Again a period of correspondence existed and in our apparently vain attempts
to asAst, in April 1941, we again suggested products that could be produced for
tie benefit of the Quartermaster Corporation. Mr. !Green, the tmchno~oglst, had
returned to our faetory making a further survey tt which time new possibilities
w.re s&wge4ed. On his return to his office we expressed our willingness to Lt.
Col. A. G. Stivens. To quite front his letter of May 1, 1941, we believe the last
paragrul,hofiis letter exprese s the ineredslig feeling tof confidence ii oar sincere
Oppli at Ions

"You (eo rest a-.ured that the s rlous thought you are giving our defense
problems and the courtesies you extended Mr. Green on his recent stay with you
are appreciated.

Signed: Lteut. Col. A. G. Sunv ,s."
On August 21, 1941, we attended the Defense Clinic in Hartford, and after

spending the full day Investigating all possibilities we finally had the pleasure
of discus-sing our problems with Captain Adams, of the Chemical Warfare Do.
apartment, Boston lrnnich. It was then suggested that there would be a definite
requirement of gas repellent clothing and that If and when appropriations were
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made, due to our factory set-up, we would be in excellent consideration for their
production. On the suggestion of Captain Adams, we wrote to -Major Whiteside,
of the executive office of the Boston Chemical Warfare D paitment giving him In
brief as clear a picture of our plant as possible. Photostatic copy No. 8 of
this letter is attached.

As a result of this letter we were advised that a Major Briel would shortly
come to our plant to make a survey. Photostatic copy No. 9 of Major 1priel's
letter Is attached. To date survey has not been made. Shortly after war was
declared, we telephoned Captain Adams and he advised us that the near ftiture
would find our plant being surreyed and at that time we expressed our desire
to also be Included as potential assemblers of gas masks. On January 5, 1942,
our president, Mr. Robert M. Blake, went to Washington endeavoring to ex-
pedite defense orders. This was done with full realization that besides the
contacts made In the past with the various reports of the War Department,
several visits to the Office of Production Management In Hartford and many
letters of correspondence with the different departments of Office of Production
Management in Washington,, such as our letter to Mr. Floyd. Odium of the
Contact Department Service fully explaining our equipment and our extreme
concern at not having yet received any defense orders. The answer to this
letter stated that we should contact their officers in Bridgeport, New York or
Hartford, all of which had been done.

Upon arriving In Washington our Mr. Blake contacted all of the departments
which might be of service. Extremely Interested in the matter of producing gas
masks, he went to the Chemical Warfare Department headquarters, seeing at that
tinW Lieutenant Colonel Rowan. He was advised that the only way the Elm City
Rubber Co. could be listed as a possible manufacturer or assembler would be
through the Boston office surveying our factory and advising them of our adapta-
blilty and availability. His attention was called to the fact that Major Briel In
Boston had promised such a survey in September 1941 and that said survey had
not yet been made. As a result of this conversation we discussed this matter with
Congressman James A. Shanley, of Connecticut. This conversation resulted in
Major Briel bqing written wad a request made to expedite the survey. Despite the
fact that the survey was not made, however, on January 7, our Arm received
notification of our names being added to the manufacturers' file of the Chemical
Warfare Department, photostatic copy No. 10 of which Is attached.

On January 9, 1942, Major Briel advised both Congressman James A. Shanley
and our company that he would be at our plant on Thorsday, January 15, copies
of both these letters are attached (copy No. 11 and No. 12).

However, on January 15 our company received a letter stating that Major Briel
was unable to keep this appointment, and up to the writing of this has yet to make
a survey of our factory.

To further show the Interest that we have taken In this problem, we believe that
the following data is worthy of consideration:

On November of 1941. our president, Mr. Robert . Blake, discussed with
Edwin L Howard, district manager of the Priorities Field Service in Hartford
the consideration of minimizing the amount of Items manufactured, but neces-
sarily In order to conserve rubber and other chemicals reured by the Govern.
meet. On December 15, 1941, Mr. Howard wrote to us suggesting that we
contact Mr. Leasing Rosenwald in Washington. Photostatic copy No. 13 of
said letter Is attached.

On December 16 we wrote to Mr. Leasing Rosenwald. Photostatic copy No.
14 of said letter Is attached.

On December 22, Edwin W. Ely,.cblef of Simpliflcations Branch of the Bureau
of Industrial Conservations answered this letter, copy No. 15 of which is
attached. Our firm having attempted to secure defense contracts for such a
long perlod'of time reading vainly Into all of the various departments felt
that we deserved some consideration and fully' realilng the crisis as a result
of our war with Japan, insofar as rubber Is concerned, we knew that something
maust be done and done immediately. Taking this Into consideration we did
not desire to have our key employees faced with unemployment. Since In the
manufacture of sheet rubber goods an extremely higher type of skilled workers
Is required and their ability and speed particularly In the assembling of gas
masks or any other rubber products, would be 'an asset to the war production
problems. With this n mind, our firm appealed to the rubber and rubber
products branch on January 8, 1941. A photostatle copy.No. 18 of this appeal
Is attached. The thought behind our appeal is expressed clearly and concisely.
definitely showing that our desire for rut br was not to stay In our present type/ /
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of rubber business but to preserve and keel) an organization together which
has been so willing to cooperate with the United States Government over a
period of years, not Just since December 7. 1941. We cannot stress any too
strongly how definite we are regarding the Importance of our type of rubber
workers. Notwithstanding this, on the basis of appeal as presented at that
time, and despite the fact that no more hardships could be thought of than being
completely put out of business, the attached photostatic copy No. 17 is in answer
to our appeal.

Despite all this, further attempts are still being made and on January 19 a
member of the Office of Production Managemnnt office In Hartford Is expected to
make a survey of our factory. Request for this survey was made on January 15,
1942, photostatic copy no. 18 of which is attached. He further will file an addi-
tional appeal, this one not to act as an aid to carry us over a period of waiting
for defense contracts, but merely hoping that we can use some of the rubber
which we possess and Is on our premises which would show a substantial loss for
us unless we could be granted this privilege. Developments of this will be
attached at a later date.

As a matter of local color to show an example of nonprofitable advice given
by various departments, on January 15 we were advised that the 0. A. 0. 0. in
Providence, R. I. was desirous of obtaining rubber gun covers On this same date
we wrote to Ralph Ostberg telling him of our desire and abilities to assist bli,.
His answer to us arrived stating that he knew nothing about the matter as yet
since no appropriation had been made to furnish said covers.

It is our contention that we have done everything humanly possible to be of
service to the national cause and that nothing but blind alleys have met our
attempt& Therefore, we hope hat this Information will prove valuable in causing
legislation which will assist not only ourselves, but many more unfortunates
fa ed with the unusual problem of being willing but not being of service.

(Photostatic copies of letters referred to are on file with the
committee.)

The CKAMMAN. Do you have anything else to present this morn-
ingl", (No response.)

Think we will probably have a meeting Monday. It is not abso-
lutely certain yeL We will certainly have one on Tuesday at 10
o'clock to take up the matter of scrap again. We will probably have
one on Monday, but the announcement will not be made until tomor-
row, so without objection the committee will recess subject to the
call of the chair.

i Whereupon, at 11 a. m., the committee recessed, subject to call.)
The following letters were submitted:)

WASRINOTON', D. C, January 19, 194*.Hon. DOYAW hi. Nzzaox,
Director, War Prod;vetfoe Board,

Washmngon, D. 0.
DrA 11L NaseoN: Reference Is made to the proposed transforming of the auto-

mobile industry to national defense production.
The serious problem confronting the various local automobile establishments

(dealerships) can be solved by the utilization of these establishments and per-
sonnel therein for mechanical and national defense training centers. These
establishments, particularly the larger ones, have a large floor space, all neces-
sary truck, automobile, and tractor repair machines and machinery, together with
shop fo h meband mechanics with long and successful direct training and experi-
ence In the assembling, repairing, fand servicing of this machinery. The War
and Navy Departments will not be able to rapidly train mechanics and machinists
for assembling, repairing, and conditioning of war machines. Neither will they
be able to have (promptly, at last) at the various Army-Navy training centers
the shop material and equipment for same. These departments will not be able
to recruit rapidly, as Army and Navy personnel, armed or unarmed, adequate
machinists and mechanics.

The employees of the large automobile production manufacturing plants are;
It Il true, specifteally and technically trained In some particular detail of auto-
mobile manufactUring and assembling; however, the repair shops of the local
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automobile establishments have mechanics with general and comprehensive
training and experience. In other words, these me-n are trained In every detail
of assembling, construction, and repairing. 'these are Iha men in these local
establishments who can best, most promptly, and most cfilelently train repair
and maintenance men for quIck road service oi various national defense motor-
vehicle mechanized equlpnmnt. These local shops, under their present efficent
management, can bring the quest and most efficient results in general motor-
vehicle mechanical and maintenance training.

This matter has been brought forcefully to my attention by lon. Walter A.
McRae, president, Florida Automobile Dealers Association, 1005 West Forsyth
Street, Jacksonville, Fla., and by Mr. Ernest A. Kopp, who Is associated with
Mr. McRae as vice president and general nftnager of the Dural Motor Co., of
Jacksonville, Fla. They have been Pord dealers, with probably the largest estab-
lishment in Florida, for the past 23 years. I take the liberty to enclose brief
prepared by these gentlemen for your further informationn in the matter. I know
that this suggestion of theirs, If applied by the national defense forces of this
country, will bring about efficiency, promptness, and the desired results for
national defense, and at the same time it will continue employment for thousands
of existing automobile emnpiAyees who may soon lose their positions.

Mr. Kopp will return from Chicago to Washington on Saturday, January 24,
and will be glad to confer with you on the 24th or the first of the following
week should you deem such conference necessary. He has no axes to grind and
Is offering this suggestion with the hope that It may be helpful to our armed
forces and our country fn general.

Awaiting your prompt advice and your suggestions, I am
Sincerely yours,

Lax OGRaz, Member of (Oongref.

WAsrniNovec, D. C., January'3, 1912.
Hon. Wat'OUT PLTMATI,

Chairman, Select Committee to condt Study aid
Inrestigation of National Defene Prbgram

Relating to Small Busincss iM the United States,
Hoee of Representatiree.

My DsAs Ms. CHA MAX: This will refer to your letter of January 21.
As you know, I have attended your hearing and I want to Congratulate you

upon the fair, intelligent, and efficient handling of this matter, particularly by
yourself aq chairman.

One of the suggestions that I would like to make, and offer herewith for filing
In the record, i, In connection with the restriction on tires, automobile,-, etc. I
concur and Join with those witnesses who have asked a full consideration for
the present and future welfare of those in the automobile business, and in their
plea for a reconsideration of some of the first orders that went into effect.

I also would like to bring to the attention of the committee what the effect of
some of these orders b; going to be If they are fully carried but In their present
form. Many Congressmen are in the same position that I am, In that In their dis-
tricts they have thousands of people who are traveling- any place from 5 to 40
miles a day to work In vital national-defense Industries. Many of these people
come from areas In which there Is no transportation of any kind except the auto-
mobile. Inasmuch as these people are highly trained In their respective vocations
and cannot be Immediately replaced, I think It is therefore necessary that arrange-
ment be made that they can and do reach their respective places of employment.
If the effect of these orders is going to be such that these people cannot get to
work, It Is self-evident that the defense of this copntry is going to be injured and
production will be lowered. When the automobiles and the tires of these auto-
mobfes wear out, these people should be given special consideration.

Certainly Immediate plans should be made aid become effective, wherein the
small business concerns of this country can participate in subcontracts for war
production, particularly where they hare the irpehinory already set up.
-,. I have advised the small business eonens..$ oy district to go to and view the
exhibits set up under Mr. Howard Hutchis In the Division of Defense Contract
DistribuHon. These small busInessmen caq there see the thousands of articles
and commodities that are need in our defense program. They then ean select
those which they cdn make. After cb 7 ectIon, they should p-o(ee at once to
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the Contract Distribution Dhislon and inwtko their applications in order that
many of them can continue In operatIon. Telie co-Aolldated effort of all of these
small business concerns wUIl add materially to prodnetion in our defense program.
After all, most of the business in the United States is made up of Site combined
small business concerns. I believe they are an a.c-et and ate now ready to go, and
can Immediately go Into production If (lits matter can be explained to them.

I request that this be made part of your record.
With many thanks for your courtesy, I am,

Sincerely yours,
LIuAuD M. M'ID. MeiAber of Congre4..

.SAN RDTAFAL, CAm.F., Dcenbcr 2. 1911.
lIon. CtjztR.cE LI",

Congrcoman from California,
Waskinglon, D. 0.

Subject: Defense Manufacturing Pool, Inc.

Dr A Coxom uAN Lm: Knowing that you are interested, I am writing to
inform you of the plight of the small buslnes man and to request your help and
efforts in their behalf.

At the request of the San Francisco office of the Office of Production Manage-
ment we have called together the machine shops and small manufacturing plants
in the counties of Marin, Sonoma, and Naps, and we have listed all the machines
and other equipment that was available for the production of national defense
items, and on a call for speed, we organized the group into the Defense Manu-
facturIng Pool, Inc, as fast as it was possible to do so. This was accomplished
over a month ago and since then nothing has happened.

After all this effort we get the reply from some defense quarters that they
cannot deal with us since we are a pool Instead of subcontractors taking sub-
contracts from a single prime contractor. Then again we get the reply that
small shops are not wanted, that larger plants can handle all the necessary
defense work. We have also been Informed that the procurement offices for
the Army and Navy will not deal with auy pools until the legal end Is taken up
and passed on by the Department of Justice to see that defense pools are not
in violation with the Sherman antitrust laws.

At the present time we are a group of 14 shops and small manufacturing
plants with some 200 machine tools. 175 first-class mechanics, and with a net
worth of approximately $800,000. We want to serve the national defense to
the best of our ability and we have the men and the equipment to do so. Repre-
sentatives from our group attended the defense clinic In San Francisco and also
Inspected the equipment on the defense train at Sacramento and observed many
items that our group can make In a satisfactory manner.

Now, If the Government needs men and machines to make equipment and
supplies why can they not utilize this group of ours who are ready and available
to serve?

With materials becoming apparently scarcer every week, eventually our shops
must close with a resultant loss to our communities and to our men unless we
can prevail upon the Office of Production Management to cooperate with us In
securing some defense work.

Manufacturing pools such as ours cannot compete In price with the larger
concerns on a good many Items but we do believe that It would be sound policy
for the Government to award a great deal of thti defense business to the smaller
manufacturers and pools regardless of the fact thit the cost would be higher,
because It would keep the men in their own corimunlties, and prevent them
from migrating to the cities where they would become a national problem and
burden after the emergency Is over.

Surely there Is some way to eliminate red tape, simplify governmental regu.
latlons, rules and laws so that this program of distributing work may be put
Into operatlon'effectively and Immediately.

Your efforts In our behalf will be very deeply appreciated.
Yours very truly, IL CL Lnm Por~,.

Dumsaa MANwAcruaneo Poot, INo
H. 8. LrTz BusN Co6, INo.
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MONDAY, JANUARY 26, 1942

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE,
SECr COMmiT TO CONDUOr A STUDY AND

INVESTIOATION OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE PRooRAM ix ITS
RMlATION TO SMALL BUSINESS IN THE UNnIm STATES,

Washinqton, D. 0.
The select committee met, pursuant to adjournment in the caucus

room, Old House of Representatives Office Building, at 10 a. in.,
Hon. Wright Patman (Texas) (chairman) presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman (Texas) (chairman), Bulwinkle
(North Carolina), Kelly (Illinois), Fitzgerald (Connecticut), Hal.
leck (Indiana) Hall (New York), and Ploeser (Missouri).

Mr. Ira Bird Kirkland, Jr., counsel for the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Lipsett, come around, please, sir. Give your name and posi.

tion and address to the reporter, Mr. Lipsett, please.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES H. LIPSETT, PUBLISHER OF THE WASTE
TRADE IOURNAL, DAILY METAL REPORTER

Mr. Lmsrrr. My name is Charles H. Lipsett, publisher of the
Waste Trade Journal and Daily Metal Reporter, 133 West Twenty-
first Street, New York.

Mr. KzLY. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question right at that
point!

The CHAPMAN. Ye&
Mr. KrILY. Were you asked to come htre to testify before this

committee?
Mr. Lnisnrr. I have a telegram here from Wright Patman, Con.

gressnan Patman, as a result of my communication to him that I
was interested in this hearing, and could probably present consid-
erable information and enlightenment on the scrap situation.

The CHAuutAN. Let me read'the two telegrams, if you don't mind.
That will make it clear for you, Mr. Kelly.

The telegram which was addressed to me January 22:
Can present facts before your committee on alleged hoarding and profiteering

in scrap Iron. Predicted shortages early last year and made recommendations
to the Offie of Production Management to cope with situation. Can en-
lighten your committee on actual situation. Await your call.

Then, in reply to that, I stated if he would be here this morning
that we would give him a hearing, and Mr. Lipsett is here.
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We have other witnesses--Mr. Lipsett, are you just a little bit
hard of hearing?

Mr. Lipsvrr. What is that?
The CHAIRMAN. Are you just a little bit hard of hearing?
Mr. LiPsvrr. Just a trifle.
The CHAIRMAN. We have other witnesses this mornig. How long

do you think it will take you?
Mr. Lrsxrr. Oh, yes. I have this memorandum. It would not

take more than 10 or 15 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you prepared a statement for the committee?
Mr. Lnuwsr. Yes.
The CHAIM1A.s-. Do you have extra copies?
Mr. LipsErr. There are several copies.
The CHARMAN. Do you have extra copies here
Mr. Lms=-rr. Yes.
The CHAIMAN. Let-me have the exti copies, if you do not mind.
Mr. Lmsrr. Shall I read it, Mr. ChairmanI
The. CHAIRMAN. Yes, Go ahead and read it. You have a state.

ment which will take you 30 minutes to read.
MI'. Lnsr. Oh, no; I read pretty fast.

'lhe CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. Lwrr. I welcome this opportunity to appear before the

committee because I am just as much interested in finding out whether
there is any hoarding in -crop iron as is the committee itself. If
there are any hoarders in scrap iron, the industry should be rid of
them and if this committee will bring to light such hoarders it will
have accomplished not only a worth-while task but will have been of
benefit to the entire scrap iron and steel industry.

There is no question but that there is a great shortage of scrap
iron throughout the United States, and it is an established fact that
some steel mills have been compelled to blow out open hearth furnace
as a result of thigh shortage. At the moment the shortage is more
acute than it has been for more than a year. It is to be hoped that
the investigation by this committee will throw light as to the definite
reasons for this shortage and place the blame ,here it belongs.

As the publisher for more than 85 years of the Waste Trade
Journal, and the Daily Metal Reporter which cover in detail such
commodities as steel, inetals, and scrap, I am thoroughly familiar
with the problems of the scrap iron and other branches of the waste
material industry. In my humble judgment the present scarcity of
scrap iron is due largely to the wrong approach to that industry by
the 0. P. M. and the 0. P. A., and to a lack of understanding of
the importance of a coordinated nationvl collection drive, and a
failure to appreciate its value.

Just about a year ago, realizing as I did then that the country was
going to be faced with a shortage of scrap iron scrap metals, waste
paper, scrap rubber, and so forth, I suggesteA to defense officials
that a national collection drive be indertaken to stimulate the col-
lection of these waste materials not only from industrial plants but
from the homes, the factories, sto res,karages, the farms, and the
automobile graveyards. - I felt convinC that such a collection drive
would bring out substantial quantities of materials which would
ultimately be needed in the defense/Iroram.

320
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In March 1941 I forwarded plans for such a collection program
to R. E. McConnell who was then chief of the Conservation Unit
of the 0. P. M., but nothing was done. In order to get some action
before it was too late I enlisted the aid of Edward R. Stettinius, Jr.,
who was then in charge of Priorities Division of the 0. P. M. On
May' 8 Mr. Stettinius advised me that he had turned over my col-
lection plan to Mr. McConnell. As a result of constant prodding
I was advised on May 19, by R. C. Allen, the consultant on ferrous
minerals and alloys to the 0. P. M that an iron committee had been
formed. Mr. Allen wrote me as follows:

The first meeting of the newly formed section on scrap Iron and scrap stetl
will be held here on Tuesday. May 27, at 10 a. m. I would be very glad if
you come. If you do. I shall try to arrange an opportunity for you to state
to the section what are your criticisms of the existing situation and what are
your recommendations for its improvement.

I appeared before the committee and presented my collection plan.
I seem to have convinced the 0. P. M. and 0. P. A. officials who
were then present of its practicability and- necessity, but the scrap
iron and steel committee apparently eaw differently.

That the 0. P. A. was in favor of a national collection campaign
is evidenced by a communication that I received from Mr. C. A.
Bishop, Special Assistant to Administrator Leon Henderson, dated
June 21, in which he said:

We can understand, to some degree, your Impatience over progress which
has been made In connection with the plan you submitted. However, as you
well know, this Division cooperated In bringing about. the consideration of
your plan from the very start.

At a time when efforts should have been made to bring out scrap
by a coordinated collection drive, there was bickering among com-
mittees lack of understanding, opposition because of selfish inter-
ests, with the result that nothing was accomplished.

Mr. IHLutiK. Right there, who was the bickering between down
there; was it between this---.

Mr. Liws-rr. A question of authority.
Mr. HALLEcK. Between the iron section and the reclamation

section?
Mr. Liws-rr. The question of authority was a very important

factor between the 0. P. A. and 0. P. M. during the first-during
the last year especially.

Mr. HAUeRiK. Now, what two committees were each claiming'to
have jurisdiction of this matter?

Mr. Lwsm-r. The 0. P. A., of course, came along with their ceiling
prices, and in conferring with them on their ceiling prices I point
out to them that some ceiling prices may necessitate coordinated
effort on collections. I I I

Mr. HArLCK. But more particularly now, you refer to the bicker-
* ing among committees, and some of that hasbeencalled to my atten-
tion. Now, I just wonder what committee" you refer to. - . ,

Mr. Lesr., Well, the committees i tould assume, woiqld be trade
committees. It is hard for me to go backand remember every Word
of disagreement which exists, except everybody had a different opinion
9n~it, There was a lack of understandinga'to its importance, eveb
amongst the waste-material men.
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Mr. H KLuwx. But here, you refer to the newly formed section on
scrap iron and scrap steel.
Mr. LM r. Ye
Mr. HALLEcK. And then down below here, you refer to the reclama.

tion division, I think it is, or the reclamation unit of the Conservation
Section. Now, were those the two?

Mr. Lumsr. As I understand it, at the meeting of the iron and
steel committee, the first meeting of that iron and steel committee, the
question-I appeared on invitation of Mr. Allen. I presented the
thought to them, or program, or reconunendation, that what will bring
out millions of tons of scrap was the immediate coordinated effort on
the part of governmental agencies with the industry to install a col-
lection program. I understand that committee did a lot of bickering
as to whether my recommendation was in line, whether they should
be interested in it and several other factors.

Mr. HAuL- . Well, you can proceed with your statement. I did
not mean to take too much time.

Mr. Lixsr-r. I took the matter up with Mr. William S. Knudsen,
* Director General of the 0. P. M., and on July 1 he wrote me as follows:

I understand from Mr. R. Hl. Meconnell, of the Conservation S&ction, that the
Reclamation Unit is at the present time working with this indtistry, and that
as sooii asu proper committee can be appointed, a plan will be completed for the
acceleration of all types of waie materials Into the market& The plan, which
you have submitted, will be reviewed again at that time.

The sum and substance of all these efforts was that the situation
was allowed to drift. The Scrap Iron Committee did not see fit to
coordinate its efforts with other groups, because such efforts might
have brought out not'only scrap iron but waste paper, scrap rubber,
rags, scrap metals, and so forth. Te only explanation offered for
thge allure to push a Nation-wide collection program was that given
me by Mr. Lotuis J. Borinstein who at that time was affiliated with the
0. P. M., and who was in charge of the Scrap Iron Committee.

I know Mr. Borinstein was there when I appeared before Mr. Allen's
committee and presented the thought of a coordinated program.

On July 7 he wrote me as follows:
Our committee, as appointed by 0. P. M., was directed to consider your

plan and to report back. Our~cop;nttee at that tpe included three representa-
tives of steel nills. These men said they knew something about scrap Iron
and steel but nothing whatsoever about any other kind of scrap material.

Of the five dealer representatives, two said they knew only about scrap Iron
and steel and nothing about other grades.

Our committee, as constituted and appointed as a Scrap Iroa and Steel
Committee," made Its report as it did as it believed it was not competent to
treat with any other grade of scritp.

The suminer months of 1041 were the logical ones in which to have
intensified a collection program so as to avoid a situation such as has
developed this winter and which is now creating so much concern not
only to the steel mills but to the Government as well, because scrap
iron and. othor w1dAW mateifils are esential to our war industry.
They are a vital raw material needed to replace virgin materials of
which there is also an extreme shortage.

The present shortage which has giten rise to the many charges of
hoarding became manifest in the n)lddle of August. On August 11

I,
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I wrote to Mr. R. C. McConnell, Chief of the Conservation Unit of
0. P. M., pointing out to him that--

We are already confronted with a serious scarcity of raw materials, and It
will be a pity If there be any further delays. If any action Is to be taken, It
should be taken Immediately.

It was not until I enlisted the aid of Price Administrator Leon
Henderson that the Nation-wide collection effort really got under way
late in the fall. The daily and the trade press began to take up
the cry for a Nation-wide collection drive. The Wall Street Jour-
nal, in its issue of December 6, pointed out that the real solution
to the scarcity depended upon timely governmental help which-
should take the form of a national appeal to householders, farmers, everyone,
to Join In a Government-led and directed campaign to salvage scrap from every
backyard and corner lot. Defense offlilsi applaud the Idea, but have begun
no campaign. Now one Is promised. But, say the steel makers, It may be too
late to be completely effective.

It was only on January 13, 1912, that Lessing J. Rosenwald, the
present chief of the Bureau of Industrial Conservation, made public
the fact that 16 States and the District of Columbia had completed
organizations of Salvage for Victory committees under the sponsor-
ship of the Bureau of Industrial Conservation.

IThave traced at great length the development of the national col-
lection drive which is now in progress because I feel fully convinced
that the present shortage either would never have developed or would
not have become as serious as it is, had those in power had sufficient
foresight to realize what was in store for us, and had they taken the
proper steps early last year

There are still millions of tons of scrap iron lying about idle on
farms, at plants and stores, in shops. in garages, at auto-wrecking
plnts and in dhe 20,000,000 homes throughout the United States.
It Is this scrap which is now needed to alleviate the shortage. It is
this scrap which will come out as the result of the intensified collec-
tion drive on a Nation-wide scale that is now beginning to make some
headway.

Of the 16 States tlut have been organized for an intensive col-
lection drive, there are only 2 where the work of the collection
committee has reached a stage that scrap and waste materials are
beginning to flow more freely. 'Reports reaching me from these 2
centers show that there has been an improvement in the collection
of scrap and waste materials of 20 percent to 30 percent in the past
few weeks, and this improvement has been felt from the collector
right up to and including the large dealers who ship to the steel
mills.

I am inclined to believe that the rest of the Nation will be organ.
ized by the early part of the coming summer and from then on there
should be stpateral increase in the flow of scrap and waste materials
into the hifhdsoof consumers. The unfortunate thing is that so much
valuable tinfe lik been lost and which cannot be recaptured.

I am of the opinion that the farms can be made to yield between
2,000,000 and 3,000,000 tons of scrap iron through a Nation-wide
effort, In addition, millions of tons will be garnered from indus.
trial plants, homes, stores, auto graveyards, and so forth, and in
addition there will be brought out thousands of tons of scrap rubber,
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waste paper, and scrip metals which are also needed at the present
time.

Tile CHAIRMAN-. Just a moment. It occurs to me that you have
indicated that there is very little scrap available in the country. The
few millions of tons that you suggest here as possibly being available
represents such a small percentage of what is needed annually in this
country. -.

Mir. Lismr. I understand that, Congressman. You see, there is
a larger percentage of scrap that flows on its way ordinarily from
the industrial plants and the railroads. I might say that the rail-
roads probably furnish us with about 30 percent of our scrap iron;
the industrial plants probably furnish its 30 percent more.

These other sources are the bidden soures, the farms, the auto
graveyards the home, the general collection program. They prob-
ably furnish also about 25 or 30 percent of the scrap. and it is that
scrap that is hidden or that is i-emote or that is hard to get at, or
that has been overlooked.

Mr. HAuLL'x. Might I intervene, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRM-N. Yes. Go ahead.'
Mr. HALLECK. As a matter of fact, isn't it true that. this country

was exporting scrap right up through 19--well I won't name the
year-until very recently?

Mr. Lirsm'r. Correct.
Mr. HALLE-CK. In tremendous quantities-and exporting that wrap

when the steel manufacturers of the country were pointing out the
danger inherent in developing a scarcity of scrap material, scrap iron,
and steel that we now have?

The CHAIR3MAN.. Wasn't it better, though, to export that scrap
which I understand is very small compared to the large amount o
scrap, than to be denied our source of rubber; in- other words, our
entire-rubber reserve has been accumulated during this period of
time, while we were permitting Japan to have some scrapt

M1r. LiPs-rr. Well, I can explain that, gentlemen in this way:
First, there is the ordinal trade relations that we iave with for-
eign countries where, in order to keep harmony, and I think we have
got to go back as to the reasons that Germainy and Japan give as
to why they are going to war. They aie going to war because. the
raw materials of tile world is closed'up to them, so, as I say, there
are sort of inter-trade relations we are faced witl, probably export-
Ing scrap steel at the same time ne~w steel was going to those same
countries in various forms, and other metals, copper was going to
those same countries.

Now, I will also give the other side of it.
The Cn-m.- iw. Well, you do not mean to say that you can cut

off other countries and then continue to get everything you want
from them? I,

Mr. Lsrrr. No; I say you are right on that, but I will give you
another side to it. .,

During the last 2 years, when scrap was at a pretty. bigh value,
or fair value, and there was tenseness on the war situation, we should
have been-probably been--a'little bit. more cautious in realizing that
that scrap is going to be needed hire, but like a great many other
things in this war picttire, we just were careless of many things.
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The CHAIRMAN. Would you say it was careless? You see, rub-
ber was more important to us thani scrap iron.

Mr. Lipsm'r. That is right.
The CHAIRM.AN. Wasn't it far better to let then have the small

amount of scrap that we did, and import a million tons of rubber
in 1 year?

Mr. Lipsr'f. That is right. I say that was one of the reasons the
change of this datc-I go back prior to this, 2 'ears-4ecause the
exports from the United States, not only to Japan, but Germany,
Italy, has been going on pretty effectively, for 10 years.

Prior to that time-if you 'gentlemen are interested--the reason
scap was exported was because the price on our southern coast lines,
oi the Pacific coast and on the Gulf coast down to Florida, Texas,
Louisiana, was so low that it did not pay them to ship that stuff
up to the north, to the northern steel mills.

It paid them to accept export orders; otherwise that stuff would
have been laying there rotting away.

The CHAI MAN. In other words, the freiglit rates compelled them
from an economic standpoint to send it to foreign countries and sell
it there I

Mr. Lissr. That is right.
The CH.,iimt.%. Rather than sell it in our own country?
Mr. LIPSMT. To give an illustration of it, the freight rate of scrap

from Massachusetts-the nearest large market is Bethlehem. It is
somewhere in the neighborhood of about close to $4 a ton. They
were able to export the scrap from Boston, put it on lighters, have the
lighters put it on a steamer, have that steamer.go to Danzig, Ger-
many, unload it on lighters, take it up the canal to the steel mills
for $3 a ton.

The CiLRmA.N. So every incentive, according to the situation
which we have set up here ourselves in freight rates, was in the
interest of the man "selling the scrap to export rather titan sell
it domestically?

Mr. Lu, s-i. That is right.
The CIhARM1AN. Go ahead.
Mr. Liprsmr. It is my firm conviction that the automobile grave-

yards can be made tq yield from 3.000,000 to 4,000,000 tons of scrap
iron this year if the owners of these graveyards can be compelled
to dismantle cars that are older than 5 vears. Mr. Rosenwald's recent
action, I think, will assure the wrecking of such cars and the dis-
posal of the scrap.

This committee is vitally interested in the small businessman.
There are about 200,000 peddlers and collectors in the waste-material
industry who constitute small businessnien. A great many of them
have been driven out of the scrap -iron and waste business.because
they find it unprofitable to carry on their work in spite of the lublic
opinion of big profits in buying scrap.

The Iron Age, in its issue of January 1, 1942, commenting.on this
situation, said:

Meanwhile scrap collecting personnel In those areas has been slowly disinte-
grating. The attraction of wages paid by war Industries and the general uneer-.
tainty of the scrap business has seriously depleted the ranks of collectors, and
dealers' yards.

74093*--2-vol . -
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The Wall Street Journal, in its issue of January 5, commenting
on the same situation, points out that-

The complaint in many sections of the country is that the men who previously
had gathered scrap from homes, farms, etc., were no longer interested in this
work because of the lower prices they were receiving on their collections.
These men are said to have secured employment In defense plants and there
were no others to take their places In this work.

Without the activity of the 200 000 small collectors and peddlars,
there cannot and will not be sufficient scrap iron or other waste
materials collected with which to supply the needs of steel mills,
paper mills, copper refiners, rubber reclcaimers, woolen mills, and so
on down the list.

This committee will render a distinct public service if it not only
unmasks thi boarders but also makes the entire country scrap con-
scious so that the hov -ewife, the storekeeper, the garageman, and the
farmer, will bring uat every bit of scrap and waste that may be
lying about their premises and make this material available to the
industries that need them.

I am inclined to believe that there has been considerable confusion
in the use of the terms "hoarder." I believe that the term has been
used when the proper word should have been "scarcity." At the
present time there is a serious scarcity of copper, lead. zinc, tin, pig
iron, crude rubber, aluminum, semifiuished and finished steel prod
ucts, but there have been no accusations of hoarding aga ins the
industries that produce these commodities.

Similarly, there is a serious shortage of scrap iron, and the short-
age mmy opinion, is not the result of hoarding by the industry as
such. Among 200,000 peddlars and collectors and among 20,000
dealers there probably are some who are not doing the right thing
either through stupidity, ignorance, avarice, or lack of patriotism.
But the vast majority of collectors and dealers in my opinion are
patriotic and are doing all they can to bring out scrap and waste
materials.

Trade papers that are in close touch with the scrap-iron industry
whose reporters visit scrap-iron yards daily, find no hoarding o
scrap. The magazine Steel, which is a reputable publication, in
its issue of January 5, 1942, in discussing the present shortage of
scrap iron, explains the situation as follows:

Outlook for 1942 seems serious, inasmuch as supply from other than industrial
and raillroad sources has been well combed and will yield less tonnage than
during 1041. The fact seems to be that intensified steel production has outrun
scrap supply and the country does not yield sufficient to supply the need.

The Daily Metal Trade, in its issue of January 23, 1942, reporting
from Cincinnati, says:

Tonnage passing through hands of dealers and brokers L smaller than in
December. The market is about ready to discount the effects of the holidays and
,t)tsto .weather,.and lis . the smnalltr collectlbns to exbaustion of some scrap

urem temporsrtiy at least.

The'Wall Street Journal, in its issue of January 9, 1912, says:
It Is always difficult to gather scrap durlnX the severe winter months. For

that reason the normal procedure in the past was to collet on a large scale before
the cold weather set in.

The practice of accumulating a scrap ln'entory was not possible last year.
Wolections were not sufficient to take care of the requirements for the continued
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high rate of steel ingot production. More scrap was consumed than was being
received at the furnaces, and steel makers had to dig into their stock piles.

The NeW York Times, in its issue of January 11, reporting from
Chicago, says:

Cold weather has reduced the scrap Inlustry'a production. Drastic reduction
of motorcar output has discouniged scrapping of older cars and has reduced the
amount of scrap from automobile plants during the transition from automobile
to arms production.

The Wall Street Journal, in its issue of January 5, discussing the
pre-sent scrap shortage, says:

That the Office of Production Management realizes the seriousness of the
situation Is Indicated by preliminary steps for a campaign of collections. The
criticism among steel men Is tht such action should have bceu taken months ago
when the gathering would not have been Interfered with by unfavorable winter
weather. It Is possible that heavy snows will interrupt any campaign now
under way.

The cry' of "hoarding" was heard way back in July. As the pub-
lisher of industrial trade papers I was vitally interested as to whether
there was any justification for such accusations so that the guilty
parties might lie exposed and punished. I made my own personal
survey through our staff that visits practically every scrap-iron yard
throughou thfe United States. That survey was made in Jul.y and
the early part of August. It showed that the 525 dealers investigated
by my staff carried a total of 170,956 tons on August' 1,1941; as odm-
pared vith 369,340 tons on December 31, 1040, showing reduction in a
period of 7 months of about 50 percent.

This personal canvass dovetails closely with that which is now
made periolically by the Bureau of Mines of the United States
Department of the Interior. The Bureau, in its report number 7,
shows that at the end of September 1940 the consumers carried a
stock of purchase and home scrap totaling 0,993 000 tons, and at
the end of September 1941 that stock had been reduced to 5,716,000
tons, a decrease of only 18 percent.

The comparative figures are contained in report number 13 that
was issued by the Bureau on January 6, 1942. The same two reports
give the dealers' stock of scrap iron as of the end of September 1940,
as 1,601,064 tons, and at the end of September 1941, 799,168 tons,
a decrease of 50 percent.

My recent survey made by the reporting staff of the Waste Trade
" Journal shows that since September 1941 up to about a week ago,

there has been a further reduction in stocks thatt are carried by the
majority of scrap iron yards. You must bear in mind that a certain
amount of scrap must it all time be in the large yards, because such
scrap constitutes the working stock of the yards. The scrap that
reaches the yards is a mixture of all kinds of materials, that have
to be sorted out according to certain grades to meet the specifications
of steel mills and foundries.

Not only is sorting necessary, but a griet deal of th mateial must
be prepared by breaking it up or cutting it to appropriate sizes for
use by the consumers. A scrap pile in a yard does not therefore
necessarily mean hoarding. In most instances it means that it is
being worked on. I am convinced that there is no hoarding of pre-
pared scrap by the industry as a whole, and that where there is
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hoarding it constitutes isolated cases and these violations should be
dealt with.
- The trouble has been that there have been many accusations of
hoarding, some of which have been turned over to the Department
of Justice, but to the best of my knowledge there have been no
prosecutions, and without prosecutions there can be no conviction.

The result is similar to having a man indicted and never going to
trial, which leaves the indictment hanging over him without giving
him an opportunity of proving his innocence. Where you- have
200,000 businessmen in an industry and they are mostly peddlers
and collectors, and where you have 20,000 dealers, there are bound
to be some who will evade the law.

They should be ferreted out and be driven out of the industry,
but. that is no reason for maligning the entire industry.

The steel industries consumed 59,600,000 tons of scrap iron in
1941, and of that total the scrap-iron industry supplied approxi-
mately 27500,000 tons. That was a new high record in the history
of the industry. For 1942 the scrap-iron industry is expected to
furnish 82,000,000 tons of scrap and that tonnage will only be pos-
sible if the national collection campaign which is now under way
receives the aid and the encouragement of every Government agency,
both Federal and State. I believe that when the new price-control
bill is enacted into law it will have teeth that will prevent hoarding.

All scrap-iron dealers are now compelled to file monthly inven-
tory reports with what used to be the 0. P. . and is now the War
Production Board. Falsification of such reports is punishable under
law. Let the guilty oies be punished, but let's not throw mud at
an entire industry and discourage those who are in it at a time whenwe need every dealer, collector, and peddler to bring out more srap.

We want every one of the.e businessmen, and there are fw0,O0
of them, to participate in their State or local collection campaign
that are now under way and which are being stimulated to greater
activity by Lessing Rosenwald, Chief of the Bureau of Industrial
Conservation. The daily work of these collectors and peddlers, what
with the accusations of profiteering, hoarding, direct dealing, civic
collection drives and so forth, is not only becoming more difficult,
but more unproAtable. Without them there cannot be an ad uate
supply of scrap iron and other waste materials that are need for
our war efforts. We must keep them on the job unless we wish to
run the risk of making the situation this year infinitely worse than
it was in 1941.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions,' Major?
Mr. BuLwJNKL!. Not now.
The CHmmAN. Mr, Halleckt
Mr. HIAuXCK. I see that Mr. Edward C. Barringer is the executive

secretary of this Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel. Is that the
organization of the scrap industry "

Mr. Lwsm. Yes, sir; it is.
Mr. HALLECK. Well, do you suppose that Mr. Barringer could

give us any idea of what the industry has done, and can dol
Mr. Luarmr. I believe Mr. Barringer could be a very valuable

witness. /
Mr. HALEz. That is all.
The CHAnmiAN. Mr. Kelly. iiJ
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Mr. KELY. Not at this time, Mr. Chairman.
The CHARMAN. Mr. Fitzgerald.
Mr. Frnzmo w. I would like to ask one question.
It was testified here last week that $2 a ton was a handsome price,

that was testified to by the Office of Price Administration, that $20
a ton was a handsome price.

Mr. Lipsrrr. Yes.
Mr. FrzoERLD. What is your opinion of thatI
Mr. Lirssr. WVell, now, here is a diversified opinion on that. I

believe that $20 for scrap steel delivered Pittsburgh, in the industrial
sections, sy east of the Mississippi River, is a fairly good price.

The question arises, of course, of remote scrap and the 0. P. A. had
to recognize that, and they made an f. o. b. price in some of the south-
ern andwestein States, I believe it was $15 a ton, so that any mill from
Pittsburgh who wants to pay $10 or $15 a ton freight, can bring that
scrap out and pay f. o. b. $15 there.

You have the same situation on top of it. There are two views on
this thing, conflicting views, and I do not want to go on record that I
am approving of either one. You have 12-cent price on copper.

Mr. J rrzoRALD. Now, we are talking about steel. Let us talk about
steel and the scrap.

Mr. Lipsmrr. All right. I have the same illustration. I am giving
an illustration where there may be scrap iron which may cost W to
bring out. Are we willing to pay $40 a ton for that particular scrap;
and to get it out, and get it to the steel mills? There are such things
as wrecks, ruined mines, where yoti have got to bring it in 20 miles,
where the cost of transportation is $15 a ton.

Mr. FrrzontAw. Don't ou think that one reason why some scrap
is not being brought out, is the difference between $20 a tonI

Mr. Lis,:ft. That particular percentage--%hat particular percent-
age is not being brought out. How big the percentage" is is something
that is to be considered-it probably is a very important percentage.

Again, I illustrate the same thing in metals. The Government rec-
ognized that situation in metals. They know that there are high cost
mines where they cannot produce copper at 12 cents, so they said, all
right, to these high-cost mines we will pay 17 cents. -Ve want that
copper. That is 6 cents over the fixed price to the majority of produc-
tion now in scrap and waste materials.

I am not only presenting the problems of scrapron, you get the
same theory on scrap rubber, and that is going to be career than hell
this year. You have the same problem on waste paper and other scrap
and waste materials that are today equal to virgin material in their
need, in their use.

Now, it is a collectible article. It is*a question who can afford
to go to Tom Jones' farm 30 miles away and put on a lot of junk
there, a few hundred pounds of waste paper, a few hundred pounds
of iron, 20 or 30 pounds of metal, 50 or 100 pounds of rags, a couple
of old tires--who can afford to go there, pay money for it, and bring
it out. That is the serious thing. That is what we call remote scrap.

The CHAIRMAN. May I suggest that the point that yon are bring-
ing out is very important in this whole program? In the hearings
on the price-control bill it developed that copper can be produced
and a profit made by most of the companies at 12 cents per pound.

Mr. LiPs-rr. Yes, sir.
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The CIHAIMA.,. There is, however, a small p41rcentage, we will say
10 percent, that will have to have 18 and 20 and 30, and maybe 4b
cents a pound, but the point is they expect to get that copper re-
gardless of cost, because it is a strategic and critical material.

Now, it is better to give a higher price for 10 percent than to risk
the chances of great inflation by increasing the 90 percent up to that
hig price, so that is the whole theory of price control.

Mr. Lrsmrr. I understand that.
The CHAIRMAN. The whole theory of price control is to fix a price

that is reasonable for a majority, and then have the power to bring
the other in by giving a higher price.

Mr. Lipsmrr. I understand that, Mr. Chairman, because I have sat
in on most of those price hearings, and we were also interested in
copper.

TIhe CHAIRMAN. Any other questions, Mr. Fitzgerald I
Mr. Lrsn'rr. I understand that thoroughly, and the same situation

exists on waste paper, cn scrap iron, on old rubber, on woolen rugs,
on any other scrap commodity. It is a raw material, necessary to
make the material for the war needs.

Now on any one of those the price set-up of the 0. P. A. may be
perfectly logical and sensible and workable on a certain percentage
of that material, like say 90 percent, but it is that 10 percent that we
need in remote areas that has got us worried. How can we bring
that out?

The CHAUMAN. Well, it should not worry us. We should just
pay more.
* Now, the buy and sell provision in the price-control bill that will
be up today, and was agreed to in conference, is a provision for the
sole and only purpose of taking care of the very situation that you
are outlining, and when that bill becomes a law then the Price Ad-
ministrator may use public funds to pay more money for remote
materials.

Mr. Lnrfr. Well, I thi,'k in my memorandum I pointed out the
fact that the price control may help to remedy the situation.

The CHAIRMAN. It will help, that is the object of the buy-and-sell
provision.

Mr. Lnsm. It is a problem. During the last war I was on the
War Industry Board in charge of several scrap committees, second-
ary metal committees. Of course, the price was so high then this
problem did not come up. There was not that serious scarcity which
exists now. We had a price on copper that was 37 cents a pound.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions, Mr. Fitzgeraldt
Mr. FrrzomAw. I would like to ask him, following along his

thought there-do you believe that all the scrap now tMat is avail-
able, but the remote scrap, is collected?

Mr. Liprsef. Yes; because it is very competitive. These men are
in business. If they do not go out and buy up a little stuff every
day-4he small peddlar buys little stuff the large dealer will buy
a hundred tons or fifty tons-he is not doing business. He is there
to do business. It is collected, but I o believe, if you go into this
further, I say you may find isolated cases where some dealer is
holding unnecessarily quantities of kcrap iron that probably should
be pushed on the market, to reach the mills.
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Well, that is a job for the 0. P. M. and the 0. P. A. and they
can do it. They can control that situation. They have regulations
there to see that that material keeps moving along on a reasonable
basis, but I say, that is the isolated case; the rank and file scrap iron
yards are pretty well depleted.

The CHAIRMAN,. But they do not have the power to pay that
higher price.

Mr. Lipsrr. No; they have not got the power to pay the higher
price.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the reason that that particular provision
of the price control bill is absolutely necessary.

Mr. Lu'sarr. Now, may I get one more point on the record. I
noticed in your evidence on Friday, there was a lot of confusion
on-in the early stages of the price violations, I refer to the 0. P.
A.-on the fact that when a price was violated, first they just said a
dealer in Chicago has been asked to refund his overcharges.

I told them that that reflected against every dealer in Chicago.
I said, we demand names. I said, "You are not accomplishing any-
thing except throwing a stone at 500 dealers in Chicago. Let us
know whether it is John Smith in Chicago or Tom Sones." My

Wrucmendation apparently has influenced them to change it,. I go
a step further. I made that recommendation to them. Thy pil-
lorize a scrap man. He is told by the steel men to go out and pay
the price. They have had steel mill men come down to the 0. P. A.
todefend the scrap man, who said, "I told them to pay that price."

But the steel mill mail was not mentioned, was not pillorized, but
the scrap man is pillorized. We had a situation where two dealers
from Kansas City-they brought with them the president of the
Sheffield Steel Co., who happened to be down, I believe that time--I
do not want to say they brought him with them, but he happened to
be here, where the question came up that the scrap iron, due to the
differentials that they carried-here is the St. Louis price, here is
the Kansas City price.

Well, it suddenly changed the flow of the scrap in other directions
to a higher market. The Kansas City mills, the Kansas City steel
mills suddenly found that the scrap that they used to get from their
territory was going to St. Louis because the fellows could ship to
St. Louis and get 80 cents a ton more. So they told the two or three
brokers to go out and get that scrap, pay the higher price.

Those brokers paid thl higher price, got them the scrap, were
called on the carpet by the 0. P. A and of course they were pillorized
in the newspaper, but the steel mill was not affected in any way.

Mr. Kxuy. What steel mill did that?
The CIIAIRMAx. The Sheffield, the Sheffield steel mill.
Mr. LtPsmr. Sheffield steel mill the story as I get it. Now, you

got the same situation and many others.
The CHADIIAN. That doesn't sound just right to me. I mean, I am

not questioning what you say, of course I am not questioning that
at all but I cannot understand why one in the Government service
would condemn a scrap dealer who was compelled to lay a higher
price at the insistence of the mill. Who handled that in 0. P. A.?

Mr. Lwsurr. I really would not know which one in 0. P. A., prob-
ably enforcement.
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The ClHtIRMAN. Well, since you have brought the information to
us, if you can I hope you will furnish us the name.

Mr. LirsrEr. Possibly due to the fact, Congresman, that the e igu-
lations may iead that the man who sells only is the one that they
take under control, and that is the dealer, the seller of scrap iron, tile
buyer and seller of scrap iron. The steel mill does not come in that
category, so they let'hin out of the picture.

The C.61MIR3AN. It is very unusual for one connected with the Gov-
erunient, to pick out someone like that and condenni him, without
showing the extenuating facts and circumstances

Mr. Lnesrrr. So their problem of ceiling prices could be controlled
much better, or would help much better if they enforced it amongst
the consumer of scrap ivon and the paper mill Wvho buys waste paper.

Mr. FrrzoEAiz. One more that I would like to ask him. You said
about a year ago you submitted a pamn for the collection of this -crap
that is out.

Mr. Lp-srr. Yes.
Mr. FrrzoutwAL. Would you briefly tell the committee what the plan

waste
Mr. Liuserr. WVell, tile plan is more or less based on the pieent pro.

gram that the Conservation Section is going under to organize groups
and committees in each State, city, to salvage markets either through
State or through the conservation section in each city, locality, com-
munity, to coordinate the interest of every dealer, collector, civic
groups, charity organizations, with the publicity that can go with it,
radio broadcasting, newspaper publicity, as to the importance of scrap,
urging everyone to bring it out. Tlhey are following that plan now.

Mr. FrrziaL.D. Let me go a little bit further. I can see where small
paper, or small scrap, can be handled by hand, but what is your plan to
go in and get the big scrap that is in deserted mills, sawmills, and that
is too big to handle by handI

Mr. Lxrsrr. That is a question of price. That isa question of price.
Mr. Frrzoa.mtw. Civilians cannot do that, can theyI
Mr. Ltpsrr. No.
Mr. Frr-zaw." That would have to be done by the industry itself?
ir. Lirsrrr. That is right.
Mr. FrzoF ALD. It requmre.s equipment, and it requires trained men.
Mr. Lipsm-r. That is-right.
Mr. F-FLoERAW. So you are offering no solution to that outside of

maybe higher price?
Mr. Li'arr. Maybe a higher price.
Mr. FnZERAL. To get it out, and then when you get most of the

scrap the hea scrap, it is not the small scrap, it is the serai, as I
said afore, which would take acetylene cutters and derricks and
equipment to get it out.

Mr. Lwsz-rr. The best explanation I can make of that, is that there
ire thousands of wrecks, ruis, old factories, which should be disman-
tled which have boilers, engines, old machinery; now, the salvage price
of tiat based on the prment price of scrap may be $5,000 to the scrap
man. The fellow won't sell it, due to the fact that he thinks the price
is too low. If the scrap man can offer $6,000, $? 000, or $8,000 for that,

* it may be sold and therefore bring the scrap on tile market, but. there is
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where your ceiling price on scrap interferes, as that is all tie scrap is
worth.

The CRAnMAN. Are there any other questions, gentlemen I
Mr. Bu wiNKL& I want to know something tabout how this busi-

ness is conducted. For instance, what is the place of the brokers in it ?
Mr. Liussrr. Well, all righl. I will have to start at the foundation in

the industry.
Mr. BULWtNKLE. That is what I want you to give me.
Mr. Lirsnr. There are three sources of scrap. One is the rail-

roads--that is, three major sources--one is the industrial plants, and
the other is the collecting from homes, farms, stores, and so forth.
The collecting end is hundreds of thousands of peddlers and collectors
and charity organizations who also step into the picture and pick
up waste paper and rags, and so forth. The collector sells his mate-
rial to what we call a retail junk shop, a retail dealer who probably
buys from 10 or 20 or 50 collectors. He buys everything-waste
paper, iron, metal, rags, and so forth. He assorts them or separates
them. Now, he sells his metal to what we call wholesale metal
dealers.

Mr. BuLwiNKLm. Do you mean the junk shopI
Mr. Lirszrr. To the wholesale metal dealer; he sells his iron to

a wholesale iron dealer, and his waste paper to a wholesale dealer,
and so forth.

Now, these wholesalers, some of them are called a large dealer to
the point of where they may do business direct with tle mill; they
may sell in carload lots direct to the mill, or they may also sell to
what we call a broker. In scrap iron there is a broker element.

The steel mill prefers to take one man and give him an order for
10,000 tons of scrap steel to be delivered in say 30 to 60 days instead
of going around the market, buying it. from "a hundred others, and
creating a decision amongst the hundred to raise the price on hini.
He has found it sound andeconomic to give his business to one broker
who knows the market, and so forth. That man biys from a hundred
other wholesale scrap iron dealers. h'lhat broker buVs from the rail-
roads to fill that mill order. That broker buys front large industrial
plants to fill that order. Some industrial plants produce scrap into
thousands of tons. Now, that is the proper flow of the material. -

Mir. BtiLwiNxL " Now, then, the collector sells to the junk shop.
What. is the profit. that the junk shop makes on it, and how I

Mr. Ltpszrr. You have seen the type of person that engages in col-
lecting. They just barely make a living out of it. You will find
more collectors when times are bad and they cannot get jobs else-
where. When times atre good and jobs are available you ind very
few collectors, because the thing does not pay most of them, except to
give them a nigger living. The retail shol) probably makes a good

out of it, like the small grocery store or the small retail businesswould.
Mr. BUrLWjIKLie. Do they sort this material I
Mr. LirsriT. They sort this material and sell it to wholesale dealers,

and then the wholesale dealer, of course, his profits are larger. He
buys from large industrial plants. lie does wrecking. His profits are
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more extensive. He openites big yards, big presses, hydraulic presses,
electric presses, and so forth, acetylene torches. He will bid on a
wrecking job, and he either sells direct to the mill or in turn sells
direct to the broker. Some brokers operate a yard practically, they
operate as both wholesaler and broker. In other words, they prepare
their own scrap and sell it to the mill and buy from other dealers to
fill a big order from a steel mill or foundry, whatever the case may be.

Mr. BUL1w1MZ. What is the usual charge the brokers make on itI
Mr. Lrrsm-r. Fifty cents a ton.
Mr. BuLWINKL. What is the usual charge the wholesalers make

on it?
Mr. Lirxrr. There is where it is a question. He has to gamble a

great deal. He will buy a wrecking job and pay a certain sum for it,
and either he is going to make some money on it or lose some money
on it. There is an element of risk there, an element of gamble to the
trade at large. He will buy iron and figure on it costing him about
$3 to $4 a ton, and assort, prepare and assort, and so forth. In getting
it to the market he has got to figure whatever cost there is in preparing
the scrap, and add onto it whatever profit he thinks he is entitled to.

Mr. Bu w xsL. Well, have you heard of many instances in which
the wholesalers refused to sell to the broker for the price that he
offered

Mr. IAPEI. Oh, yes.
Mr. BuLwiNmK . Mani of them?
Mr. Lrpa'rr. No; not many. There are few amongst the lot. There

are 20,000 wholesalers, I have got to admit that there are 50, 100, or
some percentage that are unpatriotic. I mean you will find them in
any line of business. .
Mr. BULWINKLE. Now, then, how many junk shops are retailers?
Mr. Lwsvrr. How many are what?
Mr. BumWINKL. Junk retailers, we will call them.
Mr. LUgsrr. Junk shops at least ten to fifteen thousand ju)k shops,

about five to ten thousand large wholesale establishments, and the
question of eiling prices--you will find in today's paper the criticism
of the wholesale steel scrap jobber who says the present ceiling of
prices is not high enough for him to make a profit. I mean there is
no crime in saying the price is low or the price should be higher. It
is a matter of opinion in approaching this collection program, men
that I figured were authorities in the trade, and the confusion was
tremendous as it has been in other things relating to this war. Leaders
in the industry too. You cannot collect a pound. The price will turn
it down, and others who said, "'Well, nothing will help unless the Gov-
ernment steps in and coordinates this collection program and brings
in the dormant scrap." I mean, there are so many diversified opinions
on it.

The CnAOm AN. Are there any other, questions, gentlemen?
Thank you, very kindly.
Mr. Arsmrr. Mlay I correct one point I wanted to make before, and

I will be through.
The CHOiRmAN. All right.
Mr. L.sm. That the Department of Justice investigation, that

the 0. P. A. presented 15 dealers but I wrote immediately to Gins-
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berg, Mr. Ginsberg, the attorney for Henderson, presented to him the
picture of what he called combination in restraint of trade as it exists
among the scrap trade. There have not been any recommendations
from the Department of Justice, and I would like to present to you
that particular picture as to the fact that these large brokers seem to
be a combination in restraint of trade due to the fact that the lend
money to the smaller man to buy scrap on. That is absolutely cor-
rect. But that is not combination in restraint of trade. It is reversed
on merchandise. The manufacturer sells to the wholesaler and gives
him 60 days' credit, otherwise a wholesaler could not do business. The
wholesaler in his business sells to the retailer and offers to give him
credit, otherwise he could not do business.

Now in scrap you have to pay cash for what you buy. Therefore,
the peddler comes to the little retail shop and says "Mr. Jones, I am
going out today to buy scrap. I need W5." 0.K. He knows him.
"Here is $5." The retailer goes to the wholesaler and says, "Here
Jim, I need $500 this week to buy my material." He says "0. K.," and
gives it to him; on the same theory the big broker will lend several
thousand dollars to the wholesale dealers.

Mr. Pwosxn. Mr. Lipsett, there is one question I want to ask. Do
you feel that if there were a freedom of price in the scrap industry the
scrap would come in much more rapidly?

Mr. Lmazr. Freedom of price?
Mr. PLOmE . Yes; I mean, let it take its normal level, instead of

trying to fix it.
Mr. Luvsxrr. I will say you can get 90 percent of scrap, not only in

iron but in metal, waste paper, and rubber on the present ceiling of
prices, but I will also say that there is a percentage, say 10 or 15
percent possibly, that must be studied, that must be given some con.
sideration, on the same principle again that they have given that high
price of copper consideration. It is that 10 or 15 percent of scrap
that is missing, that must be brought out, and that probably requires
some sort of approach to it that will involve a higher price, or a sub.
sidy, or whatever you want to call it, to bring in that 10 or 15 percent.

The CHAmiAN. Mr. Lipsett, we have some other witnesses here.
We are grateful to you for the fine information you have given the
committee. Personally I appreciate it very much, and I know that
the other inembers of the committee appreciate it. Thank you very
much. You will be sent a copy of the printed hearing in the morn-
ing. They will be printed tonight.

fr. LPsrr. Thank you.
The CHAMMAN. And now, we have two other witnesses, Mr. Carter

and Mr. Vollar. Mr. Carter and Mr. Vollmar, just take those seats
there.

Are there any other witnesses who are supposed to be here this
morningI

Mr. Volimar is a small manufacturer from Sioux City, Iowa, and
Mr. Carter represents the National Association of Manufacturers.
He is from Boston, and lie is also on the Federal Reserve Advisory
Committee regarding credit, hnd I think he can give us some inter-
esting information.

Mr. Carter, will you give your name and your position and your
address, please.
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STATEMENT OF WINTHROP L. CARTER, CHAIRMAN OF THE
CIVILIAN INDUSTRIES COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL ASSO-
CIATION OF MANUFACTURERS, NASHUA, N. H.

Mr. CARm.. My name is Winthrop L. Carter, chairman of the
Civilian Industries Committee of the National Association of Manu-
facturers. My address is Nashua, N. H.
The President ha- called on American industry to produce in records

time the largest bill of goods in the history of the world. Obviously,
this program not only will have right-of-way on the production fa-cilities of the Nation but will require directly ard indirectly such a
large proportion of all kinds of materials as to make any planned
production of civilian goods out of the question. Furthermore, as in
the opihion of some, mass production is the only answer to speed and
cost, the small businessman, whether he is a manufacturer or a dis-
tributor, will have tremendous difficulty in surviving.

From Washington we have the question, "Can small business be
saved" My answer is very definitely "Yes." It may be severely
curtailed during the war period; some types will suffer far more than
others, but with proper planning this very important group of our
industrial economy can survive with sufficient vigor to take again its
valued position in the Nation's welfare in the post-war period.

Before developing any plans of assistance, it must be recognized
that only such plans as do not in any way ititerfere with war produc-
tion can be considered. Specifically, such plans should include:

1. Technical and financial aid in converting plants Und l:er-zonnel
to produce war orders.

2. Detailed instructions on how to qualify as a subcontractor or a
prinry bidder on war contracts.

B. minimum allocation of critical materials on a man-hour basis;
that is, give the enterprise priority which can employ the largest num-
ber of men for the longest hours on the smallest quantity of the critical
materials.

4. Finally, and most important, give a big shot in the arm to
wake up the small businessman to the fact he must do something for
himself; he cannot just sit back after registering with some Govern-
mentr bureau and wait for the orders to tumble into his lap.

And while I said, "finally," since I read this morning's paper, I want
to add a fifth: I do not. personally favor a separate division or bureau
for small businessmen. They are a part of the total economy. What-
ever is done for them must be done not only so as not to interfere with
the essential production of materials but to contribute and assist in
that prodjietion. This can best be done, in my opinion, under the
direction of the W. P. B.

Now, I could nanie a number of New England concerns in as varied
lines as marble working, wood turning, metal workers, leather novel-
ties, et cetera, who get themselves plenty of war orders as subcontrac-
tors without going near the Government.

The outlook for the civilian producer and the small businessman
can be materially improved through A* sound Government-sponsored
plan which demands for its success initiative, energy, and intelligence
on the part of the small businessman. A cooperative effort of this sort
is bound to win out.
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The CIIAIRM-A.s. Thank you, Mr. Carter..
Mr. Vollnmar.

STATEMENT OF BRYCE H. VOLLMAR, OF THE MASTER REFRIG-
ERATED LOCKER SYSTEMS, INC., SIOUX CITY, IOWA

Mr. VoJLMAR. My iame is lryce I. Vollmar. My office is in Sioux
City, Iowa, but I live 42 miles away, at Holstein, Iowa. I am vice
president of the Master Refrigerated Locker Systems. I operate seven
locker plants in small towns of 2,500 or less population. 1 also have a
half intemst in this factory which manufactures steel lockers which go
into frozen-food locker plants, and I am repisenting 4,200 operators of
frozen-food locker plants.

The CAiRM.%,. 4,200; where are they located; all over the country
Mr. VOLL M,,. All over the United States.
The CmAnImx. You have an association?
Mr. VoIJAAs. Yes, sir.
The ChAIRM[A-. And you are privileged to speak for them before

this committee I
Mr. VCLLMAR. That is right.
I am also privileged to speak-on January 5 I was appointed on re.

frigeration and air-conditioning industry committee before the 0. P.M.
TIhe reason I am here now, I accepted the invitation to be on this

advisory committee, which is composed of 32 men, representing the
entire refrigerating air-conditioning industry, which was called into a
meeting last Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock. The week before that
I received your letter telling me to come to this committee. I left my
home which is 1,400 miles from Washington, on Sunday evening.
Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock I received a telegram in my office ad-
vising mn the meeting had been postponed for a week. IHoW they ever
expected to stop me, I don't know. I went over there.

Iam a small businessman. I am paving my own expenses to at-
tend this meeting, which I am glad to do, because I think we can do
some good.

They told me the meeting had been postponed, not a week then, but
a week and I day, which would be Thursday of this week. They saia
there is nothing you can do, but if you want to go home, go home, but
I would have to turn around and come right back, which would cost
me another $250, so I stayed.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean they asked you to do that at your own
expense I

Mr. VOLLMAR. That is right.
Saturday, I happened to have occasion to go into this 0. P. M.,

which is now the War Production Board. They said, "Mr. Volhnar,
you may just as well go home because the meeting has now been can.
celed indefinitely," soI am stating that to show you the cooperation
that our industry has been getting.

As I say, I am also the chairman of the national defense committee,
of the p resent Food Locker Association, of which there are 4,000 plants
in the United States.
I I do not know whether you men are from industrial areas or from

farm areas, but in the State of Iowa we have about 500 of these present
food-locker plants. They are nothing more or less than a refrigeruted
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room, in which there tire from 150 to 1,000 lockers, where a farmer can
butcher a hog whenever he wants to. He does not have to wait for
hog-butchering time. He may butcier a hog in July or January, or

ore.
The CHAIRMAN. We have a lot of those lockers in Texas, built

through the R. E. A, through cooperation of the Farm Credit Ad-
ministration.

Mr. VoLusan. That is right. There is the booklet put out by the
Farm Credit Administration.

We started to try to keep this industry alive in July; our committee
awoke to the fact that last July we should start to do something, and
the Department of Agriculture has given a letter which I might read,
if you would care to have me take the time to read the letter from
the Department of Agriculture to 0. P. A., I would be glad to read it.

The CunmiAN. If you say it is important, go ahead.
Mr. VOLLMAR. It is treading]:
The Office of Agricultural Defense Relations has been giving thorough con.

videratlon to the functions and conveniences that are performed by the frozen
food locker industry. The rapid growth* of this industry has testified to its
usefulness and desirability.

If the present emergency were to last for a period of years. the frozen-food
lockers might well be considered as pertaining to defense Inasmuch as over a
period of time it would be saving of other materials that are used in the
preservation of foods su(h as glass cans, metal caps, cooking devices, the saving
of'fie1 dnd the preWutlon of waste of food stuffs.

The National Frozen Food Locker Association has pointed out the advantages
of frozen-food lockers ,and we shall not attempt to better state their case.

There Is little possibility of making frozen-food lockers serve the purposes of
direct defense. The Industry therefore must be awake In relation to the useful-
ness to civilians. When weighed as a factor in the preservation of foods, it serves
the purpose with which no other storage device can very well compote. We feel
that It should carry a rating at least as high as many devices that ,erve a like
purpose.

This was written October 10, 1941.
Our industry is asking for about 10,000 tons of critical materials,

including steel, copper, iron, and so forth.
The CHAIMAN. Is this copper to extend existing lines? Or to

lake care of their existing facilities?
' Mr. VOLLMWA. Both. New copper, I have and can give the amount

of copper that w6 will require, which is less than 40 pounds per plant
of copper, that the present food locker plant will process at the source
of its origin, will average over a quarter of a million pounds of food-
stuffs at the source of origin.

Now, here is one paragraph in a letter on July 24, which I wrote
to Mr. Joseph L. Weiner, who was head of 0. P. A. C. S., Food Divi-
sion. We asked for 2 500 compressors, refrigeration coils, lockers,
pipes and fittings, of which 60 tons was copper.

Priority on the above materials will insure a better diet of freshly frozen, home-
grown fruits, vegetables, fish, poultry, ggs, dklry products, and meat for 705,000
new family %, or 2820,000 people with the unlimited endorsement of the present
1.0.000 family e-,ot 000,000 people who now enjoy - the security of an ever-
normal food supply. The approximate amount of food that will be processed
through this new equipment Is 705,000,000 Munds, together with the 1.250.000.000
pounds being processed In the present plants.

This makes a total of approximately 2,000)0,000 pounds of food-
stuffs which will be consumed at home, thus eliminating transportation
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and releasing estimated carloadings for 75,000 freight cars annually.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you state 40 tons of copper per plant?
Mr. VoiTA. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't mean it is distributed that well, do

youI You mean that happens to be average per plant?
Mr. VOLLMAR. That is right
The CHAIRMAN. How will it be distributed? How many plants

will get this copper?
Mr. VOLLMAR. There will be 2,500 new plants.
The CHAIRMAN. That willget this copper?
Mr. VOLL AR. That is ri 4",
The CHAIRMAN. gottenn ',eqi ouragement toward get-

ting that copperjts * q
Air. VOLLMWVYeS; we have. We have golv-it if we can get a

rat ing.
The CH MAN. If you canfgt'r@ ingi
Mr. V it. That -h
The ! RMN at-- m U't~r yig°et tls ratin"

OM LM AR. ith Prio t Wt s isi V f O P , w h ch i
nowti War P iod 4l'r hTh CHAIRMAN. At . d o in charge of that?

Mr o LLMAR. I don't is an ov there th t can tell
me have been trying a kto f

Mfr Fmro 4It i ~Kp
,Mr Vo MA I hatl nator fj trying to find ou I said
You nd'outtat IH e got o bd sent me t men and"You |ind'oh ,lm to fin to ouo lld~t ."
they t d me, "I on' n o.t e you-I to findtout."

The HATREA derms( I.t at tY expt to ha just one
arson o will on tho re w ny 17 tienecks to

go throu if my inforna s c rect, ne pe will be able
to say in seconds er ou c et ir not. I , hat informa-
tion is true it should h~nw i~~r4e getting tha assed on right
away

Ar. VOLMU~fAR that information is true might be so, but I
have not been able , fy that, Cong It Patman.

The CHAIRMAN. How At Wsiroduction Board is rather
new. I think we should giye Mr. Nelson a little time.

Mr. VoumAn. We have operated through P. D. l's. The refrig-
eration industry have made their recommendation. As I say, I am
on the advisory committee which called a meeting which we are not
going to have, but they have admitted air-conditioning is a non-
essential business and said voluntarily that the dealers will not try to
sell air-conditioning.

They have agr_ that water coolers and beverage-dispensing cases
are not essential but we feel that food is most essential and have put
that at the top of the different branches, but we have a man at 0. P. M.
who was a confectionery clerk in a confectionary store who is the man
who has rejected dozens of requests for frozen food loker plants, and
it has gone so far that the local agricultural agent has said there are
195 farmers that want this service. The Department. of Agriculture
says they will slaughter 83,000,000 hogs next year.

'In the little town of Holstein, Iowa. where I live, a town of 1,20
population, I own the locker pljint. We slaughtered over 1,500 hogs
that never left Holstein. Previously they had to go to Sioux City,
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Omaha, or elsewhere, where tlhey wee processed and shipped back find
the farmer went in and bought it.

Tie CHAIRM3AN. And paid ti-nsportation both ways?
Air. VOLLMAR. And tremendous profits to various handlers.
This is the brief that. we lpretented Ibrief handed to chairman], and

I want you to look at it. If you will look at that picture there you can
see the movement of the hog or bef. It goes from the farmer into the
locker p!ant and back for his own family consumption, instead of
through these other phases.

Mr. KLx. Is the pork properly processed against the trichinosis
germ?

Mr. VOLLMAR. It is quickly frozen.
Mr. KELx. But there is no way of processing the pork to elinkinate

tile germ, is there?
Mr. VOLLMAR. Just as good a way as the packer has.
Mr. KI.LLY. Is it done there?
Mr. VOLIMAD. What do you mean?
Mr. KEtLY. Is it processed as the packer processes pork in the pack-

iug plants and as he has the facilities of doing?
Mr. VOLLMA. It is, inasmuch as the pork packer does not f reeze all

all his krk.
Mr. ]KMLLY. No; much of it is cooked, a great deal of it.
Mr. VoLLtt R. Some is cooked and some is smoked. We do that at

these plants.
You are from Texas% Mr. Chairman. Your State shows that your

ordinary home-killed and cured pork sustains a loss of 20 to 30 percent
by mold, speaking of hams which have been cured. Is that correct,

Tim CHAIISAN. I don't know. You know more about that than I
do. Mold does not absolutely destroy the meat, does it?

Mr. VouLMtAR. You have to trim that of.
The CIIATIMAN. I know that, but isn't the best meat, especially beef,

molded beef?
Mr. VOLL.AR. Aged beef, that is correct. But freezing'will help do

the same thing that mold will (to. They have the light cell that will
kill the mold and still ripen the beef. If it had not been for the war we
wouid be into that right now.

Tle CHIAIRMAN. Tiey make the meat mngre delicious?
.Mr. VOLLKAR. That is right, that is ultraviolet ray which kills

the mold. That is where we eliminate a lot of this wastage.
Secretary of Agriculture Wickatd is asking us to increase food.

There are 200 items that I found out this week aie not going to be
canned in tin cans.

Last summer, when Mall Bros., manufacturers of glass fruit jars,
were asking for 7,000 tons of zinc for lids for fruit jars, we estimated
that as a normal requirement. We are only asking for 10,000 tons
of all materials. We will save time, and 'transportation facilities
which are needed. We will save the 'farmer money, which we are
not considering now, but we will save him money because he can eat
his own hog for what it costs him to raise it plus the rent on the
locker which is $10 a year.

The CJAISnTAN. I am thoroughly sold on these lockers.
Mr. VOIIMARi. You know, there is a commercial brand of vege.

tables here [circular handed to chairman] and there are several hun-
dred different varieties.
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We don't need any tin; we don't need any zinc. We do need
paper, that is true.

iCe CH1AIRfA-,N,. To summarize your testimony, in order to help
little business, and, certainly, these 4,200 locker plants are in the cate.
gory of small business, it i's necessary that you get certain strategic
materials which you have been unable to get.'

Mr. VOLLMAB. That is right.
The CHAIRMANx. And it will not only help small business but will

help in this program of food for defense?
Mr. V oI.LMAR. That is right.
The CHAIRMIAN. And you have been unable to reach the' right

patty to pass upon your application?
Mr. VOiLtR. I have had a confectionery clerk who never saw a

locker plant, turning the applications down.
The CHAIRM N. Don't know what his other qualifications might

be. He might also have been in the food-locker business; I don't
know about that.

Mr. VOLLMER. He has never seen one.
The CHAIRMAN. You know all about him?
Mr. VOLLMAr. I have traced him enough to find that out.
Now, here is a telegram from my factory:

Repeat orders coming In ulil I don't know what to do with them. Every-
body telephoning their quiek-freeze fill of meat, ntust have lockers. Inland
canceled all our steel orders. Miist have better than A-7 rating to get orders
reinstated.

The CmR.unI'RM . I think this committee can render a little service.
In the morning .;helt this testimony is available-it will be printed
tonight-we will .,end Mr. Nelson a copy of it and ask him to make
every effort to assist you at the earliest possiblee moment.

Mr. VOLLMAR. Thank you.
Mr. HALLECK. You want to build and equip new locker plants?
Mr. VOLLMAR. In rural areas where food is raised; not tn metro-

politan areas where it still has to be shipped.
Those will come after the war is over.
But now we know there is going to be a curtailment. We know

that transportation facilities are going to be taxed and the packing
houses are going to be taxed and we don't want the food to spoil, the
food that the farmers are going to step up their production on at
this time.

We expect about 2,000 to 2,500 new plants.
Understand this, that a locker plant that will take care of 200 to

500 families only uses one little compressor one-third as large as it
would take to air-condition this room. That is all we need. Instead
of 200 to 500 compressors, we need one compressor which weighs
between 1,000 and 1,500 pounds.

Mr. KFmLy. Is it a community proposition or a rental charge?
Mr. VOLLMAR. Both. Some are private and some are cooperative.

II. E. A. is financing them as Congressman Patman said, and cooper-
ative creameries and dairies-

Mr. HALLEK. I think that they are a fine thing. There is one
in my home town out in Indiana that has been fairly successful,
I think. I have used it, But the question now is whether or not
to build new ones, having regard to the requirements of over-all

74975-42-rol. t-23
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economy and war effort. That is a decision somebody ought to
make.

Mr. VOLLMAR. That is right.
Of course, the industry itself has analyzed the nonessential items.

We are not going to try to sell air-conditioning. We are not going
to try to sell beverage dispensers, but we don t want to come in a
year from now and say, as the gentleman who preceded me said,
"We should have done this a 'ear ago." Now is the time to do it.

We know there will be an increase in' food production such as we
have never seen.

I live in an agricultural community in northwest Iowa. I am
t one of many who are keeping more sows to raise more hogs.

kow we are stepping them tip, but why raise them and not be able
to take care of them

We know the packing plants won't be able to take care of them.
Now, let me show you this map [indicating on map]. There is

the State. of Iowa. Indiana is right next to that, and Texas is
there. Every circle represents a small locker plant in that com-
munity.

Imagine the number of hogs that are going through the State of
Iowa that will never see a packing house.

The CHAIRMAN. I wonder if they make this objection, that by
having a large number of small plants it is not as economical as
having a smaller number of larger plants. In other words, the
same unit that is required for the storage plant in a small town, if
put together with several other units of similar size would Recom.
modate a greater capacity than the aggregate accommodations of
the smaller places.

Mr. VOLLWAR. That is just where we have everything in our favor.
It takes so mueh material to refrigerate so many tons. Whether we
do it with these smaller compressors or put it into one big com-
presor makes no difference. Our materials will be the same except
that we will be decentralized.
. England has recognized the fact that decentralization is best.
Thousands are using the smaller refrigeration houses in England
today because the big warehouses have been bombed. The Army
is realizing the importance of frozen food.

The ChAIR1MAN. And you say it is more economical in the smaller
units

Mr. VOLIMAR. That is right.
Mr. HALLYCK. How many butcher shops do you have in your home

town?
Mr. VOLLITAR. In Holstein we have one. There is a display

case-
Mr. HALLECK. I don't want to get into a controversy with you

about this. I have heard many of te statements of the refrigerating
people generally-and I agree with them-that the preservation of
food and the matter of fo6d supply, as affected b' the refrigeration
industry, is a terribly important thing, but having regard to this
strictly rural community that you waht to supply with these food
lockers-I am not going to enter into a controversy between the local
butcher-shop operators and the people who are coming in here-

Mr. VoujiAR. That ifthe man wh6 is putting this thing in.
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Mr. HAULE(K. They didn't in my town. I suggest that because it
iay well be that they will take into consideration the refrigeration
facilities of the local butcher shops to supply the local needs along
the line you are talking about.

Mr. VOLLMAR. Our local meatinen do not have anything except a
display case probably 8 or 10 feet long.

M'r. JIALLXICK. Don't they have big refrigerated plants?
Mr. VOLLMAII. Oh, no.
Mr. H.%LL K. That is a different situation.
Mr. VOLUMAR. . They are all 0- or 8-foot display cases. They don't

butcher their own hogs. The salesmen come in three times a week.
Mr. IIALLECK. And they order out of the city?
Mi. VOLLMAR. That is iight. Those fellows you are talking about,

the chain stores, have taken them out of business in the last 10 years.
M|r. IIALLECK. They have them in my town.
Mr. VOLLMAn. There are exceptions. You can get these statistics

from the meat trade magazines, which will show the type of butcher
you are talking about is out of the picture. If this man still has
his machine. we will take th. machine and put it on this job.

The CUIAIiMAIN. Are you through with this witness?
Mr. VOLLMAR. Let me make (one more statement. We say we are

not in direct defense. We nie. And I want to prove that'point.
A year ago last suimner when they had the war gaies in Min-

nesota they brought the National Guard from IKansas and Misonri.
into Minnesota. A few weeks before they got ready to move one
of the men came into my plant and said, "What temperatures do
you have hierte?" I said,' "A nythiing from 10 below zero to what-
ever it is outside today." lie said, "We are going to move the
National Guard and 1,000 men to the national war gaines in Minne-
sota." I sid, "What do you want ?" lie ,said, "Ice cream." I said,
"We will put that in a 10-degree-below-zero room," and the fresh
meit, cream, butter, and eggs came into my plant 2 days before
the Army games and were I ung in my chil room. The frozen
beans and peas and various vegetables went into the locker room.
The Arimy came in at 4 o'clock in the afternoon and not a pound of
anything spoiled. Everything they wanted was right there.

If there are an, other questions, I will be glad to answer them.
The CFAIRMANx. Thank you very much. You have made a very

great contribution to our hearing and I think you have the sym-
pathetic cooperation of the members of this committee.

Now, without objection, a statement by lion. Lewis D. Hill,
Member of Congress from M1ilwaukee, will be inserted in the record.

STATEMENT OF HON. LEWIS D. THILL, MILWAUKEE, WIS., A REPRE-
SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
WISCONSIN

Mr. TmiLu. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I
should like to express briefly my interet in the lkoblems now con.
fronting the small businesinman: I have attended several times at
your committee hearings, and I want to express my appreciation of
the work your committee is doing.

If our business and economic ( structure is to survive, the small
businessman must also survive. Every effort mu.t be nade t4i
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protect the businessman from the suffering and losses which a
change in our war economy might bring to him. Because of the
restrictions on the sale of automobiles and rubber tires, the auto-
mobile dealer and salesmen under him will suffer tremendously,
unless something is done to rectify tie condition. There are many
other small businessmen who are being threatened with a loss of
everything they have built up throughout the years, because of dis-
locations arising from our war economy. I strongly urge your
committee to take drastic steps to save the small businessman from
loss and possible extinction.

The CHAIRMAN . Is there anything else to come before the. meeting
at this time?

(No response.)
The CHAISIAW. If not, we will be in recess until tomorrow morn.

ing at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at I1:40 a. m., a recess was taken until the follow-

ing day, Tuesday, January 27, 1942, at 10 a. m.)

i
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 27, 1942

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SrLCT ComrrTrEE TO CONIDL'cM A STUDY AND

INVES-rOATION OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE PNOGRA3
IN ITS RELATION- TO SMALL BUSINE SS IN THE UNITED STATES,

WaeAington, D. 0.
The select committee met, pursuant to adjournment, in the caucus

room, Old House of Representatives Office Building, at 10 a. in.,
Honi Alfred L. Bulwinkle (North Carolina), acting chairman, pre-
siding.

Present: Representatives Buhwinkle (North Carolina), acting
chairman Kelly (Illinois), Halleck (Indiana), Hall (New York),
and Ploeser (Missouri).

Mr. Ira Bird Kirkland, Jr., counsel for the committee.
Mr. BULWINKLE. M1r. Miller, come up, please, sir.

STATEMENT OF ALEX MILLER-Resumed

Mr. BULWINKLE. Mr. Miller, I think when we adjourned Thurs-
day, that you were to have these allocation orders. I think that
was one thing that -you weze to bring back.

Now, have you anything to say that you did not. say the otherday?
Mr. Mlfui". Not that I know of.
Mr. BuLWINKiLE. In addition to what you did say?
Mr. MILLER. Not that I know of.
Mr. HALLECK. Mr. Miller, how many of these allocation orders

are there?
Mr. MiLLER. There are over 450, somewhere between 450 and 500.
3r. IIALLEcK. Now, what is the mechanics of the thing; what

causes you to make one of these allocation orders?
Mr. MILLER. If a consumer contacts our depaiinent and tells

us that they are short of scrap and need scrap, and need some help,
we are there for that reason, to help them get scrap when they get,
into that predicament. We then ask thera to answer certain ques-
tions as to their pig-iron inventory on hand, how much pig iron
is duo them but not yet received, how much purchased scrap they
have on order, bow nuch purchase scrap they consume per month
how much scrap the) have in inventory, who owes them scrap, and
how much, and what, their defense business is; that is, how much
A-]-A they have, what percentages of A-1-2, and so on, down to
A-10, and then we tr, to help them get enough scrap so they can
operate especially for their defense business.
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Mr. HALLECK. Now, in granting those allocation orders, do you
make any preference between those people who are engaged in de-
fense business, and those who are not engaged directly in defense
businessI

Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. That is, to which one do you allocate first or pri-

marily?
Mr. MILLm. Well, it just so hapl)ens that ,st everyone with the

exception of possibly one or two that have ,-ked for an allocation
were entitled to help because they know this, that if they are not
operating on defense they feel that-it is my own thought-they pos-
sibly ftel that they should not be asking'for help if they. are not
operating on defense business, but I say in every one of these cases
where we have allocated this scrap was all for defense production.

Mr. HALLECK. Now, how do you know the source from which you
can get the scrap

Afr. MIMER. Well, in the first place, we get reports every month
from dealers and producers of scrap. By producers, we mean rail-
roads and plants such as General Motors, Chrysler, and so on and
they tell us how much scrap they produce every month, and that is
how we know where to go and get it.

ir. HALLECK. Now, however, in making )our allocations-
ir. MILLEr. And the same thing is true as far as the dealers are

concerned, they report their inventories to us, they report where they
get their scrap from, where it goes to, and so forth1.

Mr. HALLECK. Have you in making these allocation orders pre.
ferred any scrap dealers or brokers or wholesalers in such manner as
to permit them to hoard scrap?

ir. MiuxRi. Absolutely not. The record will show that.
Mr. HALLECK. Well, what would the effect of these allocation or-

ders be on hoarding if there is hoarding in the country, that is as-
sinning that you allocated the scrap that was in the hands of a dealer
who was refusing to sell it or waitingg for a higher price?

Mir. MILLER. Well, in every case where anyone refused to ship
it was either-they would either call and say that--oh, that they
could not get the help, or labor, or some such thing. 13ut after talk-
ing to them we always got them to ship, or if, in some cases we had
correspondence, in one particular case we received a letter from an
attorney of thus so-called hoarder, and I immediately wrote this
attorney and I received a letter by return mail that this fellow was
going to ship the scrap, and we checked with the mill who he was
going to ship to, and the mill said lie is getting shipments from this
particular hoarder satisfactorily.

Mir. HALLECK. Suppose that a man refuses to ship after you have
made one of these allocation orders, what do you do then, or what
canyou do ?

Mr. MILLEr. If a man refused to ship then we would turn him over
to the Compliance Department.

Mr. HALLECK. Has that happened on any occasion ?
Mr. MILLER. Where a man refused to shipI
Mr. HAmu=K. Well, have you turned over any of these matters?
Mr. MILLER. Oh, yes.
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Mr. HALLECK.'FO the Compliance Deparu'tment?
Mir. MILLER. Yes, yes; I have.
Mr. IIALLECK. How many of then?
M r. MILLER. About nine or teni. Ten, I guess.
Mr. IIALLE"K. And in a word, what was the reason for that action

on your part
Mr. MI LER. Well , in these 10 the mill would report to us that so-

and-so is not shipping on his allocation, for one ivason or another,
and we turned those cases over to the Compliance Division inmedi-
ately for investigation.

Mir. HALLcic. After you make one of these allocation orders, isthere any compulsion on the consumer, the steel company that needs
it, or iron company, to do anything to bring about the shipment, or
is it father a esl)onsibilitv that is put on -the person who has the
-crap) to send it on to the consunerf

Mr. MILER. 0h I think the responsibility rests with both. I think
it is the responsibility of the shipper to see to it that that scrap
moves, and it is also the responsibility of the steel mill tio expedite
that scrap, and see to it that, or do "all he possibly can to get the
scrap moving, and then if that scrap does not move the steel mill
should report to us and tell us that they are not getting the scrap,
and then we iii turn immediately would turn that case over to the
Compliance Department, say that so-and-so refuses to ship.

Mr. HALLECK. Whose is the re-ponsibility then for pursuing action
against the recalcitrant person, is that part of your responsibility or
your division ?

Mr. MILLER. No.
Mr. HALLECK. Or is that in a separate division?
Mr. MILLER. No. It is not our responsibility at all.
Mr. HALLECK. Do you know whether or not they filed actions or

prosecution on any of those?
Mr. MILR. I do not know.
Mr. ALLECK. Noncompliance orders?
Mr. MILLR. I do not know.
Mr. HALL. Mr. Miller, I would like to get a picture of the scrap

business. First, you start with the little fellow who goes around
and collects it, that is right, isn't it? Now, what does he do with
the scrap ?

Mr. BfULWINKLE. Speak up, Mr. Miller.
Mr. HALL. Give me the picture.
Mr. MiLtn. I would rather have one other in our department

that I think is better qualified to answer that question for the
simple reason that I have just been paying attention to allocations
in our division.

Mr. hIALL. Well, I am speaking to you now as a scrap dealer.
A r. MtLLER. Yes.

Ar. HALL. You are in the scrap business?A r. MtLLMd. Yes.

'Air. HALL. Now, as a scrap dealer, could you give me that picture
yourself?

Mr. MfnIER. What was your questionI
Mr. HALL. I just want'to find out about the ramifiations of the

whole thing from the collector to the so-called big dealer or broker.
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Mr. MiLLR. Well, in the first place there is a peddler. and lie col-
lects the scrap, delivers it to the dealer; the dealer prepares it. The
collector is a peddler.

Mr. HALL That- is right.
Mr. MILLER. lie sells his scrap to a dealer. The dealer prepares

the scrap. When this scrap comes off the wagon or truck that scmp
must all be assorted, cut and assorted, and then the yard dealer sells
to the broker or possibly directly to the consumer, not necessarily to
the broker, and the broker in turn sells to the steel mill.

Mr. H[ALLt Well, is the broker generally a mai who owns no scrap
yards?

Mr. MILLER. No, no. Thie broker may have scrap yards as well.
Mr. HALL. How many brokers are there in the country?
Mr. Miuir . I am sorry. I could not answer that question. I do

not. know.
Mr. H.LF. WVell, would you say theie are fifteen big brokers, as

they are. called I
Sir. MILLER. Oh, no. There are a lot more than that.
Mr. HALL. Would you say that there is any particular group that

controls the scrap business?
Mr. MILLER. I would not say so; no.
'Mr. HALl What generally was the price of scrap before we got

into this emergency?
Mr. MiLLr. As of what date?
Mr. HALL. Well, before-we will say before Pearl 1larlor.
Nfr. MIlrn. Well, the highest priced! basing point we had was at

Pittsburgh, the price as set by 0. P. A., which was $20 a gross ton,
which is a long ton.

Mr. hA ILA,. Well, let us go back beyond Pearl Harbor. Let us say
January last year.

Mr. Miux. Same thing.
Mr. IIAL. $20?
Mr. ,MILLFR. You mean January, when?
Mr. HALI,. January 1911.
Mr. MILLER. .J.anuary 191, tie price was up around $25, Pit tsburgh.
Mr. HAMu. Iell, wfht would cause the 1941 price to be $25 in

January, and now $20?
Mr. MLLEr. Well, the price of $20 was fixed by 0. P. A.
Mr. H.ALL. But you say it was $25 back in January?
Mr. 1ILLER. Well, the' prices were not fixed by the Office of Price

Administration until April 3, if I remember rigli.
Mr. HALM. Were you in the scrap business during the time that

they were sending all this csrap to Japan?
Mr. Mixm. Yes.
Mr. HALL. I was just wondering what price per tol did they pay

for the scrap that was taken out of the country, if you know?
Mr. Miin. I do not know.
Mr. HAU.A Is there anyone in your department who would know?
Mr. MiLLER. I do not Inow.
Mr. HALL. Do )ou know whether thty paid $20 a ton ?
Mr. MILLER. I do not know.
Mr. HALL. You do not know whether it was more or less than that?
2r. MiLmLE. No.
Mr. HALL. That is all.
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Mr. BULWINKLE. Just a iitotic. Let ime n4 k wou. where (1o tile
wholesalers come in that pictulr that you gave Mr Hall jIut now

Mr. MILLER. What do you mean by the whole-alersI
Mr. BULWINKLE. I nean the wholesalers.
Mr. MILLER. Well, I (to not quite uinler.t d what yoi mean by

the wholesalers, because there is no such term in the scrap-iron busi-
ness as "wholesalers."

Mr. BULWINKML Well, do you mean to tell me that when this
editor of this paper was i n here yesterday and he .aid there was a
wholesaler, that you say it is not so

Mr. MILLER. I do not know what he means.
Mr. BULWINKLE. He said there were the collectors, or peddlers,

and then the junk shop or retailer, and then a wholesaler.
Mr. MiLR. Unless lie means brokers as wholesalers.
Mr. BUTLWINKLE. No; then brokers.
Mir. MILLER. Beg pardon.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Then brokers on top of that.
Mr. Mi.En. I do not know what lie meant. If lie was here, and

you asked him what lie meant-
Mr. BULWINKLE. I asked him what lie meant, but I am asking you.
Mr. MILLER. I do not know what lie means by "wholesalers".
Mr. HALLECK. I wonder-that is a retailer, lie did refer to retailers

and wholesalers and brokers, wasn't it, Major ?
Mr. BULWiNKLE. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. Now, are there fellows in this business who gather

the junk. or the scrap together after the retailer, who buys it from
the peddler, gets it together, that is, are there others in that picture
between the retailer and the broker that might be classed as whole-
salers?

Mr. MILLER. Well, from my experience, the scrap goes from the
peddler or collector to the yard dealer, and then the yard dealer, if
he does not sell direct to a nill, would sell to a broker.

Mr. BtLWINKLF. Well, how do you collect then, please--we have a
retailer in a small town in Ohio.

Mr. MILLR. Yes.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Do you buy from any of those small dealers in

your place at Cleveland
Mr. MILLtR. Yes.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, then, you are in effect a wholesaler?
Mr. MILLER. If you want to term it that way.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, that is what I am trying to get at.
Mir. MILLER. I see.
Mr. BULwjIKLE. To find where lie would be in the picture, in the

question Mr. Hall asked. All right, Mr. Ploeser.
Mr. PLOw.sm. Are there. any principal beneficiaries in these alloca-

tion items ?
Mr. SIILLER. I beg pardon.
Mr. PLEsER. Are there any principal beneficiaries in these alloca-

tion items
Mr. MILLER. What do you mean by principal beneficiaries?
Mr. PLonER. I mean by that, one or two steel companies for whom

you have had to allocate every time.
Mr. MILLER. Oh, no.
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Mr. PwrEs. How many have been the beneficiaries of the alloca-
tion? Have you any ideal

Mr. MiwLLm. No. You have got the records there.
Mr. PLoEsER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Miller some

questions a little later.
Mr. BULWJNKLz. Well, we are going to get through with him in a

very short time.
Mr. PLOESER. Well, he is not going to leave immediately.
Mr. BULWINKLE. NO.
Mr. HAL. May I ask another question.
Mr. MiLLu. Can you ask these questions now so I can go to workI
Mr. BULWINKLE. Isn't this work?
Mr. MILLER. Yes; but there are some steel mills and foundries that

want help, if I got over there-
Mr. BuLWiNKLr. That is what we are trying to do, to help them.
Mr. HALM. Mr. Miller, I think this information comes from the

Bureau of Mines. It shows during the year 1940 Jspan paid an aver-
age of $17 a ton for nine hmdred and fifty-eight thousand odd tons
of steel and iron 'scrap. Now, what do you think would make the
difference in price between $17 a ton for Japan in 1940, and you said
it was $25 a ton in the United States, in January 191?

Mr. MiLLER. Well, you would see there is in the first place, there is
a difference in freight rates from the coast to Pittsburgh. In other
words, if you took that very same scrap and shipped- it from the
point of export to Pittsburgh, in all probability your price would
be-would undoubtedly be higher than $25, Pittsburgh.

Mr. HALL. But I p'esume this scrap that Japan got came from all
sections of the country, didn't itI

Mr. MILY.R. No.
Mr. HAIL. Well, where did it come from?
Mr. MrLut. No. Now I am in the interior, that is my place of

business is in Ohio, and i know that no scrap ever left Ohio or the
district of Pittsburgh to go to either the east coast, the west coast,
or the southern coast, for export.

Mr. HAL. All the scrap that Japan got came from the seaboard
sections?

Mr. MILEI. As far as I know. I do not know of any scrap that
left Ohio.

Mr. HALt. And there is approximately $8 a ton difference there,
and you would say that would be composed of freight charges?

Mr. MuuL=. I should think so.
Mr. HAmL. That is all.
Mr. PLOESER. Mr. Miller, do you remember the other day we had

some pictures here that were taken by the Office for Emergency
Management, certain of these scrap dealers that you had to cite, or
whatever you do in your department, when you feel that they are
hoarding.

Mr. m . Yes.
Mr. PLrsr. We kept those pictures with the committee, and we

have ha. some recent ones made of, the sme scrap yards. I am
going to show these to you, because I am not an expert on scrap.
T gat is the first-what is the (late of that picture? Is that No-
vember? .
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Mr. MiLura. Well, there are two dates on here, November 26.
Mr. PLOESER. November 26. Well, that was the" picture in proof

evidently of this picture of October 28, showing that there was a
hoarding of scrap. Now, here is a picture dated January 24, of the
same yard. This is David Borowsky, Fitchburg, Mass, a little
bit clearer picture, but it shows the same scrap, if I am able to
determine it.

Apparently lie has not done very much moving out of that yard.Mr. MILLER. Well, his record shows that he has been shipping scrap
right long.fr. POsI.S. Well, does he own other yards?

Mr. Miu .. Well, you see this scrap here is unprepared scrap.
Mr. PwoEsr. Yes; I understand.
Mr. MLLm. And in order to ship scrap to a mill you must have a

certain backlog of unprepared scrap, and it may be that he has been
getting enough scrap into his yard to warrant him letting this alone
and preparing what has been coming in every day, although we have
gotten after this fellow, and we found that he has been shipping,
and he-I have a letter in my files that he has promised to clean
all this scrap up within 30 days.

Mr. PLOESER. Well, here are sonie more pictures of the same scrap
dealer-what do you call him, a dealer or a wholesalers

Mr. MILLE.R. Who is this?
Mr. Pwmnr. Borowsky.
Mr. Miu ma. That is the same man.
Mr. PWYsER. The same man. Here is another picture of his yards.

Here is a picture dated October 28, here is a picture dated N'ovem -

her 26.
Mr. MiuLn. It is all unprepared scrap.
Mr. PwEsER. And here is a picture taken on January 24.
Mr. MILLER. That is all unprepared.
Mr. PLosER. Well, don't you think it is worth investigating to

find out whether he has been actually shipping, and when he is
going to prepare this scrapI

Mr. MILLiR. That is right. That has been done.
Mr. PLOEER. When it is going into flow? Well, what is his

report) if he has reportedI
Mr. MILLER. His report is that he will have-that all this steel

you see there will add up to about 200 tons of heavy melting steel.
He has promised to get it out wi .hin 30 days.

Mr. PLoEsm. When was that promise made?
Mr. MILLER. I do not know the exact date. I talked to him on

the phone a week ago, I think it was for the last time a week ago
today. Then lie promised to be in ti office on Friday, which he
was. He was in our office on Friday, and I told him that he was
holding up this defense program by not getting this material cut
and he wrote me a letter which I received yesterday, that he had
a sum total of about, if I iall correctly, 700 tons of heavy melting
steel which would be prepared within the next 30 days and had-
although he has been shipping scrap that has been coming into his
yard rigit along.

AMr. K'. :m. WVell, Mr. Miller, did he give any excuse for not
having done this?

Mir. MiLLER. Yes.
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Mr PLOESER. Prior to this time?
Mr. MILL R.- Yes. His excuse was that. he cannot get labor.
(The pictures referred to were marked, respectively "Exhibits

Nos. 1 to 0, inclusive, Borowsky, January 27, 1042.1")
Mr. PWFSFR. Now, hero is ]larschow & Sons, October 27. That

is the original picture.
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. PofJsE.r. ''here is anotherohle, November 25. I understand this

is another one that was allocated.
Mr. MILLER. Beg pardon
Mr. POESER. That is another one that was allocated?
Mr. MILLER. That is right.
Mr. PwEsF.n. Here is one-Jannary 23. He evidently has started

to break up a little of that material there. When was that alloca-
tion made?

Mr. MILLFR. If you will let me have that-January 10.
Mr. PESmER. January 19 is when he was allocated?
Mr. MIL~. Yes.
Mr. PL oEsER. Well, isn't that quite a spell after the November 25

proof '-Rt he was hoardiag?
, ILLER. I-did not see that, though, until December 23 or 24.

Mr. Pwwsn. You still had more than 3 weeks.
Mr. Mmnax. That is right; so I-naturally, I had some corres-

pondence with him. The correspondence shows that he has been
shipping right along.

Mr. PLwssER. Now, have you any evidence that he has moved any
scrap since the 10th of January?

Mr. MitLE. I have not iii here, but I can get it for you.
Mr. PwOsEE. I would like to ask you to send it to the committee.
Mr. Mtuu. I shall be very happy to--whether he has moved any

scrap since January 19. Surely.
(The pictures referred to were marked, respectively, "Exhibits

Nos. 1 to 3, Barschow & Sons, January 27, 194.. )
Mr. PL sER. Now, we have Kaufman & Sons; here is their pic.

ture of October 27. Here is a picture of November 25. As near as
I am able to see, the picture of January 23 shows no movement of
scrap.

Mr. MiLuR. This man's scrap was allocated.
Mr. P o.ss. When was it allocated? Can you tell from your

iecordI
Mr. MILLER. Yes; January 16; although we had ordered David

Kaufman to ship the scrap before this date, before our allocation
order became effective.

Mr. PwmrsER. Now, have you evidence that he followed out your
order?

Mr. Mruzi. Yes.
Mr. PwOEs. And shipped?1
Mr. Mnu m. Absolutely.
Mr. Pwm . That is prior to January 16t
Mr. MuuaEl. Yes; and that is an order we gave him on January

10 and he is carrying that out,
Vr. Pfozram. Has ie any other yards?
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Mr. Milux. 11eli, we only have one office. When we send out
ol allocation, as far as we are concerned, we do not care how many
yards he has.

Mr. PAoEsn. I understand that.
Mr. MILLER. Iln other words, he has to ship from an and alli or

one. If he has only one, lie can only ship from one, gut if he has
more than one, he should ship from all.

Mr. P LomER. Now, the purlx-e of these questions and the pictures
is that if theie are any peI ois hoarding, we Woant to ferret them out
and get them into action.

Mr. MILLER. That is right.
Mr. PLo sn. And we winit that action to be prompt, because

we do not want steel furnaces shutting down if there is available
scrap, and after you have allocated it, we want to be sure these people
pay attention to your allocation orders.

SIr. MILLER. Apparently the steel mills have that. If they do not
receive deliveries they notify us.

Mr. PwosmR. Apparently from the pictures I showed you up to
this point, they have been negligent of your order, because from the
picture evidence we have, they .have not moved much scrap. We see
the snme pieces of scrap laying in the pictures.

(The pictures referred to were marked, respectively, "Kaufman's
Exhibits 1 to 6, inclusive, 1-27-42."

Mr. PWEsER. Take these pictures of Symanski Bros., TroyN. Y
-a considerable amount of scrap iron-one dated October 29, Novein-
ber 28, shows some movement, but I think we even called them a hoarde'r
on that date. January 25 -hows that new scrap has evidently been
brought into the yard and prepared, some moved out. I am putting
that in the record so that where credit is due we wait credit to be given.

Mr. Miwn. . We started action on them on the 23d of December.
Mr. P'Lor.a. On the W of December I
Mr. MiuR. Yes.
Mr. ProEssE. You have apparently gotten some results. It shows

action will bring results, and-here are other pictures of the same con-
cern another view of their yards, which show virtually the same
resuits.

Mr. MILLER. Yes.
(The pictures referred to were marked, respectively, "Exhibits 1

to 6 inclusive, Svmnanski, 1-27-42.")
Mr. PLoEsER. Xow, I am about to the end of this but I want to show

you Silver & Sons yard at Portland, Maine. I do not reniember all
the discussion here the other day, but it seems to me as though'this
was a large yard, and he 'gas a hoarder. It shows that possibly there
was some movement, though very little. Hereis the pictuie of October
28.

Mr. MILLER. That scrap was allocated on December 10.
Mr. PwOaxa. Deceniber 101
Mr. Muri . Yes.
Mr. PwrER Then here is a picture of November 27.
Mr. Muz.m Well, all of this in this picture is not scrap. It looks

like lumber to me.
Mr. PLsm.'Well, that in the foreground of the picture-but the

main part of the picture is plainly scrap.
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Mr. MILLER. That is right. But the steel mill reports, reported to
me tat they do, that they are receiving satisfactory shipments from
him.

Mr. Pw.o-szn. How recent is that?
Mr. MILu. That was-
Mr. P0ESu. Was it within the last few days?
Mr. MILLER. Yes. That was last Tuesday, or Wednesday of last

week.
Mr. PoSER. -Well, here is a picture--January 24; this shows a

very small movement apparently.
Mr. Miurn. Yes.
Mr. PwEszn. It appears as though his scrap is prepared.
Mr. MiLtER. That is right.
Mr. PLOESER. And it will be ready for shipment immediately?
Mr. MnLLER. That is right.
Mr. PLOEsnR. Where furnaces are shut down, that could probably

be of some benefit if it were shipped immediately, could it not?
Mr. MiuLR. Yes.
(The pictures referred to were marked "Exhibits 1, 2, and 3, Silver,1- 27-4t2.11)

Mr. PLozsER. Now, to complete the record on the list that we had
the other day, here is David Kaufman & Son, Elizabeth, N. J., a
picture of October 27, and the picture of November 25, which was
the proof of his hoarding.

.Mr. HALLECK. Could I see that allocation list?
Mr. MILLER. Surely.
Mr. PLoEsEB. And a picture of January 23. He is still hoarding.
Mr. KEUY. Mr. Miller, on that point there, in norinal times what

is the turn-over from the time scrap comes into the scrap yard until
it is on the way out to the furnace, or wherever it goes to-about
3 to 4 weeks, is it?

Mr. MILLER. Not always; sometimes 3 to 4 months, sometimes 8
months. It all depends on supply and demand. In 1932 you couli
not give anything away; then business started to get better. In 1939
it was hard to move scrap.

Mr. KELLY. What would be the average turn-over now, in weeks.
Mr. MILLER. Today?
Mr. K=LY. Yes.
Mr. MILLE:R. Oh, at most-in most cases, I would say about 2 to 3

weeks. That is, in some cases 1 day.
Mr. BuWI. wKEB. Mr. Miller, what is your title at the War Pro.

ducti6n Board, or the former 0. P. M.?
Mr. MiLER. Industrial analyst.
Mr. BULWINKLE. What?
Mr. Mniumm. Industrial analyst.
Mr. BULWINKLE. As such, what are your duties?
Mr. MuAw". Allocation of scrap. 4,
Mr. BuLWiNKLE. In the allwation of scrap, do you have to inves.

tigate the amount of scrap that is on hand in the United States.
know about that?

Mr. MtuL.a. I do not investigate that; nd.
Mr. BULWINKLe. Are these reports handed to you?
Mr. M LER. Which reports?

/,
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Mr. BuLwixKLr. Well, I believe you said the other day that reports
came in as to the amount of scrap on hand.

Mr. MLrEm. Oh, yes. We have copies' of those reports that I
have access to.

Mr. BULWINHLE. NOW, how much scrap iron do you estimate is
on hand in the United States now?

Mr. MILLER. I do not know. Do you mean the sum total?
Mr. BULWINKLE. Yes. In the yards.
Mr. MILLER. The Bureau of Mines get those figures for us, ant)

what there is today I do not know.
Mir. 1ULWINKI.E. The Bureau of Mines gets what is in the scrap

yards?
Mr. MLuEn. Yes.
Mr. BULWINKLE. You do not hear from them directly at all, then,

as to what they have got on hand?
Mr. MLLER. Yes; we do; but the Bureau of Mines gets all the--

gives us a figure as to how much scrap there is sum total in all
he yards of the country. After they receive all these reports inever), month-

Mir. BULWINKLE. Well, have you gotten any reports from any of
the yards yourself?

Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. BULWINKLE. That you know of?
Mr. MILLER. Oh, yes. We get, reports from them, and in these

reports they tell us w,'hat scalp they have.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Can1 you give the committee an idea of how much

scrap they have on handi from thosv reports which you received?
Mr. MjILLR. NO.
Mir. BULWINKLE. Can you not remember?
Mr. MILr. Do you mean from each of the yards, the sum total?
Mr. BuvwiNKLE, Yes.
Mr. MILLER. No.
Mr. BULWINKLE. That is what I am talking about.
Mr. MILLER. No; because I did not add them all up to find out

how much there was in the country.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, as an analyst, that looks like that ought to

be part of your duty, isn't it?
Mr. MILLER. Well it just so happens that that particular part of

the work has been delegated to be done by the Bureau of Mines.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, then, strictly speaking you are only an

allocater down there?
Mr. MILLER. That is right.
Mir. BULWINKLE. That is all you have to do.?
Mr. MILLER. That is right.
Mr. BELWINKLE. Have you allocated any brass?
Mr. MILLER. No.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Or any other metals besides-
Mr. MILLER. No. I am in the iron and steel branch of the War

Production.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, who has charge of the brass and copper and

cther metals?
Mr. MILLER. I do not know.
Mr. BULWINKLE. What is your salary down at the OPM?
Mr. MILRr. No salary.
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Mr. BULWINKLE. A dollar-a-year l
Mr. MiLLEa. I iniagine so.
Mr. BULvmNIKLE. Who pays you? Does anyone--do you draw any

salary from any concern, or anything?
Mr. MILLER. 'Do I draw any salary from any concern?
Mr. BULWiNKLE. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Who?
Mr. MILLER. The J. Miller Co.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, are your expenses down here paid by the

Federal Government?
Mr. Miumr. Yes.
Mr. BULWI.NLE. How much?
Mr. MILLrx. $10 per day.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Are you drawing any salary from your institution?
Mr. MiLLE. No.
Mr. BULWiNkiLE. The scrap iron and steel?
Mr. MILL R. No.
Mr. BuLwIXKL.M None at all from there?
Mr. MILLER. No.
Mr. BULWiNKLE. And the only salary you have is from your own

concern in Cleveland I
Mr. MILLER. This J. Miller Co. is not a scrap iron company.
Mr. HALLECK. You say it is not ?
Mr. MILLER. No.
Mr. BULWIYKLE. What is it?
Mr. MILLER. A motor transportation company.
.Mr. BULWINKLE. Didn't you tell me the other day, I asked you

about that, what it was? I thought you said-
Mr. MAim . You asked me the other day, as I understood, whether

I was connected with any scrap iron company. I ,aid yes. That is
the Columbia Iron & Metal Co., from which I draw no salary.

Mr. BULWINKLE. You draw no salary from them at all?
Mr. MiLLER. No; and did not draw any salary from the Columbia

Iron & Metal Co., before I came to Washington.
Mr. BUWINKLE. The only salary which you draw is from the

t ransportat ion I
Mr. MiLLEn. No. One more.
Mr. BULWINKLF. One more?
Mr. MILER. Universal Steel Co., which is not a scrap-iron com-

pany.
M1r. BJULWINKLE. Well, what does the Universal Steel Co. do?
Mr. MILLER. The Universal Steel Company is a steel warehousing

company.
31r. IULWNKLE. Where is that located?
Mr. MILLYR. In Cleveland. That is not a scrap-iron company.
Mr. BULWINMIX. Is that a corporation?
Mr. Mi izz. That is a corporation.
Mr. BULWiNKLE. What is your salary from that?
Mr. MiLLER. I would just as soon tell that to the committee in pri-

vate. I do not want to give you that fori public information.
Mr. BULWJNKLE. All right. Do you care about telling what your

salary is from the transportation coipanyI
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Mr. MILLER. I will ive it to the committee ill prviate.
Mr. BULWINXLE. I did not care particularly about it.
Mr. MiuEna. I do not hesitate to give that to you, but I do not

think it ought to be public information. It is my own personal mat-
ter.

Mr. BULWINKLE. That is all right. I am not pressing it.
Mr. MirLER. You may have it if you want it.
Mr. BULWINKLE. I do not care about it.
Mr. MILLER. You can check that at the Department of Internal

Revenue, I imagine.
Mr. BULWINKLE. I just wanted to find out your connection.
Is there anything else you gentlemen think ol
Mr. HALLECK. Mr. Miller. in going through this allocations list,

I have found allocations have been made against a great many manu-
facturing concerns.

Mr. MiLLn. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. And business concerns, as well as what I asume are

junkyard, or scrap dealers.
Mr. MIjizR. That is right.
Mr. HALLECK. Does the allocation of itself indicate necessarily a

reluctance on the part of the person who has th scrapI
Mr. MiLLEn. No.
Mr. HALLECK. Or are you partly doing this allocation to supply the

needs of the people who'need the scrapU
Mr. MILLER. That is right. In other words, in many of those cases,

we have allocated from plants to furnaces where sone of that scrap
may have been going to the.open hearth, and the electric furnace must
have that grade, and the open hearth can use something else.

Mr. HALLCJK. Now, it is true, though, that you could-use this system
of allocations to take scrap away from a fellow who might be
hoarding?

Mr. MLLERn. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. If there is some arousing of sentiment over the coun-

try that brings a lot more scrap into the regular channels of trade, are
you people down there so authorized and of a mind to see to it that that
crap moves on in to the people that need it?

Mr. MILLER. Absolutely.
Mr. HALLECK. Of course, that is a thiing I am sure we are all inter-

ested in.
Mr. MILLER. Our records will show that, and reports have been made

about certain firms, for example-I do not mean scrap-iron firms, but
certain industries that have held scrap for one reason or another, and
as soon as we were given that information we immediately allocated
scrap.

Mr. HALLECK. That is all.
Mr. HALL,. Mr. Miller, I believe you said there were 12 furnaces

stopped in Youngstown, Ohio?
Mr. MiLLER. Yes.
Mr. tA LL. And that they were stopped because they lacked thescrap,

to go ahead?
Mir. Mazu. Yes.
Mr. HALL, And you also said that the blame was partially on the

scrap dealer and partially on the steel company?
T4975-42--vol. t--24
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Mr. MILE. Yes.
Mr. HAL. Are those furnaces moving todayI
Mr. MILLER. I really do not know.
Mr. HALT. Well, it seems to me that is the important part of this

picture. Now, who does know in your department whether or not that
same situation exists, that we have furnaces in the country that are
not moving because of lack of scrap.

Mr. MILLER. Well, I take it for granted that scrap is moving more
freely into these furnaces now because we have not heard anything in
the last few days from them as to complaints.

Mr. HAL. Does your record of allocations here show from whom
you allocated steel to those furnaces?

Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. HALL. It does?
AMr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. H1ALL. But you do not know whether or not that allocation

has actually taken place yet I
Mr. MNhuxR. Yes.
Mr. ITALL. There are deliveries under it?
Mr. MILLER. If these steel mills are not receiving deliveries they

immediately notify us.,
Mr. IHALiL. WeI , could you let this committee know by letter

whether or not today those mills are working to the limit? In other
words, those furnaces were not working last week. Now, if they are
not working this week, there is still something wrong with the system
is not that right. If it is lack of scrap that causes it-and I understood
you to say that was the cause-can you let this committee know
whether or not those furnaces are opening, and if they are not, don't
you agree with me it shows some lack of attention somewvhere along the
)inet

Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. IIAU.. There is something wrong somewhere?
Mr. MrtLER. There is something wrong somewhere.
Ar. htAL, And something that should hbe corrected.
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. HALM. Will you let the committee know about that before the

close of the day-you can take that up with the counsel, by phone orby letter.ber. MAfiny . If I do not have it today, I will have it, because I will

have to contact these steel people.
Mr. ILm I want to know if the 12 furnaces are still shut.
Mr. BULVINHLE. As an analyst it would be your job to look after

that anyhow, wouldn't itt
Mr. MLLEjR. Beg pardon
Mr. BULWINKL,. As an analyst it would be your job to look after

that anyhow, wouldn't it?
Mr. MILIR. MV job is simply to allocate scrap when they ask for

an allocation and they are entitled to g..t it.
Mr. BULWINKE. All right.
Mr. HAL. Would your records show how many furnaces in other

parts of the United States are closed down because of lack of scrap
Mr. MiLr". No. i I
Mr. HAL,. Well, who would have that--what department., and who

in what department would haye it?
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Mr. MILL R. Someone in our department would know.
Mr. I AM. Well, can you get that information to us? Would Mr.

Borinstein know that?
Mr. MILLER. I imagine he would.
Mr. h LCK. I notice in this allocation sheet that Youngstown

Sheet & Tube at Youngstoun, Ohio, has a great many allocations,
starting bach in December. Now, is that the company that is in-
volved over there?

Mr. MILLER. No. Republic and Youngstown, both. Republic
Steel Cortporation at Youngstown and Warren, that is all in the
same district.

Mr. HAULECK. That is all.
Mr. KELLy. Mr. Miller, if I understood you correctly, 'ou stated

you were a member of the Columbia Iron & Metal Co. of Aleveland I
Mr. MILLMn. That is right.
Mr. KLY. Is that also a member of the Scrap Iron and Steel

Institute?
Mr. MiuR. That is right.
Mr..KF.LLy. Did I understand you to say that you were not a mem-

ber of the Scrap Iron and Steel Institutel
Mr. BETLWINKLE. NO. In justice to him, I asked him if he was

paid by it, and le sid lie was not. He is a member. He is a director
of it, i think.

Mr. MILLER. No; I am not.
Mr. BULWj. ,r.. You are not?
Mr. MiLx.i. No.
Mr. BuLwINKLE. Iqo is Louis Miller?
Mr. MiLLu. What is that?
Mr. BULwiKLE. Who is Louis Miller?
Mr. 3ILLER. Louis Miller?
Mr. BCLWINKLE. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. That is my brother.
Mr. BULWIKLE. All right. That is all, Mr. Miller. Thank you,

sir.
Mr. Borinstein, state your position, and your Washington address,

and your home address.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS ;. BORINSTEIN, CONSULTANT, SCRAP IRON
AND STEEL SECTION OF THE OFFICE OF PRODUCTION MANAGE-
MENT

Mr. BoriNSTniN. Louis J. Borinstein, consultant, Scrap Iron and
Steel Section 0 P. M., now War Pruction Board. Mayflower
Hotel in Washington. 4137 North Meridian Street, Indianapolis.

Air. bLWINKLE. NOW, Mr. Borinstein, the committee would like
to have from you, knowing that you know it, full information about
this scrap proposition.

Mr. Boixsrm~i. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee,
I sat here during the hearing last Friday, and I sensed somine of the
things that you would like to know, and when I was home over the
week end, I jotted down some notes, and, if you will permit me, Iwould like to proceed to tell you informally, in as lay alike lan-
guage as I can, something about the picture you would like to have,
and-if you will grant me that permission I wfll be grateful to you.
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Mr. BL.WiJNKLE. We would like to have it. Go ahead.
Mr. BonRss'rE. First of all, I want to genuinely express thanks

and appreciation for the privilege of appearing before this honorable
committee of Congress, because I happen to be a small businessman,
and therefore I feel that I am especially appreciative of what this com-
mittee is trying to do for all business.

May I please, for the purpose of background, say to you that I was
drafted for this position. It was first suggested to me in the latter
part of July. I was then close to 60 years of age. Our country was
not at war, and like a lot of other men of that age who liked the com-
forts of home and the joy of their friendships, I did not want to .ne.

Frthermore, my physician, Dr. Robert Moore-I think Congress-
man Halleck knows he is one of the outstanding medical men in In-
diana-told me not to come, and finally said if I did come, I should
not spend more than 3 days a week at tei job.

When I came over here, I stated all of my connections before I ever
started in, my business connections, and I made it clear that I was a
member of the City Planning and Zoning Board of Indianapolis, and
a member of the Red Cross executive committee, Chapter of Indian-
apolis; that I was a member of the board of the Indianapolis Chamber
of Commerce and a member of the board of the Indiana State Chamber
of Commerce, and treasurer of the Indiana State Chamber of Coi-
merce" that I was on the advisory board of the Salvation Army, and
was director of an orphan home. and that I was also president of the
Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel.

I explained I had been very active for years in all of those things
except the Institute, and I would not ive up those activities that had
gone over a period of years, and if there was any reason why I was
not appropriately fitted for this job, I would go back home. It was
not the first trip I had made to 'Washington at my own expenses
and with regard to the presidency of the national institute I said
this-it is an organization for ihe scrap-iron industry, that the
office of president is purely an empty one, just a nominal one, that
the convention at BaItimore last January had complimented nie be-
cause I, as representing the smaller or the middle-class type of mem-
bership, as it. then was the middle of August, I would like to turn
that office back to the convention, which was to meet in the early part
of January, and let them elect anybody they wanted. There is no
salary of any kind connected witl that office, and there are no ex-
penses paid. Any time I went anywhere in connection with that office
I paid my own traveling expenses.

So, I started in the middle of August. Now, before that, time I had
been over to Wasington 10 or 1, times at my own expense, at the
request of O. P. A. andO. P.M. WhenO. P. A.was then O. P. A. C. S.
and was working on a price schedule, Mr. France conferred with a
small committee representing the scrap-iron industry, and then on a
separate day, with a small committee representing consumers; lie
wanted to do as good job and as fair job as he knew how, and he was
trying to get the viewpoint of the two parties involved. I think I
came over two or three times to confer with regard to that schedule:
Then I came over two or three times beginning in January 1941, at the
request of 0. P. M., with regard to procurement and flow of scrap iron
and steel.

/
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You know this concern about scnap is not just as of January 1942.
'There was just -ts mlich concern in January 1911. This is liothing
new. I had several conferences writh legard to the stimulatjon o
(he flow of scrap and in May 1941, 0. P. M. appointed an advisory
committee on scrap with regad to stimulating the flow of serap.
That advisory coinalittee consisted of three or four men from the
cl-ap industry and three or four men from the consuming industry,

and Robert Wolcott, president of Luken Steel, Coatesville, Pa., was
the chairman of that advisory committee, and we had two or three
iieetings, and I remember particularly one hot day in June, when
we finished a report, about mdnight'in the Raleigh Hotel of thecombined thought of thee two parties involved-the consuming and
tho supplier-.section that would be beneficial in stimulating the flow
of serap.

When I came over here as consultant all my responsibility was to
try-to try- to stimulate the flow of scrap. I had nothing whatever to
do with Iplicy. A great part of your testimony, gentlemen, last Fri-
day-and I was really surprised to find that you folks had the grasp you
hadl about scrap---the greatest part of the discussion last Friday
did not concern my section at all. It referred to the scrap in the
homes and the garages, and the stores, and the utilization of the
American Legion, and the Boy Scouts, and other organizations of that
type, and that is what we term the national household campaign or'
appeal.

I had that in mind. That was the first thing I wanted to do when I
got here, and that was about the first thing I wias told to forget about.
I was told that was not going to be in our section at all, that it was
either going tq be run by the Civilian Defense Committee of Mayor
IaGua-dia, or it. was going to be run by the Bureau of Industrial
Conservation.

Well, a month or so after I got here, about 3 months or so ago, I
was informed that it was turned over to the Bureau of Industrial
Conservation. Now, any information with regard to that tremen-
dous amount of tonnage which is available in the homes and the
barns, and the garages, and the stores, and all of that, is in a cam-
paign that is in the hands of the Bureau of Industrial Conservation-
never was for an instant since I have been here in my hands.

Now, something was said the other day about tie agricultural scrap.
I woaldd like to talk a little bit more about that later, but I want to
say that we did work up a program, my section did in regard to the
farm scrap. Just when our program was completed, the farm scrap
was turned over to the Bureau of Industrial Conservation. We
never had a chance to try to administer our program at all. I do
not know what has happened with regard to'it.

Mr. BuLwxNKtE. I do not want to interrupt you, but who is the
Director of the Bureau of Industrial Conservation I

Mr. BoRisSTFwx. A very capable gentleman, Mr. Blessing Rosenwald,
who at one time was head of Sears, Roebuck, whose assistant is Mr.
Paul Cabot, of Massachusetts, also a very fine gentleman.

Now, we did have charge of the auto-wrecking campaign. I will
tell you about that as we go along. That was also turned over to
the bureau of Conservation. I do not think there is any commodity
in the universe that is less understood than scrap. I think the aver.
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age individual thinks scrap is scrap, thinks there is just one grade of
scrap, and that all you have to do is to get it and load it and ship
it, and that is all there is to it.

Scrap is either the toll taken by obsolescence, or it is the byproduct
of metal working processes. Contrary to rather wide misconcep-
tion, scrap is not a product in itself. Scrap is any raw material.

Now, I am talking of ferrous only. Scrap is any raw math-
rial-anything of iron or steel, concorming to some 75 Government
specifications, that is gathered and prepared anl marketed at the
mills and the foundries. Scrap goes into the blast furnace to make
pig iron. It goes into the open hearth, and the electric furnace to
make steel. It goes into the cupolas at the foundries to makecastings.
Mr.-ALLCCK. In what percentage would ore, if I might intervene,

or do you have that in your statement?
Mr. Bom-a;rEnv. I may have that. I think I can give you that a

little later, Mr. Halleck.
Mr. HALLECK. All right.
Mr. BonxmrSIN. Now, steel production is given in terms of ingots

the yield of finished steel, such as plates, and bars, and sheet and
pipe, and rods, and wire-any new steel is 70 to 75 percent of that
tonnage of ingots.

Now, the other 25 to 30 percent is scrap, the scrap that is made in
the operation at the plants, and that, gentlemen, is what' is called
home scrap. You probably have noted that term, as you read these
manuals here, that is what it is termed "home scrap," and it is some-
times also, but not as often, referred to as prompt, prompt scrap be.
cause it is available for immediate remelting.

Now, purchased scrap covers all the other kind of scrap, except
homo scrap. Purchased scrap includes that which comes from the

railroads and the industrial plants, and the auto-wrecking yards, and
the farms and the scrap yards, and abandoned steel.streetcar rails
and abandoned bridges, mines and quarries, and all that kind of
material, and also includes the scrap which is collected by the ped-
dlers and the collectors.

Sp we have the two kinds of scrap, that which is called home and
that which is called purchased.

Now, the consumption of scrap breaks down into 54'percent home
and 46 percent purchased. There is more home scrap produced in
this country than there is purchased scrap.

Now, in 1941-I think one of you gentlemen wanted to know this
the other day-in 1941 the total consumption of scrap in this country
was 60,000,000 tons breaking down roughly into 32,400,000 tons of
home scrap and 27,&0,000 tons of purchased scrap--the open-hearth
furnaces consumed 76 percent of all scrap and the blast furnaces,
foundries, and other users. 25 percent,
in 140-and I think one of you gentlemen wanted to know that-

in 1940 a total of 41/2 million tons of scrap, both home and purchased,
were consumed.

In the first 7 months of 1041, there wsr more scrav consumed in
this country than in the entire year 19t0. The 27,0,000 tons of
purchased scrap, which was marketed by the scrap industry in 1941,
Is the greatest tonnage ever recorded iq any one year in this country.
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Now, in addition to that, 800,000 tons of scrap were exported under
Government control and license last year to the United Kingdom and
the Western Hemisphere.

Now, steel production, according to figures released last week, was,
I think 97.7 percent of the capacity operation, and a drop of only
one-tenth of 1 percent from the previous week, coming right on the
heels of subzero temperatures throughout the entire northern part of
the Nation-the coldest weather we have had in several years.

Of course, I do not have to tell you gentlemen,.I suppose, when you
were younger you often tried to pick up a piece of scrap iron in freez.
ing weather. You know what the result was.

Mr. HALLECK. Mr. Borinstein, might I interrupt you at that pointI
Mr.. BonixmmIN. Yes.
Mr. IIALUL XK. I have wondered about this, as a part of the over-all

problem that is before us, !&Outwexh'tweint to do, and I am sure
what you want to do, te this scrap into lhetonsuiners so we can
carry on our war e 6.-I

Mr. BowxsINr 8 That is right.
Mr. HA"LEG:' Do high prices ltiera!1y in our ecowoun tend to

restrict the Imal flow o is p' rehasedi scrap as you op I it, into
the channel isntrade? 0
Mr. BoZ s- N. No~o I I not th
Mr. x. In Qer o wo s ,when imes a r , are the, arwersand t'e 0 bme owne JdtfFid e K s ha$ yo -bcue hv

always d a little junk my s aid---A a thbc e y
Mr. iN-,-sTEiN. In all in p he P. A., an they

will tell ou, Mr. is]op,0 i ' iferre uring 8 nths
and Mr. race, , o t t tlrdJ, they will telff you in all
my appr ches I n 'er con ' ered th pf e inan at the {p. Ithink tha the 0. P'A. ~~£e pZche t i Very f I and
0. P. A. i s tried to ia it for, b y once s that nothing
should be ne that odd make t arnin capac t of the dler,
the collect at the origin sou o mall at e would driven
out of that t of wor, s sotherare t nds an iousands

o, tha wa h m .aSnof these pedd who hav.qut ling junk becau they couldgo into defense i ustries or other types of work in th Iconnunities
and make more mo than they could by going o', ith a "jallopy"
and collecting junk.
Now, that wa peddlers do collect

and are responsible for a tremienio sai mount of scrap in a year's
time.

Mr. HA IECK. Very well.
Mr. BoRISxTEs. Now, I merely wanted to express -the thought

scrap is entirely an outdoor industry, and when you have adverse
weather conditions the collection and the preparation and the flow
of scrap naturally is hampered.
, Now, with regard to the shut-down of furnaces. It is true that
some furnaces have been shut down.

Mr. BLWINKLP. How many?
Mr. BIoRtlxST. In the country, I do not know offhand. The

reasons have and have not been a ick of scrap. Take, for instance,
the time of the coal strike; pig iron ran short so a larger charge of
scrap was used in the furnace, and that caused scrap dislocation.
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Now, if a blast furnace or two goes down for repair, as they
must, there is a reduction in the output of pig and, again, the fur-
naces begin to charge more scrap iron, and that causes dislocation.

Pig iron and scrap are the principal secondary ferrous materials
of the iron and steel industry, and within limits are interchangeable
for steel manufacture.

Now, as there has been insufficient pig to go around there has
been more and more demand upon scinp. There have been one or
two large consumers in Pennsylvania, I think, who had not bought
a pound of scrap iron in years. All of a sudden, in 1941. they came
into the market for a very substantial tonnage, and that 'caused
dislocation.

No one has wanted to see any furnace shut down whatever the
reason has been but, gentlemen, insofar as I have been able to
ascertain up to tits date, up to this minute. no war tonnae of any
consequence has been lost due to shortage of scrap.

Mr. Pwror. Mr. Borinstein, you say no war tonnage.
Mr. BoRmNREIN. Yes.
Mr. ProEsrs. This committee is interested also in the ultimate

result to the small manufacturer who needs the tail end of this.
Mr. BomIN. That is my very next point.
Mr. HALT. Right. there, mav I break in, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. BuLwiNKLE. Yes.
Mr. HALt. The furnaces that we were referring to Mr. Borinstein

were particularly 12 furnaces in Youngstown. Ohio, which, Congress-
man, Mr. Kerwin and Mr. Miller both testified were shut down be-
cause of lack of scrap, if my recollection is correct.

oMr. BIoNfsrm. Well, I did not know that you would want me
to go into that, but at the time those 12 furnaces were shut down,

I think those two big companies in Youngstown were on about 70
or 71 or 72 percent war effort, so in proportion to the total number
of furnaces they have, those big companies were not in any worse
condition than some little fellow who only employed a small number
of men and who could not get all the material he needed to operate.

Mr. HALL. I know; but I don't care whether there is only one
furnace shut down, if we can keep that furnace going, we should
do it.

Mr. BowxsTpN. Sure. I say we want to do that.
Mr. K Ly. Mr. Borinstein, on that point, when the furnace is shut

down for repairs, how long is it out?
Mr. BoaJsmn. Well, I do not know. I am not-I suppose the

time might vary depending on the amount of repairs, but if there
are any technical questions, I am not a technical man.

mr. KiLLY. Well, they have got to reline that whole furnace with
brick.

Mr. Bowzs'rmN. Yes. I am sorry. If we can get you to talk to
a man over here, he can give you all that., I do not know whether
Mr. Vigor is here-there lie sits. He can tell you anything you
want to know about that-Mr. Vigor, who is In charge of raw
materials.

Mr. KmIY. I would like to find out what is the average time of
shut-down of a furnace.

Mr. Vigor. To shut down a furnace, periodically shut down for
repairs, depends entirely, of course, upon the nature of the repairs.
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It may be only 3 days or 10 days or 2 weeks. Just making a guess,
I woul say that the average shdt-down is a week.

Mr. KELLY. Well, that would not have any material change in shut-
ting these furnaces down. That is what I wanted to find out.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Go ahead, Mr. Borinstein.
Mr. BomnNwsrw. All right.
Then, Mr. Chairman, I would like to talk a little about this priority

N-24 that you have been asking about that is, allocation.
In October 1941 that order was issued by 0. P. M which delegated

to our actionn the duty of allocating scm p. Get this straight, that
order did not contemplate complete cut-off, as was the case, for in-
stance, with automobiles and rubber tires. All that we were told to
(1o was that it would be our duty to protect certain holders or sup-
pliers or processons or iproducerq of scrap to ship certain grades to
certain consumers, and it was made very cleat- to us and to the industry
that the spirit of that order did not contemplate that consumers of
scrap were to stop using their own initiative and their own organiza-
lions and their own efforts to go out and continue to get scrap.

They were supposed to do all that, just as they had always done,
and we were told that it would be our duty to simply try and supply
them with the difference in tonnage between what they were able to
get as a result of their own initiative and efforts, and what they
needed.

But a great many of these con.usmener immediately got a different
impression. They lhou ght all they had to (to was to lean back in their
swivel chair, to stop making any effort on their own part to get scrap,
and just call upon 0. P. M1. to furnish their 100 percent of the scrap.

Some did not even anticipate sufficiently their scrap requirements.
They let their scrap go down to such a low point that the furnaces were
shut down when they came and asked for scrap.

Now, let it, be very clearly understood, that the issuance of an alloca-
tion order does noi mean 'that automatically and simultaneously the
scrap allocated arrives at the furnace. It requires a reasonable" time
for allocated scrap to arrive. For instance, if an order is given to an
industry for 50 cars, and that industry is only producing a car or a
car and a half a day, it is going to take 30 to 40 days for that industry
to produce the scrap. Of course, it ships every day what it makes, but
it takes time for the scrap to be prodtr-cd. "That is the sanie theory
exactly with a dealer. If lie is given an order for 50 cars, lie has got
to get this scrap in, he has got to torch it, prepare it, shear it, load it
andget it out, and it takes a reasonable length of time to do that.

Now, as Mr. Miller told you, we have required in every instance full
information in affidavit foi as to current inventory position of scrap,
and pig, aRd the percentage of operation in war work, and so fortIi,
and we did that p vrticularlY because we felt we had no right to de-
prive some little fellow of scrap who was not making war material, if
it might be that without the full information we would parcel out to
some big fellow more scrap than his own percentage of war work
entitled him to have.

Now, gentlemen, in addition to direct contacts with our section
many of these consumers have called upon their Senator, upon Mem-
bers of your own honorable body and upon labor unions and labor
organizations, and we have hearml from a lot of other sources, heard
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from all with regard to allocating scnap, and I will say this, and I
think I am pretty nearly right, that if there is a tougher, and a more
headachy job in'Washi'ngton than tie allocation o scrap iron and
steel, I would like to know what that job is.

Everyone who has ever called on me for an allocation has made it
verv clear to me that this war effort would fail if he did not get 100
peirent of the scrap that lie asked for. Ile hias made it very emphati-
cally clear to me that the entire world, apparently, was revolving
aroiud his plant, and selfishly lie was interested only in himself and
he did not give a snap whether any other consumer got scrap 'or not-
I e wanted 100 percent, whether he was on 100 percent war effort or
not.

So it has been no picnic to allocate scrap, and I want to say this to
you, gentlemen, who are interested in small business, that'the size of
the party who has come into our office asking for an allocation has
not made one particle of difference; whether he has been big or
small, lie has ben accorded exactly the same uniform courtesy and
fairness, lie has gotten exactly what'his figures justified that he s-hould
have with utmost impartiality.

I am willing to be the first to admit that this job of allocation has
not been perfect, but in view of the fact that in 1941 the greatest
production of new steel was reported in this country, and the largest
tonnage of market scrap in the history of this country, I think
the record will show that a mighty good job was done. It has
been hard, it has been difficult, it has been necessary to shuffle this
scrap around. The best possible has always been done in the fairest
possible way, and always with the thought in mind that we do not have
a moral riglt to stranile some hundreds of small foundries and small
mills that for the time being had very little or no war work, and
thereby throw thousands of men out of work and disrupt whole
communities.

It was also our thought that sooner or later in expansion of the war
effort they would get some war work, too, so their organization should
be kept intact so that when they did get war orders they would be
ready to produce without any lull.

I think the question was asked as to whether or not there is the same
situation with regard to supply of scrap everywhere in the country.
Well, there is not. There is dislocation. Some mills have to wait
until the railroad engine switches cars of scrap into their plant every
morning. Other mills are very comfortably fixed. Some consumers
have months of scrap on hand, and some mills are furnishing new steel
to customers only on condition that those customers send back their
scrap, and not ask for any more new steel if they (to not. do that, and
that causes cross-hauling aid waste of railroad facilities, nd further
dislocation.

Now, always in the past the scrap industry has been one of peaks and
valleys. When there has been an exceptionally busy year there has
usually been a lull. During that lull the consumers and the dealers
would build up their depleted inventories in scrap, but now we are
going into the third successive year of capacity operation, and each
year has been bigger than the one before. -

Now, we are coming to a question about which there was consider-
able discussion Friday, and that is the: question of hoarding. It is
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unfortunate, and it is regrettable if there has been hoarding on tie part
of some scrap dealers, bnt there are some 10,000 scrap dealers in the
United States, and the percentage of those who may have hoarded
insofar as we have been able to ascertain has been very negligible.

I want to make it very emphatically clear that I feel toward those
few hoarders just exactly the same as any one of you feel-no different
w'hatsoever. But I should like, to comment, if you please-and I
think that vou wouhl subscribe to that same sentient-that just be-
cause there'are a few bad actors in the industry is not any reason why
the entire industry should be stigmatized or condemned. There are a
few bad actors in the scrap industry just as there are a few bad actors
in every industry, and I do not cafe what it is, every industry has its
few bad actors-but speaking generally, I do not think fro;n every-
thing I have been able to ascertain ihat there has been any over-all
hoarding in the scrap industry. I think the vast majority of the
dealers have moved their scrap just as fast as it has been possible to
do so consistent with usual necessary methods of preparation.

Mr. BuLwixNrK. Mr. Borinstein,'do y6u know how much tonnage
the dealers have in scrap, estimated?

Mr. BORINSTN. You anticipated my very next point, Mr. Chair-
man.

The records of the United States Bureau of Mines show that on
October 31, 1940, the scrap-dealer inventory was 1,495,400 tons, and
that by September 30, 1941, the last available figures of the Bureau
of Mines, which we have, that the scrap, the total scrap dealer in-
ventory of the country has been reduced to 713,538 tons.

Mr. BuLwzNjxLa. Now, Mr. Borinstein, that report of the Bureau
of Mines covered only 4,000 dealers, didn't it?

Mr. BoNSEIN. I would like to get Mr. Ridgeway, I think he is
here, and he can tell i'ou, but I think the-I know that all did not
report. I think the principal dealers did report.

Mr. BULWINKL&. Well, it was only about 4,000 yards reporting in
the United States. I can tell you that.

Mr. BouNsrrN. But I think, though, that the proportion of reduc-
tion would remain the same.

Mr. BULwiNKm. Now then, with this you are bound to estimate
that there is more than that quantity of scrap on hand in the United
States, whatever the quantity is.

Mr. BonsisTmN. Yes.
Mr. BuiwixKsmn What would you recommend in order to get this

scrap out at once?
Mr. BoRImrNEIN. Mr. Chairman, I think it is moving pretty fast, be-

cause, if you divide whatever tonnage you have-let us just use this
figure, which was the last-

Mr. HALLECK. Now Major, did you have reference generally in the.
country, or in the hans ofdealers?

Mr. BULWJNKLE. Scrap generally in the hands of the country and
in the hands of the dealer. I want you, becausd you have had experi-
ence in this, to give to the committee your ideas.

Mr. BoRmNI. That is right.
Mr. BuL iNKE.. For the wIhole thing, and let us get it out and quit

having this talk about this scrap.
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Mr. BOsINSrEIN. That is right.
Mr. BULWimKL&. So we can go to something else sometime.
Mr. BoRNS IN. That is right. Now, I have got to tell you this be-

cause you take 700,000 tons of scrap and divide it among 10,000 yards.
Mr. BULWlwKLE. That is only 4,000, but go ahead.
Mr. BotiNSTEIN. All right.. Divide it among 4,000, divide it any way

you want. My average was 70 tons to the yard. Ipt's make it 200 tons
to the yard.

Now, there are 75 different specifications, but do not, think all deal-
ers are dealers of 75 different grades, because they are not, but there
are 75 grades. Let us say they grade 15, only 15 different grades.
Now, if you divide 15 different gades into 200 tons, say it even was
an average of 200 tons to the ya , you would have maybe half a car
of each, of 15 grades. The fact that there may be 200 tons in a yard
does not mean that there is enough to load even one car of any one
grade. Now, the mills, the steelmills will not accept mixed'cars.
Every car must contain one grade of scrap. And you have just got
to allow sufficient time for these yards to accumulate enough of each
of those grades to make up a separate car of each of those grades.

Mr. BUrLWSNKLE. Well, how much is necessary?
Mr. BoRINsrIN. Well, in the wintertime it takes longer.
Mr. BULWINKLE. I mean during a year, a whole year..
Mr. BoRINSTEIN. I would say 30 davs.
Mr. BULWINKr. Well, you have had since last April when this thing

started.
Mr. BoJUNSTEIN. Oh but it has been moving, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BuLwJ NLE. Ali right.
Mr. BoRINSTEI.N. It ha§ been moving right along.
Would you be interested in knowing what the Bureau of Mines

showed as to the inventory of consumers in the same period of time?
Mr. BULWINKLE. Yes.
Mr, BoRINSWIN. Well, on December 31, they showed 5,046,000 tons

in the consumers, and by September 30, 1941, also the last available
figure, 3,986,000 tons, a decrease of 1,042,000 in the consumers.

Now, the Bureau of Mines also shows, according to their records,
that, just to show you what the operation is in a particular district
that in September of 1941, the mills in eastern Pennsylvania consumed
385,000 tons of scrap; that the stocks of the consumers in eastern
Pennsylvania, as of September 30,1941, amounted to 311.127 tons, and
that the stock of prepared and unprepared scrap in the dealers' yards.
in this district as of September 30,1941, was only 60,548 tons, or on that
operation the dealers would have only 5 days' supply.

Since this priority was issued in October, Mr. Miller told you that
he has made somethiing like 450 to 600 allocations to big fellows and
to little fellows, in every part of the United States, from coast.
to coast, and from the Gulf up to Minnesota, and in practically every
instance the question was asked, Do you know of any accumulation of
scrap in any dealer's yard or in any'plant? That was so we could be
helped to allocate scrap and know where it was, and almost with rare
exception the answer was that they did not know, if they did know
they would not be there asking for it.

Mr. BULWINKLr Now, Mr. Borinstein, I asked you the question just
now, What recommendation, if any, would you have to make to move
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this scrap? You stated that it was moving. Now, is it entirely satis-
factory to you and to your organization ?

Mr. BORINSTEIN. Well, I would like to see scrap move as fast as pos-
sible. I do not know-I cannot make any recommendation. I am not
speaking of those that may be hoarding. I am speaking of the rank
and the file among the scrap yards. Unless the mills are willing to
take mixed cars, 11will say that these dealers just have to be allowed
sufficient time to accumulate enough of every one grade.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Just for a minute; let us get the whole picture.
There are other things besides the dealers. You have got two kinds
of scap all over the United States, haven't you, according to your
original statement?

-r. BON8r.IN. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. What are they, the home?
Mr. Bosf~snN. The home and purchased, 
Mr. BULWINKLV. What recommendation can you make to this coi-

mittee that should be done in order to move the scrap, both home and
purchased?

Mr. HALL.ECK. Now, do you mean, Major, from the farms and the
factories?

Mr. BULWjNKLE. I mean from the farms and all until they get to
the ultimate consumer. That is what we are here alter.

Mr. BOWNST N. All right. We have nothing to do with the farm
or with the household.

Mr. BuLWJNKLE. But you are looking after the scrap?
Mr. BORINSTIN. No, sir. I beg your pardon.
Mr. BULWINKLE. V, hat is your job down there?
Mr. BonzNsmziN. I am the consultant in regard to scrap, but when it

comes to a campaign, if someone else is running that campaign I have
nothing to do with it.

Mr. Bu iWNKI.E. Well, as a consultant, what views can you express
to this committee?

Mr. BORINsTrIN. Well, let us talk about one of the richest reservoirs.
Mr. BumLWiNKLE. I want to get the picture as to the whole thing in

the United States.
Mr. BoRJsTwN. Well, resort to confiscation where it will not move

otherwise. We have that power now. We never had it until just very,
very recently.

Mr. KELLY. In the month of May is when that power was passed.
Mr. Bonsri . What did you sayI
Mr. KnLY. In the month of May.
Mr. Box,'rEIN. Yes; it was delegated to the President in May, but

it was not delegated to 0. P. M. until the middle of December, and
then it took several weeks after that. for the attorneys to work out an
orderly procedure. So that last. week was the first time we had the
right to confiscate any scrap and we immediately took steps to confis-
cate some two to three thousand old automobiles tip in New York that
we heard were not being moved.

Mr. HALLECK. Can you guarantee, Mr. Borinstein, if the scrap moves
into the channels of trade generally represented in the scrap industry.
that it will go expeditiously to the consumers who need it I

Mr. BoU ST N. Oh, yes; it is jny honest opinion that in the vast
majority of cases it wili move just as fast as it is prepared.
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Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, have you at any time, or your organization,
or anyone down there, prepared any lan about this whole scrap
business?

Mr. BoRnrL ',ix. Oh, yes; sure. Let me tell you about .the auto
wrecking, for instance. 'May I I

Mr. BULWJNKLE_. Well, you just mentioned 2,000 or more.
Mr. B0Om.N;.T.iN. That was'just one lot. There are 4,000,000 tons

of scrap, we think, available in these auto wrecking-let me make it
very clear that most of the letters we have received complaining with
regard to hoarding of scrap have been in regard to these old auto
cemeteries and not with regard to scrap yards.

We have had hundreds of letters about these old auto cemeteries.
Now, the auto-wrecking industry is separate and aside from the scrap
industry-and has not thing whatever to do with the scrap industry.
'he only contact. the auto wrecker has with a scrap man is when he
wrecks a number of cars and wants to sell his scrap. 'We knew that
there was this tonnage of scrap available in the auto-wrecking field,
and at that time when I came in the middle of August, that was
another thing that I immediately got under way, and some of us exec-
utives went into some 21 diffeirnt States and organized thuse States
for auto wrecking to stimulate the flow of scrap from these cemeteries.

I will give you a typical case. For instance, in Indiana, Mr. Hal.
leek, we had a meeting at the Claypool Hotel. We had some 150
auto wreckers from all over Indiaina there, and the meeting was ad.
dressed by Governor Schricker; by Mayor Sullivan, of Indianapolis;
by Colonel Drysdale, of Fort Benjamin Harrison; by Mr. R. C. Allen,
who was at that time head of the Raw Materials Dpartment; and by
myself.. w

'There was a lot of enthusiasm worked up. They promised to wreck
their cars, and speed shipment of the scrap. TIiey formed their
State organization from among their own industry.

Mr. HAILWK. When did you hold that meeting?
Mr. Bonnmwr. What did you say?
Mr. HALLECK. When did you hold that meeting? Do you remem-

ber about when it wai'
Mr. Bom xsim. I think it was some time in October, or the latter

pait of September. I have forgotten just when, but at any rate,
when we got back to Washington we had only the mail to use
and the telephone to keep after the wreckers and that applied in
every State. We h'd no field force at all. We could not even hire
one man to follow up, Lut we knew the scrap was there. We could
not requisition it; it was easy enough to say, "Why didn't you go out
and commandeer these earsP We did not have the righL We did
not have that right until last week, when the attorneys finally worked
out the procedure.

Now that the authority is there, Mr. Chairman, I think that there
will be no difficulty in moving thousands and-thousands and thousands
of these old cars all over the United States.

Mr. BuLwiNKmLE Well, do you not think that your organization
should prepare some plan to move it ?

ir. BORINSTEIN. Well, it is, just now. ;
Mr. BULWINKLP. We are in war.
Mr. Bom sm.N. Yes, we are.,
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Mr. BULWiNKLF.. Not just sitting around here to wait on somebody
to do something.

Mr. BoRI.xsr.IN. Well, that campaign has just been turned over
to the Bureau of Industrial Conservation.

M. BuLwI-JCL. My -d, we want. something else besides just
turning these things over from one side to another and getting
nowhere.

Mr. Bon INsrIx. I have nothing to (to with policy. When there
is anything to be turned over, that is just out of my hands. I am just
a private in the ranks.
Mr. BULWINKLE. I know, but you could recommend to somebody

else.
Mr. Borns'rsui. Well, don't you think I did?
Mr. BuLwi.KE.. I don't know.
Mr. BoRissix-s. Well, I will tell you I did.
Now, with regard to the agriculture program. There is a lot of

scrap-we do not know how much, maybe a million and a half tons.
Now, back in August Mr Allen and I went over to see the Assistant
Secretary of Agriculture, Hill. He is from Texas. le is a fine
gentleman. He had a sympathetic understanding, and he called in
his publicity man, and the man in charge of the county agents, and the
4--H, and the women's auxiliaries, to help work out a plan to get the
scrap moving from. tile farm. It took about 5 or 6 weeks to work out
the program. The question of price was mentioned in the letter we
Irepared, and the Department of Agriculture wanted it approved by

0. P. A. anti it was submitted. and with some changes that Dr.
Galbraith made, the letter was approved and we got everything out.

Now, we even had a map prepared, showing what the scrap was
worth in every State of the United States, so the farmer would know
about what lie should get. This letter, which went to the county
agents, was addressed to Secretary Wickard. We ,aid, now, you
have a farm in Delphi, Ind., and your basing point is Kokomo, Ind.
I do not know whether these men know anything about Indiana or
not, but you do, Mr. Halleck.

We figured out what Secretary Wickard could get for his scrap on
his farm. It was all very comprehensively gotten up, and I have
lived in Indiana all mv life, and among tie farmers, and I have a
lot of contracts with ihem, and I say there is no more patriotic
group in the country, but it was my thinking, if we could get this
group in the country, and it was my thinking if we would get. this
story across through the program we mailed, through the radio pro-
gram of the Departnent of Agricultui, and through the clinics of
the county agents, that the scrap wouhl move from the farms. Well,
,ust about the time we got the program con~pleted, Mr. Chairman
the order came to turn it over to the Bureau of industrial
Conservation.

Mr. BULWINKLL, Have you got a copy of that program?
Mr. BoRiNsTuw. Yes, sir.
Mr. BUrWINKu. Put it in the record, will you?
Mr. BoRixmiSzT. I will get it over to you.
Now about scrap. There is-I think Congressman Fitzgerald, the

other day, talked about this heavy stuff. We estimate there is half a
million tons of scrap in the mines. We have been after them to.move
that scrap, and the reply comes back that they are operating, that
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their operating schedule is so heavy they could take this scrap out
only on Saturday and Sunday, that they have got to pay their men
time and a half on Saturday, and double time on Sunday, and that tie
cost of taking the scrap out is more than the dealers can pay them
because tie dealers can pay only in accord with the 0. P. A. schedule.
It is estimated there is a half million tons available.

Mr. BULWINKLF. What plan (lid you make to move that?
Mr. BoamNsTr. No plan. We cannot interfere with hours and

wages. We have no jurisdiction there.
Mr. BULWJNKLE. Well, have you made any recommendations to

anyone?
Mr. BORINSTFN. Yes. I would like-I did recommend or suggest

that these men be permitted on Saturdays and Sundays to take this
scrap out only, no coal operation, just the scrap out at the regular
wages, not time and a half and double time, but it was turned down.

Oh, just give me the authority to do a lot of things-
Mr. PkonFsR. Who turned it down, Mr. Borinstein I
Mr. BoRI STEN. Why, I think it went up to Mr. Lewis.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Which Mr. Lewis?
Mr. BORINSSEIN. John L.
Mr. BULWINKLE. And lie turned it down?
Mr. BORINSTEIN. Yes.
Mr. BULWINKLR. Well, do you know that he did?
Mr. BomINsTEIN. Well, I would like to check that-that is what I was

told.
Mr. BULWINKLE. You check it so we can correct your record.
Mr. BoRiNsmr . All right. I don't want to make that definite-

that is what was told to me.
Now, I get a lot of letters about abandoned streetcar rails. Last

August we worked out a plan with the Federal Government by which
the Federal Government agreed to furnish W. P. A. labor to'take up
the rails and pay about 15 percent of the cost of resurfacing and of
repairing the streets. There have been some localities over the country
that have taken these rails up, but a great many cities that have got
abandoned rails in their streets-of cors. e, the, ails have to be owned
by the municipalities, not b)y any private company--have not been
able to move them because they say they had nothing set up in their
1941 budget, when it was made earlier in the year, to take care of that
kind of expenditue, or that they were restricted by their bond issue
as to the amount of indebtedness, and so forth.

Now, there are up to half a million tons, perhaps, of those rails
that can be moved. I think the Government now is prepared or may
possibly pay the full amount of repairing those streets.

Now, you say to me, Why don't you move faster? It took me over-
it did not take me-but for 4 months I worked on dismantling that
abandoned Atlantic Avenue elevation in Boston, that I think every
tourist through the New England States wrote me a letter about last
August and September. Now, it was up in the Supreme Court of
Massachusetts. One of your own distinguished Members of Congress,
-Congressman Elliott, helped out very substantially, and the Supreme
Court finally has ordered that dismantled-some 25,000 tons.

All right. If anyone thinks it should not have taken that length
of time, what could we do about it? / Let us go to the other side
of the country, the big bridge at Tacoma, Wash.-
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Mr.' BULWINKLY. But your entire organization was not on that par-
ticular thing all that time, was it?

Mr. BORiNSTmN. Oh, I worked on that, sure. I will never forget
about it. I went to sleep every night thinking about iL

Air. BULWINKLE. But you had other things at the same time to
work onf

Mr. BoBiasniN. Yes.
Mr. BULVINKL. You did not want to leave the impression with the

committee that you worked on it alone for several months?
Mr. BoRn srzxN. Oh, no; I had other things. As a result of wear

and tear from these other things I had positive orders when I went
home sick last November, from my doctor, that I had to quit, and I was
planning to quit, and if we had not gotten into war I would hot be
here today unless you had called me, and it would have been a pleasure
to come before you.

Now, you take, among other things, take that big collapsed- bridge at
Tacoma. It was going to be dropped into the water. Do you know
that it took us about 4 weeks to prevent that from happening?

Mr. HALU:CK. Do vou mean they were just going to let her g, down ?
Mr. Bonz isrz . Yes; dropped right down in the water; and there

are a lot of bridges in this country, going across streams, which con-
nect two little towns, and there is a dispute as to who owns them, so we
could not do a thing with them.

There are a lot of bridges abandoned in the country which have at-
tached to them a water line or a gas line, with some perpctual contract
to bind them, and the community cannot take the bridge down. That
is potential scrap iron and steel. We havp tried to move all that, but
we had no authority. Now we are at war. The Government, no
doubt, is going to do something about it, and this type of scrap will
become immediately available.

Mir. BuLwIl.KLr-. We are not blaming you, Mr. Borinstein.
Mr. BORINSTrN. Oh, I know. I have nothing to defend. I am

trying to give you a picture. You want to know about these things,
don't youI

Mr. BuJAwiNKLE. What we are trying to find out, is there any-
thing wrong, and what-is wrong, and who is to blame.

Mr. HAuLLc. I think we might all agree you have given us some
interesting facts which will be very helpful to us in working out
this problem.

Mir. BoixsmiN. What do you tbink about this Take Detroit.
Detroit was always a plus point. By that I mean it produced much
more scrap than it consumed. Detroit was perhaps the biggest
production point of scrap, on account of the automotive industry,
in the world. Well, on account of restriction in auto manufacture,
and the present conversion, Detroit has become a minus point, so
instead of shipping scrap out of Detroit. as has always been the
case, today we are allocating scrap from other points into Detroit.

Now, that is dislocation. Of course, as soon as they come into war
production, there is going to be a lot of scrap, but of a different kind.
think it was Congressman Fitzgerald who talked about the little

foundries that needed cast scrap. There is a lot of soil pipe, gentle-
men, made out of cast iron. If those manufacturers would begin to
use clay, or concrete, or some other substitute, considerable cast iron

74975-42-voL t-25
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would become available for the little foundries---somebody spoke here
about tin cans, incinerated tin cans. If you had suggested to a con-
sumer in January a year ago to use incinerated tin cans, he would
have shot you almost, but toay he is using it and they have had pretty
good results with it, some of them have, but it has taken months to
educate people they have got to begin to use substitutes.

They always want the cream of the crop. They wanted the A-1
Scrap, because, of course, it was easier to operate that way. I am

not criticizing these consumers. They have been fine in most re-
spects, but they hate to get around to the substitution of these cheaper
grades. Well, they have just had to do it, and there should be a great
deal more of it.

Now, I am almost done, but here is something fo think about. It is
paradoxical. Today we never needed scrap more in this country, and
yet a great manypeople that are patriotic are loathe to move it. Take
the railroads. They have been splendid, but today, on account of the
great transportation demands and the difficulty in getting new equip-
ment, they are repairing hundreds of cars and locomotives that in
normal times they would have junked, so we do not get that scrap.
We get a lot of other scrap from them, but they are holding on to a lot
of this old equipment they are repairing, and which normally they
would not.
. Take a lot of abandoned structures with steel in them, ordinarily

they would have been demolished, but today the owners anticipate
a need for them, so they are fixing them up, and we do not get that
scrap.

Mr. BULmiNKLn Mr. Wrinstein, have you had much complaint
from the'consumers that the dealers refused to sell or wanted higher
prices than are fixed?

Mr. Bomu~srz.iN. No, sir; I have had practically none. I talked
ast Friday with Mr. Wolcott, president of Luken Steel. He was

in my office; I talked to him about this very thing. Why, he said
he would be glad to come over here and testify. I do not know where
this impression got out.

Mr. BULWJNKLE. Well, of course, you realize the war is a breeder
of rumors as well as other things.

Mr. BonrTsN . Oh, yes.
Mr. BULXwiScKIE You can have all kinds of rumors that light

on us.
Mr. Bom irxN. Well, we were just as concerned about this scrap

aW ear ago as we are today. One-twelfth of this year is almost gone.
We are still going at a record-breaking pace. We all of us have got
faith in this country and our people and ourselves, and I am going
to be the last one to admit that we are not going to have enough
scrap to keep particularly our war effort going. That I can say,
that there is enough scrap for that, and we want to keep as mucn
of the civilian usage of scrap. 1,

Mr. BuLwiNxLm. Mr. Hall, do you want to ask any questions
Mr. HALu No questions.
Mr. BuLwiNKL.. Mr. Halleck?
Mr. HALLECK. Of course, I have a little pride, as a fellow Hoosier,

in Mr. Borinstein, and I want to commend you for myself, Mr.
Borinstein, for the frankness and -clarity of your statement. I
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think you have been helpful, and, as far as I am concerned, the thing
we are interested in is getting scrap in and seeing that it moves into
the industry and into the hands of the people that need it.

If that happens, certainly there could be no complaint.
Mr. BORINSTEIN. I thank you very much, Congressman Halleck,

and I want to tell you that our section is going to do its very best
to move every possible pound of scrap.

Mr. IIALLECK. Just one question, Major, if I might.
Mr. BULWiNKLE. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. Now, you have referred to the fact that your section

worked on some of these brokers, looking to the stimulation of the
flow of scrap into the channels of trade. Now, then, since that time
that duty or obligation, or job has been assigned to the Bureau of
Industrial Conservation. Was there any period of time in there
when there was a twilight zone, when there was a division of author-
ity, or lack of certainty as to whose responsibility that waste

Mr. BoRiSTEIN. No. I think it automatically changed over. I
want to say this, that the reason the change was made is that the
Bureau of Industrial Conservation, as you know, is very amply
budgeted. They haveplenty of money to establish a very big per-
sonnel over the country, where our section did not have any at all.
They proposed to organize every State in the country, State by State,
with a very wide representation there, and, of course, it was felt that
on this kind of scrap, which had not arrived in the scrap yard, what
we refer to as dormant scrap, the scrap on the farm, in the auto
wreckers, and in the homes, garages, and so forth, that the Bureau
of Industrial Conservation, because they have this very ample man-
power, could do the job better than we could. Welad no man-
power.

Did I answer your question?
Mr. HALLECK. Yes.
Mr. BoinNsrEiN. But there wasn't any lull between the two.
Mr. HALLECK. That is all.
Mr. BULWiJELL. All right, sir. If you have anything else you want

to put in the record, you may.
Mr. BcRISSrEi. Thank you very much.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Mr. Fogarty has a statement to put in the record.

Congressman Fogarty, of Rhode Island.
STATEMENT OF JOHN E. FOARTY, REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS,

SECOND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, RHODE ISLAND
Mr. FooAirr. I am John E. Fogarty, of the Second District, Rhode

Island. I just want to extend my remarks in the record.
(The extension of the remarks of Hon. John E. Fogarty, Represent-

ative in Congress from the Second District of Rhode 'island, is as
follows:)

Mr. FoGay. There are thousands of people walking the streets today, in the
midst of a great glamor for war workers. The number Is increasing daily, and
we are facing, once again, the prospect ot.hunger amid plenty.

I would be wasting your time, as well as my own, If I tried to go Into the argo-ments about the part small business plays In the peacetime activities of thecountry. You men have heard the arguments over and over again. You ha*eheard all sorts of suggestions about remedying the situation. What can be done
remains to be seen, but one thing Is wure, something must be done and done soon.
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We have a war to win, that's true. But we also have to keep In mind the fact
that when the war is finished-please God, may it be soon-we will have a pace
to win.

All production now must be predicated on the winning of that war, and non-
essentials will have to take last Place. But, In my opinion, there Is a place for
the small businessman in the production of war materials.

We all know that the little fellow hasn't got the organization to compete favor-
lbly with big business. Special provision must be made for him. It Is my belief
that it could be determined, and In mighty short order, just what type of material
lire small businessman could turn out.

Maybe one group could produce parts for guns. gas masks, uniform, etc. Maybe
another group couldn't produce very much but could be used for assembling these
various parts.

Then set that work aside for small business. The little fellow would be com-
petlng with others In his class, and we wouldn't e some little fellow Fke the
14erty Tool & Gage Works in Providence trying to compete with Brown &
Sharpe; and, besides keeping the little fellow going, we'll actually help speed
thirgs up.

An outstanding example of the plight of employees of small business Is appar-
(nt to everyone in a look at the automobile dealers' situation. Most of these

Semp)loyees are old hands at that game. They've raised families, bought homes
and are paying cff mortgages, are sending their children through school, and the
like. Now they are faced with complete collapse. Jf they are to find work, they
must tear up their roots and go to another community where there is defense
production; then try to learn some other trade. You know what their chances
will be-some of them are too o!d to even undertake such a task. We've got to
help tbem.

Someone will say that this might cost the country a little more money-that
may well be true, but It will be money well spent. We will be taking care of the
lives at home, and encouraging everyone to do more and more to help win the
war, and that attitude in the mind of the public is very Important.

Mr. BULWi.KLE. There are some telegrams and a letter here which
may be made a part of the record.

(The documents are as follows:)

Congressman Wutronr RtTuAiv, MAtio, Onto, January 26, 1942.

'Washington, D. 0.:
We are an Independent tire dealer selling new tires and doing tire treading.
The Independent tire dealers are In a much better position to handle the

serious problems that are with the tire Industry today.
We should have Immediate relief in regard to more rubber being allocated

for tire treading on both lacsenger and truck tires. Since the average man,
salesman, and the man working In the shop that has to depend on his car to
get to work and make his living with cannot under any condition buy new
tires, something should be done to he'p him. We are not able to take care of
these people because the restriction on rubber for treading Is not large enough.

The Independent tire dealers have 90 percent of the repair equipment and we
are terribly handicapped for material.

Additional tire treading and repairing equipment should only be sold to the
Independent, because they are already set up and only need more material.

The big interests are trying to muscle In on this business which has already
been established by the independent, who are still ab'e to handle the situation
with a little extra equipment for both defense and civilian use.

The large Interests are receiving more camelback than the independents.
A definite amount of passenger camelback should be made each moth.
Thanking you for all the consideration shown the Independent In the past,

I remain, ' r
HAn la H uR Srom: DuLts HMjtRur, Manager.-
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OAKLAND, C,&Lu., January 26, 19j2.
Congressman W2IHT PATnAr,

Washinglos, D. 0.:
As an independent tire dealer representing a livelihood for 12 employLes *e

solicit your support In any way possible that independent tire dealers be given
immediate relief without injury to rubber-conservation plan that manufacturers
retail outlet be eliminated from retreading fi.eid, which has been 00 percent
Independent field, and eiminated from tire-rationing program so that Inde-
pendent dealers may retain their place In the rubber world, a control on recap-
ping equipment so that large interests cannot muscle In on revapping field to
the eniminatlon of Independent dealers.

BRo.ADwAY TIRE Co.,
By G sooE KNAPP.

GRET FALLS, 3Ior., January .97, 1942.
Congressman WRIOHT PATMAN,

House Ofoc Building, lWasaington, D. 0.:
We are fighting for American democracy, not for vested Interests, chain

stores, and monopolies. Th independent dealer in any line is the backbone of
democracy. Independent tire dealers do 90 percent of the tire repairing. Major
oil companies, tire manufacturers, and chain stores are now trying to muscle In
on recapping and repairing as a side line. This accomplished would necessarily
reduce quality of work and cause unnecessary loss of life due to poor work.
There aren't enough tire men now who do proper repair work. These good men
are nearly all employed by Independent tire dealers. No additional retreading
or repair equipment should be sold to any but Independent dealers" Many major)
rubber companies refuse to take orders tor needed materials. They see that
their own stores are furnishd with materials and brag that they are putting
In huge shons. Can't something be done about fair distribution of maiterlala.'
Isn't a small Independent entitled to his shabr of materials along with large
Interests? Mnntana farmpr need ruhbr on their nraener cars. Can't we.
get rassenrer car caml back so we can heln them feed our forcem Only lndt-
perdont diaers should bp allowed to ratio's new and recapned tires. Big
organlzatIons bar-e other Itfems for sale. We Independents must survive to'
insure a democratic way of life.

WIRANo' YrSCVuTTX Tr= Ch.
Huco A. Ntisov.

AMSrIC us, GA., Jaanuary 26, 189.
Congressman WRIGHT PATMAN.

House Opke Buildlng:
AR Inleperdent tire dealers in a community with 5.(O car and trntk registra-

tions, we are equipped to retread and repair tires but have no camel-back stock
on hard. Renuest you use your influence to give Independent tire dealers and
retreaders Immed'ate relIef. Over AO percent of tiro repnlrlpg and retradIng'
equnment in hands of Independent tire dealers. Very urgent these Independents
receive material to conflnue nepration and keep tires needed for defense and
eiv'Ilan itfe In operation. There iN a gret nee4 for equitable allocation of
camel back as large Interests are holding this material for themselves and not.
shl nning to Independant dealers. Also urge Increase amount of passenger tire
camel back be manufactured.

Lorr Bnonu-

PHTAmL*JHM PA., January 8 14. I|
lion. WRIGHT PATMAN, .

House Ojfce Building: -

Immediate relief necessary for our firm as independent dealer. In order to
continue in business and maintain necessary conservation of rubber through
competent service of repair and retread must have adequate allocation'of camel
back. Respetfully and urgently request your Interest in behalf our not being
forced to close down this most necessary service for lack of material.

CARNEL & BRADDUI&N.
JAuS J. BuAnauuis.
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SCHUTERM, NEs., January 26, 1912.
Congressman W IGHT PATMAN,

House Oftce Building:
Would appreciate some relief, as Independent tire dealers have some A-3

crders but unable to get manufacturer to ship. Having trouble to get tires
retreaded.

SCHUYWR2 OIL CO.
ADOLPH PoKcBNY.

PotTrA:D, OREo., January 26, 1942.
Congressman WRIGHT PAT}JAN,

Washing gton, D. V.:
Independent dealers pioneered recapping business. Believe big Interests now

trying regulate prices and manufacture of grades camel back to their advantage.
lBelieve there Is need more equltab'e allocation of camelbock so ail dealers receive
the same treatment. Necessary Increase allotment passenger tire camel back so
defense workers and automblles necessary maintain economic stability can
obtain tires. Independent tire dealers who are dependent upon tire sa'es should
be declared only ratloners of new tires as bIg organizations have other things
to sell. Independent tire dealers, not controlled by ;arge Interests, are entitled
Immediate relief. Your consideration and assistance will be appreciated.

PECK BsS.,
SE.W. PECK.

MioLErowzt, OtO, January 20, 19J2.
Congressman WiGHtr PATUAN,

Washington, D. 0.:
Being an Independent tire dealer and knowing that probably 90 percent of all

repairing equipment is In the hands of the independent, believe him best qualified
tb Inspect and repair tires to conserve available rubber. We urge that you use
your influence to have the Independent tire dealer declared the only rationer of
new tires, whereas the large organizations have other things to sell.
. The trading Industry was established by the Independent, and we believe he Is.
entirely capable and equipped to handle the treading for civilian and defense
needs If he can be supplied with sufficient camel back. The large Interests are
securing more rubber than the Independent, hence a more equitable distribution
should be worked out. Also a definite amount of passenger camel back should
be manufactured.

Suggest that new equipment be sold only to Independent dealers.Cordially yours, C IDDLLTOWN GENFMAL TIlRE $ ALME
liUSSELL E. DEUPSTn.

CHICAOo, ILL, January 26, 1912.
Congressman WaiGHr PATUAN,

louse Oiee Buildlsg, Wahfagxton, D. 0.:
We appeal to you as an Independent tire dealer.
We urge your assistance In having the Independent tire dealer declared the

only ratloner of new tires.
* We urge that no additional retreading or repairing equipment be sold to any

but IndependenL
We ask that you help us obtain more equitable allocation of camel back forrecappIng tires.
It Is a.olutely necessary that we be given relief that we may continue in

NIIONAL GAs & OIL SAMES Co.
SAu EHRLici.
MoaIa nANZ .
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S.,lEM, Oaw_,., Jarnury 27, 192.

Congressman WoTR PATMAN,

Hosac Ofus ce Building, Washfngfon, D. 0.:
May we ask your cooperation in granting Independent dealers additional allot-

mentson camel back for truck and passenger cars? Large interests are receiving
more than dealers. They should not be permitted this privilege, due to their own
manufacturing of rubber and other Interests.

II0)FMAx TIEa SRv2cL

Los ANGELES, CAuF., Jrasrary L7, 1942.
Congressman WRicHr PATMAX,

House Office Building. Washington, D. V.:
Urge your support releasing additional passenger camel-back materials to only

independent tire dealers who prove they hate been in business prior to tire ration-
ing. Oil companies and other big organizations have things other than tires and
retreading to keep them In business. They should not be sold retreading
equipment.

D. B. A. DoDsoN. ITD.,
. 0. DIosox.

GALAX, VA., January 26, 1942.
Congressman Wayior PATMAN,

House Office Buf ding, lWas'hngto, D. 0.
Independent tire dealers ani treaders should be given' Immediate relief and

should be permitted distribution new tires. Ninety percent of all tire repairing
is done by Independent dealers. Big tire interests attempting to secure and
control all tire-treading business. Independent tire dealers must receive equl-
table portion camel back for passenger cars. Big Interests are controlling camel
back. Urge your immediate action to protect small business.

IN DEPENDENT IRE I)ksrs or OALAX.

iTz RlocK, ARx., January 27, 1942.
Congressman WRIGHT PATMAN,

House Office Buirding, Washington, D. (7.
Need your assistance in having independent tire dealers the only outlet for

rationers of new tires. Big organizations have other things to sell. Ninety
percent of all repairing and treading has been done by the Independents In the
lpast. Major companies were more Interested In selling new tires. Major com.
panies now attempting to cut In tire repairing and treading. We urge that no
new equipment be sold to major companies. Independents can handle with
present equipment by Installing some new equipment in some parts of the coun-
try. Camel back should be allocated more equal. Major companies securing
more than Independents. More passenger camelbacks should be released. De-
fense workers having trouble in getting tires or treading to get to their work.
Independent tire dealers and treaders need immediate relief.

MOREN TRE & fRET ADING Co.
UzOna B. MOw.

Congressman WRIGHT PATMAN.,

House Offlce Building, Washington, D. 0.:
Urgently need camel back in card sizes to keep vital people rolling. My mold

Idle while large rubber company builds big plant nearby.
ltcH a RTRMEAD SERVICE.

BENtON HARBOR, MICH., January 6, 1910.Congressman Waroser PAuTMA,
House Ofece Building, Washington, D. 0.:

Independent tire dealers need immediate release plus more equitable distribu.
tions of camel back, as large interest getting more than lfdependent. Also neces-
sary for definite amount passenger be manufactured. We have 90 percent tire-
repairin2 equipment. Can best conserve Nation's rubber; without independent,
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repairing cannot be done. Definitely In favor independents only ratloners of
new tires. Big companies have other Incomes. Independent established tread-
ing, now big interest muscling in. Independent capable of handling needs at
present. Should be only source to buy new equipment. These things necessary
for us to stay In business.

BENsoN TiRe SEivic.

LircoLu, Ns., January 26, 1942.
Congressman Waionr PATM.lS,

House 01ce Building, lVashfngfoa, D. 0.:
We Independent tire dealers and retreaders need Immediate relief. Manufac-

turers are trying to take recapping business away from us. This is unfair. Hope
reasonable amount of passenger tire camel back can be made and equitable dis-
tribution to we independents required to all manufacturers. We Independents
do 90 percent of tire repairing and servicing and should have control of sale of
rationed tires in order to survive.

KsasEr TIRE Co.

ST. Louis, Mo., January 26, 1942.
Congressman WaRour VATMAN,

House Office Building, Washington, D. 0.:
Having met you personally when you were in St. Louis and having written

you several times In the past, and knowing all the good you have been doing in
behalf of the Independent merchants, I want to ask you now to do everything
possible to give relief to the independent tire dealer keep the repairing of tires
and tubes with the independents. These manufacturers, from favoring their
own stores with repair materials for recap, retread, and vulcanizing, do not allow
them to ration tires, do It through the independent dealer only. Thanks for your
cooperation.

E. J. TiRz & BArEMY SERVI.
MAPLEWOO, Mo.

FRnEo.4, Nms., January 26, 1942.
Congressman Wi-our PATMAN,

Washingtos, D. 0.:
I urge you to back the Independent tire dealers' cause. The Independent should

Le the only ratloner of new tires. Big organizations, such as mall-order houses,
major oil companies, and tire companies own stores, have other things to sell.
The independents need the sales of the new tires that are ratIoned at least. Also
camel back not being fairly distributed to Independents by suppliers.

NIcK NEFF.

NAPOLawO, Ouio, January .07, 1942.
Congressman WtoHT PATuAs,

House OffIce Building, Wathlnpfon, D. 0.:
Am an Independent tire dealer with fire employees, $13.000 stock of new rub-

ber, only recapping and repair equipment within 20 miles. Large rubber com-
panies are squeezing us out of busJness by holding back Camelback and cement
tad giving same to major oil companies, catalog houses, etc., who are now muscle-
Ing Into our business. Request fairer allotment of Camelback recapping equip-
ment sold only to existing shops, tire rationing solely through independent
distfbutors.

0. J. JIAUS.

SrocKroN, CALIF., January 26, 1942.
Congressman WaOur PATUAJ,-. Hoa Oe" Building, Wasington, D. 0.:

Independent tire dealers must be given some Immediate relief. Put distribu-
tfon of tires in the hands of Independent dealers. No more r~treading equipment
should be sold other than fot replacement, Do not let the tire business and.

J /
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retreading fall into the hands of the large Interests. Independents can survive
and do their part If given a job to do.

CARL S. OaruAs.

Naw Yozx, N. Y., January 26, 194t.
Congressman WRIGHT PATIMAN,

House Offtce Building, Wash nglon, D. 0.:
Imperative Independent tire dealers and treaders be given Immediate relief

if to remain In business and perform essential functions in plan to conserve
rubber. Urgently request you make every effort accomplish this. O.Ter follow-
ing suggestions: Make Independent tire dealers sole ratloners new tires; stop
sale additional treading and repair equipment to any but Independent dealers;
allocate more Cumelback Independent tire dealers having substantial Investment
in treading equipment, large Interests getting too much; permit manufacture
limited amount passenger-car Camelback for Independent tire dealers; only per-
mit Government fluancing easy terms present new-tire Inventories. Every effort
should be made prevent large Interests muscelling In on treading Industry which
was established by Independents, who are capable handling all treading needs
for defense or civilian uses with the addition of some new equipment in some
parts of the country. Practically all tire-repair equipment now In hands of
Independents, and without Independents no tire repairing could be done. Inspec-
tlon and repairing most essential in the conservation .)f rubber through the
lengthening of life of tires now In use.

UNITED STATES TIRE SUPPLY CO., INO.,
- K. R. ScuA., President.

THE SEszI& RUBBER CO., INC.
New York, January 26 19i9.

Re: Postpone rationing order on retreading and retreads.

lion. WRIGHT PATMAI,
House of Rcprsesnalaires, Wasfxgton, D. 0.

lIo-ofa&A~z SiR: We learn through the papers that a rationing order Is likely
to be Issued almost any day covering the retreading of passenger and truck
tires as well a, so we understand, the sale of retreaded tires.

We are frank to say that we do not understand the reason for this terriffe
haste. The ink is hardly dry on the rationing order for new tires and one would
assume that the results of new-tire rationing would be ascertained before taking
this drastic retreading move.

The facts are that the new tire-rationing'order has put most tire dealers on
the rocks or next to it, and all that is needed to get the rest of us Is the Issuawre
of a rationing order on retreading.

We urge you most strongly to prevent or postpone the Issuance of rationing
orders on retreading and retreads until such time as the facts are assembled
on the savings In crude rubber effected through the rationing of new tires. This
saving is enormous. 'The weekly reports Issued by local tire boards Indicate
that only 10 percent of the quota assigned for new tire sales has been used.
If this is true around the country, It Is obvious that the monthly saving of crude
rubber will exceed all estimates and be beyond all expectations.

In the circumstances, the impending rationing order on retreads could well be
deferred, not alone without harm to anyone, but with positive benefit to hundreds
of small businessmen engaged in the tire Industry. -

Sincerely yours,
SiMBE RUaBE CO., INCL,

By 31. H. Hoaowzz.

Mr. BULWINRLE. Gentlemen, I think we will have to adjourn.
The corimittee will stay just a minute. The rest of you gentlemen

can 0o.

TLnk you.
fWhereupon, at 12:05 p. m., the committee adjourned, subject tocal -)
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 0, 1942

SELEr CoMMirTE TO CONDUCT A STUDY AND
INVESTIGATION OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAM IN ITS

RELATION TO SHALL BUSINESS IN TIE UNITED STATES
Waahington, b. 0.

The select committee met pursuant to call, in the caucus room, Old
House of Representatives Office Building, at 10 a. in., Hon. Wright
Patman (Texas), chairman, presiding.

Present: Representative Patman (Texas), chairman; Bulwinkle
(North Carolina), Ploeser (Missouri), and Fitzgerald (Connecticut).

Also present: Representative Rankin (Montana).
Ira Bird Kirkland Jr, counsel for the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. While we are waiting on the other members of the

committee I would like to read into the record of today's hearing a
resolution adopted by the committee in executive session yesterday.
This resolution was sent to the President of the United States with an
accompanying letter which reads as follows:

HOUSE OF REPRFSENTATIVES,
SELECT COIIMIlTEE TO CONDUCT STUDY AND

INVESrIoATION OF NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAM IN ITS
-RELATION TO SMALL BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES,

WasMington, D. 0. February 6, 1942.
The PjEsiDENT OF THE UNITED STATES,

The WAite House.
DEA MI. PUMiFNT: As you know, it is the determInation of this committee

to preserve as a part of the Nation's economy the American small business unit,
and it is the opinion of the committee that the war effort of the Nation can
best be brought to a successful conclusion by utilizing, wherever possible, the
facilities of small business establishments throughout the Nation.

The committee is deeply concerned over the drastic effects of the recent
Government orders In connection with freezing and rationing in the tire in-
dustry, and on the basis of evidence presented to the committee, In executive
session and in public hearing, the committee is of the opinion that unless cer-
tain Immediate steps are taken by the Government, the freezing and rationing
program in this field may well result in the unnecessary destruction of many
small buSines units In the tire Industry.

The evidence before the committee discloses that the distribution of new
and rebuilt tires by some retail outlets is only a minor part of the entire business
activity of such outlets; and that many retail tir6 outlets, taking advantage
of The present situation with respect to the sale of new tires, are for the first
time shbing an Ihterest in tire rebuilding, and are buying up on a large scale
the available supply of materials and machinery used in rebuilding tires.

After giving careful consideration to the evidence before it, the committee
yesterday In executive session adopted the enclosed resolution. It Is the option
of the committee that the specific recommendations contained therein will in
no way Interfere with the Nation's war effort, but will, in fact, stimulate It. "

The committee respectfully urges your careful consideration of these recom-
mendations.

Yours respectfully,
WasOHT PATIAN, OkafrmamWP': E
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The committee inet in executive season February 5, 1942, aind
adopted the following resolution:

Reiolved, That all retail distributors of new tires ensI rebuilt tires, whose
principal business is not the sale of those particular Items, voluntarily agree
to liquidate their present stocks and discontinue distribution of new tires
and tubes and rebuilt tires, and that In the event voluntary agreemetnt cannot
be reached, the committee strongly urges that the G6vertiment's program of
allocation and rationing give definite preference to the retail tire dealer whose
principal source of business Is derived from the sale and servicing of tires;
and

2. That in the Government's allocation program for future distribution of
all new tires and tubes to retail outlets, such distribution will only be made
to dealers whose principal business Is, and has been prior to December 1, 1941,
the sale'afd servicing of tires; and

th .. That all materials required for tire rebuilding (including retreading,
gecapplng, and 6ther rebuilding processes) be allocated only to those retail
and. servicing outlets whose principal business Is, and has been prior to
December 1, 1941, the sale and servicing of tires, and that such allocation
be made fairly and without dig.rlmination and with due regard to previous
business history; and

4. That the allocation of tire rebuilding machinery (including retreading,-
recapping, andother rebuilding nuchinery) be made only to independent
tire dealers whose principal business, prior to December 1, 1941, was retail
tire sales and service; and
, 5."That Mnaterlals and machinery for tire rebuilding be allocated first to
those areas. which do not have sufficient materials and machinery to meet
he necessary tire rebuilding requirements In aid of the war effort; and
6. That It is the understanding of the committee that the Government will

notsanctlon discriminatory price practices In any phase of the tire industry;
and
n. That tire dealers desfring to liquidate frozen stocks first attempt to

liquidate such stocks by sale to olher tire dealers, and that upon satisfactory
showing of Inability to sell to other tire dealers, the Government agree to
purchase frozen stocks at a price sufficient to cover ali actual cost of handling
frozen stocks, and a reasonable profit, to the (late of liquidation; and

& That a satisfactory program of financial aid to dealers desiring to stay
in the retail tire business be put Into Immediate effect; and

9. That the Treasury Department grant such relief as may be permissible
LnOer the present tax laws to tire dealers whose stocks have been frozen; and

10. That the tires and tubes which were ordered, and the title to which
passed to the consumer, prior to December'll, 1941, be released for Immediate
delivery to the consumer; and

11. 'That the War Department and the Navy Department utilize in every
way consistent with military necessity the facilities of independent retail
dealers and tire rebuilders for the purpose of rebuilding military tires; be It
further
. Resolved, That It Is the desire and hope of the committee that the appro-
priate administrative officials of the Government.will act Immediately on the
recommendations contained in this resolution, In order to prevent the unni,.-
sary destruction of many thousands of small business units throughot the
United States, and the chairman Is directed to commnnicate this resolution
.to the following officers of the Government: The' lresdent of the United
-States, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of War, the Secretary
of the Navy, the chairman of the War Production Board, the Administrator
of the.Office of Price Administration, and the Federal Loan Administrator.

The CHAiRkmN. Now, Mr. Hamilton, will you come around, please,fir.
. Now, Mr. Hamilton, state your name and official position, if you

please.

-; ' , . i
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.STATEMENT OF FOWLER HAMILTON, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Mr. HAMILToN. My name is Fowler Hamilton. I am a special
assistant to the Attorney General in the Antitrust Division, Depart-
ment of Justice.

The CHAIRMAN. And Mr Hamilton, it is known that your depart-
ment is making a number of investigations?

Mr. HAMiLTON. That is correct sir
The CHAIRMAN. If a question should be asked you that you deem

it not in the public interest to answer, for the present I think you
should feel free to say so.

Mr. HAMILTON. 1'hank you, very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Because it is not our purpose to interfere with the

process of Government, and certainly not the Department of Justice,
and particularly the Antitrust Division.

Mr. HAMILTON. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. So, you may feel perfectly free to state that you

do not care to answer.
Have you made an investigation of the scrap industry, Mr.

Hamilton?
Mr. HAMiLTON. Yes, Mr. Chairman. As a matter of fact, this

investigation is still under way.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you come to any conclusion of your own

that you would be willing to express to the committee?
Mr. HAMILrON. That puts me in somewhat of an embarrassing

situation insofar as the mentioning of names is concerned, because
this investigation is still under way and because It may eventuate
into grand jury action leading to criminal actions in some cases,
and I would prefer not to mention any names. I would be glad to
give you any general impression of the structure of the industry
which the investigation has reflected.

The CHAIRMAN. If you will, please.
Mr. HAMILTON. First, I would like to tell you that the investiga-

tion covers the whole country; that we have at various times had as
many as 20 to 25 men working on it; that in accordance with our
usual practice we first try to get a pattern of the way the industry
operates and find out if these are abuses in that pattern.

The picture we got was one that had been suggested by Mr. Hen-
derson at the time he referred the matter to the Department for
Investigation this fall; that is to say, relatively a small number of
broken of scrap iron and steel handle the preponderant alnount of
the remote scrap, that Is, the scrap moving through the small dealers
up through the larger dealers and yardmen to the large brokers,
an4 then on to the consuming steel mill.

The CHAIRMAN. How large a number would'you sayI
Mr. IIAMILTON. We have investigated. 22, andI'willsay that sta-

tistics In this industry are very unreliable. I would judge that they
handleprobably 80 percent between T0 and 80 percent, of klI scrap.

The CHAIRMAN. These 221
.. Mr. HAMILTON. These 22; yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. The names of 15 were mentioned a few dars ago.
What percent does the 15 control,

Mr. HAMILTON. I should say that the 15 control probably slightly
less than half. It is a judgment, a matter of judgment, I shouldsay,
between 50 and 70 percent. As you increase the number, the percent-
age controlled by each diminishes.
* The CHAIRMAN. But there are 15 of the largest brokers, it is well
known.

Mr. HAMILTON. Yes; I think, as a matter of fact, Mr. Henderson,
when referring the matter to us, mentioned 15, and in our investiga-
tion of the 15 we found it necessary to broaden the investigation some-
what to cover these additional 7.

The CHAIRMAN. Just go right ahead.
* Mr. HAMILT0N. The pattern that our investigation revealed to us,

it seemed to be somewhat like this$ that you had a sitiation-
The CAIRIMAN (interposing). We just got started, Major Bul-

winkle. He is just telling us about the scrap investigation of the
£ Department of Justice.

Mr. HAmLTON. The pattern seems to be that whether by concert or
by tradition of development in the industry that one or two of the
Jarge brokers would pretty nearly dominate the assemblying of scrap
Sin tavicinity in which they were acting.

You take a region in the country and you will find one, two, or three
large brokers who are handling substantially all the scrap in that
territory. I assume that certainly before the present emergency the

* steel mills found it to their advantage not to have too many competitors
or too much competition amongst dealers bidding for scrap because

* the natural effect of that would be felt upon the price they would have
to pay, and the brokers found it to their advantage to control the flow
of scrap moving into the steel mills, since obviously the more scrap
they handled the more their commission was, and I just mention those
were factors that might have led to this situation.

It has been our experience where you find a situation of that char.
- acter, where one, two, or three brokers control the scrap moving into

a territory, the brokers work very close together on their price policies.
The competition between them as to getting scrap moving is reduced
to a minimum. There is very little incentive for them to compete as
long as they can make a working arrangement, arid so thepicture that
we have gotten--and I do not mean that this picture app lies to every
situation in the country, but the general pattern seems to be-is that
you have in the country, the scrap-producing areas of the country,
divided into regions, each region more or less under the domination
of the few of th e large brokers, who work very closely together, and
these brokers, in eachi region, manage to stay out of each other's
territories.

Mr. PwrsER. By prearrangement I
* Mr. HAiILTON. In some instances, investigation shows that it is;

in other instances, I suppose the freight rates, and something of that
character tend to make the industry a regional one, plus the fact
that one large mill in the territory might beqconsuming all the scrap
in that territory, so you would naturally get a material division.

Now, our investigation is not completed. It has not been decided
yet as to what, if any, of this evidence that we have will be turned
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over to the grand jury for investigation, due to violation of the
antitrust law.

Some of the practices, I think it is fair to say, may raise questions
of the antitrust laws others may not.

The CHAIRMAN. Tihe scrap situation has been aggravated, I mean
as far as accumulating in the interior is concerned, by high freight
rates, has it not?

Mr. HA1MTON. I am only a lawyer. My judgment would be that
that is probably a factor.

The CHAIRMAN. The information came to me from a source that I
consider reliable, that where scrap is assembled on the coast, say
at New York, Baltimole, Houston, Tex or San Francisco, that the
transportation by water several thousand miles and into the interior
of Germany, or Japan, the rate for the freight transportation would
be about $3 per ton, whereas if you shipped it from these ports to
the interior of our own country, where the steel is made, say, in the
Pittsburgh area, the freight rate is approximately $4 per ton on an
average, and that situation has caused so much of this scrap to go
abroad that otherwise would have gone into the interior. Have you
run into that?

Mr. HAMILTOrN. It seems natural that that would be the effect. We
have run into the situation in this case, where you have some of the
scrap moving by water, some by rail and, obviously, if a man is
able to preserve the same price and get the advantage of the trans-
portation, you have in effect a price discrimination in a situation
of that character. It is the difference between the two.

Mr. BULWINKLE. The same thing applied to any other commodity?
Mr. HAMILTON. Precisely.
Mr. BULWINKL-. Cotton can be shipped cheaper from Memphis to

Japan than it can into North Carolina.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You know, we have had quite a bit of crit-

icism about permitting scrap to go abroad, when, in truth and in
fact, naturally it would go abroad when it would cost more money to
send it to the interior of our own country than the interior of another
country.

In other words, the people who own this scrap will naturally sell
it to their own best advantage. We expect them to do that, and as
long as we are on good terms with Germany or Japan, or any other
country, naturally, if they would get more money for it, they would
ship it there

Another thing, Mr. Hamilton, do you know how much scrap has
been shipped to Japan in the last year or twol.

Mr. H mIm O. No, I do not, Congressman.
The CHAIRfAN. Do you have that information?
Mr. HAmILTON. I could probably get the information for you.

Our investigation did not go into the international aspect,
The CItAiiIAN. It did nott
Mr. HAnLT'roN. No. We confined it solely to trade in this country.
The EXAMINER. This book here, the one the scrap industry puts

out, gave some information, but I have just wondered if you have
found all this information to be accurate?.

Mr. HAMILrox. It would be an easy thing to check on that, I
should say, and that is, by checking with the shipping companies.
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'The CHAImmA. With the shipping companies?
Mr. HAMILrON. Yes; in matters of that kind.
The CnAIRuAw. Of course regarding the shipments to Japan, I

admit that it looks like a policy of appeasement in the last year or
two, but were that true, I think it was justified. Our whole rubber
supply has been accumulated during that period of time. *While
we were furnishing Japan a comparatively small amount of scrap
iron, we were obtaining large quantities of rubber from the Dutch
Indies that would possibly have been cut off if we had not followed
that policy. For instance, during the past year, we have brought to
our shores more than 1,000,000 tons of rubber from the Dutch Indies,
and if this trouble had started a year before it would have found us
• without any rubber supply even for our Army and Navy, so the"scrap Oituation, as far as Yapan is concerned, is justified. I know
that is outside the scope of your authority.

Mr. ILAmimroN. Definitely outside my field.
TheCmnbtAw. I want to ask you this. Now, you state that there

are about 22 brokers that you consider dominate the industry in
the entire Nation.

Mr. HAmLmTON. I should think they handle the greatest percentage
of scrap.

The. CHAIRMAz. And the country is divided up into regions;
:whether intended by agreement or not. It seems to be recognized
and respected to the extent that certain brokers only handle the
scrap in those particular regions.

Mr. HArnLTO. I think that is a fair statement,
The CHAIRMAN. I can see where that would be encouraged by the

steel companies that want this scrap because, as you indicated a
,while ago, they want as little competition as possible in the accumu-
lation of the scrap, and it would be to their advantage to deal with
the fewest number of brokers.
. Mr' HAMILTON. Precisely.

The CHAIRMAN. It would be to the advantage of the brokers to
deal with them in that way because they could make more money
-out of it themselves.

Mr. HAMILTON. Yes; they would have the market.
The CHAMMAx. Do you know what the price of scrap is, on an

average that is bought directly from the consumer?
Mr. HAMT oN€. No; I do not. Congressman.
The CHAMtAN. Have you looked at that?
Mr. HAxnioTN. We have had great difficulty, I may say, in seciir-

*ing accurate statistical information. Even when we go into the
files of these various dealers, and examine the books, we get very
inaccurate data because apparently they just do not keep accurate
records, so we have had a very difficult time in getting accurate
statistical data .that would mean anything.
t We could get it for a small area, or a small *volume of scrap, but
it is hard to get a sound over-all picture.

• ,The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned a while ago something about the
'financing of small brokers. Would you elaborate on that and tell
,us in more detail about that?

Mr. HAmr1iroN. In some instances, we have come across a situa.
,tion where the large brokers who ordinarily have'more finance avail-

0"8
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able, have been able to keep dealers and yardmen of various characters
in his territory from dealing with any other broker, by virtue of the
fact that the broker in question has advanced money to the yardmen
to finance their operations.

Money is ordinarily advanced on call which obviously places the
broker in the position that any powerful creditor would have in
relation to his debtor.

The CuiWmmq. In other words, the large broker would furnish
money to maybe a hundred different people who are accumulating
this fcrap?.

Mr. HAMILTON. Either to a large number of small dealers, or to some
of the larger yardmen.

The CLIIMA-N. Who are accumulating?
Mr. HAMILTON. Who are accumulating scrap.
The CHAIRMAN. From the smaller ones?
Mr. HAMILTON. Precisely.
The CHAIRtAN. And they take demand notes; is that the policy
Mr. HAMILTON. Or it may just be an open running account.
The CHAIMtAN. A running account. In other wo-ds, they are in

a strong position, a position that a creditor would be in who can
demand payment at once I

Mr. HAWILNON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And, qf course, that gives him greater leverage in

controlling the movement of this scrap, does it not ?
Mr. HAMILTON. Precisely. Yes, I should say there are two im-

portant ways in which the large broker would be able to exercise
a certain amount of influence over the people with whom he deals,
the yardmen and the dealers. One is this credit arrangement that
You have just mentioned. The other is the fact that the largee broker
in question is usually the one that can ship to the mill in the area
so the man down below knows that he either has to deal with this man,
the broker, or try to ship it outside the territory, and where the two
brokers deal with the mill exclusively.

The CHAIRMA1. Usually they have just one outlet for this scrap,
and one source of credit?

Mr. HAmLoN. Precisely.
The CHAIMAN. That gives them great nionopolistie powers, does

it not?
Mr. HAmILo N. A certain amount of power, yes.
The CHAuMAX. Yes. Have you noticed any unusual amount of

hoarding of scrap, Mr. Hamilton.
Mr. HAmmooN. Well, our investigation hasn't gone to the point

where I could make any statement that I feel would have any mean-
ing, insofar as hoarding is concerned. In t a first place, as I have
said it is very difficult to get a comparative picture. In order to find
out whether or not there is hoarding, you would have to ascertain
what the inventory was at say, certain days of the same month,

*over a period of years, and then try to take account of any factors
that might have been unusual at this time, such as large exports,
and so forth, and get some kind of a picture against a general back.
ground.

We haven't been able to set a picture that meant very much as yet,
because the investigation is not complete, and because of the frag-
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mentary character of the statistics that are available, even in the books
that these people have themselves.

The CHAIRMAN. How would you define an open-hearth mill that
uses these furnaces? Evidently you are acquainted with an open-
hearth furnace ?

Mr. HAMInrON. I am not a technician.
The CHAIRMAN. I know you are not in that business, but, having

made the investigation, doubtless you are familiar with what is known
as an open-hearth furnace?

Mr. HAmILN. Yes; in a general way. .
The CHAIRMAn. How would you explain an open-hearth mill I How

does itperform? How does it operate with reference to scrap?
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, as I say, I am not a metallurgist; it is my

understanding, Congressman, that, in making the steel, you use
between 40 and 60 percent of the scrap which feeds into this furnace,
and the remaining amount of this metal, or the mix-

The CHAIRMAN (interposing). Steel ingots.
Mr. HAmLTO. That is right.
Those are melted down, rolled out, and then it is my understanding

that 0 percent of the scrap is used back at the start of this process,
and is obtained by cutting off the ends of these large bars that come
rolling out in the process.

The CHAIRMAN. Then they can reuse thst?
Mr. HAMILTON. That is my understanding.
The CHAIRM AN. Anyway, it takes about 50 percent scrap with the

steel ingots made from the original virgin ore to produce the very best
steel?

Mr. HAmILTON. That is my understanding.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, I understand that there are about 30 open-

hearth furnaces that are not being used now.
Mr. HAMLTON. Yes. Our investigation has disclosed that there

are a very substantial number.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that indicate that there is bound to be some

-bottlenecks somewhere that is stopping this scrap from normally
flowing?

Mr.-HAMiLTON. It seems to me that is a fair inference.
The CHAIRMAN. It is your belief, is it not, that there is plenty of

scrap that is available, if properly pursued?
Mr. HAMILTON. well, that I would not be able to answer, because

we have not been able to make-in the first place, our investigation
has been confined to the distribution of scrap from the time scrap
comes into the scrap-gathering machinery on up to the consumer, and
I suppose, in order to find out whether that is enough scrap, or not
enough scrap, we would have to have some way of ascertaining how
many binders there are sitting around under trees on the farm, how
many old balers, hay-rakes, and how much scrap is actually available
in factories, and how much scrap is available in abandoned railroad
lines and streetcar lines, and that, I just don't have any way of esti-
mating. I suppose that the War Production Board people, who are
interested in the industrial conservation, might be able to give you
some figures on that.

'The CHAIRMAN. I know it is a conclusion 'on my part, and I would
not want you to express an opinion on a conclusion unless you desire
to do so, but the situation that you havq outlined makes a perfect

.. 390
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set-up for one who would want to record the movement of scrap for
the purpose of profiting on a high price, would it not?

Mr. HAMILTON. It is, as I say, I express opinions on these matters
with great deference, first, because I am only a lawyer, secondly,
because our investigation is not completed.

The CHARSAN. Yes.
Mr. HAMILTON. But it might work in this way-if you had some

brokers who could control the supply of scrap in a given area-and
I am not saying we have found any that do that-I am just describ-

.ing the pattern that you are interested in-and they are interested
in widening the spread, not simply in getting the commission, in
widening the spread between what they bought and what they sold;
they would have the power to do so3 which might have the result

.of lowering the price, decreasing the incentive of these people down
below of getting the scrap. It might work that way.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, the big brokers don t actually hoard
the scrap themselves?

Mr. HAMILTON. Oh, no.
The CHAIRMAN. He doesn't, have it, but he does have a string on

the scrap where he can pull it in any time he wants to, and that
being true, he can, in effect, be the hoarder himself, can he not?

Mr. HAMILTON. I can say there is a power there.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. HAm IToN. The power exists.
The CHAIRMAN. How many open hearth furnaces are there in the

country, do you know?
Mr. IAMILoTN. No; I do not.
The CHAIMAN. Does any member of the committee have that infor.

mation?
(No response.)
Mr. BULWINKLE. For the purpose of the record, Mr. Hamilton

.we have heard a great deal of talk about the amount of scrap shipped
to foreign countries. Have you any idea what it was?

Mr. HAMILTON. No, sir; I have not,
Mr. BULWJNKLL Well, in 1939, we exported about 3,500,000 tons.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. BuLwi~icr. Have you any idea what we used in 1939 in

domestic use?
Mr. HAMILTON. NO. I should guess it would be more than that.
Mr. BULWINYL& About 38,000,000 tons.
Mr. HAmILoN. That is about right?
Mr. BULWINIKML I am doing that; I am calling your attention

to that because there has been so much talk about the amount of
scrap that was shipped to foreign countries, and it is a comparatively
little amount each year when you consider it, of the total amount.

Mr. HAmILToN. That is amazing. It is out of proportion, but
I did not know that it would be that much.

Mr. BuLwI N LF. The Department. of Commerce figures for the
whole time give that.

Mr. HAMKITON. Yes.
Mr. BULwJNKmL And it is strange to see these ports; San Fran-

cisco, in 1939, shipped comparatively little.
Mr. HAMILTON. That is very interesting.
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* Mr. BULWINKL.I What they were doing it was used as ballast,
which went to Japan, and taking cotton at the same time.

Mr. H.%mLToN. I was told when I was in New Orleans-and I
would like this off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)
The CHAIRMAN. I am glad you brought that point up, Major But-

winkle, because there is too much talk now. It amounts to almost
foreign propaganda that the country sat idly by and permitted this
scrap to go to Japan, and now it is coming back in the form of bullets
to our own American sons, and it is very inflammatory, a very in.
flammatory statement, and calculated to cause people to lose their
reason upon certain occasions, when the actual facts are known, that
the freight-rate situation prompted a lot of it, just the natural law of
supply and demand, and the law of economics, which, of course, Con-
gress did not tamper with in this case, and the appeasement policy
toward Japan, in order to get rubber, and, further, in view of the fact
that only a comparatively small amount went to these other couitries.
The statement is more inflammatory than justified, and I am glad to
see that the point has been brought out. .

Mr. BULWINKLE. The chances are, if you had prohibited the export
of scrap in 1937, 1938, 1939, and 1940, the steel mills of the United
States would not have used a bit more than they did use, anyhow.

Mr. HAMILTON. Yes; I suppose they would use just what they
wanted to, and they had all they wanted.

Mr. BULWiNKLE. That is a)l from me.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fitzgerald, do you have any questions?
Mr. FITZGERAW. No; I do not believe so.
Mr. Pwor8rn. I don't know what all this questioning has had to do

with hoarding scrap. That seems to be the problem for this committee.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe it was material.
Mr. PLOr:. . If we go on the basis of exports to Japan, which, in

my opinion has nothing to do with the hoarding, but, nevertheless, it
seems to be the point before the committee, for the moment, I tlnk
we will find that the State Department issued export licenses to let
this scrap go to Japan some time in 1940, if I remember right.

Mr. BULWINKLE. That is absohtely correct. In 1940 tow much
went to Japan I

Mr. PLO sm. It doesn't matter. It depended on how much they
needed to make bullets.

The American consumption has no bearing at all on what Japan may
have needed. If you conipared the 1939 figures you might see how
much we .used for munitions, knowing that Japan used all of hers for
the same manufacture.

Mr. BULWINKLE. How do we know?
Mr. PLoF R. We .do not know it.
Mr. BuLwmrxLz. I know that they were taking cotton-textile ma-chinery.Mr. PAoznr. That is right

Mr. BULWINKLE. And building cotton textile plants, in competition
with the American plants..

The CHAIRMAN. Requiring steel.
Mr. BJuwiNKg . Requiring steel.. ,

/ /
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No one can say that it all went into'cotton machinery or bullets.'
Mr. Pwm r. t did not mean to say it all went into bullets, but

the comparative figures of United States consumption and Japanese
consumption have no bearing at all, whether the use was right or,
wrong, in the matter of appeasement; I am not saying we were
pursuing a policy of appeasement, but such comparative figures have no
relationship in how it may affect us in this present war with Japan.

The CHAIRMAN. The word "appeasement"-I used it myself. I had
no authority to use it there.

Mr. PLOFSRZ. You have authority if you cared to use it. It is
a matter of opinion.

Gett to the point and purpose of this hearing, Mr. Hamilton,what indication have you from your investigation from the State
Department, what indication have you on the actual hoarding on th
part of these dealers of scrap?

Mr. HAMILTON.. -Well, we have found very little.
M r. POFSER. That is what we want to know.
Mr. IAMILTOXN. 1 would like to explain'that statement, if I may.
air. PikEsEn. I wish you would.
Mr. ITA3ILTO-N. In the filsf place, the investigation is not complete.
Mr. Pir-.ra. I see.
Mr. IIAMILTON. So that we may not have covered all the possible

grounds, and hoarding might or might not exist. In the second place,
we have experienced diffimIty, even in thme parts of the country We
have investigated, in getting any sound figures on which we could
really arrive at a conclusion as to whether hoarding does or (toes not
exist.

Ih the first place, we have confined our activities to the jobbers,
as Mr. Patman said, in view of the fact that if there were hoarding,
the jobbers would do it.

In the second place, the jobbers, in their books and accounts and so
forth, do not keep them in such a way, as I said, where you can go
in and look at, January or December for 3 years, March for 3 years,
September for 3 years, and get a pattern of the thing. If you go in
and find a lot of scrap in 1 month, that would not mean nuich unless
you could project it against a background, and we have not been
able yet to get that kind of a picture. We may be able to, before
the investigation is over.

Air. Pz,6sn. Do you feel it proper to answer this question:
As far as you have gone, have you any indications that there is

a tendency on the part of any branch of the scrap industry to hold
back scrap that has been accumulated, for some future benefit--
possibly a cash rise would be the one main benefit and probably the
only benefit that could be had? Have you found any tendency on
the part of the scrap dealers to hold back

Mr. HAmtLTox. I wouldn't charge the whole industry with hoard-
ing, but we have found a few instances, isolated cases, particularly
when the price order first went in, where some *of the boys were
inclined to hold back just a little bit. It was only natural.'

Mr. o'OESER. Are they still doing itt
Mr. HAMILTON. I think that to a much lesser extent than they did

at that time. There is a tendency to become reconciled to the selling,
but then, as I say, that just applies to brokers. As to the people on
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down the line, they do notL I just could not say. There are 200,000
of those.

Mr. PLoEsER. Your investigation is not necessarily of the scrap
yards, or the wholesalers?

Mr. HAm[roN. No; that is right.
Mr. PL*EsE. You are investigating the operations of the brokers?
Mr. HAmILTON. That is right. There are about 200,000 of the other

people, and we just donor h~iethe'staff.
Mr. PLOESEm. The brokers themselves would not apt to be hoarders,

unless they owned some of these wholesale yards.
Mr. HAmIL'rox. Either own or control.
Mr. PLOEsra. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hamilton, would you be in a position to give

us the names of the 22 people that you consider have the dominant
part in the control of the scrap industry, or would you prefer not to
give those names?

Mr. HAMILeN. I certainly want to cooperate with the committee
in every way that I can; on the other hand, we have this investi-
gation.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; and-we desire to cooperate with you.
Mr. HAMILTON. I prefer not to do so.
The CHAIRMAN. It will not be requested of you.
Any further questions, gentlemen
Mr. BULWINKLP. None from me.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very kindly.
Mr. HAmILTO N. Thank you very kindly.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any Member of Congress that desires to

enter an appearances We have already had a day for Members to
make their statements. Miss Rankin, and some of the Members
didn't get in, and we will probably have another day but right now,
if you Just want to file a statement, we will be glaA to have it.

Miss HANKU. I want to say that I am very much interested in the
work of the committee, and think they are doing good work and I
think that this inv-stigation applies especially to Montana, because
we have a veiy spa rsely settled State, and it is impossible to carry on
unless every industry Is carrying on. We have no large industries,
except in a very few places, and transportation is one of the greatest
industries in this State, and without some consideration of the people
who are engaged in automotive transportation we are very much
handicapped.

We have practically no new industries in the State, and, as a result
we are having a great migration out of the State to other States, and
after the last war we were the only State in the Union that lost in
population, and we are going to lose much more this time because
they are going to these' indtistris."

I have these communications from the State, and I would like to file
those, if I may.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, ma'm; the committee will receive them.
Would you like to have a personal reply ?

Miss RANKIN. For each one, you mean?
-The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Miss RANiux. No; they have all been answered, but I would like to

have it in the record. ,
• /I
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The CHAIRMAN. In the proceedings of the committee, for considers-
tion I

Miss RANKIN. If you please.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Miss RANKIN. Thank you very much.
The CHAIPMAN. Mr. Burger desires to submit a short statement for

the record, which will be received.

STATEMENT OF OEORGE . BURGER, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. BuRaE. Mr. Chairman, may I take the opportunity to pay my
respects to the committee for their constructive recommendation ? Not
only will the recommendation be helpful to the small businessmen in
the tire industry, but to all small business throughout the Nation.

The committee action means just this: That they, the committee,
have done more to bring justice within the tire industry than the
industry itself could do for over a quarter of a century.

As timegoes on, the rubber industry will look upon the committee
recommendations as the turning point for business peace for the first
time.

The CHARMAN;. Anything else to come before the committee at this
time?

Yes; here is another statement from Mr. Beckworth, which he would
like to have in the record.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)

STATEMENT OP LINDLEY BECKWORTH, MEMBER OP CONGRESS PROM THE
THIRD DISTRICT, TEXAS

Mr Chairman, and members of the committee, I wish to make a very brief
statement to indicate my Interest In the problems which face automobile
dealers and automobile salesmen in our locality, and I wish to indicate my
interest In these problems being solved as soon as possible.

In our locality we have a lot of consolidated school% schools which, of
course, use busses, and right now many of these schools are having consider.
able difficulty in their efforts to continue school; anything this committee can
do to help see that th'e schools continue to run and that the busses operate
so that the students may be carried to the schools will be greatly appreciated
by the people of my district.

I desire to incorporate the pertinent portion of a letter I received January
10 from Mr. Jake Long, owner of the Long Motor Co., Oilmer, Tex.:

"The East Mountain School is In a bad way concerning their school busses.
They have two 193? models that are In xery bad condition, one having a
cracked block and is completely out of use and the other is likely to be out
of use any day. Some weeks ago I made a deal with them to put the bodies
on these old busses on new Ford chassis. I told them at the time that we
could not deliver the Jobs to them until after the 15th, at which time it was
our understanding we would be able to sell heavy trucks. This morning I note
that the freezing order has been extended until February Z and It is very likely
that the school will have to have the trucks before that time. At the present time
they are using a used bus that I happen to have in stock and I have the new
chassis in stock to deliver them."

In my opinion, automobile dealers, as well as automobile salesmen and all
those who have earned their living directly or Indirectly from the automobile
business, are exceedingly worthy of the best efforts this Government can
make with reference to solving their problems. Although they ask no priority
of attention, yet they do expect and have a right to demand equal consideration
with all other groups in this country.
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The CHAIRMAN. Withouf, objection, we will take a. recess until
Monday morning at 10 o'clock, at which time we will have the wit-
ness for Mr. Philip Multray, Mr. Harold Ruttenberg, search di-
rector of the Steel Workers Organizing Committee. It was upon
Mr. Ruttenberg's investigation and report that Mr. Philip Murray,
president of the C. I. 0., made the charges that the speculation by
scrap brokers is depriving industry of 200,000,000 tons of steel an-
nually, enough to build 11) battleships, 25 cruisers, 200 destroyers,
10,000 medium tanks, 15,000 light tanks, and 4,000 heavy tanks.
. A statement was madd by Mr. Edwin C. Barringer, executive
secretary of the Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel to the effect that
swdrn*testinrkny takan last week by the Congressional Committee
on Small Business definitely refutes Murray's charges that scrap
interests are in fadt endangering the war program to gain further
profits.

It is my understanding that there was no sworn testimony before
this committee. I was away that particular day because I was ill,
but Major Bulwinkle acted as chairman, and am I correct in that
assumption, that there was no sworn testimony?

Mr. BULWiNKLE. Not a bit.
The CIIAIBMz. And without passing on the statement of Mr.

Murray or by Mr. Barringvr I think, in fairness to the committee,
it should be said that the committee hasnot finished its investigation
of the scrap industry, since there was no sworn testimony taken.

I have here a statement of Hon. R. E. Thomason, Member of
Congress from the Sixteenth District of Texas, which I would like
inserted in the record.

(The statement of Hon. R. E. Thoma.-on follows:)

STATEMENT 0F HON. R. E. THOMASON1, MEMBER OF CONGRESS PROM THE
SIXTEENTH DISTRICT OF TEXAS

Many months since it became apparent that readjustments would be necessary
in the business life of our country to meet the national emergency. Apprehen-
sion was felt on the part of those engaged In conducting the so-called small
businesses that restrictive measures that were adopted would work hardship
on them and lay down regulations which they could not meet and not being
able to meet them, would In extreme cases be forced out of business and where
the burden was lighter, would be handicapped In carrying on.

My constituents have written me many letters concerning these questions
and I desire to present to the committee the views of the El Paso Chamber of
Commerce, submitted by Mr. Chris P. For, manager, after conducting a survey
In that community. This statement in part is as follows:

"We do not feel that the potentialities of small business have been properly
recognized or developed by those In command of our national defense program.
The Government has been too prone to take the 'easy wy'-pile more orders
upon a few already glutted manufacturing syndicates. We admit it is easier
as the large concerns have well-staffed engineering forces and sales staffs
and are more familiar with the program. But they tlo not have anv more
plants and machines, unless they take the order and then walt for a Govern-
ment subsidy to erect new factory and tooling. In the meantime the thou-
sands of lathes, shapers, millers. borers, saws, and other machine-shop tools
located In small communities are Idle.

"These plants are Idle because they can no longerget material for,'ivillan
needs as it has all been allocated to defense work. The smaller or medium-

'size shop might be a bit slow at first in getting details and would not havo
the money or staff to go to Washington, but if tbley were given some of this
business on competitive or negotiated basis, with the help of the local con-

/,
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tract distribution branch offices, they could do as well or better than others and
soon develop."

It is my hope that ways and means may be devised that will be adequate
to cover these cases and permit the letting of defense work to our smaller
industries. Failing this, these people will face a critical situation.

In El Paso for example charcoal can be made, cannisters have the material
to make the cloth for gas masks and our local factories there have the facilities
for sewing the material. Since gas masks will be a need for the purposes
of civilian defense, something might be done In this connection.

Also In this section Is a very large woodworking plant. Could not this
industry be given a contract for the manufacture of ammunition boxes or some
equipment vital to the war effort?

Such Instances could be multiplied but I desire fo economize on the time of the
committee and the spce In the hearings and can sum up the entire situation
In the statement that something must be done for small bnslness. I bespeak
this committee's most earnest effort to that end. The automobile dealers
are about to suffer a great loss. In my Judgment they are not being treated fairly.
I insist that favorable action not only be taken for them but for all owners
and operators of small business.

Mr. BULWIZKLE. I move that we adjourn.
The CIAIRMAN. Without objection, we will stand in recess until

Monday morning, at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon at 11 a. m. the hearing was recessed until Monday,

February 9, 1942, at 10 a. m.)
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1942

.SELEcT CoMBIt~tiEB 'o CONDUCT.A
STUDY AND IN;VESTr1GATION OF THE

NATIONAL DEF N sE PRoonAir IN iTs RELATION
TO SM.AL. BtusINES iN THE UNrrvM STATES

lVashington, b. 0.
The select committee met, pursuant to call, in the caucus room,

Old Houqe of Representatives Office Building, at 10 a. in., Hon.
Wright Patman (Texas) (chairman) presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman (Texas) (chairman), Fitzgerald
(Connecticut), and Charles A. Halleck (Indiana).
* Also presnt: Ira Bird Kirklnd, Jr., counsel for the committee.
.The utn.IN. Thismorning we have met to hear Mr. Harold

Ruttenberg, research director of the Steel Workers Organizing Com-
mittee, who will appear for Mr. Philip Murray, president of the
C.I.O.

Mr. Ruttenberg, will you give the reporter your correct address,
please?

STATEMENT OF HAROLD RUTTENBERG, RESEARCH DIRECTOR,
STEEL WORKERS ORGANIZING COMMITTEE, CONGRESS OF IN-
DUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

1%1r. RUTrENERo. Mr. Harold J. Ruttenberg, 1500 Commonwealth
Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. The title is research director of the Steel
Workers Organizing Committee.

The CHA1RfMAN. Aspreliminary to your testimony, Mr. Ruttenberg,
I would like to ask if you have made an investigation of the scrap
industry in recent months.

Mr. RUTrMNBER. Yes- we have.
The Steel Workers O5rganizing Committee, through its research

department, of which I am director, has made a continuing study of
the scrap iron and steel situation for the last half year or more
particularly with the view in mind of determining the accuracy 0a
the reports of the scrap shortage and whether or not full steel pro-
duction could be obtained and sustained for an indefinite period
of time.

The CHAIRMAN. And what is your opinion, after making this in-
vestigationI Do you have sufficient scrap of-

Mr. RUTTENMBRO (interposiig)Aj . The 'results of our investigation
show the problem in two lights.
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First, at the mills producing steel there are low supplies of scrap.
In the country as a whole there is no long-term physical shortage
of scrap.

The low supplies of scrap at the mills, in contrast to the large
supplies of scrap throughout the country as a whole, is accounted for
by reasons pointed out by this statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you a prepared statement?
Mir. RuVrENBErO. I have a statement that Mr. Philip Murray,

chairman of the Steel Vorker% Organizing Committee and president
of the Congress of Industrial Organizations, released for the press
on Sunday, February 1, 1942. I would like to introduce a copy if I
male CJIAHI,,A. That will be all right, Mr. Ruttenberg.

Mr. RuTrvnni o. I have a few extra copies. I would be glad to
read this statement or summarize it and answer any questions the
committee may have in regard to it.

.lThe CHAIRMAN. Suppose you take the statements and bring out the
points that you think are most inmprtant, if you please.

Mr. Rurr wo. In specific relation to the question that has just
been asked, I would like to complete the answer to that, if I may.

In this statement are pointed out the dislocations that have taken
place and those dislocations in large measure are due to the transi-
tion.

This statement points out that as of the week prior to February 1,
the country was, as a whole, losing on an annual basis 2,820,000 net
tons of steel ingots due to the fact that there was a low supply of
scrap iron and steel at steel mills. •

It also points out that for the whole of 1911 the industry lost
2,163,000 net tons of steel ingots due to both low scrap supplies and
lack of industry-wise coordination in operating the steel industry as
a whole.

The-obseevation I would-like to malte is that at.the vry beginni.g,
some 2, 3, or 4 months ago, when the-scrap problem came into the
foreground and was widely discussed publiclyy, the statement was
pretty generally made by spokesmen for the scrap iron, as well as the
steel industry, that there was a shortage in this country that could
not be made up.

The CHAIRMAN. That statement is a little general [reading]:
From the outset when the OMee of Price Administration, on April 3. -1941,

established maximum prices Qn sales of iron and steel scrap other than railroad
scrap, the scrap Iron and steel. industry,'especlally the brokers In it, began to
promote a "shortage scare."

Do you have any newspaper statements they gave out or any state-
ments that you can trace to.them to support this statement, Mr. Rut-
tenberg

Mr.-ioJENBERo. I Ireplyto that question, thepersons in the scrap
industry, principally the brokers w o are respoumnible for creating
the widespread impression that there was a shortage of scrap, in this
cuntry, were more circumspect than to place themselves on public
record,.so far as our investigation has disclose..

Our sources of information are'tlfreefold Welbegan with members,
of our union who are first helpers, "killed 'worknmen in the open-
hearth departments of the steel industry, and the several firms,

7
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and they know steel scrap and steel manufacture from beginning
to end. We proceeded from that to speak to operating vice presi-
dents and purchasers of big companies and presidents and general
managers of some of the smaller firms, and we have talked to several
scrap dealers and scrap brokers and other persons who are concerned
with the scrap steel industries and from them we have determined
just.what has been going on, and that is the basis for our information.

The availability of public information printed in papers or in
trade journals to that extent is limited, except that there has been
a consistent note in editorials appearing in trade journals that per-
haps higher prices might bring out larger supplies of scrap, but that
is not evidence.The CHAIRMAN. And you are convinced it was a conspiracy on
the part of people who expected to profit by it to try to force the

.prices of scrap higherI
Mr. Rturrmwrio. Yes. And they have been successful to some

degree, and as for those brokers handling large tonnages of steel scrap,
their success has been quite substantial.

Now during the period between April 3 and December 23, 1911,
when the two different price schedules of 0. P. A. were enunciated, the
scrap industry engaged in practices of upgrading which was to
deliver to a steel plant a lower grade of scrap billing it as a higher
grade and securing the price for the higher grade.

The CHAnMAN. Right there, who would pass on that question and
determine whether or not that was a violation of the order? Did the
Government have someone in authority to pass on that question?

Mr. RunUTEBERo. The violation of price schedule, as I understand,
is the responsibility of the Office of Price Administration.

The CHAIRMAN. Who has charge of that particular office?
Mr. RurFmnxBO. Mr. Roswell Whitman was the man in charge

at the time I talked to him, which was about the 1st of December,
1941.

The CHAIRMAN. Did he know of the violations of the order?
Mr. RuTnranto. I talked to Mr. Whitman about the problem on

the 12th or 13th of December, and I told him about it and Mr. Whit-
* man's reply Was that that was the most difficult kind of price violation

to uncover and enforce.
The CHAnMAN. Well, is Mr. Miller in his department?
Mr. Rur xmmo. Noz Mr. Miller is in the scrap iron section of the

iron and steel branch oi the 0. P. M., now War Production Board.
The CHAIrmAN. Ile had nothing to do with the enforcement of

this order?
Mr. Rtn-rr"xso. So far as I know, the responsibility for enforcing

the order was that of 0. P. A. ,the department that issued the order.- The CHAIRMAN. Wouldn't the companies enter into thatt They
were buying No. 2 scrap and payingNo. I price.

SMr. Ru'rranE o. Yes ; they have been part of the process Tosome
-degree the firms have been helpless in that, Some firms have got 10

cars of scrap, 5 of I grade and 5 of a lower grade and all 10 priced
,atthe higher grade.

Mr. F-rsmon . Why would they want to pay a higher price for
.'a lower grade? In 6rddr jtstto get the scrapt
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Mr. RurrExaBmR. That was the apparent reason when they did it,
and the significance of those practices of up-grading is that on Decem-
ber 23 they were legalized by the Office of Price Administration in
that the differential between grade I and grade 2 or scrap was elimi-
nated and the same price set on them and these violations-

The CHAIRMAN. They were condoned?
Mr. Ru-rrENFRoE. They are now perfectly in order. The ,onse-

quence is that up-grading* is still taking place.
There are still differentials, particularly for scrap for open-hearth

furnaces and what they call blast-furnace scrap, of $3 or $4 a ton. I
have a price schedule here if you want it specifically, and up-grading
is still continuing.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean in violation of the order I
Air. RUTrENB.RO. Today;yes
The CHAIRMAN: This I and2, of course, has been legalized. I have

a price schedule here. But you state that other grades below 1 and
2 are also graded up now in violation of the order.

Is any effort being made that you know of by the 0. P. A. to stop
these violations

Mr. Rumrr xNm. It is difficult to distinguish between effort and
result. I would say that the result has not been accomplished and
the reason is that there is inadequate Government administration
for the administration of this price schedule.

The only way the practice could be checked and stopped would
be to have the inspectors at the yards inspect the cars of scrap as
they come in and when a firm was found to be delivering a blast-f ur-
nace grade listed at $16 and if they were sending in No. 2 as No. 1,
there would be an upgrading of $4.

If the Government inspector found that to be the case he would
have the shipper or broker paid the price for tle cheapest grade and
it would not be very long thereafter until the practice would be
largely checked and, in the course of time, it would-be completely
eliminated, but the practice has been encouraged to the extent to
which it has been legalized by Price Schedule No. 4 of December
23.1941.

The CHAIRMAN. Who got out this reprint of our hearings I I don't
seem to have it here.

Mr. Rux. a Emo. I hav- a copy of your January 22, 1942, hearings
that was distributed to a large number of supply dealers and brokers
throughout the country.

The CHAIRMAN. By whomi do you know?
Mr. RurrNiaRo. By Air. Charles H. Lipsett.
The CHAIRMAN. He is the man who testified down here
Mr. Rujrr zx o. I believe lie has testified before your committee.

He is publisher of the Daily Metal Reporter and, with the relirint
of the hearings of the day on which he testified, there is an editorial
reprint he has distributed with it which consists of a telegram from
him to Mr. Donald M. Nelson refuting the charges made by Mr. Mur-
ray in his report.

The CrrAnzA;.That there was a shortage of scrap caused by a
conspiracy of the brokers?

Mr. RI xniio. That is right. • He denies it flatly and categori-
cally.

//
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The CHAIRMAN. We had some people here last week on the 0. P. A.
This man Miller is in what divisionI

Mr. Rurm'T znO. The Scrap Iron Section of the Iron and Steel
Branch.

The CHAIRMAN. What do they have to do with it?
Mr. RurrBnno. I understand their principal job is allocation of

scrap supplies.
The CHAIRMAN. They determine which concern gets the scrap. Do

they have anything to do with the price of it?
Mr. RuTrmwzo. No; I understand that is set by 0. P. A.
The CHAIRMAN. Strictly bye. P. At
Mr. RurrEN BERO. Strictly by 0. P. A.
The CHAIRMAN. One of the main evils then is the upgrading of

srap?
SMr. RmrTEzino. Yes; which can only be corrected by adequate

Government administrative organization.
The CHAIRMAN;. And you recommend that inspectors be employed

to be on the ground and check these violations?
Mr. RurrENBE O. Yes; Mr. Murray has a specific recommendation

in that regard.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you take it in order, if you don't mind.
Mr. RUT37ENBERo. Some scrap dealers and steel firms refused to

violate the price schedule, but they were in the minority; and their
compliance with the maximum prices was ill.rewarded by the revised
maximum price schedule of December 23, which legalized much of
this upgrading. For example, it is now legal within the revised
maximum prices to charge the price of No. 1 Bundles for No. 2
Bundles, since the December 23 price schedule eliminated the price
differential between these two grades of scrap..

Thus for much of the scrap tonnage the profiteering resulting
from up-grading-which constituted outright violation of the origin.
nal 0. P. A. maximum prices-has been legalized.

Despite this concession, which has amounted to increasing scra
prices, substantial interests dealing in scrap iron and steel are still
endangering the war-production program to gain still further profits.
The reviseA maximum prices of December 23 are being violated in
the same manner as were the original ones.

Profiteering through upgrading is still taking place, limited only
to the extent to which it has already been legalized.

The CHAIRMAN;. Now, the next statement-
an assistant administrator of 0. P. A. testified last week before a congres-
sional committee that scrap dealers are selling above the fixed price of $2W
a ton (Pittsburgh). He further testified that they were doing so with "cor.
plieity on the part of buyers."

Was that Dr. Galbraith who testified?
Mr. RurrrnNBEo. Yes.
There was a report of his testimony in the New York Times.
The CHAIRMAz. That is in violation of the order, is it not, $W20

a ton (Pittsburgh) ?
Mr. RurrEINBEzo. That is the price now for the No. 1 grades of

he upgrding, for example, would consist of sending in No. 1
heavy melting steel which is listed at $20, but billing it in as a
grade of low phos steel at $3 to $4 a ton more.
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* And our investigations show that is still taking place in the
industry y.

The A&AIMAN. I notice you state that there is no long-term short.
age of scrap, and the scarcity now is due to the activities of the
people whom you have mentioned, who are trying to hold this scrap
off the marke( for more profit.

Mr. Rurr mBRsO. In that connection they have been aided con-
siderably by the fabricating concerns that,*for example, have been
making automobiles and stoves and washing machines and vacuum
cleaners, and so forth, have considerably reduced or completely elimi-
nated their normal operations, so the normal amount of scrap from
the fabricating plants back to open-hearth furnaces have been elimi-
n ale.

You will have company A in Youngstown, Ohio, that has been
shipping light sheets to company B in Salem, Ohio, and these sheets
have been fabricated into jackets for stoves, washing machines, or
refrigerators. Sheets are not going to. this firm in the same ton-
nage at all. Instead, a heavier product like pipe is going to a
shipbuilding yard which very likely is located along the coast, so
that scrap in the final product is produced at the shipyard and is
not flowing back to the same steel mill, so you have had a dislocation
and disruption of the normal flow of Wcrap.

The ClHAIMAN. On page 4, statement o. 4, you state that "more
than 30 open hearth furnaces are idle today for lack of scrap."

How many open hearth furnaces are there in the country? Do you
know that

Mr. RurrNzimo. I don't have the figure exactly at hand. I know
the annual tonnage runs about 85,000,000 tons a year distributed over
some 20 principal steel firms who operate 100 or more steel plants,
steel mills.

The CITAUMAN. I notice you state here that the failure of this 30
to operate means the loss of 5,000 tons of steel every 21 hours.

That runs into a lot of steel in the course of a year--between one
and a balf and two million tons of steel a year, does it not?

Mr. Rurr Nrio. Yes; one and a half million, anyway, and we have
made two spot checks of the number of open hearth furnaces, one in
January 1941 and the other in January 1942, and each time, the num-
ber of open hearth furnaces found to be idle as of those dates, due to
the scrap shortage, was more than 30, and we figure the normal rjumber
of tons produced in a heat, and you normally run two heats in 24 hours,
and that is the basis of our estimation of tonnage.
Tbe CHAIRMAN. I believe you state that the scrap price is highenough if you bad an adequate program to bring the scrap out, that

you are not advocating a higher price for scrap.
Mr. RurwmRo. No. If you increase prices, you accentuate the

withholding of scrap from the normal markebtin the hopes of still
higher prices and that has been one of the byproducts in the revision
of scrap prices made by 0. P. A. on December 23.

The CHAMMAN. One statement you made here:
The prlei differeial allowed scrap broken, wi/o hate unduly influeno d

the policies of the Federal Government to the diaadvantage of the purely scrap-
-yard dealers, ahguld either be eliminated or aUmwd to the dealers a4 well.

You siy the seap brokers have unduly Influenced the policies of the
Federal Government. .. ."
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Mr. RumxaO. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Whom do you have reference to there I
Mr. Rur mno. Reference to Scrap Iron and Steel Institute Inc.,

who, through its various members and offlcers-O. P. A. turned over
the iron and steel branch to the Scrap Iron and Steel Institute, and
the scrap-iron section of the iron and steel branch to the Scrap Iron
and Steel Institute, and they have been running it ever since.

The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute.
Say that again, if you please.
Mr. RuT"EBERo. The 0. P. Al. set up an iron and steel branch to

cover the basic iron- and steel- and tin-producing industries.
The CHAIRMAN. Which includes scrap?
Mr. Rvrrmrzsso. And in that branch probably a score or more

sect ions.
One is the scrap-iron section, and as far as I have been able to

leaIn, Mr. Alex Miller, of Columbia Iron & Metal Co., Cleveland,
Ohio, and Mr. Borinstein have been the men who have been in charge
of that section.

f'he CHAIRMAN. Who is Mr. Borinstein?
Is he in the scrap-iron business, toot
Mr. RIurnNBEno. Yes. He is from Indianapolis, and I under-

stand he is president of the Scrap Iron and Steel Institute.
The CHAIRMAN. And they have had charge of the scrap parts of

0. P. M.T
Mr. Rurrwxim. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And you think that their connections with the

Ecrap-iron industry and their own personal selfish interests have
probably prompted them to influence the Federal Government to
the disadvantage of the purely scrap-yard dealers?

Mr. RtrrNBEro. That is right. The scrap connections, the control,
is in the hands of a dozen or more large brokers.

The C-AMAN. We had the names of 15 brokers some place. Do
you know about the number of brokers that dominate the scrap-iron
industry?

Mr. %rrr'EN FRo. The industry tends to break itself down into geo-
graphical areas, and about 15 is a good number. There are about that
number of areas.

The CHAIRMAN. And it is-your opinion that they have been the
bottleneck that has tended to retard the progress of the scrap from
the holders or Owners of it to the mills?

Mr. RurrnmEno. Well, the result is the significant thing, and they
have been unable, either through lack of imagination or for other
reasons, to get the scrap moving into the market in sufficient quantities
o prevent the loss of valuable steel production.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any recommendation to make about
people who are directly interested in this scrap-iron business financially
and otherwise being allowed to have such great control over it in the
War Production Board?

Mr. Rux-r Nmxo. -Well, the answer to that might be best cited by
a specific instance that comes to my mind as a result of your question,
Mr. Chairman.

The CIA ,I4fAN. All right, sir.
74975-42-roL t-2
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Mr. RuTrFBERO. In the city of Cleveland, Ohio, it is the general
complaint by the scrap-iron dealers who operate scrap yards in that
district that it has been unfair for them to have to submit reports
to the scrap-iron section of the iron and steel branch of the War
Production Board because in submitting those reports giving the'
confidential information on their sources of supplies and scrap, the
amount they have in their yards, and point of destination and ship-
ment, all that has gone into the hands of Mr. Alex Miller who is one
of the officers of that section, and, it is my understanding that the
report is not quite as active at present beause I am informed that
on January 16 in a room off the mezzanine of the Statler Hotel in
Cleveland, there was a meeting of the Cleveland Chapter of the
Scrap Iron and Steel Institute, at which time the principal speaker
was a Mr. Price from the Washington office of that institute, and I
understand that the reasons or thesis of his remarks was that the
dealers should not complain about having representatives of the
Scrap Institute in the scrap section of the War Production Board,
iron and steel branch, because if they were removed the Government
would take over the problem and the dealers would be treated less
kindly and less favorably than they are now being treated through the
representatives of the institute, who are now in the scrap section.

That experience would seem to indicate that there is some question
as to the desirability of turning over to principal brokers in the in-
dustry governmental machinery for operating it during a wartime
period.

The CIArmtAN. A while ago you mentioned that Mr. Miller was
connected with the Columbia IroA & Metal Co.

Mr. RuTrENBERO. I believe it is the Columbia Iron & Metal Co.
The CHAIRMAN. IS that one of the 15 d-mifnating concern.;?
Mr. Iurrzrmuvo. He and his brother, I believe, Mr. Louis Miller,

are brokers. They run a scrap yard in Cleveland, but it is my under-
standing that the larger percentage of material they handle is as
brokers.

The CHAIRMANf. Do they extend loans to people who gather up
scrap?

Mr. RvUFENBERo. I cannot reply specifically as to that company,
but generally speaking the dealers in the country are in hock to the
brokers. Ie brokers act as the salesmen of the scrap of the large
consumers and also as the brokers. They advance money and defer
payments.

The C0IARMAN. Was that man's name Prince?
Mr. lk-rrNBEn. Price.
The CHAIRMAN. And they are aiven the power now to allocate this

scrap. Well, they are in private business. They have clients of their
own. Does that place them in a position of advantage to favor their
own clients? ;,

Mr. RunFnERo. That seemed to be the essence of the complaint
that these scrap-yard dealers had been making in Cleveland, which
brought about this meeting of their chapter on January 16.

The CHAIRMAN. Some f the smaller dWalers were complaining
that the allocation board being composed of the big brokers, they
could work to the disadvantage of their competitors and favor their
own clients or customers?
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Mr. RurnNBTI0o. Or could take advantage of information sup-
plied to them as Government officials in their private capacities?

The CxI. nUBIAN. These fellows, are they dollar-a-year men or are
they paid regular salaries

Mir. RBTENBERo. Our information is that both Mr. Miller and
Mr. Borinstein tip to a few days ago anyway, in the scrap-iron sec-
tion were not receiving any salaries from the Government.

The CHAIRMAN. I have i list of the allocations Mr. Miller has
made, and information about his clients. Of course, I don't say he
has discriminated against anyone else, but I notice large clients of
his have received quite a large amount of scrap. Do those people
who have been working for $1 a year in allocating this scrap still
get their commissions ?

Mr. RvUtExnBEo. Yes- they get their 50-cent fee in there. Ordi-
narily. brokers gamble on large supplies-that is, prior to the war,
for example, broker A would get an order for 10,000 tons of scrap
front a large steel firm and he may have had a tip a few weeks in
advance of what the order was going to be, when it was coming, and
lie would buy it at 12 cents, and the price at that time would be 16.
le would gamble on that information, yes. I wouldn't say specific

information, as a rule, but they know'whea big orders are being
placed.

Of course, they are confined to a 50-cent commission which works
it hardship on the scrap dealer. But it is a small profit, compared
to what they had previously been gambling for.

For example, we have a scrap yard, say in the city of Pittsburgh,
and that scrap yard bu)s unproce scrap from the metal-fabricat-
ing firm, takes it into its yard and processes and delivers it and
it gets $20 in Pittsburgh for that grade of scrap. A broker may
buy that ton of scrap at the metal-fabricating plant and the plant
may have bundling equipment and process it themselves, and it
would be delivered directly from the fabricating plant to the steel
mill and he would get 50 cents more a ton than if it went through
the yard of the dealer. Ofcourse, the service that he has rendered
has been obviously acting as a contact man for sources of scrap.

The CHAIRMAN. Suppose the Government allocated the scrap? Is
there any service that they render?

Mr. Rm'niazao. Service of a legitimate nature would certainly
be limited. It is my understanding there is no allocation of scrap
supplies as such. They don't take the total quantity available and total
amount needed and aflocate it.

I understand they run a sort of grievance committee. If a company
says it is not getting enough scrap they try to satisfy that complaint.
There is no adequate allocations program such as they have for
pi ilron. ,'here they take the total amount available and the total amount

needed and allocate the whole business as best they can.
The CHAIRMAx. That is pig iron, the virgin product ?
Mr. RtrrwnERo. The prodtlct of the blast furnace itself.
The CHAIRMAN. But there are no commissions on that. People

don't get commissions on the transfer of that, do they, no brokerage?
Mr. RuTrENBEiO. There is no broker element in the industry at all.
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The CHARMAN. Has the complaint been general over the country
that the mills feel as if they have been discriminated against in the
allocations of scrap?

Mr. Ru'rxNBoo. Yes. Some companies have had a certain quantity
of scrap on order from the scrap dealer and the scrap dealer re-
ports it is on its way or has been shipped, and they have been in-
formed it has been allocated to another mill and they go without.

The reason for the allocation may be thoroughly legitimate in the
instant case-

The CHA IRAN. I can see where people would be very vulnerable
in a department in Washington working for $1 a year and being
selfishly interested in the business.

Do they make any complaints that the people in charge of it here
are favoring their own clients in preference to others not their
clientsI

Mr. Hu-rrnmo. I don't have any information that I would put
my life on on that, but that is a general complaint.

The CHAMMAN. And that was the cause of the meeting up in Cleve-
land the other day. Now, that was the dealers still?

Mr. RUrEx n o. The dealers; yes.
The CnamfA ;. Have representatives of the industry made any

complaints of that natureI
Mr. RJ-IT EBERO. The steel industry, itselfI
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. Ruimrincmo. Yes
I have talked to officials of small steel companies who have com-

plained about not getting scrap that was due them and went to some-
one else.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you made a direct recommendation in that
respect relative to whether or not people interested in the industry
should have charge of allocations?

Mr. RurEntEo. I don't think in Mr. Murray's report there is a
specific statement on that.

The CHAMMAN. What is your recommendation about it?
Mr. Rur rmmo. The recommendation in Mr. Murray's report is

there should be an allocation program comparable to the one in effect
for pig iron, and it should be an over-all program and on this defense
basis.

The CnABxMAy. As it is we are in a position of having people who
have an interest in the allocation of the scrap say who will get the
scrap and how much, and then if you have a squawk, they take up that
particular complaint and see if they cannot satisfy the person who is
complaining!

Is that right
Mr. RuTinEwERo. That is right. There is no over-all allocation; it

is sort of piecemeal.
In reply t your question as to the advisability of having alloca-

tions or administration in the hands of scrap dealers, you have some-
thing a little short of a scandalous situation In the scrap section of
0. P.M.

A scandal is a broad thing to define-
The CHAIRMAN. You say it is a scandalousdsituation I
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Mr. Rurymnmo. To have these fellows down here. But it is this
way-and in confidence I would be glad to tell you the name of the
scrap-yard dealer-but a scrap-yard dealer in Washington was talk-
i : o a dollar-a-year man in the scrap iron section of 0. P. M. and
the man in 0. P. M. said, "I am donating my services to the Govern-
ment" and the scrap dealer said, "For the position you have I would
give the Government $20,000 to bring me down there."

I think that is symbolic of the scandalous nature.
The CHAIRMAN. It appears to me a terrible thing for the Govern-

ment to permit, just offhand, without knowing more about it than I
know, and it occurs to me that the Government should not allow
people who are selfishly interested to come down here and retain their
selfish interests and be in a position to feather their own nests, so
to speak, and work at a disadvantage to their competitors.

It does not occur to me as being in line with our democratic form
of government.

Mr. RuTTEw . It is reprehensible--it is a reprehensible practice
to turn over Government machinery to interested'parties in industry.

Mr. FrrzosAu. Don't you believe it would be better for the Gov-
ernment to pay somebody, who is not interested in these companies,
to handle this situation?

Mr. Rmr-mNBERO. Most certainly. A man should be paid by the
Government for the services he renders and he should be made to
realize that he is paid by the Government and serving the Govern-
ment.

There should not be this Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde situation that
these men are in who work for the Government and have control of
Government machinery, but think of themselves as industry men.

The CzxAN.WO7uld the Government hve any trouble finding
men who could do this work properly, outside of the industry I

Mr. Rurnzno. There are competent and honest men who have
spent a good many years of their, lives in the scrap industry who are
available for a reasonable Government salary and who could whole-
heartedly give the Government the benefit of their knowledge.

We have found such individuals who have been helpful to us and
would, by the same token, be just as helpful to the Government, if
given the opportunity.

The CHAIRMAI. And, it is your opinion that this conduct which
you describe as scandalous has actually retarded our war effort?
Mr. RVTrTXBRo. The steel industry should be able to keep operat-

ing on a sustained basis at 100 percent capacit or even better and it
would be, except for the outright failure ofthe War Production
Board scrap section its iron and steel branch, to do the job.

The CHAMAN. nd, if this selfish interest had not been in the
picture you think the job would have been done, Is that correctI

Mr. u'rrmiszao. I think the job could be done through the per-
fectio'n of -dequate organization. Let me read from Mr. Murray's
report here:
The allocation program should be by the major scrap-onsuming areas. There

are approximately 12 such areas, each of which should have a field staff. Its
Job should be to ascertain the tonnage of existing scrap supplies, assist in speedier
collection of scrap, administer the dilocation of supplies, Inspect the grade of
scrap as delivered to prevent up-grading, maintain a current inventory of supplies
to assist in the allocation of pig-Iron supplies.
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The allocation program should be guided by the following principles:
Each steel mill should be served by the scrap-yard "dealers or the brokers who

served it on January 1, 1940. The specifications should be those prevailing as
of that same date, and the prices for unprocessed scrap should be established on
the principle of allowing standard costs on the several grades of scrap for trans-
portation and processing, plus a reasonable profit.

The CHAIRMAN. Where this enters into small business, the way I
view it is this- If this scrap had been provided, and you believe it
would have been if it had not been for the selfish interest of these
people, these open-hearth furnaces would have continued to run and
produced something like 5,000 tons of steel every 24 hours, which,
according to testimony we have had before this committee, would have
been sufficient to have kept ever), small industry in this Nation em-
ploying 100 men or less running 100 percent. That is a pretty good
thing.

MAr. RUvrENBRo. And the enormity of it is measured by the fact
that it is estimated by the iron and steel branch and by trade journals
in the steel industry that they will fall from 9,000,000 to 10,000,000
tons short of capacity in 1942, and if we fall 9,000,000 tons below our
capacity in 1942 that is more steel than the whole country of Japan
can produce in a single year.

The CHAIRMAN. And since the civilian population and civilian sup-
plies comes second, every ton that we fail to produce is taken away
front the civilian operator, and I mean from the manufacturer of
civilian goods and supplies.

So, after all, that failure falls directly on the small businesses of
the country, the way I view it.

Mr. RurmExRO. Here is a specific example. We have at the Alle.
gheny Ludlum Steel Cgrporation at Brackenridge, Pa., as of the 7th
of January 1942 six open-hearth furnaces idle, each capable of pro-
ducing 100 tons of heat or 200 tons in 24 hours.At that plant at that time there were adequate supplies of scrap to
operate the six open-hearth furnaces but that scrap was there for the
purpose of operating several electric steel furnaces which are 100
percent--or at least 98 or 99 percent---on armament work.

I talked to officials of that company and asked if the scrap problem
was responsible for the six furnaces being down, and they said "No."
They are not capable of furnishing the high quality of steels necessary
and the scrap we have had we can t use in these furnaces for nonarma-
ment production.
,. Obviously if they had adequate supplies of scrap they would have
gone ahead and used the scrap for producing steel. That is the situa-
tion you have.

' The CHAIRMAN. Do you know of any other lines of business where
the peoPle who are selfishly interested have charge of it in the 0. P. A.
or under the War Production Board I
* Mr. rvrrmraN.o. Well, Mr. Chairman, the answer to that, and I

would ike to be very specific about it, is that in the middle of 1940 the
employees of Lebanon Steel Co., Lebanon Pa about 50mplo~eesorganized into a local unit of the steelworkers organizing committee,
.and I was assigned to assist in negotiating wAges. The wages there
were 40 cents against 721 cents standard minimum rate for common
labor, and the company said, "We can't pay more wages. We will
go out of business if we do."
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The Steelworkers Organizing Committee counseled against work
stoppage. There was no work stoppage. We did not get an increase
in wages. But about 9 months ago that company's stocklholders voted
to liquidate. That company is now out of business. That company
had one electric steel furnace that could produce maybe 15,000 tons
on an annual basis.

The CHAIRMAN. 10,000 or 15,000 tons per annum, per week or per
dah:r. RurYENBERO. Per year. But what they needed to keep in busi-

ness was material.
If I recall correctly they needed about 4,000 tons of billets a month.

Previously they had been securing that from a large steel firm in that
district. They couldn't get that-billet steel. It wasn't available for
them and they went out of business.

There is a small business enterprise that went bankrupt in 1935.
Local people kept it going and did a heroic job, but they lost out be-
cause they could don't get the raw material upon which they weredepending-.e - . Davey Co. in Cleveland, Ohio, employing 500 1ople,

operating 6 or 8 old-style hand mills has recommended, or Mr. Bruaio,
tie president, has recommended they liquidate. The raw material
they need is no longer available to them. They ale going out of
business.

I believe that it is altogether likely an investigation into those
two specific cases would be fruitful and would disclose a definite and
related significance in those cases, because we all know for the last 10
or 15 years there has been progressive absorption of small companies
by the larger firms in the industry, so that fewer and fewer of the
smaller companies are left.

The CHAIRMAN. I feel as if there has been an effort made to prevent
the extension of the steel industry into other areas than the ones n.w
having the steel business.

I know down in northeast Texas we have a lot of iron ore, an ore
that produces fine steel, and for 50 years the people have been trying
to get that developed and they would have to come to New York to
get their money and the steel fellows on the boards of these banks
and investment houses wouldn't give them a chance.

For 50 years they have been trying to do that and now they ar
trying to get to the R. F. C. to produce steel in the war effort, and
we have run up against some fellows in the steel industry and 0. P.
M. and I don't say they were blocking us or anything like that, but
they were certainly exacting in the things we had to get up, and were
very rigid and strict with the requirements which they had, but we
have not yet got our plant started. I don't know whether we ever
will.

Mr. RUrTENBFRo. Of course, the failure of the steel industry even
yet to inaugurate any substantial expansion of ingot capacity is
probably as scandalous as the iron scrap section of the 0. P. M., and
this whole thing hits at the civilian source, largely small firms.

Take an example in Pittsburgh. I know the official of a small
company. He has about half a million invested of his own money
and money he has borrowed from friends, and he is buying steel from
this plant in Brackenridge, Pa., Allegheny Ludlum, and he was fab-
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ricating this steel into sinks and so forth. There isn't anything that
he can do. He is going out of business.

Surely a greater expansion of steel facilities and a greater utiliza-
tion of existing ones, would make enough flow available to him to
keep him and his 100 employees in business.
Ile biggest sufferer from the loss of steel production due to low

scrap supplies and failure to expand plant facilities is the small busi.
nessman and his employees. Of course, in the long run the country
as a whole will suffer from the failure to produce adequate quantities.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Halleck, for your information we have heard
from Mr. Harold Ruttenberg who appears for Mr. Philip Murray.
He makes the direct recommendation that the people who are selfishly
and financially interested' in iron and steel scrap should not have
these positions on the War Production Board where thea, would have
the power and authority to allocate the scrap, and he thinks that is a
scandalous situation. I wasn't here the other day when some of the
other witnesses testified. I had the flu and had to be out that day.

I wanted to give you that information so you can ask them any
questions.

Mr. HALLXCX. I shall rely on the record. I shall read the record.
The CnHAMAN. Do you have any questions, Mr. Fitzgerald?
Mr. FrrzomALD. Yes.
I would like to get your opinion on this civic collection of scrap.

Do you think it, can be done?
Mr. Rm rrxNBmo. I think if you will approach the problem of

the collection of srap supplies as a joint problem of industry and
organized labor and those civic oups interested in it. that you
will get the qcrap supplies, but ifit is approached on the basis of
an ordinary civic campaign it is likely to produce the kind of fizzle
the aluminum pots and pans produced. I understand that even to-
day some of the material collected in that drive is being offered to
the highest bidder.

Take Cleveland, Ohio, where we have a joint committee find repre-
sentatives of the steel workers organizing committee are on that
committee. You have an old bridge with' 35,000 tons of steel. It
has not been used for a year. You have the problem of knocking
that bridge down and putting the scrap into the open-hearth fur-
naces and the thing that has been appalling is the way in which
the people in the scrap industry throw their hands in the air be-
cause there are certain obstacles involved in getting that bridge torn
down.

You have to-take your obstacles and proceed to meet them and get
that scrap moving instead of throwing your hands up and offenng
a legitimate'reason why It Is difficult to get it moved.

An example of that might be that in the upper Mononeahela
River Valley In Pennsylvania covering the cpuntles of Washington
and Westmoreland and-Fayette a very hurried survey by the repre-
sentatives of out organization finds approximately three-quarters of
a mile of three single rail-track kt Soiners No. 2 mine, ihlci'has
been abandoned and 6 miles of rail fronq Perry City to Perry-
opolis. This Is a railroad track and the tfack has bekn abandoned
about 6 years.
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A real effort and the assistance of organized labor in the district
could get at those supplies of scrap and get them moving and tak.
ing up that 6 miles of rail is liable to yield more scrap than you
would get from a civic campaign.

Mr. Fn'rzoa~w. Those wheels have to be cut by acetylene torches.
Where would you get the help?

Mr. Rurmmmnro. The taking up of the rail track between Perry
City and Perryopolis could be done as a W. P. A. project. It is
as easy to take it up as it is to replace a section on a line that is
used now.

Mr. FrrzEAW. But that would take some eqipment, unless youtear it up by hand altogether. And after you tear it up it has to be
cut in lengths to be handled. Do you think that could be done by
volunteer help?

Mr. Rm'rrzwEwo. You could tear up your rail and move it on flat-
cai-Ls. The steel industry the rerolling industry, about 18 companies
that buy old rails and roll it into small rails for narrow-gage tracks
and concrete reinforcing bars and flanges and angles and so on, and
these 18 companies employ about 10,000 people, and I judge about
half of their people are idle today, and they can take that right to
their mills, the Sweet Steel Co. and'the Franklin Steel Co., in Franklin,
Pa. ; and Butler Steel Co., in Tonawanda, N.Y. All these small com-
panies can take the rails right there.

Mr. FrrzoatD. What I am trying to get through my head is the
collection of scrap. I can see the possibi Hties and a lot of obstacles,
when you have civic campaigns, of taking rails or an abandoned mill
of any kind of tearing it apart. Go into a sawmill or a mine or any
abandoned mill where you have big machinory, cast iron or steel,
that has been abandoned, and the ordinary civic-minded person
cannot go in and handle that scrap. You wouldn't recommend putting
a torch in the hands of an ordinary person and have him go through a
gasoline tank that has been scrapped and cut the tank apart, would
you? It means that you would have to have experienced men and
equipment to do it Not only that, but a great many of these big heavy
pieces of machinery require equipment, derricks, hammers, to break
it. It is dangerous work and I can see where a civic campaign could
o along and a person would pick up a leg or a cover of a stove and
rgit down and throw it into a pile, something they could handle

by hand, but in preparing the rail scrap, heavy scrap, I can see a lot
of obstacles placed in the way of a civic campaign and I wonder how
you would'suggest it, bo handled ?

Mr. RuTmNDRo. The important thing is to release the bridge or
rail. If the city owns it, you have to see that it is released for scrap-
ping. You have bondholders' liens on some railroads. That might
be the case in this abandoned rail track between Perry City and
Perryopolis. You have to free it. That Is the big service civic cam-
paigns can render. And then you have too to get experienced people
to tear down your buildings or your bridges and make that material
available for scrap.

Mr. FrroER.Amu. Do you think you could get that on a volunteer
basis?

Mr. R'rrrmalo. No; but this scrap Is not without some .value and
the scrap industry-that is supp to be its function-it is sup-
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posed to take that bridge at Cleveland, if legally condemned, and
scrap it and tear it down and see that it is processed so that it is
usable.

Mr. FmoasAw. Say for argument that the industry refuses to do
it and there is not enough money in $20 a ton at Pittsburgh, and the
result is that they are not doing it.

You claim in your statement here that there are millions of cars
that ought to be turned into scrap. I know, as I have stated here
before, my State has passed a law making them build wooden fences
to hide them from the view of the people on the highway. But
how are we going to do it? I don't believe it can be done on a
volunteer basis and especially handling this big scrap, which re-
quires too much equipment, and it is heavy work and dangerous work.

AMr. RtnrrxEmao. I think the technical'phases of doing the job can
be corrected. You take your auto graveyards and the wrecking of
old automobiles. There is a problem of small business. And in Mr.
Murray's report he makes a specific statement that adequate financing
should be made available to the auto-wrecking industry.

"Obviously, a financing program needs to be devised so that these
small businessmen will not suffer unduly."

If the scrap brokers are in charge of the program for the Govern-
ment you are giving them the power of requisition.

In Youngstown, Ohio, a scrap yard is unable to buy at the present
moment from auto-wrecking firms, abandoned cars for its yaid. It
could wreck 50 cars a day and process that and get it moving into
the steel mills You need a requisition program there. You need a
little money to be able to strip the usable parts off the car so the rest
of the car can go into scrap.

By its absence it seems that they are on the road to having their
whole inventories requisitioned at a certain price

The CHAIRMAN. They are at the mercy of the scrap brokers to get
the money to cut this scrap up?

Mr. RuxriBEmo. Say you have 200 cars and an auto-wrecking
plant, and you sell it and the scrap dealers take that-

Mr. FinzonALw. After the scrap is processed, how would it be
handled and brought to the mills? Through whose hands would that
be done?

Mr. R-rrENBE0." You have a lot of heavy equipment in a lot of
scrap yards that are able to assort and process. A: lot of them have
presses and can press an abandoned automobile body into a bale in
very short order and it will go through the yard to the mill.

Mr. FrrzonsAm). You are doing a lot of work with the brokers?
Mr. RurrzBERo. I prefer to deal with the dealers. They are the

men that do the job.
The CHAIRMAN. Are the brokers really necessary now?
Mr. Rurrammio. I think they could serve the:country better if they

were in functional rather than nonfunctional occupations, as is their
present work.

The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean by that?
Mr. RurrmrNmto. Prior to the establishment of price ceilings and

large demand for scrap they rendered a service in going out and buy-
ing up scrap and making it available to steel mills-but as you go into
an allocation program there is less and less service tiat they can render.

/I
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The CHAIRMAN. Testimony was introduced here the other day, I
understand-I wasn't here-that there is lots of scrap in these coal
mines. Do you have any information on that?

Mr. RUmiEBn. No; I don't have any information as to coal mines.
I have a letter here dated January 31 1942, addressed to Mr. Murray.
The letter is from Mr. James Ball, dealer in all kinds of scrap iron
New Concord, Ohio. Later I found Mr. Ball and asked if it was ali
right if we used his letter at this hearing and he said "Yes." I would
like to read it.

The CHAILRMAN. Go right ahead.
Mr. RuMrrEN MO [reading]:

I am st scrap dealer and know what you say about dealers hoarding scrap is
true. I buy from mines, oil men, and contractors, and I buy In three States and
we bare other people hoarding scrap besides dealers. There is plenty of scrap
If people would sell it. You would be surprised at the tons of scrap individuals
are hoarding thinking they will get higher prices. The country needs the scrap
and I think a man or men should be appointed to see that these people sell their
scrap. It Is worthless to them to use and our country needs it. Anything I
can do I am ready and willing to. I have been in the scrap business for 2)
years.

Yours respectfully,
JAmr.s BALi.

He deals in a territory where there are a lot of coal mines and he
reports here a reluctance on the part of coal operators to dispose of
their scrap.

The CiiRm tAN. If a program can be worked out where these coal
operators and owners would dispose of the scrap, do you think they
would probably cooperate in an effort to remove it from the mines
because the people would cooperate in an effort to get it removed from
the mines, because I presume only the coal miners could very well
remove it from the mines?

Mr. RurrTEax o. I can see no difficulty there and certainly the
United Mine Workers of America would be very glad to cooperate
and they would have to be approached about that.

The CHAIABAN. It appears to me, Mr. Ruttenberg, that that situa-
tion is more important to small business right now than any other
factor we have encountered, for the reason that so many different
kinds of plants are dependent upon steel.

Sometimes it is on y a small quantity of steel that is required to
make a product, and that being true I think this committee can very
well afford to look fairly and well into the scrap situation and make
sure that all is brought out that is possible, with the knowledge that
the more scrap we get the more steel we will make, and the more
steel mie will make the more small businesses that are served.

We know the Army and Navy and national defense maust come
first, and small business takes what is left, so the more we have left
the better off small business will be.

I personally appreciate Tour testimony. You have certainly given
some very thbtght-proViding statements.this morning that I think
are worthy of serious consideration, and those things you think should
be further investigated, I believe the committee should investigate.

Mr. RuTrzmmuo. One other large source of supply is the railroad
industry and the results of our investigations, which have been very
revealing in the spots where made, show that there are large supplies
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of scrap in abandoned locomotives and freight ears in what they call
"railroad farms." All sorts of railroad equipment.

The CHAMAN. You mean there is no effort to gather up that
stuff I

Mr. Rurluamo. More scrap is available than is finding its way
into the market. I am talking about locomotives that have not run
for years AThe CHAnMAV. Abandoned I

Mr. Rurrzmn o. Abandoned and no longer usable, and certainly
an energetic program ought to uncover enonlgh scrap immediately
to put these idle open-hearth furnaces back to work in short order.

The CHAMRMAN. That is a very convincing statement What about
the R. F.O.? Doesn't it own some of that abandoned stock?

Mr. Rm'rrwazo. You have a lot of legal problems to encounter
there. Your bondholders who have liens on an abandoned bridge
of an abandoned railroad or a particular locomotive-

The CHLPUIAN. But your statement is that there is enough aban-
doned scrap iron in the hands of the railroad companies today to start
every open-hearth furnace tomorrow and keep them running
Mr. RurEusam. Yes. Certainly there is enough there to get the

idle furnaces into operation now, and with a continuing program cover-
ing all sources of scrap, the steel industry could be kept operating at
100 ereent..

e CHAIRMAN. If Mr. Odium's testimony is correct,. and he has
made a very thorough study of it, that would be sufficient to keep the
small businesses that use steel running.

Mr. Rurrmsxro. I have a letter here. I would like to give you
a few parts of iL It is addressed to the mayor's scrap-iron committee,
dated February 3, 1942 and written by Mr. Riehaid Burke, of the
National Maritime Unions Production Committee. I will read a
couple of paragraphs. tReading:]

As chairman of the production committee created by the National Maritime
Union at a recent meeting, I wish to call your attention to a source from which
a great deal of scrap Iron and steel could be obtained immediately: The ships
on the Great Lakes.

Ei-ery ship on the Lakeil should provide several tons of scrap It an effort were
made to go after it. In the dunnage rooms and in engine department storage
rooms old, discarded pieces of machinery and broken machine parts, old cables,
and pieces of chain will be found.

He points out then that when the ships are in port they are refitted,
and so forth, and a lot of scrap produced, and then he states:

I recommend that some person' or persons be commissioned to board the vessels
now or as son as refitting begins to reclaim this scrap for use in the war emer-
gency. We seamen know the scrap is there, and has been there for years, 4nd
will stay there unless someone with authority tries to reclaim It. We will be
glad to be rid of It and also of old wires and hawsers whlch have no earthly
use, but which stay hboard because it is too much trouble to get it ashore and
back into productive use.

We want also call your attention to the fact that, the only reason tere is
plenty of ore is that there is no way to convert it to steel because of the scrap
shottage.
He pints out in some paragraph here that 4hat has been done is,

after they have the scrap on the Ips and putout to the Lakes again,
they throw it over intq the Lake. That is what they have been doing
rather than making it available.
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There are all sorts of supplies of this nature that can be had by
tising some thought and some imagination on the subject instead of
running around and charging and vilifying people who try to make
constructive suggestions.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have anything else to add to your testi-
molly on this, Mr. Ruttenbergi

Air. Ru rNnaMo. NO.
I have a considerable amount of information here. I have these two

surveys we made of open hearth furnaces that were idle because of
lack of supplies. The last survey we made was 2 or 3 weeks ago. I
will be very glad to make this available.

The CHAIMAN. May I suggest this: You can either do it this after-
noon and have it ready to go into the unrevised script, or you can sub-
mit an additional statement, to include anything you have overlooked
and have it in the revised print tomorrow.

Mr. RvraERno. I would prefer the latter, as I will have more
time.

The CHAIMAN. Without objection, that will be done. Have you
any further questions, Mr. Fitzgerald?

Mr. Fn'zoauu. No, sir.
Mr. KIRKLAND. I have just a few.
Are you familiar with the organization of the Iron and Steel Branch

of th4 War Production Board?
Mr. RumiEBERo. Yes.
Mr. KuIKLAwD. It is my understanding that branch is headed by

Mr. C. E. Adams. Is that right?
Mr. RuirrFmo. That is right.
Mr. KIRKLAND. What is his connection in the industry?
Mr. Rurrp..nnno. There are two of them. One is executive deputy.

The man in charge of the Iron and Steel Branch comes from a com.
pany outside the iron and steel industry, some air-conditioning com-

Mr. KR LAND. You will find the organization subdivided into va-
rious parts, among them is the raw materials section, which is headed
by Mr. Frank Vigor, at the present time. What is his industry con-
nectionI

Mr. RmTEn 'raxo. American Rolling Mill Co., Middletown, Ohio.
Mr. KIRKLAD . And the former chief of that section was a man by

the name of. AllenT
Mr. RurrNBmO. Norton & Co., Cleveland.
Mr. HALECK. That is not the scrap business?
Mr.'RuTri Bwo. Oh, no.
Mr. KICLAND. You will find the raw material section is subdivided

into four sections, and the pig and scrap iron section has a man by the
name of William Kerber.

Mr. RumNBE o. I think he is a pig iron man. The Scrap Iroin
Section is run by Mr. Miller and Mr. Borinstein.

Mr. KIR KLAND. The Pig Iron Section is headed by J. H. Beamer
and Mr. Kerber.

Do you know if Mr. Beamer is in the pig iron business or not?
Mr. RUrrrIT iio. I don't know.
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STATEMENT OF RALPH HETZEL, JR., DIRECTOR, ECONOMIC DIVI-
SION OF THE CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

The CHAIRMAN. I believe you are the attorney for the C. I. 0. in
Washington?

Mr. Harzi. I am director of the economic division.
The CHAI MAN. Did you have any statement to make about this?

I know you appeared before our committee before.
Mr. iHrl.2 Mr. Chairman, we in the C. I. 0., ever since the defense

and war program got under way, have been greatly perturbed by the
practice of tie operating Government machinery which relates to the
-war production through the dollar-a-year men.

We cannot believe, even though many of those men may be perfectly
]honest in their convictions, that they can separate their companies
and their interests from their operations as Government officials. We
believe that the most serious part of delays in our war-output 1)1-
gram have been due the fact that the production program has been
under the direction of these men.

The automobile conversion situation is typical. Mr. Knudsen and
those under him were, in our judgment, responsible for the failure to
provide for a reasonable and rapid conversion in the automobile in-
dustry in such a way as to provide great employment and prevent the
destruction of the vast number of subsidiary industries which feed
into the automobile industry.

A reasonable conversion of that industry proposed a year and a
half ago by our people would have made possible greater output and
utilization of those small industries in either war or civil production,
which would not have been affected by the cutting of war materials.

The steel situation that Mr. Ruttenberg has spoken about is another
typical example of what happens when the Government war produe-
tion is under the direction of the dollar-a-year men.

The CHAIRMAN. Can't you agree to this: That all dollar-a-year men
are not bad? I don't think they are.

Mr. Hrzi. I don't impugn the hbnesty of a great many of them.
The CHAIRMAN. I think most of them are mighty good men. I think

there are some exceptional cases where probably they have not been
able to separate their own private business "from the Government busi-
ness and have not been as energetic as they should Jiave been. I think
Donald Nelson has pulled off his coat and is working 18-hours a day.

Mr. Hm"rzF. He is not a dollar-a-year man.
The CHAMAN. He isn't now, but he worked as hard when he was

getting 8% cents a month as he is now at $10,000 a year. I imagine
if some of those fellows were here they would be asking about labor.
Is there any way labor could serve its cause through Mr. Hillman and
others who are working on these boards in a selfishs way?

Mr. HmziL. I think the record is perfectly clear on this and it is
an extensive record. We have shouted up and down the country
about it. We have made a number of proposals.

Scrap iron was one and. the steel proposal receded it and the auto-
mobile conservation program an a propoafor the increased output
of aluminuin. There have been proposals for the speeding up of
shipping and the handling of longshore problems.

• •
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All those things, our whole record, show an effort to maximize
this output. We believe the production of our country and the em-
ployment of our people depend upon the maximum output of the
American industry.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't know what the committee will do, but sup-
pose the committee were to decide-this is for the purpose of dis-
cussion only-that we recommend to 'Mr. Nelson that he take the
dollar-a-year men off the boards which have to do with allocations.
In other words, suppose we should take all dollar-a-year men con-
nected with industry off those boards. Suppose they would come
back and say, "Shall we take labor off too"? What would be your
answer for the committee on that?

Mr. Hmrzzl. As far as I know there are no labor dollar-a-year men
with any responsibility.

Mr. H.LL.CK. How is Mr. Hillman paid?
Mr. IIETr. He is a dollar-a-year man but I was going to say

there are no dollar-a-year men in positions of responsibility for pro-
duction.

Mr. RUMENBFeRO. Is there any other besides Mr. Hillman?
Mr. Hirz x. No.
Mr. RurrErnr.o. A fellow can't exist from a salary from a labor

union here in Washington.
Mr. HA LLCK. It runs in my mind that when the 0. P. M., or who-

ever was doing it, first began to cut down on the number of auto-
mobiles which could be made which was, of course, looking to con-
version, that the ranks of organized labor in the automobile plants
resisted those orders. Is my memory about that correct or not I

Mr. HrzzEL. I don't recall that is so.
Mr. HIAILECK. I had the general impression that there was a pro-

test from the men who worked in the automobile manufacturing
plants against the efforts of the Government to restrict the produce.
tion of automobiles.

I recall there was a proposal of Mr. Reuther's that I thought con-
templated the use of automobile production facilities that were not
presently engaged in building automobiles for the larger one of the
war or dTefense effort as distinguished from this other program that
I think strictly speaking has to do with conversion, which means
stopping the production of automobiles and beginning the produc-
tion of war materials.

Mr. Hrzu .The object of Mr. Reuther's proposal which was made
at the time when there was sufficient materials was that the then
idle facilities of the then automobile plants be used for the mass
production of airplanes.

Mr. HALECK. That. wouldn't contemplate conversion?
Mr. Hsrz. In addition to that, the Automobile Workers' Union

have consistently urged a rapid and orderly conversion from the
manufacture of automobiles to the items necessary for war.

Mr. HA LECK. I wouldn't say that had not been done, but it had
not been impressed on my consciousness. I didn't recall that.

Of course, now I recognize that everyone is kind of shifting
around trying to make somebody else the goat in respect to the
failure to get a greater war production, particularly when something
hits us overnight like the complete stoppage of automobile produa-
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tion; and the demand that those plants be converted completely to
war production, and, as I say, there is considerable contention about
who is responsible and whose fault it is, if anybody's.

I think you people have wanted war production stepped up.
I won't say on the other side that leaders in business and industry

in the country didn't want it stepped up. I think that all of us
probably didn't completely contemplate what might actually happen
to us. I don't think any of us foresaw the happenings in the Pacific
beginning on December 7. I don't, think any of us contemplated
the situation that exist in the Pacific, and that of course, has had
much to do with these immediate difficulties that are striking us.

The CHAIMrAN. And without reflection on any constructive critic-
ism the gentleman has made, or his organization, we have a lot of
hindsight experts who are able to go back and say "We should have
done so and so."

Mr. Hmzm We will submit the record.
The CHAIRMAN. I am excluding you and your record.
Anything further, gentlemen I
No response.)

thank you very much for your testimony before us today.
Mr. HALLECK. Before the committee adjourns, I have a letter

that I received this morning from a tire dealer in my town, Rens-
selaer, Ind. He has some suggestions that I think are very perti-
nent and worth while. Would it be out. of order for me to read the
letter into the record I

The CHAIRMAN. Or insert, it.
Mr. HALLECK. I think I would prefer to read it.
I think when we had the hearings on the tire order there was one

witness whose name I think was Gerard who indicated in his testi-
mony that there were certain types of tires that the dealers had that
were affected by the freezing order that should be, in his opinion,
released, because they would be of the sizes or types or kinds that
would not go out to the essential military .or naval uses or under the
rationing orders. This letter is along that line. It is addressed to
me under date of February 6, 1942, and reads as follows:

We bear there Is a movement to release the old type and old size tires consisting
of sizes:

&28 x 18 7.50z 18 (LOO x 1
5.20 x 18 4./5 x 19 O.z0 X 17

D.0x 18 5.00x 19 7.Ox 17
O50 X 18 5& X11
7.00 X 18 5.50 X 17

If It would be possible it would be a great relief to the tire dealers who are
carrying a large stock in these sizes. And most of these sizes fit ears from 10 to
15 years ol. The 1rs fit cars from 6 to 10 years of age. We have In stock about
700 casings of these sizes. -

By releasing these sizes it would greatly release the presure on the farmers
for transportation in taking care of their work this spmumer.

These sizes that we mentioned are sizes that are deteriorating and getting older
and tires that the companies will not want to take back with the result that they
will not only be a dead weight blt a terrible loss to the dealer.

Please give this consideration and see if there is some relief on these sizes.

The CnAnAw. I have here some letters which are to be inserted in
the record.

• J
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STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN JOHN X. COFFEE OF WASHINGTON

Gentlemen, I do not wish to take up more than a minimum of the valuable time
of your committee, and I therefore ask to have included as a part of my remarks,
some letters and telegrams attached herewith and which are self-explanatory.

The problems arising from our Involvement in the current wars with the Nayis,
Fascists, and the Japs are multiform, varied, and complicated. It is of para-
mount Importance that Members of Congress do everything possible to retain and
encourage the operations of small business In these United States. Independent
business must survive this debacle If we are to preserve our democracy, and to
retain for the people the four freedoms, the dissemination of which throughout the
world the President has proclaimed to be our objective In World War No. 2. We
must exemplify the benefits of democracy within our own borders before we can
hope to Inculkate an appreciation of their virtues In the hearts and minds of
peoples in other lands.

It is difficult, If not Impossible, to expect that dollar-a-year men who derive
their compensation from large corporations or monopolies, will be predisposed
or disposed to fight militantly In behalf of the Interests of small business. In-
evitably, even though It may be unconselously, these dollar-a-year agents of big
business, will support big business as against small business, will favor discrim-
Inations against small business, will place obstacles in the path of competition
of their real employers. Therefore, I have advocated the removal of dollar-a-year
men from the Government, and fully concur In the findings of fact of the Tolan
committee of the House and the Truman committee of the Senate.

I deplore the denial of tires and tubes to owners and operators of trucks en-
gaged In business indispensable to public health, such as In the delivery of milk,
while permitting ministers of the gospel, Important as It Is admitted their work
may be and is in frequent cases, to be exempted from the rationing of tires. It
Is vital that the Federal Government provide to the tire dealers and their em-
ployees, to truck drivers, to taxi drivers, to the owners of automobile agencies,
their salesmen, mechanics, and employees, to the owners of small metal working
plants engaged in nonwar activities, who have been deprived of essential metals
for manufacturing materialN financial aid to Insure the maintenance of morale
and to minimize the dislocations and financial distresses resulting from our all-out
war activities.

I commend the work of the committee and bespeak Its continued functioning.

(The letters are as follows:)
JASVARY 5, 1942.

lion. Jonri M. Cor,
House of Representative*, WaAsigfton, D. 0.

DFAx Ma. Cors.: We are desperately In need of help at this time and are
writing to ask if you will assist us.

For the past 2 years we have made every possible effort to obtain defense work
for our plant. We have called time after time at the local shipyards and the
Bremerton Navy Yard, have talked personally with Mr. Frank Walsh of the
Tacoma Chamber of Commerce, and Mr. Fred Bold of the Office of Production
Management in Seattle.

We have filled out forms relative to our capacity, facilties, etc., and mailed
them to every department wheie they might be of value In obtaining contracts;
hare written letters and sent telegrams to every firm and Individual whom we
were Informed might assist us.

We are listing below some of those we contacted:
Seattle-Tacoma Shipbuilding Corporation, Tacoma, Wash.
Seattle-Tacoma Shipbuilding Corporation, Seattle, Wash.
Boeing Aircraft Plant. Saattle, Wash.
United States Navy Yard, Bremerton, Wash.
General Machinery Co., Hamilton, Ohio.
Filler & Stohle, Milwaukee, WIs.
Harrisburg Machinery CM., Harrisburg, Pa.
Vulcan Iron Works, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

?49?--42-voL s-28
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Joshua Hlende & Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
Worthington Pump & Machinery Co., Harrisop, N. J.
Gibbs & Cox, Inc., New York. N. Y.
Service and Information Offke, Washington, D. .
Bethlehem Steel Shipbuilding Corporation, Oakland, Calif.
Todd-California, Shipbuilding Co., Richmond, Calif.
Pacific Car & Foundry Co., Renton, Wash.
Mr. William Kerber, Office of Production Management, Washington, D. C.
Commander Malone, Supervisor of Shipbulidivg, Seattle, Wash.
Mr. Guy Holcomb. Justice Department, Washington, D. C.
Mr. Charles Halleck, Washington, D. C.
We also visited the "defense train" and wired Immediately for a chance to bid

on several articles we knew we could make.
However, In spite of our efforts we have found It absolutely Impossible to

obtain a contract or even n chance to bid on any defense jobs.
The other foundries in Tacoma are both very busy, working 0 and 10 hours a

day, 6 and 7 days a week, and pay time and one-half for all overtime.
Our foundry is one block Ioug. has space and equipment for 49 men, and

we are now employing only 5. We have 1 traveling crane, 1 car-loading crane,
and loading tracks with space for 4 railroad cars.

We have 10 carloads of materials on hand and can get enough skilled men to
handle any large contract.

The quality and workmanship of our castings are the finest, and we have
never experienced any diff, culty with labor relations,

While we are now. engaged In making iron, bronze, and aluminum castings
with our present facilities, we would be agreeable to equipping our plant for
steel If suffielent orders were. available.

Our finances are In excellent condition, and we cannot understand why we are
unable to obtain defense orders

We are desperately In need of Immediate help, for otherwise we shall be forced
to close our plant.

Will you please help us?
Yours very sincerely,

(From a prominent firm of Independent Iron fonders located In my con-
gres-slonal district.)

CoNCIESS OF THE UNITO STATF,
HOUSE or REPREsNTATVE1v

Waehmagtoa, D. 7., Janitary 8, 1942.
Dl-AR MiL -, I acknowledge receipt of yours of January 5.
Your letter Is proof of the very charges I have been making against the Offlce

of Production Management. I am disgusted with the concentration of war con.
tracts in the hands of large, and in many cases, monopolistic corporations, Instead
of spreading the business throughout the country. The failure of the Offle of
Production Management to take care of the Independent and smaller machine
shops, foundries, forging and casting plants Is Indefensible. There are several
reasons for this:

1. The Ordnance Divisions of the Army and Navy, having dealt through the
years with large and well-established concerns exclusively, and being thoroughly
conversaint with these plants' equipment, following the line of least resistance,
are reluctant to try new fields.

2. The higher brass hats are cocktail chums and social pals of the wealthy
executives of these corporations. Their lobbyists are putting on parties in the
national capital constantly for the Army and Navy big wigs.

. The easiest way is to do what one has always done rather than explore new
fields or try new methods.

4. The exclusive crowd who has always enjoyed practically all Army and Navy
business heretofore, are not Interested in developing possible rivals or com-
pelitors who would get their nose under the tent and cut in on the juicy business
after the emergency is over.

5. The Office of Production Management is madd up of executives of big
business, as well as Wall Street brokers and financiers of big business, who,
not having been elected to offl e, fall to recognize the Importnnce of creating
good will and morale throughout America by spreading Government business
over as wide a territory as possible., Elected officials treat the public courteously
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and try to understand its problems. The big-business crowd are accustomed to
function as little monarchs holding sway over miniature empires and having
their orders accepted as law handed down from on high.

I am enclosing a copy of my resolution designed to replace those responsible
for this situation and to get a falr share of the business out to concerns such as
yours, either with direct contracts from Government agencies or subcontracts
for large corporations dealing with the Government agencies.

It is my plan to make use of your very Interesting and persuasive letter. I
plan to insert It in the Congressional Record if you men do not have any
objections. Do you? Unless I hear from you by return nmall to the contrary, I
shall have it printed in the Record, but will not use the name of your concern or
the names of your officers connected therewith, so as not to embarrass you with
any dealings with Government agencies subsequently. I shall do my best to
continue my interest In the welfare of small business and factories such as yours.

I shall endeavor to ascertain why it is you have not been favorably considered.
Generally they tell us back here In a case such as yours, that it Is up to you
to secure consideration from Frel Bold, the Office of Production Management
representative on contracts.

Cordially,
JoHN Mi. CoFrEr, Member of Congress.

JOHN M. COME, TAcouA, VAs., December 28, 191.

Congressman, The House Ojice BuIldiag. WashigtoN, D. 0.:
Proposed tire-recapping curtailment is ruinous. Independent tire dealers

everywhere will be bankrupt. The independent tire dealers need your support
Immediately If investments are to be protected. Do everything possible.

Fj. xa Fox Traz Co.

HOUSE or I:En asENTAnrVES,
l'aalsgton, D. 0., December 26, 1941.Mr. Fw-nK Fox,

Frank Foz Tire Co.,
314 Puyallup Are., Tacoma, Wash.

Drx Ma Fox: This will acknowledge briefly your wire of December 23,
wherein you point out that the order recently issued curtailing tire recapping
will be disastrous to your interests and that of others engaged In similar
endeavors.

You ask me to do everything In my power to secure a modification of this
order at the earliest moment possible; that is a legitimate request and I sympa-
thize heartily with you. On the other hand, it is only fair that I point out that
these orders are Issued by various executive officials of the Government operating
under the authority given to them by the President, who, in turn, has been
clothed with unprecedented war powers by the Congress and are not easily
modified or rescinded as a result of congressional protest. Nevertheless, you
may be sure that I will make my voice heard In the proper quarters for such
good as it may do. In the interim I hope that numerous other Independent tire
dealers, such as yourself, acting singly or collectively, will bring all possible
pressure to bear in the hope we can secure a bearing on this order before It is
put into full force.

Cordially,
JOHN 31. CFF,
Memrr of Congress.

TACOUA, WASH., January 18, 1942.
Hon. Congressman JOHN 31. Oom"Z,

New House Office Buildixg, Weak ngton, D. 0.:
Respectfully request you attend hearing Tuesday morning, House of Repre-

sentatives committee Investigating plight small business. Feel consideration
should be given following points to prevent widespread elimination of dealer
organizations and heavy financial losses. LIquidated In orderly manner. Freez-
ing of used cars and repair parts stocks would literally stop all dealer operations,
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relief should be arranged for cases where dealers cannot stay in business and
have long-term leases. Some plan should be worked out for dealers to have sub
contracts for assembling or feasible manufacture of defense equipment. Your
assistance will be much appreciated.

TAcOMA Auiromos DEAUmS AssocIAo,.

HousE or REPS5ENTArIvEs,
Washfngto D. 0., January 15, 1949.

TACOMA AUroMOsiL Dzwis AssocmtOavo,
Tacoma, Wash.

DrAit FaRaDs: Replying to your wire, I feel strongly that your request is just
and fair, considering circumstances. I am deeply concerned at the impending
Joblessness of my warm friends and valued constituents comprising the sales-
men, employee-% executives, mechanics, identified with the far-flung automobile
industry in Tacoma and vicinity.

I am all too conversant with the hardships which threaten these good folks
by reason of orders freezing car stocks on hand. I am presenting forcefully to
appropriate authorities here, your arguments and reasonable requests. It is
our hope that if cars are requisitioned by Federal agencies, they will be required
to acquire them at the current retail price, giving due consideration to the
necessity for all concerned to secure a reasonable gross profit, in view of the
financial losses inevitably following the shut-down in the auto industry.

As you point out, we are now in the war, we must win It, and we must all
make sacrifies to accomplish that result, but all negotiations in pursuance thereof
should be reasonable and should be had with due regard to permitting those-
advers0ly affected to orient themselves to the change and make adjustments.

Cordially,
JonN M. Coniz member of Congress.

HoUsE or REaESENTATIVES,
WasAington, D. 0., Jan wary 28, 1912.

Hon. WAMOuT PATMAN,
Hose of Reprcsew atves, Washingtos D. 0.

Drnaa Wiaonv: Please note the attached letter that came to me this morning
from W. F. Grove, president, White Rose Motors, Inc., York,-Pa. Mr. Grove
Is also president of the York County Automobile Dealers Association.

If you think that this letter would be helpful, I will appreciate it if you will
have it made a part of your hearings.

With kindest personal regards, I am
Sincerely yours, HARY L ttAstS.

Warra Ros Morass, INC.,
York, Pa., January 27, 194-.

Hon. Hazy L, HAEAs,
Old House Ofie Bul-diag, Vashingot, D. C.

Mv DrAs CONOsSUrsAN: I attendee the National Automobile Dealers Associa-
tion convention in Chicago last week and one of our most. interesting Speakers
was the Honorable Charles A. Halleck, Congressman from Indiana, who Is on our
committee, and daring his remarks he stated the best that *e could do was to
have our Congressman Intercede for us and following are my feelings lIn the
matter, of giving us Some consideration In the hope of retaining our business
for the duration.

When we speak of the automobile dealers of America, .we refer to our 44,000,
dealers employing a million and a half persons (about 1 percent of thee great
United States). We are sure we voice the sentiments of all of you, when we
make the statement that we do not want n single passenger automobile for civilian
use manufactured, in any one of the automobile plants in this country, If that
one car should interfere with the manufacture of oe tank, one antiaircraft gun.
one machine gun, or any other Implement that Is necessary to win this war, yet
we feel that proper consideration of causes and effects was not given to our
Industry before the present dras i freezing order was Imposed.,
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This order and rationing program as issued by the Oflice of Price Administra-
tion, through Its Director, Mr. Leon Henderson, completely disrupts the organiza-
tion of 41,000 dealers and places them In a state of Insolvency and business de-
struction. And, if that will help to win this war, the dealers of this country will
accept It In the full spirit of patriotism. But we feel that today our country needs
the morale of Its people almost as much as the materials which are being manu-
factured to win the war. We cannot, by any reasonable understanding, find how
the defense program can be aided In any way by the destruction of this Industry.
The 33,000,O cars on the highways are necessary for the continuation of the all-
out effort to produce the war Implements so extremely Important at this time. The
present stock of automobiles In the hands of our dealers Is of the materials that
might be Important to our defense effort If these materials were not all Included
In a finished product. Therefore, they can be of no particular value unless they
are released before the slow rationing process bankrupts the dealers and deteri-
orates the automobiles beyond use or value.

Mr. Henderson and his office wants the automobile dealers of America to do an
outstanding job In conserving materials vitally necessary-but why the mistake
of freezing six or seven hundred thousand automobiles for an Indefinite period
when any man In the Industry, dealer, mechanic, or automobile engineer knows
that an automobile placed in storage, under cover, or outdoors (as is necessary
because of limited facilities) will deteriorate to such an extent In a period of a
year or more that It would no longer be the same automobile it Is today.

Corrosion sets In, cylinder walls will become frozen to pistons, valves, etc.-
tires will be fiat, casings broken, upholstery molded, bright exterior parts will
rust, paint will be affected, batteries completely ruined, etc.

It stands to reason that with 33,000,000 cars In this country of ours, an added
six hundred thousand or seven hundred thousand will asist rather than deter
the emergency program, and the President of the United States has the au-
thority to commandeer from the general public all of these 83,000000 cars,
If necessary to help In our war effort. A rationing program as issued by the
Office of Price Administration will serve no purpose other than bankrupting
these 44,000 dealers so that It will be Impossible to render service necessary to
maintain all automobiles in use today--and this naturally Included those who are
serving to help build the millions of arms, ships, airplanes, and other vital
war products.

Our Government has prohibited hoarding of any kind and we believe the
hoarding of cars In the hands of dealers Is Just as serious as the hoarding of
any other article. If we wish to keep ourselves liquid In order to give our
customers the very best of service, particularly those employed in defense work
who need their cars so necessarily. These cars also take up room that we
need for other storage. In fact I could rent my warehouse for a storage es-
sential to defense If I did not have to hold these cars.

In conclusion may I say that I personally feel that to force any Industry out of
business today, who Is In any way supporting defense work would be very
unpatriotic.

We therefore leave our plight In your hands In the hope of your being able
to do something to permit us to at least exist.

Very sincerely, Winy. Roa: Mforo, Iac.,
W. F. Gaovx, Preuident.

CoNoRSs o TH trNrn STAMrs,
Houss or REPzSENTATVMS,

Washingfo D. C., JanuarV 28, 1942.

Hon. WRomHr PATuAN,
Chairman, Select Committee to Conduct a Study and Surrey of the National
Defense Program in its Relation to Smal Buetnes of the United States,
Washington, D. 0.

Dza CoZxAeU: Enclosed please find a telegram which I have received from
Mr. Lyle Bryant of Waupun, Wia., giving the views of his labor organization
with respect to certain tire restrictions
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If your committee Is still taking testimony on this subject, I would appreciate
your courtesy and kindness In having the enclosed telegram put Into the record
of the hearings.

With assurances of respect, I remain,
Sincerely yours,

HA-ay SAUwreorr.

WAUPuII, Wia., January 24, 1948.
HAN SAUTHOYF,

Congressman, Wash(xato, D. 0.:
Local Union No. O20, representing 150 members, wishes to register their protest

against the drastic tire restrictions placed against the milk, bakery, taxicab,
laundry, and general delivery trucks. We believe such restrictions are not
necessary. By placing restrictions on the above it will affect about 100,000
drivers. We believe such restrictions are contrary to the public interest and
will create large unemployment. All private cars in personal use should be
taken off the streets before there is any restrictions of essential delivery of goods,
and other commodities. Under existing restrictions of tires for private cars,
taxicabs become a public transportation necessity because municipal transporta-
tion systems were not designated to accommodate motoring public and cannot be
expanded due to restrictions on steel and other materials. We are asking you
to investigate'the necessity of commercial tire restrictions in view of the great
unemployment hardship and disruption of food that it will create.

LYL BavANT, Secrclary, Loea 920.

OoCoxGu or TIM UNITED STAT8,
HOUSs o REPRSWENTATMS

Washfngtoi, D. 0., January 27, 1948.
Hon. WaesHr PATMAN,

Ckafrmin, Selecd Committee'on fmall Bfness,
House of Representative, Washington, D. 0.

DrAs Ma. PATMAX: Independent automobile tire dealers in my district are
complaining bitterly over their inability to secure camelback for use in retreading
and repairing tires. It is generally believed that many of the large companies,
who manufacture camelbaeck, are holding the material for themselves and
refusing to ship any to the independent dealers.

The independent dealers In my district are equipped to repair and retread
tires and it will be necessary for them to receive material in order to continue in
business. I understand that over 90 percent of the tire repairing and retreading
equipment is In the hands of the Independent dealers.

I hope that your committee will have an opportunity to go into the camelback
situation as it affects the independent tire dealers.

Sincerely yours, S ,WMN PAM, M. 0.

CouMaA AvTroMo'z Draums Assocuviow, Iqc.,
OoJumbid, S. 0., January 6, 194t.Hon. lHaMreze P. FULMUs

House of Representatives, WashIngto, D. 6.
Dun. M. NVuxa: We are enclosing a copy of an amendment to a lease which

some of the larger companies are using where possible to get their rent reduced in
accordance with the Income of their business.

It is a fact that especially in the case of automobile dealers their business will
be serloinly.curtailed due to the nonproduetlon of new automobiles which wil.
make it imposible for some of ui to continue In busineis unless we can get some
relief from the high rents we are now under lease to pay.

We ask that you study this amendment with the thought of having a like
resolution passed by the Hous and the Senate o' consult the proper branch of
the Government to issue an order, If this is praceical, to place this amendment In
force.
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We shall thank you to wire collect immediately upon giving this some study as
to your reaction to same and what, in your opinion, can be done to give us this
needed relief.

Yours very truly,
CoemmszA AuTomoimrE DzAtzas' AssoctavXo ,
C 0. VoosLL, Vice President.

By resolution of the Congress, the United States of America Is now In a
state of war during which certain merchandise, materials, and supplies essential
to the satisfactory conduct of the resse's business will be seriously curtailed.
It Is, therefore, understood and agreed that If, during any month or months
of the term hereof while such state of war continues, the lessee's net sales
from the demised premises shall decrease below 75 percent of such net sales for
the corresponding month or months .- oaI wOdla 1941, the rental paid
for such month or months shall b.eAuced in direct p Ion to such total
decrease and credit shall be..tifen by the lessee for such_ uction against
rental due for the second. cceeding month or months: Proj however,
That if the lessee's net t il sales from the de lsed premises for e first or
any succeeding 12-mont*period of the term urng the cont since of
such state of war ar tqual to or In s M 75 ,pt of the s 'a net
total sales from the demised prem W f the lendar ar 1941 any all
credits taken by t[h lessee as pfvld here durl

r 
any such 12 mnth

perlod shall be repId to the Iq r. t

Congressman ILC uULOL uLA, C OMIL V 29, 19441i.
House Olf c B9,ld g. a9fagt .0.

We wish to ajsure you e trr u Ing program
but think some ]nodificatio n for wel beli f public. Independe
tire dealers nee4 definite ief an 4 would Iff a more qultable all
cation of cappin [stock for sse r-t , ti Ma .4eaers, have la
stocks that unde -present sy e la¥1 , i in s to Ii date. Sev -
teen-, eighteen-, a d ninetee h tires sh2M e In obsolete t a and e
lower grade pa er-car tires In populsj. gzes sh uld be ore libe Ily
rationed. Inner tu should not be t3 Than g y for giving: the
above suggestions yo consideratio

ON NEWcs ANT MAXINE A")~Wus
WeahOiagtos, D.. cry 19, 1942.

Hon. Wasour PATMAN,
Chairman, Seect Committee to CoxI9 Investigation of tke

National Defense Program in it# Relation to Small Business in the
United Stales,

House of Representative#.
Dz A MS. PATMAN: Enclosed herewith I send you for consideration memorandum

submitted to me by the Newport News-Hampton Automobile Dealers Association.
I hope that the program may be considered, and that something may be worked

out to relieve, so far as practically possible, the hardships imposed by the present
situation on automobile dealers.

Yours very sincerely, . . BL.&M

MoouAs I VoUM=DMv rY oE r ElWS-sAMrON AUO 1r DEALER ASSoMA-
2ox MR CON.INVATUON oF AUTOUOMX DRALZS AUrmnI

1. Permit manufacturer or manufacturers to build a victory passenger automo-
bile of one body style only without any frills equal to 25 percent of the 1911 output.

2 No price ce'llng or minimum-price ceiling or rationing of used cars
8. Continue manufacturing of repair parts to meet full demand.
4. Permit use of second and third line new tires now in stock on used cars.

427
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5. Relief from Federal 1941 Income taxes, future social security taxes, and all
taxes during future inactivity of automotive Industry.

6. Federal Government to assume dealer's garage liability and workmen's com.
pensatlon insurance.

7. Cancel all leases where requested and freeze rents at pre-war level.
& Eliminate freezing order on all new passenger cars and trucks in dealer's

stocks as of January 15, 1942.
9. Government guarantee dealer sufliclent allowance per month to cover storage,

insurance, and interest on new cars frozen in dealer's stocks.

LsuDsx'Y-'NrCiOraOX CORO .TION,
Alexasdrla, 1'a., January 26, 1941.

Congressman IHowAso W. SuimH.
House Offce Building, Washingtom, D. 0.

Drua Sta: With thousands of other Indepndent merchants, our business has
been seriously affected by the restrictions placed on us by tire rationing. Nat-
urally, we understand that this Is, to a great extent, necessary, but hope that you
will keep In mind the needs of the independent tire dealers and treaders.

What we independent dealers have to fear as much as anything else, of course,
Is the inroads that have been made In the past by the large organizations, par-
tlcularly such outfits as the big oil companies.

As far as possible we hope that you will do everything possible to keep the
rationing of tires In the hands of the well-established Independent dealers and
not with the big organizations who have plenty of other products to sell. and. In
addition, their factories have large Government contracts which will keep them
going probably at a profit.

Just at this time It looks as If the large Interests are able to secure camel
back In much greater quantities than the independent dealers, and we hope that
you will check with the proper officials and do everything possible tb keep the
camel back coming to the small dealers and treaders in preference to the larger
(utfits.

Very truly yours,
WAStAcE N. Lxmsr,

President, Lindsey-.lcholson Corporaton.

OMAHA, Nzaa., January 16, 1942.Css. ]uzg F. MCLAOIZV,
House of Representatire,, Washingtos, D. V.

Drx OnosuzssAX: Cessation of activities In the motorcar industry has. as a
consequent result, placed hundreds of us fellows Who have for years made our
bread and butter merchandising automobiles in a position where we must turn
to some other source as a means of livelihood.

The situation is one which we all anticipated for some time, and to most of us
it came as no surprise. However, we have been much surprised to find that when
confronted with the need for employment that we are not given much considera-
tion by even governmental agencies, being greeted constantly with the remark:
"You Just don't have the kind af experience or education required."

Damn it all, we want to do ouir part in seeing this thing through, and there
must be some way that we can serve In a worth-while capacity. Most of us are
beyond the age limit for active military duty, and many of us are married men
with families. We can and want to help get this thing over with, so that we can
some day again pursue our usual line of endeavor. We cannot do it if the ap-
parent restrictions on work which any of us most assuredly could do are not lifted
or modified.

Frankly, we're not a bunch of dummies, and while wb may not have all the
qualifications needed under present regulations we sure as the devil can do some
of the work we know others are doing, and perhaps do It even better In many
respects if but given the opportunity.

What's In the cards for fellows like ourselves? Are .ye going to be left In the
lurch? There are things we can do, and we want to do them.

!I

,,I
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Idleness is no morale builder. Idleness has no place In our country's effort to
go full speed ahead. Idleness Is something we want no part of.

Yours very truly,
. H. Strickland, 74 Neptune Place, Carter Lake, Omaha, Nebr.; C. 0.

Glass. 3718 Mason Street, Omaha, Nebr.; Geo. . Mansell, 620
North Fortieth Street, Omaha; B. F. Kleyll, 4405 Cass Street,
Omaha; IV. J. Helling, 3311 Turner Boulevard, Omaha; P. 0.
Barness, .2007 North Forty-ninth Street, Omaha; A. [& Seltz, 720
Park Avenue, Omaha; L, A. Beck, 2217 Howard, Omaha; F. 0.
Nielsen, 4807 Cass, Omaha; W. J. Bennett, 8617 Faerlan Street,
Omaha, Nebr.; Tilford C. Jones, Jr., 3349 North Fifty-ninth Street,
Omaha; Leo Burdick, 1317 Park Avenue, Omaha; W. 0. Wilson,
4304 California, Omaha; C. R. Thorpe, 2312 0 Street, Omaha,
Nebr.; Roy L Handley, 2103 Douglas Street, Omaha; W. A. Sut-
ley, 5837 Pine Street, Omaha; Art Connors. 5923 Poppleton Ave-
nue; H. 0. Stiter, 208 North Twenty-fifth Avenue, Apartment 28,
Omaha, Nebr.; F. J. Gregory, 5108 North Twenty.fourth, Omaha,
Nebr.; Jack Maclnnell, 2424 South Seventeenth Street, Omaha,
Nebr.; Guy W. Gorton, 5311 North Twenty-fifth Avenue, Omaha;
D. H. Beck, 2468 North Forty-seventh Avenue, Omaha..

AumoUorlvE COwviu,
Uniontown, Pa., January t8, 1941.

The Honorable WALTER ( PMESoM,
Member of Congress from Muaiouri,

lVashNgton, D. 0.
DLm.n CoouzxrssmA: We are communicating with you in your capacity as

a member of the small business committee investigating various businesses In
relation to defense. Our membership represents an Investment of approximately
$1,000,000 in the city of Unlontown, serving a trading area of over 50,000 defense
workers In the coal mines and the coke fields.

Three of our members were present at the hearings held In Washington on
January 13 and 14 and were much Impressed by the sympathy of the com-
mittee toward the evident discrimination against the automobile dealer. It
Is evident that we need your support more than ever.

Specifically, the delivery of all cars and trucks after February 2, when a bona
fide order has been taken prior to January 1, whether or not the car had been
shipped from the factory, it such order to be accompanied and evidenced by a
sworn statement from both purchaser and dealer.

Specifically, immediate assurance that proper machinery be set in motion
to--guarantee that the unftozen stock, 1. e., that those units shipped from the
factory prior to January 66th, can be disposed of at retail within a year's
time.

Specifically, direct relief from the Federal Government to cover carrying
charges. Insurance costs, storage, etc., of cars which we cannot sell. This relief
to come month by month froLr a governmental agency Instead of creating an
Inflation In cost of transportation to be borne by ultimate consumer alone. The"
above-mentioned cost can easily force a dealer Into bankruptcy through a load
which he bad no choice but to accept, by utilizing his available capital for this S.
Interest, etc.

Specifically, a noncancelable lease forces an Impossible task to be done,
whereas a moratorium on rentals alleviates the load and allow Individuals to
liquidate if necessary or to remain in business serving the public with an
adjusted rental

Specifically, the continuance of supplying light trucks to such outlets as
farmers, who cannot use heavy trucks economically, and who will not be forced
4o use units which require more steel and rubber to produce, than the unit
which nomtjy ills their reuirements.

Specifically,specal deferment rating for mechanics engaged at repairing cars
for the public.' The additional demands for repairs are Increasing enormously
and are bound to multiply As the ears become older.

ftese above-mentioned Itens are only the major problems which confront the
automobile dealer and are the ones which we feel are In need of Immediate
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attention. We pass them on to you with the full assurance that they will receive
your considered attention in thu immediate future.

Very truly yours,
Umoxiowx AuroMouivz C ouscui.
8. Q RoasNsoN, Secretary.

JAMESTOW.N, N. Y., January 29. 1941.
Representative WRIoHr PATMAN:

We vigorously protest against the adoption of amendment 3 to regulation W as
proposed by the Federal Reserve Bard. Would be same as freezing used Mrs.
Please use your influence to defeat this.

NEW EAOLE IOTOaS.
Na. A. Ku..NrED. Presidest.

UJIcA, N. Y., January 28, 191?.
Congressman WWOKT PATMAN.

Howse Offce Building, Wahington, D. C.:
We are looking to you for Immediate relief for the independent tire dealers;

that they be made sole rationer of new tires as larger organizations have
many other articles to sell. Ninety percent of retreading and Inspecting equip.
meant belongs to the InCe endent. The Independent needs help In obtaining
camelback, and there should be a larger allocation of passenger-tire camelback.
All new retreading equipment should be sold to the Independent dealer. Your
support in the above will be greatly appreciated.

BuutKza SEaviCF.

TOWs Or W.LSVJLsLm
Wellariile, N. Y., January 25, 19it.

COMUMMTzr ON SMALL BusxriEN&
114 House Offe Building. WaMngton, D. 0.

(Attention of lion. James 31. Mead.)
GENT E E : Listened with interest tonight to the discussion on the American

Forum of the Air regarding the position of small brisness In the present set-up.
There are many small businesses in this vicinity. Garages which formerly

sold cars and trucks; tire companies, whose main source of business was the
sale of tires and tubes. Many of these firms owned the real estate where they
were in business. Now through no fault of their own they have been, to all prac-
tical purpose , put out of business by Government decree. Their store building
or garare In some ca.es nre of no use to them. and In other cases only pnrtlally
used. Why should they be assessed for real-estate tax at the former value of
the land and buildings? Has the Government given this angle any consideration.
and have any suggestons been made as to a temporary reduction of assessed
value of such properties?

I have written to the department of taxation and finance at Albany asking
for suggestions, and they say that nothing has been done up till now about It.
They suggest that we carry the property at the full vnne for another vear and
see what develops In the tire and garage and auto-sale business. This seems
a little tough on the property owner. Has this matter been given any considera-
tion"at Wabington?

Would appreciate any information you can give me on the matter.
Yours truly,

P. A. Ensox,
Chairman, Town Board of As#essor.

MIANTANO RET"LTAB'YAS RAUP CORPrOXMI6& OF NEw J zyg'.
Port of Newark, N. J., January 26, 1942.Housea S .MA. Busurss Cous rsz

11# House BuIldIsto, Watuhgton, D. 0.
GEitumaw: Recently, as subcontractor, we completed the construction of a

retractable ramp for flying beats at the naval air station. Quonset Point. R. T.
This ramp at the final Inspection by the Navy Puthorities operated nerfctly
with a load of 80 tons of steel and It was approved and accepted by the United
States Navy.

Our shop Is equipped to fabricate structural stlel and our lathe machi-es can
produce different kinds of work. The reason w6 pre communicating with you
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Is that our shop at present is Idle and In these times of stress where our country
Is in need of production we cannot understand why a small producer like our-
selves must go through so much red tape to keep our wheels turning.

Will you please give this matter your consideration?
Very truly yours,

MA|IiN.qO lIIUACTABLE IRAMP CORPOiATON.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., January $0, 1942.
Congressman WsionT PATMAX,

House Ofjce Buildfng, Washington. D. 0.
We bad 40 employees, now have 23 and under existing conditions will hale

to reduce further, probably 10 or less, provided we do not go out of business
entirely. lave been unable to secure camelback. Understand large Interests
have secured more than their share. One major company retreading shop here
stated they had additional 30 days' supply of camelbatk. All local Independents
supply on passenger sizes has been exhausted for several weeks. Understand
major companies allotted camelback to their own store.i although all shipments
were nde to one point, their district retreading plants. Major companies bave
less than 10 percent of retreading and repair equipment, and the Independents'
with 90 percent are slowly being forced out of business by unfair methods of
the large Interests. Careful inspection and repairing of tires Is ess'entlal to
conservation of rubber and we urge your consideration and assistance to the
Independent tire dealers. There is a definite need fof more equitable allocation
of camelback. There Is a definite need for immediate assitance for the Inde-
pendent who has all his capital frozen in new tire stock such as we have.

ARTHUR V. SWANSON,
FtmuICKsox Titx Co.

CoNsRss OF THE UNrE SvAvsS.
HoUsE or REIES&vTAnTVES,

Washington, D. 0., Februlary 2, 1942.
Hon. WRIGHT PATIAN,

Member of Congress, WasAhngton, D. 0.
DrA COLLEAGUE: The Miami Automobile Dealers Association, of Miami, Fla.,

has communicated with me with the request that some assistance he given these
dealers in the matter of their tax payments on earnings for 1941, and have
advanced the suggestion that they might be aUowed to combine their earnings
in 1941 and 1942 so that their income tax would be reduced thereby and they
would naturally be In the lower brackets as to surtax. Failing there, it is
felt that some relief might be given them In the way of extending the payment
period beyond the year 1942.

It is agreed, I believe, by all members who attended your hearings on the
automobile situation, that these gentlemen are entitled to some relief by the
Government. Just what form this may take, or just what forms of relief
your committee Is considering, I, of course, have no way of knowing. It Is
hoped, however, that we may at least assist them In maintaining their holdlngv
during these trying days and Insuring them of the possibility of Isiues
activity when this war end&

It will be Indeed appreciated If the wishes of the Miami Automobiles Dealers
Association are brought to the attention of your committee when next It Is In
executive session.

With warm regards and every good wish for your continued success, I
remain.

Yours sincerely,
PAT CANNON.

The CHAIRMAN. Tomorrow we will bear Mr. Paul Cabot, Scrap
-Conservation Division, War Production Board.

Without objection we will stand at recess until tomorrow morning,
at 10 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 11:50 a. m., the hearing was recessed until Tues.
day, February 10, 1042, at 10 a. m.)
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TUESDAY, PEBRUARY 10, 1942

Snrcr Coxtmn-m To CoiDuCr A STUDY AND INVTI-
GATION OF THE NATIONAL DmNSE PROonM I- ITS

lEuLAoN To SmAU. BUSINESS IN TE UNITED STATES,
Wahingtw, D. 0.

The select committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m.,
in the caucus room, Old House of Representatives Office Building,
Hon. Wright Patman, of Texas (chairman), presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman, of Texas (chairman); Fitz-
gerald, of Connecticut; Halleck, of Indiana; Hall, of New York; and
Ploeser, of Missouri.

Also present: Ira Bird Kirkland, Jr., counsel for the committee.
The CHAIWLAN. Mr. Cabot, with your permission, we will hear

from Mr. Luring for a few minutes and then get right back to our
program that was outlined.

STATEMENT OF H. 0. LURING, NORFOLK, VA.

The CHAMMAXN. Will you give your name and occupation and resi-
dence to the reporter, please

Mr. LUwIo. My name is H. 0. Luring, aged 52, residing in Nor-
folk Va. I am in the automobile business retail automobile business.

The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been in that business, Mr.
Luring.

Mr. LuRINo. I have been in the automobile business, sir, for 13
years. I would like briefly to give the committee a picture of my
background.The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you do that, Mr. Luring.

Mr. LumNo. At age 19 I entered the naval service and remained
in the naval service until after the World War No. 1, leaving the
service the latter part of 1919.

I engaged" in a mercantile business in Norfolk, Va. was married,
and began raising a family, and assumed responsibilities that the
raising of a family entails.

I continued in the general mercantile business until 18 years ago,
and I then felt that I-could see an opportunity in retailing of auto-
mobiles and, therefore, entered the automobile business.

The CHAMMAN. Have you handled the same line of cars?
Mr. LUmNo. In the 13 years I have handled two lines of cars. The

present line of cars that I handle I have handled since 1933.
The CnAMAN. What kind is that?
Mr. LUINxo. Dodge, Plymouth, and Dodge trucks.
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The CHATMA. We have had lots of testimony on the plight of
the automobile dealers, and the committee is thoroughly sympathetic
with their problem. What they are looking for now is a remedy
to alleviate the situation which we know is absolutely necessary. In
other words, in order to have steel you must conserve the supply of
steel and use if for purposes that will more successfully enable us to
prosecute the war.

That being true, we cannot use it for pleasure vehicles, pleasure
automobiles, and we must even subordinate civilian necessary needs to
the needs of the Army and Navy.

And with that situation, with which I am sure you agree and concur,
if you will outline some remedies that you believe should receive the
consideration of this committee, I think they will be appreciated. •

Mr. LuRaIo. Mr. Chairman, I am not unmindful that we are at war.
I am mindful of the great need for steel and various necessary ma-
terials that go into making up of sorely needed defense equipment.

But first I want to say that I appear before you as an individual
representing no group or association. Realizing the need for these
metals, I realize that the automobile production must of necessity cease
for the duration. I make no protest on that score.

I am wholly in accord with the program to utilize every facility and
every material to further the war efort. I realize as an automobile
dealer that my source of supply having been cut off from me, that I
ultimately must go out of business.

I come to you with a full realization of that fact. When I examine
my books and I find that in the year 1941 my fixed overhead, that is,
the actual fixed overhead less selling costs., amounted to $100,185.96-
my total gross profit from the sale of retail parts and accessories and
the labor for repairing of automobiles was only $36,177.73. So that
my total parts and service contributed to my fixed overhead only 36.9
percent.

I want to make this point: That without the sale of new automo-
biles I must face the reality that I must go out of business because
there is not enough profit from my sale of parts and service to sustain
that fixed overhead. I have come to that point now where I know I
must go out of business.

Now, a freezing order comes along on January 1 and denies me the
opportunity to liquidate my business in an orderly fashion in order to
preserve as much as possible of my capital investment in my automo-
bile business. If I am compelled to carry my stock of new cars that
have been frozen, and which a stringent rationing order will stretch
out over a long period of time, maybe 10 or 12 months, it will dissipate
my entire capital investment which is nly life's savings.

The 70 units that I have on hand have been frozen now since Jan-
uary 1. My overhead is continuing to go on at an average of $8,300
per month.

Now, then, I can recover from my parts and service sales only 36.9
percent of that $8,300, taking a total loss on the difference, because I
am prohibited from selling passenger cars and trucks.

The CIIAIRMAN. That is typical of all other automobile dealers, I
presume?

Mr. Ltrnxo. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You have got down to the point of relief to these

people who are making this tremendous scrifice. In other words, youI I
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have the cars frozen and you have your overhead continuing. Now,
what should the Government do to relieve that situation?

Mr. Lumo. First, I want to say that as a group and as an individ-
ual, I am just as patriotic as any other citizen in the country. I am
willing to make whatever sacriice and contribution might be necessary
for the successful fighting of this war. I realize that I must go out
of business. I accept that as a reality without protest, and I feel
that if the Government needs those automobiles and trucks that are
in my stock, I shall be happy and glad to turn them over to the Govern-
ment if they will in any wise contribute to the war effort.

The Government has not indicated that they have any need for or
want these 70 units that I have in my stock. I am compelled to keep
those cars frozen, continue the wages and salaries of 52 employees,
without relief in sight.

The CHAIRMA-.. Mlany dealers in order to get the mone to pay the
manufacturer, who have hot had the money on the barrehead,'have
had to borrow the money and are now paying the interest.

Mr. LunPNo. Yes, sir. I am possibly a bit more fortunate than some
dealers in that I own my inventory. This is a goal that I have been
working for.

The CHAIRMAX. What should the Government do? Should the
Government take those cars and pay for them I

.Mr. LURI o. The Government should either take the cars and pay
for them and give me the opportunity to liquidate myself out of busi-
ness with the least amount of loss, or permit me to go ahead and sell
them in due course.

The CHAIRMAN. One or the other?
Mr. LuRI O. One or the other.
The CHAIRMAN. It being true, I presume, that these cars will have

to be liquidated in order to place them in the hands of people who
need them most-the mail service and physicians and people who
are absolutely essential. That being true, there is only one alter-
native and tliat is for the Government to take them over or compen-
sate you for keeping them.

Mr. L Rio. If they compensate me for keeping them I shall have
to continue in business and lose my capital investment.

The CHAIRMAN. If the Government were to take them over, what
price would it be right for the Government to pay?

Mr. LINtG,,o. A fnir price. I think I should be compensated for
them at a figure above my actual cost; however, below the retail
price.

The CHAIRMAX. I think you have got something there. I think
that is a suggestion worthy of serious consid&r,,tion. You know,
it requires very little to boe done to put into effect a freeze order
by the people here in Washington who have such enormous powers,
bu;t the repercussions on the small business concerns of the Nation
are terrific and destructive, as constructive and helpful as the mo-
tive will finally prove to be, and I think your idea there that the
Government should either take the cars over and pay you a fair
profit-you would not be unreasonable and none of the other dealers
would be unreasonable, I am sure, because they have all assumed a
fair attitude all the way through--or pay you a sufficient amount
to retain them, an amount that would enable you to stay in business.
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Mr. LURiNo. Yes, sir. I have a lease also that is an obligation.
I own some properties that I.operate some of the departments of my
business on.

These properties are special-purpose buildings, and are useless for
any other purpose.

"rhe CIIAIRM.W. Do you handle tires
Mr. LuiJNo. No; I don't handle tires.
The CIAIRMAN. But one handling tires would be in the same posi-

tion as yourself I
Mr. LuRiNo. Yes sir.
TIe CIAI1,MAN. Except that the deterioration is more. But these

automobiles have tires on them, and a car depreciates as much in the
tires in absolute valueI

Mr. LuR o. A car in storage will depreciate.
In my remarks, Mr. Chairman, I speak of what is commonly known

as A cars, cars received into my stock from" a manufacturer prior to
January 15. I don't mention'so-called B cars or pool cars. Pool
cars are so designated by the manufacturer or the Oovernment, and
are cars shipped after January 15, whereby the dealer agrees upon
the acceptance of those cars to hold them until January 1943.

I understand there were probably 200 cars and trucks that caine
under that classification.

The CHAIRMAN. Class B I
Mr. LuRuN. Class B or pool cars that were manufactured and

shipped after January 15.
The CHAIRMAN. Those are the ones that I presume satisfactory

arrangements are made for disposing of.
Mr. Ltmixo. Yes, sir; and those dealers had agreed to accept those

cars and hold them until January 1943.
The ChAIRMAN. They are satisfied with the terms?
Mr. LpRiNo. They are satisfied with the terms.
The CHAIRMAN. It. is the cars delivered before January 15 that are

your immediate problem?
Mr. LURINo. And all of the cars of the 70 units that I now have

in my stock were received into my stock prior to December 31, with
the exception of ' units.

The CHAMMAN. I think you have reduced your case to the last
analysis. If the Government is going to freeze these cars that were
delivered before January 15, the Government should take them over
and pay the dealers a reasonable price or should make some satis-
factory arrangement for those cars in the same way and manner
that they have made satisfactory arrangements about cars delivered
aeter January 15.

Your case is typical of the average automobile dealer, isn't it?
Mr. LURiNo. Yes, sir; I think it is.
The CH1AIRMAN. If you want to revise your remarks you will be

privileged to do so. Tomorrow morning they will be printed and
Ir. May can send you a copy, and if you desire to extend your

remarks and put something else in, Mr. May can do it for you and I
know he will -be glad to do it.

Mr. LimIo. I just want to bring this point out again, Mr. Patman.
It is not possible for me to remain-in business on parts and service.
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The CHAIRMAN. You made that plain, because less than 40 percent
of your revenue comes from that.

Mr. LtuiNo. There is one more point, Mr. Chairman, if I may.
If the Government chooses or elects to purchase my stock of new

cars and trucks, I think then that the Government has also some
responsibility with reference to my lease.

The CmuARMAN. That is a new point. That has not been explored.
You mean you have a lease on your building?

Mr. Luniwo. Yes, sir.
The CHARIRAN. If the Government assumed that responsibility

I can see where it would run into huge proportions. You take some
fellow in a large city who will have a lease that is good only because
of his location, a location where people usually travel, and where he
cart have a show window, and lie maybe pays several thousand dol-
lars a month for a window that is valuable only for show purposes,
and if the Government determines to take over leases it will, o?
course, assume an obligation on that. Maybe it is right; I don't
know. I haven't given it any consideration.

Mr. Luunwo. I feel there is some responsibility on the part of gov-
ernment there. With the T0 units I have an investment of approxi-
mately $0,000, with a potential profit at regular retail prices of ap-
proximately $18,000. Now, if I say to the Government, "You take
these cars; you may compensate me on a fair basis," and we will say
the basis is $70,000, [ am sacrificing a portion of my potential profit that
would be available to me if permitted to sell the automobiles in due
course.

The CHAIRMAN. That doesn't appal to me a great deal because some-
body has to sacrifice in this war. If we happen to be in a business that
compels that we must sacrifice as much as we can. If it is right to
take care of t'he lease on the business, what about a lease on the home?

Mr. LumR-o. I speak of future profits, Mr. Chairman, only in rela.
tion to my cost of maintaining my business.

The CHAIRMAN. You have made a fine statement and I appreciate
it very much, and I want to thank Congressman May for bringing you
around.

Mr. LuINio. I thank you very much for the privilege of appearing
before you.

Mr. MAY. I want to express my appreciation for your extreme cour-
M e ' CHAIRMAN. All right.

STATEMENT OF PAUL C. CABOT, NEEDHAM, MASS.

The CHAIIIMAN. Mr Cabot will you give your name and official po-
sition and your post-office adAress to the reporter, pleaseI

Mr. CAwr. Yes, sir. My name is Paul C. Cabot and I live in Need-
ham, Mass., Chestnut Street, and at present I am Deputy Chief of the
Bureau of Industrial Conservation of the War Production Board, and,
Mr. Patman, if it pleases you, what I would like to do is to tell you a
little of who I am, what the Bureau does, and then with specific ref-
erence to the salvage activities of the Bureau, what the plans are, what
the results have been to date, aiid then I would like to end by giving a

? 95'h-42-vol. I--29
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statement relative to certain test imony that has already been submitted
to you, specifically respecting Congressman Kirwan and the gentle-
man from the C. I. 0. who made a statement yesterday.

The CIIAIRII N. Relative to the failure of open-hearth furnaces to
receive scrap for steel I

Mr. CABOT. Yes.
The CIIMA3N. If you will pardon a suggestion, will you summarize

this first, which will permit me or any other member of the committee
who happens to be present to ask you questions, at which time you may
enlarge upon it?

Mr. CAO'r. Yes.
'The CHAIRMAN. May I say this: The reason this committee is so

interested in scrap is that Mr. Odium came before our committee some
weeks ago and lie told us how little steel it would take to keep a large
number of manufacturing industries in business, particularly those
that use so little steel in proportion to the value of the finished product
that is made, and knowing that just a little more iteel will keep so
many more small businesses going and keep labor emplyed, it has
been our purpose to endeavor to find out some way or means that we
cali increase the production of steel, and that is especially true in
view of the fact that it looks like this year we will not have an in-
crease but that we will have a decr-ease of three to nine million tons
under what it was last year, which is an alarming fire.

Any time we can get more steel made, we know it will go to the little
businesses, because they are the ones that it is taken from for the war
effort. We want to find every way and means possible to get this
scrap ill.

Air. C.nOr. That is fine, and we would like to tell you exactly what
we are doing and solicit your aid and criticism and suggestions in an
effort to accomplish the results you have in mind.

The CHAIRHMAN. Very well. Go right ahead, Mr. Cabot.
Mr. CAor. In the last war I was a lieutenant of field artillery.

After the war I established my own business, which was the invest-
ment trust business, and I was president of that, the State Street
Investment Corporation. and I have been a director of many other
enterprises in Boston until I was asked to come down here last June
and aid in the war effort as Der,ity Chief of what was then the Con-
servation Section of the Office of Production Management.

About 3 months ago the Bureau of Industrial Conservation was set
up under the Office of Production Management and more recently it
continues as an independent bureau under the War Production Board.

I have here a chart which will explain to you the general-
The CILIRnAN. We are not so greatly interested in that, Mr. Cabot.

Personally, I am not. I am more interested in what you are doing
and how you are going to do it.

So far ns the set-up is concerned, it is important to you, but not to
(his committee.

Mr. CrPaor. Our activities, that is, the activities of the Bureau, are
divided into four main parts, three of which I don't believe concern
you very much, but the fourth of which d'es. I will just take a
moment, if I may, to tell you the three that aie unimportant for the
present discussion.

The CAIK AN. Why do that? Why discuss the unimportant
things? Go right ahead to the main th'figs.
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Mr. CABor. We have a conservation and substitution plan, a speci-
fication plan, and a simplification branch and, fourth, the salvage
branch.

Our duties in salvage are to first create the saving of and then
increment the flow of these secondary or waste materials back into
the industry to the limit of our ability and the help we can get to
do that. That states the problem very simply.

The CHAIRtoAN. How are you doing it?
Mr. CAB&Or. We divided that activity into four parts. The first of

those has to be industrial salvage. That means the secondary and
waste materials that occur in the manufacturing process. It in-
cludes what I know you are familiar with, both home scrap and
purchase scrap. It includes the dormant scrap that exists in most
manufacturing establishments, as well as the scrap that is made in
the process of manufacture. That is the problem in that branch.

The method of attack on that problem has been from several direc-
tions. The first of those methods is what we call the Erie plan. We
first put this plan into operation in Erie, Pa. I imagine you would
like to have for your record an outline of the plan.

The CHAIRMAN. I think it would be well to insert this in the record
and it will be inserted at the conclusion of your remarks. Will you
briefly outline it,?

Mr. C.% or. That plan operates somewhat as follows: Field men
from our branch of industrial conservation go into the industrial
section. We have divided the country up into some 34 industrial
sections. That man goes into Erie, Pa and he summons the top
executives of the manufacturing establishments in that vicinity.

We have found by experiment that it is necessary to get the top
men. the boss men.

We ask the boss man to see to it that (1) someone is immediately
put in charge of salvage operations in that plant with complete
authority to nt and act now. We ask him to se to it that all of
the other manufacturing establishments in that industrial area have
a man similarly placed in each of the manufacturing firms, and we
suggest that they organize themselves into a committee and we aid
them in the organization.

When a man has been placed in charge of salvage activities of a
given plant we send our experts in to see that he is producing the
results that we desire.

The CIIAIRIIAN. How many field men do you have to assist in that
effort ?

Mr. CABOT. In that particular branch we are rather limited and
have only at the present time about eight to ten field men to cover
the whole of the United States on that particular activity. There-
fore, we have been forced to move, not into all these industrial loca-
tions at one time, but from one to another.

The CIlAnmIAN. Let's take these salvage men at some big industrial
pint of some kind. It is his duty to pick out the scrap and have it
delivered?

Mr. CABer. It is his duty to do several things.. T think I can best
give you an example of that by giving you an actual experience.

The CHAIRMA. You are atually getting the scrap tlat way, are
you ?

Mr. CABOT,. Yes, sir.
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The CrArRmAx. All right, give one experience.
Mr. CABQr. Last June we were very short of aluminum. We sent

one of our field men to visit every large user of primary aluminum,
and that was primarily the airplane plants of the country.

We found that the salvage operation was excellent in one or two,
very poor in a number, and fair in a majority.salvage expert learned the best procedure from the company

that conducted this operation best, then went around to each of the
other plants, talked to the president or chief executive, told him he
must put a man in charge of that salvage operation. If secondary
aluminum becomes mixed or contaminated with any of these other
metals it is well nigh impossible at a later date in a smelting process
to refine it again.

In other words, the value of the secondary aluminum is largely
lost.

Before the man made this trip the flow of secondary aluminum from
these plants amounted to 450,000 pounds monthly. Within 60 days
after he made this trip the flow of secondary aluminum increased to
2,300,000 pounds.

'Ihat is a specific example of what can be done and what we are.
doing, and I think can best give to you the method of operation of
the so-called Erie plan..

I could go on and give you a great many examples of the type of
increment of salvage we have been able to bring about by inaugurating
that Erie plan in a great many industrial sections. lWe have covered
more than half the country today and will very rapidly cover the
rest of it.

Have you any questions you would like to ask me on that?
The CHAIRMAN. Are you really getting results on this industrial

plan I
Mr. CAnor. We are, very definitely. Would you like me to give

you the types of results?
The CiAIRMAN. Yes; I would.
Mr. C soT. I will giveyou just a few.
The CHAIMAN. In other words, you are finding by picking out

the most efficient method of the best companies and giving the in-
formation to the executives of the other companies, that that enables
you to find a lot of scrap that otherwise has been unnoticed and would
not be brought in ?

Mr. CAner. That is substantially true. There are two phases to
the question. One, the generated scrap which comes out of normal
manufacturing activities, turnings, ends, and so forth. In that case
the biggest problem is not the loss of that. but there it is the question
of increasing the rapidity of flow. If R tons of scrap moves twice
as fast, the result is the same as if you had twice as much scrap.

The CHAIRMAN. It is clear to me, and I think the record wil be
clear to anyone reading it, as to how you are doing that. How do
you get scrap out of the mines? Have you got much scrap out of
the coal mines?

Mr. CAnor. Yes, sir. In the same way, although that, in my opin-
ion, is still a large field for additional tonneae.

You may know that one of the difficulties we ran into there-I
think one of your former witnesses testified to that-was the question
of labor and labor costs.
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I think one of the unions would not permit the use of their men

unless they were paid time and a half or double time, or something of
the sort

The CHAIRMAN. Would not permit other men to go in and remove
it?

Mr. CABor. I believe they would if the finances were made avail.
able to finance such a proposition.

The CHAIRMAN. How much scrap do you think is available in
these mines, not used I

Mr. CAwBr. I have no idea.
The CHA I AN. No estimate?
Mr. CABor. No estimate. I simply state this on the figure end

of it. We concede that it is our duty to bring out every pound we
possibly can and even if we have it all we won't have too much.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you tried to negotiate .with the mine owners
and the men to get the scrap removed from tl- mine recently?

Mr. CArar. Yes; we have. With the mitLt. owners, but not with
the men.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the problem there? It occurs to me
that you have a bottleneck there.

Mr. CAnor. I think the biggest problem is that in the mines the
value of the salvage material is not equal to the cost of getting it
salvaged.

The CHAIRMAN. But under this new price-control bill when money
is available, under the buy-and-sell provision, they can pay twice as
much for scrap and the same way with copper.

Mr. CABOT. WVho
The CHAIRMAN. The Government can.
Mr. CAnor. We would have to get a special dispensation from the

Office of Price Administration.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly you would get it because they would be

the ones that were doing it.
Mr. CAnor. That would make the problem easier.
The CHAIRMAN. An increased price would bring the scrap out of

the mines.
Mr. CA B. Yes; but don't mistake me, that I think that the 0. P. A.

generally should increase its price ceiling.
The CHAIRMAN. The object of the buy-and-sell provision is to make

that unnecessary. It came about through copper. Copper can be
produced profitably for 12 cents a pound, but in order to get copper you
have to pay 30 or 40 or 50 cents per pound. We have to have copper
regardless of price, so it is better to pay 40 or 50 cents a pound for 10
percent of the copper produced by the mines where the production cost
is so high, than it is to increase the whole price up to that, including
the 90 percent that can operate for 12 cents.

The same with scrap. Scrap should be sold for $20. It is unneces-
sary to raise the price of all scrap in order to get this stuff out of the
mines. They could just pay $30 to get it out of the mines.

And you think under that you could get a large amount of scrape
Mr. CBOr. Yes; I do.
You are king for examples of results of the Erie plan.
ThQ CHAIRMAN. You say it works. Suppose you put the typical

examples in the record along with the testimony, if you don't mind.
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What about the farms? Have you had any campaign to get the
scrap off the larmst

rIN. CAnr. Yes. Now, I have not really given you a full descrip-
tion of the industrial salvage activities, because, as well as using the
so-called Erie plan we are attacking the problem on an industry basis.
In other words, the Erie plan is a geographic approach. The industry
plan is nongeographic.

The CHnAMAN. The industrial area approachI
Mr. CABWT. For example, we apply the same principles to the whole

utility industry as in the Erie area.
The CHAIRMAN. What about abandoned structures like bridges\

They were mentionedyesterday.
Mr. CAor. I will hit that at a later date, if I may, in the presenta-

tion of our program.
The CHIAIRMAN2. And also streetcar tracks, and things.
Mr. CAnr. I will make a note to cover that.
The second of our salvage activities is what we call general salvage.

That has to do with the problem of bringing back into production the
secondary and waste materials that are in the homes and farms and
small garages and shops of the country.

I have copies of that program here, with me [document handed
to chairman.

The CIAINMAN. I have seen one of these.
Mr. CAW'r.. That describes the organizational feature.
The CHAIRMAN. But how many men do you have working for you

to do this?
Mr. CAB r. Let me describe a typical State and then you will see.
The CHAIPMAN. All right.
Mr. CABOt. The first State that we went into was Maryland, for a

variety of reasons. We asked the Governor of Maryland to appoint
a chairman of the State salvage committee, such committee to be a
committee of the State council of defense.

That chairman then surrounds himself with a committee of the
type of leading citizen we recommend in this program. That is a
type of voluntary committee, including the chairman, whose serv-
ices are voluntary.

To that committee our Bureau assigns a paid employee of our
Bureau whom we call the executive secretary.

The CHAIRMAN;. That is the State committee?
Mr. CADOT. That is right, sir. That executive secretary has an

office with two stenographers to help him in his work. That sub-
stantially is the complete paid personnel of the salvage operation.

The CHAIRMSAN. In any particular State?
Mr. CABOT. In a particular State. It is not quite so, because more

recently we have found it necessary to put in assistant executive
secretaries in some of the larger cities like New York and Chicago.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, this was establishM in Baltimore, I
presume?

Mr. CABOT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What do they do to get th q cooperation of people

in Montgomery County, for instance
Mr. CABOr. In the first place, it is their 4uty to see to it that local

committees are formed in every county atd in every township or
hamlet, or what have you.
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The CHAIRM1,A. Do you have just one salvage committee, or one
for waste paper and one for-

Mr. CABar. One salvage committee for everything.
The CHAIRMAN. Including waste paper, old rags, scrap, and old

rubber I
Mr. CABOT. That is correct.
The CHAfMA,. And then county committees and local precincts?
Mr. CABOr. Yes, sir.
The CHIR3MAN. And political subdivisions?
Mr. CA~or. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you been successful in organizing any Statet
Mr. CABOT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Which one?
Mr. CABrr. I would say Maryland, or the District of Columbia.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been working?
Mr. CA Bor. This will give you an idea of the status of the organiza-

tion on general salvage [presenting large chart to the Chairman].
The CHAIRMAN. The blood red indicates what?
Mr. CAuo'r. Those are organized down to the local salvage com-

mittees.
The CRAIRM [,. And they are working effectively now?
Mr. CABT . They are, and in Maryland, for example, the best indi-

cations we have is that the increment of the flow of all these materials
not exclusively speaking of iron and steel, is up some 50 percent, ana
on the question of waste paper the city authorities of Baltimore weie
a little disturbed because they have not the necessary paper in their
garbage to incinerate it.

The CITAinMAIN. And they may have to buy fuelI
Mr. CABOT. Fuel or oil to do the job. So much of the paper has

been extracted already for use as waste paper.
The CIAIIMAN. That only shows a comparativeri, few States that

are thoroughly organized.
Mr. CAorT. That is right, sir.
The CHAaMMAN. How ong have you been working on this?
Mr. CAnar. Less than 2 months. You see, the Bureau was formed

about 2 months ago.
The CHATR A. Let me ask you a personal question. Suppose one

of your volunteer workers locates 5 tons of scrap in the back yard
or an old garage. What would be the procedure to get that scrap
moving?

Mr. CABOT. We have throughout this program felt for a variety
of reasons that the existing normal channels of trade are the ones
that should be used and encouragL, and that it should be the Gov-
ernment's attitude and endeavor to encourage any and all people
in the collection of this material that is so urgently needed, so speci-
fically we say to that man, "Do you want either to sell your material
or do you want to give it away?" Some want one and some want
the other.

If he-wants to give it away we suggest to him that he call on one
of the many local colle,'ting agencies such as the Boy Scouts or the
Salvation Army, or the Good Will Industries, and so forth. There
are a great many of them. They then send around a truck and pick
that stuff up.
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The CHAtRMAN. You have, got it now in the truck of the Salvation
Army.

Mr. CABwr. Ye
The CuAIruAN. What does the Salvation Army do with it?
Mr. CAner. The Salvation Army takes it to their yard, and I am

informed that they do a certain amount of what the commercial dealer
does, segregating, sorting, and cleaning.

The CHXAIRMAN. And preparing it for market ?
Mr. CABr. They don't do the full preparation. They do a certain

amount and they sell it to a dealer.
The CHAIRMAN. A scrap dealerI
Mr. CABOr. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And he buys it on a certain grade, doesn't he?
Mr. CABOT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. There has been some testimony here that the scrap

dealers have been upping the grade on this scrap. In other words,
they would buy it at a certain price from the charitable institutions-
say $14 a ton-and then, when they sell to the industry, which is anx-
ious to get it at any price, they will grade it to $20 a ton. Do you have
any way of protection against that?

Mr. CABOr. I should spy that is something I personally know very
little about. We have felt that was the province of Price Administra-
tion the policing of their prices.
.Te CHAIRMAN. I can see where it would be a little outside the scope

of your authority.
Mr. CAOT. Our duties are to stimulate the flow of this material and

to check it to the point where it gets into the hands of the segregated
waste dealer.

The CHAIRMAN. We have evidence that on scrap metal in particular,
about 15 brokers have divided up the country into areas, one for each
area, and this broker extends credit to the accumulators of scrap. He
furnishes the money to them on what is known as a demand note, and
they buy up scrap ii that area; and, although he owns no scrap, he con-
trols It because, whenever he wants to sell scrap to a particular industry,
he can call the notes and have the people bring the scrap in.

Have you run into anything like that that has a tendency to impede
the progress of the scrap movement ?

Mr. CAno'r. I have not, sir. But I want to make it clear that our
duties onlygo to the point of getting the material started into commer-
cial channels, and I am not the best authority on that.

The CHAIRMAN. It would not be best fr you to handle that, ps.ibly.
How long will it take you to organize the entire country-the entire
48 States?

Mr. CAeor. I think it will be organized in another few months, or
less.

The CHAIRMAN. That is flne progress. And in that ybu get the
help not only of the charitable organizations that profit-by it, but you
get the help of civic-minded organizations such as Lions clubs,
Kiwanis, and so on ?

Mr. CABOT. And the American Legion has been extremely helpful.
Th4 CHAmImAN. You need not show us the poster or anything like

that.
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Mr. CAB r. I can tell you very quickly. (Displaying chart to the
chairman.]

:That is the program that we furnish to, the workers. It tells the
voluntary workers throughout the country what to do.

This is the household people. .We want to get into every home in
America and this tells the housewife or home owner what he or she
should do.

This is the farm problem.
Now, this is a little different. Here is something that has been sent

to about 200,000 small retail establishments throughout the countr):
We send them a little instruction sheet which asks- them to do their
part, If they comply and send it back, and we have already gotten
25,000 answers, we send the poster that they put in their window.

Some of the materials describe what the Boy Scouts are doing.
Here is what the boys' camps are doing.
The CHAIRMAN. NOW, then, you have some very attractive itsters

and bulletins there.
Mr. CABOT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Who prints these?
Mr. CAsor. The Government Printing Office.
Tke- CHAIRMAN. That is another thought. You have these dis-

tributed all over the Nation, don't you?
Mr. CABr. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Why can't you use a local printer for that? These

printing shops are going to be pretty hard hit.
Mr. CABar. It would-be all right with me, but I have orders that I

am not allowed to get things printed and have no appropriation for
that.

The CHAIRMAN. Under your present set-up that is true. But sup-
arrangements were made for you to have the money. You could

just as well get that done locally, couldn't you?
Mr. CAB 'r. These particular things I am not so sure about, but

there is a great deal of publicity matter that, for example, is of in.
* terest to that particular State or particular community, which would
not be of interest or applicable to the country as a whole.

The CHAIRMAN. And, therefore, it would be best to have it printed
locally?

Mr. CAOn. I think it would.
* The CHAIRMAN. And you take the small local paper, the weekly.
They have a print shop and they are going to suffer.

The automobile advertising has ben tremendous. It has been cut
off absolutely. The advertising is gone.

You take advertising of refvigerators and radios, and dozens and
hundreds of different things. That money s no longer available.

So the newspaper is certainly hard hit. While we are trying to help
the tire dealer and the automobile dealer, if we can use a local printer,
it occurs to me it should be helpful to small business to do that.

Mr. CAwbyr. Yes. This will give you an idea of what the local prin.
ters are doing.

The CHAIRMAN. They are carrying your advertising free?
Mr. CAor. In some instances the consumers of these waste materials

wio are very desirous of getting them and have by and large cooperated
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withY the Government, havei put odt':fo 6i1ybtteit' owifn'btilf.tdWp y
for local advertising.

The CHAIRMAN. I imagine that you will find the amount of money,
compared to the publicity you have got, very small.

Mr. CABOT. You would be surprised, sir. The waste paper consum-
ing industry, the paperboard manufacturers which is not a big indus-
try, have collected a sum of $750,000 which they will have expended by
February 1, and are meeting again to collect another $500,000 to expend
for advertising.

The CHAIRMAN. Who is doing that?
Mr. CABOT. The paperboard industry'.
The CHAIRMAN. How much is your printing bill so far in this,'do

you know?
Mr. CABOT. I don't know.
The CHIRMnAN. Would it run $100,000 to $200,000?
Mr. CABoTr. I don't believe so, but I don't know.
The CHAMAN. As the campaign increases the amount, of course,

will be increased in.proportion.
Mr. CAior. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And you pttgnallyIwould -have n r objection-to

farming it out to the small print shops if it is made possible through
your rules and regulations?

Mr. CABOT. I can personally see no objection, but again I should
say that the rules and regulations covering Government printing-

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that.
Mr. CABOr. Here is a lot of private printing that has been gotten out

by private printers and not Government printers.
The CHAIRMAN. I notice one, a picture of Uncle Sam getting the

,scrap nnd waste paper and reading, "lWe need scrap metal." And
then "Conservation Committee, call Cherry 2780." Where is that

Mr. CAwOr. That is Cincinnati.
The CHAIRMAN. And another one, "Uncle Sam needs your waste

material."
Mr. HAL Mr. Cabot, when these voluntary organizations.-collect

this scrap, they sell to the junk dealer?
Mr. CAWr. We do not encourage the voluntary salvage com-

mittees, although we obviously do not tell them at the time, going
into the junk business. We encourage them to aid the flow and
educate the people.

For example, take a typical local committee. It has a little office
and the widow down the street has made a collection of waste paper
and a few coat hangers, and rubber tires. She wants to give it away
but doesn't know who to give it to, so she calls the local salvage com-
mittee. The committee says, "Who would you like to give it to?
We have half a dozen organizations that would be glad to get that,"
She says, "I think I would like to give it to the Sal ation Army."

Or, suppose she wants to sell it-
Mr. HAU,. Let's get to the Salvation Army. After the Salvation

Army gets it the junk dealer comes along and in some instances, I
understand, they will give $10 for something that is worth $100.
The Salvation Army is happy, of course, to et the $10, but aren't
they more or less at the mercy of the junk dealer

Mr. CAnor. I don't think bo. They are experts.
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Mr. HAu. Perhaps I picked the wrong example. Let's take some
, other organization 'that has collected thisand' hopes to make &-little
money to spend for charitable purposes. Aren't they completely
at the mercy of the junk dealer I

Mr. CABoT. I don't think I want to say completely at the mercy,
because I assume, with good native ability in any of our American
communities, that when a collection of waste material has been made
there will be somebody with some knowledge of the selling side, and
if he suspects dealer A is taking advantage of him he will get hold
of dealer B.

Mr. HA .. But.when you get to the small communities youget.to
the town that has only one dealer.

Mr. CAnvr. And in some communities you don't have any.
Mr. HArr I have been told that they are completely at the mercy

of the junk dealers. Of course, they are happy to get the $10 for
something that is worth $50, but that dealer makes a big profit and
has every fellow in the village working for him for nothing.

Mr. CABOT. Of course, we are out for scrap and so are you, and in
my opinion, that is not as widespread as rumor would have it. There
areinstances of it, of course.

Mr. HAu,. I hope you are right.
Mr. CABoT. But I don't believe that the junk dealers are becoming

millionaires.
The CHAIRmXAN. No one has accused them of becoming mllionaires.

It is a group of about 16 that have the business pretty well dominated
if the testimony before our committee is correct.

Mr. CABOT. that, as I told you, sir, is a field with which I don't
come in contact and I am not an expert on it.

The CHAIRMAN. I think you have told a very interesting story and
something I am deeply interested in.

I wondered what the Government was doing to tr to get this
scrap out. It occurs to me you have a very fine effective campaign
already in execution.

Mr. C ABT. We have more, if you would like to hear more.
The CHAIRMAN. You have told us about how you are getting it

out and the advertising and how the local committees and State com-
mittees are set up. What other points do you have in mind?

Mir. CABOT. I think you would probably Ibe particularly interested
in the automobile graveyard problem.

The ChA1A3,MA. Do you handle that differently from this?
Mr. CABOT. Yes; that is a specialized problem.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you tell us how you get that scrap out?
Mr. CABoT. I want to make it clear to you that it was only with

the creation of the War Production Board that the responsibility
of the automobile graveyard was put in the hands of the Bureau
of Industrial Conservation.

Prior to that time the automobile graveyard problem was the prob.
lem of the iron and steel branch of the Office of Production Manage-
ment, but with the creation of the War Production Board Mr Nel.
son, I believe, felt it would be advisable to concentrate all the salvage
collecting agencies in one place. It didn't seem a good idea to have
cotton rags in one hand and a wastepaper campaign in another.

The CHAIMAN. And you have it under one agency under Mr. Nelson
now?
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-Mr. CAsr.'Yes But, as you can seea we have hardly had this
graveyard problem for 2 weeks. As soon as that problem was given
to us the very first thing I did, of course, was to try and staff our
Bureau so that we could-handle it.

The particular man wanted to head that activity happetied to be
in St. Paul. 'This was Thtreday night. I asked him to fly back and
he got to the office Saturday morning. In the meantime ve started a
test campaign and sent representatives from our Bureau with pur-

*chasers to automobile graveyards,- with an Army officer. Actually
they visited, I believe, 24 graveyards.
The CHAMAN. Were these purchasers scrap dealersI
Mr. CABor. They varied. In one instance it was a scrap dealer.
The Cn~ramxA. Name him. Do you have his name in mind?
Mr. CABOT. I don't recall his name at this time, but I can unques-

tionably get it for you.
In another instance it was a steel mill and in another instance it

was I think, a scrap dealer acting as agent for an ultimate consumer.
Te CHAIMAN. Have you actually brought the seller and the

purchaser together?
Mr. CABOT. We hive done that.
The CIIAIRMAN. Do you go through brokers to do it or do you do

it directly?
Mr. CABOT. We did it both ways, through brokers and dealers and

we did it direct and we did it through the ultimate consumers' agents,
in order to test which of the methods was best.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you-decided yet which was best?
Mr. CABOT. We believe all should be used. In the 24 graveyards we

contacted, our men definitely reported to us that it was bringing to-
gether a willing buyer and a willing seller, which surprised and
asnazed me.

We therefore arranged with the iron and steel industry that they
* would see to it that either their buyers, their agents or buyers for the
dealers, would contact all of the graveyards in the United States,
and offer them a fair purchase price for the material in their yards.

I will read you a very interesting telegram that I have in front
of me [reading]:

Representative members of the steel industry have agreed to see to it that
fair offers are made by agents of the Industry, scrap dealers or others, to the
auto graveyard owners and will in this and other matters fully cooperate with
the Bureau of Industrial Conservation in moving available scrap from this
source.

And it is signed "American Iron and Steel Institute, Tower."
The automobile graveyard owners, of course, are to be permitted to

remove the parts so that they. can continue in the automobile parts
business, because we all know that is becoming increasingly necessary.
Each of these buyers, whether It be a scrap-irn dealer or.a foundry)
will make a report to our Bureau, which will be a statement on the
face of it, showing the name of the yard, the man's name, the approxi-
mate tonnage or number of cars he has in the yard the price offered
for the iron and steel scrap, and, of course 'the price has to be such
that the ultimate cost to the consuming mill is not above 0. P. A.'s
price. Then he shows whether he sold or didn't sell, and, if not, why
not. If he didn't sell it, we make an examination of that yard, and
see if the price offered him was fair. If the price was n6t fair, we see
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to it that we get another purchaser to offer him a fair price. If, on
the other han, the price offered to that graveyard operator was a
fair price and be refused to sell for no good reason, we propose to
use our requisitioning power to requisition that man's yard to take
that material and make it immediately available for the mills and
foundries of the country.

"Ihere are 30,000 automobile graveyards in the United States.
The CHA"IRAN. Thirty thousand is about ten to the county.
Mr. CAwOr. I think that is about right.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. C~o'r. We have in our budget for this automobile group an

appropriation which would only permit us, at most, including stenoir.
raphers, secretaries, and so fort , to employ about 30 people. That is
1,000 graveyards per person, which is quite a job.

We have, therefore, to count on the cooperation of local people
again.The CHAIn AN. What about the quantity of scrap in these 30,000
graveyards? How much scrap do you expect to salvageI

Mr. CA'r. I can only quote to you the figures of those who are
more expert in the field than I myself. I think Mr. Borinstein men-
tioned an estimated figure of 3,000,000 tons.

The CHAIRMAN. That seems rather low for 30,000,
Mr. CABOT. Some of these graveyards have pretty few cars.
The CIAIRMAN. Each car is expected to average about a tonI
Mr. CABOr. About three-quarters of a ton, when it is prepared
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose there are 10 cars to the graveyard?

Mr. CAnOT. That is about 3,000,000. It would be about two and a
half million tons, if it is three-quarters to the car.

We have asked specifically in this instance, the iron and steel indus-
try of the United States, to take it upon themselves, with any aid that
can be given to them, to see to it that fair offers are made to these
graveyard operators.

The CHAIR.MAX. There is one thing about that that I think you
should consider, that Mr. Hall brought up. I don't like the idea of
volunteer workers out working their fingernails off and turning what
they do in to some person who profits unduly by it. I am willing for
them to make a fair profit, but I am of the opinion from the testimony
we have heard here that there is something to the charge that a few
people are dominating the scrap industry and if it is true, and you cer-
tainly have good reason to know one way or the other, or should be
after a thorough investigation, I hope you find means and ways of
having a direct tunnel from the accumulators of this scrap to the con-
sumer, without going through people who are making an undue profit
on it

Mr. CABoT. We certainly agree with you that it would be very un.
fortunate, to put it mildly, to have undue profiteering on the part of
dealers or anybody else in this effort, and we are certainly with you 100
percent in wanting to prevent any such thing and will do everything
in our power to do so.

Before I end, unless you have some questions, I would like to give
you my reactions first to what Congressman Kirwan had to say before
your committee, and also on'the floor of the House. o

'The CHARMAN. You mean his idea about accumulating the scrap?
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Mr. CABo. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. He suggests that the highway department have

something to do with it, didn't heI
Mr. CABOr. Yes, sir.
The CiHAiRMAN. Is there any objection to that?
Mr. CAor. Yes, sir.
On January 5, 1942, Congressman Michael Kirwan, of Ohio, made

remarks on the floor of the House as reported in the Congressional
Record under that date, page 12, relative to the need for a greater flow
of iron and steel scrap. There is no question but that this is so. He
suggested as a method for bringing this scrap out and gettingit back
into war industries, that all of the Governors be summoned by the Pres-
ident to Washington, and tlat a national scrap collection day bedesignated-dTe Cu.iRifAN. Suppose you insert that in the record? You have

that written out, haven t you?
We will send these transcripts of the hearings to all the members

and it will be printed in the morning. I see there is a dual method of
approach.

Mr. CABwr. The biggest difficulty with it in my opinion, is that
it doesn't answer a great many of the problems. In the first place,
you can't have a 1-day campaign. As you get human interest up,
you drop it, and we have got to have a continuing flow of this ma-
terial.

The CI AI WAN. I don't see how you could have a better campaignthan.you have outlined here. I am very much impressed with it and
I desire to commend you for the flue work that has ben done.

Have you any questions, Mr. Hall?
Mr. HALL. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. If you want to extend your remarks, Mir. Cabot,

it will be perfectly all right.
Mr. CAwr. Relative to the testimony of Mr. Ruttenberg, I would

like to pray your indulgence.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. Cner.. Yesterday, in testifying before your committee, Mr.

Harold J. Ruttenberg of the C. I. 0. steelworkers, according to this
morning's newspapers, stated that it was his belief that there really
was not any long-time shortage of scrap iron and steel, and that
in reality, the alleged shortage was being proclaimed by the steel
companies and certain large iron- and steel-scrap dealers, for the
purpose of (a) forcing an increase in scrap-iron and steel prices
and (b) preventing an expansion of steel-mill capacity.

I do not believe this to be true. In the first place, we cannot wait
for a "long-time" supply of iron and steel scrap to appear. The
Japs and Germans won't wait. We must have the scrap now.

In the second place, there have been a variety of causes that have
led to the current shortage, which should be mentioned.

(1) Exports of scrap in recent years, particularly large exports
to Japan;

(2) Exports of finished steel products with no resultant Pcrap
returns to this country; and

(8) Higher wages and increased employment have led some ped.
dlers and collectors to go into other activitis.

k
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Secondly, in spite of the above, there has been a rapid expansion
of steel activities over the last 2 years which, in and of itself, has
necessitated the greater use of scrap. Incidentally, this does not
tie in with the alleged holding back of the steel producers. Not
only have the capacities of the steel mills increased, but their rate
of operations is far nearer 100 percent of capacity than it has been for
severalyears.

The CHIAIRMAX. What did you say about so much scrap going to
JapanI

Mr. CAmRr. That is one reason for the shortage of scrap at the
present time.

The CHAIRMAN. How much of it went to Japan; do you know?.
Mr. CABOT. I imagine the Bureau of Mines can give you that

figure.
The CIRMitimN. The figures do not impress me as being so large.

I saw the figures on it, and, of course, there were two good reasons
why it went; one being that we were appeasing Japan in a way
because we had to build up a rubber reserve. In the last year we
got 1,000,000 tons of rubber. If Pearl Harbor had happened 12
months arro we would not have had enough rubber to furnish the
Army an Navv for 6 months. The other reason is purely economic.
It is the freight-rate structure in this country which is such that
the cost of shipping the scrap from the ports to the interior is $1
a ton, whereas they could ship from the ports to the interior of Japan
or Germany for $3 a ton.

Mr. CABOT. Fourth, there has not been an increase in ceiling prices
for scrap, and the Office of Price Administration has rather clearly
indicated that there would not be such an increase and, on Septem-
ber 1, we affirmed such policy to a group of steel mills and iron
and steel scrap dealers.

Also, representatives of the steel companies have constantly assured
us that in their opinion existing price ceilings were adequate.

Fifth, the iron and steel companies have actively taken a major
part in procuring and bringing out dormant scrap. We have in-
sisted that they do this and have agreed to give them and all others
working to bring out scrap, all possible assistance.

Sixth, in Mr. Borinstein's testimony he gave you figures, compiled
by the United States Bureau of Mines, which indicated that with
a few minor exceptions there had not been hoa rding on the part
of the large iron and steel dealers and that, as a matter of fact
inventories were greatly reduced in recent months. And he quoted
the figure that as of approximately a year ago the Government's
stocks were 1,495,400 tons, whereas recently they were less than half
that figure or 713,538.
. The CHAIRMAN. Did you analyze those figures with reference to
prepared and unprepared scrap? Even Mr. Borinstein's figures dis-
closed that prepared scrap actually increased during that time.

Mr. CAnaOr. I would be very much surprised.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the only kin that can be sold.
Mr. CAmnor. Surely.
Seventh, in spite of all the above the flow of iron and steel scrap

has attained, on the basis of the most recent available figures, a new
all-time peak, and on the basis of the figures the average monthly
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consumption of scrap is 4,451,000 tons, as against 3,414,000 t6ns'for
the same period a year ago. This represents an increase of'28 '

percent.
Finally, we do not believe that the recriminations of one group

against another is of great value at this particular time when we
need more urgently than ever before a united people who will in this
instance all get together and do whatever they can to augment the
flow of iron and steel scrap.

The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Cabot. We appreciate
your testimony.

Tomorrow morning the record will be printed and you can make
any additional statement you desire.

Mr. CAwBOT. Thank you very much.
(The following was submitted for the record:)

TO BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL PA FA EIroRs

Attached Is further information on the plan of industrial salvage, as worked
out by leading manufacturers of Erie, Pa., supplementing release sent to you
January 2, 1942. The Industrial Salvege Section of the Bureau of Industrial
Conservation of the Office of Production Management will sponsor the inaugura-
tion of similar programs In thirty-odd industrial centers in the country in
the next few months.

Enclosed Is reproduction of the "Get In the Scrap" salvage poster, prepared
for the Bureau of the Division of Information, which will be displayed in the
plants cooperating In the industrial conservation program.

Tim EaiE PlN or IsDUSTRIAL CONsFIVATION

SUREWORD

(Following jq an outline of the plan of industrial conservation which was
worked out and put Into effect by leading manufacturing Interests of Erie, Pa.,
and which baa the full endorsement and approval of the Office of Production
Management Bureau of Industrial Conservation. The plan was designed to
secure the active participation of Industry In the matter of the conservation
of raw materials and the full utIilzatlon of scrap and by-products, surplus mate-
rials and parts, Including the scrapping of obsolete machinery. It has produced
excellent results.)

I. Lending executives of the city's lnrge and small industries, and trade and
business associations,' attended an organization meeting, and set up an execu-
tive omo nlttee from within the members of their own group.

I. The exceutie commit tee established a subexecutive committee, by select-
Ing and securing the services of other executives engaged in the manufacture
of products containing critical commodities, to-wit:

(a) Iron and steel scrap.
(b) Nonferrous metals (brass, copper, aluminum, lead, anud zinc).
(c) Wa.ste paper.
(d) Scrap rubber.
(e) Cotton and woolen rags.
(1) Miscellaneous products.
Ill. The executive committee and the subexecutive committee, working to-

gether, set up a program of alms and objections as follows:
(a) Wrecking of abandoned and obsolete machinery And equipment.
(b) Speed the return of scrap and waste materiala through existing channels

to mills and refineries.
(c) Utilization of all critlMl materials to the best advantage.
(d) Minimize waste and spoilage.
(e) Selective handling qnd ,egregation of scrap and overage at the source.
(I) Avoidance of contamination.

' In Erie the Erie Chapter of the National Asosition of Manufaeturers and the rie
Foremen's Assoctation were represeited Oa the executive committee. In other titles otw
assocLations may be represented.
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(p) Reuse, wherever possible, of blanks, cut downs, short ends, clippings,
etc.

IV. To carry out these alms'and objectives the executive committees set up
the following salvage procedure and methods:

(a) Arranged In every plant for the appointment of a "salvage department
manager." or for the delegation of some one Individual In each plant to be
responsible for the wrecking of obsolete machinery, equipment, etc.

(b) Arranged to train men, if necessary, in the definition of scrap, its nature,
Its handling, and its salvage.

(NO -Small concerns were able to allot a man part time only, or assign
a man for full time only during the period of the initial clean-up campaign.
Larger operatios required the full-time work of one or more men, to continue
indefinitely.) •
(c) Arranged for a system of periodic reports on scrap collected to be made by

every plant, to the executive committee.
(Noar-Weekly reports were considered best, at least during the first several

weeks of the Initial camapIgn.)
V. The Individual "salvage managers" In-the various plants designated their

own plant and departmental salvage committees, system of handling, procedure,
reporting, etc.

(a) The salvage-managers group arranged In their own plants the propel sys-
tem to be followed in the matter of wrecking obsolete machinery, disposing of
out-of-date or discontinued finished products and other stored materials not likely
to be used in the immediate future.

(b) The salvage-mang-rs group also arranged for meetings of their ov n group
to report plans, progress, and results for the benefit of all plants cooperating.

(c) The salvage-managers group adopted a simple 3-point salvage pr ,gram to
be put Into effect by employees in each of the individual plants, as folio vs:
1. Conserve material, minimize waste and spoilage.
2. Separate unavoidable scrap and cut down at the source. Avoid co itamina-

tion.
& Sort blanks, short ends, cut downs, clippings, with a view to their reuse either

in the department or plant or by some other department or plant in the dis-
trict.

VI. At the same time that the mechanics of the foregoing organization plan
were set in motion, the executive committee and the subexectuive committee
prepared to be ready to serve In the following capacities:.

(a) Formulate instruction for tho-e heading up the salvage activity.
(b) Furnishing of technical advice.
1. To Indicate the proper collection, segregation, and disposal of scrap by

classification Into iron, steel, nonferrous, etc.
2. To supply data pertaining to all Government regulations. (Office of Produc-

tion Management has set up control of the channellhig of certain items of scrap,
to wit: Aluminum, copper scrap, brass mill scrap, alloy steel, rubber, and others.)

a To list for purposes of channelling and assisting in the disposal of scrap all
buyers, dealers, brokers, or consumers of scrap, according to the classifications
which are established. (Nor.-It was proposed only to list the local buyers, but
the committee arranged to be able on request to furnish data to assist wherever
necessary.)

4. To distribute Office of Production Management posters and general
pamphlets of Informative nature. (Nom-This and other Office of Production
Management activities are covered later in this outline.)
5. To enlist the support of local manufacturing, production, and trade asso-

clations for the purpose of bringing to the attention of all classes of management
the advantages accruing through such activity.

6. To extend the work of the committee as future developments require to
follow up all phases of the campaign, and keep It alive, active, and continuous.

7. To assemble and keep all records of scrap collected and salvaged by all
plants, as reported by the latter, and evaluate the complete effort In a report to
Office of Production Management.

Vii. The executive committees and the salvage managers group further con-
signed to thetinelives the Job of finding out and reporting for future guidance the
answers to the following questions:

(a) What considerations constitute the resistance to the extension of prac-
tices and procedures proven practical and profitable In certain organizations to
other organizations apparently operating on a comparable basis?
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(b) To what extent can practices and procedures used by large concerns be
adapted feasibly to plants of moderate and small size?

(c) What is the reason, if any, for undue accumulation or sluggish movement
of waste materials?

(d) What are the possibilities, if any, of putting to use in other plants equip-
ment considered obsolete In certain plants having more advanced production
methods or of speeding obsolescene and scrapping of unused equipment?

(c) What are the possibilities of utilizing In other plants, supplies considered
obsolete?
• (1) What Items of waste, if any, are difficult to dispose of either locally or
nationally?

VIII. Following the activities in connection with the sponsoring of the Initial
meeting of executives by the Oflce of Production Management's Bureau of
Industrial Conservation, the executive committee appointed a member to servo
as liaison contact with the Bureau's Industrial Salvage Section to secure all the
information and ss -staixe the section Is prepared to furnish, to wlt:

(a) Make available the serve Ices of a thoroughly experienced czilvago engineer
for consultation on specific problems as and If needed during the period of the
program.
(b) Supply speakers and salvage consultants for Important meetings.
(c) Serve as a cleatir.g house for information on plans and procedures which

have proven practical and profitable In other Industries.
(d) Arrange for a system of awards to be provided by the Bureau.
(e) Supply posters, displays, notices, cartoon,% pres- releases, and other

publicity.
(NoTr-To date one large 2-color poster headed, "Got In the scrap," has been

produced and will be avdlable to nil Industries throughout the country particl-
pating In salvage programs. Three other posters to be used In the continuation
of the work are in production.)

(For copies of the Erie Plan of Industrial Cnnservation and alt other informna.
tlion, write Office of Production Management Bureau of Industrial Conservation,
Washington, D. C.)

Fm.%v 3, 1942.
On January 5, 1042, Congressman Michael Kirwan of Ohio made remarks

on the floor of the House, as reported in the Congressional Record under that
date, page 12, relative to the need for a greater flow of iron' and steel scrap.
There Is no question but that this Is so. He suggested as a method for bringing
this scrap out and getting It back into war Industries that all of the Governors
be summoned by the President to Washington and that a national scrap collec-
tion day. be designated and that all householders and farmers be Instructed to
place their Iron and steel scrap on the curbstone and that the State and
municipal transportation facilities be used to collect this material.

Although the motives back of such a drive are praiseworthy, we believe that
the method suggested is faulty for the following reasons:

1. The country will need scrap for a long time, certainly as long as the war
lasts. Therefore. a 1-day or 1-week or 1-month drive will not answer the
needs for the continuing flow of this material. Furthermore, when such a
short drive is completed, public interest will Iag and the stoppage of the flow
of the material will become most serious.

2. A 1-day or 1-week drive would put undue burden on already overtaxed
transportation facilities, which would not be the case If the material were
moved over a more extended period of time.

& At some point it Is almost Inevitable that the majority of the material
would have to be handled by dealers or collectors in order that the material
may be cleaned, segregated, sorted, baled, and generally prepared for mill
consumption.

4. In view of the fact that this material must be sold or handled by dealers,
It Is not sound nor fair to compel the people to give it away. They should,
In all fairness, have the opportunity to either sell or give the material away.
as they may desire.

5. A short campaign, as against a continuing campaign, would probably
temporarily glut the yards of dealers and cutters-up so that it would be im-
possible for them to prepare the material except over a rather extended period
of time,' and,, therefore, the public woull be lead ,to believe that such dealers
wre hoarding material and the repercussions of such opinion Would be most
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unfortunate. The recent aluminum pots-and-pans campaign, which by-passed
the dealers, clearly demonstrated the validity of the above argument.

.6. In asking householders to put material on the curb for pick-up, the
biggest problem of moving the heavy material that householders cannot so
place is unanswered.

In brief, we believe that the plans of the Bureau of Industrial Conservation,
which provide for a continuing program, are sound and avoid the difficulties
mentioned above and In the long run, therefore, will produce a larger quantity
of scrap over an extended period of time. It Is recognized, however, that at
best It will be extremely difficult, If not impossible, to produce enough scrap
In 1M42 to keep all mills at 100-percent rate capacity.

PAUL C. CArno.

STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN C. MARSH, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF
THE PEOPLE'S LOBBY, INC.

The CIIAIMAN. Do you wish to be heard?
Mr. lARSh. Yes, sir. I am Ben amin C. Marsh, executive secre-

tary of the People's Lobby, with offices here in Washington.
The president of the People's Lobby, as some of the members of

your committee know, is Bishop Francis J. McConnell, of the Metho-
dist Church in the New York area.

I am sure we all appreciate the importance of the inquiry the com-
mittee is making as to what to do with small business of all sorts in
America in the defense program, and with the permission of the
committee I would like to read just a few lines from a broadcast I
made last Tear in March under the auspices of Wake Up, America,
which I think bears directly upon the subject you are considering.

Of course, I do not ask that the committee agree with what I said
then or what I shall say now-

The CHAIRMAN. We will reserve that privilege.
Mr. MAsir. I was quite sure that was one of the privilege s of

which a congressional committee would never divest itself.
[Reading:]

Public ownership of basic industries, lnluding all defense industries, Is essen-
tial to defense, because war has passed out of the stge of episode Into a stage of
complete organization of all the resources of a nation to ensure the maximum
and most expeditious use of all the forces of a nation.

Mr. PoEsFm Do I understand you are advocating complete public
ownership?

Mr. MARSH. You are fighting totalitarian nations.
Mr. PLwEsF. Please answer the question.
Mr. MARSi. I think you have to hvye during the war at least, s:ch

an extent of public ownership as* to erinit the Government to deter-
mine what industry is to do for the purpose of getting the maximum
and most expeditious defense and equipment.

No other nation has been enabled to do it without a similar organ-
ization.

Britain is very rapidly coming to it.
Mr. PLOESER. Our President and the War Production Board both

have the power to determine what'industry can do and will do and
must do in this war, without ownership.

Mr. MARSmi. Whether you transfer title or not, the essence of owner-
ship is complete control of operation. If you don't like "public owner-
ship," I would say "cmplete control."
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. Mr. Pwtzs. What you mean is private ownership and public man-
agement? •

Mr. MAARSH. Your statement is such an indictment of the failure of
the administration to act that I didn't want to put it that way.

Mr. PWoEsEB. Whose statement ii an indictmentI
The CHAIMAN. I don't see that it is an indictment.
Mr. MARsit. As Senator Taft pointed out in a statement made at

the Indiana Bar Association 3 years ago, the administration had power
to take over practically every defense agency.

The CHAIRMAN. It didn't abuse the power.
Mr. MARSH. It didn't use it, and lack of use constitutes abuse.
The CHARMAN. Well, that is kind of hindsight. We don't need the

hindsight experts now as much as we need the foresight experts.
Mr. MARsH. Let me respectfully suggest that a body of elected repre-

sentatives which did not have the foresight many of its citizens had
must assume the responsibility.

The CILAI RAN. In a democracy a few people believe one way and a
lot of people another. A lot of people in the Senate would have gone
the limit on war preparation 3 or 4 years ago, but there were so many
that were able to-block their efforts that they were unsuccessful.

You cannot indict the whole Congress because a few wqre able to
mislead the country to the extent the country would be against these
fw doing what was necessary.

Mr. M!sH. The point is, the real issue is Congress had conferred,
as you pointed out, the full power upon the Executive and perhaps any
executive would have done the same. Very few people were opposed
to defense.

The CHAIRMAN. But, Mr. Marsh if an executive has the power he
must carry out the will of the people or he will get his neck out so far
he will get it whacked off.

Mr. MARShi. Apparently it is there now.
The CHARMAN. I think the country is 100 percent behind the Execu-

tive now.
Mr. MARSH. But we are not prepared.
The CHAIRMAN. A few years ago we passed the Neutrality Act which

everybody admits now was a mistake, because the country demanded it.
After we found we had hog-tied ourselves we had to change and the
Executive of the Nation-the first time I ever knew it to be true--ad-
mitted it was a mistake.

Mr. HAIL. What would have happened to the Executive and the
Members of Congress if we had appropriated even $5,000,000 for d,
fense? What would have happeneto thosp Members?

Mr. MARSH. You either have to vote defense in the condition the
world was in or you have to be prepared to adopt a more intelligent
foreign policy.'

Mr. PwOEsER. The proposition you. have made is that we should
not go to complete Government ownership of ur enterprises

Mr. MARSH. Let me read this statement.
Mr. HALa. Have you advocated public owneisip at any time before

this crisis? .
Mr. Matusr. Ever since I was intelligent enough to recognize iL
Mr. HAmu. Thecrisis has not change your mind anyt
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Me. MARSH. The crisis has emphasized the accuracy of the position
I have always taken.

Mr. HALL That has been your policy right along?
Mr. M RSH. As to basic industry.
Mr. PWRxsE. For how many years, Mr. Marsh I
The CHAIRMAN. I will certify to a number of years myself.
Mr. MARSH. I will say 40. Since I have reached years of maturity.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Marsh, we have kept the members here longer

than we promised to keep them this morning. Will you file that state-
ment for the record I

Mr. MARSH. I will be glad to.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)

STAEmu T To Housz CoMirm ON SMALL BUSavES, Br BENJA3MN 0. MARSH,
ExCwmu-E SEcFZrARY, THE l'EPLE'S LOWY, IKC.

We are beginning to realize that modern war requires the complete organize.
tion of the productive and distributive agencies of any economy, as well as of
the human power, which includes women as well as men.

This is called totalitarianism, but such organization is implicit in current
wars.

Our failure to realize this at least a 3car ago has already cost us dearly in
human life, and we have not yet paid the full price.

Whether the facilities for production of war requirements are sufficient cannot
be determined till those facilities are fully utilized, whatever the wishes of great
corporations dominating nearly every line of business.

The necessary complete pooling cannot be achieved under private enterprise,
for a leopard doesn't'change his spots-even In wartime.

Small business in distribution and production hasn't a chance to survive the
war, under private enterprise, or to get through the post-war scramble for
domestic and foreign markets, under private Initiative.

The declaration of war is only a prelude to the waging of modern war, which
involves approximate equality of sacrifice by all citizens.

War Is the world's greatest leveler, but Intelligence demands that it not be
the exterminator of eflilent small business, for monopoly and great size is not
any guarantee of either efkfcency or patriotism spelled properly.

The scarcity economy which has broken down repeatedly here in peacetime
must go out of the window for the duration, to give way to that planned economy
to meet the Nation's present needs and its accruing needs to be met after the war.

Efficient smallness can be utilized In such an economy, but Is doomed under the
wastefulness of scramble, which we have dignlfled by the name competition,
while fostering special privileges which make competition an expensive but very
dead letter.

The CHAIRmAN. The committee stands adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 11: 40 a. In., the committee adjourned.)
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1942

Snx=e cOxmM(i 0 rlCO*DUCT A -STUDY N5~INVEo ATION OF TICOAA1 NACL DmvaNsz PoRAx sid
RFIATION SMALL BUSINESS 1r Silae,Wa~hingt D -0.

The select co ittee met, nt to djourn ent, at 10: a. M.0
in the caucus m, Old . use Rep nt ves Office Bu ing,
Hon. Wright tman ('Lxas )ch rmnna .in .

Present: resentatev- ca a war A.
.KelRy (Illin ,and.LeQnardW Wi,-, 1Ne or

The Cu AN. Let us come er, gentle

STATE)! T O0 0NI

The0 AN. Mr. o n, Xe yo n tlip, and ad
to the report plese.-
I Mr. JoliNso Otis H. Johnson, on D. C. , ident the
United Typoth ae of Ameri ich s-a hto associa n of
the printing ind ry.

The CHA MAN. cluded in you are w at types o rinterst
Does that include th op and the country newspaper, oes that
include the daily? nldtpia h mlgn~a

Mr. JoHnson. No, sir. -includes-prima he smallpgeerl
commercial printer.

The C immAx. But does not include the publications?
Mr. JoHnsoN;. No, sir.
The CHunWAN. Do they have an association here?
Mr. JOHNSON. They have an association. I don't know just where

its headquarters are located.
The CHAMAX. What is the name of it ?
Mr. Jomsom. I believe it is called the Printing and Publishing

Industries. I am not familiar with the proper name.
The CHAtRMAN. How long have you held the position as president

-of the association ?
Mr. JOHNSON. I was elected in October 1941.

; The CnA iM. Do y'ou stay ini Washington most of the time
Mr. JbnN~so. M ace of business happen to be in Washingtbn.
The CHAMAN. At this time, Ar. Johnson, we are just starting on

an investigation to determine whether or not small businesses over
the country can be helped by farming out some of this Oovernment
printing.
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We realize that there are certain types of printing that should not
be farmed out. Committee reports and committee proceedings, the
daily Congressional Record, and things of that type and character
must necessarily be done in the Government Printing Office, but we
have reference particularly to something-the scrap campaign. They
are having printed matter produced here and sent out to local com.-
munities, matter that is good only for that local community, that par-
ticular community.

It occurs to me, and I think other members of the committee feel the
same way, that where possible we should give the local printers the
benefit of this work and help'them stay in business while the war is
on, because we are going to need them certainly when the war is over,
so if you will ive us a little light on that particular part of our study
and investigation it will be very much appreciated.

Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, with
your permission, I will *read what I have to say. My remarks are

* directed particularly to the subject which you have suggested as under
consideration here this morning.

Before I start to read, however, I would like to say this: That I
represent the general commercial printers throughout the. United
States, primarily small, and, of course, some large general printers,-*
and it is our hope that this committee will direct its thought and
energy to the proposition of finding things for our industry to do in
the way of winning the war, as against finding ways of preserving it.

In other words, our members are vitally interested in finding some-
thing they can do to contribute toward the successful culmination of
the war.

The CHAIMAN. How many members do you have Mr. JohnsonI
Mr. JoHNsoN. Our present membership is somewhere in the neigh-

borhood of 1,000.
The CHAIRMAN. In every State?
Mr. JoHNsoN. In every State, and nine foreign members, I believe,

are represented.
Our Nation's expanding war effort is day by day creating unemploy.

ment idle machines, and idle factories in the printing business-and
printing with its related service plants, as you gentlemen may know, is
the fifth largest industry in the Nation.

Although the printing industry is one of this Nation's largest indus-
tries, it is-made up of relatively small industrial units. There are more
than 20,000 small businessmen in this industry. It is predominantly
an owner-operated industry.

t, The capital invested In the printing industry has come, in the main,
from personal savings and conserved earning of workmen who wanted
to have a business of their own. Our industry is a great living exam-
ple of the freedom and the opportunity which American democracy
has offered to every man.

While the printing industry can boast of fear, if any,- industrial
giants, its establishments employ in the manufacturing operations
alone more than 225,000 skilled and technically trained men and
women. Counting 'he families of these workers, there are over

-1,000,000 people who depend upon this greatindustry for the neces.
cities and comforts of life.

While our industry is suffering now and, as the war progresses,
will probably suffer still more from a dryi g up of demand for print-
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iNg, Ian. notehere to complain, nor to criticize, nor to plead for.spe-
cialprivikges, nor to ask for Government paternalism. We will bear
our misf-:tunes of war nobly as should every true American.

I do come, however, to ask that all reasonable, economical effective
and lawful means be taken to preserve the jobs of the workmen and
the capital savings of our owner-operators which, together, make print-
ing one of the greatest small manufacturing industries in the world.'

Our Government is the largest consumer of printing in the United
States and not only operates the two largest printing plants in the
hole world, which, of course are the Government Printing Office and

the Bureau of Engraving anA Printing, but, in addition, various de-
partments and agencies of our Government own and operate at least
00 other printing plants of one kind or another.
The CHAmIRAw. Just a minute. You say we have two huge printing

plants here. Where is the other onef I know where the large one is-
I presume the largest-on North Capitol Street.

fr. JOHNSON. And the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.
The CHAMMAN. Where are the hundred you spk of; in large cities?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Some are located in the various bureats in Washing-

ton and some in various Army camps-G, as a matter of fact, as oper-
ated in the various Army camps throughout the country.

As recently as this morning, in checkin through the War Produc-r
tion Board, we find an appropriation has bn asked for $180,00 forprinting equipment for Fort Knox; $00,000 has been asked for Wright
Field; and also another approriation of $344,000 has been requested
for the Chinese Government wich, I understand, is for the purpose of
printing Chinese money.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask another question right there. It occurs
to me that when we need allffhe available machines and all the skill that
we can get, it is not a very good thing for the Government to have more
printing machines built when you have plenty of printing machines in
the locality where they expect to place them.

Mr. Jonxsox. I should say practically from 90 to 100 percent of the
productive capacity of printing-press manufacturers is now being uti-
lized for the production of direct war materials of one kind or another,
which would mean if any additional machinery were to be manufac-
tured for the purposes suggested, those companies would have to go off
the direct production of war materials, such as gun mountings and
what not.

The C nMAN. Are you going before the committees that handle
these appropriation bills and protest these appropriations .

Mr. joxHsoN. We have already gathered certain statistical infor-
mation for the War Department vhich has in the main assisted them
in stopping the forward movement of at least two of these appro-
priations.

The CnumwA. I sugp., your getting up an amendment for con-
sideration of the comm ttee and any other member who desires to
offer it if he wants to offer it, that these plants shall not be built, if,
after investigation, it is determined that there are ample printing
facilities available which can be used at reasonable cost.

Mr. JoHnsoN. Mr. Chairman, we found this morning that of these
36 printing plants in the various Army camps referred to in our
manuscrivt--these are War Department figures-30 percent of the
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output should have gone to private plants because it was private
work for officers and their families and what not.

Mr. KELy. There is no War Department work involved in it at
all

Mr. JOHNSON. Not in the 30 percent figure. In other words, 30
percent of the production was on that type of work.

The CHAMusIAX. You take in Paris, Tex., they are going to estab-
lish an Army camp there in Lamar County, a god, rich county, and
I know they have plenty of printing facilities in that county. It
would be a disappointing thing if I-thought the Government also
intended to place a printing establishment there. I don't think it
should be done and I hope things like that are watched.

Mr. JoiiNso.. They certainly need to be watched because that is
definitely the trend that is developing and it would be not only from
the printing industry's standpoint a rather severe blow, but I think
it would be a terrific blow in our effort of armament to protect our-
selves against our enemies, because this would take plants and
companies who are now manufacturing war equipment off the manu-
facture of that war equipment.

The CHAmirz;. And not only that, but there is a shortage of man-
power in this country and it is going to be increasingly greater.

You take the printers in this particular county. It would not
be helpful in our war effort to have them remain idle, you might
say, and take men who have been inducted into the military service
strong able-bodied men who want to do their duty in the war, andhave stem doing what these other fellows could be doing. It doesn't
seem to me a sensible thing to do.

Mr. JoHnsON. That is right.
As a further evidence at this time, we received in the office this

morning under date of February 14, 1942, from the Graphic Arts
Organization, of Kansas City, Mo., of which Mr. Oliver Worthington
is secretary-manager, a letter addressed to Mr. Rein which says--I
will read one paragraph:

I am advised this morning that at Omaha, Nebr., the bomber plant has ordered
an offset press, and the Omaha printers, through Mr. Ed Logue, of the Kansas
City Smelting Co., has been asked to interest Kansas City employers in ascertain-
Ing the probability of the same thing occurring In the bomber plant here or in
other munitions factories.

One offset press has apparerly been ordered for the bomber plant
in Omaha.

Before proceeding further, allow me, please, to make our position
perfectly clear. Our industry accepts the fact that our Government,
as a matter of convenience, and for confidential and protective reasons,
has need for owning and operating certain printing facilities.

The CHAIRMAN. You say, "for protective reasons," with which I
thoroughly agree, but at the same time the printing that needs the
most care and-most protection, and should be safeguaided the most, is
not even printed at the Government Printing Office. That is the deci-
sions and, opinions of the United States Supreme Court. They are
printed by e private printer, are they not? I

Mr. JOHNaON. That is true.
The CIAIRMAN. Go right ahead.
Mr. JonSsoN. We know that for the prompt production of the Con.

gressional Record, committee records, and for the production of im-
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portant confidential matter, and money and securities there is ample
Sustification for our Government's maintaining the United States
Printing Office and the United States Bureau of Engraving, both of
which institutions are, in my opinion efficiently managed. I have the
utmost respect for the managerial abilities and efficient administration
evidenced by our Public Printer, Augustus A. Giegengack, and the
Director of the Bureau of Engraving, Alvin Hall. These-men are
exercising their responsibilities well and in accordance with the stat-
utes governing these departments of our Government.

The CHAIRSIAN. I am glad to join you in that expression. I feel the
same way about it.

Mr. JHNsO N. I have a high regard for the ability of both of these
gentlemen.

But I do submit that in these strenuous times, when a smaller iA-
dustry, manufacturing industry such as printing, is struggling to
survive, the policy of-our Government and the policy of all of its
agencies should be to endeavor to place as much business as possible
with the idle, or partially idle, printing plants in our Nation in order
that these small proprietorships may have a much better chance to
survive.

Mr. KELLY. Mr. Johnson, along with that statement about idle
printing plants, why are they idlel

Mr. oiNsox. At the moment they are idle because of the diversion
of their normal consumers or customers to a different type of work
than they have been heretofore performing.

Specifically, when General Motors switched from the manufacture
of automobiles and their various other products, there were some
four to six printing plants in Detroit that immediately closed their
doors because along with the stoppage of the manufacture of tho
automobiles also came the lack of necessity for sales and promotional
literature which these large companies bought very generously for
their various dealers throughout the United States and their sales
agents. It has closed several fair-sized printing plants in Detroit.

A few weeks ago, in speaking with a gentleman from Rochester who
likewise was a direct-mail printer and produced printing for 25 com-
panies in that area, he said that his business was already less than
50 percent of what it was in 1941. That would be as near as I could
answer your question at the moment.

While much of the printing needed by our Government presumably
must be produced in Governient-owned printing plants, a very large
part of the printing requirements of Government agencies could, with
proper planning and direction, be efficiently ard possibly more ef-
fectively produced in printing plants located in every one of the 48
States of this Nation.

I appeal for our Government's policy to be one of endeavoring to
place as much of its printing requirements with our industry as prac-
tical, instead of placing as little as possible.

Again. gentlemen, let me make it clear we do not wish to bemoan
our lot, or plead for favors, but it is in orer for me to set forth what
is happening in this Nation's printing industry.

In order-and very properly so--to conserve critical materials,
hundreds on hundreds of products manufactured in normal peace-
times by civilian industry are being restricted or prohibited.
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Aluminum goods tires, refrigerators, and other household appliances
are som tli'it readily come to mind.

When the manufacture of refrigerators is limited or prohibited,
the catalog, descriptive literature, the price lists, envelopes, order
blanks sa-esmen's manuals, and sales reports, invoices, stationery,
and liof the manifold kinds of printing which are used in the manu-
facturing and distributing of refrigerators is greatly reduced or en-
tirely dispensed with; likewise the demand for printing dries up when
the manufacture of other kinds of consumer goods or industrial goods
is limited or curtailed.

I might say, by the way, that Sears, Roebuck's catalog, which
would possibly print 10,000,000 16-page 4-color inserts for the sale of
tires or perhaps refrigerators or some of their many products will
uiidoubtly not now print these. In other words, there would be
no reason for including those items in their catalog when they have
nothing to sell.

That in itself, just in the mail-order catalogs alone, will create a
tremendous drop in the volume of printing produced.

The Government's elimination of installment selling, the wisdom
of which .we intno-way question; has, we -estimate, reduced printing
consumption by at least $10,00,000.

Consider, gentlemen, this: In our industry every $,000 f printing
volume which is eliminated, eliminates at least 1 year's employment
for one workman and brings to an idle, unproductive state $3,000 of
capital invested in printing equipment. This is within the industry
alone and does not affect the suppliers of paper and other products.

You gentlemen no doubt know that nearly all of the mar.ufacturers
of printing machinery are now engaged 00 to 100 percent on war
material.

Yet only recently there came to our attention the fact that certain
brat ches of our Government were endeavoring to add new printing
plants or enlarge present printing facilities by purchasing new
equipment.

One such instance, we are informedi was the "Army, which sought
to enlarge its printing plants in one or more corps areas. In order
to secure this additional printing equipment it would have required
priority and doubtless would have diverted much critical material
as well as manpower to the making of printing machines while there
are idle men and idle machines in our industry capable of producing
from ten to a hundred times more printing than the Army will ever
have to buy.

Moved by this information, our national trade association, the
United Typothetae of America, this month of Februaiy, made a spot
survey of 870 printing plants, or approximately I percent of the com-
mercial printing plants included in the Bureau of Census figures.
This spot check includes a representative group of small, medium, and
large plants located in every State in the Union, and in nearly every
large city.

This survey indicates that at this very time, in the printing industry
there are available unused production facilities and manpower capable
of producting each week $2 3000,000 of printing volume, excluding.
materials. Twenty-three million dollars per week, gentlemen, is the
equivalent of a billion, two hundred millions of dollars a year.
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Stated another way, the printing industry of our country is -only
producing one-half of its capacity on a one-shift basis. This unused
production capacity is available in every State, in every city and town
in the country.

Yet some agencies of our Government are consideringg or have been
thoughtlessly endeavoring to sidetrack essential war-material produc-
tion in order to obtain new or additional printing facilities.

We are informed, however, that through the alertness of certain
industry branches of the War Production Board, these intended pur-
chases, or some of them have been held up, temporarily at least.

We earnestly hope that your committee can prevent our Govern-
ment from purchasing unnecessary additional, printing equipment
while our industry is hungrily seeking volume with which to main-
tain employment, meet its pay rolls, and pay a part of this Nation's
tax bill.

Much of the printing required by the many Government agencies
could, in our opinion, be more effectively planned for more efficient
production on equipment available in our industry.

As an example, we are informed that the Army has in its appro-
nation the sum of $100,000 to build a special printing press to print
7.by 73-inch targets. Yet, if these targets were reduced 1 inch

each way, they could be produced on some 6 to 10 printing presses
now standing idle, or partially idle in commercial plants in this
country.

Mr. KELlY. Have yojx ay idea what the savings would be in thatI
Mr. JOHnlsoN. It would be impossible to tell without further sta-tistics except the saving of $100,000 in the manufacture of the press

to begin with.
The CnAMAN. If those targets are made like they were in the

First World War, they have several inches of space on each side and
the top and bottom, that would not be used. I wonder if they are
still made that way.

Mr. HAuL, Is this the silhouette target or the bull's-eye?
The CHAIRMAN. Have you talked to them to see if the extra inch

is necessary ?
Mr. JOHNSON. I understand our office has communicated with the

office of the War Department that has the drawing up of the specifi-
cations, and I am told that the rules provide that a marksman hitting
the target at all is allowed onepoint, in which event, if they reduced
it 1 inch all the way around it would lessen the surface on which
he would have a. chance to make-his oie'point.

That, as I say, has been indicated as the reason why it is inadvis.
able to reduce this target I inch all the way around. There would be
saving, of course in paper because I presume they use great quan.
titles of those.

The CHnAumN. Have they actually made those presses as yet?
Mr. JOHNSON. I understand the appropriation has been asked for.
Mr. KELLY. It has been asked for but it has not been considered.
The CRAMnAN. Will you appear before the committee on that?
Mr. JOHNSON. I think so.
Mr. HALL. Where have they been printing these 18-inch targets?
Mr. Jon.HsoN. I tlink they already have one press.
Mr. HALL. But the present press can't turn out sufficient quantities?
Mr. Joii-nsoN. That is my information.
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Much of the informational material issued by Government agencies
for the purpose of organizing and preparing civilians for defense and
for stimulating conservation and other war efforts could be made to
have more meaning, more appeal, and, hence, be more effective if
written, designed, and produced by local talent in the locality or
region in which such material is used.

The CHAMI3AN. There would be more of the home-town interest, I
would presume..

Mr. JoHNsoN. It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that if the local
printer in his particular small town or community had a part in the
production of whatever printing was necessary for his local civilian
defense, that he could be enlisted to carry a great burden and become
much more enthusiastic toward the proper functioning of these vari-
ous civilian activities.

He would become part of it rather than on the outside, looking in.
The CHAIRMAN. I would think that would be true, especially in the

scrap campaigns being put on all over the country now and the Office
of Civilian Defense.

Mr. JOHNSON. That is right.
A citizen can best understand his part of this Nation's war effort

when it is explained in terms of and related to his State, his county,
his city, his factory, his job, and his home.

Educational and informative material which tells us what we should
know in such terms is better understood, more motivating, and hence,
more effective.

We are aware of the huge task which this war places on the should-
ers of our Government and its agencies, as well as the sacrifices it re-
quires of all of us.

In appearing before you gentlemen, I wish very definitely to avoid
criticizing any individual or any agency or division of the Govern-
ment, and I come not to ask for favor or subsidy. On behalf of our
industry, I ask that every possible and practicable effort be made to
help our industry, an industry of relatively small manufacturers, to
survive.

Printing is an industry which serves every other industry; the arts,
the sciences, the professions, the municipal, State, and county govern-
ments. It serves the railroads, the communication systems, the public-service institutions, the hospitals, the schools, the churches, as well as
playing an important part in the production of munitions in the mat-
ter of forms necessary throughout the plants of the country to prop.
erly schedule and systematize work.

Printing and the printed word is to our Nation and our commercial
and industrial lifelike the blood stream is to the human body. It is an
essentiel industry.'

The consideration and the concern which you Mntlemen are giving to
our industry's difficulties will, I assure you, be appreciated by the 20,000
or more proprietors and the millions of our citizens who look to print-
ing for their existence.

Again I should Jike to ask that our probleDi be considered in the
light of how our industry can be converted or diverted to the produc-
tion of necessary war implements.

We don't want to be saved frm the stand joint of saving. We want
to serve.
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If there are ways and means that can be found in which we can con-
vert or our equipment can be used for the production of other items
than printing which will advance the time when we may expect victory,
our industry is really looking for that kind of an answer to its problem.

The CIAIRAN. I think you have assumed a very fine and patriotic
spirit, Mr. Johnson, as the leader of your organization, and the infor-
mation you have given us is very helpful and is much appreciated.

Are there aniy questions.
Mr. HALI. NO.
Mr. KELLY. No.
The CHAIR IA,. Thank you very much, sir.
I have two letters which I wish to have inserted in the record.
(The letters referred to are as follows:)

SMAiUr BusIssas ASSOCIATION OF NEW ENGLtND, INC.,
Boston, Mass., Fcbruary J, 19.52.

HOn. WRIoH PATMAX,
Chairmn, House Small Business Committee,

Congressional Ojte Building, Washington, D. 0.
Dx CON5ZESSMAN PATMAN: I think that your committee might well conduct

an Investigation of the sugar situation. With the background of several confer-
ences with the Office of Production Management Sugar Division, when they were
writing the new order, we feel that the small man has been left out.

Thousands of small bakers, confectioners, etc., buying from the local retail
store, have tio protection under the order, as amended January 24, despite the
fact that the plight of such businessmen was pointed out again and again.

These men will have to shut up shop because they have not been able to get
sugar to run their shops. They are good Americans. have given sons to the Army
and Navy, yet they Just cannot understand this sugar order.

Over the radio comes statements by Fulton Iwis, Jr., from Washington, end
that well-informed announcer says that there Is enough surplus (vrn and grain
to make the alcohol needed by the Army, and that the .3,)0. ions of sugar
which we were told was required for this purpose does not-need to be taken.

It Is time that small business and the public were given all the facts about
sugar. There has been so much conflicting information that I feel that your
committee would be rendering a real service by conducting a public hearing

Very sincerply,
RICHARD C. CooxE, President.

Tur Rru DOT OIL CO.,
Denrer, Coto., February 3, 194-.Congressman Watur~l PATMAN,

House of Reprcscnlalirc*, Washiugton, D. 0.
DF:A CONGRESSMAN PATMAN: A reliable authoilty has informed us that last

week the United States Army announced its intention to establish 10 flld shops
for recapplng its own tires.

Previous to this time, the Army has asked for bids from recappers who are
already established in business. These lire dealers huve been making plans to
buy additional equipment and train the necessary skilled labor for this contract.
We feel that this is a part of the defense program which van be carried on with-
out delay through recapping shops already established. This contract will keep
hundreds of shops open through this time of dire emergency in the tire business.
Those shops will be forced to close if the Government goes Into the recapping
business Itself.

We appeal to you to fight this move by the Army to open Its own shop and to
support our effort to stay In business, at the same time use equipment ready now
to do this important work.

Very truly yours,
Dtcx McCuaisn.

The CH URMAN. The committee will now go into executive session.
(Whereupon, at 11: 20 a. in., the committee went into executive

session.)
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(Upon instructions of the chairman, the following resolution
ado pte by the committee in executive session this date, is made a part
of the record and reads as follows:)

Wanto0o, D. 0., February 16, 19J2.
The committee met In executive session today and adopted the following

resolution:
Resolved, (1) That automobile dealers desiring to liquidate frozen stocks

first attempt to liquidate such stocks by sale to other automobile dealers, and
that upon satisfactory showing of inability to sell to other automobile dealers,
the Government agree to purchase frozen stocks at a price to cover all actual
costs of handling such frozen stocks and a reasonable profit to the date of
liquidation; and

(2) That a satisfactory program of aid in the financing of frozen stocks of
automobile dealers desiring to stay in business be put into immediate effect; and

(8) That the Treasury Department grant such relief as may be permissible
under the present tax laws to automobile dealers whose stocks have been
frozen; and

(4) That any rationing program adopted for the distribution of automobiles
take into account the urgent needs of farmers and defense workers; and

(5) That a Nation-wIde survey of the facilities of automobile dealers be
made, with a view to granting such dealers as have proper facilities contracts
for the manufacture of small items required by the war effort; and

(6) That the War Department and the Navy Department utilize in every
way consistent with military necessity the facilities of automobile dealers for
the purpose of storing, repairing, and rebuilding military equipment; and

(7) That an effective program for the rehabilitation of automobile salesmen,
who have lost or will lose their Jobs as a result of the Government's freezing
order, be put into immediate effect; be it further

Resolved, That it is the desire and hope of the committee that the appropriate
administrative officials of the Government will act immediately on the recom-
mendations contained in this resolution, in order to prevent the unnecessary
destruction of many thousands of smaU business units throughout the United
States, and the chairman Is directed to communicate this resolution to the fol-
lowing officers of the Government: the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary
of War, the Secretary of the Navy; the Chairman of the War Production Board,
the Administrator of the Office of Price Administration, the Federal Loan Admin-
istrator, and the Federal Security Administrator.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1942

SELECT Co3lnknrvE 'ro CONDUCT A STUDY AND INVESTIGATION
OF TIE NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAM IN ITS RELTION

TO SMALL BUSsNESS IN THE UNrrw STATES,
Washington, D. 0.

The select committee met, pursuant to notice at 10:30 a. m., in
the caucus room, Old House of Representatives Office Building, Hon.
Wright Patman (Texas), chairman, presiding

Present: Representatives Patman (Texas), chairman; Edward A.
Kelly (Illinois), William J. Fitzgerald (Connecticut), Charles A.
*Halleck (Indiana) and Walter C. Ploeser (Missouri).

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Gentlemen, we have with us this morning Mr. John Dargavel, who

is executive Secretary of the National Association of Retail Drug-
gists.-

I have known Mr. Dargavel for many years and know that he is a
good, true, sincere friend of small business, and independent business
especially, and I feel like he will be able to make some contribution
to our studies and investigation in connection with the ills of small
business. Mr. Daravel, you have a prepared statement?

Mr. DARGAVEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you give us your name and official post.

tion and address for the record.
Mr. DAROAVEL John W. Dargavel, secretary and general manager,

the National Association of Retail Druggists, Chicago, Ill. I am
sorry that I was late this morniclg. I understood the time was 10: 30,
and am very sorry to have detained you. . ..: , %

The CHAIRMAN. That is all right. We had some, the ' n matters
we wanted to talk over prior to the meeting, in any bveut "

Mr. DAROAVEL. Shall I go ahead?
The CHARMMAN. You have a prepared statement, -ou, aidj did

you not? --
Mr. DAOAVE1L. I do, sir.
The CHAIMAN. Would you like to present it before you aire

interrogated ?
Mr. DARGoAVE Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF ZOHN W. DARGAVEL, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY AND
GENERAL MANAGER OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
RETAIL DRUGGISTS

Mr. DAROAVEL. I come before you primarily in behalf of the 54,000
independent druggists in the United States but indirectly I believe
I can speak for 1,500,000 independent retailers in all fields of dis.
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tribution; for their problems are practically the same and they all
face the same plight.

You have heard a great deal about what is happening to the
small manufacturer who while he cannot obtain raw materials for
products for civilian consumption, finds it almost impossible to get
war contracts, which have been going almost entirely to the big
manufacturers.

The plight of the small manufacturer is serious, but that of the
small distributor who serves the small manufacturer's employees is
no less so. When the little factory closes its doors, the retailer who
made his living by supplying its workmen suffers also. The buying
power of his customers is cut off; and in many instances, they are
forced to move elsewhere for employment in which case the little
merchant is left permanently stranded. But I am not disposed to
base my plea on what is happening in the factory towns. The im-
pact of the war on small retailing -s broader than that. It reaches
practically every little store in the land; and it affects the small
stores so much more than the big ones-the chains, the catalog
houses and the larger department stores-that a decided discrimina-
tion against the little fellow, and in favor of the big fellow, is
created.

Let me cite a significant fact to illustrate what I mean.
Recently the two great mail-order houses reported on their current

inventories and 1941 sales. Not only did their sales make all-time rec-
erds, showing increases of around 30 percent for the year, but these
houses also reported starting the new year with unprecedented -in-.
ventories. Their inventories were away ahead of anything previously
experienced. What was true of the mail-order houses I-believe you
would find equally true of the chains and the larger department stores,
if you were to investigate. I suggest that you make an inquiry in
this direction.

On the other hand, the small retailer began this year's business
without any substantial inventory increases, and in many cases with
incomplete stocks. As the war continues and scarcities increase in the
market 5n47shelves will, I am sure, become more and more common
.in thesP . The inventories of the Nation are piling up in its

.. is, .. d the small stores are being emptied because they find
IF= 0r impossible to replace their'stocks.

" constitutes the most serious threat that ever confronted
n1634 ent business in this country. For 20 years retail businesslhas been passing from the small merchant to the chains and other
mass distributors. This shift has been going on at a faster rate than
ever since the war emergency began, and I predict that it will be
accelerated in the future unless you do something about it; and that
if the war should last for 5 years as seems probable now, its end will
see the virtual extinction of small business.

The druggist will probably fare better than dther retailers because
he has'a professional department to keep his store going; although it
must be admitted that but few druggists could continue in business
long without the profits earned in the front of ;he store.

Now, what are the conditions which have caused this recent shift
from the independent store to the chain store and the mail-order house,
which did not exist to the same degree befor the war emergency came
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upon us? What new situation is there which is leading to the extinc-
tion of the small retailer?

1. The scarcity of goods. No patriotic citizen can quarrel with the
idea that the Government should have preference over the general
consumer when there is not enough raw material, labor, machinery,
and power to provide for both war and civilian use. A good case can
also be made out for curtailment of the supply of civilian goods as a
means of channeling spendable funds into investment in Government
bonds, and thereby serving the double purpose of financing the war
and preventing inflation.

I am not quarreling with any of these objectives. I am merely
pointing out that the Government's policy has madq it harder for
merchants to get goods, and that this difficulty has resulted in creating
a seller's instead of a buyer's market.

2. In a market where goods are scarce, the big distributor has a
great advantage over his small and weak competitors. He has capital
to build huge inventories in anticipation of future scarcities. Post
of his competitors, on the other hand, have barely enough capital
to own their normal inventories without debt and scarcely ever enough
to engage in hoarding.

The big distributor has access to advance information as to where
shortages are likely to occur, and as to what Government restric-
tions are likely to be imposed. These means his small competitors
do not have. There are too many chain-store men in the Government
service and they are filling practically every department dealing
with the war situation.

The big distributor has far-flung buying organizations and is there-
fore able not only to know where scarce goods are obtainable, but
to tie up the entire production of factories, thereby foreclosing the
opportunities of his small competitors to buy. It is not necessary
tob impute any willful purpose to take this advantage; in a panic
market it may be only commendable business prudence to take it. But
the effect on the business of the small distributor is no less disastrous.

Naturally in a market where a few great distributors buy up those
stocks which are most readily obtainable, the small retailer must
seek his supply from the sources which remain,.if he can determine
where they.are, and in many instances to pay prices which leave him
in an uncompetitive position.

3. Already, for some kinds of merchandise, the public has gotten
the impression that it must go to a larger store with piled-up inven-
tories in order to obtain goods; and therefore has shown a tendency
to pass up the small store, even when it has merchandise to supply
the want. This may explain in large part the unusual increases in
volume the chains, mail-order houses and department stores have
had during the last few months as compared with the more modest
increases of the small store-which may reflect the increase in the
general price level rather than an increased flow of merchandise.

The three factors I have mentioned have already operated to the
disadvantage of small business, and to the advantage of big business.
I don't want to pose as a prophet, but I leave to your own judg-
ment and imagination what may happen to the small merchant if
the war should continue as long as it pow seems that it may.

I also ask you to consider whether a victory at arms would have
secured all that Nye are fighting and sacrificing for, if at the end of
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the war we should have a nation in which all distribution, as well
as all manufacture, was in the hands of a few gtt corporations.

In the past, the Congress has passed laws that have been of great
benefit to the small businessman, and I am frank to say that these
measures have been largely responsible for the ability of small bus-
iness to survive during the years of depression. We hope you will
be equally prompt in recognizing the special conditions that are
arising out of the war.

You passed the Robinson-Patman law, to equalize discounts that
may be earned by large and small buyers in the purchase of merchan-
dise. The law did not seek to remove the differentials, but only to
remove the wile discrepancies which formerly existed. The large
buyer still has an advantage, but under the law that advantage is
limited to the difference in the cost of selling in larger and smaller
quantities.

The principle of the Robinson-Patman law, challenged at first bythe large buyers, was so fair that it is now quite generally acceptedThat does not mean that it is universally olowe. Undoubtedly
there are many violations. The law ne es to be better enforced.

We are not finding fault with the Federal Trade Commission, for we
recognize that it is no easy matter to uncover all violatio.q; it in-
volves a tremendous job 6f policing and funds are perhaps not at
hand to employ enough policemen. We hope that Congress will be
as generous as.possible in appropriating funds for this work, and
also that the Commission will consider the enforcement of the Robin-
son-Patman Act one of its most important responsibilities.

The Robinson-Patman Act is not, however, a cure-all for the ills
of the small retailer. It was not intended to be. By its terms its
provisions are limited. It is directed against discriminations and

ence, has no bearing on transactions in vhich no discrimination can
be shown to exist. Thus, if a distributor is large enough to take the
entire output of a factory, that factory can quote any price, even one
so low as to enable that distributor to undersell any and all com-
petitors who obtain supplies from other sources. This situation can
hardly be remedied by law; and perhaps it does not need to be, for
it may be assumed that a manufacturer who has but one customer
will make that customer pay enough for his merchandise to cover all
the costs of manufacture. Otherwise, he would be soon bankrupted.
He is not in the same situation as the manufacturer who sells to small
retailers and one or two big ones, and charges all his overhead to
his general run of customers, thereby making them pay a part of
the cost of the goods sold to his favored customers. I cite the
instance of a certain tire manufacturer and a certain mail-order
house, in which the Federal Trade Commission bad to invoke the
Robinson-Patman law.

But, while, it is not easy to reach by law the manufacturer who
supplies only one distributor, it is possible to reach by legislation the
distributor who does his own manufacturing, and especially if he
supplies other stores beside his own.

The courts frowned upon this practice jn the Packers Ocrnsent
Decree caes; and it is most seriously suggested that you consider, as
a means to preserve independent busines$ from extinction, the en-
actment of a law prohibiting fnanufacturkrs who sell to the general

/1
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trade from engaging in retailing. Likewise, wholesalers should be
prohibited from having retail stores of their own. Such a law would
be a valuable adjunct to the Robinson-Patman Act.

So would an amendment to the antitrust laws removing all doubt as
to the legality of collective buying by retailers. It is inconceivable
that the right of collective buying should be dependent on the discre-
tion or caprice of any administrative official of the Government.
Men should know what their rights are--they should not have to
guess, and run the risk of prosecution. Today they cannot know to
what extent collective action is permissible, for the best lawyer in the
country cannot advise them with any assurance that he is not in error.

The independent businessmen of this country are in sympathy with
the antitrust laws and with 'their enforcement, for those laws were
passed to protect them, as well as the consumer, against monopoly.

They stand ready to back the public authorities in enforcing the
antitrust laws. The independent businessmen of this country believe
in fair and free competition.

But, they are dismayed when laws intended to curb monopoly are
used instead to deprive them of the very means to protect themselves
against monopoly. They believe there should be no restraint upon
collective action in buying; that they should be permitted to enjoy
some of the buying advantages enjd ed without restriction by their
monopolistic competitors.

The buyer for a chain of 500 stores, or 5,000, or 10,000, can dictate
the prices and terms at which he will purchase goods from any manu-
facturer. That buyer can bring to bear any amount of pressure. He
can, after making a manufacturer dependent on one chain of stores
for distribution of his products, ruin that manufacturer by withdraw-
ing the account. All this he can do, and he does not violate any
law. He is within his legal rights.

But let two or more independent merchants form a buying asso-
ciation for the purpose of bargaining collectively in buying goods
for their respective stores and they are in serious jeopardy, under
the antitrust laws as they have been interpreted.

For an offer to buy at prices and on terms that are deemed reason-
able implies a refusal to buy if the prices and terms are not acceptable,
and a joint refusal to buy is deemed a boycott.

There is the very core of the chain-store problem. The chain
stores have become big and powerful, they havebeen able to drive
thousands of individual retailers out of business because they have
been protected by law in doing what their independent competitors
have been prohibited from doing.. It is not paternalistic legislation
the independents need, so much as exemption. from artifical disa-
bilities created by law; and it is ironic that those disabilities exist
by reason of laws designed at the outset to protect independent busi-
ness against monopoly.

I don't assume to be a bill-drafter, but I submit for your consider-
ation a measure which might read something like this:

It shall not be deemed to be a violation of any Federal law for two or more
retailers to bargain collectively with a manufacturer, producer Or'other sup-
plier, in purchasing goods, wares, or merchandise for re-sale In their respective
stores and to effectuating such purchases to negotiate jointly with respect to
prices, discounts and terms of sale.
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I am not saying that such a law would put the little fellow on a
complete equality with the big distributors, but only that it would
tend to remove one of the most serious of the inequalities.

If such an organization of small retailers were set up in any
community, it could engage the services of a buyer acquainted with
the market and having knowledge of where goods might be procured
under the present situation; such a buyer could negotiate purchases
in quantities large enough to command the interest of a seller, and
to induce that seller not to give chain-store buyers exclusive consid-
erations contracting for goods in larger quantities, such a buyer
could otain all the discounts permitted by the Robinson-Patman
law. He might also get access to information as to instances in
which that law has been violated and help the public authorities to
enforce it by relaying that information.

With collective action permitted to this extent independent mer-
chants would still have a handicap; but the handicap would not be
so great that it could not be overcome by the greater economy of
operation inherent in business conducted personally by the owner,
assisted maybe by the members of his family. I am convinced that
the enactment of such a law, and the failure to enact it spells the dif-
ference between survival and extinction for hundreds of thousands
of small retailers in this country during the present war.

The 'passage of such a measure would also help the consumer.
Those who patronize small stores would get the benefit of lower
prices because of the price reductions their storekeeper would be
able to obtain; and all consumers would benefit in that a few large
distributors would not be able to obtain the monopolist's power to
raise prices. Such a law would preserve competition.

Next, I want to invite your attention to the fair-trade laws and
the Tydings-Miller Act. The small merchants of the country are
grate ful to Congress for turning a deaf ear to the clamor, started
by catalog-house interests and the Nation's greatest department store,
to repeal the.Fair Trading Enabling Act. The consumer should be
grateful, too; and I believe he is, because the fair-trade laws have
done more than anything else to stop deceptive and dishonest mer-
chandising in this country.

It is important to understand that the purpose of these laws is
not to protect large profit margins. The bst evidence of this is
that by and large the retailers margins on nationally advertised
brands is smaller than on competitive merchandise. The independ-
ent merchant's interest in fair trade is that, as the very name im-
plies, it deprives unethical dealers of the opportunity to use popular"
brands of merchandise in an unfair way. Loss leaders are not
intended to help the consumer--they are used to deceive him; to
make him believe that prices charged generally throughout the store
are as low accordingly as those charged for the featured national
brands whose prices are universally known; and by employment of
that form of deception, to get business away from competitors.

That this is the purpose is not a guess. , The Secretary of the
Treasury a few years ago acting under tho direction of Congress,
sent his buyers into the New York store of the most active enemy
of the fair-trade laws and found that thatstore, which sold national
brands for less than they cost the average inerchant was selling other
merchandise for 1,000 percent profit. /
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If the independent merchants of America are to be put out of
business, they want to be put out of business honestly. They do
not want to be put out of business by methods which deceive the
consumer. If we have to quit because we are less efficient than
others, we'll accept the verdict. But we don't want to have to quit
because the great Federal Government has sided with the trick
merchandisers against the State legislatures that enacted fair-trade
laws for our protection.

The fair-trade laws have sometimes been termed price-fixing laws.
They are not price-fixing laws-they do not put the Government
into the business of fixing prices. Under any system of business,
somebody must fix prices. Under our system, individuals fix them-
the sellers fix them. Those sellers may be either the manufacturers
who made the goods or the retailers who distribute them.

If the retailers fix prices, each individual retailer will fix them at
the point which will yield the largest net returns under conditions
.xisting in his community-this often means that he will charge what
the market will bear.

The result is that if a consumer lives in a community in which local
price competition is very keen, he may get goods for less than cost;

ut if he lives in a community where price competition does not exist,
or where it has been eliminated, he will pay more than he should pay.
Such is the situation where there are no fair-trade restrictions.

The other seller who, in a free economy, might fix the prices of
* goods is the manufacturer. le is interested in pricing his goods

at a point where they will have the largest sale throughout the
coufitry. He not only has to meet the com tition of other national
brands, but that of private brands as well. Inevitably it is to his
interest to establish the prices at the lowest point at which they will
yield the cost of producing and distributing his products. The
goods must be available at the same price to every consumer, every-
where. That's fair trade and under it the consumer not only gets
a fair deal but the same aeal, no matter whether he lives in a high-
priced community or a cheap one.

Since the war emergency started, there has been an additional
reason for the maintenance of fair trade. When a fair-trade price
has once been established, has once been publicized so that almost
every consumer knows what it is, it, is no easy undertaking to change
that price. It is expensive, it involves a great deal of effort, it cre-
ates the need for a lot of explaining. So it happens that fair-trade
prices tend to remain stable, and price stability in a rising market
is a protection to the consumer. So the fair-trade laws have actually
helped the Federal Government in preventing, price inflation, and
it has been a deterrent to merchants who might otherwise wish to
raise their prices.

This committee has a rare opportunity. While the rest of the
Congress is so engrossed with the problems immediately related to
winning the war that it has little opportunity to give thought to
other things, you have been selected to cbnsid~r what may be done
to save an important, part of the American economy. You have been
selected to consider what needs to be done to preserve in America
the kind of society we are fighting for. If the rest of the Congress
succeeds in the effort in which it is engaged and you lose the cause
in which you are directly concerned, it will be a hollow victory.
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The independent retailers of this country are patriotic citizens.
Since Hugh Mercer, the druggist at*Petersburg, Va., closed his drug
store to join his friend George Washington in fighting the Revolu-
tionary War, small merchants have always stepped to the front for
their country. Now the retail druggists of the United States are of-
fering their stores as emergency-aid stations; they and their employees
are taking Red Cross training- they are installing cabinets with
first-aid supplies and turning the key over to the civilian defense
authorities in order that everything might be ready if the enemy
should drop bombs; they are devoting themselves to selling defense
stamps and bonds. In the face of a scarcity of pharmacists, they are
working longer hours willingly, in order that the Army may have
the 5,000 pharmacists it needs now, or the 10,000 it may need after
the armed forces have been expanded to their maximum strength.

The retailers of the United States stand ready to make all sacrifices
that will help this country win this war, but they can continue to
serve their codintry only if they are given a chance to continue. If
they are crushed and swept aside they will be a burden rather than
a support to the Nation's economy. They know distribution, for they
have learned it the hard wiy. They know distribution because their
experience with it, in all its details, has been personal and first-hand.
Here is a resource that this country needs, more than it has needed it
in times of peace. That resource must be conserved.

I am not minimizing the importance of planes and tanks and guns.
War is hard, realistic business, and it can be fought successfully only
by opposing to the forces of the enemy greater forces of our own. It
can be won only by attack; it cannot be won by retreat. It can be won
by action, not by procrastination.

But there is another thing besides planes and tanks and guns that
is needed to win war and that is morale. You can't win this war
with a spiritless people. The masses of the people must be made to
feel that they have a future worth fighting for. Our forebears
achieved miracles in the building of this country because each and
every one of them expected to own a part of it. That hope made them
work hard; it made them endure, and it made them fight hard. Don't
let anything happen to destroy that hope.

Unaer normal conditions and under existing law the manufacturer
and the wholesaler have the right to select their own customers, and
it is fair and equitable that this be so.

But, under scarcity conditions leading to priorities and rationing,
this system is highly dangerous as productive of monopoly unless some
.protection is given to the independent retailer in the prevention of
discriminatory practices in the distribution of goods. Manufacturers
and wholesalers must be prevented from funnelling such goods as are
available into theii own retail outlets or into the hands of financially
powerful mass distributors such as the greab chains and the huge
mail-order corporations, to the detriment of helpless independent
retailers.The CHAMMAN. Mr. Dargavel, how many members are there in your
assoelationt

Mr. DARGOAvzL. Approximately 28,000.
The CHAmMAN. Where are they located?
Mr. DARiAVL. In every State of the Union.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kelly, do you desiie to ask any questionsI
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Mr. KiLY. Mr. Dargavel, in the forepart of your statement you
mentioned something about these improper business transactions, and
I think you mentioned something about the wholesalers not being
allowed to be retailers.

Of course, those conditions prevailed many years ago, they did not
just start now, and I am wondering whether or not you made any
inroads with regard to that situation through the State legislatures

Mr. D.%ROAIVE. You mean, as it existed in the past I
Mr. KELLY. That is correct, because you know that they have been

before the various State legislatures, and I know the State of Illi-
nois in particular, and they have not been able to get anywhere.

Mr. DAROAVEL. Yes; that is right.
Mr. KELLY. And I sympathize of course, myself, with the plight

of the smaller businessman, an the retailer, that he has terrible
competition today, where he had to compete with the man that is
in the wholesale business and then that man in the wholesale busi-
ness might go out and open up a retail store in competition with the
very peoplehe is selling his merchandise to; but I am just wondering
whether or not Congress would have any authority.

I remember another time here when we started many things like
that and incurred the wrath of all the retailers and wholesalers
everybody in the country, claiming that we were going too far and
trying to encroach too much on the sovereignty of the State and
the individual rights of the individuals.

Mr. DARROAVEL. Did you say that you got a reaction from the
retailers?

Mr. KELLY. Yes; in many cases.
Mr. DAROAVEL I do- not understand that, especially in our busi-

ness, where wholesalers are beginning to own drug stores and have
outlets of their own and it has hurt the independent stores, and we
feel that they should not be permitted to operate both wholesale and
retail businesses because they have a great advantage. Our busi-
ness-in the business in which we are engaged, the discount situation
is quite large, and the man that buys direct has an advantage of 15 to
20 to 30 percent over the fellow that has to buy from the wholesale
house, and that is quite a definite advantage, as you can appreciate.

Mr. KEY. You take the drug stores today, unless they are in a
general-store business, they just cannot survive.

Mr. DA1IAvEL. That is right; as I pointed out in my statement) it
was the front of the store that supported the business, and if it were
not for that front there would not be any store.

Mr. KELLY. That is all I have.
The CHA.4iAMN. Do any of you gentlemen have any questions you

would liketoaskf , Mr. Fitzgerald I
Mr. FLOERAL. I have no questions.
The CHAMAN. Mr. Halleckt
Mr. IALLCK. No questions.
The CHAmMAN. One thing mentioned, too, is about the plight of

the Army and if it is increased to 3,600,000, as is contemplated, how
many of de pharmacists will that necessarily take?

Mr. DAROAVEL One to every 700. That will make 5,000, and if
the Army is increased in the way it is contemplated, it will be 10,000,
and that will be approximately 10 percent of all of the pharmacists
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in the country who will be in the Army and there will then be a
great scarcity of help in the stores.

The CHAMIRAN. Then, you will have a very major problem there.
Mr. DAROAVEL. One that is already arising now.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very kindly, Mr. Dargavel, for coming

here, and we appreciate your statement.
Mr. DARo AvE. Thank you, and I appreciate the opportunity.
The CHAIRMAN. I have a number of communications here, con.

sisting of telegrams and letters, which I wish be made a p ,rt of the
record at this point.

(The communications referred to are as follows:)
Dz x Wis., February 9, 1942.

HOnt. WRIGHT PATUAN,

Washington, D. 0.
M1Y Dr.As SIR: I was extremely interested in your part of the radio program

a couple of weeks ago-the Forum of the Air discussion of the little businessman.
T e disappointing part though was that the only man who was discussed was
the auto man and Interest is being taken in trying to help him. There are many
more Industries and manufacturing plants which are being forced to the wall
due to the Impossibility to get raw materials. My brother and I, with Mr. Rounds,
have put our life savings in the Lange Products Co. We were going along nicely
when alcohol was taken away and many of our best products were shelved. Other
things have been denied us which makes the going pretty bad. We make vanilla
and other flavors; sell mustard, pepper, and other spices. food products, and
home remedies, also veterinary products, and insecticides. Most of this is sold
to farmers and In small towns and villages. Our plant is In De Pere, Wis. You
spoke as though you would like to help anyone who needed it. Can you suggest
what can be done for us? Some special committee to write to. There is always
so much red tape though, and we do desperately need something to keep going.
We put our money in this going concern Just before the war crash, not knowing
things would be so bad.

Thank you most sincerely for any assistance you may be able to give.
Very sincerely,

EUMBETH K. MooRa.

JoPLIN, Mo., February 15, 194.
Hon. WROHT PATUAN,

House Offce Building, Washington, D. 0.:
An Investigation of some of the large rubber companies will show they

have been shipping camelback tire-treading rubber In large quantities to oil
companies, retail motorcar companies, utilities operators, and no doubt other
large Interests which we have not located. Suggest you check at once on Whole-
sale Oil Company, Tulsa, Okla.; Cities Service, Kansas City, Mo.; Retail Car
Dealers, Joplin, Mo. This action by large rubber factories explains why no
camelback available for small tire-treading firms depending wholly for exist-
ence upon treading. These same companies that are being shipped have no
treading equipment and should not be allowed camel-back. Urge your support
to stop these unfair practices.

0. H. OUvM

NAPA, CAulr., February 8, 194k.
Congressman WRIGHT PaTMaN,

House O5cc Building, Washfgton, D. 0.:
An urgent plea from one Independent tire dealer for Immediate aid. Fifteen

years of 18 hours a day 7 days a week to build this business. Facing bankrlptcy
unleshelp Is forthcoming. Big Interests are now buying more new equipment
to Just stalt Into business making things even harder. Big tire companies
have hundreds of pounds of rubber stored away. The small independent has
none. We urgently.need a more equitable distribution of rubber supplies from
big hoarders to small independent dealers. Your help needed Immediately.

GOL..snz TIRE SHOP.-] a B. Otux2.
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NEw Yoax Cirv, February 11, 1942.
Representative PATUAN,

Chairman, House Committee on Small Buafneu,
Washington, D. C.

DEAs Six: I am very anxious to obtain some business for the small brush
manufacturers in the United States. Both the Quartermaster and Ordnance
Departments use considerable quantities of twisted wire brushes. If some of
this business could be spread out to some of the small plants instead of it all
being placed with the largest brush manufacturer in the country, it would help
these plants maintain their present pay roll, and also eliminate considerable
borrowing from banks, which It has already been necessary for my factory to
do to stay In business.

Any cooperation you can give me in this matter will be greatly appreciated.
Very truly yours,

A. HAZOLD MILLS.

GaS & OIL EquIPMENr Co.,
Memphis, Tenn., February 14, 1912.

CONGRESSIONAL COMMITVI OF SMALL BusINEss,
Washington, D. 0.

GuNxzutEN: I have been asked to take this problem up wilh you because it
is of vital Importance to me.

I am In the filling station equipment business here and have been for 25
years and am now 58 years old. The equipment I sell-S0 percent of which Is
sold to the service-station operator, oil companies, and oil-company agents.
On the 14th of January 00 percent of the Items I have to sell were frozen, so
naturally our sales are nil, not even enough to take care of the overhead which
we have.

There is myself and two competitors In this business here. One of my com-
petitor's stock will be, I think, liquidated In the bankrupt court within the next
few days. There is not enough business here for my other competitor and myself.
Last week we got together and I sold oat to him for cash and then the local
W. P. B. advised me as well as my competitor that this deal could not go
through as our stocks were frozen and could not be transferred. Now I have
a farm I could go to and my Intentions are to do that and I would like to know
If there Isn't some way that we can make this deal.

I am particularly anxious to hear from you at once as I want to get this
settled once and for all.

Yours truly, GAS & OIL EquiPMuNr Co.
BURGE: Jh 11. A. BusoE.

ADVANce BUCKLE AND BUTro. 3tOUw, I'oc.,
New York, N. Y., January 10, 1940.Congresmn PAvuAw,

Washington, D. 0.
My DEu CO, xc As : After listening to your lntqtesting broadcast on

Sunday regarding small business, I am taking this privilege and opportunity
of addressing a few words to you.

We are one of those "small businesses"' 
employing between 20 to 30 men.

We have a modern machine shop, we manufacture our own stamping dies.
We also have 15 power presses for metal stampings, but we do not know whom
to contact nor how to go about getting defense work,. which we are equipped
to manufacture. Our problem fits perfectly with your Sunday broadcast. I
know that you would be the proper party to advise us whom to see, and etc.

Therefore, I would appreciate If you would acknowledge receipt of this letter;
also, I wo ld be pleased to come to Washington at your request.

Thakling you for any consideratln you give us. Also, I enjoyed your
broadcast Immensely.

Yours truly,
ADvANcu BuciKzu & BurroN Moutw IzO.,
Pmlrm A. Kirs.

Anwuoaz, PA., January 81, 1919.
GEr1UMEN: As a sideline, I own a shipyard on the coast of Maine, in the

town of Camden. It is a small business, aevr grossing over $50,000 a year
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through 1940. As a wooden shipyard, however, it is as good and well-equipped
as they come.

Last April we got a contract from the Navy to build two 96-foot mine sweepers.
We have delivered one, and the other will be delivered with a week or two.
We have lost some money on the order. We have had nothing but the highest
praise frown the Navy. When the second'boat is finished we will be down to
less than 10-percent capacity, and may have to go out of business because the
Navy won't give us more orders.

I don't mind small luxury or nonessential businesses having to shut up, but
as an American it burns me up plenty to see shipyards closing in these times;
I believe several already have, and more, like mine, will probably have to unless
the Navy changes its ways.

By all means crack down on anybody who is making 2M(0percent profits, or
50 percent. But can you not do something to keep us in business when America
needs ships so desperately?

We have been certified by the Navy to be able to build any wooden ships up
to 250 feet In length. We have built two swell mine sweepers. We can turn
out one sweeper every 3 weeks If given a proper order. We will do It for a
guarunteed 2-percent profit If desired, with our books completely open at all
times to any appointed auditors.

We'll do our bit to the utmost; can't you help us to do Ill
Sincerely yours,

CAsv W. Box.

MAs5TU TIvaucmcn or ASuicA, INc,
New York, January 87, 1948.

Comsairm OF SMALL BusINESs,
Hose Olce Building, Washington, D. 0.

GENuZUrN : On Sunday, January 25, 1942, I was listening to the radio pro-
gram entitled aForum of the Air," over station WOR. The subject was with re-
gard to the protection of small busines"men.

I am the president of an association known as the Master Truckmen of
America, Inc., end most of the members are engaged In local trucking. They
are considered small businessmen.

These truckmen also feel the lack of business as a result of the war, and
they are now In a precarious financial plight.

The question I wish to ask Is whether or not the local truckmen are taken
Into consideration with your Committee of Small Business.

I would appreciate all the Information that you may furnish me, with respect
thereof.

Very truly yours,
MAsTrn TaVCKULN OF AtRicA, INo_
FaxiO E. WoLF, Prestdent.

WABAsH VALuy TEmXTL
Peru, Ind, January 26, 194t.

Hose Oice Building, Washington, D. 0.
Gzrinzmsn: Listening to your forum discussion last night, led by Congress.

man Patman and Senator Mead, I was impressed with the report by one Ver-
mont gentleman on this forum. He said a small woolen mill being unable to
conform to reqnlrements of the defense and war needs, this Vermont mill did
get business from the lend-lease group for foreign countries.

We are listed with.all quartermaster depots but cannot find where they use
quilted wool or feather-filled comforters or carded wool, batts. Does the lend-
lease group buy these articles?

Any work you can forward me, will be highly appreciated and I remain,
Yours very truly,

Iawin a. COLL.
The CHAIRMAN: Unless the committee members have something

else to offer, suppose we have an executive session?
(Whereupon, the committee went into executive session,)

-, /
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WEDNESDAY, MAROH 4, 1942

SELECT CosumiTrEE TO CONDUCT A
STUDY AND INVESTIGATION OF THE

NATIONAL DEFENSE PRORAM IN ITS RELATION
To SMALL BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES,

Ddroit, Mich.
The select committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m.,

in the Bagley room, Hotel Statler, Detroit, Mich., Hon. Edward A.
Kelly, chairman, presiding.

Present: Representative Edward A. Kelly of Illinois, chairman;
Representative Charles A. Halleck (Indiana), and Representative
Walter C. Ploeser (Missouri).

Aliop resent: Ira Bird Kirkland, Jr., counsel for the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. The meeting will come to order.
In pursuance to House Resolut',-:i 294, the membership of the

select committee present here at the tpesent time, I wish to introduce
to you gentlemen Mr. Charles Hall~ek of Indiana; and Mr. Walter
C. Ploeser, of Missouri; and in view o? the absence of the chairman
of the committee, the subcommittee I am to take over the meeting
here this morning, and my name is Edward A. Kelly, of Chicago.

We are here to determine the difficulties encountered by the small
industry, the small business people of this Nation. While the day
has come for industrial mobilization, many of the small maknufac-
turers and the small business people throughout the Nation are hav-
ing a geat deal of difficulty in coming into the armament program..
Therefore, we are trying to be as helpful as possible in finding out their
difficult problems, and.to see if we cannot be helpful in bringing all
the small industrial people of this Nation into the armament program
where they might get 9 portion of this business.

So today we are going to hear the difficulties that the printers or
the printers association is encountering in the city of Detroit.

The first witness will be Mr. Guy Holcomb of the Small Business
Section, Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice.

Mr. Holcomb.

STATEMENT OF GUY HOLCOMB, SMALL BUSINESS SECTION,
ANTITRUST DIVISION OF TEE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Holcomb, will you state your name?
Mr. HOLCOUB. Guy Holcomb.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. HoLos. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee,

my name is Guy Holcomb. I am chief of the Small Business Section
nf the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice.
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As the members of the committee know, but some of those at the
hearing may not know, the Small Business Section in its effort to
afford independent advocacy to the smaller business Arms throughout
the country, have received letters of complaint from numerous print-
Ingcompanies, some large, some small; the commercial printing firms.

In the latter part of January, I asked that a number of the Small
Business Section staffs make- an inquiry into the methods, the pro-
cedures, the policy of the Governmept Printing Office. Many of our
complainant printing firms thought that they had submitted forms
outlining their facilities and equipment and personnel and had re-
ceived no bids whatever, or no invitations to bid. They couldn't
quite understand the cause, because through trade channels they were
learning or hearing that numerous contracts were being let out by the
Government Printer.

Those complaints were what prompted a study made of the pro.
cedure and policy.

The CHAIRMAN. Those are general complaints throughout the
Nation in the industry?
* Mr. HoLcoMsB. Well, I would say they are complaints complaintsand inquiries, both. They are from as far south as Tampa, Fla.;
some came from Detroit, here; others from the Midwestern and
Western States; some from the East; some in regions neighboring to
the District of Columbia, came close to home.

This report is signed by Harold A. Henderson special attorney of
the Small Business Section, and it is not very lengthy. I think it
might be well to read it, because it will not only give the committee
an idea of his findings, but it might be helpful to gentlemen that will
appear before us later.

(.Whereupon the report was read by Mr. Holcomb.)
Pursuint to the request.ol Mr. Guy Holeomb, I had an Interview with certain

officials of the Government Printing Office and had a Joint conference with Messrs.
Herrell, Ritter, and Devin-. The agends of discussion was a matter of awarding
contracts to private printing firms for various departments of the Government,
* particularly the Army and the Navy.

EMEROENCr PhINTINO ORDERS

Several months ago on account of the existing state of national ernqrgency, the
Government Printing Office found that ls'printing faflitleb were ina adequate to
meet the requirements which existed and it would be necessary to make awards to
private concerns for Government printing.

SURVEY OF PRIVATE PRINTING PLANTS

The Government Printing Office made a survey which showed that there is In
existence in the United States about 20,000 private printing shops and that about
15 000 of these shops were potential prospects with the capacity to do Governmentprinting. ,. .

QUESTiONNAIRES

In order to get an all-over picture of these 15,C00 printing Shops, the Govern-
ment Printing Office sent out questionnaries to these 16,C00 printers, the list ct
which was taken from trade journals and questionnaires were sutlmitted to each
one Including the Franklin Printing corporation , of Atlanta Ga for the purpose
of not only finding the capacity of each shop, but the class and kind of work that
it was able to do.

1/\
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CLASSIFICATION OF PRINTING SHOPS

Upon receiving these questionnaries, the Government Printing Office made
a classification of shops based upon capacity and the kind of work they were able
to do, and as a result there were about10 classifications, some of which classifica-
tions were subdivided.

PRACTICES AND PROCEDURE

The Government Printing Office then adopted the practice and procedure as
follows, viz.: When an order would come In for printing which the Government
Printing Office could not well do on account of their limited capacity, they would
look through their files to find the classification for which the order would be best
suited and every printing plant within said clarification would be extended an
invitation to submit bids upon the order. They stated It was their invariable
practice to always allow the bid to the lowest bidder.

OTHER FACTS ASCERTAINED

These gentlemen Informed me that they were receiving a great many inquiries,
especially from the smaller printing establishments and that these Inquiries
amounted sometimes to as many as 30 or 40 per day, and on account of these-
Inquiries they had prepared a set of general Instructions for the benefit of bidder
and contractors and also another publication in the form of questions and answers.
I am attaching forms of the questionnaire, which was sent out, which is marked
"Exhibit A" and a form of general instructions to bidders which Is marked
"Exhibit B" and a form of questions and answers which is marked "Exhibit C."
They further informed me that they had been constantly called upon by different
Senators and Representatives in Congress for information which they had always
furnished.

They cited me an Instance of where on one occasion they sent out invitations
for bids to various firms in Atlanta, Ga., for a job and that none of these printing
offlces had responded to their Invitation. They cited another instance of where
Invitations were sent out for an order to be delivered In the South MtWmamny
firms had submitted bids, among them Atlanta firms, but that a P! lift'-
delphia printing concern had submitted a bid which amounted to a t.set
of the other bids even including thq item of freight, which was on modk-LW
delivered in the South, and under their rule of awarding to the lowet d 6 i1
Philadelphia firm was awarded the contract. They further stated that this w
emergency was working, great hardship on many smaller printers, but stated
they had worked out with great care a system of making these awards and that
in many instances the larger concerns would have up-to-date and modern Machin-
ery which allowed them to do the work a great deal cheaper and as a consequence
in many Instances they would be the low bidder and would therefore receive the
contract.

HAROLD A. HsxviRsoN,
Special Attorney, Small Buuipwa ,dcdso.

EXHIBIT A

QUESTIONNAIRE

The GOVERNMENT PRINTN rJ OrFICE is now endeavoring to mobilize the printing
Industry for the purpose of assisting the Government in its National. Defense
Program. This questionnar is being distributed by .prlnting-trso associations
to the prnti establihent s fi their area. It should ne~li~ed t and returned

- to the association which sent it to you. The data contained.in these question-
nares, when forwarded to the GoVERNMET PRINTING OrlCz, will permit them
to select firms in any particular area best equipped to handle th type of lob needed
to be produced in that area. Your cooperation in answering promptly and as
acu rarely as possible the questions below and on the following pages will be
appreciated. Additional information should be written on separate sheet and
attached hereto.
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'TE AND VOLUME O ANNUAL BUSINrsS

Commercial (stationery, forms,
letterheads, general utility, Percen Prcet
etc.)------------------------ tariff ..........

Periodical ----------------- ----- Direct-mail advertising - ------
Yearbook ------------------------ Law and financial .................
Catalog ----------------------- Book jacket .................
Book ------------------------- Other specialty. - ......

(NUNe kmn)

Total square feet of floor space In plant, building, or leasIhold ...............
Additional space available ...............................................
What sources have you for purchasing paper stock? ........................

Can you obtain quantity on short notice?......................----
What tock and approximate amounts do you normally carry that would

be available for Government printing? ........................

- .- .-------------------------- -----------------------------... 
..

What shipping facilities have you (by truck, railway, or boat)?

W f iliie.s .r m a .iing? .....................................

(Date) (Xame of ftrirepoerns)

(Telepbone) (Street address)

(Tands) rattna (City) (State)

Where4euipment Is not contained in your plant but is available In your city,
furnish frib names and type of equipment.

- .....................

---- --- --- ---- --- --- ---- --- --- ---- --- --- ---- --- ---

---- --- ---- --- ---- --- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---
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COMPOSINO ROOM
Personnel:

I Day shift.............
Average number of journeymen now employed.. Night shift ............

ILobster shift ..........
Maximum number of journeymen possible on each shift (based

on existing equipment) .....................................
Equipment: .ber Namur

Composing frames ------------ Linotype or Intertype machines ......
Job stones ------------------ Monotype keyboards ..............
Cylinder stones --------------- Monotype casters .................
Proof pr&ese ---------------- Ludlow or all-purpose machines .......

What foreign languages are you equipped to do? ...........................

PLATEMAKINO
Personnel:

Average number of camera and platemaking fDay shift .............
journeymen now employed -------------- (Night shift -------------

(Lobster shift ........
Maximum number of camera and platemaking journeymen possible

on each shift (ba.'ed on existing equipment) .........................
Equiment: Number

Cameras up to 36 inches ------- Vari-typers .......................
Cameras over 36 inches . ...... ...................................
Stripping department ........... ...................................
Dark-room equipment .............................................
Electrotype facilities ...............................................

Sterotperv facilities

Photenraveing facilities ......................................Ruberi p-tmk fclte ---------------------------------

Waxorap p.atema.i. facilities...................................

W --ax2uling faciliti ---------------------------------------

7497--42-tol. 1-32
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PRESSROOM EQUIPMENT
Personnel:

(Day shift ------------
Average number of journeymen now employed.( Night shift ------------

tLobster shift -----------
Maximum number of journeymen possible on each shift (based on existing

equipment) ------------
Equipment:

Platen presses:
No. Sins Amuook

Small automatics--up to .6"1:

Large au"tomatics-up to 46":

No. C we

------ -------------
------ -------------
------ -------------

7%co-color automatics:
------ -------------
------ -------------
------ ---------

Rotary-sheet-fed:

------ -------------
------ -------------
------ -------------
------ -------------
------ -------------

Color presse"-4-5-color:
------ -------------
------ -------------
------ -------------
------ -------------

Special letierpresi equipment:
None

Other processes:
Equipment:
Spectalising in:

Cylinder presses-single-color:
IVO. Site MeE.-Fed

.... n... .... PP. . ... ed

Offset prese-w-clr

Ne. Sit in# P e. Woes

Spcil ffe eup t: &s t

Offset resse e

-- -- --- -- -- -- --------l

- - -- - -. -. - -- -- - -- -- - .- .- - - -- -

- - -- - -. -. - -- -- - -- -- - .- .- - - -- -

- - -- - -. -. - -- -- - -- -- - .- .- - -- - -
------ ---- --- --- --------t

------- - -- - -- -- - -

....................... ...:

- -- - - -. -. - -- --- --- - - .- .- - -- - -

''I

tatO~.

1-4 V0
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BINDERY
Personnel: f [Day shift --------------

Average number of persons now employed Day---- jNight shift -------------
LLobster shift -----------

Maximum number of persons possible on each shift (based on existing equip-
m ent) ........ ........

Equipment:

Power cutters, under 50-
inch .................

Power cutters, over 50-inch.
Three-knife trimmers ------
Continuous trimmers ----
Folders-Cleveland E or W_
Folders-Cleveland O-00.
Folders-Cleveland M-

M AI ------------
Folders-Cleveland B
Folders-Cleveland K.
Folders-Tape, double 16's.
Folders-Tape, double 32's.
Folders-Jobbers up to

38x50 ................
Folders-Jobbers over

38,50 ------------------
Folders-Choppers --------
Folders-Speclal .........
Perfect binder-O. C. S ....
Indexing machines .........

Ruler, under 36-in, hand-
fed, straight ...........

Rulers under 36-in., mech.
fed, straight ------------

Ruler, over 36-in., hand-fed,
straight ...............

Ruler, over 36-in., mech'y
fed, straight ...........

Specializing in:

Numtbe
Hand-fed stitchers, single-

head -------------------
Hand-fed stitchers, multiple

head .................
Chain-type stitchers, single-

head
Chain-type stitchers, mul-

tiple-head --------------
Sewing-Singer ..........
Sewing-Smythe ----------
Round-hole driller ---------
Round-hole puncher .....
Perforator, rotary type ....
Perforator, punch type ....
Round cornerer -----------
Sealing machine
Rounder and backer -------
Casemaker ---------------
Smashing machine .........
Book presses --------------
Stamplig machines ......

RULING

NumSev

L-type ......................

L-type ......................

L-type ........................

L-type ......................

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
. ........ . ... ............... ....... . ...... ........ - °.. ° ..'. °.-. °..° -

.. ..... °..o... .... ------...---..........----...........---. ...........----

......................... - .... o ......... . ..... .. . ........ .......... °

................................. - . .......... . ............ ..... °.....

.... ..... -. . ........... ......-- .- ..- ....-- . ..... ..- . ..... . -...... -°°..

................... .. . ........ . ... ........ . ...... . . ........ .°......

.°...... ..........- ............ . .. ....... . ......... .......... .. .....

....... . .. ....... - . ..... . ... ° ........ ... ........ ..... . . ... .......
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EXHIBIT B

GENERAL INSIRUCTlONS TO BIDDERS AND
CONTRACTORS FOR PRINTING

United States Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
SPECIFICATIONS .ND ORDERS

1. Specifications for Federal contract printing are developed for uniform
bidding and thus quotations should be based on strict adherence to the speci-
fications. When an alternate bid is made-conditions of quotation other than
as specified-it should be clearly Indicated as "alternate."

2. Bid forms should be filed in triplicate when a quotation is being tendered.
If a quotation is not made, a single form should be filed with the notation "no
bid" and signed by an authorized representative of the company.

3. Telegrphic bids are acceptable provided the wire is filed prior to the closing
time of bidding. Confirmation of telegraphic bid must be immediately made
by submission of bid forms in triplicate.

4. When question arises concerning specification before award has been made
refer to the "Jacket Number" in the upper left hand corner of the specifications
form.

6. Specifications are submitted for quotation on the facilities within individual
plants for purposes of economy, speed, quality, and the fixing of responsibility.
The bid request must not be transferred to any other source. When facilities
within a firm are not sufficient to perform certain operations required, subcon-
tracting Is allowable and the names of such subcontractors must be listed In the
bid. Subcontracts for performance of the entire order are not desirable.

6. Notification consisting of a purchase order signed by the Director of Pur-
chases will be given to the successful. bidder. Unsuccessful bidders are not
customarily notified but information concerning bids received will be furnished
upon request.

PLATES, PATTERNS, NEOATIvEs, ETC.

7. Electrotype patterns (for molding printing plates) printing plates, nega-
tives, positives, or copy according to specifications will We furnished contractor
f. o. b. Government Printing Office. Patterns are Intended for molding only
and not for prining and wear or damage or alteration caused by other use will
be deducted from contractor's bill. The contractor must specify Instructions
as to shipment. (Pattern plates approximately one ou. r sq. in.)

8. All patterns, plates, negatives, etc., supplied by the Government Printing
Office, together with a sample copy or proof, must be returned to the Receiving
and Shipping Section, attention Purchase Order No. - in the original pack-
ages, ifpractical, immediately upon completion of the order. Payment of invoice
for work cannot be made until receipt of plates, etc.

9. Plates, mats, negatives, or other material manufactured or purchased by
the contractor from which a Government publication could be reprinted in
entirety or in part and overrun quantities on an order are not to be held by the
contractor viter completion of the order unless specific written permission for
such has been granted. All such material must be remelted or destroyed or
returned to the Government Printing Office Immediately upon completion of
the order. Acknowledgment of receipt of above material will be made only
upon request.

PAPER STOCK, FINDING MATERIALS, ETC.

10. Paper stock, unless otherwise specified will be furnished 1. o. b. Govern-
ment Printing Office by the Government Printing Office. Specifications will
Include size and quantity of stock, which will be the total quantity allowed on
the order.

II. In the event stock Is furnished direct from the mill and an overrun is deliv-
ered, this quantity must be reported to the Government Printing Office and a
Government bill of lading will be forwarded for Its return or other specific instruc-
tions.

12. The contractor must specify the railroad, and freight yard to which thepspelr is to be delivered.
3. When binding or other materials are furnished from the Government

Printing Office, specifications will so indicate "rd material will be shipped f. o. b.
Government Printing Office. /i
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PREWSWORK

14. Presswork process will be indicated in specifications and variation will not
be acceptable. Inferior work will be rejected at all times. Sixteen- or thirty-
two-page signatures are acceptable.

BINDING

* 15. In padding, a difference of only 3 percent over or under the specified quan-
tity of sheets per ped will be allowed.

WRAPPING, TIEINO, PACKING, ETC.

16. Whenever the following terms are used in the specifications, the following
interpretation will apply: Wrap-The printed work must be wrapped in heavy
kraft paper or acceptable substitute chipboard (0.04) placed on top and bottom
of the printed work and sealed with gummed tape. Wrap and tie-Chipboard
(0.04) must be placed on the top and bottom of the printed work, wr
heavy kraft paper, and tied (cross-tied) around both sides of the packs e wrapped
twice with substantial cord or twine. 7ed-Chipboard (0.04) top and bottom-
A piece of chipboard, cut the same size as the printed work, must be placed on
top and bottom of the work and tied (cross-tied) around both sides of the package
wrapped twice with substantial cord or twine. By a stantial cord is meant a
16-ply cotton cord or equal.

17. If the order covers more than one form, each form must be packed In sep-
arate cartons.

LABELS, DELIVERY, RECEIPT, ETC.

18. Shipping or packing labels should be designed in accordance with sample
label submitted all contractors.

19. Labels must show the name of the Department, together with the Jacket
number, requisition, form number Government Printing Office order number,
and the quantity (number of copies) contained In each package. Number of
skids, packages, etc., Is not sufficient information for receipt of the order. Trans-
portation companies must be furnished billing by the contractor to cover the
contents of each shipnent in detail This detailed information must be carried
on the bill of lading and presented to this Office or other consignee at the time ofdelivery20. e ruck shipments to Washington, D. C., must be delivered through the

Government Printing Office, where an employee will accompany It to its final
destination. Bid must be on basis of delivery to final destination as specified
and should include cost (if any) of stop at Government Printing Office. Deliver-
ies will be received only between the hours of 8 a. m. and 3:30 p. m. weekdays,
and 8 a. m. and 12 noon Saturdays, except when prior special arrangements
have been made.

21. Freight shipments in carload lots must be consigned to the Government
Printing Office, Washington D. C. and not to the Government Printing Office
Warehouse or Warehouse siaing. inloading and delivery will be at the expense
of the contractor. When less than carload-lot shipments are made by freight and
hauled direct to the consignees by the railroad companies, this Office should be
furnished complete Information as to the date shipments are made.

22. No receipt for delivery to Government Printing Office will be accepted unless
signed by an authorized Government Printing Office employee.

23. When delivery point is other than Washington,D. C., a receipt In triplicate,
signed by the re eiving ofcer, must be procured. The original Is to be retained by
the contractor, the duplicate'given to the receiving office, and the triplicate sent
to the Specifications and Contract Section, Planning Division, of the Government
Printing Office. This receipt must Include the address, itemized quantity, Govern-
ment Printing Office order number, Jacket number, department requisition, and
form number plainly indicated. A separate receipt is required for each different
form. The receipt must show actual number of copies delivered or whatever unit
is spec ed In order.

24. The maximum weight of any shipping crate (including its contents) should
not exceed 250 pounds. When forms are delivered on skids, gross weight of skids
(including contents) must not exceed 2,000 pounds.
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DISPLAY OF CONTRACTOR'S IMPRINT

25. Contractors are not permitted to display thenAme of their firm or any
trade-mark on finished work or on cartons or labels attached to Government,
printed matter.

OVERRUNS

28. It is expected that the original bid will include the cost of normal production
allowances for waste, spoilage, etc. Overruns of printed matter developed through
the occurrence of less waste, spoilage, etc., than anticipated should be deliveredto the Government Printing Office, or ail paper supplied by the Government
Printing Office over the amount required should be returned to the Government
Printing Office at the time of delivery of the order (see paragraphs 9 and 11).
Payment will not be made for overruns when paper is supplied by Government
Printing Office or furnished by the contractor.

INVOICING, EXTRA CHARGES, ETC.

27. Invoice and voucher forms will be supplied to the contractor with the order
and must be used in rendering contract charges.

28. Extra charges are not allowable unless a written authorization has been
given by the Director of Purchases.

29. Changes in specification of the order affecting the product or delivery must
be authorized in writing by the Government Printing Office.

30. When completed work is delivered in quantity less than the original order,
a deduction should be made by the contractor on the invoice and voucher pro rata
with the total accepted amount of the order.

NOTICE OF RECEIPT OF STOCK, PATTERNS, ETC.

31. Upon the completion of the delivery of patterns, stock, etc., the Govern-
ment Printing Office must be notified to this effect and the contractor will govern
his delivery date accordingly.

EIOHT-HOUR LAW

32. Bidders must comply with the provisions of the Eight-Hour Law, 37 Stat.
137, dated June 19 1912 Should a contract entered into pursuant to this
proposal require or involve the employment of laborers or mechanics in its per-
formance, no laborer or mechanic doing any part of the work contemplated, in
the employ of the contractor or any subcontractor contracting for any part of
said work will be required or permitted to work more than 8 hours in any I
calendar day upon such work. For each violation of this provision a penalty of
$5 will be imposed upon the contractor for each laborer or mechanic for every
&alendsr day In which such'employee is required or permitted to labor more than
8 hours upon said work, and all penalties thus imposed will be withheld for the
use and benefit of the Government: Prorided, That this stipulation will be subject
to the exceptions and provisions of the act of June 19 1912 37 Stat. 137.

33. Under the provisions of section 303, Public, ko. 781, 76th Congresst ap.
proved September.9 1940, work in excess of 8 hours per day will be permitted
upon compensation for all hours worked in excess of 8 hours per day at not less
than one and one-half times the basic rate of pay.

WALSH-AUALEY ACT

34. "Representations and stipulations pursuant to Public Act No. 846, Seventy-
fou:rth Congress " are hereby made a part of the specifications.

35. The provisions of this act are inoperative if the contract is for a definite
amount notIn excess of $10,000. If under $10,000, the provisions of the Eight-
Hour Law apply.

CONFIDENTIAL NATURE OF THZ WORK

36. Federal Government work, such as Is sub6mitted for bids by this Office
and'specifications" therefor, are of a confidential or classified nature and all
information, conversation, and correspondence concerning same should be con-
sidered accordingly. Al forms or other material submit as a sample of the
work should be returned to the Government Prihting Office at the time bids are
submitted. The material must be properly marked for identification. Any re-
quests for Information arising with the contractor or other source concerning
the work should be referred to the Government Printlng'Office, where proper
consideration will be given the request by a duly authorized representative of
the Federal Government. /
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Exetisi C

QUESTIONS AND ANSWER ON CONTRAcT PRINTING FoR NATIONAL DEFENSE
United States Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

Q. We understand the Government Printing Office Is letting out printing to
commercial firms. Is that so? How can we be listed to receive some of these
orders?

A. Yes. You should fill out a questionnaire in order that the Government
Printing Office might have essential Information In regard to your equipment.
(U. S. Code, title 44, see. lia.)

Q. Where may these questionnaires be obtained?
A. Copies may be obtained direct from the Government Printing Office, or

from local master printers' associations.
Q. We filled out a questionnaire and sent It In some time ago but have heard
thIng from It. Did the Government Printing Office receive it?
A. Because of the number of questionnaires received, it Is not the policy of the

Government Printing Office to acknowledge receipt of them.
Q. Will any Jobs of printing be placed with printers who have not filled in and

fied questionnaires?
A. The lists of printers to whom Invitations to bid are sent are prepared from

the Information contained in the questionnaires on file.
Q. To how many firms are Invitations to bid sent?
A. To never less than three and as many more is Is practical under the cir-

cumstances.
Q. Can samples of the types of printing to be let out to commercial printers be

obtained from the Government Printing Office?
A. When available. However, in many cases Samples are not available, but the

Invitation to bid will be accompanied by definite and specific specifications as to
what Is desired.

Q. Are printing plants classified in the Government Printing Office according
to the type of work they are best equipped to do, such as pamphlet printing,
book printing, form printing, etc.

A. The classification of Individual plants is given consideration when surplus
printing Is to be supplied by commercil plants.

Q. Is it necessary for individual printers to call on the Public Printer in order
to obtain business.

A. No; it is absolutely unnecessary.
Q. Is there any advantage for a printer to directly contact the Government

Printing Office anticipating opportunities to bid or In the placement of the work?
A. No- it is absolutely unnecessary.
Q. Is It possible to confine the requests for bids to a particular locality or

territory?
A. 2o. The purpose of the law with respect to competitive bidding (R. S. 3709)

Is to assure to the Government the lowest possible price consistent with the quality
desired. (See also Comptroller General's decision, vol. 18, p. 118.)

Q. When bids are opened to whom Is the award of the contact given?
A. To the lowest responsible bidder, provided the low bid Is not Inconsistent

with known costs of producing the same job or jobs In the Government Printing
Office. (U. S. Code, title 44, sec. 16.)

Q. In case no acceptable bid Is received, what happens?
A. The bids are rejected and the job Is readvertised.
Q. Is all the printing purchased by the Government Printing Office from com-

mercial printers bought on a competitive basis?
A. Yes.
Q. Does all National Defense printing for the various Government depart-

ments, bureaus, agencies, etc., clear through the Government Printing Office?
A. fes, with a ew minor exceptions provided by law.
Q. When In the exceptional case Government departments advertise for bids

on printing direct, does this mean that the Government Printing-Office cannot
produce the work?

A. Not necessarily. There Is provision for the purchasing of certain types of
printing by particular agencies of the Government, such as field printing. Other
pring for such agencies, when specific authorization Is provided by law, may

V rocured from private sources. (U. 8. Code, title 44, see. lia.
i.eIs it possible to give a little longer time between the arrival of the bid sheet

In printer's office and the day on which bids will be opened In Washington?
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A. The time of delivery which is fixed by the ordering Federal Agency governs
the length of time which can be allowed for the submission of bids. The Govern.
ment Printing Office has no control over this, but undertakes to allow as much
time as possible for the preparation and submission of bids.

Q. Could information be sent as to printing contracts awarded by the Govern-
ment Printing Office to firms or associations in this section of the country?

A. When an award is made, all information relative thereto becomes public
property and is posted in the Government Printing Office.

Q. A bid was recently submitted to the Government Printing Office in accord-
ance with specifications sent us, but we have heard nothing in regard to this
matter. Has the award been made?

A. Possibly. If so the successful bidder was sent an official order for produc-
tion of the job. Notice is not sent to the unsuccessful bidders.

Q. How can the smaller printer participate in the production of this work?
A. The size of the job naturally determines the kind of plant that is equipped

to produce It. Most of the Government orders are for large quantities and for
quick delivery; therefore, most of the orders will be filled by the plants having
equipment to turn out the job within the specified time.

Q. It has been the impression that it is the Government's policy to encourage
the letting of contracts, either directly or through the main contractors, to smaller
businesses. Why is it that the Government has let very few contracts for printing
to medi,im-sized plants?

A. The Government Printing Office has awarded contracts to printers of any
size whose questionnaires Indicated they were equipped to supply the immediate
need. Contracts are awarded to but one contractor because of ihe necessity for
fixing responsiblity for the completion of the job in a satisfactory manner upon
one firm.

Q. Cannot some arrangement be made whereby work can be contracted in
certain cities with a subcontractor arrangement so that several plants can be used
on production, and make these large Jobs available to smaller cities where large
plants are not located?

A. See answer to preceding question.
Q. There Is scarcely a printing firm in this city whose bindery is sufficiently

large and efficient to handle jobs the size of Government orders, and they have to
have this part of the work done In outside binderies. Why not give our organiza-
tion, which represents these binderies, the opportunity to bid for this work direct?

A. This would be giving an undue advantage to a particular group which may
not include all of the binderies in a given area. The printer who receives an award
will be expected to deliver the completed job within the terms of the specifications.
The question of bindery service which he is not equipped to render is a problem
for his solution.

Q. Our plants are located near cantonments and other Federal agencies, and
since these agencies use printed forms and other printed material, can't they
purchase their printing direct from us?

A. Most of the printing needs of military and naval units around the country
are for forms, pamphlets, and procedural information originating with their
respect tive departments in Washington. This printed matter has been stand-
ardiTed at headquarters in Washington, and according to law ordered for produc-
tion In the Government Printing Office. Expense, needless duplication, and
waste would result if each of the units were to purchase the same types of forms,
and other printed matter in smaller quantities within its own area. (U. S. Code,
title 44, see. IlIl.)

Q. Some printers feel that they should have an opportunity of doing some of
the Defense work allocated to this State. Why is it that other States have
received many orders and few have been received by printers in this State?

A. Defense printing is not allocated to any State. The various governmental
departments place their orders. direct with the Government Printing Office.
Each Job presents a separate and distinct requirement. If the Job (or jobs)
cannot be produced in the Government Printing Office in time to meet the need,
invitations to bid for this work are sent to commercial plants whose questionnaires
indicate they are best equipped to handle specific Jobs. (U. 8. Code, title 44,
see. Ila.)

Q. Why doesn't the Government Printing Off)ce distribute this business on a
basis of geographical areas, either by States or army corps areas, or something
similar?

A. Because the law requiring competitive bidding is designed to give all quali-
fied persons equal rights to compete for G6vernment business irrespective of
location. (See Comptroller General's decision, vol. 18, p. 118.)

*1/
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Q. Approximately what volume of National Defense printing will there be
available during 1941 to be produced outsidQ of the Government Printing Office?

A. It is impossible to estimate the amount of such printing that will be pro-
duced.

Q. 'hen will the needs of the various governmental departments and agencies
be determined?

A. They are being determined daily, and Ihe Government Printing Office has
no information as to what they are until the requisition is received In this Office.

Q. In order to get Government printing, Is it necessary to operate a union
shop?

A. No. However, the Eight-hour Law of 1912 as amended applies to all
contracts entered Into by the Government Printing Office for printing work, and
the Walsh-lIealey Act applies to all contracts in excess of $10,000.

Q. Has any of the overflow work been placed In open shops?
A. As elsewhere stated the award must be made in every Instance to the

lowest responsible bidder, provided he comp'ies with all existing laws, rules, and
regulations.

Q. Are freight costs to be added to and included in the cost of the Job?
A. Yes: bids are on the basis of f. o. b. Government Printing Office, Washington,

D. C., or f. o. b. at point of destination if other destination is specified. -Comp-
troller General's decision, volume 16, page 729 states: "The decisions of this
office have been to the effect that cost of delivery Is always a matter for consider-
ation by the Government In determining which is in fact the lowest bid received."

I~n view of the fact that a lot of the Government printing Is used in various
handicathe country, why Is It all purchased on a basis of. o. b. Washington?

A. All such printing is not purchased on the basis of f. o. b. w shington.
Delivery is made at the point designated by the ordering agency of the Govern-
ment. These places are widely separated throughout the whole country.

Q. Where long freight hauls are necessary, Is there any way to arrange that
the job might be considered delivered when it has been delivered to the railroad
or trucking company at the point of manufacture?

A. No; not without taking Into consideration all transportation charges.
Q. Is It possible, In bidding, to equalize freight rates?
A. No, because the necessity for delivering the finished product at the point

of destination cannot be avoided.
Cannot something be done about the freight differential which works a
ladeap against the supplier In a city more remoteb from Washington, D. C.?

A. This Isan economic question which does not appear to be within the scope
of practical determination connection with current emergencyaprntingf.

Q.When delivery is to be made to the Government Printing office, Washing-
totn D C by freight, Is it necessary to add cartage In Washington?

a No;f ut if delivery is to be made to the Washington freight yard for ultimate
transportation to a point of destination in Washington, cartage will be a part of
the transportation expense.

Q. Wyli paper supplied by the Government Printing Office on printing
A. Because experience Indicates that It Is cheaper for the Government to

onrare ae. Moreover It places prospective bidders on a more equitable

bis Ilnt.ddn

Q. WVhen fnivid fu printers bid on specifications furnished by the Govern-
ment Printing Office, Is It permissible to specify sizo of paper desired and obtain
same if the printer is the low bidder?

A. If the specifications state the size of sheet which will be furnished, bids will
be considered only on such size. If no size Is stated In the specifications. the
contractor has the right to specify the size he will use.

Q. Will paper supplied by the Government Printing Office be delivered to the
printer?

A. Usualfly paper is supplied f. o. b. contractor's city. This means that
contractor must arrange and pay for cartage from the freight yard In his city to
his plant.

Q. Cannot some arrangement be made to make partial. delivery with an
extension of time for final delivery? Most of the specifications we Liave seen
demand complete preference of productive facilitli over regular work. We
welcome the opportunity to do Government printing but feel that an injustice
In done regular customers it their work must be shunted aside on short notice
and the entire plant given over to an occasional Government job.
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A. When time permits, the specifications provide for partial delivery, with
other quantities delivered at specified times.

Q. Is all the printing purchased on the outside by the Government Printing
Office reprint material which was originally produced in the Government Printing
Office?

A. The greater portion is reprint material.
Q. Why does the Government Printing Office almost always supply pattern

plates on printing pursed?
A. On reprint Jobs this avoids the necessity for composition in the commercial

plant, guarantees uniformity of type style and facilitates the production ofthe
completed Job. The patterns are then available for future reprint$ if new plates
are necessary due to plates wearing out.

Q. Is the National Defense printing purchased through the Government
Printing Office confined to letterpress printing or is there any considerable vol-
ume of offset Involved?

A. All processes are used. The particular process for a specific Job is stated
in the specifications. If a particular process is stipulated in the specifications,
no variation will be accepted.

Q. We have been informed that on many contracts for printing Government
Defense work, electrotype plates have been furnished the contractor. Does
the Government Printing Office follow the same practice in awarding work to
offset plants by furnishing negatives?

A. Negatives are furnished when such are available in the Government Print-
ing Office or where such practice is deemed most advisable. Where negatives
are not furnished, reproduction proofs or clear reprint copy is supplied. •

Q. Since the Government Printing Office is not called upon to do four-color
process work in large volume, will such work be placed in cities specializing in
this field, and will photoengravings, electrotypes, negatives, or positives usually
be supplied with the printing and binding of such work?

A. Invitations to produce Jobs of this character will be Issued to firms whose
equipment appears to qualify them to do such work. Photoengravings and elec-
trotypes, etc., in most eases, will not be supplied.

Q. A recent Job specification on which estimates were sought did not convev
a very accurate Idea of the ink coverage required on a four-color poster. Would
it not be possible to supply a photographic reproduction of the copy in such cases?

A. When this is possible, it will bedone. Usually a sample for approximating
ink consumption will be supplied.

Q. -r,'e service plants are an important c" in our production machine.
We have for years served clients extremely critical on the confidential angle,
without difficulty. Will such a relationship be a handicap upon the possibility
of securing Defense printing?

A. No.
Q. How do the prices charged by the Government Printing Office comparewith commercial prime?
A. Commercial prices are variable. Government Printing Office prices ap-

proximate prices charged for work done under comparable efficient conditions in
commercial plants.

Q. In the regulations of the Joint Committee on Printing there are a number
of allotments set up for the purchase of field printing by various departments of
the Government. How and from whom may a printer get business in connect.
tion with this field service printing?

A. By contact with the agencies in the field which have authority to produce
field printing.

Q. Are Imprints permitted on work done for the Government?
A. No.
Q. What are the functions of the Advisory Committee?
A. The Advisory Committee was organized to help the Public Printer in the

distribution of the questionnaires throughout the 'United States. It was felt that
the committee included the key men in the different sections of the country, and
knowing their particular sections, could cooperate and get the necessary data to
the Government Printing Office more efficiently. Other duties will be assigned
as necessity requires.

Q. What relationship have the members of ,the Public Printer's Advisory
Committee to the selection of plant, or to the awarding of contracts?

A. The functions of the Advisory Committee do not include the selection of
plants or the awarding of tl. contract.

Q. Why can't my Representative or Senators help me to get some Government
printing?
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A. Because contracts are necessarily awarded in accordance with established
laws, rules, and regulations.

Q. If, for any reason, I do not care to bid on a particular request, should I
return the proposal form?

A. If a bid is not to be made, the proposal form should be filled out with a
notation "no bid, equipment filled," or other reason for not bidding should be
stated and the proposal form returned to the Government Printing Office just as
if a bid were being offered.

Mr. HOLCOMB. I asked Mr. Henderon to secure further facts on
the number of contracts, the number of contracts let to private firms.

He again interviewed Mr. Herrell of the Government Printing Office.
Mr. Herrell estimates that the contracts which the Government

Printing Office has awarded to private concerns has amounted to ap-
proximately 10 percent of their current volume; meaning 10 percent
of the current amount of work that the Government Printing Office
is doing.

Since Obtober 25, 1940, they have let out 1,869 printing awards to
private concerns to 256 private printers who have participated in
these awards. I repeat that 1,869 contracts of printing orders have
been awarded to 256 private firms.

As I have already stated he repeated that these awards were not
always made to the lowest bidder.

Mr. Herrell says that all their employees are tider the civil service.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Holcomb, have you got the names of those

recipients of those contracts?
Mr. HOLCOMe. No, I do not have those.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would get those names, so we could then

insert them into the hearing.
Mr. HOLCOMB. I should be glad to do that. I believe the Govern-

ment Printing Office could readily supply them. I would be glad to
ask them to supply them for the committee if your counsel-

The CHAIRMAN. We would like to get them, and see just what part
of the country they come from.

Mr. HOLCOuB. If Mr. Kirkland will get in touch with me tomorrow
in Washington, why we villa see.

(The matter referred to is as follows:)
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFIrCE,

WahsAington, D. C.

COUMERCIAL PRINTING FIRMs RECEIVING GOVERNMENT PAINTING CONTRACTS
FRou OCTOBER 23, 1940, TO MARCH 7, 1942

Furnished to Select Committee to Conduct a Study and Survey of the National
Defense Program in Its Relation to Small Business of the United States, House
of Representatives, in accordance with the request of the chairman made
during the hearings held on March 4, 1942, In Detroit. (See page 477 of
hearings.)

Alabama: California-Continued.
Birmingham: Boutwel-Foster Co., Los Angeles:

Inc. Citizen Print Shop Inc
Ford, Ellis & Co., Ltd.

California: Times-Mirror Printing& Bind.
Emeryville: 'Pacific Manifolding Ing House.

Book Co., Inc. Trade Press Room, Inc.
San Francisco: Colorado:

H. S. Crocker Co., Iiw. Denver:Kistler Stationery Co., The
Independent Pressroom. W. H.
Phillips & Van Orden Co. Smith-Brooks Printing CO.
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COMMERCIAL PiulNTo raMs RcEmxo GovwNssr PaINTING O0rrsAcTs Fsom
Ocrmo 23, 1940, To MAcH 7, 1942-Continued

Connecticut:
Greenwich: Conde Nast Publia-

tions, Inc.
Orange: Wilson H. Lee Co.
New Haven: Steinback & Sons,

Inc., A. D.
Rockville: United States Envelope

Co.
Georg :

Dittler Bros.
Foote and Davies, Inc.

Decatur: Bowen Press.
Fort Benning: Commandant, the

Book Shop, The Infantry School.
Illinois:

Chicago:
American Colortype Co.
American Decalcomania Co.
American Offset Corporation.
The Blakely Printing Co.
Bucklev-Dement & Co.
Cuneo"Peess.
Excelsior Printing Co.
Franklin Bindery.
Gentry Printing Co.
W. F. Hall Printing Co.
The Inland Press, Inc.
International Harvester Co.
Lincoln Printing Co.
George F. MeKiernan & Co.
Magill-Weinshelmer & Co.
John Maher Printing Co.
Mans Corporation.
The Marshall-White Press.
Maxwell-James Printing &

Lithograph Co.
Mevereord Co.
Ne ly Printing CO.
Newman.Rudolph LithographCo.
C. 0. Owen & Co.
Rand-McNally & Co.
The Regensteiner Corporation.
Rockwell-Barnes Co.
Runkle-Thompson-Kovats,

Inc.
H. C. Sherman & Co.
Sleepeck, Helman Printing Co.
The Wesel Co.

Mt. Morris: Kable Bros. Co.
Oak Park: Pioneer Publishing Co.

Indiana:
Hammond: W. B. Conkey Co.
Indianapolis:

Bookwalter-Ball.Oreathouse
Printing Co.

Williad B. Burford Printing
Co.

South Bend: Campbell Box & Tag
Co.

Iowa:
Des Moines: The James M. Pierce

Corporation.

Kansas:
Fort Leavenworth:

Book Department Command
and General Staff School.Kentucky:LuEnvi]e: Standard Printing Co.

Maryland:
Baltimore:

The Adpress.
Baltimore Salesbook Co.
Ben Franklin Pres.
Commercial Envelope Co.
Dulaney-Vernay C.
Fleet-McGinley, Inc.
French-Bray Printing Co.
Garamond Press..
The J. E. Gerding & Co., Inc.
A. Iloen & Co., Ino.
George W. King Printing Co.
The Maurice Leeser Co.
Lord Baltimore Press.
Maran Printing Co.
Meyer & Thalheimer.
Monumental Printing Co.
Oles Envelope Corporation.
Postagraph Co.
Reese Publicity Co., Inc.
Romm Press.
Waverly Press.
Whitaker Paper Co.
Wolk Printing Co.
Denton: Rue Publishing Co.

Ilehester: Barigis Bros. Co.
Massachusetts:

Boston:
Buck Printing Co.
Forbes Lithograph Manufac-

turing Co.
Framingham: Dennison Manufac-

turing Co.
Lawrence: Pierce Lithographic

Corporation.
Norwood: Berwick & Smith Co.
Springfield:

Phelps Publishing Co.
Springfield Printing & Binding

CO.
Waltham: Potter Press.

Michigan:
Detroit:

Bornman & Son, John.
Federal Lithograph Co.
Mulford Co.
Wolfe, Inc.

Grapd Rapids:
Dean Hicks Co.
Standard Press.

Wayne: W. B. Farrell Associates,
Inc.

Minneota:
Minneapolis:

Harrion & Smith Co.
Jensen Printing Co.

St. Paul: McGill Warner Co.
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COM ERCIAL PSInrNso FIRMs RECLIHXo GovMNUrr PUrlnG COONmAcrs FaoM

OCTWBE 23, 1940, T MARCH 7, 1942-Continued

Missouri:
Kansas City: La Rue Printing Co.
St. Louis:

George D. Barnard Stationery
CO.

Blackwell Wielandy Co.
Britt Printing & Publishing

Co.
Burgess Printing Co.
Buxton & Skinner Printing &

Stationery Co.
Cap-Revstone Printing Co.
Collins Printing Co., If. S.
Comfort Printing & Stationery

Co.
Garrison-Wagner Printing Co.
Hart Printing Co.
Kohler Printing Co.
Mendle Printing Co.
James Mulligan Printing &

Publishing Co.
Simmons-Sisler Co., Inc.
Universal Printing Co.
Von Hoffman Press.
Wolff Printing Co.

New Jersey:
Belle'illie: Sweeney Lithograph Co.
Camden:

Ihe Haddon Craftsmen, Inc.
Levering-Riebel Co.

Clifton: American Colortype Co.
loboken: Publication Corporation

Alco Gravure Division.
Jersey Cit:

Arvey Corporation.
Jersey City Printing Co.

Trenton:
Hibbert Printing Co.
Trenton Times.

New York:
Buffalo:

J. IV. Clement Co.
Sales Lithograph Co.

Glendale: P. L. Andrews Corpo-
ration.

New York:
Acwell-Tone, Inc.
American Book-Stratford

Press, Inc.
P. L. Andrews Corporation.
Ar-Kay Printing Co., Inc.
Arrow Press Inc.
Bauer Lithograph Co.
Berlin ad Jones Co.
Louis C. Berrian Inc
Blanchard Press Inc.
Bre(t Lithographing Co.
Broqklyn Fagle Press
Bryant Press Inc.
Burr Printing House. .
Canterbury Press Inc.
Carey Pres Corporation.
Conway Printing Co.
Correct Printing Co., Inc.

New York-Continued.
New York-Continued.

Criterion Advertising Co., Inc.
Davis Delaney & Harrs Inc.
Dependable Printing Co.
Eilert Printing Co.
Einson-Freeman, Inc.
Eldredge Co.
Elliot & Co., Inc., II. R.
Ever Ready Label Corpo-

ration.
Fitzhugh, William W., Inc.,
Charles Francis Press, Inc.
Gordon Press, Inc.
Grinnell Lithographic Co., Inc.
Guide Printing Co.
International Press.
Isaac Goldmann Co.
Kindred Maclean & Co., Inc.
Horace S. Kipe.
Lenz & Reicker, Inc.
Lincoln Engraving & Printing

Corporation.
Longacre Press Inc.
Mail & Express Printing Co.
Meerow Press, Inc.
Mercury Lithographing Cor.poratin.

L. Middleditch Co.
National Process Co.
James F. Newcomb Co., Inc.
Obefly "& Newell Lithograph

Corporation.
C."J. O'Brien Inc.
Offset Reproductions, Inc.
Pace Pres, Inc.
Pa-4 Brothers Decalcomania

Co.
Polygraphic Co. of America,

Inc.
Publishers Printing Co.
Read Printing Co.Rogers, Kellog Sti/lsn, Inc.
Rogowski Co. Inc.
Rothehild-Fink Corporation.
Roy Press.
Sawdon Co., Inc.
Schilling Press, Inc.
Schneider Press, Inc.
Snyder & Black, Ino.
Surgeon Tucker.
Steinberg Press, Inc.
Strawberry HIl Press, Inc.
Tension Envelope Corpora.

tion.
The U. S. Printing & Litho-graph C.Van Res Press.

Virginia Plak Co., Inc.
Western Newspaper Union.
Wickersham Press, Inc.

Niagara Falls: Amerle.n Salesbook
Co., Inc.
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COMMERCIAL PRIqTiNO FEams RwxvilNo Govxa,;MENT PRINTINo CotAuCsTS FRoM
OCIMBER 23, 1940, TO MARCH 7, 1942-Continued

New York-Continued.
Poughkeepsie: Western Printing &

Litho Co.
Rochester: Stetcher-Traung Litho-

graph Corporation.
North Carolina:

Charlotte: Standard Printing Co.
Raleigh:

Edwards & Broughton Co.
Mutual Press.

Ohio:
Ashland: A. L, Barber Co.
Cincinnati:

S. Rosenthal & Co., Inc.
Commercial Printing & Litho-

graphing Corporation.
Danner Press, Inc.

Cleveland:
Cleveland Shippng News.
Continental Lithographing

Corporation.
Corday & Gross Co.
Wolf Envelope Co.

Columbus:
Carroll Press, Inc.
The F. J. Heer Printing Co.
Stoneman Press.

Dayton:
Dayton Envelope Co.
Horstman Printing Co.
Otterbein Press.
Reynolds & Reynolds Co.

Massillon: The John Igelstroem
Co.

Norwood: Strobridge Lithograph-
ing Co.

Oregon:
Portland: James, Hens & Abbott

CO.
Pennsylvania:

ldarrburg: The Telegraph Press.
Lancaster: Lancaster Prew, Inc.
Philadelphia:

Allen, Lane & Scott.
Bingham Co.
Chilton Co.
Cuneo Eastern Press, Inc.
Dunlap Printing Co.
Joseph Hoover & Sons Co.
Hughes Russell C.
Frank 6. Jacobs Co.
Ketterlinus Lithograph Manu-

facturing Co.
Keystone Envelope Co.
George F. Laser Printing Co.
MeCandlish Lithograph Co.
MacCalla & Co., Inc.
Majestle Press.
Stern & Co., Inc., Edward.
T. A. Winchell & Co., Inc.
Zabel Brothers Co., Inc.

Pennsylvana-Continued.
Pittsburgh:

Arrow Press Corporation.
Herbick & Held Printing Co.
Republic Bank Note Co.

West Chester: The Denney Tag
Co.

Virginia:
Fort Belvoir: Engineer School.
Newport News: Newport News

Overfold Co.
Richmond:

Baughman Stationery Co.
Cussons, May & Co., Inc.
L. H. Jenkins, Inc.
Virgnia Stationery Co., Inc.
Williams Printing Co.

Roanoke: Roanoke Printing Co.,
Inc.

Tennessee:
Nashville: Baird-Ward Printing

Co.
Kingsport: Kingsport Press, Inc.

Texas:
Houston: Gulf Publishing Co.
Galveston: American Printing Co.

Washington:
Seattle: Metropolitan Press,

West Virginia:
Charleston:

Mathews Printing & Litho-
graphing Co.

Jarrett Pnnting Co.
Wisconsin:

M ilwaukee:
Gugler Lithographic Co.
Moeblus Printing Co.

Washington, D. C.:
Acme Printing Co.
Byron S. Adams.
Alpha Process Co.
American Electrotype Co., Inc.
R. P. Andrews Paper Co.
Army War. College.
Win. C. Ballantyne.
Barton Duer & Koch Paper Co.
Caslon Press, Inc.
Claude T. Clements.
Columbia Planograph Co.
Cornelius Printing Co.
Rufus H. Darby Printing Co.
Doyle Printing Service.
Eusey Press
Federal Lithograph Co.
Gibson Brothers, Inc.
M. & Ginn & Co.
Orapfio Arts Press, Inc.
Guithrie Lithograph C.
Hanes Lithograph Co.
Hayworth Printing Co.
Jarboe Printing Co.
Judd & Detwe ler, Inc.
)Kaufmann Press, Inc.

i
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COMMERCIAL PiisTI"e FIMe RwViCiVO GonmqNMEIr PaIwTio Ooxi"tscr FROu
OcT, Re 23, 1940, To MABRH 7, 1942-Continued

Washington, D. C.--Contlnued. Washington, D. C.-Continued.
Kirby Lithographic Co., Inc. Trades Unionist.
Law Reporter Printing Co. United Publishing Co.
Mercury Press. United States Coast and Geodetic
Mount Vernon Print Shop. Survey.
National Capital Press, Inc. Walling Process, Inc.
National Lithograph Co., Inc. Washington Mat Service.
National Publishing Co. Washington Planograph Co., Inc.
Potomac Electrotype Co. Washington Post.
Ransdell, Inc.' Washingfon Printers, Inc.
Remington Rand, Inc. Elmo J. White.
A. L. Sauls Planograph Co. Williams & HelntR Co.
Franc R. Sheiry. Wilson Printing" Co.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. HOLCOMB. Mr. Herrell stated all their employees are under

the civil service, and that this has a bearing for the reeson it is the
duty of the Government Printing Office to do almost all Government
printing, and it is their duty to keep their civil-service employees as
busy as possible. Therefore, it is not a question of having the ability
to appropriate more work out to private concerns, for the reason that
the law and the policy of the joint committee of Congress to do all the
Government printing that is possible to do in the Government Printing
Office and to only let out such contracts as they are unable to handle
and that to change this system it will be necessary to seek additional
legislation, and to also succeed in getting the Joint Committee on
Printing to change their present policy. .

It might be well to give a citation of the U. S. Code, section 1, title 44
of the U.S. Code. That is the law regulating Government printing.

The CHAIRMAN. You can have that inserted in your statement there.
Mr. HoLcouB. Yes.
I would suggest for the committee's consideration that one of two

policies-I would have the committee consider the present policy of
the Government Printing Office; that is, to do all the work it possibly
can do, and I understand it is working 24 hours a day, 6 days a week;
or to let out to the private firms all the work it can possibly let out.

The CHAIRMAN . Do you have any figures or information as to the
increase in the employment personnel of the Government Printing
Office since the beginning of the war emergency?

Mr. IOLCOMB. An employee whom I consulted on this matter,
who was with the Government Printing Office-he went with them 7
years ago-stated that at the time of his employment there was some-
thing around 3,000 employees in the whole Office, and that today
there is-the Government Printer is a man by the name of Giegengack.

Mr. PLOESEn. That is right.
Mr. HoLcoMB. He states there are over-well, approximately

8,000 employees in the Government Printing Office.
From purely the academic viewpoint of this matter, it would appear

particularly to'those engaged in private printing that in view of the
circumstances that there is less advertising being done, that the
private printer in the large and in the small towns as well is faced with

499
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a gradual shut-off of his normal revenue; that this committee might
well consider recommendations to the Congress or to the proper
committee in the Congress, that whatever laws that are blocking a
different policy be amended or changed to allow or to require perhaps
tho Government Printer to keep in the Government's shop only two
classes of printing. First, of course, the confidential printing that
just couldn't be let out to the small operator, or I mean to the private
operator second, that type of printing that where time is the essence,
such as Congressional Records, the report of committees, and so on.

Such a policy would undoubtedly bring about certain personnel dis-
location. That is, those employees that are in the Government Print-
ing Office-those that have been following the housing situation in
Washington, and that have been following announcements from the
Office of Facts and Figures, realize that there is going to be more de-
fense employees of civil-service status required, and so it has been
suggested that a sound procedure would be that if the Government
Printer, let's say, could get by with 3,000 employees, that those 6,000
employees be reassigned to other agencies .of Government who are
loo1ing for personnel and looking for clerical assistance right today.

The CHAIRMAN.'Well, of course, those people engaged over there
are mostly printers themselves?

Mr. HOLCOUB. I believe you will find-
The CHAIRMAN. But, we intend when we get back to Washington

to have the head printer testify before this committee, and we will
t to get the general idea on the problems here in the city of Detroit.

Mr. HoLcoMri. I have a letter from Chattanooga Tenn. He gives,
I believe, a pretty comprehensive-this is a copy of a letter to Chair-
man Patman.

The CHAIRMAN. You may insert that in the record. We are only
going to be here today, and we are awfully anxious to get the actual
story of the men here in the city of Detroit. So, any further informa-
tion you have, Mr. Holcomb, you may insert in the record in your
statement. Thank you.

(Whereupon the letter referred to by Mr. Holcomb is in the words
and figures as follows, to wit:)

DEARINO Pa1NTiNO CO.,

Congressman Wiire PATMAN Choalanooa, Tenn., February t6, 194t.

House Ojfice Building, Wadsingfon, D. c.
DzAR M. PATMUr: I am referred to you by Mr. Guy Holcomb, to whom I

wrote regardini the problems of the small businessman particularly the printer.
As I am the president of the Chattanooga Printers Cl,, I am familiar with the
problems of the local printers which are, no doubt, the same in other parts of
the country as here.

There are 39 listed printers'in the Chattanooga area. Most of them do not
have equipment, to do a complete printing job. Many of them have only one
job press with an assortment of type for hand composition. They get their type
at the one commercial composing plant in the city. Although these little plants
are leading a precarious existence they support from one to three families each
and in the aggregate, do considerable printing. 'They are becoming desperate
as their customers turn their facilities more and mote to defense work and require
less printing and no advertising.

fpeaking for my plant which has linotype automatic and cylinder presses, and
its own bindery, we have had a considerable let down in our volume of work.
Our loss for the month of January 1942 alone wis nearly $300 although January

)0
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Is generally one of our beat months. Obviously we cannot continue In business
at this rate. We have made It a point to try for defense printing but our dollar
volume for defense work in January was only 16 percent.

It has occurred to me that something like the following might be worked out:
One printer in a territory of this size could be designated as the printing coor-
dinator and orders placed through him for Government printing, particularly
that used in the locality. HIfe would be obliged to give out this work on some
sort of a percentage basis to plants in the area as far as their equipment permitted
and his plant would be included in this percentage basis. For this he would not
of course receive any remuneration.

We have worked up some business in printing war-production forms and have
sold some of them outside the city as far north as Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
These forms should be procurable through the local boards but many times they
cannot be obtained here, or In Knoxville or even In Atlanta. It is my opinion
that the printing used locally should be produced locally as far as possible.

It should not be necessary to secure bids because the printers have a proper
yardstick of prices which had to be followed in the old N. It. A. days. Every

winter of any size at all has the Franklin price list and practically every job can
e figured from It unless It requires some special treatment.

I would appreciate it if you would keep me In mind and advise about the
deliberations of your committee. If I can secure information for you or help in
any way I would be most happy to do so.

Yours for victory, FREo KEHEw.

The CHAIRMAN. First, gentlemen, Mr. Arthur W. Winter.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR W, WINTER, CHAIRMAN, DETROIT DIS.
TRESSED PRINTING INDUSTRY COMMITTEE

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Winter, you way state your name, and your
affiliation, where you reside, and I wish to ask you a question. I
notice you are representing the Detroit Printing Industry Com-
mittee, and you have specified there distressed printing Industry
committee.

Now, in making your genera! statement, are you speaking in behalf
of the other members that are listed here to be heard?

Mr. WINTER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You are making a general statement?
Mr. WINTER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. WINTER. My name is Arthur W. Winter. I am president

of the Evans-Winter-Hebb, Inc., Detroit.
The CHAIRMAN. You may sit down.
Mr. WINTER. Thank you.
I have been engaged in the printing, lithographing, and engraving

business in Detroit for about 37 years.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Winter, would you just hold that a minute?

The newspaper men would like to get a picture.
Now, Mr. Winter, before proceeding, how'long do you intend to

take to make your statement?
Mr. WINTER. Well, I would say probably 25 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. And are there any other statements on

this list that was handed to me? Are they going to make statements
also?

74915--42---ol. z----33
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Mr. WINTER Yes but the others will be rather short.
The CHAIRMAN. The reason is, we want to determine so that we

can be fair and impartial to you and to the rest, because we are only
going to be here today.

Mr. WINTER. I think I am going to highlight the conditions of the
entire industry in the city of Detroit, and mine of necessity will be
longer.

(Whereupon Mr. Winter read his statement to the committee, and
it is in the words and figures as follows, to wit:)

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR W. WINTER, PRESIDENT, EVANS-WINTER-HEBB, INC.,
PRINTERS, DETROIT, Mficu., IN BEHALF OF AND AS CHAIRMAN OF DETROIT
PRINTING AND LITHOGRAPHINO AND ALLIED TRADES DISTRESS COMMITrEE

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I am speaking as a member
of the Detroit Printing and Lithographing Distress Committee, representing the
printers, lithographers, and allied Industries of this area, such as engravers,
typesetters, electrotypers, paper merchants, and others.

In order to save your time and to make this statement as direct and clear as
possible, I should like to have the privilege of reading it.

We are dealing here with the problem of a distressed industry. To appreciate
its p robles, it Is necessary to review briefly some local and trade history.

When the automobile Industry started here, most of the plants were of modest
size, as were the printing plants which supplied such punted matter as they
needed. As the automobile industry grew the local printing Industry grew
with it. The demands constantly became larger and more existing. We in-
stalled special presses and other machinery and built up organizations to serve
these specialized needs, and of necessity were forced largely to Ignore other
possible sources of business outside of this area.

For more than 30 years the automobile Industry has depended on the advertis-
ing printers, lithographers, and allied trades for the creation and production of
sates literature, direct advertising, and sales promotion. Our equipment Is best
suited for these kinds of work and our workmen are all skilled craftsmen capable
of doing quality, multicolor printing requiring precision workmanship of thehighest order.hior to the depression, all these allied trades maintained an adequate appren-

tice system. But as a result of the depression this hal to be abandoned. It
was difficult to keep even Journeymen craftsmen partially employed.

Now a further dislocation has occurred. Our skilled workers are being forced
to find other means of livelihood, or to move to other communities. Very quickly
almost the entire skilled personnel of these industries will be dispersed so that
they can never be assembled again unless work is provided for the plants in this
distressed area.

Detroit as a printing center cannot be compared with cities where the printers
have long bee.% accustomed and equipped to derive a livelihood from the whole
broad field of printing-publications, mail-order catalogs, food containers, labels,
books, and so forth. For a generation, circumstances have compelled us to con-
centrate almost entirely on serving the automotive industry.

In this, as In other respects, Detroit is essentially a one-industry city-the
utomotive Industry. The overnight conversion of this great Industry to war

work has consequently suddenly deprived the printing, lithographic, and allied
trades here of 80 percent or more of their normal volume.

Naturally, we have done our best to make good this tremendous loss by tan-
vssing other possible buyers of printing. But we face an almost insurmountableotstae:11 due to the fact that these other markets have so long been preempted
by printers in other cities who have specializxM facilities with which It is prac-
tically impossible for us to compete.

Eyen if we were able to compete successfully for such business, we would
merely help to spread dislocation by taking away business from printers In other
cities.

The only market that remains to us is the Qovernment-the biggest buyer of
printing In the country.

I
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This is true of a great many other industries. But, unlike them, we find that the
Government which might well be our biggest customer is actually our biggestcompetitor.

The Government is not taking the bread out of the mouths of steelworkers by
setting up its own steel mills. The Government Is not depriving farmers of a
livelihood by setting up Government farms. But the Government Is actually
driving printers out of business by entering into direct competition with them.

The two largest printing plants in the whole world are the Government Printing
Office and the Bureau of Engraving. In addition, I am told the Government
owns and operates at least 100 other printing plants of one kind and another,
36 of these being In various Army camps.

While printers, lithographers, and allied industries here and elsewhere stand
Idle in dismay and , their business dwindle day by day, the Government printing
facilities keep swelling with mushroom-like rapidity.

Such a situation as this was never contemplated by the people or the Govern-
ment of the United States when the Government Printing Oce was established.
It was intended to meet the normal needs of the Federal Government. But
during the pst 8years the capacity of the Government Printing Office has been
more than doubled. We understand it is now working three shifts a day, 7 days
a week. It is just as if the Government arsenals were to attempt to meet the
need for shells and ammunition by confining all the work to Government arsenals.

Another important aspet of this situation Is that each time the Government
expands its printing facilitiesS or sets up another printing division In an Army
camp, it impairs the country s war work. The manufacturers of printing ma-
chinery have converted their industry almost entirely to war work. When they
are suddenly called on to build new printing equipment for the Government, they
have to reduce their work on gun mountings and things of that kind. Further.
more, they have to draw on the country's precious reserves of metal and other
supplies.

And so far as the Army plants are concerned, it means that able-bodied men
who enlisted for active service are put to doing printing which might just as well
be done by civilian printing plants now in distress through the wiping out of
their normal markets.

We do not think this situation is right. We believe that the Interests of the
country would be better served if a larger share of Government printing were to
be diverted to printing and lithographing plants in distressed areas.

It is true that some Government printing is now placed outside of Government
plants. But this is done on the basis of competitive bidding. Precious days are
wasted in sending out specifications and requests for bids, waiting for estimates
from private plants, analyzing the bids, purchasing materials, and finally awarding
contracts.

And usually, this system of getting bids puts all fair bidders at a disadvantage
by forcing them to meet bids from regions where subnormal wages and working
conditions prevail.

We believe that precious time could be saved, and the urgent printing needs of
many Government agencies met by adopting the policy followed by the War
Production Board whereby contracts are negotiated and then reviewed on com-
pletion as a check a4ainst excess profits.

Detroit printers, lithographers, and allied industries are well qualified to meet
the Government needs.

The facilities here of the 30 plants who filed questionnaires with the Govern-
ment Printing Office about a year ago are capable of handling $12,000,000 worth
of business per year employing 4 130 people.

In January and February I9M2 the volume of printing dropped more than 80
percent. There will be a still further decline unless the Government helps to
check It.

We are not asking for charity. We feel that our industries are* as well qualified
to serve the Government as they have so ably served the automotive industry.
We are capable of doing a complete job. Not only can we do the actual printing-
the presswork-but we can handle all the preparatory steps as well-setting the
type, procuring the art work, making the engravings and all the rest of it. We can
relieve bard-pressed Government agencies of an enormous burden,

In addition to this, Detroit is very favorably situated geographically. Povem.
meant printing can be shipped and distributed from here from coast to coast, juet
as efficiently as the automotive industry's printing has been distributed. Paper
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and other supplies are also available here so that there would be a minimum
demand on the overburdened transportation facilities.

Let me repeat that we are not asking for charity. But in behalf of all these
printers, lithographers, and allied industries of this distressed area, I am making an
earnest appeal to have the Government recognize our need for help.

We are not seeking a subsidy. We are only seeking an opportunity to do a
share of the printing required in the Nation's war effort. I e are not looking
for profit. We are/looking only for a chance to preserve our business and to
maintain our employed personnel.

We are an integral part of the Nation's fifth largest industry. We feel that we
have a worthy part to play In the Nation's war effort and in the reconstruction to
follow. All that we ask Vis that we be kept from disintegration and our facilities
put to work as those of other industries have been.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I have tried to give you a true picture of the distress conditions prevailing in
the printing, lithogrphing, and allied trades in this area. Now in behalf of the
distress committee, I would like to respectuly submit certain recommendations.
It is our hope that these will be given serious consideration as practical steps to
prevent our plants from closing their doors.

1. To divert a portion of the volume of printing now taxing the facilities of the
Government Printing Office, it is recommended that the Government Printing
Office's regular schedule of working hours and shifts be restored and that the
excess volume be placed through negotiated contracts with private printing plants
in the areas where the greatest percentage of economic dislocation due to the war
effort is apparent.

2. That all Government printing and lithographing requiring more than one
color, such as posters, booklets, folders, placards, publications, winners, etc., and
such other work as is not suited to the production facilities of the Government
Printing Office be placed with private printing plants in distress areas on a
contract basis consistent with the present policy of the War Production Board.

3. That permission be granted to Government agencies to negotiate printing
contracts directly with distressed printing establishments thereby eliminating
delay in the production of printing so urgently needed in the prosecutVon of the
war. Because of our more than 30 years' experience in planning and developing
printing for the automotive and other industries, including the preparation of art
work, composition, electrotype%- and all other preparatory steps, we recommend
further that Government agencies be empowered to turn Jobs over to us complete
so that all branches of the graphic arts here may be employed. This will insure
more efficient control of each job and will result in the delivery of jobs in much
shorter time than under present arrangements.

4. That consideration be given to the fact that in the distressed Detroit area
a workable plan can be evolved to pool idle equipment and manpower to produce
efficiently and with dispatch; any commission regardless of size. To further this
plan, the distressed industries could jointly maintain a Washington service
bureau-a technical advisory and planning office- -for direct contact with Gov-
ernment agencies in need of color printing and other promotional material.

6. That consideration be given to the fact that by permitting Detroit organ-
Izations to purchase paper from mills nearest to Detroit, the paper sizes best
dated to Detroit presses can be provided, relieving overburdened transportation

facilities and reducing carrying charges on stock.
6. That consideration be given to Detroit's favorable geographical situation

because of which distribution of printed material to all parts of the United States
can be effected more economically than from Washington.

7. That consideration be given to the President's Executive order of January
14 whereby, "Negotiated contracts without competitive bidding are permitted
and recommended." The announced policy of the War Production Board is to
negotiate all contracts and to spread work through subcontracting to small
establishments. All printing related to the war effort should be placed in this
category.

8. That Army and Navy printing specifications which are not conducive to
efficient production on available equipment a id standard sheet sizes or which
result in needless waste of paper stock, shall lUe referred to the War Piroduction
Board, printing and publishing branch, for study and revision.
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9. That any plan based on the foregoing recommendatins take due recognition
of demonstrable conditions of dislocation due to war production and that plants
which have suffered a loss of 50 percent or more of their volume be give preferen-
tial consideration In the placement of Government printing, lithography, and
related business. Since no other city In the country can demonstrate such
serious dislocation, we are certain that the Interests of the Government and the
need of employers and employees In this area will be served by such a plan and
that future anticipated cases of dislocation In the industry can be provided for.

Detroit printing, lithographing, and related Industries need help badly. With-
out Immediate action, many additional plants will be forced to else.

We feel that the printing industry-the nation's fifth largest industry-is too
vital to be allowed to disintegrate. The printed word has played a vital part in
the development of small business. It has given Email concerns the opportunity
of growing. It has created countless opportunities for Individbals In every line
of endeavor. It has helped to bring the automobile and countless household
facilities to millions of homes.

And it cab do these things again. If printing Is permitted to keep Itself alive
through sharing Inthe war effort, It will be ready for the day toward which some
Government agencies are already looking-the period of reconstruction. All
America then will be Intent on restoring normal conditions. Manufacturers
will be striving to rebuild shattered distribution systems and to make their
products available to American homes once more. And printing will be ready
to do its full share in that gigantic task, If now the obstacles are removed which
prevent it from taking a full and vital share In the war effort.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, Mr. Winter, in behalf of your associa-
tion, what effort was made by your association to got some of this
printing that is being done by the Government, if any?

Mr. WINTER. Mr. Chairman, I might explain this distress com-
mittee.

About four of the larger printers in Detroit pooled some money in
order that a committee could spend some time in Washington in be-
half of the industry. It was an unselfish thing on our part, realizing,
of course, that the printing industry was in this dire need. In the
last 5 or 6 weeks, tlns committee made five trips to Washington. We
contacted the Public Printer, we contacted Congressmen, and we con-
tacted everybody to whom we might look for-help. We were very
cordially received by Mr. Giegengack and his associates-there were
six or seven at that meeting. We left with them our analysis of our
distressed situation and the serious need for help from the Government
Printing Office, but after a 2-hour conference with them, we were told
that little could be done inasmuch as the Government Printing Office
has no authority to negotiate contracts, but must invite competitive
bids.

The CHAIRMAN. 'May I interrupt you there? Who informed you?
Mr. WINTER. Mr. Giegengack.
We inquired whether a congressional resolution would permit him

to negotiate contracts, and were informed that such a request had
been made, but up to that time had not been granted.

However, on January 14, the Federal Register, January 16, Exec-
utive order extension of provisions of the Executive Order No. 9001
of the 27th of December:

(Whercupon the Federal Register was read by Mr. Winter.)
Mr. WINTER. SO, there is an Executive order there signed on Jan-

ary 14, which gives the Public Printer the right to negotiate contracts.
1 he CHAIRMAN. Well, now you stated in your statement here that

the Army set up 36 printing plants in its various Army units scattered
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throughout the country. Of course, that wouldn't come under the
supervision of the head printer down there; that would be solely
under the jurisdiction of the Army authorities.

But, did you ever present that to the authorities in the War
Department?

Mr. WINTER. No; we did not. We did not.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we intend to do that.
Mr. WINTER. Mr. Chairman, I can't vouch for this, as I am merely

repeating what I have heard. For instance, in Detroit some of the
factories that require instruction Looks or books of information on
certain war materials are restricted to a certain method by certain
Army specifications. I refer to Vaiitype, which is a form of type-
writer type where the preparatory work is done in Detroit and then
sent to Army arsenals for printing. When finished, the books are
reshipped to Detroit for distribution. Later these forms or plates
are delivered to the Government Printing Office for safekeeping in
case a reprint is required.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether or not there is an established
printing plant set up in Camp Custer?

Mr. WINTER. No; I do not, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Halleck.
Air. HALLECK. I want to commend you for your statement. I

think it has been splenilid, and I think it points to some information
that the Congress and the country ought to have, and I hope this will
be the medium through which that information can be made known.

Mr. WINTER. Thank you very much.
Mr. HALLECK. It runs in my mind that we saw something in the

paper about the Government Printing Office doing a tremendously
big job of printing the sugar-rationing cards?

Mr. WINTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. HALLECK. Is that where they are being printed?
Mr. WINTER. No; they are not, Mr. Hialleck.
Mr. IIALLECK. Just as a specific illustration, where are tohse cards

printed?
Mr. WINTER. Well, now, there are three plants in Detroit that are

producing part of them.
Mr. HALLECK. There is some work of that sort being done through-

out the industry?
Mr. INTER. That is right. That was a rather complicated job,

and we knew about it in Washing ton 4 weeks ago this coming Friday.
We tried to see Mr. Henderson, but unfortunately could not see him.
We then talked to the Public Printer. That. was on Saturday prior
io our leaving, and lie was rather-well lie didn't seem to have much
of the details, yet we knew it was rather a complicated and rushed
job.

It took almost 3 weeks from the planning and securing of bids to
the awarding of contracts. ,

We advised Mr. Giegengack that we could produce the entire job
of some 200,000,000 copies by pooling the resources here in Detroit
in a matter of 3 weeks' time--and that il not an exaggeration.

In other words we could have employed enough idle machinery in
Detroit, had we teen given a contract, a negotiated contract, and it
isn't a difficult thing to negotiate printing contracts.

/
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Mr. HALLECK. Well, they are negotiating a lot of others, are they
not?

Mr. WINTER. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. Let me ask you, are any of these sugar-rationing

cards being printed by the Government?
Mr. WINTER. I don't know other than I understand a test run,

I think.
Mr. HALLECK. Let me understand you now. Is it your conten-

tion that the Government in its printing offices is doing printing work
that could be dohe by private industry throughout the country?

Mr. WINTER. Absolutely.
Mr. HALLECK. Do you have any information as to the extent to

which the Government printing establishment has been expanded
other than that you have given? Do you know anything about the
increase in the number of employees in Washington in the Govern-
ment Printing Office?

Mr. WINTER. No- I can't tell you that.
Mr. HALLECK. Of course, just offhand, it would seem to me to be

something of an outrage if the Government printing operations vere
stepped up to add to the congestion that is already prevalent in
Washington, which you have undoubtedly observed.

Mr. WINTER. YCs,-indeed.
Mr. HALLECK. If it involves the sort of printing that could be done

by private industry throughout the country.
Now, you referred to some new plants being set up. Do you know

definitely whether or not they have required the construction of new
machinery?

Mr. WINTER. Well-
Mr. HLLECI. I thought you made some reference V) that.
Mr. WINTER. Yes; my dates will not be accurate, but 4 or 5 weeks

ago we had a meeting with Mr. Sidney Hlillmn, and while I have
forgotten just where I read that the airfield in Dayton had requested
new printing machinery to cost about $300,000 in telling Mr. Hillman
our distress story we mentioned that fact to Lim, and he turned to
Mr. Brsndwin, his legal adviser, and stated, "Look into that. This
should be stopped immediately."

Mr. HALLECK. Well, it would seem to me that the use of manu-
facturing materials, of the steel and other critical materials that are
necessary to be used, could well be avoided if it is the sort of work
that can well and properly be done in the already existing facilities
throughout the country, and I am hoping that if that condition is
found definitely to exist, that we can do something to stop it.

Mr. WINTER. Yes sir.
Mr. HALLECK. I think that is all.
Mr. PLOESER. Mr. Winter, you said some of the sugar-rationing

cards are being printed here iti Detroit?
Mr. WINTER. That is right.
Mr. PLOESER. Are you printing any cards, or is it the instruction

sheets?
Mr. WINTER. The sheets, the numbered sheets, with the little

coupons.

ir. PLOESER. Where are all the cards being printed?
Mr. WINTER. I don't know, sir.
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Mr. PLOESER. Can you give us any idea of the comparative costs;
what would be the average?

Mr. WINTER. You mean the prices what a thing of that kind costs?
Mr. PLOESER. Yes; how much cheaper could the Government

Printing Office do the thing than could private printers?
Mr. WINTER. Of course, it would all depend on conditions. If my

plant were running two shifts a day, and I think I operate an efficient
plant, I don't believe the Government Printing Office can produce it
cheaper than I can, and I question whether they can produce it as
cheap, but, without facts and figures, and with the peaks and valleys
in our business, while tile Government business going at an even keel,
you can readily see their overhead is absorbed, where we are not in
that fortunate position.

Mr. Chairman, if I may just digress from this for a minute.
The CHAIRMAN. May I ask a question?
Mr. WINTER. Yes, indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. I notice you state here in your statement that the

only market that remains for your industry is the Government itself.
Well, now, if your association here and other associations through-

out. the country that are practically in the same difficult situation
that you find yourself in, if the nonessential printing that is now b- ing
conducted by the Government based upon testimony that has been
presented to us, that wouldn't be enough to keep the printers of
America going?

Mr. WINTER. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, in your plants here, you could not readily

convert them into various units where you could get some of this war
production work could you?

Mr. WINTER. We would be very anxious and very willing to do it.
Just how much a printing plant can be converted to'something else
I don't know, but we have some real assets, such as skilled employees
and buildings, which should not be allowed to go to waste.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, you were in the printing business in
World War No. 1, were you not?

Mr. WINTER. Yes, air.
The CHAIRMAN. Was there reconversion of those plants at that

time forgetting the war-production work in 1917 and 1918?
Mr. WINTER. We were given contracts for the very things that we

are asking for now, and that is Government printing. I have here
some books that we produced during the last war. They are instruc-
tion books, handbooks.

The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. WINTER. After our facilities were investigated and contracts

were awarded to us, technical writers worked in our plant; photographs
were 'taken; the necessary retouching was donp; engravings were
made; type was set; books were printed, bound, and shipped as
required. The books were produced in their entirety all under one
roof with proper police protection. There'wasn't this laborious long-
drawn-out procedure of getting 100 bids or more, and then the fellow
that. made the biggest mistake got the business. As a result, most
of the printing plants in Detroit were kkpt busy during the worst of
the dislocation in Detroit.
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The CHXIRMAN. In other words, you did not encounter the situation
you are encountering now?

Mr. WINTER. No. This is the type of work that the Army now
specifies must be set on a Varitype machine and, when completed,
shipped to certain arsenals forprinting. If the transportation facili-
ties are overcrowded, as we understand them to be, is it not perfectly
ridiculous to use the railroads and trucks so needlessly when this work
could all be done in Detroit?

Mr. PLOESER. In other words, the Army asks you to ship the paper
to them, and they print the material, and'make a redistribution of it?

Mr. WINTER. Yes.
Mr. PLOESER. Whereas, the entire process could be done in one

locality and only ship some of the paper?
Mr. WINTER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that conclude your statement?
Mr. WINTER. Yes; it does.
The CHAIRMAN. We want to thank you very much, and I acquiesce

in the statement of Mr. Halleck when he commented on that state-
ment. It is very helpful to this committee in trying to help you.

Mr. WINTER. I want to say right now that we are indeed grateful
to you gentlemen for coming to Detroit, realizing how busy you are
in Washington. We have seen lights in your offices at 12 o'clock at
night as well as 8 o'clock in the morning, which indicates the many
extra hours you spend there in these strenuous times.

The CHAIRIIAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Fred Bornman.

STATEMENT OF FRED BORNMAN,-VICE PRESIDENT, JOHN BORN-
MAN & SON, PRINTERS AND LITHOGRAPHERS AND BINDERS
OF DETROIT

The CHAIRMAN. You may sit down over there, Mr. Bornman, and
state your name and your affiliation.

MJr. BORINMAN. My name is Fred Bornman, vice president of John
Bornman & Son, printers and lithographers and binders of Detroit.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Bornman.
Mr. BORNMAN. Our business is printing and lithographing, of which

approximately 80 percent or n large percentage is made up of adver-
tising work in Detroit for the automobile companies.

During 1941, in the month of October, we saw a decrease in our
business to practically nothing.

Since the production of the new car material which started in the
summer, we have had practically no orders for advertising printing
from the automobile companies. That is since about thb, middle of
October.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, of course, that was caused by the complete
change-over into war production?

Mr. BORNMAN. That is entirely responsible, or caused by the dis-
location of the automobile production and the discontinuance of it as
of January.

The CHAIRMAN. What percentage of your work do you rely upon
from the automobile industry?
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Mr. BORNmAN. Better than 80 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. BORNMAN. We normally employ approximately 100 to 120 em-

ployees in the various departments of our plant, and in addition to
that our outside purchases of stock, typesetting, electrotyping, plate
work of various kinds, and the various supplies that we need, and so
forth, keep an untold number of men employed. At present we are
trying to get some Government business from various sources, and
have succeeded in getting a little business from the Government on a
competitive basis.

Mr. PLOESER. What percentage of capacity is your printing opera-
tions now?

Mr. BORNMAN. Since the period of, say, the Ist of December, we
have operated at about, I would say, 15 to 20 percent of capacity.

Mr. PLOESER. How many employees?
Mr. BOsNMAN. Well, that varies, depending on the work. The

jobs we do get are jobs which require quite a large number of men
for a short period.

Mr. PLOESER. I am talking about the average employment.
Mr. BORNMAN. The average employment,? Oh, it would run prob-

ably, 30 to 40 percent of normal. 'lfat is due to the fact that we
have key men in our work, supervisors, and so forth, which make up
a nucleus of-

Mr. PLOESER. Do you mind an interruption for a moment? Is
Mr. Winter still in the room?

Mr. WIxinR. Yes.
Mr. PLOESER. Would you mind telling us how many employees

you normally have in your plant under normal conditions?
Mr. WINTER. We have normally in our plant anywhercs from 200

to 2§0 people. Our normal employment is around 200, and the peak,
that is about five months out of the year, we have to increase. That
is due to the great volume of automobile work.

Mr. PLOESER. Then, will you tell me also what percentage of
capacity you are operating on now?

Mr. WINTER. Well, we are doing very little right now. I don't
think we have--we have one job for the Government, some maps.

Mr. PLoESER. Are you doing 5 percent of capacity?
Mr. WINTER. Yes, we are doing 5 percent of our capacity.
Mr. PLOESER. How many average employees do you have now?
Mr. WINTER. Our employees have been reduced from the first of

the year from 225 to 35 today.
Mr. PLonaEn. Forgive me. I wanted to get that into the record

along with your statement.
lr. BORNMA N. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that states our position

as far as our present conditions are concerned.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bornman, the automobile industry, when it

was in operation, they let all their printing out to private concerns,
did they not?

Mr. BORNMAN. Practically all.
The CHAIRMAN. They didn't control any of this printing themselves

in their own corporations? •
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Mr. BORNMAN. There is a little printing being done by General
Motors in their photographic unit, and today they are producing
quite a little there in comparison to the amount they are buying
outside.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Bornman.
Mr. John E. Coulter.

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. COULTER, PRESIDENT, AND TREASURER,
OF SATURDAY NIGHT PRESS, INO.

The CHAIRMAN. YOU may state your name and your business
affiliation; also your address.

Mr. COULTER. My name is John E. Coulter, president and treasurer
of Saturday Night Press, Inc., Detroit.

Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, my statement will be very brief,
more or less in repetition of that which Mr. Winterand Mr. Bornman
have given.

I have made just a little statement here. Saturday Night Press,
Inc., was established in 1910. For some thirty years it has been one
of the larger Detroit printing firms, specializing in advertising print-
ing, color work, and publication printing.

Its business, like that of its Detroit competitors, has developed
with the automotive industry, catering principally to quality and
service requirements of thpt industry, and growing in equipment and
volume of business as the automotive industry similarly developed.

The conversion of automobile manufacturing into war industry
with resultant curtailed advertising and sales promotion printing has
already resulted in a decrease of 00 percent in the average monthly
volume of business and employment by Saturday Night Press over
one year ago.

It is now definitely known to us that this percentage will be nearer
80 percent with the beginning of March.

Our part of the distressed printing industry of Detroit, and we
would point out that it is the advertising printers principally who
are affected, may be gaged by these figures:

Average number of employees for the last 10 years, 100. We have
had perhaps 150 at busy times, but 100 would be an average.

Present number of employees regularly employed today, 25.
Our average sales in the last 10 years, $340,000 annually. The

sales for the year beginning today, it is impossible to estimate; per-
haps $75,000 to $100,000.

We feel that the Government can help Detroit printers, and their
employees. We appeal to you for that help, so that our business
may be saved, our employees be given employment, and be enabled
thereby to do their part in the war effort.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Coulter, in your annual amount of business
done during normal times, $340,000, what percentage of.that do you
have to rely upon directly from the automotive industry?

Nfr. COULTER. About 80 percent, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. About 80 percent?
Mr. COULTER. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ploeser.
Mr. PLOESER. Well, I do not know whether you can answer this

question or not, but if you can, or anyone else in the room can, I
would appreciate it, and that is, How much of this automobile industry
advertising printing, roughly, has been going outside of the city of
Detroit?

Mr. COULTER. Well, some has gone outside. I wouldn't be able
to answer the question in percentage. There is a certain amount of
it, particularly with the kind of jobs that are more suited to some
equipment, which we in Detroit do not have, has regularly gone out
of Detroit during the past 5 or 10 years. That is true.

Mr. PLOESER. Does anyone in the room have any idea what it
would be in the way of volume of total business?

Mr. COULTER. Total volume?
Mir. PLOESER. The reason foi the question is simply this that while

your industry here in Detroit has undoubtedly been made acute by
the conversion of the automobile industry to wartime production,
it would seem to me that probably this has reached out into some
other communities, and hurt them-pretty badly, but undoubtedly not
on the same scale, but to some degree.

Mr. COULTER. I think I can say however, that those printing
institutions located in other cities who have enjoyed some business
from the Detroit- automobile industry are not relying on it in the
sense that we are here. They have patronage and clients in other
lines of business, and to them the Detroit business does not occupy the
same importance.

Mr. PLOFsER. This is the prime run in your industry?
Mr. COULTER. That is right.
Mr. WINTER. Mr. Chairman, may I add to that, please?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; you can.

* Mr. WINTER. I might'say that up to the time of the depression we
in Detroit were never bothered by an outside competition in auto-
mobile work; first. because it is a highly specialized work; and,
secondly, because the time element involved was of prime importance.
In other words, most companies bring out their models, new models
at the same tin'e, and beginnirg with July to about December, every
plant in Detroit is working at its top capacity.

However, during the depression some of the out-of-town printers
come to Detroit and solicited the business. I speak particularly of
Chicago, because most of the printers of Chicago do a great deal of
mail-order printing, and about the time that the automobile industry
starts with their large programs, they are down as far as mail-order
business is concerned, and there was an opportunity to come in here
and take some of this business.

I don't believe that the total business taken out of Detroit would be
more than 20 percent at the outside, and I think it would be nearer
15 percent of the total and invariably the business goes out where it is
of a low price or the local printers cannot take care of the business.
That is offered to them during that short time of 3 or 4 months.

I think that is probably a true statement of conditions.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. COULTER. That is a11 I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Coulter.
Mr. Leonard P. Kolb.

STATEMENT OF LEONARD P. KOLB, PRESIDENT, KOLB
PRINTING CO.

The CHAIRMAN. You may state your name and your business
affiliations.

Mr. KOLB. My name is Leonard P. Kolb; I am president of the
Kolb Printing Co., Detroit; we have run a highly specialized printing
plant, devoted to big production for automobile i.vertising literature.
We did not compete in a great mcrny of the other fields of the printing
industry, and in December, this year, we had more than $350,000
worth of our business canceled. We normally do a business of about
$600,000 a year, and don't know of any place to seek business to
replace that which has been canceled.

Mr. PLOESER. How many men do you normally employ?
Mr. KOLB. I would have to quote that as being directly and

indirectly about 100 to 125 people. We don't do all the woik in our
own plant. We sublet binding and typography and things of that
sort.

Mr. PLOESER. How many average?
Mr. KOLB. In my plant?
Mr. PLOESER. Now.
Mr. KOLB. About 4 average.
Mr. PLOESER. What does your volume of sales now amount to?
Mr. KOLB. None since December 17, 1941. This last year was

over $700,000.
Mr. PLOESER. That is your average?
Mr. KOLB. Normally between five and six hundred thousand

dollars.
Mr. PLOESEB. What would it be now?
Mr. KOLB. We closed our plant entirely in December because of

lack of business, and it costs us about $18,000 a year to keep our
plant closed, rent, taxes and other things.The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kolb, may.I ask you a question just for our
information here. An engraver or a printer in normal times is
employed 12 months inthe year?

Mr. KOLB. No; but the way we operate it, I guaranteed my em-
ployees a full year's pay in 12 months, provided they would work the
overtime for which we paid time and a half and double time during
the busy season. I have run as much as 13 weeks without shutting
down a day. Those employees would be paid time and a half for
their overtime for the first 3 hours and double time Saturdays and
Sundays and holidays, and they all made a year's pay in a year.

Mr. PLOESE.R. I see.
The CHAIRMAN. Are those agreements by contract?
Mr. KOLB. They are verbal agreements with the help, and we have

lived up to them and we have seen that the work was properly dis-
tributed so that there wasn't any obligation on our part to make good
on that promise.
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Mr. PLOESER. In other words, you guarantee them a year's wages?
Mr. KOLB. Yes.
Mr. PLOESER. Do you pay them in installments or what?
Mr. KOLB. No; if riey were short of money, we were always willing

to help them. That is for things of necessity; not buying automobiles
or a radio, but when they had necessities we would advance them the
money.

Mr. PLOESER. I think that is most commendable.
Mr. KOLB. I beg your pardon?
Mr. PLOESER. I say, I think that is most commendable.
Mr. KOLB. Thank you.
Mt. HALLECK. What has happened to your employees?
Mr. KOLB. They are looking for work.
Mr. HALLECK. They are all looking for work?
Mr. KOLB. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. I wonder if there are any representatives of employee

groups here today who have any information as to their circumstances.
Mr. WINTER. "The' will be here after lunch.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fred Forbes.

STATEMENT OF FRED FORBES, SECRETARY, THE MULFORD CO.

The CHAIRMAN. You may state your name and business affiliation.
Mr. FORBES. Fred Forbes, Secretary of the Mulford Co.
I have a brief statement that I made up this morning.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. FORBES. Comparison of our January and February 1941, and

January and February 1942 sales, to companies now on defense work,
disclose the following:
January and February 1941 ------------------------------------ $43, 140. 83
January and February 1942 --------------------------- 6, 020. 18

Decreased sales due to defense work ---------------------- 37, 120. 65
The above is sales of advertising printing and does not include

sales to concerns not on defense work.
Mr. PLOESER. What is the volume of your business?
Mr. FORBES. Well, I do about $200,000 a year.
Mr. PLOESER. Total?
Mr. FORBES. Total; yes.
Mr. PLOESER. And you are talking now about $40,000 a month?
Mr. FORBES. Yes; in the months of January and February, 1941.
Mr. PLOESER. That is seasonal work?
Mr. FORBES. In the summer months, June, July and August, wt

do not do nearly as much business as in other months of the year.
Mr. PLOESER. How many men do you normally employ?
Mr. FORBES. We normally employ 30 to 45 men, but at the pre-ent

time only 20. We do about-I would say-480 percent of our business
is in automobile and the electric-refrigerator business.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Forbes.
Mr. Winter, I understand that you have some further evidence

that You would like to have inserted in the record.
Mr. WINTER. If I may at this time.
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This is a little document entitled "Economic Pearl Harbor" named
so aptly published by one of the newspaper writers in Detroit, and we
accepted it.

The CHAIRMAN. How big is that document?
Mr. WINIER. I just wanted to refer to page 3, which will give you an

idea of the entire distress industry in Detroit. I think you might be
interested in these figures in the printing and lithographing, the total
of 2,180 employees, with a normal volume per year of $12,000,000;
the anticipated volume for 1942 is $2,400,000.

(Whereupon, Mr. Winter read p. 3 of the book referred to.)
Now, on top of that there are. some 400 commercial artists in

Detroit and it was impossible to get the volume.
The CHAIRMAN. If you can get that information, you may send it

down to Washington and we will have that inserted in the record.
Mr. WINTER. Fine. Thank you very much. I will leave that book

with you.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Mr. William H. Wolfe. Not here, I

guess. Mr. Elmer F. Wagner.

STATEMENT OF ELMER F. WAONER, PRESIDENT, FEDERAL
LITHOGRAPH CO.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wagner, you may state your name and busi-
ness affiliations.

Mr. WAoER. Elmer F. Wagner, president, Federal Lithograph Co.
We operate wholly a lithograph plant, and have six offset presses

with photographic equipment capable of doing a good bit of work
that the Government requires at the present time. Our business in
the past was approximately 70 percent automobile work, such as
advertising literature, direct mail pieces, and prior to the stoppage
of automobile production, we had under contract six publications
pertaining to distributor and dealer helps. Naturally all this was
taken away from us and we are left in a rather tragic position.

In other words, it is very difficult for us to go out into other fields
and dig up work to keep our men working, and of course we have
to have work to keep our skilled men in the lithographic industry.

The CHAIRMAN. Vell, now, what part could the Government play
in your particular industry?

Mr. WAGNER. Well, at the present time the Government is getting
out a great number of instruction books and those books, as Mr. Winter
has stated, are made up with varitype along with photographs. For
illustration, we might take the Chrysler Plant, the tank arsenal. They
prepare all the data and send it to the Army which I believe is in
New Jersey. They have lithographic equipment, and I understand
they print enough copies for the various ordnance departments, and
then-

Mr. PLOESER. The Army has the lithographic equipment?
Mr. WAGNER. That is right.
Mr. PLOESER. They do'lia lithographing?
Mr. WAoNEn. That is right. They print enough copies for the

various ordnance departments, and after they get through running
the desired number of copies at the Arsenal Plant, all of the necessary
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material is forwarded to the Government Printing Office for future
runs.

Of course, I don't know. This is only my own idea, hut it would
seem to me when they are printing up these instruction books, that
they should have some idea as to the number of copies required for
that particular job.

Now, if this is the case, it seems there would be an additional
expense in sending this material to one plant for a few copies to be
printed and then forwarded to the Government Printing Office for
additional copies. They may print them in their plant or request
bids for printing the additional copies. I am not familiar with that.

The CHAIRMAN. This plant you mentioned up in New Jersey; is
that a Government plant?

Mr. WAONER. That plant in New Jersey is a Government plant.
It is an Army plant. I think it is in charge of Colonel Meek.

Mr. PLOFER. Does the Navy do any such work?
Mr. W ONER. I am not familiar wilth tbat, but I understand that

the Air Corps and the Navy are doing the same thing, and I know
that the Air Corps is receiving copies; but whether they farm them out
or print them themselves, I don't know. I haven't been able tofind out.

Mr. HALLECK. If I might make a suggestion, Mr. Chairman. It
Is a sad fact, but true, that sometimes we don't get much considera-
tion around different places until we make a little noise and the
people hear that noise. If you and the other people who are here
have some specific illustrations or examples of printing work and
lithographing work that could be done in your plants that is now
being done in some Government plant, particularly where they
involve the purchase of new machinery or involve the adding on of
a lot of additional personnel in the Government operation, I think
it would be effective in presenting your case. You have given us
this one illustration of the New Jersey situation. Of course, what
the answer on the other side to that might be, I don't know, but if
we get the information, why, then, we are in shape to make some
inquiry as to the answer, if there is any.

The CHAIRUAN. Well, Mr. Wagner, I may ask a question there.
These instruction books which you have mentioned, they are not
secret military matter, ale they?

Mr. WAGNER. I don't believe so. However, I have had some
experience along that line. For instance, I might state here that we
produced a job for one of the plants here in town which if there ever
was a secret job, I would think it was, because it was a diagram of
the entire motor system-the oiling and the construction of a motor

- system. It was done in color.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, we can all understand that in war

times a lot of that information cannot be given out to private printers.
Mr. WAONER. That is right, but the instruction books that I am

referring to are similar to the type of instruction book the automobile
ifidustry has been getting out for years, and they are made up
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in exactly the same way as these instruction books are made up for
the Government at, the present time.

Mr. I.ALLECK. Those are the books that are distributed to the
men?

Mr. WAGNER. I understand they are distributed to the men who
handle the machine. In other words, the motor and various parts.

Now, there is a considerable amount of that work being done and
it is done on the offset press, and is the type of work that has been
taken away from us.

Mr. PLOESER. Well, even certain secretive work could be done in
your plants with the proper supervision by the Army and Navy.

Mr. WAGNER. Well, ls I understand it, the sugar-rationing cards
are being printed at the present time in various parts of the country,
and if anything has got to be made in a more careful manner than
those, I don't know what it would be.

The CHAIRMAN. That would be just the distribution.
Mr. WAGNER. Absolutely, but after all is said and done, I might

add that at the present time we are fortunate in having a rather good
sized contract for the Arny War College, and I will say that we are
printing maps now. I think that is very important, and if we are
able to do that, I don't know why we can't continue on.

Mr. HALLECK. You have been getting some Government work?
Mr. WAGNER. That is right.
Mr. HALLECK. But you think you ought to get some more; that

you are competent. to do so?
Mr. WAGER. Under the conditions it doesn't look very healthy

the way we have been getting it. It doesn't look to me like we will
be able to keep our organization going.

At the present time I haven't any complaint to offer but I know
that it isn't going to last. It is gooa for another week and after that
it looks like we will have to elope up.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, thank you.
Mr. PLOESER. I want to get the number of your average employees?
Mr. WAGNER. Well, we employ at our peak about 75 employees,

and our volume of business in the past 5 or 6 years averaged about
$270,000.

Mr. PLOESEB. And can you give me the figures as of to-day;
what ii your estimate?

Mr. WAGNER. As of today, of the first, we will say since December
we had a total business of about $16,000, for December, January and
February.Mr. PLOESrn. How many employees?

Mr. WAONER. At that time we averaged around 25 employees and
they weren't kept busy. There are some key meu you have to keep,
if you want to keep going. You can't let your key men get away
from you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Wagner.
Mr. Frank W. Barnard.
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STATEMENT OF FRANK W. BARNARD, SALES MANAGER, CALVERT
LITHOGRAPHING CO.

The CHAITMAN. YOU may state your name and your business
affiliations.

Mr. BARNARD. fy name is Frank W. Barnard, sales manager of
the Calvert Lithographing Co.

The CHAIRMAN. Give your address, too.
Mr. BARNARD. 2100 Grand River Avenue. Our business and our

equipment rather, is similar to Mr. Wagner's. It is devoted exclu-
sively to lithographing. The volume of advertising and in that
volume 95 percent has been automotive. In 1940 it was $430,000.
In 1941 it dropped to $225,000. For 1942 we wouldn't even make a
guess.

We have one-color, two-color, and four-color presses. We have a
total of 27 cylinders. We were fortunate in getting a map order to
run some maps. In fact, we have two orders for maps. We will be
finished with those this week, and we are going after the War College
to see if we can get another one if they need more maps.

Mr. PLOESER. Was that a bid ob?
Mr. BARNARD. That was a bid job. Then they had to have it a

At little faster, and they called us up, and we are getting it out a 1 .tle
faster; and we are going to talk to them on the basis of service and
see if they give us another order.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you encounter much difficulty in getting the
first order?

Mr. BARNARD. I will explain this, that all the lithographers in De-
troit were given a chance to bid on one order, the first one went to
John Bornman and the next bid came along and the rest were allowed
to bid and Bornman wasn't allowed to bid. I believe Federal got
that order. The next one was three orders and placed with three
lithographers, so that the work was divided that way. In other words,
all five houses participated.
* We employ regularly 250 employees. We have now around 200.

I might say in connection %%ith the bids from the printing depart-
ment that we have had the opportunity of quoting but we have not
been successful. The closest we came was on the war saving.books.
I think they had about 40 bids that were placed. They placed the
business in Chicago. That is my understanding, and they placed the
business in four different houses, three of them are lower than ours
and one bid was a little higher than ours, but they may have done
that because all the paper could be shipped to Chicago. That is the
only bid that I know of in connection with the printing office that we
have been close to or have had a chance.

Mr. PLOEsER. I meant to ask you this, Mr. Wagner. It doesn't
matter who answers it. About the doing of secret work for the Gov-
ernment, isn't it true that the average printing establishment knows
their employees or the bulk of them for many years standing. Either
the Army or the Navy probably would be as well off, if not better off
working with supervision over that type of employee than they would
with many of the new employees they are'taking on themselves to do
this very work?

/,
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Mr. BARNAr.D. I don't believe they have any fear of information
getting out of the plant. If properly superviscA I know we wouldn't
hesitate to tell the Government we would take care of that situation.

Mr. PLOESER. You feel, too, that that cooperation with the Gov-
ernment could bring about a secret situation?

Mr. BARNARD. Yes, sir.
M|r. PLOESER. So that it would be safe?
Mr. BARNARD. Tl,.it is right.
Air. KOLB. Tie automobile industry, when they get out advertising

literature, are very secretive about it. They don't care for their
competitors to get knowledge of what they are doing. Tie consequence
is that our help have been exceptionally well trained and are strictly
honest about carrying anything from'tho plant, and I think most
lobs are never carried from the plants or any books or any such
information outside of that. I don't know ol any employees that
carry anything out of any shop in Detroit.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Jack Moore.

STATEMENT OF JACK MOORE, VICE-PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
LITHOGRAPH CO.

The CHAIRMAN. You may state your name, your address, you
business affiliations.

Mr. MoORE. My name is Jack Moore, vice president of the Na-
tional Lithograph Co., 1010 Beaubien.
. Our equipment has been used, I would say, 70 percent or 80 percent
for the automobile business, and as Inost of them have stated, it has
been peaks and valleys. We employ 60 to 65 employees. Our
volume would run the last 3 years between five hundred and fifty and
six hundred thousand dollars. At presnt we are operating around
40 percent; or in other words, our billing on some hold-over orders
that we have had will peter out or rather run out, which will leave
just about-or that employees that we keep on a-weekly basis.

Mr. PLOESER. Have you made any effort to get any of the Govern-
ment work?

Mr. MOORE. We have with the others on tie map business. We
were awarded a small order, which in the press room took about 3
days for two presses to produce. We have listed with the Public
Printer our equipment. We received an inquiry last week. Itseemed
very funny. They asked for a bid on 800,000 circulars to a lithograph
plant and stated that it should be produced by the letter-press process.

Now, I mean that is the change from a lithograph. Still the speci-
fications seemed to be messed up and that was the first inquiry we
have had in the year from then.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you.
Mr. W. F. Gruschow.

STATEMENT OF ALLEN ORUSCHOW, CADILLAO PRINTING CO.

The CHAIRMAN. You may state your name and your business
affiliations.

Mr. GRUSCHOW. I am Allen Giuschow of the Cadillac Printing Co.
5850 Second.
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We have been in business for over 30 years, catering largely to the
automobile industry. In the last few years, we have been doing a
volume of around $400,000. At the present-time we are doing about
one-fourth of that or less. We normally employ from 75 to 90 em-
ployees. Today there are 24 on the pay roll. During the last war
we did a considerable volume of Government work in the way of
instruction books.

Mfr. PLOESER. Have you any Government business now?
M|r. GRUSCHOW. No. We have been to Washington on two occa-

sions and we have quoted on several jobs, but we are not able to get
them.

Mr. HALLECK. Do you know of any Government work that is
being done in Government plants that you could do if given to you?

Mr. GRUSCHOW. Why, yes. We understood that several months
ago the Government was contemplating buying some equipment
similar to ours. They investigated and wanted to know if there was
any available from the manufacturer.

, fr. HALLECK. Do you know whether or not they did finally buy it?
Mr. Gnusciiow. No; the equipment wasn't purchased. There

wasn't any available there. They are now 100 perc-nt war work.
There ceriaildy must be a volume of business there. We figured on
two jobs recently.

The CHAIRMAn. All right, thank you sir.
Mr. James Noel.

STATEMENT OF JAMES NOEL, GENERAL MANAGER, CERRE, INC.

Mr. NOEL. James B. Noel, general manager of Cerre, Inc., 613
Abbott Street.

Mr. Chairman, we operate a rotogravure plant and are tle only
plant of this kind in the city of Detroit.

The bulk of our work consists of automobile advertising, also
newspaper printing. We prihit the Sunday rotogravure section for
two of our local newspapers, but the bulk of our work has consisted
of about 60 percent of automobile advertising, which has been cur-
tailed entirely. We had jobs scheduled for delivery in December and
January amounting to about $25,000 to $30,000 which have been
canceled.

Since the first of the year we have laid off almost 50 percent of our
employees. For the last four or five years we have been running
almost at full production, employing about 200 men. Now, we are
down to about 100. We made quite a survey to get more business,
but there was nothing in our line of printing to be had at the present
time.

Last fall we were called upon to bid on printing targets for the
arsenal in Chicago. We turned in our bid. Unfortunately our price
was too high.

We have one press which is equipped with a fiat delivery, where we
could print target paper, and about a month ago we were called to
turn in a bid again, and we were told that we couldn't get the paper
sup plied in rolls, so we did not turn in our bid.

The CHAIRMAN. Who told you that?
Mr. NOEL. We couldn't get paper inrolls.
Mr. PLOESER. Why? ,
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I Mr. NoEL,. Because they were furnishing paper sheeted, which
fitted the present method of printing. We have to print from rolls.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that the paper suppliers that told you that?
Mr. NOEL. No; it was the association here in town that asked us to

turn in our bids.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Walter F. Laib. I guess he is not here.
Mr. William Mart.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM MARR, GRAPHIC ARTS PROCESS
CORPORATION

The CHAIRMAN. You may state your name and address.
Mr. MAnfA. My name is Willian Marr of the Graphic Arts Process

Corporation. Ile are what is best described as in a slightly smaller
medium than the others.

The CHAIRMAN. And also give the reporter your address, will you?
Mr. MAnn. Pardon?
The CHAIRMAN. Your address.
Mr, MARn. Forty-one Burroughs. Our business is not large. We

do quite an amount of platemaking and preparatory work that some
lithographers have left with the trade houses. Our volume is not so
large as some of the other lithographers.

I have figures to quote. Our business was formed in 1934, and our
trade experience is not as long as sonic of the others. In 1935 through
1939 we employed 35 to 40 people. We have 12 at the present time.

The work which is coming into Detroit from the Government at
the present time is of such a nature that we are not directly competitive
in it. Our equipment is such that we have been building tp and find
ourselves in the position of lacking. That is highly specialized work
that goes into automobile sales promotion. Our volume of business
and to quote the most recent figures, which would include January of
this year and the 6 months preceding that, which takes in the high
point of the automobile announcement period, show for August 1940
through January 1941, a total of $107,000. January 1942, and the
preceding 6 months which are the most potent as to actual figures,
insofar as most of our volume was at that time, it was $53,000, which
is slightly less than half. That volume has been maintained at a
higher ratio than the average, because we did make an intensive
effort in the last 2 years to diversify our business.

That is all we have to say.
The CHAiRMAN. Thank you, indeed, sir.
Mr. MARR. You bet.
The CHXIRMAN. Mr. A. C. Douglas. lie is not here.
Mr. Fred A. Prince.

STATEMENT OF FRED A. PRINCE, PRESIDENT, PRINCE & CO.

Mr. PRINcE. Mr. Chairman, my name is Fred A. Prince. I am
president of Prince & Co., Inc. Our business is advertising and sales
promotion, located at 3815 West Fort Street., Detroit. Our main
activity is in the automotive field, serving such clients as the Good-
year Tire & Rubber Co., Sinclair Refining Co., Nash-Kelvinator, and
units of Chrysler and General Motors.
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We create, design and write direct mail advertising, and administer
its promotion and distribution through thousands of dealers for these
and other leading merchandisers. This business is hard hit. There
are no new automobiles or tires to sell and very few refrigerators,
radios, washing machines, and tie like. The dealers are in a serious
predicament.

In 20 years of experience, we have never seen a situation so severely
rigorous. Even at the height of the late depression there was nothing
even remotely comparable to these times.

Normally at this time of the year, we would be employing 400
people, 75 percent of whom would be young women. Today we have
101, with every indication of harsher developments to come.

Mr. IIALLECK. Do you have any suggestions as to what might be
done to alleviate your situation? *There has been talk about getting
more of the Government work. That wouldn't help you much,
would it?

Mr. PRINCE. We think it might and we have the modern plant,
tie experience management and the trained help to do a good job.
Many departments of the Government and of the war effort require
constant contact by mail with different organizations and with the
public. We have the graphotype machines for making address plates
and high-speed addressing equipment; we have trained women for
hand fill-in addressing, assembly, and every other detail of mail
distribution. We have an established organization that has proved
its accuracy in handling big jobs completely and at reasonable cost.
For mailings, we would be an efficient agency for Government dis-
tribution.

In actual manufacture of war supplies, too, I think we might help.
With hundreds of workers skilled in the use of their hands, with a
modern plant, good labor relations and able management, we should
be able to efficiently assemble and ship prefabricated parts, say
fuses, shells, or civilian gas masks, for instance. There must be
scores of other jobs which require very little machinery and lend
themselves naturally to hand assembly.

Mr. HALLECK. I think those are suggestions that are worthwhile.
In other words, there is not much we can do about the automobile
business.

Mr. PRINCE. That is right.
Mr. HALLECK. It is just out for the duration, and the tire business

looks pretty tough. But the matter of putting all of your plants,
your management, and your Ppace and your employees into war
effort not only helps you, but it will help us win this war if we get
everyone in on it. It we can possibly get them in, and that is what
we are interested in, and I hope we can get as many suggestions as
we can along that line.

Mr. PRINCE. We have 70,000 square feet of space. We have
a well-lighted, well-arranged modern plant, the larger part of which
could be quickly transformed for war assembly. We have employed
as high as 600 young women. I don't know whether I can get them
all back but I know I can get a good percentage of them in pretty
fast, time. As a matter of tact, I m askitig that you have our plant
inspected, to see if it can't be converted for war use.
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fr. HIALLECK. Do you have a contract distribution office here in
Detroit?

Mr. PRINCE. That is right.
Mr. HALLECK. Yes.
Mr. PRiN .r. It hasn't been helpful so far. They have our specifi-

cations, but we have had no inquiries. I haven't pressed them
very hard. I will admit that.

Mfr. JIALLECK. You found them willing to cooperate?
Mr. PRINCE. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. Are they staffed "down there with enough people to

do the work?
Mr. PRINCE. I think they are, as far as I know.
Mr. HALLECK. You think they are?
Mr. PRINCE. As far as I can tell; I wouldn't know that.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Walter Splitts.
Mfr. BAUGH. I will take his place.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.

STATEMENT OF CLIFFORD BAUGH, SECRETARY AND TREASURER,
PROCESS LITHOGRAPH CO.

Mr. BAUGH. Clifford Baugh, secretary and treasurer of the Process
Lithograph Co., 2863 East Grand Boulevard.

We have been in business about 15 years at the same location.
We ordinarily employ about 35 to 40 men. We now have 31. We
do a volume of between $225,000 and $250,000 a year, but if we were
to depend upon the business we are getting out of Detroit today, it
wouldbe less. However, if it hadn't been for the fact that we recently
got some business from out of the city within the last 2 or 3 months,
we wouldn't be running today.

Mr. PLOESER. What do you mean?
Mr. BAUGH. Business from private industries.
Mr. PLO.SER. Out of Detroit?
Mr. BAUGH. Out of Detroit, that is right. We bid on three or

four Government jobs; had the same experience the rest of the lithog-
raphers had, but we didn't get any work. We were close, but we
missed the boat.

Mr. HALLECK. Let me ask you iight there, has that bidding sys-
tem forced some of your prices down below a fair price?

Mr. BAUGH. I believe so. I feel that way about it. We quoted
on one or two jobs, and were high. After we had quoted on the
first two jobs, we really made an effort to get. some of that business
and keep our organization together, and that, meant that we quoted
soei very attractive prices from the buyer's standpoint. W'e still
didn't get them, and we really had a fair price. As it was, perhaps
we were just as well off not to get the business than to get it if it
went at the prices it went at.

Mr. HALLECK. Of course, we do not want anybody to get rich out
of this war effort, but at the same time certainly fair prices should
be paid. It doesn't seem to me the fact there is a surplus of supply
available should be used to drive the price down below a fair price.
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Mr. BAUGH. It is practically all our own fault, because we all
quoted in competition, and if one of our other Detroit lithographers
quotes a better price and is a little hungrier for business, that is
the price the job goes at, and that determines the level at which
these jobs are placed. We pay the scale or better, and we have
tried to keep our men employed, and during the quiet time in the
summertime, we carry them, keep our organization tog .'er, and we
have kept it together. Wo have men that have been with us 10 or
15 years.

Another point I wanted to put over is that we want to do something
to help our own cause, not just lean on the Government. So we have
gone out of the city and we have cut our expenses wherever we can,
sales and other expenses, salaries, but it gets to the point where
there is an irreducible overhead that we must meet or get out of
business. We have gone out of the city to get business, but that is
rather negligible.

Mr. HALLECK. I can understand here in Detroit where you have
been principally depending on the automobile business and the auto-
mobile business is completely gone, that you are possibly harder hit
than other places.

Mr. BAUGH. That is right.
Mr. HALLECK. But is it true that in other areas, like Chicago, Mr.

Kelly's home town, that there is a slacking off in the business that
the lithographers and printers would generally do?
. Mr. BArH. That is true, but not nearly to the great extent that
they are in Detroit. I used to live in Chicago, and I know. It is a
more diversified town for the printing business than here in Detroit.
We have relied about 85 percent on the automobile business, and that
is gone now. So, you know our problem. We must find out if we
can get Government business or business from out of town that will
help or otherwise throw men on the market for other kinds of work.

M'r. PLOESER. When you bid on a Government job, do you bid on
supplying paper and everything else?

Mr. BAUGH. Yes, sir.
Mr. PLOESER. From what source of supply does the paper come?
Mr. BAUGH. Ny experience in buying paper in Detroit is that the

paper houses are doing a pretty good job and we haven't had a serious
problem in getting paper.

Mr. PLOS.ER. I was under the impression, and I have been so
informed to the effect that the Government supplies the paper.

Mr. BAUGH. In some cases, I believe they have supplied the paper,
and in some others they have not.

Mr. PLOESER. When they supply the paper, where does it come
from?

Mr. BAUGH. I can't say. I am the financial and not the technical
man.

Mr. PLOZEsn. Does anyone here know?'.
Mr. WAGNER. I think I can answer that question. There have

been requests from the Government Printing Office some of them that
request you to bid supplying the paper; others that request you to
quote paper supplied by the Govemmedt Printing Office.

Mr. PLOESER. In other words, the Philadelphia concern .bidding
against the Detroit concern has a freight differential immediately?
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Mr. WAGNER. Yes; they can haul it by truck, thereby cutting it
down. I venture to say they can cut it down 75 percent.

Mr. PLOESER. That is the freight item?
Mr. BAUOH. That is the freight item only.
Mr. PLOESER.. And a concern in Washington doesn't have anyfreigh t.fir. WAONER. If they had their own trucks, they could pick it up

and haul it to their plant.
Mir. PLOESER. A concern in San Francisco would be in a hell of a,

fix?
Mr. WAONER. That is right,. These requests have varied.
Mr. PLOESER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mir. Wagner.
Mr. WAGNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Baugh.
Mr. BAVH. Yes, sir.
Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. MOOnE. May I supplement the information that has been

given by some of the printers here this morning who have mentioned
these instruction books?

The CHAIRMAN. Will you give your name for the record?
Mr. MooRE. Jack Moore.
The Government does not only buy instruction books, the Gov-

ernment is in the advertisig business. It is in the advertising busi-
ness the same as the automobile companies. In other words,- the
Treasury is advertising every day, defense bonds and stamps. They
turn out, I don't know how many millions of pieces of literature in
colors to sell defense bonds and stamps.

The CHAIRMAN. This is the printing office?
Mr. MooRE. That is printed by the Government Printing Office.
Mr. HALLECK. Could you fellows do that kind of work?
Mr. MooRE. We can; yes.
Mr. HALLECK. Maybe we can decentralize a little of that.
Mr. MOORE. They buy millions of posters to be sent around the

country. The Army and Navy advertise recruiting with these col-
ored posters outside and the Office of Facts and Figures and the
Office of Emergency Management are getting out posters, "Don't
give any information," and those incentive posters in colors which we
see, ana so forth, advertising which we can do here in Detroit.

Mr. HALLECK. Who is printing that stuff for the Office of Facts
and Figures?

Mr. loosRE. It all goes through the Government Printing Office.
Mr. HALLECK. Do they actually print it?
Mr. MoonE. That is something I don't know. We assume they

are printing a great share of it and what they can't produce is being
.let out in competitive bids, which are as we have demonstrated;
they will ask 40 or SObidders, and the fellow that makes the biggest
mistake gets the job.

Mr. HALLECK. Do any of you people know whether any of your
employees have gone down to Washington and got a job in Wash-
inWhon?

M[r. WAins8cot1. We had one employee.
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Mr. WAGNER. We had a man who left our employ last Friday to go
to Washington and I think it is in the Navy Department.

Mr. WAINSCOT'r. We have an inquiry at the present time for one
of our most skilled men at the present time that they are going to take
away from us.

Mr. PLOESER. As a printer?
Mr. WAINscorr. Yes;- that is right. He is applying in the Govern-

ment Printing Department, and the Government has sent us a request
to give them the full information needed, so that they may take him
immediately. It looks like the inquiry from the Army Department.

Mr. GALE. One of our boys was asked to work for the Navy Depart-
ment.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you state your name, please?
Mr. GALE. Gale, president of Gale, Inc.
We have one offset press which has been lying idle about 50 per-

cent of the time. Our pressman was getting $1.25 an hour, and we
had to lay him off, and he made an application for a job in one of the
offices in the National Bank Building. I don't know the name of
the office, but I do know it is a Government office. He went to work
with them understanding he was to receive $185 working on a multi-
graph press, with the understanding that when three new presses
which were ordered arrived, he would be made a foreman with the
proper increase. He didn't know at the time what it was.

oie has been over there now for about 2 weeks. His first pay day
is coming very shortly. Later he found out he was not getting $185.
He is getting $135 a month. Besides that fact he was supposed to
have worked 48 hours a week. However, last Tuesday that office
wanted a job done and required him to work something like 1. or 14
hours steady, and he must, being the only pressman there. lie put
that time in with the understanding he was to receive overtime, as is
general throughout the printing industry. A few days later when he
found out that lie was not getting paid overtime because he wasn't
putting in his 40 hours a week anyway and the fact he worked until
12 o'clock at night or 2 o'clock in tile morning didn't make any
difference.

Now he has told me yesterday le is going to quit, because he can't
make the living wage for his two children and his wife, and he wants
to come back into the industry in Detroit. I have enough work only
to give him 2 days per week, and his situation is such that if lie works
2 days or 3 days for me, he will get as much money as he will for them
in a week.

Now, they are putting in three more machines at $1,628 apiece,
and each of those machines will have to have a man to work them.

Mr. PLOESER. Do you know where they obtained the machines?
Mr. GALE: From the Multigraph people. They are 11 by 17

machines.
M r. PLOESER. Have they actually obtained the machines?
Mr. GALE. One of them was delivered, I think, last week, just the'

one. Now, at the time he asked this foreman, who by the way is not
a printer, to buy a machine which would turn out the work wfih greater
ease, which would be a 17 by 22 machine, which would take four sheets
and an 89 by 11 sheet, but they didn't. They bought this other ma-
chine, 11 by 17, which gives a great deal'more work.
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Mr. PLOESER. Can you supply us with the name of the office?
Mr. GALE. I can't at this time. I am going to get the information.

I can get the information.
Mr. PLOESER. Send it to the committee.
Mr. GALE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. WINTER. Mr. Chairman may I say something? It is a

notorious fact and is known all over the country that Detroit is a
distressed industry as far as printing is concerned. There had ap-
peared in the Detroit newspapers advertisements to the effect that
jobs are available in other cities in the printing, lithographing, and
the graphic arts, and as a result sonic of our best men have left. In my
case, I have lost several of them. Some have gone to Baltimore,
some to Philadelphia, and so on, and I think that that typifies the
condition in the city, because I can't recall ever having seen an
advertisement in the newspapers asking for pressmen, and I think
the fact is known that Detroit is distressed and we have an unemploy-
ment situation, and consequently they are concentrating on Detroit
to get the men, because if we can't hold them they have to get work
somewhere. But it is tragic, as it has taken us years to build up an
organization, and to lose it and lose our employees one by one is
going to put us in a very unfavorable position later on.

The CHAIRMAN. Thak- you, kindly.
We will resume the hearing at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 12:15 p. in., the hearing was adjourned to 2 p. m.

of the same day.)
AFTER RECESS

The select committee met, pursuant to recess, at 2 p. m. in the
Bagley Room, Rlotel Statler, Detroit, Mich., Hon. Edward A. Kelly
presiding.

Present: Representative Kelly, acting chairman, (Illinois), Charles
A. Halleck (Indiana), and Walter C. Ploeser, (Missouri).

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Guy C. Smith.

STATEMENT OF GUY C. SMITH, OF BROOKE, SMITH, FRENCH &
DORRANCE, INC., CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF ADVERTISING AGENCIES

The CHAIRMAN. You may go ahead, Mr. Smith, state your name
and business affiliations.

Mr. SIlTH. My name is Guy C. Smith, of the firm of Brooke,
Smith, French & Dorrance, of Detroit and New York. I am chair-
man of the American Association of Advertising Agencies. I have a
statement which I would like to read into the record.

(Whereupon the statement. referred to by Mr. Smith is in the words
and figures as follows, to wit):

STATEMENT OF Guy C. SuiaiH, BROKE, SMITH, FRENCH & DoRRA.&NcE, INc.,
DETROIT AND NEW YORK

Any testimony I may offer at this hearing is given with a full awareness that
war needs are of paramount importance-and that nothing must be left undone
in any industry which can contribute directly or Indirectly to the war effort.

At the same time, I am aware that the question of the survival of many bust-
nese during the war period-and their availability at the end of the war-is
today a matter of serious concern in every quarter.

527
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For. this reason, it is my belief that any decisions which affect the wartime
activities of an Industry should also take Into account its peacetime functions,
and the value of the services it renders in normal times.

With these things in mind, I would speak strongly in favor of any course that
would utilize the manpower and facilities of the graphic arts industry to the
fullest possible extent In war work-*iithout unnecessarily Jeopardizing its
post-war future.

In -our capacity as advertising agents, with one of our divisions located In
Detroit, we serve the automobile and oth er Industries on the one hand, and are
served by the graphic arts businesses on the other.

We are In close and constant contact with both groups. We are thoroughly
familiar with their work and their problems-and are I believe, in a position to
comment objectively and impartially on the phase o the situation In this area.

As this committee knows, Detroit has grown up with the automobile business,
and while there are many other large and important industries centered here,
the automobile has been the backlog of a tremendous amount of activity In many
allied and subsidiary fields.

The marketing of automobiles Is In many ways as complex and technical a
problem as their manufacture and there have'grown up in the Detroit area manr
organizations of specialists wose primary business it Is, under peacetime condi-
tions; to serve the automobile industry.

These Include paper companies photographic and art studios, photoengravers,
electrotypers, printers, lithographers, a id hinders. The size and importance of
their operations are Indicated by the fact that excluding paper houses and art
studios, they did a business of more than $17,060,000 in 1941, and gave employ-
ment to over 4,000 men and women.

People outside the business do not commonly realize the extent to which all
these graphic arts services must be specialized, in order to meet the unusual
requirements of automobile marketing.

Photographing an automobile correctly, for example, is an art that few of even
the beat known studios have mastered. Creating and retouching automotive
illustrations calls for special techniques which artists have spent years in per-
fecting.

Detroit engravers and electrotypers have developed special methods and
processes to assure effective reproduction of the automobile. Detroit typesetters
and printers have installed, at large cost, spT&lal presses and other equipment for
the sole Ourpose of producing, economically and In large quantities, the kind of
printed matter required by the automobile companies.

'This brief outline indicates to some degree the dependene-3 of the graphic arts
industry in Detroit upon the automobile business. -It Is my understanding that
stoppage of automobile manufacture has cut off 80 percent of the business of
typesetting houses, printers, lithographers, and electrotypers in this area.

It is not within my province to estimate the immediate etect of this curtail-
ment upon thee Individual businesses. I do, however, wish to emphasize the
fact that the autonogbile companies, in turn, ar highly dependent upon the
graphic arts industry in the normal operation of their business.

When automobile manufacture is resumed at the end of the war, itwil be of
vital importance that the machinery for marketing these automobiles be again
put Into immediate operation. Advertising will have to be produced quickly.
Immense quantities of catalogs, booklets, folders, service manuals, and other
special material will be needed, production of which would tax the existing produce.
ton facilities of the graphic arts businesses.It has taken years, and the Investment of large amounts of money, to create
these services. If, in the meantime, they are allowed to disintegrate and di.-
appear, they can be rpla ed only at the cost of years of time and further lare
investments of money.
. The advertising agency business, of which I am a member, has nothing to ask

for Itself at this hearing. ' In the peacetime markting of automobiles and other
products, however, these graphic arts services are bf vital Importance both to us
and to the clients we serve.
- It is my studied opinion that any course which unnecessarily penalizes Detroi's

graphic arts companles-resulting In the closing of any appreelable portion of
them-would very seriously handicap the post-syar activities of the automobile
and other large businesses.. It is my opinion, on the other hand, that anyaction which may makeit possible
to preserve this s.-vle structure essentially iact, will be a wise, constructive,

T(orwar-lookibg course.
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I should like, at this time, to make just one further point which I believe is
pertinent to the subject under discussion. In wartime, a large percentage of
Government printing is necesrily of a highly confidential nature.

As you gentlemen undoubtedly know, the work on literature and other adver-
tising of new ear models is begun many months before the automobiles are
announced or shown to the public. The automobile companies have come to
rely Implicitly, on the discretion of arstt, engravers, printers, and other such
suppliers with respect to the advance Information Involved.

In 23 years of experience, I personally have not known of a single case in which
this trust has been violated by a member of the graphic arts Industry in this
territory. This confidential handling of information which Is regarded as "trade
secrets' has become a matter of routine with them.

I am confident that In the matter ti printing, their conduct in
this respect yrould be beyond re

* The CHAIRMAN. Tha ou, Mr. Smith.
Mr. Thomas P. H

STATEMENT OF OXAB P. RY, R., PRESIDE AND
GENERAL ANAGEO TE T MAS HENRY C

The CHAIR N. Mr. o y your n and bus ess
affiliations.Mr. HENR I am Thomas P. i r., v p ide t and gen I
manager of e Thos. Henry 41 Bu s Av ue, D~et t,
Mich.
* (Whereu a state ent n by N enry wa
the words an figures follo , to wit:

STATEMENT iro rtU Coq R ONAL FA N THEC 01? PAIN NO
SITUAT

I mThomas P. enry, Jr., vice pes g gene Iman r f the omas
P. Henry Co., 41 trroughs Ave troll, lIch. am re r nting
not only my own fir6 before this o c ut e.trad etting an vertis-
Ing yl graph, indus of Det . y supp ies typeset g service
to the ocal printers a vertising agencies.

The figures I am abou give cane from five of the larger typesetting
plants and they represent a ximstely two-thirds of the ea available in
our business In Detroit.

These five plants during their a of $983,000 worth of
business. In the yenr 1941 the amounted to $896,000;
percentagewise this means that our industry in 194 was within Sys percent R
our best years taken collectively.

The picture however has changed considerably since the stoppage of automo-
bile production. This can be best illustrated by comparing January 1941 with
January 1942. In 1941 thq billing for our plants amounted to $8.000, In January
of this yeat, however, our volume has dropped to $49,000, a shrinkage of 42/e

percent
As far as our employees are concerned, in January 1941 we employed 268 men

and women in our establishments, in January 1942 that employment figure had
shrunk to 196, expressed in percentage this amounts to 2651a percent.

As is the ease with the other allied industries; when our volume dropped off
we immediately looked around for other sources of business. The typesetting
Industry must of necessity be primarily a local business. Service requirements
are such that except in undsual circumstances on exceptionally large Jobs it is
Impractical to furnish typesetting to customers at any considerable distance from
Detroit. We are, then, vitally interested in any business that our printer of
advertising customers can secure from out of town.As Mr. Winter testified this morning, the most likely p46e for us to look for
orders is the Government. This is truepartleularly at this time because of the
tremendous increase In the volume of Government printing and consequently
Government typesetting. When we endeavor to secure Oovernmtnt bitsines
we find, however, that our industry Is in competition with the Goverdment
Printing Office, as well as individual Army printing departments.
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Generally speaking the Army printing departments have equipment for the
planograph method of printing. This process is also known as photolith. It Is
offset printing through the use of photography. In other words, the illustrations
and the copy, whether that copy be set In type or typewriter, are put before a
camera and a printing plate is prepared by transposing the image from the original
o:py to a zinc or other type of printing plate.

The Army has used these plants and this method of printing for some of their
Instruction book, maintenance manuals, and price lists. Generally speaking,
the copy and information which goes Into the instruction books which the Army
orders to accompany tanks, lanes, or guns are prepared by the manufacturer
who makes the equipment. Usually the illustrations in the Instruction manuals
are prepared by artists who are familiar with the manufacturer's product from
other days. Sometimes the printing on these jobs is purchased also by the manu-
facttirer. Sometimes however it is not.

To be more specific, the Army Ordnance Division at Raritan Arsenal, Metuchen.
N. J., has had a department to handle their printing requirements. This has
consisted of eight small photolith presses on which they can print two pages of
834 by I I sheets at a time. It is my understanding that they have ordered and
are planning to install two large press units which will approximately triple the
opacity of this printing plant.

Another Army division that has considerable printing equipment is the Army
Air Corps headquarters at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. It has been the practice
for overflow from these Army plants to go to our biggest competitor the Govern-
ment Printing Office in Washington.

It seems to us that in most cases it might be better to have this type of printing
handled here in Detroit by the manufacturer who is entirely familiar with the
requirements as far as his own product is concerned. In order to prevent mis-
understanding I would like to repeat that there are many jobs of this character
which are now being handled entirely by the Detroit manufacturers. On the
other hand we are Informed that there are still many that the Army is printing.

Whenever the Army asks the manufacturer to purchase the printing which is
to accompany the article he is furniLshing, the Army sets upacertain specifications.
Many divisions of the Army allow plenty of latitude, so that the manufacturer
may purchase t' at printing in the manner that Is best for the particular job he is
urnishing.

There is at least one specification with which I am familiar, however, that
Impresses me as being questionable. The Army Air Corps specifies that their
material must be typewntten. It does not allow typesetting and further than that
It a pem fies a particular type of typewriter composition called Varityping.

With your permission I would like to take a few minutes to explain to you
gent!emen the difference between a job composed on the typewriter and one which
has been set in type. There is no question that there are many jobs which are
most economical when they are handled by typewriter composition. However
there are many jobs that are more efficiently handled when set by some method
of typesetting. Generally speaking jobs on which the run is short are better In
typewriter because the Initial cost of the typewriter composition Is considerably
les than the initial cost of a Job which is set In type.

On the other hand on a job which is in a hurry a tysetting plant will go two
or three times faster than a shop which is preparing the job for typewriter com-
position. Secondly, as you can easily understand alterations are going to be
more difficult in typewriter composition. Generally speaking it is necessary to
retype the page. The type form however can be corrected by simply changing
the lines or characters necessary. This is also very desirable if the printing
form is going to be later adapted to some truck or tank similar in character to
the article described in the first printed copy.

Experiments show that on many jobs typesetting can save considerable space.
It is for this reason that on long-run jobs even though the original composition
may cost more In type the completed job may cpst considerably less than the
original extra expense of typesetting. The saving can amount t6 from 25 to 50
percent in space and consequently in paper. In view of the current difficulties
that our paper mills are having particularly with the cheaper grades of printing
paper, this advantage of the typesetting printing job seems worth investigation.:
I would like to submit a job from a parts list wplich was handled in typewriter.
I am also showing proofs of that same job which has been set In type. You will
note that there is a saving of approximately 0 percent In space. I do not claim
that this is typical on this class of work but it can happen. In addition the type-
setting Industry has another advantage to offer in the matter of quality. No
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one will deny that a printed Job Is easier to read if properly prepared and printed
from type than if It is printed from typewriter. I believe that we ought to
furnish the soldier who may be trying to repair his tank under trying conditions
with the best possible material to assist him in that endeavor. It does seem to
me unwise that the Army Air Corps shouldarbitrarily Insist on this specification.
How many other Government defense jobs are bought under this type of policy
we do not know but we are sure there are many.

Another problem I would like to call to the committee's attention deals also
with the Army Air Corps. This time with their materiel division which is located
In Detroit. This department handles procurement for the central district of
the United States, supervising production for all Air Corps purchases between
the Alleghenies and lockies. It is also headquarters for the Air Service Com-
mand and the Ferry Command. Any printing which is required for this huge
department must first go to the Air Corps headquarters In Washington and then
to Wright Field printing department. It does not Impress one as being a method
designed to expedite their printing purchases.

In conclusion we would like to ask the committee to consider three ways
abuses can be cured. First, would it not be possible to investigate the Army
printing specifications and purchase. In many Instances we are sure that the
job Is being done efeclently but in others a central planning department undoubt-
edly would accomplish much. Secondly where that Is not now permitted we
suggest it night be best to allow the local manufacturer to handle the entire
printing purchase for the Army, rather than vice versa. Thirdly the Detroit
typesetting industry is vitally interested in any assistance which the Government
can ofter to aid the local distress printing problems through Government Printing
Office priltisig allocations.

STARTER 1041

Part No. Nam Z-4M92 MAB-414 4001

STrA'Rto MOTOR AND TVAX. L-I ot Lirt Mo(o0 ,

M U-3l las ins test1hw .................................... 1 2
MAR-55 ....ulatinessh ................................ I

M U-37 a fn w s -Mn . e .................................... I 1 "
M U-i9 Imn stl1g washer ................................. :... 1 1 2
MZ-29 PoMe piece ............................................. 4

MAB-29 Pole pi ............................................ 4
MA-I Pole pkve ............................................. 4
MZ-.SA Pole pi screw ................................... 1
0K-38 Pepe ce screw ....................................... 4
M Z-SOA FieLonection isltor ............................. I

MAB-3.0 Fiel connection Insulamor ............................ I
MiPL-30 Field connection .......................... 1

MZ-. Field co.l o ector.. ........................... 2
MAF-. Field e cooneDto. .................................. 2

M B M-2 Field coil oonnector ................................... 1
M BM-M3 Field cull ownector ................................... 1
MB M-S Field coll comnector ................................... 1

MZ-i007 Field coi-U. L ....................................... I
MAB-I - Field col--U.. ....................................... I

MB -It7 Field coil-U. L ...................................... I
MB -10% Fieli col-L L .......................................
MBM-IOW FieH 0eil-1. R .................................... 1

MZ-0MA Field coi] and brush assembly- R ................. I
MAB-108A Field eoll and brush assembly-L. R .................. 1

MZ-10onB Fietd coil and brush sssembly-L. L ................. I
MA - E Field cell a4 brush :ssembly-L. L...............

MZ-2 Brush .................................... I
MAB-Il Brush ........................................... .- 2

NZ-I2 Brush ............................................. I
MZ-lOlO Fkld cell-U. R ..................................... 1

MAB-1Oi0 Feld coll-U. R ..................................... IlIzZ-CC Fied col- U. R ...................................... I
MN-21 Dowel pin ............................................ 1

X-1014 Lock wIter-el' .................................... 1 1 2
5X-137 Rex. n IO-,I"-24 .................................... 1 1 2

IIX-1014 Lock wasber-i" .................................... 1 I 2
SX-176 Hes. nut-5(If'-24 .............................. 1 1 2

MAD-20 Frme screw ......................................... 2
X-14 lies. nut-114"-20 ...................................... I
X-l0 Lack waer-I4"..................................... 2
X-IS9 Oiler-press In .................................... I
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Part No. Name MZ-# MAB-11O MBM

STARTLNG MOTOR AND HDRAVLIC tOi LIT?
MOTOt--OOtllued

MZ-2R02 Commutator end plate assem my ......................
MAB-2W02 Commutator end plate asem my ...................... I
M B L-O Commutator end plate assembly ......................

MZ-IS Brush bolder ...................................... 2 2
MZ-19 Baush sbrin ...................................... 4 4 2
MZ-0A Absorbent bronze bear ........................ I I
Mz-I04 Brush assem byy--gr r uded ....................... 2 t
X-S Ovi head lublar rivet-W' xI I" ................ 4 4 4
X-19S Lock w m-f-#10 ................... 4.................
X-M4 Lock wa s h r--#10 .................................... 2
X--O) Fillitster bead screw--lO-2 x t ....................... 4 2

MZ-23 Armature assembly ................................... I
MAB-211! Armature asy"- - -y I............

MA-2til Armasture assembly ----------- - --------- I
MZ-S Bearing thrust spacer ............................. I

MBL-SI Bearing thrust spacer ............................. I
MU-4 Thrust waser-% thick ............................ 2 1

X-261 Woodruft key---- .................................
!,1E-024F Head band assembly ................................

MAB-1024 Head band assembly .................................. I
MZ-10t Head band assembly ................................
MZ-Ils Drive end bead assembly ............................. I

MAB-ti1OB Drive end bead assembly ............................. I
MAB-124 Absorbent bronte bearing ......................... IX-4M $4" o -press [a tye...............

X-Il FillIster h sewad 1 "-................... 4
X-S Flat bead screw-41C-S t If- ......................... 2
X-30O Round bead screw-10-32 x Ili .....................I

aSX-OS Round bead.mw-410-2 I 11V .....................
SX-ISM Round bead screw--410- x .....................2 2
X-715 Round bead sersw-lO-- i 116":. ................... 1
X*2I1 Woodruff key-f .....................................
X-Sl Lck wsh-# 0 ....................................

SX-794 .Square nut-:O-t - -.................................... I I
X-17 i Shakeproowaber-I1O ...............................

EBA-B Eendhxdrlieassembly ................................ I
ERB-108 Lock washer ...................................... 2 2
EB-I.5S Special screw- .................................... I
EBZ-t) Antidrift spring ................................... 1

ERA-M2S itrl-------- -- 1 I
EBA-i rw assemby ------------------------------ I

Pinonassmby--------------------E B .A43 aPnlss embly .................................. I
EBA-M Retaining ring-narrow groove ..................... AR AR
EBA-It Retoiing ring-wide groove ........................ AR AR
EBA-290 Drive spring ...................................... I I
EBA-290 Shaft spring screw ................................. I

88-4M1 Soenold start ici switch (lhudson lBO 4507) ......... I
x-ma liex. nut-1t"--24 ............................... 212X-1014 1eek w ivQber-SJi " ............................... 1
SX-1412 Hex. cut-410--32 ................................. I
X-Oi Terminal .............................................. I I

X-l61 T rm lm .............................................. I I

(At the figure (1) in the thirteenth line of page 4 of the statement
read by Mr. Henry, the following transpired:)

Mr. HENRY. Would you like to see these jobs?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; we would be interested to see them.
Mr. HENRY. There is a parts list (referring to the sheets referred

to). It is not an Army job but it is a job that was handled by type-
writer composition. there is the same job set in type [indicating].
You can see that it lakes up only about half the space on the type-set
as compared with the typewriter composition.

(Whereupon Mr. Henry completed -reading the statement already
referred to.)

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Henry, in vour, statement that you made
and in th6 statement that the man before you made, it was said that
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practically 80 percent of your business came from the automotive
industry as its source.

Mr. HENRY. That is true of the printing industry in general.
The CHAIRMAN. Was there any effort made prior to this war

program or prior to this war itself to get any outside business, outside
of the automotive industry?

Mr. HENRY. I would answer that question by pointing out that in
general the man who ges out into the national printing market and
solicits business is soliciting it in the highest competitive market there
is. The people who get the orders from national markets are people
who are operatinF in low-cost centers of production, generally speak-
ing. And Detroit printers, unless they have had a particular advan-
tage on a particular job have been unable to get printing other than
Detroit printing.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, they were never adapted to accept
anything outside of what they have here? ^

Mr. HENRY. With the labor costs as they are in Detroit it is very
difficult to go into the general printing market of the country.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Henry.
Mr. William F. Sage.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM F. SAOE, COMMERCIAL BINDERY,
DETROIT, MICH.

Mr. SAGE. I am not representing my own firm here today, so much
as I am the trade binders of Detroit.

(Whereupon Mr. Sage presented a statement in the words and
figures as follows, to wit:)

STATEMENT OF TRADz l3iNDzs-DETROIT

(By William F. Sage)

The trade bookbinder is an asset to the graphic arts, supplementing the equip-
ment of various firms, to handle peak loads, as well as all work in some cases, more
economically and spoodily.

With our volume of business reduced because of conversion of auto industry
and the cessation of direct mail and advertising printing, the discontinuance of
house organs and publications, ve are in Jeopardy of losing our trained per-
sonnel w ho will ard are seeking other avenues of emplcynent Lecauso of scarcity
of work. This personnel will be needed several months In the future when con-
verted plants are operating on defenEe production to provide the finishing opera-
tions fcr the printer on the multiplicity of forms necessary for records and keep-
ing of data In these plants.

What is needed is a few orders from the Government Printing Office to main-
tain our personnel till such time as they are needed for this work or If more vitel
need Is In arms plants then they will not have had their morale shattered for such
participation. The Government Printing Office culd very well release some of
the orders on material which is in demand but which cannotbe secured. Putting
the half million dollars' worth of trade binder" equipment to work Instead of
burdening the Treasury and delaying the spread of information, waiting for new
equipment for Its own Office. by buying new equipment and enlarging the
Government Printing Office bindery, the Government is killing the goose that
lays the golden eggs. For without a fair amount of business there will be no
profit, hence, no taxes, no bond purchases.

There are 10 main finishing plants In the trade-bindery line in this city. Half
of these have.been able to maintain close to normal volume in capacity not In

747T---42-voL t-45
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dollars because of the need of work of the other half. The half who have been
hardest hit by present conditions present the following figures:

Sales:
1928 --------------------------- ---------------- $1,179, 149
19.41 -- ------------------------------------------ $969,923
January i941 -------------------------------------------- $85,380
January 1942 -------------------------------------- $52, 142

Employees:
January 1941 -------------------------------------------- 389
January 1942 ------------------------------------------ 8 238

oil 17.7 petent. I0 38.9 percent. Off 38.8 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Sage.
Mr. Peter II. Schotanus.

STATEMENT OF PETER H. SOHOTANUS, WAYNE COLORPLATE &
RAPID ELECTROTYPE CO.

The CHAIRMA. You may proceed, Mr. Schotanus.
(Whereupon a statement was read by Mr. Schotanus in the words

and figures as follows, to wit:)

A STATEMENT OF FACTS, COVERING THE RELATIVE CONDITIONS IN THE PHOTO-
ENGRAVINO AND ELE"TROTYPINO INDUSTRIES, USING DOLLAR SALES OF JANUARY
1941 AGAINST JANUARY 1942 AS A BASIS OF COMPARISON

A survey and analysis of the photoengraving industry In Detroit for the months
January 1941, against January 1942, reveals the following:

Dollar volume for 11 plants reporting give a production of $195,456 for 1941.
Dollar volume for the same group of plants for 1942, $105,822.
This proves a volume shrinkage, as a result of the automotive industry having

been taken over by our defense effort of 45.8 percent. In other words, it can be
reported that the photoengraving industry of Detroit was operating 54.2 percent
of normal in 1942 against 1941.

The group of plants reporting ernployed a total of 429 persons in 1941 while a
total of 288 employees is given for 1942. This shows an employment shrinkage
of 32.8 percent in 1942 as against 1941.

In short, the January comparison indicates that the photoengraving Industry
of Detroit has suffered a loss in volume of 45.8 percent, an employment shrink-
age of 32.8 percent using January 1941 figures as a basis of comparison with our
records of January 1942.

Let me now give you a similar report on the electrotyping industry.
The analysis of the electrotyping industry of Detroit for the months of January

1941 against January 1942, gives us the following picture.
Dollar volume for the three plants reporting, gives a production of $64,404 for

1941.
Dollar volume for the same group of plants for J,uary 1942, $24,948.
This gives us a volume shrinkage of 61.2 percent. The direct result of our

automotive Industry having been taken over by our defense effort. In other
words, it can be reported that the electrotyping industry operated 38.8 percent
of normal in January 1942 as against January 1941.

The group of plants reporting, employed a totOl of 120 persons in 1941, while
a total of 96 persons were reported employed for January 1942. Indicating an
employment shrinkage of 20.0 percent in January 1942 as against January 1941.

In short, the January comparison indicates thet the electrotyjing Industry of
Detroit suffered a volume shrinkage of 61.2 percent using January 1941 records
as a basis of comparison with our records covering January 1942.

Let me now deviate and give to you a national comparison. As you may or
may not know, I serve as president of the Rapid Electrotype Co., a national
organization, having manufacturing plants in five of our larger cities, serving
five distinct trade areas, our plants being located in New York, Philadelphia,
Cincinnati, San Francisco, and Detroit. Wo also maintain branch offices in
Chicago and Atlanta.

An analysis of our consolidated dollar sales, excluding Detroit, covering New
York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, San FrancL-c, Chicago, and Atlanta, shows a
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volume shrinkage of only 13 percent in these six metropolitan cities. In other
words, it can be reported that the eloctrtyping industry, serving the above
trade artas, operated at 87 percent of normal in January 1942 as against January
1941, whereas the Detrcit electrotyping industry operated at 38.8 percent of
normal in the same period.

Here we have concrete evidence that the shrinkage in electrotyping, which
means art, engraving, electrotyping, typography, bookbinding, printing, etc., has
been far greater in Detroit than in any other advertising center.

For the city of Detroit is a one-industry center, and when the automotive
industry was given over to defense, the graphic arts industries, and the bread and
butter of those employed therein, were sacrificed therewith.

There should be no question about this for the grouped engraving and electro-
typing analysis definitely proves the point.

This sacrifice to national defense, we representing the graphic arts Industries
of Detroit, are happy to make. However, if it 13 true that Detroit has been
more severely affected than most other cities, and if there Is to bea great defense
demand, for such of our services as are now idle In Detroit, then it would seem
only reasonable and fair that Detroit should receive first consideration on such
Government requirements, and that our idle facilities should be given precedence
over trade areas, which, as proven by statistics have hardly been affected, or are
even now operating at normal or above normal. This is the opinion of the photo.
engravii g and eletrotyping Industries of Detroit.

Vow n conclusion, please do not look upon this as a plea for charity, but rather
consider it as an appeal to eliminate waste and to conserve man-hours.

We, here In Detroit, have unemployment and Idle machinery and this is a na-
tional waste. To employ our men and our Idle facilities, will enable us, in Detroit,
to make our contributions to national defense-to carry and to pay our fair share
of the tax load, employee and employer alike.

In business, as in family life, it seems unfair and criminal that some few should
suffer with the gout, while others are not able to do their bit because of a starva-
tion diet. That some in our graphic arts industry sho-rld be working at over-
time rates, while others are idle. That some should be enjoying a lush period of
plenty, while In the very same industry, others are living on the ragged edge of
want and bankruptcy.

In short, we representing the graphic arts industries of Detroit, do not wish
to employ high pressure tactics, nor do we wish to be unfair in our expectations.
All we are asking is a fair and equitable distribution of Government graphic arts
purchases. This, after having considered our Detioit problem in relation to the
country as a whole, and, after having weighed and considered all the facts as
presented today.

This gentlemen, in brief, concludes my report.
PETER SCROTANUS,

President, Wayne Colorplate Co., Detroit Mich
RAPID ELECTROTYPE O.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
(NoTE.-At the figure (I) at end of line 15 on page I of said statement as read

by Mr. Schotanus, the following transpired, to wit):

The CHAIRMAN. May I interrupt you right there. As to the
shrinkage in the employment situation here in the printifig industry,
have you any idea as to the employment situation here in Detroit in
the automobile industry taken over today by the War Production
Board?

Mr. SCHOTANUS. I know it is quite an increase; the point is hero
that the business of the photoengravers is a highly skilled trade, and
therefore we are carrying perhaps more than we should; I appreciate
that war production retraining is taking up the younger photo-
engravers and electrotypers as the men are dropped off of our pay rolls.
However, 48 percent of the shop workers are aged 40 years or more,
and not suit to retraining.

The CH1AIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. SCHOTANus. All right.
(Whereupon Mr. Schotanus continued to read from his statement

to the figure (2) in line 26 of page 1, where the following transpired:)
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Mr. SCHOTANUS. I wish to say at this time that there are six
electrotyping plants in the city, of which three have seen fit to
cooperate in these figures, and three for reasons of their own have
not cooperated.

(Whereupon Mr. Schotanus continued to read to the end of the
statement.)

Mr. HALLECK. YOU are speaking primarily for the electrotypers
and--

Mr. SCHOTANUS. Photoengravers.
Mr. HALLECK. Photoengravers. Is it your idea that you should

be doing more work direct for the Government or is it your idea that
if the printers and those who actually do the work here in Detroit
were given more of the work, then you would get from them a better
share?

Mr. SCHOTANUS. That's right. We are part of the supply group;
we supply the printers; when the printers fail, we, as a rule, fail with
them.

Mr. HIALLECK. In other words, there are, we might say, a number
of subsidiary enterprises which for their solvency are dependent upon
the solvency of the business of the printers?

Mr. SCHOTANus. That's right. In other words, I would not
mean to say that this supply group is entirely dependent upon the
printers, but the welfare andtho prosperity in the printing industry
certainly helps and improves our chances.

Mr. HALLECK. I did not mean that you were fully dependent upon
it but your figures would indicate that you are considerably depend-
ent upon it.

Mr. SCHOTANUS. Yes, sir.
Mr. HALLECK. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Schotanus.
.Mr. Forest W. Starling.

STATEMENT OF FOREST W. STARLING, SEAMAN-PATRICK
PAPER CO.

Mr. STARLTNO. My name is Forest Starling, of the Seaman-Patrick
Paper Co., 1225 Vermont..

(Whereupon a statement was presented by Mr. Starling, in words
and figures as follows, to wit:)

A survey of the business of six representative printing-paper distributors of
this city shows that our business has fallen off 634 percent since the outbreak
of the war.

Situated as we are in between the Kalamazoo Valley in Kalamazoo and the
Miami Valley in Ohio, where 10 percent of the printing paper made In the United
States is manufactured, we are ideally located to serve the printers of Detroit
quickly and economically, due to the short freight haul by rail, truck, or in the
season, by boat. We know machine trims, state of business at the time of the
nearby mills and where to have the orders made to the best advantage from a
standpoint of no waste machine time.

We await the opportunity, through the printers of Detroit, of serving the Gov-
ernment at the lowest possible cost and with the greatest possible speed. If
there are any questions the committee would like to ask, I would be very happy
to answer them to the best of my ability.

Thank you for the opportunity of presenting our present situation to you.
The CHAIRUAN. Mr. Starling, you being in the paper industry,

have you encountered a shortage of paper?
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Mr. STARLING. Well, that is a pretty broad question. There is
an acute shortage of some types of paper, and a surplus of other
types. There is a surplus of what I would call the advertising types
of paper, and a shortage of what I would call the necessitous types
of paper, always speaking of printing papers.

Mr. PLOESER. We are hearing some complaint in Washington
about there being shortages of various types of printing papers.

Mr. STArtLING. Yes; that is true.
Mir. PLOESER. I wondered if that is a localized condition or if it

is national.
M|r. STARLING. No; it is a national condition.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very kindly.
Mr. L. E., Phelan.

STATEMENT OF L. E. PHELAN, SECRETARY-MANAGER, DETROIT
ASSOCIATION OF CREDIT MEN

Mr. PHELAN. Mly name is I,. E. Phelqn; I am secretary of the
Detroit. Association of Credit Men.

(Whereupon a statement was read by Mr. Phelan, in words and
figures as follows, to wit:)

STATEMENT OF L. E. PHELAN, SECRETARY-1MANAGER DETROIT ASsOCIATION OF
CREDIT MEN ON DETROIT PRINTINo INDUSTRY

My position has brought me in very intimate touch with the Detroit printing
industry during the past 15 years and we are very much concerned and alarmed
at the situation confronting the major printing plants of this city whose problem
has been created by Government regulations in the automotive and defense
center of the country.

The problem Is not one of immediate credit concern, for these companies have
paid their suppliers and labor bills promptly throughout the years. Most of these
plants have been developed and their personnel trained to serve almost exclusively
the automotive Industry and unless proper and immediate relief can be given
them through placing a volume of work over their presses and other equipment,
they are faced with disastrous liquidation which also will have its repercussions
on the highly skilled employees as well as suppliers to this industry.

If the condition Is permitted to exist many days longer, their personnel, whose
highly technical training does not lend itself to absorption by defense Industries,
will be scattered, making it impossible for those printing Institutions to reestablish
themselves once peace has been declared.

The tremendous dislocations with which the industry is confronted can be very
materially ameliorated by simply shifting a portion of the printing of govern-
mental agencies and departments, to this market which will not only clear bottle-
necks, produce printing more economically, but will prevent disaster to a most
Important unit of Detroit business. This organization representing 18,000
members throughout the country with no selfish purposes Involved, plead with
your honorable committee to give the problem confronting the Detrolt printing
industry, your immediate and earnest consideration to help them produce in order
to survive.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mfr. PLOESER. Air. Phelan, don't you feel that there will still be a

gap, even if the Government could supply a sufficient amount of
printing, for example, to keep this industry living and existing during
the period of war production, don't you think that there will still be a
considerable gap between the end o? that period as it might apply to
the need of printing, and the reconversion of the automobile business
back into civilian supply?
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Mr. PHELAN. There will be some gap there; there is bound to be;
and that is one of my concerns, the future of the industry when the war
is over, provided it can be kept in existence and can survive during
thp war. My own notion is, in feeling the pulse of the industry as I
do year in and year out and day in and day out, that there has been a
decline of somewhere between 55 and 70 percent, and, those plants tb at
are affected have been the cream of the crop of our printing plants in
this district. For the first time in my 20 years of experience, 1 have
been stumped to be able to give to a man who comes to my office for
advice as to what is ahead of him, any answer other than production
over his mills. At the moment he isn't., but in all our suppliers-many
of them are all dressed up with a quarter of a million or $300,000 or
$350,000 plant; and his equity in the business can be dissipated in
several months by paying rent, insurance, and even if he closes the
door, hoping for business to come back sooner than it will come;
because have lived with these men for 16 or 16 years, I do take a very
intense personal interest in their welfare; and because I represent an
organization here which has been in existence, looking after the
financial welfare of our district from a credit standpoint, I don't like
to sit idly by and not be able to give these gentlemen, when they
come for advice, something other than the mere fact that the only
thing that will save them, in my judgment, is material going over
their equipment.

Air. PLOESER. HOW long will it take the automobile industry to
reconvert?

Mr. PHELAN. I would say that the printing industry, in my judg-
ment, when the peace is declared, will immediately-one of the first
things it will have to reestablish itself is that they w;ill be in a position
to get them their printing and advertising some months before other
people, if that is the point you are trying to make.

Mr. PLOtSER. That is what I am driving at. I am wondering,
even though there may be a period of salvation, if it is not in a measure
prolonging the ultimate death of a lot of this industry in that recon-
version period?

Mr. PHELAN. If Detroit goes down to that death-you know we
are pretty much of a one-horse town as to industry; we have 'drugs
and the automotive industry; we have no food, no clothing, and very
few of the other necessary industries, on which the printing industry
can diversify itself, so it is not knocked out completely when its chief
source of customers goes out of existence by regulation; but I would
say that the major plants that make up the cream of the crop of this
industry here amount to somewhere from 65 to 70 percent of the total
purchase and the total dollar volume of printing that goes through
this town.

Mr. PLOEMER. What is the total dollar volume of printing that
applies to the automobile industry? What does this 80 percent loss
mean In dollars?

Mr. PHELAN. I could only give you a guess on that, but I would
say somewhere between twelve and fourteen million dollars in this
town. That might be a stab but that iy my observation and that is
my impression. And I would have to give you those figures more
correctly by checking the records, but I-am basing that somewhat
on the total volume of supplies, and of course I don t know the total
dollar volume of material that goes into the completed product.

M3
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Mr. PLOESER. That is all.
Mr. HALLECK. Just a Minute: I again feel urged to express to you

and to these other people that are making these statements, my com-
mendation and I am sure that of the committee, for your very splendid
attitude. Of course all of us who are struggling with these problems
of dislocation brought about by the war effort must recognize that
a lot of dislocation is just inevitable. You cannot transfer forty or
fifty billion dollars of the productive capacity of America to the
building of a war machine and away from consumer goods, and not
adversely affect a lot of people. But as I understand it, it is your
position, not that we should in any way impede the war effort, but
that the dislocation should be kept at a minimum by affording as
much of the available work to the people now in the business as it is
possible to give them?

Mr. PHELAN. That is correct.
Mr. IIALLECK. Just one further thing: It has been touched on here

in some of the other statements. Is it your view that the printing
industry in Detroit, by reason of the almost complete knocking out
of the automobile business, is in a more distressed condition that the
average printing business over the country?

Mr. PHELAN. I would very definitely say "Yes," and I am in a
position to make some comparisons through the records of the supply
credit cards throughout the country through our organization.

Mr. HALLECK. That is what I had in mind. Now then, as a matter
of policy for the Government to pursue, because as I understand it
they have pursued a similar policy in other fields, would it be your
idea that such Government work as there is might be diverted in
larger measure to those areas where the most distress has occurred?

Mr. PHSELAN. I would think that would be the sensible thing to do
provided they can do it economically. 'I feel they can in this field
because of their closeness to the major source of supply in printing,
which is paper.

Mr. HALLECK. Of course, that is one thing that all of us interested
in the Government must constantly keep in mind, that is the matter
of costs, because of a very great responsibility for the whole thing.

Mr. PHELAN. I am intensely interested in Keeping the cost down,
as you can imagine most credit men are.

Mr. HALLECK. And yet I would not want what I have said in the
record to be taken as meaning that all of this work ought to go to
some sections of the country where they do not pay the wages that
you pay here in Detroit. I do not think that is right.

Mr. PIIELAN. Detroit is an odd market in many respects, because
it does not have the diversified industries that most major sbctions
of the country have, and I have the same problem in my association
created by that as compared with Chicago, Philadelphia, and some
other inafor markets, and I am in position month after month to see
these variations and compare them with Detroit's variations in our
own organization. Our lack of diversity hero is one of our curses
when a situation of this kind comes up and I had very clearly this
supporting evidence happen when the bank holiday came on, and these
men because the banks were closed, these men I am now talking about,
when they could not pay their bills increased the amount of money on
the books of supplier$ somewhere around 65 percent, just in I month,
when they could not pay the month's bills, because the banks were
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closed; and we do have a peculiar market in Detroit as compared
with other major markets. We have a market that would be com-
parable with another market that lives off of practically one industry.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very kindly, Mr. Phelan.
Mr. Frank Martel?
A Voice. Mr. Martel has not arrived, but Mr. Ballback has arrived.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ballback.

STATEMENT OF FRED R. BALLBACK, INTERNATIONAL PHOTO-
ENGRAVERS UNION

The CHAIRMAN. Give your name and business affiliations.
Mr. BALLBACK. Fred f. Ballback, affiliated with the International

Photoengravers Union of North America.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you a statement?
Mir. BALLBACK. I don't know what this is all about, Mr. Chairman.

I have just come into the city and I was requested to be here. I ex-
pected to meet my corepresentatives, Mr. Martel, and others.

The CHAIRMAN. Maybe you are not prepared to give a statement?
Mr. BALLBACK. I am not prepared to give a statement.
The CHAIRMAN. You may sit back there.
Mr. BALLBACK. All right.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Richardson here?
A VoicE. No one representing the labor unions is here yet.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Campbell here?
A VoIce. He is not here yet.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mrs. May Vander Pyl here?
A VoicE. She is here.

STATEMENT OF MRS. MAY VANDER PYL, ADVERTISING LETTER
SERVICE, DETROIT, MICH.

Mrs. VANDER PYt,. My name is May Vander Pyl, Advertising
Letter Service, Detroit.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mrs. VANDER PYG. I am representing the Mail Advertising Service

Association, Local; I am secretary of the local; also a member of the
board of the National Mail Advertising Service Association. I would
like to submit facts concerning commercial duplicating, that end of
the business.

(Whereupon, a statement was presented by Mrs. Vander Pyl in the
words and figures as follows:) BUCKLE Y, DEHKNT & CO.,

Mr. FavDzicK A. VtRKus, February , 1942.
lUinois D itsion, National Small Business Men's Artocal ion,

Cicago, Ill.
DEAR MR. VIRKus: You requested that I herewith submit to you facts concern-

Ing the commercial duplicating business of the Nation-comprWng for the most
part. small and medium size business enterprises.

The a ate number of commercial duplicating companies (etter shops) in
the United States, operating mimeographs, muJtigraphs, multlliths, dupligraphs,
addressogrphs and other duplicating machines. based on the 1940 census, Is
2,396 establishments.

The number of persons employed In this specialized commercial service is esti.
tmated to be 36,000 men and women.
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The total Investment in present equipment nstalled in the 2,396 offices and
plants of commercial duplicating companies (letter shops) is estimated to be
$21,980.000.

Notwithstanding the availability of these commercial establishments, whose
normal business Is now seriously Impaired by war economy, practically all the
Government agencies, regional offices, ordnance and quartermaster procurement.
arsenals of armed forces, etc., in many sections of the country are entering In
competition with these commercial enterprises through the purchase and opera-
tion of duplicating equipment.

Such purchases by the Government for themost part are unnecessary and un-
warranted, as all their requirements can be satisfactorily produced by the existing
commercial duplicating plants in the cities and towns throughout the Nation
where regional offices are located.

With the loss of normal trade, these existing commercial duplicating companies
need the support and cooperation of the Government if they are to continue in
business, maintain employment, and pay taxes.

When the Government purchases new duplicating equipment, It does so through
its preferred priority position and it is thereby taking from war defense needs
necessary steel and other metal materials which constitute the construction ofduplicatlnK machines.dihe sadand tragi part of this situation Is the waste Involved-not only In
cash outlay by the Government in making such purchases, but in the fact that
thousands of these duplicating machines will be salvaged In a few years hence-
auctioned off and sold by the Government at any price.

We have only to go back to the records of the World War of 1917 to discover
what took place in this respect, when thousands of offle& duplicating machines
glutted the market as old discarded equipment.

The existing commercial duplicating companies of the Nation appeal to its
Government to utilize to the fullest the facilities that are available, to the end that
their business may be permitted to live, with the support that their Government
can and should give to them.

They have the experience and the skill necessary to produce for the Government
all the needs that may be required-economically, speedily, and satisfactorily.

In this situation there is no justification for the Government unnecessarily
competing with existing private enterprbe, or undertaking to do through its
own operations what can be purchased in the open market, often at lower cost,
from available commercial sources of supply.

This information is presented to you inbhalf of the .Mail Advertising Service
Association-a national organization of owners and operators of commercial
letter shops In the United States.

Respectfully submitted. Bt CKLEY, DEET & CO.
HOMER J. BUCKLEY, Presidenl.

Mrs. VANDiER Pvc,. This letter was turned over to a representative
of our group, Mr. Homer Buckley, of Chicago, representing Detroit
and other locals, and was carried by Mr. Frederick A. Virkus of the
Illinois division of the National Small Business Men's Association,
direct to Mr. Nelson, and I will read briefly and then turn this thing
in to the report. This was published in the Chicago Journal of
Commerce:

(Whereupon an article from the Chicago Journal of Commerce was
read by Mrs. Vander Pyl.)

Mrs. VANDER Pyi,. Then I have another piece to submit. This is
an ad that was run in the New York Times day before yesteiday-

The CHAIRMAN. Is that a newspaper ad?
Mrs. VANDER PvL. That is from the New York Times and they

state there that, there are some 500 people who are reaAy with all
equipment, and it says also that we are used to these confidential
orers and I think I will leave that and not give you anything further.

The CHAIRMAN. We will determine whether we will let that go into
the record or not, because we aro involved here in getting authentic
information. That is what we are hero for.
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Mrs. VANDER Pyi,. All right.
Mr. HALLECK. Do I understand that ad is from 500 people who

can do this duplicating work for the Government agencies and the
armed services?

Mrs. VANDER PYL. That is paid for by a large Now York mailing
concern, citing the others. IN e are trying to work in a cooperative
Way iii trying to do something as an association, as well as with
app roximately 10 percent of invested capital here in Detroit.

Kir. HALLECK. Are these organizations for whom you are speaking
so situated geographically that they are available to (1o the work?

Mrs. VANDERn PmL. That is right.
Mr. IIALLECK. 'That the Government needs to have done?
Mrs. VANDER PYL. That is right. Our main work is the mimeo-

graphing and the multolitliing, ditto, specifications, and work of that
sort. Printing equipment. We are not talking about that, but we
are talking about the other maclimes of which the Government has so
many. This was submitted at a meeting of the board of directors in
*St. Louis last week, and when I returned I went here in Detroit to the
War Production Board il the Woodward Builing at, Woodward
Avenue and the Boulevard; I called there to determine if some of this
work could be let out. I talked with the contact man there and he
said, "I will have to inform you that we have a certain number of
machines here and we are handling our work."

I said, "Suppose you should reach the point where you cannot quite
handle it with that equipment, anticipating the stopping of ianu-
facturing of these machines?

Ile said, "Well, we will simply buy more machines if we cannot
handle the work with what we have."

I said, "Well, supposing y'ou reach the situation of overtime, with
printers working on a certain hourly basis here."

And lie said again, "I will have to tell you this, these people will
work all the overtime that is necessary."

The CHAIRMAN. You do not know who that individual was?
Mrs. VANDER Pm,. Yes, I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give me the name for the record?
Mrs. VANDER 171 ell, later. I woulh rather not give it now.
The CHAIRMAN. We would like to know.
Mrs. yANDEH IYL'. I will supply that name.
Mr. IIALLECK. That is work that is being done in connection with

the W. P. B. here in )etroit?
Mrs. VANDER PL. Yes; the War Proluction Board.
Mr. IIALLECK. And you have commercial organizations that can

do that work?
Mrs. VANDFR Pml. That's right.
Mr. IIALLECK. W hat reason (lid he, give you for that? That you

were changing too much?
Mrs. VANDER PVLr. No; prices were not asked for. lie said they

had their own equipment, and I said, "Suppose you cannot handle it
with the equipment you havo?"

lie said, "Then we will buy more equipment."
And I said "Suppose you reach this otertimo proposition?"
He said, "Then we will work-"
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Vander Pyl, the reason that I asked that

question that we would like to know the names of those individuals-

54.2
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Mfr. JIALLECK. Site can supply that in private.
The CHAIRMAN. We get so many of these complaints and yet we

have no substantial evidence to present, you see, and we are here to
get whatever we can, and I wish you would, after a while, if you do
not care to do it in public, submit the name to us so that we might
have it.

Mrs. VANDER PYL. I will be glad to do that.
Mr. IIALLECK. It was someone in authority there that you talked

to?
Mrs. VANDER PYL. I asked to talk to the purchaser of supplies and

was sent to this man's desk. I did not know him. Frankly, I
wanted to find out as a member of the board of directors just what
was being done. I will say this, that I called at another office, and
there I found a man who said, "We will be glad to cooperate- I don't
know what the situation is," he said, "and I wonder if you will advise
me if I should buy a certain machine."

And I said, "I don't think you need it."
The CHAIRMAN. Will you let me see that advertising there?
Mrs. VANDER P17. Yes, I will (handing clippings to the chairman].
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mrs. Vander Pyl.
Mr. Forest 11. Wainscott.

STATEMENT OF FOREST H. WAINSCOTT, VICE PRESIDENT, MOERS,
INC.

Mr. WAINSCo r. My name is Forest 11. Wainscott, 170 East
Larned Street, Detroit representing Moers, Inc.

The Cn.AIMAN. Wi you speak a little louder?
Mr. W'lNscorr. After sitting and listening to the program this

morning, it occurred to me-
Tie CHA RMAN. Whom do you represent?
Mr. WAINscorr. Moers, Inc. It occurred to me that one of the

biggest items was being overlooked. I presented it to tile chairman
at noontime and they said if they had time they would give it a
hearing.

The CHAIRMAN. What chairman did you present it to?
Mr. WAisscorT. Of the printers group of Detroit.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. know it was net presented to me.
Mr. WAINscorT. No; the printers group of Detroit.
The Government printing employees have been increased from

3,000 to 8,000, an increase of 5,000, while in Detroit alone there is
now about 3,000 printers out of work and a gri at quantity of idle
equipment. It would seem to me that it would have been a good
program for this committee if yon could have visited some of those
plants and seen that equipment all covered with canvas.

Mr. IIALLECK. We will take your word for that.
Mr. WAINsscorr. The machinery people are still producing and

pushing tile sales of machinery to the different Government bureaus
and agencies, including the Army and the Navy. And I might say
that I am making this as a suggestion to the committee, I hope as a
helpful suggestion.
Why couldn't the committee request tie different printing ma-

chinery manufacturers to produce a record of the number of machines
sold to the Government in all of its different departments in the last

,543
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2 years? Be sure'not to overlook any multilith, multigraph, addresso-
graph, and all off-set and printing equipment. These mac winery
companies are getting high priority ratings in securing valuable
materials and parts to duplicate equipment that already exists.
This equipment is in the regular trade plants and is now idle. All
machinery manufacturers, printing machinery manufacturers can
use their equipment to produce badly needed war work. And some
are now doing this.

The CHAIRMAN. Right there, according to your suggestions, would
you want the Government to come in and requisition the printing
plant or an operating machine at one of these idle factories and move
it down to NVashington?

Mr. WAINscoTr. No; just the opposite. Instead of buying all of
these new machines or manufacturing them and sending them to
Washington, why can't they send the printing here?

The CHAIRMAN. That is what this committee was formulated for,
to see if we could not have them reverse their stand and bring those
essential articles into the communities where these plants are.

Mr. WAINSCOTr. It was a suggestion on a point that possibly the
committee could request that information from these people that are
p roducing this machinery and trying to force the sale of it to the
Government.

Mr. HALLECK. This committee might ask some of the Gov-
eminent people about that, too. We do not have to be limited in our
inquiry.

Mr. WAixscoTr. It seemed to me that that was being overlooked.
The CIIAIRMAN. No; it is not being overlooked by the committee.

We are familiar with that situation. Go ahead.
Mr. WAiNsco7T. That was the point I waa offering.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Safran?

STATEMENT OF HYMAN SAFRAN, MANAGER OF THE SAFRAN
PRINTING CO.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Safran, will you give your name and business
affiliation?

Mr. SAIRAN. My name is Ilyman Safran, and I am manager of the
Safran Printing Co. here in Detroit.

The CHAmMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Safran.
Mr. SAYRAN. Our plant did not specialize in automobile work at all.

But I do want to joint out that in an indirect way, as is the case
with the other plants, our business has fallen off about 40 percent,
that is without having any direct automobile work at all.

The CHfAIRMAN. You never had any automobile work?
Mr. SAFRAN. No, sir.
Mr. IIALLECK. Why is that? Are the people that did automobile

work now getting some of your business?
Mr. SAIRAN. No. The business does not exist. Agencies which

used to do automobile work and as a side line promoted advertising
specialties for smaller concerns, have gobo out of business or have
curtailed their staff, and that work has gone out of existence, likewise.
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I am speaking mainly from an experience I had a few days ago.
We receiv d a request from Washington to bid on some 12 printing
jobs. I estimated the work and it involved about $3 000 worth of
salable printing. The job was specified, stock furnished by the Gov-
ernment, f. o. b. Washington, D. 0. The printed matter to be de-
livered back to Washington. The freight cost on that $3,000 worth
of work was about $2,000. So I knew when I sent my bid in that
there really should not be a chance of my getting it, because the freight
was so high, and a printer situated closer to Washington, D. C., would
obviously get the work.

There was no request for a break-down as to what item was freight
and what item was presswork. And it occurred to me that as was
stated before that here is a situation with the Government purchasing
the stock from a paper mill possibly here in Kalamazoo, Mich.-

M r. HALLECK. That is what I wanted to ask you. Has that stock
been freighted down to Washington from some place out here?

Mr. SAFRAX. It certainly did not come from Washington, because
I know of no large paper mills in Washington. And what might have
happened was that the paper was ordered in Kalamazoo, Mich.,
where it was manufactured and then sent to Washington, and then the
paper had to be brought back here for work by the successful bidder,
and then sent back to Washington again by'him, and then it might
finally come back here to Fort Vayne.

Mr. HALLECK. All of which clips you out.
Mr. SAFRAN. Yes; that clips us out. And causes a waste of a lot of

money. I would like to offer this suggestion, first, that the Govern-
ment Printing Office do all the preliminary work, such as the art
work and the plates so that all printers w11 be on an equal basis;
second, thst the country be divided into a number of areas surround-
ing the ultimate destination of that printing work, and the size of
those areas should be controlled, I believe, by the degree of dis.
location in that particular area in the printing business.

For instance, Detroit being very hard hit should have a larger
area to service in printing because we have more equipment avail-
able and more idle printing plants that are distressed.

And finally the Government bid should be based on stock delivered
f. o. b. our plants, and quoted by us f. o. b. the ultimate destination,
not Wasldngton.

I understand we are going to face a shortage of rolling stock and
I think if there can be a short-cut on printing the jobs and getting
them to the ultimate destination that would save a lot of money
and furnish a lot of work in the areas where we need it most.

Mr. PLOESEn. I can agree with most everything you said except
letting the Government Printing Office do the preliminary work.
Why would you put them in that business?

Mr. SAFRAN. Because they in fact are in that business.
Mr. PLOESER. Well, not as much as they are in the printing business.

But whether they are or not, why put them in an additionalbusiness?
lMr. SAFRAN. It certainly is not necessary, but the way the bids

came to us is the way they were requested. All plates to come to us
with all preliminary work done by the Government.

The CHAIRUAN. All right, thank you. Mr. Campbell.
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STATEMENT OF HARVEY W. CAMPBELL, VICE PRESIDENT,
DETROIT BOARD OF COMMERCE

The CHAIRMAN. You may state your name, Mr. Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. My name is Harvey IV. Campbell, of the Detroit

Board of Commerce.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. My particular interest in this, of course, is civic,

because I am hired to be civic, and I am anxious to see that the future
of Detroit is preserved.

There are a great many folks in Detroit who have the idea that we
have no business looking toward anything except the winning of the
war. But we have to remember that our President said something
about the winning of the peace.

And if we are going to do that, we will have to do some "hoop-la"
business. And if we destroy the printing industry in Detroit we will
delay the post-war procedure.

I happen to be kind of married to this job because there were not
any laws to prevent me from going to work when I was a kid, and from
my earliest days I found myself in the photoengraving business, even
when I was 14 or 15 years old. And once you get the printer's ink
into your blood, it is a disease and you cannot get away from it.
. And I am tremendously worried about the present position 01 a great
industry in Detroit. I saw this industry grow. At one tim3 it was
very difficult to get some of the best craftsmanship in this town. I
have heard the names of Wells and Wincehll and a lot of other printers
when I was young, and I have seen the printing business -levelop to
the place where Detroit is the center for all kinds of printing, and I
have seen it become an actual merchandising accessory of tFe auto-
motive industry.

The reason the automobile industry has become the leader that it
was before it was destroyed a month ago was because it had the mer-
chandising ability and accessories right here close at hand. And the
name of the city of Detroit has been heralded in every town where
anybody can see or con read anything, as the headquarters for pre-
cision manufacturing, largely through the efforts of these men who
have been able to do this kind of a job, to be part of the associated
industries in the printing business.

Your automotive craftsmen and worker have been taken over, and
they were probably building a motor once before and they are still
building motors. But 80 percent of the printers will have to go out
and build a motor or some other machine and after that he will not be
the kind of a printer he was.

Because this town has become highly prosperous the printers have
prospered under the automotive industry. And when you take that
away, and it has been taken away, all incentive toward advertising has
been taken away. So that you lose these men as printers, and although
they will get along and eat and you try to make mechanics of them,
you destroy their ability to come back. And the future of this town
depends to a tremendous extent upon the ability of the Detroit area
to come back.

There is going to be another transition from war work to normal
production. But a tremendous amount of that will depend upon the
merchandise ability of the people who go back into the business under
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whatever condition exists, whether it is socialized or still capitalistic or
whatever it is-it will depend upon the ability of those people to sell
what they make, and they have been able to sell it through the use of
the men in this room and what they represent.

And I appeal to your committee, for the sake of the future of the
United States and the prosperity of the United States, to do all you
can to buy the insurance policy, the prosperity policy, that will make
the future load a little bit easier.

The CHAIMAN. We hope so, too. You mentioned about tie
automobile industry being destroyed. You don't mean that? It is
temporarily suspended.

Mr. CAMPBELL. llave you seen it? It is turned out in te snow.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that, but at the same time those

plants are being utilized.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes; but not for the automobile industry.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that also, but if we happen to lose

this war through lack of production there would be no use for auto-
mobiles after that.

Mr. CASIPBELL. I have no objection to (lie automobile industry
being destroyed for the winning of the war.

The CHAIRMAN. We hope it is only suspended temporarily.
Mfr. CAMPBELl. Well, we wonder what it will look like when it

comes back. I am sure there is nothing in anything that I have said
that indicates that it is not coming back, but I have been pleading with
you to help it conic back if you can do anything in Washington in that
direction. What we want is some printing business, for God's sake.

The CHAIRMAN. You should have been here this morning.
Mr. CAMPIBELL. I have head these guys for 20 years.
The CHAIRMiAN. All right; thank you very much.
Mr. Sparkman.

STATEMENT OF C. 0. SPARKMAN, DETROIT TYPOGRAPHICAL
UNION

The CHAIRMAN. Will you state your name and your business
affiliations, please?

Mr. SPARKMAN. Clifford G. Sparkman, president of the Detroit
Typographical Union; also president of the Detroit Allied Printing
Trades Council. I have some figures here in regard to the Detroit
Typographical Union, which is the compositors and printers' union.

I have done the best that I can to assemble figures with regard to
the state of employment in our particular organization. It is some-
what difficult in view of the fact that our members are scattered around
in some 135 shops, and we have a membership slightly in excess of
1,500. And the best figures that I could work up on it are that in the
newspapers we have 545 members, 385 of whom are employed and
1560 of whom are unemployed.

We havo a separate branch we call the directory branch-they are
commercial printers, but they operate under a separate contract, and
there are 69 employed and 35 unemployed.

And in our commercial field we have 811 members of whom there
are 203 employed and 601 unemployed. That is three-fourths of the
commercial field.
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We have 51 pensioners and 11 people in the Union Printers Home at
Colorado Springs.

The unemployed include everyone who is not regularly employed.
Now of course I do not mean that these people get no work at all,
because in many cases they are working possibly 1 or 2 days, but
they are the people without regular jobs.

We have lost a certain number of members recently, in excess of 10
who have droppeOl out of the union by taking honorable withdrawal
cards; you can get out of the union in two ways, by not paying your
dues and finally you will be suspended for nonpayment of dues, or by
taking an honorable withdrawal card. That card shows you have
been paid up and you can come back at any time.

We have 36 members now in defense plants and 81 in the classes
training for defense plants, and 9 members in the armed services.

I might explain in regard to that that we have among our appren-
tices probably over half of them in the Army.

The average member of the typographical union has an age of
around 45 or 40 years, and we have not had very many apprentices
training in the past 10 or 15 years. During the depression we green
with employers to keep apprentices out altogether for quite a period
of time.

Recently there have been more apprentices back on again, but the
Army has taken half of them out of the picture and some others have
quit and gone where they can make more money. They iange in age
from 18 to 25, and they can fit into the defense-plant scheme.

Our members are wandering around; some are selling insurance
and some are doing other things. And we do not know where they
are going to be in 2 or 3 years from now when we hope the printing
business will revive if there is any printing business left by that time.

I think that covers it about as well as I could give you, unless you
have something you would like to ask me.

Mr. HALLECK. There has been quite a bit of talk here Mr. Spark-
man, about competition given to the man in private industry in the
printing business by the Government. Now, purely from the em-
ployee standpoint, and you represent the employee, would your
members rather work for the Government on the Government pay
roll printing this stuff, or would they rather continue to live here in
Detroit or in any other place where they might be, and continue on
the pay rolls of their private employers to do such work as the Gov-
ernment might need to hav done?

Mr. SPARKMAN. Well, I can answer that, because I happen to be a
former employee of the Government Printing Office some years ago.
The average member would much prefer to be here, because he knows
the way the thing has been expanded down in Washington, and that
there probably would not be permanent employment there anyway.
And the wage scale in Washington is not any better, not much better,
and most of the fellbws living in Detroit have their homes and have
their relatives and friends here, and they have no particular desire to
go to Washington, and especially in view of the fact that they have
worked maybe 10 or 15 years in this plant and they expect to work
another 20 or 25 years there, and if they go to Washington, when the
war is over they don't know where they are going to wind up.

And in regard to one other thing that was brought up by Mr.
Safran, I do not care to see thd Government, any more than necessary,

/
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do the preliminary work and send the plates here, because the com-
position is our end of the business, and that would practically exclude
everything we do outside of make-up and registering for color and
things of that kind.

Mr. IIALLECK. Of course, he could only speak for himself, and I got
the idea from what he said that what he wanted was some sort of an
equal opportunity among the different people who are competing for
the work.

Mr. SPARKMAN. I do not think he was aiming at us because he
employs quite a few of our members. I think he would like to have
something for his composing room as well as for his press room. although
his press room is the big end of the business.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Martel.

STATEMENT OF FRANK X. MX.RTEL, PRESIDENT, DETROIT AND
WAYNE COUNTY FEDERATION OF LABOR

The CHAIRMAN. You may state your name, Mr. Martel.
M[r. MARTEL. Frank X." Martel, president, Detroit and Wayne

County Federation of Labor, and a member of the typographical
Union since 1912.

Mr. Chairman, I understand the purpose of this committee so far as
this hearing is concerned, is to gage the situation here in Detroit of
the printing industry.

I was glad to hear thestatement of the chairman that the automobile
industry is only temporarily suspended. A goodly portion of the
volume of printing executed in Detroit has been used in the advertising
of the automobile industry. The tearing down of the production
lines in the automobile plants preparatory to inaugurating the pro-
gram of production for defense purposes has destroyed an outlet for
the Vommercial shops and opportunities of employment for those
employed in commercial shops, and it has likewise destroyed oppor-
tunities of employment for printers employed on our daily newspapers.

That is true in many other localities as well .s Detroit because the
automobile industry was a large consumer of publication advertising
space.

Mr. IIALLECK. If I "might intervene there, Mr. Chairman. The
committee would iot want the impression to go out that we are
interested in Detroit alone. We are charged with a consideration of
these problems-Mr. MARTEL. I understand.

Mr. HALLECK (continuing). All over the country as a whole. But
it was our thought that the situation was more-acute in Detroit and
that we could get here a pretty definite picture as it existed all over
the country.

Mr. MARTEL. I think you will find that is true. I mentioned a
consumption of advertising space in other places in pubEcations
because it has relationship to the work that originates hero.

We have one large shop that is employed almost exclusively as an
ad shop in production of plates for national adveztising, and these
plates are shipped all over the country.

Now, printing tradesmen-whether they are pressmen, photo-
engravers, electrotypeis, or members of the typographical group-
are highly skilled workers. Because of long years of organization,
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the printing trade is pretty well set in its ways. Printers no longer
drift around the country as they did in tie days of the "tourist"
printers.

Most of the people in the printing trade are home owners. The
men that are discommoded here as a result of curtailment of employ-
ment opportunities are distressed. They can't pull up and go out
of the city and seek employment at the Government Printing Office
in Washington, or anywhere else without great inconvenience to
themselves.

Then, again, if the automobile industry is to come back, it should
have available all the facilities that are a part of the printing industry
that serviced the automobile industry, it is just as much a part
of the automobile industry as the production line itself, because
without that ready source of printing, they would not be able to keep
pace with the marketing schedules that have long been the practice
of the automobile industry.

Catalogs are prepared and they are in the hands of the distributors
before the cars are produced. The preparation of the catalog go
along at the same time that the dies and patterns which produce the
cars go along.

The practice of the Government to (1o all of its work in the Govern-
ment Printing Office in Washington may be justified in normal times,
but where the Government is absorbing the productive capacity of a
great industry like the automobile industry, and then leaving out on a
limb the printing industry and attempting to execute its additional
printing in the Government Printing Office, or sending it out to some
other locality, it is unfair to Detroit, and we believe unsound from a
business standpoint.

If the Government has an excess volume of printing, it seems that
good judgment would dictate that such excess would be placed where
there are facilities at the present time, and if it costs a few pennies
more; or if they have to temporize with conditions, that is n6t as
important as the preservation of this great industry, here, in this city,
which means so much to the people who depend on it when they
need it.

I have had men come to me who wanted to go to work in the
Government Printing Office and asked me to try and get them a job
there. I have done that for some of them. I have knowfl some of
them to come back. The Government Printing Office is a union
shop. There is not anyone working there except the members of the
union. So, the union conditions prevailing there would not be
different, but still these people would prefer to be employed, if they
can secure employment, in their own locality. Yet, in spite of the
fact that they may have civil-service protection and possibly a
pension from the Government, they have the equivalent of civil-
service protection in any union shop because of the priority regulation
of the various printing trades unions. Therefore, there is not much
that the Government, as an employer, can add to the conditions of
employment that a well-reguleted printing office has. The printing
offices in this community that we are talking about, and which are
hit by this thing are strictly union shops.

It may be that the Congress in its wisdom will see that this work
is sent in here at least to the extent tat it will keep these men em-
ployed in their regular avenues of employment. It is true that some
of these people could fit into the defense industries, but in fitting
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them into the defense industries, we might unfit them for the printing
industry.

Henry Ford has upward of four or five hundred of the members of the
musicians union employed in his automobile factory in normal times,
but due to a desire on the part of the management to protect music,
they have sorted those people out and located them in jobs that
would not unfit them in their musical work. Men who follow the
musician's calling must be skilled in their fingers. They must have
a sensitive touch and because of that they have been given consider-
ation on that basis in their employment in behalf of music.

That same thing holds true in the printing industry. The educati, n
of the compositor's hand is equivalent to that of a musician, and if
he doesn't have that touch he doesn't stay in the shop.

That is all I care to say, gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Martel. just a moment.
Mr. PLOMSER. Go ahead.
The CHAIRMAN. You may go ahead, Mr. Ploeser.
Mr. PLOESER. Thank you.
I wanted to ask this question: Is it your opinion-the remarks

that you have made might indicate some opinion along this linc-
that the automobile industry should do something toward the pres-
ervation of this branch?

Mr. ,MAATnt,. No. I don't think the automobile industry ought
to be called on to do anything except meet the needs of the Govern-
ment in producing on. the defense requirements. I think that they
have been given the worst jolt of any industry in this country. 'Ihey
have been asked to scrap their whole system of production, to put
in new equipment, to train a group of men from their own plants,
and to call on them to do anything more seems to me to be unfair.

The CHAIRMAN. Along that line, they haven't suffered anything by
it financially?

Mr. MARTEL. I don't think we have as yet the answer to that. It
is generally assumed that Uncle Sam as a purchaser of service and
supplies is a good man to deal with, but we don't know what is coming
out of these things.

These people had a business and they were making money, a lot
of money. That is why we organized them, to try to take some of it
away from them. But, we haven't any assurances that when the
needs of the country are served-and they have got to come first-
that the anticipated profits out of war production will be left with
those who own the automobile industry. A lot of the profits may be
taken away from them. There may be many arguments between
the administrators representing the Government and the owners of
these plants as to what is a fair profit. There may be many things
that they will charge up to the Government that you won't let them
get away with, and that may work both ways.

So, I don't think we have the answer to that question.
Mr. PLOESER. There will be the additional expense of going back.
Mr. MAATEl. They will have some -buildings that'you paid for,

and they will have some machinery that you paid for, and whether
or not they can use this is a question.

One man in this town built a building, one of the finest factories in
America; that was the Lincoln Motor. He went into the automobile
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business after building motors for the Government, but hn never
made a success in the automobile business after that. Before that
time lie had produced the finest car in America in the finest shop.
That was Mr. Leland. He went broke, and Henry Ford bought that
shop as a depression bargain. That is what can happen as a result of
a "war baby."

Are there any other questions, gentlemen?
Mr. HALLECK. Yes. Your men would rather work in private enter-

prise rather than on the Government pay roll as a matter of normal
operation?

Mr. MARTEL. Let me answer that this way: Our men would
rather continue with their present employer. Now, if we had here
a publicly owned printing shop, they would just as sobn work for that
as they would for a private employer if prevailing conditions were
equivalent. They would rather work for their present employer
because they wouldn't have to pull up stakes. They believe that
their security is greater if they have continued employment with
their present employer. It means they can stay where they are set-
that is, are secure, and because of the seniority rule, or the priority
law in the various printing trade's book of laws which every employer
agrees to respect. To pull up stakes in Detroit today and to go into
another city where they have to start in at the bottom of the list puts
them at a disadvantage in that city, as compared with the man that
lives there 15 or 20 years.

Those of you familiar with the laws of the printing unions know that
many times men will be around a printing shop 2 or 3 years before
they get a steady situation

Sir. HALLECK. Possibly I shouldn't have asked because maybe it
involves a philosophic discussion of socialization of industry, as
against private enterprise.

Mr. MARTEL. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. But in the immediate situation, from the standpoint

of the employees' interest, and leaving out these fellows running the
plants, whose money is invested-

Mr. MARTEL. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. If this stuff has got to be printed somewhere, some-.

body has got to work on it. That means somebody has to go out
and work with his hands on everything that has got to be printed.

Mr. MARTEb. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. So far as I am concerned, I would prefer private

enterprise to do it. If we can't win this war under that system, we
are not going to win it.

Mr. MAnRTEL. You are absolutely right.
Mr. HALLEcK. And further, just to summarize what seemed to me

to be what you were getting at:
There is no tendency on your part to complain of the dislocations

that are absolutely essential or necessary fot the most efficient waging
of the war? It is your idea, as I get it, that dislocations ought to be
kept at a minimum, that we should not go in for unnecessary disloca-
tions when they can be avoided?

Mr. MARTEL. That is absolutely right. You have also got this
situation: The men, of course, in the automobile plants come out of
the homes of Detroit working-class families. Some .of them are com-
ing out of the homes of the printing, trades' families. All printers'

/
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sons do not go into the printing business. Some of them go into the
automobile business. You have hit both ends of the family here.
The one that is hit by the printing industry's plight is distressed, and
the one employed by the automobile industry is distressed. If there
was one breadwinner left in the family while the other fellow is learn-
ing his new technique for the production of war work it might reduce
the size of the social problem to this community, and mean less of a
welfare problem to the Government; it would be the reestablishment
of a steady pay roll that this community has depended on not year
in and year out, but day in and day out.

The printing industry has not been like the automobile industry, a
seasonal employment. It has been a year-around employment, the
printing industry.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, N1r. Mfartel, for your ap-
pearance, and thank you for the fine statement you have ma.de.

Mr. MATSTEI. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bailback.

STATEMENT OF FRED R. BALLBACK, INTERNATIONAL PHOTO-
ENGRAVERS UNION

The CHAIRMAN. Your nime? State your name, and proceed.
Air. BALLBACK. Fred R. Ballback, International Photoengravers

Union.
Mr. Chairman, in speaking for the photoengravers, I want to con-

firm a statement that was made here by one of the photoengraving
employers, Mr. Schotanus, as to the number of men engaged in the
photoengraving industry that are without employment at the present
time.

Out of approximately 450 we now have about 150 men-approxi-
mately 32 percent-are unemployed. I don't know just how our
employees, the photoengravers, might fit into defense industry. I
would say that they might also be included amongst that class of
people who in the exercise of their occupational technique have
developed a touch that if transfererd to some other kind of work
might lose their touch and unfit them for their occupation and this
character of employment.

As has been stated, many of these men own their own homes in the
city of Detroit, and while I don't want to present a claim that the
high wages that they have been accustomed to earning should be
considered for their continuation in their present employment, yet
the fact that they have received high wages has made the ownership
of homes possible, and unless employment continues for them here,
and unless they go in defense work-which, of course, they are trying
to do at the present time-they jeopardize not only their security to
continue their employment should they return, but they also jeopard-
ize their investment in their homes.

I don't know that I can add a great deal more in a general way to
what has already been said, but it should be taken for granted that
whatever affects the printing industry in the city of Detroit likewise
affects the photoengraver because we are an integral part of the
printingindustry, as such.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
AMr. BALLBACK. I think that is about all, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir, Mr. Wisdom.
I will have to ask you gentlemen to be as brief as possible. Our

time is limited here. It is getting near train time and we have got
to get out, of here.

Mr. WISDOM. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wisdom?

STATEMENT OF WALTER G. WISDOM, DETROIT PRINTING PRESS-
MEN AND ASSISTANTS' UNION

Mr. WISDOM. Mr. Chairman, my name is Walter 0. Wisdom, sec-
retary of the Detroit Printing Pressmen and Assistants' Union and
also secretary of the Detroit Allied Printing Trades Council.

I think the case has been pretty well summarized here this after-
noon. I want to prevent as much repetition as possible. I want to
speak particularly about the printing pressmen in this distressed area
of the commercial printing industry of Detroit.

We have here among the commercial pressmen and assistants and
newspaper pressmen and apprentices better than 1,000 members.
Out of this group there are about 450 pressmen and assistants dis-
tressed as a result of total elimination of advertising and printing.

I have reference to the four-color process plants that have been
totally hit and dosed almost completely, and at the general meeting
of the Pressmen's Union in January a resolution was adopted to try
to do something about that. After that time a committee was formed
by the Allied Printing Trades Council to go to Washington to see if we
couldn't get some of the overflow printing from the Government
Printing Office.. We received information from Mr. Giegengack,
the Government Printer, that the business from the Government
Printing Office could not be sent to Detroit due to the time limita-
tions, and we suggested to him that the emergency printing shouldn't
be sent out of the Government Printing Office, but that the Govern-
ment Printing Office should be kept in a position to do the important
emergency printing for the Government that might be a question of
wining or losing this war, if the Government Printing Office is not
in a position to do work especially on emergency work. It was our
thought that the Government Printing Office coid put into Detroit
certain form work time copy, and so forth, that could keep our in-
dustry together-keep our people together here, and at the same
time release the equipment in the 0. P. 0. to do this emergency
work that it should do.
. Now, since that time we have received one *ob here in Detroit
that has been very helpful, especially to our people in the pressrooms.
We are now printing in some of our shops the Government ration
card, the sugar-ration card. It has placed about 75 to 90 people to
work in pressrooms: •

If we could get some of the time work 6ome of the regular form
printing that the Government Is engaged in, that they know months
i advance they are going to produce, We could plugalong on an eco-nonica| basis to, the Government and it would serve the purpose of
giing'relief to this distressed conditioA, and at the sme time giverelief to the Government Prin ting Office "so that it could execute ,its
emergency work.L .• -.
a!
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Now in our particular craft we have here in Detroit a group of
pressmen, make-ready men, to be exact, that are of an average age
that could hardly be adapted to automobile work and on top of that,
that wouldn't be very good for our industry if they left and did not
come back to it, or if they lost contact with the printing industry .
I might state that make-ready men in a pressroom do work, especially
on four-color process work, that it is not easy to do. In fact, the make-
ready men in all of these trades are the old-timers. This is especially
a serious situation as it affects them, and I am thinking particularly
of that group of the older pressmen ranging between the age of 50
and 65 years, working today as make-ready men on four-color press-
work. We haven't got many of those people left, and that is one of
our chief concerns.

.We have, of course, certain specialty shops that have been hit hard,
like direct-mail plants, as for instant the R. .1. Polk Co., who em-
ployed 100 pressmen, whok W~ en M I disorganized as a
result of the war emerW

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN ank you, Mr. Back.
Mr. Fry? Mr ichardson? Mr. boise?
Is this -Mr. chardson?
Mr. Ric" soN. Mr char son.
The CHAT AN. Ho ong w it ta u M hard ?
Mr. Ric DsoN. I RSN.
The CH MAN. I wish you 4y

ST IT AAR PR IDENT,

Mr. RIC ASDSON. fy n e is Richardson, pres ent.,
Electrotyp Union o. oul the time los

In 1041, the mo ofNo a stO ours. Frthe
same month 940, it was only 464. ecei r 1941 ter the eclar-
ation of ware lost 3-688 ho par wit e same nth in
1940 of 296. the ear t ei tbo ary, the urs lost
dumped to 5,6 l 1 1, it only 3 ours lost.
In1942, Febru , e figures are not te as yet, b or the same
month in 1941, tr re only 24 hours lost.

Now, we have pai in benefits the last 4 ths: November
(1941) $161.78; in ecom I we 54.70; in January
(1942) $2,620.82; in the month o 1 because of several
jobs we got from the Government the hours lost were decreased-
those dollars paid out in benefits were decreased to $1,266.94.

Mr. Chairman we have some of our people -that we are trying to
train over into defense work. We have tw .o classes going through
now.. Today we are trying to race our treasury, and when our funds
are depleted it Is possible we will have to go to the State compensation
welfare. Until such a time as our treasury is depleted, our people
are not taking any compensation other than from our union.I Over a numberof yeArs we have built up tn out-of-work fund in our-
platit. Iti, our assistants' Union we started 9ff with 42 members.
Today there are only- 16 of the men working, and of the other. 26,
6ome of thetaare in the armed .forces oftho country,.in-defense 4obs,,
and trying to get defense jobs. The assistants' union organized last
year.

555
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very kindly; sir.
Mr. LaFramboise?
Mr. LAFRAMBOISE. I will be very brief.
The CHAIRMAN. Just state your name.
Mr. LAFRAMBOISE. All right; sir.

STATEMENT OF A. L. LA FRAMBOISE, PRESIDENT, INTERNA-
TIONAL BINDERY WORKERS UNION

Mr. LA FRAMBOISE. My name is A. L. La Frariiboise, president.
International Bindery Workers Union, International Brotherhood of
Book Binders.

I merely wish to call to your attention, as was remarked by the
chairman that other cities are. also in distress. I want to call atten-
tion to te fact that Detroit had been in distress since December
long before other cities had felt this distress because of dislocation of
printing through the change-over into defense work.

Now, our organization is composed 65 percent of women. We are
a mixed local. We have approximately 200 journeymen, the rest are
women. Since December our families have been dislocated-part-
time employment and total unemployment.

We have had profference of employment from all over the country
through our international office, but because of tbe make-up of our
membership-the male membership have their homes here, the women
membership living at home and 60 percent of our women members are
self-supporting-it is difficult for them to accept positions of employ-
ment out of the city, even from the Government.. They have pre-
ferred to remain here.

We might succeed in relieving that partly in getting emergency
printing allocated to Detroit, but my membership feel that more of
it could be turned over to Detroit if it were allocated to a particular
zone within this section, because from our personal point of view, we
cannot compete in price, with labor, and geographical position; with
some of the other cities. We can render better service if a certain
amount of printing is allowed for Detroit without this numerous
competition and would be better able to serve the purpose that is
called for.

(Statements submitted by Jerome W. Shore Midwest representa-
tive of the United Office and Professional Workers of America, Con-
gress of Industrial Organizations, and William F. Wild, president,
Drake Printing Co., follow:)

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY JEROME W. SHORE, MIDWEST REPRESENTATIVE Or
itrE UNITED OFFICE AND PROFESSIONAL WORixERS or AMERICA, CONoRESS o
INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

To the Congresional Committee Set Up To Conduct a Study and Survey of the
National Defense Program in Ita Rdation to Small Business of the United States:

Mr. Chairman should the American people t+Waken tomorrow morning and
learn from their ocal newspapers that 5,000 American soldiers were captured by
the Japanese in the Phillipines, think, for a moment of what a demoralizing effect
this would have upon our Nation. Five thousand soldiers interned and put out
of commission for the duration of this war would be considered a sizable loss to
the allied fighting cause at this time when evely man counts.

Isn't there a similarity, then, in the Detroit situation where there are approxi-
mately 200 000 workers unemployed due difeetly to the conversion program ofthe automobile plants, and 5.000 laid off in the graphic arts field, which boa been
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dependent upon the natural business relationships with the automobile manu-
facturers. Is this the practical way of using our human and productive resources
in the national defense effort?

A great deal has been said about the problem of the printers and those In allied
trades. We speak for another branch, the direct mail section of the graphic arts
industries.

In Detroit where the main office of the R. L. Polk & Co. is located, this firm
has been forced to lay off upward to 800 employees because of the sharp curtail-
ment in automobile advertising. Most of these are women, who are finding it
terribly difficult to locate other jobs. This situation also exists in the Fred Prince
& Co. where some 300 have been indefinitely laid off. Other direct mail houses
have also felt the cut. These people have been laid off and to date their future
perspective Is pretty dark. Yet there is a need for direct mail services by the
Government as there Is a need for adequate printing facilities. A need which the
Government has acknowledged.

Our Job (which is the Job of employer and employee alike) and a major purpose
for which this hearing has been held, is to ease the problems of small business
in such a way as to provide their maximum support toward winning this war.
In total warfare there must be total participation of the citizens of the country.
There must be total production; there must be the most complete and accurate
integration of all aspects of our national economy so that each can give his maxi-
mum toward the defeat of the enemy. '

To win this war our President has stated that we must maintain the greatest
measure of production. One of the wa)s of attaining that goal is by utilizing
every possible facility and by giving real consideration to some of the human
problems which arise naturally out of the dislocation of industry and which will
lead, if allowed to go unsolved, to a smashing of civilian morale.

We are not in all honesty fulfilling the stated objectives and policies of our
country unless something is done to correct the situation which exists in Detroit.
In my opinion, there is no need for the local printers to be forced to turn the
lock in their door for the duration when the Government Printing Office is so
badly in need of printing service. There is no need for 5,000 employees who
were formerly employed in the advertising and allied service industries to be
walking the streets of Detroit in search of employment when it Is possible for
direct mall houses to be utilized by the Government in their efforts to either
collect taxes, sell defense bonds and stamps, mail Instructions to citizens on air
raid conduct, and many other things. There Is no need for binderies in Detroit
which are capable of small &sembly Jobs to work on a week to week basis not
knowing when the) will be forced to discontinue their business.

At the same time, we have an additional responsibility. We must give some
consideration to the future. We must see that the dislocation which is brought
on now does not create a "ghost industry" after the war is over and things revert
to normal.

All out production will win the war. Small business can and is willing to do
its share. The Detroit graphic arts industry specifically is anxious to go ahead.
It's up to the Government to pull the switch.

DRAxz PmRImo Co.,
Ddroit, MicA., March 4, 194.

To the Honorable Wxuoar PATiJAN and Associates:
The writer of this letter president of the Drake Printing Co., has been actively

interested in the printing business in Detroit for the past 23 years. In that time
his interest has been as salesman and then for the last 13 years president of the
Drake Printing Co.

In those 23 years of experience no situation has existed Lt any time as is present
today in Detroit. In prior depressions and shortages of business it has always
been possible to create a demand for printing because the prospect could buy
the product. Today, the product cannot be sold because of Government action.
That is point No. 1. Fact No. 2 is that printing presses are, unfortunately, not
convertible to other types of work as are the vast majority of machine tools.
Were they so convertible the present condition would not exist.

With this crLsis of no market and inconvertibility of equipment the printers
must look to the Government for printing business. When they do so they face
a condition of bureaucratic chaos. This writer's experience with governmental
agencIes that procure printing, principally the Public Printer, Mr. Oeigengack
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or, rather, his staff, has been most unsatisfactory. The Drake Printing Co. has
endeavored to obtain business from the Government and has received no coopera-
tion, whatsoever. After a telephone conversation with the Public Printer a
1ue-tionnaire was received by us, filled out and mailed to the Public Printer.

ix months later a letter is received from that Office remarking that It had been
brought to the Public Printer's attention that we desired to quote on Govern-
ment printing, therefore a questionnaire was enclosed; the self same questionnaire
that had been filled out and sent In 6 months before. A fine commentary on
their efficiency.

The Drake Printing Co. printed for the State of Michigan 22 out of a total of
25 Selective Service forms, all obtained In open competition. The office of the
Public Printer was aware of this; yet, when bids were requested on the second
printing of Selective Service forms the Drake Printing Co. was ignored. The
reason assigned by Mr. Ritter of the Public Printer's office for this act was as
stupid and utterly senseless as human conduct could be and the writer of this
letter would appreciate an opportunity to face Mr. Ritter before this committee
in Washington and demonstrate to the satisfaction of the committee that in this
one person at least the Public Printer has a man of utter incompetence. The
Drake Printing Co., through the writer wrote to the Public Printer the most
vitriolic letter that has ever gone out of their offices. No reply was ever received.
Instead, the Drake Printing Co. was allowed to quote on eight forms and asked
to put Intothe price of the forms the freight both from Washington to Detroit
and from Detrolt to Washington. For the purpose of the record this ran from
20 to 30 percent of the cost of the forms which would be an insurmountable penalty
on a competitive basis. On such a footing no printer in Detroit could get a com-
petitive job from the Public Printer's office. o

In addition to this penalty the Public Printer has arrogated to himself the
right to say on what size presses jobs'shall be run regardless of whether or rot
those presses are the most economical to use. The Drake Printing Co. requests
that your honorable body take such steps as are necessary to insure the printers
of Detroit the right to bid on Government work on an equal footing with printers
located in Philadelphia, Baltimore, or even Washington itself. We should not
be penalized by freight costs nor should we be told that a printed article 3 by 5
inches must be run on a press larger than 32 by 42 inches. Such rules as this
last are utter drivel.

It Is needless to say that all the foregoing is an actual expression of feeling In
our plant which runs from myself as chief executive to the apprentice pressmen.
We pray that you will take such steps as are necessary to relieve us from this
n toerable injustice.

Respectfully yours, uU. F. WILD,

President, Drake Printing Co.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. The Chair wishes to make
this announcement that all persons that testified today that wish to
file a statement will be privileged to do so, and those that testified
that wish to extend their remarks will also be privileged to do so.
You may write to the clerk of the committee, and they will be glad to
forward those copies on to you if they have been revised, and on
behalf of the committee, we wish to thank you gentlemen for the fine
spirit and the manner in which we have been received here in the city
of Detroit. We sympathize with the problems you are confronted
with at the present time, and we want you to know we are going to
try to do all we possibly can to eliminate the problems you are going
to be confronted with in the future. Thank you. [Applause)

Mr. WINTEIR. Mr. Chairman, f can't lt this day go by without
telling you, as chairman of our committee; our gratitude for coming
here and listening to all of this detail. You have.been most gracious,
and you have been most helpful. We hope something will come of it.
Even if nothing does come of this hearing, I assure you that we in
the printing industry in Detroit have received some benefit from this
proceeding. (Applause.)
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STATEMENT OF EDW. H. ZERBE, PRESIDENT OF THE BURKHARDT CO.

As a matter of introduction: My name is Edward H. Zerbe, president of the
Burkhardt Co., 545 West Lamed Street, Detroit, Mich. We are pamphlet
binders and general bookbinders to the printing trade and graphic arts of Detroit
and vicinity. In addition we are manufacturers of all kinds of loose leaf binders,
display kits, portfolios, brief cases, and celluloid indexes.

Iwas privileged 2 weeks ago to hear the testimony presented at the afternoon
session of the House of Reprsentatives' Select Committee on Small Business at
the Statler Hotel, Detroit. Naturally, I Nas especially interested In the report
of Mr. Win. Sage who represented the bookbinders of Detroit. Mr. Sage spoke
in the main about pamphlet bindery work and he put it very mildly when he
com plained about the utter lack of pamphlet bindery work in Detroit since the
death of the automobile industry.

The greater part of pamphlet work of the Detroit bookbinders has always come
from the printer. Since the majority of our printer customers are slack or almost

'without business, the bookbinder is likewise and is either without work or has
had to shift into other lines where possible. The pamphlet binders of Detroit
like the printers, engravers, and others of the graphic arts, in order to better serve
the dynamic automobile industry, had all equipped their individual plants with
high production machinery. A great part of this machinery is now idle and wants
to be put back to work.

More could be said about the pamphlet binding business, but I would also like
to speak for bookbinders of Detroit who have hard-binding departments. By
hard binding we mean, ".he binding of loose-leaf binders, bound books such as
city directories, catalogs, manuals, price books, data books, and also .portfolios,
presentation and display binders, etc. These bookbinders rely mainly upon
the automobile companies and those serving them for this type of business.

The sales, sales promotion, and advertising departments of the larger com-
panies in the automotive business were extremely large buyers of all kinds of
loose-leaf binders, indexes, and sheetwork for thie binders. The manufacture
and the coordination required to produce these automobile manuals, price books,
data books, and catalogs is highly specialized business in which the Detroit
bookbinders have become very proficient. This work has all cea-ed now and
unless some of the Government and defense printing and binding is allocated
to the Detroit area, it will work a severe hardship on the industry and'no doubt
put some of the companies out of business entirely.

There is one more thing which I would like to mention at this time, if I am
permitted to do so. Speaking for the Burkhardt Co., I would like to state that
we have used every effort to get Government defense business. We have Ien
o,.ly partially succes.-ful and the only time we are awarded contracts is when
we quote below our standard costs.

Since January 1 of this year we have quoted on approximately $1,400,000
worth of Government business and to date we have received a little over $6,000
worth of orders. About 60 percent of the above large figure is comprised of
leather brief cases and leather portfolios of which we did not receive a single
order. The balance is comprised of various styles of loose-leaf binders and a
large quantity of indexes. The six or seven orders whichh we have received,
since January 1, totaling approximately $6,300 are for various types of cani ss
and imitation leather loose-leaf binders, which we are well equipped to manu-
facture.

Upon inquiry to the various Government agencies, we find that our prices
are invariably higher than competitors from other parts of the country. This,
no doubt, is caused by the higher wage brackets in Detroit, which naturally
puts us at a distinct disadvantage. We think that there should be some definite
consideration given to wage differentials in the various areas. Otherwise we
can see an end to our business if, in the future, we are compelled to depend entirely
upon defense business we get from the Government.

Up to tho present time, we have been fortunate enough to get some Indirect
defense orders and alsc a little of what is left of civilian business. This has kept
us going and has also enabled us to quote low prices on Government defense work.
Thse low prices would not be possible without profitable civilian business in the
plant. We are therefore, very much concerned about the near future when it
will be defense busirss or nothing.

We earnestly regret your consideration for relief of the above conditions.
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(The following communications have been received by the com-
mittee:)

PEERLEss PAINTINO Co.,
Paris, Tex., February 25, 194a.Hon. WRIoUT PATMA, M. C.

WVoshington, D. C.
DEAR MR. PATUAN: The bulletin covering meeting of the Select Committee

on Sw ll Bgsiness, part 12, was very interesting and illunnatng. Would like
to add my own 2 cents worth of personal comment on the subject, for no particular
reason.

In the first place the public is asked to conserve all materials which can be used
in defense work. he War Department can commandeer all the printing plants
In various districts to produce its needs, without Installing printing plants, and
get the job done without either taking men who would be better used elsewhere
or keeping machinery manufacturers making printing equipment when they could
be doing something else.

Frankly, I believe printing machinery should be off the market for the duration,
since all needs could be supplied from the various stocks of used and rebuilt
equipment available. Allow only repair and replacement parts to be made, for
both the Government and the civilian demand. This thin will end one day,
and there will be a great overequipment of both classes of plants unless there Is
a curb set.

Take my own personal interest in the matter: This plant Is at the disposal of
the Governwnt either in full or part tme on such terms as they may consider
fair to the Governm'nt-not to us-and I feel sure that many other plants in all
districts would be tendered if wanted. It is not a question of making profits with
any of us now; if the Government can and will use us, we are good enough Amer.
cans to volunteer our plants where many of us are physically unable to volunteer
our personal services In the combat forces. Taking advantage of this would
lIrit the steel and man-hours used by the machinery makers to more vital work
and would avoid the aftermath of the Government buying many thousands of
machines which would be useless after the emergency has passed, and which would
Ls dumped at the taxpayers' cost.

As an Instance of dumping, the Narcotics Hospital near Fort Worth now has a
Kelly press In one of their hallways, and this is the only piece of printing equip-
ment they have. It would cost a civilian around $4,000 to Install one of these
machines so It is not a small item in itself. This press was shipped to them from
Atlanta, Ga., so we are told.

Another Instance of note is the printing plant used by the district engineer
office, Denison District. They do not call it a printing plant, because that would
require a special authorization for its purchase and installation. They camouflage
it by calling it "duplicating equipment," but it consists not only of the usual
mimeograph and multigraph machines, but they are using a number of multilith
offset-lithograph presses. Also, they have the necessary paper cutters, perforators,
punches and drills, wire stitches, etc., necessary 'to operate the plant, all Items to
be found in every well-ordered print shop, and sold only as printing machinery
by printing machinery dealer An Investigation of this phase of the War Depart-
ment activities will show you that they are evading the law by using another name
for printing equipment where they can do so, in order to go ahead without con-
gressional sanction. The shell-loading plant at Texarkana is now figuring on
similar Installation. This may be justifiable because of the peculiar situation
there relative to the type of work handled.

But much of the forms used are not confidential in nature, and a base price for
each could be readily determined by the Government Printing Office or other
agency, and any local printer would be patriotle enough to handle the work at
Government costs. Where items could be bought at established costs without
delay or Installation of expensive equipment, it would seem better to.do so than
to put in the equipment for only a comparative Urlef interval and then let it rust
out in the halway of some Institution which has no need for it, as in the instance
cited heretofore.

In line with testimony before your committee, I am sending a folder just
received from Detroit, showing what has happened to one firm operating two
plants there and at Flint, Mich. These plants can be had for far less than original
cost, will serve the need now (if there Is such need for Government-operated
plants), and could be Junked at the end of the emergency at far less cost to all of
us than to buy new plant..
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There Is much man power available all over the country, men and women unfit
for military duty under present standards, who could be used along with these
plants. The changing condition is already reducing the hours of employment
available to them In private work, but they can be used in private plants operated
under some set-up of the kind I have suggested. If the War Department operates
its own plants In every Army camp, this vast reservoir of labor will be untouched,
men will be without employment, and younger and more active men will be with-
drawn from the more active war activities to operate the Army plants.

It just does not add up and make sense; figured from any sound business angle,
the argument Is all !a favor of using existing establishments, even if immediate
costs should run eym slightly higher than Government Printing Office costs.
And that they would is debatable. I would unhesitatingly take tMe opportunity
of duplicating Any of their costs on similar quantities on small forms, save that
the paper costs might run higher due to their volume purchases.

I feel sure the printers of the entire country appreciate-your Interest and
efforts in this matter, and I trust something can be worked out whereby the small
printer can have a part in defense without adding anything to the Government
expense. In that way, he can also do his part in buying Defense bonds. If his
business is all plowed up in civilian lines, and the Government competes in the
defense work, then he is going to have slim pickings and maybe will have to offer
still other plants for sale as they are doing in the automotive centers now.

Yours very truly,

PEERLESS PRuNiNo Co.

BROWN-BLotoErr Co.,
OS . Paul, Minn., February 4, 1942.Horse COMMIITTEE ON SSALL

- 
BUSINEss,

Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: As a small business concern not engaged in defense production,

may I present srme considerations which are very vital to ourselves, to our em-
ployces whose jobs are In jeopardy, and even to the public welfare.

Constantly out of Washington come threats that concerns not engaged in defense.
work must fold up, and their employees will be absorbed In defense work.

Our business is printing and lithographing. We supply batiks and business
houses throughout the Northwest with checks, drafts, and a multitude of operat-
ing forms. And which they will need as long as they are open for bus!ness.

Also, we specialize In a national way In direct-mall advertising material, mainly
for dairy and food industries. The purpose of this Is to educate the public to usefood of nutritional value. This, I take it, is sympathetic with the aim of the

Government to increase public health.Banks and business concerns outside the pale of defense work must continue to

supply civilian needs, however curtailed. Despite the opinIons often expressed inWashington, often from high sources, a certain amount of nondefense business

must go on. Civilian needs cannot be wiped out.
Our advertising material for the Ice cream and other food industries is important

from a defense standpoint. The Government is interested in building health,
not only on the part of civilians, but also of future military enrollees, which,
incidentally, did not show up very well In physical qualifications of selectees.

Furthermore. the Government is anxious to increase agricultural production and
civilian ue of the products of the farmer. Thus our work bears directly on the
interests of the ag cultural segment of the country.

In our service for concerns other than food manufacturers and distributors, we
print sales stimulating material for manufacturers who are not in the defense
production field. Thus we increase their sales, increase their employment and
social ecurity taxes, and taxes on their profit which the Government sorely needs.

We might point, also, to the obvious facts that the future of the industrial life
of the country demands that nondefense concerns be kept In business and their
investments not destroyed. 

To pay for the enormous expenditures for war material the Government surely
needs the Income taxes which we pay and which tens of thousands of similarly
"small businesses pay. Surely the Government does not seriously desire to
kill the goose that lays the golden eggs.
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We might add that our principals and our employees are buying Defense bonds
on a pay-roll deduction basis, and have also subscribed twice to the Red Cross.
Put them out of their jobs, and this much is lost to the Government.

We cannot make guns and airplanes with printing and lihographing presses or
bindery machinery.

Our employees, including our road salesmen, are largely men and women who
have been with us for many years, a considerable proportion of them beyond
60 years of age. It is difficult to see how, with their training, and knowing only
one trade, they can be turned over to making precision instruments.

We would gladly undertake defense contracts or subcontracts, but have neither
equipment nor experience to make bids. As for Government printing, our plant
is too small to compete with eastern concerns who can handle this work on a
competitive basis, and do have advantages by way of freight rates.

In the circumstances we are completely" at a loss to know how we can help
produce armaments. And, If, as the warning is often expressed in Washington-
often thoughtless, we som etimes think-that every concern who can't produce
munitions must "get out of the way," what are the concerns like us, taxpayers
and employers of labor largely unfit for Government contracts, to do?

In a word who Is going to make tip for the taxes which nondefense concerns are
paying? Must civilian need such as business forms, have no source of supply?
Must our employees, when we "get out of the way," become public charges?
Must the food industry stop counseling women and children, and the aged, on
proper diet? Must our investment be wiped out? How are our personnel and
employees to buy Defense bonds and stamps if their income is stopped? Frankly,
we cannot see how we are in anybody's way in supplying civilian needs and
advertising material which creates sales for the food and dairy industries and
nondefense concerns. We yield to no one in patriotism, or in a desire to help the
great cause in which we are engaged.

We hear a great deal about the Government's concern for "small business."
But always about small business which can take subcontracts or prime contracts
for war material. Not a word about the nondefense concerns who will always be
with us.

Isn't it about time to give some consideration for the small businesses outside
of the defense-pr6duction category, who still have pay rolls business investments,
and who pay taxes and buy Government securities?

I ask you.
Yours very truly, • H. A. BLODGETTr, Prejident.

THE THAVERAtLD PRESS, INC.,
New York City, January M6, 1949.

SMALL BVSINESs IHousx ComtirrE,
Wlashington, D. (7.

GENTLEMEN: We have a small printing plant and bindery employing 8 persons
at present, and are unable to get work to keep going.

&omet line ago we filed a questionnaire with the Government Printing Office,
but have had no response whatever.

We are writing, to inquire if there is any way possible for us to get some work
to do, or if you could advise us of some means by which we would be able to keep
our plant operating.

Any suggestion you might offer will be greatly appreciated.
Thank you.Yours. truly, THE TRAVERAULD PREsS, INc.

T. ROHRs, President.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection the committee will recess
subject to the call of the chairman.

(Whereupon, at 4 p. n., the committee recessed, subject to call.)
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MONDAY, MAROH 9, 1942

SELECT COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT A STUDY AND
INVESTIGATION OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAM IN
ITS RELATION TO SMALL BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES,

lVashinglon, D. 0.
The select committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a. m. in

the caucus room, old House of Representatives Office Building, Hon.
Wright Patman (Texas), chairman, presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman (Texas), chairman; Alfred L.
Bulwinkle (North Carolina), William J. Fitzgerald (Connecticut),
Charles A. Halleck (Indiana), and'Walter C. Ploeser (lissouri).

Also present: Holmes Baldridge, Frank I1. Elmore, Jr., Manuel M.
Gorman, and Frank W. Gaines, Jr., representing the Antitrust Divi-
sion Department of Justice.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Comer, suppose you give us your name and official position and

address to the reporter, please.
Mr. COMER. George P. Comer, economic advisor, Antitrust Divi-

sion Department of Justice.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Baldridge suppose you identify yourself also.

fr. BALDRIDOE. Holmes Baldridge, Special Assistant to the
Attorney General, Antitrust Division, Department of Justice.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you like to make a statement preceding
Mr. Coiner's testimony, M r. Baldridge? You can keep your seat if
you like, or stand up if you desire.

STATEMENT OF HOLMES BALDRIDGE, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, ANTITRUST DIVISION, -DEPART-
MENT OF JUSTICE

Mr. BALDRIDGE. fr. Chairman, and members of the committee,
Recent litigation under the antitrust laws of the State of Missouri
against fire-insurance companies indicates that rates for fire insur-
ance are, and for some time have been, exceedingly high and inflexible.
Since fire insurance is a necessity for all kinds of businesses particu-
larly small businesses, the attorney general of the State of missouri,
Mr. McKittrick, thought that the matter was of sufficient public
interest to ask for a bearing before this committee.

The general subject of fire insurance apparently has never been
intensively studied by any organization representing the Federal
Government.

As an introduction to this study we desire to present some sta-
tistical studies relating to the financial records of fire-insurance com-
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panics. This material is not Yet complete, but may prove useful to
the committee in its study of the fire-insurance problem,

This will be followed by a statement from Mr. McKittrick, attorney
general of the State of 'Missouri. Mr. McKittrick's statement will
include a brief history of the Missouri litigation against fire-insurance
companies operating in that State, an explanation of the general func.
tional organizations of the fire-insurance industry, the manner in which
rates are developed by fire-insurance companies, and the industry in
general, and the methods ernploycd to insure uniformity of those rates
throughout the country and over a period of years.

Mr. Comer, chief economist of the Antitrust Division, has prepared
some statistical data which, if the committee please, would be enlight-
ening and we would like to present it at this time.

Tfhe CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Comer.

STATEMENT OF GEOROE P. COMER, CHIEF ECONOMIST, ANTI.
TRUST DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Mr. BALDRJDOE. Mr. Comer, what is the general nature of your
work as economist adviser and chief economist of the Antitrust
Division of the Department of Justice?

Mr. COeMn. It is to work primarily on the problems of interest to
the Antitrust Division with respects to restraints of trade, and to see
what broad fields probably should be examined by the staff of the
Division. Recently, special attention has bejn given to the question
of the small businessman by the Antitrust Division; therefore, a great
deal of all of our work, including my own, has been slanted in that
direction because we find in almost every industry there are a few
large business units that seem to have competitive advantage over
the small man: and to the extent that those units get together in
restraint of trade, then, the pressure is all the greater on the mall
man. That is true in this insurance field, apparently-as well as
many others, and that is the reason that I have examined to some
extent- this insurance matter.

Mr. BALDRIDOE. As a matter of your duties, do you make industry
studies?

Mr. ComER. Yes; regularly-both from the point of view of the
record available in Washington and later to be followed up in the
field. In this particular case, this is the story of the record immed-
iately available in Washington.

Mr. BALDRIDOE. Have you prepared, Mr. Comer, in exhibit form a
statistical study embracing the general financial statement of fire-
insurance companies operating in this country?

Mr. ComEn. Yes; that has been prepared from two points of view;
one, the general United States' picture as reported by the Department
of Commerce in regard to the assets, the capitalization, the earnings,
the premiums paid, and the losses of practically all of the fire-insurance
companies, amounting to 500 to 600. That is a broad general picture
which I will first present, and then to the question of the big business
angle. I have listed the 15 largest fire-insurance companies in the
United States out of Moody's book on Banks, Insurance, Real Estate,
and Investment Trusts in order to see the part that the 15 big ones
are playing in the 600 or 600 that are reported by the Census.
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Mr. BALDRIDGE. Have you prepared this for the committee in
exhibit form?

Mr. COMER. Yes; I have.
Mr. BALDRIDGE. Will you pass the copies around, please?
Mr. COMER. They are in two tables. Shall I retain the original for

the record?
Mr. BALDRIDOE. Please pass the original to the reporter, and have

it marked as exhibit No. 1.
The CHAIRMAN. It will be marked as exhibit No. 1.
(The documents referred to were marked "Exhibit No. 1" and read

as follows:)

l0i-.U-roL 1-37
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Mr. PLOESER. Are you taking into consideration the mutual and
reciprocal companies as well as the stock?

Mr. CouE. The first table, table No. 1, represents stock and
mutual companies because they are all consolidated. The second
table represents the individual companies.

Mr. PLOESER. What do you mean by "consolidated"?
Mi. COMER. In the statistical reports.
Mi. PLOESER. The statistics are consolidated?
Mr. COMER. Yes, the statistics are consolidated.
The second table is company by company.
Mr. BALDRIDOE. Will you explain briefly the information that

appears on table I of exhibit No. 1?
Mr. COMER. The first significant column perhaps of table I repre-

sents the 10-year period from 1929 through 1938. Now, a little
later it will be seen that that long swing will become significant from
the point of view of regularity of earnings.

The next column is the number of companies which shows an
apparent drift toward consolidation because in 1929, 931 were report-
ing to the Department of Commerce their operations and 1938, 10
years later, only 565 were reporting.

Mr. BALDRIDGE. To whom were these reports made?
Mr. COMER. The reports were made to the Bureau of the Census.
Mr. PLOEsER. Are you going to give us the reason why there is this

drift toward consolidation?
Mr. COMER. I don't think that I have specific information from the

field for the committee that would justify me in giving definite
reasons for consolidation.

The next column represents the total assets. This is a big business.
In 1938 it was $2,751,313,000, which is rather typical of the whole drift.
In 1929 it was $3,084 057,000.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Just a minute. The number of companies in
1929 .was 931?

Mr. COMEs. Yes, 8ir.
Mr. BULWINKLE. The number in 1938 was 565?
Mr. COMER. Yes, sir.
Mr. BULWINILE. The assets in 1929 were $3,084,057,000 and in

1938 they were $2,751,313,000.
Mr. COMEs. Yes.
Mr. BULWINLiE. There was a decrease in assets of nearly $1,-

000 000 000
The HAIRMAN. Less than half a billion.'
Mr. COMER. A decrease of $250,000,000.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, how do you account for that?
Mr. COMER. The depression.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Companies went out of existence entirely?
Mr. COMER. No; the value of their investments decreased.
Mr. BULWINKLE. That is what I wantsl to find out.
Mr. COMES. The capital and surplus in round figures are $1,588,-

992,000 in 1938.
Mr. BALDRIDGH. Can you divide that between capital and surplus?
Mr. CoMER. For the year 1938, I made the division, and of that

figure the capital stock was only $333 613,000 whereas the surplus was
$1,255,379,000. %

/i
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Now, that figure, as we shall see a little later,* has an important
bearing upon ti problem because as the committee knows, surpluses
are an accumulation of profits that have been left in the business.
Therefore their capital investments are not very large originally, but
their surpluses are about four times capital.

Mr. PisoEB. What do you mean by the statement "Their capital
investment is not very large"?

Mr. COMER. Their initial capital investment is $333,613,000; and
on top of that there is accumulated out of profits-that is where the
surplus comes from. There is accumulated out of profits-

Mr. PLOESER (interposing). Surplus does not always come from
.profits, and if you will read the history of some of these companies,
you will find many surpluses are contributed. You haven't read it
very carefully.

Mr. COMER. At any rate the surplus figure is $1,255,379 000, but
surpluses are not always, of course, out of profits. It depends on how
you define profits.

Mr. PLOESER. That is right.
Mr. COMER. The total income in 1938 was $1,034,031,000 and the

losses paid in that year were $397,310,Q00 leaving a difference between
total income and the losses paid of $636,721,000, or the losses were
only 38.4 percent of total income.

Mr. PLOFSER. How much of that excess income went to allocations
for reserve for unearned premiums and how much went for the aUo-
cation of the reserve for undetermined losses?

Mr. COMER. I can't answer offhand from the table.
Mr. PLOESER. But your chart does not show accurately, unless

you show those figures; because when you write a term insurance
policy, you have got to put something away for the future, You
don't operate sound business the way you operate the Government.

Mr. COME . As I say, I can't answer those questions immediately
from this table. The main over-all picture that I should like to
emphasize is that the losses paid year after year are running in the
last 5 years, 36.4 percent, 31 percent, 36.4 percent, 34.2 percent
and 38.4 percent of the total income of the companies.

Mr. PLOESER. What is that average?
Mr. CoMEs. The 5-year average, I haven't done the arithmetic on

it; but you will see it is not far from 36 percent.
The last column is the ratio of dividends to losses paid. The

dividends to losses paid in the last 5 years 32.6 420, 30.4 30.8, and
32.0; but I call your attention to the fact that the dividends pid are
only a part of the profits of the companies. To the extent that they
leave profits in and throw them to the surplus account, there is an
additional profit record that is-not reflected in the dividend figures.
As we have seen before, over the long period of years, this surplus
has accumulated to be about four times the capital invested, and to the
extent that that does represent an accumulation out of earnings it
represents a profit not reflected in the dividends paid. There is
another item which we have found to be of great importance among
large corporations-namely, the extent to which salaries charged to
expense may represent in part profits returned to the management.
Now, that figure would require a break-down to see whether as a rule
the salaries could be considered a profit item. In the tobacco indus-
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try, for exAmple, it is known that some of the men receive considerably.
more than $1,000,000 a year salary, but, as a matter of fact, a lorge
part of that is profits returned to the management.

Mr. PLOESE. You are talking about the insurance industry and
not neessarily the tobacco industry. Do you know of any FAiaries
that size in the fire insurance business?

Mr. COMER. No.
Mr. PLoEsEn. Do You know of any half thatsize?
Mr. CoMERh. As I say, there is an item that may or may not be

involved in expense that properly ought to" be reflected to profits, but
it is entirely- . o I

Mr. PLOESER (interposing). 'You'make the implication that such a.
condition'does exist. What do you know in fact?
• Mr. COMES. We have rarely found in the examination of the large
companies thatthit condition does not exist.

Mr. PLOESER. Does not?
Mr. CoMER. Rarely ever.
Mr. PLOESER. What did you find that did eaist?
Mr. COMES. We found that bonuses and premiums were included

in salaries and charged to cost in many cases.
Mr. PLOESER. That is right?
Mr. COMES. Yes.
Mr. PLeasES. What is the extent of it?

- You are talking about $1,000,000 salaries in the tobacco industry.
What is the largest salary found in the fire insurance business?

Mr. COMER. Ve have not made that field investigation.
Mr. BALDRIDOE. The ratio of losses to total income is indicated on

table No.1 as approximately 38 percent, that is, for the year 1938,
is that correct?
* Mr. COMES. Yes.

Mr.BALDAIDOE. What significance is to be attached to this per-
centage relationship between losses of total income?

Mr. COMER. In view of the fact that over the 10-year period there
has been a fair, in fact an unusual record of earnings as compared with
industry as a whole, this ratio of losses paid to income is so low as to
indicate that the premiums could have been considerably less and still
have shown an earning record somewhere near in line'with American
industry as a whole.. .. I
I Mr.PozesER. What happened to the rest of the premium? You

have 36 percent here allocated to losses paid?
Mr. COMEs. Yes.
Mr. P oE SR. What happened to the rest of the premium?Mr. CoMES..It went for expenses. It went for transfer to surplus

and for that unknown quantity of salaries, and it went for dividends.
WMHALLCK. The Government gets a pretty good chunk of that

go to surplus?
Mr. COMEs. The income tax to the Government would be taken

out before there would be A transfer t surplus. All of these represent,
s I understand it,' the earnings after the Government has taken its

share. ,-If -you would take the total figures, before the Government'.
took Its hkif'of %hoasnet earnings, they would be much larger, but.
you do notvdakd transfeas to surplus ordividends until you have paid
your ificome ta.
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* Mr. HALLECK. Having regard to the p'trcentages As you 6tirted
to figure them of income, or of losses to income, do you know any-
thing about the percentage of income that w;as going to the Federal
Government for taxation under the surplus profits tax?

Mr. COMER. It is not reflected here. That is'a case of company
by company examination.

The CHAIRMAN. I wonder, gentlemen-I am just like you gentle-
men-I would like to ask some questi6iis, also; but I wonder if we
couldn't refrain until he finishes the general statement, and we can
make notes of things that we want to cover.

- Mr PLOESzR. 'I understood that he was explaining the chart and
there are some things that could better be explained if the questions
are entered at the point of explanation.

Mr. CoMER. It doesn't interrupt me.
The CHAIRMAN. I wouldn't insist upon it; -but' I wonder if we'

couldn't reduce our questions to a minimum so we could get through
ind ask him anything that we Wanted to.
" Mr. PLOESER. You have got $1 premium. You determined that 36
den'sof that is allocated to losses over a 5-year average?

Mr..COMER. ,Yes.
Mr.' P oESE. I to'bk our figures
Mr. CoMER. 38.4 in 1938 is the figure.
Mr. PLOESER. We are taking a 5-year average now. As you learn

more'about the insurance business, you will learn that a i-year figure
might be very disastrous.

Mr. BALDRIDOE., A 5-year Would be what?
Mr. C0-msR. I haven't averaged it for 5 years. I estimated

roughly 36. percent.
Mr. PLOESER. Let's say it is 36 percent. The balance of that, you

said, of this dollar went to profits, overhead which you did not break
down, and to dividends which, of course, is a part of profits and to
increase surplus.

Mr. COmER. Yes.
Mr. PLOESER. Now, is that the only place that it went, the places

that you'have enumerated?
Mr. COMER. All expenses were paid out of it.
Mr. PLOESER. What do you include in expenses?
The point I am trying to get at is that: Part of this dollar stayed in

the field.with the local agent. How much stayed there?
Mr. COMER. That is a 16ng detailed break-down which I do not

have. All expenses, of course, chargeable to the com pany, from
whatever source, and there are hundreds and hundreds of them-all
expenses are supposed to be included.
Mr. PLOESER. Mr. McKittrick, can you give us the figure for the

State of Missouri as to what portion of that dollar stayed with the
agency, the agent's commission?' The CHAIRMAN. Just a moment, please, Mr. Plc.eoeer. If we start
that, we will never get anywhere.
• Mr. PLOESER. There are so many implications being made here'

which are absolutely inadequate figures-if the gentleman knew his
insurance, he could answer the questions-if. he doesn't, he can't
answer them.

The CHAIRMAN. I hope that you will confine your questions to
the people being interrogated.
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Mr. PLORSER. I was just- ing to g thiefigures forhiin.
The CnkiRkAN. Let us have Mr. McKittrick later.
Mr. McKiTTmICK. 15 -percent, with the organized companies.
Mr. PLoeSER. Isn't it higher than that?
Mr. McKi'rmcx. In some instances 20--but 15 percent. If they

pay more than 15 percent, the respective companies and organizations
are fined.

Mr. PLoEs. It runs as-high in some places, in the State of Mis-
souri, as hi h'as 35 percent.

Mr. MKITTRicK. They will be violating the hAdes. In the sf1-
ated companies, according to the testimony that has been taken , they
are fined, and any number of themiave- bee# fined. In the'city of
St. Louis there have been many fines.

Mr. PLOESER. I know but we also have legitimate contracts in the
city of St. TAouis, according to the Western Underwriters Association,
ash igh as 35 percent.

Mr. McKTTRicK. We don't have any such testimony. Twenty
percent is the highest, to the respective writing agencies. ' .am talking
about the State agencies. There is a difference between the State
agencies and the local writing agencies.

Mr. PLoESER. We will let the question go until you finish the
rest of your testimony.

Mr. BALD IDGE. Mr. Comer table No. I indicates that dividends
amount to about one-third of the losses paid. What significance
would you attach to this high ratio of dividends to losses?

Mr. ComEA. It raises the question as to whether the companies are
being operated for dividends or profits or to meet the losses from fire
and other casualties. They are paying out in dividends about a third
as much as they do on the losses. It seems to be a high ratio.

Mr. PLorasR. Have you compared dividends to capital investment
aywhere along the line?

Mr. CoiER. I have compared earnings to capital investment for
some companies,

Mr. PwOsn.have ever heard of dividends compared to losses
before. I have always heard of them being compared to capital
investment.

Mr. CouzR. They pay to the people who have the losses a certain
sum, and apparently the dividends alone amount to about one-third
of that amount.

Mr. PLOSER, How much of that dividend is made up from invested
capital and securities, and how much is made up from premium
doars?

Mr. COMER.' The figures are available but are not broken down
here; l)ut you do not have a very significant break-down after you
get it because those investments are accumulations, past profits, and
premiums.

Mr. PwLO nz. What if you had a company with $1,000,000 invest-
ment. Say that this $1,000,000 was invested in, pay, 3 percent earn-
ing stcks or bonds, or possible real estate. Three percent of
$1000,000 is $n 000 a year, .h It not?,

Mr. Cou z. Yes.
Mr. PLOEEs. f this company was . ew or old, for that matter,

aod wrote a ver-y limited insurance business, say they only wrote
$50,000 worth of premiums a year, and according to your figures had,
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-let us say, a 40-percent loss ratio, which would be $20,000 in losses,
*and a $30,000 income from investments alone, and say another 10 or
15'points on their premiums profit, which would bring it up to about
$45,000 earnings for the company, or tw6 and one-quarter the losses
pai- -would that not be so? I don't see how you can compare divi-
dend earnings to losses and make anv kind of a logical fires.

Mr. COMES. In the illustration which you used, you have assumed
that the company is not primarily an insurance company but an in-
vestment company. Once in a while we do have a sort of an insur-
ance investment trust in which most of their assets are stocks of
other companies, but from the very terms of your assumption you
are going to get a hish ratio; but in that case, it would be, not an
insurance company, but an investment company. We have one or
two illustrations along the line of the question that you raised. They
are more nearly investment companies than insurance companies.

Mr. BALDRIDUE. Mr. Corner, what does the over-all picture with
-respect to earnings show for the 10-year period 1929 to 1938, inclusive?

Mr. COMES. On the basis of the record of these companies com-
pared with most American industries which we have studied the
earnings are unusually stable and unusually high, and that indicates
that the premiums 'could have been les and given a fair return on
the money.

Mr. BALDIDOE. Based on your experience in making industry
studies for various industries over the past 4 or 5 years, what sigfi-
cance, if any, would you attach to a consistently high earnings record
over this 10-year period? 0

Mr. CoMERi. We have always found that a good 10-year earnings
record over this period goes along with monopoly and restraint of
trade because time after time in our investigations where we have
found a monopolists condition to exist, we have fopnd this constant,
rather stable, earnings but not under conditions of- competition.

Mr. BALDRIDOGE. Is there any other comment that you would care
to make Mr. Comer, with respect to table 1?

Mr. dO MER. I believe not, Mr. Baldridge.
Mr. BALDR!DOE. Turning to table,.2 of exhibit 1, explain briefly,

summarize briefly what is included.
Mt. COMES. Table 2 is a financial record of 15 of the largest fire-

insurance companies. They do some other business which we will
indicate a little later on. This indicates that 15 companies have total
aisets at the end of the table of about $959,000,000, nearly $1,000,-
000,000, as compared to 605 companies having $2,751,313,000; or, if
I remember the figures correctly 15 companies represent 35 percent
of the assets of all of the companies reported in 1930.

The same story prevails with respect to.the break-down of capital
and surplus. That is shown in pencil.

The capital and surpltt of 15 companies was $592 409,767 of which
$104,244,000 was capital and $488,16,000 was sU s.

Mr. BALDRIDOn. Now, Mr. Comer, turning to the background of
the figures under the Aetna Insurance Co., there Is a percentage of
9.5 percent which represents: the percentage of earnings to capital
and surplus?

Mr. CoMES. Yes.
Mr. BALDHIDGE. Will you explain that figure, please?
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Mr. COMER. The capital and surplus of Aetna is reported at $25;-
589,892 and the earnings for ibe year are reported at $2,425,000-or
a ratio, arrived at by dividing $26,689,892 into $2,425,000, or 9.4 of
earnings to capital and surplus.

Mr.BALDRIDGE. Can you divide out the surplus from the total
capital and surplus account?

Mr. ComeR. Yes.
Mr. BALDIiIDGE. For the Aetna Co?
dr. CoMER. I could do it for Aetna, but I have not done it.
Mr. BALDRIDOt. Have you done it for all 15 companies?
Mr. ComES. I gave the figures. The capital was $104,?A4,000;

and the surplus $488,166,000.
Mr. BALDRIDOE. So if you consider the relationship of earnings to

capital investment rather than to capital and surplus combined, what
kind of a picture would you get of the percentage relationship between
dividends paid and earnings to capital only?

Mr. ComER. Mr. Baldridge, I have not made that calculation,
because as an economist I believe it would be unfair to the insurance
companies because they ought to have some return to their surplus
that has been reinvested, but the question is: Whether they should
have as much return as they did have; therefore I do not think it is
fair to take the total earnings and divide that fiure by the capital
alone because that doesn't allow them anything on the surplus
they have invested.

A fairer figure-if this does not get too c6mplicated-a fairer figure
would be to take your total capital and then allow them a reasonable

* amount,, 3 or 4 percent-maybe 5 percent-the going rate of interest
on that surplus which they turned back.

Mr. BALDRIDOE. Even on that adjusted basis, Mr. Comer-
Mr. Pwxsim. Isn't it true that in the setting up of ample security

for the policyholder in an insurance company, that surplus should be
left impounded in the company's reserves, and 'in the operation of
the business it is just as vital as the initial capital?

Mr. COMER. Yes.
Mr. PLOESER. And it is in effect capital.
Mr. COMER. Answering the question quantitatively; yes.,
The main point where we might differ, though, is whether they need

to leave as much as they did in the surplus on which they draw
dividends. I should like to call attention to one problem that might
come to your mind. These are consolidated income figures for the
15 large companies and it is not for fire and related insurance alone.

In 1939, the total premiums in force was around $494,000,000
roughly, and of that amount, ocean marine and inland marine (Great
Lakes flor example) was $92,420,000, leaving for fire, tornado, sprinkler
damage and so on, $401,641,000.

Mr. BALDRIDOz. Approximately what percent?
Mr. COMER. 81.3 percent of the total which we term "fire, tornado,

and sprinkler damage."
Mr. BALDRIDGE. And what is inland insurance?
Mr. COMEs. On the Great Lakes, inland water.
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Mr. PLOEsEB. For the information of the committee, inland marine
might be termed "dry marine". It covers transportation risks not
generally ascribed to wet risks, such as river cargoes or hulls or lake
cargoes or hulls, or ocean cargoes or hulls. You might refer to them,
instead of inland as wet and dry marine.

Mr. COMER. They are reported uniformly, in the sources of informa-
tion that I have, as ocean marine and inland navigation.

Mr. PLOESER. That is right. Inland navigation comprises many
phases, but the reason I state it as I do, in the term "inland marine
Insurance," you will find a great portion of that premium allocated in
your statistics-inland marine insurance being in fact fire insurance
premium because it is on an inland type of risk, the greatest hazard
of which is probably fire in the greatest number of cases. It is written
under a blanket form of policy covering multiple risks, and that is why
it is called marine.

Mr. BALDIDGE. For the 15 companies that you have listed in table
2, what is the loss ratio of the premiums in terms of percentage?
Mr, CbUER. The percentage loss ratio to premium is 46.75.
Mt. PLOESER. Is that premium written, or premium earned?
Mt. COMER. Net premium earned.
Mr. PLOESER. Net premium?
Mr. COMER. Net premiums earned..
' Mr. PLOESER. Is that the proper basis?
Mr. BALDRIDGE. And the percentage of earnings to capital and

surplus for the 15 companies, the average of that?
Mr. COMER. 7.3. The percentage of earnings to losses incurred is

33.4 and the dividends to losses incurred are 22.2 for the 15 companies.
Mr. HALLECK. You say that it was 7 percent of earnings to capital

and surplus?
* Mr. COMER. Yes, 7.3.

Mr. PLOF.BER. A direct comparison?
Mr. COMER. The capital is $104,244,000 and the surplus is $488,-

166,000, again a little more than four times the capital.
Mr. HALLE1CK. I have always been told that capital is wealth

devoted to further production, and if so it ought to be entitled to
earn. s I

Mr. COMER. That is right, but it depends on how. much you are
permitted to earn on the return.

Mr. HALLECK. I wonder if that is the thing here, Mr. Chairman?
In other words, if we are going to indict these firms because they are
successful-

The CHAIRMAN (interposing). There is no testimony to indict the
companies, as I understand it. It is just a matter of listening to the
testimony to be presented.

Mr. COMER. May I say, Mr. Chairman, the record of the Aluminum
Co. of America, th6 nearest to being a 100-percent monopoly that
we have is almost uniformily 6 percent on the capital invested, year-
after year, because they see fit to plow back into the industry and
maximiize their profits as long as they can earn 6 percent; therefore,
it is one of the signs of monopoly that they ar able to plow back
and get about a 6 percent return on the investment year after year.

Mr. BALDRDoE. With respect to the fire insurance field, hey
show a better picture?
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Mr. ComEs. Just a little better than the Aluminum Co.
Mr. PLO.SER. Do you say that the surplus that is allowed to stay

in the business is capital plowed back?
Mr. COMER. You might earn 15 percent on it, which would be un-

reasonable from an earning standpoint.
Mr. PLOESER. You might but your figures show that you have not.
Mr. COMEs. Normally, tiey would plow it back as long as it just

about earned reasonable interest. That will mlaximize-
Mr. HALLECK (interposing). If you took it out, you could not earn

a reasonable interest rate.
Mr. COMES. If you took it out, there could be a lot of smaller busi-

ness units that could compete with the big ones.
Mr. HALLECK. Is that what we are getting at?
Mr. COMER. Our interest is primarily the small businessman.
Mr. PLOESER. Justify that statement, "if you took all of this sur-

plus out of the insurance business." We are not talking about the
Aluminum Co.

Mr. COMER. We are not suggesting taking out all of the surplus.
In answer to your question, if you took out a large percentage of the
surplus of these 15 big companies, by assumption, the 15 would not
be nearly so big; and the smaller companies would have a greater
chance to compete with them.

Mr. HALLECK. I might think something about getting into the in-
surance business myself if you make that much money.

Mr. COMER. It does look like a good record. That is the way com-
panies get big.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you a question. Do you mean to say
here that these premiums earned, that means after local agents have
been paid and the State agent has been paid and the expenses directly
connected with the obtaining of that business have been deducted,
the amount stated here represents the premiums earned; am I right
about ti at? Or do you, in dcterminirg the amount of premiums
earned, include the total prtnium; and from that, of course, you must
later pay the Woeal agent and others for their expenses in connection
with the obtaining of the business?

Mr. COMER. In view of the obviously greaterldetailed information
on the expenses and operations, I would refer that to Mr. McKittrick,
or Mr. Hyder for the details. '

The CHAIRMAN. We will do that later, but let me ask yoit this
question: You say that 46.75 percent, that is the loss ratio?

Mr. COMER. Of the 15 companies.
The CHAIRMUAN. Of the 15 companies, and the percentage dividend

to losses incurred is 23.2?
Mr. COMER. Yes.
'he CHAIRMAN. In other words, ever time 46 cents of $1 was paid

for losses, 23 cents of that dollar was paid in dividends-
Mr. COMER (interpsing). No, no.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, what is 'the way?,
Mr. PLOESER. The answer is certainly "no."
The CHAIRMAN. That is the point I could not understand.
Mr. PLOESER. If I may interject this thought, the table is confus-

ing in that an insurance, company is, first of all, an investment organ-
ization. It can't sit there with all of Its capital and cash.
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Mr. COmzR. I would like to straighten out the arithmetic of the
chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. That is what I would like to know. Have you
practically finished your testimony?

Mr. COMER. I would like to straighten you out on the arithmetic
of your ques t ion.

Rhe CHAIRMAN. All right.

Mr. CoMER. When 46 cents on the dollar is poid out in losses an
equivalent of one-third of that represents earnings, or that would be
16 cents. When this 46 cents is paid out on losses, about 15 cents
represent earnings, and less than one-fourth, or about II cents is paid
out in dividends. That is the correct arithmetic.

Mr. PLOEsER. You cannot get a fair picture of comparing earnings
or dividends with losses. You have to take into consideration the
source. There are two sources in insurance; one is from the insurance
premium and the other from the incoftie earned from investments.
Is that not true?

Mr. COMER. Yes.
Mr. BALDUIDOE. I believe that is all from Mr. Comer.
Mr. BULWINKLE. I want to ask a question or two, myself.
The CHAIRMAN. Go right ahead.
Mr. BULWINKLE. This is very significant. I haven't had time to

investigate, but this committee, Mr. Chairman, was instigated, as wa%
my understanding, for small business on account of war conditions.

What has this got to do with it so far as war conditions are con-
cerned?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I understand it can be connected up.
Mr. BULWINKLE. How do you connect it up?
The CHAIRMAN. I think General McKittrick can come nearer to

connecting it up than anyone.
Mr. BALDRIDGE. May I ansiver the Congressman, please?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. BALDRIDOE. We are attempting through Mr. Corner to intro-

duce a general statistical picture of the fire insurance business and
follow the details of how it is related to small business, with Mr.
McKittrick.

Mr. BU WINKLE. Did the war cause any of this?
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose we hear from General McKittrick, and

let him testify as to the connection?
Mr. BULWINKLE. That is the purpose of this committee, and for

the sake of argument, we will suppose that everything that has been
said is true and absolutely correct.

The CHAIRMAN. I feel like we are justified in bearing with them to
present their case, Major; don't you think so?

Mr. BULWINKLE. I don't know about that,, unless I hear something
more than what I have already heard now.

The CHAIRMAN. They aro just approaching it now.
Mr. FITZGERALD. Hasn't this condition existed a great many years?

Is it something that has just come up? I thought the purpose of
this committee was to investigate small business.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you anyone that you would like to be brought
in, a small manufacturing business?
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-Mr. FTZGERALD. We are just.going around the rainbow, it looks
like. We are not calling in the small manufacturer who is going out of
business to come in here and testify and give us some information.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that we ought to hear General McKittrick
as to his connection of his remarks with the jurisdiction of the
committee.

Mr. BUrWINKLE. All right.
Mr. PLOESER. May I have the privilege of introducing our Attorney

General of the State of Missouri, Attorney General McKittrick of the
State of Missouri, and Mr. Robert Hyder, our Assistant Attorney
General.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROY McKITTRICK, ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF THE STATE OF MISSOURI (ACCOMPANIED BY HON. ROBERT
L. HYDER, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE STATE OF
MISSOURI)

Mr. McKItrRICK. My name is Roy McKittrick. I live in Jefferson
City, Mo. I am attorney general.

Mr. ELMORE. You are the attorney general of Missouri?
Mr. ?.IKIrTRICK. Yes.
Mr. ELMORE. How long have you held the office?
Mr. McKiurmc. Since January 1933.
Mr. ELMORE. Will you please make a brief statement for the

benefit of the committee as to why you think the testimony which
you are prepared to offer should be of interest to the committee.

Mr. McKirrRicK. First for the reason that I am convinced that
it is a problem that no State can handle. My reason for saying
that is that the State of Missouri since 1922 has been resisting the
rates of the organized insurance companies of the United States,
and the question is still unsettled. The war situation has brought
about a condition by which the insurance payers, or the insurance
buyers in small business, the home owners, are carrying unreasonable
burdens and unfair burdens by virtue of the contracts that they
are forced to pay. Every insurance buyer is compelled to accept
whatever insurance contract is offered him. The small consumers
the farmers, the cotton men of our country are forced and compelled
to pay the rates that are fixed in our State, that is, under the juris-
diction and supervision of what is known as the subscribers' actuarial
committee. They paid insurance on stored corn exactly as fixed
by one man and approved by four men in the city of Chicago who
are members of the subscribers' actuarial committee, and the same
is true with reference to the cotton.

The insurance on that property is fixed by these gentlemen who
control the insurance business of the United States. It is true that
it was more or less of a problem prior.to the war. In 1922, the
Missouri Insurance Commissioner ordered a reduction of rates of
10 percent. That was resisted by the companies and that fight
conttinued until 1935 when by a system of ruthless methods they
bribed the insurance conunissioner, and had the question determined
for a short while. From 1930 to 1935 'approximately $13,000,000
were impounded in the courts, andy by this bribery they returned
80 pernt of that sum to the companies and 20 percent to the
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Now, the reason, Congressmen, that the State cannot handle it-
no State can-is because there is not any State law that can handle it
that I am familiar with, and that includes the 18 States within this
jurisdiction. It is not only important as to the aniount of money that
is paid for insurance, it is important regarding the kind aid conditions
of the contract; and in our State from 1922 until 1935, the companies
withheld from our people the same type and character of contract that
they gave to Kansas, Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana
and Ohio.

Mr. PLOESER. What contract are you talking about?
Mr. McKrr rncK. The supplementary contract. It was not in

force until after Street had made a contract for settlement, and we
were denied, our people, we weren't given the same price. We
weren't given the same opportunities and the same considerations that
were given other States such as Illinois which the committee itself
tbrms their pet State because there is no attempt to regulate insurance
companies in the State of Illinois.

Now, that is my reason why I ask the chairman of this committee
for an opportunity to be heard.

In a wartime like this, there is no reason why a few corporations,
a few. men, should take advantage of this situation and force people to
pay whatever they desire should be paid, and also the Government,
because the Government is being supported by the people who are
paying these insurance prcefiums.

The CHAIRMAN. Does the Government insure these defense plants?
Mr. McKITTRrCK. No, sir. The gentlemen who are members of

this executive insurance committee in New York City have control of
it, and it may be of interest that 52 of the largest insurance companies
in the United States are British owned "and British controlled.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to say these defense plants are not
insured?

Mr. McKirRicx. They are insured upon such terms and condi-
tions and such rates as are fixed.

The CHAIRMAN. Your answer then was not responsive to my
question. You said "No," awhile ago.

Mr. McKirrarcK. By the insurance companies but the Govern-
ment has to accept such terms and conditions and rates as are fixed
by the companies.

The CHAIRMAN. The point is: Are they covered by insurance, the
defense plants?

Mr. McKiTrRIcK. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. You mean the defense plants owned by the Govern-

ment. I have not been under the impression that the Government
insures its buildings.

Mr. M--,KrrTRICK. I think not.
Mr, HiLLECK. You are talking now about plants owned by indi-

viduals c,,gaged in the defense effort? '
Mr. McKirrRICK. Remington, and so forth, that is right.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is very important. For instance, we

have a shell-loading plant near my home, and a shell-storage plant.
It is being constructed and will be operated by the Goodrich Tire &
Rubber o. Will -they insure it? Is that considered a Government
plant?
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Mr. MvKsrRiK. I can speak only for Missouri. You take the
Remington at Kansas City, and such places; yes.

The CHAIRMAN. They are insuring?
ir. ? cK ;atiK: Yes;:they are insuring.
The HARM^A.' AlthoukIi the Government is putting up'tho money

and paying for it on a cost-plus basis?
Mr. McKIrrRiCK. Yes sr. a .
The CHAIRMAN. And w'ho fixes this rate?
Mr. McKiTTRicK. In Kansas, it is fixed by the Western Actuarial

Bureau which is the organization of the organized companies.
Mr. McKITTRicK. Chicago.
Mr. ELMORE. That will all be explained. WVe have charts to show

that.
The CHAIRMAN. Excuse me, please. I will refrain from asking any

more questions.
Mr. PLOEB Es. -There is a question I would like to ask at this point:
Does the Government set down a certain qualification on a fire

insurance company for one of these plants?
Mr. McKIVricx. I cannot answer about the qualifications.
Mr. PLOESER. That is important, because I happen to know that

in the North American plant in Kansas City, the Government rejected
the very companies you are here to defend, accepted others. You are
here to defend small business, are you not? Some of the smaller
insurance companies that had originally written the policies on
that plant were rejected by the Army because they didn't have a
certain minimum capitalization, and the amount of which I do not
know.

Mr. McKirramcK. That may be true.
Mr. PLOESER. I know it is," because I understand my office issued

some of them for an agent *and had them rejected. I am in the
insurance business myself.

Mr. McKiTTriciK. Do you represent the affiliated or the non-
affiliated?

Mr.'PLozaz. Both. That is why I have asked so many questions
here, General McKittrick, because I am supposed to know something
about this business. From the testimony that I have heard, I am not
sure that I do.

Mr. ELMORE. In order that the members of the committee may
understand the situation, it would be helpful if you would explain
how you" are proceeding in the State of Missouri against the stock fire
insurance companies.

Mr. McKiTTRicK. You mean the present one?
Mr. ELMORE. The present proceeding.
Mr. McKrrTricK. Under the antitrust laws of Missouri, we

* filed a petition in the SUpreme Court of Missouri in the nature of a
quo warranto to oust 134 companies that had participated by con-
tributing to the fund that was paid to Mr.oPendergrast for the bribery
of the superintendent of insurance; after we had taken some testi-
mony based upon those allegations in New York, we discovered the
plan and the scheme and. the method byi which these companies were
operating. Then, we amended the petition by alleging they were
violating the antitrust laws of the Stet6 of Missouri, and the case is
now pending in the court. A commissioner has been appointed, and
we have taken testimony.in New York and Chicago and Jefferson City

//
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and the record now contains something more than 14,000 pages with
2,000 exhibits.

Mr. ELMORE..Is this a copy of the antitrust laws of Missouri under
which you are proceeding?

Mr. McKirrTTc x. Yes, it is.
Mr. ELMORE. Would you read that first section for the benefit of

the committee?
Mr. McKiTrlcK (reading):
SEe. 8302. Pool and trust agreements defined: Any person who shall create,

enter into, become a member of or participate In any pool, trust, agreement,
combination, confederation, or understanding with any other person or persons to
regulate, control or fix the price of any article of manufacture, mechanism, mer-
chandise, commodity, convenience or repair, or any product of mining, or any
article or thing whatsoever of any class or kind bought and sold, or the price or
premium to be paid for insuring property against loss or damage by fire, lightning
or storm, or to maintain that price when so regulated or fixed, or that shall enter
into become a member of or participate in any pool, trust, agreement, contract,
combination, consideration or understanding, to fix or limit the amount or quan-
tity of any article of manufacture, mechanism, merchandise, commodity, con-
venience, repair any product of mining, or any article or thing whatsoever of
any clss or kind bought and sold, or the price or premium to be paid for insuring
property against loss or damage by fire, lightning or storm, shall be deemed and
adjudged guilty of a conspiracy In restraint of trade, and be punished as provided
for in this article.

Mr. PLOESER. Does Missouri have a fire-rating statute?
Mr. McKITTRICIC. We do.
Mr. PLOESER. Will you read it?
Mr. McKirrnicK. Yes.
SEC. 6972 (R. S. Mo. 1939). For this purpose each company or other insurer

shall be permitted to maintain its own public rating record or to use a public
rating record maintained by an actuarial bureau, provided, such record shows
the true and correct rate charged by such company or insurer; and provided
further, that no company or other insurer may directly or indirectly by any
agreement, contract, understanding or otherwise agree with any other company,
insurer, or actuarial bureau to continue to use the rating record of any actuarial
bureau or to refrain from maintaining its own rating record, or to maintain the
rates fixed by any such actuarial bureau.

And jf it is permissible, our courts have held that these two statutes,
the antitrust statute and this one that I have just read does not take
the companies out of the antitrust statute but merely strengthens
the antitrust laws. That question has been before the court.

Mr. PLOESER. Tfie reason I asked you that was this: Doesn't the
State of Missouri maintain supervision over the Missouri inspection
bureau which makes the fire rates in the State of Missouri?

Mr. McKirrRscK. May I explain that to you?
Mr. PLOESER. I want you to explain it.
Mr.'McKirrrICK. We have an insurance department. When there

is submitted to the insurance department an increase in rates then
the insurance commissioner-they have to be heard, and that as to
be granted by the insurance commissioner, but for any decrease in
rates, no. And with reference to the provisions of the contract itself
the insurance policy, our courts have held, and I think that most of
the courts have held, that a public official cannot make a contract
between two individuals, and that statute of course has been held
to be constitutional, and rightly so because no public official can
contract under our Federal and State Constitutions for another,
State control over insurance companies is merely limited to what the
insurance companies submit to them provided it is an increase.

4975-42-vol. i-8
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Mr. ELMOR. The statute, as I understand it, assumes that the
.insurance companies will act individually and not in concert in filing
rates with your insurance commissioner.

Mr. McKIrricK. A public rating bureau or an independent
bureau--something which is independent and cannot be controlled
by these companies, but these Inspection Bureaus are costing the
companies. That is where some of these expenses are going to,
and all of the expenses of these different bureaus, the Government
is not collecting any income tax from such bureaus.

Mr. PLOWSER. The Government does not collect income tax on
expenses, do they?

Mr. McKITrRicK. That is a question that the Government decided,
the officials of the Government decided, and which was termed to be a
very close decision, at which a judge by the name of Waters was given
high praise for being successful in obtaining relief from any income tax
on the cost of these respective bureaus-the auditing bureau, the
Missouri Inspection Bureau, and so forth.

Mr. ELMORE. In interest of time, let us proceed with this explana-
tory part of your testimony, please, Mr. McKittrick.

Mr. MCKTITR[CK. Yes.
Mr. ELMORE. I want you now to explain for the benefit of the com-

mittee the organization of the fire insurance companies as it has
become known to you in the course of the prosecution of your Mis-
s~uri case.

Mr. MITmICK. May I be permitted to ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. McKiTTmiCK. Then, may Mr. Hyder, make this explanation?

My throat has just about given out on me.
Mr. ELMORE. I have the charts here, and I would like to have them

marked as exhibits 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
The CHAIRMAN. They will be so marked.
(The documents were marked as exhibits 2, 3, 4, and 6, respectively,

and are on file with the committee.)
.Mr. HYDER. I will try to make this explanation just as brief as

possible.
The CHAIRMAN. Which chart are you using?
Mr. HYDER. This is the chart Exhibit No. 2 showing the national

organization of approximately 300 insurance companies who write
between 88 and 96 percent 6f all fire insurance business within the
United States.

Mr. HALLECK. I wonder if we might have the gentleman's name
and position?

Mr. HYDER. It is in the record here. It is Robert Hydbr. I
am assistant attorney general of the State of Missouri.

Mr. PLOESER. Is this stock mutual or reciprocal?
Mr. HYDER. Stock. The stock companies write from 87 to 96

percent of all the insurance business written in the United States,
these particular stock fire insuance companies. .

Mr. PLOESER, You mean all fire insurance business?.
Mr. HYvxi. That i. right,
The Insurance Executives' Associati4n, is at the head, with its

headquarters in New York City., Th e Are 14 trustees who control
that &r1anization. It was organized ln 1032 for the purpose of col-
laborating the.4 regional orguaizatiu into which orgaiz ousnsur-
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ance colipanles are divided. These 14 trustees are the presidents of.
the larger companies. I think most of them are on this list of 15, which
fglrtM Were submitted to you by the statistician awhile ago. Now,
tleft, tl 4 regional organizations are the Eastern Underwriters' Asso-
ciation, which operate in the Northeastern and Coast States; the West-
ern Underwriters' Association which operates in the Middle West; the
PAtfic Board of Fire Underwriters, wluch operates on the Pacific coast,
and the Southeastern Underwriters' Association, which operates in the"
Southeast clear over to Texas.

These organizations fix rates for their respective jurisdictions. If
any matter of major importance comes up on which to recommend
national jurisdiction =nd there is a disagreement, it is submitted to
the Insurance Executies' Association. You have all heard of the
National Board of Fire Underwriters. It has been given much
publicity on fire-prevention work, but the executives have stated that
the main purpose of that board is to adjust the legal matters for all
of these larger companies.
. The Underwriters Laboratory, you have all. heard of that. You

will find their seal of approval on all kinds of fire extinguishers.
Unless a particular form of fire-fighting equipment bears this seal of
approval, you don't get any reduced rate because the rule books
promulgated by these various regional organizations, they require
that seal.

Mr. PLOESER. I am afraid that some of you gentlemen here did
not hear what was said abo t the equipment. That is important.
Would you mind restating that, please?

Mr. IIYDER. Yes, I will. This Underwriters Laboratory was
formerly a committee of the National Board of Fire Underwriters.
It has been given a so-called independent status.

Mr. PLOESER. Is it not a research organization?
Mr. HYDER. It is supposed to be.
Mr. PLOESER. Is it, or isn't it?
Mr, HYDER. Some of them. --
Mr. PLOESER. Doesn't it do research work entirely?
Mr. HYDER. No, sir.
Mr. PLOSER. What else does it do then?
Mr. HYDER. If you write insurance in the State of Missouri, your

rule book requires that in order to get a preferred rate on a particular
risk, the fire-fighting equipment used must bear the seal of approval
of the Underwriters Laboratories, Ino.

Mr. PLoiwSp.. Is. that outside.the line of research?
Mr. lIYDER. Well, I would think so. I don't know.
To require that I use a certain kind of fire extinguisher I think would

be out of research.
Mr. PLOESER. Does the laboratory require that, or the Eastern-
Mr. HYDER. The Underwriters Laboratory is controlled by these

organized companies.
Mr, PLoEs . But it is strictly a research organization, isn't it?
Mr. HYDEn. As I say, I don't say-
Mr. PLOESER (interposing). You said that it wasn't.
Mr. HYDER, if the equipment does not. bear tleir seal, you can't

use that particular bWid of fire extinguisher il Mssouri and hope to
achieve any benefit in the fire-insurance rate.
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Mr. PLOW R. While I do not agree with all the set-up that you
have here from the standpoint of it being righteous, let it be said in all
fairness to the Underwriters Laboratory that it is probably one of the
finest research organizations in the world and devotes itself entirely to
research.

Mr. HYDER. The organization association thinks so.
Mr. PLOEsmt. I don't agree with all that set-up. I do not think

it is all righteous, but let us give credit where it is due.
Mr. HYDE-R. We are concerned with this region right hero in the

Mid-west [indicating Exhibit No. 5]. Two hundred and fifty-ono
companies belong to the Western Underwriters Association. Thirty-
eight members belong to the Western Insurance Bureau. The only
difference in those two is in the amounts of commissions which may
be paid to agents. If you are an agent in the Middle West, including
Missouri, the compensation which you can receive from any big
organization for insurance is fixed in the rule book of this organization
here or these organizations here [indicating).

The CHAIRMAN. What is the difference? Do they get more or less?
Mr. HYDER. The Western Insurance Bureau pays 5 percent more

on certain classes of risk. On most classes of risks you are paying a
commission of 15 percent. In other words, the freedom of contract
between the agent and the company is gone. He can receive only so
much commission, and if an agent is paid a larger amount that is fixed
in the rule book which you will see later, that company is fined from
$100 to $1,000 for having paid that agent more than it should have.
They say that is competition and that they are all entitled to "equal
competition."

Mr. PLOESER. What is the average commission in the State of
Missouri?
-Mr. HYDER. It is set out in the rule book.
Mr. PLOESER. The rule book could not show the average, because

there is a scale of commissions, and the average has to be based on the
dollar income, and how much you paid out of it for commissions.

Mr. HYDER. I understand. I am not a statistician, but here is
what the rule book says:

Except as pro% ded in section (b), a maximum commission of 15 percent only
may be paid on any class of fire, tornado, and cyclone business to agents.

In St. Louis City they have a special rule where the boys can make a
special agreement whereby you can get a little larger commission.
I haven't attempted to see what the average is.

Mr. PLOESER. That is what I pointed out, because that does notapply to all the State of Missouri.
Mr. HYDEn. That is right.
Mr. PLOESER. And there is a clause where you are allowed 25

percent isn't there?
Mr. HYDER. That is right. The 25 percent is on farm property,

churches, schools and so forth.
Mr. PLoazS. Dwellings? It is on the preferred business, the

25 percent?
Mr. HYDER. That is right. Now, here is the way the rates are

fixed in every State in our jurisdiction, and it doesn't make any
difference where you are from, your raha are fixed the same way.
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Mr. HALLEOK. Might I ask a question right here. I am from
Indiana. Are all the fire insurance companies in Indiana in this
association?

Mr. HYDER. Not all. We find in their minutes frequent discussions
about your antitrust laws.

Mr. HALLECK. When you say "organization companies," what do
.you mean?

Mr. HYDER. I mean the 300 larger organization companies which
approximately write 92 or 93 percent of all business, no mutuals.

Mr. ELMORE. You mean those who belong to this trade association
set-up which you are explaining now?

Mr. HYDiz. That is right.
Mr. HALLECK. My country is full of little fire insurance companies

insuring the farmers properties. Are they in this thing?
Mr. RYDER. No, sir; they are called cut-rate companies by this

organization, and you find frequent complaints in their minutes where
they might be doing that in Indiana, and sometimes to meet the
competition of your companies which you mentioned, they will cut a
rate or put in a new form just in order to meet that competition. It is
severe in Indiana, you are right.

Mr. HALLECK. Of course, the thing that I haven't been able to
rationalize as I have been sitting here and listening to this-and I did
not know what we were going to have before the committee today-
but as I say, it is a little hard for me to rationalize it knowing the
-situation as I do, that a lot of these little companies have been there
for years, and as far as I know there is no compulsion about the rate.

Mr. HYDER. I understand, and these small companies that are the
little companies will come and go, and they are never thought of as
safe.

Mr. HALLECK. I understand that.
Mr. HYDER. You would be surprised how small the business is that

they write in Indiana. Probably 3 percent of 4 percent is all that
those companies that you mention will write. Those are all stock
fire insurance companies (indicating chart).

Mr. PLOESER. Do you tax these companies in Missouri?
Mr. RYDER. On the basis of premium income. The mutuals do not

write much business anywhere, but what business they do write is on a
25 to 40 percent less rate than this.

Mr. PLOESER. Do you tax the reciprocals on the same basis?
Mr. HYDER. Well, I couldn't say offhand; I do not know. I am

not interested in that particular phase of it right'now.
Mr. HALLECK. Is this the situation that has existed for a numberof yers?4r. RYDER. Since 1879 to be exact.

Mr. HALLECK. Is it any different now, say in the past year, than it
has been before?

Mr. RYDER. They have fixed the rates ever since they got the power
to do so.

Mr. PiozEsp. All of these companies get their business through the
units of small business, don't they?

Mr. Hynun. Through the units of small business?
Mr. Pzomssa.'That is right.
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Mr. tIYDER. If yoti Wapntto be a general agent for any company in
the State of Miss6url'which belongs to either of:theseotgaiaon6,
they present your name before their board of governors, and if they
say that you can represent them in the State of MLSouri, you repre-
sent them. If they say that they do not favor you, you cannot repre-
sent iny of them in the State of Missouri. -

Mr. ' LOXsZR. I do not believe that you are quite accurate on that.
Mr. HvnDR. I am telling you what the proof is.
Mr. PLZESER. Don't they actually do this: If the Aetna atppoints

you as their'generfal agent, as long as the Aetna keepswithin the rules
o this governing body in that appointmnent, they don't care?

Mr. HYDE No, Sir; if they don't like me:-they did not like a
certain agency in Kansas City; R. B.Jones & Co., they kept them out
for years, and he finally goti, and they approved him to be their
agent in the State of Missouri, so it goes further than even you know,
Mr. Ploeset. ' .. .. I I

Mr. PLOxsER. I am not so sure. I know that I could not be their
general agent.

Mr. HYDER. That is right.
Mr. PLOEs .. But because of the, z6el I wil admit lot of the

don't like me," and I don't like a lot hf.t4e,- That Ma little to do
with the fact that I could not bean tah met 0tr therule.

Mr. HYDER. It does not have much to dowith the fret that if I
represent theAetna Co. I cannot appoint you my agent uiless I ask
all the boys that ae in New York whether or not you can be my agent.

Mr. PLoESER. I do not think that is true. I believe you are con-
fusing an agent and a general sgent

Mr. HTDkR. I am not confusing tQt. They only pass on general
agents. Of course, the general agent * select the smaller agents.
The little fellow on further down, fid6ft not havb to go thrOUgh that
same rgamarole."

Mr. PLorsER. I thought you said he'did.
Mr. HYDER. No' If it is determined that a rate, rule, or form, and

those three comprise a policy, is to be changed, seven men in Chicago
one chosen by the Western InsuranceBureau with 38 companies and
six chosen by the Western Underwriters Association with 251 member
companies,- determine that a change in the rate, rule, or form be made.
With them is the secretary, who is also the manager of the Western
Actuarial Bureau. If therate is lowered, itis usually to meet competi-
tion, and not based on any particular experience. Sometimes experi-
ence will be considered.After the change is made, a letter will be written to the board of
directors of the Western Insurance Bureau and the governing con-
mittee of the Western Underwriters Association, which letter requests
kpprbvA of those organizations of the change, These organizations
will return a letter of approval. This is done in ordet that the
approving body may discipline its members if the, variance in the
approved rate, rule, or form appears. 'The subscribers committee
o0m~munidates the bhalgo-.to lfcal 4tate!lsg tion rbureau.. The
members of those bureaus are selected saduther sarli fixed by'the
Subscribers ActuarialCobimittee In Aone State" there is an indur-
ance department. If there is, the chaiigb is submitted to the com-
missioner of insurance, and is approved by him in most instances as a
matter of form.
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This chart (indicating the rate maintenance and enforcement charge
exhibit No. 3) is the method by which members ascertain whether
other companies are living up to the agreements. Members of the
Western Insurance Bureau or the Western Underwriters Association
agree to send all daily reports through the audit bureaus which are
established by the Subscribers Actuarial Committee. If an compa
sends a policy through the bureau at a cut rate, the audit bureau sen s
the agent and the company a notice showing the error. If correction
is not made, it is sent to the Subscribers Actuarial Committee in
Chicago.

,The CHAIRMAN. How does this arrangement apply to Texas? .We
have a rating board in Texas. • I

Mr. HYDER. Texas has fined several of these companies for abuse
of the antitrust laws. It fined them recently for fixing and agreeing
on these commissions. I don't know exactly how your system works,
but I find frequent mention of it and of the antitrust laws in Texas,
and we find where this oil association, about which I will soon speak,
fixes rates and rules in the State of Texas.

Mr. ELMORE. It is not included in the Western?
Mr. HYDER.. I think it is part of the Southeastern.
The secretary of the Subscribers Actuarial Committee will probably

call up the manager of the offending company in Chicago, and advii,
him that the company is out of line on this particular policy. If cor-
rection is not made, the criticism will be referred to the Western
Underwriters Association which will take the platter up with the com-
pany and require it to abide by the rules. If this is not done, the com-
pany will be summoned to appear before the grievaince committee, and
may be fined under the rules for what is termed "unfriendly conduct."

Mr. HALLECK. I don't want to unduly delsy this proceeding, but
when I used to practice law, we would make an opening statement in'
which we would tell the jury what we expected to prove. This is all
very interesting, but I wonder if at this point you would state to the
committee whether or not it is a fact that the premiums which are
charged are too high, or just what you are driving at. Is it your idea
that these companies should all do business independent of each other
and make their own rates and cut them down?

Mr. HYDER. We feel that the State and Federal laws require them
to dothat.

Mr. HALLECK. You say that the law requires them to do that?
Mr. HYDER. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. Why haven't they been prosecuted under the law?
Mr. HYDER. We are prosecuting them in the State of Missouri.
Mr. HALLECK. Do I understand you to say that there are laws,

Federal and State to reach this thing about which you complain?
Mr. HYDER. We feel that the Federal antitrust laws do apply, of

course,
Mr. HALLECK. Do you know why the Antitrust Division of the

Federal Government has not prosecuted? t
Mr. HYDER. I can't answer for them. I can say that their presence

here today would indicate that they .are interested, and that they
want your interest.

Mr. HALLEcK. We recognize that..
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Mr. HYDER. The reason we are here to show you is because that if
I am a little man in business, I cannot get the kind of insurance I
want. I have got to take what they offer me.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, like in Mr. Halleck's own State,
these defense plants that are, insured, these small companies in his
State wouldn't have a reasonable chance of getting that business.

Mr. HYDER. They will not have a reasonable chance.
The CHAIRMAN. In view of this monopolistic condition that you

state, it goes over the entire Nation-
Mr. HYDER. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. Let us pursue that. I know that the State of

Indiana is full of little companies that are doing a fire iniuu-ance
business.

Mr. HYDER. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. I would not accuse them at all of being in a hig

monopolistic combination. It may be that they are charging approxi-
mately the same rates that these other people. I don't know whether
or not they could insure the Kingsbury ordnance plant-I think the
Army would determine whether or not they had the backing to inqro
it and it may be well before we get through with this war that we
might be glad that some of these insurance companies are solvent and
have a little something with which to pay losses. I don't want to
indict anybody because they are making some money.

Mr. McKiTTRiCK. Those organized companies will not reinsure
your company. They only reinsure companies that belong to their
organization, and the reason that your companies cannot obtain any
of this insurance- --

Mr. PLOyER. You mean the Government insurance?
Mr. McKirrRIOK. The Government insurance. The reason is be-

'cause they have no outlet for any reinsurance.
Mr. P oESER. Well, it is probably fundamentally and primarily

because the Government does not think they have got the hacking to
carry the insurance; isn't that it?

Mr. McKITTRICK. The reason they haven't the backing is because
they cannot reinsure in these organized companies.

Mr. PLOESER. That is not entirely true, Mr. McKittrick. The
Government, as I understand it, is rejecting insurance policies on the
basis of their own requirements, without even learning as to their
reinsurance facilities, and it is also true that there are large insurance
pools outside of these companies that you are talking about who will
do the reinsuring for the little companies; is that not right? How
in the world could all of these other little companies live that do not
belong to this pool if they don't get reinsurance outside?

Mr. MOKIPYRICK. Mutual, reciprocal.
Mr. PLOESER.A Stock?
Mr. McKIrTTRcK. They only reinsure among the nonaflliated

companies, and nonaffiliated companies Cannot obtain reinsurance in
one of the organized companies.,

Mr. PLozEsR. That is right, but you said there was not any place
for them to get reinsurance. There is a place in an unaffiliated
field.

Mr. McKirrncIc. That is what I mean, a nonaffiliated cannot
obtain reinsurance in an organized company.
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The CHAIRMAN. Is that satisfactory, to get your reinsurance in a
nonaffiliated field? Are the companies in that field strong companies
like the affiliated ones?

Mr. McKirrrncx. They are not.
Mr. PLOESER. A lot of these companies in the nonaffiliated field

are equally as strong and as strong as the companies in the affiliated
field?

Mr. McKIrri~cK. What do you mean by "strong"?
Mr. PLOESER. What do you mean?
Mr. McKiTTRIcK. I mean their capital, surplus, and their amounts

of insurance that they carry.
Mr. PLOESER. That is exactly what I mean, and I can name you

many companies that are adequately strong enough to carry all of
the risk that they may ever care to assume that are outside of this
field. I can also name you companies in this group that are not
as strong.

Mr. McKirrmuCK. You can when you refer to an individual com-
pany, but you ought to bear in mind that all of these companies are
grouped.

Mr. PLOESER. That is right as regards many not all.
Mr. McKirIRicK. But within that group there may be five, s;x

seven, eight, or nine of these companies in a group, these organized
companies.

Mr. PLOESER. Commonly known as fleets.
Mr. McKirrRIcK. Commonly known as fleets. I am not so familiar

with the nonaffiliated ones, butl7 doubt if you find fleets extensively in
nonaffiliated companies.

Mr. PLOESER. You find fleets in the nonaffiliated as well as in the
affiliated fields. The tendency toward fleets is because of the various
agency restrictions and agreements among the companies, so they
might have additional facilities to get additional agents. For Tx-
ample, there is an agreement in the city of St. Louis which permits one
insurance company, if they belong to the local insurance board, to
have only three agents in the city of St. Louis. The result is, if you
think the city of St. Louis is a very desirable territory, if you want
more than three agents, you go out and buy somebody else's insurance
company, because every company is entitled to three agents, and that
practice prevails in both nonaffiliated and the affiliated groups. One
group is much greater in size than the other, and reinsurance likewise
prevails in both groups. If it did not., none of them could live.

Mr. ELMORE. There is no question, Mr. McKittrick, that the
Congressman's statement is true; but with regard to the companies
that belong to the Western Underwriters Association, there is a rule in
that association, is there not, sir, which makes it impossible for member
companies to assume reinsurance obligations of nonmember companies.

Mr. McKITTRICK. That is right.
Mr. PLOES.R. I am not challenging that statement; neither am

I defending the practice.
Mr. ELMORE. General McKittrick, do you have any figures which

would reveal the cost to the member companies of maintaining this
State association machinery designed to fix and maintain rates?

Mr. McKIrmICK. We obtained from the files of the Western
Actuarial BUreau the estimated costs, for 1934, and we have them
with us, and we wiU be glad to furnish them to the committee.
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Mr. ELMORE. Can you state for the record the aggregate sum?
Mr. MCKiTFRICK. I don't believe that I could, from memory.
Mr. ELMORE. Will you state for the record that those will be sup-

plied later?
Mr. McKrirstcK. Yes.
Mr. ELMORE. Geiferal, can you explain the last remaining chart

(exhibit No. 4) which has to do with pools?
Mr. McKirRICK. On this chart is first shown the oil insurance

association, This is an association that is organized by the organized
companies to write insurance on filling stations, oils, throughout the
18 States within our territory, and the same is true throughout the
United States.

Mr. PLOEsER. Not so much on filling stations?
Mr. McKir'raicK. Not as much.
Mr. PLOESEB. It is really on the oil refineries and the wells and the

bigwell and drilling operations?Mr. McKrr'icrK. That is right, that is where most of that insurance
is from.

Mr. PLOESER. And the filling stations go the way of all little
business?
- Mr. McKtrTEiCK. Yes. That association is divided into two parts;
the large' the company or the group of companies, they have four
parts, and the smaller the company the less part they have. That is,
they all participate in the premium in proportion to the part they have
in. the association and likewise, the losses are divided in that ratio.
They call it a pool. If the policy is written in the name of one com-
pany, oill companies are equal in accordance with the ratio they own
i te pOol.

Mr. PwF ian. What is the purpose of this pool?
Mr. McKIRaICK. The purpose of this pool, in my opinion-and

thii merely is an opinion-is that the companies will be able to obtain
whatever rate is desired by the companies. There is not any com-
petition among them. They fix the rates, they fix the terms, they fix
the conditions of the insurance contract.

.Mr. PLOESER. Couldn't that be accomplished without the pool?
They have these other organizations.

Mr. McKirrtcK. Not so easy; and that is the reason they organized
this insurance pool.

Mr. PLOESER. Let MO give you some of the background of the
oni.nal Purpose of an insurance pool.

ome of their functions today may be directly in line with what you
say. The original reason foir the establishment of the insurance pool
method embodied the purpose of insuring special hazard risks such
as oil, special manufacturing, grain or cotton and other types wherein
there existed a heavy concentration ofr values subject to* special
hazards.. Various companies joined together to. make available an
adequate amount of insurance to take care of these extremely con-
centrated values, to eliminate the original experimental period of
one or two companies which might experiment to their detriment and
maybe to their complete failure. So the companies went together
originally for the purpose of pooling thbir resources to insure these
large special hazards, and to thereby pool their experience along with
their resources, increasing the spread and eliminating a disastrous
result for any one company.
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I make that explanation because I do not believe that the original
purpose of the oil insurance pool, and I wvon't say this as a fact, or
any other of these pools was to control rates because they had rate
control organizations which might have been controlled without a
pool. It was to make available adequate resources to carry that sort
of special hazard. Now, what it has grown to be since that time is
another question, and I am not prepared to say anything about that.
I make this explanation for the enlightenment of the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will stand recessed until
10:30 in the morning, and you gentlemen can come back then.

(Whereupon, at 12 o'clock noon, a recess was taken until 10:30
a. m., Tuesday, March 10, 1942.)
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TUESDAY, MARCH 10, 1942

SELECT COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT A STUDY
AND INVESTIGATION OF THE-NATIONAL DEFENSE

PROGRAM IN ITS RELATION TO SMALL
BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES,

Washington, D. 0.
The select committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a. m., in

the caucus room, Old House of Representatives Office Building,
Hon. Wright Patman (Texas), chairman, presiding.

Present.: Representatives Patman (Texas), chairman; Charles A.
Halleck (Indiana), Leonard W. Hall (New York), and Walter C.
Ploeser (Missoui).

Also present: Holmes Baldridge, Frank II. Elmole, Jr., Manual
M. Gorman, and Frank W. Gaines, Jr., representing the Antitrust
Division, Department of Justice.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Gentlemen, you may continue where you left off yesterday.
Mr. ELMORE. Mf r. Chairman, before the witness continues I would

like to make a brief explanation for the record. Mfr. Hyder left us
somewhat unceremoniously yesterday, due to a pressing engagement
at the United States Supreme Court, to be admitted to practice, and
he was behind time.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROY MoKITTRICK, ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF THE STATE 'OF MISSOURI-Continued

Mr. ELMORE. General McKittrick, yesterday I asked you if you
had any figures which would reveal the cost to the mem uer companies
of maintaining the trade association machinery which was described
by Mr. Hyder and yourself, using the charts, and which, according to
your testimony, was designed primarily for the pirpose of fixing and
maintaining ratesand torm ."At that time you- aid that you did.
but you were unable to locate the figures at the moment.

Do you have those figures now?
Mr. McKiTT RcK. Yes, sir.
Mr. ELMORE. Will you please state to the committee where you

obtained this information?
Mr. McKITwRIcK. From the files of the Western Actuarial Bureau,

the Chicago office.
Mr. ELMORE. How did you come into the possession of those

figures?
Mr. Mc~i(TTncx. Thy were delivered to me by 1r. Hobbs, the

manager of the WesteirActuarial Bureau, through his counsel, Mr.
Berger of Kansas City.
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Mr. ELMORE. What years do these figures cover, General
McKittrick?

Mr. McKIrrRCK. 1929, 1930, 1931 1932 and 1933.
Mr. ELMORE. What are the totals shown for each of those years?
Mr. McKiTTRICK. These figures are the figures only of the inspec-

tion bureau of the respective' 18 States and the audit bureau of those
States. They do not include the expenses of the organizations, such
as the Western Actuarial Bureau, Western Underwriters' Association,
and of the associations that govern the respective audit and rating
bureaus of the respective States.

Mr. PLOESER. General, you are not contending-or, are you con-
tending-that the expenses of the inspection and audit' bureaus are
excessive?

Mr. MciCirRICK. Yes; they are excessive, and they are paid out
of the premiums and according to the premiums Written by the
respective companies.,

Mr. PLoEsR. How would you pay them? The only income of the
insurance company is the premium plus a little interest which is
continually diminishing.

Mr. McKvrTRICK. Well, they have their investment income,
which has never-b-, n taken into consideration with reference to rate
making.

Mr. PLOyEE. Why should it be?
Mr. McKIrrRiCK. How is that?
M r. PLOESER. Vhy should it be?
Mr. McKIrfaIck. Because the money they invest is derived from

insurance premiums.
Mr. P6ESE. Partly.
Mr. McKirrRICK. All of it.
Mr. PLOES9ER: Oh', no.
The original capital investment is there.
Mr. McKITTRICK. Yes; but that is very insignificant with any of

these companies.
Mr. PLOESER According to the figures we got from the Depart-

ment of Justice, it is not insignificant.
Mr. ELMORE, May I interrupt you?
As I understand it., General, your interest in these figures is this,

that you are contending in your action under 'the Missouri antitrust
laws, that the rate-making machinery which is paid for by the money
shown on the documents before you is illegal. ,

Mr. McKrRlcix. Yes; it is illegal, no question about that, in my
opinion.

Mr. ELMORE. And that these expenses, therefore, regardless of the
funds which are used to defray them are unnecessary expenses because
they are illegal?

Mr. McKirrrIcK. That is correct.
Mr. PLOESER.. That is probably one of the most ridiculous state-

ments I have heard. ' . .

You say they are unnecessary because in your opinion they are
illegal. . .. . .I

Mr.'McKirrcFcK. That is right.
Mr. PLOESE You would not try to alsd co, tend, would you, that

because they are necessary, they si' illegal?
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Mr. MCKITRICK. No; that would not necessarily follow, from the
public standpoint.

Air. PLOESEH. First of all, before you write up a fire-insurance
policy, you have to have a rate to write up the premium, do you not?

Mr. MCKIITRICK. Certainly.
Mr. PLOESER. Who is going to make the rate?
Mr. McKi'RICK. One or two systems are provided; a public

rating bureau, someone who is disassociated from the profits.
Mr. PLOESER. Who will pay for it?
Mr. McKiTRicK. How is that?
Mr. PLOESER. Who will pay for it?
Mr. McKIrrnicK. The State should pay for it. The public pay

for it in the first instance.
Mr. PLOESER. You want to turn this over then, into another

State agency, so that the State can stand the expense of all fire
insurance rate making.

If you do, I do not know why you are before the Federal Govern-
ment, because that has nothing to do with the Department of Justice
or the Federal Government. But, nevertheless, you contend that
the State should pay the expenses on fire insurance rate making.

Mr. McKITTr CK. I do not intend to say the State should, but
some governmental agency, whichever is better. I would not attempt
to say which is better.

Mr. PLOESER. It has to come out of taxes then, does it not?
Mr. McKIrrRICK. I imagine that it must eventually. The

Federal Government will do something with reference to that, in
regard to these fire insurance companies.

Ai. PLOESER. But it does have to come out of taxes if the State
maintains it, does it not?

Mr. McKirrrcICK. Certainly. It is better to come out of taxes
than it is to come out of the pockets of people who are now paying
unjustified and unreasonable sums.

Mr. PwES.n. You are making that assumption.
Mr. McKIrrnRcK. No, I am not making that assumption. That

is based upon the record. -
Mr. PLOESER. Let us take it step by step. You are an attorney

and I am not. You think logically, and if you think logically, you,
first of all, have to decide what is a reasonable way to pay for the
making of an insurance rate.

If I spent $10 a year on fire insurance and Mr. Ialleck spent $10,;
000 a year on fire insurance but I pay more in taxes because of the
land I own than Mr. Halleck does, is there any reason why I should
pay the bulk of the fire-insurance rate bill to make up the new State
department ou want, while Mr. Halleck is getting the greater benefit?

Mr. M CKIITTRICK. If I were called upon to advise the committee,
I would not base the tax rate upon any such basis.

Mr. PwLosE. flow would you base it?
Mr. McKITTRICK. I would base it upon the amount of insurance

that I paid. That is what the companies are taking from the policy-
holders now.

Mr. PLoESER. Then the easiest way to do it is through a premium
tax; isn't it?

Mr. McKrrascK. Payable by the insured; yes sir.
Mr. PLOESER. What are you going to havJT A new stamp tax?
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Mr. McKiTTRICK. What is that?
Mr. PLOE8ER. Are you going to have a new stamp tax?
Mr. McKinrmcK. I do not know what you would call it.
I am not recommending any law, I am simply submitting the facts

to this committee.
Mr. HALLECK. I would kind of like to know what we are driving

at here.
I would like to have it make a little more sense to me. I do not

know much about the fire-insurance business, but from what I have
heard of it, it is run as a private enterprise and the fixing of rates and
premiums is apparently largely done by this association or organization
that you and your associates have described.

Now, is it your contention that that situation has resulted in the
charging of rates that are too high and that you want to substitute for
it something in the nature of governmental regulation?

Mr. McKnrRaIcK. That is correct.
Mr. HALLECK. Like we govern, sky the public utilities?
Mr. McKinrRICK. That is correct. ou are absolutely riglt. That

is a sound theory.
Mr. HALLECK. That is what you are getting at?
Mr. McKirrRICK. That is correct.
Mr. HALLECK. In other words, that the fire-insurance companies

should be regulated as public utilities?
Mr. McKITWRICK. No question about that. It must come to that.
Mr. HALLECK. And that the Government fix the rates that shall be

charged. Is that what you are getting at?
Mr. McKirrnCK. Yes, sir; and that must happen.
Mr. HALLECX. Now, you do not want the restoration of a competi-

tive system?
Mr. McKIrRIcK. It cannot operate.
Mr. HALLECK. That is what has been running through my mind.
Apparently you are complaining very violently of this organization

of the companies or this association that undertakes to determine what
rate shall be charged.

Mr. McKIrfRicK. How is that?
Mr. HALLECK. I say apparently you have been violently complain-

ing about that. While Ihave been listening to that, the thing that
has been running through my mind is if you did not have such an
organization as that, you would have absolute chaos, would you not,
in the industry?

Mr. McKrrrRrcK. I do not think so.
Mr. HALLECK. If you did not have governmental regulation in the

nature of public utility regulation, fixing charges, if you throw it clearly
into open competition would not you have chaos?

Mr. McKITRICK. I am not enough of an expert on that subject to
answer your question correctly.

Mr. ELMORE.. Mr. Congressman, may I ask two or three questions
that would clarify it?

Mr. HALLECK. I word l'ke to ask him. He is a smart fellow, he
knows what this is all about.

Mr. McKI~rRICK. Thank you, air.
On the competition that there is exisjling, it does not create any

chaos, because'it is not.very much. Th mutual and reciprocals
can be organized. r
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Mr. JIALLECK. Let us put it this way, because I would like to know
what you are driving at here. If you did not have this association
of the companies through which they meet and act to fix what I would
call standard rates-I do not know whether that is a fair characteriza-
tion or not-and by which they make a schedule which they all abide
by, subject to the penalties of fines that we talked about yesterday,
if you do not do something like that and every company was fixing
its own rates on insurance, what would be, in your opinion, the result
of that?

Mr. McKirrnICK. That would result in the management of each
respective company determining it for itself. Now, nobody would
force a company to take a policy, and each company would know
whether or not it could write a policy profitably or unprofitably. It
would be the same as any other competitive business.

The mutual insurance writes insurance from 30 to 40 percent less
than these organized companies.

Mr. HALLECK. Do yOu think that that would work into some
such arrangement as that?

Mr. Mcf trrnicK. I do not know. It would be speculative.
Mir. IIALLFCK. You cannot have public regulation, with the fixing

of rates, and have competition, too, can you?
Mr. McKITrRIcK. No..
Mir. IIALLECK. In other words, if you have public regulation in the

nature of public utility regulation, then immediately competition is
gone, because everybody has to operate according to the rates that
are fixed, that is competition based on price.

You could still have competition based on service or the strength
cf the company or something of that sort, but you would not have
competition in the price for the service you perform.
* Now, which way do you think that ought to go?

In other words, are you complaining of the restrictive practices
and therefore want the whole field thrown open to competition be-
tween the companies under a system by which each could fix its
rates for a given amount of fire insurance in a given locality and make
its own contract with the customer or do you want either the State
or the Federal Government to step in and regulate the fire-insurance
companies and fix their rates, just like, for instance, the I. 0. 0.
fixes the freight rates of the railroads?

Mr. McKirrRICK. I think it is just as important to the people
that you have some Federal regulation as it is to have Federal regula-
tion with reference to railroads.

Mr. HALLECK. Yes, butyou do not specifically answer my question.
You have been in this; you have studied the problem and you know
the conditions, from what you have seen of it. Do you want us to
return to open competition by some action doing away with this
organization, the Underwriters' Association or something of that sort,
that standardizes rates, or do you want us to go the other way, in
the direction of governmental operation, to fix the rates that are to
be charged and to control the whole industry?

Mr. McKrranicx. Answering your question more specifically, I
should say there should be some Government restraint. Now, the
nature of it, or the tie-up of it, I would not undertake to say.

Mr. HALLECK. I do not think that answers the question at all,
because you cannot blow hot and cold about this thing. You are

749 --42-vol. 1--39
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either going to have competition, or you are going to have govern-
mental rejulation something like you have now.

Mr. McKwrIoCK. Not necessarily, Mr. Halleck. In insurance
projects, you might have Government regulation with reference to
rates, but then your terms and your contract itself enters into it.

Mr. HALLECK. Do I understand that you have filed some anti-
trust suits in Missouri that challenge the arrangement by which these
rates are fixed and made?

Mr. McKITrRCK. Well one suit against 134 companies.
Mr. HALLECK. You do have one such suit pending?
Mr. MCKIVrRtCK. Yes, sir. s e
Mr. HALLECK. If thet suit should prevail, would open competition

between the companies then be in order?
Mr. McKIrrmcK. Yes; to the extent that the Supreme Court of

Missouri would retain jurisdiction of the company-the companies
and make them comply with the laws of the State, and thereby that
would force them to have competition.

They could not operate this organization that they now operate.
Mr. HALLECK. If you had open competition like that, would you

need any Federal regulation at all?
Mr. McKiVFFICK. I still think you would.
Mr. HALLECK. To what extent should it go?
Mr. McKITTxRIc. That, Congressman, is a subject that I do not

feel qualified to go into.
Mr. HALLECK. Let me ask you this; if you had that sort of open

competition, would the little fellows profit by it as against the big
fellows in the business?

Mr. McKrRICK. Absolutely.
Mr. HALLECK. You think they would.
Mr. McKvrnmcK. No doubt about it.
Mr. PLOESER. Would not the contrary be true, that you would

crush out the little business?
Mr. McKn-rTcK. The small fellows?
Mr. PLOESER. Of course.
Mr. M cKITRICK. I do not think so.
Mr. PLOESEB. Your study, as you go into this problem further, will

indicate that that is one reason why regulation came about in the
States, to preserve the interests of the little fellow.

Mr. HALLECK. Mr. Chairman, I must go to the Rules Committee
meeting. I am a little late there now. I want You to understand
why I could not be here the rest of the morning. This is a small busi-
ness committee as I understand it, primarily charged with determin-
ing something about the impact of the defense effort on small business
as distinguished from big business.

I take it, as far as this particular matter under consideration is con-
cerned, that it has no particular reference to'the war effort, that it is a
situation that has existed, as pointed out yesterday, for some time.

Mr. McKivrnicK. Because it has existed is not any reason why, in
my opinion, if you please, it does not have a particular interest at this
time. Because of the war situation, the imurance situation increases,
the burden increases.

Mr. HALLECK. You think the situation that the country now finds
itself in accentuates the necessity for some consideration?

Mr. McKIrriuck. There is no'doubt about it, Congressman./1,
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Mr. ELMORE. Why, General?
Would you say that the factor of fire insurance is a fixed charge

which small business must meet come weal or woe?
Mr. McKirnICK. That is right.
Mr. ELMORE. And that when small business is affected by the ex-

igencies of the war program, any high or uilreasonable charge of a
fixed nature is one which is pertinent for consideration as a problem
of small business?

Mr. McKiTTRICK. That is absolutely true.
And it is further true if you take grain that is insured, the corn and

wheat in these elevators, where they borrow money on grain of all
types, it is these companies that fix the cost of that insurance, and
they fix it at what they say you should pay..

It is deducted from the people who ship the grain, Who borrow money
from the Government, as part of the carrying charges. They fix a
rate which is unfair and unreasonable.

Mr. PLOESER. General, there is not any relationship between the
impact which has been caused generally to the Nation by the defense
industry or the war industry, and this particular situation, is there?

Mr. dVKITTRCK. I respectfully differ with you.
Mr. PLOESER. You have a right to.
Mkfr. ELMORE. If I may just ask Mr. McKittrick--
Mr. PLOESER. Just a minute. This is not a bearing of the Justice

Department, as I understand it, but rather a hearing of the small
business committee.

The CHAIRMAN. If the Justice Department want to be heard they
are entitled to be-heard, just the same as anybody else.

Mr. PLOESER. That is right.
I do not object to their being heard, but I do object to their inter-

posing questions before efo members of the committee are through.
Mr. ELMonE. I beg your pardon, sir, if I seemed to do that.
Mr. PLOESER. You have not offended. I just did not want you to

interrupt too often.
You said a moment ago that you would be for rate regulations, but

you would be for complete freedom, as I understand it, of forms and
coverages.

Now, in your study of the insurance business-
Mr. M[cKiTTRcK (interposing). Pardon me, Congressman. Forms

and coverages affect the rates.
Mr. PftoEsE. That is what I want to bring out. In Mr. aleck's

questioning I might have misundestood. What I thought I under-
stood was this, that you thought rates should be regulated but there
would b freedom-in this enterprise left to the extent that companies
could write their own forms and coverages.

Mr. McKrratcK. Now, that could not be.
Mr. PLOESER. Of course it could not be.
Then I probably misunderstood you.
Mr. McKtrricK. Yes; that could not be.
Mr. PLOESER. In other words, if you are setting a rate, it has to be

set for a definite form, does it not?
Mr. McKirrnicy.. That is right.
Mr. PLOE8ER. Now, you said also that the mutuals write this

business at savings, at lower rates than do the stock companies. I
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think it is only fair for you to point out there, General, that because
of the rate-making facilities set up by the stock companies, there are
many other companies, mutuals and reciprocals included, who do not
contribute to the maintenance of those rate-making agencies but,
nevertheless, take those rates without* the expense involved in the
creation of them and start from there with their cuts, in order to
arrive at lower costs in selling any insurance, and there always will
be without adequate State regulation-and you understand I am
opposed to Federal regulation, let us have no misundertanding on
that point-without adequate State regulation, there will always be
the scavenger who wil' come along and take what the other man
created at his expense and use it to his profit.

Now that has been going on in the insurance business because
States jike Missouri have inadequate insurance codes to regulate and
to maintain the business of insurance as it should properly be done.

Missouri is way behind in its insurance code, and that is the failure
of the Government of the State of Missouri, not to create that proper
insurance code. Your first recommendation should be to your legis-
lature to revise this insurance code.

There are States that have rather adequate codes. We frequently
hold New York State out as an example of a competent and adequate
insurance code, and yet it is constantly being revised by the Legisla-
ture of New York to make it more workable.

Now, Missouri is way behind. I have been one who has advocated
the tightening up of our code for many years. I have had opposition
from my own industry, and 'complacency from the legislature and
from the insurance department under its past nefarloz., way of doing
business.

One reason why there has not been any progress made in the State
of Missouri in the last few years is because of the rotten management
of the State government. The penitentiary is taking care of a part
of them now.

I want that clear in the record, because while I know you are here
trying to do a sincere job, nevertheless there are conflicting purposes
in your purpose and the purpose of the Justice Department.

One is to get at monopoly, because, as I remember it from the news
dispatches of probably 1937 or 1938-I have not been able to locate
them in my files-some braintruster suddenly discovered that the in-
surance business-life, casualty, and fire, the entire insurance busi-
ness-was taking in more money and expending more money each
year than the Federal Government and some threw up their hands
in great horror and said, "My goodness, that cannot be. The Gov-
ernment should spend more money and take in more money than any
other enterprise.

So they started a witch hunt to try to make something out of it.
If they can find a monopoly, I will help them prosecute up to the

end and break it up, but this committee is no on a witch hunt. You
have a different purpose. You had a concrete case. Your case was
to bring about a fair treatment of the policyholders in the State of
Missouri. You are not concerned with, Illinois, New York, or
California. I

The CHAIRMAN, Let us see if there is any difference between the
Justice Department and Attorney Generil. The Justice Department
is after monopoly, that is tfue, while the Attorney General, from his/,
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testimony is opposed to monopoly. As I understand it, you are
willing to Lave the competitive system, if there is actual competition?

Mr. McKITrRICK. You are talking to me?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. McKirrmIcK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But, since you have been convinced that you

cannot have actual competition with the groups operating as they are,
then you believe there should be some sort of Federal restraint?

Mr. McKiTTInIK. That is correct. May I say this?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. McKItrrICK. The issue, if you want to call it monopoly, is

which kind you are going to have, a Government monopoly or privately
owned industry.

Mr. ELMORE. May I interject there, just a moment, in order to
make the position of the Department of Justice clear?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ELMORE. The Department of Justice disclaims any interest in

or advocacy of Federal regulation.
fr. PLOESER. I am glad to see that go in the record, and I am going

to remind the Department frequently of that.
Mr. HYDER. You said awhile ago the mutuals did not pay anything

for the creation of the rating systems. If they use them they pay
the same as the stock companies for the use of them. If they do
not use them, they have to provide their own rating system; if they
can keep a rate low, using their own system, then certainly a stock
company could write a rate using this cheaper rating system.

Mr. PLOESER. But there is one other factor involved, and that is
the existence of the local agent.

Mr. HIYDER. The mutuals have local agencies.
Mr. PLOESER. Very few of them.
Mr. HYDER. It is hard for them to fight your capital.
Mr. PLoEsER. Don't say my capital, because no one thing has an

uphill fight more than my capital.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose we let Mr. Elmore proceed with the

interrogation and see if we cannot get through with this.
Mr. McKrrrRicK. Before you ask a question, I want to say this:

That I would rather trust the Federal Government and the repre-
sentatives of the Federal Government in protecting the people in the
insurance field than the gentlemen who are now controlling it.

Mr. PLOF.SER. That is an indictment of your own State of Missouri.
Mr. .McKrr'rRIcK. No; it is not.
Mr. PLOESER. It is, in my opinion.
It is a compliment to us, because we are part of the Federal Govern-

ment, but it is an indictment of State government.
Mr. McKrriRiCK. Not State government.
Mr. ELMORE. Let us get on with the facts.
The CHAIRMAN. Go on, Mr. Elmore.
Mr. ELMOE. General, I do not believe you answered my last

question probing the facts which was, I believe, asking$ you to give the
totals of the expenses, year by year, of the rate-making and mainte-
nance machinery of the western area.

-What are they?
Mr. McKITFrIcK. In 1029 $18 397,4 86; in 1030, $17,045,307.
Mr. PLOESzR. That is for the whole Nation?
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Mr. ELMORE. No; that is for the western area.
Mr. HIYDER. For the 18 States.
Mr. M KIITICK. 1931, $17,038,957; in 1932, $15,249,204; in 1933,

$13,539,843.
Mr. ELMORE. Now, let us pass from that to the nature of the agree-

ments which you have charged, I understand, in your Missouri
proceeding against the insurance companies, as being unlawful under
the Missouri antitrust laws.

What evidence, do you have, General, that these companies have
agreed on rates to be charged?

Mr. McKIrrRICK. You mean the nature of the evidence?
Mr. ELMORE. Yes.
Mr. McKiTTRiCK. They have the rules of practice.
Mr. ELMORE. They have the rules of practice of the Western

Underwriters' Association, is that correct?
Mr. McKirrlCK. Yes, sir.
Mr. ELMORE. Is this volume which I hold in niy hand a copy of

those rules of practice?
Mr. McKiTTRICK. Yes, sir.
Mr. ELMORE. Where did you obtain this?
Mr. McKITrRicK. From the Western Underwriters' Association

manager, Mr. Thomas.
Mr. ELMORE. Is this in evidence in your Missouri proceeding?
Mr. McKnTTRICK. Yes, sir.
Mr. ELMORE. And for that reason it is impossible for you to offer it

in evidence here, is that correct?
Mr. McKiTTRJCK. Yes, sir.
We can furnish you a copy.
Mr. HALL. Can you identify it by its title?
Mr. ELMORE. Its title is Members' Edition, Rules of the Western

Underwriters' Association.
The CHAIRMAN. Instead of inserting the whole thing, why don't

you just pull the excerpts from it that you would like to have quoted?
Mr. ELMORE. Mr. Chairman, we planned to read those excerpts in

the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you, in revising your remarks, just quote

those, unless they are particularly interesting to some part of the
testimony?

Mr. ELMORE. I think they are. They are not very long, in any
event.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. ELMORE. On page 39 of the Rules of the Western Underwriters'

Association appears rule 26:
All rules of practice as adopted in each State and appearing in the respective

State rules bo6ks are mandatory as published.

What is the publication referred to as. "State Rue Book" in
Missouri?

Mr. McKlrrucK. That is the rule book that is filed in the office
of the superintendent of insurance pertaining to rules, charges, credits,
terms, privileges, riders, forms, and conditions.

Mr. ELMOHE,. Do you hold a copy of such book in your hand?
Mr. McKirrcK. I do. . /
Mr. EMORE. 'Where wa this obtained?. /!
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Mr. McKIrrIicK. This was obtained from Paul Terry's office,
manager of the Missouri Inspection Bureau, St.. Louis.

Mr. ELMORE. Is this likewise in evidence in the Missouri proceed-
ings against the insurance companies?

Mr. MCKITTricK. Part of it.
I am not sure that all of it is.
Mr. ELMORE. Portions of it?
Mr. MCKITTRICK. Certain portions of it.
Mr. ELMORE. With the chairman's permission, we will adopt the

same procedure in regard to this.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
I wish you would not go too much in detail, like trying a lawsuit.

I do not think we are confined to the rules of evidence like they are
in the courts.

I think you can just be a little bit more liberal in your conclusions.
Mr. ELMORE. All right..
The title of this book is "Rule Book of Rules, Charges, Credits,

Terms, Privileges, Riders, Forms and Conditions affecting the Cost
of Fire, Life and Windstoirm Insurance in Missouri," published by
the Missouri Inspection Bureau.

Does this book set forth specifically the rates required to be charged
on various classes and types of risk in Missouri?

Mr. McKITTrmICK. Yes, sir.
They are suggestions recommended by the Western Actuarial

Bureau, Chicago, first, and then sent to the Missouri Inspection
Bureau and they, in turn, deliver it to the Missouri Insurance Depart-
ment and the same procedure is followed where they have inspection
bureaus in the other 18 states.

Mr. PLOEsER. Each rate is not made by the Western Actuarial
Bureau Chicago, is it?

Mr. MlcKirWacK. Each rate is made by the Western Actuarial
Bureau of Chicago; yes, sir.

Mr. PLOESER. Is it not true, General, that the specifically rated
risk is rated by fire-insurance engineers in the Missouri Inspection
*Bureau in the State of Missouri, and filed and published right there?

Mr. McKirratic. No, sir. They take the rate that is recom-
mended by the Western Actuarial Bureau and apply it to each
individual risk. -

Mr. PLOESER. You mean they take the rate formula, don't you?
Mr. M cKITTRICK. They take the rate formula.
Mr. PLoESER. And each individual commercial risk, for example

has its own individual rate, is that not true?
Mr. McKITTaCK. The formula is used by the Missouri Inspection

Bureau to apply to each individual risk.
Mr. PLOESER. But the individual rate is ma e in Missouri by the

Missouri Inspection Bureau and is not passed on by the Western
Actuarial Bureau at any time?

Mr. McKITTRICK. In compliance with the formula.
Mr. PLOESER. That is right.

* Mr. ELMORE. General, fave you found that similar agreements
exist with regard to commissions and forms?

Mr. McKiTrrmcK. Yes, sir.
Mr. ELMORE. These are also evidenced by appropriate rules in the

two volumes to which you have referred, is that right?
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Mr. McKiTrRicK. Yes, sir.
Mr. ELMORE. With regard to forms, would you please state what

these four documents are?
Mr. MCKITTRICK. These are the forms adopted by the Western

Underwriters, what they term the optional coverage policy, Kentucky,
Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee and Illinois optional coverage policy
Nebraska, North Dakota optional coverage policy and Iowa standard
optional coverage policy.

Mr. PLOESER. Is there one there from Missouri?
Mr. McKiTTRIcK. Not here.
Mr. ELMORE. Those are merely samples, as I understand it?
Mr. McKITrRzcx. Yes; they are merely samples.
Mr. PLOESER. You are really interested in Missouri, are you not?
Mr. McKIrrRICK. The same interest applies to all these 18 States,

I mean the same situation.
,fr. PLOESER. Yes, but I do not think it is the province-of the

attorney general of Missouri to rule the 18 States on insurance
matters.

Mr. McKiTrnIcK. No; we are not' ruling them on insurance
matters.

Mr. ELMORE. Mr. Hyder will explain the operation of this ma-
chinery.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. HYDER, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
GENERAL, STATE OF MISSOURI

Mr. HYDER. As I understand it, we have attempted to depict
for you the machinery in a stationary state, and now we want to
show how that operates.

Mr. ELMORE. Will you please explain the manner in which the
trade association machinery for rate-making and maintenance operate
with, emphasis on the method employed in maintaining the rates
and forms?

Mr. HYDER. Well, I believe that was largely covered yesterday in
my explanation of the chart, showing how the audit bureau operated.

Mr. ELMORE. What I intended to imply by that question was
that you explain the policing methods employed.

Mr. HYDER. If a complaint is made by any agent or by any com-
p any which is a member of this association, that is, the Western
Underwriters' Association, to the governing body of that association
it will immediately send a bulletin to all members, to be answered
by all members on behalf of all member companies.

I have here some examples of that. To take a specific illustration,
here is a bulletin sent out by the Western Underwriters.

These are supposed to be confidential and were secured from the
original files with the permission of the mapager. They asked these
questions. For example, there is one in here from Illinois and there
is one in here on Missouri.

Someone has complained that one of these member companies wrote
a certain piece of ,property at a less rate than that which had been
agreed upon, so this bulletin was sent to all members:

The first question asked was:
Are you Interested?
That is, do you have a policy on thly property?
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The property is described by the street number and town.
Second, at what rate?
Third, (or what term?
Fourth, date of policy?
Now then, all members are bound under a penalty to answer this

bulletin correctly.
If it discloses tOit this company has written at a less rate, that

information is thereupon available to the governing committee, and
if the member refuses to correct it on their request, he is brought
before the grievance committee and may be assessed.

It is termed "unfriendly conduct" in their rules, if you fail to abide
by any of their agreements, and you may be fined from $100 to $1,000.

We have in our records many instances in which fines have been
levied in, I think, all of the 18 States, or approximately 14 or 15 of
them, including Missouri, in the Midwest.

Mr. ELMORE. Does that answer that question?
Mr. PLOESER. Yes.
Mr. ELMORE. What do you understand, Mr. Ryder, is meant by

the practice referred to in- the insurance business as "Separation"?
Mr. HYDER. The rules of the Western Underwriters Association

require that any agent representing any company which is a member
of this association cannot represent any company which is a non-
member of this association.

Mr. PLOESER. Does that rule apply throughout the entire 18 States?
Mr. HYDER. In three States, so you may get the whole picture-

Iowa, Nebraska, and Ohio-there is a very strict law against that
very thing, so that they have not fined members for that specifically.
They tern it "unfriendly conduct" among themselves if they violate
the separation rule in those three States. In the otier States it is
enforced strictly, so far as we have been able to find.

Mr. PLOESER. Is it enforced in the State of Missouri?
Mr. HYDER. Yes sir.
Mr. PLOESER. Throughout the entire State of Missouri?
Mr. HYDER. Their records disclose that they have had a great deal

of difficulty in the city of St. Louis alone, but elsewhere it has been
enforced strictly, and we find where they have made attempt to enforce
it strictly in the city of St. Louis.

Mr. PLOESER. How recently?
Mr. HYDER. It ran, I think, mostly up to 1937. They seemed to

have made some sort of trilateral agreement in St. Louis which we are
not particularly concerned with, because it applies to that part of the
State alone.

Mr. PLOESER. Is it not true that in the city of St. Louis, we have
a sort of a labor union among insurance agents, known as the "Insur-
ance Board" now, formerly known as the "Fire Underwriters' Asso-
ciation"?

Mr. HYDER. That is right.
Mr. PLOESER. This rule does not apply to.the city of St. Louis at

all.
Mr. HYDER. Apparently, it has not been enforced strictly.
Mr. PLOESER. For many years?
Mr. HYDER. No; that is not true.
Mr. PLOeSER. Well, how many?
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Mr. HYDER. In 1935, they started their efforts to enforce their rules
strictly in the city of St. Louis. They worked at it fairly well for 2 or
3 years. I am only going from what their records show, the minute
books.

Mr. Pno.En. The reason I asked, I was a member of the Fire
Underwriters' Association prior to 1935, I think about that time, a
member of their executive board. I have been a member of the Insur-
ance Board since its existenceby that name, and I have always operated
with what we call mixed companies, representing both affiliated and
unaffiliated companies.

There has never been any effort to separate me, because St. Louis
as a matter of fact, under this same association, is called an exceptedcitytir. HYDER. That is right.

The excepted cities are named here.
In 1935 they passed a resolution that they would not strictly

enforce it in St. Louis.
Mr. PLOESER. It has not been enforced?
Mr. HYDER. It has not been enforced strictly.
Mr. PLOESEaR. That applies to everything in St. Louis and St.

Louis County?
Mr. HYDra. That is right.
Mr. PLOESER. I do not contend that that system is right.
Mr. ELMORE. We would like, briefly, to read into the record the

rules of the Western Underwriters' Association touching that subject.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
Mr. HYDER. Here is the rule of the Western Underwriters showing

their authority to do that.
It is rule No. 7 in the articles of agreement. It states:
The association shall have full power and authority to require, as to such

localities as It may designate, that no member shall enter and remain in an agency
while such agency represents a company or companies whose officers, general
agents, or managers are not members 6f this association.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlerien, the point you are attempting to make
is, the way I construe it., that a few companies have just gotten con-
trol of the fire insurance business.

Mr. HYDER. That is exactly it.
The CHAIRMAN. And through their organizations and set-up, which

you have disclosed they, in effect, have a government of their own.
Mr. HYDER. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. They not only fix the rates which even the.Gov-

ernment must pay if it indirectly insures the property, but all indi-
viduals and corporations must pay, and if there are companies that
are affiliated and do not comply they are required to pay a penalty,
just like assessing a fine against them.

Mr. HYDER. That is exactly right.
The CHAIRMAN. As a government would do?
Mr. RYDER. Yes. ,
The CHAIRMAN. I presume the point you especially want to em-

phasize is the fact that the State cannot possibly handle this situation.
Mr. HYDER. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. It is a matter for the Federal Government to take

up, and the quicker the Federal Government takes it up the quicker
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the people will be relieved from what you construe to be an untrue
and harsh burden that is imposed on all the people.

Mr. HYDER. That is the picture exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that right?
Mr. HYDER. Yes, sir.
You have it well summarized.
Mr. PLOESER. Is it not true that some States have successfully

handled the rating situation?
Mr. HYDER. No State has successfully handled the rating situation,

because if a strict bill is presented, the lobby organization of these
insurance companies has generally prevailed; and that law has not
gone over.

The CHAIRMAN. That is like the utilities commissions throughout
the States. Everyone knows they were not a success.

Mr. PLOFSER.. Don't you think Missouri is in a particularly
favorable situation right now not to worry about lobbies?

Mr. HYvDE. I would like to say-
Mr. PLOESER (interposing). Answer my question.
Don't you think Missouri is in a particularly enviable position

right now as regards lobbies?
I do not think, ofter all the scandal we have had in Missouri with

the insurance department with Mr. Pendergast and with other lobby
activities in the State, tAat we need to worry much about lobbies
having an influence on the legislature for a while.

Mr. HyvER. The legislature is not in session right now.
Mr. PLOESER. But it will be pretty soon. It would not hurt you

to be ready for it.
Mr. HYDER. It will be about 8 months.
Mr. PLOESER. You will be ready with the insurance code?
Mr. IIYDER. Yes.
Mr. PLOESER. I hope sO.
Mr. HYDER. We have a rating law in Missouri, you know, after a

fashion.
Mr. PLOESER. I know.
Mr. HYDER. The man who approves the rate is a former employee

of Paul Terry of the Missouri Inspection Bureau today and the man
he replaced is now back with Paul Terry.

Mr. PLOESER. I donot know what man you are talking about.
Mr. HYDER. He formerly was with Paul Terry.
Mr. PLOEsER. It does not matter. Let us be fair with these men.
An insurance fire rating engineer has not many places to be em-

ployed.
Mr. HYDER. That is right.
Mr. PLOEsnn. If an insurance department or rating bureau does not

employ him, he is starving to death, so it is not any indictment of the
individual if, when he gets through working with the insurance depart-
ment, he goes-to the rating bureau to work.

Mr. HYDER. If the insurance department employ a rating expert,
as they are supposed to do-----

Mr. PLOESER (interposing). Who says the insurance department
must employ a rating expert?
- Mr. HYDERf. Each company is supposed toaccording to the theory
of our statutes.
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Mr. PLOESER. Of course, under the present practice, they. pool
their experience.

Mr. HYDER. That is right.
Mr. PLOESER. It is likewise true, for instance, if you and I operated,

say, a $1,000,000 stock fire insurance company that we could not
begin to operate it as economically if we had to establish our own
rating bureau.

Mr. HYDER. But the court said each company should fix its own
rates. It specifically said that.

Mr. PLOESER. I am not condoning a combination which tries to
put together a rate, do not misunderstand me, but I am saying, when
you get all through, you are going to learn there is going to have to
be some source, contributed to either by taxation or by premiums,
that will set up at least an advisory rate, because it is too expensive
for each insurance company to maintain their own rating bureaus.

If they do, the premiums will go up instead of down.
Mr. HYDER. It has been doneTadit is being done.
Mr. PLOESER. It will have to be an awfully big company.
Mr. HYDER. I think it is now the smaller companies who have their

own rating system.
Mr. PLOESEn. Name one.
Mr. HYDER. Several were mentioned awhile ago that were not in

with the stock companies.
Mr. PLOESER. But they use the same rate they subscribe to the

same inspection bureau, or else they get it by devious methods.
For instance, you can get the same rates out of an agent's office,

can you not?
Mr. HYDER. But the rates that are being charged have been estab-

lished for some time.
Mr. PLOESER. You break all this down and you see if you have no

rating bureau, those companies will have to charge an exorbitant pre-
mium, because they will have to get their own ratings.

Mr. HYDER. Most businesses operate by fixing their own production
costs.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ploeser, Mr. Hall has suggested instead of
going into all of the details in the testimony, that would probably be
introduced, we allow these gentlemen, to enlarge upon it in the record,
and after they get through, when we have it printed, then we can
study the record and determine whether we-shdl into it further,
aud if so, to what extent, and how it shall be gone into.

Would that be satisfactory with you gentlemen?
Mr. ELMORE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you, Mr. Baldridge?
Mr. BALDRIDEO. Yes, sir.
Mr. HALL. This suit is still pending in Missouri?
Mr. HYDER. Yea.
Mr. HALL. All of the facts are going to come out in that suit?
Mr; HYDza. Yes sir.
Mr. HALL. In other words, we are listening to evidence which has

already been presented in the lawsuit?
Mr. HYDER. Some of it'yes, sir.
Mr. PLOESE.. This is the point I would like to make Mr Chair-

man: The attorney general and his assistants, are after a9, a long way

/
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from home. They have come down here for a definite purpose. Out
of cou.-esy to them, I want them to be heard even though what we
are hearing is-not, in my opinion, within the province of the committee.

Let us call it an extracurricular hearing.
I think enough of these gentlemen that I want them to have their

day, when they are so far from home. After all, they are my homefols.
The CHAIRMAN. I consider the suggestion to be satisfactory to you;

is that right?
Mr. ELMORE. Yes.
Mr. HYDER. Yes.
Mr. HALL. In other words, as I understand it, you are giving all of

this evidence here today and yesterday to follow up to a recommenda-
tion; is that right?

Mr. HYDER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And that recommendation you have made?
Mr. HYDEn. That is right.
Mr. HALL. Could you not extend that in the record?
We would havo the result that you want us to have by extending

in the record.
Mr. ELMORE. Mr. Chairman, would it be consistent with your

course of action if these gentlemen were to file with the committee,
for inclusion in the record, a statement which would summarize the
Missouri case?

The CHAIRMAN. Certainly. That would be desirable.
Mr. ELMORE. And make whatever recommendations they saw fit

to make?
The CHAIRIIAN. That would be desirable.
Mr. HALL. May I make this suggestion, however; are we going to

reach a point in these investigations where certain statements wilfi be
made by you and then we will have to call some companies to refute
them?

The CHAIRMAN.* It depends on whether we will want to go into the
matter further. If we do, we will listen to anybody who wants to
be heard.

Mr. PLOESER. I think the chairman should make it explicitly
understood by a statement, in the record, whether or not this com-
mittee really has jurisdiction to hear the matter.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; this confidttee has jurisdiction.
Mr. PLOESER. There is a disagreement on that, but I do have a

suggestion that I want to Inake to you gentlemen.
Think, from yobr rating statement, you have a very involved,

technical problem, which you might solve by adding some sort of a
substitute.

It is obviously going to take a lot more study than apparently has
been made on it.

I give you that after 20 years of experience in this insurance business.
I cut my teeth on the book you offered in evidence. .

From the standpoint of whatever point you attempt to make, or
want to make on restraint of trade by the Western Underwriters'
Association, or other similar association attempting to control the
activities of agents by forcing certain company representation, I
think you have a rather clear and well-defined point, and an important
point. It does not involve the technicalities involved in rating
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expenses and rating systems, which are tremendously involved, and
are not normally within the scope of knowledge of lawyers.

Mr. McKirrRICK. The court of appeals said- it was a very important
part of rate making.

Mr. PLOESER. I do not say it is not an important part of rate
making. My point is, it is tremendously important. In the ex-
tension on the record,. you may enlarge upon the agency control
methods of the companies.

Mr. HYDER. You mean, as to commissions?
Mr. PLOESER. The commissions are part of it, of course.
Mr. IIYDER. That is right.
Mr. PLOESER. On the other hand, I find some sympathy with

your cause. I do not think you have enough technical background
built up to delve into the rate-making situation.

The CHAIRMAN. You see the importance of developing a full record
here, and studying it. I consider it has an effect upon other lines of
investigation and study. If we go into this fire insurance then, it
would be necessary to go into probably other types of insurance. I
do not know. I I not know whether it wouldbo so closely related
as to justify this committee doing it or not, but if this committee does
not do it, I presume it will be at least sufficiently thought-provoking
that some other committee, disturbed over the situation, would take
it up.

Mr. BALDRIDOE. In that connection may I say this for the record:
Mr. Ploeser mentioned awhile back tLat the Department of Justice
made a study of insurance companies in January 1937.

That study, if the committee please, was made by the Securities
and Exchange Commission and presented to the Temporary National
Economic Committee. It was concerned only with industrial life
insurance and not at all with fire-insurance. To our knowledge, this
is the first hearing by any legislative committee on fire-insurance
policies.

Mr. PLOESER. I would like to clarify that, because, when I made
the statement, I said I was not positive where I got that, that I could
not find it in my file, but I did remember such a witch hunt.

The CHAIRMAN. I have gone through copies of the hearings before
the Temporary National Economic Committee, and I do not recall
any hearings on fire insurance. That did not include casualty insur-
ance either, did it?

3r JALDRIDOE. Beg pardon?
The CHAIRMAN. The investigation before the Temporary National

Economic Committee did not include casualty insurance policies?
Mr. BALDRIDOE. No; it was confined to life and industrial.
Mr. PLOESER. The point I wanted to makb was that the Depart-

ment of Justice was not going out with these fool, new-fangled theories
that because industry does a greater dollar volume of business than
Government, that it is an obnoxious institution.

Mr. BALDRIDOE. Let me make the record clear on that.
That, to my knowledge, has never been the attitude of the Depart-

ment. i
Mr. PLOESER. Your associate made it very clear that they were

not interested even in Federal regulation.
Mr. BALDRIDOGE. It was Prought out before the committee, as to

any undue concentration of control in the fire-insurance industry in
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a few hands, to the detriment not only of policyholders, but of small
companies in the fire-insurance industry.

Te CHAIRMAN. With the understanding that the record will be
developed as suggested and discussed, we will withhold any comment
or decision until after we have had an opportunity to study this
record.

Air. ELMORE. Will the chairman fix a time limit within which the
additional material can be supplied?

The CHAIRMAN. What time would you suggest?
Mr. ELMORE. Two weeks.
Tie CHAIRMAN. That will be all right.
eWe will have this table that you submitted today and the charts

that you submitted the other day, put in the record.
Mr. ELMORE. And the other matter we are to submit before the

record is closed?
The CHAIRMAN. If yotr get it over by 5 o'clock this afternoon to

room 114, it will be printed tonight and then you will have that to
work upon in getting up the revision.

For the committee, the Chair desires to express thanks to you
gentlemen for the information you have furnished, and you may
rest assured that it will be given very careful consideration.

Mr. E iMoRE. Thank you.
Before the record is closed, I should like to offer this table entitled,

"Fire Experience Figures" in the Western States, along with the
charts.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
(The matter referred to follows:)

The Insurance Executive Association is the nominal head of all insurance organi-
zations in the United States. It was organized to unify the action of the four
major regional organizations. It was organized in 1931 at the Insistence of Paul
Ilaid, who was then president of the American Fore Group, and who is now presi-
dent of the association. The membership Is nominally composed of the heads
of the more important companies, but the assessments made for its upkeep are
paid from the funds of the various companies whose officers are members.

All of the activities of this organization have not yet been proved, but it has
been stated that it devises means of combining functions of various organizations
In order to effect economy and In a general way It looks after proposed legislation
before State and national legislative bodies. Any matter which Is of Importance
to two or more regional organizations is usually presented to it. The four regional
organizations are the Eastern Underwriters Association, the Southeastern Under-
writers Association the Western Underwriters Association, and the Pacific Board
of Fire Underwriters. In the East rates and forms are originated In and pre-
sented by the committee on rates and rating methods of the Fastern Under-
writers Association, headed by David Henckley. This organization communicates
very frequently with Midwestern committees. In the Midwest the Western
Underwriters Association, which is composed of 175 members representing 251
companies, and the Western Insurance Bureau in which the individual members
represent 38 companIes, are the dominant organizations. The two are dissimilar

in the amounts of commission paid to local agents. The articles of agreement,
rules, and regulations of each of these organizations provide a definite, fixed com-
mission to be paid all local agents throughout the Midwest on every class of fire
and windstorm Insurance. In the rules of each organization is found a provision
that the members will maintain the rates fixed by an approved rating bureau or
organization In any State. The managing official of the Western Underwriters
Association frankly states that any company which pAys a commission in excess
of that provided in the rules Is fined by the governing committee of such organiza-
tion on the proof of infraction. The amount of a number of these finei has been
shown in the record, and such companies may be fined not to exceed $10,000. At
one meeting 14 fines were levied on members writing contracts in the State of
Missourl for violation of the commission nile.
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In addition to governing commissions, this organization, on complaint from
any member that some other member b using a form which has not yet been
approved by the organization, or is writing at an Improper rate, makes examina-
t|0n to determine whether or not the complaint Is true. If true, the offendning
member is required to make correction to conform to the agreed rate or approved
form within 45 days. So far as the minutes of the governing committee of this
body show all rulings of the governing committee have been complied with in the
required time. The rules provide that thL committee may require cancelation
of the policy and withdrawal from the State for a definite length of time upon
failure to comply with any ruling of the govrning committee. The rules of this
association also provide'that the daily reports, which are executed by local agents,
describing the risk, amount of premium, name of the assured, etc., must pass
through local audit bureaus. While In Missouri in some manner the insurance
comm ioner was induced to enter an order, which we'believe to be clearly Invalid,
requiring all companies to send their daily reports to an audit bureau this seh Sme
was clearly devised in order that the various associations might Lave a clear
check on all members to insure their writing at a uniform rate on the same forms.
The Western Insurance Bureau, dominating the companies composing the loyalty
group, appears to have levied no fines on members for violation of commission
rules in Missouri, so far as we have yet ascertained. It may be that no such action
has been necessary, but, from our standpoint, the agreement made by the members
to abide by the fixed commission rule constitutes a violation of our antitrust laws.

The midwestern field has a larger premium income than any of the other regions,
and the system devised for governing forms and rates used by member companies
has become rather complex as the outgrowth of several years' experience.

The Western Underwriters Association is a successor to the old "Union" which
was organized in 1879 and which created both rates and rules of practice. Through-
out the years the Union and the Western Insurande Bureau agreed upon a central
committee as a clearing house for all rates and rules. That committee Is known
as the Subscribers Actuarial Committee and is composed of seven members, one
being chosen by the Western Insurance Bureau, and the remainder being selected
by the members of the Western Underwriters Association at a meeting held Im-
mediately following the annual meeting of such organization. The manager of
the Western Underwriters Association stated that the chairman of the Subscribers
Actuarial Committee must be a member of the Western Underwriters Association,
and he is also ex-officio a member of the governing committee of theWestern
Underwriters Association.

In Chicago the comVpanes hold, through three trustees chosen by the Western
Underwriters Association, the Dean Analyticl System of fire-insurance rating,
and a tremendous number of files on various problems of insurance held by the
Western Actuarial Bureau. This Bureau was, for a number of years. managed
by J V Parker who held the property under a lease and copyrighted additions
to the Anaiytical System in his own name. The manager of the Western Actuarial
Bureau is the secretary of the Subscribers Actuarial Committee. With the detth
of J. V. Parker in 1936, a uew lease was made with R. D. Hobbs, the present
manager, by the trustees for the companies. Parker was, and Hobbs is, an expert
in fire-insurance matters, and Hobbs is the secretary of the Subscribers Actuarial
Committee In order that he may present technical advice, if required, on any
change which the Subscribers Actuarial Committee may desire to make in any
rate or form.

The manager of the Western Actuarial Bureau is the contact man for the various
rating organizations set up in the respective States for the purpose of maintaining
the rating records of the companies where required by law. There are 14 such
organizations in the Middle West territory comprising 18 States. The Western
Actuarial Bureau is maintained by assessments made on the various State rating
bureaus which are in turn supported by direct assessments on the companies.

Changes In rates may arise either through request of one or more companies
or at the suggestion of some member of the Subscribers Actuarial Committee.
If it Is determined by the committee that a change In rate is necessary, or that
some particular class of risk should be put within another classification, or within
the term rule permitting the writing of Insurance for long terms at short multiples
of the usual annual rate, this recommendation Is conveyed to the governing
committee of the Western Underwriters Association on the letterhead of the
Subscribers Actuisial Committee, signed by Hobbs as secretary A duplicate
letter is addressed to the executive committee of the Western Insurance Bureau.
If either of thtee organizations does not conetr in such recommendation the
reasons for such disagreement are sent to the Subscribers Actuarial Committee,
whieh mxy either accept or reject any propo , amendment. Where there is a
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disagreement as t0 a rate matter, the opinion of the Subscnbers Actuarial Com-
mittee appears to be final.

In the event the Subscribers Actuarial Committee decides that a change in
some form Is necessary, or that a new form should be added, their suggestions
are conveyed to a committee known as the uniform forms committee, whch is
composed of six members of the Western Underwriters Association and four
members of the Western Inurance Bureau. This committee prepares the forms
In accordance with the suggestions received and transmits such forms to the Sub-
scribers Actuarial Committee. The form then takes the route followed by any
proposed change in rate.

Until approximately 6 months ago the two associations owned the Uniform
Printing & Supply Co., which printed all uniform forms. Although the forms
bear a label designating them as trade-marked, we are advised that no such trade-
mark has been registered. In order that some mutual companies operating on
the stock plan could obtain the uniform forms, such mutuals were given a few
shares of stock (1 shares) In the Uniform Printing & Supply Co., and Hobbs,
who is secretary of the uniform forms committee, was supposed to have repre-
sented such companies on the uniform forms committee.

Under a transaction recently completed the Western Underwriters Association
sold the Uniform Printing & Supply Co. to a private concern, retaining title to
the name "Uniform Form" and being empowered to resume the printing of such
forms at any time. When any form Is approved for use, a copy of same Is sent
to the local State rating bureaus where It Is proposed that such form be used.
Subsequently the forms are sent directly to each agent by the Uniform Printing
& Supply Co."

'1 he cost of the operation of the Western Underwriters Association Is approxi-
mately $225,000 annually, and of this amount approximately $100,000 has here-
tofore been used for the upkeep 6f the Uniform Printing & Supply Co.

In 1930 It was decided by the Western Underwriters Association that an organ-
ization known as the Interstate Underwriters Board be set up and a substantial
part of the money collected by the Western Underwriters Association, either from
assessments or fines, go to the support of that organization. Its general purpose
is to audit risks written under one policy which lie in severalStates, such as
chain-store policies. All of the organizations previously named are associated
more or less closely with the National Board of Fire Underwriters. This board
was originally created In 1877, and for a period of 2 years fixed all the rates and
forms which were used by all member companies throughout the United States.
Two years later some dissension arose, at which time the Union was formed, as
above set out. The functions of the National Board have become In some re-
spects more limited in the last few years. It has a standing committee on laws
to which resort must be had before any matter of common interest may be de-
termined by the companies through court action. For Instance, the record re-
veals that the Ohio antlcompact law commonly known as the Valentine law, was
a thorn in the side of the Western UInderwriters Association. It was agreed by
that association that an action would be brought to have such law declared un-
constitutional. However, It was first necessary to submit the matter to the com-
mittee on laws of the National Board, which would not permit the bringing of such
suit. The National Board also bulletins member companies and organizations
concerning any proposed or enacted leolation which affects the Insurance Lust-
ness, and maintains a lobbying organization the most prominent members of
which are located In Chicago. The National Board also engages In much ad-
vertising on behalf of btock fire-Insurance companies and maintains a force of
engineers throughout the country whose duty it is to reduce fire hazards where
po&ible, and thereby increase the net income of the companies.

The Underwriters Laboratories appears to have originated under the super-
vision of the National Board, and. although it undoubtedly does serve useful
purposes, serves to assist in the creation of monopolies by the restriction of Its
approval of fire-protection equipment to certain- manufacturers. Its powers
are maintained because the local rating bureaus will not grant lowered rates
where nonapproved fire-protection equipment is found.

When new forms or rates have been a- upon by the companies in the manner
above outlined, this Is sent to the local Inspection bureau which in nearly all cases
adopts the recommendation and makes the proper filing witn the State authorities
where necessary. If because of some local condition it has previously been
agreed between the bureau manager and Hobbs that such filing be not made no
action is taken. For example, the companies agreed that in Missouri, pending
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the extensive fire-Insurance litigation there since 192, no new filings were to be
made which contemplated any broader coverage of form or any reduction in rate.

C. R. Street, one tin-e chairman of the Sutvribers Actuarial Committee,
addressed a letter to the Kansas City Chamber of Commerce In 1935 in which
he stated that Illinois, which was the pet State of the companies because no
attempt had been made in that State to regulate the fire-insurance business
had received many benefits at the hands of the companies which were withheld
from Missouri because of the litigation.

The record has developed that there are in Missouri 54 schedules from which
all classes of property are rated, and that all of these schedules, with the exception
of that on lead and zinc mines, were originated by the Subscribers Actuarial Com-
nmttee and Hobbs. while that on lead and zinc mines, which is confined to Kansas,
Oklahoma, and Missouri was originated at a meeting of the bureau managers of
such States together with a representative of the Western Actuarial Bureau, the
schedule being then approved by the Western Actuarial Bureau. The Innumer-
able letters from respective managers of the rating bureaus to the Western Actu-
arial Bureau force the conclusion that no important step is taken by any bureau
except with the consent or at the direction of the Western Actuarial Bureau in
advising of such consent. The letters from Hobbs' office frequently state that
action was taken on the question "by a committee of Interested subscribers."
Minutes of tIe meetings of the Subscribers Actuarial Committee, which we ob-
tained after some difficulty, reflect that all important questions were submitt-d
to the Subscribers Actuarial Committee and that the secretary thereof was di-
rected to convey the desires of the committee to interested local bureaus.

In an early Missouri case in which several companies were fined for violating
the Missouri antitrust laws the decision discloses that the trust was maintained
through a local secretary of an agents' organization to whom all daily reports
were submitted. If any dompany reduced the agreed rate or gave coverage
other than that agreed on, the master wasbrovght to the attention of the a socia.
tion forming the trust at its next meeting. This plan, which was undoubtedly
in general use, obviously gave rise to the local audit bureaus or, as they are
designated by those in the business, "stamping offices."

In 1928 the Western Underwriters Association designated a committee of its
members, of which 0. R. Street was chairman, to create a list ot all possible
departures from the agreed rates or forms to be used by theWesternUnderwriters
Association. These were placed in four classes. It was agreed that deviations
from the usual practice which came .within certain of these classes were to be
sent to the Subscribers Actuarial Committee in Chicago, and that correction
must be made or the company penalized. Other deviations of less important
nature were to be called to the companies' attention by means of the hand stamp
to be applied to the face of the daily report, thereby calling the attention of the
offending company to the same. The practice is for criticisms which must be
corrected to be submitted first to the Subscribers Actuarial Committee or to
Hobbs, and they are then transmitted either to the governing committee of the
Western Underwriters Association or to the executive committee of the Western
Insurance Bureau, according to the membership of the particular company. If
the deviation is of Importance, the matter Is then taken up with the offending
company by either of those organizations and correction is made.

The managers of the respective audit and Inspection bureaus are selected and
their salaries fixed by the Subscribers Actuarial Committee. The assessments
upon the companies for the support of the audit and inspection bureau are also
fixed by that committee. In addition to the organization for the ordinary class
of insurance, there are several specialized pools. If any large oil refinery or oil
risk is insured by any company, the daily report Is submitted to the Oil Insurance
Association, with headquarters In Chicago, of which several of the larger com-
panies are members. The amount of participation is determined by the number
of shares of the oil association which each owns, and the premium received and
participations In the risk are divided accordingly. 'This organization is usually
termed the "oil pool" by those in the business.

The Underwriters Grain Association is a similar organization and insures sub-
stantlally all of the large grain elevators In the country.

In the earlier days of the business a number of factory mutuals adopted a
policy of giving lower rates to large ilsks, such as fictorles and department stores,
where sprinkler systems had been installed or where watchmen were continuously
employed. To meet this competition the twp associations created their own
organizations. That created by, the Western 'bsurance Bureau Is known as te
Western Sprinklered Association, while that created by the Western Underwriters
Association Is known as the Western FactorjAssoclation. All members of the
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Western Underwriters Association, with a sufficient amount of capital, may write
insurance through the Western Factory Association, while participation In tho
Western Sprinklered Association Is limited to 100 shares. Daily reports to either
of these as-ociations do not pass through the audit bureau but go directly to the
Western Actuarial Bureau In Chicago where they are audited by someone in
Ifobbs' office. From the correspondence available it Is apparent that rates on
these risks are sometimes changed to meet the situation at hand and competition
of the mutuals. In one letter written by an officer of the company it Is stated
that the stock fire-Insurance company rates were reduced to meet mutual com-
petition and that the mutual then lowered its rate and received the risk.

In the course of our investigation we find an enormous number of letters from
officers of the various companies requesting that the Subscribers Actuarial Com-
mittee make some change in rate or form and which are convincing that all
companies have the understanding that rates and forms are to be changed by the
Subscribers Committee in the manner outlined above. In the minutes of the
Western Insurance Bureau now In evidence we find the statement that there is
an Implied understanding between the Subscribers Committee and the Westkrn
Insurance Bureau that no change of form, rate, or rule will be made without first
consulting the Western Insurance Bureau. We have more recently found
numerous letters from the manager of the Western Underwriters Assocation
which state unequivocally that the Subscribers Actuarial Committee has juris-
diction over rates and thit the Western Actuarial Bureau has direct jurisdiction
over the rating bureaus in the respective States. We are in possession of a letter
from the present chairman of the Subscribers Actuarial Committee in which he
states that such organization is committed to the use of a certain form of extended
coverage endorsement as part of a Nation-wide plan, and that no change will
be made in such form without consulting each jurisdiction.

In Wasouri the agents writing business in the city of St. Louis are permitted a
much larger commission on all business written than that permitted in the other
parts of the State. It can readily be seen that this tends to Increrse the premiums
which the Inhabitants of other parts of the State must pay for insurance because
the lower expense in St. Louis is chargeable to the State as a whole. Further-
more, as pointed out by Congressman Ploeser, any given company may have only
three agents of a certain class in the city of St. Louis because of a rule adopted by
the Western Underwriters Aqsociatlon wiih its headquarters in Illinois, and the
organization itself is not directly subject to supervision by the State of Missouri.

RECOMMENDATION 8uB$ITrED BY ATTORNEY GENERAL MWKITTRICK

In view of the fact that the Department of Justice is the only Federal agency In
existence which has any authority to attack the combination of the stock fire-
insurance companies, we respectfully recommend that this committee urge that
Department to institute suits against those stock fire-insurance companies which
have agreed (1) to fix and maintain rates for Insuring property against natural
and other hazards, (2) to limit the forms which may be e.:-,loyed in insuring such
property, and (3) to limit commissions which may be paid to'their agents for the
writing of policies. We believe this action should be taken immediately pending
the enactment of Federal regulation.

We believe the Federal Government is in a better position to control the Insur-
ance problem than the various State governments, the situation being highly
comparable to that involving common carriers. We, therefore, recommend to
this committee the establishment of Federal regulation of rates and forms of
contract employed in writing fire-insurance policies and complete supervision of
agency contracts.

We further believe the character of the insured should be taken into considera-
tion in writing insurance, a factor which has been wholly disregarded In the fire-
Insurance business In the past. A Federal authority would be more competent
to determine proper rates than companies which have arbitrary control of expenses
other than losses and may, therefore, produce a bad experience record. Further-
more, the companies have added to their expenditures enormous sums in combat-
ting attempted State regulation.

We believe the problem requires prompt action In view of the fact that the cos(
of Insurance on defense plants and materials is an important factor in the cost of
same.

ROY MCKIrRICK,
Attorney General.

ROBERT L. llvER,
Asistant Attorney General.
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Windstorm experience figures
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(Whereupon, at the hour of 11:40 a. in. the committee adjourned,
subject to call.)

At the close of the hearing on March 10, the chairman suggested
that Gendral McKittrick might extend his remarks for the purpose
of the record on any matters not covered at the hearing. There are
set out below tire following: (1) Ai" excerpt from the minutes of the
Western Underwriters Association, meeting of April 21-22, 1936,
treating with the efforts to persuade members of the association to
refrain from referring to agreements with respect to rules arrived at
through trade association channels in connection with rates, commis-
sions representation of nonmember companies, separation, fines and
penalties; (2) a letter on the same subject-matter from J. H. Doyle,
attorney for the National Board of Fire Underwriters to B. M.
Culver, president, Continental Insurance Co., of New York; and (3)
a brief descri tive history of the Western Underwriters Association
taken from the minutes of the semiannual meeting held at White
Sulphur Springs, W, Va., on September'19-20, 1939.
(1) Rrcer$l from minutes of tie I'esfrn undernritej Asociation, pages 653-654.

BuUelins-Cofidenlial eommunicafions.-There Is no disposition on the part of
your officers or the governing committee to scold-but the matter of members
communicating to their field men or to agents the fact of bulletin information or
bulletin request for Information ,has been received by the members has become
almost practice.
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It is not too much to say that the character of correspondence going from
member company offices to the field Is cause for serious concern. It Is believed
our executives and managers must be wholly unadvised as to what is really going
on. We quote literal excerpts from carbon copies sent the governing committee
office of letters addressed by member to agents and fieldmen.

One of our members recently Instructed an agent as follows:
"Our attention has been called to the matter now by the office of the govern-

ing committee who advise us as follows: * * * It is very evident that the
risk has been bulletined by someone * * *. Our action Is taken only after
being forced to do so and you can rest asured that whoever else is writing this
business will have to follow the same procedure."

Another letter:
"This matter has been brought to our attention by the governing committee.

In view of the fact that the matter has come to us in this form, it Is now necessary
that the policy be corrected or canceled."

A member addressed his agent In one of our Southern cities recently as follows:
"Special communication has been received from the governing committee of

the Western Underwriters Association requesting prompt adjustment of the
Audit Bureau's outstanding notice."

An agent In Illinois received a letter from one of our member companies as
follows:

"The governing committee of the Western Underwriters Association has ust
written us a letter asking uswhat action we are taking to secure correction. * * *
As the Western Underwriters Association no doubt expect cancelation of the
policy otherwise."

From a letter address to an agent in Oklahoma over the signature of one of
our members we quote the following:

"You are no doubt aware we are bound by certain rules and cannot consistently
deviate from said rules. * * * In order that we may safeguard our obliga-
tions with the conferere *

The same member addressed another agent as follows:
"In order that we may comply with our obligations to the conference committee

it becomes necessary that we ask * * *. It is our desire of course to sub-
scribe to this proposition but as stated above we are compleled to adhere to our
agreements."

We take you now to Mlinnesota and quote from a very recent letter addressed
to a local agent in that State:

"We have quite a file of correspondence accumulated since last October relative
to the status of your company representation, and in the absence of advices of
any change the Minnesota Underwriters Associatton under date of March 13
wrote our New York office requesting immediate action in this matter.
I"This puts the heat on, and unless you have taken action suggested in mv

letter of January 29. we are obliged to limit your commissions * *pending
proper evidence of elimination from your agency of th3 objectionable nonaffihiated
company."

From a letter addressed to an Indiana agent we quote the following:
"We regret very much that we must hereby give notice that it has been neces-

sary to make a change In our commission arrangements with your office due to
the representation of certain companies not affiliated with the Western Under-
writers Association, of which we are a member company."

There are hundreds of letters of this ty pe in scores of agencies throughout the
States in our jurisdiction, and the wonder is that charges of conspiracy have not
developed.
(9) Lefler from Dole to Culrer. November 9, 193.
Mr. B. M. CULVER I

Preident Continental Insurance Co.,
FO AMaiden Lane, New York City, N. V.

DEa ZMN. C1;LVER: My attention has been directed from time to time to
unfortutiate wording Incorporated in communications sent into States which
haic ant-trulst laws prohibiting agreements among insurance companies. So
far as I know, all organizations of companies operating in States where agree-
menta In respect of the conduct of the business are permissible have incorporated
within them an exclusion clause which states In subs stance that the organization
shall not assume or exercise jurisdiction relating to Insurance or the manner of
transacting business in any Statewhereln the exercise of such jurisdiction or control
is or may hereafter be unlawful.
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The antitrust laws of these States must be observed but owing to the fact that
mandatory rules and binding agreements are permissible In some States, there is
some carelessness in correspondence passing into States where mandatory rules
and binding agreements are prohibited.

This probably is not so prevalent respecting fire insurance as it is with col.
lateral or side lines, and it would be well for companies to call attention to their
various departments to the advisability of discontinuing such expressions in
correspondence so far as possible, and to use great care that such expressions are
not through inadvertence permitted in correspondence going into States having
antitrust laws specifically including insurance.

The antitrust statute in the following States includes insurance by direct
reference: Arizona, Arkansas, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michl.an,
Mississippl, Missouri, Nebraska, New Hampshire, Ohio, Oregon, South Carolina,
South Dakota, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin.

In a number of the above States, statutes have been enacted legalizing rating
bureaus and to the extent of the authority of such rating bureaus through legisla.
tion the antitrust provisions are ineffective.

To me it would seem unnecessary to make such reference In general corre-
spondence in any jurisdiction and there is danger in its promiscuous use especially
in the States above enumerated. It is proper to refer to the rules and regulations
of legalized rating bureaus but the uncertainty of the scope of the antitrust laws
and their possible construction is such that the indiscriminate use of any reference
to rules and agreements seems hazardous.

Very truly yours, . H DOTLE.

(3) IRerpts from history of Western Underwriters Association, poses 101-10,;
1083-105

At this, the sixtieth anniversary meeting of the Western Underwriters Associa-
tion and its venerable predecessor, the Union, it is both interesting and appropriate
to review some of the historical high spots in the progress and development of
oze of the oldest and most successful trade associations in American business
history.

Thi historical course of the Union was launched at its first annual meeting,
held at the Grand Pacific Hotel in Chicago on September 22, 1897, after prelim.
inary meetings in Cincinnati and Chicago in May and June, respectively, of the
same year.

The Union has the distinction of being the first successful effort at self-govern-
ment in fire insurance on a sectional or regional basis. Its original field of opera.
tions (to quote from an early document) was "the heart of the Louisiana Purchase
and the whole of the Northwest Territory, comprising 19 States and Territories
from Ohio to the Rocky Mountais, ana including Kentucky and Tennessee"
except in the cities of Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Louisville, and St. Louis.

The Union was organized for the simple and declared purpose of "promoting
reforms in underwriting." Membership then, as now, was personal, and the
obligations of each member were based upon his personal honor, integrit.%, and
good faith.

Previous efforts to create effective machinery for self-regulation in the West
had been made at conventions of western fire Insurance executives in Louisville
in 1853, In Cincinnati in 1854, In Freeport in 1866, and in Detroit in 1872.

The quick success of the Union later encouraged the creation of similar regional
organizations in othersections of the United States, such as the South East Tariff
Assoition (now South Eastern Underwriters Association) in 1882, the New
England Fires Insurance Exchange in 1883, the Underwriters Association of the
Middle Department In 1883, the 'Underwriters Association of New York State in
1884, and the Underwriters Commission Association of the East in 1889 (changed
to the Eastern Ulnion in 1911 and to the Eastern Underwriters Association in 192).

NACXOROND

The National Board of Fire Underwriters, organized in 1866, had found it
necessary to relinquish Jurisdiction over rates and commissionS In 1877 after It
years of effort at self-regulation on a national sere, srod fire insurance had been
practically without regulation of any kind for more than 2 years when the Union
came into being. Under these circumstances, it+ was but natural that the circular
letter dated September 8, 1897, calling the first meeting of the Union, should
contain such enthusiastic expressions as the following:
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"The auspicious hour has come in which the underwriters of this country seem
ready to unlearn the art of war, and seek In loyal, manful, and fraternal assocla-
tions the ways of pleasantness and peace.

"The 'not yet' of yesterday brought disaster from every compass point. It
arrayed the insurance Interest against itself. It caused bankruptcies and retire-
ments. It earned and secured public contempt and the passage of unjust and
oppressive laws.

"Our compact has been ratified by 41 companies, representing 90 percent of the
agency capital Invested In the business, including those that heretofore have never
been embraced in any similar agreement, and the whole being the most powerful
and beneficent combination known in the annals of underwriting. Every com-
pany has confessed that associated effort is the only hope of reform. * *" *

"The tone of the press indicates unmistakably that the public would approve
our efforts to secure the practice of sound and healthy underwriting."

The 41 companies whose representatives signed the compact at a preliminary
meeting in June were increased to 89 companies by the end of 1879, and the great
organization which we now commemorate had started its useful career.

The 89 companies whose representatives constituted the original membership
of the union possessed total assets of $93,617,000, with annual premium Income
at the end of 1879 of $28,249;000.

Our organization now embraces In its membership 231 companies, which at the
end of 1938 has combined assets of $1,787,620,000 and annual premiums amount-
ing to $575,300,000; thus In 60 years the capital Invested by corhpanies affiliated
with our association has increased 2,643 percent, while the total premium Income
of these companies has advanced 2,201 percent.

It is also of Interest to observe that 31 companies have been continuously
affiliated with our organization since its beginning in 1879. During these 60 years
of uninterrupted affiliation, the assets of these 31 companies have advanced from
$67,623,000 as of December 31, 1879, to $1,002,400,000 at the end of 1938, an
increase of 1,482 percent. Annual premium income of these 31 companies during
this period advanced from $26,134,000 to $315,225,000, an increase of 1,206 percent.
Policyholders' surplus of this same group of companies Increased from $41,429,000
to $607,959,000, an increase of 1,467 percent.

To state it another way, the premiums of these 31 companies in 1879 were only
8.29 percent of net premiums written in 1938. Policyholders' surplus was only
6.81 percent of the current aggregate figure, while assets of this group were only
6.74 percent of 1938.

Members may properly speculate as to whether they could have done better
operating independently; nevertheless, the record made Is an enviable one and
bears abundant testimony in favor of adherence to sound practices as they have
been determined in associated experiences and judgments through organization.

From the very beginning, the union assumed jurisdiction over rates and com-
missions. It continued as the sole organization of capital stock companies in the
West until 1911, when several nonaffiliated companies formed the Western Insur-
ance Bureau.

I While there was conflict between the two organizations at first, the conference
agreement, formed In 1912, permitted the two groups to work together construc-
tively and In relative harmony until 1923, when the agreement was abrogated.

Dissension between the two group., largely over the question of commissions,
was continuous until the end of 1929, when the name of the union was changed to
Western Underwriters Association and 35 of the bureau companies were welcomed
into our association and have remained with us continuously throughout the
succeeding decade.

The complexities of our business have naturally Increased with the commercial
and industriAl development of our country, and the problems of self-government,
accordingly, have become more varied with each new decade.

The first concern of the Union was the regulation of rates and commissions, and
the original machinery was relatively simple. In 1880 there were five standing
committees: Arbitration, bulletin, tariff, agents, and forms of policy. The
committee on taxation was provided in September 1881.

Thirty years later, at the end of 1909, there were 11 standing and special
committees: Arbitration, bulletin, conference, fire protection engineering, gov-
erning, grievance, large cities, membership, patrol, publicity and edacatlon, and
tornado.
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Today our organization has 17 standing and special committees- Arbitration,
arrangements, finance, fire protection engine ring, general agency governing,
grievance, maps, membership, public relations, uniform forms, 6hllcago, loss
adjustments-Cook County, cooperation in loss adjustment practices, inland
marine, central traction and lighting, and uniform printing and supply company.

During the intervening years, there were standing committees on farm burness,
short rate tables, schedule rating, fire insurance patrols, engineering, fieldmen
organizations, and I *iation1 which served their useful purpose but were dis-
charged in the natural evolution of the work of our association.

EVOLUTION

Brief consideration of the background of some'of our current standing corn-
mittees not only provides some historical high spots of our great organization but
affords a compendium of its accomplishments, as well as instances where ob-
jectives of members, for one reason or another were not fully attained. It
will also refresh your memories in some of the substantial and constructive con-
tributions which our association has made to fire insurance in America.

GOVERNING COMMITTEE E

The governing committee was created upon the recommendations of the Corn-
m:ttee of Twenty whose report was submitted to the St. Louis meeting in 1899
to replace the four local board commissions and improved risks commission, which
had had supervision over rates and commissions in their respective fields for about
15 years. The functions of the governing committee, which acts for members
between annual and semiannual meetings of the association, are well known.

It Is interesting to observe that the governing committee at one time had juris-
diction over rates and the power to grant relief rates to members in competition
with nonaffiliated stock companies. It once held 48 meetings within a 6-month
period, and on one occasion complained of the discourtesy of ezrtain members.
Itis gratifying to 6bservethat this committee is not only held in the highest
esteem by all members but the affairs of the association were such es to require
only 9 meetings of the committee within the past year.

SUBSCRIBERS' AC UARIAL COMMITTEE

It was a long and rocky road, with many detours, that led from the Tariff
Commission of 1880 to the subscribers' actuarial committee of today, but nearly
every milestone of that road is a monument to an Industry which, largely by
trial and error, has sincerely and successfully endeavored to establish fair charges
for its services.

The span of years is long from the time when rates were established by local
boards of agents and State boards of fieldmen, determined by judgment, without
experience and precedent; with the obstacle of public prejudice and the machina-
tions of nonaffihiated stock companies to surmount, to the present-day estimates
provided by the several State inspection bureaus, which are practically auto.
male because of the logical and sclentilic methods employed.

To the credit of our association, this has been sceomplished by the development
and application of the analytic system for the measurements of relative fire
hazards, commonly called the Dean schedule, in honor of its originator, the late
A. F. Dean, for many years a member of this organization. This method of deter-
mining fire hazards is now used exclusively in 22 States and its principles are fol-
lowed In practically every State.

Besides aiding in the solution of one of tho most difficult problems which brought
this organization into existence, it has been of prime public interest and benefit,
as evidenced by the fact that construction has been Improved and fire hazards
removed to such an extent that the average rate for $100.000 of fire'Insurance In
our territory has declined from 1.36 In 1896 to 0.64 in 1933, a decrease of 53 percent.

The stamping office, now called audit bureau and generally used In all sections
of the country, originated in this territory.

The existence of the splendid corps of inspection bureau managers in our States
today does not indicate that there were not able and esteemed compact managers
of an earlier day. Consider the statements of a member, who in praise of a com-
pact manager in Michigan In 188, among other things, said: "The June bug hath
a godly wing; the lightning bug hath flame; the bedbug has no wings at all but he
gets there all the same."
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MONDAY, MARCH 16, 1942

SELErO COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT A STUDY AND
INVESTIOATION OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAM

IN ITS RELATION TO SMALL BUSINESS INTHE UNITEO STATES,
lI"a8Angton, D. 0.

The select committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:80 a. In.,
in the Caucus Room, Old House of Representatives Office Building,
Hon. Wright Patman (chairman) presiding.

-Present: Representatives Patman (chairman); Halleck, Hall, F itz-
gerald, Kelly, Bulwinkle, and Ploeser.

STATEMENT OF GUY HOLOOMB

Mr. HoLcoiB. My name is Guy Holcomb. I am head of the Small
Business Section of the Antitrust Division of the Department of
Justice.

I have a prepared statement whicl I will turn over to the clerk.
I would like to read it to the committee, if I may.

The CHAIM AN. All right.
Mr. Hocooma. Immediately after the issuance of the so-called sugar

order of December 13, 1941, known as M--55, various representatives
of small business firms and groups discussed with the small business
section of the Antitrust Division the several inequities that have
arisen from that order and its subsequent amendments.

Realizing that this committee's primary interest is that of study-
ing the effect of the national defense program upon small business,
I think it proper at the start to submit for the record figures ob-
tained from the Bureau of Statistics of the Department of Com-
merce which indicate the large number and variety of small business
establishments directly affected by the sugar order also the number
of employees dependent upon these smaller establishments for a
livelihoood. A casual perusal of this table will immediately convey
the fact that there is not a city, town, or hamlet in the country whose
economyv is not affected by the sugar problem.-

It might interest those of you now present to notice from this
table that there are 18,000 bakeries in the country that are affected
by this matter- 169,000 restaurant or food places; $2,000 drug stores;
and so on, with fountains and food places, 560,000 retail food stores,
of which about 350,000 are independent units. There are 39,000 gen-
eral stores. In other words, the smaller firms affected by this sugar
order were 960,000 of the total, employing 2,762,000 people.

This table makes no attempt to tabulate the effect on the con-
suming public. Of course, that term embraces our entire popula..
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tion. I submit this table for the record, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIniHAN. Yes, sir.
Without objection, it will be receievd."
Mr. BULWINKLE. Let's see it please.
Mr. HoLwO . Yes, sir [handing).
This table makes no mention of 10,000 farmers who are affected

by this order, as I believe your committee will see as you get further
into this sugar problem.

I am sure it is understood -that it is not the prerogative of the
Antitrust Division to attempt to mold or amend procedure on
the part of the other divisions of the Government. We are strictly
an enforcement agency. However, the small business section attempts
to afford advocacy and forum as far as we may to the representa-
tives of smaller enterprise who are unable to secure remedy or relief
at the hands of proper governmental agencies.

In the instance of the sugar order, repeated efforts have been
made by small businessmen to bring about a more workable and
a more equitable administration of the sugar problem.

These efforts have been unavailing, by and large. We can afford
them no remedy at law. Therefore, their complaints and petitions
are brought before this committee, which has been properly del-
egated by the Congress to serve as a court of appeals, so to speak,
for this large segment of American business.

Discussions and conferences with spokesmen for the various small
business enterprises affected by this sugar order lead us to suggest
that your inquiry be directed along specific channels.

It is probable that if thorough inquiry is made along these lines,
your committee will unearth contributing, if not the fundamental
influences that have mitigated against a more equitable handling of
the sugar problem.

The CHAIMAN. I was hoping, Major if we could let him finish
the statement then cross-examine him later.

Will that be satisfactoryI
Mr. BULwiNiKi. Wells 1 want to find out something.
The CJIAIMMAX. Go ahead.
Mr. HoLOMB (continuing). It is felt that such discoveries may

immediately suggest proper remedies.
For instance, why was corn sugar not included-
Mr. BuLwiNKLE (interposing). There is something I want to say

here.
Mr. HoLwCM. Yes, Major.
Mr. BuLWIN.KL. Mr. Holcomb, under this proposition, you said,

by inference, that there were undue influences used in the allocation
of this sugar.

Mr. Hooms. I would like to repeat the statement, Major.
Perhaps it is from this paragraph: Disctssions and conferences

with spokesmen for the various small business enterprises--
Mr. BuLw zswya. No. You said "your committee unearthed."
Mr. HowoOxs. Oh, that is the following sentence. Is this the. sen.

tence: It is probable that if a thorough mnquiry is made along these
lines, your committee will unearth contributing, if not the funda.
mental, influences that have mitigated against a more equitable hand-
ling of the sugar problem.

Mr. BULWINxKI. What d6 you mean by that?/
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Mr. HoAoMB. Major, I don't know how to make it any plainer.
Mr. BuJ.wj TgLs Do you mean, on the one hand, to say that either

in the Department of Agriculture or in the War Production Board
there have been influences which have mitigated against the small
man I

Mr. OLm)o Z. I believe that if a thorough inquiry is made-
Mr. BULWINKLE (interposing). Well, what evidence have you that

there has been undue influence?
Mr. Howomn. It is not the position *of the Small Business Section

or the Antitrust Division to explore or uncover this evidence.
Mr. BULWJXKLF. I know.
Mr. Iowom. That is your committee's function, I believe, sir.
Mr. Bui.wINKic. But when a man makes an accusation, speaking

for myself on this committee, I want some proof of it.
Mr. Hoi-o.in. I think your committee will get proof. I am mak-

ingno accusation.
3Mr. BuLwjxRKL. Well, are you making an inference? In which

department was it?
Mr. Houo3113. I make no inference. Inference can only be drawn.
Mr. BuLwIN;R. How do you draw f What do you base your con-

clusion upon to draw this ii~ferencel
Mr. Horcoin. If you will allow me to complete my statement, I

think perhaps you will find a basis for whatever inferences you
gentlemen care to draw.

I make no accusation. I make no inferences; I don't engage in
innuendo.
. You people, I believe are conscientiously anxious to uncover pro-
cedure to reexamine aAministration and policy that may mitigate
unfairly on small business people.

Mr. 13ULWINKLp. But has the Department of Justice any direct
evidence that there has been undue influence in any of the Govern-
ment agencies detrimental to the small business or detrimental to
aybody?

Mr. Wotco in. The Antitrust Division has no authority to attempt
to uncover such evidence. That is your authority. That is this
committee's authority,

Mr. BuLwiNKm. 1know it is our authority, but you are making
the statement.

Mr. Hoizoun. Making what statement, Major?
Mr. BULWjNxLE. You are making the statement, by inference, that

if we proceed with this investigation, we will discover undue influ-
ences have been used.

Mr. Howo.mn. This is my statement: It is probable-
The CHAMMAN. Suppose we let him finish. As he said, if you

will permit him to finish it, he believes it will clarify itself.
Mr. DBLW1NKLE. All right.
Mr. Houwtoi (continuing). For instance: 1. Why was corn sugar

not included in the original sugar order or any of its subsequent
amendments? 2. Why is the M-55 sugar order, as amended, so drawn
as to afford little restriction, if not virtual immunity, to certain domi-
nant corporate chains?

Mr. BuiWjNKLF.. Do you know whether or not that M-55 has been
amended?

4915-42-vol. t--4i
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Mr. HOLOOMB. Oh yes; that has been amended several times.
Mr. Bu NXwIN'. Within the last month I
Mr. Hoizou. I believe so, sir.
Mr. BULWINwKL. Well, how did that affect the small business then,

since it has been amended?
Mr. HoLCO x. It has failed to relieve certain small business or-

ganizations. They are here to testify, Major.
Mr. BULWINKLm All right,
Mr. HowoMB. Why, in attempting to meet the wartime require-

ments for industrial alcohol is a scarce commodity being allocated
instead of a surplus commodity for conversion? By a "scarce com-
modity" I mean sugar. By a "surplus commodity" I mean cereal
grains.

As corollaries to the above three points, the answers to the follow-
ing questions might be enlightening: What individuals dictated or
directed the writing of the original sugar order and its subsequent
amendments? What are or were the corporate affiliations and busi-
ness antecedents of these individuals? Has the announced policy of
Mr. Donald Nelson, in reference to placing those still in compensa-
tion from private firms in a position to favor directly or indirectly
their own interest, been faithfully observed in all sections of the
War Production Board having to do with handling sugar?

In the instance of the contract between the Cuban Government
and the Defense Supplies Corporation, what individuals were re-
sponsible for the inclusion of the provision that one-third of the
sugar crop was to be delivered in the form of invert molasses?
What are the corporate alliances or interests of these individuals?

Are these interests present or represented in sections of the
War Production Board which have jurisdiction or influence over-

Mr. BpLwJsKLE (interposing). May I interrupt just a minutes
Have you an extra copy of that?

Mr.'HoLtcom. I don't have one with me.
The CHAIRUAN. I will see that one is mailed you Sir.
Mr. BULW xKLr. I think it would be a good idea, when anybody

has a written statement before the committee, that copies b fur-
nished the members of the committee.

The CHAIR34AN. I think that is a good idea.
Mr. Hotto.in (continuing). Since it has been impossible to secure

decisions or agreements to promulgate corrective measures in the
sugar order, as amended, from the chief of the sugar section directly,
through what channels do such recommendations have to pass for
final approval?

Has it been as easy to Secure Government loans for the erection
of beet-sugar refineries as for the erection of cane-sugar refineries?

I should like the committee to understand that the above points
should not in any manner be construed as %viled accusations by the
small business section of the Antitrust Division. We have no au-
thority or intention-

Mr. BurwixKt (interposing). Just. a minute, right there. You
say you would like it not to be construed, but, yet your entire
inference is that you want it construed that way.

Mr. Houv2nmi. Major, I will have to:let the individual members
of the committee draw their own inferences. All I can do is to
make a statement. I repeat, I should like the committee to under-
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stand that the above points should not in any manner be construed
as veiled accusations by the small business section of the Antitrust
Division. We have no authority or intention to review or criticize
what has or has not bee-n done in the handling of the sugar order.

We have received, however, hundreds of complaints from all
classes of small business enterprises affected by this order, as well
as the consuming public. The points of inquiry that I have outlined
are the result of summarimng statements, accusations, allegations,
and suspicions expresed in lih complaints we have received.

Mr. PwonsER. Are we to take it fliat the reason you are here is
because you feel that these complaints lave some justice

Mr. Hocoxs. I wouldn't want to say that at all, Mr. Ploeser.
Understand, we have literally between four and five hundred letters
and visits and memorandums'from individuals, groups of individuals,
small business firms, and others who have written the sugar section,
who have written the 0. P. A. section and what not, outlining and
explaining this inequality.

Many of them have been down to Washington, and they have
visited these people.

A certain group of them-and I believe the gentleman is down here
to testify when your committee is ready for him-went down to the
Sugar Section of the War Production Board several weeks before the
order was drawn up, and helped them in planning it, pointing out this,
that, and the other thing, t iat if they would put this in or put that
in, there would be less suffering, less inequality on the part of the
independent wholesaler, the independent food dealer, the independent
processors of sugar, such as your bottlers and your candy stores, and
what not.

However, some very salient points which these representatives of
small business enterprise emphasized and tried to get across were
approved by the Sugar Boar-d, I am told-that is, the Sugar Sec-
tion-but it appears that the Sugar Section did not have the final word
in writing the order. At least, those points were not included.

Mr. H.Lt. Your statement, I think, Mr. Holcomb, without regard
to what vou indicate as your desire that it not be construed as draw.
ing some inferences, does draw some inferences, but are we to under-
stand from what you are now saying that the suggestions that you
have made, after all, are a summary of some of the complaints that
have been made to 'our section I

Mr. Hoco3t. ThNat is all they are.
I have nei*r visited the War Production Board Sugar Section. 1

have never talked about the thing directly. These people come by
here and want to know who to see, and I tell them to see this man
and the other man.

Mr. IAuT.. Your section of the Antitrust Division has to do with
small busine ss?

Mr. torcoa. That is right.
Mr. HAL, But I take it. your functions are wrapped up with the

dominant functions of the Antitrust Division which is to prosecute
for violations of the antitrust law I
I Mr. HnLcOm. That is true, but we have made no investigation
alon& the line of whether or not the antitrust law has been violated
in this instance. We are not interested in that.
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Mr. HALL. That is what I was coming to; whether or not you
have found anything that would justify prosecution.

Mr. HoLo.Aim. We have not, and I am suie we have no intention
of taking those steps unless some other agency of the Government-
unless this committee of Congres s, for instance--would a-k that such
action be taken.

The CISRSAN. Since Mr. Wickard is here, and you will be avail-
able later, will it be satisfactory to withhold cross-examination until
we hear Mr. Wickard?

Mr. H.ALL. Yes: it would be all right.
Mr. HoLoM,%. I do plan to be out of town a few days. I will be

available about Friday.
(Discussion off the record.)
(The following table was presented by Mr. Iolcomb to be in-

corporated into the record:)

Consumption of sugar and number o1 establishment and employees of Proup
using or distributing sugar

g j- Percent Number of em )os

Consumers and distributors of sugar in ob39 I
(thousand sugar coo- ments In averagee

aottons) sumsed 1939 fortheyear)

industrial consumers o r ....
Break and bakety pro ................... a7n & 9 Id s9 30e,
Conkt nery and related products ............... t .4 1,315 ft. g31
Csnning and preserving .......................... 300 4.7 2,72S 114,843Flavor trat and struM' beverages:

N .. .. ....... 234 3.7 4.M 21.26Alcoboli .................................. $ .2 1,011 48
Dairy products .................. .................. 1 S .8 9.33 50. 75
Met pecking ................................... 6 .4 .53 131. T7M
Grain-mill Peoducts .--............................. .4 3,674 #&,339
Tobacco ...................................... 21 .3 763 87,5S5
Food.% not eewbere las 4ed ..................... }23 1.9 94 62 36.104

Total tor Industrial use s ......................... Z272 3&.2 3 047S 83N,687
Nonlndustrial consumers of sugar:

Restaurants ani other eating plaos ....................................... 19. 79 501.64
Drinking places with meas ....................... ..... ............ 82.310 19
Drug stores with fountains ........................................ . 452 154 36

Distri utors of s :Whoesl trade:'
Service and limltedunctlon wboesalera:*

Groceries (general line) .92..................... ............ 5......... &94 ,'
Groceries and foods (specialty lines) ........ ............ ......... 045 81.95

Agents and brokers: Grooeres and foods (spe-
dasy lines) ------------------------- ----- ,--29 -- ,183

Food a om........... ---------.. .----------------- ----------- 798442
General stores (ih food) ................................ ............ 39 90701

Totl for household, restaurant, and other
users ....................................... 4,128 64. I .......................

To ' sugarc #Wso.................... 16o txo .... -.-.......Totl fo usr an disrbtr o ...ar.........................6.963 ,'94
.. . ..... ...... 0 %S % 0% 4

'The number of estalsbments and emp.oyees represent the total number reported for ech group; In
the rae of Islustrtal users and distributors It Is Important to realize that not all of the establishments may
we or distribute sugar.

'Data for Industrial users represent the number of wge earners oy.
ISugar salsl represent from 81to 12 percent t the total dollar sales ~Tyicpla)ll-line grocey wholesalers,

acoedfg to the D~epartent of Commerce study Effective GroceryW IoWessling.
'Suam ses represent 2 o 3 percent d the ta dollar saes of independent serice retail grocers.

(Witness excused.)
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DEPATMnENT OF JUSTICE,
Washington, March 19. 1942.

Hon. WRIOHT PATMArS,
Chairman of the Select Commillee to Conduct a Study and Surrey of the

National Defense Program in its Relation to Small Businesses of the
United States, Washington, D. 0.

DAR' MR. PATMAN: I note that on March 16, Mr. Guy iolcomb, head of the
Small Business Section of my Division, testified before your committee. Ills
testimony consisted largely of conclusions which were not supported by any
evidence. While he stated that "we have no authority or Intention to review
or criticize what has, or has not been done In the handling of the sugar
order," nevertheless be made statements which by Inferences could be con-
strued as criticism.

Inasmuch as Mr. Iolcomb was appearing ostensibly as the head of the Small
Business Section of the Antitrust Division, I think I have the right to request
that his testimony be stricken from the record in its entirety, since It Is Im-
posslb.e to clearly differentiate portions In which critical Inferences are made
and the statements of fact.

The Small Business Section has been set up not to criticize other anoncies
of the Government, but to cooperate with them. It attempts to present to
those agencies cases where small businessmen have been discriminated against
so that those agencies themselves may exercise their Judgment and apply their
own policies after the facts have been investigated. It Is an attempt to put
the investigating facilities of Ihe Antitrust Division at the service of other
agencies of Government and, also, to provide small businessmen with an inde-
pendent representative to aid them who can present cases which appear on
their face to be meritorious.

Obviously if the Small Business Unit exercels its functions in such a way
as to attempt to overrule or to criticize the decisions of other agencies its use-
fulness as a representative of small business would be at an end. Not only is
It important that the Small Business Unit not criticize directly; it should not
criticize by inference. Its position in presenting a case before a defense agency
is similar to the position of an attorney before a court. Such an attorney is
under obligation to present the facts fairly and clearly, but as an officer of the
court he has no right to criticize its decision or its method of conducting Its
procedure.

Mr. Holcomb's testimony should be stricken not only because it wes beyond
the scope of his authority, but also for the reason that it consists in Inferences
without supporting evidence. It Is the duty of the Antitrust Division never to
permit any of its representatives to make Inferences without supporting testi-
mony, even if acting within their proper function.

Very truly yours,
TURUMAn AsNwOw.

Assistant Attorney General.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLAUDE R. WICKARD, SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE

The CHAIRMAN. Give your name and official position and address
to the reporter, please.

Mr. WICKARD. Claude R. Wickard, Secretary of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C.

The CAIRMIAN. Mr. Secretary, we have asked you here to enlighten
us on the sugar question.

There have been many complaints on the floor of the House and
throughh the public press about the sugar situation, many people
claiming that there is no shortage at all, and others claim.
i -g that they are wasting sugar for purposes that we could
us% other products for, and there is such a difference of opinion
among the peple on it that the committee was asked to go into
it, and anything you can tell us to enlighten us on the entire situa-
tion would be very much appreciated.
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Mr. WxcKAm. I think I could say that there is room for a dif-
ference of opinioh concerning the amount of sugar to be available,
and what might be done to alleviate any shortages.

There are so many factors that are unknown, no one can tell us
today how much sugar we are going to get in from Hawaii, or even
from Cuba, because there is a question of shipping, and I think
that is something no one today can forecast.

Another factor .now that we didn't see a few weeks ago is getting
the tankers to bring molasses from Cuba to eastern ports for distilla.
tion into alcohol.

Another problem, of course, is how can we substitute grain alcohol
for the alcohol made from molasses, and there are so many prob-
lems involved in that.

One problem of course, is the converting of present distilling
equipment so that it will make 190-proof Wlohof, instead of the
140-pioof alcohol which it now can make.
' Another factor is the transportation-I am talking about rail-
road transportation. I don't know how many tank -cars may be
made available.

Now, the demand situation is another difficult problem; how much
sugar we are going to send to Russia no one knows. That depends
on how many ships will be available for taking sugar to Russia,
and how much sugar they want. The same thing is more or less
true of Great Britain.

So, I think that when anybody asks you for a definite statement
and figure concerning the amount of sugar that will be available,
and how nearly it meets the demand, he will just have to offer you
something based upon estimates--estimates which include factors
which cannot be foreseen for any length of time.

There is also one other thing I should mention, and that is the
question of how much sugar our people would take if they were
given all the sugar they wanted.

Now, Jast year our sugar consumption of this country-I should
say, rierhaps, disappearance in this country-was the greatest on
reco l.

Mr. BuLwINUm How many tons was it?
Mr. Wicnme. About 1,20000 tons more than normal disappeared

last year.
How much of that disappeared by stock piling or piling up

reserves In industrial plants, and how much disappeared in con-
sumers' own reserves, don't know whether anybody can give you
an estimate of that or not, but there was a large amount of piling
up of sgar beyond the everyday needs.

The CinmAN. Now, do you think there is any real hoarding
going on Mr. Secretary?.

Mr. Wxicx a. Well, I don't think there is too much hoarding
going on now, because the sugar isn't available.

The CmMw w. Well, what I mean is: Do you think they have
hoarded sugar in the " . and now have it on hand ?
. Mr. WickAn. I think there is quite a little sugar that has been
stored up ahead of immediate requirements.
, May.I make one other statement here and that is: We have a very
larye consumer buying power -in this country which might go to

- j'
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sugar--candy, cakes, ice creams, and things like that-in unprece-
dented amounts, so what our consumption in this country would
be if there were no restrictions, I think would be another problem.
So when anybody tries to make the statement that they know there
are or are not going to be shortages, you have to ask a lot of ques-
tions, and then I think you can't make a definite statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Like the rubber situation, we didn't know that
these islands were going to be taken so quickly, and many people
thought we would have sufficient rubber.

Mr. WICKArD. No, sir; we didn!-jyoree thatU.&, year ago I think
we had an extra million tons .frr in reserve.

Is that right, Mr. Bernsr"t"t
Mr. BERNHARVr. Yesjtr.
Mr. WICKARD. Yo(an see how quick ba icture chai i.
Mir. KELLY. Wha ave we at reseR time, r. Wicka
Mr. WicKARD. Cdn you tell V o uch ugar have at the

ent time? r han,
Mr. BIJFRN AR. On han.Vte? V

Mr. W1IciwuZ Do you inc u e visibt as ell as the---.
Mr. KELLY (ihterposin.). Well, far as ca calc ated. .
Mr. IBEiNHAr. We wj be gl o in t rd complete.

tabulation sho ing visibj di v 'b , l ma areas.Mr. IV cK. I think t wot I e ~f euld in&ke a study
of that. I I _

Mr. B iA . They a a rs 0eet. an
Mir. Kuy. at er beet amou

to yearly in this auntr y
Mr A Cw at is7, it?,

Mr. BBHADR D. bout a qu
Mr. WICKARD. A t; 25 percotf.tougJotal gumption
Mr. BIRNART. Y •
Mr. KmlLy. Twenty-, reent, is it?
Mr. WicKARD. Yes sir.
Mr. KtLLY. Isn't die an e I mote the grow-

ing of beet sugar in this country no, ii.started a year ago I
Mr. WicKAaa. Yes, sir. We are encouraging the growing o beet

sugar in this country so far as the capacity of the processors will
permit.

Now, to say thatwe ought to increase greatly, our production 6f
beets in this country without taking into consideration how much
cpacity is available for processing of beets, of course, would be
foolish, and there the problem I tAin is largely getting the steel
and copper and other things that you have to have for additional
sugar beet plants, but in the Department- of Agriculture we are
encouraging the growing of sugar beets all we can. ,

There is a problem the farmers have, and that is obtaining labor.
There is a lot of labor involved in sugar beet production, as you
know.

And, of course, there is one other thing that Is involved; there
are a number of other crops which are higher priced than usual,
and he is faced with the question of which would'be more profitable
to him, but sugar prices and sugar terms to farmers, including the
payments, are much more attractive than they were-a year ago.

The CHAIRMAx. Are you through?
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Mr. Knzy. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRIAx. For the record, Mr. Wickard, what was the pro-

duction last year in the United States?
Mr. WrcxARD. Can you give us that [addressing Mr. Bernhardt] I
We have a statement here which we submitted to the House Ap.

propriations Subcommittee on Agriculture, and I think we have to
refer to that statement.

I wouldn't want to make a statement in conflict with that, you see
The CIIAIRMAN. You know, there is some valuable information that

goes in these committee hearings, but they are not widely available tothe public.
There are only a very few copies made, and the distribution is very

much limited, ind it would be very helpful to bring out that in-
formation.

Mr. WCxCAmi . You are asking-
Mr. BuLwwiNiL (interposing). What was the production in the

United States last year of cane sugar and of beet sugar?
Mr. WicKA%. Cane and beet?
Mr. BEiRNIIAiy. The last beet crop was about. 1,550,000 short tons

raw value and the cane production was 450,000 tons.
Mr. BULWiNKLE. How much was imported from the Philippines?
Mr. BmR-IIARR. From the Philippines in the calendar year 1940,

approximately 850,000 tons.
Mr. BULWINKLE. How much from Hawaii?
Mr. BnENIIARD. Hawaii, approximately 900,000 tons; Puerto Rico,

980,000 tons; Peru 150,000 tons and other foreign countries-
Mr. ButwiNjKLE (interposing. How about Cuba?
Mr. BiiNIIAmr. Cuba, 2,00,000 tons. This is for the calendar

year 1941-I said 1940. I believe; it should be 1941; last year.
Mr. PLoESER. Cuba was what?
Mr. BERNHART. 2,700,000 tons. May I submit a table for the

recordI
Mr. Bu LINKL. How much of this sugar remains in Cuba today

that we have contracted for?
Mr. BENHAAIYr. Practically the entire crop. The movement in

the first few months has been rather light-about 280,000 tons, I think,
came in prior to March 1, and very little has been shipped abroad, so
that practically the entire crop-

Mr. BuLWINKLE (interposing). Is awaiting shipment?
Mr. BERNHAWT (continuing). Is awaiting shipment. It is reach-

ing the peak of production now.
Mr. BuLWNxrL. That is, then, about 2,800,000 tons?
Mr. BJn RNAurr. No, sir. The crop is estimated to total enough

to make 4,20,000. tons of sugar--or molasses equivalent.
Mr. Wiciww. You see, quite a little of it goes to the United King-

dom directly, and to other nations in the south Central American
countries.

Mr. BULWNI. What I want to get for the record: How much
do we have in Cuba that is not available for shipment at the present
time?

Mr. VWIXARD. That is available for shipment?
Mr. BULWINiKL1. That is there, but we can't get it at the present

time in Cubat
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Mr. BERNHARDr. Well this is a bad date to take, because it is the
peak of the crop. In the next 2 months most of the crop will be
made.

If you mean stocks at the present time, let us say a third of the crop
has been made, of which probably 300,000 tons have been shipped, so
you might say at the moment there are about 700,000 tons of sugar in
Cuba, but there is going to be a couple million more made in the next
2 months.

Mr. BULTWINKLa.. I ant not talking about the speculative--what is in
the future- am talking about what is there now.

Mr. WCKARD. Are you talking about what is awaiting shipment,
a&signed to somebody?

Mr. BULWINKLY. Yes.
Mr. WICKARD. We bought the entire Cuban crop. Part is allocated

in Cuba for sale to some of the nearby areas.
Mr. BULWINKLE. How much of that Cuban sugar crop have you

allocated to Great BritainI
Mr. BERNHARDT. I don't believe i4 definite allocation has been made.

I believe that is still a pending matter, but it is commonly assumed
that it will be about 500,000 tons for the United Kingdom and Canada.

In prior years the United Kingdom plus the rest of the world out.
side tAe Unifed States had a quota, under the international sugar
agreement, of a million tons. A million tons used to leave Cuba for
other countries than the United States of which about half a million
tons were for Great Britain.

Mr. BULWuNKuE. And how much do you estimate the shortage of
sugar is in the United States at the present time?

Mr. WicKmtD. Well, as I said awhile ago, baped upon consumption
figures, and how much has to be set aside for various uses, it is awfully
difficult to answer that.

Mr. BERNISARur. I should Put it this way, Mr. Secretary: If we
had uncontrolled distribution of sugar, as we had last year, there is no
limit to the possible shortage, because there is no limit, really, to the
amount people will take in times like these, especially. the manufac-
turers of articles that sell for a nickel and are fearful of the future,
fearful they would not get sugar at the price that would enable them
to sell their article at 5 cents.

Just last year there was a disappearance of 1,200,000 tons above
normal. This year there might be a disappearance of 2,500,000 tons
more than normal. But if you had a controlled distribution I think
you could say, Mr. Chairman, that you would have enough sugar,
with limitation on the industries, as we had in the last war, and some
limitation on the sales to householders to meet fairly normal r'quire-
ments, if marine shipping facilities and inland transportation facili-
ties are available.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, what do you call a controlled distribution?
What part? What do you mean by it?

Mr. BERNIAIDMT. Well, practically every other country in this war,
so far as I know-whether it is a sugar-exporting country or a sugar.
importing country-has rationing control of some kind.

Now some of it takes the form of rationin actual householders,
as in dreat Britain, and Germany, or Italy. sometimess it takes the
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form of mere limitation of sales. In the last war we found it neces-
sary to adopt a certificate plan under the Food Administration, under
which less essential industries were cut in their usage a certain per-
centage, and the industries that were determined to be essential were
not cut so much, and then the housewives' consumption was con-
trolled through the retailers.

Air. BuawijKt. Well, how much have you controlled that distri-
bution for this present war now?

Air. BEiNHAsYr. Well, that is not under the jurisdiction of this
department. That is under the War Production Board.

Mr. BULWINKLE How much has it been controlled?
Mr. BEFNITARI)T. Under M-55 the general standard has been 80

percent of a past period. There has been a us. ,e of 80 percent of
the corresponding months of 1940 or '41, generally speaking. That
is a 20-percent. cut,

Mr. BULWJNKLB That is for the individual householder and for
the industry

Mr. BERNUARvr. That is industrial use. M-55 merely covered de-
liveries.

Now, the retailer simply distributed the stocks he had from time
to time, and he also received, roughly, 80 percent of his past supply,
except in some areas of the country where I believe the amount was
considerably less, because the refineries didn't have enough for larger
deliveries.

Mr. BULwINKM. That was in the New England States, wasn't it?
Mr. BERNIIARr. Primarily northeast.
Mr. BuLWiNKLa And that was due largely to the lack of ship-

ments of sugar from Cuba to the port of Boston, wasn't it?
Air. BERNiAIUrr. I don't think-
Mr. BuLwiNKLm (interposing). On account of the lack of ship-

ping?
Mr. BEmINHARur. There has been a lack of shipping, but I am not

certain it is any worse for Boston than for some other ports. The
basic difficulty, I presume, may be said to have arisen from the very
large and excessive distribution of last year, so that there wasn't
enough stock in the intervening period between crops.

Mr. BULW1NxLE. Does anyone in the Department of Agriculture,
Mr. Wickard, sit with the War Production Board in the allocation?

Mr. WICKAnD. No, sir; I don't think so. I am informed by Mr.
Bernhardt that we have a man who sits with the W. P. B. Sugar Sec-
tion in an advisory capacity.

Mr. BuLwmNxi Well, did the man who sits with them in an ad-
visory capacity report back anything wrong with this allocation order
under i-551

Mr. WICKARn. That was not reported to me. I didn't hear about it,
Mr. BuLwVNKLr. Has he any connection at all with the sugar in-

dustryt
Mr. WIcxAR.D, No sir
Mr. BULWINKLE All right.
The CHAIRMAN. Had you finished your statement, Mr. Wickard I
Mr. Wictxau. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions, gentlemen of the committee?
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Mr. KELLY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Wickard a ques-
tion.

The CIFAMMA. Go right ahead.
Mr. Knumv. What percentage of this sugar is going into distilleries

at the present time?
Mr. WicKAR. What percentage of the Cuban sugar?
Mr. KELLY. All sugar.
Mr. WICKARD. All sugar?
Mr. KELLY. Yes.
Mr. WICKARID. Well, I don't know. At present, I think-perhaps

I could answer your question by saying: I believe there was about
1,000,000 tons of Cuban sugar-the equivalent of 1,000,000 tons of
Cuban sugar--set aside for the production of industrial alcohol.

Mr. KELLY. I think it would be fine if this committee had some
statistics in the record on all those users of sugar, along that line.

We might like to know just what portion is being utilized for that
purpose.Mr. WICKAPD. I believe that the War Production Board people

could give you more up-to-date and more accurate information on that
than I.

Mr. KELLx. Many substitutes could be used for sugar for that
purpose.

Mr. WICKARD. Then, again, there is a question of getting the equip-
ment in these plants to use substitutes, such as grain.

There has been a large conversion of all the plants which can make
190-proof alcohol into the industrial alcohol for war and military
purposes, but it takes quite a little equipment to change a plant over,
which is not now equipped to make the 190-proof acohol.

Mr. KELLY. And that comes solely under the supervision of the
War Production Board?

Mr. WICKAnD. Yes, sir.
Mr. KELLY. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fitzgerald?
Mr. FrrzcEDw. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions I
Mr. BULWINKLE. Just let me ask you one question: How much

corn sugar is being made now?
Mr. WICKABD. How much corn sugar? Do you know how much

corn "sugar is being made (addressing Mr. Bernhardt]I
I can t answer you. Maybe we better get that for the record.
The greatest opportunity, of course, as I see it) is to use grain for

making alcohol, rather than making corn sugar.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Yes, but I was wondering also, Mr. Secretary,

if the corn sugar could not be used for the soft drinks.
Mr. WICKARD. Yes.
Mr. BuLWi.KLE. And various other thingAl
Mir. WICKAPM. It can be used, but again there is a limit of capacity-

not a limit on the amount of grain-that we have available for pro-
duction of corn sugar.

I mean we have got much more than they will be able to process.
That is true, not only of corn, but of wheat, Wheat is an excel.

lent grain for production of alcohol.
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The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions, gentlemen?
Mr. PwEsER. I have a question.
The CIUuMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. Pwnonsm. You gave us the 1941 figures for the crops of beet

sugar and cane sugar in the United States. Have you the 1940
figures?

Mir. BERNHIARDT. 191
Mr. PwoszR. Yes.
Mr. B E.RN.IDT. Yes. I can give you a cycle of years.
Mr. PLEsER. I would like to have 1940.
Mr. WICKARD. Cane and beet?
Mir. BERNHARrr. 1,850,000 tons for beet sugar and about 450,000

tons for cane.
Mr. PoEsm. In other words, cane remained at anout a level?
Mr. BNHARmr. Yes. We had 2 bad years.
AMr. PwEsER. Why was there a reduction in the beet sugar? There

was about a 300,000-ton reduction in the year 1940.
Mr. BEmRNIARDT. Perhaps I had better give you the figures more

accurately from the official reports: 1910 production of sugar, 336,000
tons.

Mr. PiOESR. Cane?
Mr. Ba uAnwyr. Cane.
Mr. PwsmEn. Sugarcane.in 1940?
Air. BERNHARiyD. Was 360,000 tons.
Mr. Pwzsma. And in 1941 it was 450,000?
Mr. BE.RNHARm. 450,000.
Mr. P r . And beet?
Air. BERnAmm. Beet-sugar production in 1940, one million-thatis approximately correct-one million-
Mr. WICKARD. One million what I
Mr. BERNHARDT. 180,000 tons.
Mr. P~o rsr. I notice cane increased and beet decreased '40 to '41.
Mr. BERNHARDr. That is right.
Mr. Pwr=ss. What were the causes of that?
Mr. BERNHARDr. That was pursuant to the Sugar Act of 1937,

under which the acreage with respect to which payments were made,
was established at the amount required under the law, to meet the
quota, plus normal carry-over.

Mr. Pw Esm. We reduced the acreage on beet?
Mr. WCmKAD. Yes, sir; in '41.
Mr. PrEsms. And increased it on cane?
Mr. WicAm.D. The change was due to crop failures in 1940-41.
Mr. Pw zsim. On cane?Mr. Wimmm.a. On cane, yes.
Mr. BRNICKAMR. The 'proportionate share" vcreage total in con-

tinental cane was not mkde In either year on account. of the freeze.
Mr. PL*EsER. Was there any attemp made in 1941 to increase our

sugar production in the States?
Mr. IJERNHARDr. As far as it could be, under the law.
Mr. P~ozsR. Did your Departmenti at any time make any at-

tempt whatever to bring about the increase in sugar production
during the year 1941?
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Mr. B11RIAaDr. Well, the sugar program itself exists for no other
purpose primarily than to make possible the maintenance of domestic
production.

In the case of sugar there is a protection in the act in the form
of a tax-payment program.

Payments are made to producers to enable them to produce sugar
beets or sugarcane, because, at the level of world price which prevails
for sugar, and has prevailed during the last 8 years, it wouldn't be
possible to produce sugar in the United States.

Mr. PioEsER. That is what I wanted to get correcL
Mr. BERNIARTyr. These payments have been made to maintain

production and to enable growers to meet certain conditions specified
in the act,

One is that they pay certain wages to labor, (2) that they do not
employ child labor, (3) that they fulfill certain conditions with re-
spect to soil conservation practices--these conditions in the act--so
that the whole program served to maintain and encourage the pro-
duction of sugar beets, within the act's limitations.

Mr. WICKARD. And that program is in effect At the present time.
I think, if it were not for the program I would say that our sugar

production this year would decrease. That is the point-because
of the competitive situation, that we could not, because of this pro-
grain, compete with the lower price sugar which will be made avail-
able to us.

Mr. PLOESER. Another point I wanted to get at, Mr. Secretary, is
this: That during the year 1941, when it was very plain to all of us
that we would eventually get into this war, if not at one side then
at the other, did we do anything in the Department of Agriculture
to attempt to increase the production of sugar in the States, either
beet or caneI

Mr. WcK,%iRn. Except to carry on the program as authorized by
law.

Mr. PwyuSEzR. You made no attempt to recommend to the Congress
that we increase the program?

Mr. WicK.mD. No, sir. I don't think we made any recommenda-
tion to increase the program more than what the act provides--in-
crease the production any more than what the act provides.

Mr. PwEsER. The reason I asked that was because there was one
thing we could foresee; of all the maze of things that have happened
that we could not foresee there was one thing we could: That when
we did eventually get into war, that shipping would be greatly re-
duced, from the standpoint of imports, because we wouldnaturally
be using the greater part of available shipping to carry munitions,
and that. was bound to curtail such imports as sugar; that was in-
evitable.

Mr. WICKARD. I think that a year ago that question was being de-
bated by a lot of people: Whether we were going to get into war or
not.

I mean, it was impossible to foresee at that time what the situation
was, especially as no one felt we would have any trouble in bringing
in Cuban sugar.

The ChAIRAN. Members of Congress could foresee the situation
just as much as the Department of Agriculture.
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Mr. PnEsmu. Well, we are not denying that they didn't.
The CHAIRMAN. You say that equipment and machines represent

the bottleneck between the corn and the industrial alcoholI
Mr. WIcxADV. Yes, sir. I think that is true. However, at the pres-

ent time there is one suggestion that has been studied, I understand,
which will permit the taking of the alcohol from the low-proof dis-
tilling plants and sending it to be redistilled into the higher proof in
the plants that are equipped to do that sort of thing.

Perhaps that mig it be one solution to getting a greater produc-
tiQn of alcohol, high-test alcohol, from grains.

Now, there, I should say, of course, is a matter of reshipment and
transportation, and all those things, but perhaps there may be some
possibility there.

I am informed by Mi. Nelson that about all the equipment which
can be used for making high-test alcohol is now being used, and it is
a difficult problem of supplying the equipment which will be neces-
sary to convert the low-test plants into high-test plants.

The CHAIRMAN. I wanted to ask you some questions about the
amount of sugar that is being used for beverage purposes. However,
we have Mr. Moffat here, of the War Production Board, and I
imagine he would know more about that particular point, would he
not, Mr. Wickardt

Mr. WIicKAiD. Yes, sir, I think so.
The CIAunIRzza. Any other questions, gentlemen?
No response.)

Afr. WicKARD. Mr. Bernhardt would like to make one statement.
The CHAIURAN. Go ahead.
Mr. BERNJIARDT. One statement I would like to make: I believe

the question was raised as to whether or not our contact officer on
the War Production Board was connected with the industry.

I want to point out that, under the Sugar Act, no man can be
employed in the Sugar Division who has such connection or has
any ownership of securities--

Mr. BULWINKLE (interposing). I wanted to clear you of any
inferences that mi.ht be passing around here.

Mr. WwcKAPD. Not only that, but those who have been in the De.
partment can't confer with people in the Department for 2 years,
if they are employed, after they leave the Department, by people
interested in the sugar industry.

Mr. BERNHARIM. In order that the record may be complete: There
is a statement which appears in the Department's record on the
House agricultural appropriation bill, which I don't think I need
repeat, in which I think tie efforts of the administration, along the
lines questions were raised, are set forth.

For example at the beginning of last year, because of the over-
mhelming surplus of sugar in all the arejs supplying the United
States market last year, the Cuban producers had decided to produce
about 2,000O0O. tons of sugar.

The administration, particularly the R. F. C., took action so that
under a loan arrangement an additional 400,000 tons of sugar was
produced which would otherwise not have been produced in Cuba,
and that became available to us at the end of last year.
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At the time of planting, the time of cultivating of all areas in
production last year, every area except one area was so overburdened
with stock that they were all reluctant to produce any more, but this
measure was taken by the administration.

Mr. PwLon. The reason I asked the question was that it was
plain, in 1911, when so niany members of the Cabinet were advo-
cating going to war, that. we would eventulRly get there, so we should
have been planning ahead for shortages.

Mr. BULWNKL.E. Just a minute here.
Mr. FiV.IAI.D.ia. Maybe they were right in their judgment and

other Members of Congress couldn't see it.
Mr. P oEsFR. I wouldn't comment on whether they were right

or wrong; I commented on their advocacy.
Mr. BUVLWINKLE. Mr. Chairman I don't want to comment on the

Members of Congress and how they voted in the past, but I can
do it.

Mr. WICK Utw. Thank you, sir.
The CiimiM.wN. Thanl you.
(Witness excu.ed.)The CIIATR.I. x. Mr. AMoffat.

STATEMENT OF FRASER H. MOFFAT, CHIEF, ALCOHOL SECTION,
WAR PRODUCTION BOARD

The ('Jir.nM.%-x. Give your name please, and position, and address,
to the repor t er. I

Mr. M0kTAT. Fraser Moffat. I am Chief of the Industrial Al-
cohol Unit of the War Production Board, Chemicals Branch.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Moffat, do you have control over the sugar
section of the War Production Boaid I

Mr. MOFAT. No, sir. I have nothing to do with the sugar section.
The CIIAIRMAN. Do you have anything to do with the industrial

alcoholI
Mr. MorFAT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you like to make a statement in advance

of any questions the committee members may want to ask youI
Mr. MOFFAT. I would like to; yes sir.
The CHAMMAN. You may proe.
Mr. MOrFAT. There has been a good deal of discussion about the

industrial alcohol situation, and I think it would be well to point
out exactly how much is needed and where it is coming from.

Our estimates of the amount of alcohol required for the year 1942
have been, all along, 2765000,000 gallons.

The CHAIRMAN. For what purposes will this industrial alcohol be
usedI

Mr. MOFFAT. The use of that amount of alcohol is divided as fol-
lowai:

First, for consumption in smokeless powder plants, 35,000,000
gallons.

Other requirements, direct Army and Navy of 15,000,000 gallons.
Requirements for lend-lease, 20,000,000 gallons.
Requirements for use as a raw material in essential chemical man-

ufacture, 70,000,000 gallons.
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We have set aside as necessary to take care of antifreeze require.
ments, assuming that other antifreeze ingredients will not be avail-
able, 60,000,000 gallons.

Other essential civilian uses, 75,000,000 gallons.
The CHARMAN. Would you break that down for us?
Mr. MforrAT. I do not have it further broken down, but it goes

into such things as making resins and plastics and thinners for
shellac, paints, varnishes, a 1 of which you can call semiessentials

That, in any event, is the balance of the demand which we have
set up.

Now, in order to take care of that demand, ordinarily we get about
80 percent of our alcohol production from molasses, the balance of
it comes from ethylene gas, which comes as a result of cracking
operations in the manufacture of gasoline.

At the time when I started to work for the War Production
Board, we expected to get about two hundred to two hundred twenty
million gallons from synthetic sources. It soon became apparent
that we were oing to'need to cut down on that molasses and get
alcohol from other sources of supply.

Before the declaration of war, the balance was set up at roughly
175,000,000 gallons from molasses, 55,000,000 from synthetic souices,
45,000,000 from grain. a i

As soon as we entered the war, it became apparent that we would
have to cut that alcohol from molasses still further:

First, on account of tle sugar which it used up and second on
account of the po.ible shortage of shipping to bring the molasses
into the country.

Our present practice has now further reduced the alcohol from
molasses to 150,000,000 gallons, the synthetic supply still remains at
55,000,000 gallons; and our grain program has reached 70,000,000
gallons.

We anticipate that by means of several ways which we have in
mind that our eventual program will end up making a hundred
millioii gallons of alcohol from black strap molas es, 90,00,000 gal-
lon i from so-called high wines which is low-proof alcohol produced
in beverage distilleries, 65,000.000 from synthetic sources, and a hun-
dred million gallons from high proof direct from gralin. That gives
us a total of 355,000,000 gallons of alcohol.

This program will need no new plants, but it does require legisla-
tion which is now before the Congress.

In explaining this eventual program, let me point out that this
eventual hundred million gallons from black strap molasses comes
from a source which does not affect the amount of sugar available
for human consumption.

Blackstrap molasses is a byproduct from the manufacture of sugar.
It comes from the CaribbeAi -area; it also tomes from Mexico; it
comes from the United States and we anticipate that this eventual
program of ours will require no sugar whatsoever to make alcohol.

Mr. PLOEsR. How soon will you arrive at that point in the
program I . I

Mr. MorrAT. We are going at it just as fast as we can. It is now a
matter of conservation-well, first, legislation; second, to equip and
select these high wines plants-that is, whisky plants, if you will-
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which are capable of making the highest proof, and the nearest to
centers where we can redistill the alcohol to the strength at which it
must be used.

Mr, Pw rsan. Do you imagine you will arrive at that point within
6 months?

Mr. MOyrAT. I imagine we will arrive at that point by the end
of the year. At least, we will get to that rate. But when you take
the fact that the beverage industry is not equipped to make indus-
trial alcohol; has never ieen equipped to do it; is not ready to ship
in bulk; has no storage capacity at the producing plant, and you
are putting them into a business that requires 200,000,000 gallons,
roughly, sh ipments, annually, it is quite a problem and taking it
away from other plants at the same time.

In other words, you are knocking them out of their regular busi-
ness and putting then into another business.

The CHAIRMAN. How much sugar is being used now for beverage
purposes, like Coca-Cola and Dr. Pepper?

Mr. MOFFAT. I don't know anything about that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is sugar being used now to make alcohol for bever-

age purposes?
Mr. MorFAT. There is some sugar now being used. At first con-

templation it a feared, as I spoke of this program way back
in the middle of last year, it looked as though we would need a
million two hundred thousand tons of sugar from Cuba in the
form of invert molasses to meet our program. That was subse-
quently reduced to a million long tons.

The CHAIRMA,. How much of that was alcohol for consumption,
beverage purposes?

Mr. MOFFAT. None for beverage.
The CJIAIRMAx. None for beverages
Mr. MOFFAT. No, sir. That million long tons has now been re-

duced-at least, the War Production Board has gone on record
with the Defense Supplies Corration to reduce t.L. amount of
sugar set aside in Cuba for a million long tons to 700,000 long tons,
and further reduction will be made in that as fast as may be possible.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know who earmarked one-third of the
available supply, or about f"30,000 tons, of Cuban sugar as een-
tiaIly for conversion to industrial alcohol for war requirements?

Mr. MOFrAT. I had nothing to do with that, sir.
The CHAImwAN. Did you have any dealings with the grain dis-

tilleries in regard to tlie offer of their plants for use in making
alcohol from corn and grain?

Mr. MoFFAT. Yes, sir; I had to do with that-at the time.
As explained, I have been working with them and converting

their plants as rapidly as possible.
The CHAIRMAN. Wis a loan asked fof by the Gulf Distilling Co.

of New Orleans?
Mr. MoFrAT. The Reconstruction Fimiance Corporation called me

up and aid that the Gulf Distilling Corporation had applied to
them for a loan to cover grain handling equipment at their plant
in New Orleans.

I said that we were not advocating any loans for adding grain
handling equipment at the present time, because--

1497--12-vol. t---42
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The CIIAIRMIA (interpsing). Have you -
Mr. MOFFAT. Could I finish this?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. MoFnAT (continuing). Because if you allow a molasses plant

to handle grain in one area, every other molasses plant will want to
come in and have the same sort of equipment. That plant had been
given a quota to use molasses.

All their allegations to me were that they were going to use molasses.
In fact, we want them to use molasses, because if molasses comes in
it will all come to New Orleans.

We don't anticipate that any will come north of Hatteras.
The CHAIRMAN. Did the California wineries offer to make 25,000,.

000 gallons a year under certain conditions?
Mr. MOFFAT. Not to me, sir,
The CHAIRMAN. You know nothing about that?
Mr. MOFFAT. I have heard of various offers from the Californiawineries, and we have plans with respect to their equipment; yes.Let me point out at this point that wineries in Californi apparently

have high-proof distillation equipment. They are, however, not stra-
tegically located to the points of heavy consumption of alcohol.

In other words, it would take three or four times as many tank
cars to bring their output from California as it would if Ave had the
distillation equipment located in the Middle West.

It may become necessary to ask them to lend or arrange for pur-
chase of some of their high-proof distillation equipment and relocate
it at some point in the Middle West where they can handle the out-
put of high-wines plants.

The CHAIRMAN. How many of the sugar-alcohol companies are
there in the United States?

Mr. MoFFAT. I believe there'are seven.
The CUAIR'AN. Seven companies?
Mr. MOFPAT. I believe so; yes. sir.
The CnLimx.N. What is your definition of the phrase "invert

molasses"? How would you explain just what it is meant by invert
molasses?

Mr. MOFFAT. Invert molasses is made by taking the whole juice
of the sugarcane, concentrating it, and inverting the sugar so that
it will not spoil in transit.

The CH1AIR1AN. How much of the Cuban crop has been turned into
invert molassest

Mr. MOFFAT. I don't know how much to date, but. as I pointed
out, we have recently requested the Defense Supply Corporation to
arrange that not more than 700,000 tons be turned into invert mo-
lasses.

The CHAIRMAN. I asked you about the sugar-alcohol companies
awhile ago, and you said seven. I believe y(u did say seven. Have
they been using any suoar stock in the United States?

ir. MOFFAT. For making ilcoholl
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MOFFAT. No, sir.
The CmUtrAN. What would be the approximate difference in cost

between a gallon of 190-proof industrial alcohol made from sugar
and one made from surplus corn and grain?

/
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Mr. MOFFAT. Well, it depends on the price of the sugar and the
price of the grain.

The CitAiRm,%w. And the availability of the machines'to do the job,
too, I presume?

Mr. Merr.tr. That is true; yes. Roughly, I think, especially de-
natured alcohol, 2--B, used as a norm, with sugar about two fifty, thy
price of that alcohol would be 50 -cents, and with grain at about 85
cents a bushel the same price of alcohol would entail.

The CIAIIIMA. In your dealing with these many companies that
handle this essential material for civilian use as well as war uss, do
you see any holding back or hindrance of the war-effort program or
any failure on the part of these companies or their officials to fully
cooperate in trying to do what is best in our war effort?

Mr. MoFF.%T: No, sir; none whatever.
The CILn. Do you think they are all operating fully?
Mr. MOFFAT. As far as I can see.
The CHAIRMAN. And wholly and a hundred percent?
Mr. MOFFAT. Yesq, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. No evidence at all of their holding backI
Mr. MOFFAT. No, sir.
The C AIRMAN. Any other questions, gentlemen
Mr. Fr7oFPALD. You said something about legislation that was

needed. Will you explain?
Mr. MOFFAT. The legislation required is in order to allow the so-

called high wines-that is 120- to 140-proof alcohol whiskey-to be
shipped from registered distilleries to industrial-alcohol plants for
redistillation. That, up until now, is against the law. In other
words, a beverage plant cannot ship its output to an industrial-alcohol
plant for further handling or processing.

The current bill before the Congress--I think it was H. R. 6513--
provides legalization of that procedure.

The CHAIRMAN. Have we passed that bill in the House?
Mr. MOIFAT. The House has passed it. I believe the Senate has

reported it out. That was the Doughton bill, I think.
The CHAPMAN. Yes.
Any other question, gentlemen I
Mr. BUMWINKLE. Mr. Moffat, I was at the door when you first

started. I wanted to ask you something.
Mr, MOFFAT. Yes sir.
Mr. BuLywnEi.. How much sugar do you estimate would be used-

don't speak in gallons of molasses, but speak in tons-for alcohol
this year?

Mr. MOrFAT. Tons of sugar?
Mr. BuLwLxNFK. -Yes.
Mr. MoFFAT. Well, I don't know whether it will be possible further

to reduce the 700,000 tons set aside in Cuba for that purpose.
Mr. BuwNRLx. But you estimate it would be at least that?
Mr. MoF AT. It started off at 1 20,000, and we reduced it to 1,000,-

000, and we have now reduced it to 700,000. If we are able to reduce
it any further, we will; but we cannot let go of that until we grab
onto the other. That is the situation in a nutshell.

Let me say, also, that the amount of sugar going into alcohol is,
as you may gather, about 10 percent of our total sugar consumption
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and, furthermore, the amount that we propose to put into alcohol
this year is only about half what was put into alcohol last year; and
if we can reduce it any further, we will do so.

Mr. BULWINKLE. I notice in this statement that is here that it was
only 2 percent of the 1939, of the amount of sugar consumed in the
United States.

Mr. MOFFAT. In 1939, perhaps.* Tn 1941 there was 1,240,000 lone
tons of sugar converted into invert molasses and used for alcohol
manufacture.

Mr. BULWINKL.. That is all I care to ask you.
The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions, gentlemen ?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very kindly, Mr. Moffat.
(Witness excused.).
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Nemir here?

STATEMENT OF ALBERT S. NEMIR

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Nemir, if you will give your name
and official position to the reporter, it will be appreciated.

Mr. NEM R. Albert S. Nemir, Division of Statistics, War Produc-
tion Board, also advisor to the Sugar Section, War Production Board.

The CHAIm~AN. Before questions are asked by the committee
members, would you like to make a statement, Mr. Nemirl

Mr. NEAIsR. I believe the general statements have been made, and
I would prefer to defer to questions rather than making broad
statements.

There is one thing apparent, and that is that the sugar situation
changes very rapidly and it is extremely difficult for the public to
keep up with it. They have to be sugar economists to see the changes
as they occur so rapidly.

I don't believe I want to make a long statement.
Air. BULWINKLE. Who comprises this board that you are advisor

to?
Mr. NEmiR. Well, the Division of Statistics is a part of the War

Production Board. Their general work is to provide-
Mr. BuLWiNXKLE. I am talking about the sugar board. I don't

care-
Mr. NE.v. Who comprises the sugar board?
Mir. BUL%.1NKLE. YeS.
Mr. NEMMII. Representatives of the Department of State, repre-

sentatives of the War Production Board, Sugar Section.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Will you give the names? Could you give the

names?
The CHAIRMAN. You would be satisfied with the agencies repre.

sented, would you not?
Mr. BUL.WINKLE. I think we also ought to hve-
Mr. BoiwI)m. I can give you the names. Defense Supplies, Mr.

Sabin; Office of Price Administration, Mr. Westing; Agriculture,
Dr. Bernhardt; State, Larry Dugan; Economic Warfare, Einar Jen-
sen; Commerce, Fletcher Raw s; Department of Interior Mr.
Swope; and the War Production Board, Mr. Bowman and Mr. 'Town-
send. /

/,
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Mr. BuLWJNKLE. I think perhaps that probably, as far as I am
concerned, I would rather have him back here after I have heard
the whole thing and might want to ask him some questions, but not
right now.

CMr. NEmn. I would prefer to be questioned rather than make a
broad statement.

I didn't come prepared to make a statement.
The CJ[AJRMAN. Do you have any questions, Mr. Kelly?
Mr. KE.LY. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We have 2 more days of hearing. Would you

be available, Mr. Nemirt
The CHAIRMAN. Tomorrow morning we have Mr. Fulton rewis

and Mr. McNamara and two other witnesses whose names we are not
ready to give yet.

Mr. Pwo)s. No more witnesses today?
The CHAIRMAN. No more witnesses today.
That will be all of the sugar hearing today.
Mr. PLOEsEI. I just wanted to call the committee's attention again

to the hearing that was held in Detroit, and very ably presided over
by Mr. Kelly of the committee, on the subject of the troubles and
stress that the printing industry of the United States are getting
into and on the increasing competition coming out of the Govern-
ment Printing Office.

It has come to my attention this week that the Government Print-
ing Office had adopted the habit of letting printing contracts by ad-
vertising for maybe 8 or 10 bids in one advertisement. And
then after the various bidders had bid on these itemi as individual
contract the Printing Office would let them in the aggregate, with
the result that by letting them in the aggregate, sometimes t hi hest
bidders on many important items got the contract instead of the
lower bidders.

It has been a very disturbing situation to the printers who have
been bidding.

It has been called to my attention that frequently the method of
letting it in the aggregate has cost the Government considerably
more money because, had they let the bid on each individual item,
as it was indicated in the bid announcements, they would have prob-
ably saved many thousands of dollars.

Printers have been in Washington complaining about this practice,
and there is some indication that it is going to be disontinued.

Detroit alone isn't the only one affected, While Detroit indus-
tries have been injured to the extent of about 80 percent, I now get
estimates from my own city of St. Louis where they have already
suffered ihjury probably up to 30 percent of their ids while the
Government Printing. plant continues to expand and grow and
various departments of the Government continue to buy new printing
machinery and equipment to compete with private industry, and I
think the committee has waited a long time since the hearing in
Detroit to get into action, and I am hopeful that we will do something
about the matter in the next few days.

The CamAwm. I will state for the general infoim.tion of all, that
hearings on printing will be resumed Thursday, and Mr. Giegengack
will b6 here as a witness.
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Mr. PwEsER. I want to submit; Ar. Chairman if I may, for the
record, a statement from the people who are in the photocopy busi-
ness in the offset types.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be put in the record.
Without objection, we will stand in recess until 10: 30 o'clock tomor-

row morning.
(The statement presented by Mr. Ploeser for incorporation in the

record is as follows:)
lon. WRIGHT PATMAN,

Chairman, Select Committee to Conduct a Study and Surrey of the National
Defense Program in Its Relation to Small Business of the United States.

Mr. CHARMAN'X AND MEMBFRS or THE CouMizTEE: Recently It has been brought
to our attention the fine work yourself and your committee have been doing In
relation to small business in the United States. We have thought it advisable to
place before you and the members of this commIttee, some of the problems of the
blueprint and photocopy Industry, consisting of numerous small shops, which in
the majority lre privately ownmid and operated. These shops are of vital Im-
portance to the manufacturer, architects, designer, construction companies, and
so forth.

At the present time we are not in a position to present facts from a national
viewpoint, although we are making an effort to somewhat organilz the individual
blueprinter vnd photocopylst, and secure from them some data as to the units
of equipment, available man-hours, their percentage of Government work, the
additional capacity of their plants, and other information that would be vital to
an investigation. We can give you a picture of the area in which we ure located,
which is more or less a cross-section of the industry as far as we have been able
to determine to date.

In our local plants, at present, approximately 70 percent of our work is Gov-
ernment work, directly connected with war-production efforts. Our plants lire
not operating to their full capacity. Private work, Industrial and architectural,
have practically been eliminated because of the present situation. Consideration
should be given to the small independent blueprinter and photocopylst who are
confronted with the problem of the loss of business through continued Installation
of large and small equipment, such as blueprint machines and photostat ma-
chives In defense pants and Oovernment offices In areas where there are adelequate
machines and sufficient help to render better service, and in most casws less
costly than would be found In doing this same work by inexperienced and un-
tralred workers In the Government office or project.

We ire enclosing a photocopy of an article appearing In our Blue Printer
magazine of a recent case in which the alertness of the War Production Bard
overruled the Army's plan to erect complete printing and bookbinding plants
throughout the country to publish their books and pamphlets Instead of con-
tracting it to private Industry. The independent blueprinter and photocopylst
are laboring along and confronted with the same problems as the printers and
offset industry. We too must continue to have blueprinting and photostat work
from the Government offices and defense projects In order to keep from closing
our doors. The above InfOrmation explains what wre have In mind.

Our plants cannot be utlllzpd for the direct production of war materials of
one kind or another. Our effort can only be concentrated on furnishing the
blueprints and other reproduction work, which are vital to Industry, ordnance
offices, and so forth. We believe that Government blueprinting, photocopying,
and all other reproduction services, can be produced more efficiently, eco-
nomlcally, and faster In plants located In their immediate vicinity. It bas
been brought to our attention that the United Statfs Engineer's Offlce in St.
Louis has purchased equipment. even though they are located within a four.
block radius of five plants, any one of which is capable of producing their work. 

We wish we were in a position at the present time to give you more statistical
Information, but because of the urgency of the situation, we are trying to
place before you immediately a problem whichis without doubt essential
to the future,of the blueprint and photocopy ndustiy, ThIs war has brought
about a ban on nondefense building. Advertlsng has dropped to practically
nothing. Our normal peacetime' business Is gradually becimIng less and
less, and there is nothing left 'for the blueprInter and photocopyist except
Government and defense orders. We want o do our part to help win this
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war, we have the equipment, the experience, and can render the service, but
each installation In a defense plant or Government office hurts the blue-
printers and photocopyists in the locality.where installations are made, In
addition to using vital materials in the equipment that could be used In other war
production.

Sincerely yours,
Commercial Blue Print and Photocopy Co., 11231A Locust Street, St.

Louls, Mo, Darwood Sherriffs; Service Blue Print & Photo Copy
Co., 810 A Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo., Carl Q. Faith, Secretary;
St. Louis County Blue Print Co., 28 South Central Avenue,
Clayton, Mo., E. P. Kronsberg; Standard Blue Print Co., 1411
Harney Street, Omaha, Nebr., J. A. Swanson. manager; West-
ern Blue Print Co., Inc., 813 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.,
J. H. Wally, president; Stoble Photo Copy Co., 105 North Eighth
Street, St. Louis, Mo., V. W. Stoble, president; Brady-Drake
Photo Copy Co., 623 Chestnut Street, St, Louis, Mo., M. M.
Drake, Jr., vice president; St. Louis Photo Print Co., Thirteenth
Floor, Times Building, . A. Silver, owner.

(The excerpt from the International Blue Printer magazine above
referred to is as follows:)

WA PRorucTIoN BoAuD STOP8 ARMies CoMFm-mrsvE PRINTINo PLANS

Mr. Philip B. Terry, vice-president of Spaulding-Moss Co., Boston, Mass..
calls our attention to a recent case In which the War Production Board over-
ruled the Army's plans to erect complete printing and bookbinding plants
throughout the country to publish their books and pamphlets instead of con-
tracting It to private industry.

This may be a forerunner to what can be expected in the case of reproduc-
tion work.

The following clipping from the Boston Herald of February 6. 1042, was
attached to Mr. Terry's letter to Donald M. Nelson, printed below.

"WAB Ps oucTioN Boam PsomTs SuELWv Army PmINT PLANT PLaNS

"WAsninsro, February 5.-Plans by the Army to erect complete printing
and bookbinding plants in each corps area for the printing of pamphlets,
booklets, and books of instructions for troops, were believed to have been side-
tracked as a result of protests lodged with the military officials by represen-
tatives of the War Production Board.

"War Production Board is understood to have won Its point today on the
argument that the new plants not only would require large quantities of
scarce materials for machinery and equipment but when operating would merely
duplicate work which could be done as efficiently in private printing establish-
ments throughout the country.

"According to reports here the incident Is the first in which the 'toughness'
of the new War Production Board in dealings with the military has been
put to the test. At the time the Board was created under Donald M. Nelson
it was announced that it would give final rulings on war-production matters
and would not hesitate to challenge either the Army or the Navy on points
involving procurement.

'Army officials were said to have ordered equipment for a largescale pub-
lishing establishment near Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, and to have asked for
bids on other similar equipment to be used In the other eight corps areas, when
the matter came to the attention of the War Production Board executives."

Mr. Terry's letter to War Production Board follows:
FBRusAT % 1942.

Attention: Mr. Donald M. Nelson
Subject: Restriction of Army and Navy printing plants.
WAx Pamoounox BoAsa

Washigton, Ditrict of Oolumbfa, "
GuNTMTAz: The photolithographic and blueprinting Industries will be greatly

heartened by the news in the attached clipping. They fervently hope It will
be true; for it will, for the first time, put the finger on, and check an out-
standing economic waste, and a production bottleneck.
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Army and Navy plants, in this first Naval District anyway, and probably
In all others, seem possessed to enlarge to dizzy heights, their blueprinting
and photolithographic printing facilities, with callous disregard for scarce
materials, and abundant local facilities to meet all their needs.

This zest for power and larger printing plants results not only In stripping
local industry of its skilled help, but the production of Inferior work, at much
greater costs than ever would be tolerated by private industry, and hopeless
confusion.

The plea for this expansion usually is secrecy. And to a limited extent, of
course, this Is justified; but local facilities can still produce as they have
been right along, better work, cheaper, faster, and Just as confidentially.

If War Production Board can Induce army and naval units to concentrate
on their own jobs and printing facilities already extant, and not try to compete
with private Industry, with disastrous results to the taxpayer, a tremendous
forward step will have been taken.

Yours very truly,
SPAUwIso-3ios Co.
P. B. Truv, Vice Presildent.

J. A. Flascliso & Sos,
Utica, N. Y., March 8, 19|,1.

lion. Fain J. DouGs.xS.
congress of the United States, House of Representatfre,

lVashington, D. 0.
Honorable DovoLAS: I hear that they are going to start a new $27,000,000,000-

tax law for next year. As you know, we are a small business and It isn't
bad enough that they don't give us anything to do business with-but they
want to tax us until we don't have a thing left. I can't see the purpose of it
and I don't think It is fair. . I don't mind paying my share of the taxes any
more than the other fellow but all these little businesses are getting the dirty
end of the stick and they haven't done a thing in Congress to help us.

You know yourself that there are thousands of these small concerns going
out of business every month because they cannot get the materials to operate.
If we don't stay In business, the country certainly can't collect the taxes.
Instead of fighting down In Washington about their personal problems, why
don't they give us a little action on this.

There Is plenty of materials in the country that they could give out and keep
us going instead of taking every single thing. I know that we want to win this
war, and we will win It-but we want to have something left, too, otherwise what
are we fighting for?

I have tried to get Government work to help out, but the Office of Production
Management here In Utica doesn't seem to know much about anything. We
aren't In a position to do everything but I know that there are certain things
we could do to help. It seems that the only ones who get anything are the big
concerns and there Is no reason why It shouldn't be divided up and let others
stay In business too.

At the present time, at least 75 percent of our work is for textile mills who are
working on direct Government contracts but our priority rating is no good and
we can't get any of the materials we need. If we get an extension of the priority
rating from our customer, then'we can get only such an amount of materials as is
needed on that particular order.

We can't make just one machine at a time or we would lose our shirts. We
have to keep a stock on hand, too, for those who need replacement parts for
these machines. They are just like the Government too-that Is when they want
something, they want it in a hurry.
It Is getting worse all the while and it looks to me that If things go on as they

are now,. we will be out of.business in another 6 months' time. We cou!dn't even
buy a bar of steel with the priority rating we bad.

Mr. Douglas, why can't the Government of the United States do something
to help us, their own people, instead of hindering us. We have to live Jut like
everyone else and I think and I believe that the people in this country ought to
be taken care of first because certainly no oae els Is going to give us any belp.
The way things stand, we've got to win this war all by ourselves and we can do
It and will do it.
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Perhaps you think some of my remarks are a bit selfish but really, I'm not
thinking of myself. I'm trying to look a little into the future. What good Is this
country without the small business concerns? They really made the country
what it Is.

I would certainly appreciate It very much if you could find a few minutes to
let me hear from you on this, because really something should be done.

Sincerely yours,
J. A. FlascHiNa & SON.
BOB FMscHINO.

KERK GUILD, IN,
WAftesboro, N. Y., March 8, 1942.

The Honorable Fnm J. DoUvLLs,
House of Representati'e., House OUfoe Building,

Washington. D. 0.
Drus Fsm: Perhaps a letter to my Congressman will ease my mind a bit, so

here goes.
A lot of us are trying to continue to think clearly In the face of all that is

happening that we know about and what we surmise Is happening that we don't
know about. What we have to surmise Is happening is probably worse for our
state of mind than what we know about.

Not many of us would complain too loudly if our business were lost In the
shuffle and had to pass out of the picture if it was absolutely necessary In the
furtherance of our war program. We will endeavor to hold somebody responsible
if our businesses are needlessly sacrificed because of poor and Incompetent plan-
ning In Washington,

As far as our own little business Is concerned, we can probably make out with
the 40-hour workweek, but as a general proposition I feel this provision of the
Wage Hour Act very definitely should be repealed or in some other way made
Inoperative for the duration of the war.

Every worth-while civilian enterprise which can be saved will be a very tangible
asset to the country when this war Is over. Something must be left to build
around, and It Is the management and personnel of thousands of small businesses
all over the country which should be preserved as far as possible to furnish the
nucleus for the reconstruction period which is certainly ahead of us sometime In
the future.

Too much attention Is being given to restricting the use of certain materials
Instead of trying to Increase the production or the supply.

One way to Increase the production and prevent to a very appreciable extent
some of the recent restrictions of use for nondefense purposes Is to do away
with the 40-hour week during this emergency. This Is particularly true where
the problem is So-percent productive capacity rather than a scarcity of raw
materials, such as cotton. Just how you can allow price ceilings to be set on
commodities whose production costs have been figured on the basis of 40-hour
workweek and labor runs 70 percent of the cost of merchandise and expect the
producers to Increase their production by paying time-and-a-half or double-time
wages when labor Just Isn't available to Increase production on basis of a 40-hour
week doesn't make sense at all.

You know, and we all know, that the workweek In many Industries could be
Increased to 44 or 48, and In some cases even more, without loss of production
efciency or undue fatigue or hardship on the part of the workers. No job
should require more than a 40-hour week or possibly less If, because of the
nature of the work, a larger workweek would result In greatly decreased e-
ctency or unreasonable fatigue or hardship on the part of the worker.

It looks to me as If we all have to make every possible sacrifice to win this
war, and one of the first things which would do more to Increase the morale
of the great majority of people In this country and the boys In the Army, some
of whom are coming back some day, would be to repeal this 40-hour-week pro-
vision of the Wage-hour law which was passed as an emergency measure and
should certainly be repealed as an emergency measure. Believe a recent Fortune
poll indicated 80 percent In favor of repeal.

You won't probably have the large organizations and corporations now working
on war work on a cost-plus basis making any such suggestions, but we are atll
of us paying the Increased cost resulting from time and a half and double time
these plants are now paying. You know undoubtedly what many young men
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are making in some of our local plants. This would be fine if the day of reckoning
was not ahead of us. What are these young men who ure now making $0, $75,
and even $100 per week going to do when work will probably not be available for
them at one-third or one-fourth the wages they are now making? How will
they pay their income taxes? When that time comes they will surely curse the
hand that Is feeding then so lavishly now. In a broader sense a really great
injustice ii being done to the young American workmen today who are allowed
to make a great deal more money than they are worth on the basis of present
living costs and standards.

The boys we are sending away to fight for us won't be on a 40-hour week.
Are all the misfits and physically handicapped and aliens who are left home to
work and who have taken the Jobs (,f many now in the Army going to bW• allowed
to profiteer on a time-and-a-half or double-time asis for the work Ihoy (o during
their absence in the armed forces?

Don't know of anyone who advocates a reduction in the hourly rate of wages,
but I have yet to find anyone who honestly feels that the extra profit for labor
under the Wage-Hour Act as It now stands Is fair or just or warranted for the
duration of the war or for any time thereafter as long as there is more work
than workers to do the job on a 40-honr-week basis.

While the figures mentioned In the appropriations which Congress has passed
Is away beyond my powers of comprehension, I am quite sure that even this
great wealthy country is not wealthy enough to stand such a strain for many
years and possibly months without Inflation; and if that gets out of hand, it Is
going to be very difficult, if not impossible, to win this war.

President Roosevelt and Congress have taken too long to handle this labor
situation and adopt a proper and necessary war-labor policy. The Idea of work-
era striking in shipylards or refusing to work on Washington's Birthday when
our boys at the battle fronts are dying for lack of materials and reinforcements
are the things which are making many of us see red-very red.

Wilson handled this situation much better during the last war and it should
be work or fight again and now.

If the President will not act, then Congress should. Somebody somewhere
somehow has got to see that the things which obviously must be done are lone
and immediately.

We must get economy in nonessential Government activities, and we mnist get
an efficient Government set-up and organization to handle this war. England
has made a pretty good start the past month. It can't take us 2 years or it
will be too late. Far too many of our people do not realize yet that we are
actually in the war, and I personally feel that our Government Is largely respon-
P'ble because they have not been honest with us and are still afraid to tell us
wlat we have got to do and must expect to do to win.

Most of us are willing and anxious to do our part, but we must bhve strong,
able leadership which will command the respect and confidence of all of us.

With kindest personal regards.
Sincerely yours,

L. D. Iloixcmc.
(Thereupon, at 11:30 a. m., Monday, March 16, 1941, an adjourn-

ment was taken.)
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TUESDAY, "ARCH 17, 1942

HOUSE OF RIEPBESENTATlVEP,
Srr COMMIrrEE To CoNvuor A STUDY AND INvESTI-

GATION OF TiE NATIONL DEFENSE PROGRAM IN ITS
RELATION TO SMALL BUSINESS IN T rE UNITeD STATE

lVashingtar D. 0.
The select committee met, pursuant to adjournment at 10: 30 a. in.,

in the caucus room, Old House Office Building, Hon. Wright Patman
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman (chairman), Bulwinkle, and
Ploeser.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Is Mr. Lewis here?

STATEMENT OF FULTON LEWIS, JR.

The CHAIRMAw. Mr. Lewis suppose you give your name to the
reporter and your business address.

Mr. LEWIS. My name is Fulton Lewis, Jr., and I am a news com-
mentator for the Mutual Broadcasting System.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lewis, we are investigating the sugar situa-
tion, and it is our understanding that you have some information
that will possibly be of help to the committee. Any statement you
desire to make concerning it will be very mitch appreciated.

Mr. LEwis. Mr. Chairman, the information that I have is informa-
tion that I have gathered in the course of my news work over the past
2 months.

I would like time to repeat on the record, to begi- with, that coming
at this stage of the game, what I have to say beco' ,s more or less in
the nature of history, and I don't *want it to appear recriminatory,
because after the appearance yesterday of Mr. Fraser Moffat, it
would appear that in the Division, they are doing whatever they can
to cure the situation and the shortcomings in the picture as I found it.
I shall, however be glad, if you care for me to do so, to place before you
my findings in the picture and to begin with, my investigation-

The CHAIRMA-.. We shall be very glad to hear from you, Mr. Lewis.
Mr. LzwIs. My attention was first called to this matter inadvertently

through what we call in the press a "hand-out," a bit of news ub-
licityfrom the distillers, who said that they had made an offer toturn
their plants over in their entirety to the making of industrial alcohol
out of grain , wheat, and corn rather than the making of liquor. That
was the beginning, and virtually the end of the distillersf connection
with the situation so far as I was concerned, and my interest in it
on that occasion was only mild.
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As I began to go into the picture and find out what was the back-
ground and what the necessity for the distillers turning over their
facilities across maybe two-thirds of the country, I ran across some
rather puzzling' apathy, lack of interest, and almost antagonistic atti-
tude on the part of the Industrial Alcohol Section of the Chemical
Division of the War Production Board.

My chief contact there was a gentleman by the name of Dr. Peter-
son, a very delightful gentleman over the telephone, who describes
himself as being a "gentleman farmer from Pennsylvania, who was
here trying to do his bit."

In the course of iRterviews with him and with other people in the
sugar picture, and with Mr. Leon Henderson, who, I think-ir fact,
I know-felt the pinch of this picture considerably, because Mr.
Henderson was being accused in the public mind of reaching his hand
into the public sugar bowl and taking their breakfast coffee sugar
out, while, of course, Mr. Henderson merely had the job of rationing
whatever amount of sugar was left over for him after the War Pro.
duction Board got through taking what it needed for war produc-
tion-I got these simple facts, that there were about 1,300,000 tons
of crystalline sugar available in Cuba, in excess of what we normally
would bring in; there was considerably better than 2,000,000 tons
supply on hand here in the United States, all of which, from the
information I have obtained from the Industrial Alcohol Section of
the War Production Board, were being impounded in order that they
could make industrial alcohol out of them, apart from the industrial
alcohol that was being made from blackstrap molasses, which was
coming in in huge quantities.

Now, quite naturally, in view of the importance of the industrial
alcohol in the making of munitions, we must have industrial alcohol.
However, when I began checking back on the distillers-and I might
interject here, sir, that, as you doubtless found out yesterday, there
are two distinct groups of distillers, the large ones that are equipped
with extremely modem, up-to-date equipment, which are capable of
turning out large quantities of 190-proof industrial alcohol, and
which represents a little less than half of the total distilling industry,
and the other half was the so-called little distillers who could not
turn out 190-proof, and can turn out only 140-proof alcohol, which is
not usable in that form in the making of munitions.

I contacted a number of large industrial alcohol plants, and to my
astonishment I found that while this sugar was impounded for the
making of industrial alcohol by those plants that use sugar for the
making of it, there is something better than about three and one-half
million tons of sugar so Impounded for the making of industrial alco-
hol and that a large number of distillers, the large distillers who
could, by merely turning a valve, actually switch from the making
of liquor to the making of 190-proof industrial alcohol, were actually
not producing that at all. I inquired why they could not and they
said that they had tried to find a market for it and they had been to
Du Pont, they had been to Hercules, and they had been to the other
powder concerns and they were told by hose concerns that these
concerns did not want alcohol, that they had a supply on hand to
last them until probably May-April or;May, and in some cases well
into June, so they were satisfied.

656
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The situation was simply this, that you had 31/a million tons of
sugar impounded for the making-under the pretense of making
hirrhly necessary 190-proof alcohol, that was being held out of the
public sugar bowl, and yet at the same time the distillers of the country
who could at that moment begin to make alcohol out of grain, were
not doing so, because they said they had no orders.

Now, I publicized that in my radio program and I had a further
conversation with the Chemical Section of the War Production Board.
31r. Peterson did not like it, although he was very polite and very
courteous in his statement that he did not like it-I don't mean to
say that he was rude or discourteous in any way-Mr. Peterson said
it was grossly unfair to have made that statement because actually
the 190-proof distillers were in production, that lie had .issued an
order on the 14th of January requiring that all of (hose distilleries
immediately turn over to full production. He actually sent me a
copy of that order of the 14th of January, in which the 190-proof
distilleries were ordered to go exclusively to the manufacture of
alcohol.

Subsequently it turned out, that despite that order that he sent over
to me, the 190-proof distilleries did not go into production on that
date. The order was issued on the 10th, coming effective the 14th,
and on the 13th the order was rescinded, the effective date of it was
postponed until the 30th of the month. On the 80th of the month
it was again postponed. The long and short of it was that it was well
into the following month before that order got into effect.

Now, those distillers were able at that time, with distilled indus-
trial, to produce about 90,000,000 gallons of 190-proof alcohol per
year. Mr. Peterson's office1 and Mr. Fraser Moffat's office insisted
that the distillers did not know what they were talking about, that
they could not produce more than 75,000,000 gallons a year. I think
you will find if you get the distillers here on the witness stand, that
actually at the present time they are going better than 90,000,000
gallons a year. We still, sir, however, find that after we got into
production, that you will have left over here your bulk of 140.proof
distilhers-the little fellows-there are thousands of them literally, in
the distilling industry.

The CHAIRMAN. There are only seven of the large ones.
Mr. Lmwis. Only seven of the large industrial alcohol plants, but

I think you will find there are more large distillers-Hiram Walker,
and those concerns in the liquor distilling industry, there are more
than seven that can produce 190-proof alcohol straight, outside of the
liquor industry. However, I think you are correct, that there are
seven so-called industrial-alcohol plants. Wa come to the problem
then of trying to get into the fold-I might interject here for the
record that I finally got from. Mr. Peterson a complete premise,
avowal and statemen, that all of these 190-proof distillers were being
put immediately into operation. That was the first thing I wanted
to do.

Then we come to the rest of the industry, that is, those little fel-
lows who can produce only 140 proof, which is not usable for a
surplus of powder in that form. They have, if my memory serves
me correctly, a total capacity on the freed operation basis, that is,
without the restrictions of the liquor laws on them, which have been
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removed or are being removed, for the purpose of allowing them to
produce alcohol rather than liquor-they have a capacity of about
140 to 145 million gallons a year of 140 proof, which, when you trans-
form that to 190 proof, is equivalent to something like 100 or 105
million gallons.

Now, you can see, sir, that we are now getting toward our needed
goal of approximately 300,000,000 gallons of industrial alcohol a
year, which is the reputed and stated goal that you must get for these
munitions converted to war purposes.

We have got 90,00,000 gallons first of all from these 190-proof
straight distillers. Now, if we can get another 100 or 105, we would
be well up to the top, particularly in view of the fact of the syn-
thetic alcohol production of something over 60000,000, which have
no effect on this one way or the other. You have got 250,000,000
right there. Thenyou would have also your blackstrap molasses
production, which will run up the total secured by all of this distillery
alcohol production coming from grains and not one bit of it from
sugar.

I had some extended conferences with Mr. Peterson, and I was
informed that-well, I had never run, Mr. Chairman, into so many
reasons-why a thing could not be done than I was given for the reason
these little distillers could not be brought into this picture.

_Mr. Peterson explained first of all, in very simple lay language,
that it was necessary to change the stills, and it was impossible to
change the still so that these little distillers could produce 190 proof,
because that took very vast quantities of copper, and it was impossible
tofget priorities on copper.

As a matter of fa.6t, distilling scientists told me, and engineers
told me-and I don't pose as an expert on this, I merely repeat toyou
their statements to me-that the transition is a very simple transition;
it simply means the addition of a couple of plates on the top of the
rectifying tower, and in the course of my investigation I ran into
several distilleries, who, without asking the Government at all, had
gone ahead on their own and changed their 140-proof stills to 180-
and 190-proof stills. One of them in western Maryland, for ex-
ample-there are various others, I think, all over the country that
are doing the same thing, and they seem not to require an amendment
to the Constitution of the United States in order to get it done, they
were doing it on their own voluntarily. That is one way of getting
those little stills into 190-proof production.

Mr. Peterson explained, however, that aside from that, it would
be impossible, there was also a shortage of vats. If you can get the
additional vats, in many places there would be a shortage of water for
cooling. I am told by the little distilling representatives here, that
that shortage of water might be a fact in perhaps 1, 2, or 3 percent
of the cases, but it certainly would not be true to any appreciable
extent.

The other alternative for getting production out of these small dis-
tilleries, obviously, is to let them turn out-without any changes
in their equipment at all-to let them turn out the 140-prool first that
they are able to turn out, then take the 140-proof first to these in-
dustrial alcohol plants which could thenredistill that 140-proof first
made from grain as their 4istillate'rather than a sugar ferment,
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thereby getting the same amount of alcohol and getting it out of
grain rather than out, of sugar.

I was told by Mr. Peterson that the reason that was impossible
was because there were not storage facilities at these various plants
and there were no transportation facilities. I went actually to the
individual plants; I took the trouble of contacting the individual
small distilleries in person and asking them if it were possible for
them to get storage facilities. The ones that I talked to said that
storage was the least of their worries; that if the worst came to the
wor4t they could store the stuff in barrels until the collection cars
came by to pick it up from them and take it to the 190-proof industrial
alcohol distilleries.

The further I went into that matter with Mr. Peterson the more
irate he became, and said it was utterly preposterous for (he little
people to talk about any solution of a problem like this; that there
Just was not a solution io it; that it was impossible to get these 140-
proof distilleries into the picture.

In the meantime, I had also been in contact with Mr. Leon Hender-
son to get his views on the matter. He had been told by the industrial
alcohol concerns, that is, the commercial industrial alcohol people,
that the converted distilleries, and the original industrial alcohol
stills could not handle 140-proof high wine spirits, as they call it,
the produce of these small distilleries, because it would leave a gummy
residue in their stills. That information had come to him from the
Government experts.

I took the matter up with the Bureau of Standards, and with some
scientists in the Department of Agriculture, and they said that was
a fantastic pipe dream. Mr. Henderson since has found out that
it was so.

The most troubling part of the whole picture at this stage was
ust this, that here we had all this sugar piled up, impounded, being

held away from the public, and we had 1,500,000,000 bushels of grain
over on the side which could produce alcohol just as cheaply and
just as well, and be a partial elimination of the grain surplus that
has been hanging like the sword of Damocles over the head of the
farmers ad infimtum-instead of impounding this sugar and making
tM~e sugar into alcohol, and we were refusing to try to find a quite
simple sohition whereby this grain that was crying to be made into
alcohol could be made into alcohol.

I found that Mr. Fraser Moffat, who was in charge of this section-
I don't mean to impugn his motives-was, before he came to the Gov-
ernment in the employ of the United States Industrial Alcohol Corpo-
ration, the outfit that was making alcohol from sugar. If Mr. Moffat,
in spite of those outside interests, now is actually accomplishing the
solution of the matter, I think that cures any little appearance that
there might be in his position. I must confess that at the time that
an official of a company that was-whose interest it was to make
alcohol out of sugar-sitting in a policy position in the Federal Gov-
ernment and enunciating fCis policy whereby sugar was being held
up to be made into alcohol under the processes of his company and
grain was not being used, did have a very unpleasant touch to it from
the standpoint of my humble standard of virtue. If that has been
cured, if Mr. Moffat actually is doing everything in his power to
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produce alcohol out of gain rather than out of sugar-and that sir,
is my only point, my full point, and my sole interest--I think he
deserves the more credit.

I might say that about finishes my statement on the matter. My
interest from here on is simply to see and to make absolutely sure
that the promises of the War Production Board in this connection,
that they are getting this solution, actually are carried out. If the
promises made yesterday are carried out, to me the solution is quite
satisfactory. The essential point, however, is whether in reality they
are carried out, or whether that is merely ordinary promises, such as
ihe first order of January 14, which was not carried out until the
middle of February.

I offer myself for questioning, sir.
The CHIRIMAN. Is it your belief that there are people in positions

such as you have mentioned who ar6 retarding the efforts of theGov-
ernment in its war-effort program for the purpose of possibly assuring
and protecting their own business-

Mr. LEwIs. IVell, that is a generalization Mr. Chairman, that I
would not like to make, because it is a rather broad charge. The
Truman committee has made that accusation in their report. In this
particular case I must be perfectly candid and frank, and I tell you
that for a very considerable number of weeks in the beginning of my
investigation I was thoroughly convinced that that was true in that
particular case, thoroughly convinced of it.

The CHAIRMAN. YOU are still convinced that they could convert
these stills, or the equipment, to the making of alcohol, industrial
alcohol, from grain, without being hindered, as was suggested to you?

Mr. LEwis. I am convinced of it, sir. They actually are converting
them into that; the industry is convinced of it; every distilling engi.
never that I have talked to on the matter has been convinced of it. in
fact, one stated that it is axiomatic, and the only persons that I ran
across that were not convinced were Mr. Moffat and Mr. Peterson in
the Chemical Division of the War Production Board in charge of
the production of industrial alcohol.
. The CiATIMAN. If these plants are converted immediately, what

effect will that have on the sugar shortage?
Mr. LEwIs. The.sooner these plants are converted, the sooner our

production is completely and totally from grain, the sooner we
eliminate alcohol making a drain on the sugar supply-I unfortu.
natelydid not hear verbatim the testimony of Mr. Moifat yesterday,
and I don't know exactly how fast he promised to do all thiq.

I might call your attention to one additional thing, Mr. Chairman,
however, that aside from what I have told you, on the west coast,
on the.Pacifi,, coast, the United States Government itself has a num.
ber of distilleries capable of turning out 'l(,000.000 gallons of indus-
trial a year. I said .the Government itself. had them, the Govern-
ment owns them by mortgage ownership through cooperatives; and
the cooperatives have paid off very little on the mortgaged properties.

The ClIAIRMUA . Through the Farm Security Administration, pre-$tnably. . - .- - - ; ":. Mr. Lvns. That is right; the Government actually owns enough

distilleries on the west coast of the Upited States to produce one-
quarter of the entire supply, and those distileries ire shut down 8

/1
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and 9 months out of every year. They are shut down at the present
time, and you have enough wheat and grain 'under Government
mortgage on the west coast to keep those distilleries running, wheat
and corn that you have stored up, that you have taken in under
farm loans.

The 'CHAMIMAN. What about the objection that you cannot get
materials necessary to convert those plants?

Mr. LEwis. Those plants require no conversion.
The CITMAN. Those plants require no conversion and they are

capable of producing
fr. Lrnwis. So far as _M MIru is concerned, they

require no conversion they do require so version so far
* as the vats and fer tion goes, so far as the preh *ary processes

go; but so far a e actualdistilla goes, those s s can turn
out 190-proof i ustrial alcoh tom ro

The C IIAIR ,N. 75,000, a ons
ir. Lsw 6 5,000, to and pu ol need 800,000,

The CHA AN. W beli e th foff says 250, ,000
is what he nted. A u it, Maj

Mr. B NKaz. Somethin e at
The C mmc. Here I h the gu a b -down, i you

would lik to see th
Mr. LE &. Than yo
The C IRMAN. canno nderst they do not use ose

plants on a Pacif coas
Mr.LM well e Ian ion e or was that t re-

quired som -build new v ti for e entatio pur-
poses and re particularly t did ot h any in out
there. Well, s a matter it, i they ad ne to th trouble
that I went t to pick u ,teleph e an , the F Credit
Administration, n the Surp us Co ion, they
would have found actly'how: mtich ey had the.

The CHAMMAN. ean they have grain, cor p
Mr. L*wI. They hay endous' tantiti it stored'up there.
The CHAIRMAN. Within a' e from, these ats
Mr. LrwIs Within a reasonable distance from these, plafits, ind

there were large quantities that were,. for example, transported to
the Northwest for intended shipment to Russia, but never got off to
Russia. -Those large shipments aie stored out there.

The CHAIRMAN. Are some of those plants at Seattle and Portland?
Mr. LzWIS I think not; I think most of them are down in the

Central California Valley. The transportation problem would be
comparatively simple.

The 'CHAIRMAN. Yes. Major Bulwinkle, would you like to ask
some questions? : , . .' .

Mr. BuvwiNKTa Who is responsible for this statement that these
plant facilities that gain is not for use .

Mr. Lms. ihat, sir, I don't know of any on the west coa4.. The
industrialal fruit representative'receved a letter fron the War Pro.
duction Board, the Chemical Division of the War Production Board,
-saying that they did not *ant the facilities at this time. -The &int
I make is-that if they don't- ant the facilities on the *est cbastat
this time, if they are not using the facilities of the distillingin.
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dustry to the very utmost at the present time it seems to me most
unreasonable to be impounding 1,300,000 tons of sugar for one branch
of the industrial alcohol production business to be used, taking that
sugar out of the public sugar bowl. It may be necessary, sir, later-
I don't know-it may be necessary before this thing goes through,
to use some sugar for the making of industrial alcohol. If it is, or
if we have to have that in order to get munitions out, for heaven's
sake, let us have it; but in the meantime, unless it is necessary, as
long as there are facilities for the making of industrial alcohol out
of grain, it seems to me utterly preposterous to be holding up 1,300,000
tons of sugar, to make it out of sugar.

Do I make myself clear?
Mr. BULWiNKLE. You certainly do.
The CIIAIR-Azq. Are there any further questions?
Mr. BULWINKLE. Yes. Who whs it that told you that the Govern-

ment had those distilleries on the Pacific coast?
Mr. LEwis. I ran into that information, Major, in a most amusing

way. I received a telephone call at dinner one night from Cali-
fornia, rind the gentleman talked to me for a half an hour there
and he told me about these facilities that he had out there-he had
heard my broadcast earlier in the evening when he called us and
told me that. I said, "To whom am I speaking?" And he said, "My
name is Leonard. I used to be in the public eye myself; that was
before I retired and came out here." He was the old baseball
player--

The CHAIRMAN. Not Dutch?
Mr. LEwis. Dutch Leonard. He is a moving and outstanding

figure in California industry on the west coast. They have their
own representatives here in Washington, the names of which I will
be glad to give to the secretary of the committee here, if you care
to call them.

Mr. BuLwImKZ.r Well, we might want some of them here before
us.

" How many distilleries did he say that the Government actually
owned out there, and how many they had mortgages on?

Mr. LEwIs. According to the information that was given to me
of this industry tie government held a.mortgage on all of these
wine- and brandy-producing distilleries on the west coast.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Yes; but I understood you to say that there had
been a foreclosure on some of them, that the Government had actual
title.

Mr. L.wis. No; I did not mean to create that impression.
The CHAIRMAN. The title then is still in'the cooperatives?
Mr. LEwIs. The title is in the cooperatives; that is right. When I

said the Government owned them, I meant owned them in the sense
that it holds a mortgage on them.

Mr. BULWINKLI. So the Government does not actually own the title
to any of it at all.

Mr. LEwIs. I think not. I think the title is actually listed in the
cooperatives' names.
% 'Mr. BULWINKLE. Now, then, who was it that gave you the informa-
tion about the wheat and corn on the Pacific coast

Mr. LEwIs. The Commodity-
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The CmiM3ft.. The Credit Corporation ?
Mr. LEwis. The Commodity Cridit and Surplus.
1Te CHAIRnxMAN. Commodity Credit Corporation.
Mr. LEwis. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, the surplus market-
Mr. LEwis. I shall be very glad to give the name of the individual

with whom I talked to the secretary of the committee.
Mr. BuLWJiKLE. How much wheat did lie say the Government had

out t here I
Mr. Lwis. At the moment I don't remember-I may have that in

here. I remember figuring the thing down, sir; I remember figuring
it down and reducing it down to the number of gallons in production,
if that is what you mean.

Mr. BULWINKLF. Yes.
Mir. LEwIS. And it was more than enough to keep those distilleries

busy out there for a considerable period of time, fo a number of
months.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Did the Commodity Credit Corporation tell you
whether or not the title had been transferred in the wheat to the Ru3-
sian Government yet?

Mr. LEwIs. Oh1, to the Russian Government?
Mr. BULWINKLE. Yes; you id it was for shipment to Russia.
M1r. LEwis. No, sir; they did not.
Mr. B, LwiNKLri. So you have no information then, as to whether or

not the title in that was in the United States Government or in the
Russian Government.

Mr. Liwis. No; and furthermore, sir, I might say to be strictly
accurate, I might, tell you one other thing, too, and tNat is that the
wheat that they were talking to me about was divided into two lots,
wheat and corn was divided into two lots, part of it grain on which
the right of the farmer had been forfeited, that is, the Government
had taken actually in foreclosure the grain mentioned.

ir. BULWINKLE. Yes.
Mr. LEWIs. And the remainder was grain on which the loans were

still pending.
The CHAIRMAN. Pledged?
Mr. LE Wis. Pledged, there was a very, very considerable quantity.
Mr. BuLWiNjKLF In which the Government actually had the title?
Mr. LEWIS. That is right. It occurs to me, however, Major, if you

have the grain on hand, you can do something about the legal title
in the matter one way or the other. You can take it out of a block.

Mr. BULWINKL&. You have not been up against the farmers on the
committee yet, have you?

Mr. Liwis. ko, sir; I have not although I think the farmers would
kind of like to get it used up, would they notI

Mr. BULWINKLE. At a fair price.
Mr. Ltwis. At any price, so far as I am concerned.
M1r. BULWINKLE I am talking about them.
So you do not have right there the amount of actual bushels?
Mr. LEWIS. No, siri I will be delighted to give those figures to the

secretary of the committee, as I used them.
Mr. IJULWINKL.. And you say that was the Commodity Credit

Corporation?
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Mir. LEWis. Yes, sir.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Do you remember the name of the manI
Mr. LE WS. I don't but I think I have it.
Mr. BULWINKLE. If you will give the name to Mr. Patman, I will

appreciate it, please because we may want to talk to them out there.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIR RAN. These hearings are printed each night. Tomorrow

morning we will give you the unrevised print, if you would like it,
and you can add that information to tloe revised copy.

Mr. LEwIs. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Thank you very much, Mr. Lewis, thank you very kindly.
Mr. Lmvis. Thank you, sir.
(Witness excused.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McNamara.
Mr. ADAms.4 Before Mr. McNamara testifies I would like to say

that I am counsel for t?,s Chemical Division of the War Production
Board.

The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you give your name to the reporter for
the record.

Mr. ADAMS. My name is Warren Adams. I am counsel for the
Chemical Division of the War Production BoaRd. I think it would
be unfortunate if the record showed that the War Production Board
has a Pennsylvania farmer running that alcohol picture there. I
would like to make the statement that he is a distinguished chemical
engineer. I would like to submit a statement as to his business
connections-

The CHAIRMAN. All right; we would be delighted-
Mr. BULWINKLF Sit down right now.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; we will give you every opportunity; there

will be no advantage taken.
All right, now, Dr. McNamara.
Mr. ADAMS. I would just like to ex lain-
Mr. BULWiNxL. Don't you want MI. Adams first?
The CHAIRMAN, Yes; Mr. Adams, go ahead and make any state.

ment you desire to. 4 ive your name and official position for the
reporter.

Mr. ADArS. My name is Warren S. Adams, II. I am counsel for
the Chemical Branch of the War Production Board.

I think Dr. Peterson was overly modest in just describing himself
as a Pennsylvania farmer. Although I am not completely familiar
with his antecedents in the chemical field, it has always been myunderstanding that he has occupied a very prominent place in the
chemical engineering in this country. So much for Dr. Petirson.

Another one of -1r. Lewis' statements that I think should be
corrected is Mr. Fraser Moffat's connection',with the United States
Industrial Chemical Co. When Mr. Moffit came to the War Pro-
duction Board, then the Office of Production Management, he severed
all his connections with the U. S. I., and all of its subsidiaries, so
we do not have a man connected with priVate industry sitting in on
the councils of the Office of Production Manegement, or the War
Production Board; that any schemes andtplans of Mr. Moffat as chief
of the alcohol unit are subject to review and were always scrutinized
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by Mr. Henderson, Deputy Director of the Materials Division, Air.
Batt's assistant.

The CiAImmAN. Do you mean Leon HendersonI
Mr. ADAMiS. No; Mr. Alexander Henderson.
The CIIAIRMAN. Well, understand, I am not questioning these

people just because they are "dollar-a-year men." That does not
mean anything to me, because I think one of the best men we have
had in the Government was Donald Nelson. He was a dollar-a-year
man. It does not indict him at all, to say that Mr. Moffat is a
dollar-a-year man.

Mr. ADAMS. He is not, he is in the employ of the Government. He
has completely severed and did sever when he came down here, all
his connections.

The CHAIRMAN. He is a regular employee receiving a salary like
anyone else in his position?

Mr. ADAmS. Absolutely. I don't want the record to show, as Mr.
Lewis said, that he was a paid man of industry down here.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, have you finished your statement?
Mr. ADAMS. Thank you, very much.
Mr. BuLWINKL. I just want to say something there. I feel, too,

ir. Adams, with the chairman, I don't like this idea, just because a
man has been connected with some industry, that if he is down here
he is not going to be straight and clean. We are in an emergency
now, and we need the best brains and we need the best talent, I
don't care Vho it is. If there is something crooked in any man,
I will go after him in a minute, but just because he has had connec-
tion% Ithink that man is just as patriotic as you or I, and he ought
to be given credit for the work that he is doing.

The CHAUMAA. I share that view, too, Major. I am not one to
criticize a man because lie is a dollar-a-year man at all. I think that
some of our best men and most patriotic citizens, men who are render-
ing the greatest service, or service as great as anyone would render,
were dollar-a-year men, and because they were or are, I am not willing
to indict them or condemn them for it.

I can see however, where, if the situation should arise, that the
public could not yet understand why anything is not done, that they
are sacrificing and this situation could be remedied, and some person
in a bottleneck position who has formerly been connected with in-
dustry that might benefit from it, where they might suspicion some-
thing.

Mr. Bumwixwa Yes.
The CHAIJMAN. And that is the good thing about a hearing of this

kind. We can hear both sides, and clear it up; Those charges have
been made before the House.

Mr. BuiwiNzI. I know that. There is always somebody ready to
criticize. I ran for office once, and the other fellow said I was a rail.
road attorney carrying a pass, and so I made a speech - I said, "Yes; I
am carrying six passes, here they are," and I heard nothing more
about it.

The COx AN. I think they had very little opportunity for ques-
tioning you.

Mr. PLoEsau Mr. Chairman, might it not be added also that hon-

orable men usually bend backward, trying not to favor the concern
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with which they have been previously connected, and that we might
at Icast expect from honorable men in dollar-a-year positions.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Or any other position.
Mir. PWESER. That is, right.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. McNamara, will you give your name

and official position and address to the reporter.
Mr. McNAMARA. My name is Matthew J. McNamara. I am special

assistant to Mr. Alexander Henderson, Deputy Director of the Mate.
rials Division.

The CHAIRMAN. Who is the Director?
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. Batt, I believe; Mr. William L. Batt.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. William L. Batt; and he is directly under Mr.

Nelson?
Mr. MONAMARA. He is; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Where does Dr. Peterson come into this picture?
Mr. ADAMs. Dr. Peterson is chief of the organic unit which is a

unit in the chemical branch; formerly the alcohol unit was under
Dr. Peterson, which now is a separate unit.

The CHAIRMAN. And then under Mr. Batt and under Mr. Me.
Namara?

Mr. ADAMs. It is under Mr. Batt, it is under Mr.-Henderson, it is
under Dr. Reed, and then under Dr. Peterson and Mr. McNamara is
Mr. Henderson's special adviser.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Alexander Henderson?
'Mr. McNAMARA. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you like to make a statement, Mr. Mc-

Namara, about the sugar situation?
AMr. McNAMARA. Perhaps it might be better, Mr. Chairman, to ex-

plain my status down-here and the thing I am striving to do. -
I came from the distilled spirits industry. I have been asked to

come down here by Mr. Henderson to aid in turning over the bulk of
the whisky industry to manufacturing of grain ethyl alcohol.

The CiAMMAN. When you mention the name Henderson. I think it
would be as well to state which Henderson, because Mr. Leon Hen.
derson holds a very prominent Poition here.
. Mr. McNA-ARA. This will always mean Mr. Alexander I. Hen-
derson.

I came down here, as I say, to help in converting the whisky in.
dustry over from whisky to grain ethyl alcohol. I know something
of the matter, in the sense that I have been here a month, and the task
has been a very pressing one, as you can understand, because so much
is special--

The CIKAIMAN. What did you do before you got here, Mr. Me-Namara !
Mr. MoNAUwma. I was vice president'of the National Distilleries

Production Corporation for the course of ab ut.20 years.
I The 'ob as I see it, breaks into 2 separate tapks, one is to swing into

line all ot: the plants that are 'or have been able to make 190-proof
alcohol, which is the product that is needed for smokeless powder-.
we have some borderline plants in that group that can make up to 185
or 188, but cannot quite come to 190 as it stands today. We have more,
than 15, close to 20, such plants in complete operation. -- ,..,
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Fortunately they are the largest plants in the industry. We brought
in one last week that has a contribution of 4,000,000 gallons a year,
which I think is quite credible.

I am hopeful before 30 days has passed that we will have minor
changes permitting 10 to 12 plants, to be able to bring them into full
production as well, and I will have information that might be helpful
to you. I Would estimate that.those plants, which may total 30 in
number by the time we are finished, can turn out annually 100,000,0q0
wine gallons of 190-proof alcohol. I call that one side of the job,
and really, not a very difficult one.

The other side of the job involves the marshalling of some 85 dis-
tilleries sprinkled through Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and Maryland
who can make nothing but what we call high wines, which in proof
range from about 125 to 140 proof. That product has to be moved
some place to be redistilled up to 190 proof before it is available for
war uses. The output of these 85 plants is quite astounding, whether
you take it in terms of a day or a year, and the fact that we have so
few plants equipped to redistill the product makes this side of the
job a rather tedious and careful one, and one in which we cannot
make the speed that we would like to make.

We have to take fully 400,000 gallons a day from eighty-odd dis.
tilleries to be redistilled in what appears to be not more than six or
eight plants that can handle the finished product.

Being liquid and in such large quantities, of course, it involves the
use of tank cars, and we have been warned that tank cars are a very.
scarce article and that we should use as few of them as we can.

We have another .problem with these 85 distilleries , in the sense
that they have very, very small storage. Whisky distillers, as you
know, put their whisky in 60-gallon barrels and put them in the
warehouse, but they have no storage at all for bulk, except in what
they call the cistern room, and there in most cases, as we go along, we
find that he has perhaps 2 and perhaps 3 days' storage, but I might
put it another way. In some distilleries their output is so small,
and still so valuable, that they may not be able to turn out a full
tank car in less than 10 days, or 3 cars a month, and we have got to
fit that situation, as we have taken measures to do.

I might tell you this, immediately upon landing here I felt that
the physical information about one hundred and thirty-odd plants
ought to be as definitely in our hands as we could get it from the rec-
ords, and we have been able to get an immense amount of help from
the alcohol tax unit of the Internal Revenue Department. The liquor
business, as you know, is perhaps the closest regulated private id us-
try that I know of, and they keep a record of all the premises. Now
the records that they had covered only those which were pertinent to
the collecting of the revenue. The information I wanted had to do
with whether they had sidings or did not have sidings; whether they
had storage or did not have storage, and the tax unit, with ourselves,
prepared what we thought was a very instructive questionnaire, which
they sent to their 15 supervisors, who in turn sent their storekeeper
gaugers out to every one of those plants--I am speaking of including
those which are inactive as well as active plants. It was hoped that
this information would be in our hands on the 10th of March. We
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did not get it as rapidly as we wanted, but we think before this week
iq over we will have it in our hands. With that in our possession and
with the assistance of the chemical engineers whom we have been
using as a field man-we need 4 or 5 more presently-we hope to do
two things, Mr. Chairman. We hope first of all that we will dis-
cover storage at the small plants, so that when a tank car comes
along it can be immediately filled and taken out. Otherwise we face
the grave danger of ditching.

We hope too, to take some 16 or 18 rectifying columns, as we call
them, which are now in California, in several of the many brandy
plants out there; we want to dismantle them and move them east and
set them up in appropriate high-wine plants in Kentucky, Pennsyl-
vania and Mary and, which, when installed, will make those plants
as independent 100-proof producers as the 20 or 30 that are no,& on
the job. That will help to cut down at least two-thirdsof this weari-
some movement of the high wines. Again time is involved here, and
I am afraid to predict until I see just exactly how these columns
will fit into the distilleries in the east, when the job will be done. I
cannot tell you whether it is going to be 3 months or 6 months, but
the change, when all those apple plants are added and we get going
along, I am quite sure that in addition to the 100,000,000 gallons that
the existing plants ready to go are now producing, we can add,
roughly, another 100,000,000 from this industry.

Now, we had some other difficulties; as we went along here we
.found that under the law we could not produce alcohol and whisky
in the same plant at the same time, nor could we work on Sundays,
and the Congress was helpful to us in passing wbat I identify as thv
Gerhardt bill, about the middle of

Mr. ADAMS. January 24.
Mr. MCNAMARA. January 24. That permitted some plants that

otherwise could not under the law, produce, to produce, and Con-
gress has been helpful, too, in the sense that I believe on Friday or
Saturday last a bill introduced, I think in the House by Mr. Dough-
ton, will permit us to take this 140-proof high wine that I speak
about and move it actually to the redistiller, which up to the moment
has been against the law.

If I can assist further, Mr. Chairman, I will be glad to.
The CAIRMAN. You mean a bill was introduced by Mr. Doughton

on last Saturday, or did it pass the Housel
Mr. MCNAMARA. NO; it passed the Senate last Friday or Saturday.
The Can.mMN. It had already passed the House, of course.
Mr. ADAMS. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMA. -as it been approved by the President?
Mr. ADAMS. No; it has not.
,The CHAIRMAN. When was that change in the law asked for, if

you can remember?
Mr. ADAMS. If I can remember, I think itwas about the first week

in February.
The CHA RMAN. About the first week in February?
Mr. ADAMs. We asked to have the hig -wines bill passed which

would enable us to tap the high-wine capacity of this country, which.
hitherto has not been available to us.
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The CHAIRMAN Now some of these questions you have touched
on, but I wish you would answer them completely for the record, if
you will.

Mr. MCNA)WARA. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any good reason why the sugar-alcohol

companies cannot redistill 140-proof alcohol into 190-proof industrialalcohol I
Mr. MCNAIARA. There is no good reason why they can't; it is

purely a question of transportation.
The CHAIRMAN. Have the seven sugar-alcohol companies in the

United States the existing capacity to redistill all the 140-proof grain
alcohol that the small distillers can produce?

Mr. MCNAmARA. Most of them.
The CJIAIRMAN. Using the available supply of blackstrap as a raw

material for sugar-alcohol-how much redistilling capacity has the
seven United States companies?

Mr. MCNAHPTA. Using the available blackstrap?
The iAMMAN. Yes; using the supply of blackstrap as the raw

material for sugar-alcohol-how much additional redistilling capacity
have the seven United States companies?

Mr. ADAMs. Between 15 and 100 million.
Mr. MCNAMARA. To give me a-minute to expand there, I would say,

of course, 100,000,000.
The CirHmIM. Yes; that increase is 100,000,000, you say?
Mr. MOCNAMARA. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Have we sufficient tank-car capacity to move all

the output of 140-proof grain alcohol to the redistilling centers-you
said a while ago it was a question of transportation;

Mr. MCNAMARA. I would doubt that very much, based upon the
experience we have had with transportation. In fact, they feel very
reluctant to assign us tank cars.

The C1HA R3MAN. Well there should be some information that will
be just a little bit more definite than that, I should thinki Mr. Mc-
Namara. Do you know how many tank cars are available?

Mr. MCNAMARA. No; I do not know.
Mr. BtLviNKix. That comes under Mr. Eastman.
Mr. McNAM3AA. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Don't you think that would be very important to

know?
Mr. MCNAMARA. Yes; we have asked for it.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, you have?
Mr. MONAMARA. We have asked them to assign a number of cars

to us.
The CHAIRMAN. How much of the country's total capacity of indus-

trial alcohol will be distilled or redistilled near smokeless powder
plants?

Mr. MONAMARA. From corn?
The ChAIRMAN. Well, of course that would be an important ques.

Lion there. It is not separated. Suppose we separate it.
Mr. MONAMARA. From corn, I would judge that practically 85 per-

cent of the current high wines, the high proof, would be in the reason-
able vicinity of powder plants.
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The CHAIRMAN. And the other.
Mr. MCNAMfARA. As to the alcohol made from molasse.s I venture

to say that all of that is within the region of the powder plants.
The CHARM1AN. This committee was informed yesterday that 60,-

000,000 gallons of 190-proof industrial alcohol was needed for anti-
freeze products, and an additional 75,000,000 gallons was allocated to
other civilian uses or needs. Do you know what these other civilian
users are? Or civilian uses.

Mr. MCNAM1ARA. I cannot help you on that, Mr. Chairman; I am
unable to tell you almost anything about grain.

The CHAIRMAN. I know, we asked Mr. Moffat something about that
and he broke it down partially. Do you know how much of the 1942
Cuban sugar crop has been turned into high-test molasses?

Mr. MCN AX ARA. I don't.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you sought that information
Mr. ADAM1s. I may say, Mr. Patman, that Mr. Masbn of the De-

fense Supplies Corporation is in Cuba at the present time making a
study into the production from sugar, and he would have the figures.

The CHAIRMAN. He will be back soon I presume.
Mr. ADAUS. Oh, yes; and undoubtedly the Defense Commodities

Corporation have the figures right now.
The CIIA NAX. Mr. McNamira, are you or any member of your

conversion unit reprsented on the Sugar Advisory Board?
Mr. MCNAMARA. Nobody in my group.
Mr. ADAMS. We do not have anybody from the chemical branch.

We have somebody in the War Production Board, of course.
The CHAIRMfAN,;. But on your particular conversion unit, ordinarily,

well, I cannot-I am not familiar with it and I am not criticizing
anyone for failure to put one from the conversion unit onto the Board,
but ordinarily I would think that a representative should be there.

Mr. MCNAXIARA. Of course, this conversiQn unit that you speak of,
Mr. Chairman, came into existence only the middle of last week.
After all, it is along the line that I have been working since I came
down here.

The CHAM1AN. They would, except for the fact that the time has
not been sufficient?

Mr. MCNAMARA. That is right.
The CrAIRMAN. Is your section under the supervision of Mr.

Moffat, chief of the alcohol unit, War Production Board?
Mr. McNAmARA. No, sir.
The CAM3I AX. You did explain that in the beginning.
How long do Tou estimate that it will be before you have completed

this conversion Job?
Mr. MCNAMARA. That is a rather broad question. If we come to

what appears to me to be the full limit in talking about 20000,000
wine-gallons coming from grain, half the job, as I have said, is done.

Now, practically, as it is now.
The UAIRMAN. That is, through that much conversion?
Mr. McNAiMARA. Yes; the other half, I am inclined to think, will

take the remainder of the year.
. The CHAnIAN. What about the plant capacity that Mr. Lewis

spoke of that is idle several months of the yearl Are you familiar
with that? I,
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Mr. MONAMARA. Rather-he is speaking about California, Ibelievw.
The CHAIRMAN.Yeg s he Is.
Mr. MCNAMARA. Well, the California picture boiled down is about

like this. Naturally, their greatest and biggest product is wine, in
terms of spirits. It requires spirits for fortifying what they call
sweet wine, and, of course, they make American brandy as such.
Their raw material is the pulp and offal that comes with the grape
harvest, and consequently they have to distill that product while the
harvest is on, which rarely exceeds 60 days, so they have a tremendous
overage of actual distilling capacity idle 10 months out of the year,
because essentially they are winers and not distillers.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Let us get right down to the point.
Is his statement a correct one, or was he misinformed about convert-int it?

fr. MoNAMARA. I think I would like to finish-
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, I beg your pardon.
Mr. MCNAMARA. Because they are essentially winers, they do not

balance their plant in terms of distillation as the eastern distiller
would.

If we shipped a carload of corn into a plant in California, they
would not know what to do with it. They have few corn-grinding
equipment; they would have to take their vat driers and use them
for fermentation purposes; they would have few cookers with which
to prepare the grain; and they would have no beer still through
which to run it; they would have--as I sid a moment ago, very
excellent rectifying columns with which to finish it. To use that we
would have to bring the mountain to Mohammed, sir, or that
equivalent.

We find that in California there is a theoretical daily production
in the stills of close to 1,000,000 gallons daily. We believe that if
about one-third of that, in the form of 16 or 20 rectifying columns
could be dismantled and moved east to the largest of the high wine
plants that we were talking about, and set up, that that would still
leave perfectly adequate capacity in California so as not to disrupt
their business when their harvest comes, and still equip the greater
part of those high wine distilleries in the East so tiat they would
be as independent and as completely 100 percent as the 100,000,000.
gallons I talked about now being in production.

Does that answer your question f
AMr. BULWINRLE. No, not quite. What I would like to ask you is

this; I understood Mr. Lewis to say that there were too many dis-
tilleries from what we call grain going through those distilleries as
they are now-

Mr. MONAMARA. NO.
Mr. BuLwiNxLE. You have explained the reason why.
Mr. MONAXARA. I have tried to.
Mr. BULWINRLE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How much trouble would it be to furnish tho

equipment and do the things you say are necessary .
MCr. I&NAUA". Vastly more trouble, Mir. Chairman, than to take

16 rectifying columns and bring them east and I might add a tip
on that, that the chief market for the finished product is definitely
this side of the Mississippi.- ,
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The CHAIRMAN. And you think-
Mr. McNAMARA. If we had the finished alcohol in California today

we would have to move it East to find a market.
Mr. BULWINIKL. You don't know anything about the distilling busi.

ness do you I
The CHAIRMAN. No; I was prosecuting attorney for years in Texas,

and I prosecuted a lot of bootleggers.
Mr. BULWINKLE. How many gallons of alcohol do you get out of a

bushel of corn?
Mr. MCNAMARA. We get about 2% wine gallons of 190 proof for 1a

bushel. That is a pretty good conversion, we think.
Mr. BULWINEL. We used to make about 3.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean under Government supervision?
Mr. BULWINKLE. NO.
Let me ask you how many distilleries are there in the United States.
Mr. McNAMARA. We have about 125 registered beverage distillers;

we have about 30 more which are not active in the sense thht they are
in actual operation, and that is without including what we call fruit
distillers, such as California grape that we have just been speaking
about, and apple-brandy distillers here in the East. I think in Cali-
fornia there are upwards of 100 distillers that have a permit and I
think among the fruit distillers in the East you might count 30 more;
they are all rather small.-

Mr. BuLWINKLE. So in all there you have around 200 distilleries?
Mr. MCNAMARA. Something like that.
Mr. BU wINLE. I was trying to find out-I understood Mr. Lewis to

state that there were great quantities of distillers in the United States,
just how many do you remember, Mr. Chairman?

The CHAIRMAN. I don't remember, he said-
Mr. ADAMS. He said thousands.
The CHAIRMAN. As the Major said, I don't know anything about

the distilling business, but you mentioned a while ago that it would be
easier to remove certain equipment from the west coast back East than
it would be to furnish the additional equipment that would be needed
to make industrial alcohol out on the Pacific coast.

Mr. MCNAMARA. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. When you move that material or that equipment

back East, will you have this additional equipment back East already
that you now need on the Pacific coast to make this alcohol I

Mr. AnAs. We will.
Mir. McNAMARA. We will, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, it is just assembling it in the East

instead of assembling it in the West.
Mr. McNAMAnA. It, is just adding one more piece of apparatus to

what already exists. We have the corn grinder, we have the far-
mentaters, and we have the cookers, and wq have the beer. stills.

The CIARMAN. Sufficient capacity to takb care of this additional
equipment that you are bringing here?

Mr. MCNAmAkA. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I mean pertaining to tlj. additional equipment.
Mr. MCNAMARA. Yes. he biggest leurzle we will have is to find

out whether the still of Mr. A's plant in California will fit Mr. B's
plant in Louisville, and we are struggling to do that.

/
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The CHArMaAN. What are you doing? You bring this equipment
east? Have you conducted an analysis of the operation to enable
-you to reach an adjustment and settlement of that?

Mr. MCNAMARA. No; we have not reached that stage and we will
not until we can come into possession of that physical information
on these plants from the Alcohol Tax Unit, perhaps tomorrow or
within this week, in any event.

The CHAMIRAN. Ana you are working on that as rapidly as you
can I resume?

r. NAMAPA. We also have some field men representing the
industry coming in on Friday of this week and hope to explain fur-
ther about these stills.

The. CHAIRRAN. Do you exlet at some time in the near future that
you wMll be making all your industrial alcohol from grain and none
of it from sugar?

Mir. MCNA ARA. I would not think so.
The CHAIRMAN. Or at any time even in the distant future?
Mr. MCNAMARA. No; I would not think so.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not think that that time will ever come

then?
Mr. ADAMs. I think, ir. Chairman, if I may interrupt, there is

some contemplation that we will not be uzing any sugar, we will be
using blackstrap molasses, which is a byproduct of sugar, but it does
not impinge on the sugar supply i that evidently he does not expect
to use any invert molasses, which is the grade of molasses which does
go into the sugar supply.

Mr. MoNAMMAIA. In normal times molasses for civilian companies
would be the cheapest of raw materials; grain would absolutely be
competitive.

Air. PwmEsR. Do you think there'will be no attempt made to use
the overage of stills in California during their idle period by supply-
ing the primary machinery, as I understood you to describe it, for
what production might be needed west of the Mississippi?

Mr. M NAMARA. No; we have some good-sized molasses plants on
the west coast, in addition to the brandy plants that we are talking
about, and we have three of them that get their normal supply' from
Hawaii, blackstrap molasses, and one of those is being additionally
equipped to run grain, and from the best figures we can put together
those plants wouId actually take care of any industry that California
needs.

Mr. PwRsEi. What about corn f
Mr. MONAmARA. Corn or molasses.
Sir. PwESI2. There is a possibility, of course, .that imports from

Hawaii might have to be curtailed drastically.
Mr. Mo% iARA. That is right.

ir. PwzsEn. They are now being curtailed. Do you think then,
that there would be sufficient capacity to use the corn?

ir. MONAMARA. Yes; I am rather inclined to think that we are
oversupplied with both materials and apparatus on the west coast,
and I wish to say the same thing on the east coast.

Mr. BUwINR.n I was interested just now in what Mr. Lewis said,
that there were some of those distilleries which, by just the change
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of a valve could change over from the use of sugar to grain, and that
that is all that is required. What about thatT

Mr. MONAMARA. I wish it were that simple, Major. We have a
few plants that can alternate from corn to molasses very few, unfortu-
nately, but I think they are also very big, and those plants, to the
extent that they can ferment and distill corn, are going to the full
limit, but outside of perhaps two plants like that-and it is much
more than just turning off a faucet-outside of that, we are building
so that we can either use molasses or use grain that we make up from
synthetics.

SMr. ADAMS. Major, miay I smy that I think you misunderstood Mr.
Lewis. He said, I think, that by turning a valve they could change
from whisky production to alcohol production. I believe that was
his statement that our existing distillers could just go out-

Mr. BuLwNiKLE. That. may have been, I may have misunderstood
him.

Mr. MONAMAA. If he said that lie would be right, to the extent.
that there are plants which are now in production.

Mr. ADA38s. He would be right only after the Gerhardt bill was
passed. There was a legal restriction against whisky distillers dis-
ducing alcohol. You simply could not wit;.dmrw from whisky dis-
tillers above 159 proof, and smokeless-powder plants are not inter-
ested in anything that low.

Mr. BuLwizKLr The storekeeper-gauger would get after them.
Mr. MCNAMAIA. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKL. All right, that is all.
The CHAIRMA. Any other questions?
Thank you very much, Mr. McNamara.
(Witness excused.)
The CHAmrAN. All right, Mr. Goodloe.
Will you please state your narae.
Mr. (looo. John D. Goodloe, vice president, Defense Supplies

Corporation.
The C(UT MAN. I believe you have something to do with the Cuban

contracts, what is known as the 1942 Cuban contract.
Mr. GoODLOE. Yes, sir; the contract between the Defense Supply

Corporation and the Cuban Sugar Institute for the '42 crop. •
The CIIAm AN. Why was it specified that in the agreement between

the Defense Supplies Corporation and the Cuban Institute, one-third
of the Cuban 1942 sugar crop must be delivered in the form of in-
vert molasses?

Mr. GOODOnW My understanding is that was the quantity at that
time that was estimated to be needed urgently for the production
of high proof alcohol.

The CIsAnMAX. What steps were taken with the Maritime Com-
mission or any other agency to be assured of the availability of
tankers to bring the molasses from Cuba to the United States _

Mr. Goooa.. In short, I should say every step that one could take
in conditions like today., to secure transportation. We have been
working almost daily with the Maritime C6mmission on the estimate
of tanker supplies that. would be available from time to time and
then definite schedules, as many weeks in advance as possible.
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The CHIAIRIAN. How many tankers carrying either sugar or mo-
lasses have been lost the last 69 days during this submarine warfare?

Mr. GOODLOE. There was one loaded and one empty.
The CHAIRMAN. One loaded and one empty.
Mr. Pwz sER. That one was sunk up here in the Delaware Bay,

wasn't it?
Mr. Goornok.. They had one that was damaged to a small extent,

and it was a collision that sank the loaded vessel down near Charleston.
The CRAIRUAN. Well, I mean under any flag, I don't necessarily

mean our own fla.
Mr. GooDEor. Yes sir You arc speaking of molasses tankers only?
The CHAIRfAN. 6 r anything containing sugar, or anything that

sugar might be loaded on.
Mr. GOODLoF. There were two in molasses, one of them loaded and

one empty. The newspaper reports two vessels with sugar but we
have no official notice of that yet.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the approximate molasses storage capacity
in Cuba I

Mr. GOODLoE. The only capacity, as I understand, is around 200,-
000,000 gallons. Later on we hope storage may be used which might
extend to a maximum of another sixty or seventy-five million.

The CHAIRMAN. Has the 100,000,000 gallons of invert molasses
specified in the'contract to be ready March 15. 1942, been delivered
in full? IHow much has been dQiveredl How much has been
ditched?

Mr. GOODLO. None has been ditched, and by delivered, do you
mean here or in Cub-il

The CIT.IRMAN. Well, suppose we make it in Cuba first and then
here.

Mr. GooDIoF. There has been about 20,000,000 delivered here.
The CHAIRMAN. 20,000,000 here, and how much in Cuba?
Mr. GooDwo. Probably sixty to seventy million.
The C HAInMAN. Sixty to seventy million. Could the agreement,

that is, between the Defense Supplies Corporation and t1e Cuban
Government, be amended quickly_

Mr. GooDwor. I am not sure I understand the question. You
mean amended with reference to the percentage of invert?

The CirAIRMAN. Well, anything in it, could you-how much trou-
ble would you have to go to to change It by agreement, or could
it be changed quickly with reference to any important part?

Mr. GOODLOB. No; it would require considerable negotiation to
amend the agreement, and if the time consumed in the original
agreement is extended in comparison, it would take quite a lot of
time.

The CHAIRMAN. How long did it take in the original agreement?
Mr. CxooDo*z. Several months.
The CUAIMAN. Does the Defense Supplies Corporation own the

sugor in the United States which was frozen on December 13, 1941,
by General Preference Order No. M-55?

Mr. GOOD. No; at that time or shortly after that order was
issued we asked the War Production Board to stand ready to buy as
large quantity of the frozen commercial stock as they might from
time to time recommend that we buy. We did in fact buy 40.000
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tons of raws, and then recently 45,000 tons of refined, and the raws
were immediately resold and distributed in accordance with W. P. B.
recommendations, and the distribution of the 45,000 tons of refined
is now in process.

.. The CHAIRMAN. How much frozen sugar has been taken by the
Defense Supplies Corporation and how much of this moved into
distressed areas?
. Mr. GOODLore. The total is 95,000 tons that we have bought. Forty
thousand has been distributed and 45,000 is now in process.

The CHAMIAN. Does the Defense Supplies Corporation have any
representative on the Sugar Board of the War Production Board

Mr. GooDLE. I assume by Sugar Board you mean the interde-
partmental committee that was recently set up by the War Pro.
duct ion Board ?

The CHAMrMAN. Yes.
Mr. GooDLOE. Yes we do have a representative.
The CHAIRMAN. You do have a representative?
Do you have the Cuban contract with you I
Mr. GOODLoE. Yes, sir.
The CHA RMIAN. Would you object to inserting it in the record?
Mr. GOODrO. Not at all. Attached to it also is a copy of the

refiners' agreement.
The CHAmMAN. A copy of the refiners' agreement. Let me se

it. (Document handed to the chairman.]
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection we will insert the two in the

record, the" Cuban agreement and the refiners' agreement.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)

AGREEMENT

THIS AOSMEUEN entered into as of January 28, 1942, In Washington, D. C.,
between the Dssxwsz SUPPLIES CORPORAION, a corporation organized under
Section 5 (d) of the REcoxSmucmtox FvqANcr CosrozAiion Ac, as amended,
hereinafter called the Corporation, and the refiners of cane sugar in con-
tinental United States. signatories. hereof, acting severally, hereinafter called
collectively and singly the Refiners and Refiner, respectively,

WHEREAS the Corporation was created, and in making and performing
this Agreement Is acting, as an agency of the United States Government
with power to buy and dispose of strategic and critical materials, and to
that end has the authority to enter Into contracts to buy foreign raw sugar,
and to assign Its rights under such contracts, subject to such terms and conditions
as it may deem advisable; and -

WnEx.ss the Corporation has under date of January 28, 1912, pursuant to
such power and authority, entered Into a contract, hereinafter called the Cuban
Crop Contract, with the Instituto Cubano de Establizaclon del Azucar (Cuban
Sugar Stabilization Institute), hereinafter called the Institute, a copy of
which contract Is attached hereto and marked Exhibit A, in which contract
the Institute hres agreed to sell to the Corporation, and the Corporation has
agreed to buy from the Institute, the entire 1942 Cuban sugar crop in the
form of raw sugar, invert molasses and blackstral, subject to the exceptions
provided for in Article First of such contract; and

Wuvz.As the Corporation desires to make available to the Refiners and the
Refiners desire to have made available to them, for refining and subsequent
distribution. in the form of refined sugar and other cane sugar products,
certain raw sugar which the corporation has so agreed to buy from the Institute,
all on the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth;

Now, THRM osz. im cOxamAnox of the premises and the covenants here.
Inafter set forth, the parties hereto agree as follows:

I,
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ALLOCATMO s AZD ASSIOGMERiTS

(1) The Corporation agrees to assign to each Refiner from time to time,
upon such Refiner's application therefor approved In advance by the War
Production Board, a specified quantity of the aggregate amount of raw sugar
agreed to be made available for assignment to the Refiners hereunder. When-
ever the Corporation so assigns a quantity of raw sugar to a Refiner hereunder,
such assignment will constitute an assignment by the Corporation to such
Refiner of the Corporation's rights, with respect to such quantity of raw sugar,
as set forth In the Cuban Crop Contract, subject to the provisions of this
Agreement. Each Refiner to which any such assignment may be made under-
takes that it will fulfill the Corporation's obligations with respect to such raw
sugar so assigned, as set forth in the Cuban Crop Contract, subject to the pro-
visions of this Agreement, and any such assignment to a Refiner will be con-
ditioned on the Refiner complying with such undertaking on its part. The
approval by the War Production Board of any such application by a Refiner for
an assignment of raw sugar hereunder will be understood to constitute certifi-
cation that the raw sugar so applied for has been allocated to such Refiner by
the War Production Board. The aggregate amount of raw sugar which the
Corporation agrees to make available for assignment to the Refiners here-
under will include all raw sugar which In the Cuban Crop Contract the
Corporation has agreed to buy from the Institute and the Institute has
agreed to sell to the Corporation, excluding, however, any raw sugar to be
shirped from Cuba to any foreign country other than the United States at
the direction of the Corporation, as well as any raw sugar which may be
converted at the direction of the Corporation into Invert molasses. The fact
that this Agreement Is submitted to a Refiner for signature, or signed by a
Refiner, shall not be considered as Indicating that any assignment of raw
sugar will be made to such Refiner hereunder, it being understood that the
Corporation will not in any event assign raw sugar hereunder to a Refiner to
which such raw sugar has not been allocated by the War Production Board.
It is understood that any function provided for In this Agreement to be per-
formed by the War Production Board may Instead be performed by any other
United States Governmental agency which may at the time be delegated to
allocate raw sugar supplies among the Refiners.

ARBA nCNO TANS PO5ATION

(2) Whenever any Refiner's application to have raw sugar assigned to It
hereunder has been approved by the War Production Board and accepted by the
Corporation, the Corporation will so advise the Maritime Commission, and the
Refiner will thereupon be considered to have requested the Maritime Commission
to make available the vessels necessary to transport such raw sugar from Cuba.
It Is contemplated that the Maritime Commission will, to the extent that vessels
are from time to lime available for this purpose, arrange to have charter parties
for such transportation offered by the owners or operators of such vessels.
directly or through ship brokers, to such Refiner; that, whenever any disagreement
may arise as to whether a vessel or vessels In particular positions will be
so made available to a certain Refiner, the Maritime Commission may refer the
question to the War Production Board for decision; and that, In performing
the above-mentioned functions, the Maritime Commission may invite the ceop-
oration of ship brokers, owners, and operators, and of Refiners' employees
experienced In raw sugar shipping matters, to act as an advisory shipping com-
mittee In New York under the chairmanship of an employee of the Maritime
CommissIon. It is contemplated that such charter parties will be In the form
of the customary West Indies sugar charter party now In effect, as revised freom
time to time by order of the Maritime Commission, and that they will provide
for tran portation from Cuban loading port or ports to wharves to be designated
by the Refiners at their respective refineries, or in other United States ports
through which they customarily receive raw sugar shipments, at the freight rates
In effect at the time, with customary provision that the Refiner will have the
option to discharge (or appoint stevedores to discharge the cargo at the expense
of the vessel. The charter party will In each Instance be signed by the Refiner
as charterer, and such Refiner will make all payments for freight and other
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charges which is charterer' such Refiner Is obligated to make under the terms
of the charter party. The Corporation will make available, on request, to the
Maritime Commission, the advisory shipping committee and the Refiners con-
verned, the information it receives from the Institute pursuant to Article Fifth
and subparagraphs (o) and (p) of Article Sixth of the Cubaq Crop Contract.

MARINE AND WAR RIsk I-NSUL#NCE

(3) Each Refiner will, with respect to each shipment of raw sugar to be made
to it hereunder, perform the obligations of the Corporation, set forth ia sub-
paragraph (w) of Article Sixth of the Couban Crop Contract, to provide marine
and war-risk insurance, and such Insurance will be for the account of such
Refiner.

LOADING: SHIPPINo REPORTS

(4) The Corporation will advise the Institute promptly from time to time
of all assignments of raw sugar made to the Refiners hereunder. Whenever
an assignment of raw sugar Is made to a Refiner hereunder and a vessel or
vessels are made available to such Refiner to transport such raw augar, such
Refiner will communicate directly with the Institute and arrange with it to
have the'raw sugar provided for in such assiftment placed alongside such
vessel or vessels on the arrival thereof at loading port or ports. Whenever any
Refiner notifies the Co."poration that such Refiner is expertenelng difficulty in
making such arrangements with respect to any shipment, the Corporation will
cooperate fully to effect such arrangements pursuant to the provisions of the
Cuban Crop Contract. The Corporation will use its good offices with the De-
partment of State, the Maritime Commission, and other Governmental agencies
to assure that each Refiner will be advised from time to time, as fully as
conditions may permit, regarding the loading, clearance, and movement of vessels
chartered by such Refiner to transport raw sugar assigned It hereunder.

MARINE FsRIGnr AIDJUS-IIETS

(5) In order to equalize as far as practicable certain Inequalities in marine
freight rates, and in loading-port expenses arising out of the Cuban Crop
Contract and war conditions, without necessitating for such purposes any varta-
tions in sugar ceiling prices, there will be established by contributions, as
provided for In the following subparagraph (a), a marlne-frelght adjustment
fund (hereinafter called the Fund) In the bands of the Corporation for appli-
cation as indicated below.

(a) As long as, pursuant to orders of the Maritime Commission, the marine
freight rate for raw sugar from Cuba to ports south of Hatteras Is two cents
per 100 pounds less than that from north-side Cuban ports to ports north of
Hatteras but not north of New.York, based on the comparable rates for one-port
loading and two-port loading,'hnd the ceiling price for offshore raw sugar at
ports south of Hatteras is one cent per 100 pounds less than the ceiling price for
offAhore raw sugar at ports north of Hatteras, each Refiner to which a ship-
ment of Cuban raw sugar Is made hereunder to a port south of Hatteras will,
In addition to paying to the vessel the marine freight applicable therefor, be
obligated to pay to the Corporation by December 31, 1942, for the account of the
Fund, one cent for each 100 pounds of raw sugar In such shipment, but there
may be offset against such obligation the amount for each 100 pounds of raw
sugar by which the marine freight at the rates prescribed by the Maritime
Commission for each shipment of raw sugar which such Refiner receives from
Puerto Rico during the year 1942, at a port south of Hatteras, exceeds the
marine freight payable under the rate in effect at the same time, as prescribed
by the Maritime Commission, for shipments of raw sugar from Puerto Rico to
New York.

(b) There shall be payable by the Corporation to each Refiner out of the Fund,
as soon as practicAble after December 31, 1942:

(I) The amount by which the marine freight payable by such Refiner
for any shipment made hereunder from a south-side Cuban port or ports
to a port north of Hatteras exceeds the marine freight which would have
been payable therefor If the vessel had loaded at a north-side Cuban
port or ports, based on the comparable rates for one-port loading and two-
port loading as prescribed by the Maritime Commission. , .

(1) T amount by whlch the marine freight at the rates prescribed
by the Maritime Commission for each blipment of raw sugar which such
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Refiner receives from Puerto Rico during the year 1942, at a port south
of New York, exceeds the marine freight payable under the rate In effect
at the same time, as prescribed by the Maritime Commission, for ship-
ments of raw sugar from Puerto Rico to New York, but such amount
will not be payable to the extent that such freight differential may have
been offset for such Refiner under subparagraph (a) above.

(i) The amount by which the marine freight payable for any ship-
ment hereunder to such Refiner exceeds the marine freight which would
have been payable therefor, by reason of the vessel having been required
to load at two Cuban ports Instead of at only one port, as determined
from the rates prescribed by the Maritime Commission In effect at the
time.

(iv) Any amounts which such Refiner is required to pay to the Institute,
the shipper or others pursuant to subparagraph (p) of Article Sixth of
the Cuban Crop Contract with respect to expenses occasioned by failure
of a vessel to arrive at the Cuban loading port not more than five
days after the announced date of arrival or Its failure to arrive at all.

(c) If the Fund shall be Insufficient to pay all proper Items arising under
subparagraph (b) above, all such Items shall be reduced proportionately so
that the total thereof will equal the amount of the Fund.

(d) Any final surplus In the Fund, after making the payments therefrom
provided for in this paragraph (5), wIll be distributed to the Refiners having
refineries at ports south of Hatteras in proportion to their respective contribu-
tions (net after deducting any offsets) to the Fund pursuant to subparagraph (a)
above.

It Is understood that, if the present relationship between marine freight rates
and ceiling price differentials on Cuban raw sugar referred to In subparagraph
(a) above should be changed, the Refiners will consult with the Corporation to
discuss equitable modifications of this paragraph (5) In accordance with the
purposes thereof. Reference, In this paragraph (5) to ports north or soulh of
Hatteras, or south of New York, are intended to refer to United States Atlantic
and Gulf of Mexico ports so situated.

PAYMENT; 5HIPP& "EZSEFNTATIVES

(6) Payments will be made by each Refiner, uder draft-4 and otherwise,
with- respect to each shipment of raw sugar made to such Refiner hereunder,
in the full amount and In the manner required by subparagraphs (a) and (t)
of Article Sixth of the Cuban Crop Contract. In all sampling, testing and
weighing wilh respect to any shipment hereunder, the Refiner is authorized to
deal with the shipper's representatives as acting for the Institute as well as for
the shipper.

UNSHPP 8U0AZ

(7) If a Refiner notifies the Corporation In writing by December 1, 1942, that
such Refiner desires to be relieved from alI obligation to accept and make pay-
ments for or in connection with any raw sugar assigned or to be assigned to
such Refiner hereunder to the extent that such raw sugar is not shipped from
Cuba before December 16, 1942, such Refiner will thereupon be relieved from
such obligation. If a Refiner does not notify the Corporalon by December 1,
1942. that such Refiner elects to be so relieved from such obligation, such
Refiner agrees to fulfill all of the obligations undertaken by the Corporation
In subparagraph (q) of Article Sixth of the Cuban Crop Contract with respect
to any raw sugar assigned or to be assigned to such Refiner hereunder which
is not shipped from Cuba before December 10, 1942, and In this event the
Identity certificates, Insurance certificates and warehouse receipts provided for
in that subparagraph are to be turned over to the Refiner as owner of such
raw sugar on such Refiner: making the pro forms payments therefor provided
for In such Subparagraph. Except for raw, sugar wide'respect to which a
Refiher so agrees to'fulfll the obligations undertaken by the Corporation, any
raw sugar otherwise deliverable hereunder which may not have been shipped
from Cuba before December 18, 194A shall be excluded from that which may
hive been assigned or agreed to be assigned hereunder. The Refiners may con-
sult the Corporation about making available to them, on a fair pro rata basis,
when shipment thereof from Cuba becomes possible, any raw sugar, of that agreed
to be made available for assignment to the Refiners hereunder, not accepted
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by Refiners hereunder because of not having been shipped from Cuba before
December 16i 1942.

MAKE? DECSNKS

(8) If at any time during the year 1942 the market price of raw sugar from
any source, basis 90 degrees, delivered New York, duty paid or duty fret,
currently arriving at United States ports, or due to arrive within thirty days
(as determined from a bona fide sale or ales, or In the absence of such sales,
from a bona fide offering or offerings, aggregating not less than 10,000 long
tons on any business day) Is less by at least cne-tenth of one cent per pound
than the price payable for Cuban raw sugar currently arriving, or if such raw
sugar were currently arriving, at United States ports hereunder, basis 96
degrees, delivered New York, duty paid, whether or not any United States raw
sugar ceiling price In effect at the time reflects such reduction In market price,
each Refiner will be entitled at its option:

(a) On prompt notification to this effect to the Corporation, to decline to accept
any and all further shipments of raw sugar assigned or agreed to be assigned
hereunder to such Refiner, except such as shall have cleared from Cuba before
the time when such notification Is given'to the Corporation; and

(b) On prompt notification to this effect to the Corporation, to require the
Corporation to buy from such Refiner up to 80% In weight of the aggregate
of (a) all Cuban raw sugar previously received by such Refiner hereunder and
still on hand In the form of raw sugar, plus (b) all raw sugar shipped and
cleared from Cuba hereunder but not yet on hand at such Refiner's refinery or
refineries. Since refining operations generally require the commingling of raw
sugar received from all sources, such amount of Cuban raw sugar still on
hand In such Refiner's inventory in the form of raw sugar will be computed
for this purpose as constituting that proportion of all raw sugar, from all
sources, which such R?flner then has on hand In the form of raw sugar which
the total of such Refiner's receipts of rdw sugar from Cuba during the year
1942 up to that time bears to the total of such Refiner's receipts of raw sugar
from all sources during the same period. Such purchase by the Corporation
will be at the average price per pound, basis 98 degrees, duty paid, delivered
at refinery wharf, paid or payable by such Refiner, for the aggregate of (a)
all of such raw sugar shipped and cleared from Cuba but not yet on hand at
such Refiner's refinery or refineries, plus (b) the Cuban raw sugar most
recently received by such Refiner hereunder equal In amount to the quantity
(determined as Indicated above) of raw sugar received by such Refiner here-
under and still on hand in the form of raw sugar, regardless of the actual time
of receipt of, or the actual price paid for, such raw sugar physically on hand
at the time. A Refiner cannot exercise Its right under this subparagraph (b)
without simultaneously exercising its right under the preceding subparagraph
(a). but a Refiner may exercise Its right under such subparagraph (a)
without exercising Its right under this subparagraph (b).

(9) If at any time or times during the year 1942 the United States raw sugar
ceiling price, basis DO degrees, delivered New York, duty paid or duty free, Is
Increased by at least one-tenth of one cent per pound over such ceiling price
In effect Immediately prior thereto, the Corporation will be entitled at Its option,
on prompt notification to this effect to each Refiner, to require such Refiner to
sell to the Corporation up to 80% In weight of the aggregate of (a) all Cuban
raw sugar previously received by such Refiner hereunder and still on hand in the
form of raw sugar, plus (b) all Cuban raw sugar then en route to such Refiner
hereunder which arrived at quarantine at destination port prior to the date when
such higher ceiling price shall have become effective. Such amount of Cuban
raw Fugar still on hand in such Refiner's Inventory In the form of raw sugar
will be computed for this purpose as constituting that proportion of all raw
sugar, from all sources, which such Refiner then has on hand In the form of raw
sugar which the total of such Refiner's receipts of raw sugar from Cuba during
the year 1942 up to that time bears to the total of such Refiner's receipts of rs*
sugar from all sources during the same period. Such sale to the Corporation
will be at the average price per pound, basis 96 detees, duty paid, delivered at
refinery wharf, paid or payable by the Refiner, for the aggregate of (a) all of
such Cuban raw sugar then en route to such Refiner hereunder which aired at
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quarantine at destination port prior to the date when Such higher ceiling priceshall have become effective, pius (b) the Cuban raw sugar most recently receivedby such Refiner hereunder equal In amount to the quantity (determined asIndicated above) of raw sugar received by such Refiner hereunder and still onhand In the form of raw sugar, regardless of the actual time of receipt of, orthe actual price paid for, such raw sugar physically on hand at the time. TheCorporation reserves the option provided for In this paragraph (9), not with aview to realizing an eventual net profit, but so that it will be In position, In Itsdiscretion, to prevent inventory profits in an amount which the Corporation maydeem unreasonable accruing to the Refiners with respect to raw sugar receivedby them hereunder, as well as to defray or anticipate any expenditures requiredto be made by the Corporation pursuant to the provisions of paragraphs (8). (9),or (11) of this Agreement, and any other expenses In connection with this Agree-ment or the Cuban Crop Contract.

DUYLYIy UNDER REFINERS' SAilS TO COOu0oAlON
(10) Whenever raw sugar Is sold by a Refiner to the Corporation pursuant toparagraphs (8) or (9) hereof, the Corporation will arrange to take deliverythereof promptly from such Refiner. If the raw sugar so sold is afloat, the Cor-poration will designate some suitable wharf to which the vessel can and will goto unload. The raw sugar will be at the risk and expense of the Corporationaa and when delivered on such wharf. If the raw sugar so sold is not afloat andIs In or around a refinery or warehouse, the Corporation will provide vesselsor lighters promptly to remove such raw sugar, and the Refiner will arrange todeliver such raw sugar In bags to the strlngplece of the adjoinIng wharf, afterwhich such raw sugar will be at the risk and expense of the Corporation. Inthe case of raw sugar afloat so sold to the Corporation, the weighing, sampling,and testing thereof wilt be conducted by the representatives of the Refiner andthe shipper, in the customary manner, and the price per pound, basis 96 degrees,duty paid, payable for such raw sugar by the Corporation to such Refiner, willbe the average price per pound, 96 degrees, duty paid, delivered at refinerywharf, provided for In paragraph (8) or (0) of this Agreement, on the basisof the final weights, and with customary allowances for polarization; and theCorporation will, in addition to so making payment for such raw sugar, alsopay to such Refiner the cost of the transjkrtatlon of such raw sugar from Cubato the whqrf where the sugar Is actually unloaded to the extent if any that suchcost exceeds what would have been the cost of transportation to such Refiner'swharf, plus the cost to such Refiner ofthe marine and war-risk Insurance onsuch shipment. In the case of raw sugar so sold which is not afloat and whichIs in or around a refinery or wahouse, the weighing, sampling, and testingthereof will be conducted by the representatives of such Refiner and the Cor-poration, In the customary manner, and the price per pound, basis 06 degrees,duty paid or duty free, so delivered to stringpiece of wharf, payable for suchraw sugar by the Corporation to such Refiner, will be the average price perpound, basis 90 degrees, duty paid, delivered at refinery wharf, provided forin paragraph (8) or (9) of this Agreement, on the basis of the fnal weights,and with customary allowances for polarization, and also properly adjusted soas to reflect In such delivered price the actual cost of the transportation fromCuba to refinery wharf of the raw sugar most recently received by such Refnerhereunder equal In amount to the Inventory quantity so sold; and the Corpora-tion will, In addition to so making payment for such raw sugar, also pay tosuch Refiner the cost to It of the marine and war-risk Insurance on such rawsugar, similarly based on the cost of such Insurance on an equal quantity ofraw sugar most receptly received hereunder, plus, In case such raw sugar isbeing sold and delivered to the Corporation pursuant to the provisions of Para-graph (9) of this Agreement, all actual expense (including labor costa forbagging the raw sugar If It Is not In bags at the time) Incurred by the RefinerIn so delivering such raw sugar to stringpiece of wharf from the place where ItIs stored at the time, to the extent ft ny that this expense exceis the expensewhich such Refiner would normally have Incurred In delivering such raw sugarfrom such storage place to the point where such augar would be dumped formelting In the refinery. In the ease of a refinery which customarily receives Itsraw sugar supplies by rail, raw sugar so sold to the Corporation hereunder whichIn on hand In or around -Such refinery may Instead be delivered there f o. b.railroad care ot trucks arranged fop by the Corporation, and the references In
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paragraphs (8), (9), and (10) hereof to refinery wharf, with respect to Incoming
shipments of raw sugar, shall be deemed to refer Instead to the railroad siding
at such refinery. The Corporation will make prompt payment to each Refiner
of all amounts payable to it for and In connection with raw sugar so sold to
the Corporation.

ALTENATIWS METHOD OF SEIMtrMENT

(11) In lieu of a sale and delivery of raw sugar by any Refiner to the Cor-
poration, pursuant to the provisions of paragraphs (8) or (0) and paragraph
(10) of this Agreement, the Corporation and such Refiner may, by mutual
agreement, effect a settlement based on the difference between the cost of
such raw sugar to the Refiner and the market or ceiling price for a correspond-
ing quantity of raw sugar as of a date on which they may agree for this
purpose.

USE OF MLW SCOAR

(12) All raw sugar received hereunder by a Refiner shall be used (subject
to substitution privileges provided for in drawback regulations) for making
refined sugar and other cane sugar products for sale and distribution to buyers
in continental United States (and elsewhere to the extent permitted by licenses
issued by the appropriate United States Governmental agency), and to the armed
forces of the United States serving outside of continental United States.

LAXSW ASSIOGNMETS

(13) It, after the War Production -Board shall have allocated Cuban raw
sugar to a Refiner for a particular period, such Refiner fails to apply, within
fifteen days from the date on which notice of such allocation is given, for an
assignment hereunder of the full amount of Cuban raw sugar so allocated to
such Refiner for such period, the amount of such raw sugar *not so applied for
will become available to be assigned to other Refiners hereunder pursuant to
allocations made and assignments approved by the War Production Board. If,
after raw sugar has been assigned to a Refiner hereunder, such Refiner does
not with reasonable promptness enter into available charter parties for vessels
in reasonably suitable positions, to transport such raw sugar from Cuba to the
United States port or ports where stqch Refiner has a refinery or refineries or
customarily receives raw sugar, or, having entered into such charter parties,
does not cooperate fully with the Institute, the shipper and the Corporation to
have such raw sugar loaded and shipped to the United States with reasonable
promptness, such assignment with respect to the raw sugar affected may be
revoked by the Corporation at any time upon notice to such Refiner, in which
event such raw sugar will become available to be assigned to other Refiners
hereunder as provided above. The Corporation, In exercising its rights under
this and other provisions of this Agreement, will give due consideration to not
requiring shipments to any Refiner hereunder to be expedited to such an extent
as to necessitate the storage in its refinery or refineries of unreasonably large-
stocks of raw or refined sugar, taking into account raw sugar received and
receivable from other sources, as well as from Cuba, and refined svigar made
therefrom.

FORCE MA:lIRg

(14) Should any case of force majeure prevent Refiner from receiving raw
sugar assigned cr to be assigned to such Refiner hereunder, su'h Refiner will
notify the Corporation promptly and keep the Corporation fully Informed of the
circumstances. Such Refiner will, in this event, be released from any liability by
reason of nonacceptance of such raw sugar 's long as such nonacceptsnce is
prevented by force majeure, but will use due diligence to overcome the conditions
constituting the force majeure. The provisions of this paragraph (14) shall not
be considered as releasing a Refiner from obligatloh to accept raw sugar shipped
to such Refiner hereunder from Cuba prior to such force majeure becoming
operative.

AMENDINO CU AN CROP CORACT

(15) The Corporation reserves the right to mdify or amend the Cuban Crop
Contract hereto attached, but no such modification or amendment shall make
more onerous the obligations of a Refiner, or operate to such Refiner's dis-
advantage with respect to the terms and obligatlons agreed to by the Institute,
as to any raw sugar the subject of an assign ient made or applied for hereunder
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pilor to notice given by theCorporation to such Refiner of such modification or
amendment. The Corporation will advise each Refiner promptly of any modifi-
cation or amendment of the Cuban Crop Contract with respect to raw sugar, and
such modification or amendment will govern any assignment of raw sugar here-
under made on any application filed after notice to a Refiner of such modifica-
tion or amendment.

REFIN]ERS' OBI.IOATIONS NOT JOINT

(16) The obligations which the Refiners undertake hereunder ar6 several and
not joint. Each Refiner undertakes to carry out the provisions of this Agree-
ment with respect to raw sugar herein agreed to be assigned and/or which may
be assigned to such Refiner hereunder, but undertakes no obligation with respect
to raw sugar herein agreed to be assigneid, or which may be assigned, to other
Refiners

RFINYS' ADVISORY COMiITTEE

(17) The Corporation -has requested the Refiners to appoint a committee,
from among the principals acting for the respective Refiners, to advise the
Corporation, whenever asked to do so, regarding matters arising In the per-
formance of this Agreement. The following men have been designated, with
the approval of the Corporation, to act as the members of this Committee to be
known as the Executive Committee of the Cane Sugar Refiners' War Committee:

EusWORMT BuNKER, Cthairman, President of The National Sugar Refining
Company

J. F. ABBoIT, President of The American Sugar Refining Company
L. R. CAMPIGL! A President of California and -Hawaiian Sugar Refining

Corporation, Ltd.
CIIARUS GoociAUx, President of Godchanx Sngar, Inc.
W C. KF KwEs, Treastrer of Sterling Sugars, Inc.
TnOMAS OXNARD, Vice-President and Treasurer of Savannah Sugar Refining

Corporation
CHARES W. TAussio, Chairman of the Board of Sucrest Corporation
H. E. Wozcmuz, Vice-President of Revere Sugar Refinery.

Each member of such Committee may designate from time to time an alternate
to act In his stead. The members of such Committee and their alternates will
serve without compensation, and it is agreed that they will not be held respon.
sible, In damages or otherwise, by any party or parties to this Agreement, for
any action or failure to act on their part In connection with carrying out In
good faith their activities as members of such Committee.

NONPARTICIPATION

(18) If any refiner or refiners of cane sugar In continental United States
fall to execute this Agreement and to return this Agreement duly executed to
the Corporation on or before February 0, 1042, such refiner or refiners shall not
be entitled to receive any of the raw sugar agreed to be ussigned to the Rcfiners
hereunder, and the Corporation will make available to be assigned to the re.
spective Refiners, pursuant to allocations by the War Production Board, such
quantities of raw sugar as would have been available to be assigned to such
non-partleilpating refiner or refiners, had they so executed and returned this
Agreement.

AKBISBATION

(19) In the event of any disagreement (which is not settled promptly by nego-
tiation), hereunder or under the Cuban Crop Contract, between the Institute
and/or the shipper, on the one hand, and any Refiner on the other hand, the
Refiner consents to be bound by the results of an arbitration carried out pursuant
to Article Twelfth of the Cuban Crop Contract, and to bear the Corporation's
share of the expense of such arbitration. The Corporation undertakes, whenever
possible, to select as Its arbitrator In each such case a person approvedby the
-Refiner or Refiners Involved. Any disagreement arising under this Agreement,
not settled promptly by negotiation, between the Corporation and any Refiner,
shall be submitted to a board of three arbitrators If the Corporation and the

,Refiner fall to designate the three arbitrators by mutual agreement within fifteen
days after the date that either of them shall have requested of the other that the
disagreement be submitted to arbitration, then each shall Immediately appoint
one arbitrator and these two arbitrators shall agree on the third arbitrator.
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The decision of any two of such arbitrators shall be final and conclusive. The
arbitrators shall serve without compensation and the parties to such arbitration
shall bear the expense thereof equally. Every such arbitration shall take place In
Washington, D. C., or In such other place or places as a majority of the arbitrators
may designate.

RToHTS ASSIONE AND OBIOATIONS VNDRTA EN

(20) Whenever any raw sugar Is assigned to a Refiner hereunder, such Rrfiner
will, with respect to the raw sugar covered by such assignment, be deemed entitled
to the rights of the Corporation and to have accepted and undertaken to perform
the obligations of the Corporation, set forth In Articles Sixth. Seventh. Eighth,
Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth of the Cuban Crop Contract (except the
rights and obligations set forth In subparographs (d), (e). (1), (q), Cu). aIl (v)
of such Article Sixth), subject, however, to the provisions of this Agreelent.
The Corporation undertakes, on its own account, the obligations expressly unler-
taken by it In this Agreement with respect to raw sugar assigned or agreed to be
assigned to each Refiner hereunder, and further undertakes to use Its best efforts
to assure compliance by the Institute, and by the Cubar producers and shIppets,
with the terms and conditions of the Cuban Crop Contract, Insofar as they relnta
to raw sugar assigned or to be assigned to the Refiners hereunder. The obl-
gatlons to be accepted by each Refiner, with respect to raw sugar assigned or
agreed to be assigned to such Refiner hereunder, are those obligations which this
Agreement provides shall be undertaken by such Refiner. The Corporation agrees
with each Refiner to comply with the Corporation's obligations under the Cuban
Crop Contract, to the extent that such obligations are not herein provided to be
undertaken and performed by such Refiner.

.NOTICES

(21) Any notice to be given to any party hereto may be given by telegram,
cable, or radiogram, or by mail, and must be received by such party in order to
constitute notice. All notices to the Corporation shall be addressed to it at Wash-
Ington, D. C. All notices to any other party hereto shall be addressed to such
party at its address appearing under its signature on this Agreement.

MxzcunoN

( 2) This Agreement may be executed by the several Refiners In any number
of counterparts of like tenor, all of which, when executed by the Corporation, shall
constitute a single Instrument.

IN WITrsS WHEREOF, the parties hereto, being duly authorized to enter into
this Agreement, have executed It by their duly authorized representatives as of
the day and year first above written.

Dz r-sE Sup ms CoRosRsoo,,

Erecstlre Vice-Preafdent
B y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PreCUex t

(Address: -------------------------
-------- ---------------------------------- )

ExHIBIT A

AOREEMENT

The purchase contract of the 1912 Cuban sugar crop

Aomz rT entered Into this 28th day of January 1942 In the City of Havana,
Cuba, by and between Detense Supplies Corporation, a corporatloi domiciledin Washington, D. 0., and organized pursuant to the provisions of Section 5
(d) of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act, as amended (hereinaftercalled the "Corportion"), party of the firsI part' and the Instituto ubano doE stabiiaclon del" Azucar (Cuban Sagar Stabilization Institute), a juridical
entity of Cuban nationality constituted and organized in accordance with the

/
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Law of May 14, 1931, In connection with the lAw of November 15, 1930, and the
Decree Law No. 522 of January I8, 19X30 and reorganized in accordance with
Law No. 20 of March 21, 1941 (hereinafter called the "Institute"), party of the
second part;

WITzN Er'ln:

WnzrAs, the Corporation was created, and In making and performing this
contract Is acting, as an agency of the Government of the United States with
power to purchase and sell strategic and critical materials and to that end has
the authority to purchase and sell domestic and foreign raw sugar and molasses
in such quantities, at such prices and upon such terms and conditions as it
may deem advisable; and
WHElEs, the Institute has the power and authority to regulate through

appropriate export licenses the export of Cuban sugar and molasses for delivery
to any person, entity or country, as well as to buy and acquire molasses and
sugars produced In Cub; and has been specifically authorized to sell the entire
1912 Cuban sugar crop, whether In the form of raw sugar or Invert molasses,
as well as blackstrap molasses, and to enter Into this contract, In accordance
with the provisions of Presldential Decree No. 178 of January 28, 1942; and

WHERa-As the Corporation, at the request of the Government of the United
States, and the Institute, in accordance with the aforesaid Decree, have reached
an agreement with respect to the purchase and sale of -the sugar which can be
produced In Cuba in the 1042 crop, whether In the form of raw sugar or of
Invert molasses, as well as blackstrap molasses; and

WHEnxxs the Corporation has requested that approximately one-third of the
Cuban 1042 sugar crop be sold to it In the form of invert molasses instead
of In the form of raw sugar, and the Institute has agreed to this as an act
of cooperation by Cuba with the United States for the common defense;

NOW, THEREFOE, ix coNswaA orio of the premises acd the mutual covenants
and agreements herein set forth, the parties hereto agree as follows:

1. The Institute hereby sells to the Corporation and the Corporation hereby
purchases the entire 1942 Cuban sugar crop, in the form of raw sugar, Invert
molasses, and blackstrap, as hereinafter provided, subject to the following
exceptions:

(a) Such amount of sugar, up to the maximum amount of 200,000 Spanish
long tons, raw sugar value, as may be used for local consumption In Cuba
In 1942;

(b) An amount of blackstrap molasses equivalent to the amount derived
as a byproduct from the manufacture of the 200,000 tons of local consump-
tion suar, and which shall not exceed 9,000,000 gallons;
(e) Up to 65,000 Spanish long tons, which is the estimated amount of

raw sugar which may be required by Cuban refiners In order to maintain
their export markets to countries outside of the United States of America;

(d) The amounts of raw sugar needed to provide the direct consumption
sugar to be exported to the United States In 1942 within the quota granted
Cuba under the United States Sugar Act of 1937, as amended, amounting to
the equivalent of 375,00 English short tons, raw value;
(e) The amount of sugar needed for prcductlon of syrups'which are to

be exported to the United States in 1942 within the quota granted to Cuba
under the United States Sugar Act of 193?, as amended, amounting to
7,970,558 gallons;

(f) Up to 34,000,000 gallons of invert molasses to meet the requirements
of Cuban distillers for manufacture of Industrial alcohol destined for the
war needs of the United States and other allied countries.

2. The sugars and molasses not used for the purposes stated in subdivisions
(a) to (f) of the preceding paragraph I shall be included In the sale to the
Corporation. Toe Institute shall have the following periods of time within
which to determine whether the said products shall be or shall not be included
In this sale to the Corporation, in whole or in part: Up to June 80, 1942, for
the sugars and molasses mentioned In subdivisions (e) and (f), respectively,
and up to July 31, 1942, for the products specified In subdivisions (b), (d),
and (e).
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SECOND

The Institute will take all necessary and appropriate measures to cause to
be produced as the 1942 Cuban sugar crop the maximum amount of sugar,
whether In the form of raw sugar or Invert molasses, possible from the now
existing cane.

THIRD

The entire 1942 crop sold hereunder, whether In the form of raw sugar or
mola.es, will be made available by the Institute for delivery upon the direc-
tion of the Corporation, for shipment by the Corporatton to the United Stntes.
the United Kingdom, Canada, or, when the Institute and the Corporation so
agree, to any other country or countries upon the terms and conditions herein-
after stated.

Foutinf

The Institute agrees ihat the 1912 sugar crops will te so regulated that
approximately one-third of the crop shall be produced and delivered In the
form of Invert motusses, unless otherwise agreed upon between the Corporation
and the Institute. The Invert molasses and blackstrap molasses will be pro-
duced and will be made available to the Corporation for shipment, as provided
In Article Tenth of this contract. The remainder of the crop sold hereunder
will be produced and be delivered for shipment as fvr sugar, In accordance
with Article Sixth of this contract.

SIVrH

The Institute as soon as the production quota decree is published In Cuba,
will furnish the Corporation with full information as to name of the mill or
mills of each of the producers. and their, production quotas; and by March IS,
1942, an estlnmte of the total production of each said mill during the 1942
crop season, and from time to time such further Information as the Corpora-
tion may reasonably request with respect to the production of sugar and
molasses. All estimates of production shall Include details as to the amounts
of sugar, blackstrap, land Invert molasses said mills will produce, the approxi-
mate dates and ports through which such amounts will be available for ship-
ment, and the extent of the storage facilities at each mill.

srIxTH

The Institute hereby sells and agrees to deliver to the Corporation and the
C orporation hereby purchases and agrees to accept delivery of tht raw sugar,
on the following tern-s and conditions:

Prie.-(a) The base minimum price Is 2.05 cents, United States currency,
per English pound, basis () degrees polarization, f. o. b. north side or south
side Cuban port. The expre-slon "f. o. b." means free alongside vessel within
reach of ship's tackle, In accordance with the usual practice in the Cuban sugar
trade.

(b) If on or before date of arrival of a shipment at quarantine at port of
destination, the United States raw sugar ceiling price shall have been Increased
above 3.74 cents per pound duty paid c. & f. basis New York, then the price
payable for said shipment will be Increased to the extent that such Increase or
increases In ceiling price shall be In effect at the date of arrival, except to the
extent that.any such increase In ceiling price has been offset by an Increase or
increases in freight. Increases In freight shall operate to offset Increases In
ceiling price only as follows: An Increase, or Increases, In the basic rate of
freight from one port on the north side of Cuba to New York, above 0.34 cents
per pound, shall operate to the extent thereof to offset the normal effect, as above
described, on the f. o. b. Cuban port price *rf an increase In the New York duty
paid cost and freight ceiling, provided that such freight Increases have been made
effective prior to, Or on the date of, such ceiling price Increase, oi not later than
the last fall day of the calendar half-month In which such ceiling price Increase
became effective, It being understood, however, that when a ceiling price Increase
has occurred, only any excess of such freight In'reases over such ceiling price
Inerasle shall be Included In the freight increases which will operate as an off-
set against any suhseouent ceiling price Inreas. It Is also understood that, ex-
cept as above provided, no Increase of freight shall operate to reduce the fL o. b-
Cuban port price, which otheri'Ise can only be reduced as a consequence of a

/I
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reduction in ceiling price, New York basis, and then not below 2.(6 cents per
pound . o. b. Decreases in freight, north side Cuba to New York basis, shall
operate to Increase the Cuban f. o. b. price, except to the extent required to
offset any previous freight Increases not absorbed by ceiling price Incrmases.
* (c) In the case of shipments to countries other than the United States
and Canada, the seventh day after date of sailing from Cuban port shall be
substituted for the date of arrival at port of destination, for the purpose of
price determination, and for the purpose of liquidating the sugars In sue'
shipment the port of New York shall be considered us the ptrt of dt.;RtInatIo'j.

Shipment.-(d) Shipments are to begin as soon as possll.le after grlidllg
commences and shall he in approximately equal monthly shipments from Febru-
ary to November 1942, both Inclusive. The Corporation reserves the right
to order larger quantities shipped in any month if tonnage Is obtainable and
if sugar Is produced and available.

(e) The Corporation will notify the Institute from time to time of proposed
allocations of sugar for shipment as between the United States and other coun-
tries.
(f) Sugar shall be shipped In sound Jute bags containing approximately 325

Spanish pounds each except In those cases where shipments have customarily
been made in bulk. In case of bulk shipment, the shipper and the receiver of
the sugar will agree upon the allowance for bags not received.

(g) In all cases where shipment Is made in secondhand bags there shallbe
deducted seven cents (7 ) for each secondhand bag.

(h) If sugar Is shipped in new bags to a United States refiner under this con-
tract, the Institute will have the right to notify such refiner at time of ship.
meant of the sugar of the desire to purchase from such refiner such number
of empty bags as may result and be available from such shipment In condition
suitable for uce for bagging raw sugar. In such case the refiner will notify
the Institute, in due course, of the number of such bags, if any, which may be
so available and the Institute or its designee will then be entitled to arrange
with the refiner within thirty (30) days of the receipt of such notice for the
purchase and deliver of such number of bags on customary terms at a price to
be agreed upon not fn excess of any ceiling price In the United States which
may be In effect for.such bags. Any dispute which may arlse under this para-
graph will be referred to the Corporation and the Institute for settlement.
.(M Settlement Is to be made by mark on net landed weights and oulturn
polarizations taken at port of discharge In the United Shtes, Canada, or the
United Kingdom with separate invoice for each mark. Bulk shipments to the
United States will be settled In the customary manner on the basis of United
States Customs weights and polarizations at port of destination. On shipments
to other countries settlement is to be made by. mark on net shipping weights
calculated In English pounds and on actual shipping polarizatlons.
. Sampling an$ Polarizalon Allowancet.-(J) If shipped to the United States

or Canada, sugars are to be sampled and tested as customary, or, In the ease of
bulk shipments, as above provided In subparagraph (i). Settlement on each
shipment will be made on the final test, with adjustments as specifled In this
contract to be based on "ceiling" price prevailing at port of destination on
date of arrival at quarantine, but not less than 3.4 cents per English pound, duty
paid, e. & f.. New York basis, less duty, with the allowances per pound for
each degree above or below the selling basis of 06 degrees to be as follows:

For full degree above 96" to and Including 97" add 1.60% of the above
Indicated price.

For full degree above 07' to and including 08'. add an additional 1.25%
of the above-indicated price.

For full degree below 96' to and Including 05 deduct 1.60% of the
above-indicated price.

For full degree below 050 to and Including 04' deduct an additional
2.00% of the above-Indicated price.

For full degree below 04 to and Including 93' deduct an additional
2.0% of the above-Indicated price.

Fractions of a degree in proportion.
No allowance above 080

. 
any sugar polarizing above 98' to be taken

as 08.
No sugar below 980. to be delivered hereunder unless on discount terms

mutually satisfactory to the Corporation and the Institute.
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(k Any additional duty, penalty, or expense Imposed or incurred for
failure to properly mark aforesaid sugars in accordance with United States
Tarlff laws and regulations shall be paid by the Institute.

(1) If shipped to the United Kingdom; the polarization will be established
on sound sugar landed, from which the Corporation and the Institute and/or
their Agents are to take three fair average samples of each mix, sealed In bottles.
The Corporation and the Institute will each have one tested by a different public
Analytical Chemist In London, and the average of their results to be taken as the
accepted polarization of the shipment, but should they differ more than one-quarter
(M) of a degree, a third London public chemist will be appointed agreeable to
tMe Corporation and the Institute, and the average of the two nearest to be taken
as the basis of settlement. The polarization allowances per pound for each
degree above or below the selling basis of 96 degrees shall be the same as would
apply under subparagraph (J) above If the shipment had been made to New York
and had arrived at New York on the seventh day after the date of sailing from
Cuba.

(m) On settlement of sugars, regardless of port or country of destination,
there shall be no discount, charge, or penalty of any kind against the Institute,
whether by tariff or otherwise, for polarization above 98 degrees.

(n) In the event of any vessel or shipment being lost, the cargo shall be)
settled as soon as possible but not later than thirty days after proof of loss.
The settlement shall be on the basis of the price which would have been applicable
to the shipment if it had arrived in New York on the date of the loss and on the
basis of the most recent available outturn of the same mark and crop at United
States ports, and If such Is not avalUble, then on the basis of the bill of lading
net weights and Cuban tests of sugar of the same mark and crop. If neither such
outturn nor other sugar of the same mark and crop is available, then the settle-
ment will be made on the basis of the bill of lading net weights and 98 degrees
polarization. If the date of loss cannot be ascertained by the Corporation, It
shall be presumed to hare been three days after the dte of sailing from Cuban
port in the case ot shipments to the United States or Canada, and seven days
after date of sailing from Cuban port In the case of shipments to the United
Kingdom or other countries. If two months after the vessel is overdue at port
of destination In the case of a shipment from Cuban port to a United States or
Canadian port, or four months after date of sailing from Cuban port to any port
outside the United States or Canada, the cargo shall not have arrived at port of
destination and proof of loss has not been made, the cargo shall be settled as If It
had been lost on a date unknown.

Tonvage and Loadiug.--(o) 'The Corporation will furnish or cause to be fur-
nished the ocean tonnage necessary to mote all sugars contracted for hereunder
before December 31, 1942. With respect to shipments to the United States the
shipping will be furnished in time to assure to the Institute that all such shlp-
ments will be completed and the cargoes entered and duty paid, in the United
States not later than December 81, 1942. The Institute will furnish the Cor-
poration from time to time, as requested, such Information as it may require as
to production, stocks and availability of sugar, Including port locations, ware-
housing, and other pertinent information, In order to enable the Corporation to
effect or cause to be effected the orderly movement of the sugar from Cuba
under the terms of this Contract. The Institute agrees that the ships furnished
by the Corporation will have cargoes placed alongside promptly and under such
conditions, except as to those controlled by charter, as have been customary at
the port of loading. The Corporation will furnish ships carrying the usual West
Indies charter party terms, subject to changes ordered from time to time by the
United States Marltlme.Commission. Dispatch earned, demurrage and extra
expenses Incurred at port of loading shall be governed by such West Indies
charter party terms and shall be for the account of the Institute. Dead freight
Is for the account of the Institute. The Institute agrees that it will endeavor to
give vessels full cargoes at one port wherever reasonably possible, and that in
no case will a vessel be required to load on more than one side of the Island of
Cuba or at more than two ports on the same side. In the event the United States
Maritime Commisslon should make loading regulations more onerous than at
present, any net additional loading costs and demurrage resulting from such
changes shall be for the account of the Corporation. -

(p) Once the Corporation has notified the Institute of ships which It has avail.
able for loading In accordance with subparagrdph (o) of thlsArticle Sixth, the
Institute will notify the Corporation of the port or ports (which shall be cins-
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tomary safe ports situated on the same side of the Island of Cuba and shall not
exceed two In number for any one voyage) In which the ships are to be loaded,
and the Corporation undertakes tVat the ships which it furnishes will have the
capacity and equipment and be In the condition necessary in order that their
loading may be made In accordance with the present requirements of the United
States Maritime Commission relative to the loading. The Corporation, Insofar
as it may be within its power, will announce to the Institute, with due advance
notice, the date of arrival of each ship at Cuban port. If such announcement be
not made in time sufficient for the Institute to have the sugars In port ready for
loading on the arrival of the ship, the duty of the Institute to deliver the sugar
for such loading will not commence until the Institute has been able to bring the
sugars alongside the ship, which it shall be bound to do, in every case, not later
than the fifth day aifer arrival of the ship; In case a ship arrives at port with
a delay of more than fire days after the announced date of arrival or does not
arrive at all, all reasonble expenses which are occasioned after such five-day
period will be for the account and risk of the Corporation; likewise, demurhge
expenses Incurred In the loading of ships because of their failure to meet the
conditions mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph, will be for the account
and risk of the Corporation.

(q) In the event the total amount of sugars contracted for hereunder
has not been shipped from Cuba before December 1, 1942, because of the
Inability of the Corporation to obtain the required ocean tonnage, the Cor-
poration will make payment directly to the Institute, on account, of 95%
of the contract price applicable to shipments arriving on that date, basis 98
degrees and 325 Spanish pounds per bag, against Identity certificates good
for the year 1943 and the requisite Insurance certificates and warehouse re-
ceipts authenticated by the Institute. All carrying expenses, such as ware-
housing and Insurance, vill be for the account of the Corporation from
December 18, 1942, It being further understood, however, that the Warehousing
rates shall be continued unchanged. Final liquidation and payment of the
balance of the contract price and final settlement of weights and polarization
allowances will be made as provided in subparagraphs (t), (u), and (v) of
this Article. Sixth.

Discarglg.-(r) Usual conditions of Weighing, Sampling, and Polarizing
at port of destination are to govern, except as otherwise provided in this
contract. The weighing of sugars, except in case of bulk shipments, will
be effected at the time of discharge by public weighers at the expense of the
Institute and In the presence of representatives of the Corporation.

Payment.-(s) All payments will be In United States currency and will
be made In New York funds, or, at the option of the Institute. In Havana,
Cube, In Havana funds, irrespective of the destination of the sugars, except
as may be otherwise agreed between the Institute and the Corporation. If
the Institute elects that a payment be made in Havana, the bank remittance
charge for the transfer of that amount from New York to Havanna will be
for account of the Institute, but the amount payable by the Corporation
will be remitted without any other expense or deduction tierefrom chargeable
to the Institute.

(t) For sugars shipped to United States ports, a pro forms payment will
be made against sight draft or drafts, payable to the order of the shipper
of the sugar, presented In port of destination, or In New Yoik, if so re-
quested by consignee, with usual negotiable shipping documents and pro
forms Invoices attached for ninety-five per cent (9511) of the base mint-
mum price of 2.65 per English pound, f. o. b. Cuban port, and sight draft
or drafts to the order of the Institute only, for ninety-five per cent (959o)
of any difference between such bastc minimum price and the price applicable
to the shipment under tie provisions of subparagraph (b) of this Article
Sixth. As soon as possible after arrival of said sugars at United States port
of destination and determination of outturn polarization and weights, but not
later than ten days after entry of vessel, final settlement will be made for
the sugars contained In such shipment, by remittance to the respective ship-
pers of the net balance due on account of said basic minimum price of 2ZO5W
per English pound with proper adjustment for weights, and with allowances
for polarizations calculated on 3.74 0 per English pound, duty paid c. & f.
New York basis, less duty, and by remittance to the Institute only, of any
additional amount payable for said shipment by reason of any higher L o. b.
Cuba port price being applicable thereto under the provisions of the afore-
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said subparagraph (b), Including'any additional allowances based on out-
turn weights as finally determined and Including, polarization allowances
calculated on the applicable ceiling price, duty paid, c. & f. New York basis,
less duty, to the extent that such polarization allowances so calculated
exceed those payable to the shipper calculated on 3.74t per English pound,
duty paid New York basis, less duty.

(u) For all shipment of raw sugar to Canadian ports payment shall be
effected by the Orporatlon on the same basls as shipments to United States
ports, except that drafts and shipping documents must be presented In New York.

(v) For all shipments of raw sugar to the United Kingdom or other countries,
a pro forma payment will be made against sight draft or drafts, payable to the
order of thd shipper of the sugar, presented In New York with usual negotiable
shlpp.og documents and pro forma Invoices attached, for ninety-five percent
(95%v) of the basic minimum prl(e of 

2.AW per English pound f. o. b. Cuban port,
and sight draft or drafts to the order of the Institute only, for ninety-five per-
cent (95%) of any difference between such basic minimum price and the price
applicable to the shipment under the provisions of subparagraphs (b) and (e) of
this Article Sixth. As soon as possible after arrival of said sugars at port of
destination, and In case of shipments to the United Kingdom, the determination
of outturn polarization and weights as provided In subparagraph (1) above, but
in no event later than ten days after entry of vessel, final settlement will be
made for the sugars contained In such shipment, by remittance to the respective
shippers of the net balance due on account of said basic minimum price of 2.65
per English pound with proper adjustments for weights, and with allowances for
polarizations calculated on 374f per English pound duty imld c. & f. New York
basis, less duty, and by remittance to the Institute only, of any additional
amount payable for said shipment by reason of any higher . o. b. Cuban port
price being applicable thereto under the provisions of the aforesaid subparagraphs
(b) and (c), including any additional allowances based on outturn weights as

finally determined and Including polarization allowances calcblated on the ap-
plicable ceiling price, duty paid, c. & f. New York basis, less duty, to the extent
that such polarization allowances so calculated exceed those payable to the
shipper calculated on 3.740 per English pound, duty paid, New York basis, less
duty.

Insurasce.-(w) Marine risks from shore to shore. Including craft risk, load.
Ing, and discharging and Including lighter and craft risk In port and/or ports
while awaiting arrival of vessels assigned to transport sugars, but attaching not
more than seven days prior to due date of arrival of said vessels, will be covered
by, and will be for the account of the Corporation. War-rlsk insurance will be
covered by and will be for the account of the Corporatlon. The Institute will
not be obligated to Insure the supar, but the sugar will not be at the risk of the
Corporation until the time from which, as provided above, the Corporation is to
cover it with marine Insurance,

Docmwesis.-(x) The Institnte guarantees tie, Cotiporation against Ios by
reason of forged, false, or fictitious drafts or documents unless such loss Is from
carelessness or lack of customary precautions on the part of the Corporation.

Damaacd S gar.-(y) No damaged sugar will be tendered to vessel at Cuban
port and any such sugar may be rejected by the Corporation at port of discharge.

azEVENrr

The Institute agrees that It will cooperate with the Corporation to the end that
n maximum amount of any sugar that may be shipped tQ countries other than
tl'e United States, and a maximum amount that can be considered reasonable
under existing transportation facilities, of sugars to'be shipped to United States
south-of-Hatteras ports, shall be shipped from Cuban south side ports: and it
also agrees to encourage, as far as conditions frq Cuba make It possible, the
manufacture by mills which normally ship through Cuban south side ports, of
more than their pro rata amount of the total amount of Invert molasses sold
herieunder. All the foregoing Is with a view to minimizing the amount of sugar
required to be shipped from Cuban south side ports to United States north-of-
Hatteras ports.

IOHTU /

It Is understood that the institute, as to rqw sugar custotparily sold through
brokers, has the right to employ or cause to be employed, for its account, sugar
brokers in Cuba and In countries of destinitlonr In connection with the sale,/,
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shipment, delivery, and liquidation of raw sugar sold hereunder, and to determine
the brokerage payable. The brokerage payable on each shipment will be divided
between the respective broker lI Cuba and'broker In the country of destination
In accordance with the customary practice. No brokerage will be payable by
the Corporation.

NINTH

It Is recognized that the full amount of the 1042 Cuban direct consumr'lon
sugar quota under the United States Sugar Act of 1937, as amended, is required
by the United States for consumption in 142; accordingly the Institute will
cause the entire amount of said direct consumption sugar quota to be exported
to the United States In 142 for consumption, It being understood, however, that
neither the Institute nor the producers of such direct consumption sugar assume
any responsibility for failure to export such sugar because of inability to obtain
the necessary tonnage. The Corporation will exert Its best efforts to caue to
be made available the necessary ocean tonnage for the transportation of said
sugars

TENTH!

The Institute hereby sells a,,d agrees to deliver to the Corporation, and the
Corporation hereby purchases and agrees to accept delivery of the entire 1042
Cuban crop blackstrap molasses production (except the amount of blackstrap
excluded from this sale pursuant to Article First) and the quantity of the 1942
Cuban sugar crop sold hereunder in the form of Invert molasses as provided In
Articles First and Fourth, on the following terms and conditions:

Price.-(a) The basic minimum price is 2.50 cents, United States currency
per English pound of sugars content, f. o. b. tank cars at Cuban port terminal,
or f. o. b. tank cars at other customary Cuban coastal point of delivery where
delivery Is not made to port terminal.

Adjustment of "Prfe.-(b) If at the time of completion of a lot as herein-
after defined, the price In effect and payable pursuant to subparagraphs (a) and
(b) of Article Sixth of this contract for raw sugar arriving at quarantine at
New York on that date, shall exceed 2.65 cents per English pound, f. o. b.
Cuban port, the price payable for the molasses delivered on such date of
delivery shall be said minimum price of 2.50 cents per English pound plus the
amount of such excess of the raw sugar price above 2.65 cents per English
pound.

Productlox.-(c) It is recognized that the maintenance of supplies of black-
strap and Invert molasses to permit uninterrupted production of Industrial
solvents Is essential to the war effort of both Cuba and the United States, and
that war needs will require early supplies of Invert molasses: and both the
Institute and the Corporation will cooperate in the fulfillment of that purpose.
The Institute will arrange that by March 15, 1942, there will be delivered to
port terminal or other Cuban coastal point of delivery not less than 100.0000
gallons of molasses, including the amount of blackstrap molasses available on
that date. The Corporation will take all steps necessary to provide ocean-going
vessels requisite for the prompt shipment of such molasses. 1lackstrap molas-
ses produced during the course of sugar -manufacture shall be shipped and
delivered as provided In subparagraphs (d) and (e) of this Article Tenth.
Production of additional Invert molasses up to the amount provided in Article
Fourth of tis contract shall proceed according to a schedule to be agreed upon
between the Corporation and the Institute. and such Invert molasses, when and
as produced, shall be shipped and delivered as provided In subparagraphs (d)
and e) of this Article Tenth.

(d) As soon as possible after the execution of this contract and In sufficient
time to permit shipment from each mill of all the blackstrap and invert
molasses to be produced at such mill, the Corporation and the Institute. will
agree on the terminal or terminals In the customary ports or other customary
Cuban coastal points of delivery to which the molasses from such mill shall
be shipped throughout the term of this contract. In making such designations
the Corporation and the Institute will designate for each mill the ports and
terminals or other coastal points of delivery to which the molasses from such
mill has customarily been shipped, and to the fullest extent permitted by the
practicablittles of. arranging for the orderly Inland and ocean movement of
the entire amount of'blackstrap and Invert molasses, the Corporation and the
Institute In making tuch designations will provide for the shipment by each
mill to terminal at customary port or other customary coastal point of delivery
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or at any other point where delivery could be made at lower cost, provided
the pumping and handling expenses at such other points of delivery are not
higher than at the customary point, and provided also that the handling and
shipping at such other points of delivery could be made with equal efficiency.
After the Corporation and the Institute have desIgnated the terminal or terminals
or other Cuban coastal points of delivery to which the molasses which may
be produced at a particular mill Is to be shipped, the Corporation may at
its option where necessary at any time within the term of this contract direct
that delivery be made at any terminal or Cuban coastal point of delivery other
than that originally designated, but in such case the additional freight, and any
other expenses, over the amounts required in delivery to the designated point
of delivery, shall be borne by the Corporation.

Delire.-(e) Except in the case of delivery at batey tank as hereinafter
provided, delivery of molasses shall be considered made and title to all molasses
shall pass upon the arrival In tank cars at port terminal or, by agreement.
between the Institute and the Corporation, at other Cuban coastal points of
delivery. Upon delivery the molasses shall be weighed or measured, and
sampling shall be made and analysis determined as provided In subparagraph
(h) of this Article Tenth, and payment will be computed for settlement as
provided In subparagraph (J) of this Article Tenth. After delivery all molasses
shall be at the risk of the Corpoiation, and at Its expense. It Is the under-
stanling of the Corporation and the institutee that he orderly movement of
molasses will require the utilization to the fullest possible extent of all avail.
able batey storage facilities at Cuban milis. The Corporation will endeavor
to arrange for the shipment to and acceptance at port terminals or other
customary Cuban coastal points of delivery of all molasses subject to the
necessity of coordinating In orderly fashion the Internal Cuban and ocean
tanker movement of the entire product of molasses from the 1942 crop.

(f) The Corporation will on or before August 31, 1942, accept delivery in
batey tanks of all molasses remaining on such date in such batey tanks. In such
case the mill shall issue batey tank receipts covering the assumed contents of
each separate tank, which tank shall be sealed, add upon the presentation of
such batey tank receipts, with safeguards concerning custody satisfactory to the
Oorporatlon, title shall pass to the Corporation and thereafter such molasses
shall be.at the risk of the Corporation. In Issuing such batey tank receipts the
mill shall employ the assumptions as to sugars content, and weight of molasses
gallonage, specified in subparagraph (I) of this Article Tenth. The delivery of
such batey tak receipts shall constitute delivery for purposes of the Initial pay.
meant under subparagraph (J) of this Artlde Tenth; provided, however, that the
weights determined or assumed at batey tank shall lie determined for final settle-
ment by weighing at the time of arrival at port terminal, or other stipulated
Cuban coastal point of delivery, and final settlement shall be based on analysis
of samples taken at the customary place of sampling. Following any delivery
at batey tank, the mill shall upon surrender or pro tanto cancellation by the
Corporatlou of batey tank receipts Issued therefor by te mill, ship such molasses,
as and when directed by the Corporation, with frel.tht in such case for the
account of the Corporation. The Corporation will use its best Efforts to direct
shipments so as to complete the removal of all molas.,s from atey tanks by
November 30, 1942. Thereafter any molasses which have not been removed
from batey tank shall, after thirty (30) days' notice has been given to the
Corporation, be subject to the provision of subparagraph (k) of this Article
Tenth. No charge shall be made for storage In batey tank where delivery Is
taken In such tank.

(g) In the delivery of molasses, as provided above in subparagraph (e), all
bla(kstrap and Invert molasses shall be kept separate except that where the
available tank capacity at batey does not permit such separate storage, and if it
is necessary In the case of any molasses stored at batey to commingle blackstrap
and Invert molasses In the same tank, the mill may do so and shall give advance
notice to the Institute and the Corporation whenever possible. In the case of any
such necessary commingling, the mill shall keep accurate records of the gallonage,
sugars content, and Brix of the molasses commingled, and such records as well
as the mill production records for the period involved shall be available for the
ise of the Corporation. 1,,

sampi(X and "Lo#."-(h) Sampling shall be done at the customary time
and place prevailing with respect to each 11l1. Where sampling is done at
Ihe time of arrival at port terminal, a sample of the same quantity shall be

1
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taken from each car upon arrival at terminal. A composite simple shall be
preferred for each "lot". A "lot" shall consist of 500.000 galkas, or a calendar
week's receipts, from any mill, whichever Is first, and in the event of any appli-
cable price change under subparagraph (b), a "lot" shall constitute the number
of gallons sampled between the completion of the last lot and the date of such
price change. Each lot shall be settled separately on the basis of such com-
poslte sample in accordance with subparagraph (j). Such composite sample
shall be divided into at least four parts each of which shall be sealed. All
sampling shall be done In the presence of a representative of the Instilute and
a representative of the Corporation. Each such representative shall sign each
of the sealed parts. Two parts of such composite sample shall be for the
Institute, another for the Corporation, and the remaining one shall be retained
at the port terminal In the Corroratlon's custody. Each of the parties shall
have analyses made of their samples In accordance with the Munson & Walker
method or, by agreement between the Institute and the Corporation, any other
commercially accepted alternate method. If the resulting analyses shall differ
by not more than one per cent (1%) of total sugars, the total sugars content
of the molasses involved sha~l be the average of the two analyses. If the
difference is more than one per cent (1%) of total sugars, the fourth sample
shall be submitted, at the joint expense of the Institute and the Corporation, to
the New York Sragar Trade Laboratory whose analysis shall be accepted as
final by both partle& Where sampling Is customarily done at the time of
pumping Into vessel, a continuous drip sample shall be drawn, In the Joint
presence of the representatives of the Institute and the Corporation, from the
drip cock on the main load line to the receiving tank vesel as the molasses
Is being loaded. A composite sample representing the entire delivery shall be
obtained and shall be divided, sealed, and signed and analyzed as above.

&tfmating Sagare and Gallonafe.-(I) For the purpS of Issulng batey tank
receipts as provided In subparagraph (f) and for computing Initial payments,
pending receipt of final analysis, as provided in subparagraph (J) of this
Article Tenth, Invert molasses shall be assumed to contain seventy-fire percent
(75%) total sugars, and blackstrap molasses assumed to contain fifty-two pr.
cent (52%) total sugars and where necessary for estimating total payment, the
gallonage of molasses is to be estimated on an assumed weight of twelve (12)
pounds Fer gallon.

Payvmest.-(J For all deliveries of molasses under the terms of this Agree-
ment payment shall be computed and settlement made as follows:

1. CoupTurvox or TorAL PAYm52T. The total amount of payment shall be
the price, as provided In subparagraphs (a) and (b) of this Article Tenth.
per each pound of sugars content In each lot of molasses based on analysis of
sample taken at the customary place and weight at port terminal or other
customary Cuban coastal point of delivery, or any other place agreed upon
between the Institute and the Cooration. In the case of blackstrap molasses
there hall be deducted for each physical gallon of blackstrap molasses the sum of
two cents basis fifty-two percent (52/) total sugars, which dedretion slall be
Increased Vn of two cents for each percent of sugar less than fifty-two percent
(52%) total sugars and shall be decreased VA of two cents for each percent
above fifty-two percent (52%) total sugars fractions of a percent In propor-
tion. On the total payment thus computed there shall also be added any
adjustments necessary under subparagraph (d) of this Article Tenth. Where
delivery is taken at batey tank pursuant to subparagraph (f) of this Article
Tenth, there shall also be deducted the estimated amount of railroad freliht to
the designated customary terminal or other customary Cuban coastal point of
delivery, subject to exact determination at the time of final settlement. In the
case of any commingled molasses, when delivered as provided in subparagraph
(g) of this Article Tenth, the gallonage of blackstrap molasses present In the
commingled delivery shall be determined from the mill records and the deductions
computed as above on the basis of sugar content of such blackstrap molasses

It. Svrrtxuvi. Pro formal payments will be made within fifteen (15) days
after completion of each lot, as follows: To the mill which produced the
molases (or to the Institute if the Institute so directs) ninety parent (0%)
of the-estimated total amount due on such lot calculated on the basic mini-
mum pre per pound of 250 cents per pound of sugars content as provided
In i-ubpar|rapfh (a), and simultantously, to the Institute, ninety percent
(90) of any additional estimated amount due On such lot corresponding to'
a ny excess of the applicable price on such lot determined In accordance with

49 -42-voL t---45
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subparagraph (b) above the basic minimum price of 2.Zn'cents per poudd of
sugars content. At the time of receipt of final analysis of the composite sample
of each lot, final payment shall be made as follows: To the mill wi.ch pro-
duced the molasses (or to the Institute if the Institute so directs) the amount
corresponding to the basic minimum price of 2J50 cents aforesaid, and, simul-
tancously, to the Institute the amount corresponding to any excess of the
applicable price on such lot above said minimum price of 2.50 cents per pound
of sugars content. All payments will be in United States currency and will'
be made in New York In New York funds, or, at the option of the Institute,
in Havana, Cuba, In Havana funds, except as may be otherwise agreed be-
tween the Institute and the Corporation. If the Institute elects that a pay-
ment be made in Havana, the.bank remittance charge for the transfer of such
amount from New York to Havana will be for the account of the Institute, but
the amount payable by the Corporation will be remitted without any other
expense or deduction therefrom chargeable to the Institute.

LoMse through Dltchin.-(k) In the event that both Inability to deliver to
port terminal and exhaustion of baley tank facilities threatens to result In
the ditching and loss of molasses at any mill, such mill shall notify both the
Corporation and the Institute by notice given not less than five (5) days prior
to the time the threatened exhaustion of storage will occur. If losses from
required ditching of molasses are due to the inablilty.of the Corporation to take
further devery at any port terminal because of lack of tank space, or lack of
ocean-golg tankers, or for any other cause except act of the Cuban Overn-
ment or any subdivision thereof, Act of God or enemy action In Cuba, the
Corporation Fhall reimburse the mill for all losses of molasses (as though
such molasses had been delivered under this contract on the date of ditching)
and shall also reimburse such mill In full for all fines or penalties which may
be imposed by the Cutan Government or any subdivision thereof, because of
such ditching of molasses. Any and all reimbursement, however, shall be con-
ditioned upon such mill having first ditched blackstrap In lieu of invert mo-
lasses wherever possible, having weighed or measured and sampled. all mo-
lasses ditched, and having In every reasonable way mlnimiz-d such lo.-,es, it
being recognized that in nrder to minimize such ditching mills may produce
raw sugar Instead of Invert molasses.

ELEVENTH

The Corporation and the Institute shall have the right from time to time to
assign their respective rights and obligations under this contract with respect to
all or any part of the sugar and molasses contracted for herein, but each shall
remain rorponsible to the other for performance by their respective assignees.
Each shall promptly notify the other of every such assignment made by It.

TWIJIr

1. All agreements arising under this contract which cannot be settled by
the Corporation and the Institute shall be submitted by them to a board of three
arbitrators, one arbitrator to be selected by each of the parties land the third
arbitrator to be selected by mutual agreement. The decision of any two of Faid
arbitrators shall be final and conclusive. The arbitrators shall serve without com-
pensation and the parties shall bear the expenses of the arbitration equally. All
arbitration will take place in Havana, Cube, or Washington, D. C., as may be
agreed upon by the Corporation and the Institute.

2. Any dispute Involving one or more of the assignees of the Institute or the
Corporation or both shall be submitted to the Institute and the Corporation,
and if not settled by the Institute and the Corporation, shall be submitted to
arbitration as provided in the preceding paragraph.

3. For legal effect In Cuba, the arbitration referred to will be considered as
the arbitration under the provisions of Articles 820 to 838 of the Cuban lAw of
Civil Procedure.

-T NsI1.,TH

1. Should any case of force majeure in the Island of Cuba prevent the making
or delivering of the sugar and molasses covered by this contract, the Institute
shall so advise the .Corporation immediately and-thereupon shall be released
from delivery of such portion of the crop as cannot be made or delivered, but
the Institute agrees to use iue diligence to cerryout this contract in Its entirety.
notwithstanding such force maJenre. ..

f1
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2. Should any case of force maJeure prevent the Corporation or Its assignee&

from receiving the sugar and molasses purchased under this contract, the
Coropration shall Immediately give notice of such conditions to the Institute
and thereupon the Corporation and Its assignees shall be released from any
damages by reason of nonacceptance of raw sugar or molasses (except raw
sugars or molasses afloat) during the time that the above conditions continue,
but the Corporation will use all due diligence to carry out this contract in
Its entirety notwithstanding the force majeure.

FOURTENTH

Any notice to be given to the Institute may be given by telegram, cable, or
radiogram sent to the oflice of the Institute In Havanna, Cuba; arid any notice
to be given to the Corporation may be giten by telegram, ctible, or radiogram
sent to the Corporation at Washington, D. C. The Institute and the Corpora-
tion, or their respective assignees, may agree to employ any other reasonable
form of notice, written, telegraphic, cable, or radiogram, provided, however,
the duplicates of all such notices will be sent to the Institute and the Corpora.
tion. All notices given by telegram, cable, or radiogram shall be confirmed by
letter.

FIFTNTH

All sugar and molasses sold hereunder shall be delivered and shall be avail-
able for export, free from all Cuban taxes, national, provincial, or local; and
all payments and remittances of funds for sugar and molasses sold hereunder
shall be made free from all United States taxation, national, state, or local.
It is understood that this contract and any assignments thereof by the Insti-
tute or the Corporation respectively will be free from taxation by the Republic
of Cuba or any subdivisions thereof, and by the United States, or any subdi-
visions thereof.; and that any Cuban taxes which are or may be Imposed there-
on or on the sale, resale, or export of the sugar and molasses hereunder will
be for the account of the Institute and any United States taxes which are or
may be Imposed thereon-or on the payments or remittances of funds hereunder
will be for the account of the Corporation.

SIXTEENTH

Deflltlons

1. Unless the following words and phrases as used In this contract should.
feum the context, clearly have a meaning different from the definitions giver
below, the meaning, as defined herein, shall prevail.

"Blaekslrop Molasses" shall mean the commercially so-designed final molasses
resulting from the customary methods of sugar manufacture In Cuba.

"Inrert Jfolaue
s

" shall mean the commercially so-designated molasses made
directly from sugarcane by the customary methods, and shall contain at time
of manufacture not less than seventy-five percent (75%) total sugars, nor more
than seventy-nine percent (79%) total sugars, and shall be satisfactorily In-
verted to prevent subsequent crystallization.

A "gallon" shall mean a standard United States gallon of 231 cubic Inches.
A "ponnd" shall mean a standard English pound avoirdupois.
An "English ekort ton' shall mean 2.000 English pounds.
A "Spanish long ton" shall mean 2.240 Spanish pounds.
"Total Sugar*" or "Sugars Content" shall mean the aggregate of the sucrose.

and invert sugars.
"Bri" shall mean Brix determined In accordance with the so-called double

dilution method customarily used In the molasses industry, at 20 degrees centi-
grade.
I"Weight," In the case of molasses, shall mean the weight determined (a) by

pneumereator readings at batey tanks equipped therewith,, or (b) where batey
tanks are not so equipped then by computation from volumetric measurement
obtained by gauging, temperatures, and Brix of a dip sample, or (c) at port
terminal by pneumercator reading or by weighing of tank cars, full and empty,
or terminal scales or railroad scales at terminals; prorlded, that representatives
of the Institute or the producer and the Corporation shall have the right to
check weights, or the accuracy of pneumereators, and to make Joint dips.

"Coiver#on of Weights to Gallons" shall be accomplished by taking the Briz
as determined by analysis, and dividing the net weight of the delivery In pounds
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by the weight per gallon corresponding to the Brix as shown in Spencer-Meade's
Sugar Handbook, Seventh Edition, pp. 4T6-477.

"Tank Oar" shall mean any means of transportation utilized In transporting
molasses from batey to port terminal or other coastal point of delivery.
*2.. In ease the Institute or the Corporation shall have assigned 'or ceded
to a third party their rights and obligations with respect to any particular amount
of raw sugar or Invert molasses or of blackstrap molasses Included in this
contract, the term "Inattutd" or "Corporation" used In this contract shall,
unless the context otherwise Indicates, include, with respect to such raw sugar or
molasses, such assignee or assignees, It being understood, however, that notwith.
standing any such assignments the Corporation and the Institute shall remain
responsible to each other for performance of this contract by their respective
assignees.

GEVEN's EI N

The Corporation and the Institute mutually declare that they are not entering
into this contract with a view to realizing any eventual net profit for their own
account from the operation thereof and that in the exercise of their respective
rights to assign portions of this contract in accordance with the provisions of
Article Eleventh they will not seek to obtain any such profit. Should any possi-
bility to obtain such eventual net profit arise with respect to the position of either
party, such party agrees to disclose the circumstances to the other party before
acting In an attempt to reach an agreement on the course of action to be followed.

EKG TM IT

This contract has been drawn in the Spanish and English languages.
Ili Wrtmxas Wunsur, the Corporation and the Institute, being duly authorized

to enter Into this contract, have executed It by their duly authorized repre-
sentatives as of the day and year first above written.

DtrzmsR tHui-ras CoRP'oAsnoY,
By JAMS F, MESzA:,

InswTivTro CU ANo Dz EsrABLz.Actox DEx AzuAcz,
By JOst MANUEL CARAWOVA,
By Tzooo SAzxnsTAN.

Mr. GoomLo. I would like Mr. Chairman, if I may, in reference to
the Cuban agrment, assuming that you had in mind some change in
the form of invert molasses, we have recently arranged with the
Cuban Institute for a reduction in that quantity to 700,000 tons from
the original 1,000,000 plus the possibility of 1,20000 too.

Mr. Pwsm. As the conversion of production of industrial alcohol
to grain progresses, you will probably further reduce the agreement
for invert molasses... .
I Mr. GoODwE. It is unlikely unless it is done in the near future, you
see, because theij are just getting into full production of their crop.
March and April are the big months.

Mr. P0ESEJ. If it is not done early, why we will have the invert
molasses, whether we want it or not

The CrHAImAN. Are there any further questions?
Mr. Pwosr It would be dangerous to reduce that drastically and

then find that we run into new bottlenecks on the conversion of ma-
chinery to grain. I _
* Mr. GOODWoE. I may say this, the recent reduction in quantity of
invert molasses was due primarily to the tradisportatioil problem and
the urgent necessity of avoiding ditching.

The CrmamAN. Thank you very kindly, Mr. (oodloe, and Mr.
Sabin.

Were you identified for the record, Mr.. pblnt
Mr. Go oz. Yes; I identified him s Mr. S. H; Sabln, special

!de[stant DefeJ1se 'upplieS Coro.ation ,
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The CuIrARm. If it is all right with you gentlemen, we will meet
at 10 o'clock tomorrow. We will hear Mr. Henry A. Cushman, chair-
mav, food industries committee, Smaller Business Men's Association
of New England, at 10 o'clock, and Mr. A. E. Bowman, Chief, Sugar
Section War Production Board.

Mr. Arthur Becker, assistant counsel, Maritime Commission.
Next, Mr. Douglas C. Townson, Chief, Food Section, War Pro-

duction Board. Next, Mr. Tyre Taylor, general counsel, National
Retail Grocers Association.

Next, Mr. Roland Jones, National Association of Retail Druggists.
Next, Phillip Gott, president, National Confectioners Association.
Next, Mr. John J. Riley, secretary, American Bottlers of Carbon-

ated Beverages.
Next, Mr. Albert S. Nemir, sugar expert, Department of Commerce.
We will now stand in recess until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon at 11:60 a. in., this hearing was adjourned until 10

a. m. Wednesday, March 18, 1942.)
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WEDNESDAY, MAROH 18, 1942

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT A STUDY AND INVESTIGATION

OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAM IN ITS RELATION.TO
SMALL BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES,

Washington, D. C.
The select committee met., pursuant to adjournment at 10 a. In.,

in the caucus room, Old House of Representatives Office Building,
Hon. Wright Patman (chairman) presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman (chairman), Fitzgerald, Kelly,
Bulwinkle, and Ilalleck.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Is Mr. Cushman here?
Mr. Cushman, give your name, address and position, if any, to thereporter. STATEMENT OF HENRY A. CUSHMAN

Mr. CUSHMAN. My name is Henry A. Cushman. I am chairman
of the food industries committee, Small Business Association of NewEngland.The CHAIRMAN. Have you any statement to make, Mr. Cushman?

Mr. CUSHMAN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am to talk this
morning on M-55, and give you-

Mr. BULWINKLE. May I have a copy of M-55? Has anyone got
it here.

(Copy of document handed to Mr. Bulwinkle.)
Mr. CUSHMAN (continuing). On behalf of our 15,000 affiliated mem-

bers, to give you some idea of how M-55 is operating in the field. I
realize that this is wartime. There has been a lot of activity; sugar,
being an imported product, touches a great many departments of the
Government, such as special agencies which have been created, and it
would be ridiculous for us not to appreciate the position of the Sugar
Section and I should like you to know that we have an understanding,
of their problems, and when we criticize we are not particularly criticiz-ingthe Sugar Section.r. BULWINKLE. Just criticizing the policy?

Mr. CUSHMAN. Sugar order M-55 was inaugurated on December 13
m eat haste to stem hoarding. It contained many bad and in-
eqitable features. Before the end of the month an amendment was
issued releasing enough more sugar in an attempt to prevent unreason-
able hardship. Then early in January the second amendment came
through providing for the receiver who had not purchased sugar during
the corresponding period in 1940.
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The food industries committee of Smaller Business Association of
New England visited the Sugar Division of the then 0. P. M. and
urged certain changes which we believed would aid in the equitable
distribution of available sugar. For example, because there had been
speculation in sugar, we felt that quotas should be based on use or
resale rather than on purchases. Also, because there were taking
place shifts in population to war industrial areas, w0 recommended
1941 base figures inste'1d of 1940. These suggestions were adopted as
were a number of others.

At this point, we should like to go on record explaining our complete
understanding of the tremendous task confronted by the Sugar
Division and to say that everybody from Mr. Bowman and Mr.
Thompson right down to the least employee, applied -themselves
courteously and intelligently over the longest hours under killing
circumstances, a splendid example of public service. We are going
to criticize here many developments which took place, but all the timo
we lean in favor of the personnel of the Sugar Division but we blame
circumstances which are hard to define and which we hope this
investigation will clear up,

The original M-55. with the amendments placed, a receiver in
one of the four following categories: (1) He had purchased all the
sugar he used or resold in Januair 1940 and was, therefore, entitled
,to purchase an equal amount in January 1942. (2) He carried over
from 1939 a" large portion of sugar needed for January 1940, so during
January 1942 he was allowed only the small amount actually pur-
chased in January 1940: (3) He purchased no sugar in January
1940 so was allowed to average his purchases over September, October,

"and November, 1941, and draw out 85 percent of that average.
(4) He had a large stock of sugar on hand so was allowed to keep an

,amount equal to his purchases during December and January 1940,
plus two carloads-600 bags per car-and the balance was frozen.

Four receivers each with the same annual volume would end up
approximately A follows: (1) 300 bags for use or resale during
January 19421 (2) 120 bags for use or resale during January 1942;
(3) 336 bags for use or reso during January 1942; (4) 900 bags for
.use or resale during January 1942.

If the original order had have (sic) been set up on use or resale,
all these inequities would have been avoided. A lack of understanding
was also evident when the original order froze all over two carloads.
True, a wholesaler would sell these two carloads and only profit
.about 26 cents per bag, which is cigarette money, but in a number of
manufactured items these two carloads would permit the processing
'.of $95,000 worth of merchandise and did and was promptly sold in a
short market. From this, it would appear that no manufacturer set
in on the drawing up of this order. Anyway, why allow a two-carload
bulge to the receiver who just happened t9 be stocked? All this
.sugar was not only lost to control, but created inequities unthinkable.

The original order was lax, too, in that it did not restrict refineries
-to sales ony to receivers whose purchases were controlled. This left
the refiner open to bombardment by others, than receivers looking to
board. This drained off more sugar but was covered in the amend-
ment of January 24 by the following clause. [Reading:]

(c) (1) No primary distributor shall deliver 6irect consumption sugar to any
person with knowledge or reason to believe that such person is not entitled to
accept delivery therz-f under this order. / /

700
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This earmarks every bag of sugar leaving the refineries. With
the introduction of household rationing, care must be exercised to
see that every bag is earmarked after it leaves the refinery as otherwise
there will be bootlegging. Many outlets right now could pay $25
for a bag of sugar, add $2 worth of extracts plus water and retail the
whole for $96.

At present there is widespread bootlegging of sugar in the New
England areas. The present prevailing price for such sugar seems
to be around $10 per hundred, some is being held for a higher price
according to current information.

We urged the now famous equity clause in the January 24 amend-
ment. [Reading:]

(c) (3) Any receiver who, In the usual course of business, resells to purchasers
other than ultimate household consumers more than 50 percent of the direct-
eonsumption sugar he buys shall resell sugar equitably among such purchasers
and shall not favor purchasers who purchase other products from -him nor dis-
criminate against purchasers who do not purchase other products from him.

But why the 50-percent joker? We cannot convince many small
processors (thousands of them throughout the United States) that
corporation chain-store men did not write that clause. For years
corporation chain stores have sold sugar at closd margin. Before a
law intervened they frequently used sugar as a loss-leader. A common

ractice was for chain-store managers to solicit sugar business from
otels, restaurants, candy kitchens, drug stores, bottling plants, and

the like on the plea that this business helped their dollar sales showing.
The, above clause even releases the "spirit" obligation of the chains
and goes out of the way to make it legal for them to say "no." They
have said "no" to the utter despair and demoralization of tens of
thousands of small businesses.

(d) (1) and (2): These clauses deal with persons not in business
during the whole of 1941. Because many manufacturers deal in
seasonal products where sugar used in given months will amount to
three or four times that used in other months the average of October,
November, and December rarely works out in equity. Hopelessly too
little in some cases and grossly too much in others. Another formula
would be simply to fold the calendar in the middle matching January
with December, February with November, March with October April
with September, May with August, and June with July. A check with
the records of most receivers proves that this is the proper formula.

(d) (5): Here are 10 categories of sales which are not restricted to
quota, such as to Army, Navy, lend-lease, ships, and so forth. Here
asain a grave injustice exists. All sugar used in sales to these 10 sub-
divisions is recoverable 100 percent this year over and above the
seller's regular quota but the sugar used last year in sales to these 10
categories is not deucted from his this year's regular quota. Or-
ganizations doing business lastyear chiefly with the above find them-
selves this year with sugar which they can dump into the restricted
market. Here alone, Sugar Division can recover for the general use
all the sugar used last year'in sales to these 10 divisions.

The original order was apparently intended simply to restrict the
sales made by refineries and importers, but it did not even achieve that
because it did not restrict their sales to receivers only. The amend-
ment of January 24 corrected this. The original order did not even
specify that any manufacturer or other user who purchased sugar from

70t
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a receiver should use all such sugar only in quantities as stipulated
front time to time by the Director of Priorities. Therefore, if a user
could induce a wholesale lious to favor him, he could go out and knock
the spots off his competitor who happened to be buying from a refinery
and was limited to quotas as stipulated by the Director of Priorities.
Even today, after 3 months of attempted distribution in equity, a
wholesaler who last year sold to the 10 exempted categories, has sugar
to sell in abundance to the lucky processor who happens to be buying
from wholesalers and not a refinery. Similarly, any wholesaler can
today stick strictly to.the letter of the equity clause and still favor his
buyers with sugar assigned to him this year for customers of last year
who have since quit him or gone out of business. All this appears
complicated, but it is not; and this maldistribution, which presently
is rampant, could all have been prevented by a few simple clauses in

ton ofer woul hav beethe order, and by so doing, tons upon tons of sugar would have been
saved for equitable distribution.

We have pointed out the leaks that have been left open for these 3
months, and no one who has had anything to do with sugar over this
period will dispute that if these leaks had been plugged, the sugar
situation would not today be so serious. Add to that the dislocation
and loss incurred by industrial users of sugar and the injury is appalling.

Many persons journeyed to Washington seeking relief and were
told that no relief could be granted; yet, at home, their competitors
were going full blast. Some such competitors who, aside from bene-
fiting through the loopholes already described, were further fortunate
through having been former customers of the corn-sugar producers.
These producers have, in the main, refused to take on new accounts.
The fortunate corn-sugar and sirup users have this material over and
above their full quotas of other sugars. For a number of years the
corn-sugar manufacturers have been employing full-page, beautifully
colored, lithographed advertisements in national magazines telling
the world that their product is sugar. Of course it, is sugar, so why
is it not under control? There certainly never will be equitable dis-
tribution of sugar until corn sugar and plain corn sirup are regulated
just as beet and cane sugars and sirups are regulated.

No further evidence is necessary, to prove that there has been mal-
distribution of sugar from December 13 right up to today. Under
such circumstances, the ones to suffer are the smaller business estab-
lishments and their neighborhood patrons. Therefore, those affected
constitute 75 percent of our population.

The Small Business Association of New England has maintained
from the start and each day further proves that sugar, with its wide
use in hundreds of foods, is the key food item in maintaining efficiency
and morale on the home front. If distributed in absolute equity,
our people will accept the rationing in good behavior; but if not, they
will be disturbed now, and this condition will be further agitated as
other commodities come under control.

The tremendous volume of publicity given to sugar proves its
importance. So-called official statements out of Washington have
been harmful. There have been "information from authoritative
sources" published in the morning newepahers, another story in the
afternoon with conflicting statements, then a contradictory story the
following morning, all reputed to have come from the same "reliable
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source." This condition is taxing the morale of a very large se ment
of our peoples who are suffering losses which threaten their livehhood.

We are a law-abiding people, and when our Government says
"Thou shalt not," it needs to be said to all the people alike. Our
people are ingenious and, if left to their own devices, will improvise
and survive, and blame no one. However, when placed under legal
ban, that ban had better be equitable.

Sugar is not just something we put into a cup of coffee and partially
dissolve, but is a vital element in hundreds of food items without
which a people's diet is thrown out of line. If the sugar content of
an individual'3 blood dips below a certain percentage, it is scientifically
established that the individual becomes irritable and is apt to make
trouble. We need not have to know that this sugar content should
be about 90 milligrams for every 100 cubic centimeters of blood;
all we need do is read where a waiter in Indiana was wounded with a
mustard jar by an irate customer when refused more sugar, and
another waiter in New York was thrown through a plate-glass window
for the same reason. These are just straws in the wind which is
blowing up as a result of maldistribution of sugar.

Our plea is that if one branch of our Government deems it important.
enough at this critical time to spend great effort and huge sunis of
money in a campaign against "Hidden hunger," cannot something
be done that is not now being done to obtain more equitable distibu-
tion of the available sugar?

We have a suggestion, and it contains no castigation on any
department of Government or any individuals therein. We suggest
a one-man control, an official whose duties would be to shape the
sugar program as a whole and direct and coordinate all persons
having any functions in connection therewith. We do not propose
that such sugar-control administrator would have a great staff and
tentacles reaching out, but only a nian with an office and a small
staff of technical assistants. Such an administrator should as one
of his primary functions, have the authority to approve all official
statements to the public on the question of sugar in order to prevent
further confusion in the minds of the people.

In conclusion, may I say that already your committee-has brought
out one important fact which smaller business will be glad to know
about. Nowhere was any information available on this subject
until you brought it out. Seven hundred thousand tons or less of
sugar is at present assigned to alcohol instead of the 1,300,000 tons
as originally estimated. There is alone 600,000 tons or more of
Cuban sugar for general use. That is good news, and I am sure
that many other good results will develop out of this hearing.

Mr. Chairman, I have a copy of a letter here which the president
of the Small Business Association of New England wrote to Mr.
Donald Nelson on March 1, and if it is the pleasure of the committee
I should like to have it incorporated in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection it will be incorporated in the
record.
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(Said letter is as follows:) cMARCH, 1, 1042.
MR. DONALD M. NxLsox,

Chairman, War Production Board,
&oiai Security Ruild:in, W*asA tdn, D.'C. "

DxAn MR. NzLSoN: In the all-out war effort in which we are engaged, the
problem of sugar is not being glvdd sufficient consideration.

This is being directed to your attention because I believe that you have the
power. to make the necessary, changes in organization which would correct the
present control, which is inept and inadequate.

From observation during my several visits to Washington since M-55 on De-
cember 13, 1941, conditions have reached a point whire there Is need of a on&man
control, similar to the authority given to Mr. Kandier in the automobile Industry.

At present the following agencies are w,)rklng on some phase of sugar, each
with sufficient power to act Independently of the others:

Sugar Division, War Production Board;
Sugar Division, Office of Price Administration;
Maritime Commission;
Department of State;
Defense Supplies Corporation;
Department of Agriculture.
Without coordination, their decisions have many times delayed action that

was needed to relieve serious conditions.
We have tried to contribute toward an equitable distribution of sugar to all

business, and we were assured that the small businessman would receive his Just
share. Conditions which were serious the first of the year have grown steadily
worse, and what sugar there is in this section is out of control. There have been
many. ill-timed releases which have served to aggravate the present situation.

Small business is -rntitled to the facts and its equitable share of any critica
raw material should not be dependent upon inefficiency in Washington or the
selfish interests of certain people In positions of control.

We urge that you consider the establishment of a one-man control, which
would coordinate and direct into productive channels the efforts of the many
different agencies now working on sugar.

With kind personal regards.
Very sincerely, RICARD 0. Cooxu, Psiden.

The CAIRMAN. Major Bulwinkle, would you like to ask some
,questions?

'Mr. BU LWINKLE. In this discussion of this order M-55--.
Mr. CusH uI. Yes, sir.

fr. BULWJNKLE. Have you a copy of the order there?
Mr. CUSHiMAN. Yes I have; thank you.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Tell me which sections of. that you think-which

clause's or sections or paragraphs, you think should be amended.
* Mr. C UHuAN. I think they are all-it is a very long document,

and I think they are all incorporated-
Mr. BULWJNKL. Well, you have shown the restrictions under 3,

clause (c); that is the main one isn't it?
Mr. CUSHUAN. That is one I am not so sure Major, that I would

that this should be amended, and I will tell you the reason why.
We same division allocates-the sugar section, rather-allocates

sugar, as I understand it, and going on dowri tp the 0. P. A. and there
the 0. P. A. takes over.
" Now, the difficulty on that clause is that we have these small
manufacturers who buy at retail, which is uder the supervision of the
0. P. A., and yet they are processors, orlmanufacturers, so that I
don't know" that I would know now how the Government proced-
ure-

Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, let me ask.you this question, then, in the
case of a hotel, We will say, for instanc/ and a chain store, that this
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hotel has been buying sugar from the chain store previously in" quan.
titles, and just now the chain store refuses to sell to hotels, that is the
section that you are speaking about?

Mr. CUSHMAN. Yes, sir. -

Mr. BULWINKLE. That causes that.
M r. CUSHMA14. Yes, sir. -
Mr. BULWINKLE. Therefore, the operator or proprietor of that

chain store uses that sugar that he had gotten credit for-
Mr. CU61HMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BuLwiNkLr. On his last year's purchases to increase to other

customers, and bring in trade, is that right?
Mr. CUSHMAN. Yes, sir. "
Mr. BULWINKLE. And is not that your main cause of grievance

that you have?'
Mr. CUSHMAN. That is one; yes, sir. It may be the main' one, but

in answer to your original question, as to whether it should be
amended, I don't know whether it is a problem for 0. P. A., the
Sugar Sbctioi------
,Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, it is a problem for the W. P. B., I think; I
don't think there is any question about that.

Mr. CUSHMAN. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Now which other sections would you suggest

that are affecting your business, because I want to bring this to an
issue, so that the committee can know just what you claim is wrong
with this.

Mr. CUSHMAN. Well, C-3, that is the one we just talked about-
Mr. BULWINKLE. Yes.
Mr. CUSHMAN. I think C-1, that is taken care of.
D (1) and (2), these deal with receivers not in business the full year

of 1941, and we suggest matching month for month rather than taking
October, November, and December and averaging them.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Yes, so those are the three sections that this com-
mittee will have at issue.

Mr. CUSHMAN. No, sir; there are more.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Largely. What I am just trying to find out-
Mr. CUSHMAN. Well, for the moment., if there is any-offhand,

there is that one dealing with the 10 categories D (5).
Mr. BULWJNKLE. Alf right, how does that affect you, just briefly?

* Mr. CUSHMAN. Well, there are----
Mr. BULWINKLE. Let me ask you this: That is the one, isn't it,

that says the wholesaler that sold to the Army posts last year-
Mr. CUSHMAN. Yes; a wholesaler selling largely to Army posts

and still sells to Army posts, and finds himself with his last year's
sugar on his hands and goes out and gets'new customers for that

Mlr. BuLwINKLE. All righti Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to know

that . .
The CHAIRMAN. I Want to a~k you a few questions, Mr. Cushman;

you mentioned circumstances hard to defile which have caused this
impediment. Do you have an opinion upon What these circumstances
are?
* Mr. CUSHMAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman, there are iome 9,or 10 depart-
ments of the Government which have to do with sugar, because sugar
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is an imported product, it is in some departments, there are 2 or 3
sections, such as in the W. P. B., concerning the Sugar Section, the
Food Supply Board, and the Chemical Division, to mention only those.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, doesn't that too apply to steel and other
important and strategic products?

Ar. CUSHMAN. I would not be qualified to say that it applies to
steel, but I believe that on the whole you will find any imported product
will touch more departments.

The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned here about "earmarking" every
bag of sugar c as to avoid bootlegging. Do you think that can be
done very well?

Mr. CUSHMAN. I think that could and we can only say from our
experience it seems to me the principal difficulty has developed through
that clause C (3) which we are talking about and in thee. P. A., the
Sugar Division can come together and stop that.. As it is now, we
leave these little processors out with no legal place to buy sugar. I
believe that will take care of that bootlegging angle.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know why this 50 percent joker, I believe
You referred to it as a 50 percent joker, was inserted in the clause which
directs wholesalers to sell in equity?

Mr. CUSHMAN. Mr. Chairman, I think I do, and it does not reflect
on chain-store men. My statement was that we could not convince
ourpeople-it was difficult to convince our people--I did not state that
we felt the chain-store meniWrote that clause. I think again it comes
back to an effort on the part of the Sugar Division to stay out of the
.0. P. A. field, and they had no other recourse. They didn't favor the
chain store any more than they favored the independent store, but
it so happens that our grief came largely from the chain stores, because
the chain stores have in the past, for reasons which I stated, sold most
of this sugar to the small processors.

The CHAIRMAN. Why do you think that the sugar to these 10
restricted categories was not deducted from the present quotas?

Mr. CUSHMAN. Mr. Chairman, there may be reasons which the
men in the 0. P. A. can offer, to thoroughly justify that. I would
prefer to leave that as it is, due to the injury which is involved in trying
to give the reason for it having been left out.

The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned confused publicity. You said
something would come out in the morning paper and a different story
in the afternoon paper and an entirely different story the next morning.
Can you give any example of that.

Mr. CuSHMA . Mr. Chairman, I had in mind at that time a state-
ment which came out of the 0. P. A. or at least-was credited as
having come from the 0. P. A. in the morning and in the afternoon a
story came out contradicting the morning statement and the next
morning the local division, the Rationing Division, which is set up by
the Governor of the State of Massachusetts, issued a staten-ent to the
effect that they had been down to Washingtoh and conferred with the
0. P. A. and their statement was entirely contradictory.

The CHAIRMAN. Entirely what?
Mr. CUSHMAN. Entirely contradictory.
Mr. KELLY. Have you any excerpts of those statements?
Mr. CUSHMAN. I believe I have them.

/ I
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Mr. KELLY. They are from different boards. You remember you
said that you had given out one and the board had given out the
other.

Mr. CUSHMIAN. I was not-I am glad you mention that, because I
was rather attempting to emphasize the importance of sugar to the
population as a whole. I know that I did not particularly infer that
conflicting statements were coming out. of Washington, or coming out
of the Department. There have been some, but what I tried to Infer
is that, for example, we tried to subscribe to a clipping service for
sugar, and we had to cancel it because we did not have enough money
to buy all the clippings, but I mean, I just want to emphasize the im-
portance of sugar.

Now I have another illustration here if you would care to-
The CHAIRMAN. You mean about conflicts?
Mr. CUSHMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Conflicting statements?
Mr. CUSHMAN. YeS, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Briefly, you know we have got quite a program

this morrmg. I would not liko to take up too much time on a point
that really does not help us much. You see, what has happened in
the past-we have lks of experts around here to tell us exactly what
should have been done, but I think we should look to tie future
right now.

Why, in your opinion, was a wholesaler left with the liberty of
selling to manufacturers more than the stipulated quota?

Mr. CUSHMAN. It would just be my opinion, but I can say that it
was probably due to the fact that the Sugar Section felt th~y did not
want to go too deeply into this policing of the users. That would be
my only explanation, but I feel that they are going to have to do it.

The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned about a one-man authority in your
statement. Why would you advocate a one-man authority for sugar
and would not advocate a one-man authority for flour or any other
important food commodity?

Mr. CUSHMAN. Well, our opinion would be that sugar, being an
imported product, and being handled by several departments of the
Government, new agencies, and being so important to the public, it
seems to us that there are unnecessary delays that we can only attrib-
ute that to the fact that these departments cannot get together and
decide, and there is not one who says you have got to do it.

The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions, gentlemen?
Mr. KELLY. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Cushman,. I would like to refer to the portion of your state-

ment on page 3 regarding the bootlegging of sugar up in the New
England States. -I notice you state the price seems to be around $10
por hundred, is that the actual fact, that it is $10 a hundred, or is it
below that?

The reason that I call your attention to that, sugar today in
Chicago is $6.50 a hundred, and did your association call the thing to
thoiattention'of the War Board about the bootlegging of sugar up
there, and the exorbitant prices you have to pay for it?

Mr. CUSHMAN. The association has not.
Mr. KELLY. Don't you think it should have, if you have that

condition existing?
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Mr. CUSHMAN. Well, we have been pretty busy-.
,Mr. KELLY. I know, but here is a case--
Mr. CUSHMAN. You have to run those down and prove them, but

it is common knowledge-
Mr. KELLY. That is what I am trying to find out, is there the

knowledge that this bootegging is going on, or exorbitant prices are
being paid up there and still the association that you represent has
not called it to the attention of those in charge of it here? Why,
natursmy it is pretty hard for a Board that has just been established,
to go a over the country and run each single case down, and without
the assistance of our people involved, it is quite hard for a Government
agency in this set-up at the present time to run those cases down.

Mr. CUSHMAN. Well, the answer to that is, hero is a man who runs
a restaurant, and lie cannot buy his sugar; he is going to have an
awful lot of trouble to keep his doors open if he does not have sugar.
I personally would not want, to interfere with him getting that sugar.

Mr. KELLY. Well, I think we are right well entitled to know, and
also some Government agency in charge of this should know if such
conditions prevail, otherwise, why, they will just keep on violating
those rules and regulations if nobody interferes or stops them, and
that is what we ar here for, to secure authentic information along
those lines, and to find out whether or not the government agencies
are cooperating.

Mr. CUSHMAN. I will make a suggestion, if the Legal Department
of the W. P. B. were in a position to give relief to those individuals
who are buying sugar, bootlegging sugar, why then I should be glad
to report anything that comes to our attention, but if they are not
if they say there just isn't anything we can do for you, why, I would
not feel justified in reporting.

Mr. KELLY. Well, of course, they cannot do anything any more
than we can unless they have justifiable complaints.

Mr. CUSHMAN. The point J am emphasizing and you are empha-
sizing, is that they should stop the bootlegging.
. The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cushman; isn't it a fact that the fellow
that is getting the sugar needs this sugar to keep his business going
and that he does not want to report it, he does not want to be a witness
because the source of supply would be cut off and his business would
probably have to close, and he is willing to be imposed upon or to
pay the higher prices, knowing it is. wrong, knowing that it is illegal
and everything else, in order to keep his business going?

Mr. CUSHMAN. That is right, Mr. Chairman, and I am glad that
you brought that out, because I could not conscientiously interfere
with that man getting sugar. I certainly would not report him.
. The CHAIRMAN. Does the Sugar Section have representatives in
Boston?

Mr. CUSRuAN. The War Production Board have sugar men, .or
they have something to do ,with sugar in their department, but it is
not-
., The CHAIRMAN. Excuse me, Mr. Kelly, go ahead.

Mr. KELLY. That is all.
Mr. FITZGERALD. You mean to tell me that as head of the small

buiness organization you know that there was bootlegging going on
and that you would not report it to the proper authorities? HoW do
you expect you are going to right it?
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The CHIAItMAN. Mr. Cooke tells me it was reported.
Mr. FITZGERALD. He just testified that he would not report it.
I come from New England. At Christmas time I was home and

they tried to charge my wife 10 cents a pound for sugar.and she
immediately complained to her grocer that she was going to report it,
and immediately they said a mistake was made in sending out her
bill charging that much. She bought sugar for 7 cents a pound.

Now it is a correct statement, in my opinion, to say that you, as a
representative here of a group, are encouraging bootlegging by not
reporting it.

There is another question I would like to ask you.. What has been
done about the wholesaler who orders his quota for sugar and then
refuses to distribute it equally among his customers?

Mr. CUSHMAN. Oh, it is distributed, so far as I know he does dis-
tribute it equally since that equity clause was put into that amend-
ment.

Mr. FITZGERALD. When did that go in?
Mr. CUSHMAN. On January 24.
Mr. FIzZERALD. I have got a complaint now in my office that it

is not, and that for the January quota this customer did not receive
his quota at all from the wholesaler, although he had been doing busi-
ness for 16 years with him.

Mr. CUSHMAN. Well, we have had complaints, and in one case we
called up the wholesaler and went to see him and it was simply because
he did not know that clause was in that order. As soon as it was ex-
plained.to him we have not found any wholesaler who refused to go
along on that, and so far as that phase of it is concerned, that is
pretty well done away with in our district.

Mr. FITZOERALD. There is some complaint that you mentioned
here in your testimony today that the different months ought to be
balanced. This man that I am speaking of is a constituent of mine,
and he makes ice cream, and he complains where his quota was cut
down in January and February, he did not even receive his January
quota from the wholesaler, and in my opinion the wholesaler was
hanging onto his sugar to sell it to somebody else at a higher price.
That is the thing we want to correct, in my opinion, to permit him
to get his quota.

Mr. CUSHMAN. That was modified on January 24 in the ainend.
meant to IM-55 which came out -

Mr. FITZGERALD. It is not the War Board, it is the Price Adminis-
tration that sets the price for sugar.

Mr. CUSHMAN. It 19.
Mr. FioZOERALb. That is lower than 10 cents a pound.
Mr. CUSHMAN. Not to the retailer, the retailer can sell sugar for

an thing he wants to sell it for.
he C&AIRMAN. Does not that make the purchaser equally as

guilty as the seller?
Mr. CUSHMAN. I cannot answer that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Even if it did, it would be hard to prove, just twopeople

XMr. CUSHMAN. It would be a compliance case, under the law it
would have to be proved.

The CHAIRMAN..All right, fr. Fitzgerald, excuse me.
Mr. FiTzoQRALD. That is all.

14975--42-vol. 1-46
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Mr. KELLY. The price was set by the Price Administration. Did
these violations occur after that price was set or before?

Mr. CUSHMAN. I cannot even say. You are talking now about the
so-called bootlegging?

Mr. KELLY. Yes.
Mr. CUSHMAN. I cannot even say that bootlegging came under the

price-
Mr. KELLY. Well, does it exist at the present time?
Mr. CUSHMAN. Yes; but it may not be wholesale sugar, it may be

retail sugar.
Mr. KELLY. It does not make any difference. Do you know that it

exists now?
Mr. CUSHMAN. There is no retail price ceiling. You can sell at

retail for any price you want.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that true?
Mr. KELLY. I don't think so. The retail price is always ascer-

tained on the wholesale price.
Mr. CUSHMAN. No.
Mr. KELLY. So, if the people are paying 10 cents a pound for

sugar, it is not the distributor, it is the retailer that is responsible for
that condition.

Mr. CUSHIIAN. Perhaps I might clear up something-perhaps I
improperly used the term "bootlegging."
fr. KELLY. I don't think you have, if you do pay 10 cents a pound

for sugar.
Mr. CUSHMAN. What I meant by this was that there was sugar out

there in 100-pound quantities which a man in distress can get. Now,
I don't know but what that sugar was purchased by some private
individual before M-55 came into existence. It may not be called
wholesale sugar.

Mr. KELLY. I think, as representative of your association you
should have those facts.

Mr. CUSHMAN. But you cannot run down every one.
Mr. FiTZOERALD. Do you believe that the price of sugar to the

consuming public should be fixed? What protection do they have?
Mr. CUSHMAN. They have no protection that I know of.
Mr. FITZGERALD. Well, with this bunch of bandits going out and

getting 10 cents a pound or 12 cents a pound or whatever they can get,
when people who cannot hoard it can only go out and maybe buy a

und or two, what protection would that person get? Are you going
back to the World War position of 20 cents a pound for sugar for the
poor?

Mr. CUSHMAN. I think if anything that the Price Administrator
ought to fix the retail price, the price of the retail seller so that sugar--
so that the consuming public will be protected.

The CHAIRMAN. I thoroughly agree with you on that. I am com-
pelled to go for a conference that I cannot miiss, but Major Bulwinkle
will preside. I would like to ask Mr. Bowman, before I leave, is the
retail price of sugar fixed?

Mr. BowMAN. No; it is not.
The CHAIRMAN. Why is that? I canfiot understand that. Off-

hand it does not seem just right.
Mr. BOWMAN. That is a problem fot the 0. P. A.; but I should

assume they have the relative competitive situation which has always
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existed on sugar, so many independents and chain stores using it as
"loss leaders" to keep the price down.

The CHAIRMAN. Now that does not make sense at all. Talk about
inflation nnd keeping down prices, it looks to me like it is an incentive.

Mr. Bowu.AN. That is an 0. P. A. problem. I cannot answer that.
The CHAIRMAN. You just don't have anything to do with it?
Mr. BOWMAN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there an 0. P. A. man here?
Mr. BOWMAN. No.
(Whereupon the chairman left the hearing.)
Mr. BU.WINKLE (acting chairman). Give your name and position

to the reporter.
Mr. BOWMAN. A. E. Bowman, Chief of the Sugar Section, Food

Supply Branch, War Production Board.
Mr. BULWJNKLrE. Now, sir, do you wish to make any statement?
Mr. BOWMAN. I have a statement prepared here. I was asked to

prepare it, which may help in questioning. So I will read that, if
you don't mind.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOWMAN. This deals with when I came here, and briefly

states that-
Mr. BULWINKLE. All right, go ahead.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR E. BOWMAN

Mr. BowMAN. On or about December 19, Sidney Weinberg,
assistant to Donald Nelson, of the War Production Board called Mr.
Harold Finch, president of the Nash-Finch Co., and at that time my
employer, asking him to loan me to the War Production Board on a
dollar-a-year basis in Washington, to take charge of the newly issued
sugar conservation order M-55.

At that time I told Mr. Finch and Mr. Weinberg that I would not
care to come to Washington on a dollar-a-year basis, but, if after
going to Washington and talking with Mr. MacKeachie, then the

irctor of Purchases, who supervised the Food Supply Branch of
which the Sugar Section is a part, it was felt by War Production
Board officials that they wanted me to administer this order, and as
a Government employee, I would do it.

After visiting with Mr. MacKeachie in Washington, it was agreed
that I would come under those terms. I returned about the 27th of
December to take charge of my now duties. At that time there were
some 15,000 ppers, including telegrams and letters from affected
receivers under the order, some asking for interpretations of the order,
and some asking for relief. There was no organizational set-up to
handle this mail, administrative problems, or any other functions of
the Sugar Section. So immediately we set about getting an oraniza-
tion together. On January 7 we had about 7 people, including my
assistant Mr. Thomson; on January 14 we had about 20 people; as of
thepresent time, we have a personnel of. about 90 people,- which'is
about as rapidly as we could take them on and properly train them to
handle this work.

The original M-55 issued December 13, 1941, froze all sugar in the,
hands of users and dealers in excess of a 60-day supply, and used for its
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base period for allocation purposes the corresponding period in the year
of 1940. I want to point out that receivers under the terms of the
order do not go below the wholesale'level. It soon became very
Apparent because of population shifts, new businesses, expanding
businesses, and the going out of business on the part of some people,
that it was much more practical to use a4 the base period 1941, the
percentage to be determined on a periodical basis subject to our supply
surveys from time to time. Obviously, you will see that we had the
problem of taking care of many callers at the office as well as a flood of
correspondence and wires which had accumulated before our arrival,
plas the fact that it was necessary to get out a new M-55 making as
many improvements as possible under the existing order.
I do not nlean to criticize the original M-55 in any way, as per-

sonally I think it was a good order in view of the haste in which it
was drawn up, and the necessity for the order at that time certainly
cannot be doubted. M-55 as amended January 24, 1942, was effec-
tive February 1.

The things mentioned' above are purely administrative details,
but I think it will tend to show the volume of detail that we have
been forced to handle, in. addition to looking forward to a general
over-all policy to be established for the future in the light of our
supply situation from time to time. For example:1. We have requested the Defense Supplies Corporation on numer-
ous occasions to Move frozen stocks of sugar from one point into an
area of distress.
, 2. We are working very closely'with the War Shipping Administra-
tion in order to facilitate a larger movement of sugar from Cuba
into southern and Gulf ports. -We have submitted proposals to the
War Shipping Administration developing the use of barges through
the inland coastal waterways into theNortheast.

3. We have requested the Interstate Commerce Commission to ask
for substantial reductions in freight on the movement of raw sugars
from Florida and the Gulf areas, north.

4. We have asked and received permission from the Defense
Supplies Corporation to move western beet sugar into distressed
areas in the Northeast.
. 5. We have proposed that these plans be put into effect immediately
and for just so long as they do not interfere in any way with defense
efforts that may be considered more vital.6. We are proposing standards for rationing to both industrial usere
and consumers so that the program of the Office of Price Administra,
tion'and the War Production Board will be correlatW at such time
as rationing is inaugurated .
,7,. We have set up advisory committees of the cane-sugar refineries,

the beet processors, and have worked vey closely with other industry
advisory committees setup by the Foo Supply Branch of the War
Production BoArd. "
.,.8.-In the interests of' coordination of the many governmental
agencies interested, Mr. Donald Nelon,- about 3 weeks ago, wrote a
letter to the-Defense S plies Corporatto#, Office of Price Adminis
tration, Department of Agriculture Department of State, Board of
'E onomio Warfare Dep~trdnehtof& (om2er., United States Maritime
Commission, and bepa.rtment of the interior, requesting each agency
to nominate a member of a board t4' serve as an interdepartmental
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coordinating group facilitate more prompt action and unify the
efforts of ali governmental agencies interested. Mr. Ne!son requested
I serve as Chairman of the Board. This Board is a policy board with-
out authority, but we believe it will be helpful in expediting our
program.

I have referred briefly to most of the major factors which confront
us, all of which are very time consuming, and I hope that we are headed
toward competent administration of this problem. "I will be glad to
answer any questions that I can if the committee desires.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Mr. Bowman, it looks like you have done pretty
well, except that you have left out something.
Mr. BOWMAN. I expect I have.
Mr. BULWINKLE. And that is this, that on the 24th day of February

we had an executive session of this committee at which you were
present.

Mr. BOWMAN. That is right.
Mr. BULWNJKLE. And I called at that time your attention to sub-

section 3 (o).
Mr. BOWMAN. Yes.
Mr. BULWINKLE. I asked you if you were satisfied with that and

my recollection is that your reply was that you were not.
Mr. BOWMAN. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. I asked you what you were going to do about

that and you said that the Board was considering it for the purpose of
seeing what could be done.

Mr. BOWMAN. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. And the same thing also applied to D and in

some measure to 5 (d), 1 (d) to 5 (d), 1, 2, and 5 (d) at that time.
Mr. BOWMAN. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. What have you done about that to correct these

abuses that could be corrected?
Mr. BOWMAN. Major, I want to point out again, that adminis-

tratively we have been pretty much hamstrung because of lack of
space and of people.. Mr. BULWINKLE. I realize that. We all are administratively now
in a fix.

Mr. BOWMAN. That is right. On March 6 we issued a press release
saying substantially the following:

The Sugar Section has concluded under the supervision of A. E.
Bowman, Chief of the Sugar Section, an exhaustive study of the
world sugar supply-
, Mr. BULWINKLI. These men were after a Now England supply at
that time, they did not care about the word supply.

Mr. BOWuAN. That is right-I Want that release showing that sec-
tion C-3 here-as I told you at that time, Mr. Chairman, we-had antic-
ipated rationing-at an earlier date. When rationing was instituted-
is instituted-of course that stopgap will be plunged, so to speak.
Now we issued-I sUg*ested to our Legal Section that we issue an

order and after consultation with other people in the agency 'it
was determined that rationing would probably be effective Apris 1,
and at that time 0. P. A. would hatuialy handle everybody below
fhe wholesaler level, and therefore we felt that if we did issue an order
at this lAter date it would tind to confuse the division of authority-
that is, if 0. P. A. was going to handle the retailers, and we issued an
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order saying that they have to do certain things, it would confuse
them between 0. P. A. and War Production Board.

Does that answer your question?
Mr. BULWI'KLE. NO. Your M-55 would still be in effect anyhow,

whether your rationing went in on April 1, wouldn't it?Mr. BOWMA. No, the M-55 would be in effect, but it. would be
modified because of the fact we will use sugar authorization certificates
for those users that we still control from an allocation standpoint.

Mr. BUGWINKLE. I know, but suppose we have another 2 or 3
months to continue before rationing goes into effect.

Mr. BOWMAN. Before rationing goes into effect?
Mr. BULWINKLE. Two or three months' interval before any sugar

rationing goes into effect, there is an injustice being done.
- Mr. BOWMAN. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. And therefore I think that you or your outfit

ought to clear it up and clear it up immediately.
Mr. BOWMAN. We have no authority to go below the wholesaler

anyway.
Mr. BULWiNKLE. Well, somebody is going to have to have some

authority in this. If the wholesaler is selling his sugar to a fellow
who is not fair about it he ought to stop it. Something ought to be
done.

Mr. BOWMAN. Why, I might read this. This is the directive-
the delegation of authority to the Office of Price Administration with
respect to rationing [Reading]:

The Office-
this i3 paragraph A-

The Office of Price Administration is authorized and directed to perform all
functions and exercise all power, authority and direction conferred dpon the
President by section 2 (a) of the act of June 28, 1940-

well, probably that is not the part you want-
with respect to the exercise of rationing control over (1) the sale, transfer or other
disposition of products by any person who sells at retail to any person, and (2), the
sle, transfer or other disposition of products by any persons to an ultimate
consumer.

That is part of the directive as issued by Donald Nelson of the War
Production Board.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Yes; now speaking of your wholesalers that you
do have something to do with.

Mr. BOWMAN. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Now paragraph 5 of section (d), applies to whole-

salers and I have used in my illustration a wholesaler who sells to
the Army, sold to the Army last year, and you said that has got to be
corrected. He is now going to sell to the Army and he is getting an
unfair competitive advantage on account of the amount he received
last year.

M Mr. BOWMAN. I pointed out to you at that time the same situation
exists, this is an administrative matter. It is difficult the way we are
Fet up. By that., I mean we don't have enough people, and we don't
have the compliance to handle all that, . ,

Mr. BULWINKLrE. I realize that, Mr. Bowman, it is pretty hard
administratively, but at the same timeothat was a legal proposition
and you said your attorney was working on it.

'I
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Mr. BOWMAN. That is right, he has been working on it.
I want to go back to your other question, Major, if you don't mind,
Mr. BULWINKLE. All right.
Mr. BOWMAN. On March 5 we, after consulting about your question

on C (3) or D (3), issued this wire to all trade associations and
practically everyone else we could think of (reading:

According to information received here many small industrial users of sugar
not directly limited by order M-55 have been purchasing excessive quantities
In anticipation of rationing. This action if not stopped will seriously enhance
difficulties of getting rationing plan Into operation. Under present order M-55
receiver would be warranted in restricting buyers from him to quota of 1941 pur-
chases In same manner as he himself Is restricted. Receiver who disables him-
self from serving some customers by excessive sales to others violates clause C3
of the order. Assistance of your association In calling this fact to attention of
trade or in any other possible way discouraging excessive purchasing known to
you would greatly assist the Government in present difficult period.

Now that was as far as our judgment at that time would permit us
to go.

Mr. BULWINKLE. lC l, I feel this way, and I am satisfied that
every member of the committee feels the same as I do about it, that
if there is an abuse, that abuse should be corrected by somebody in
authority, and it should be done immediately. Now if you are going
to do that, well and good, but if you think that you cannot do it,
then there must be some other kind of action taken to do it.

Mr. BOWMAN. We intend to do it, of course, Mr. Chairman, but as
Pointed out the only reason that the order was not issued, as I
tol you the fast time" I was before your committee, is because we
thought that rationing would be in effect April 1. If it was there
was no need of confusing-I mean, the loss that occurred between that
time and now, we did not want to confuse these difficulties, the
people that are going to be handled by 0. P. A. as against those of the
War Production Board.

Mr. BULWINKLE. I just want to ask a few questions because you
are familiar with the sugar proposition, so that we can have them
in the record. What was the consumption of sugar in this country
last year?

Mfr. BOWMAN. There were distributed about 7,500,000 tons; that is,
distributed-that is not consumption. That includes hot stocks.
frozen stocks, and so forth. The consumption is roughly estimated
at approximately sLx, eight.

Mr. BULWINKLE. 6,800,0W.?
Mr. BOWMAN. That is the estirrate-well, the estimate as to con-

sumption varies. Mr. Nemir, our economist, estimates the consump-
tion at seven, four. Some estimate it at less.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Now what part. of the sugar last year went into
industrial alcohol?

Mr. BOWMAN. A rather small part, one million three of the Cuban
crop in 1941.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Is that the only sugar that went into industrial
alcohol that is, the Cuban crop?

Mr. NEMit. It is, last year.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Just the Cuban crop?
Mr. NFMR. Just the Cuban crop, the major portion for alcohol

sugar, and high-test molasses.
Mr. BOWMAN. For what year?
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Mr. NEmuin. For 1041.
Mr. BULWINKLE. What do you estimate is the amount of sugar

that will be used in 1942 in industrial alcohol?
Mr. BOWMAN. I am told 700,000.
Mr. BULWINKLE. How much sugar do you estimate that you will

have on hand for 1942 that is, in sight?
Mr. BOWMAN. We don't know, there are available supplies in the

world, ample sugar, if we can get them here. With our present rate of
importation, plus our domestic crop, there are between six and a half
and seven million tons, including the sugar used for industrial alcohol,
if it is made available, that is. sipping enters into that.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Where will you get the most of that sugar from,
in imports?

Mr. BOWMAN. Cuba.
Mr. BULWINKLE. How much do you estimate you will get from

Cuba?
Mr. BowMAN. There is available 2,200,000 tons for us plus-well,

it would be two million five, two million seven, plus the 700,000 tons
to be used for industrial alcohol.

Mr. BULWINKLi. I see. In all there is about 3,500,000 tons of
Cuban sugar, including industrial alcohol.

Mr. BOWMAN. That is available; yes.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Yes.
Mr. BOWMAN. That is subject to: variation.
Mr. BULWINKLE. What trouble, if any, do you have in getting this

Cuban sugar in?
Mr. BOWMAN. Well, our trouble is that the ships in the trade usually

have gone from southern ports in Cuba to notth of Hatteras, and due
to the submarine activities-

Mr. BULWINKL,. Does that Cuban sugar largely go to Philadelphia
and Boston refineries?

Mr. BOWMAN. The major portion of it will. Due to submarine
activities, of course, those boats, many of them have stopped running
up there, and there have been some sunk, as you have read in the
papers.

1fr. BULWINKLE. You have had about two or three sinkings, I
think.

Mr. BOWMAN. Well, I don't know the exact number, but there have
been several-there have been some, rather.

Mr. BULWINKLE. I know that. You have taken steps trying to
bring the Cuban sugar in, have you not, importation by boat now
from Cuba?

Mr. BOWMAN. Some which formerly went into the Gulf area and
some to Savaniah.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, that Cuban sugar, of the 3,500,000 tons,
what part have you allocated to England out of that?

Mr. BOWMAN. Five hundred and ten thousand short tons.
Mr. BULWINKLE. And that is going to be given in exchange for

sugar which has been already assigned to Russia?
fr. BOWMAN. No, not all of it', only Ibout 60,000 short tons, is

thnt right? About 60,000 short tons of it is the sugar that the British
have already given Russia, which we are replacing.

Mr. BULWINKLE. So that, sd far as the United States is concerned,
we have 3,000,000-about 3,000,OOG-no, 2,900,000 tons of Cuban
sugar for use, including the 700,000. /
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Mr. BOWMAN. No; we have two, two, and we have about three, four.
That includes-here, I will read this Cuban allocation for you-this is
a summary giving the Cuban situation-1942, short tons, raw or flat
stocks as of January 1, 1942-this is in Cuba-240,000 short tons.
The 1942 production, 4,430,000 short tons, total supplies four million
six. That is in Cuba.

Reservations under the purchasing agreement, Cuban local eon-
sumption 227,000 tons, high test for use in Cuba, 136,000; for export
other than United States and United Kingdom 74,000; reserve for
United States alcohol in the form of high test molasses, 700,000 tons,
in the form of sugar, 227,000 tons; reserved for the United Kingdom,
610,000, which makes a total of 1,810,000 for those purposes out of the
quantity available. If more grain was used for manufacturing
alcohol-wait a moment-maximum available, both assumptions,
2,225,000 tons, that is less-that does not include industrial alcohol.

Mr. BULWINKLE. All right, How much are you getting from Puerto
Rico?

Mr. BOWMAN. There is available about 1,100,000 tons. That is
available. How much we get depends on shipping.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, let me ask you this has there been any
order issued further restricting sugar to soft drinks?

Mr. BOWM.AN. There has not been any order issued further restrict-ing industrial use of sugar on any classes of industrial users as yet..,fr. BULWINKLE. Well, do you contemplate, and the reason I am

asking you that is because I think every Member of Congress probably
has had some telephone calls saying something about the War Pro-
duction Board increasing the allotment for bakers and confectioners
and that they had reduced it, or were going to reduce it to the bottlers.

AMr. BOWMAN. We have contemplated several plans, standards of
allocation, setting up allocations for industrial users, but we have not
arrived at any decision.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Any conclusion yet?
Mr. BOWMAN. That is right. We will, however, in the next, I

would say, few days. That has to be worked out with the 0. P. A.
because they are very much interested, of course, because they will
ration to industrial users below the wholesale level, so that we have
to have our standard in agreement with them, and civilian supply.

Mr. KELLY. Mr. Chairman, I am just a little anxious to find out
about the authority vested in the Sugar Board.

Mr. BOWMAN. About the authority what?
Mr. KELLY. Well, you maintain you have no authority whatsoever

in the setting of prices, how do you make thcse recommendations?
Mr. BOWMAN. We don't. The price fixing-the 0. P. A. have

full authority for that. We have no authority on that.
Mr. KELLY. Don't you even make recommendations to them on

that?
Mr. BowMAN. No; our section deals entirely with supplies, that is

our major problem. We do, however, allocate-we have, however,
allocated the supplies from primary distributors, which are the
refiner s, to receivers, which are people buying from refiners only.
In addition to that we have allocated the entire supply of sugars,
the world supply of sugars that are available to refiners, that is raw
sugars, both domestic and off-shore.Mfr. KELLY. I guess that is what I want.
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Mr. BULWINKLE. I meant to ask you, and I forgot it, about the
corn-sugar products; how much do you estimate is the production
of that?

Mr. BOWMAN. Corn sugar, roughly one-half million tons.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, do you anticipate an increase in that this

coming car, 1942?
Mr. BOWMAN. We have a new Corn Sugar Unit in the Food Supply

Branch to deal with that problem. Now the Sugar Section, which I
have charge of, does not have anything to do with the corn sugar as
of today.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Who is that?
Mr. BOWMAN. Mr. Staley.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, is it true that you have established who

should use corn sugars in allocation or not?
Mr. BOWMAN. We had contemplated earlier getting out a corn-

sugar order but for the same administrative difficulties that I told
you about, it was just impossible to handle the job that we have. I
realize that is a rather weak statement, but, nevertheless, it is the fact.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Somebody is going to have to get some orders
out, then.

All right, that is all I care to ask you about.
(Mr. Bowman excused.)
(Additional questions submitted in writing to Mr. Bowman and

answers thereto:)
1. As Chief of the Sugar Section of the War Production Board who Is your

immediate superior?
Answer. Mr. Douglas C. Townson.
2. When the amendment of January 24 to the sugar crder M-55 was being con-

sidered, what persons were consulted? What were their official or unofficial
connections?

Answer. Mr. Douglas C. Townson, Chief of the Food Supply Branch: Mr.
John McCarthy, Chief of the Bakers Section; Mr. Logan MorrIll, Assistant Chtef
of the Food Supply Branch; Mr. Chapin Weed, Assistant Chief of the Food Supply
Branch; Mr. W. L. Petriken Consultant for the Sugar Section; Mr. Gubin,
Division of Civilian Supply; br. Roland S. Vailo, Division of Civilian $uppIy;
Mi. Arthur Becker, Attorney for the Food Supply Branch; Mr. Rowe and Mr.
Howard Weeting of the Office cf Price Admin stration; M. John Baxttr of the
War Production Board, Chief of the Canners Section, and the Cannin* Industry
Advisory Committee were consulted. This and other advisory committees con-
sist of unpaid members of the Industry who are organized by the War Production
Board to advise it concerning action affecting their industry.

(Informal discussions with members of the Cane Sugar Advisory Committee.
Mr. Cushman and Mr. Richard C. Cooke of the Smaler Business Men's Associa-
tion of New England.)

We of courseheld informal discussions with other peorlo from the trade who
from time to time came into our offices on questions arising under the original
order.

3. Did any of these individuals have manufacturing experience?
Answer. Yes, several.
4. Was the opinion of any small business unit sought?
Answer. Yes.
5. The New Yorlk Times of February 19. 1912, carried a store , purporting to

have emanated from the Office of Price Administration and the rar Production
Board, concerning the allocation of sugar to various industrial users in five clssi-
flcations, with varying percentages of allocation to each clash. The committee
has been Informed that you subsequently statec4 that this published report was"premature and erroneous." Did you release 'this information to the press?
Who did? Were you consulted concerning the release of that information?
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Answer. I did not release any information to the New York Times or any other
of the press relative to the classification of industrial users in five classes, nor did
I release any similar story. I did state that the report was "premature and
erronous"-that there were several plans under discussion at the time. Those
plans, of course, now have been turned over to the Office of Price Administration
and they will be responsible for the rationing of sugar to industrial users. I do
not know who did release this information. I was not consulted.

0. Don't you believe, Mr. Bowman, that with such an important problem as the
sugar situation the only way in which an equitable distribution and a whole-
hearted public support of the program can be maintained is by a coordinated
effort in connection with the publicity by governmental agencies?

Answer. Yes.
7. Was your division ready for rationing on March I or thereabout?
Answer. Our section was ready to perform its part of the rationing task as

tentatively agreed upon with the Office of Price Administration on March 1.
& The committee is Informed that the regional offices of the War Production

Board are not able to Interpret the sugar order M-55, and are consequently unable
to give adequate attention to the problems of the small business units concerned
with this matter. Why is this so?

Answer. Until now the regional offices of the War Production Board have not
been staffed with attorneys. The interpretation of the War Production Board
orders is regarded as a legal function to be performed by attorneys. Inquiries
made by regional offices have been given prompt attention and every assistance
possible has been given them in performing their tasks.

9. Why were the canners allowed to purchase all the sugar they could use, when
other manufacturers were restricted to an amount which was 80 percent of 1941
usage?

Answer: An over-all 80 percent cut was recognized as not feasible for the can-
ning industry. Sugar is necessary for canning and an arbitrary cut might result
in spoilage of food, which would not be conservation. Under the Tin Plate Con-
servation Order, M-81, the canning of some foods is unlimited, while others are
heavily cut, much more than 80 percent. Because of the requirements' of the
Army, Navy, and lend-lease the pack of some foods must be larger than normal.
With most canned foods, the proper conservation method is to cut the sugar
used per can or per case. Obviously it was necessary to collect detailed informs-
tion relative to the amount of sugat normally used in canning and preserving of
the various grades and sizes of the pack. This information was not readily
available and because there was no canning at that season of the year, with the
exception of a small amount of citrus fruits it was felt by those administratively
responsible for the order that we would not lose any material amount of sugar by
leaving the canners problem open until this Information could be obtained. A
plan to cut sugar use by canners considerably below 80 percent has since been
completed and turned over to the Office of Price Administration.

10. What attempts have you made to have frozen sugar moved into distressed
areas? (The committee was informed by Mr. Goodloo of the Defense Supplies
Corporation that they had purchased and moved 40,000 tons of this stock and
were in the process of moving another 45,000 tons at the moment.)

Answer: We have made several attempts. We have moved 40,000 tons of
raw sugar from the Pepsi.Cola Co. into New York refineries to be made into
sugar for local consumption. We have moved something over a million bags of
Coca-Cola sugar to areas of distress. We are moving off-shore sugars into dis-
tressed areas.
1I. Have you been able to get a technical staff and other advisers sufficient to

enable you to solve many of your problems?
Answer: Individuals composing my technical staff are extremely able. Owing

to space problems there are not enough of them.
12. What have you done to get sugar into this country from off-shore areas?
Answer: We have laid plans and are developing other plans with the War

Shipping Administration, Defense Supplies Corporation, and other Interested
governmental agencies to get sugar into this country from off-shore areas. We
have received a commitment from Defense Supplies Corporation permitting us
to spend up to $50,000 for the purpose ofprepanng the port at Port Everglades,
Fla., to facilitate the shuttle service being developed by the War Shipping Admin-
istration, using small vessels which are not fit for trans-oceanic work to bring
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Cuban sugars to this port and other -southern ports to be transshfpped either by
rall or the Inland coastal waterway into the northeast and other distressed areas&

13. When the January 24 amendment to M-5 was being written, was the
'question of Including corn sugar and corn sirup discussed?

Answer: Yes.
19. What were the reasons why torn sugar and corn sirups were not included

In this amendment?
Answer: Corn sirup and corn sugar are only two of a number f sugar subbti-

tutes. We needed to amend M-55 promptly and did not have a staff adequate
to obtain the information necessary to include sugar substitutes in the order,
nor to handle the administrative problems that would subsequently arise it they
were Included. Moreover, I am informed that there Is at present no shortage
of corn sirup or corn sugar.

20. -Do you believe that there Is a need for a one-man sugar-control authority?
Answer: Yes. But in expressing this opinion I am speaking for myself only.

The views of other officials may be different.

Mr. BULWIN.Lz, Do you care to make any statement, Mr. Townson?
Mr. DouoLAs C. TowNsoN. No statement: My responsibilities are

the over-all food problem. Sugar is just one section under that.
Mr. BuLwiINKLE. Did you have anything to do with this parfltk-

far Sugar Section?
Mr. Mr. TowsoN. Yes, sir; this has just been set up within the

last 2 weeks, and an order is now in pkocee of being written.,
Mr. BOLWINEI-Z. When are you going to hfve'that drde" out?

- Mr.. 'Jowasoz. As soon as we.can. . .. ,
Mr. BULW1'NKV. Oot to have a little speed around here,you knoW.

° Mr., Towysom. -I know it.
Mr. Bulw*iEit. All right. Do you gentldihentvant'tb ask "nyquestions of Mr. Tow son? (Noresponse. ,
(Additional questions submitted in witing.to. Mr. Townson and.Answers thereto): ' • ' .. ... "'. - .

I. What authority do you exerise over the $ugaz Section of the War Productlon
Board I '? ?""

Answer: I am Chief of the Food Supply Branch of which the sugar Section Is

2"%i1 you suggest any portions of the January 24 aea4nieats to 1-55 sugar
Answer: I parlcipate4 in % general diseion of %. draft of the qntlre Order

,whkeh had been prepared by, Mr. Becker. . .do not relU having suggested any
i;D tlnobuslness.were you In before you'caine with the'War ProductionBoard? k ... 1 . . I I
Answer: In the preserving and canning buslnvis . ...

i. What are the reasons for the exemption) made In (d) (5) classification (x) of
the M-55 sugar, order s amended Januar 24,1942? Bma and

:'Answer: Substniaialy this same quest .has been put toMr. Bowman and
I agree with his answer. The clause to which you refer permits the sale of sugar

Ao canners without regard to quota limitations to furnish supplies to enable them
to pack fruits or vegetables. Sugar Is necessary to pack these commodities and
We bad been advised that an increased pack 6f some of them would be necessarybecause of the requirements of the Army,,Navy, and lend-lease. On the other
hand, S0 percent of 1941 use w4uld be too much for some other canners whose
-pak would be heavily curtailed by the tin ptate conservation order then under
Consideration because the foods packed by them 1rould be classified as secondaryor. onesential. Obviously it was going to be-nsa to curtl tb use of
Avw by banners by saying in most instances that tby 'edud us so mueh sugar
per can packed oer ee. Detailed Infonmtlonrwmich we did not have was

before such limitations could be Impcoed.- At that time of the year the
=qestioo wasmore or less = .cadere use , fruits and vegetabes werebeing packedat that ason. It was all alongltended to have a plan f limita-tion ready before the peak packing season., A plan has been prepared by my

- I,
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branch and turned over to the Office of Prle Administration in view of the fact
that Mr. Nelson has assigned control of the distribution of refined siugar to the
Office of Price Administration. The effect of this plan, together with order M-81,
will be to reduce use of sugar by canners to lees than 80 percent of 1941 'me.
. 5. Why are not corn sugar and corn sirmp under the control of the Sugar

Section?
Answer" There wes no Information or staff available at the time M-55 was

drafted to exercise cbritrol 0v-r corn sirup and corn sugar through any section.
Since that time a separate Corn Product.sSection has b66n formed.

6. How can you equitably distribute mp tion sugar without placing
corn sugar and corn sirups und d subject to the same
restrictions? . *

Answer: Corn sirup aug d corn stfruare only two of a r of sugar sub-
atitutes. All these subs tes differ more or less from cane su n the uses for
which they are availa In their them] position. To at pt to bring
under a single quo tion sugar and ug betitut w ceate an
Impossible task of tablishing ect ues the different terals.
Moreover, thee t Zo _ di t su Itutes " equal.
Some subetitut g. e rhoel ves sugar. In he of
others, such a sugar d orn a up, th no shorafe at all.. t has
therefore been determined er it a subsititu sep.
arately from artotheextent ren e y aho and as pe Ielbetones &vh*l e.I

'7. Have y been given aly I tons front sour relative the
control of cor ugar?Answer. NI I - , i i

. Do you ve that re r n sugar-cotrol autho T
An wer: I eve Ih s or an ood administration er

one-min cont But 1n i0 n I in for myself ne.
The viewusofo er-offi t. t the Oomml is
called to theft that Mr. ' has nte e S r licy
Committee of. ch- Mr. wman is the the and
agencle conee In the'sukar problem rosen on t com t

I wouldlketo tothat Ihav s lied ere are bo to be
some inequalities adiniist oforder s-, p rlnparil pended
to ese the su pply, and uste rumen to secure
eq utabe distribute n o the caller in us l users who hae from
wholesalers or Jobbers. when rationing ben u r the Offire of
Pre'Administration, th ' heir local boards, the dsttb of sugar will be
much more equitable an e t. now beingceae

Mr. BuwItNKLz., Mr. Becker.
Mr. BECKER. I Will be glad to answer anything the committee

wants to know. I mfig t be able to straighten out some of these
I*gal questions, if the committee is interested.

Mix. BULWNY.L. Yes. Please give your name and what position
you hold.

Mr. BEcoxKE. My name is Arthur M. Becker. I am now Assistant
General Counsel of the War Shipping Admini tration. 'I was attorney
in charge of the Food'Supply Branch at the time these orders were
drafted and I drafted them.

-Nd W I think pattkcula l y With reference to section 0 (3) the War
Production Board uudgr the directive issued by Douiald Ne!oa_ aid'
approved by the Prelent, is merely charge. -*1i authority ndsat
the whole] te level. Now what we were Ing to d9 ii C (3) w" to
regulate jobbers, we Were not trying to get down below that level we
had authority tQ regulate NQw we we,6 c9p.e.4 of thea t that

t Niiyj6pk who r nbt i; the lob bfnk businesss I~ao ysl
bits of sugar, lots of sugar, and We felt at the time that it was 1mposslk71e
to regulate thosepo pl that is, the ocasionil jobber of sugar, who
might be givenan inldshLiab user's iktmg'and yet who once in a while
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jobbed sugar, until a rationing plan was allocated, because they could
only be regulated on the basis of an equitable distribution to the next
level of. purchasers. Him we had no authority to regulate.

On the other hand, the regular jobber could be regulated, because
we could say "distribute all sugar equitably" but the intent was that,
to someone who possibly made a sale once in 1941, there was no method
of allocating the distribution on that one sale or two sales, and we
could do that at the 50 percent level.

So what this C (3) really amounts to is a definition of a jobber.
I think on some of the other points that Major Bulwinlde raised, on

the question of these deliveries not charged against the quota, such as
deliveries to the 10 categories in section 5, what we did at the time this
order Was drawn was an attempt to devise an administrative proce-
dure whereby the sugar sold to those categories within the last year
would be deducted so.that these people would not get an advantage.

Now, we came to the conclusion that it was impossible to do that
administratively for this reason, a large part of this sugar was not sold
in the categories, was not sold as sugar, it was sold, for example, as
canned goods, it was sold as confections to the Army, it was sold to the
trade. Now we made rather a complete investigation at the time and
found that possibly, I would say 50 or 60 percent of the canners,
who are large uiers of sugar who sold to the Army, did not know at
the time they made their pack, or later, that their particular canned
goods went to the Army, because they sold to jobbers, who in turn
sold to the Army.

Mr. BULWINKLE. I know, but did you take that into consideration
when you drafted this?

Mr. BECKER. Yes, we did.
Mr. BULWNKLOE. Well, and this applied to sugar particularly?
Mr. BECKER. No, sir; this not only applies to sugar principally

but it applies to anything, any product in which sugar goes. It would
apply most largely to sales of food products to the Army and Navy.

Mr. BULWIN KLE. Well, how do you estimate in the case of peaches?
How much sugar is in those 24 cans of peaches?

Mr. BECKER. Well, you can estimate that very readily, how much.
sugar is in it. You see-

Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, isn't it a fact that that is the way it actually
worked and wasn't that what your intention was when you drafted it?

Mr. BECKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. BULWINKLE. But doesn't it work out iii this proposition of

every wholesaler that sold 50 pounds of sugar to a farmer?
Mr. BECKER. That is tight.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Last year. I am not talking about canned goods

or anything else.
Mr. BECKER. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, mean selling it this year and trying to get

credit for that 50 pounds.-
Mr. BECKER. That'is risht.
Mr. BULWINKLE. That is what I am talking about; I am not bother-

ingabout canned goods and stuff like that.
fr. BECKER. It did work out that way, Congressman.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Don't you think tlhat ought to be corrected?
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Mr. BECKER. I do think it should be, Congressman. I think the
only way it can be corrected is by rationing.

Mr. BULWJNKLE. I think I could draft something and put it in
there that would correct it.

Mr. BECKER. Well, Congressman, we tried to; but you see, we are
confronted-this is an administrative problem. If we draft an order
that is so complicated that the average person cannot come in and
say that lie can understand it-

fr. BULWINKLE. Well, it would have been easy to have put a
proviso in there that if any wholesaler sold to any Government
agency last year, that that sugar would not be included.

Mr. BECKER. Well, you could have done that. With the sugar
itself, that would have been possible.

Mr. BULWINKLE. I am talking about sugar.
Mr. BECKER. It would not have been possible with the other

products.
Mr. BULWINKLE. I am willing to let (lie other products go.
Mr. BECKER. I see.
Mr. BULWINKLE Now, then, let me ask you why did you exempt

canners? There have been some complaints of that, and I just want
it for the record, that they could have full quantity.

Mr. BECKER. The reason we exempted canners was-as a matter
of fact I didn't, it was an administrative problem and while I did not
draft the order, one reason canners were exempted was, we were told
when we asked the question at the time, that it was essential in order
to preserve the food products and prevent them from rotting. I was
told that by the administrative officials.

Mr. BULWINKLE. By the administrative officials?
Mr. BECKER. Who had charge of the policy in the matter.
Mr. BULWJNKLE. Do any of you gentlemen want to ask him any

questions?
Mr. KELLY. Mr. Becker, you heard the statement of Mr. Cushman

this morning?
Mr. BECKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. KELLY. Has that ever been brought to your attention or to the

attention of the Sugar Board, about those violations existing in New
England?

Mr. BECKER. No; I have not heard any statements of violations,
but I have heard today in that case, many different opinions, Mr.
Congressman.

Mr. KELLY. I beg your pardon-are you on the Board?
Mr. BECKER. No; I am not on the Board.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Anything, Mr. Fitzgerald?
Mr. FITZOER.LD. No.
Mr. BULWJNKLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Becker.
Mr. Tyre Taylor, a North Carolinian from -my district.
Mr. Taylor, do you have a statement for the committee?

ir. TAYLOR. A r. Chairman, my name is Tyre Taylor I am here
as general counsel for the National Association of Retail 6 roeers.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Sit down, Mr. Taylor.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I have no testimony

or presentation to offer. Our association does feel, however, that
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this committee is rendering a highly constructive service in holding
this investigation at this time. I think all I want to say is that on
behalf of our association we wish to express to you, Mr. Chairman, and
every member of the committee our very sincere appreciation.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Let me ask you this, have you had many com-
plaints as to these sections of this particular M-55?

Mr. TAYLOR. I would. not say that we have had a great many
complaints.

Mr. BULWINKLE. You have had some.
Mr. TAYLOR. There are some, no great number, no considerable

number have come to me.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Do you entlemen care to ask him anything?
Mr. KELLY. Do you get at1 the sugar you require in your industry

or do you have any difficulty getting it?
Mr. TAYLOR. I think there is no question but what there is con-

siderable difficulty.
Mr. KELLY. They seem to be satisfied with what they are getting?
Mr. TAYLOR. No, sir; they are not satisfied, but there haa been so

much confusion concerning this whole subject, and they understand
it so imperfectly that I think their main reaction at the moment is
that they are grateful to this committee for trying to clarify the
situation and getting the facts before the country.

Mr. FITZOERALD. What has the committee done so far? We have
had meetings, but it is hard to get information from some people
who have appeared before us at these hearings.I think that you, representing the National Retail Grocers, cer-tainly should receive some complaints if any there are, about the
abuses with regard to our sugar situation. Do you mean to say that
the National Retail Grocers are satisfied with the way things aregoing?

Mr. TAYLOR. No, sir; we do not wish to leave that impression at all.
Mr. BULWINKLE. I might state, Mr Fitzgerald, Mr. Taylor said he

had had some complaints. _
Mr. FITZGERALD. Let us hear some.
Mr. TAYLOR. I am not prepared to appear and present those

complaints. I will be glad to try to assemble information and make
it available about them if it is desired.

Mr. BULWINKLE. I think it would be, and I think you should try
to be as concrete as you can, so that we can have something in front
of us as to what the trouble is that you find all over the association,
and then we will know.

Mr. TAYLOR. We will be very glad to do that.
Mr. FITZGERALD. I think this, Mr. Chairman, I know complaints

do come to me from my constituents back home in regard to the sugag
situation, and while these different agencies down here have been
working on it as Eis been testified this morning, for several months
we were very slow in finding some of the answers to this whole citua-
tion here. I am interested in the wholesaler that gets his quotas and
then does not want to distribute it amongst his customers. He is the
fellow I am interested in. I am interested about the average citizen
that is going to purchase sugar here. I wotula like to have it explained
why the pnce cannot be fixed for the retail price of sdgar, a fair price.

Mr. BULWJNKLE. It would be necessary to call Mr. Henderson for.
that.
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All right, Mr. Taylor, thank you.
Mr. 1 AYLOR. Thank you very much.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Mr. Riley, secretary of the American Bottlers of

Carbonated Beverages.
I understand that Mr. Riley will not appear, but he has submitted

his statement.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)

AMERICAN BOTTLERS or CARBONATED BzVEOKS,
H'ashington, D. C., March 17, 1940.

Hon, WnIoHr PATU/A., M. C.,
Chairman, Sded Committee to Conduct a Study and Surrey of the National

Defense Program in its Relation to Small Business of Ie United States,
" louse Ofice Building, IWashington, D. C.

DEAR CONoRESSMAN PATMAN: There appeared In the New York Times under
date of February 19, an item relating to administration of the sugar-conservation
program of vital concern to the bottled soft-drink industry, which is typically
small business among the food industries, since it outlines a program of sugar
allocation which Is highly discriminatory and unfair. The item is quoted below.

While this association, representing more than 2,300 plants engaged in the
manufacture and distribution of bottled soft drinks, has been advised by Mr.
A. E. Bowman, Chief of the Sugar Section, Food Sup ply Branch, War Production
Board, that this published report was premature and erroneous, that does not
eliminate the possibility some such plan of allocation of the available sugar sup-
ply may discriminate against and Involve special hardships to the small business-
man, which is the proper classification of the bottled soft-drink manufacturer.

It is because of that that we'have directed a communication to the Honorable
Donald M. Nelson, Chairman of the War Production Board, outlining our view
on this important subject. We are attaching a copy of that statement because
we believe it will be helpful to you in your consideration of the problems con-
fronting small business under this program and request that it be Included in the
hearings of your committee.

Respectfully, JoaN J. RILEY, Secretary.

(From Sew York Tfmes Febromy It, 1942

Washington, February 18-Sugar allocations for Industrial users for March will
remain unchanged from last month at 80 percent of the amount used in the cor-
responding period last year, it was learned authoritatively tonight.

Officials of the Office of Price Administration and the War Production Board
have about completed their work in drawing up the sugar rationing order which
will be issued in the near future. Under terms of the program which was reported
about ready the amount of sugar which industrial users will be allowed has been
worked out. Divided into five classes, the Industrial consumers are subjected to
cuts of as much as 40 percent.

The divisions, and the amount which will be granted to each, based on their
1941 usage are as follows:

Class A. Meat 'products and frozen foods, no decrease.
Class B. Canned and dried fruits and vegetables, condensed and evaporated

milk, dairy products except ice cream and ices, cut 10 percent.Class C. Preserves, -jams, jellies and fruit butters, pickled fruits, vegetablesauces and seasonings, salad dressings, ice cream and Ices, bread and bakery

products cut 20 percent.
Class b. Confectionery, Including chocolate and cocoa, grain miU products,

vinegar and cider, cut 30 percent.
Class E. lee manufacturing all beverages, flavorings, extracts, tobacco and

foods not previously mentioned, cut 40 percent.
It Is understood that no reductions have been made in allotments for the armed

services or for exports.
In a formal announcement, A. E. Bowman, head of the Sugar Section of War

Production Board, said that copies of Form PD-279are available for all "receivers"
of sugar who are required to make a choice as to their source of supply under the
terms of paragraph (f) of the Sugar Order M-55. After March 1 no receiver of
sugar may accept deliverfes from beth primary and secondary distributors. Formt

T'4975-42--roL i---47
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PD-279 will constitute the formal notice to War Production Board of the choice
which Is made, and is to be submitted before March 2.
- The Sugar Division chief also issued a warning to wholesalers not to discriminate
In the distribution of their supplies.

AMERICAN BOTTLERS OF CARBONATED BEVERAOES,
Washington, D. C., AlarcM 11, 194?.

Hon. DONALD M. NELSON, Chafrman, War Produdion Board,
Washingon, D. 0.

DEAR MR. NELSON: In connection with the sugar conservation program under
general preference order M-55 (as amended) there is submitted the following:

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE BOTTLE
r) 

SOFT DRINK INDUSTRY, SUBMITTED BY
THE AMERICAN BOTTLERS OF CARBONATED BEVERAGES, CONCERNING RE-

PORTED PROPOSALS To PLACE A LIMITATION OF SUGAR SUPPLY Ox THAT IN-
DUSTRY IN EXCESS or THAT To BE IMPOSED ON OTHER AMERICAN FOOD IN-
DUSTRIES

THE INDUSTRY IS ESSENTIAL TO THE COMMUNITY AND THE PEOPLE

* The soft-drink Industry, as an aggregate, Is one of the country's most Impor-
tant industries in volume of production (table ).

Yet, as separate units, it is small business (table I).
The Industry ij one which is local in character since It consists of over 6.000

plants In spreximately 3,000 communities and predominantly small commu-nities (table NO). " "

As such, it employs local people, patronizes local industries, pays local taxes,
and otherwise participates in the life of these communities. Its aggregate em.
ployment exceeds many other food industries (table IV).

Its economic necessity to the community is demonstrated by the amount of
added value it produces, principally representing local expenditures, and compar-ing most favorably with other food industries (tableV.

" Also dependent upon the industry are hundreds of thousands of small retail
dealers for whom the sale of bottled soft drinks provides a substantial part of
their livelihood. The industry's total outlets selling bottled soft drinks totalover 1,000,000 (table VI).

Its ability to remain In business, and provide stable employment throughout
the year, depends upon business volume during the summer peak period to pro.
vide the earnings which must compensate for operating losses during the colder
slack period of the year.

Anything which adversely ahects small business, and particularly the local,
small, every da business in wartime has a very serious effect upon community
life and upon tKe morale of citizens in such communities.

The Government recognizes that the maintenance of citizen morale, and tho
providing of the common articles of food and simple refreshment, are vital to the
war effort.

Consumers of bottled soft drinks are primarily the youngsters and wage earners
of the Nation. .They are preponderantly those in low-income groups, to whom
many of the other sugar-containing foods are luxuries, but to whom the universal
5-cent soft drink Is an economical and desirable article of every day consumption.

The ready accessibility and availability of soft drinks provide them with means
for satisfying the natural needs of the body for liquids in palatable form, and
thus encourages this desirable liquid intake so essential to health.

While soft drinks are in nO sense a competitor with alcoholic beverages, they
have Iong been recognized as promoting temperance and sobriety in the satisfac-
tion of the body's liquid intake. The effect of serious curtailment in their pro-duction may have the opposite effect. -

MORALE AND THE PRODUCTION' LIN'

- Obviously the bottled soft drink industry is hot one which can produce guns
or tan~cs for the armed forces. Nor is its equipment adapted or its personnel
trained for such purposes,

But its product. have a definite place among those which are helpful to the war
effort through their connection with morale, bth military and civilian, and thus
contribute materially to the maintenance of hat effort.

I,
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The fact that sugar-containing food and drink used by the military and naval
personnel are exempted from sugar restrictions under general preference order
M-55 is evidence tlat the supply of such foods is essential

With the reports being received by the Food Supply Branch of the War Pro-
duction Board, but which can only partially cover the quota-exempt sugar used
for that purpose, some tangible evidence of the extent to which soft drinks are so
used Is evident.

Maintenance of production schedules and the morale of Industrial workers
especially thote in plants" engaged in the manufacture of military and naval
zmat6riel, equals the importance of morale in the military forces.

In his public utterances, War Production Board Director Donald M. Nelson
has frequently stressed the Importance of the army of industrial workers being
considered by the Nation as the men behind the men behind the guns.

It is universally recognized that industrial production and safety are promoted
where the employee avoids excessive fatigue. The occasional consumption of
small items of food or drink, those which refresh or produce energy, Is one of the
Important means of avoiding fatigue.

Employers favor the extensive distribution and sale of soft drinks in Industrial
plants. Containing sugar In a form readily assimilated by the system, they are
energizing. Their very nature encourages the daily intake of water so essential to
the well-being of the human system.

The latter purpose particularly, is not fulfilled by solid foods; the workers'
health demands Iquids. Plain water would be a satisfactory answer but it holds
no added attraction to the employee. The availability of a sweet, palatable
beverage produces the refreshment he wants and encourages the consumption of
the necessary liquid as no other beverage can. How many Industrial plants allow
beer to be sold to workers on the plant premises, and durng working hours?

The consumption of soft drinks during working hours is deemed necessary by
the employer because of vital concern with the preservation of employee health
and morale. Satisfaction and interest in the job is promoted by measures tending
to avoid monotony, to minimize fatigue, and to lessen the possibility of accidents.

CHANGES IN THE CONSERVATION PROGRAM SUGGESTED

The members of this Industry are experts only in the manufacture and sale
of their own products--soft drinks. The problems of sugar manufacture and
supply are not within the scope of their job, so it is neither incumbent upon them
nor can they be expected to speak with authority in matters relating to the
determination of available sugar supplies, or the control or distribution of such
supplies.

I can be safely said that, as an Industry, full cooperation has been giveq to
the War Production Board in the general effort to have the industrial users of
sugar aware of, understand, and abide by the purposes of the sugar conservation
orer.

But, in the administration of such program, it Is submitted the experience
of the Industry since the order was promulgated shows that a stricter control
of the supply, and more equitable use of the available sugar supply, will accom-
plish a definite saving. This may be expected to serve the same purpose as an$
industrial rationing or allocation plan.

For example, the nonapplication of the "freezing" provision of order M-55 to
Inventories of less than 2 carloads in excess of a 60-day supply not only created
serious inequities among industrial users, but seems certain to allow free use of
an enormous quantity of sugar stocks (if not already used) which, if retained
In inventories for quota purposes, would help much in. avoiding later shortages.

Under the order, as presently written and administered, all industrial users are
not under the same restrictions. Those who are "receivers" are definitely limited
to their ability to receive and use sugar. Those who are not "receivers," and they
constitute a substantial number in sugar-using industries of which small plants are
typical, are not so restricted. They may purchase and use sugar without restric-
tion, excepting the quota imposed upon their supplier In securing his stock.

Experience has indicated however, that such suppliers (meaning wholesalers
or other local distributors of sugar) frequently have been able to supply sugar to
nonreoelvers in quantities substantially n excets of the quota ratio imposed upon
receivers in the same line of business. It appears to be a safe conclusion that such
secondary distributors either have been allowed to retain salable inventory, or to
receive a supply from primary distributors, which is In excess of that necessary to
stisfy the needs of their 1941 sugar customers--using the quota ratio Imposed

upon other Industrial users classed as "receivers" as the yardstick.
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Some provision whereby the quotas of secondary distributors could be adjusted
to avcd excessive supplies, and a definite requirement Ihat sugar distribution to
all Irdustrial users be upon the basis of 1941 use, would seem to be helpful as a
conservation measure.
* For the same reason, some provision should be made to allow Industrial users
to purchase from primary distributors, even though they did not so purchase
during 1941, as it would provide for a greater control of the sugar use, as well as
promote a uniformity of supply.

Connected with the use of sugar by the soft-drink Industry, It is Important to
note two e-sentials.. First, It Is necessary that the specific taste imparted by the
flavoring constituents of the beverage, which is more easily affected I r destroyed
In a liquid product than in a solid one, shall be retained. Second, since the
product is a beverage, it is required that ingredients providing excesive body
shall not be used. Both of these basic principles of beverage manufacture limit
the use of corn sugar by this Industry, although its use hAs been encouraged to
the fullest extent consistent with such principles.

This Is not necessarily true as to the ability of manufacturers of sugar-containing
solid foods, evidenced by a comparison of the quantities and ratios of corn sugar
used in other food industries (table VII.

Since corn sugar may be so readily used In these other industries, increased
use of It by them offers another solution to the sugar problera. Measures could
be adopted to encourage its Increased use. In fairness to Industries where Its
increased use s limited by the difficulties outlined, they should not be subjected
to discrimination by being put In a less favorable position in their ability to obtain
and use cane and beet sugar than the corn-sugar using Industries.

Finally, all manufacturers of the same type of product should be subjected to
the same restrictions relating to sugar supply and use. Table Vii, appended
-hereto, illustrates the various types of soft-drink products sold for the same
purposes and In competition with one another, comprising: (a) bottled ades and
other soft drinks bottled by bottlers, (b) ades and similar drinks bottled by
dairies, (c) ades and nectars sold in cans, (d) canned and bottled fruit juices for
bevers{es and mixers, ne) concentrated fruit j:ics for mixing purposes, etc., (f)soft-drink powders, (g) beverage sirups and extracts for home us-e.

It seems a reasonable assumption that a differentiation in the quota of sugar
to be used by the manufacturers of any of the above products, which results in'a decrease In the production of one type, will result in a compensating increase

in the production of such others that may have a larger allowance of sugar, so
that the purposes of the conservation program will be substantially avoided.

CONCLUSION

All of which leads to this conclusion.
As a civilian industry, the bottled soft-drink industry has a vital place In the

&ffaIrs of about 3,000 communities where the bottling plants are located. Its
importance to the community is on a par with other "small business," such'as the
local bakeries. the local ice-cream plants, the local ice plants, the local feed stores
the local supplies of grocery products, and the local produce dealers-all of
which are essentially local industries serving their respective communities.

Its product is one which is not only necessary to satisfy the preference of con-
Aumers, but it Is a minimum price food beverage, satisfying the needs of children
and the low-income groups, and having an Important place in the Industrial plants
of the Nation, now so vital to war production.

Its use of sugar is therefore of equal importance with that of other Industries
and more important than some luxury food items that are not ordinary items of
*consumption by the masses served by the bottled soft-drink industry.

As American citizens engaged in earning their livelihood, the soft-drink manu-
facturers of the Nation have a vital interest in the preservation of the Republic
and the American way of life. They are willing and desire to make every sacrifice
necessary to the accomplishments of these objectives. But they also believe In
the American principles of equality before the law, and Justice to all.

Any plan of sugar rationing which not only segregates them from the other
branches of the food industry, and thus unjustly and unnecessarily discriminates
against them, their business, their livelihood, their productdtheirscores of thou-
sands of employees, their thousands of communities, and their million and moreretail outlets. impoe a restriction upon them which s distinctly un-American.

As an Industry they have acepte the (overnment's conservation programesentWal the war effort, without question. As an inustry they ave given lthv •cc tv f I & • .,W~s
he qus s~nridsr he enth
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fullest measure of cooperation within the administration of General Preference
Order M-55. and will continue to do so.

But as American citizens they protest the discrimination and Inequities of any
allocation program which Imposes greater burdens upon them, as a class, than
are imposed upon other manufacturers of food items who servo the same con-
sumers and who are in competition with the soft-drink manufacturer.

It is their sincere belief that any snch measures, imposed when other fair and
effective means for accomplishing the same results are available, only cause
dissatis action among the citizens of the Nation and tend to promote that dis-
unity which the enemy would be only too happy to see brought about.Respec! fully submitted.

AMERICAN BOTTLERS OF CARBONATED BEVERAGES,
By Jon( J. RILEY, Stcretafy.

TABLE I.-Leading industries exceeding the boltled carbonated beverage industry in
value of products, 1939

Number value of
industry of restb- Value of aerae

tL'h- product R e prod et! peest .-
etSj lishmen&t

Motor vebk4e, ete ............................. .. 1,034 30931.00 a &A3000
Steel works ................................... 2S3 2.713402100 2 IO. 75,030~eat p Qts(bcsa4e) ............................. 145 26. 3 , 0300 L7
Petro Mum reftn ..... ........................ 4 2, 46 Ill.050 4 &074.030
Bread ba, Ib y products .............................. 1&049 L 11L 35. 000 671.0.0
Clgarattes ....................................... 35 1 ,C37 4 ,0 6 2 50OCO
?Jcorrous Wntuls (Smeltlrj...................... 63 VA8.37 Z0)0 1 M 1. 0:0
Par s&d poerbesrd................................ 135 034.0030 8 L MA .(XO

..ewspa..... ................................ 6,57 8352250)0 9 13LOCO
ed woren go .......................... .661 354.000 30 1,3140V

Chemical n. e. c ........................................ 583 83, M9 030 11 1,&. 0)0
Foowear (except rubter) ................................ 1.30'0 73 67,0.30 12 WAO7.0.
SawmilLs. woene mills, etc ........................... 7.391 en4.943,0030 13 9X4000
Woolea nu actures .................................... 583 M% $12.000 34 1, 17400*
Flour.etc ............. ......................... 2.x143 60,94X030 is 3sAeio
Canned And dried fruits and vegetables ................. 2 0o7 587,341 000 14 2A000
Tires and tutxs .......................................... 53 5 3929. 000 17 10.961030
Blust furnace .................................... 81 M 3.030 Is 6M 030
Men's and e" SWt etc .......................... 3,371 SW
Msatlts......................................... 605 SA4.077.000 21) SAM00
Job printing ............................................. 9. 0 6 51.3M . 0X0 21 54,00)
C"eMrcry butter- ................................ 3.5W8 492. 221 0)0 22 1#(%0300
Oenera tng, etc., equipment .......................... 491 474 462,O 23 948,00
Allowing. roU4, etc., of oeoerro mets, except

aluminum ............................................. ISS 44%06.000 24 367,000
Wmen'dresse ...................................... 1.436 4, 2000 2 309030
Paints, vamalsesetc ...... .............................. L166 434.9J.1" 3 07,000

repared ofeds ............ ...................... 1k4383 403.6.030 29%0)0
cake-sugar reainrsg .................................... .27 3A4.432,0)0 28 14.237.000
Fapetboed ceetalrs etc....................... 1,236S 323.7000 29 2A8.030
Tneaset....................................... 248 3.2.,3600 .. 1,000

Bottled softdriaks..................................4. t 4 3M M 4030 31 81.000.
Drus and medicines ..................................... 1.004 N .900 32 3A. 3000
l35bo insois e. e ................................ 2,3125 36.31000 33 It9.000
Coke aA bypodc ts .................................... 3 0 4 .97.00 34 4.1 2000
Leather ............................................ 335 329. 72. 000 W. W94000
Hoasehol furniture.................................31,102 3A5,629.000 26 234.03
8hlpbuMlii% and repairing ............................ 406 327. 387000 37 5.3000
Paing tail ....................................... 3.076 325.613.00) 38 104.000
soapandA glycerin ................................. 264 302.(34. 000 39 2,14%000
candy, etc ............................................... 1.252 297.31.000 40 237,000

Source: Bureau f the Census. Relative Imp,"tnw Ioeing Indstres (prelimiaryrport, Feb, & 941).
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TABLE II
Not witbsodil Its hgh standing among the Nation's Indust res In business volume, the arerage value

production _per st-drnk business is small In comparison with many other Industries.

Average size of other businesses compared with average soft-drink business

Products Number of Production
plants vlue Averes

Cigarettes ...................................................... 3 $1,037,74&000 $29. 650,00
Ch late and como products ................................... 39 99,018,000 , 54.000
CbCWlng gum .............................................. 27 60,3000 2%2 O00
Soap and glycerin............................................... 264 30IGK300 , ItK300
§pecW dalry products ......................................... a U.59.000 1:129.000
Tobaco Aa snuff .............................................. 132 123687.000 937,000
MA li ,. ................................................... 0 626,077.0O0 870, O
Biscuit crackers, etc ............................................ 356 200, , 000 3%4,000
Salad dressing............................................... . 134 4&942,000 W5,200
Canned flsb, crustcea ......................................... 214 63.45. 000 30 000
Florand grin products. ................................ 2,143 64,943.000 30,3300
Canned and dried fruits, etc .................................... 2,007 587.343.000 292,00
Prepared feeds .................................................. 1,3$3 401.0,000 290, 00

-crozen foods ............................................. 36 10,107,000 21.000
Perfumes, cosmetles, etc ........................................ 539 147.406 0 273,60
Ciprs .......................................................... HS 100,754 000 2 8S00
Confectlooery ............................................... 1,253 9 6T,7,00 238,000
Preserves, Jams, jelles ...................................... .171 3,0 000 222,400
Pickled fruits, sauces, etc ....................................... 377 72,7. 000 192,700
Wines ......................................................... 301 32,73s000 10D000
Creamery butter ...................................... 3. 0 492, 221.000 140, 429Ice cream and ies ................. ..................... 2,734 2&%, $07, 000 104,500
Bottled soft drinks I ........... 4,504 3, 779,0 00 8I,200

, Even this average does not samelently emphasize the small size of most soft-drink bottling plants
(better demost rated In following chart), as Its emputstion does not Include figures from about 2,900 hlant%
presumably because annual production did Dot total $5,00, which Is the minimum covered by the Census
report.

Preliminary Report, Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufactures; 1953, Value of Products and Vslue
added by Manufacture, Isued Dec.28, 1 40.

,il Ilt s , ,A,<oOc1Ox L' 153 DRsIX IN UsBY

Number of
Annual sales bottling Percent

plants In each
group

Less than 25,000 s ...................................................... 4,023 64
Between 25,000 and 100O0 cases ....................................... 1,711 27
Between I00,000 and 2OD ases ...................................... 382 6
Over 200o ses ......................................................... 13 3

TABLE III.-Distlribufion of botling plants by communities, according to population

Number of Numbcrof
Popl tion plas ommunplnt I .. ies

Under 2,00................................................................... 64 675
2,000 to ODo ..................................................................... i I is
6,000 to 250 ............................................................. ,160 .040
30o0> to 50,00o ............................................................ 603 l 11.
Overo,000 ...................................................................... 3,001 151

Total ..................................................................... 6,09 2,899
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TABLE IV.-Comparalire employment provided by the soft-drink industry and
several other industries

Products Total er- Toai

ployees pants

bottled soft drinks .............................................................. 8 524 4,804
Ie creams and fees .............................................................. .7, 9 2 734
Grain mill and flour p roducts ................................................... 33,978 2,143
Pickled fruits, vegetables, sauces snd seasonings ................................. 13.455 377
Cereal preparaton ............................................................. 9.0 70
C hoolate and ccaa ............................................................ 835 39
Preset res, Jams, allies and fruit butter ......................................... 4, III
Flavoring extracts ............................................................... 3. 30
Winie ........................................................................... 3105 30
Cbewin gum ................................................................... 3 f 27
Salad dress rs .................................................................. t31 134
Vinegar and e ............................................................... 1330 132

Source: Report, Bureau of the Census, Census ci Manufactures, 1939.

TABLE V
While the soft-drink industry uses a sulstAntlal quantity of sugar In its total production, Its Primary

function ncl vres labor and ervces. The added value It produces (represented largely by wages and other
local expenditures) compares moFt favorably with other sugar-using industries.,

Percent

Products Total value Added Pue ddedof products value

Bottled soft drinks ' ....................................... $w64,05 4 $ 1. 121 60.0
Flavorlnlextrscts ......................................... 41.07,055 23,436.567 87.1
Cereal preparations ................................... 12S.38== =W 70,=348== 4.8
Bread ad bakery products. ............................ 1,211.023,733 64,596.582 6& 1
Ice cream and Ices .............................................. 28,806,781 139,8M82. % 4&9
Vinegar and cider ............................................. .. 06.800 3.23am5S0 43.3
Conck.ctioery ................................................. 297.761.813 1 A MM,03 42.7
Pickled fruits, vegetable sauces, and seasonings ................. 7%637.348 5oL018,715 41.3
Wines ... .......................................... 32.78,090 1 2395326 40.9
Canned and dried fruits and vegetables ..................... 87,31%,024 x3l. 08 5G 39.3
Chocolate snd cocoa .................................. 99. 018 S03 34&% 634 35,9
Preserves, jams. Jellies, and fruit butters .................... 390k = 3 11. 34X M5 2&9
Salad dressings ................................................. 4.941.846 I l.0. 777 22.6
Graln mIll and flour products ................................... 649.943088 IA14381,89 241

I From Reports. Bureau of tle Census., Census of Manufactures, 1939.
Includes "Nonalcobotic beverages" and "Flavoring slrups," as follows:I F ce--

Products Tfot Added value addedPr~s f preactsvalue

Flavoring sru . .......................................... $%297,440];I 5 67.1
Nonalcoholic erages .................................. 1143.681 7.9
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TABLE VI

More than 1, 00l0 outlets depend upon sofdinks for a portionoltheir ncme. I

Active pro-
S Kind 01 business Number of T prietorsOf Number of

stores Pay roll

Food group .... 49....... .  M, $10,4,7,o0 51,976 M8462 $76,76%000
Qeneral mweandise stores withs

food ..................... ...... .2.37 I1310000 2.445 10.828 9.40.000
Pivg stations .................... 241,M 2. s 495,000 231,475 233,527 19s 9, 000
rilng plaes ..................... 1 19792 , 1%,020,co 170,002 504.648 405,8N0
vru! stores with taIn s .......... 39,432 I, 206. 241,000 , 257 1 15&%3 137,94.

ot t l ......................... 1,014,388 18,289,831,00-0 95,1-s I 1,7M831 1,5%W40o0

a United States summary, stores, sks. personnel, and pay roll by kinds of business, 1939.

The number of stores in the retail classes shown In this table suggests the poten-
tial retail outlets for soft drink products. Such products are not handled by
every single unit in any of these classes. On the other hand, they are undoubtedly
handled by many retail esttiblishments that are not included here, such a. news
stands, cigar stores billiard parlors, and others. The outlets of types not listed
above which do sell soft drinks may equal cr exceed the number of units in the
table which do not do so. It dees not seem unreasonable to assume that there are
not le than 1,000,000 retail merchandising outlets in the United States which sell
one or more varieties of soft drinks.

TABLE VII.-Comporalive use of corn sugar by soft drink industry and otler food
industries

Came and eet sugar Corn sugar and sirup

Products
Pounds Percent Pounds Percent

Malt beer ......................................... ,111,2 2 7.1 123,205,802 929
Cooiectioery ........................................ ,X8. 372 67.8 124,80,8 3 42
Cbewing gunm ......................................... 61, ,290 77.8 17.L 6 22.8

lvotlng extracts... ....................... 1,793,014 81.6 7.7I%, 0 1&4
Bred and bakery products ................. 8,023,677 a8.1 144.5K7 12.9
Cocoate and oo .................................... 257,023,979 9&.$ 9.977. 53 7
Dot tied sat drinks I .................................... 8M, 990 283 9&6 2.,572 .3

I This total Is a cobInstion of the following Censs f zures:

Canm an1 beet Corn sugar and
sugar .rup

Nonal<oolic ...................................................... M2'2 2os , ts7.0.................................................... #A . l9,21 k$, 7.13

Source: Census of Manufactures Reports.
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Note that the above Includes:
Noncarbonated beverages bottled by bottlers.
Ades and similar drinks bottled by dairies.
Ades and nectars sold In cans.
Canned and bottled fruit juices for beverages and mixers.
Concentrated fruit Julces for making punches, etc.
Soft-drink powders.
Beverage nrups and extracts for home use.

(Telegram]
BosTON, MASS., Mlarch 16, 1949.

Congressman WRIGHT PATMAN,
Care Caucus Room, Iose of Represenatirti

Please record our 300 members in favor of legislation to assist financially all
small business to aid in a quick war victory. Many of our plants will close due
to sugar shortage on the east coast.

EASTERN SODA WATER BOTTLERs AssoCiATrON,
HvRo J. MCMACKIN.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Mr. Jones?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Will you give your name and position to the

reporter?
, Mr. JoNEs. My name is Roland Jones. I am secretary of the
National Association of Retail Druggists.

.Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, the retail druggista
of the country are greatly concerned with this sugar situation, because
we believe that-

Mr. BULWINKLE. In what respect are you concerned about that?
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Mr. JONES. I will come to that in my statement, sir. The various
angles-

Mr. BULWINKLB. All right.
Mr. JONES. First, the order M-55, which stops at the wholesale

level, has left out of consideration entirely the retail druggist who
must have sugar for the preparation of drugs and medicines, which is
his primary interest, as well as sugar for his soda fountain and lunch-
eonettes. I might point out here, however, that more than one-third
of the druggists have no soda fountains or luncheonettes.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Let me ask you this, then-the delivery is not
charged against quotas for any person requiring supplies necessary
in the manufacture of health supplies?

Mr. JONES. That Is another situation, sir, but very briefly I can
explain the trouble there. Strangely enough, and for a reason which
I cannot see, although I have tried diligently to find out drugs and
pharmaceutical preparations are not included in the health supplies
listed on the order P-29 of the War Production Board.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Let us get some of the War Production Board
here.

Mr. HAWES. I am the assistant general counsel.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Why were not medicines provided for in this

order?
Mr. HAWES. My name is Alexander B. Hawes, I am assistant

general counsel of the War Production Board.
I think the answer cannot be given yes or no on that, because I

think under certain circumstances medicines are included there, as
I remember-I want to have the order in front of me-but P-29, I
believe no, P-29-

Mr. BULWINKLE. This refers to P-29.
Mr. HAWES. Health supplies, I believe, includes medicine and

chemicals.
Mr. JONES. That is right; sugar does not enter into medicinal

chemicals.
Mr. HAWES. No, sir; that answers that.
Then for several months there has been considerable discussion at

the Board about including medicinal preparations. I think they
called them preparation for medicinal uses. At the time this was
written Major Bulwinkle, it wa§ contemplated that Order P-29
would be amended shortly, but because of disagreement the order
has never been amended, so that actually it Is correct according to
Mr. Jones' information. This gives no preference.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Will you make a note of that and see that it is
amended?

Mr. HAWr.S. I have no authority to amend these orders.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, Wvho has?
Mr. HAWES. Well, obviously the War Production Board, the coun-

sel of the War Production Board passes on it.Mr. BULWJNKLE. Will you mAe a recommetidation; will you pass
to. them that this committee recommends-° Mr. HAWES. I will pass the recommendation of the committee on
to them. 'IL

Mr. VLWINKLE. Immediately, and not discuss it for 2 or 3 months?
Mr.HwES. Well, Major Bulwinkle, there are other sides to that

question that perhaps the committee will want to consider.

4734
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Mr. BULWINKLB. I take it that the quantity of the sugar is very
little.

Mr. JONES. Very little.
Mr. HAwEs. May I say one other thing about this, as it has been

pointed out several times this morning, this order does not end at the
retail level, the level in which Mr. Jones is interested. That level will
have to-be taken care of.

Mr. JONES. P-29 does, however.
Mr. HAWES. P-29 does.
Mr. B ULWINKLE. You refer to P-29.
Mr. H AWES. Wholesale manufacturers of medicinal preparations

under this order, if P-29 is amended in order to take care of the retail
druggists. However, they will have to go to the 0. P. A., which is
the only authority to ration for that level. We do not have any
authority to help the retail drugists at the present time.
.Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, here is a man that stands in the position of
a retailer, who has to have sugar for health purposes, to make medi-
cines and it says that he can only get a quota allowance. I think
somebody ought to take that in charge and do it.

Mr. ItAwEs. That is not what this order does. This order does
not say that the retailer can only get his quota, this order-does not
control retailers' allotments. Retailers can get as much as they can
find in the market. This order controls wholesalers.
. Mr. BULWINKLE. Well, he has to buy it from the man who gets
the quota.

Mr. HAWES. That is correct.
M|r. BULWINKLE. He is not authorized to get an exemption?
Mr. lAwEs. Yes, sir.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Now, you can go ahead-in many instances

canners buy from retailers.
Mr. HAWEs. Well, they would not be helped by this order; they are

not controlled by the order.
M|r. BULWINKLE. And the wholesaler-well, do not the Red Cross

in many instances buy from retailers?
Mr. HAWEs. They may; I don't doubt it for a minute, but they

don't get any help from this order, because this order does not con-
trol sales by retailers. We cannot control sales by retailers. 0. P. A.
has the only authority on that.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Why not put a section in exempting them just
likeyou do the canners?

X11r. HAWES. They are already exempt if they are buying from
retailers. If they are buying from wholesalers, then they get this
exemption.

Mr. BULWINKLE. All right, I think something ought to be done.
* Mr. JIAWES. This is confused jurisdiction. I think that is the
difficulty.

Mr. BULWINKLE.- Now then coming down to the other proposition.
Mr. JONES. I want to make it perfectly plain that our main interest

here is in sugat for drugs and pharmaceutical preparations, We will
take our chances on sugar for soda and luncheonettes, when that time
comes. Our main objection now is that that necessary use for sugar
has been completely ignored. I have made many trips over to the
Sugar Section and they-probably they have been cooperative as
far as they can go, and I wish to say that Mr. Bowman very kindly
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"aith6riied us to publicie'two letters over his signature which in.effect,
however, only suggested to the retail grocer that he ought to give the
retail druggist alI the sugar needed for drug and pharmaceutical use.
* l1I.ItELLY.. I think he ought to have it, too.

Mr. JONES. But it simply has not been effective in many parts of
the country, Some retal grocers would honor that kind of a'sues-
tion, but that would not eliminate the trouble. Our main trouble is
the emergency.

Mr. KELLY. How much sugar does the average druggist use?
Mr. JONES. We made an estimate at the time that we tried to clear:up this matter, and we were told-we told them that if they would

give. us 10 pounds per week for our drugs that would give us ample.
Mr. KELLY. Do you mean you use as much as 10 pounds per week?

V'Mr. JONES. Yes; see, we use 7 pounds of sugar to make I gallon of
U. S. P. simple syrup, which is required under our drug laws for a'large number of preparations. We cannot use substitutes. If we
-use substitutes the product is adulterated.

; Mr. KELLY. I agree with you, I think, on that proposition. Now
corning down to the other one.

'Mr. JONES. The base of our trouble has been that the average
,retail druggist has gone down to his neighborhood grocery in the past
-and bought his sugar and paid cash for it, because sugar is sold so
close there is no particular advantage in buying in large quantities

:from the wholesaler. For that reason lie had no record of purchases
with the wholesale grocers or any other wholesaler of sugar. For
that reason he had no past record upon which to base a quota, so
that when lie went to the wholesale grocer or other wholesaler of
sugar he had no basis upon which to demand his allocation of sugar
and there is some feeling that has grown up among wholesalers-

Mr. KELLY. Give us an illustration.
Mr. JONES. For instance, we have had reports or examples where

a retail druggist who had formerly bought front retail and could not
get it from the retailers, except maybe 2 pounds and then had to buy
a dollar's worth of groceries to get 2 pounds, who ha§ turned to the
wholesale grocer and appealed to him to let him have enough sugar
to providofor pharmaceutical use and the wholesaler has toldhim'

Mr. KELLY. Forget about that, I want to get at the other thing.
Mr. JONES. Well, they went for sugar to the wholesaler ard he told

then, "You have not done any business with us in the ast, we don't
see why we should give you any sugar." If he has done business,
'provide, if you receive sugar from us, you give us your candy and
tobacco business. In other words, there has been a pressure and a
coercion used on the part of the wholesaler to use this su ar which
they could sell to anybody they wanted to. We have hal coercion
used to get more business for themselves in exchange for the sugar we
havQ ha d to have.. Mr. BULWINKLE. Unfortunately, that applies to most products,even to fertilizer.I

Mr. JONES. That is an evil that ought to be stopped, because it is
an unfair trade practice if there ever was one.

'Mr. BULWINKLE. I quite agree with you.on that.
I am hurrying you through because we haven't but a few minutes

here.
'Mr. JONES. All right, I will leave this A~nal word.
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If there is any use for sugar that should have a priority it is the use
of sugar for health and pharmaceutical use. After that is taken care
of, why, I think then they might worry about soft drinks and confec-
tioners and things of that kind. The idea is that the amount of sugar
we need is not a drop in the bucket to the total sugar supply.

Mr. BULWINKLE. You can leave your statement here and it will go
in the record. We will put it in.

fr. JONES. All right.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Mr. Gott-not hero.
Have you anything, Mr. Nemir, that you can enlighten this com-

mittee with?
Mr. NEmiR. No, sir.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Mr. Nemir is th9 sugar expert of the Department

of Coomnerco.
Mr. NEMIR. In my work we deal with sugar in all cf its phases. It

would be very difficult to start in, I would not know whei.- to begin.
Mr. KELLY. How long have you been in this capacity in the Depart-

ment of Commerce?
Mr. NEMIR. Seven years.
Mr. BULWJNKLE. I wish you would do this if you will make up the

record we will put it in and give us the whofe picture of sugar so far
as the quantity of production is concerned, so that we will get it in
table form Oid have some idea of it. You can do that?

Mr. NEIRi. Do you mean now?
Mr. BULWINKLE. Yes; we are doing this because we have got to go.

It is nearing 12 o'clock now and we will have to adjourn.
Mr. NErol. I see, and you would like a statement for the record?
Mr. BULWINKLE. For the record, you can put it in the record.
Mr. NE11in. All right, sir. It will, however, be for the use cf the

committee and not for publication.
Mr. BULWIRKLE. The committee will meet tomorrow at 10:30,

not on the sugar situation, gentlemen, but on something else.
• (Whereupon, at 11:50 a. m., the hearing adjourned to 10:30 a. m.,
Thursday, March 19, 1942.)

WAR PRODUCTION BOARD,
WasAing4on, D. C., March 18, 1940.

HOn. W1'siHT PAIIEAN:

Chairman, louse Small luiness Commif(ie,
House of Repreaentatires, Washington, D. C.

DEAR M. PATMAN: At the request of Congressman Bulwinkle, acting chair-
man in your absence this morning, I have transmitted to Mr. Knowlson, Director
of the Division of Industry Operations, the recommendation ef your oomrqltteo
that M-M5, the sugar conservation order, be amended o as to exempt from quota
restrictions, sugar used in the preparation of pharmaceuticals. At the same time,
however, I have pointed out that he may wish to cOnsider making a distinction
between sugar used in preparations for medicinal uro which are recognized by
the United States Pharmacopoeia or the New Formulary, and other preparations,
such as patent and proprietary medicines, which are not so recognized.

I have pointed out to him also that, in the liht of Directive No. 1, delegating
the rationing authority to Office of Price Adm nistration, there is nothing which
the War Production Board can do, directly, to help retail druggists who buy
from retail sellers of sugar.

Sincerely yours, ALEXANDER B. HAWS,

AsMidanf General Counsel.
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THURSDAY, MARCH 19, 1942

SELECT COMMITLE To O)NflucT A STUDY
AND INVESTIGATION OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE

PRoGRA IxN ITs RELATION TO SMALL
BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES,

WVdhington, D. 0.
The select committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:30 a. m.,

in the caucus room, old House of Representatives Office Building, Hon.
Wright Patman (chairman) presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman (chairman) ; Halleck, Hall, Kelly,
Bulwinkle, and Ploemr.

Tile CHAIRMAN. Will you please give your name, official position,
and address to the reporter.

Mr. GIEOENOACK. Augustus E. Giegengack, Public Printer; address
3516 Tilden Street NW., Washington, D. C.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to make a short statement before pro-
ceeding.

Pursuant to House Resolution 294, this committee has been conduct-
ing hearings in connection with the operations of small business enter-
prises adversely affected by the war program. One of the businesses
to which consideration has been given is the graphic arts industry.
Through a select committee, hearings were held in Detroit where testi-
mony, was taken from the Chief of the Small Business Section of the
Antitrust Division of tile Department of Justice, and various repre-
sentatives of printers, lithographers, and bookbinders.

The witnesses stated that because of the discontinuance of the sale
of automobiles, tires, and other commodities restricted by the War
Production Bqard the receipts of the printing industry in that city
have fallen off anywhere from 50 percent to 80 percent.

A suggestion has been made that the Government Printing Offie
do only that printing which cannot practicably be let on contract to
private concerns. If placed in effect, such action would leave your
Office that work involved in printing confidential and secret copy, com-
mittee reports, the Congressional Record, legal briefs, and emergency
work of an urgent nature. A further suggestion has been made by
representatives of the printing concerns, particularly in Detroit, that
the Government PrintingOffice divert its commercial printing to pri-
vate printing plants on the basis of negotiated contracts in those areas
where the greatest percentage of economic dislocation has been occa-
sioned due to the war effort.

In view of the ramifications of the suggestions, the committee would
appreciate a statement from you respecting the statutory functions,
operations, and present condition of work in the Government Printing
Office.
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STATEMENT OF AUGUST E. GIEOENGACK, PUBLIC PRINTER OF THE
UNITED STATES

.fr. GIEGENOACK. Mr. Chairman, I am glad of the opportunity to
make a statement on Federal printing, not only in respect to the print-
ing performed in the plant of thu Government Printing Office Lut also
that procured from commercial sources..

Recently contracts for Government printing have been tie subject
of much interest, probably because of the diminishing business of corm-
mercial printers. As a result, many of these printers are seeking Gov-
ernment work with the idea that it ifill save their business s. In their
eagerness in following up this ray of hope, I fear that they may be
attachingmuch more importance to the subject than it deserves. Some
time back the President stated that our all-out effort would consume
60 percent of the Nation's production for ships and planes, tanks, and
munitions. He uied that percentage as an aggregate figure. Ile did
not mean, of course, that the war would take in all eases a 50-percent
toll from each industry or that printing required by the Government
would amount to one-half of the annual receipts of the industry. Con-
trary to the ho of many printers, the additional printing occasioned
by the war will not increase in proportion to the war expenditures.
Appropriations for the prosecution of the war are 10 times last year's
figure. Obviously, no such increase will take place in Government
printing.

LAWS APPLICABLE TO GOVERNMENT UINTINO OFFICE

* Under the law all printing, binding, and blank-book work for the
Congress, the Executive, the judiciary, and every department and
independent establishment of the Government is required to be per-
formed at the Government Printing Office, except such work as may
be deemed by the Joint Committee on Printing to be urgent or neces-
sary to have done elsewhere than in the District of Columbia, for the
exclusive use of any field service, or except such work as may be per-
formed in departmental field plants operated by the departments
under the general supervision of the Joint Committee on Printing.

Under certain conditions Government printing may be procured
from commercial sources. Theke conditions fall into two categories:

1. Such printing, binding, and blank-book work as the Public
Printer is not able to do in the Government Printing Office may be
produced elsewhere under contracts made by him or with the approval
of the Joint Committee on Printing.
.. The Public Printer under the direction of the Joint Committee
on Printing may authorize any executive department or independent
establishment of the Government to purchase direct for its own use
any printing which the Government Printing Office is not suitably
equipped to execute or which may be performed elsewhere more eco-
nomically, or in the better interest of the Government.

OPERATIONS OF T1lE COVEARUENT PRINTINo OFFICE

The Government Printing Offce is in the legislative branch of the
Government, but it serves all three branches-the legislative, the exec.
utive, and the judicial. The history leading to the organization of the
Office reveals that it was created to improve Federal printing and to
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eliminate graft and excessive charges for work by private contractors.
This Office was established 80 years ago to render a service to the
departments which they could not expect from any other source and
has been continuing to render that service.

The operations of the Government Printing Office are supervised by
the Joint Committee on Printing, which is composed of three Members
of the Senate and three Members of the House of Representatives.
The committee exercises extensive powers in relation to the policies of
our Office, and on all important matters it is our practice to consult
with the committee and to be guided by its decision. In general, the
committee has power to employ whatever measures may be deemed
necessary to remedy neglect, delay, duplication, or waste in printing
and binding and in the distribution of Government publications.

BUSINESS CONDUCT D DU INO TIIE PAST 2 YEARS

The products of the Government Printing Office include many types
of printed matter. Work is performed for Federal agencies in con-
nection with the printing of books, pamphlets, periodicals, posters
maps, stationery, envelopes, letterhead;, form-, money orders, postal
cards, and a variety of other putposes incident to administration of
government.

The total charges for service and materials furnished departments
for the fiscal year 1940 amounted to '-20,150,204. For the fiscal year
1941 the amount increased to $28,593,639. As a result of the declara-
tion of war, it is estimated that ior the fiscal year 1942 the total will
amount to about $50,000,000.

FACILITIES AND EMELOYEE8

The Government Print ing Office is housed in four buildings, erected
between 1903 and 1940. The floor space in these buildings covers
more than 33 acres. The buildings house all the services relating to
administration, composition, platemaking, presswork, bindery, de-
livery, and maintenance. Investment in the tangible assets is, roughly,
$25,000,000, made up as follows: Structures and land, $12,000,000;
equipment, $6,000,000; inventories of paper, materials, and supplies,
$2 ,00,000; and work in process, $5 COO 000

The following statement shows the number of persons employed by
the Government Printing Office at the close of each of the fiscal years
1940 and 1941 and as of March 1, 1942:
June 9D, 1940 -------------------------------------------------------- 7.172
Tune 30, 1941 -------------------------------------------------------- 7,149
Mar. 1, 1042 ---------------------------------- .-------------------- 7,470

By referring to the foregoing statement it will be noted that the
increase in personnel during the period of war preparation and since
the outbreak of hostilities, that is, from June 30, 1940, to date, re-
flected a net addition of 298 employees, or about 4 percent.

As of March 1, 1942, the employees were distributed as follows:
Day shift 4,937; night shift) 1,033; intermediate shift, 900; making
a total of ?,470 employees. These employees are engaged on the
typical tasks in the printing industry such as administration, com-
position, platemaking, presswork, binding, and the incidental main.
tenance services found in a large printing establishment.
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EQUIPMENT REPLACED

When the earlier preparations for national defense were started
a little over a year and a half ago, the Government Printing Office
recognized that heavy demands would likely be made upon it. After
a survey of defense printing needs, so far as they could then be
ascertained, we deemed it inadvisable to expand the plant or add to
the equipment. If an expansion program were adopted the Gov-
ernment Printing.Office would find itself at the close of the war with
facilities in excess of those required for its peacetime needs.

In line with this policy, no additions have been made to the
plant. Nor has an machinery other than for replacement purposes
been purchased. The total cost of replacement machinery for the
fiscal year 1940 was $297,644.14; for the fiscal year 1941, $294,739.97;
and for the first half of the current fiscal year, $147,057.71. The
amounts thus expended have been less than the average depreciation
on the machinery. Furthermore, our policy of replacing uneco-
nomical equipment with modern machinery has resulted in some
instances in the reduction of the number of units. For example, wye
have 129 slug-casting machines now, against 175 in 1939, a reduction
of 46 machines.

MOBILIZATION OF COMMERCIAL PRINTERS

Instead of enlarging the plant or increasing the force to meet the
extraordinary demands of the war, the Government Printing Office
has taken steps to procure surplus printing from commercial sources.
Pursuant to the statutory provisions heretofore cited, contracts are
being let under competitive bidding to outside printers where the
Government Printing Office is not able to complete the work within
the time allowed by the requisitioning agency, or where it is not
equipped to perform special processes involved in the work.

In an endeavor to mobilize the printing industry for war pur-
poses and to secure information on commercial facilities in the
furtherance of competition, the Government Printing Office sent
out questionnaire forms to printers and employing printers' asso-
ciations. Factual information was sought through the questionnaire
so that we might be in a position to circularize firms which are
equipped to handle various types and sizes of jobs. A total of 2,827
questionnaires have been filed by commercial printers. Of this
number, 303 were received from firms performing services to printers,
such as photoengravers, electrotypers, specialty binders, and so forth.
The remaining 2,524 questionnaires included 1,121 printing firms,
the equipment of which is not of a type or of sufficient capacity
to handle the ordinary job procured commercially by the Govern-
ment Printing Office. There is thus available a listing of 1,403
printing houses to which circulars may be sent. These represent
all States and all Territories. A recent count of the opportunities
offered to printers showed that invitations to bid had ben sent to
1,145 concerns. As each departmental requisition is assigned for
procurement through outside contract jinting reference is bad
to an abstract of the questionnaires to determine the plants equipped
to'Verform the job in the time allowed:

When speification. are drawn for outside printing, circulars
are sent to bidders and a notice is posted on the bulletin board in
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the Government Printing Office. As the cost of preparing circulars,
reviewing proposals, and making awards increases with the number
of bidders, usually a system of rotation is followed, so as to give
all printers an equal opportunity to bid. Awards are made to the
lowest bidder.

From October 1910 to March 1942, a total of 2,140 printing con-
tracts were let under competitive bidding to 311 contractors in 27
cities of 28 States, for a toial-consideration of $5,205.785. Ordi-
narily paper, plates, and binding materials are supplied by the
Government Printing Office and are, therefore, not included in the
forgoing figure.

CONTRACT PRINTING

For the most part, printing has been let on contracts to commer-
cial concerns only where our facilities are not adequate for the work.
The amount of such contracts in the future is problematical. At
the hearings recently held before the House Appropriations Com-
mittee we estimated that the total amount of outside printing might
rum as high as $10,000,000 a year. On the whole the estimate is
probably the best that can be made at this time. &o one can fore-
tell with reasonable accuracy the amount of printing that may be
involved in the war-rationing program, the allocation and pro-
ductikn measures, and the financing program, to say nothing of the
printiing that may be needed for direct prosecution of the war.

PROPOSAL OF SMALL BUSINESS SECTION

About 6 weeks ago Mr. Harold A. Henderson, of the Small Busi-
ness Section of the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice,
visited the Government Printing Office. For about an hour he dis-
cussed with officials of the Government Printing Office the arrange-
ment relating to outside printing.* During the conference he was
informed that our Office operated on a three-shift basis of 24 hours
a day and any work which involved special processes not performed
by our equipment was let on contract under competitive bidding to
commercial printers. He was also informed that such work had
amounted to about 10 percent of the total volume of business con-
ducted by the Government Printing Office.

Shortly thereafter, his Chief, Mr. Guy Holcomb, addressed a letter
to the counsel of the Senate Committee on Defense Costs, in which he
suggested that consideration be given to the idea of the Government
Printing Office doing only work that could not be let on contract to
private concerns. His letter stated that in recent years the Govern-
ment Printing Office had greatly expanded its physical plant and was
operating on a 24-hour-a-day basis. Proceeding from this point, he
advanced the thought that if this Office would handle only necmssary
printing on an 8-hour-a-day basis, an additional 66% percent of its
business could be read among several thousand private concerns
facing conditions of distress. In support of the proposal he set forth
two advantages which he believed would accrue from such action:
First, that the employees of the Government Printing Office domiciled
in the District coulai be released to -other Federal agencies, whose
personnel requirements necessitates bringing in additional people to
Washington; secondly, that such aid wouldbe of far-reaching assist-
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nnce to commercial printing establishments in keeping their economic
body and soul together.

Let us look at each advantage claimed.
The thousands of Federal employees who have recently come to

Washington, and the thousands more who will be coming, constitute
a grave housing problem. For this reason, no suggestion should be
overlooked. Care must be exercised however, that any plan adopted
hall improve, and not aggravate, the situation. The employees of
the Government Printing Office are under civil service, with a low
rate of turn-over. Map"y of them have had years of. service in this
organization and tre highly skilled in their line. Most of them, how.
ever are untrained in other occupations. About thrke.fourths of ouf
employees are engaged directly in printing, as compositors, electro-
typers, stereotypes, photoengravers, pressmen, bookbinders, and their
apprentices, assLtants, and hellers. The remaining one-fourth -ofthe empoye are required for service functions, such as administra-
tion, supply, maintenance, mid so on. These skilled craftsmen could
not find suitable employment in other Federal agencies nor could the
employees in the service groups engaged in specialized tasks such as
planning, estimating, and-computing printing jobs likely find similar
work in other Government agencies. For the most part, the defense
agencies in Washington need employees with clerical administrative,
and fiscal qualifications. Insofar as I am informed, they do not want
printers, pressmen, bookbinders, platemakers or others who have
specializedin the printing industry.

The second point made by Mr. Holcomb, namely, that such action
would be of far-reaching assistance to printing establishments, is
merely wishful thinking. His letter admits that the plan would not
prevent failure among thousands of concerns. To think clearly we
must see things as they are and impartially appraise that aid which
might be given. According to the latest report of the Bureau of the
Census, the annual volume of business of the printing and publishing
industry in the United States amounts to approximately two and one-
half billion dollars. The total business of the Government Printing
Office for the current year will amount roughly to $50,000,000. Exclu-
sive of paper and other supplies which this Office must continvie to
handle, the amount of printing which tould be distributed to private
printers would not exceed $25 000,000. This amount, therefore, is
only I percent of the volume of busijiess of the industry as a whole.

R-cently the United Typothetae of America, a national association
of printing concerns, made a survey on the unused capacity in the
industry Its report, compiled last month, showed on pn annual basis
available unused productive capacity of $1,200,000,000. Obviously a
relief measure involving only $25 000,000, or approximately I week's
work for the unused capacity, would have little substantial or lasting
benefit for the industry.

Having been connected with the printing industry all my life, I
rea a fully its condition at the present time. It is quite as serious
as the dislocation of any other business thrown off balance by the
impact of the war. But, however much we may'wish to help, we must
reognize that even the total transfer of all'Governnient printing
would render little assistance to the 15,000i printing houses in thd
industry. For these reasons Io must disagree with Mr. Holcomb'ss ~ ' 1;-
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.concluion. The speading of additional Government J)rinting undei
hispjar would note of far-reaching assistance to commercial printing
Oncerns..

-FF OF TASTIRRINO MIMN-Uo COMMERCIAL SOURCES

I am certain you would-be interested in considering the effect the
proposal.would have on the cost of Government printing. Through
misunderstanding of our operations, the Chief of the Small Business
Section assumed that if three shifts covering 24 hours were reduced to
a 1-day shift of 8 hours 66% percent of the work could be transferred
to commercial printers. In relation to manpower as heretofore indi-
cated in the respective shifts almost the.exact reverse of the deductimrns
made by him is true, since about twothirds of the work is performed b
the day shift and only one-third by the combined night and intermedi-
ste shift. Incidentally, nearly'all congressional work which lie con-
cedes must t'emain in the Office is performed on the ntght and inter-
mediate shifts. Disregarding these., facts, however, .the question
remains whether such percentage of the work could be transferred to
private printers and still be in'thinletest 6f the Government.

The printing needs for Washijngton depAitments have been concen.
trated in a single (Oovernme~nt-operat~l plant in order that work may
be placed on a mass-produdton asis with low operating costs. IN
manufacturing operation ,*psoductioun costs, up to the designed capac-
ity of the plant,'decrease as the Volume of Vork increases. The Gov-
ernment Printing Office isho exeptjon td'this rule. The elimination
of two-thirds, or any othdr sizeable portion 6f the work, which a plant
has the capacity to handle Will increased unit-production costs. 'Furthermore, the charge made by commercial printers are'higher
than Government price. The question of comparative costs has been
Investigated many times. r It is it nially raisl dtiring the hearings on
the various departmental a'ppropriatIons' Last year an extensive
study was made of prices in com~aris6h with thobe charged by com-
inercial printers for comparable Wbrk,." The information developed
in that study shows that on the average opr charges were substantilly
less than those made by commeh.cial printirt for-sinfilar .work. Since
the opening of the first bids, ever neans have beeh used to secure
lower bids, but the prices charged by commercial printers for their
work are still higher.thanth6Wtharged by the Gove:nment Printing
office.

oovraxwExT PrJTixo oincE Amw u rE RAIN OF DEvERm

There is another and more serious objection to transferring addi-
tional printing to private contractors at this time. Frequently. in the
desire to aid one who through no fault of his own has been reduced to
dire straits, there is a tendency to let emotional arguments obscure
the intellectual reasons. The question may be asked: Is this the proper
time to take such action I The country Is engaged in a war of a magni.
tude heretofore unequalled in history. From all sides comes the urge
for production and more production, need and more saeed. Pro.
auction involves many, factors-including printing. This service,
commonplace as it is, is an important element in the chain of govern-
mental steps leading to production.: Any interference or delay in the
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normal. flow of printed matter would seriously impede. the war
program..

After 80 years.of operation in which the activities of the Govern-
ment Printing Office have become dovetailed into departmental Prac.
tices, the system cannot-be torn up overnight and a new source of sup.
ply substituted without the dislocation of working arrangements, re-
suiting in endless confusion. No 'nneea 7 risksl.ought to be
ass medthat might d4la. oiiwarefforts atthis time. "Meelessto say,
a self-contained unit With experienced employees and modern" equip.
ment, and carefully watched production schedules, has every i advan-
tage over an arrangement in which the work would be distributed
to a large number of private concerns with limited types of equipment
looted in scores of pl aces throughout the United States, hundreds or
even thousands of miles removed from the source of copy and editorial
supervision, and equally distant from the specified places of delivery.
The loss of time and money could not be estimated.

REASONS FOR Co1MNAnTO Or PRESENT POLICY

Gentlemen, I have tried to outline to you as briefly as possible the
facts as they are known to those'of us who have-been long engaged
in supplying the printing needs of Congress and the Federal depart-
ments. Many questions have been raised, not only before this com-
mittee but with the Government Printing Offie and other agencies,
which I have passed over without comment in an effort to save time.
In the great majority of cases these questions have been raised by
those who are unfamiliar with the conditions under which-we work,
the type of service we are called upon to render, the law and regula-
tions we must necessarily follow, and the reasons-for those require-
ments.

I want to emphasize as strongly as I can the sole function of the
Government Printing Qfflce is to.render the best possible service to
the other Federal departments and agencies by seeing that they gettheir printing as economically and efficiently as possible. We have
no authority whatsoever to-deviate from this course for any reason,
regardless of how worthy that reason may be. In other words, we
cannot award a contract to a printer in order to keep him from going-
into bankruptcy,-hor w r worthy-his case or what the cause of his
financial condition may be. -If we are to perform our jobs in accord.
ance with our obligations we must award each contract for every
printing job to the printer who is in a position to render the Govern-
ment the best service at the lowest price. This, we strive to do. To
do otherwise would not only be a violation of our trust, but would
result in placing. an unauthorized burden upon the taxpayers as a
whole for the'bendit/4of tl tatidlart printer who received a contract
under conditions other than those I have described.'
, My use of the word "unauthorized" might be, questioned by some
who allege that I do have such authority through the Executive order
of January 14; 1940, authorizing the Government Printing Office to
enter into negotiated contracts. Those Who make these allegations
overlook the conditions under which that Exedutire order was i9sued
and the purpose of such -order. It was issuMd upon the request of
the Congressiohal Joint Committee -on triilting an'd made with the
distinct -uderstaliding that it would be ujed only 'in extreme eWer-
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gncies and with its approval. We are required by the terms of the
executive order itself to make full and complete reports to the Presi.

dent on every contract entered into through negotiation. We are
required to show that it was necessary to use the authority in order
to get the service by the time it was needed. In not a single case, to
date, has this been necessary. In view of the flexibility of the regu-
lations covering the procurement of competitive bids, allowiing tele-
phone or telegraph bids, I doubt that fe*- cases *ill'arise in the
future necessitating the use of the authority contained in the order.
If they do, it will unquestionably be used to the fullest extent.

I was_ not too favorably impressed with the testimony of those rec.
ommending the use of negotiated contracts. A brief review of their
statements will show that all who recommended it felt that they would
receive higher prices for any printing contracts awarded to them by
negotiation. I cannot feel that this is in the interest of the Govern.
meant as a whole.

Another point that has been stressed with great force is that the
Government through its operation of the Government Printing Office
is in direct competition with commercial printers and that this con-
dition did not exist during the last war as the individual departments
and agencies went to commercial printers for their printing needs.
I cannot concur in the statement that the Government is in competi-
tion with commercial printers, "competition" is the effort of two or
more parties, acting independently, to secure the custom of a third
p arty-by offering most favorable terms. This of course, the Govern-
ment is not doing. It is not seeking the work of a third party. It
is merely dQing its own work. It is true that the commercial printer
in mahy instances did handle much of the work needed by military
agencies during the last year. In World War I printing contracts
were often negotiated directly with printing firs and the recom-
mendation before you is asking for a return to conditions that resulted
in a survey. ordered at that time by President Wilsoft. Th6 surve;
brought about the passage of the act of March 1 1919, requiring all
printing to be done at the Government Printing 01ice.

That survey revealed that unsupervised and uncontrolled letting
of contracts had the following effects:

1. Increase in the total cost of Federal printing through duplication
and waste.

2. Ninety-five percent bf the commercial charges exceeded what the
Government Printirg Office would have charged for the particular
fobs by from 2 percent to as high as 471 percent. The Government
Printing Office was found to be slightly higher on about 5 percent
of the work.

3. Confusion and increased expense in the departments due to need
for specialized forces for preparation and examination of work and the
audit and investigation of charges.
. 4. Seriously hampering, if not completely disrupting the operating
flexibility andservice facilities now available.

Incidentally we have recently had a few experiences that would more
than justify the continuing of our present practice, including thesupervision of the Government Printing Office over printing contracts.
On a job ordered directly by a department without proper authority
it developed that the department was billed $,700 for a job that should
not have cost in excess of $310. The printing was inferior.
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' Printing oan'be iiitefligently, economically, and efficiently purchased
only by those thoroughly familiar with the technicalities of the trade.
It requires expeience in analyzing, planning, and estimating printing
jobs, and in the'drawing of the speciflcktions and directions necessary
for production. The individual departments and agencies are not
staffed to perform this function, as it is a service which is the duty of
the Government Printing Office to perform for them. Unquestion-
ably, under these conditions the better interests of the Government
as'a whole will be served by a continuation of our present practice,
under which all printing needed by the departments and agencies is
either produced by or procured through the Government Printing
Office. In order to meet the demands of the departments, the Gov.
erment Printing Office will continue its present policy-that is! to
release to commercial printers any job it cannot complete in the time
allowed for its production., Under this policy it is estimated that
At least $10,000,000 worth of work will be placed in commercial chan-
nels. Any further releases Would not be in the interests of the Gov-
ernment and would be of no material assistance-to the industry.

The CuAmtAx. Gentlemen I have some prepared questions which
I would like to ask, but I will yield to the other members of the com-
mittee to ask any questions that they may desire to.First Major Bulwinkle.

Mr. BULWIVxKI. No; go right ahead.
The CHAIRMAN. In a prepared statement the chairman of the Detroit

Printing Industry Committee made several recommendations with the
idea of obtAining printing for Detroit printers who have suffered dis-
location of their business because of the war. Do you wish to comment
on his statement?

Mr..:GioErocK. While some eight or nine recommendations were
made, not all of them related to the Government Printing Office. The
several recommendations which did pertain to this Office constituted
in effect one single proposal: "TO divert printing under negotiated
contracts by the Government Printing Office to plants which have
suffered a loss of 50 percent or more of their volume of business."
Thd author of the recommendation made no pretense that use of

the 50 percent business reduction clause was inserted for any purpose
other theil t6 place tlie entire outside printing business in the city of
Detroit. He stated that-*.

*iSince" no other city in the country can demonstrate such serious dislocation we
are' certain' that the interests of the Government and the need of employers and
tinployees Id 1hs' area trill be served by such a plan, and that future anticipated
cases of dislocation In the industry can be provided for.

I do not know whether Congress could legislate so as to give the
entire outside Government printing to Detroit without violatiig the
equal-prbtection provision of the Constitution. • At any rate, such
action is a matter for consideration of the Congress, and not of an
administratve officer. While Detroit has undoubtedly been adversely
affected, printing establishments in other cities have also suffered
drastic reductions In their business. I know this because printers
and even delegations from other cities have visited my office in 'search
of work. Who'can say that the printers in one city should be relieved
while those in another city should be left without even the opportunity
to bid on v6rk? I
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The CHAIRMAN. In the interest of time, these questions were sub-
mitted to the Public Printer in advance, so that he could give carefully
prepared answers.

Do you know of any reason for granting printing to Detroit in view
of the fact that their'business has been virtually wiped out because of
war restrictions?

Mr. GIEGENGACK In my opinion, if the Government grants Detroit
this privilege, it must follow tie same course in other localities which
also may be adversely affected by the war. When such a condition
exists, w'ho is to determine when a city shall be helped, or under what
conditions aid would be rendered to an industryI
. If this concession is made to Detroit printers, shall the Government
give assistance to the mail-order catalog printers in Chicago, who
Also are hit by reduction in printing because of war restrictions?

I am sorry if the representatives from Detroit feel that the Govern-
ment Printing Office i sending out work to other localities, is unfair
to their city. I have explained to them that the Government Printing
Office cannot show preference and must purchase its materials and
services at the lowest cost to the Government. Detroit is not alone.
Groups seeking business have visited my office from Scranton Chicago,
St. Louis, New York, Philadelphia, 'Baltimore, Richmond, Minne-
apolis, St. Paul, Boston, and Atlanta.

The CHAIRMAN. Has any Federal printing been given to Detroit
and what is the situation there respecting competitive bidding?
. Mr. GiGoEGoAcK. During the past year the printers in Detroit, as
one of the 78 cities receiving contracts, had $26,034 of Government,
printing on which they were the low bidders. For a lona time their
bids as a whole were much higher than those of printers in similarly
competitive areas, probably due to the volume of work then being
received from the automobile industry.

A little over a month ago we had a conference with a group repre.
&enting the printers from Detroit. They outlined the situation re-
specting the extraordinary loss in business and stated that receipts
had fallen off by 80 percent. We explained to them the system under
which Government printing is let to private contractors, and also the
legal requirements that contracts be let under comtitive bidding.

-In reading the statement of the chairman of the Detroit Printing
Industry Committee, Mr. Arthur W. Winter, one cannot escape noting
the apparent unwillingness of theprinters to compete on our offerings,
or at least their insistence on obtaining work on a negotiated basis. I
was a little disappointed to read the remarks of some of the printers-
in such statements as these:

The fellow who made the biggest mistake In bidding got the job.
Detroit cannot compete with labor and geographic positions with some other

cities.
Precious time could be saved by negotiated contract.

And so forth.
Suffice it to say we have no authority to take upon ourselves the

mission of aiding a distressed group by arbitrarily diverting business
to them to the exclusion of other printers who are willing to compete
for that business.* The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned Mr. Winter. I believe it was Mr.
Winter who said that on one job they had discussed with you for
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2,000,000 copies, the work could have all been handled entirely in
Detroit in 3 weeks' time, had you permitted that city to pool its
facilities.

Have you considered that proposal I
Mr. GROrE OACK. If Mr. Winter meant the war Rationing Book I,

that particular job was for 200.000,000 copies. At the time the speci-
fications were submitted for bid there was not sufficient time granted
by the Department to permit allowance of 3 weeks for production.
The specifications were written in such a manner as to permit bidders
to quote on any quantity they could produce from 10,000,000 copies
up. The Detroit printers drd not elect to quote on the entire quantity
and not all of the bids submitted by them were low enough for awards.
The entire rationing job, or program, which Mr. Winter talked about
amounted to more than 700,000,000 copies and the facilities needed
would have required several months' continuous operation in Detroit-
not the weeks he spoke of. Further, due to the fact that more adapt-
able equipment than available in Detroit, was planned for and used,
the production would not only have been slowed, but much more
costly.

The CUAIRMAN. Quite often Government orders involve a large
number of copies. For this reason some small printing firms may not
have the capacity to handle the work. In such cases tvould it be ros-
sible for those firms to pool their facilities, and thereby cure Gov-
ernment contracts?

Mr. OrIMxzNoAcR. On several occasions we have been asked if a firm
might bid on a large printing job with the idea of distributing the
work among several firms in the same city on some agreed ratio or other
division. Also we have been asked if a group of printers might
jointly contract for a large printing order, each print, i agreeing to
perform some operation, or to undertake all operations for' a specified
portion of the Job.

Many production difficulties exist in pooling printing equipment.
If a concern were to receive a contract and then transfer a-part of the
work to another printer, the likelihood of satisfactory performance on
the whole job is decreased. Federal agencies requisitionine printing
must have assurance of delivery of their printing at the time and in
the form specified. Delay in niaking deliveries or failure to meet re-
quirements may cause needless expense, or even jeopardize an impor-
tant war program. Under the Federal statutes no contract or order,
or any interest therein may be transferred to another by the party to
whom the contract is given.

There is an inherent obstacle, which can hardly be overcome by the
printers who undertake to pool their facilities. "Large-scale printing
Is a highly specialized operation. In the nature of things an award
ordinarily goes to that firm which has the neesary facilities and
available workmen to handle the job In its own plant. 'A firm ade.
quately equipped is in a position to place the work on a continuous
production basis, thereby avoiding multiple charges for production,
preparation, platemaking, transportation, and ottxer operations which
when concentrted in one plant permit that firm to obtain greater
proficiency with attendant lower costs.
, We do not recommend the subcontrActing of printing because such
practice is not in the best interest of the Government, The policy
of the War Production Board fostering sub eating for certain classes
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of war work is to expedite production. Subletting of a printing
contract retards production and increases the cost. This increase
makes it virtually impossible for a group of individual printing
concerns to be the lowest bidder on a job.

In some cases where delivery is to be made at various locations
throughout the country, the Government Printing Office may divide
the work into areas, as a practical matter. In such cases, of course,
local bidders in the area can usually compete individually on the
work assigned to their area.

The C A IAN. If it meets with the approval of the committee
at this point, the questions that were submitted to Mr. Giegengack
will be inserted in the record, together with his answers, and they
will be available tomorrow morning, and I can in that way yield to
the members of the committee to ask any questions they desire.
Is that satisfactory?

Without objection they will be entered in the record.
Mr. BuvLwINL. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. I didn't get that; what is it you are going to dot
The CHAIRMAN. I say, I have submitted to him the questions about

the testimony that has been brought out today, so that he could
prepare answers to them. He has prepared answers to them. I can
read the questions off, if you like, but his answers will be submitted
in the record after each question. If. hat is not satisfactory I will
be glad t6 cofitinue reading the questions.

Mr. HALECK. I don't care, they are questions which he has not
answered today, he has prepared answers, so in effect it amounts
to an extension of leave to print.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you may consider it that way. I have no
desire to argue, but I think it brings out the information.
.Mr. HALuCK. I am not complaining about that, but it dinounts
to nothing more than an extension of leave to print.

Mr. GIENOACK. It answers almost any question directly in this
the CIrAIFrUA. Some of the printers stated at the hearing that

you have authority to negotiate contracts without competitive bid-
ding, and should you exercise this authority it might be the means
of affording relief through contracts to be place, possibly in the
Detroit area. Will you tell us a little about such authority?
. Mr. GIEE0ACK. Sometime back we. experienced trouble in pur-
chasing paper and certain other supplies, such as stitching wire, cloth
plastics, and so forth. After some delay, the War Production Board
succeeded in helping us secure some 15,000,00 pounds of paper, 25,000
pounds of stitching wire, and other supplies. Like every other pro.
ducet using materials, we are concerned with protecting the sources of
supply. When the first War Powers Act was enacted1 after discussion
of its provisions with'the Joint Committee on Printing, a letter was
written by that committee asking the President to include the Govern-
ment Printing Office within the purview of the act. This request was
granted in Executive Order No. 9023.
I The authority was so.ughtprimarily as a -precautionary, measure to
protect theplant. in'the event 6f a shortage in supplies. No occasion
as yet &risen under which we heeded to use this extraordinary power.
We have been able to secure paper and other supplies through com-
petitive bidding under regularly prescribed statutory procedure.
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Likewise. we have been able to secure any necessary printing under
competitive bidding in which the award goes to the lowest bidder. In
fact, bidding on outside printing has been highly competitive as many
commercial printers are eagerlfor work. S long as.these conditions
exist we do not need to exercise these special powers. The Joint Com-
mittee on Printing asked for this.authotity, and instructed us to use it
only in case of emergency and with its approval, ... ,.

'he CHAMMA. D the Gov rlnment Printing Office always award
the contract to the lowest bidders! .- ... ' it
, Mr. -OmENoACK. Yes; notwithtanding the Inconsistency in the

testimony of.the rtpsehtatives of. the* SmallFBU;"eMssSeckon. In
the letter from Mr. Hatold A:,Henderson, special attorney, -Small
Business Section, read at the hearing, he states that it is-our invariable
practice to make awards to the lowest bidder. LAtet iftestifying, Mr.
Holcomb stated that the administrative assistant in this office reported
that bids were not always nade tothelowest bidder. Mt., Holcomb's
statement is incorrect. Under the law the purchasing: officer must
award the contract to the ldwes biddeie On e

Mr. Holcomb was probably a little confused. On ry outside job
the purchasing officer must send the original' proposaLiof each bidder
to the General Accounting Office. In the event any:proposal is re-
jected, because the bidder -has qualified his offer, as:to quantity,- time
of delivery, or other condition so that it does not medt the'specifica.
tion a statement must be made on such bid by the purchasing officer.
exfain*ngspci ficlly why that bid was rejected..

Want the record to show that the complete transaction of purchase
of public printing from commercial sources is audited by the General
Accounting Office and that agency has approved the awards made on
every contract placed by this Offic . I

The CHAIRmAN. Under what' circumstances is. the determination
made to procure a particular job from commercial concernsI
. Mr. GroEroAcx. Work is let out on contract, where the facilities.
of the Government Printing Office are inadequate, where the plant is
unable'to perform the job within the time limit fixed by the requi.
sitioning department without disruption of other work in process or
scheduled to be placed in process; where it is desirable to have the'
service performed at various points to expedite or economize on the
distribution of the product; and where a condition is.inherent in the
work itself, such as the existence of special processes in commercial
concerns which render it more ecopwical to obtain the printing from
thatsource. *',

, The CHAIRMAN. Will you explain your system of obtaining pro-.
posals on printing from commercial concerns?
. Mr. GOitokcx. When the'speqifications are drawn in the Plan.,

nlng Division, the speclifiatiottswriter onsidefa the minimum e uip-
ment that will complete the work within the tinte limit fixed by the
department - From experience he know the necessary type of equip.
ment, smes of ps processes, lithographic, gravure, or relief, neces.
sary binding facilities, and so fort,' -

'The information contained in' the questiornires has been e6ded
and tabulated to: afford mechanical reference to these ends. While-a
specific size for equipment is developed by. the speeificationswriter.
the work code grouping id such.as tq direct- into'competition, equip;
ment covering a, broad range on o iidQ f.the planned size.'; Fbr
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example, the use of 46-inch press equipment for a planned 32- by 42-
inch sheet size may be considered by the specifications writer as most
efficient. The job classification, however, would draw into competi-
tion those printing establishments which have a press size range from
21 by 32 inches to 38 by 50 inches, including flat-bed, rotary, and per.
fecting presses.

Complete lists have been made of firms having the various types
of equipment competent to perform the several classes of work. These
lists show all pertinent informant 1.9 ipment manpower, and
other relevant factor I peci call for delivery of
the work at points out dlof Washi-ngton, the l spared for cir.
cularizingofbidd e ciludes the firms usuallyit
radius of-that Ic on. In viewofh rge number o rinters, all
of them cannot circularized eacl jo that ia sys of rota-
tioni is Omp 10 -Circula Is ploe y teGomnt
,Printing 0 to suppl t the ne v isement on t bulle-
'tin boardan thus ai co 0 i
. The C AN. I it d t ovr Printing ifice
*perform th ,rllminiry work, o itlr a d the pre ara-

" Mr.( NOAK. t; is i iriab With he copy ing
prepared iVashin on, t f me
city, time an be sa.ed in k ng r s"Itiwould be oor
business to nd the py l . it is made into ges
and plates, tts addi ie p 11,

The CnA AN. much-of as y adve sing Ii ture
is'printed at e oPei'nment P 0-

Mr. GiXw cK. Most o lets, a stamp
albums, involve color w sec rd f commerci printers
and lithographe tough tracn m de by Iis Ylce.,

The CHAI]RAN. the testimony taken AL Detrnit toment was
made that the Ordn Department in.dne of i eld offices had
extensive Iithographic.e nt on which th ted enough copies
for their use. ihe .witness a t.te y got though running
the Job' the negative es 'were for ''arded to the Government Printing
Offlie so that it ould'prlnt any idditidnal copies required. Is this
correct"

Mr. GtooEoOcK. I. noticed that 4tatemnient -fn the testimony. No
"uch arrangement, however, exi bt*e6 the Mar Department and
the Government Printing. Offic.. Where. reruns are anticipated,
departne'fits ordinarily retail[ their owfi plates, so. that they may beavailable when needed' The departments do rot send them to the
'Governiefit Printing Office. ' ' I .

The CtHTui.AN;. In one ofthe letters submitted to this comn~ittee-I think it Was front the Chattanooga Pinte&' Club-- suggestionwas mnade that Orders be placed t7rouh a printing cooidnator.
Woud such an arrangement de IrA ble
. Mr,.GIO AC." I-see no advantage In the propose arra ngement,

ether from the stahdpIent of the printers or fm that of Inemev-
einmther Bidding th Iio extensive, so that such action is unneces.

sary- i the'distriliution of printing contracts. It Would only entail
needless expense to.lo-al primter.sand increase.the possibility of

delay. ,
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The CHAIoIAN. You mentioned the comparison of costs of work
in the Government Printing Office with those of commercial printing
establishment,. In general, do you recall the details of your findings
in that study?
- Mr. GIEOENOACK. Yes. I have here an excerpt. from the hearings

* on the legislative branch appropriation bill for 1942 which discussed
the findings in the study:,

The results of the opening of the first blds requested by the Government Print-
ing Office on defense work were a revelation to al concerned. We In the Gov.
erment Printing Ofilce fully expected them to be high, but they were much
higher than was expected. So high, in fact, that no contracts could be awarded
thereon (p. 293).

Since October approximately 1,00 contracts have been entered into on a com-
petitive-bid basis, under the conditions outlined' above, covering almost every
type of book and Job printing and many specialttes. The value of these con-
tracts amounted to nearly #2,000.000. The Individua! bids show variations In
charges as high as 200 percent above our costs. The average Is approximately
20 percent above our costs. Since the opening of the first bids, which clearly
indicated that commercial prices were higher than ours, we have used every
means to secure lower bids. We realis3 that many of the agencies have limited
printing appropriations, had planned their work based on our prices, and would
therefore be short of funds to meet their printing needs if we contracted for
their work at prices higher than.ours. * *. * (p. 288).

I do not wish to Imply that no bids were received quoting prices lower that
ours: our records show., that approximately 72 percent of the contracts were
higher than our charge would have been, 13 percent were equal, and 15 percent
were lower.* Your own experience in these matters as businessmen Indicates
the wide variations In quotations that are received due to numerous technological
nnd economical conditions existing in a commercial market or In a particular
plant at the time bids are made.

To answer the question as to comparable costs I can now say specifically that
the facts before us prove that the Federal departments and agencies-the Gov-
ernment as a whole-unquestionably save money by coming to the Government
Printing Office for their printing needs. If the $20,000,000 worth of printing
now annually procured by the various departments and agencies from the Gov.
ernment Printing Office were procured by thee agencies Individunlly from
commercial sources. the Gtvernment's printing bill, instead of being $;0,000,000
would be at least.$24000,Ct) * * * (p. 292).

The CATIRMAN. In the early part of your statement, I believe you
referred to the fact the Joint Committee o1 Printing may permit
the Public Printer to authorize a department to purchase printing
directly for its own use where the Government Printing Office is not
equipped to execute the work.

Mr. GIENOACK. There is a class of transactions in which the Gov-
ernment Printing Office releases painting to departments for direct
purchase from commercial suppliers. To secure authority for such
action, a requisition must b submitted to the Governinent Printing
Office containing a description of the work require-i to be done. As
a rule; releases are granted to departments for purchasing certain
types of specialty Orinting in connection with which there is usually
a standard or general schedule price. Included in this category are
continuous forms, fan-fold forms, snap-out forms, tabulating cards,
filing cards, visible index-records, and similar specialty articles.

The CHATRMIAN. Some mention was made in the hearings at Datroit
that the Army and Navy had undertaken to setup printing establish-
ments in certain field posts. What do you know in regard to this
movement?

Mr. GIEG-XOACK. The field printing plant of the military services
are, of course,'under the heads of those depA rtments and the best in'
formation can come from that source. Id general, I know that the
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War and Navy Departments have authorized printing or processing
plants in certain air fields, arsenals, and Army posts.

In the testimony taken in Detroit, some complaint was voiced of the
establishment of new plants while commercial printers were unable
to obtain work. If I recall correctly, one of the witnesses pointed out
that one of the military services had undertaken to purchase printing
equipment at a cost of about $300,000. He contended that when print-
ing facilities are idle throughout the country it is not a time to establish
additional units or enlarge those already in existence. I understand
that this movement was later abandoned on order of the War Produc-
tion Board. Supervision of such a plant is not, of course, under the
Public Printer.

The CIAIRtMA. Does the Government Printing Office have much
confidential work?

Mr. GImE GoACK. We have a considerable volume of work that may
be considered confidential, restricted, and secret. On the secret work
we have the entire operation set apart from the regular run of business.
It is carefully supervised to avoid any disclosures of information. No
leak has ever occurred. In letting out printing jobs the Government
Printing Office always reserves these types of work for performance in
its own plant. All employees engaged in this work are specially in-
vestigated by the Civil Service Commission.

The CHAIRMAz. Approximately how, many requisitions does the
Government Printing Office receive annually and what is the status of
the work I

Mr. GIEOENOACK. This year it is estimated that the Government
Printing Office will receive approximately 100,000 departmental requi-
sitions for printing, binding, and blank-book work. Because of this
large number of obs, current incoming business rims fairly uniform in
volume, although at times it may fluctuate due to exceptionally large
orders for military financial, or other special programs.

The condition o? work in the plant is carefully. watched. Produc-
tion is under the direction of a plant manager and a planning board
who supervise all plans and operations. Every jbb is controlled at
least at four points: (1) Submission of proof; (2) preparation of
plates; (8) completion of pieswork; (4) time oi delivery.

The schedules are studied in relation to plant production, to meet
deliveries within the time limits speciflfd by the departments.
Through constant checking on work in process, despite the large in-
creases in business, the Government Printing Office is making deliveries
on requisitions to departments at the same rate of speed it did a year
ago.

The CAIIWuAx. If I recall correctly, a statement was made that the
employees in the Government Printing Office have been increased from
8000 to 8,000. What increase in personnel has taken place in your
plant during the past year or so I

Mr. GioENoAc. In reading the testimony I noted that the chief of
the Small Business Section, Mr. Guy Holcomb, indicated an unnamed
employee he had consulted on the matter said when he went with the
Government Printing Offic 7 years ago there were around 3,000 em-
poyee? and that today there are approximately 8,000. Later, the

ead of a printing concern, Mr. Forrest H. Wainscott, apparently
depending on the earlier statement, repeated the same figures, leaving
the implication that because of the war we had increased- our force by
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5,000employees. Nothing could be further from the truth. Had these
gentlemen taken the trouble to apply to this Office we would have been
glad to give them the facts. When I became Public Printer in 194,
the Government Printing Office had 4,795 employees. Between that
date and the close of the fiscal year 1940, due to increased govern-
mental activities, such as the Social Security Board, the relief, and
loan agencies, the force was increased to 7,172. At the present time
there are 7,470 employees on our rolls, so that during the 18 months
preceding te declaration of war, and the 3 months following we have
taken on only 298 employees, a figure very much smaller than that
quoted by the gentlemen.

The CuAUWAw. Were the increases you made in machinery during
the years 1941 and 1942 exclusively attributable to replacements?

Mr. GIrOV.OACK. Yes; entirely so. This can be ascertained by the
fact that on the basis of a $8,000,000 equipment and machinery in-
vestment1 the expenditures for machinery were $297,644 in 1940-
$2K739 ih 1041; and $147,057 for the first half of the current fiscal
year !942.

These amounts represent barely the normal amount of annual re-
placements for machinery. The estimates for these purchases are in-
cluded in our annual budget, and authorization for the amounts are
expressly set forth in the appropriations.

The CuIANMAz. Do you desire to ask some questions, Mr. Halleck?
Mr. HALLECK. Yes I would like to ask some questions, although I

want it distinctly understood that I have no quarrel with the Govern-
ment Printing Office as such. I think the people down there have been
doing a good Job.

One of the things, we were talking about, Mr. Giegengack, had to
do with your attitude with respect to splitting some of this work up
among the little fellows. Well, personally I think, maybe in a lot of
places in the Government we have been too much inclined to do that.

Is there any reason why it could not be done, other than the facili.
ties involved, or the size of the Government departments or agencies,
that they must deal with one large company as distinguished from
smaller companies?

Mr. GIEoCocK. The printing industry is a small business. When
you speak of the small printers, they are very small. The largest
printers are really smali businessmen.

Mr. HALLeCK. Here is what I have in mind. Last summer, when
the Army started out to buy tanks, for instance, they let rather small
orders to small manufacturers who could make delivery within the
time limit. As the summer went on orders were coming out in such
tremendous volume that the little fellow was just completely shut out,
and since then a lot of little plants that could be going along, be doing
part of that work, where there were just a few really large concerns
that could do that work.

Now, then, this committee, as I understand it is charged with trying
to do something for small business. Specifically, my question would
be, Don't you think that in the interest of trying to help some of
these smaller people-not the real smallest-1 know some of them
could not do one of these jobs-at least with a little more incon-
venience and a little more work, and some of the otherthings that
might go with it, might well be justified on the part of the Uovern-
Ient? /
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Mr. GIO MoAc. That is true. We would do it if we had the time,
or could get the time, but we do not have the time Congressman.
Often we get jobs between 8 and 9, or midnight. Vie must deliver
them at 8 o'clock in the morning.

Mr. HALLECK. Of course I recognize that.
Mr. GIFExxoAcK. On a large percentage of the work we can get

maybe 10, 20, or 30 days' time -or delivery.
Mr. HALLECK. I recognize that. On that sort of work, of course,

you could not run out to Illinois or some seaport and try to
get the job. I have reference to pamphlets that are ordinarily gotten
out to be used in connection with different operations of the Govern-
ment; posters were referred to in the Detroit hearing.

Mr. (UJ1oEKOACK. Most of the posters are printed outside the Govern-
ment Printing Office.

Mr. HALLCK. Matters of that kind, that will be used in different
sections of the country where the supply is to be uied in making the
particular matter involved in that area, and where the stuff, after it
is made, will be used. Has the Oovernment Printing Office, in your
opinion sent as much of that out to those areas as it could have sent?

Mr. 8IEOEKOACK. Everything that it can send has been sent out,
For instance, maybe I could explain. If a department indicates the
point of distribution or point of delivery, we will place the contract
as near the' point of delivery as we possibly can on a competitive basis.
We always do that.

Mr. HALMCK. Some fellow at the Detroit meeting, and if you were
at the hearing you will know I was there, and he complained about,
as I remember it, havin to bid on a job, the paper to be furnished
from Washington, and he took the position that that puat him at a
distinct disadvantage.

Mr. GIE0ENOAcx. That is true.
Mr. HALLECK. Competitive disadvantage.
U1r. OGIooAcI. That is true.
Mr. HALL EK. Has that situation been prevalent?
Mr. GioExGAcK. I have covered that, I think, in some of the

answers but I may say a little more on that subject.
The Joint Committee on Printing makes all contracts for paper

with the paper mills or the dealers for the Government Printing Office.
In those contracts the paper mill has 80 days for delivery. We have
to anticipate the use of equipment or paper on certain types of work.
That only can come from men who have been there for years and
know about how the paper runs. We have to order 80 days in ad.
vance to take advantage of the prices that we can get through the con.
tracts for delivery of paper.

Now, whenever we have a big job that we place in the field, we
deliver the paper direct to the printer. That is the most economical

ihose are the Job~these fellows are complaining about. We want

4o get out our paper supplies. Often we have that paper in our ware.
house. That is the reason af picking up paper, sh pping it to them,
and having them print it. Then they ship it back to us.

1Mr. HAUicK. Now there is one thing Iwould like to inquire about.
I ootioe in your statement you give figures for the amount of printing
and I see that the value of it in 1940 was something over $20,000,000,
and in 1941 that jumped up to-

TlO--42-vol. i-49
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Mir. GrOENOACIC. $28,000,000.
Mr. HALLECK. $28,000,000, and now you anticipate that in 1942 it

will be $50,000,000.
Mr. GmOENOACK. About $50,000,000.
Air. HALJECK. On March I were you reaching $50,000,000 annually?
Mr. GmoNOACK. March 1 of this year?

ir. IIAU.LcK. Yes.
Mir. GIEOENOACK. I think pretty close to it, That is the estimated

figure for 12 months. The fiscal year ending in June, you know,
anticipating what might come from the War Department and the
Navy.

Mir. HALLECK. Now that 1940 figure of $20,000,000; does that mean
work done in the Government Pnnting Office as distinguished from
work sent out and done outside?

Mr. GIECENOACK. No; that includes what has been done inside and
outside.

Mr. HALIECK. How much of that was done outside the Government
Printing Office; of that V0,000,000?

Mr. EGENOACK. I think about 10 percent.
Mr. HALLECK. About 10 percent?
Mr. OtMXxoAcK. Yes.
Mr. HALLECK. Now, of the $28,000,000-
Mr. GIEGENoACK. Remember, sir; 10 percent of $20,000,000, making

$2,000,000, is more than $2,000,000 worth of printing, because we sup.
plied the paper. Paper, in many cases, is as much as 50 percent of the
job.

Mr. PwrsEa. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HALLECK. Yes.
Mr. PwER. You say you can supply the paper more economically?
Mr. G(IEEXOACK. Yes, sir.
Mr. PwEsrx. Does the Government buy this paper that they furnish?
Mr. GIEGENOACK. That is right.
Mr. PLOESER. In the case of shpment of paper to Washington after

it is purchased, and shipped from Washington to the printer and back
from The printer to Washington, making three shipments of paper, do
you say it is still more economical than to furnish it to the printer
in the first place?

Mir. GIEGENOAcK. No I did not say it was more economical. Those
are special instances. n the case of a rush job, we may have paper in
our plant, and the job printer would not have sufficient time to get
the paper from the mill, and then make delivery to us, either in the
field or in the city of Washington.

Mr. Pwrszq. In doing that you must anticipate your need for pur-
chasing this paper, when you place the paper order you must anticipate
thepurchase?

Mr. GOIOENOACK. Could we anticipate there was going to be ration.in of sugar 6 months ago? t gi.
fr. P r.zas. I don't see where that has anything to do with it.

The fact is that you have been doing this for years, before we went
on rationing.

Mr. GEOoENOACK. We did not have the war'conditions then.
Mr. PwosnL No; but you still had this proposition before, didn't

youI
Mr. GUMNOACoK. No.
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Mr. Pwrs a. You mean you never supplied paper before the wart
Mr. GIEGENACK. We never sent contracts out before the war, only

during the defense program.
Mr. PwEsE. When you did send it out before the war did you

over supply the paper?
Mr. GIOENOACK. We always supplied the paper from the mill.
Mr. P'LonsR. You said you didn't before.
Mr. GIEGFXOACK. We did not ship the paper from here previously.

We shipped direct from the mill, because we had sufficient time-
Mr. PLO EER. How many carloads of paper have you here now?
Mr. GIEOEOACK. In carloads I cannot say. Our 'paper stocks are

worth possibly a couple of million dollars. ive use about 16 carloads
a day.

The CHAImRAN. How many tons to a cart
Mr. GIEGENOAcK. Forty thousand pounds to the car.
The CHAIRMAN. Twenty tons.
Mr. GIEEXzOACK. You cannot figure the cost that way. There are

hundreds of items at many different prices. I can put a statement in
the record, if you like, as to how many carloads we have.

Mr. PLOEsER. That is all right.
Mr. GIEOENOACK. Would you want that statement in the record?
Mr. PwmEs. I would like to know this: What is the storage capacity

you have for paper here; how much paper have you in that storage;
what your daily use of paper is at the Government Printing Office;
how much paper you are shipping out on the contracts which you are
letting; and how many carloads of paper are tied iip in the yards out
here th at you cannot get in because you have no place to put them

Mr. GIoE O ACK. I can answer that.
Mr. PLO.'SER. I would like to have you answer it.
Mr. lEaEKOACK. There are no cars tied up in the yards.
Mr. PLOESER. You do not need to do it here, but I would like to

have all of those questions answered for the record.

U. . Govnmauzw" PRiNTN OrFict

Comparat(re eta temenI of p urchate, of paper and natertals for the fuu taca year
1941 and the iri! 8h mootfha of the $col year 1942

IPrUpMd U of Mar. 1S, 19421

Tot par.
Totl paw. thaws. firshba s, &%sca S1 months,
ye"r 1.41 6" caZ4
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Medical and b lulag ......................................... WKso 1.M. 30
sc .et .Jt. uat isup .................................... .. , 29LI 82 L4.9$1P, ek'"a books ......................................................... an is 40a v

Pa O. "" ... . ..................................................... ,1.80.66

o suppli mw es .......................... ..... . . a usParn u. -po. gtvu upes .......................... 96 € 'mn 6 4 4IRStrn *k .......................................................4.3 IRE 15. T0

B it, asw u pis ..4...... . ... .2M I 24 S
O 0". .. l. is................................................ 24 8 , . 1 3P Wtoie mufts,,g. ............. 30a.00209 WWI513

Bu~lu uplie ......................................... 314.22 331 77
iow ...................................................... 08392.46 133.2454.45
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ComparatrE statement of storage space for paper for the ful llroal year 1941
and the firat 8% months of the ltsaOl year 1918

[Prep" u ot Mar. 1$. 19421

ket dsW fisa mntlhnyear I N 1 3

ovrnmeot Prlotlng O ce Warehouse:
1a0dlins No. I .............................................. | 3 1 3 6
But1!lng No. 4 ............................................. ............ .....

CommerN watehouse .......................................... C'2 '4, 0.5000

* AppeoeImate.

Oomparative statement of freight or receipts of paper for the midl ftlcal year
1911 and the lrst 81h months for the Ltsoal year 1911

fPcel" as of Mt. . 9A
Tw Tot e.Ar,

I Toreicats. i rst s
BcI rso est I uths,

Tot number a ,reclv .. ....................... I......3,312 3,7 7
Arege ,umber ot rs reoi ed pesday Io 3rehos i I I S
A D'l u tmber ees rout s dty 10 ma a... ............ . . 4= bud, t o,, tYU,., M".. ,,,,IM ............................................. ............ 141+

t The number oclst on bsad Is eqirskeat to between 2 and 3 days' suppy of pae

The CIA rMA. Did not some columnist state you had a couple of
hundred box car-

Mr. OrcEaK. Yes. A big shipment of paper came in over a
week end, I think it was. They figured it to have been at least 200
carloads. That would not be a big surplus for us. In the sugar
rationing card, itself there were 30 carloads of paper on that job.

Mr. PLDsu. You didn't split up the sugar rationing?
Mr. GtwoGaCAcK. I am just explaining how much paper was con-

sumed in comparison.
Mr. Pwiuw. The question is you did split it up.
Mr. Gumla cx. The sugar rationing we did split up. We

shipped paper to the plants thateprinte it. The rationing card
was printelin 23 plants in the United States. Distribution was made
from the printing plants to every country schoolhouse; 20 ),000 Gov-
ernment bills of lading were made out. That is the way we want
tQ handle all work, if we get the time and i-structions.

Mr. Pzorm. You will-have lots of work to do over there, you will
have more to do, for your own employees to do it.

Mr. GOiXZEOACK. We have a good.sized planning department. They
are specialists in the game, in figuring jobs. We cannot take people
from the outside, as a group, for instance, and train them for that
purpose. The writing of specifications is highly technical.

Mr. Pw, omm This is not for the record-
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. HAULrC. I am going to be direct aout it; I will forget my

early legal training,
//
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Here Is the thing that strikes me as peculiar about these figures,
but you can probably explain it.

You had a personnel in 1940 of 7,172; in 1911, 7,149; and on March
1 1942, 7,470. On March 1 you are up 300 over June 30 of 1910.
Row in the same period of time, the outfit down there were hitting
from a $20,000,000 I a 0,000 clip annually.

Air. U EGtNmillion' t coroThamt ft million is contemplated for the full
fiscal year as an estimate.

Mr. HALZLcK. I asked you if you thought on March 1 you would
reach the clip of 50,00 0 a year and you said you were. I just
cannot help but be a little amazed at those fi gres. Either they were
not working very hard down there, that 7,000 men which you had in
June 30, 1940 or they are working awfully hard now, because they
have increased their production from $20,000,000 annually to a rate
of $50.000,000 annually, with an increase in personnel of 300.

Mr. G0zr1roAcK. We are sending out a lot of work.
Mr. HALLEC. Well, I have no doubt but what you are, but my whole

Interest in this thing has simply been this, and I think the ques-
tions that I asked a tDetroit will" bear that out, that if there is work
that can profitably and properly be done in the private establish-
nients of the country for the Government, I think that those facili-
ties should be utilized, not only because it might in the long run be
good for the Government but it certainly would, in some measure
relieve the impact of the war effort on this particular line of small
business.

Mr. GrxZoAcCK. We are doing just that. Nearly 2 years before this
,thing happened we personally made a survey of the entire printing
industry in preparation for just such emergency.
Mr. %ALI.ECR. I am not saying it is not being done. There were

some people there at Detroit apparently complainng-
Mr. Gi oGNOACK. Complaining because the work was not all going

to Detroit?
Mr. HALLEcK. With respect to that, I would like to state that I do

not come from Detroit and I hold no particular brief for Detroit. I
might explain that that was the reason probably why the committee
went to Detroit, because the situation there is a little more acute than
it is in some other areas, although there is no question but what printers
all over the country have felt the Impact of the war effort In their
business.

Mr. GmIwoAcK. It is going to be worse.
Mr. HALLECK. Nowjust one thing further: Has there been anywhere

any suggestion that this work should not be supervised and controlled
by the Government Printing Office? I don't recall any suggestion like

Mr. GiEzxoAcx. I think there was something said about Govern.
ment, agencies doing their own work instead of coming through the
Government Printing Office.

Mr. HAummaC. That may have been su ed; I don't recall It except
for what the Army and (ay might bedoing. My recollection of it
was--and I have not recently read those hearings-that they wanted
the work to be cleared through the Government Printing Office, and
that part of it needing to be done by the Government to be done by the
Government Printing Office, and the overplus be cleared through the
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Government Printing Office to various people over the country who
could do the job.

AMr. GIEOENOACK. That is what we are doing.
Mr. HALLECK. I don't know as it is important, but no one wants to

bankrupt the Government. We want to do things as cheaply as we
can, but when you referred to the ability of the Government Printing
Office to do this work cheaper than it can be done in commercial plants,
what items of cost did you take in account in determining Government
costs?

Mr. GIEOENOACK. The costs that enter into every lob include manu-
facturing-over.all expenses-which would constitu wages, supplies,
maintenance of buildings, heat, light and power, --preciation, an
general administrative services.

Mr HALLCX. Did you figure anything fcr taxes?
Mr. GIEGENO;ACK. I have figured nothing for (axes.
Mr. HALLECK. Did you figure anything for rent of buildings?
Mr. UIEOENOACK. I have figured nothing for rent or depreciation.
Mr. HALLECK. So, then, as a strictly business proposition, figuring

dollars and cents, that is not a fair comparison, because certain items
of cost that have to be met by private printers are not met in the
,Government Printing Office.

Mr. GlEnonoAcIC. By the same token, we have expenses that private
industry does not have. We have a higher fate of wages to our
employees than private industry. Congress enacted laws to giXe all
Government employees 26 days' annual leave, plus 15 days' sick leave.
That in itself adds to our overhead $1,000,000 a year.

Mr. HALUCK. Now, then, one other final thing: Do you have any
further explanation as to why ,7,172 men in 1940 were turning out
$20,000,000 worth of stuff, and with the personnel going up only 300
to 7,470 on March 1, you were producing at the rate of $5,000,000?

Ar. dIGENOACK. Except that we are placing a lot of outside work.
RKPPtr RseJt note.-lTh reroris of the Government Printing Oes show that tIe number

of employee s as of June 80101. wis T.149, and as of March 1, 1912. iwa 7.470. TI-e
totl barge for sIrvkres and mater:aZ furnished to d parlineutt sanl eqtabl1hm'nts for the

ear 1941 am.untid to about 281 million doi~s:s; for the Ssc'i year Ir on tie
tals of tb, trend of Incoming ord:r. It has been estlimatrd that the volume of wok. Irclnd-
InR ptlrig to be reballird Commercally. will prolabiy amount to $5000000. IThIsa2m"ounl tvesq effect rh MiHber cost of paper en mat4 rila .) An Increa.e In the dollar
value of printing produced does not necrssarlly mean that there must be an tqilrayert
lasereaaa In manhbours or ersonnel. As heretofore pointed1 out, when the vodune of workIsi-reasies up to the design capacit 0f the pat h otdtess hsI hthsbe
taking place durInX the Ssc-i rear rw.

As state' earlier in i.' h aring, it Is the poly of the Overnment Printing Ofkie to
release work to commerreLl printers wwre sue' Jobsi tinnot be ezpdttloosy or ecorm0nlesly
perforted wi h eating Nrs/ltles If the present trenm continues, the Government Printin
Ofleexvects to place about f10000000 of work with cowmerclal printers. PaPr and
other supplies for this work will probbly t~t an addltionai $6 000 00. On tie b-ra of

sp.at calculatIon_ the rroslnlnr $1140o00 t') ofwo!k tin b? perforad by the Goverrment
ratingg Ofee without any substantial Increase in the personnel or tzpans'on of the plaint.

Mr. HALLECK. I will ask you, in onler to make the picture clear,
about the percentage of outside work that was involved. and as I re-
member your original statement was about 10 percent. How long has
that figure of 10 percent held true?

Mr. GmOEXOACK. You didn't ask me, sir, how long that 10 percent
applied. I understood you to ask what percentage for the entire time
and I said 10 percent.

Mr. HALL ECK. I thought in your original statement you figured 10
percent of this work could be. I

Mr. GIKOWOACK. That is probably at least 15 percent now; maybe
between 15 and 18 percent. I cannot tell 7ou that offhand.
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Mr. HA.LECK. Of course, as I say, if I had followed my legal in.
clination and gone through this painstakingly I would have inquired
in regard to the percentage of outside work, because that definitely
is part of the formula, but even if it were 15 percent, without some
rather comprehensive explanation it would seem to me that there is
quite a disparity there.

I am not saying if it is there that there is anything the matter with it.
Mr. GI0EENOACK. There is nothing wrong with our personnel. I

will vouch for that. Production records in our Office will compare
with the best production records in any printing institution in the
United States. That is definite. Our men are on the job. They have
to work in order to get their production in setting type. That applies
to proofreaders as well, and to pressmen. Our production records
compare favorably with others. We know, because one of the groups
came to see me; their prices were 2 or 3 percent higher than ours; we
went into them and broke them down; and I told them where the
errors were. It is a technical job to figure production. In a'big
printing office there is much work in process that cannot be billed only
at certain times.

Mr. ITAuLcx. I am not challenging your efficiency; as a matter of
fact, I am rather marveling at this, at this increase in efficiency and
if that is what it Is, why, I am just happy that it is there. If t,000
men, roughly speaking, can increase their productive efficiency by 150
percent, or almost that much, and particularly when your statement
indicates that you have not put in a lot of new machinery-I think
whatever there has been has been largely in the nature of taking care
of depreciation-

Mi.. GISmso.,,cKr. We have increased production by improved equip-
ment, a q a matter of fact, since I came here.

Mr. HALXCK. Now, I take it there would be no inclination on your
part to increase the facilities of the Government beyond what is
reasonably necessary, so as to enable work, that could fairly and
reasonably be done, to be done in the commercial plants of the country.

Mr. GtVOoAcK. I made that statement already, I think, but I em-
phasize it again. I don't want to increase the plant. We have de.
creased the number of units instead of increasing them, and made them
more efficient. We have thirty or forty less typesetting machines, still
we are getting greater production. I went in the commercial field
over a Year and a half ago to get it into such shape that when we were
faced 'ith this war emergency we would not be loaded down with alot of equipment.

otr. HALLr X. Well, I think that attitude is commendable, because

not only would that cut out throwing, much needed work to some corn.
mercial plant, but in addition would require the use of critical ma.
terials to build the additional machinery you would have to have at a
time when we cannot afford this expenditure of material.

Mr. GI OEXOAcx. That is correct.
Mr. HAIJ.ECK. I think what you have Indicated that you are trying

to do Is all that anyone could ask.
Mr. GMoERNOACK. We are trying to avoid anything that may in any

way impede the war effort through the use of scarce materials. In
fact, I bought a second-hand press about a month ago which was for
sale in Washington at a sizable reduction from the new price.
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Mr. BULWmmKr. Mr. Giegengack, since 1911 how much in the way
of replacement of machinery-have you replaced much since that
time I

Mr. GIOo oAcx. The expenditures that I referred to were practi-
cally all replacements.

Ar. BUIWINKL. Yes; but you only read 129 slug-casting machines
now against 175 in 1939.

Mr. GIDOIXOACK. Yes. There was one time that we got rid of, in re-
arranging and streamlining our pressroom, probably traded in, some.
thing like 14 or 16 of our o!d presses of a vintage of about 40 years.
In their place we installed maybe six to eight up-to-date machines,
doubling the output. That was the way we modernized.

Mr. Bivwniuz. How many more employees do you have for your
eight new machines than the oldI

Mr. GwrzNAcK. We have less employees: All this equipment we
are putting in is streamlined automatic, high-production type.

Mr. BumvKmu,. Does not that account for some
Mr. G OENoAc . 'hat accounts for a part of the difference. I can

get that exact answer if you wish iL
Mr. KxLy. Mr. 01 egengack, I was one of the members who also was

present at the Detroit hearing-
The CnATRMAN. He acFted as chairman of the Detroit hearing.
Mr. KzLtY. The printers in Detroit very largely relied--say 80. per-

cent of their business came from the automotive industry, which Is no
more. They are naturally seeking some of this Government work that
Is not secret matter or work that is nonessential, that the printing can
be distributed to printers throughout the Nation. You mentioned
there about $10,000,000 that might be available for outside printing,
but I believe the largest concern over there had a total output of about
$381,000 year. They claim that with negotiated contracts, that they
coulA do the printing much cheaper than the Government. Now, of
course, after listening to that testimony, you say it is not so.

Mr. H LLEcm Of course, the Government got the jump on them
because the Government is not charged with lots of charges--

Mr. GIDENOACX. The biggest jump the Government has on them is
continuous operation on a three-shift basis.

Mr. HAL. Well, it is like comparing a public utility to a private
utility. You can argue back and forth-

The CnAIMAN. Now you are getting into T. V. A.
Mr. Bumwimu. That is not a fair comparison.
The CHIaRMAN. I suggest,. Mr. Giegengack, that you place in the

- record at this point a comparison of the private industry, showing the
Items of expense that private industry must take into consideration
that you don't, and what you must take into consideration that private
industry does noL

Mr. toEooAmcK I can have compiled by statisticians in our Com-
puting Section a hypothetical picture of what this plant would realize
and charge as a private concern operated by stockholders, paying the
local wages of labor organization, doing that amount of business, and
taking into consideration interest, dividends on the investment, social-
security taxes, real-estate taxes, and all that, sort of thing included
In costs to make a hypothetical picture. /

The CIAmxaN. Ys; I think it would be interesting. "
1,i
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U. a OoaMNUU Psiurnsto Orms

Statement of operalmtg results for the fatl year 1940

(A hypothetical sfAtement as It would be prepared in the are"re commercial establishment)

Income:
1 et sales, printing and binding .......... 20, 10, 203.7

lsceflaneoas sales, metal, waste DaP .......................... 6" OL 24

Total I-xoa ...................... ... ................... 20.201,115 96

Cost of salesi
Wages. per diem employees -------------------------- - T. 829. 94

alanet, manual. e~soyees.- .---------------------------- 81
A ditimnl s als to exec ti s ------------------------ .. 2" 4. .41
lepme~tloe ............... A ...... ....................... W. 10

Total cost of sales ..-------------------. 1,343, 24&96
Orm~ prft ....... ....... ....... ...... ....... ....... ...... ---------------

8eeqie~ltTfaes • eren ...... ......... :................ 3 t Hr
yra Frel aI i "Ortn•1tl6 Inrenie I ercent ......... -'

ropety taxes 1IT 50 7o perc oat of $12.000,W -----. ---- :0-1
Insuran" on all proper ................................. ,
Willing expense, 4 p eet ...........Interest on funded deKt 4 percent Um $400000----....................

Total Ceneral expense ------------------------------------- 11.0. 1.
niet operating i g t ----------------------------------------------- 2. Vb8 143 835

Nooetatio, txe.l I
Mrk t ncomoemt 19percentl e 2%pereo t divdends ------------ 314. ,!.u
)irkt of TOlUNI4 Income tax.8 5j~rcent--- ---------- 1* I IP .AAvstal-$toc 1 $1.10 on declared value-.......------2. . 45.01

Total nonoperating taxes ...................................... 451.078 0
A0a42e for dividend ............................................ i1, to?. 0".68

I V9061 on percent preferred. UOW0.---------------------- 40 ".0
Elvidends on common 0 percent. $: 2,000.000 ---------------------- 12 0.0
A4ded to srplus ............................................ 41.004.68

l AIt would b If the Government Prinfing Ole pid the uae wage l.,, aij only the
some today. ik leve, anv ctilon pay am earned by ea'#mtlcial ott',!luimenti in tbe
WagWIn&t1o arW. (1oor,,e: Uno Wa9cs and H.ours In the Printing Trades. Jane 1. 1940.
p. 80rlectal No. R. 1236. Burrva ot Lbde Satl..t...)

'Thiq Is purely a lvypo'ihkal fTlure to pice exective s-tarks In tho Gtsernment P lit.
lot Ofce on a conarable basis with commercial esaabilshaents wbkh in 11 wis 83.8
perent of all salarlop and wages. (Source: Roid Maps of Industry, No. 191. National
adusfrlil Conferenep Rva1&)
I All Scres are byptbhksl and bated upon Ihe Mium reprted by a large commerdl

eafab~lthment In tb 1940 ed~tlee of'lldys Manual of Jarestments and adjusted to tax
requirements of the D striW f Clolumba.

Mr. HALLECK. I want to-intersect something. I think, after all,
the real issue is what part of thIs work can properly be let out to
private concerns.

The CHAIMMAlf. One of the main complaints is that it is unfair
competition.

Mr. GIE.F OACK. We are letting out on contract all that we pos-
sibly can. -We are pushing orders to the utmoat, and will put out
more if we can, without cutting the efficiency of our own plant. We
are going to continue doing that, but on a competitive basis. Now,
the biggest kick in the testimony is emphasized by their own wit-
nesses-no competition. They said in (here when they bid on work
in Chicago, Mr. Kelly's (own, they never get the job, because the
Chicago companies over there do It cheaper.

Mr. Klruy.. I can answer that also; the reason for that is that
these printeis over there are not relying upon one industry for
printing. It Is placed all over the country, shopping for business.

Mr. GIEaCNxACx. Not only that, but they have a big range of
equipment, whereas the men in Detroit have mainly one type of
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equipment., When they bid on our work their prices were higher
than the bids of printers who have different kinds of equipment

Mr. Kzuy. I just want to ask you this question. This Mr. Winter
who testified in the hearing in. behalf of the Printers Association of
Detroit, stated this, that the two largest printing firms in the whole
world are the Government Printing Office and the Bureau of En-
graving. In addition I am told hat the Government owns and
operates at least 100 printing plants of one kind and another, 86 of
these being in various Army camps.

Now, do you know that to be true, that there are printing plantsbeing operated-.b IEGoNACt . Those printing plants do not come under my

jurisdiction.
Mr. Kr.uy. They do not?
Mr. OnosNoAcK. No, sir.
Mr. Knz.y. And Army camps would not either.
Mr. OGIZENOACK. They do not come under my jurisdiction.
Mr. BuLWNLz. Do you know how many there are?Mr. GnM-NOACK. I do not.
The CHAnMAN. We have a witness that will be able to tell us.
Mr. G roENoAcK. That work comes directly under the joint com-

mittee.
Mr. Kvuy. This $22,000,000 increase in the appropriation of the

Printing Office, I notice yesterday in the bill that came before the
House there and was pasied, that the increase was from $28,000,030
to approximately $60,090,000, by the chairman of the subcommittee,
but your figure here is $50,000,000. What proportion of that isArmy work .AMr. ork'oAC? . Oh, I cannot break it down here. I would say that

about 80 percent of our work today has to do with war activities. That
Includes many agencies-the Maritime Commission, the Army, the
Nay, the Treasury, and other agencies.W., KZMT. Well, in the complaint that the printers were rendering
in Detroit, and we single out Detroit because they are the hardest hit,I guess, of any city in the country so far, the printers are sufferingaloss of business of about 80 percent.

Mr. CIZOENoACK. They may suffer much more.
Mr. Kruy. That the purchase of new equipment-that the Govern-

ment is buying new equipment where their equipment could be pur-
chased. ow, under the War Agencies Act the Government has the
right to requisition machinery as well as manpower to carry on this
war effort. Do you know that to be true or not I

Mr. O MCNOACK. It is not true. We cannot buy equipment any
better than other printers can. We are not treated as a war defense
agency. We are considered as other printers, and we have got to go
through the same priority routine in getting an ,order as any one of
the others. Perhaps I can explain it better. Weran out of wire one
night and had to apply to the War Production Board for a priority
rating to get the material.

Mr. KELLY. I was Interested in your statementabout the paper situa-
tion, because I think you said that the paper wps shipped to Washing-
ton and then" shipped back again to where the printing was to take
place--

/ /
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Mr. GJ0FmAcK. It has been so shipped in some instances. •
Mr. KuLY. Their main objection was due to the increase in freight

cost. They figured that there was a waste of money by shipping the
paper down here and then shipping it all over the country, wherever
the ob was to be completed.

Air. GIEGEoAcK. Might I say this In answer to that: On some of
theae.jos, such as thesugar-rationing cards, the paler was to be deliv-
ered to the printer. Even though the quotation was for the paper
delivered at their plant, the Detroit printers were still high as com.
pared with other bidders.

Mr. KrEIy. It must be like the scrap-iron people in the "Pittsburgh.
plus." "

Another question I would like to ask. Maybe you can answer: These
printing-these ordinary printing-office contracts, do they haverange

Or, ,-,EKOACK. No, sir.
Mr. KmY. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The C A1RMA. All right, Mr. Hall, would you like to ask some

questions I
Mr. HAIJL No.
Mr. Pworsu. Well,* a monient ago you said that if this entire

$25,000,00 worth of printing increase is to be let out to private indus-
try it would only amount to about 1 percent of the entire business of the
industry..

Mr. &GENOAcK. One percent.
Mr. PwEsiR. One percent. Don't you feel, however, that the

Govp .nment should refrain, if the cost is within reasonable bounds,
refesin from doing anything that private industry can do for ths
Government! Is that your thought?

Mr. GIEoExOiCK. We have always done that. It is not new with us.
where it Is in the interest of the Government.

Mr.PLoEhR. No; but you are having this tremendous increase in
work. Now, I should think it would bie your intent and your action
to try to get this into private industry as mutch as you can, and try to
do as much of this as you can.

Mr. GIDOENOACK. We always plan to do so, where the Government
rules and regulations permit. The law says that anything we cannot
handle, any surplus printing, in an eflicient economical way and within
the time limit, can be proeuied commercially.

The CsAnMA. Will YoU yield just a moment?
Mr. PwEsrmn. Yes; certainly.
The CHIAIRMAN. Obviously, we cannot finish this morning. I won-

der if it would meet with the favor of the committee and Mr. Giegen-
cck and the gentlemen who are here from the Army and Navy to come

ek tomorrow morning at 10: 80.
Mr. DUwiWiNKrE. Better make it 10.
The CnAmuAN. Now will those who are here from the Army and

Navy ve us their names so that we will know?
Mr. Lowe, is he here?
Mr. Low. Yes.
The C AIRMAN. Mr. Lehman, is he here, and Commander Shook?
Mr. OGoENAMC. I have an appointment In the morning, sir.
The ChAIRMAN. He says he cannot be here tomorrow morning. Is it

more important than this committee hearing?
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Mr. OJEGENOACK. The appointment relates to some work I am tryingtolet out.The CHAIRMAN. I will leave it up to you.

Mr. OmoENoACY. I have two Wrups of printers coming in, one at 11,
and another at 12. Could I finish now?

The CTAIRMNA. It is almost 12; there is a matter coming up on
the floor, some of the members want to be there.

Mr. BUrwxN.KLP Does anybody want to ask him anything more?
Mr. P~ozszn. We have invted the Army and Navy peoplee over here

this morning. If we had done a little thifiking about It, it would have
been very pain that we could not have heard them all in an hour and a
half. I hope that we won't do that again tomorrow morning and
have these men who have other duties to perform just sitting around
here.

The CHAIRMAN. I agree with you that that is good hindsight advice.
I thoroughly agree with that. We just did not contemplate taking so
much time with the Public Printer.

Mr. HALL. Mr. Olegengack, in your survey of printing facilities
throughout the country, did that survey cover only those plants which
particularly did job printing?

Mr. GIEoENOACK. Jobbing, and also the combination plants you have
in mind, such as the weekly paper and the daily paper which have job.
printing , plants.

Mr. HALL. What I have in mind is this: When we were considering
the tire question, this committee felt that where businesses could live
Without selling tires that the tire business should go to plants that
existed by reason of selling tires only. Now, in your situation, ap.
parently, some of the printing goes to plants where job printing per-
haps is a side issue to some other business that they do.

Mr. GIOENOACK. Very little of our work goes to such plants.. Those
plants have put on an organized effort, and they are really organized.
That started" with the Press Association in the State of Georgia, and
they have written to all 9f their members that have these weekly and
daily papers, job-printing plants, very small equipment, unfitted, for
the most part, to do the work we have'in mind.

Mr. HA.. Can the ordinary job printer who lives by job printing
compete with the fellow who takes job.printing merely to keep idlfe
presses going where they are not being used for some other purpose t

Mr. GiEOENOACK. In some metropolitan localities the type of news.
paper that has a 'job shop is very efficient. In most cases, however,
it is not so capable.. Tie job printer can compete, generally speaking.

Mr. HALL. lie can compete?
Mr. OIJXoENoACK. Yes.
Mr. HALL. But so far as your Office is concerned voi never look into

that question at all; you give it to the successful bidder?
,Mr. GmCoo.UcK. First of all, the invitations are issued to those
prihers who according to their questionnaires, have equipment that
will fit the job. The contract is awarded to the successful low bidder.

Mr. HALL That is all.
.The CHAIRMAx. Any other questions?
Mr. Pwoszx. Does your two and one-half billion. dollar printing

business include newspapers and magazines?
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Mr. GiEOEOcx. I took that figure from the Census Bureau and
also out of the testimony given by Mr. Otis Johnson before this
committee.

Mr. PwosER. You don't know whether it included that?
Mr. OKJEOENOaCK. I think lie included publishing and printing. It

took in certain types of papers.
Mr. Pl Es . Now would YOU give us, and enter it in the recordI

don't care about your answering it now, I would like to know tbo
number of your employees in your plant in 1930, 1032, 1934, 1030, and
1938.

Mr. OIEENOACK. All right; we will supply that.
Mi PLors. Thank you, Mr. Giegengack.

U. & Gomwunf PIN1IKo OMCS

Rtatemeal of perisotme an ke role s of the doue 4ot tlecai ycers IM, MI, ZM, DCI

Jun o. IM ..1.30 ...................... .............................. 4.432
ane 80. 13- --- ------------------------------------------- -q
SU. 80.: 14---------------------------41l

,are $0. 1032O------------------------------------- ---------------------- 54 3
.* 30. IM::----------------------------------5486

Mir. KELLY. Mr. Giegengyack, these printing establishments that we
called attention to, Mr.-Winter maintained, or you do maintain, do not
come under your supervision. Under whose supervision do they comet

Air. O EOENOACC. The Joint Committee on Printing.
Mr. KELHY. Thank you.
The CHAIRAN. Mr. Lawe, would it be convenient for you to be back

here in the morning I
Mir. Lower. At what hour?
The CHAIRMSAN. At 10:80. We will finish with you gentlemen as

soon as we can.
Mr. BuLwi.r-. I think probably some of these gentlemen have

some hearings on the appropriations bill.
The CHAsIMAN. I regret we could not use you this morning, but we

cannot always foresee the difficulties we encounter. I think we can
finish with you in a short time. Would that be all right with you,
Commander?

Commander SHooK. Yes.
TirE CHAIMAN. Would another hour be more suitable I
Mr. Lows. It would be 0. K. with me, unless the hearing before the

Appropriations Committee-
he CAA. I feel sure they will yield. hat about you, Mr.Lehmanl

Mr. LUiAN. I think I can make it.
The CHAIAN. Well, suppose, then, you come &t 11 o'clock and Mr.

Lehman and the Commander will be here at 10:30, and Mr. Lowe, you
may come at 11.

Mr. BUVINKLRE. As a member of the Joint Committee on Printing,
of which you have heard something today, after the remarks of the
Public Printer, I would like to put in a paragraph from the report of
the Legislative Committee on Appropriations on the legislative branch
appropriations bill.

The CIrMtAMN. Without objection, it will be inserted.
In connection with this free service which the newspapers'render,

they do render a lot of free service and they are tobe commended
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for it, yet they are given lots of privileges. You take the second-class
mail, that is about $100 000,000 a year, and a large part of it is on
account of these free mailings of these newspapers and the free postage
on their newspapers and I think tly can very well take that into
consideration in rendering public service, because the public is render-
ing them some service, too. The fact is, that they could not very well
stay in business without it. I think the newspapers are to be com-
mended for partially passing that on in the way of low subscription
rates and low advertising rates. Yet it is a public service that the
public is rendering to them k and naturally they feel that'the papers
should reciprocate-by rendering a certain amount of service free.

Mr. GIEOVS-oACK. By the same token, if they do not try to sell bonds
and stamps, and we lose this war, their papers are not going to be worth
much.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right; thank you very much, Mr.
Giegengack.

Mr. BULWiNKLE. Mr. Chairman, I am a member of the Joint Com-
mittee on Printing. Yesterday I noticed in the report of the subcom-
mittee on the legislative appropriations bill for 1Q43 a para raph
which praises tile Government Printing Office and the Publio Printer,
and I desire to have it inserted at this place.

The committee desires to commend the "Board of Directors of the Government
Printing Offlce" (the Joint Committee on Printing), the Public Printer, and their
respective staffs and organizations for the expedition and efficiency attending the
,management of the Government Printing Offce and the procurement of Govern.
ment printing in commercial channels. The printing requirements for the war
agencies and the agencies supplementing them are extensive and urgent. It Is
fortunate, indeed, that the Public Printer in this critical period is a man of long
and successful experience In commercial printing, fortified with sound Judgment,
vision, and a patriotic zeal for protecting the interest of the United States. Ile
has the loyal support and confidence of his personnel, and the Government Printing
Office Is an outstanding example of an agency "clicking" in carrying on Its war-
assignment load.

The CHAmA. We will recess at this time until 10:30 tomorrow
morning.

(Whereupon, at 11: 55 a. m., a recess was taken to 10: 30 a. m. Friday,March 20, 1942.) .
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FRIDAY, MAROH 20, 1942

SELECT COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT A STUDY AND INVES-
TIGATION OF /HE NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAM IN ITS

RELATION 'TO SMALL BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES
Waehinglon, b. 0.

The select committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:30
a. m., in the caucus room, old House of Representatives Office Build-
ingi Hon. Wright Patman (chairman) presiding

Present: Representatives Patman (chairman), Kelly, Hall, lHalleck,
and Ploeser.
Tie CHAIRMAN. Is Colonel Hoss hero?
Colonel Hloss. Yes, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you come around, Colonel?
Now you gentlemen can each come in and take a chair, perhaps you

would like to sit around the table close, where you can all work.
Nbw, will you gentlemen identify yourselves?

Colonel hoss. I am Colonel Charles A. floss, this is Lt. Col. 0. E.
Cound, and this is First Lt. L. F Goyetto we are from the Quarter-
master General's office. This is Maj. A. Ni. Ehrlich, of the Oidnanco
Department.

The CHAIRMAN. How do you spell Ehrlich?
Maj. EHRLICHI. E-h-r-l-i-c-h.
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, we are looking into the question of

printing, with reference to its effect upon private industry during
the war. Charges have been made that the Army and Navy have
been unnecessarily establishing prnting plants at places where the
local printer could do the work in a satisfactory way for reasonable
compensation.

Therefore, it is claimed that to establish these printing plants In
these places where they are not needed is a waste of strategic and
criticalmaterials, and against the interest of the Government and the
people and taxpayers.

Would you like to make a general statement on that, Colonel?
Colonel Hess. Yes sir I have in front of me a letter dated March

II, 1942, from the War Production Board to the Under Secretary of
War, stating a general policy in regard to the field printing plants.
I would like to read the four recommendations for the record, if that is
agreeable.

The CHAIRMAN. March 11?
Colonel Hess. March 11; yes, sir.
First. There shall be no expansion of present printing facilities,

either in the way of new plants or by the enlargement of existing
plants, except where absolutely necessary. .
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Second. That necessary replacements of obsolete printing equip-
ment in existent plants be made only by the purchase or use of recon-
ditioned equipment.

Third. That consideration be given to the releasing of such printing
that is not of a confidential nature to commercial pants, which will
not only relieve the distress in the printing industry, but will also
make available additional facilities in the various field plants for the
printing of such confidential material as is needed by the armed forces.
This will, of course, automatically remove the demand for increasing
or expansion of such plants.

Fourth. That all requisitions for the purchase of printing equip.
ment, whether or not it is new equipment previously authorized by
the joint committee, or used or reconditioned equipment which can
only be purchased under the authority of the Executiv6 order be
cleared through the War Production Board by the Division of Pur-
chases which will be responsible for aseertaining the location and
availability of such equipment from the Industry Machinery Branch.

Mr. KELLY. MayIa a question.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Mr. KELLY. Thee plants that you talk about, no equipment,

Colonel, where are those plants located, in the Army cantonments?
Colonel tfocs. They are located throughout the Army. They are

at the Ordnance Depots, at our depots, various posts.
Mr. KELLY. How long have they been established?
Lieutenant Colonel COUND. In checking over this morning, sir, com-

paring our present plants as now authorized by the Joint Committee
on Printing, in its regulations effctive July 1, with those of 1934 I
find that our plants are not materially-havo not been materially
Increased in number. There has been some relocation of them hut as i
say, no plant is authorized unless we receive the authority from the
Joint Committee on Printing.

Mr. KELLY. And they have been practically In operation 'since
1934?

Lieutenant Colonel COUND. The location of those plants, Mr.Kelly, is in-The CHAIRMAN. Now let us see how much of the Army you gentle.

men cover. Do you cover all the Army, do you cover the training
camps?

Colonel Ross. Yes; we do.
The CHAIRMAN. And the airfields?
Colonel lioss. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You cover everything that is not covered by the

Navy and Military.
Colonel Hoss.That is right, sir. The establishment of any

printing plant clears through our office, that is, any Army printing
plants.

The CHAIRUAN. That is connected with the Aimy?
Colonel Woss. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. How much printing Is done in your printing plant

each year, do you have that information?
Colonel Ross. I have a statement here ozi operations which I

woUld like to insert in the record.
Mr. IIALLECKC. I would like to see that letter. [Letter handed to

Mr. lHalleek.I
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Icopyl FEBUARY 7, 192.

lion. P. PATrEasoN,
Under Secretary of lWar,

.'asingto, D. 0.
DAR MR. PArrmtso.: It has come to our attention that some of the supply

arms are planning to purchase and Install their own printing equipment. "o
believe that this is highly undesirable at this time, the two principal reasons being:

1. That such equipment would require a considerable amount of scarce ma.
terials and that the operation of such equipment would require additional amounts
of scarce materials; and

2. That there is adequate capacity in the country to handle all the printing
required by the services. In fact, there will be considerable surplus of capacity
due to the paper shortage and the cutting down of advertising by firms not now
selling to civilian trade.

We therefore request that the services be instructed not to go forward with
such purchases and installation without further consultation.

Sincerely yours, DOUOLA5 . MCKEAC1IIE.

UEMORANDUM

To: General Corbin. FeRuARY 7, 1942.

From: Douglas C. MeKeachle.
(Attached to letter to Patterson.)

This applies to a plant now being considered for Fort Knox and It Is not our
Intention to grant priority assistance or allocate materials for new plants or
extensions of present plants. D. C. M.

Colonel floss. This policy which is recommended in this letter has
been followed by our people about 2 or 3 months.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that the end of that letter?
Colonel Hoss. That is the end of the letter; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. May I ask you this question. We had a hearing

February 10 on this question. Did you see that testimony?
Colonel loss. Yes, sir; I did.
The CHAIRMAN. You were keeping up with it, were you?
Colonel Hoss. Now, wait a minute.
Lieutenant OOYETIE. The letter Colonel Hoss has just read has

been the result of a number of conferences hold amongst the Navy,
Army, the War Production Board and the joint committee. This
really started, this matter of control, dates back to the first of Febru-
ary, actually, in fact the last week of January, and on February 7
Mr. MacKeachio addressed a letter to Under Secretary Patterson in
which he states the situation In the printing industry, the proposed
conversion, which actually at that time had considerably taken effect,
of the printing manufacturers, and he concludes-

We therefore request that the services be instructed.not to go forward with
such purchases and installations without further consultation.

We went into these further consultations without making any pur-
chases or approving any equipment in printing plants, and what the
Colonel has just read-

The CHAIRMAN. Is the culmination of your many conferences?
Lieutenant GoB rE. Yes; that is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. On Marli 11. We had a hearing, I believe in

Detroit. Mr. Kelly conducted that hearing up there with some of the
other members of the committee on March 4. Did you see that
testimony?

14975-42-rol. ----50
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Colonel Hess. Yes, sir; I got that yesterday.
Lieutenant GoEW-E. f might say that this letter of February 7

came out of the first conference.
Lieutenant Colonel CouND. Mr. CQ.airman, we have seen that

testimony, but not prior to yesterday. I just wanted you to know
that our action was not predicated on that.-

The CHAIRMAN. I am not claiming that you were urged by anything
that this committee did, or anything like that at all. I am sure that
would not have had any effect on that, gentlemen, other than sympa-
thetic consideration, but I am glad to know that something has been
done in the direction. That started about sometime in the early part
of February. Of course, we had started this long before Mr. Johnson
testified.

Colonel floss. Now, Mr. Chairman, there Is a case at hand which I
know you gentlemen will question, and that is, one of these printing
plants at Fort Knox.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
Colonel Hose. Now there have.been funds appropriated for that

purpose. That has gotten as far as our office, and that is now being
studied by two disinterested persons. If they approve it, then it will
come up to the loint committee for approval, so that there will be
nothing done until-there has been nothing done toward the purchase
of equipment at the present moment..

The CHAIRMAN. Your policy as outlined there occurs to me to be
a-very very reasonable one. Could you state whether the Navy is
in on this the same as the Army?

Colonel Hoss. The Navy sat in on some conferences. Whether
this applies to the Navy or not, I don't know.

The CHAIRMAN. We will ask the representative of the Navy when
he comes in. Suppose you give us those figures relative to the amount
of business that these plants are doing.

Colonel Hose. I have a tabulation here which can go into the
record.

The CHAIRMAN. How many plants does it involve?
Colonel Hoe. In 1940 there were 29, that is the fiscal year 1941,

29 and the first quarter of '42, 29; the second quarter, 32.
The CHAIRMAN. Where were the three new ones established?
Colonel Hoss. Philadelphia-
Lieutenant Ooyv'r.. That was really designation of an existing

unit.
Colonel Hoss. Where did the others go in?
Lieutenant Ooyi.Tr.. We have Philadelphia, Bragg which was

more or less of a designation of a small unit, and they ha a big multi-
graphing machine, and they installed two hand job presses, and be.
cause it was in such an encampment as it is, we requested designation
of It as an Army field plant, and the third one, I believe is-

The CHAIRMAN. Just go right ahead, Colonel. 'it Is not important
enough to delay the proceings.

Colonel Hoss. This activity of the Army printing plant exists from
the fiscal year 1940f down to and including the two quarters of the
current fiscal year. It will show you the actual number of plants, the
civilian employees, the enlisted men employee, the total, the jobs, the
number of copies, unit cost, presses and machines, and 'the cost of
equipment that has been purchased. '
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Now the first two quarters of 1042-the cost of equipm nt purchased
was somewhat better than $59,000 that has actually been spent.
There will probably be another $100,000 added to that.

The CHAIRMAN. That is for equipment?
Colonel lI6ss. Replacement of equipment.
The CHAIRMAN. Replacements. I am interested in the amount of

business that you do, to determine whether or not it is enough to
amount to anything in comparison with tle enormous printingbusi-
ness done in the country.

Colonel Hloss. Well, this report I can read it off to you, in 1940, we
ran $069,730.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the total value of the work?
Colonel loss. That is right; that is production.
Mr. IIALLECK. low do you figure that cost?
Colonel Hoss. We get reports from the field of their operations.
Mr. 1IALLECK. Does that represent the paper you buy and the ink

you buy, or does that represent the charge for wages, or the value of
the completed work?

Lieutenant Colonel CoND. The method of computing your cost is
laid down again in the Joint Committee on Printing regulations, what
items of cost must be included as shown therein. A smniple of all
work produced in the field printing plants must be forwarded through
channels to the Quartermaster General's office to the Joint Com-
mittee on Printing and on each job there is a stamp indicating the
number of copies, the cost of the job and so on. No% those costs are
very carefully checked by the Joint Committe on Printing. 1 know
that to be true, because, in operating these plants, I know in former
years we have had some question raised about the cost.

The CHAIRMAN. In view of the small amount. compared to the
enormous printing, I don't think this is of sufficient importance to
retain these gentlemen from their work, or the members of the com.
mitteo. We have annually about two and one-half billion dollars
inprinting in this country, do we not?

Mr. HALL. That was the figure given yesterday.
The CHAIRMAN. Two and one--half billion dollars. The policy

that is laid down there is right in accord with what we would like to
see adopted and you have adopted.

Colonel ifoss. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't see any reason why we should delay these

gentlemen further.
Are there anx questions?
Mr. HALL. Does that totalyou-gaye Include mimeographing and

multigraphing and so forth, or just printing?
Colone Hose. Just printing.
Lieutenant Colonel COUND. It does Include nimeographng, and

mimeographing is connected with the printing plant, so it is
considered as printing and It is included in the reports.

Mr. HALL. in other words, your total would be less than $600,000-
what was that total?

Colonel Hos. $669,000.
Mr. HALL. Then it will be less than tfat if you deducted the

mimeographing?

775
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Reeapiuloliox, ocdirity of Army printing plants

Number d Numbetoeampkoyee, Irodwctio I'M
pa tsmabibery

Number o- cod of
Re- ER. Num. equr

mA C'%'WTWCot Num berof e
Mrnb

(1) ( (3) (Q (S) (6) (7 (3) ()

1940 ........ 9 38 137 It7 3 17.926 A17,470.1 3 0 I
41 .... 8.. W2 IS4X80& 2k,6 U 3 I11.116 .1 iii400

A=. 29 34 425 330 , 11 1.6,.32 ......... 11,22,
2qurt 32 2? 444 24? 711 3,1 144794481 21 463.2

I Mobile Kufeer Prtntlin g de ot submit recats altbough Isted a as 6.W4 plat, b enaged
1,%hoa~hi@ uctjon.

Fewh=sitosel; p asses"Xs Multilihb sod Webeudorfer. IS muittgrspbi mdotbet type dupUcston.Colonel Iloss. That is right.

Mr. PLOESER. Several of-the complaints come from people in the
duplicating business as well as printers, both people, specially by
mail, have been complaining as well as the printers.

Mr. HALL. Well, I can understand why the Army camps must have
multigraphing and mimeographing.

The CHAIRMAN. Ar there any other questions?
Mr. KELLY. I would like to ask a question, Colonel. I agree with

the chairman that the amount involved here with the Army unit is
so small that it is hardly worth discussing, but mostly all the Army

printing that is going on under the supervision of the Army and
avy Is military secrets, things which cannot be printed anywhere

else.
Colonel Hoss. There is some that way, that is right, a good deal

of it.
Mr. KLLY. I just want to ask one further question. The printers

in Detroit raise the question of the printing of these targets, these
targets used out on the ranges. They maintain that they can do it
to meet the specifications of the Army requirements, and of course,
there is nothing secret about renting a target. Do you know how
much of that is actually done?

Colonel Hoss. Major Ehrlich of the Ordnance Department can
probably answer that.

Major EHRLICH. Prior to the expansion of the Army all of our
target-printing material was prepared at the Rock Island Arsenal.
Up until 2 years ago we received from Congress for all target marital
an average of about $1 per man per year for the Arm , that is about

$100,000 per year, which included many other Items besides that mat-
ter.. That was performed at the Roek Island Arsenal. The past 2
years we have printed no target material at Rock Island Arsenal.
That has all been farmed out and.printed outside, and most of it is in
the Chicago area, being the largest city nearest to Rock Island. I
checked up on this'recently, and that was given as approximately
$1,000,000 worth of printing matter, target material, that is the fiscal
year and all of It by contract.

Te CHAIRMAN. From pr'vat4 printer?Major EHRLIC. We have had to-2 months ago we found that there
was no printer in the Chicago area that c~uld undertake that as one
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job, and it was farmed out to about 20 of them so as to got it within
the time required, but prior, the target material was printed at Rock
Island. Now, except very small lots that we use very few of, all of
those that we are getting in quantity are being procured commercially.

Mr. PLOESER. Does the same rule apply to handbooks-
The CRAtauAN. Do you have any other table or information that

you would like to file?
Colonel Hoss. I have a table which deals with contract field print-

ing for the fiscal year 1941. During that year the joint committee
authorized to the War Department $600,000; there was a total amount
expended against that authorization of $469,407.41.
Now for the current fiscal year the first two quarters, from such

reports as we have already received, we find that we have authoriza-
tion from the joint committee of over $3,300,000 and of that we have
expended for commercial contract printing-actually spent that is-.
$1,012,655, so you can see an increase in the contract field printing.
That is actually being added onto it.

(The two tables are as follows:)y

"General" allocalions, of coniroe .eld printing, Aacal year ending June 30, 1949

Amoaz re-
Amount ported ex"

quaters

Aduta t Cleoe .............................................................. 8° 312.
EA~rore ......................................................... 980J~ 794, Op0'17. I
CheInle ....... a .................... . ................................~ 427

c ............................................................ 29% . OD 4 0& 41

. sat, lc. ................................................ 500 1.11
t P ............................................................ 010 2%0&41

NMWed !e. ....................... 9000 47.081.79
2, 1300 2. 33113

Natiomd Our4 .................... ........................ 800 0
Armored Foce ............................................................... 00000 0
Quatemste ................................................................ '2i0445 ,242.00

TO ................................................................ 3Sk33 1.01%

I'see the 1olloWIMI:

Authorized Obliated

1rMjecl3 ................................................. 1004 ***10......N04&00

1W"oec 10...................................................5we 1.5M60
8391 4,416.61Request ............................... .......................... M ............

I Project 1, r.lari 10. 1".87.
"General" alloealioan of contrae field prixtin.g, Jkoal year ended June 30, 1941

Amount Amoant Amount Aucant
autbortsed e pende at penned

Adjuani Otwd ...... h08 WS 0 71171 Wed rantt...............2.0 ODD 3103
Alf C orp ................ P 31 2 .571 m . .
E u o............ . o 9.0.8D.... u4u L0

r ce................450 oo . Q.4 ,, .... ,
urom ............ 4400 47,01M0 TOW.t ............ .

I roe? it. ew PrQ*4c 2% 4388U
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Mr. HAL& Along that line, about targets, on Monday, February 16
Otis H. Johnson testified, cited this as an example, "I am informed
that the Army has in its appropriation the sum of $100,000 for a flat-
printing press to print 73 by 73 targets." I am just wondering if
you wish to make any comment on that. Is that a true statement?

Major EHRLICH. I don't know about that appropriation. That.
is the first I have heard abou.t it,. to get $100,000. appropriation for aprinting press.

We have not procured that. That was out of the appropriation
made available f6r material to be purchased. The Ordnance Depart-
ment receives its funds and then supplies the equipment.. We consider
targets and the item of supplying targets the same as ammunition
and the printing press that would be required in producing these
targets would be a part of that cost, absorbed in that cost.

Mr. HALL. If you bought a new press of that type you would know
about it, wouldn't you, Major?

Major EHRLICH. Well, I have not-
Mr. HALL. At the present writingyou don't know about it?
Major EHRLICH. This is the firs tI have heard of it.
The CHAIIWAX, Iwlsh.you wowd check this testimony and write

the committee a letter in reply to it..
. Mr. PLOsrESE. Mr. Chairman, I asked the Major a question a

moment ago and he was not permitted to answer it.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, go ahead.
Mr. PLOESER. A question about the manual of instructions.
Major EHRLICH. The manuals and books of that t.pe, we submit

the text to the Government Printing Office and leave it up to them as
to whether they print it themselves.

Mr. PLOESER. The Army does not prlnt It?
Major EHRLICH. It is out of our hands. We just turn it over to

the Government Printing Office, we don't print it..
The CHAIMuAx. Another questions, gentlemen?
Thank you very much.
Would you identify yourself for the record, Commander?
Commander SHOOK. Commander Shobk, Secretary's office, Navy

Department.
The CHAIRMAN. You heard the statement made by Colonel loss a

while ago about the policy of the War Department?
Commander SHOOK. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. In passing out these contracts.
CommanderSnoox. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have a similar policy?
Commander SHOOx. Congressman, wasn't that in relation to the

establishment or the purchase of additional equipment?
The CHAIRMAN;' Yw; and alsoaboutiallocating contracts to private

printers, as it could be done.
Commander SHOOK. There is no formal order to that effect directly

in the Navy Department.
The CHAIRMAN. How much business do you do in the way of

printing each year?
Commander SHOOK. There Is about $730,060 that has been ap-

proved by the Joint Committee on Printing foi this year.
The CHAIMAN. Yes-
Commander SHOOK. Well, $750,000. /
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The CHAIRMAN. Yes; and most of that on ships and at naval
stations where it is necessary to have it?

Commander SHooK. No, sir; that is contract field printing.
The CHAIRMAN, That is a private printer?
Commander SHOOK. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How much do you do of that, that is, in your

own printing shops?
Commander SHOOK. I don't ha4e those figures.
The CHAIRMAN. Would it run to half that much?
Commander SHOOK. I would say it would run less than $500,000.
The CHAIRMAN. Less than $0,000. Well, listen gentlemen,

without objection the business that the Navy is doing In printing is
so insignificant compared to the total amount of printing done in
the country, that I don't think it Is of sufficient importance-

Mr. KELLY. Mfr. Chairman I agree with you on that. I think
that the amount ini'olved would also include the printing that Is done
on some of these battleships too?

Commander SHOOK. Yes, sir.
Mr. KELY. Thank you..
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very kindly, Commander. I hope

you consider the order that was gotten out by the War Department,
I think It is an excellent order.

Commander SHoox. Well, we did consider that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Colonel Lowe here?
Colonel LOwE. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Colonel, will you identify yourself for the record,

please.
Colonel LowE. Col. Thomas H. Lowe, Adjutant General's Depart-

meint, Washington, D. C.
The CHAIRMAN. You are connected with the Army, aren't you?
Colonel LoWE. Yes, air.
The CHAIRMAN. These gentlemeai who have just testified,.did their

figures include the type of printing that you deal with, too?
Colonel LowE. In part.
The CHAIRMAN. What part is it that you cover that they did not

cover?
Colonel LOWE. The part that ive have done through the 0. P. 0.,

Government Printing Office.
The CHAIRMAN. The Government Printing Office. Do you do any.

with private printers?
Colonel LOWE. None.
The CHAIRMAN. None. How large is your printing business a year,

approximately?
Colonel LOwz. In round figures about $3,000,00.
The CHAIRMAN. $3,9(0,000. That seems to be more than the

War Department generally.
Colonel Lows. Well, they identified their field printing-
The AIRMAN. Yes.
Colonel Lowj. And some of the stuff that the Adjutant General's

Office, which I represent, have been both Government Printing Office
and with the field printing.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean with the field printing shops owned by
the War Department?

Colonel LowE. That is right.
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The CHAImAN. Do you do any with private industry?
Colonel LowE. None whatever.
The CHAIRMAN. None at all?
Colonel Lows. See, under the law the funds allotted to The Adju-

tant General come under the general supervision. That has to be
printed by the Publio Printer.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; do you have a statement there of the amount
of printing each year In any period of time?

Colonel Lows. No; I have not.
The CHAIRMAN. You know that charges were made that the

-printing done by your Department and also the War Department
and Navy was quite enormous and unfair to the private business.

Colonel LOWE. I think Mr. Lehman can probably give you those
figures so far as the War Department Is concerned better than I can-

The CHAIRMAN. But you state it is under $4,000,000, about
$3,000,000?

Colonel Lows. It is under $4,000,000.
The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions, gentlemen?
Mr. KELLY. Colonel, that is printing you could not get done on the

outside?
Colonel Lows. That is printing that is restricted by law, it has to be

done by the Government Printer, and the Government printing that
we do print in the field plant is sublet by the Government Printing
Office to the field plant.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very kindly, Colonel, I am sorry to
have delayed you.

Now we have Mr. Arnold here.
Mr. Arnold, would you Identify yourself for the record?
Mr. ARNOLD. Leon W. Arnold; Iam principal assistant officer Air

Service Command, Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, and also with the
Defense Aid Air Corps.

The CHAIRMAN. Where Is Wright Field located?
Mr. ARNOLD. Dayton, Ohio.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the size of the printing plant there?
Mr. ARNOLD. It occupies a space about 160 by 200 feet.
The CHAIRMAN. How much printing do you do annually?
Mr. ARNOLD. Well we print all technical orders., which are techni-

cal instructions how 1o adininister and use air equipment.
The CHAIRMAN. It Is necessary to print that in your own plant?
Mr. ARNOLD. No, sir; we only do about one-tenth of that totalprintin.The P&AIRMAN. You do about one-tenth of that in your own plant?

Mr. ARNOLD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And the rest of it is done where?
Mr. ARNOLD. The rest of it is done-we have contracts out to a

large printer in Dayton, Reynolds & Reynolds Co.
The CHAIRMiA. In other words, a private prititer?
Mr. ARNOLD. A private printer.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you, where possible, give contracts to private

printers?
Mr. ARNOLD. We do. There are certain things which are con-

fidontial, secret, that must be done in our own plant.
Thaf you cannot put out to private printers.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the only part?/,I
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Mr. ARNOLD. That is the only part and then of course, we issue
corrections to existing technical instructions. They are very com.
plicated and must be matched in with existing texts, and you must
have close supervision over that.

The CHAIRMAN. Naturally. What Is the amount of printing done
in your plant each year approximately?

Mr. ARNOLD. Well, i would say possibly around $200,000 would
cover what we do in the plant andit will run very close to four and a
half or five million dollars outside.

The CHAIRMAN. Any questions.
Mr. KELLY. Those are for negotiated contracts?
Mr. ARNOLD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. The Information that

you gentlemen have given us has been of help to the committee in
getting the true facts on the record.

Without objection we will stand at recess subject to call.
(Whereupon at 1 a. m., the hearings adjourned subject to call.)

WAR DEPARTMENT,
OrricE Or TH CHIEr or ORDnANCX,

Hon. WRIGHT PATMAN,
CAarman o Stled Committee Conductinq Study AuAoried Under It. Res. f94,

United State /louu of Repre~enlatwee,
IVaesin#ton, D. 7.

DXAR CONORESSMAN PATMAN: On Friday, March 20 1912, Maj. A. M.
Ebrieh of this office, appeared before your committee with reference to printed
material being procured by this office. In connection therewith, you requested
information pertaining to a statement made by Mr. Johnson which appears on
paae 447 of your hearings.

A careful check has been made of the records of this office and no information
is available as to any appropriations being requested by the Ordnance Depart-
ment for the building a special rinting press for 73- by 73-inch targets. In
fact, no funds have been requested for printing presses of any size and it Is not
planned at the present time to submit any such request.

Where the facilities of existing Installations are not adequate for supplying the
printed material required this Department is takin steps to procure the printed
material either through the Government Printing Ofice or commercially, and is
adhering to the policy set forth by the War Pr-duction Board on February 7,.
1942, to the effect that no printing equipment will be purchased.

Sincerely yours, . M.

Major General, CA i! of Odnance.

MEMORANDUM
FEDRUARr 28, 1942.

To: Mr. Donald M. Nelson, Chairman, War Production Board.
Through: Channels.
From: Robert Porter, Chief, In charge of paper products, Division of Purchases.
Subject: Conference on Government printing and printing equipment.

At a meeting called for 10 this morningby Robert Porter and attended by
George A. Renard Chief, Printing and Publishing Branch Dvison of Industry
Operations, War Production Board- Ansel Wold Chief derk Joint Commlttee
on Printing and Publishing; IA. ol. August P. Schante, generall Staff War
Department- IA Col. Francis J. Gillespie Fort Knox, Ky.; IA. Comdr. r. M.
Dewey, Division of Sup1py and Accounts, Wavy Department; IA. L. P. Goyette,
Quartermaster Generss Office, War Department- Frsncis J. McCarthy, Budget
examiner Bureau of the Budget; William James, Assistant Director of Purchases,
War Production Board; and N. 0. Burleigh, Chief Industrial and Office Alaehin-
cry Branch, W. A. Kelly, Chief of Printing, Publishing, Pulp and Paper Machinery
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Section, Industrial and Office Machinery Branch; Herbert W. Bliomquist As-
sistant Chief, Printing Publishing, Pulp and Paper Machinery Section; Capt.
William Trimble Blesel priorities consultant, Printing and Publishing Branch,
all of the Division of Industry Operations of the War Production Board, the
following propositions were agreed to pending their confirmation by Donald
M. Nelson, Chairman, War Production Board and his Issuance of the necessary
directive:

1. That as the Joint Committee on Printing has unanimously resolved that
they would not authorize the building of any new plants or the expansion of any
old plants for Government printing.

2. And In that the Government Printing Office has advised the committee
that they are working at maximum capacity on a 24.hour-a-day basis.

3. And in that the Government Printing Office Is authorized by the committee
to place Government printing with commercial plants.

4. And In view of the fact that the printing Industry of the country is In dire
straits and now has available on an hour a day basis 60 percent or more of Its
printing facilities for Government work.

6. And in that commercial printing facilities can only be converted to direct
war contracts to a very limited degree.

8. And In that 93 percent of the print ng equipment machinery manufacturers
are 10 percent converted to munitlws production, and the purchase of any
new equipment would dislocate their present production tchedule and would
Involve the use of scarce and critical materials nbeded for direct war products.

It Is recommended that-
No new printIng plants be built.

( That there to no expansion of present Government printing factiltks.
ic(€) That necessary replacements of obsolete printing equipment In existing

Government plants be made by the purchase of used or reconditioned machinery.
(d) That all Items not of a secret or confidential nature be printed In commercial

plants thereby Immediately releasing the available facilities In the various Gov.
ernment field printing plants for the printing and publishing of such confidential
material as Is needed by the armed forces.

(e) That all requests for the purchase of printing equipment-whether or
not It Is n w equipment previously authorized by the Joint Committee or used
or reconditioned equipment which can cnly be purchased under the authority of
the Executive order-be cleared through the War Production Board by the
Printing and Publishing Branch, which will be responsible for seertaining the
location and availability of such equipment from the Industrial Machtnery Branch
and making the joint recommendations to the Director of Purchases.

( ) That the extension of the printing facilities at Fort Knox by the putcnase
of such us, or reconditioned or new equipment it the latter Is available, as may
be recommended to the Joint Committee as necessary for printing the material
used In training the Armoced Force, be approved. . A. P.

MEMORANDUM

FIRLARY 26, 1912.
To: Robert Porter Chief In charge of paper products. Division of Pirchases.
From: George A. ]tenard, Chief, Priting and Publishing Branch, Division of

Industry Operations.
Srbject: Conferences on Government printing and printing equipment.

At a meeting called for 10 this morning by Robert Porter and attended by
George A. lenard. Chief, Printing and Publishing Branch. Division of Industry
Operations, War Production Board: Ansel Wold, Chief Clerk. Joint Committee
cn Printing and Publishing; IA. Col. August H. Sehante, General Staffn War
Department; I. CoL Francis J. Gillespie Fort Knox, Ky.; IA. Comdr. T. M.
Dewey, Division of Supply and Accounts, Navy Department; Lt. L. F. Goyette,
Quartermaster General's Office, War Department; Francis J. McCarthv, Budget
examiner Bureau of the Budget; William James Assistant Director of Purchases.
War Production Board; Pnd N. 0. Burleigh Chief, Industrial and Office Machinery
Branch, W. A. Kelly, Chief of Printing, Publisbing. Pulp and Paper Machinery
Section, Industrial and Office Machinery Branch; lferbert W. Blomquist, Assist-
ait Chief, Printing, Publishing, Pulp and Paper Machinery Section: Capt.
William Trimble Blsel, priorities corpultant, Piinting and Publishing Branch,
ll of the Division of Industry Operations of the War Production Board, the

• : \
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following propositions were agreed to pending their confirmation by Donald M.
Nelson, Chairman, "War Production Board and his Lssuance of the neemry
directive:

I. That as the Joint Committee on Printing has unanimously resolved that
they would not authorize the building of any new plants or the expansion of any
old plants for Government printing. -

2. And in that the Government Printing Office has advLsed the committee
that they are working at maximum capacity on a 24-hour-a-day bass.

3. Ani In that the Government Printing Office Is authorized by the committee
to place Government printing with commercial plants.

4. And in view of the fact that the printing indutry of the country Is In dire
stralt and now has available on an &hour a day baIs 50 percent or more of its
printing facilities for Government work.

5. And in that commercial printing facilities can only bo converted to direct
war contracts to a very limited degree.

. And In that 95 percent of the printing-equipment.machinery manufacturers
are 100 percent converted to munitions production, and the purchase of any new
equipment would dislocate their present production schedule and would Involve
the use of scarce and critical materials needed for direct war products.

It is recommended that-
(a) No new printing plants be built.
(6) That there be no expansion of present Government printing ftelities.
C That necessary replacements of obsolete printing equipment In existing

Government plants be made by the purchase of used or reconditioned machinery.
(d) That all items not of a secret or confidential nature be printed In com.

mertial plants thereby Immediately releasing the available faeilitIes In the various
Government field printing plans for the printing and publishing of such confi.
dental material as Is needed by the armed forces.

(e) That all requests for the purchase of printing equipment-whether or not
it is new equipment previously authorized by the joint committee, or used or
reconditioned equipment which can only be purchased tinder the authority of the
executive order-he cleared through the War Production Board by the Printing
and Publishing Branch, which will be responsible for ascertaining the location and
availability of such equipment from the Industrial Machinery Branch and making
the joint recommendations to the Director of Purchases.

Ci) That the extension of the printing facilities at Fort Knox by the purchase of
such used or reconditioned or new equipment if the latter Is available, as may be
recommended to the joint committee as necessary for printing the material uised
in training the Armored Force, be approved. E. W. PALSIER, Assistanl CA it!

CoNORE. OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT (C)ourrE o x PRINTING,

Ron. DONALD . NE , Fbruary 17, 194t.

CAairman, War Prodidion Board,
IVOAisfoft, D. C.

SIR: The Joint Committee on Printing has recently given careful consideration
to the serious situation confronting the commercial printing Industry throughout
the United States, having learned that unemployment is at its peak. As a result
attention is Invited to the statement of the Pblie Prir,!,r printed on page 291
In the House hearings of the legislative appropriation bill Vor 1912 as follows:

"Reason for letting contracts for printing.
"Mr. LEAVY. If te Government Printn Office were sufficlently larg4 and

sufficiently staffed, there would be no necessity for calling for bids from the out.
skier at allt Am I correct in that conclusion?

"Mr. OIEFoVoACK. Yes; but I say this: It Is sufficiently large and sufficiently
staffed for normal conditions. It would not pay the Government to enlarge the
building, to buy additional equipment, or to employ more help to handle present
peak conditions, because when this whole thing Is done, we would have that
much surplus on our Unds. 'We are inning 24 hours a day, 6 days a week, and
we feel that is tops and that anything that can't be handled now should go
outside."

Any printed matter required of a particular field plant which cannot be pro-
dueed Wlth its present equipment may, with the colts ion of the Government
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Printing Office be procured promptly, efficiently, and economically through con-
tracts awarded to commercial printers In the immediate vicinity of such plant.
Any field agency which needs printed matter wh~eh cannot be produced In iti
plant as presently equipped should request from the Public Printer advice as to

eh preparation of specifications and the names and addresses of commercial con.
cerns in thesimmedfte vicinity equipped to handle the particular Jobs which it
Deeds.

This committee has now under consideration a recommendation that the work
of the Government Printing Office be drastically curtailed In order that additional
work may be diverted to commercial printing concerns throughout the United
States which, due to the drastic cut in private printing, are facing bankruptcy.
The recommendation under consideration states: 'It Is not claimed that the above-
suggested plan will prevent bankruptcy and failure among the thousands of private
printing concerns, but It inevitably will be of far-reaching assistance to these
organizations In keeping their economic body and soul togethtr."

Many requests for authority to purchase equipment to enlarge the various
field printing plants or for the establishment of new offices have been received.
In order that a uniform policy may be followed in handling these requests, it Is
suggested that the War Production Board recommend to all of th various
Government activities that requests to the Joint Committee on Printing for
authority to purchase printing equipment should only be made when needed to
place obsolete machinery and tha such worn-out equipment be traded in and
allowance prbcured theref6r. This committee very strongly feels that no Govern-
merit printing plant should be enlarged or expanded under the conditions now
editing in the printing industry.

Trusting that the suggestions contained herein will receive the concurrence of
the War Production BArd, I remain,

Very truly yours, CARL HAYDE, CMrma,.

MARCH 11, 1942.
Hlon. ROssT P. PAT-rTESON,

Under .rerdery of War, Wasiptfon, D. 0.
DEAR MR. PA TrR.oN: In view of the fact that the printing ndustry of the

country is In dire straits and now has available on an 8-hour day bas s 50 percent,
or more, of Its printing facilities for Government work, and having In mind that
approximately 95 percent of the printing equipment machinery manufacturers
are 100 percent converted to muditlons production, which automatically elimi-
nates the manufacture of new printing equipment, we would appreciate your
arranging to have a directive issued to the effect that-

(a) There shall be no expansion of present printing facilities, either In the way
of new plants or by the enlargement of existing plants, except where absolutely

(b) TIst necessary replacements of obsolete printing equipment in existing
plants be made only by the purchase of used or reconditione d machinery.

(t) That consideration be given to the releoting of such printing that Is not of
a confidential nature to commercial plants, which will not only relieve the distress
In the printing industry but will also make available additional facilities in the
various field plants for t printing of such confidential material as is needed by
the armed forces. This will, of course, automatically remove the demand for
increasing or expanding such plants.

( d) That all requests for the purchase of printing equipment, whether or not
It is new equipment previously authorized by the Joint Committee, or used or
reconditionid equipment which can only be purchased under the authority of
the Executive oier, be cleared through the A, ar Production Board by the Divi-
sion of Purchasre which will he responsible for ,certitnlng the location and
availability of such equipment from the Industrial Machinery Branch.

Very truly yours, HOULDF.1 Iunorre

Dirtdor of Purenses.
CC: D. M. Nelson.

F. M. Folsom.
A. J. Browning.
Same letter to Under Secretary of the Navy

I
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MONDAYs MAROH 23, 1942

SELECT CoMmirEE TO CONDUCT A STUDY AND INVES-
TIGATION OF TilE NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAM IN ITS

RELATION TO SMALL BUSiNE8s IN TiE UNITED STATES,
l1'oahington, D. 0.

The select committee met. pursuant to adjournment at 10:30 a. m.,
in the caucus room, Old hous* of Representatives Mo Building,
lion. Wright Patman (chairman) presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman chairmann); H1alleck and
Buiwinkle.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Murray, would you like to be heard now?
Senator MURRAY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You gentlemen may come around the table, andwe will got going
We will now tear the Honorable James E. Murray, United States

Senator from the State of Montana, and Chairman of the Senate
Committee on Small Business.

Senator Murray, you are familiar with our hearings?
Senator MURRAY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. If you would like to make a statement, we will be

very glad to hear you.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JAMES B. MURRAY

Senator. MURRAY. Mr. Chairman, I hlhk it Is very important that
these hearings should be held to bring out the situation that confronts
the country.

There is no doubt but what this shortage of sugar is going to have a
disastrous effect on small business in various parts of the country, and
a desperate effort must be made to bring about an expansion of the
production of sugar in this country, or, If that does not take place, we
are going to witness some very seious repercussions.

In the West we are prepared to bring about such expansion if we
can get any encouragement. or assistance from the Government to
bring it about. I think in the Western States where sugar be,!3 are
being produced we can bring about an expansion of at least 300,000
acres. That would roughly mean 600 000 tons of'sugar, estimating on
'the basis of about 2 tons to the acre. This can be accomplished within
a period of 2X years.

'The whole problem is a problem of processing. Already the farmers
In our section of the West are consulting with the railroads to bring
:about a further carriage of the beets to processing plants In order to
immediately expand, and representatives from our State have been
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to Denver to see the processors and to see how far they may be able
to expand their procesing and facilities in order to bring about an
immediate expansion, but the important thing is to have the W. P. B.
and the other governmental authorities give preference ratings to
sugar in order to permit them to expand their processing facilities.

The CIHAIRMAN. You mean on the equipment aid machinery i.eees-
say to process the sugar beets?

Senator Muan.,v. Yes.
Besides that, the processors, in order to induce the processors to

bring about that expansion of course, thnv must have some assurance
that they are not going to Le terminated as soon as the crisis is over.
If they have a reasonable assurance that the. will be able to continue
their ;perations for a short time, they are willing to take the chance,
but without that, of course, they cannot be expuected-it cannot be
expected that they would go into the enormous investment to bring
about this expansion, which would only permit them to operate for a
short time.

As I say, we can get a tremendous increase-not a tremendous
increase, but we can get some increAso immediately by having the
railroads carry the beets a longer distance, and we have in Montana a
very extensive area there in the Buffalo Rapids section and over around
Great Falls, where they are prepared immediately to begin planting
and right in tie Great Falls area the farmers have already signed up
or pledged themselves to expand 11,000 aens, without any assurance
whatever, showing how anxious they are to proceed with this pro.;ram
to meet the conditions. That, of course, could be greatly increased
with any assurance front tie Government.

Down in the Buffalo Rapids area, just around Miles City, Mont.,
they have a tremendous area there of niewly irrigated lands, and they
-are frantic about it., because they %ill not be able to pay the amounts
that are required to be paid on their acreage that has been irrigated
there unless they have some cash crops such as sugar to base their
payments on.

We are engaged in negotiations right at the present amonrg the War
Production Board Sugar Section and with the Sugar SecUon of the
Department of A culture in an effort to get this preference rating,
and if we get it they will be able to go to work immediately.

We have Mr. rising here, who represents the Western Beet tirowers'
Association and he is prepared to go into this subject in great detail,
and I thereore will not attempt to touch on the figures to any degree
at this time, because I came here without any preparation, and
therefore I will ask that Mr. Rising make. the principal statement on
behalf of these Western States. lie Is yery familiar with our Section
and has been giving study to it for a long while.

I think that it Is very important, for the sake of the small business-
man of the country; as well as to take care of these farmers, who have
the facilities to bring about this expansion, that'something should be
done to bring about the recommendation on the part of the Govern-
ment that this expansion should take place without delay.

The CHAIuMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Murray. We
appreciate the contribution you have made to the hearing, and we will
b very glad to hear from Mr. Rising. First we are to hear from Mr.
Ernest Moore, and after we hear from Mr.!Moore, we will call Mr.
Rising. Thank you very kindly, Sir.
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Mr. Moore, suppose you givo your name, your position, and your
address.

Mr. ERNEST MOORE. M.fy name is Ernest IL Moore, I am vice
president of Lewis & Co., Inc., of Louisville Ky., operating as general
sugar brokers, handling cane, beets, and otfier types of sugars.

Titl CHAIRMAN. Now your statement will be placed in the record
at this point, and suppose you just comment on this statement, if you
will please.

Ar. MooRE. I don't quite understand you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN . Well you have some statistical information here

in your statement, and i thouglit maybe you would just comment on
the statement, instead of reading your statement. It will be pub.
lished and printed.

Mr. MooRE. Yes.

STATEMENT OF ERNEST H. MOORE

Mr. MOORE. My name is Ernest 11. Moore. I am vice president
of Lewis & Co., Inc., of Louisville, Ky., general sugar brokers, handling
cane and beet sugars on a commission basis in every section of the
United States.

I was asked to appear as a witness before this committee by the
Small Business Association of New England, because it was their
belief that we had a general knowledge of the sugar business, which
would be helpful to this committee in solving the problem of maldis-
tribution wluch now exists.

In considering the problem may I present the following figures:

Jocks of &vgar in United StalesJan. 1, 1942:

On hand: l
Beet sugar ....................................... 1,400.000
Cane sugar ..................................... oo0000
Frc en stocks ......................................... 400, 000

Total ........................................ 2, 6m0000
Received at all ports January to Mar. 14 ..... .............. 38,000

Total ............................................. 2, 98, 000
Estimated use (rate, 7,000,000 tons yearly) at 134,615 tons weekly-

10 weeks to Mar. 14, 1912 .................................... .18, 160

Balance on hand ........................................ 1, 651,850
From this table it can be seen that we have in this country ample

stocks of sugar for current needs, but the problem is one of equitable
distribution.

Because of shipping difficulties the industrial eastern seaboard is
now in a distreisd condition. 'From January through March 14
receipts of raw sugar, at Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Balti.
more ports totaled only 250,000 tons as compared with 650,000 tons a
year ago or less than 50 percent. Stocks on hand in refiners plants
at these four ports were only 25,000 tons of raw sugars.

Both' refining plants in Boston, serving the New England area
have been forced to close duo to lack of raw sugar, and there have been
no recelit arrivals of "offshore" refined sugar.

It can be stated that the larger industrial users of sugar In this area
are adequately stocked to carry on during a scarce period of a month
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or two, but the small plants are now suffering and many will have to
close unless relief comes-and the relief must be immediate.

It is our suggestion that section A-6 of amendment No. I of order
No. 60, dated MJanuary 9, 1942, be amended. We believe that. this
section has prevented the flow of sugar into the eastern seaboard,
because It makes it more profitable for sugar to be sold in other areas.
This freezing order has set the price of sugar at several different levels
in the principal cities of the country mid has restrained competition
which would have contributed toward a more equitable distribution
of the available stocks in the country.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Moore. Now do you care to
comment??

Mr. Moonz. Well, I want to make a recommendation that to make
augurs available to the parties that they are not available to today,
due to section A-6, of order 60, amendment No. I, that it could be
possible by certain amendments to this section to make these sugars
available to practically all parts of the country. As our present set.up
Is, the basis of our operations with the cane refiners, f. o. b. seaboard,
the points wherever a refiner is located on the Atlantlo, Gulf, or the
Pacific points, that is, we will say, the basis for origin of the price
structure, that is, the ceiling of the price. ."

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you some questions, Mr. Moore. You
state here in Vour statement that the price of sugar varies in different
cities of the country. Can you give any concrete illustrations?

Mr. MOO.. Yes, sir; the price of sugar at Norwich, Conn., would
be $5.60 per 100 pounds.

The CHAIRMAN. You are talking about retail prices?
Mr. MooRn.. No; this is wholesale price, we will deal with whole.

sale prices altogether throughout our talk. At New York City, the
f. o.b. refinery basis, the price is $5.45; St. Louis, Mo., the price is
$5.84 per hundred.

The CHAIRMAN. What Is this difference based upon?
Mr. MooRE. The difference is based upon the arbitrary prepaid

freight basis that this order requires the sellers and the'buyers to
pay, based on the f. o. b. seaboard refinery base, which is $5.45, the

Ping price for domestic refined cane sugar.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, if this order were amended, this order No. 60,

just how would that bring sugar Into distressed areas?
Mr. MOORE. Well, under the present status of thke order, the

advent e to an owner of sugar in any of the western areas, or any
point w~lere a seller or the owner of sugar could pick up over the
ceiling price, by picking up this prepaid freight, if these points were
made f. o.. b. points and the necessary amendment made to section
6-A of order 60-

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MOORE. A customer, we will use for example Boston, where

one of the most distressed points is at present, "could buy that sugar
from any point that these sugars may be stored, as an example we
will say, Norfolk, Vs.-there is quito a block of sugar the and tie
11 cents per hundred pounds over the ceiling price, that the owners
of those sugars can pick up under the preseAt status of this order.
Now If a Boston customer was permtted to buy f. o. b. Norfolk Va.,
and pay that I1 cents over; which this ordet permit., and just absorb
the freight himself into Bostod, that would make those sugars avail-

,/ '
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able for him and relieve the sugar situation in. the Boston area, and
then the local refiners at Boston could receive the necessary raw
sugars to supply their trade.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any bootlegging of sugar going on in NewEnfland?E r. n OORE. Well, I cannot put my hand on any particular thing

but I would say that under the present regulations that it could
easily force bootlegging, because the people that own sugar and are
not entirely willing to follow this ruling to the letter, would certainly
find plenty of buyers that would be willing to pay considerable above
the ceiling.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, what about the retail price of sugar, should
it be set the same as the wholesale?

Mr. MOORE. Well, I don't know that I am qualified to answer that
question, because we deal only in wholesale prices of sugar. I don't
think that the setting of a retail price would remedy the evil, unless
the necessary quantities-
The CHAIRMAN. I am not talking about this particular evil that

you speak of. In the public interest, sh.-uld the retail price of sugar
be fixd?

Mr. MOORE. I don't see how that can be fixed, because you have
got a different price in practically every market throughout the
United States.

The CHAIRMAN. On account of the difference in freight rates?
Mr. MooRE. On account of the difference in freight rates, because

the Atlantic seaboard, the Pacific and the Gulf seaboard, are forced
to use those points as origin points.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the price-fixing bill gives Mr. Henderson the
power to fix margins, lie could fix the profit margin, could he not?

Mr. MOORE. lie could fix a percentage of profit over the delivered
price at the final destination.

The CHAIRMAN. Which would have the same effect?
Mr. Moons. Which would have the same effect, but it certain y

will not give the consumers generally over the country the same price
on sugar.

The CHAIRMAN. No, on account of the difference in cost.
Mr. MooRE. On account of the difference in freight from the sea-

board points.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any other suggestions to make, Mr.

Moore, about what should be done?
Mr. iMoonr. I think that if relief that I have suggested here was

given to those areas, that there are ample sugars available iii the coun-
try, that the necessary sugars could be obtained and gotten to people
that are In distress at the moment and then we could, when the re-
fineries were in a position to supply them, this ruling would not be
necessary, be.use it is natural that a buyer in Boston or in New York,
if he could not buy sugars from the local distributors there, he cer-
tainly would not want to pay the higher prices from another territory,
if they could supply him. I don't see any relief in sight until these
sugars are made available from whatever points that they can be
obtained.

The CHAIRMAN. That is your major objective, to get these sugars
made available to other sections?

Mr. fooRE. That is correct.
rTgOU-1-42-ol. - 1
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The CHAIRMAN. That is the principal thing you want to recom-
mend?

Mr. MfOORE. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, of course you want the production of sugar

increased in the continental United states too, I presume?
Mr. MooRy.. I think it should be, because we are in a war. No

one can possibly tell how long it is going to last and we cannot tell'
how many bottoms are going to be required or how many are going
to be made available to bring in sugars from offshore areas for the
refineries, and unless we can get it from those areas by boat, we have
toproduco them domestically.

The CHAiRMUN. That is right. Thank you very kindly, Mr.
Moore. I

We have Nf r. Rising here, from whom we want to hear this morning.
You will be furnished a copy of your testimony tomorrow morning.
If you want to supplement anything that is material, you will be
allowed to do so.

Mr. MooRe. Thank you very much.
(Witness excused.)
The CHAIRMAN. \fr. Rising, will you give your name, position,

and address to the reporter, please?

STATEMENT OF E. W. RISING

Mr. Rimo. My name Is E. W. Rising. I am executive vice
president of the Western Beet Growers Association. The Western
Beet Growers Association has a membership in 14 States-Montana,
North Dakota, Minnesota, Washington, Oregon California, Nevada,
Idaho, Utah, Nebraska, Colorado, owa, South bakota, and Illinois.

The Western Beet Growers Association is actively engaged and has
been so engaged for some time in an effort to secure a larger share of
the continental sugar market for the continental beet and cane
growers.

I think, as you know, Mr. Chairman, that under the provisions of
the Sugar Act that is now in effect, 44.41 percent of our consumptive
requirements is allocated to foreign countries, and the remaining
65.69 percent is divided between domestic areas.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean, when you say foreign countries, you
mean sections of the United States?

Mr. RIsiNo. No, I mean foreign countries.
The CHAIRMAN. Foreign countries?
Mr. RIsINo. Right, foreign countries get 44.41 percent. the do-

mestic areas, which include Ilawaii, Puerto Rico, and tfe VirginIslands, receive the remainder, or 55.59 percent.
Specifically, our domestic allotment is divided as follows: 41.72

percent to domestic beet-that is 41.72 percent of the 55.59, mainland
cane receives 11.31 percent, Ilawali receives 25.26 percent, Puerto
Rico 21.48 percent, and Virgin Islands 0.24 of I' percent.

Under the provisions of the Sugar Act the domestic quota cannot
be less than 3,715,000 tons, and the minimum quotas then are as
follows: '

Domestle beet sugar............. ....................... I, 649, 898
Mainland e-............................. .W. 420, 167

IlawaiL938037
Puerto Rico---------------------797 M
Vir& Is1ands------------------------ ----------... 01
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Now these allotments, of course, are increased on a percentage basis
if the Secretary of Agriculture determines that our consumptive re-
quirements are larger than the btioic quota of 0 682,070 tons.

This year we have been told that there would be no restrictions on
sugar produced in the United States. IHowever, officially the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, under date of December 31 under te provisions
of the Sugar Act, issued quota regulations which limit domestic beet
sugar production to 1,862,811 tons. Of course, we assume that if we
produce more beet sugar than the allotment, that the allotment will
be raised. .llowever, the figures that are now issued and are in effect
are really all we have to depend upon. "

Mr. Chairman, I state that the American farmers desire tle privi-
lege of sulplying a larger percentage of the sugar required to meet our
consumption requirements. We have been asking for this increase
for a number of years. We are led to make this request because of
the increase, or improvement, rather, in tie farmers' methods, and
that a given number of acres will produce more beets than were
raised on the same number of acres a few %,ears ago.We are also bringing under cultivation new lands and we feel that

these new lands should be permitted to share in any quotas that may
be established, and at the present time that cannot be accomplished
without cutting down upon the allotment to other arers.

For the record I have a short memorandum in regard to the princi-
ples and objectives of our association that I would like to have inserted
into the record at this point freadingl:

(a) We held that the American sugar market belongs first to the American
farmer, and American laborer, and the American businessman. At present there
are thousands of farmers In the Usited tates desiring to grow sugar beets with
no possibility of being permitted to do so now or In the future; likewise there are
many areas where preing ,ants are wanted and needed.

(b)The purpose of this assocition Is to encourage andPaid In the full develop-
ment of the sugar-beet industry In the United States. W e recognize a mutuality
of Interest with eane and beet growers In all sections of this country and propose
to work In harniony with other organizations representing growers in continental
areas

(c) The association favors a program of regulation and protection which will
assure profitable returns to beet and cane growers, fair wages to laboremployed by
growers and engaged In the refining and processingindustry, and reasonable
earnings on investment In refineries and procesing plants in continental United
States.

I am assuming that the committee does not desire to go into a full
discussion of a number of complicated questions that usually arise
whenever we have a hearing on sugar legislation, and that ycu are par-
ticularlv interested in whether we can increase the domestic production.

The "CHAIRMAN. That is the main point I would like to hear you
speak on, personally.

Mr. Mlemo. Well, speaking for the western farmers and beet
growers represented by mv association, I want to confirm the state-
maents of Senator Murray'a few moments ago to the effect that we
will be very glad to increase our production of beet sugar by 600,000
tons over the 1940 record if we are permitted to do so.

The limiting features will not be the failure of the farmers to respond
to the invitation to produce more sugar, but will be-the bottleneck
will be the capacity of the existing plants and our ability to obtain
preference ratings under which plants may be kept in repair and
material secured for the relocation of two or three plants that are now
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being moved to better areas, and to permit the construction of new
plants.

Of course, we know that materials cannot be secured at this time for
the construction of 16 or 20 new plants which would be required to
produce this 600,000 tons of sugar-at least, we don't expect that we
can secure that amount of material in any one year.

A few days ago we prepared and presented to the Sugar Section,
Food Supply Branch, W. P. B., a program for the years 1942 and 1943.
We thi 'that is a minimum program, and it calls for first, the fur-
nishing of sufficient operating supplies for the existing processing
plant. so that they may operate to capacity for the year 1942.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we have your point there, Mr. Rising,
that you think, in order to relieve this situation which, of course,
would be harmful to small business if it continues, you want to increase
the production of sugar beets and sugar made from sugar beets. In
order to do that you will have to have processing plants- in order to
have processing plants you will have to have priorities anA allocations
of strategic materials that will be needed for the machinery' to be
used in operating the processing plants. That is your point isn't It?

Mr. RISING. You have expressed my Idea correctly, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Now suppose we go on to something else. What

else do you recommend be considered?
Mr. B1aise. Well, those are the principal points to be stressed

Mr. Chairman. In addition to the operating material that we need
for 1942, and also the small amount of repair material, we do need, of
course, right away the preference rating that you have mentioned
which will pernut us to start the construction of a few plants and
have them ready for the processing period of 143, and if you will
permit, I would like to submit f~. the record i memorandumA.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection it will be inserted.
(The memorandum reads as follows:)

SuoorsTIONS TOR INC•sASNNO BR SuoAu.SUrPLT

Presented to Mr. A. E. Bowman, Chief, Sugar Section, Food Supply Branch
Industrial Operations Division, War Production Board, by the Western Beet
Growers Assoclation, Washington, D. C.
On January 18, 1942, Secretary Wickard announced that the Nation was facing

a serious sugar shortage. The Western Beet Growers Asociation promptly
issued bulletin advising Its members to grow every acre of beets during 1942
that could be eontracted toaprocessor.

Increasng the production of sugar beets will not only reduce tWe shortage of a
food needed to sutain the energy of our armed (orces, and men employed In our
war industries, but beet sugar byproducts will provide large quantities of feed for
livestock, thus increasing our supply of meats and dairy products.

Our growers are more than anxious to materially increase acreage planted to
sugar beetL A survey made by the Western Beet Growers Association Indicates
that thousands of farmers not now beet growers, will begin the cultivation of
sugar beets as soon " proeesing facilities are assured.

Having found that the quantity of beet sugar produoke In 1942 and following
years will be determined by the total capacity of the beet sugar osng plan,
we are submitting for your consideration a program which If approved, will
assure owners of existing plants the replacements and repairs needed for 19I2,
and the construction of-additional proesdng facilities for 1943, thereby securing
materially increased production with use of a limited azhount of critical materials.

ORNI.RAL AUGAIR QUOTA RZOULAI(0k5 irfO Wm

The Secretary of Agriculture undoi date of Decembeir 311941, Issued general
sugar quota regulatlons'for the calendar year 194J, and de ermined the amount
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of sugar needed to meet the requirements of consumers in the continental United
States Is 6,60,890 short tons of sugar raw value and that in order to make
available that amount €f sugar, a quantity of 8,031,074 short tons of sugar, raw
value, is required as a consumptive determination.

QUOTAS YOU Do0r1SO ARRAS
Original quotas for domestic sugar-producing areas, for the calendar year 1942,

were established as follows:

Domestic beet sugar ................................... 1862,811
bMainland cane sugar .................................... 604,
Hawaii ............................................. 1127,420
Puerto Rico ................................................... 99,088
Virgin Islands ................................................. 10,716

QUOTAS toR OtHER AREAS

Original quotas for foreign countries and Philippine Islands for calendar year
1942, the following:

raw .,du
Commonwealth of the Philppfine Islands ..................... 1,237,764
Cuba... .......................................... %297, 3
Foreign countries other than Cubs ............................. 31,747

FR1CU ADMINISTRATION UTIMATS SUGAR WN CAN OSTAlN IN 194

A conservative estimate of the amounts of sugar which we can obtain in 1942
Is listed as follows:

Domestic beet sugar .......................................... 11,70,000
Domestic cane sugar .......................................... 450, 000
Phlies............................................. None

Puerto Rico ............................................ 1, 100000
Virin Islands .................................. 000
Cu ..................................................... 1, 070, 000
Other foreign countries ...................................... 35, 000
bliscellaneou (frozen stocks, etc.) ........................... 3 000

Total ................................................. 5,300,000

86Lb1 . cz ed b4 toection a mrsdwW edws daulti 1941 together wih wkIbdrswss Irom

It should be noted that the beet sugar Industry ill, for the first time, become
the mout Important Single source of supply for American consumers.

PRO0RAM 703 1945-4#0000 TONS Of BlItT SUGAR

Two million tons of beet sugai will be produced In 1942, U preference ratings are
provided for plant repairs and replacements needed for 1942 operations, and,

Prefnce ratings gven for comleting the relocation of two pr6cering plant.,
now being moved to new areas. (The Amalgamated Sugar Co. are moving a
plant from Utah to Idaho and the Holly Sugar Co. relocating a plant in Californ[a).

PROORA FOR too-1 PRLCIXT NCRIABS ovUR 1to PRODUCTION

Granting of preference ratings for the construction of Ave new processing ptsts.
Exact locations to be deterinicd b rocesor with following areas suggested.

Moaiusa.- One plant near (rest Fall, one plant In the les City area, and
ow plant In northeastern Montana.

Moak DaktMa-Mtmccs.-Two plant. in Red River Valley.
Ota Locio s.-Urowers In the locations above-mentioned are at the present

time active In urging that they be permitted to grow sugar beets, thereby assisting
In relieving the sugar short.

Other areas In States of Nebraska, Oregon Washin o lows, Idaho, Call.
fornia, Montana, a Nevada have also dased us that they are anxious to
participate in a program for Inereasing production of beet sgar. Over a period
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of 3 or 4 years, no less than 300,000 additional acres of land will be producing
sugar beet If processng plants are provided and marketing program adopted.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any questions, Mr. Halleck?
Mr. HALLECK. Yes.
Mr. RISmo. I have a few more remarks, Mr. Chairman, if I may?
The CHAIRMAN. All right,
Mr. Ribixo. Since your committee has assumed the study of how

production may be increased, I have made a trip to some areas in
North Dakota, Minnesota and Montana and I have come here with
a memorandum brief that has just been made up, showing the condi-
tions In the Red River Valley, particularly, where at present there
Are'some 27,076 acres of beets, and they are asking for an increase
of 73,000 acres in that particular area. I would like to submit that
brief also for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, without objection, it will be submitted.
(The brief referred to reads as follows:)

M INNZ5OTA-DAKOTA SUOAR BEEr DEvzWPEz.%r ASSOCIATION,
Mtorel, Dl, 1941.

BEET UGOAR PRODUCTION IN TH8 RED RIVER VALLEY OP MINNESOTA AND NORTH

DAKOTA

Arma eMaraderiuc.-Unlimited acreage of alluvial Barnes, Bearden, and Fargo
silt amns In the bed of prehistoric Lake Agassis.

Climate and raimfall.-Long hours of cloud.free sunshine during growing season.
Coot fall weather tends to produce high sucrose content In beets.

Prod,,ciom, preual and pofatida.-1912 sugar production estimated to exceed
800,000 bags. Plant facilities not adequate for present contracts of 27,075 acres.

Insistent demand for 73,000 additional acres Of sugar beets by present growers
and other farmers on adjacent farm lands. Total estimated productive ability
In excess of 3,000,000 bags (160,000 tons of sugar).

Three or four additional processIng plants greatly needed.
Proximity to .,rked.-Fiv6 hundred to one thousand five hundred miles closer

to consuming market. Low cost of final delivery and less demand on crowded
transportation facilities.

Lew production eo.-high degree of mechaniation permitted by large, level.
regular fields. Progressive cultural practices Nonirrigated but have good ton-
nage with high sucrose content and purity.

Ares need. #uiW beet a 'ea.--Cash crop needed to replace surplus cereal crops
and to provide low-cost auxiliary feeds for dairy cattle and meat livestock.

Area Aistory.-The Red River Valley of North Dakota and Minnesota Is the
alluvial bed ofprehistorio Lake Agaus. Its almost unlimited accumulations
of Barnes, Bearden, and Fargo silt loams are Ideally adapted to sugar-beet produo-
tion. The Valley, south of the Canadian line, is roughly 223 miles long and 40
miles in width. The ares of choice soils that are especially adapted to sugar-beet
culture ranges from 10 to 20 miles on each side of-the river itself. It may be said
conservatively that it covers 4,500 square miles with a gross acreage of 2,880.000.
This area Is all Intensively farmed having an average gradient of less than 1 foot
per linear mile. The land Is all tillable with a minimum of waste for the beds of
start m s, ditches, highways, and roads. Shelter belts and planted woodlot'
ad farmsteads occupy a very small percentage of the total acreage.

Climate and raifll.-The ctimate Is well suited to sugar-beet culture, havinglong hours of relatively loudaree sunshine during the growing season, with
ample natural moisture. Over 76 percent of the total anr/nal preipitation octurs
during the sugar-beet planting and .growing season. 'Top Irrigation is practiced
with good results by a very few growers. At the end of the summer when beets
are maturing the temperature is moderate with cool or cold evenings and nights,
r sulting in a profound effect on sucrose accumulation In the sugar-beet roots.
Vegettive growth s checked bthe low temperatures but photosynthetic activity

sugar a or~e In the beets stepped up greatly. T distrlt averip sugar
content averages better than 16 percent, with a hlgh degree of purity.

Proddxh, prent ** o a4 po ial.-The 1942 oontreted acreage Of 27,075 wIll,
on the basi of the past 5 years' average yield, prduee more tonnage then the

/,
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single processing plant at Esat Grand Forks, Minn., can handle. The company
contemplates the trans-er of from 50,000 to 85,000 tons of Red River %alley
beets to another plant at Chaska. Minn., 250 miles away. With normal conditions
prevailing the 1042 sugar production of the beet fields of the fertile area will
exceed 40,000 tons, well over 800,000 bags of refined sugar.

In the counties bordering on the Red River there is an active demand by present
growers and other neighboring Valley farmers for about 73,000 additional acres
of sugar-beet plantings which can be brought Into production In 1943 if factory
faeilit s are made available. This added acreage would result in the production
of from 150,000 to 160,000 tons (more than 3,000,000 bags) of refined sugar
relatively close to the market where It Is finally consumed. The total utilization
of this productive ability would necessitate the construction of three and probably
four plants.

Prozimily to coutemer marke.-The Red River Valley Is from 00 to 1,500 miles
closer to the consumer market than any other area where any marked expansion
ofproduction Is possible. This means a lowered cost of delivery to the consumer
and a lessened strain on already overtaxed transportation facilities during the
war emergency.

Low production eou.-The adaptability of our la , level, rectangular fields to
complete and efficient mechanization has resulted n a markedly lower cost of
production than Is enjoyed by any other area. This factor Is contributed to by
the absence of irrigation expense and by the moderate value of our farm land&
Hand-blocklng of sugar beets has been almost eliminated from our operations, and
complete cross cultivation of our 1942 acreage will reduce by more than 23 percent
the amount of migratory "stoop labor" required under the methods used a few
years ago. From $38 to $10 per acre Is quite generally regarded as a fair cost
o( production Including a land-use charge. The tonnage yield has constantly
Increaed with the development of increased efficiency In cultural practices,
reaching a high of 11.78 tons per acre In 1941 and a 5-year average of 10.13.

Economic need for sugar-Ut arreag-e.-Sugar beets are greatly needed In our
systems of crop rotation as a cash revenue crop to take the place of acreage taken
out of the production of wheat and other surplus cereal crops. They are also
badly needed because beets are one of the few intertilled rowerops that have proven
wholly adaptable to much of the valley area, and farmers must have dependable
tntertilled crops to aid In control of noxious weeds and in soll maintenance.
Sugar.beet culture also fits almost perfectly into our systems of combination crop
fearing and livestock breeding and flnihlng, and dairy farming. The byproducts
from beets beet pulp and beet tops and molasses provide excellent low cost auxil-
iary feeds for all types of cattle, sheep and hogs.

Mr. RisI.No. Up in Montana, the State represented by Senator
Murray, we have very similar conditions as prevail inr the Minnesota-
Dakota area, where in the southeastern and northwestern and western
parts of Montana there are many areas that now desire to increase the
acreage that they are now producing and to secure factory locations
so that. new growers may engage in the production of sugar beets.

The Senator called attention particularly to one group of farmers
who have voluntarily held meetings and are offering I 1,000 acres at
the present time to any producer that will take the beets from this
particular area. They have sent representatives from their farm
organizations to confer with the Utah, Idaho, and Great Western
Sugar companies in the hope that they will find sone method of con-
tracting at least a portion of those. I have a memorandum written
by the president of their association that I offer for the record.

(The memorandum referred to reads as follows:)
WrSTaN BETE OROwzRs ASOCIATIO,

Mr. I,. W. R1tiNo, Great PoUs, M1on., March 1, 1941.

reeuiir 'iee Pre ideal, lW'estern/k et (rovere Association,
WaeAingon, D. C.

DEAR M. Risto: I am writing you this letter to give you a picture of the
sugar.beet situation In the west Great Falls area at the present time, to emphasize
our urgent need of a new proeeslng plant and to ask that you lend us your
assistance.
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The area I am referring to includes parts of Cascade, Teton, and Pondera
Counties west and northwest of Great Falls within a radius of 100 mile, and
Includes the Bun River reclamation project with over 103,000 acres under irriga.
tion, the Conrad-Vaer Carey Act project with 65,000 acres and smaller irrigaton
districts and privately owned Irrigated lands of approximately 32000 aeres
trAkinga total of 200,000 acres of irrigated land with water storage facilities or
nearly 400,000 acre-feet.

Assuming that 40 percent of this Irrigated land is not adapted to beet growing
because of soil types, drainae, ete., which Is a very liberal allowance there
remains 120,000 net acres of Irriated land having an ample water supply and
excellently aapted to the growing of tugar beets. Proper rotation practice
requires approximately 26 percent in sugar beeheyahyear. Using this propor-
ton, we have an avalable annual beet acreage of 30,000 acres or nearly twice the
pt, oeslneapelty of an ave rae-si_ beet-sugar factory.

_ are due t cash trop upon which Irrigation acres on this
di an rely dsuetto eliwatole fctors. he average tonnle per acre Is around1 W tons but the sugar content is high, running from 16 to ly percent.

The Great Northern and Chicago,ilwaukee, St. Paul & Pailfie Railroads both
run through the area and afford excellent transportation facilities.

Our farmers waut to grow sugar beets and have pledged themselves to plant
11,000 acres as soon an a factory is definitely prorrised. In 1940 we planted
approxiwately ,000 aeres, In 1941 3,700 (due to Agricultural Adjustment Ad.
nmnistration restrictions) and In 142 the acreage Wll be about that of 1940.
Our beets go to the Chinook plant of the Utah-Idaho Sugar Co. 140 miles away,
and our present acreage is the raxmum that they will contract r.

There are several suiltable factory sites within a radius of 70 riles from Great
Falls. Both natural ru and coal are available as fuel for a factory and there are
also larfe deposits of lie rock within practicable hauling distance.

ours very truly, • H. R. Laiss,
Pride, Sui RitaJee Growers Auowiowi".

The CHAIRMAN. What about the retail price of sugar, Mr. Rising?
Do you think that it should be fixed like the wholesale refinery price?

Mr. RtsINo. I don't consider myself Mr. Chairman-
The CHAIRMAN. Just as a consumer, lust as a citizen of th3 country,
Mr. RISmo. I don't think the matter of another half cent would

stop the consumer from buying the sugar that he wants, if that extra
half cent will move that sugar from the producing point to an area in
which it is needed. It is my understanding that the extra half cent a
pound will move 300,000 tons or more of sugar from the West to the
areas of the East that are short. I think the consumers will be very
glad to pay that half cent In order to obtain that sugar.

Now one more thing, Mr. Chairman, and that is the question of
giving same assurance to the processors-while I don't represent the
processors, I do know that you would not expect any investor in plant
facilities to invest two million or two and one-half millions of dollars in a
processing plant without any assurance whatever of more than the
use of that plant for a year.

The.C0AIRMAN. Or during the emergency?
Mr. RIsiNG. Well, that is correct., but under the law as I understand

it, the Secrqtary of Agriculture cannot go beyond the current year.
In other words; If next year something would oVcur that sugar could
be brought in, which we do not expect, of course, from the Philip-
pines or other places, under the law those outlying points would be
entitled to bring in those sugars allowed under the quota and domestic
produced sugar in excess of the quota would,have to lie in storage
and could not be disposed of. Certainly somewhere along the line
there must be changes made in the prew.t Sugar Act which will
make it possible for the Investor to feel th t he has sonte assurance
that his investment will not fe placed hi the discard immediately/,
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the emergency is over. I don't think it will be necessary to give a
long assurance-I don't know how long that would be required, but
certainly a reasonable length of time is required.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, something has got to be done to
attract the capital into the investment with reasonable security?

Mr. RisiNo. You must give them at least reasonable assurance-
I don't think it Is necessary to give them assurance over a long period
of time.

The CHAIRMAN. In order to protect their initial capital?
Mr. RisINo. That is right, and give them a few-years' operation.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very kindly, Mr. Rising.
Is Mr. Bunker here?
,Mfr. BUNKER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have a prepared statement, Mr. Bunker?
?fr. BUNKER. No- I have not, M-fr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Please give your name and official position.

STATEMENT OF ELLSWORTH BUNKER

Mr. BUNKER. My name is Ellsworth Bunker, and I am president
of the National Sugar Refining Co., also chairman of the Cane Sugar
Refiners' Advisory Committee, set up by the War Production Board.

Mr. Chairman, I came-I have not prepared a statement-I came
prepared to answer questions. "I might make the observation that I
think the cane-sugar business is not one so much of supply as it is of
transportation, getting the sugar to the points where it is needed.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean on account of the scarcity of box cars?
Mr. BUNKER. Primarily on the scarcity of bottoms.
The CHAIRMAN. feth6ds of transportation?
Mr. BUNKER. Primarily due to the scarcity of shipping, scarcity of

bottoms. The movement of sugar from Cuba and Puerto Rico to the
mainland has been considerably behind last year, in fact., not much
more than half what it was to date at this time last year.

Mr. HALLECK. What is the outlook, is it going to get better or
worse?

Mr. BUNKER. Mr. Halleck I cannot answer that. My impression
is that it Is not .olngto get better immediately, and for that reason,
te War Production ard, jointly with the Defense Supply Corpora.
tion, the War Shipping Administration, and the Office of Defense
Transportation, are working on alternate mons of shipping. It is
proposed to move sugar from Cuba, and perhaps later, Puerto Rico,
to Florida or southern ports and then to move that sugar by rail to
the eastern seaboard, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, and Boston,
where it is most needed.

It has also been proposed to use the inland waterway facilities from
Florida as far as Philadelphia. That I understand, can be used for
the entire distance without going outside at all.

Now those are supplementary means of transportation which are
being developed. The War Production Board has been very ener-
getlo in trying to get that transportation started. They have under.
taken some other measures to relieve the situation, and one is-which
I expect will be undertaken shortly-is zoning orders which will
restrict markets into which refiners may ship sugir. The purpose, of
that Is to try to fill up these eastern markets by using the available
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supply in the East, and they have also undertaken to move beet sugar
from the West into the Eastern States.

Mr. HALLECK. Mr. Chairman, might I--
The CHAIRMAN. All right go ahead.
Mr. 11ALLECK. What is te position of the rails on the eastern sea-

board at the moment; are they Iandling this increased volume of traffic
with dispatch and satisfactorily? Have they got enough equipment
to et that moved?

M[r. BUNKER. Well, we have not moved yet, Mr. IHalleck, any sugar
from Florida by rail. That is just beginnIng. We expect to get the
first cargo in there at the end of this month. I cannot answer that
question with any degree of accuracy; I don't know, but my under-
standing is that cars will be available for that movement from Florida
or southern ports, such as Mobile. I understand that there is a good
deal of equipment going down that way for shipment from these ports
and that empty cars will be available coming back.

Mr. JIALLE K. I had in mind the fact that probably the difficulty
of getting oil and petroleum products into the eastern area is also add-
ingto the burden of the railroads.

Mr. BUNKER. My understanding is that in that connection they are
contemplating the possibility of using the inland waterway for moving
oil as well as sugar.

Mr. JIALLECK. Of course, that is all important in determining the
necessity or advisability for extending other sources.

Mr. IBULWINKLE. There are some of those large tankers which they
cannot use in the inland waterways. ',

Mr. BUNKER. Yes; they would have to transship those. The
War Production Board and the War Shipping Administration have
been in close touch with the railroads on that. I think they feel they
can handle the problem of sugar by that method.

The CHAIRMAN. Now you represent the sugarcane part of the
business?

Mr. BUNKER. That is right, the refiners.
The CHAIRMAN. How much can the sugarcane producers increase

the sugar production if they are encouraged to do so, within this
year and next year?

Mr. BUNKER. Well, I think the production in Cuba Mr. Chairman,
will increase without any other encouragement than the present price
situation, the fact that there are no restrictions, by about alf a oIlion
tons' I would think that it would increase for the following year
another half million tons.

The CHAIRMAN. What about here in the continental United States?
Mr. BUNKER. I should imagine that Louisiana and Florida which

are the cane sugar States would probably increase another 100,000
tons two or three hundred thousand tons.

Te CHAIRMAN. Even on the present set-up, without additional
facilities?

Mr. BUNKER. I should think so, there are facilities in Cuba to
handle the additional production without any new equipment or
factories.

The CHAIRMAN. How much are they capable of producing here in
the continental Unijted States?

Mr. BUNKER. Well, I cannot speak for the beet industry-
The CHAIRMAN. I am talkingabout sugarcane.

I,
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Mr. BUNKER. Oh, sugarcane?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. BUNKER. Well, Louisiana has produced, I think, about half a

million tons of sugar; the Florida people say they can increase very
largely if they can put up new factories. I don't know, I would rather
have you ask that question-

The CHAIRMAN. Have you any idea about whether or not the retail
prices of sugar should be fixed?

Mr. BUNKER. Well, speaking personally now, and not for my
industry, I should think if you are going into rationing or attempting
to there ought to be some' control over the mark-up.

The CHAIRMAv. Any other questions, gentlemen?
Do you have any other statement you would like to make, Mr.

Bunker?
Mr. BUNKER. No I think not, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Well tomorrow you will get a copy of this testi.

mony. If you see any'ihing you would like to enlarge on, you will be
privileged to do so. We aro grateftul to you for coming down and
making It possible for us to ask you these questions, and for the con-
tribution you have made to our hearing.

Mr. BUNKER. I am very glad to come.
The CHAIRMAN. This is all this morning. We will stand in recess

until 10:30 tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon at 11:10 a. in., the hearing adjourned until 10:30 a. m.,

Tuesday, March 24, 1942.)
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TUESDAY, KAY 5, 14 2

SrL-r Oomnr Tio CONDUOr A SWTDY AND
INVE5TIOATON OF TH1E NATIONAL DErEsE P OoRAM IN

ITs RELATIOx To Sm.%LL BUSINESS IN TilE UNITE STATES,
lVoehington, D. 0.

The select committee met, pursuant to notice at 10: 30 a. In., in room
1301, New [House of Representatives Office building, Hon. Wright
Patman (Texas), chairman, presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman, of Texas, chairman; Edward A.
Kelly of Illinois, and Leonard AV. Hall of New York.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Reed, of the Los Angeles Chamber of Com-
merce is here and he has his manager for the Washington office present
who would like to make a statement.

Just come around, if you please:
Please give your name and official position for the record.

STATEMENT OF 1AMES C. INOEBRETSEN, MANAGER, WASHINGTON
OFFICE, LOS ANGELES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. IxomLszN. My name is James C. Ingebretsen. I am manager
of the Washington office of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce
and its attorney.

We are deeply interested in the general problem which your com-
mittee is considering. We are especially interested in certain phases
of that problem an , amvng others, diffiulties confronting our Cali-
fornia wine injury in its efforts to divert distilling facilities to
the production of industrial alcohol.

I nave a prepared statement which because of a misunderstanding
on our part as to just when we would be heard [ do not have in front
of me. That is a statement prepared by members of the staff of the
Chamber thoroughly familiar with the problem. I am not, and there-
fore I hope you wil1 permit me to submit this statement to you later
in the day.

The C hAIRMAN. I am acquainted with the situation, I think in.
volved in the making of industrial alcohol. The proposal has been
advanced that they would move the stills from the Pacific coast area
over to the northeast section; Is that right I

Mr. ISOranrTSmx. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, deprive that area of the privilege

of making alcohol out of grain-wheat and other grains-and I y
bringing the stills over to the Northeast that is what would happen, Fs.
it not.

Mr. INozmsrsmN. That Is right, sir.
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Mr. HAL. When you say "northeast," what do you meant
Mr. INoM.IErsrN. N cannot identify the area precisely without that

statement in front of me, but it would be the general industrial area
of the northeastern part of this country.

The CHAIRMAN. You think that you could make 190-proof alcohol
out there?

Mr. Ixon imirr. My understanding is that there is a surplus ofgrain available in the Pacific coast area which would be easily diverted
to the production of alcohol right on the Pacific coast, with the facili-
ties of our wine industry.

Now, if those facilities are uprooted and scattered to other parts
of the country, we are faced with a serious problem both now and
after the war is over.

Most of the distilleries are small businesses. I have forgotten the
exact number but I believe there are about 075 small distilleries,
all of whom have equipment which could properly be diverted for
this purpose.

Tlie U6JIUA.i. And changed to make 190-proof alcohol I
Mr. IxoEznzrsEN. That Is right, sir.
The CUUR.AN. And if you use grain for making that alcohol,

that releases a certain amount of sugar?
Mr. Ixour rasr. Certainly, sir.
The CAimerAs. And that much sugar, then, would not be necessary

in the making of industrial alcohol?
Mr. IorBaiwmr . That is true.
Mr. HAL. Has the war affected, to any great extent, your wine dis-

tilleries out there?
Mr. Icxm sm. Of course it will affect them; and, again, I am

speaking without having the text of the prepared statement clearly in
mind. 1 would say that our prime interest now is in seeing that
these facilities which we have, which, in normal peacetimes,mght be
devoted to producing wine which some of us like to drink and enjoys
diverted to producing industrial alcohol by their owners at their
present locations; and I think our winery people feel the same way.
They may want to preserve, in skeleton form, their sales organiza-
tions and wine-producing facilities. That is one reason why they
do not want their facilities picked up and scattered all over the coun-
try. They are as patriotic as any other Americans and they should
be given an opportunity to employ their own facilities in their own
State in this war effort.

Mr. HALL. Is it your thought that if the facilities were diverted
now7, after the war you would lose them?1 Now, If you diverted your
distilleries now to making alcohol, at the end of the war, would you
notgo back into the wine business again?

B r. Iozs aaxi. Yes. sir; if, on the other hand, you diverted the
facilities, taking them aw'ay from California ana scatter them to the
four winds, then when the war is over you have them still scat-
tered over the country and of no use to anybody; and a great many
people would have to go into California and start all over agaifi to
reestablish the wine industry. -

The CH11RAN. The argument has been made that most of the
alcohol is used over in the northeast, and, that for that reason it
should be produced here. I
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The transportation problem is involved, but do you not see an.
other transportation problem there, too-getting the grain over here
to make the alcohol?

Mr. I.xo0 3FEN. There is no question about that, and I think
our prepared statement includes figures which demonstrate quite
clearly that we will use on the Pacific coast, without shipment, all
of the industrial alcohol that we can possibly produce out there.

Mr. HAu. And, of course, you are closer to the grain.producing
areas. There is no question about that.

The CAIRM.N. Without objection, we will permit the gentleman
to file his brief in the revirsd hearing. We will have, first, an
unrevised hearing printed, which will be available tomorrow morn.
ing, and you can take the unrevised hearing and extend such remarks
as you may desire.

Mr. InnoiEn.arrE. We appreciate that verq much and I am sorry
that we happened to be here this morning without that brief. How-
ever, if I may, I will see that the brief reaches the reporter this
afternoon for inclusion in the unrevised hearing.

The CU AMMAN. Thank you, Mr. Ingebretsen; and thank you,
Mr. Read.

(The brief supplied by Mr. Ingebretsen Is as follows:)
We appreciate the Invitation and opportunity to appear before your com-

mittee and are deeply Interested in the Important problems engaging your
attention. We have manifested this Interest and expressed our views as to
what steps must be taken to preserve business enterprise upon other occasions.
We are glad to have this particular opportunity of expressing our opposition
to a proposal now receiving the conderation of the War Production Board
which would open the way for monopolilzation of production of alcohol for
the war effort and take away from a great many small- and nedum-sized
concerns the opportunity to become essential war production units.

I refer to the announced plan of Mr. Fraser IL Moffat. Chief of the Alcohol
Section of the War Production Board, Chemicals Branch, and Mr. Matthew J&
MeNamara. special assistant to the Deputy Director of the Materials Division
of the War Production Board.

Both of these men have stated publicly and before your committee that they
propose to more distillery equipment from California wineries and brandy
plants to Kentucky. Pennsylvania, and Mtaryland, there to reasemble the equip-
ment and add it to existing facilities for the production of 190-proof ricohol.

It Is my purpose, gentlemen, to point out bow such a practice, If put into
effect, will establish a precedent dangerous to the war effort and encouraging
predatory raids by Indutries sections of Industries, and Industrial areas upon
each other, thus jeopardizing the position of the small businessman In the war-
prod.ctlon program.

I am not an expert on the subject of alcohol production, wineries, or the
industrial processes Involved.

It Is my purpose to demonstrate to this committee that there are broad
economic dangers and disruptions to production In what we In California have
come to term "industrial relocation." The moving of the wine-distilling equip-
ment is a good example.

First, I want to point out that there Is an economic and natural reason why
these stills are In California. The grapes and fruit are grown within truck
Iaul of the plants. It Is sound reasoning that It Is much better to move the raw
materials a short distance and ship the flnlshed,product away to widely scat.
tered markets than to ship raw materials a long distance around, the country
and then bare a short haul for the finished product.

The Wine Institute, an assmoclation of all fators In the wine business In Call.
foras, has formulated and submitted to the War Production Board a proposal
to make Its equipment available. in California, for the distillation of several
million bushels of grain, owned by the Gorernment and now In storage in the
Pacific Northwest. The Institute has worked out this plan in every detail and
stands ready to convert Its facilities using the grain and at the same time
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keeping solvent the thousands of California farmers who grow gropes and the
73 units In the California wine business, as well as making a considerable

contribution to the war program in the production of high-proof alcohol.
The Wine Institute estimates that this year the production of beverage and

high-proof brandy In California will total 28,400,(OD gallons. This productive
capacity can be turned to the distillation of high- proof alcohol. Production
will come from plants that operate only 4 or 5 months a year on the average;
the production could he stepped up it some encouragement were given to the
wine Industry to get Into the production of Industrial alcohol.

Instead of utilizing these facilities In their natural economic background, the
Industry Is threatened with the expropriation and removal of its equipment
to the East, to be turned over to other plants already plirticipating in the war
production program.

TIs thing has another angle In that such a move eliminates another Im-
portant source of Industrial alcohol. rarely, the fnut and grape crops of
California farmers In the event It becomes ticoasary to um this expensive
source of material. From the standpoint of strategy, It would seem deslrabh
to encourage and diversitfy the sources of essential war niamerials rather than
to, restrict and discourage potential producers, as would be the case In this
Instance.

Lo Angeles and San Diego are producing 40 percent of the Nation's airplanes
and are drawing on raw materials and parts producers all over the Nation.
The southern California aviation Industry has not asked for, nor does the War
Production Board propose, the removal of lathe., welding equipment, automatic
screw machines, and oher equipment to California from Chicago, St. Louis,
Indianapolis, Hartford, or Cincinnati. much as we should like to have them.
Such a move would bring down a veritable storm, and rightly so.

Yet. gentlemen, this illustration parallels the proposed movement of the dis-
tilling equipment of the California wine Industry.

This Is no time for bickering among inlustrles or anong geographic sections
of the country. We should all be bending every effort toward efliclent and
smooth production. We can't do It by relocating or rebuilding Industries or by
reo"anizing the business structure of the Nation. it can be done only by using
every production facility In its natural economic setting and we had better
do ro by adopting the fundAmental policy of confining long hauls to finished
rducts Inctead of raw materials. By that I mean in the case of the wie

Industry, leave the equipment dose to the surplus grain supply and ship the
alcohol. Ways can he found to ship it, or powder plants should he built near
the wineries on the coast that could utilize the alcohol there. We are certainly
goirg to need powder on the west coast as well as In the Fast.

The utiliAtion of the California wine industry for alcohol production should
release suear for what Mr. Fulton Lewis called "the public sugar bowl" bMfore
your committee and eliminate some of the stress In the sugar as well as the
grain situation.

Now, as to the relationship between this matter and the small businessman:
The California wine industry is not characterized by a few large operators.

It is essentially an Industry of a great many small and mdium-sIzd operators
and a few large ones. In California there are 675 distilleries, wineries, and
warehouses that are factors in the business. They operate In 1 counties.
mostly In agricultural areas; many mall farmers depend upon them for an
outlet for their crops. These are not Japanese cr allen farmers. The grape
land In many Instances Is not suitable for other crops. These wlerles. dis-
tillerep, and mall farm can be converted into essential war Industries and
also. produce some of the normal wine business only so long as all of the
equipment in the distilleries is available to them.

By taking this equipment from California and placing It In the hands of a
few large Industries the War Production Board Is denying to a large number
of small producers a share in the responlbllily of the whr-production program.

The precedent will be established for predatory rolds by Industries against
one another which Is certainly not conducive to eflilant and smooth war produc-
tion.

I cannot refrain from commenting In closing on some phases of the lack of
understanding of the use and location of production ficlittes in their natural
ecocomle surroundings by the War Production Board..

This is g war of production and we must mke use of all manufacturing facili-
ties both large and small, and we feel that your com nlittee cannot help but find
In these bearings that tie Industrial patternn of the Nation has been developed
over a period of time on sound economic foundations. Natural or favorable

F,
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conditions encourege the development of industries within certain areas. Tbe
minute the War Production Board begins to uproot these Industries or their
equipment and mores them about the country, you will find that production
Is going to be affected and In the case of the wine-distilling equipment, a
thriving Industry with an agricultural background will become economically
Impotent.

These relocations. If they tend to restrict the number of producers of vital
war materials, or concentrate equipment that might be available to a large
number of producers, cannot help but reduce the opportunities for small business
units to become essential to the war-production program. This most certainly
would be true in the proposed plan of the alcohol smtion of the War Producton
Board to move the distilling equipment from (ltfornia to the East.

lRusinessmcn should be encouraged to offer -industry wide programs for con-
version of their facilities to wor production as the Wine Institute has done in
Its plan to make alcohol from Government grain. However. If In doing so they
are met by proposals to expropriate their equipment and turn It over to other
hrdustries as the War Production Board proposes to do in the wine Industry,
there Is not going to be much voluntary action on the part of the Industry.

The COUA IRAN. Mr. Gill and Mr. McCune, will you gentlemen
come around please?

Now, these gentlemen are interested in printing, Mr. Hall.
Suppose you identify yourselves for the record; if you please.
Mr. GILL. My name is Ned Gill.
The CHAIR3.11N. And your business?
Mr. GIrL. Manufacturing printer, of Houston, Tex.
The CAIRMAw. And you sir?
Mr. McCzcBr. ity name is M. M. MeCune; I am secretary of the

Graphic Arts Association Houston, Tex.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gill, do you represent the printers in this area

or the Graphic Arts Association?
Mr. Gi,. No, sir; I have no connection with the Graphic Arts

Association.
The CITAIR rAN. But you are familiar with their needs and with

their demands?
Mr. Gni.. Thoroughly sir
The CH.A3IRA.. And their situation in this programI
Mr. Gi. Yessir.
The CHAIMAN. I believe you gentlemen have something about the

distribution of printing, out to the remote areas from the Government
Printing Office here in-Washington; is that so?hir. 3n.,. Yes, sir.

Mr. McCuNL Yes. sir.
The CHATIRAN. I ich one desimes to be heard?
Mr. MoCuNr. If I may, sir.

STATEMENT OF M. M. McCUNE, SECRETARY, .GRAPHI0 ARTS
ASSOCIATION, HOUSTON, TEX.

Mr. Mc~vui. I have this prepared statement, and I will read it.
The printing industry of our Nation is looking at the near future

with a great deal of fear, and unless some relief Is given it it will, in
whole or in great part, inevitably face bankruptcy. While the pnt-
ing industry can be properly termed "little business please let us
call to your attention two facts:

1. Painting and its sources of supply-ink, paper and so forth-
represent the largest invested-in busIness in the worla.
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2. For dollar volume, it stands fifth in the Nation.
While we are pleading for relief for our industry we are not at.

tempting to secure relief from sacrifices that are inevitable and part
of our war effort. We do wish to do all within our power to survive
as an industry. We gladly assume our share of sacrifices and disloca-
(ions as we, too, believe in our country and are going to see our war
effort result in final victory. We do believe that it is in the interest
of any post-war economy that, insofar as is possible, businesses be
allowed to survive so that they can do their part in the readjustment
peiod that will follow the termination of the war.

The printing businesses that we represent locally are all classified
as "small business." They are firms who are doing a volume, in
normal times, of from $)0,000 to $250,000 a year. This normal
volume is showing1 at present, a terrific decline due to the freezing
of various industries and the reluctance of remaining firms-to use
printing as freely as has been their custom. Naturally, things are
going to grow even more serious for us as more firms are restricted,
as a result many, many printers will face bankruptcy. While this is
true, we further face the fact that some poorly financed printers have
to close regardless of any relief that can be secured. At the smie time,
it is vital that some of the printers be aived and they can be if they
receive some assistance.

Now, we have spoken of relief and assistance, but we do not
mean either unearned or shall we say, "dole" assistance. We are
willing to work and work hard for anything that we secure. We
want Uovernment printing that is in excess in dollar volume of that
amount produced in normal times by the Government Printing
Office. We should like to see this printing divided equally and fairly
throughout on: Nation, and it can be done economically with very
little effort on the part of the administrator.

-We now feel that the Public Printer has not dealt fairly with
an industry of which he was once a part. The records show that
he has increased the number of employees at least twofold and
is preparing to do two and one-half times the normal volume of
the Government Printing Office. We know that it was never the
intention of anyone in public office to have any part in openly
competing with private enterprise, but the Public Printer is doing
this, and no doubt thinks he is justified in doing so. lWe believe
that he is wrong, and we are sure that ours is for the best interest
of our Nation. .

Referring again to the records as furnished us, the Public Printer
in his requests for bids-and some Government printing has been
going into private plants-states that it is his aim to award at all
times the job to the lowest bidder. These bids are compared with
Government Printing Office costs. Now, the Public Printer is oper-
atin g a large establishment at a low.cost advantage that cannot be
equaled byany other firm. He has no rent, tixes, or depreciation
to pay. He has no selling costs as his customer Is assured, and
he has no bad debts, nor must he maintain a credit department.
He further has the advantage ot securing preferential treatment as
to prices for his materials. Now while we fully understand the
laws and regulations governing tie operation of the Government
Printing Office, let us reveal to you just what highly 'competitive

ii,
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bidding is doing to the printing inditstry. On each job when it
is ascertained that for some reason it cannot be done in the Gov-
ernment Printing Office, a great many requests to bid are sent out
by the Public Printer. Bids are sent to some firms who are desper-
ate and are willing to do anything to keep from laying off more
of their employees. They are even willing to do this work below
cost, supplementing tie difference with some of their reserve, and
we all know that this is not sound business.

We believe that the only fair and equitable way to award printing
is through negotiated contracts wherein the contractor is at least able
to cover his costs. We suggest then that it would not be out of line
that the regulations pertaining to the operation of the Government
Printing Office be changed with the idea of assisting the civilian in-
dustry. The Public Printer now has the authority by Executive order
to negotiate contracts on a cost-plus basis. le -ubmit the fact that
this authority has not been ued, to our knowledge, in contracting for
printing but has been used in securing supplies.

From a statement made by the Public Printer, we learn that his
Office expects to complete some W50,000.000 worth of printing within
the present fiscal year. This is an increase of $30,000,000 over the
previous fiLcal year and he expects to purchase between $5,000 000
and $10,000,000 of this from the civilian industry. He further plans
to produce this amount with approximately the same number of em.
ployees as were used to produce the $20,000,000 volume. This is def-
initely impossible and is very evident on the face of it. We know that
living conditions in Washington are severely taxed. We also know
that some printing must because of its nature, be produced in the
Government Printing Office.

Mr. HA.M. Can I break in there? I was wondering, while you were
talking about the force over in the Government Printing Office, being
doubled over what period of time it covered.

Mr. AIcCuuir Over a period of several years.
Mr. HAU. Over what period of timely
Mr. McCuxa. Just one moment. I believe that has occurred within

the last 3 or 4 years.
Mr. HAL.. Well, lifs it occurred during this emergency?
Mr. McCum. No, sir.
Mr. HALL. The reason I say that, I have the Public Printer's testi.

mony, and he shows that on June 30,1940, they had 7,172 employees
and on March 1, 1942, they had 7,470 employees.

Mr. McCuNE. That is right.
Mr. HA. So that is not a very big increase.
Mr. GiLL. That is not a long lapse of time.
Mr. HALL That is the peri of emergency, because before the

emergency you were being affected ?
Mr. MccuNa The point we wish to make is that with 7,172 em-

ployees he did $20,000,000 worth of volume and he expects to do
two and one-half times that much with less than 300 more employees.

Mr. HALL Then, he is either working his men harder today, or
they were not doing much work before.

Mr. Gn" That s it exactly.
Mr. McCuL"r. We feel that it was not too highly efficient before.
Mr. HAML. I was wondering about that two fold or doubling up

of employees.
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Mr. McCuhm That does not particularly affect us; that is not our
angle of approach.

Over the past 5 years, they have been increased. Of course, that
was not all emergency, it was partly increased business, the same as
was true of the civilian industry. We have also increased our busi.
ness, and the point was that if it takes that many employees to do
$20.000,000 worth of business, certainly the Government Printing
Office should be satisfied to continue to do that $20,000,000 of business
in order that the civilian industry may be helped to survive and no
one lose their job in the Government Printing Office because of that
fact.

Mr. HALT. In other words, as I get it then your theory Is if this
same amount of employees could do $40,000,&0 of business instead
of $20,000,000 you feel that they should ie compelled to do $20,000,-
000 and not the $40,000,000?

MAr. McCUNE. Not particularly from that angle, but we know there
is a lot of Government prin ing that must be done in the Government
Printing Office because of he confidential nature, and, apparently,
heretofore, it took 7,000 emplo)es to do that confidential printing,
and our point is, by and large, because of the expanded war efforts we
are losing our customers and his business; that is, the business of the
Government Printing Office has been growing more than twofold,
and we want to survive, and we feel that we will survive if given a
portion of that more than twofold business.

Mr. HALL. And we want you to survive.
Mir. McCuxLr. We have got to, sir.
Mr. HALL. All right, kir; go ahead.
AMr. McCU N. However, we do not know that to increase the pro-

duction capacity of a plant more than double is not going to cause
any additional machinery to be installed, facilities to be enlarged
or improved, nor any more employees to be engaged. That, let us
repeat, is improbable.

3ir. Ont.. That answers your question, does it notI
Mr. I IA. Somewhat.
Mie. McCUN. Let us again plead with you, purely upon a sound

business basis. Frankly, we believe that the Public Printer is under-
estimating the amount of printing that will be required. Even so,
let us take his statement of $30 000,000 and place it in the civilian
industry. That would be the dikernce between a number of plants
closing and remaining open. Distributing this $30,000,000 on the basis
now employed by the Public Printer wild, at its best, definitely be
no asset to the industry, but would only prolong the agony.

We believe that we are fundamentally and definitely a part of
our Government and as such are entitled to every consideration. We
comprise one of the most essential industries, employ many millions
of highly skilled people, and are, certainly. because of our invested-in
status, one of the largest taxpaying industries of the Nation.

To sum up a rather lengthy statement, we would ask: •
That the regulations pertaining to the Government Printing

O ebe changed to permit assistance to a hard-hit industry.
(2) That it be made possible that negotiated contract can be made

with civilian printers on a cost-plus basis. I
(8) That the paper now furnished by thi Public Printer be pur-

chased in localities where the printing would be done.
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(4) That instead of perpetuating the Government Printing Office,
some thought be given to saving a large industry that can do much
in the readjustment period.

(5) That no further extension of Government printing resources
be undertaken.

(6) That the War Department cease establishing additional print.
ing plants.

"7) That the War Department secure more of its needs from the
civilian printing industry.

(8) at the Public Printer be encouraged to cease his determina-
tion that his office musA do more and more printing, but rather he
attempt to help an industry of which he was once a part.

(9) That no preferential treatment be used in helping a particularly
distressed locality at the expense" of the rest of the country.

(10) That the printing that is to be used by the Government in
certain localities be purchased there. For instance, the sugar-ration-
ing-information sheets which were shipped to Texas from Ohio at
considerable express expense to the county government.

(11) That perhaps Government needs of printing and other sup-
plies could be contracted for by the various ofes of the War Produc-
tion Board. A part of that office is known as the Contract Distribu.
tion Service, and would be capable of doing this very thing. We
strongly advocate one procurement agency. This would be of invalu-
able service to all small businesses who could be subcontractors of
defense needs.

(12) That we are not after millions of dollars of volume but can
survive locally with much le .

We submit our thoughts with the hope that something can be done
to help us.

The CAItRmAz. Your suggestion there about one procurement
agency is a very interesting one. I realize that there are certain
types of machines that only highly specialized people would know
anythingabout submitting specifications on, like machine guns andthings like that.

Now, one procurement agency, I think, could do a wonderful service
if it had the power and the discretion to select the items and commodi-
ties they wanted to deal with and those they did not want to deal with.

Mr. 3 u That is right.
The CHAIRmAN. In other words, this committee discovered that a

small manufacturer seeking a contract from the Government-he
would be interviewed by tXe War Production Board, the Contract
Distribution Office, and I think they have the finest set of books and
papers and cards and card indexes of any organization that I have.
ever come in contact with in the Government service.

Well this manufacturer is interviewed by the War Production
O f he submits answers to hundreds of questions. They have
engineers go over his plant. They have accountants go over his books.
After he spends all of this time, and this War Production Office has
all that information about that fellow's plant, If the Army wants to
make a contract in that section, the Army heretofore has not been
paying any attention to those books at all, but the Army would send
a man out there themselves, and that man would get identically the
same information that the War Production Offlce had gotten and
pay no attention to this other office's reports or investigation. Then
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the Nay if interested in a contract in that section, would go through
that whole prncedure again, and that manufacturer would have to live
that information all over again. They would spend days and days
getting exactly the same information; and that same thin, would
happen again in the case of the Maritimq Commission, and the Pro.
curement Division of the Treasury, and at this time, when manpower
is so important and it is so necessary that we direct our energies
in the right way, it occurs to me that that could be stopped, and I
have talked with Mr. Nelson about this, and he is in sympathy with
trying to do something about it. I do not think he is in favor of
one procurement agency for the reason I knentioned, but he Is in
favor of the stopping of all this duplication of effort and he told me
yesterday, or rather, a couple of days ago, that substantial progress
has been made and that they thought they would put a man in that
office; that is, the Army and the Navy-and I mean by "office" the
120 offices throughout the country, and coordinate their efforts, and
they are going to try and work out the same plan with the Maritime
Commission and the Procurement Division of the Treapury, so that
,will be right down the line of what you have advocated.

Mr. McCuLAl ight I add one point morel
The CHATRMAN. Yes.
Mr. McCuxz. Time, in procurement, is very essential. In the way

in which the Government needs of printing is procured from civilian
industry at present, there are many, mahy day3 of time which is lost
by sending out bids, say, to as many as perhaps 1,000 printers all over
the country. It takes days and days to estimate those jobs and to get
them back and then correlate it and find out who is better suited to
do that work. In other words, if it is going to be used, say in the State
of Texas, the War Production Board or some Department of the War
Production Board could negotiate the contract with that small business-
man who is anxious for the work, and that could be done within 24
or 48 hours, and he could be in production almost before the request
would get back to Washington. Then you would have saved maybe a
dozen or perhaps hundreds of hours in ime and a great deal of trouble
in preparing these answers to questions which are absolutely useless
to them. Some of these estimates of printing jobs, Mr. Patman, take
as much as 8, 10, or 12 hours, and sometimes longer, and the average
printer, rather than spend that time and compete at below survival
costs, will throw up his hands and pass it by, and he is in a hopeless
situation.

The CHAIM3AN. You mentioned about the sugar-rationing cards.
Did you say that they were shipped from Ohio to Texas?

Mr. fcCuxzr.. Not the cards-I do not know where they were shipped
from, but they were not printed in Texas. The information sheets,
together with the sugar-rationing cards, the ones that go with those.
cards, were shipped to Harris County from some Ohio printer; he
had printed these information sheets and the county clerk had to pay
fifty-some-odd.dollars express charges for the information sheets alone.

The CHAUMAN. When, if you had used the stock of paper there in
Houston, Harris County, the express charges would not have been any.
thin I

. McCupu That is right. They could bae been delivered In 15
minutes from the furthest point they might have been used; it would
not have been any longer than 8 or 10 hours.'

Ii
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The Ci.HiMAN. Of course, the paper had to be there, but your rate
in Houston is about as low as the rate any place el in the country,
primarily because of the water transportation, I presumeI

Mr. McCuNr_. That is right.
The CUAIRMAN. S6, there is a case where the express charges cer-

tainly would hare been saved, and they could have been expedited also?
Mr. GILN. If you will pardon the interruption, the paper coming

into Houston comes in the carloads, generally, to the best of my
knowledge, and this came in L. C. L. by American Railway Express.

The CHARMA.Which is considerably higher.
Mr. Gqu. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you get much paper from Lufkin?
Mr. McCusF. No sir.
The CHAIRM N. Ire you not connected with the Graphic Arts As-

sociation I
Mr. McCuxx. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What position?
Mr. McCuir. Executive secretary.
The CHAI"MAN. The printing industry is badly, or greatly, affected

on account of the national advertising being cut off, is it not?
Mr. McCuxaz. Very definitely; yes, sir. In fact, that end of ourbusiness is practically gone, has practically disappeared.
The CHAIRMAN. I would hate to see the day come when our country

newspapers could not survive, but it occurred to me that they are in a
very desperate position now.

Mr. McCuxz. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I remember that we used to see automobile adver-

tising and tire advertising and refrigerators and things of that type,
and that kept up the newspapers. Now, of course, you see some of it,
by reason advertising contracts that were made before Pearl Harbor,
but you do not see much of it, and I do not know how the smaller
newspapers are going to survive.

11. HAMr.. The outlook is not too good.
Mr. McCuxr. No, sir. Then, you spoke a moment ago about trans-

portation. At the present time paper is purchased by the Government
Printing Office from the mill. shipped into Washington, the paper
then that is going to be used on printing by civilians is given to them
is shipled out ofWashington to this printer and he, in turn, ships the
printed job to the locality where the printing is going to be used. In
other words, the paper is shilped three times.

The CHAIRMAN. Whereas, i your plan 6 adopted, it would only be
shipped one time and that Is using the lowest cost transportation.

Mr. McCuNz. hat is right.
Mr. HA . Of course we want to save the small printing man, as

well as we want to save all small businessmen but I think you recog.
nize it in your statement, that if you got all of the excess printing
from tie Govrnment Printing Office, It would not be of very mueh
assistance in keeping the smalI printing man alive throughout the
country.

Mr. McCvxr. The printing business, by and large, is a small busi.
ness over the country.

Mr. HALL. What is the total volume; hire you any Idea I
Mr. MCCUNE I imagine it is about two and a half billion dollars.
Mr. HaiL Two and one-half billion?
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Mr. McCuxu Yes, sir. •
Mr. HAtu. And if you got all of the printing above that previously

handled by the Government Printing Offce, it would amount to about
twenty-five million I

Mr. Gut. At least.
Mr. HALL. That is only I percent of the country's total; is it not I
Mr. OuA. Right
Mr. HAM Of what real assistance would that be to the small

printer, in k(eping him open?
Mr. Oi. In this way: The printer has more equipment, on the

average than he is possibly going to use; now, then, we can cover up
some oi our equipment-in fact, we are planning at the present to
cover up equipment as our business disappears, just close that depart-
ment down even to the point of running one press, in order to keep
the name ot this particular business surviving, and with what assist-
ance we can get from the Government printing, and what we can
hold we are not going to lose a hundred percent of our business, b
and tage, but we are going to lose about 50 or 60 or 75 percent, and
if we have a little more, we can survive with very few employees and
the business is there, ready to run afterward. Otherwise, if we have
to close our Iloors and sell our equipment for junk and go out of busi.
ness, then when the war is over, we have no business, no equipment,
no men.

Mr. HA.. Well, do you feel, then, that this 1 percent which you
might get from the Government , if you got it all, would be the difter-
ence between keeping on in business and closing up?

Mr. Gnu. For many, many printers over the country now, it has
not been of help, not half-t4he small country printer is going to be
in a desperate situation, but say in the largest 20 cities in the country,
if they can get a proportionate share of the printing to be used in
their particular State, enough of that printing will be let out to keep
half of the printers in t'-, e different localities surviving or in busi-
ness, along with the bus,. -s that is going to remain, regaidless. Say
they may have 40 perce: is A their normal business remaining, and get
some assidane from the Government Printing Office, those busi.
nesses will be there when the war is over.

Mr. HAML. Even under your plan, then, you concede that the small
business printer and the small-town printer will go out anyway ?

Mr. Oni. [ see no hope of survival.
Mr. HALLM The printers in the cities are getting the war work, and

the little country-town printers are not getting any, so that your plan
would not help the small-town printer; wouldtitl

Mr. Gui. May I ask-what do you gentlemen of the committee
term "small business"?

Mr. HAu. I do not think anybody has fixed the definition of small
business as yet.

The CHAIRMAN. It is impossible to define. It Is a relationship. In
some businesses, a small business would be several million dollars a
,tear.

Mr. Gi.. I can see that.
The CHAIRMAN. And in other lines it is a few thousand a year, so

it depends upon the nature of the business.
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Mr. HALL You just cannot fix the definition.
Mr. Gu.. There are no printers in the country that are tremendous

concerns.
Mr. HA Let me put it this wa&,!
Your plan would help to keep going the so-called larger printers in

the cities?
Mr. Ou,. As I said, there are no really large or big printing con-

cerns.
Mr. HAu. But it would not be of any assistance to all of the small

printers in the small communities; am I right I
Mr. Oi,. And it is not our fault that that condition exists, that

!here is no job so small that the country printers can produce; that is,
jobs being handed out by the Government.

Mr. HAMl. What about the rationing card', and questionnaires that
are sent out from the county seats? Why could not the county printers,
the small local printers, handle the printing for the county seats?

Mr. Ou.. That probably could be done. Then you go into another
phase and that is covered under the heading of "Manufacturing," and
it Is a technical problem.

Mr. HALL. And the country plants are not capable of producing It I
Mr. Gv t. No, sir; not economically.
Mr. McCumi And, furthermore, the country publishers, by and

large, are publishers of weekly newspapers, andI do not know what
the answer to a country newspaper is; but I think that they are not
going to be so much harmed as probably we are thinking..-

Mr. HAI I think you are all wrong there. I think the country
newspapers, just as Mr. Patman says, will have terribly hard sledding
because of the lack of national advertising.

Mr. MoCuNU He survives, more or less, on local advertising.
Mr. HAU. I do not think so. I do not think the local advertising

forms any substantial amount of the income of these country papers
at all, what they have been depending on are the advertisements of
Chevrolet, Ford, Frigidaire, and so forth, for keeping the paper alive.

Mr. Oui. Is It not the Intention of the War Department to publish
an Army paper? I noticed something about that in the newspapers.

The CHAINMAN. You meadi an o&i9l Aimy paper?
Mr. Gmu. I do not know what you mean by the term "official," al-

though I think you might definitely say official.
The CHArMAN. I have never heard of that before. I know that

certainn divisions in certain corps. areas have papers of their own, but
I do not think the Army contemplates issuing one, at least they did not
during the last war, and I have not heard of any at this time.

Mr. Gi.. That would be more of a local thing, then?
The CHARMAN. Yes. Now, let's take one of my counties, down

in my district; they issued a mimeographed publication of four
pages, printed on each side, and the name of it is "The Drug Store
News, and it told all about the happenings In that section, all
over the county, and a copy of that was sent to all of the boys in
the service from that county. Now, it occurs to me that that is
a real constructive service to keep the boys from that particular
county informed as to what is going on in the county while they
are away, and there are a lot of publications that have been gotten
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out, or could be gotten out, but I do not think any official publiea-
tion is being gotten out by the War Department-as least I have no
knowledge of it.

Mr. GiiL. These camps--it occurs to me for what it is worth-
take thove located in our State, where we have a great number of
camps, and they are all situated out from a town, some little dis-
tance from any town or shall I say "city"--they are helping that
community by spending a part of their pay there in this community,
and benefiting (he sma I community and, of course, the larger ones,
too, and insofar as any printers of any size being able to service
the camp, that is out of the question, due to the cost of servicing
the camp being Ep great, to be charged against the amount of pur.
chases in dollar ralbies, but I mentioned the matter to one smaller
printer-this is Ellington Field. that I have ini mind-I suggested
o a small printing man running a little newspaper, that "You

could call on that camp and see if you cannot serve them with
their forms," and he was very thankful for the information, and
did call on them and got the work and did it for some time; to
my knowledge, he was printing the forms for that camp for several
months, not too much, maybe two or three or five thousand forms,
but (hey helped him a great deal, and eventually may be the dif-
ference between him staying in business or closing down.

Now, those little local printing businesses are so spread out,-
they are not big in any one locality, but they are very big when
you take them as a whole.

Mr. HALL. I do not say this in criticism, but you represent more
or less the big printer in the field of printing, do you noti

Mr. Oiu. No sir. My plant is very small.
Mr. HAlM generally speaking, I take it from this gentleman's

testimony, that he was thinking of the printer in the city, the
printing may be all small business, but as I take it from his testi.
money he was talking about the bigger printers in the field.

Mr. cCuNL That may be true.
Mr. HA L. That is true.
Mr. McCOu.. Yes, sir.
Mr. Giij. However, he represents plants doing between $30,000

to $250,000 annually, and that is a pretty wide spread.
The CHAIRMAN. I think the policy is now, I have been led to

believe that (lue policy is going to be that tlbey won't establish these
printing plants unless it is absolutely necessary.

You take, for instance, there will be a training camp at Paris,
Tex. Now, they have Ilienty of printing facilitiis there in Paris
to do all of the printing that the camp needs and it certainly would
be wrong for ithe Government to go in there and establish the
printing in competition with the people right there in business,
and we have been led to believe that that policy will probably be
changed to the extent that they will patronize the little printer
rather than establishing their own plant at the camps.

Mr. Gai. That answers the question that has arisen in regard to
the man in the little town.

Mr. I[t.. I think that Colonel Hawes testified that there shall be
no expansion of the present printing facilities through new plants or
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enlargement of existing plants, except where it was absolutely neces.
sary.

Mr Gu1J. let me ask this-who is going to determine this neces.
sit I

1114 CHAIRMAN. Of course, some person who is at the head of the
project where the printing would be used would necessarily determine

31r. Gui. It could be no other way.
The CHAI .AN. It could not be any other way, I do not think.
Mr. (nzu. That is a complicated business, and I do not think if he

determines the necessity purely by the fact of whether he was able to
get his requirements or not, and he made his requirements reasonable,
I do not mean so much as to volume, but as to the time, that judging
from that, and that alone-in other words going into a certain locality,
we will say Paris, he will make an analysis of the available equipment
and then, as his needs will increase, of course, as the time goes on,
whenever It becomes impossible for the people in that district to supply
hint with his needs, then is the time to establish a plant, but that time
will never be, because the printing equipment is so greatly under
cover, I mean under canvas, ihat there are no needs that anyone could
ask for that cannot be supplied very, very close to where they are
needed. #

The CHAMMAN. I think we can pretty well leave that to the discre-

tion of the Army. I
Mir. Kelly, would you like to ask any questions?
Mr. Kr.y. I just arrived from the meeting of the Interstate and

Foreign Commerce Committee and I am sorry that I was not here
to get the entire testimony, but unfortunately a person cannot be
everywhere at the same time.

Of course, I do not know what the testimony presented here this
morning was, but I would like to find out from the evidence that the
printers have submitted from time to time, they maintain that the
governmentt is the worst of the business competitors they have today.

Mr. Oita. That is right.
Mr. Ktu,.. How much of that printing is actually available that the

Government could distribute out to the printers outside of the actual
Government printing itself, that has been carried on here, always
carried on, sueh as tlie printing of confidential reports for the Army
and the Navy and the type of material and printing that has never
been available for outside-work-do you know how much money that
involves?

Mr. Gi.. The only records we have are in the previous testimony,
and they give between the normal $20,000,000 volume of Government
printing, on the one hand, ai-d what is estimated to be $ 0,000,000 now,
under the emergency.

Mr. Kmr-. Whose figures are those?
Mr. GiLz. Mr. Giegengack's. They are his own figures.
Mr. Kvuzy. And that $50,000,000 of printing could be diverted to

independent civilian printers?
Mr. Gi. Not entirely; no sir.
Mr. KLmy. My understanding is that only about $10,000,000 worth

of printing would be placed with printers outside of Government
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service-and that the other must be under the control of the Govern.
ment. Now, that $10,000,000-I do not know how many printers that
would keep in business per year.

Mr. On.. We are contending that there Is going to be or should be
more than $10,000,000 made available to the civilian industry.

Mr. KELLT. That is a thing I am trying to find out. Nobody seems
to be able to answer that question. Outside of "approximately"-.
and we understand, of course, at the hearings In Detroit, the city of
Detroit the renters there are really In a--

Mr. GiLL In a sweat.
Mr. Ku.zuY. Yes, because their chief revenue heretofore was from

the automotive industry or were Interested in the automotive in-
dustry for practically a of their business, and they did not worry
about soliciting magazine or periodical work because all their facili.
ties were utilized rig t there in the city of Detroit.

Now, they are the hardest hit of all of the groups, and how much
of that work can be given to these printers In the city of Detroit
and If they get it all, then the printers in the city of Chicago would
putup a holler and complaint against discriminat ion, and I am awful
anxious to find out just how much of that work can be given to the
printers of the Nation outside of regular governmental work that
must be controlled here by the Government.

Mr. Om.. We have only to go on Mr. Kelly's statements as the basis
upon which we analyze the business consumption of printing.. In
other words, various businesses vary in their printing requirements.
In legal offices, their requirements for paper and so forth are higher
in proportion than practically any otherline of endeavor, but every
business today pays, in one way or another, a certain number of cents
out of every dollar' for printing, and we have no facts or figures, other
than facts during normal times, and the statement there is that the
Government required $20,000000 worth of printing to carry on its
normal business, and if the bovermient is going to spend $1,000,.
000,000, a certain percentage of that goes into printing. I do not
believe, and there is no one In the printing industry but will agree
with me in my belief of the necessity of a large amount of expense
In the coming months and that this $75,000,000 or $50,000,000, or
whatever it is estimated, will be required for printing, will fall far
short of what is going to be actually needed.

The CHAIRMAN. W . Gill, would you like to have the privilege of
extending your remarks in the record? In the event you would like
tc do so. that will be your privilege.

Mr. Gnu. I am afraid I do not follow exactly what you mean.
The CFUaMMAN. What I mean is, when you read the remarks you

have made in print, possibly you would like to give a fuller explana-
tion, extend your remarks further.

Mr. Gas.. I would certainly appreciate that
The CHAIRsAN. You'may do so.
The CHAIRMAN,. And you, Mr. McCune.
Mr. McCux&. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Are there any other questions?
Mr. Kzuyr. Do you know of any cam where, through the shortage

of machinery, printing presses, and the like, painting establishments
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have had their machinery selre by the Government and brought. here
to Washington, or to the other established places where the Govern.
meant does itsprinting?

Mr. Onu. I can answer that this way, Mr. Kelly, that there have
been a great number of printing concerns closed down, to our know.
edge, alid that machinery has been set up on the block, and it would
not be necessary to seize it as the Governtnent could get all it wanted,
in that way, without any trouble whatsoever.

Mr. Ky.uy. I guems that is all.
The CHAIRtAN. Have you any other questions, gentlemen I

Noresponse.)
MC CIAIRM. Thank you very much, gentlemen, for your testi.

mony.
I want to put into the record a statement by a gentleman from San

Francisco on industrial alcohol, and, .without objection, that will be
inserted in the record here.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)
Tut OsuAs Kuss.cs (rm & ltats Woex8. io.,

Bn Francluo, Calil., April 1, 191 .lIon. Ws~ontt P.AI,
Tc4rrrkena, Te:.

MY DrA3 Nla. PiATUAN: Following our short Interview In your otilce In Wash.
Ington a few ds ago, and also our telephone conversation of yesterday as to
the statements made by Fulton Lewis, Jr regarding the sugar situation, and in
reference to the production of spirits used in the manufacture of powder for the
United States Government; also the utilization of farm products, particularly
grain and other sugar. and starcb-bearing materials, I have scrutinized his site.
meat very carefully, and I am thoroughly convinced that every assertion and
remark made by this gentleman are absolute facts, and I can see no reason why

3% million tons of sugar should be Impounded for the purpose of converting them
Into alcoll when we have such a large quantity and surplus of starch-bearing
materials that will yield volumes of spirits per ton, thus relieving the Govern.
meat of this burden and producing a finer grade of spirit In one distillation than
can be obtained from molasses or sugar.

For your Information I will state that our business Is primarily designing,
building, erecting, and fabricating equipment for distilleries, breweries, win-.
erles, milk condensing, canning, sugar house, and' chemical apparatus for
the past 55 Years. Therefore I believe I can speak with some authority.
Furthermore we have fabricated and erected 93 percent of the distilling equip-
ment used on this Pacific coast, the Hawaiian Islands, and the Philippnes,
and due to that fact we know exactly the amount of spirits that can be
produced In this territory, the speed with which it can be produced, and the
cheange It any, necessary to enable our dlsttlerleq to get to work when the
"go ahead" signal Is given them.

I see in Sir. Lewis test)ny that we hare 1XO.OO.OC) tons of grain
surplus waiting to be converted Into alcohol, and, with ibis volume, it does
not make sense to think that three and one half million tons of sugar are
being Impounded, thus causing this commodity to be rationed to the American
public It Is an insult to ordinary ntelligene. I believe that after all the
farmer Is tbh backbone of the country. If he prospers we prosper, and there Is
no greater spending under the whole canopy of heaven than the farmer when
be gets a few dollars In his hands 'Therefore he deserves some consideration.

I notice Mr. Fraser 1ioffat, formerly of the United states Industrial Alcohol
Corporation, is In charge of the Alcohol Section, as well as Mr. Matthew J.
McNamara, formerly of the National Distilleries Production Corporation. who
is aisting. No doubt these two gentlemen are very capable and are familiar
with the alcohol situation by their respective companies, Their motives are
quite obvious. If they accomplish that which they have In mind, their achiere-
mt will be most outstanding, Insofar as the alcohol and whisky Interests are
concerned.
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Our Government, from the Information f have gathered while In Washing-
ton, Is In urgent net.d of alcohol for the production cf smokeless powder.
The question arises when do we want It, and when must we hare It? We
are In a conflict at tMe present time, the like of which has never been known.
It therefore behooves us to quit dallying; and to get Into the production
without further loss of time before It Is too late; otherwise we are going to
beer those Japs sing, "Qlifornia, Here We Come."

I have read the testimony of. Mr. MeNamara, and I quote: "We hope to
take some 16 or 18 rectifying columns as we know them and which are now
In California In several of the maqy brandy plants out there and we %znt
to more them East and set them up In appropriate high-wine plants in Ken.
tucky, Penns)'Irania, and Maryland. whteh when Installed will make those
independent plants 100-proof producers. as are 20 or 30 which are now on
the job. I cannot tell whether It Is going to be 8 months or 0 month-% but
the change when all those apple plants are added and we are going aloug,
I am quite sure that an addition to the 100,000,00 gallons that the existing
plants ready to go are now producing, we can add another 100,000.000."

lie is quite right In the statement 3 to 6 mouths, as they are not familiar
with the units they intend to confiscate; Lut what may hapien during
that Interval, when the present plants In this locality can be Converted and
made to produce alcohol within 30 daysT lie states If a carload of corn is
shipped Into a plant In California, we would not know what to do with IL
We bare practically no corn-grinding equipment, our fermenters, would have
to be changed, and we have no beer stills In which to run It. Evidently he
Is not very well Informed. We hare at this very moment nine stills with a
capacity of 300 to 400 gallons of 190-proof spirits I.er hour each, Capable of han-
dUng grain math. That Is why I say we can begin producing alcohol in 3 days.

We hare 65 continuous stills capable of producing 100-proof spirits, ranging
In capacity from 125 to 400 gallons per Lour. We have also 35 or 40 capable
of producing a like amount of 180- to 185-proof spirits with very slight Changes,
and when supplied with a high-proof material can be made to produce from
100 to 200 gallons of IGO-proof sWrite per hour each.

For your Information I will state further that our stills operate full capacity
from September 1 to the end of December; In fact some of them run through
the month of January. They operate continuously with no shut-downs, and at
times, our vinters suffer a shortage of brandy; hence it is quite obvious to see
what would happen to the California grape crop were any of these units to
be moved. As a matter of fact It would be the grower who would be inade
to suffer the loss as he would hare no market for his grapes.

Another important fact Is that our Government Is asking for 800,000 tons
of raisins this coming season. You probably know In the making of raisins,
the grapes when ripe are picked and laid on paper trays In the nield. While
California Is known as the Oland of sunshine, fruit, and flower, there are
times when the elements turn against u' and we have what is termed "unusual
weather." We may get 3 or 4 days of rain, either light or beavy, and the
only raisins that could be saved are those on wooden trays that could be
stacked. Those on paper trays would just be ruined, and that would be 90
percent of the crop. In addition to that the remaining grapes that are usually
shipped to the eastern markets would mildew, and the only salvage the grower
would then obtain from his crop would be to convey them to a winery
where they would be converted Into alcohol. Were these stills to be moved
so that conversi6n could not be bade, the growers' entire wason's work and
effort would hare been for naught.

Therefore in a more of this kind very careful consideration should be
given the subject. We hare at the present time In the State of Washington
40,000,000 bushels of wheat which can bt Converted Into alcohol with practi-
cally no effort. This grain belongs to the Commodlty, Credit Corporation as
mentioned by Mr. Lewis. I have found while In Washington, r). C., that this
grain Is available and can be had when asked for. In addition we have an
all-coacrete building located In the heart of the territory where the majority
of our distilling units are located, and where the conversion will be made.
This alo was offered us by the Commodity Credit Corporation. We hare
The neepry cooperate, fermenting tanks, storage facilities, mills. cookemr.
sttpam plants. In fact everything that Is required to enable us to produce alcohol
in the time stated, namely, 30 days.
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Then, too, we have the necessary tank trucks In abundance to convey the low
wine to the various distillerles, and on the homeward trip to return the high-
proot spirits to a central reservoir.

It dts not require much vision to wee thr ugh this whole picture; In fact it Is
an open book. At this time the whisky Interests are a nonessential Industry.
They become an essential Industry the moment they begin to produce alcohol
along with their present business.

It Is also their desIre to prevent If possible any distiller on this coast from
lirodUcling alcohol or spirits of any kind other Ih.tu thb brand wliW bIng produced,
due to the fact that when we once begin to produce spirits, both high and low
proof, our vlitnrers will be Ilt a tpItiom, to manufacture whisky that will compete
with the Whisky Trust or high-proof alcohol that will compete with the Alcohol
Trust, particularly In this Pacific coast area, thus causing them plenty of
competition.
The spirits so produced will be grain spirits and that type Is superior to that

manufactured frotn molasses, or so-falled blackstrap, as our stills are so con.
strutted that we can fractionate spirits of any proof ranging from 120 to 190.

Ifence, when the present conflict Is over, and having confiscated our stills that
source of competition has been eliminated and their usual business operation
has been In no way affected, and they would never know there had been a war.
Also the distilling units removed from California would hare been subjected to
hard usage, and a controversy would arise as to what extent would the California
vintuers he relmbured for the stills so willingly taken from them.

In the foregoing paragraphs I have tried to give you d thorough rdum4 of my
views atid the problems confronting us should any attempt be made to confiscate
the distilling units from this territory for their own per ,nal gain when we have
an abundance of materials In our own backyards to take care of any demands
for spirits that may be made upon us by our Government.

Yours very truly,
Tnic Osem Karss Cos & BsS WoRxs, INsC.,
OscA R. Kar .s, PFre idel.

The CIIARMAN. Without objection, we will stand adjourned, sub.
ject to the call of the Chair.

(Whereupon, at 11:30 a. M., the committee stood adjourned, sub-
ject. to the call of the Chair.)
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THURSDAY, JULY 9, 1942

Sajr ComuMir To CoxNDur A STUDY AND
IXVMSTIOATIO OF TFIE NATIONAL I)EFFF'N$ PROGRAM IN

ITS RElATION TO SMALL BUsINESS IN TilE UXNIT STATE,
lVashLsgton, D. 0.

DEvEwp PzL.s To AID Tim LARGE NvuB.Rm or MAurFrACUnMRs THAT
CANNOr BE OEN WAR CQNTR rsm Fr ESSEN'TIA, CIVIlIAN PROUO-
VON AND AR FOCw To CL.OS BECAUSE OFT TI WAR Enor

The select committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a. In., in room
1301 New House of Representatives Office Building, ifon. Wright
Patman (Texas), chairman, presiding.

Present: Representatives P1atman (Texas), chairman, Alfred Is.
Bulwinkle (North Carolina), William J. Fitzgerald (Connecticut),
and Charles A. Halleck (Indiana).

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Reed, ie asked you to come here this morning
to give us the benefit of your views on assisting those small manufac.
turers that will be unable to get assistance through acts that have been
passed by Congress intended-to relieve or assist small business.

I refer in particular to the Smaller War Plants Corporation Act
which will doubtless help a large number of small businesses, but will
not be sufficient to help all small businesses.

You pointed out recently in a statement you made or a public address
that you delivered that about, I believe, 28,000 manufacturing concerns
will probably have to close their doors in the near future because they
will be unable to convert to war production or essential civilian produc-
tion.

If you will give ui your views on that, we will appreciate it very
much, Mr. Reed. First, give ycur name and your title to the stenog-
rapher.

fr. BE=. My name Is Philip D. Reed. In private life I am chair-
man of the boaid of General Electric Co. I am with the War Produc-
tion Board.

I have a prepared statement which perhaps I might save time by
reading, and I will be glad to answer any questions that you care to
ask me.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, if you desire.
Mr. Hi:. In appearing at the invitation of the committee, I wish

fo speak as a private citizen expressing my own private view- rather
than as an offial of the War Production Board.

In private life my business career has been associated with a large
corporation, the General Electric Co., which is one of the symbols of
what is more commonly termed "big business." The attitude of the
American people and the Congress toward the survival of the so-called
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small business during and after this great World War will be deter.
mined by a composite of views from many divers groups.

The consumer, the laborer, the professional man, and scholar must
be heard; and, of course, big business will have its voice.

Without assuming to speak for big business, but as one qualified
to express a point. of view on your problem as it relates to big busi-
ness, let me say une uivocally that, in my opinion, small business
must be preserved if the American system of free enterprise is to
survive tie challenge of totalitarian government.

Some individuals may feel that tlis attitude, on the part of big
business is not sincere. They mity believe that big businessmen
would like nothing better than to see their smaller competitors
w ied out as casual ties of war.

I cannot deny that self-interest is the principal motive that colors
all human endeavor and belief. But the true and intelligent self-
interest of the so-called big businessman should lead him to give every
encouragement to the public and private action that may be neces-
sary to save small business. Whyl Because, first, if small business
goes, big business does pot have any future except to become the
economic arm of a totalitarian Etate such as is the case in Oermany
and Italy today. Because second, out of the flexibility the vigor,
and the competition afforded by small business comes the constant
spark that has made free Amerlcan enterprise one of the great
progressive forces in the struggle of man for mastery of the physical
univere.

U on this analysis of the problem of small business and the war,
which I believe to be the onl' tenable one I have no hesitation in
saying that enlightened self-interest should produce the heartiest
support from big business to any iound and reasonable public meas-
ure designed to serve and preserve small business enterprise from
the potential destruction that a total war effort engenders in many
instances. ,

Hence, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this com-
mittee and explore in a preliminary way the possibilities for such
public measures.

The record you gentlemen have made sufficiently bespeaks your
concern and sympathy with the problem of small business in the war
effort. Therefore I feel that it is not Incumbent upon me to attempt
to make a brief tor the public policy of aiding small business to
survive. I shall get right to the point of discussing ways and means
of accomplishing our common objective.

I should like to limit the area of my discussion. First, as to the
principle..

I am not here to discuss or debate the wisdom of a public policy
that attempts to save harmless from damage all citizens who suffer
as a result of war. That is a broad and omplex question which is
not decisive of the problem to which I will address my remarks;
namely whether or not the snall manufacturing business shall be
affords! some minimum subsistence to enable it to survive a period
of idleness enforced by the ncessities of wa. This more limited
issue involves the public interest in preserving an essential segment
of our industrial productive organization as an asset for the post-war
world. It is to be distinguishi~i from the private interest in seeking
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financial compensation for damage individually sustained as a result
of war.

The second limitation upon my discussion flows from the first;
namely, that the subject is the small manufacturer as distinct from
the small wholesaler and retailer.

In addition to tle 181,000 manufacturing establishments, American
business includes approximately 200,000 whole"le enterprises, 1,770,-
000 retail enterprises, and 646,00 service enterprise.

Many of these wholesale, retail and service establishments may be
forced out of operation as a resnit of the war. Whether the public
interest requires that assistance be given to some of these businesses
in order that they will be available after the war, I do not venture
an opinion. I should prefer that the committee seek testimony other
than my own as to this area of the small business problem. Again,
it is the case of the small manufacturer, the producer, the heart a
our productive economy that I wish to consider.

Finally, that group of small manufacturers who will be injured by
the impact of the war will not, of course, suffer equally. Tio Inter-
ruption of their business will vary from immediate and absolute shut.
down to curtailment which may or may not be of such extent as to
make profitable operation impossible.

For the purpose of emphasizing what seems to me to be the central,
though by no means tle only problem, I shall direct my discussion
to the basis, propriety, and form of relief that might be provided
for those manufacturers who must shut down completely and thus
face the problem of forced dissolution, if their financial reserves do
not enable them to cover maintenance costs and fixed charges during
a period of enforced idleness.

How does this problem arise and why is it -a concern of this
committee?

Inevitably, fighting a total war, in which the United States has
pledged itself to be the arsenal of democracy, means radical changes
in our everyday lives and in the organization of American business.

It is important to all of us that in making these changes we do
so in a way that does not permanently distort our economic scheme
of things or permanently sacrifice the elements of the way of life
we are fighting for.

One of the most serious and disturbing conditions produced by
the war production program is, paradoxically enough. the t xistence
in many communities of idle plants and machinery. This is because
the War Production Board, in order to release plants and equip-
ment for war work and to conserve critical materials has iisued
several hundred orders which have had the effect of curtailing or
completely prohibiting the prAuction of literally thousands of
peacetime products.

The full impact of these orders has not vet been felt. War con.
tracts, direct and indirect, are being sought by manufacturers on
every hand andl many companies have succeed in booking enough
work to keep them going at full capacity. Other companies, whose
facilities are reasonably well adapted to war production but who.
have not succeeded in obtaining war contracts will shoily be as-
sisted in doing so through the provisions of the Murray.Palman
bill, to which I will refer more specifically a little later on. Still
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other companies-and it is recognized that there are many thou-
sands in this category-have manufacturing facilities which are un-
needed for or unsuited to war or essential civilian production and
yet cannot be spared critical materials to maintain nonessential pro.
duction even at a curtailed rate. In other words, they are out for
the duration.

A preat portion of the general public is probably under the im-
pression that the problem of the small manufacturers and the war
effort will be solved through the blurray-Patman hill.

This is a misapprehension which should be dispelled. It is true
that the Murray-Patman bill will bring a larger number of so-called
small manufacturers into war production. But there is a limiting
factor, contemplated by the bill itself, upon that process. For the
bill was intended as an aid to war production and does not contem.
plate that the Chairman of the War Production Board will certify
as a competent contractor a small manufacturer whose facilities are
not adapted to the war effort or which cannot be converted for smch
production without expenditure of significant amounts of critical
materials for plant or machinery.

Thus, the Mburray-Patman bill covers part. but not all, of the prob-
lem. It obviously leaves for further consideration the problem of
the small manufacturer whose facilities are not suited to war pro.
duction and who cannot obtain materials for nonessential civilian
production. This type of company faces extinction unless something
is done, and done quickly.

The issue of public policy is inescapably presented by these cir-
cumstances. Inaction involves as much .of choice as action. The
choice is either to provide funds on some loan or grant basis, or to
let these manufacturing enterprises go through -bankruptcy and
dissolution with their physical properties dissipated and separated
from the owners and managers who have operated them.

A reversal of the War Pioduction Board policy that prohibits the
diversion of critical materials to the nonessential production that
might be continued in these plants is unthinkable. Such a diversion,
even if indulged on a temporary basis, might prove fatal. The
solution to the problem, if It is to be treated,-lies elsewhere.

The absence in the United States of any method or.device, or even
policy, for treating the rapidly growing number of small plant
casualties on the industrial front has been a cause of great concern
to those of us who are confronted by that problem every day.

As you know, there is no escape from the necessity of issuing
cur(ailment and stop production orders if the victory program is
to be met. We have attempteds however, to analyze the problem, dig
out such facts as were available, make them known, and stimulate
questions.
What are the two greatest industrial powers, other than the United

States who are engaged in this war, doing about their problem of
preserving the skeleton framework of normal productive industrialorganizat ton |

Great Britain has encouraged all companies in specified industries
to combine on some basis by which war or essential civilian produc.
tion is concentrated In a limited number of- so-called nucleus firms
which, in turn, pay to the close l companies small sums sufficient to
defray the cost of plant maintenance. /1
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This treatment by and through industry cooperation, and without
Government assistance may be feasible in those industries In which
a considerable degree of continuing production is to be permitted.
In those industries, however where production is completely cut off
or drastically curtailed, athd there are many, no such solution is
tenable.

Even in the industries where production is continued but curtailed,
the margin between cost and selling price is usually insufficient to
cover the cost of maintenance of the shut down manufacturers. Fur.
thermore, this type of solution Is much more practical in Great Britain
where for many years'manufacturers of a given industry have been
operating under production quotas fixed by their cartels or associa.
tons.

Even in Germany, the Government is said to have adopted a general
policy for the compensation of closed establishments in cases where
aid is not given under voluntary assistance programs of industry
groups under plans similar to those of the British.

TINs one fact seems to indicate that the survival of small manufac-
turing organizations and plants I, from the German point of view at
least, economically desirable and is not wholly a matter of sentiment.
For, as we all know, Germany is already highly regimented and has
little reason for preserving small productive businesses as a founda-
tion of onpetitive enterp-rive.

Some time ago when the full proportions of our curtailment pro.
gram became manifest In the form of a long and extensive series of
stop production orders, I attempted to secure an estimate of the anticl-
pated impact of these orders upon manufacturing concerns.

Admittedly, the figures were rough, and should be treated as esti.
mates or perhaps, even Informed guesses as to what will happen.
So qualil~d this preliminary eMtimate of the Bureau of Industry
Branches indicates that of 181,000 manufacturing establishments, ap-
proximately 94,000 whose sales in 1939 amounted lo $4,000,000,000, will
be forced to shut down before October 1.

As the situation changes, and the contracting effect of shortages of
material% labor and transportation facilities becomes Increasingly
apparent even these estimates muA be changed. Accurate statistical
information as to the effect of the war program on small manufactur-
ing businesses may show the problem to be of lesser or greater mag-
nitude.

The important fact is thst the problem is substantial; that it ap-
pears so now; that we cannot wait to count precisely the bodies before
considering whether or not something should be done about the
disease,

I do not know and would find it difficult to estimate what per-
centage of these 24,000 industrial concerns have sufficient financial
resources to weather a prolonged period of Idleness. I do not believe
that liquirhtion or tlankrurtey would be the rule rather than the
exception before the war is ended.

It would be quite desirable for some public o. private group to
attempt a more painstaking and detailed examination of the statistics
that give the problem substance.

The extent of the dislocation, the general characteristics of the
concerns affected, their size, their average span of life, the scope of
their activities, their location in a large urban area or a small com-
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munity, the age and competency of tie management and work force,
the tax aspect,% the insurance aspects-all these topics need consid.
erably more attention than they have as vet received.

But with the information which is p'eiently available, I believe
some opinions and positions can be taken:

Early in June, in a commencement address before the Polytechnic
institute of Brooklyn, I suggested by way of example, the creation
of a Government agency authority! to do the following:

(1) To defray, during the period of enforced shut-down the mini.
mum fixed charges and maintenance costs of those plants which have
been or will be closed down as a result of War Production Board
orders, provided such plants are not needed for war or essential civil.
ian production.
(9) To make loans at favorable interest rates to those plants which,

although not completely closed down at a result of War Production
Board orders, are unable to operate at a profitable level by reason of
such orders or shortages of materials, and are in need of and unable
to obtain financial assistance.

(3) To make loans at favorable rates, and up to the fair value of
frozen inventories, to those plants which have not unreasonable in-
ventories of fully or semifabiicated parts that cannot be finished and
assembled into completed products without additional amounts of
critical raw materials, and which are in need of and unable to obtain
financial assistance.

As I stated at that time these suggtions were made for the pur-
pose of stimulating consideration of this subject and not as a com-
plete and definite program.

I repeat them here simply for the record And without wishing to
imply that I consider these suggestions the only or even perhaps the
most. desirable steps to be taken.

Surely, any relief to be granted should be conditioned in a number
of ways, and many other alternatives should be carefully examined.

For example, it would seem to be a sound principle to require a
manufacturer who is forced to shut down to demonstrate his desire
and his fitness to be kept. alive for the duratibn by requiring him to
assume some part of the fixed charges and maintenance costs as a
condition precedent to the Government assuming the balance.

The manufacturer should, of coursN be required to shut down tight
and reduce all maintenance and fixed charges to a minimum.

It has been suggested by others that mortgagees or landlords should
be encouraged or compelled to participate in some program of accept-
ing nonnegotiable war bonds at 2 percent interest in-lieu of further
payments. There would seem to be a certain amount of equity and
appeal in this sugestion, but I have not explored its constitutionaland practicable alidity..

At all events, the business recipient's costs shotldobe reduced to the
bare bones. The recipient should be required t6 use current assets
to pay off curent obligations and generally to clear the decks of debt
insofar as he is able.
He should likewise be required to make available for sale or rent

any morale and usable property, either by way of rental to the Smaller
War Plants Corporation or to some other ipanufacturer who could
use it in lieu of new equipment. .The money received from such rental

4 / ,
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or sale might be placed in a separate fund for use in reequipping the
plant when it is reopened.

These conditions having been followed, the shut-down business
should have its application for assistance considered upon a budget
covering minimum maintenance charges, fixed obligations and rent-
adjusted to the lowest limit-taxes insurance, expense of watchman
and repairs necessary under standJby conditions.

These application should be studied on a case basis and standards
of eligibility should be established which, to the greatest practicable
extent, will weed out and exclude, on the one hand, concerns which
are clearly and demonstrably incompetent as a peacetime operation
and, on the other hand concerns which do not, In fact, require
financial aid to weather the storm.

In making these suggestions, I wish to keep clear the distinction
between the POlicy. behind it and the policy that would give every
private individual a right to relief from the Government for any
damage, direct or indirect, suffeied because of war.

To embark upon a hitherto unaccepted theory that It is the re-
sponsibility of the Government to save harmless all of its citizens
from the hardships of war, would be to invite an open season on
the public purse and credit that would be unsound and undesirable.

The impact of war upon human life and property is incalculable.
Thus far, this country and Great Britain have only attempted to
assist in providing protection from physical damage that may rqsult
from the physical attacks of foreign foes. We have not as yet
adopted a broad principle of granting relief for distress that results
from war.

For example, it is not suggested that a lawyer or a doctor whose
professional practice is interrupted because of the war has some
right to receive financial assistance because of the damage his prac-
tice may indirectly suffer.

Young men are interrupted in the course of their education, their
business careers, and removed from favorable economic positions to
enter into the armed service. These examples could be multiplied.
The incidental losses on any principle of relief of ordinary distress,
hence, are incalculable.

The validity of the proposal concerning small manufacturing busi.
nesses must stand or fall upon a decision as to whether or not that
case can be realistically distinguished from the other types of distress
mentioned.

The basis of such a distinction, as I have indicated, is that our
society has a very important stake in preserving the productive and
creative enterprise these businesses represent so. that they may be
in a physical and financial position to function at the cessation of
hostilities.

If it were simply a question of preserving small business in order
to save its capacity to produce, the question would, in my judgment,
be a far closer one. A much more persuasive argument for the
preservation of small business lies in the fact that each concern repre-
sents an independent competitive business nucleus eternally searching
for better, more efficient products arid for ways of distributing and
selling them at lower prices.

We just cannot have too many minds and independent organiza-
tions exploring this field, for therein lies the success or failure of
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any program to maintain our production and our standard of living
at a high level after the war.

The future of thousands of small communities is dependent upon
the existence of these private plants. If closed and dismembered
now, the economic future of these communities and the character of
the industry of which they are a part, is left hanging in the balance.

It is my belief that if they cannot be preserved during the war
and revived when it is over a tremendous and imponderable change
will occur in the structure of the social and economic life of America.

These manufacturing enterprises are the very warp and woof of
our system. Surely it is not the wish of this great Nation at war,
deliberately to decide upon new and different patterns for our post-
war political, social, or economic life. Let us not, then, adopt such
patterns by default through ignorance, lack of understanding, or
Inaction. "

What would be the order of magnitude of the actual cost of this
conservation project?

If the 24,000 companies previously mentioned, doing an annual
business of $4,000,000,000, were kept alive through Government funds
to cover fixed charges, and if such charges averse 5 percent of the
annual business of these companiMe the annua-outay would be
$ O200000,000. It would vary up or down depending upon the
eli Gles below or above the 24,000 estimate.

IP, relation to current war production expenditures, a sum of this
magnitude would seem to be small, indeed, as a price of preserving
this substantial group of the country's small productive enterprises
until the war production job is finished and they can resume their
im~ort ant operations.

ha& policy would not commit the Nation to the more ques-
tionable principles of reimbursement for war losses to ithich I have
referred. It would only involve a realistic preservation of a na.
tonal asset, physical, economic, and spiritual, which we will sorely
need in the years of readjustment ahead.

That completes my prepared statement. I would be glad to
answer anyquestions. . "

The CHAMMAN. Would you contemplate an amendment to the
so-balled Murray-Patman Act to carry out your objectives as out-
lined in your prepared statement or do you contemplate an entirely
new proposal?

Mr. REw. That is a question on which, Mr. Chairman, I think
the judgment of you and your committee would be far better than
my own.

It would seem to me, however surely amendment to the existing
Smaller War Plants Act would ife one way of doing it, and I fee,
I personally feel that the administration of the existing bill, the
Murray-Patinan bill, and the subject matter t at we are now dis.
cussing if it becomes law, should certainly be in the hands of the
same administrative group. I

The CIAIRMAN. They are directly related, it occurs to me.
Will the personnel of that board. be announced soon, do you think,

the Smaller War Plants Corporation Board?
Mr. REm. Yes; I think so.
Mr. BtLWixxLL I was just thinking as he was talking , I had on

my mind the Reconstruction Finance orporation for thls purpoa~/
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Mr. Rw-. The reason that I think it ought to be in one spot,
wherever that spot is, is that obviously these companies are going
to have to be examined and classified.

Either they are competent for war production or they aren't.
That means that engineers or someone who knows facilities and pro.
ductive capacities and oil the other elements that go into a question
of determining whether a given manufacturer, large or small, can be
helpful in war production, has got to be done by engineers.

It means that ou have got to have studies made and question-
naires filled out. If you have two sep a nc1es doing that, some
company an to fall W . e ing to be border.
line cases, and hey wl ifed as in penreaps, by one
organization and cert as competent or relief by
another. Therefo at ought to b.avoided and dlication
should, it seems c me, be made unn s, o admini ing it
at one point.

The CHAIRIM . I am i that hey uld be under one
management f the sa reason hat it f deci to hare he
financing und the SP Crpo under e
War Produc n Board rather e c on Fina

Heretofore , small rao ul t a tract f he cou

get the mon and he u a co
tract, but, of course, h coul get th ogether, and one
the obj 'ts o that act vas t ace 1nt the hands f
one group so t at they cIul fa th , valuate th r
services, they. uld do e lhig n to erni the e it
of their ability nd then decla o be m t , they Id
then let them a ually have th " ny 0 1 ut, and am
impressed, alor, t for th !rndeonsid hav.
ing it under t is p. icular u am afraid the would
be duplication of se otherwise. However, that is atter to
be explored.

Mr. Hmn. It might be ted out that the that we are
sIpeaking of here, the 24,000, i h nd as been deter.
mined that they can make no nribu ion to the war job, and that
is why we are worried about them. That being so, they can have
no real e in the War Production Board because the War Pro.
duction rd is for war production, and we have already found
that they cannot contribute to it, and so you can argue, and I think
with considerable wei ht, that perhaps ihe whole thing should be
outside the War Pr action Board area. It is produced by war
but this part of it has no part, is no help, to the War Production
Board.

On the other hand, the Smaller War Plants Coration contem-
plates to some extent an actual aid to the war.product ion program.

The CHnAiRx.%N. Your cbntract distribution offi s, which, I presume,
will soon become agencies of the Sniller War Plants Corporation,
have all the information that is needed about these 24,000 smaller
manufacturers without any further investigation, I assumed

, Mr. Rtim. I don't think that is so. I would be surprised If it were.
In other words I don't have a list, and no one that'I know of has a
list of these 24,00 companies. That was a rough estimate.
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The CHArMAN. I presume that these 24,000 would be trying to
convert into some sort of war work or into the production of essential
civilian supplies. That being true, they would necessarily have a
record of them in these contract-distribution offices?

Mr. Rim. Yes.
The CHAIRIAN. They, at least, have part of the information?
Mr. Ri.. Yes; I think they would have considerable information.
The CHAIRMAN. Your final proposal here is very interesting to me

about it costing probably $ 0,000,000. That would necessarily in-
clude some management from some department here in Washington
to supervise these different manufacturing concerns to make sure that
the expenses are kept down to the minimum, and certain require-
ments are met so as to make it just as little expense on the taxpayer
as possible. That would necessarily contemplate some governmental
supervision for that purpose, would it not, Mr. ReedI

Mr. Rmz. I think it would contemplate careful scrutiny, in the first
instance, of the application in order to test and check on their eligi-
bility. Once the determination has been made as to whether they
do or do not conform, whether the items of cost have been reduced
to the irreducible point, then it seems to me no further supervision
would be required.

The CIIAIRMAN. Does this $0,000.000 include any nonnegotiable
bonds bearing 2 percent interest that you mentioned In the preceding
paragraphs

Mr. ]rmD. That $0,000.000 is simply 5 percent of $4.000.000.000.
Four billions of dollars is the annual volume of the business of those
companies, and if we a."ume that the stand-by expense would not
exceed 5 percent, we multiply and come out with this $200,000,000.
It is so rough as to be of questionable value.

The CIIAIRMAN. WVell. of course, we must have some estimate.
Mr. Rim. That is right.
'Ihe Cif.tiRm.A. AndI presume that is about as safe an estimate

as we could arlyie atI
Mr. Rim. Yes.
The CHAIRMAx. That eine true. the $200.000.000 would include the

2 percent nonnegotiable bonds. In other word.Q, suppoe a manufac-
turinge concern has a lease and they are paying $100.000 a year. Well.
if the owner of that property agrees to take nonnegotiable bonds at
2 percent, that would solve tlat part of it ?

Mr. REED. That is right. Andto the extent that the applicant was
required to assume some part of it himself, the fund-the amount
required-would be reduced. To the extent that loans are substituted
for outright grants again-

The (A.sIRMAN. Carried to Its last analysis. I can see not being out
any actual money except to pople for actual labor and services that
must be perform&d that woulbe unable to accept nonnegotiable bonds.
Therefore. a large amount of money should not be necessary, should it,.
Mr. Reed I

Mr. REm. Well, that depends on how you work it ouLt I don't
think It can be done without considerable expense. It doesn't seem
to me likely that it can be done. Of course, issuance of bonds or-

Mr. Fivrzoi.mw. That 5 percent of that $4,000.000,000, that is for
management. What provision , if any, is made for the employees that
will be thrown out of employment ?
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Mr. RrwE. It is contemllated that there will be ample employment
in war production industries for everyone and one of the reasons-
perhaps important reasons--why these companies will be forced down
is that their labor will be required in the community but in other
plants.

Mr. Fizop.%t. But you know, Mr. Reed, as a practical inan, that
all labor will not be employed and cannot be employed, that labor will
have to be shifted from one community to another.

Mr. Mmw. That is right.
Mr. FiTzoF.RAW. Homes will be needed; old people that today are

emlploved in a great many of these small concerns won't be able to
obtain employment with these large firms. There are a great many
today that are not employed in this country that were employed, that
still can't be employed, so with this pro,,isioi that you are recom-
nending in your report here, it only provides for the management,

but there is no provision there for the old-
Mr. 1r. It isn't only the management. It includes the stock-

holders and the owners of the business, whoever they may be.
Mr. FirwzGE t.. Well, we will say it is the business that is provided

for.
Mr. f1REft. The suggestion makes no provision for unemployment

relief for the employees of these small companies.
The CHnAIRMA. Nor tie administration and so forth I
Mr. REtD. Nor the administration and so forth. No salary.
1Mr. FrrzozRa.w. But the business.
Mr. IIALLCK. It might well be that the preservation of the businem

in such a state of affairs that they can pick up after the war is over
would be highly desirable from the standpoint of the workingman
as well as the standpoint of the management.

Mr. FiTzomrAW. I believe that is tlie intention; if we are going to
preserve small business after the war, we have got to prepare for it.
But I don't believe with the War Production Board ftat they have
exIloited all of theme ,mall businessmen yet to p1tt them into l;rodue.
tion in the war effort. I know from practical experience that there
are several small business-s that are ready to go in and have been
begging to go in for this 1)at year and cannot go ito it, And have been
to tliese War Production Boarls and these offices that we have through-
out the States and have been there dozens of times.

As a matter of fact, from the viewpoint of a practical man and of a
mechanic myself, I believe that they could be used in the war effort,
but it has been impossible for them to receive any orders at all.

I don't know whether the Smaller War Plants Corporation is goin
to be able to help them or not, but I think it is tine to get going ant
use up these facilities that we have got around, not only men but
machinery.

I know tp in my State, up in Connecticut alone, which is a manu-
factcr:'ing State. :hat there are mmny manufacturers tip there that are
not workiig, using their machinery up to capacity, or anywhere near

CMr. iIALIKx. Of course Mr. Reed, we are all tremendously in-
terested in the problem ol the small manufacturer. As I under-
stand your suggestion here today, it simply.ainounts to a subsidy out
of the FederalT'reaspry to keep these plants in a m)ition so they
could pick up after the war is over. That is essentialy what it is.
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Mr. REED. Yes- that is right.
Mr. HAU.LCK. here is what bothers me. You have attempted to

distinguish it not on any altruistic basis at all, but rather on the
matter of the value involved to the public interest in having those
plants in shape where they could get gong again, but isn't the retail
outlet, the retail outlets, generally, over te country just as impor-
tant in our scheme of production and distribution under a system of
private enterprise as the productive capacitTI

Mr. I ,REED Well that is a difficult question. It is one on which
people'a views will differ; I would rather not compare them or even
discuss it. I think there are differences of degree, perhaps, and I
recognize full well that if this is done or seriously contemplated for
one group manufacturing group, of course, the pressure to do it for
others will be immense, and it becomes very difficult to distinguish
because it Is a matter of degree, the value to the e-onoi y. I per-
sonally' feel that the productive units, the nianufactu|ing units,
wherein lie the embryo of new invention, of new and cheaper prod.
ucts, of all of these things that have made this country what it is
today, should be saved.

Now how far we should go in dealing with the distribution end
of it, f just am not prepared to make a statement now. •

Mr. I ALlUCR. It has always been my view that depression with
consequent unemployment in this country has been a result of the
failure of the process of distribution rather than the process of pro.
duction which isn't to minimize the fact that after the war is over
and looking ahead there is a tremendous job in reconverting the
productive capacity of the county to the creation of consumer goods.

ut I am not so sure but what, if we let our distribution system go
to pieces, that we Tay find out that we will be getting our productive
capacity goi much quicker than we will our process of distribution.

fr. 11= 11. think your point is good.
Mr. HAInCK. And so, Cing realistic about it, if we undertake

such a program m as this, I am afraid we would be beset with demands
from people in positions against whom we would find it very difficult
to discriminate, and against whom we would find it difficult to find any
different basis for treatment or consideration.

Mr. Rsm. As I say, I personally think there is a difference. The
tools and facilities of distribution are different than of manufacture.

Mr. HIALScK. The reason for the preferential treatment that
would be accorded manufacturing industries as distinguished from
other operations in our economy is this matter of the value to the
economy?

Mr. H LD. That is right. And I went farther really. We start
with these obvious cases of the doctor or the lawyer and the damage
that lie is suffering to his asset, which is his praci ice, in the case of a
doctor or a lawyer, being irreparably, perhaps, injured, but no one

ever thinks of or should think of compensating him, in my judgment,
for that.

Mr. IALLCK. When you contrast the various favorable situations
-of the automobile manufacturing establishments with that of the
dealer, it Iq verv obvious that the dealer is on the small end of It be-
cause the plants have been converted to war work, and they are busy.

Mr. Rrm. Generally speaking.
Mr. IIAuLLCK. They are going to make s e money.
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Mr. Rsro. I think, 31r. Halleck, generally speaking, you will find
that the retail or wholesale establishment can liquidate itself, close
up, and then reopen later with much less of a wrench financially, and
its business can be liquidated in a way that tie average manufacturing
plant cannot. They have some fixed assets.

Mr. JIALLMCK. Some of them have some terrific leases.
Mr. REED. I know the), do. Don't mistake me. I don't, under-

estimate the problem.
Mr. H.tLECK. It is a problem, and I nm glad to see you and other

people pay some attention to it, because we, at least, might be making
some approach to its solution.

The CU.Imiam-,. The owners of real estate and real property it
occurs to me, should be willing to make a little sacrifice because thev
do not make any direct con tri)ution toward paying the cost, of this
wtar. You take about M ,000,000000 worth of real property in our
country, and absolutely nothing is paid into the war fund except
where an actual profit is made on the real estate, so, after all, the
real estate itself makes no direct contribution toward paying the cost
of defending that real estate in prosecuting this war.

Mr. HAILEci. You can't tell farmers that.
Mr. FirzoFRALi., You can't tell mine that, either, that with the

taxes raised and other things, that they are not contributing.
The CilSMMAN. Well, I reassert that one can own a million dollars

worth of real property, whether it is in farm land or anything else
and if he does not make any profit on it, he pays no income tax and
pays no tax to the fund for the prosecution of this war.

M Mr. IIAuzcK. What is it worth if it doesn't make a profit ?
The ChAIRMAN. I am just telling you it makes no direct contribution.
Mr. REED. You mean to the Federal Government.
The CuAInMAN. That is right, to the Federal Government. Of

course, it makes a contribution to the State, but for an entirely differ-
entpurpose. You know I specified for paying the cost of the war.

Mr. HEW. I know.
The CAIRMAX. I have a bill, I believe it is H. R. 6700. It is pend-

ing before the Judiciary Committee. It deals with leases, having in
mind where an automobile dealer has a shinw window he is paying a
couple of hundred dollars a month for. Wel, his business is cloed
up and he is obligated to pay that for a number of years. The ques.
tion is: Who should make the greatest sacrifice Should the auto-
mobile dealer be compelled to make all the sacrifice and continue to
pay $200 a month or should that owner make a sacrifice along with

imit And that being true, this bill contemplates that the court,
either State or Federal court, will pass npon the equities of the case
and determine what each one should sacrifice.

Do you think that is a step in the right direction, Mr. Reed?
Mr. Rrw. That Is a new function for a court, it seems to me. The

problem is clear. Is that the so-called orderly liquidation billI
The CIl[IRMAN. No; I don't think it is.
Mr. Rrrin. I have heard that term applied to some pending legisla.

tion. I forget.
111e CHAIRMAN. I don't think it has been applied to this particular

bill. This will apply to anything involving ration-ed goods that can.
not be easily or qulcldy disposed of, having in mind particularly auto.
mobiles and tires and so on.
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Mr. Rim. This task of trying to make the load fall evenly is one,
I suppose, we shall never get done.

The ChAIRMAN. That is like exact justice. We have to do the best
we can.

Mr. REm. That is right.
The CIAIRUIAN. In this plan of yours, you expect the plant to be

frozen exactly where it is, and kept up in good condition, properly
guarded and looked after?

-Mr. RErw. And the facilities if there happen to be a particular tool
that could be used by anyone else in the area, that would be available
at all times for rental or purchase.

The CHAIRMAN. They are available under existing law, aren't-they
Mr. REtD. Yes; they are.
The Cn.wRsIAN. And von would have no big salaries of officers, di.

rectors or administration?
Mr. hR . Absolutely no salaries at all except maybe a watchman

or something of that sort.
The CHAIRRIAN. People who are watchmen would be the type of

people who wouldn't ordinarily en gage in war work. A watchman
wouldn't have to be as well qualified physically as one engaged in war
work and we might be able to use a large number of people that
wouhln't 0t into the war program. Do you intent that all social secu-
rity benefits be frozen and kept intact as they are and continued to
accumulate !

Mr. RE.D. Of employees?
The CHAIRMAN. Of employees.
Mr. Riw. They would be automatically, wouldn't they? A man'

who is out of a job or goes into the Army, it doesn't affect his status.
The CHAI xAN. I presume they would. Don't they have some sepa-

rate system where they have social security benefits over a period of
years before the 1O35 law, could they not continue on as they 'ave been
without going under the Federal Scial Security Act?

Mr. REE. I am not sure that I understand that question.
The CHAIR3.AN. Did not some concerns have their own private

pension system.?
Mr. Rim. Oh, yes.
The CHAIRUAN. And are they under the Federal Social Security

Act or are they outside of it I "
Mr. RrW. The plants themselves are entirely separate from them.

Many of them have been modified to dovetail with them or fit to.
gether.

The CHA RMAN, But in your plan, I presume that you would
expect that they would be frozen, even though it were a private
plan, frozen jusi where it is, and the employees funds protected and
taken care of?

Mr. ReD. I think that would be a problem for the companies
Themselves. They will vary tremendously. I think you will find

few of these companies we are speaking of, the smaller companies
that have their own individual pension plans. Almost without ex-
ception they are relying on the social-sec~rity law In providing
for their people and making the pay-roll deductions. I don't think
you have a problem at all there.
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The CIAIMr.IV. Let us assume that there is a plant that cannot be
converted, and try to think this thing through. There will be no
officers' salaries, the tax will have to be paid.

Sir. R.ED. Yes; property taxes.
The C1KAIRM AN. Property taxes
Sir. REw. Corporate taxes, keep your corporate franchise alive,

and income taxes -p to tie period piior to the time you shut down.
The CH IRM AN. lut that could be done with negotiable bonds,

some of them I presume.
Sir. R.r. I think so.
The (JI.l.MA. And eliminate the necessity of paying out actual

cash. There would be taxes of different kinds. The amount of la-
bor would be small. There is no reason why the amount should beJarge,ieMr. REED. No.

Mr. IIVLWINKLF. Well, just I minute. You take any manufac-
turer's plant, Sir. Patman, and you let it stand, you are going to
have to have a sufficient number of men in there constant lygoing
over that machinery and oiling it, or your machinery wilIdepre-
ciate; isn't that right?

Mr. Rizv. I don't think you would need many people. We are
talking about small plants, Major.

ir. BULWINKLE. Well, in a small plant. I am assuming a pro-
position with some two-to-tllree-iundi-ed-thousand-dollar capital in
a manufacturing plant you are going to have to have more of a
pay roll than you think when you get through with it. You are
going to have to have at least three watchmen.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, there would be no dividends to be paid.
Everything would be frozen just where it is.

Mr. R w. Yes.
Mir. BULWINKL.. You are going to have to have a man there as office

manager for this help that you have. Your fixed charges on one of
those plants will amount to a little bit more than 5 percent, I imagine,
one oJ those smaller plants, anyhow. Is that a question which we
would have to find out?

Mr. REw. Exactl.
Sir. BtLUwiNKL. You can't estimate it right nowI
Air. RrE. Exactly.
The C1AIRMAN. Any other questions, Major I
Mir. BULWIXKL. In your fixed charges, you go on with these things,

your taxes and all like that, and, of course, that man may have his
mortgage or deed of trust or liability, and your interest would have
to be arranged.

Mr. RBw. You would have to adjust that in some way. If he regis-
tered the property you would have the rental proposition to deal
with with some landlord.

Mr. BULWI.,LE. So when you get into it you are going to find it
more complicated than you think.

The CHAIRMA.. I know it is a omplicated problean.
Mr. BULWINRLE. I felt this way: If, assuming, for the sake of argue.

ment, that we brought out some kind of bill, piobably thi War Pro.
duction Board investigating each of these can certify whether or not
that man could go into Government contracts or into essential civil.
ian contracts.
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Mr. RE. That is the first step.
Mr. BULWiNKLE That is the first step. And then turn that over

to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation for the purpose of finding
upon their credit whether under all the circumstances lie would We
entitled to it.

Mr REED. That is right.
The CHAIRMAzN. There wciild be no duplication of effort I
Mr. REE. No; there would be no duplication of effort. The tech-

nical studies are (lone by one group, it seems to me.
Mr. BULWINKLE. The technical studies, but the other is purely a

financial thing.
The CHAIRMAx. And as Mr. Reed suggested awhile ago, when they

determine that they cahnot be converted, the War Production Board
really is not the right place for them, because the War Production
Board is for the purios of prosecuting tie war.

Mr. Ram. That is right.
Mr. BULWINKL.. That is the reason I was wanting to get it out of

it and not cumber you up with having 20,CO oi. 80,000 or 40,600 cor.
portions on your hands down there to look after to see that they were
making the interest and doing this that, and the other.

Mr.B EWr. That s right. On this questis n, Mr. Fitzgerald, that
you mentioned, of labor. As you know, ie Government has the
United States Employment Service offices all over the country who
are undertaking tolist and to categorize all unemployed people so they
can be used for war purposs.

Now, it might be possible in connection with what we have been
talking about here to provide in the statute itself, if there were one.
that any company that was shut down and assisted under this bill.
the employees of that company would be given preferred status, if
you like, at the top of the list with the United States Employment
Service. or something of that sort, whereby they could be especially
deult with.

Mr. FmozAw. How could they do that, Mr. Reed? They don't
employ the help. All they do is recommend it. The firms that they
g to are the ones that are going to say whether they are going to-

ire them or whether they are not going to hire them.
Mr. BuLwiv LE.. They could do like they did in Italy in the N. R. A.

that they had. Did you ever know how that worked?
Mr. Raze. No.
Mr. BULVW NKLE. For instance, here is a plant that shut down and

here is another plant that needs so many employees. Those employees
were transferred to the plant.

Mr. F1izoixlD. We don't want them to do that in America; not
yet. If might be necessary later on to do it.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Then, on the other hand-ust a minute. I am
talking about this. You are wanting s6methingdone for the people
without work. This way it would g1ve them work. They wouldn't
have to go. but they could have their opportunity of going if they
wish, and that is alithere is to it,

Mr. Firzormuw. That is different: Giving them an opportunity if
they wantedto go there, but I wouldn't want to see anything in force
in this country that would force a man to go from one job to another.

Mr. BuwuINacr. Nobody had intended that at all. If you h~d
waited until I got through, you would have found out what it was.
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Mr. FITZOERALD. I am not yet convinced that the War Production
Board has used all of the small business in this country in the war.
production effort.

Mr. Rum. It hasn't, and it won't.
Mr. FrrzoERA. Until it has, I wouldn't want to see consideration

given to this plan. Because we would put it in somebody's power to
Fay: "You go out of business, and we will pay a certain amount of
money until you close down." . 0

I want to see every man employed in this country in every industry,
no matter how large or small, employed in the war effort, and I don t
believe we have exploited that endofit yet.

Mr. REw. So do we all.
Mr. FiZIIERAtP. I think there are a great many small businessmen

in this country that can be employed. I want to ask you another
question. It was testified before this committee several months ago
that less than 2 percent of the raw material would keep the majority
of these small businessmen in civilian operation. Has that figure
changed, do you know? Would you say it is increased?

Mr. Ruz. I don't know where that figure came from.
The CHAIRMAN.. Mir. Odium suggested it.
Mr. FirzomEw. Mr. Odium.
Mr. R.W. I remember it. On what basis it was employed is not

clear. My own view of it is that the one thing we can't, as a Nation
afford to waste is critical materials. As between dollars and critical
materialS my vote is for dollars. The copper and steel and tungsten
and these other metals, it seems to me, we cant' .fford to use for relief
purimses if there is any other way around.

Ar. FITZ0 RA. I was just asking to see if the figures changed.
The CHAIRMAN. .lave you visited Britain latelyfg
Mr. I1cm. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You studied their problems?
Mr. Rum. We have been in close touch with what they are doing

and how they have dealt with it.
The ChfAIRMA. Any other questions, gentlemen ?
Mr. ButIANmLE. The loss of 2 percent of critical materials in war

material might be the loss of a bottle.
Mr. R11D. Very easily.
Mr. JIuLwINKtLE. And that is the first consideration always.
Mir. Rr.w. That is right.
The C.IAIRMAx. Tomorrow morning we will have a session at 10:30

o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 11: 35 a. i., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene

at. 10: 30 a. in., July 10, 1012.)
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FRIDAY, ULY 10, 1949

SEtzker COMFmFFF TO CONDVCr A STUDY AND-INVIXTOA-
no'O cr THE NAiOAih Dm.sE PoGRAm IN Irs
RELATIO TO SH.LL lBusNES.ms IN Tilm UNITED STATS,

WasAington, D. 0.
Tle select committee met, pursuant to adjournment at 10:30 a. m.,

in room 1301, New house Office Building, lion. Wright Patman(chairman) presiding.Presnt: Repren ta fives Patman (Texas), chairman; awd Bul-

winkle (North Carolina).
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hines, please.

STATEMENT OP CHARLES F. HINES, WAR PRODUCTION COORDI-
NATOR, CITY OF PROVIDENCE, R. I.

The CAIRMAIi. Mr. Hines, suppose you give your name and posi-
tion to the reporters

Mr. HINEs. Ye sir. I am Charles F. ]lines, War Production Co-
ordinator of Providence, R. I.

The CHAIRMAN. You know the subject matter that we are consider-
ing, Mr. Hfines?

Mr. h s. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I have talked to you about it.
Mr. IlixEs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. 1lave you a prepared statements
Mr. HiNEs. I have prepared a short statement that might embody

one or two ideas that we lieve would be helpful to the work of the
committee and Congress.

'The CHAIRMAN. Would 'ou like to read (he statement I
Mr.HiNsm I would be llad to, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Before being interrogated by us?
Mr. hius Yes, sir.
The CnIRMAN. All right go right ahead.
Mr. llNs. A serious brea-down of small Industrial establishments

In the Providence , R. I., area threatens because of the inability of these
smaller concerns either to (1) obtain materials for their ordinary
business or because (2) they cannot obtain stifflient replacement war
subcontracts or (8) undertake them at the present time due to various

All of these concerns desire to do war work. Many of them are
temi~rarily handicapped because of the difficulties in obtaining suffi-
cient war work of the kind that they will fit into or because of the
delays Inherent in converting their plant when the specific needs are
not sharply defined.
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It is the opinion of the business division of the Providence Civilian
Defense Council that the bill providing $1W000000 to help small
industries convert to war production should Ie broadened to assist
those smaller concerns whose usefulness in war production will be
delaYed by causes beyond their control.

After considerable study of the matter, it is the considered opinion
of the business division that everything reasonable should be done to
maintain the status of these concerns for future usefulnesm in the
successful prosecution of the war. It is our belief that, inasmuch as
no one can now foretell how long the war will continue or what its
demands on the industrial economy of the country may be, it would be
extremely unwise to allow these smaller concerns to lose their identity
and organized capacity for war work.

It seems certain that if the demands for war production should be
suddenly increased in almost any direction, the Army, Navy, and
Maritime Commission, as the principal ordering agencies in the Gov-
ernment, would Le compelled to fall back on these smaller concerns for
a great preponderance of the production required, because practically
all of the large i.-anufacturing concerns capable of war work are
engaged to full capacity.

The busiress division recognizes the difficulty of giving assistance to
these industrial concerns, because it is practically an impossibility to
.ave every business concern in the country threatened with extinction.
It Is our belief that this assistance should begiven only to those con-
cerns that might be considered the reserve industrial force needed for
war production.

We suggest the advisability of establishing a system whereby the
W. P. B.. Army, Navy, Maritime Commission, or other Federalpro.
curement bodies be called upon to certify the potential usefulness of
such concerns for war production as a condition precedent to the
granting of any financial distress aid.

In this connection, to assist in such an operation and to perhaps
provide a point for experiment, the business division of this Defense
Council will be willing to establish a committee of thorot., hly com-
petent busine-s executives in this area who could receive r"iuests for
such financial assistance from such concerns, thoroughly investigate
their qualiflcations and fitness, and report to any fund distributing
agency of the Government with authority to disburse such funds.

If the war continues beyond present expectations, the Government
will certainly need the aid of these smaller concerns. Our principal
reconmendationq at this hearing are to suggest broadening the powers
of the bill to include those concerns that will be needed later on and
to further suggest that the regulations and policies established for
the disbursement of this fund be strictly established upon some such
method as outlined above so that Its expenditure will not duplicate
already existing methods of financing and yet be of the utmost im-
portanoi in winning the war.

That, sir, is the end of the prepared statement.
The CHAIRMAXN. What official position did you say that you now

hold, Mr. ]lines?
Mr. rimrs. I am the war production coordinator for the Providence,.

it. I., area.
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The CIAnMAN. You remain in Providence most of the time then,
I resumeI

r. IhINE. Well, I am in Providence most of the time, but. I am
primarily contacting large war prime contractors and governmental
departments, wherever we can bring work into the Providence area in
large volume.

Tihe C,,AIRMAN. You have quite a few manufacturing concerns in
that area, have 'ou not?

Mr. HINS. 'Yes, sir. In that connection I would like to outline a
little bit our Providence situation.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it typical of the New England area ?
Mr. Ih Nrs. It is not quite typical, sir. It is perhaps a slightly

aggravated average, if I might use that term.
The CHAIRMAN. Prior to your connection with the War Production

Board, did you hold some position in Providence that enabled you to
have cor,-tnt contact with the smaller plants?

Mr. hINrS. Yes, sir. I am executive vice president of the Provi.
dence Chamber of Commerce.

The CHAIRMAN. How long have you held that position?
Mr. hfNEs. I have been t ere a year, and before that I was with the

National Asociation of Manufacturers in New York as public-rela-
tions director.

The CHAIRMAN. So you have had contacts with manufacturing con-
cerns quite a long time?
Mr. Yes, sir; for many years.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you made one statement there about someone

in the War Production board who certified the potential usefulness
of these different concerns. Do you refer to just small businem. gen-
erally, or do you refer to the concerns that can be converted into war
production, or to those that can be converted to the production of
essential civil supplies, or do you refer to those, about 25,00O,that
cannot (to anything in connection with either?

Mr. hiN.. The question as to whether or not they can do something
is a disputable one. Most all of these concerns may be said to
start with certain nuclei. They have management, they have labor,
they have their houses, they have al least that. They "may need, in
many cases, now machinery. They may need to retrain their help, hut
we have seen so many illustrations in the country of concern inking
something for war Iproduction so remote from what their IXeacetimno
production was that it would be hard to say that any industrial con.
cern could not be used in war production.

The CHIAIRMAN. It is your belief that practically all of then--or
do you say all of them cal be used in one way or aam~ther in either war
production work or in the production of esentiAl civilian supplies?

Mr. HiNve. I think that is a true statement.
The CHIIR AN. You have, for instance, large concerns like Good.

rich; the executives were called into Washington and just told to take
certain contracts because they had people who Vere good managers;
they had the engineering skill and ability, and thev had the set-up
where they could do almost anything. The reason I mention Good-
rich they were given a big job In my own county constructing a
shelf-loading plant, something that is remote from anything that the
Goodich company were ever engaged in.
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Mr. HiNms. Yes, sir.
The CHAMIMAN. But because they had these different things you

mentioned, like management, and they had labor, and the different
elements necessary for a successful business they were called upon to
do this war work.

Mr. HINEs. Yes, sir.
The CIIAIMAN. So you believe all of them can be used then?
Mr. HIlimS. I would not want to go quite so far as to say all of

them, but I would say that all but a very few could be.
The CHAIRMAN. Vell, those that cannot be used, do you have any

plan to help them?
Mr. HINE. I have no specific remedy or suggestion in that connec-

tion, because our thoughts, of course, have always been in connection
with war production. You speak of concerns that might not be used.
Well, you could think in terms, perhaps, of a millinery concern that
might be so remote that it would be very inadvisable to consider them.

The CHAIRMAN. A concern where the stock in trade is style?
Mr. HINEs. Style?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. HINiEs. It would be perhaps wiser if they started from scratch.
The C1AIRMAN. Go ahead, Major Bulwinkle.
Mr. BuLmWIKLE. Let me ask you this: You spoke. of the number of

concerns in Rhode Island that could be converted. How many such
businesses have you?

Mr. HINES. I am glad you brought that out, sir. In the conference
with the W. P. B. representatives in Providence 3 days ago we ana-
lyzed our situation as far as we could. I will deal specifically with
one industry as indicative of others. At the present time there are
approximately 1.000 plants in the jewelry industry, employing ap-
proximately 25,000 people.

The CHAIRMAN. One thousand plants, employing 25,000 people?
Mr. HiNES. Yes, sir. You notice the ratio is low. They are unable to

continue, either because their volume of war production is too small to
sustain them or because of lack of necessary machinery, which is tied to
their inability to secure additional war work. Let me give an illustra-
tion of what I mean by not having sufficient war work. There is one
concern-I will furnish the name of it if you desire-a jewelry manu-
facturin, concern employing O0 people in peacetimes, approximately
50 percent of whom are women. At the present time, there are 24
persons working in that plant on three shifts turning out dies for
ammunition on home-made apparatus. In other words, in one little
corner there they are going 24 hours of the day, but the rest of the
plant is completely shut down. Obviously, such concerns cannot stay
open on such small substenance. They have got to get more.

Mr. BL LWJNKLE. What else have they got besides jewelry?
Mr. Hixss. We have many kinds of manufacturing plants. We are

a widely diversified manufacturing community.. Our principal indus-
try is textiles. Cotton textiles, of course, are going very good. Wool-
ens are suffering certain seasonal declines. We have also a machine-
tool industry which is going very strong. WehaVe the rubber indus-
try, which, of course, is badly hit. We have electrical industries, which
are probably 50 percent of their normal production, and many, many
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small concerns making all kinds of specialized articles. For instance,
we have 25 plastics manufacturers. In those plastics manufacturers,
they are 100 percent out of business.

The CHAIRMAN. But this concern that you just mentioned a while
ago-if you will pardon me, Major-that normally employed 600 peo-
ple and now has 24 people working with home-made equipment-do
you have some plan whereby you can put all the rest of those people to
workI

Mr. Hi rs. Yes, sir. I would like to make these suggest ins, that I
think might help. This arises from considerable contac with the
smaller manufacturers, with prime contractors, their home offices, and
governmental departments. The principal difficulty at the present
time of the small manufacturer is getting machinery, and at the same
time we have a declining order rate. In other words, the concerns that
6 months or 9 months ago felt they could takb a gamble to convert be-
cause there was plenty of business had some reasonable justification,
but today with such a declining order rate it makes the contract very,
very risky. Now, when they do convert, there are many hidden casts
that are not normally considered. Supposing that manufacturer was
able to get his machinery either by purch ase through Government sub-
sidy or through money borrowed from a bank, or from any other
source, hQ stilthas got a lot of cost in setting up. He has got to take
that machinery, which is heavy usually-it has to be placed in a certain
position i he has to pull back his labor; he has to replace the things
that are lost. It takes some time and expenditure before he is able to
convert ( r to be able to manufacture again. So that it is my personal
opinion that the big difficulty in conversion is that the smaller manu-
facturer does not know specifically what he has to convert for, what
he is going to actually make.

You go to a prime contractor and he says: "Why, sure, we have got
plenty of work. Here is some right here.' Well, before they can pos-
sibly convert to make that, that order is all gone and some other things
are in the market. So that I believe that the primary assistance that
needs to be given to the smaller contractor or the smaller manufacturer
who has to convert is to see that the order that he can get is frozen,
waiting until lie is able to produce it. There is a big time lag in there
with no certainty on his part that if he does buy this machinery, if lie
does make this expenditure, that he is going to make exactly that.

Now, in the case of the smaller manufacturer particularly, the
purchase of machinery is his major investment. If he buys W lathe
and then discovers, when he is ready to do business-, that lie does not
need a lathe but he needs a grinder he is in a hard position. So it,
would seem to me that one of the key answers to the operation of
this new corporation is not lack of 'capital. He can usually get
capital if he bas got some assurance of manufacture, but the order
needs to be held for him until he is ready to manufacture it.

Mr. BIJLWNKLE. Now, let me get back to these jewelers.
Mr. HIsNs. Yes.
Mr. BuwwI-xxi. You say there are about 1,000 of those employ-

ing about 25,000 peopleI
Mr. HIwNs. Yes, sir.
Mr. BULwINKL. What is the highest range of employment in any

one establishment?
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Mr. HiNEs. I should say that a year ago practically every jewelry
worker in the Providence-Attleboro area was working.

Mr. BULWINKLE. What was the greatest number of employees in
any establishment?

Sir. HiNS. The largest concern in the jewelry industry will em-
ploy 600 to 800.

Mr. BULWINKLE. 600 to 8001
AMr. HINES. Yes.
AMr. BULWINKLE. How many of those 600-to-800 establishments

were they?
Mr. HINES. Probably not more than five or six.

ir. BULWINKLE. So they ran on down then to one?
Mr. HrNES. Yes, sir; all the way down the scale.
Mr. BULWINKLE. And there were a great many ones?
Mr. HINES. Not ones,4but 10 and 20.
AMr. BuLWINKLE. Well, you are going to have more than 25,000

out of employment then on that basis.
Mr. HINES. Well, I am not saying that ill the jewelry business is

going to be completely out of business.
Mr. BULWINKME. I am talking about the thousand you said were

out at this time.
Mr. HINES. You mean the ratios?
Mr. BULWIKLE. Yes. You said there were about 1,000.
Mr. HINE. About 1 000 concerns.
Mr. BULWINKLE. About 1,000 concerns employing about 25,000

people.
Mr. HNES. Yes, sir.
Mr. BULWINIKLE. Now, then, we come down to the fives.
Mr, HiNFs. Yes, sir.
Mir. BuiLwNl'KL. What kind of war work could any of those

industries employing five people do?
.Mr. HINE. Of course, my answer would have to be very general,

because they differ. One jewelry manufacturer makes rings, an-
other fellow will make compacts.

Mr. BULWINKLE. All right, now; we will take the rings.
Mr. HINEs. Yes.
Mr. BuLwINKL. I want to get it for my own information.
Mr. HINEs. I will be happy to tell you.
Mr. BULWINKLE. What kind of war work could that man em-

ploying fivepeople making rings do?
Mr. HINES. There are two or three things that any jewelry-manu.

facturing plant could do. For instance, take electrical work. A large
part of the operation in making jewelry is soldering. Jewelry is
primarily a stamping, putting plating on it, it is an assembly job,'and
assembly is most of the times soldering together. So that for assembly
work involving putting together the wires, panel boards, and such
things, he could use his stamping machines aid he could use his girls
in the wire assembly, and that would be the finest piece of soldering
done in the United States for that kind of work.

Mr. Bu WINKLE. Have you ever undertaken to consolidate, we will
say, 15 or 20 or 30 of these smaller concerns and organize them into a
group that could do a certain amount morhthan what just one concern
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could do? In this war we have got to do things quickly. If you say
to this man who employs a few people, "You make this,' and then the
prime contractor has to check it on all of them, it takes too much
time.

Mr. HINEs. As War Production Coordinator I have tried to bring
together other concerns, small machine shops that would tie in with
jewelry shops and thereby make a completed operation. We have
found'considerable work, but as I say, sir, by the time that you would
ever be able to pull that together to make a specific item, the order
is gone. That is the big trouble.

Now, sir, obviously speed is the essence of this operation, but there
are many, many parts of things that are continuing. I mean, by that,
that the demand for it will be continuous for a long period of time with-
out change, so that it would be very possible to freeze certain items
that might be needed 6 months from now or 3 months from now. In
other words, it, is possible for the prime contractors to anticipate a
demand that will be 6 months ahead and say, "Well, we will hold this
for you and you should be able to start production say 4 months from
now, in order that we will be sure of our delivery date."

Mr. BuLmwNKLE. Well, the prime contractor may not know 6
months from now whether he is going to get another contract:

Mr. HINEs. That is true, but in some cases the contracts are so con-
tinuous and so vital that they have received practical assurance from
their ordering groups that the work will be continuous.

Mr. Bt viNKiLa. You remember the Manville Jenckes concern in
Pawtucket I

Mr. HiNrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. BULWINKLP. All that machinery was taken out of it and put

in otherplaces in small bunches.
Mr. HINm. I do not feel I can speak authoritatively on it, because

it occurred before my time. I do know the machinery was all gone,
and I presume it was sold in the open market. I presume a consider-
able part of it was.

Mr. BU LIvNKLE. But the space in the building was not all vacant?
Mr. HiNts. No, sir. There were 425,000 square feet of vacant floor

space in the Manville Jenckes Building.
Mr. BULMNKLE. At Pawtucket?
Mr. HrtM. Yes.
Mr. BULWINKLm. They were talking years ago about renting it out

to smaller concerns.
Mr. Hires. Let me paint a picture that will helt you. We are one

of the distress-areas of the country. The Plant Site Board has told
me there are three areas that might be considered to be industrially
distressed areas. New York City of course, is first. The Providence
area is second, and then they spoke of the Merrimae Valley of Mas-
sachusetts. Of course, they are thinking-in terms of large groups of
people, and I suppose that does not say that they are aging to stay
that way or that other ones are not going to come into at category,
but at least at the present time those are the three that are considered
to be the areas that are badly in need of industrial work.

We have approximately 60,000 industrial workers listed with the
Federal Employment Service, or will be listed with the Federal
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Employment Service in the next 2 months, within 30 miles' com-
muting perimeter of Providence. That includes such cities as Fall
River, New Bedford, Taunton, Pawtucket, Woonsocket, and a host of
'smaller towns. We have approximately 3,0O,00,W 0 square feet of avail-
able manufacturing space. Our community is almost completely slack
from the viewpoint of industrial work. Our railroads are not in
full use.

There is contained in this list here a list of the machinery in 750
plants. It comprises 18604 machine tools. Thit is the listing of the
W. P. B.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean that are idle?
Mr. HINs. 0 percent of which are-either idle or will be within the

next months.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, the phrase "machine tools" I do not think is

commonly understood.
Mr. Hn rs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, in the South we probably think of it as

some monkey wrench, or something like that, but you refer to it as a
large device for stamping steel?

Mr. HINEs. No, sir.
TheCHAntMAN., Or automobile bodies?
Mr. HiwEs. No, sir. The major characteristic that distinguishes a

machine tol from any other kind of machine is that it has scrap. In
other words, it has filings, stuff left over, drilled out. There is always
something left over.

The C1AInRA. That is a machine tool?
Mr. I-Nrss. That is a machine tool. It includes such machines as

millers, grinders, drillers, planes, and things of that sort.
The ChAIRMAN. They all manufacture something?
Mr. HiNus. That is right. They punch something and there is scrap

left over. A pressing machine is not a machine tool. For instance
a molding machine that would take a-piece of metal and just mold
it into shape is not a machine tool.

The CHAIRMAN. Neither would a crowbar or monkey wrench be a
machine tool?

Mr. HINEs. No, sir.
Mr. BuLvWINKmu. One of the shortest definitions for machine tool

is what tools can be made on it.
Mr. HiNE. That is right. It is used to make other tools.
The CHAIRMAN. And you have 18,000 in that area?
Mr. HiNEs. Yes, sir. This is the W. P. B. category listing. In

other words, this is the determination of W. P. B. as to what consti-
tutes the machine tools, and here they are all listed in this paper. This
was obtained through a survey made by W. P. B., and then it was
brought together by us. We compiled it.

The CHAIRMAN. Necessarily, I presume, many of these plants, in
our war effort, have been established in the interior of the country to
get away from possible danger ?

Mr. HNEs. Yes. The 250-mile limitation on the erection of plants,
created by Assistant Secretay of War Pattetson, has resulted in, of
course, keeping most plants in the interior of the country, especially
new developments.
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The CHAIRMAN. That has brought up many problemsI
Mr. HiNxs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You take in our section of the country where they

have an industry employing 15,000 or 20,000 people, most of them
have got to be brought from other sections of the country?

Mr. HINES. That is right, sir.
The CHAI)RMAN. They are generally people who are not accustomed

to our habits and ways of living; tie climate, and the custom of our
country. Then they do not have schools to take care of them in the
place where this industry is located. They begin to clamor for some
aid to get schools. Then they need highways, they need transporta-
tion, they need sanitary facilities they need a place to live, and all
kinds of problems are arising on that account?

Mr. HiNs. Yes, sir. The natural limitation of an area to manu-
facture is the basic economy under which it rests. The limitation to
which a town can absorb manufacturing is the ability of the town to
provide the necessary facilities that go with it. There is the question
of water supply sewage disposal, schools, police force, and fire depart-
ment. That, of course, has meant that in many cases towns have just
gotten to the point of saturation, as you have pointed out was the case
in your district. On the other hand, here are big industrial areas
which have been industrial areas for many, many years.

The CHAIRMAN. It would not upset you at all?
Mr. HiNa. No, sir. We could take on a 25-percent additional ab-

sorption right now without employing another policeman or putting
down another water pipe or building another school.

The CHAIRMAN. How far is your area from the coast line?
Mr. HiNEs. We are about 35 miles from the coast, sir.
Mr. BuLWiNKLE. Then, the thing that we would have to do is to get

Judge Patterson to change that regulation.
Mr. Hirzs. Well, I am informed that that regulation governing the

250-mile location of plants is one that is overturned when certain other
factors are present. First, if the emergency is great enough, if the
industrial capacity is strong enough and needed badly enough, then
they can overturn that rule, as witness the erection of plants in thA
Long Island area.

The CHAIRMAN. You take the big bombing-plane plants, they have
been on the Pacific coast, right on the coast line.

Mr. HINEs. That is right, sir. You may wonder why these things
occur, why was not that economic question taken up in the earlier
stages. It is easily shown why. The ordering departments obviously
want to do business with the established large concerns.

The CHAIRMAN. People who could do the job quickly and have every-
thing to do it with.

Mr. HIxNEs. That is right. This area is an area primarily of small
concerns, just as in New York City the concerns that are going out of
business are comparatively small concerns. They do not qualify as
prime contractors.

Now, there is very definitely a trend discernible in the many order-
ing bodies of trying to expand their subcontractors instead of expand-
ing themselves. In other words, a concern will have an established base
for procurement of certain components of parts and when the flow
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of additional orders comes in they will try to expand that base. Now,
I have maintained all along that one of the falsities of this set-up
is that it places the war production on to narrow a base for major
expansion, that even if we never needed the full capacity of this
country it should be on a broad enough base so that in case it was
needed it would be available. That means that it would be good busi-
ness on the part of the Government to educate these smaller concerns
for their place in this whole picture.

Mr. BULWXNHLX. How many industries in Rhode Island are engaged
in war work?

Mr. HINrs. That, sir, I cannot tell; nobody can tell, because while
you made new prime contractors nobody knows the volume of subcon-
tractors.

Mr. BVLWINKxL. Are there any prime contractors in that areaI
Mr. Himes. Yes, sir. The machine-tool industry has one, Brown &

Sharpe, Taft Pierce-4hree or four of the large machine-tool manu-
facturers iii this country are located there, but we are in a dense area.
In the area 80 miles around Providence there are one million and a
half people.

The CHARMAX. Now, wait. Did you say a million and a halfI
Mr. HINmS. About a million and a half people. It is a dense area

of town upon town, of town upon town. While our city has a popula-
tion of 253,000 the second largest in New England, in Providence
County there are 550,000, just in Providence County. Then, it goes
on andon. You see the area envisages the lower southeastern section
of Massachusetts and a slice of Connecticut, because we are the smallest
State in the Union.

The CHAIRMAN. The Smaller War Plants Corporation, I uider-
stand will be set up pretty soon, any time in the next day or two.

Mr. HINEs. Yes, sir.
The CHiA.RN. Do you not expect that to help a great deal I
Mr. HINES. Yes, sir; I think it will be a very great-hell), but I do not

think it will be helpful so much in the loaning of money as it will be
in bringing the manufacturer, that is, the orderer and the little fellow
who wants it together.

The CHAIRMAN. To eliminate the objection that you urged a mo-
ment ago, that the prime contractors are not passing on the contracts
to the smaller fellows, this Smaller War Plants Corporation will be
permitted to take the prime contract and allocate it to the little fellows.

Mr. HINEs. Yes, sir. Please do not understand that I made that
as a sweeping, broad statement governing them all.

The CHAMMAN. NO.
Mr. HInEs. There is very definitely a trend on the Oart of certain

prime contractors to expand their existing sources of supply rather
than to spread it to other concerns.

The CHAIRMAN. I have quite a few letters asking Congress to declare
a moratorium on debts during this emergency. ' Have you given con-
sideration to a question like that I

Mr. HINES. NO, air; I do not think I would be qualified to pass ipon
that, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. I know I am not qualified to pass on that, b u any
people are suggesting that Something should bi done about the debts,
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especially against people whose places of business are absolutely closed
down. Take the automobile dealers and tire dealers, and many other
people who, by reason of the war, will be unable to carry on or make
any profit at all. Some of tLese requests come from people like that.

r. HiNzs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Not fromn a group, you understand, but it is just

individuals making suggestions.
Mr. HizEs. There are of course many distressful situations but the

solution I confess is far beyond anything that I know about.
The CIAIRMAN. A lot of people of course depend upon dividends

and on what they receive in income from property.
Mr. HiNEs. Yes, sir.
The CHAmAN. And payments on money they have passed on

to other people.
Mr. HiNEs. Yes, sir. We are trying to solve our problem as far

as the working people are concerned, as far as the manufacturers are
concerned in two or three directions: First, we are trying to sustain
these smaller concerns, hold them in their capacity. Now, they, may
let people go, but they at least will hold a nucleus. There is some
encouragement that they can eventually get in war production. They
may need financial help, and that is why it is our suggestion that we
should anticipate that need and help hold them together.

The CHAIRHAit. Until they could get enough war work.
Mr. HINEs. Until they could get enough war work.
The CHAIRMAN. I can see a big difference between your views and

the views of Mr. Philip Reed, the witness we had yesterday.
Mr. HINEs. Yes sir.
The CHAI MAN. Mr. Reed believes that there are about 25,000 manu-

facturing concerns that cannot, under any circumstances, do anything
in the war work, or producing essential civilian supplies. We have
just got to do something with the 25,000. You say they probably
will be in distress awhile and should be taken care ,of for awhile,
but eventually you can work them in.

Mr. HiNzs. Some of them at least.
Of course the word "cannot" presupposes certain facts: First that

these concerns will not be called upon to do war work; or that the
volume required a limitation in his mind that he has apparently fixed
on, but in view of the uncertainty of the war, the fact that we do
not know actually what the load is that will be placed on industry,
it would seem to me advisable to consider the possibility that they
might all be called upon to work.

Our other method helps that situation. We are trying to get manu-
facturing concerns that havo large war contracts and are pressed
for need to come up to Providence or in that area, take the vacant
space, take the flush of labor for their own use, so if we do not get
work for them one way we will get it for them in another. Now, in
that set-up, first, there is a violent dislocation, but you take an indus-
trial area that has been industrial all its life, and its people before
them have been industrial workers, they are very easily converted to
almost anything. They are factory trained. Monotony does not
bother them. The, are manually dexterous, they are used to handling
machines. It requires just a small amount of upgrading to get them
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to handle another machine. So from the viewpoint of available-
productivity, Providence is looked upon today, I suppose, in the same
category as New York City and these other industrial areas as most
advantageous for increased production.

The C IAIJIMAN. Let us take the factory employing 600 people that
you mentioned a little while ago.

Mr. HI s. Yes, sir.
The CHAImmAN. Now, would you think that you can get that plant

converted into essential civilian production or the production of warsu flies?Mr. HiNF. I happen to know that that particular concern and one

other just like it are very anxious to get war work, so much so that.
they have asked me to come down to advise them as to how they could
do it, and I have given them places where I knew that war work was
located, but if you start at the beginning you start to ste the problem.
They manufacture jewelry. Jewelry is composed of stamping ma-
chines, plating apparatus in which they plate this material and they
have hosts of benches at which girls work to put the stud together.

The CHAIR3MAN. Let us assume though, it will be 6 months efor
they will be converted into something that they can do, how will you
take care of the plant in the meantime?

Mr. HINES. In some places they do not need to be taken care of.
They have got sufficient capital.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, in the case where the time will be so long
that they cannot take care of it, what kind of aid would you give
them, if any?

Mr. HINES. It would seem to me, sir, that if somebody should decide
that such a conversion might be potentially useful in war production
and would define the type of war work that it might engage in, that
some financial help, perhaps of a loan character, might be necessary,
but I do want to point out that there are many ways in which they
can procure money today.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; if they have any kind of a contract or have
any bright outlook for the future there is plenty of money available
tothem.

Mr. HNSs.. Yes, sir. In order for them to get into production they
would have to do this: First, they would have to know what they were
going to make. I think that is'the key to the whole situation, what
would they be called upon to make precisely, because it might require
different types of machines. Then. they would have to try and get
machinery of some sort to make that, to fill out what they haven't got.
Machinery is very scarce, new machinery particularly. If they went
into the second-hand machine market they would probably find ma-
chinery that needed overhauling in order to hold the precision that is
required. Well, there is an expenditure there.. Now, sir, they have-
gotten to the point, say, where they have got the, machinery and they
are abeut ready. Then, they have the job of production engineering.
They have to'place that machinery in certain spots in the plants.
It is a very definite engineering job. Then, they would have to take
their help and do this little upl~radinr I spoke 6f or provide operators
for that particular machine. Then they are reidy to go, and then you
will have no trouble. It is that interval that lies in between where.
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they are and where theq, have got to get that needs to be taken care of,
andthe first considei-ation is to be sure they know what they are going
to make. Otherwise it becomes a wild speculative gamble into which
no businessman would be justified to go, because he has got no asur-
ance, after lie has got his plant set up to make this thing, that there
will be a demand for it.

The CHIRMAN. Well, if the Smaller War Plants Corporation func-
tions like we believe it will, it will cure a lot of that stuff.

Mr. IEN . I think so.
The CHAInRMA. Are there any further questions that you would like

to ask, Major?
Mr. BULWINKLE. No.
The CIMIRMAK. We appreciate your testimony very much.
Mr. HiNER. I will file this list of manufacturing concerns and the

machine tools contained in them.
The CHAIMMAN, Let the major have this one, if you do not mind.

I will bring mine down and then we will file it with the committee.
We will adjourn until next Wednesday at 10: 30 here in this room,

when Mr. Leon Henderson will be here.
(Whereupon, at the hour of 1120 a. m., the committee adjourned

until Wednesday, July 15, 1942, at 10:30 a. m.)
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 15, 194

SEL " CoMIrrrTE To CoNDucr A STUDY AND
INV STIOATION OF TilE NATIONAL DEFENSE PROORAM IN

Is RELIAioN rO SMAU, Bisi.NSS IN 'ri UNITED STATES,
Washinglon, D. 0.

The select committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:30 a. mi,
in room 1301, New House Office Building, Hon. Wright Patman
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman (Texas) chairman; Bulwinkle
(North Carolina), Kelly (Illino's), Fitzgerald (Connecticut), Hal-
leck (Indiana), and Hall (New York).

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Henderson, we appreciate your coming here
this morning. This committee., the House Committee on Snail Busi.
ness, is investigating the plight of small business, and especially with
reference to what can probably be done to assist those thousands of
manufacturing concerns that are unable to convert into the produc-
tion of war supplies or into the manufacture of essential civiliansupplies.fr. Reed, of the War Production Board, Mr. Philip D. Reed,

testified that there are about 25,000 of these concerns that he did not
believe could be converted.

Mr. Hines, of the Providence Chamber of Commerce, tho next wit-
ness, testified, and stated that he believed most of these industries
could be converted, or practically all of them, into the production
of war supplies or essential civilian supplies.

The question of subsidies has been brought up.
Anything that you want to tell us along that line that will be of

help to this committee in searching out a proper remedy will be
very much appreciated. So will you give your name and your official
position to the reporter, and proceed as you. please?

STATEMENT OF LEON HENDERSON, ADMINISTRATOR OF THE
OFFICE OF PRICE ADMINIRfRATION, MEMBER OF THE WAR
PRODUCTION BOARD, DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE OF CIVILIAN
SUPPLY OF TEE WAR PRODUCTION BOARD

Mr. HENDERSON. My name is Leon Henderson. I am Administra-
tor of the Office of Price Administiation, a member of the War
Production Board, and Direc(rof the Office of Civilian Supply of
the War Production Board.

The CIIAIMAN. Mr. Henderson, since you mention about being a
member of the War Production Board I want to ask you something
that it not directly related, but indirectly related.
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Who determines whether or not an article or commodity will be
rationed?

Mr. HENDERSON. The War Production Board makes the determina-
tion as to the rationing, and then tells 0. P. A. how much is avail.
able to be distributed on.an equitable basis, and 0. P. A. picks up from
that point and makes a program for equitable distribution of a
scarce commodity.

The CHAIMAN. Now, that applies particularly, I presume, to
tires and to sugar and to gasoline on the eastern coast?

Mr, HENmDFJo . It applies to the major programs. These come
l t0 the War Production Board itself, but an item like bicycles,

h r example, which is not of sufficient importance, that will be
4e4 by the W. P. B. staff and recommendation made to us.

T[e CHAIRM1AN. The point I wanted to get clear on is that the
War ]Production Board first determines whether or not an article
Will be rationed?

Mr. HFNDERsoN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And determines how much will be available for

civilian needs outside of the war effort?
Mr. HEDERSON. That is correct.
Let me use, for example, the Nation-wide gasoline rationing. In

that case the Board knew from its almost daily contact with the
rubber situation that there was likely to be problem of scarcity of
civilian tires, and many, many weeks ago asked 0. P. A. to be study.
ing how to ration rubber and rubber products, and to be prepared
with a definite plan in case the situation got so critical that it war-
ranted going ahead.

Now, that was a recognition on the part of the Board that it takes
several weeks for the outlines of an effective program to develop.
This country is traditionally so free and so unrestricted that frankly
Mr. Chairman, the elements of a program of regimentation, that is,
the basic material, the basic principles, and things like that, are so
foreign to us that you have to start almost at scratch with any kind
of a rationing program to know what the equities should be.

Then in addition, once having determined the general. outlines
of a plan the printing job alone-as, for example, in the case of
the sugar books, was the most tremendous single printing job that the
world had ever known. It affected of course, 130,000,000 people.
I think we gave out over 120/000,000 books; 79,000,000 people came
in to the schoolhouses for their registration.

Well, then your next program is, of course, the training, mainly
of volunteers, to receive the applications and to handle the public.

Well, the Board had made no real determination, as of a date, on
the gasoline rationing, but sensing the shortage situation, and that
other developments might net repair the gap, we were told many
weeks in advance of the outbreak of the widespread controversy to
get tk. xork on the technical phases.

Now the decision to ration or not to ration does not lie with 0. P. A.,
but because of the fact that we do make thee basic studies, and do
prepare the program, and do have responsibility for the training of
the volunteer workers, and do have the, responsibility, once it is
decided, to actually go ahead with the mechanics, the impression
naturally gets at large that 0. P. A. actually has the decision whether
or not to ration.
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The CHAIRMAN. Who composes this Board that actually determines
whether or not an article or commodity will be rationed? Donald
Nelson, of course, is Chief.

Sir. HENDERSON. Donald Nelson is Chief; the Secrethry of War;
the Secretary of the Navy; the Secretary of Commerce; Lieutenant
General Knudsen; arid Sidney Hillman, although he has been ill for
several weeks, but I think he is still a member; the Vice President, in
his capacity as the head of the Board of Economic Warfare; and
myself, representing both the 0. P. A. and the Civilian Supply
interests.

The CHTAIRMAN. And these people must pass upon that question
before 0. P. A. has any authority whatsoever, and then only the
administrative authority

Mr. HENDFRsON. That is right, they pass on the major programs.
The authority to determine a program rests basically with Donald

Nelson, but he has chosen to use the War Production Board as a
Board, and the major policy questions go to it.

The CHAMRMAN. Pardon me for this diversion, I wish you would
proceed-

Mr. HENDSON. I would be glad to have any diversions.
Mr. HA . They determine the policy of rationing. Does 0. P. A.

or does someone else, decide the quantities of the rationed articles
to go to the citizens? Who has that part?

Mr. HENDERSON. he War Production Board decides how many
tons of rubber, for example, are to be permitted in a certain month
to go out by way of tires for busses and tric-ks and things like that;
and once that is done, 0. P. A. makes the determination as to who
gets them.

Mr. HAmL. And the same rule applies to sugar and to gasoline?
Mr. HENDERSON. To sugar; yes. We were given, on sugar, an over-

all estimate, prepared by the Board. I might say, on siigar, that-
here is one cas I would like to speak off the record, and if there is
something I can put on the record I will do it.

The CHAIRM[AN. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
The CHAIRMAN. All- right; you may proceed, Mr. Henderson.
Mr. HENDvRsoN. Well, I am pleased to have the opportunity, be-

cause the programs that 0. P. A. administers iationing and prices,
are decidedly likely to adversely affect small business; and in addi-
tion, the civilian supply programs, as we see them in the War Produc-
tion Board are such drastic cuts on supply that there cannot help but
be a terrific impact upon the organized economy as it has existed
up to this time.

It is almost curious situation for the reason that we have gone up
in our production rate to a pace where we are about 60 percent,
in physical production of goods and services, above our previous high,
but the faults and the penalties come by reason of the conversion
to the war effort. I would say roughly, in 1042, that we will use
one-third of the total gross national product that is, of the produc-
tion, for the war effort; and that by the end oi this year, by December,
we will be up to something like a rate of 45 percent. That comes
close to one out of every $2 worth of production being for war account.
and it puts us within a striking distance of our maximum that can
be diverted to the war account.
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Now, you can test your maximum, as I was doing in this very room
last year, by what can be done by a totalitarian state that has a com-
plete control of every item that enters into the manufacture of goods,
and I don't believe that on a comparable basis Germany, Italy, or even
Russia ever went above 00 percent in any one month. They more
likely have been closer to 55 percent. But obviously all businesses
are not subject to conversion. My own information corroborates that
given by Philip Reed before this committee, that there will be many
thousands, probably 24 or 25 thousand, of the manufacturing estab-
lishments which are physically unable to participate in the war pro-
gram, and by reason of the fact that our production system right
now for the war account is limited mainly by the availability of
raw materials.'

I will put it this way: The plant capacity for the manufacture
of war gods right now, and the labor force that is available to be
emPloye-d, is in such good condition that if we had the components
and had the raw material, you could go even further, especially on
the combat items, items like tanks and planes and things of direct
military account.

Now, the forward surge of production war production, has put
us at a place where there is a pretty good idea that we have got an
overload on the c city to produce, in terms of balance;.for that
reason, you may have to cut back, and probably will have to cut
back on the use of raw materials for new facilities, and use some
of what you might call your seed corn for keeping the factories going
at the highest point of production now.

Well, in a situation like that, obviously you cannot spare, for
24,000 small manufacturing establishments, the new machinery, the
machine tools, and everything else to get them to gear into the war
program, even if you could take the orders and split them down so
that ou got a pro rata amofint based upon sonle previous base
peri ak.

Do I make myself clear on that!
The CHAIRMAN. It is a question of not being able to furnish the

critical materials?
Mr. HENDERSON. It is a ca of critical materials and critical tools.
I will put it this way. Although we have got a tremendous demand

for war production, and we are up now to something like $4,00,000000
a month, and will be getting up to $5,000,000,000, and 6'A billion
dollars a month, the raw materials, the critical tools, and things like
that, are so limited that even if you had a program, as some people
have conceived might have been started at first, and distributed your
orders around to all of the manufacturing establishments, you couldn't
do it now, you just can't spare enough material to go to those plants
to set them up, even for the making of shells or the simplest form
of ammunition, which almost any kind of an efficient machine shop
can produce.

MFr. IIALLCK. Mr. Chairman, the Rules Committee is meeting on
the tax bill, and I- am afraid I shall have to be over there. I just
wanted to explain, and I am sorry that I can't ptay.

The CHAIMAN. We will excuse you under those circumstances.
Mr. KEmyL. Who is in authority to grant, the right of an ihdustrial

institution, or a small manufacturer, whet per he is equipped to han.
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die war work or not-does that authority rest solely in the War
Production Board?

Mr. IHNDERsoN. No; it is a combination of War Production Board
and the agency which has the contracting authority, the war agency.

Mr. K ELy. The reason I asked that question is this: There was
quite a concern in the city of Chictgo that was properly equipped
to manufacture'signal equipment, in fact they were in the manufac-
ture of radio equipment prior to the declaration of war. And they
had been down here for some time trying to convert their plant into
accepting war contracts that they could utilize that plant for. They
employ in the neighborhood of around 1,800 or 1,40 employees.
And he had been down here from December up to the latter part of
April, trying to get a war contract, and he couldn't get any informa-
tion as to where he could get that contract. "

Mr. HNDSON. Well, he ought to have been able to get the infor-
mation.

Mr. KYLLY. He told me he had been to different offices here, and
couldn't get the proper information, and finally he came in to my
office, and I called Donald Nelson personally, myself, and Nelson had
him go down there and he did get a contract, a war contract, in the
same line of manufacturing process that he was manufacturing.

Mr. HENDERsON. Well, I think the War Production Board is so
organized now that it can direct the average manufacturer into the
right channels of information. We have had very, very little com-
plaint, Mr. Kelly, on that recently. I think beginning about Feb-
ruary, I would say, they got on a very well-organized basis for handling
people that were coming to town asking that information. But the
giving of the contract is something else.

Now one of the-.
Air. BuLWNMxL.. May I interrupt just a minuteI You are speaking

of twenty-four to twenty.fiye thousand small plants that will go out
of business. Have you any break-down on these plants as to the
number of employees, the number of plants employing a hundred
or less, .v, or 500 or less, or anything like that ?

Mr. HENDRSON. Well, I am relying on the study that Philip Reed
used as his basis, and suppose I go back to that study and see.

Mr. Fowler, is there a break-down on that?
(Document handed to Mr. Henderson.)
These 2 >,000 did about $4,000,000,000 worth of business, which was

about 13 percent of all. That means that 13 percent of all the manu-
facturers face the prospect of shut-down in the fall, and that they
had about 8 percent of the total net sales. That is the substantive
portion.

Mr. BULwiNKL. I was just wondering how many of these were small
plants employing 5 or 10 or less, something like that?

Mr. HEn'DESOx. Well, I will have-to supply that. I haven't got
that break-down. There was a study made by the Census for the
War Production Board. Suppose I see whether it can be furnished.

Mr. BvLWIKLE. Well, you are too busy to get that. What with
your attendance at committees of -Congress, I don't see how you
get much time in anywhere else.

Mr. HENDERMSoN. Well, the important thing always is to, as I see
it, try to see what is coming over the horizon, and the big reason I
wanted to come down here today was that I see a number of impend-
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ing threats against business, small business, the way it is set up, that
are inevitable, that need some attention.

Now this committee, and its opposite number in the Senate, have
been responsible for some substantial items of legislation directed
toward specific problems. I would say conservatively that you haveii't
scratched the surface of the responsibility, if the country wishes to
assume one, as to what is likely to happen to small* business in the
months to come.

I will put it this way. Right at the present time, because we did
have such a growth in the consumer goods manufacture, there is no
shortage of goods at retail. The amount of money being spent for
consumer's goods is about the same as it was in 1939 and 1940. But
the amount of goods that will be available in a few months will obvi-
ously be a much di-astically reduced amount, just cutting ont in the
conversion program literally hundreds and hundreds of items. And
when you think of the number of retail establishments that have spe-
cialized and may have specialized on some one category of things
to be sold, you know what is likely to happen to them.
. We cut out 150 items.the other day inthe War Production Board

because of the necessity of finding metal; always the war drive is one
of metal.

Now, that. impact is not understood by the general public. It is
vaguely sensed. You are always on the prongs of indecision as to
what you should do. If you keep calling attention to the prospective
shortage you are likely to induce hoarding$ a drive away from money
into goods, which compounds your problem, compounds your necessity
for rationing, and puts a threat against your prices.

On the other hand, there is a substantial warrant for the idea that
the American public should be told fully and completely about any
of its prospects when any of the Government agencies know it.

Somewhere in between those two prongs is where the Government
bureaucrat usually falls, and he usually gets impaled on both of
them.

Now this will reach back and affect so many establishments and will
affect them in ways that are 2, 3, or 4 steps or stages removed from the
action which the'War Production Board takes, of necessity, in order
to carry out the war program.

Let's take the example of gasoline rationing here in the East.
The program for service station deliveries under the new rationing
program will probably not permit more than 50 percent, shouldn't
permit more than 50 percent-and it may come closer to 45 percent-
of what the volume of business was in this territory for the small
retailer a year ago. Now, obviously the necessity for volume in the
little establishment is a compelling one, but the necessities of the
situation just simply say we can't have more than, about 50 percent.

In normal times what that would mean is that the usual competi-
tive processes would eliminate those that weren't.well placed or those
that didn't maintain their customers and you would have the usual
death rate of enterprises that a healthy economic system has when it
is making its changes and adjustments. But here is an action of the
Government, taken as a result, very definitely, of the submarine
menace, the war proIram. m

I see no way, frany-and it is something that bothers me-I see
no way by which the actions that we take rationing can maintain
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or do more than just a mild amount of tempering for the 125,000
gasoline dealers in this district. Obviously, you can t giv them more
gasoline. Their need is enough of the product to cover their over-
head, the certain amount that they have got to have, and there is
no way that you can do it in price.

I think we know now, from the complaints that have gone on be-
cause of the raise of 2,a cents a gallon in gasoline on the east coast
that there is no possibility of raising it 5 to 6 cents more, which would
allow the individual retailer, if he got all of it to live at the reduced
volume. And I question whether or not the g overnment should do
that in carrying out its program.

Which gets me up, by using that illustration, Mr. Chairman, to
the point that I made in the Banking and Currency Committee. I
think there is a duty, an obligation on the part of those in charge
of the various war programs, to be choosing the type of action which
is best able to be aborbed by the whole community. I think when
they have got a directive, that flows from the war circumstance, to
do a certain thing, whether it is to cut a price or to raise a price,
whether it is to cut a ration or to increase a ration, whether it is to
cut off one group from access to any material or to let another group
go unrestricted, that there are social policy and business policy ques-
tions in every one of them, and the obligation lies on the governmental
administrator to make the best choice consistent with maintaining
the integrity of the economy. But he cannot, because of the very
facts of scarity-and facts are our masters--be making enough of
those, or be making, say, in this case like I have illustrated, or in
the case of the tire dealers or the automobile dealers, he can't him-
self make those decisions. Therefore the Congress is confronted
with the prospect of a changed set of social circumstances, of new
integers in the whole economic program for which it has a responsi-
bility.

And, therefore, a committee like this ought to be constantly in
touch with the administrators for them to say what is coming over
the hill that is likely to affect conditions, so that they may, in their
own way, choose appropriate methods if they feel it desirable.

-Now there are some who would contend that if you have casualties
of small business by reason of the war effort, that it is in the sanme
category as a casualty on the part of a man in the armed services,
that the Government has no responsibility.

There are others who shy away from this and go to the further
extreme, that the Government has a complete responsibility, that if it
makes a decision which is such that it adversely affects or ruins a
business that the Government should compensate, that it should rec-
ognize that just as it would recognize a destruction of property that
came as the result of bombing or that came as a result of some requi-
sitioning act on the part of the Government, or a confiscation.

Now, the committee may or may not be interested as to where I
am on that particular question. I

The CuuRMA. We would like to have your views on that, Mr.
Henderson.

Mr. Hizclw soN. I am somewhere in between probably midway in
between. I am not one that gets scared about the idea that a subsidy
destroys morale. I think the important thing about a subsidy, or
some type of appropriate protection for a devastated small business,
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is to be judged by what you get out of it. Now, if this country
wants to insbre that it has got a strong mechanism of production that
has a good, substantial business base, then it certainly can approach
the problem of keeping some of those businesses intact from a dollar
and cents standpoint, from a standpoint of how long it takes to build
up a business, how long it takes to establish a reputation how long it
takes to know the avenues and channels of trade, how long it takes
to understand a neighborhood; and above all, at the end of every
one of those businesses are people. Now if the Government is think-
ing in terms of strength, of the whole fabric, and is thinking that we
are fighting the war not because we love to fight but because we want
to live a certain way in the years to come, then it has a right, it seems
to me, to be considering what the effect of its acts will be on small
business.

And the .point that I want to make--and I am not trying to escape
responsibility for actions that I may, as an administrator, take, as
they fall on other people, and say, "Well, that is not my business, tat
is Congress"--I am saying that the things which are available to
the War Production Board, for example, in this tremendous shift-
over-the greatest shift-over the world ever knew--are entirely in-
adequate, even with the Small War Plants Corporation and everything
else, are entirely inadequate to handle what is the impact of a war
program. They just can't handle it, the one that the President has
entrusted to them, the one that Congres has delineated by the appro-
priations, and so forth, is making sure that come hell or high water
this country gets into a high military production program. And as
I say, tells them "If you have got the choice between cutting 24,000
people's throats by denying them material, and just a few, naturally
you should just make the social choice, but there is a limit to that
social choice which a man that is responsible ruthlessly to deliver
bombers and planes, can make.

So that I feel, looking ahead, that the problems to be anticipated,
as far as small business, are in an entirely new magnitude as to an -
thing that we ever had, they are in a new magnitude because of tie
usual norms of business and the usual things of adjustment not being
present. That is, you can't take material, as I pointed out earlier, you
can't take material and give it to the civilian, you can't insure to a
retailer that he is going to have new business to cover his nub, that is,
cover his out-of-pocket costs.

We are handling, on the service, over 600,000, as I recall, small
service establishments that are under the general maximum price
regulation; and, Mr. West- there are over 300,000 of those that have
an annital business of $6,000 or less; isn't that It?

Mr. WST. The average over-all is $5,500.
Mr. IIENDJLsoN. Well we undertake to put a limit on the prices

that they can charge. Those people are- all over this country. I
would say that to come to Washington from the State of Washington
with an individual complaint would probably take up 50 percent of
the profit, I mean the cost of travel is such and maintaining yourself.
But you can't escape the necessity of controlling that price.

The CuAnuax. Name some of those concerns.
Mr. HE DzsoN. Well, they are laundry, establishments, and the

various cleaning establishment% the shoe-r-,'pair establishments--the
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small service establishments that people have to.have in order to
keep going. Now we expect and hope to maintain that price situa.
tion and our obligation, it seems to me, just to delineate a bit what I
think our obligation is and what is not our obligation, is this. Our
congressional mandate is to prevent inflation, to keep the cost of
living from rising. These things are very important. Laundry gets
to be tremendously important, particularly when you build a new city
or you move whole thousands of people into a new area, and you don t
have housing and things like that for them. Well, it seems to me
that our obligation is to handle the hardship cases to handle the
things that fall outside of the general regulations, the obvious ones
where adjustment is needed. Therefore, we ought to build the kind
of an organization and we ought to put the authority to make the
adjustments and tie interpretations--sometimes it is just a matter
of interpretation or information-far enough back so that the mer-
chant can go ahead and know that he is not violating the law.

However, if there has been a change, a big change, in the volume
of business that is to come to him by reason of the taking of materials
away, and so forth, we certainly cannot allow him to double the
price, we can't certainly allow him to take advantage of the shortage
situation.

The law specifically was passed to prevent prices from following
their natural course. In other words, we have an obligation to riain-
tain a level and maintain the type of relationship with that indi-
vidual so that he gets justice under the law, that the question as to
whether or not he ought to have some-if he has to go out of busi-
ness-whether he ought to have some kind of a subsidy by means of
helping him to carry the overhead, to carry his lease until the war
period is over, there is nothing in my law, there is nothing in any
of the powers assigned to Don Nelson that can take care of that
question. That is what I say is properly a matter for congressional
attention.

Mr. BULWINKLx. That is what I was coming to. Now with your
study of this proposition, what have you thought, what is your
solution if any, of this?

Mr. HENDi&soN. Well, Major, I am going to take refuge back of
the fact that we have been busy trying to get organized. I don't
think the country appreciates just what a big chew we took when we
decided to make a maximum price regulation affecting all retail prices,
affecting between two and one-half and three million business estab-
lishments, affecting the rents of 90,000,000 people, and the rationing
for 130,000,000 people.

Mr. BULWINKLE I think the country appreciates it, but sometimes
there is so much conflict in the information that is given out that it
causes confusion in the minds of the people. It doesn't come from
you, it may come from somebody else in another department, but
that is why they never know.

You can take the gasoline situation as applied to North Carolina.
Here somebody goes and spreads a report that the one pipe line that
we have, that they are taking gasoline from North Carolina into
Tennessee and into Kentucky. I write to every one of these that wire
me, and tell them to send me an affidavit and I will see that it is
stopped. I have yet to receive an affidavit. But it is still confusion
like that. It is perfectly natural, I can understand it.

. 1,
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Mr. HENDnxsoN. Life in wartime is confusing. The point I am
making today--off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. HENDMSON. An interesting comparison of public opinion is I*-

tween the tire rationing and the prospective NKation-wide gasoline
rationing. The tire rationing has been in effect since a few weeks
after Pearl Harbor, and has been rigorously administered by local
boards. It was explained several weeks in a row by our Offi6e when
we instituted the program. Every poll that we have had of public
opinion has supporte{-that tire rationing right down to the bedrok,
just as overwhelming support and a recognition on the part of the
public of the necessity for it.

And yet, when you come over to the question of rationing gasoline,
which is based on the same premise as rationing tires with an eye-
dropper, as we are doing now, the public support hasn't been there
until recently.

Mr. BULWINLz. And do you have it fully yet?
Mr. HENDRSON. I don't think you have got it fully, but the public,

as we sense it, understands it a lot better than they did.
Mr. BULWINVLE. Coming back to what I asked you just now, in your

onion, then, would a subsidy to these twenty-four or twenty-five
thousand corporations that willprobably go out of business, a subsidy
sufficient to take care of their overhead during the time when they
are out of business, be the proper course? That is one course we could
pursue, according to Mr. Reed. Have you any other ideas besides
that

Mr. HENDERsoN. I wouldn't want to get into the techniques of it,
but here are some general impressions:

My impression is that we will need a lot of those business establish.
ments, and for that reason that we could afford an investment in them
as an item in national wealth. Whether it would be a full subsidy
or not, I am not qualified at this minute to say. It would seem to me,
however, that it ought not to be an automatic guaranty, because cer-
tainly there is always a normal amount of disappearance, and the fact
that the public has changed its mind about the product, that ought
to be going on in wartime just as it ought to be going on any other time.

You can't avoid loss entirely, and-maintain a competitive system
and maintain a system that is based primarily on consumer preference.

Now, I think, however, that the approach through this means is
the ablest approach of any that I-have thought of; but we haven't
spent our research time on that; we have spent our research time on
what do you do if you run short of this, and trying to guess when we
will run short of this, that, and the other, and trying to get a start on
some of these rationing programs.

The ideal thing, Major, on a rationing program, is to start before
there is any rush to hoarding and before stocks get depleted-that
is, if you want to do a real rationing job. -

Mr. BULWINKLE. To find out what you are doing, and do it quick.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. HnsoN. I favor that approach and 'I favor it not for just

the 24,C90 manufacturing establishments, but I favor it for what the
impact is going to be on the retail end.
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Mr. BuLWz Im. I am having that proposition now with traveling
salesmen on account of the gasoline rationing. There are 12 or 15
telegrams this morning about it, that they can't get the gasoline
they need.
Mr. HENDERSON. Well, I think that one of the virtues of a war-

ridden world is that there are more opportunities for employment.
Mr. BULWJNKLE. I do, too.
Mr. HENDERSON. If yOU just subsidize a traveling salesman who

hasn't got the goods to sell, that is one thing. To me the opportunity
for work is to be distinguished. The traveling salesman has the
capacity that lie takes with him when he goes somewhere, he carries
hi treasury with him. But the fellow that has built a business and
the assets of it, as long as he is operating it that is one thing, but the
day he goes out of business and wants to sell, the assets are another
thing. There are losses in there that are incalculable. I would make
that distinction.

Mr. FtrzoERALw. Mr. Heiderson, discussing the service trades, and
especially the laundries, of course the prices have been fixed on the
laundries and the service trades also as of a certain date, that is as to
what they can charge. But what has been done in order to control
the cost of the materials that go into those service trades, and the
cost of their labor; how can the businessman control that part of it?
I have heard considerable complaint in my State of Connecticut
where laundry after laundry has been closing up, and there is a
great demand for laundry throughout that State, owing to the pres-
ence of the defense workers and the armed branches of the service.

Mr. HENDERSON. Well, as far as control over the price of the ma-
terials they buy, their chemicals and things like that, they are under
control also. As far as the competition on wages, they are not under
control, as we know, and that is an element that is outside my
jurisdiction.

Mr. FrrzoE.A. Well how could you control the price of a product
if you didn't control the cost that went into it? It seems to me
that all of those thin a o together. r

Mr. HENDERSON. We have been in this price-control business for
several months now. I notice that with the metals and metal prod-
ucts, their prices are only up a little over 10 percent, and we haven't
controlled the wages. In the house furnishings they are up about 20
percent.

Mr. FiTZERALW. Have you fixed the prices on those?
Mr HENDERSON. Yes, and we have had them under control for quite

some time, most of these. Here is the lumber and building materials
industry; we have had them under control and they are only up about
20 percent, and the biggest part of that happened before we took
control over a year ago.

May I help you make your point, though, because I am on your
side I As long as you are on an ascending scale of production and as
long as tile unit cost of manufacture or of service is on the decline,
you can get away without directly controlling wages or with leaving
the controls.to the natural pressures that are always there for the
control of wages.

But when you reach a situation where you are tending to level out,
where you reach the maximum of your productive capacity in an
industry, and you have narrowed the profit down by taxation or by
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price control, then automatically any changes in costs are bound to
affect price.

Mr. 'ro nALD. Well the complaint of the laundries-and I have
lust returned from my State where I have met quite a few of them-
is that they claim that is only part of the control. I am not for
control of the wages myself -

Mr. HzNDERsoN (interposing). I am not for their freezing but I
am certainly in favor of their stabilization.

Mr. FriozA.&. That is what I mean. That seems to be the com-
plaint of the services, that the prices that were frozen way back in
March 1941, was it-

Mr. HENDERsoN. March of 1942.
Mr. FirozRAL (continuing). That they were not high enough in

order to allow them a profit, with the increasing costs of labor and the
increasing costs of the materials that are going into their bisine-.

Mr. HENDERSON. Of course, the profit level in March of 1942 was
probably the best that we will see in this war period; it represented
the highest that we had attained for a long, long time, and it was
pretty uniformly diffused among distribution and manufacturing
and services, and I think it was the most favorable in, relation to ab-
sorption of roll-back and of additional costs that we ever had. But
if there isn't a halt called on everything, naturally, you have got a
rising scale.

Mr. HALL. I take it, then, that the stabilization of wages or the con-
trol of wages would make your job a little easier?

Mr. HENDSON. Well, to put them in the order of their importance
the cost of living is threatened more by lack of the availability of
subsidy than anything else; that is the most acute thing. The thing
over the horizon is the stabilization of wagd income for two seasons.
First, we aren't going to make any more gods and so any additional
amounts will press heavier on the price level and make the control
harder. And second, it is going to change the cost items and there-
fore it changes the pressure against prices from that angle.-

In other words, an increase in the wage volume that doesn't come
from an increase in production, threatens us in two ways, one, be-
cause of the purchasing power pressing on the diminishing supply
of goods; and two because of the increase at a time when you are
pretty well level out on your cost relationship to price. And
together with the rest of the woes that I carry I have absorbed a
new one of supposedly being antilabor. For the first time in my
long and certainly not placid-history, I have acquired that cognomen.

Well, Mr. Chairman, we tend to get to rambling, but that is one
of the reasons I like to know-this is an opportunity to know what
is on the members' minds.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, on this 2 -cent increase in the price of
gasoline, of the complaints that I have had the principal ones Were
that the big oil companies were getting this additional increase, and
not the small distributor?

Mr. HNDEmON. The small distributor is not getting the increase.
The increase is intended to take care of the increased transportation
charges made for the bringing of gasoline into region 1 and that is
a real and definite charge and one that will not paid without a
certified public accountant's certification that it actually has been
incurred.
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The CHAIIMA,. Will it amount to as much or more than 21/, centsa V lon IB r. HgDaso. On all of the rises taken together, over a period

of months, it will compensate for the increase in moving all petroleum
products into the East by ways other than by tanker. It will not
afford any element of profit.

Mr. HAU . Along that same line, is. it your idea Mr. Heiderson,
that we should make that raise in order to keep the profit level to
the big companies up to what it was before we had. to use the tank
car?

Mr. HENDERSON. No. My idea was this: When we had to shift
reliance to the tank car, there was a meeting with the industry, called
by the Secretry Secretary Ickes, and the question was, How could
they get reimbursement for the additional costs? It was necessary
for them to be able to see their way clear to bring in as much gas and
other petroleum products as they could, and to do it quickly, to start
right at once.

"We said "'We will find some way of compensating for those
increased charges."

Now there are other things which are affecting the return to the
'oil companies and the refineries, the whole change in the runs, in
the yield, for example. Now that is a different story.

But this one was isolated so that companies with confidence could
go forward, and some of them, particularly some of the smaller
ones, got to the place where they had exhausted all their ready cash.
Now,- wanted to handle that by means of a subsidy through the
R. F. C., because I think that that is a charge against the entire
country and not a charge to be assessed against the individual
gasoline man.

Mr. HAM.. Or against a particular area.
Mr. HENDRSON. Or against a particular area. But if we went

back and left it to the market the price would be up more than that.
If we just left the price of gasoline in this area, with this limited
delivery, to what a man could get, it would go much higher than 21
cents.

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. FiTzoznAL. Some people in this country would be willing to

pay 5 or 10 cents more a gallon in order to get it?
Mr. HExDnDsoN. Sure, if we hadn't put it that way. We could

have let them recover their costs and a very substantial profit out
of it. In fact, that -as the proposal that was made to us, to let
the adjustment take its natural course:

Mr. BULWINKLE. But you would have had to have had another
appropriation from Congress to the. R. F. C. for that purpose,
wouldn't you ?

Mr. HENDERSON. No.
Mr. HA L& What; in round figures does that 21,. cents per gallon in

the 17 eastern States mean?
Mr. HENDERSON. On a guess I would say that in the next 6

months it would mean $200,000,000, conservatively. -
Mr. HALn. In other words if you subsidized it Congress would

have to ive somebody $200,00,000 for those 6 months?
Mr. -a . That is right-it would be cheaper.
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Mr. Kiary. Up to the present time, or rather, up to about 2
months ago, since the freeze order went on the price of gasoline,
and the derivatives of crude oil, the oil companies operated at a
loss on shipping of around $38,000,000 to $40,000,000, did they not?

Mr. HENDESON. That is right; there was that much red ink in
the pool when I made my decision.

Mr. KELy. And that was through tle added cost of transpor-
tation?

Mr. HNDERsoN. That is right, and if we hadn't made it we would
have had a fall off ih deliveries, and we already have a deficit every
day in the East in district 1.

One of the things we could have accomplished, Mr. Kelly, speaking
of your State, is this. If I had taken the lid off because of the
shortage here, we would have drained gas away from Illinois and
Indiana, because if you could get more for it here, if the price
had been raised here, then out there they would have raised the
price competitively and the public would have paid many, many
times what a little subsidy would cost.

Mr. Kuii. Well, getting back to the manufacturing end of this
business, how many concerns today, manufacturing concerns, nre
actually in this war program? I understand that there are some-
thing like 181,000 manufacturers in the United States.

Mr. HENDnSON. It is pretty hard to tell how many are in it be-
cause of the subcontracts.

Mr. KrLLY. Well, according to the Murray committee report, Vp
to the 25th day of May there were altogether only 10,000 concerns
in the United States out of 184,000, that either had prime contracts
or subcontracts, and the statement issuesA was that practically 75
percent of all the war contracts were restiYk in the hands of about 56
concerns in the United States.

Mr. HENDERSON. Well, I have seen those figures and I have no rea-
son to doubt them. I haven't made the computation myself because
I have had no responsibility at all for the small business problem.

Mr. Kmuy. We would like to know, of course-and I appreciate
your part in that--just what effort is actually being made? I come
from quite a manufacturing territory, as you well know, and the
average small manufacturer is scared to death. Now, many of these
people have been in business practically all their lives; many of these
corporations or small factories have befn handed down from gen-
eration to generation, and they have been practically the lifeblood
of those communities.

Now, today, because they can't come into the war program-and
in many cases perhaps because they haven't made a sincere effort
to try to come in-they are goin to close down they are going
out of business. They ak-e fearful that they will never open up
again. They are fearing today a pyramiding of monopoly in Amer-
ica, that when this thing is all over there will be no incentive for
anybody outside of a handful of men that control the entire produc-
tion in America, right down to the marketing end of all products
re nired for the necessities of the American public.
vow, that is the thing that we are trying to prevent, if we can.

My attention was called just yesterday- was in Chicago yester-
day-to a manufacturer in my district that ivas engaged in the manu-
facture of steel equipment fdr steel desks, and 2 months ago, of

JI
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course, the inventory had been frozen on sheet steel for the manu.
facture of desks. lHe said that they were well aware of what was
facing the country but they had enough inventory to keep them in
operation until the latter part of September of this year, and yet
they cannot use that steel and there is no effort being made by the
Government to take the steel away from them. It is just lying
there in their storeroom.

Mr. HNDER.so Well I think that that will be taken care of be-
cause the program for tha picking up of steel is a very substantial
one. Nelson and Knowlson have both taken an interest in it; there
'is a program for the financing of the frozen stocks of inventory, that
was put out the last of May, and not only that but the requisitioning
unit has been picking up those stores.
* Mr. KELLY. Well, that will probably relieve the individual, but
he had to lay off 100 people from that factory because he had no
work for them.

Mr. HE nDERSO. Well, we will have to lay off more. What I say
to you today is this, to use a vulgar expression, "You ain't seen
nothing yet.' If this war effort is to go the way it must go i
order for us to meet the demands on production, the man in charge
of the War Production Board has no other recourse, he has jitst
got to knock them off like we did the other day, 150 item; which ,
means I don't know how many manufacturers being denied the vitals
of life as far as manufacturing is concerned, that is, the raw material.

The whole war effort now is a greedy monster, just devouring tons
and hundreds of tons of material an we have gotten down to the
place where we are sweeping up the small amount of supplies that
the little manufacturer has.

Mr. KuLLy. Well, here is something that I think the War Depart-
ment should take a broad sight at, and I have had a controversial
matter down there in the last month about it. It is over a plant
that is coming into the Chicago area which, had it gone to the south
side of Chicago, in the heart of the industrial section, they could
have picked up the slack of this employment situation that is pre-
vailing there now. But they have taken it away completely to the
northwest side of Chicago, out in the prairie; and in view of the
fact that the transportation problem is today facing this Government,
they will have to build a housing unit out there which could have
been avoided, and they are going to have to spend an additional $3,-
000,000 or $4,0Q0,000 for a housing unit. Yet they can't give any defi.
nile explanation as to why they did it and they are paying at least
$.500.000 more for the property than what available and more"at-"
cessible property would have cost them, for the manufacturing and
assembly plant that is going in there. They can't get the employees
in the section of the city where they are going, because those people
don't apply themselves to factory work.

Mr. l["nRsoK. I think what you are delineating here is the out.
line of what is the responsibility of those in charge of the war
program, which I was trying to say did rest there and could be
handled there, with some additional legislation. What we are
looking at however, the big problem, is what cannot be handled
by diversion of war contracts and what will be, I would say, the
effect at the second and third and fourth stages removed, on the
whole distributive mechanism. That I don't see how y6u can get
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at through the War Production Board which deals mainly with the
control of raw materials and their distribution among the competing
elements and the finished war items necessary for carrying on a war.

Mr. FITzoxnAw. Well, Mr. Henderson, do you believe that we
have reached that point now?

Mr. HnERsoN. Which point is that?
Mr. FrrzomAitw. That we have reached our saturation point as far

as production is concerned. You could use a small manufacturer
just as much in producing items for the war effort.

Mr. HNDERSON. My point, Mr. Fitzgerald, is this, the companies
that have been set up with contracts to date for the making of
war material, are equipped to make much more, and are the logical
ones to make it now, and could make more if they had the raw
materials or components. And I am saying that in order to get
a new plant started on a conversion basis, what you would have to
do iq draw down on your machine tools and your materials i and
fromd A war efficiency standpoint you are getting a better use ol that
material in the plants that have already got the contracts.

Mr. FrronuALw. Then we are getting all the production practically
that it is possible for the country to get?
4. Mr. HENDERSON. Yes; I think that we are within a relatively
small percentage of the ,eak of production. I think the limitation
is raw materials. Every time we sit at the War Production Board
and go through this steel.plate situation, if there is anything which
is a control at the present time it is steel plate, there is just so much,
1,100,000 tons, and there is 1,}0,000 tons of demand-

Mr. Frrzor.ALi (interposing). And the large plant capacity is
sufficient-to take care of all of the raw material that we can produce
in this country, and these 24,000 small businesses are just out of
luck, they will have to be maintained by subsidy or go out of
business?

Mr. HENDERSON. Or they will have to be brought into the concen.
tration of production program which is just getting started.

Mr. FrrzozAL. What do you mean by that?
Mr. HENDERSON. Well, for several months the War Production

Board and particularly the Division of Civilian Supply, my Division
has been studying what could be done on the limited amount of
production for civilian needs.

Obviously if you distribute that evenly, and you have only 80
percent of te former production, nobody could live,.that is, if you
kept your price level. So the next best thing is to arrange that
somte of the plants that are not adaptable for the war effort should
have the production concentrated there, so that you would get the
most efficient use of your materials and you would get a larger num.
ber of units, and you would get a lower price than you would if you
distributed them everywhere.

But you have got to have a compensating program to go along
with that, because of those who can t participate in the production.
Now, there are ways of handling it, of having one plant make say a
Victory model which all the rest of them distribute, that is, t ley
keep up their distributive agencies.

We are right in the middle of that program. One has already
been done, and that is the stove industry and I think a pretty intelli.
gent job Wias done in allocating'the production that we are to make,
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the limited amount of production, to the companies that couldn't
get into the war effort, and were not in areas that were competing
f men needed .in the war effort. Those' would be the logical

companies.
In that case every manufacturer above a certain size was just

knocked out; he gets no quota at all. In other words, there was a
definite effort made in that stove-concentration order to see that
the remaining amount of production went to the smaller concerns
that were less adaptable to the war effort. Now, something can be
done like that.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Henderson, it is 12 o'clock. I wonder if the
members of the committee would like to ask Mr. Henderson to come
back some time at his convenience, or shall we try to finish today?

Mr. BYLWINKLE. I don't think that we ought to have Mr. Hender-
son down here too often; he is a busy man.

Mr. HImDFnu oN. I have a dozen things to talk with you fellows
about.

The CHAnrmAN. Would it suit you to come back at another time,
Mr. HendersonI

Mr. HENDESON. Yes; and I also could stay another 10 or 15"
minutes this morning.

Mr. BULWINKLr,. Let me just ask one or two more questions.
Mr. Henderson, is your price control in danger of breaking downI
Mr. HENDRSON. Yes.
Mr. BuLWiNLE. What is the cause of that?
Mr. HENDERSON. Well, the cause of it is severalfold. I want to

make a distinction between price control and keeping prices at the
level of March.

Mr. BULWINMM. Well, then, let's put it this way-
Mr. HENDERSON (interposing): I would like to discuss both.
Mr. BuLwiNKiy. Is there a danger of a breakdown in the price

control as you have administered it today?
Mr. HEND R N. Yes. Now when we went into the program you

will remember that there were seven points. We have been watching
the Canadian program with considerable interest, and the Canadian
program is tied very, very tightly to the fiscal and monetary policy,
as well as the wage policy.

The Canadians had a price freeze similar to ours and they
stabilized wages, agricultural prices and the retail and manufactur.
in prices, and in addition they went out for a very drastic program
of taxation, and what amounts in their new tax bill to a forced
savings plan.

But more important, the Canadian comptroller, sitting as he does
right next to the money bags up there, and having-well, he got
one subsidy authorization in a half an hour. Up there you don't
have such'a thing as this legislative process. It is a little more
convenient-I am not advocating it--but it is certainly convenient..

But when they run, into a situation such as we ran into In canned
fruit. and dried fruits, or as we ran into in gasoline, or as we ran
into in sugar and coal and things like that, they chose to keep the
cost of living where they had pegged it, and they would fight by
every administrative and fiscal and monetary policy that the Govern-
ment could rally to its support, to see that the cast of living stayed
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there, because they know that the cost of living is directly related
to inflation, and that it is worth while, that it is worth while making
sacrifices here, it is worth while doing this.

Up there they pay 90 cents for wheat and sell it to the miller for
78 cents, so that they can keep the price of bread down. Now up
there they keep the wages under control and if the cost of living goes
up, they make an adjustment; and up there they take the excess pur-
chasing power away by various means.

Now when we went into our program it was definitely understood
that it was a seven-point program. and it was understood also that
section 2 of our bill, which was debated right here in this chamber,
which authorized buying and selling for the purpose of maintaining
distribution and keeping prices in line, would give us the power to
have access to Commodity Credit, to the R. F. C., or any other agency
that could handle it, by means of a subsidy-and I don't want to avoid
it, the word "subsidy" is right in our bill and I don't think it is such
an ugly word-but that we would have those facilities.

Now in Canada when they got up against what seemed to be im-
po.sible situations, they found other ways of doing it. Now we
didn't find them. As a result we hqd to raise the price of gasoline,
with the results that you know. We had to let the ceiling go as
far as dried fruits and canned fruits were concerned.

Our proposal on the handling of that was this. We recognized
the standards of the act which say that a farmer is entitled to get
the highest of those standards. 110 percent of parity. We proposed
that the Department of Agriculture pay a price or guarantee a
price, or make a support price, which would insure that the farmer
now, as he brings the crop to market, in a limited amount of time,
particularly with these vegetable crops-there is only a short time
there-thai he would get the benefit of what the price bill intended,
and that you wouldn't wait until you got way off ih December some
time when the stuff was passing at retail and it would then reflect
110 percent of parity. but that he would get it now. In other words,
you pay him his 110 percent of parity when he is taking it to market,
taking it down to the canners.

On the other hand, we would keep the cost of living down by keeping
the price of dried fruits and canned fruits and vegetables and every-
think else, where they are today, by means of buying them at the parity
prices and selling them on a banis that the retailer could stay in business.

Now, we couldn't do that. With what result? There is a likelihood
that the farmer won't get the benefits of the act because if you just
leave the thing to chance, a lot of these things at this moment will not
go up to the parity price, and they certainly won't go to the 110. and the
gain which is bound to be rflected .ometime, because we are using lots
of those things, will be dissipated throughout the distributive system.
Somebody may get a windfall profit here if he happens to hold a little
longer, or somebody else may lose. but the thing will be dissipated in
the inflation, that is there is nobody that is going to get any more;
there is going to be no more physical quantity of goods, and all you are
doing is impairing your effort.

Now, that is the reason why I say that we are in danger; we are more
in danger of not being able to handle these situations, because any time
you let one of those go after you have said, "This is what we are going
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to do," the whole fabric and support tends to weaken; that is a natural
instinct.

We worked back a number of situations and, in some cases, got the
retailer to take a little bit, the wholesaler to take a little bit and the
manufacturer to take a little bit, and keep the price stable.

They are hard jobs; they take hours of sweating in this hot Washing.
ton, and we let the price go on something else. What do you suppose
happens when you get all the people in and say, "It is important; thePresident wants this price held, and we are going to sit in this room
until we find some way of keeping that; we are going to find some
way; and, if we get to a place where we find that the whole make-up of
cost and price and profit is such that we can't do it, maybe we willgo
over and see Jesse Jones, or maybe we will go over and see Claude
Wickard; but the important thing is that we are going to handle it thiswa .11

Xnd some fellow sa s, "You let the price of gasoline go up, didn't

you? I am just asg as a big oil company, ain't I "
What do you say, Major, in a situation like that? Well, then, youask me whether we are threatened. We are threatened from that basis.
Then, on a longer basis, we are threatened from, well, attrition. We

have bit off more than can be handled with $120,000,000. The price law
says this:

Whenever In the judgment of the Administrator he determines that so and so
and so and so is happening or Is likely to happen, he shall dd this.

That is a congressional mandate. Well, I knew prices were goingup and so I established a general maximum price regulation, and
the reports that were coming in on rents-you may know about someof them-the index of rents was going up about like that [indicatingby chart], in different individual cities. There is Brownwood,

The CHAIRMAN (interposing). That is only about 700 miles from
where I live.

Mr. HENDERSON. And Burlington, Iowa. We staked out 360 ofthose areas and made a determination that rents ought to be con-
trolled, and I know the situation of shortage so that we are going
to have at least 15 major programs on rationing.

Now, we have made those determinations; we have made thoseactual determinations. Now, unless I am a better administrator
i..an I think I am, unless my force has been wasting their time and
doodlng and dwadling and wasting the Government's money andtime, we have got to cut back, and what in effect it says is that whenwe cut back not that I was wrong, that prices were likely to go tip,
or not that i was wrong that rents were likely to go up, or not thatI was wrong that we were going to have 15 major rationing pro-
grams, but that right at the time when we are building an organi-
zation and trying to get down to places where the local boards can
handle the stuff, we change the national policy. •

The policy says, "You can make your declarations, but as far as
inspectors are concerned, to see that the laws are complied with,
we will call those fellows snoopers."

Now they don't call the people that enforce an alcoholic tax law
a snooper, or they don't call the income-tax people snoopers, or thewage-and-hour people snoopers, but they call my people snoopers
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because we undertook to enforce something which is of drastic and
important interest.

That is the second reason why we can fall down, because there is
no way of running a voluntary enforcement program when you are
just simply trying to hold somebody down where, in many cases it
means that he goes out of business because the price isn't sufficient
to compensate for a reduced volume of goods that is going to be
delivered to him by this system.

The CHAIRMAN. NOW, Mr. Henderson, we would like to impose
on you further. Mr. Halleck is not here; he had to leave on account
of a meeting of the Rules Committee of which he is a member, and
I think hefpiobably wanted to ask you some questions. Also I have
some. And we would like to work out a date sometime in the next
few days that will be convenient for you, and ask you to come back
again. Will that be agreeable.

Mr. HE rSON. Certainly. Could I put in another word or so?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. HEb E ON. I have found, in recent weeks, that if you under-

take to make things plain you are sometimes accused of criticizing
Congress. Now, nobody has been more interested in the maintenance
of a free and strong legislature than I have, and I think the way
you really maintain that in a time of emergency when things are
creeping up on you that ought to scare the hell out of you, is talking

lainly and if it fneans that I get my throat cut for talking plainly,£ would rather have it cut for that reason than to be apologizing to
all the people who are saying, "What were you doing back there When
you knew all these things?"

Mr. KELLY. Mr. Henderson, in closing I just want to ask a ques-
tion for the purpose of settling an argument I had in Chicago with
regard to the purchase of a new automobile tire-and that is away
from the hearings here today. A person must have a certificate, isn't
that sot

Mr. HnENEsoN. Yes.
Mr. KELLY. Now for a re-tread on a tire you have to have a certificate

likewise do you not?
Mr. iFNDE N. That is right, from your local board.
Mr. KnLy. And if a tire is sold without those certificates, that

man is selling those tires illegally, isn't he?
Mr. HnwzzeoN. Yes.
Mr. KmLL. That is all I wanted to know.
The CHAnvAN. Thankyou, Mr. Henderson. We will make ar-

rangements to have you before us at some convenient time.
(Whereupon, at 12: 15 p. m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.)

a.4,
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THURSDAY, 8PTEMBER 24, 1942

1IousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT A STUDY AND

INVESTIGATION OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE
PROGRAM IN ITi RELATION TO SMALL BUSINESS IN

THE UNITED STATES
wa.Ainom, b. 0.

The select committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a. m., in
the caucus room, Old House Office Building, Hon. Wright Patman
(chairman),_presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman (Texas), chairman; Bulwinkle
(North Carolina), Fitzgerald (Conecticut), Halleck (Indiana), Hall
New York), and Ploeser (Missouri).
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
We have with us this morning, Mr. Lou E. Holland, chairman of

the Smaller War Plants Corporation, which was set up and organized
byv reason of the passage of a bill in Congress authorizing it. The
bill, of course was sponsored by the Small Business Committee of the
House and the Small Business Committee of the Senate.

It is my understanding that Mr. Holland has reached a point in
his investigation and research, so that he is going to make a statement
about his future plans. We will be delighted to hear from Mr. Holland
this morning.

Suppose you give your name and official position to the reporter.

STATEMENT OF LOU 1. HOLLAND, CHAIRMAN, SMALLER WAR
PLANTS CORPORATION

Mr. HOLLAND. LOu E. Holland.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Holland, you are Chairman of the Smaller

War Plants Corporation?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you got your organization perfected and

ready to start to work?
Mr. HOLLAND. No; it is not perfected and ready to start to work,

Mr. Chairman. It is rapidly being perfected.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe the law was signed by the President

about the IIth day of June, was it not?
Mr. HOLLAND. I don't know. I never heard of that law until Mr.

Nelson asked me to come over here and take part in the administra-
tion of it.

The CHAIRMAN. You are a residentof Kansas City, are you not?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes sir
The CHAIRMAN. What was your business before you came here?
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Mr. HOLLAND. I am president of the Holland Engraving Co. and
president of the IV. 0. Sprinkler Co. and I am president of the Holland
Corporation. They are all small concerns. The engraving com-
pany is a photoengraving company.

The Holland Corporation manufactures electrical etching machines.
The CHAIRMAN. YOU have had some experience in getting con-

tracts for small business with the Army and Navy before Mr. Nelson
asked you to come over?

Mr. HOLLAND. Yes. Two years ago last July there was organized
in the Middle West, incorporated a nonprofit corporation, the Mid-
Southeast Research Board. The directors of that corporation were
the mayors of the western half of Missouri and the entire State of
Kansas.

They pulled me in as president of that organization. That was a
fact-finding organization only.

It was the idea of the mayors in the Midwest, after they had read
the President's program for defense, that the Midwest had" better be
ready and know exactly what facilities they had to help in the program,
and I proceeded to produce those facts. I sent out 15,000 question-
naires and had a first-hand picture of cvery business in those two
States. That material was available here in Washington.

Then about a year later in July 1941, when I saw priorities coming,
and saw that the little fellows who are not capable of taking contracts
themselves, prime contracts themselves, prime contracts, and with the
priorities, I saw that it would be impossible for them to obtain ma-
terials. Then I saw that they were going to pass out of the picture
and I called a small group of them together and I asked them to
consider the formation of a group, a corporation of a group of them.
I said, "Individually you cannot handle a Government contract."

The CHAIRMAN. YOU mean to assume the role of a prime contractor
through cooperative effort?

Mr. HOLLAND. That is right. So they appointed a committee of
five and then I called another group and they appointed a committee
of five and they both reported favorably and they organized such a
corporation and they called it the Mid-Central Associated Defense
Industries.

I think there were 32 concerns.
Mr. BULWINKLE. What was the nature of those concerns; what

kind of concerns?
Mr. HOLLAND. We had a steel foundry, we had two glass foundries

aluminum and glass foundries, we had a pattern-maker, we had
machine shops, we had a woodworking shop, box manufacturer, we
had a tool and die shop, we had a diversified group that really could
handle most any kind of a contract that they would come in contact
with.

Shortly after that we received an invitation to bid on some sights
for the Navy. It is a restricted item. I signM for the blueprints.
After I looked the blueprints over, I detennined it was something that
our group really could make if they got down to serious business, and
so I pent for one of the members of the group who was an engineer.
He and I went over the blueprints together. 'As a result of that, we
called 15 of them in, picked out the 15 fellow that really could do this
work. We sat around a table until nearly Ahidnight going over these
blueprints and talking over who could best do certain parts, and who
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had the most efficient equipment for making certain parts of it. We
worked for about 8 days, getting our bids together and we bid on the
contract and we got it. It was handled very successfully. We got
some repeat orders. The contract was finised 2 months ahead of
schedule, showing that it can be done by these small groups.

If I were doing it over again, I wouldn't organize it just that way.
The CHAIRMAN. You have the benefit of that experience in starting

out.
Mr. HOLLAND. I have the benefit of that experience. For instance,

we had 32 concerns in the pool, and we could only use 16 and I think
that the proper way to handle a group is to first find out what the
item is that you are to manufacture and then put a group together
that is capable of doing that. Get just the fellows that you want.

Mr. IIALLECK. Will you-wiU they give you the contract until
you show that you have the group?

Mr. HOLLAND. I think under this arrangement, sir, and that is
why I have taken so much time--I think under this arrangement we
can pick up the items we know can be manufactured by small con-
cerns, and we have the service of all of the facilities, .and we know
the management of the concerns, we know their personnel and if we
can find an item here that can be made by small concerns, and we
know there is a so-called distress area in possibly your part of the
country, or yours or something else, and we have got the equipment,
we canput the machinery together to make this particular item.

Mr. HALLECK. Isn't it true that the contract distribution offices
over the country pretty much found out the available small plants
that were not being used?

Mir. HOLLAND. Oh, yes.
Mr. HALLECK. And that information is at hand.
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes, sir.
Mr. HALLEcK. Haven't you taken over those offices?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you like to make a statement, first?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes; I would just like to make a statement and

then let you gentlemen ask me any questions that you want.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Go right ahead and make your general

statement.
Mr. HOLLAND. I know from the care which was exeicised by you

gentlemen in drawing this bill, the number of hearings that you held
and the length of time that was consumed in getting it through that
you were very careful in your deliberations and tried to get something
that would work and really do this job among small industries.

One, Mr. Nelson called me over here first on June 29 and asked me
to assume this responsibility. I naturally did not want it. I shied
away from it. He was very insistent. He said that he thought I
coufd do this lob.

I considered it for about 10 days before I gave him my final answer
and he told me that lie would give me his 100-percent cooperation
that I could set up my own organization to do this job, that ae would
not interfere that I could hire and fire whom I wanted, that this
must succeed.

He said, "It has failed up until now and it must not fail again."
He said, "If it does fail, it is a reflection on me, it is a reflection on

you, it must not fail, and I want you to take this job."
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I took it; I stayed here for about 10 days and reviewed what had
gone on in the past. I visited the Office of Contract Distribution; I
tried to learn al that I could about what had gone on.

Then I asked Mr. Nelson to call a meeting in. his office which he
did. In that meeting, Secretary Patterson; Secretary Forrestal; Mr.
Frank Fulson; Brigadier General Harrison; Admiral Robinson; Cap-
tan Buck- Colonel Rockwell; Mr. Walsh, of the Maritime Commis-
sion; Mr. Jesse Jones and John Snyder Mr. Nelson; Phillip McGuire;
and myself. We talked over this legislation, and I told these gentle-
men Mr. Nelson had asked me to administer the act and that, inas-
much as I had no procurement powers, my first step was to get the
attitude of these chiefs of all the procurement branches of the United
States, because, if you gentlemen are going to give me your 100 per-
cent cooperation, it will put work right down the line to the last pro-
curement officer, and we can make this act succeed; without your
cooperation, we cannot make it succeed.

I stated, "That is why I called you together, to se what your atti-
tude is going to be, because I am frank to tell you that I would much
prefer to be at my home in the Middle West than I would be to be
here in Washington; but there is a job to be done. With your coop-
eration, I -can do the job and without your cooperation, I won't
attempt it"'

They all said their would cooperate. I said, "This is a big job. In
order that everyone will understand just what we are attempting to
do, I would like each of you-the Army, the Navy, the Maritime
Comiission-to appoint a capable man, who will sit down with me
and take as long as is necessary to build an over-all plan under which
we can operate and which will be understood by every procurement
officer and all department heads."

I said, "If you do that I think we can get some place. It is going
to be a big job. It is the biggest job we have ahead of us. It is
better than planning any plant we are thinking of building in America,
because there are thousands, hundreds of thousands of people, who
are being affected. Every type of business is being affected and, to
outline a general plan that will-do the maximum amount of good under
this bill has got to be given doggono careful thought."

Eatih agreed to give me a hand and they did. We went in session
the following'Monday morning at 10 o'clock.

Mr. HALLECK. When was this, as to date?
The CHAIRMAN. It knust have been about July 4.

. Mr. HOLLAND. Oh no, no. No; because there was no one here on
the committee until July 10, I think, so it must have been along the
20th of July, some place in there. 1 know I had been here about 10
days surveying the situation.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the date of signing this bill?
Mr. BULWiNKLE. The 11th.
He was here the last of June, went home for:.10 days, came back

and was here 10 day.
.The CHAIRMAN. Along about the latter part of July?
Mr. HOLLAND. The latter part of July. after we had been in

session some 2 or 3 days Mr. Nelson gave cocktail party for Sir
Robert Sinclair at the Mayflower one night, and I was invited to
attend. I I

Nelson, in introducing me, said to Sinclai that I had been brought
in here to handle the small-business activities.
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Sinclair was very much interested and he said that they had done
a great job with small business on the other side. He said, "They
are just indispensable to our efforts" so I asked Sir Robert if anyone
in Washington could give me a first-hand picture of the way they
had handled the small-business enterprises on the other side of the
water, and he said, "No. There is nobody in Washington who can
give you that, but I will tell you what I will do. I will cable Littleton
and ask Littleton if he will not send somebody over to confer with
you on it."

Three days afterward, he called me on the phone and said he had
cabled Littleton and that Littleton was sending Headley Williams
over and that he would arrive on the clipper in some 3 or 4 days.

Headley Williams came hero and he sat with our committee on
different occasions and he was most valuable to us because they have
gone through all of the headaches that we are now enjoying and while
their condition is somewhat different than ours in that they have all
of their shops busy and they have a scarcity of labor and are now
working women in their plants, and training them very rapidly, the
only reservoir of labor that they have that they can draw on is the
women in the homes, whom they are working 4N days a week.

Williams left here 2 weeks ago, so we have gone very carefully into
every phase of this program. We know pretty well what our approach
is going to be and we agreed to handle it this way, gentlemen, that after
we haddeliberated and formulated a plan, we would put that down on
p3per and then it would be submitted to Admiral Land and General
Sornervell and Admiral Robinson because these men were their
appointees and they could only Act and use their better judgment
and whatever they did had to have the approval of their chiefs.

After we had their comments and had their approval, why I wanted
to submit the thing to Mr. Nelson and to make it public and say,
"Here is the plan. It is in that stage right now. It has gone to the
gentlemen I referred to there for their review. In the meantime, I
am getting a personnel together and I am getting key men who are
thoroughly experienced men and I am impressing upon the field
organizations that we must have men in the field who have had actual
shop experience, fellows who really have had grease on their hands
because there is no need of putting work into these small shops and
saving, 'there it is, take it over."'

They will fail if they do that. You have togo into theirshops, check
their machines, get them working to precision, first, and then you
have to instruct them how to make this highly precision work for the
Army and Navy. Once you do give them that instruction, they can
do it just as good as anybody ahd so it means a terrible job, getting a
personnel who is capable of instructing these men and it means, aso
that the people that we have on our staff in Washington must be men
who know these items just as well as the procurement officers do,
themselves, and better, if anything, because then they can talk to them
intelligently and will gain their confidence.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Holland, have you finished your general
statement?

Mr. HOLLAND. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to ask you just a few questions.
Have you been satisfied with the cooperation you have received?
Mr. HOLLAND. There are some things that I did not anticipate.

You ask me it I am satisfied with the cooperation I am receiving from
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Mr. Nelson. I will say that Mr. Nelson told me that he would cooper-
ate 100 percent; that he did not mean anything else, and I don't
believe he did and I am glad to tell you that he has.

The CHAIRMAN. You are satisfiedt with the cooperation you have
received from the War Production Board and Mr. Nelson, in par.
ticular?

Mr. HOLLAND. From Mr. Nelson.
The CHAIRMAN. Hasn't the War Production Board cooperated, too?
Mr. HOLLAND. There are some things about this, gentlemen, that

I did not know, and while I was reluctant to take the job, I took it
and I am going to see it through and it is going to succeed, I will
tell you that.

For instance, when I had been here a few days. I knew that I had
to have a personnel man. I knew one in the Middle West whom I
had a v.erv high regard for. I knew he was going back into the service,
and I called him on the phone and asked if it would be satisfactory
to him if I had him deferred for a couple of months, simply to help
me select some men down here; it was agreeable so I tried to get that
through and I was to!d, because this man had legal experience, he was
a law-yer, and he could not be employed.

The CHAIRMAN. I ran into that same thing on something.
Mr, HALLECK. Why could not he be employed?
For what reason? Civil Service?
Mr. HOLLAND. No. They said-
Mr. HALL. When you say "they," whom do you mean? You say

"they told me he could not be employed."
Mr. HOLLAND. Albert Haas was assigned to me by John Lrd

O'Brien's office, who is General Counsel for the War Production
Board and I turned this matter over to Haas. I said, "Al, I would
like to get this fellow and get him right away. I have talked to him
on the telephone and he would be willing to come. I will have to
have him deferred right away for 2 months."

I gave it to him on Thursday morning. The fellow was starting
for the Army on Saturday and I thought it was rather a simple
matter that would be taken care of. Friday night they came back
and said, "You cannot have this fellow. He has had legal training,
He is a lawyer."

The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever get him approved?
Mr. HOLLAND. Oh, no.
The CHAIRMAN. Never did.
Mr. HOLLAND. No.
The CHAIRMAN. I had a case exactly like that in the regional office

at Dallas Tex where a very high type gentleman was willing to take
a job. Re di not ask for it but-le was sought by the regional
management.

He was in the Finance Division, one of the top positions and be-
cause he had been a lawyer and was registered, as a lawyer, he was
turned down up here.

I looked into it carefully and I discovered that there was a ruling
emanating from Mr. John Lord O'Brien's office to the effect that one
who was a lawyer was not qualified for certain positions because it
was possible that they would attempt to use their legal training and
legal ability in furtherance of their work,, aid would come in contact
with the authorized legal set-ups. /
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The reasoning did not appeal to me particularly and I protested
against it and it happened that this fellow had really quit the law
practice and they approved him, but I assume, if he had not aban-
doned the law practice, he would have not been approved.

'That is something I cannot understand.
You say that your man was absolutely turned down on that

account?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you feel that that has retarded-you in your

efforts to get the organization moving?
Mr. HOLLAND. Naturally that threw me behind, because here was

a fellow that was all set to go in and start getting personnel together
for me while I was busy working out these things with the Army
and the Navy and the various procurement offi s, don't you see? .

The CHAIRMAN. That is the first bottleneck that you ran into that
really impeded your progress?

Mr. HOLLAND. Yes.
Mr. FITZGERALD. Who refused to defer him, Selective Service

Board?
Mr. HOLLAND. Oh, no. It never got that far.
Mr. HALLECK. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if your information as to

the reasons for not permitting a man with legal training to take on
one of these job, is correct?-

The CHAIRMAN. Does that coincide with your information?
Mr. HALLECK. I was given, a typewritten sheet which dated back

some months and I was told that, in order to facilitate things at
War Production Board and keep all of the legal matters in the hands
of the General Counsel, it was decided that any lawyers that were
connected in any way with War Production Board-would have to be
approved by them, you see.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I ran into that.
Mr. HOLLAND. Of course, it was too late for me to do anything.

It was on Friday night and the man was going into service on Satur-
day, so there wasn't a thing I could do about it. So I did not get him.

The next thing that hel me back a little bit-
Mr. HALLECK. Before we leave this, Mr. Chairman, this is the

first information I ever heard of that, but I know a lot of top-ranking
executives in the country, business people who have had 1egaltraining,
maybe started out as lawyers, and it would seem to me a little ridicu-
lous that a man be barred from taking on an executive or personnel
job just because he might, in the past, have had some legal training.

Mr. HOLLAND. It was a little disappointment to me.
The next thing that I ran into-it is very necessary, gentlemen, to

do this job to have very good top-notch, trained mechanics on your
staff and in the field. The United States is so big, we have io many
offices and so many branch offices, it is going to take a large number of
men.

The CHAIRMAN. You have about 60 or 70 branch offices? Don't

YM r. HOLLAND. Far more than that. I thought I would like to
round up some mechanics. I know the kind of people that it takes to
do this lob. I served 5 years and 3 months apprenticeship as a ma-
chinist and I left it as a tool maker, and I know what is required and
I know the reason that subcontracting has failed.
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I have known the reason why the little fellow cannot do the job.
So, in order to get this thing working, the way you intended it to

work, I have tried to set the thing up intelligently and with men who
will make it work. The type of fellows I want are not laying around
loose and are not looking for jobs. They are in demand right at thisminute, so I prepared an ad that I wanted to run in about 25 news-
papers throughout the United States.

I wanted to get trained mechanics meni who could read blueprints,
men who could go into shops, small shops, and give instruction on
how to do close-precision work.

I said to reply to the Smaller War Plants Corporation, and I
thought the act was going to appear in the Sunday paper. I need
about 300 of these men gentlemen. I need about 300 of them. The
ad did not appear. They came back and said, "You are on civil
service and we won't run that ad for you. You have to select your
men from civil service."

I said, "They do not have the men I want in civil service. These
fellows are all busy. How am I going to get them?"

So please don't think I have been tardy in setting this up. I have
had a heck of a job. I am working it out with the Procurement
Office of the United StatesGovernment.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Right at that p lace, we can easily. provide an
amendment to this act and it would be passed pretty qu~ickly..

The CtAI]RUAN. I don't think there would he any objection to it,
and it would eliminate that objection No. 2.

Mr. BULWINKLE!. The only thing is if you had come to us we could
probably have remedied that long he~re now.

M r. 11ALLECK. As I understand it,-and I have heen in some of these
contract distribution offices-aind I have talked to the men who man-

agd them, and I think they are capable; but a long timeao they
said exictly the same thing you are saying now, which is ta o
have to have trained, experiqnced, competent fellows working out of
that office to go out and look these smaller plants over -and help these
people in those smaller plants determine the sort of a job they can
do, whether they are qualified to do it, and, too, assuming that they
are qualified, help -them to get started in that direction.

My information has been that the presence in these distribution
offices of competent, trained men, trained along that line, has been
most helpful in the more-or-less voluntary, individual effort that has
contributed so much from the small plants to the war effort so far.

Mr. HOLLAND. No %q question about it.
The CHAIRMAN. Letsa get right down to the cause of this thing.
Who told you this would have to he in civil service?
Mr. HOLLAND. I found,~ through Mfr. Robinson's office-
The CHAIRMAN. Mr.IRobnson. Is he with the Mari time?
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. Robinson, I think, is the Chief Administrator

Officer of the War Production Board.
The CHAIRMAN'. Chief Administrator Officer?
Mr. HOLLAND. I do not know. Do you know M r. Robinson's title

over there?
A VoicE. I believe that is the rieht title.

Mr HLLND Avry delightful fellow.
The CHAIRMAN. And you dealt with hini?

UlI'
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Mr. HOLLAND. No; just a minute, Congressman. I asked Air.
Robinson for s good man to help me in getting some personnel together
and getting this thing going.

The CHAIRMAN. That is after you failed to get the man of your
choice?

Mr. HOLLAND. Yes; there was a boy by the name of Ralph Jones in
his office, whom I was very favorably impressed with and I asked Mr.
Robinson if I could have Ralph Jones. He said, "I won't let you
have him permanently, but I will tell you what I will do; I will loan
him to you to help you get eoing."

This .boy was very valuable and he knew a lot of the things that
were going on over there and it was to him that I turned over the
advertisement, and asked him to get it run.

He went away thinking that was swell and it was gomg to get a
reaction. Then he came back and said, "No, we can't run any
advertisement."

Mr. BULWJNKLE. That is correct.
Mr. HOLLAND. It was correct.
The CHAIRMAN. It is doubtless correct.
Mr. HOLLAND. I am not citing these things as complaints, you

understand. I am not complaining about John Lord O'Brien's office
saying I couldn't have this man and I am not complaining about the
civil service if that is the situation; I am just saying that I, a little
boy from the bush league, did not know these things when I came
innere.

The CHAIRMAN. I am complaining about that, and I think you
should complain about this civil-service business in particular, because
you cannot operate this way.

Mr. HOLLAND. Since then three men have come over from the civil
service and I have explained to them how it was absolutely impossible
for ire to run through civil-service lists and get the type of men that
I wanted.

For instance, I have Frank Smith with me. Frank Smith has been
manager and production man for Bill Stout for the past 10 years. I
arranged with Mr. Stout to have Frank for the duration. He is one
of the finest engineers there are in the United States, one of the
best-advised men on aircraft.

When you get hold of a man like that, he always knows from one
to a dozen other fellows who should be in the picture, don't you see?
That is the type of fellow that we have to have.

You run up against civil service and they say, "You can't have
them."

So, I got three men over from the civil service and I explained the
situation to them, They were very nice and they said, "When you
run into these cases, lust let us know and we will make an exception,
and you can have those fellows."

The CHAIRMAN. And they can grant special dispensation, if they
desire?

Mr. BuLwINKL. A temporary arrangement.
Mr. HOLLAND. They are doing that. There is no complaint; there

is cooperation there, but all those things tend to throw you back anddelay you.The CHAIRMAN. Do you feel that the problem has been entirely

solved?
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Are you satisfied now?
Mr. BULWINKLE. Just a minute, Mr. Chairman. Before he answers

that, let's see what other bottlenecks or trouble he runs into. He has
given two of them.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right. We will put that down as No. 2,
and unless there is some question about that one further, we will let
you go ahead to No. 3.

Mr. HOLLAND. I am not complaining. I have taken a lot of time
to work this thing out in connection with the procurement agencies,
because, unless the procurement agencies themselves are in favor of
this program, it could never succeed because there are too many angles
to it, there are too many things that could be done, if they were not
wholeheartedly behind you.

For instance, all of the work that is made in these small plants is
subject to inspection just the same as it is in large plants.

The CHAIRMAN. But, Mr. Holland, I think we are more concerned
in getting started, are we not? Here are 3,% months. We were told
before we passed this law if we did not pass it immediately-it was
urgent-that tens of thousands of small businesses would have to go
out of business almost immediately and that was about 4 months
ago. We passed the law about 34 months a o, and up to now it is
a fact that not one single contract has beeniet under the law.

Mr. HOLLAND. Oh, I would not say that.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you actually let contracts go?
Mr. BULWINXLE. Let me ask you this, has Mr. Nelson reported

to the Congress under section 5 of the act?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes. Sixty days after tho law was passed.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Those contracts, we should get them.
The CHAIRMAN. The report had no contracts the way I understoodit.
Mr. HOLLAND. That was the first 60 days.
The CHAIRMAN. But what progress have you made since then?
Mr. HOLLAND. Congressman, until we get a thorough understand-

ing and agreement with the procurement agencies, I am not pushing
for contracts.

The CHAIRMAN. You are not pushing for contracts?
Mr. HOLLAND. No. In the first p lace, I do not have my field

organization set up the .way that I want it to make this thing
work right in the field. I don't have all of the personnel that I want
here in Washington to contact these agencies, and there are a lot of
things that must be worked out.

For instance, under your old set-up with the War Production
Board, everybody was contacting procurement agencies. That
is unbusiness-like. You can't do it that way. You have to estab-
lish a relationship with somebody who is recognized as the proper
man to contact on these things and let that be~their business.

Mr. FITZGERALD. ir. Holland, when these offices were first set-up
that was what the small businessman was told to do, to contact, and
all he has been doing is going around on a merry-go-round for the
last 2 years, and we are no further now, from What Ihear, and we will
not be, until the procurement offices cooperate and break up these
large contracts and give the little fellow a bit of it.
.'Mr. HOLLALND. I think I understand ,your language because I
made 19 trips to Washington on behalf/of small industries, and I
know something about it. / /
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Mr. FITZGERALD. I know the tossing-around some of them got in
the State of Connecticut, and I know-just as you say-that there
are plenty of fine, able men on this committee. I made a report to.
this committee over 4 or 5 months ago along the same lines that you
suggested in setting up this organization-that we have to have
practical men who had their fingers in the dough, and engineers to go
into these small plants to guide them and encourage them.

I saw some of this precision work that the War Production Board
had that the Army and Navy had set up on a desk. In the case of
the ordinary fellow, a mechanic who came up the line and started a
little shop and made it himself, you mig.it as well hand him a Chinese
journal as hand him a bluepiint. He cannot read it, but he can
make it if you put some brains there to help him do it.

We told them that 6 months ago, and we find today we are where
we started from, and you will not get anywhere until the Army and
Navy starts to break up those big contracts and gives the little
fellow an opportunity to make it.

You can form all the organizations, in my opinion, and it won't
happen until the Army and Navy break up that combination that
they have down there and give the little fellow a chance to get into
this picture and make some of it.
SVhen you do, you will get all that you need if we use the small
shops that are in this country.

The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you tell us more about your problem,
Mr. Holland. Personally, I am disappointed because more has not
been done. I am sure, from what you say, that you have made every
effort to get things done and your background impresses me very
much. It occurs to me you are the very man for the place, and there
must be some good reason why more progress has not been made.

Mr. HOLLAND. Congressman, I am amazed at the progress that
has been made.

Mr. HALLECK. You mean, in your particular division, generally?
Mr. HOLLAND. Absolutely, absolutely; because we have changed

the thinking entirely of the Army, Navy, and Maritime Commission.
Mr; HALL. Do you feel that you are operating now?
Mr. HOLLAND. We might say that we are operating in a small way.

Just returned this morning from a meeting out in the field
The only memorandum I have comes from Frank Smith, which

I found this morning on my desk and he says (reading):
We have done quite a little work in an engineering way, In aldiag the different

plants to convert their machinery and production lines to th, manufactureof
different types of war work, especially In-the jewelry trade in the Attleboro
and Providence areas. We selected 5 outstanding men from this group and
since September 8-the day we got our directive-we have been able to place
with 7 small concerns between Keene, N. H., and Newton, Conn., $2,000,000 worth
of work. With 6 concerns near Louisville $2,110,000 worth of work has been
placed and with 21 small concerns in and around Oklahoma, $125,000 worth a
month, to extend over a period of a year.

It is just getting started. I have been away for a week out in the
field and we are just getting together.

Mind you this, we did not have our administrative order, until
2 weeks ago.

The CHAIRMAN. What do you meari by administrative order?
Mr. HOLLAND. You enacted a bill over here. The chairman of the

War Production Board sends out an administrative order which is
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a directive with authorization of the appointment of a deputy chair-
man and tells what his duties are going to be under the chairman.

There were several copies of that administrative order drawn.
Several of them were not acceptable to me because it was impossible
to carry out the intent of your bill in the way these orders were drawn
and so it was September 8 when we got this administrative order and
it is quite satisfactory.

The CHAIRMAN. Why the delay though, so long?
Mr. BULWINKLE. That is just about a month, a little over a month

and he had two or three before that that did not suit him.
Mr. HOLLAND. I think, all told, I had six or eight.
Mr. BULWINKLE. Six or eight to go over.
Mr. HOLLAND. And we had to do a lot of work on that.
Mr. HALL. Could you not let a contractor obtain a contract before

you got that directive?
Mr. HOLLAND. I don't think so.
The CHAIRMAN. September 8 is the earliest time you could have

made a contract?
Mr. HOLLAND. However, listen, gentlemen; understand I did not

have any field organization.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you not take over the contract distribution

sections?
Mr. HOLLAND. Never, until I got the administrative order.
The CHAIRMAN. On September 8?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I cannot understand why that order was

delayed so long. The law is very plain and why should not the direc-
tive be in accordance with the law?

Mr. HOLLAND. Let me show you, Congressman why War P'ro-
duction Board has set up a little miniature War Production Board
in each one of the Federal Reserve districts throughout the country.

The CHAIRMAN. Thirteen or 12.
Mr. HOLLAND. In that they have the work all divided up. They

have priorities, and 0. P. A. and all Government functions there,
and over in hero they have the contract distribution.

In some cases they changed that to Production Department, I
think; something like that. Changed it from Contract Distribution.

Then they had an office here in Washington where they had 172
employees in it and they had a financial bureau, which was set up
over the country with a lot of employees in it. I think they had a
pay roll in this local office of contract distributior of $489,000 and one
in financial distribution of $303,000, if I remember correctly.

The first administrative order that they brought to me said that
the Office of Contract Distribution and the Bureau of Finance were
hereby transferred to the deputy chairman.

Those offices had failed ever since they had started this job.
Mr. BULWINKLE. They did not have the proper personnel?
Mr. HOLLAND. They did not have the proper personnel, and they

did not have proper direction, we will say. They did not have proper
understanding. They did the best they couldbut I was not going to
assume the responsibility of somebody's set-up, somebody else's
set-up that had failed on this-thing. I wa ted an organization that
was going to do this job and so I changed that directive to read that
these departments"are hereby'abolished apd their functions are taken
over by the deputy chairman." ,

884
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Mr. hALLACK. Of course, you understand that is a rather unusual
thing around here.

Mr. HOLLAND. I do understand it, but I made it stick.
Mr. HALLECK. I am glad you did.
The CHAIRMAN. You aust aolished the personnel, not the functions?
Mr. HOLLAND. Not the functions.
Now the order read readingg:
The Bureau of Finance and the Contract Distribution Branch of the Office of

the Director General for Operations are hereby abolished, effective as to the close
of business September 15 1942, and their functions and records transferred to the
Smaller War Plants Division together with the facilities, records formerly main-
tained by the Contract Distribution Branch now in the custody of the Facilities
Branch.

If you gentlemen want to know how I handled that thing, I had
four men, two of them in the office that I had confidence in, two of them
who had acted as consultants in the department. I asked them who
the outstanding men were who had the sort of experience that we were
looking for.

I said, "I don't want to miss a one of them but I don't want a group
of fellows who do not know what this problem is, or cannot do any-
thing good for us."

So I got the lists from four men; I laid these lists down.
When I got through, I had seven men whom they had all agreed

on as outstanaing men. I figured if four independent fellows all
agreed on these seven men, they must be all right.

The CHAIRMAN. Seven out of how many?
Mr. HOLLAND. Out of the whole group. I was looking over their

engineers, though, at the present time.
The CHAIRMAN. Would the whole group be 50 or 100?
Mr. HOLLAND. One hundred seventy-two.
The CHAIRMAN. One hundred seventy-two, and only 7 of them-
Mr. BULWINKLE (interposing). A lot of them were stenographers.
Mr. HOLLAND. Stenographers that I was not asking for at all. I was

looking at this time for qualified engineers who could do this job
which you want done.

The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me. Go right ahead.
Mr. HOLLAND. Then I went over the list with Beverly Murphy and

he had combed it vei y carefully and we went over every one that was
in there and in addition to the seven I had, I picked out five more to
look over. Then I sent for their records to look over the records and
I immediately had to eliminate three of them, because I am a little
fussy about that, too. I am determined that anybody I have asso-
ciated with me, you can shoot at them any time and know that, aside

'from knowing their business, they are good citizens., Mr. HALL. You picked seven. How many 6if these engineers were
.connected with the branch offices?

Mr. HOLLAND. In the branch offices they have many hundreds. I
was talking about this Washington office.

Mr. HALL. How many engineers were in the Washington office, of
which you picked seven?

Mr. 'HOLLAND. I don't know how many there were in there.
SMr. HALL. Would you say 10 or 15?
Mr. HOLLAND. Oh, more than that. I would guess about 27, or

something like that.
14975-42-vol. 1-5
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Then I took over the facilities' records and the critical tools' records1 .
all the records they had there, and. I took the two top keymen that
were running those records, and whatever stenographic help that
they needed to do it, and that is what we have out of contract dis-
tribution.

As a matter of fact, they came over to me in my absence, and I
have not met with them yet, as a group. They are over there now in
the Raleigh Hotel.

The CHAIRMAN. To my mind you brought up the main point in
the beginning, when you said it was absolutely necessary to have
100-percent cooperation of the procurement officers. I think you
are exactly right about that.
. Now, what assurance have you, from these procurement officers,

except their word, of 100-pereent cooperation which is a fine phrase,
but have they promised and agreed that they will notify you in
advance of the things they expect to buy so as to give you and the
people you represent an opportunity to provide them?

Mr. HOLLAND. Congressman, can I answer that this way? Until
I see the final, the very last communication rem-ding this program
I do not want to say too much about-it, because 1 do want it m acord
with all of the procurement agencies.

But, may Isay this: the Treasury Department who is a very lare
procurement agency, has been to me and has told me that they will
call me in, and that they will break down their orders in any way I
suggest, to see that it is spread out.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the Treasury?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Have they actually done that? Now,

they are asking for bids every day.
Mr. HOLLAND. I know it.
The CHAIRMAN. Have they done it at all?
Mr. HOLLAND. I have not asked them, sir. I have not been set

up to function. I have not been set up in the field.
I have visited three of the district offices. I have to go to nine

more. I have to go out on the Pacific coast.
The CHA RAN. You are not in a position to receive that coopera-

tion?
Mr. HOLLAND. No sir.
Now, understand, I amona pt in this Job in tis way: If I tell i

procurement officer that I can ndle a job and he gives me a job
and if we fall down, this thing has blown up. We are not going to
fall down and I an not going to go off half-cocked and just for the
sake of getting an order, put it down in Dallas, Tex., we will.&
unless Iknow what the set-up is in Dallas and they can positive y
do this Work.

The CHAIRMAN. The principal complaint I have from these ro-"curement officers--and I have visited some of thtzn, and I think they
had a marvelous set of books, every one of them, r indexes, they
had the finest set of books I have ever seen, and I think you inherited
something worthwhile when you got those offices, but the principal
complaint was that they wolld get a notice whichh they. could i'end
out to the people who would be qualified to' bid, too late to enable
the people who could bid to put in their bid4.

I /1
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In other words, they -aould get it one day and the bid would have
to be in the next and they would just make it impossible for these
smaller concerns to bid.

Have you run into that, Mr. Holland?
Mr. HOLLAND. Hundreds of times.
The CHAIRMAN. What has been done to correct that? Have you

any positive assurance and promise from these procurement officers
that they will give you time--that they will let you know in advance
what is to be bought and give you plenty of time to circulate the infor-
mation so that the proper people can make their bids?

Mr. HOLLAND. Congressman, let me tell you this: I have not told
you what this plan is, because I want it to come from the procurement
officers themselves. When it is finally adopted it will be their plan,
not my plan. It will be their plan, and if it does not work, you are
i.oing to-be able to put your finger right on the very spot that prevents
it from working.

One of the agencies-please don't ask me which one-has said,
"We will not let a single contract until you come in. Your men come
in and go over these-over the shop and select the items that you want
made by smaller concerns and then we will let the contract on the
balance."

The CHAIRMAN. And they will give you plenty of time to do that,
I prespme? That carries with it that promise?

Mr. HOLLAND. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Up to date, you have not been able to get one single

prime contract. You haven't been at all in a position?
Mr. HOLLAND. I have not been in a position. This memorandum

that I just read you has been done, and t was done at my offices.
The. CHAIRMAN. Therefore you have not been able to use any of

the money provided?
Mr. BULWINKLE. There are two things necessary; first, that you

have 100 percent efficient, able personnel?
Mr. 'HoLLAN. Yes sir.
Mr. BULWINKL. That is what you need, you have to hae it?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes.
Mr. BULWINKLE. And that is the main part that you are up

against. The other will have to be all right -because, from all indi-
cations you will have the full cooperation

Mr. HOLLAND. Here is another thing that ent into it. Bear inmind that I am trying to surround myself with the topnotch men of
the country. I cannot get very many Frank Smiths, and we are
limited on what we can pay the men. A lot of them are in industry
now petting big wages, and they won't leave that job and come to
Washungton for us for $4,000 or $5,000 a year if they can get $10,O
a year some place else.

That is perfectly natural.
A Mr. FiTZOsRALD. Would it not be cheaper, Mr. Holland, to pay

those men as much money as they receive in private industry and
get rid of these $1-a-year fellows who have been down here for a couple
of years? That has been my opinion, pay for what you get, because
It ill be cheaper in the end.

Mr. BULWINKLE. You have to attack the appropriate committee
on that, too.
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Mr. HALLECK. This is not a matter of rebuttal, but I think a lot
of these $1-a-year men have done a good job, and I think there are
many other spots that are much more blamable than some of the
dollar-a-year men.

Mr. BULWINKLE. I do, too.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not making any blanket indictment against

'them.
Mr. BULWINKLr. May I make a suggestion? Since we know about

as much as Mr. Holland is able to tell us, that you draw an amend-
ment to this act so that he can select his mechanics and other people,
his personnel?

The CHAIRMAN. Let us see if he has other problems that can be
dealt with at the same time.

Mr. BULWINKLE. Let's get to them.
The CHAIRMAN. You have other problems that are hampering or

impeding your program?
Mr. PO S0.e. I would like to ask a question on the procurement

agencies before you leave the subject.
In August, we had a lengthy conversation over this phone and we

discussed then the problems you were trying to decide in procurement.
Then you were in conferences with the Army, Navy, Maritime, and
the Treasury. '

Mr. HOLLAND. Yes.
Mr. PLOESER. They had assigned men to a sort of staff for you or

committee?
Mr. HOLLAND. That is right. -
Mr. PLOFSER. Do you feel that there has been any unnecessary

delay there, that procurement has not been giving full cooperation?
Mr. HOLLAND. Not a bit. You see, if we had been ready to go-

we could not go without this administrative order, don't you see? It
set us up. W ust have had this. It is effective September 15.

Mr. PLOESER. Do you have now a satisfactory understanding with
the Army, with the Navy, with the Maritime and the Treasury?

Mr. HOLLAND. I will just answer that question by saying this: If
anybody had told me 2 months ago that I would get the cooperation
:but of Army and Navy and Maritime Commission that I apparently
am getting, I would have said that it cannot be done because I think
that we have broken down a barrier. I do not think it is any secret
that Army and Navy and Maritime Commission have had their way
of doing ths job for many years and they did not think kindly about
having someone come in and tell them how to do it, but I have attacked
the- thing from a little different angle. I have called their attention
to the economic condition of this nation and to the fact that we hope,
when this war is won on the other side, that we will have won a war,
and that we want to come home to a country that is not so upset eco-
nomically that it is a fertile field for soap-box orators to get up and
start an overthrow of our Government and the oconomio condition of

* small towns throughout the United States is terrible. They are worse
than they were in the depression.

,I can take you into towns-I don't think there is any need of reciting
this to you, gentlemen-of five or six thoUsand'po. pulation. They are
the backbone of America.' You will find the public square with vacant
buildings on it, and John Jones, who has been in a general store for
years, has gone out of business, and the store is vacant and the com-
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unity cannot collect enough money to give normal service and con-
ditions are terrible and those people are suffering and they don't
understand it, when they read about these big contracts, and the highly
congested districts in the Detroit area and other places. Their boys
have been taken away to war and they read that they are not equip-
ping our soldiers as well as we should and they say "We are here and
ready to do this work and they don't give us anythmg to do." It is
just a bad condition. I have found, in talking to these procurement
officers in the field-they have got procurement officers over the
country and especially in the field, do they recognize this condition
but the field man cannot do very much, gentlemen, if an order comes

• through from Washington to a procurement agency in the field, and
that order is earmarked to give to somebody.

That man in the field cannot do a doggone thing except give it there,
and that is not spreading the work.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean, that is the way some of the orders have
gone from Washin ton?

Mr. HOLLAND. Iam not a procurement officer and I am just trying
to straighten this thing out, Mr. Patman, and I think I am makingprogess.

The CHAIRMAN. I think you have recited one of the principal evils
too, in your reference to that order from Washington. I discovered
that and I discovered that local people were able to do the workwhen
the order was assigned and given to people on the other side of the
country.

Mr. HOLLAND. What seemingly may be to you slowness of opera-
tion, but I am sure you would rather get these obvious things done
first.

The CHAIRMAN. And have a good foundation?
Mr. HOLLAND. And have a good foundation ahd an understanding,

so that we can render the greatest amount of good under this act.
It is far better than to go off half-cocked and not know what you are
going to do and not have an understanding, because that would not
get us any place. It would be doomed to failure, and I can tell. you
that I have never worked so hard in my life.

I haven't had one day to myself since I have been over here. I
have been working on this thing night and day and' Sunday, trying
to iron it out so that everybody. will have an understanding and I am
trying to do it on a cooperative basis, not force them to do it. If
you foree.a fellow to do it, why you have got two strikes on you at
the start.

If we can show them the advantage of doing this in a cooperative
way and let it be their program -

The CHAIRMAN. You mean the procurement officerat
Mr, HOLLAND. I am talking about the procurement office.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to tell you one t hins about the procuie-

ment office of the Army. We had a Major Snmth-I do not remein-
ber his first name--before the Committee on Banking and Currency
and his picture was very gloomy about small business.

He; testified-I asked him, "Suppose a small manufacturer up in
Connecticut should want to do some kind of work-some kind of
war work.. He had the facilities, he had the tools, the skilled help
and everything. What would you advise him do do?"

He said, "Go to a big manufacturer who has a contract."
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I said, "Well, suppose a big manufacturer wants too much of the
gravy; he wants everything that is good, and gives this little fellow
someti g that he cannot make money on, and he refuses to take it
What do you do then?"

He said, "Do without. You cannot do anything." That was his
testimony before the Banking and Currency Committee and he held
out no hope whatever to sm all business.

I hope you do not run into that gentleman and if you do, I hope
you change his attitude because it is not sympathetic towards small
business.

Mr. HOLLAND. I run into plenty of those people.
Let me tell you this: I am not in the least discouraged. It is pretty

hard to discourage this Irishman. I may be a little disappointed
sometimes in what happens, but I am poing to be a hard fellow to
discourage, and we are going to do this job and we are going to do it
the way you want it done, and there isn't any time being lost in doing
it, but when you have got a system that has gone over a period of
years, and years and years-

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; a hundred years; some of them.
Mr. HOLLAND. A hundred years and you know what the little

fellows are up against. The big fellows, for instance, for many years
have had their men in Washington, and you know them. They have
had their men in Washington; they know these procurement officers;
they know all the high officials of Government; they are good friends;
and anything that a Government official-procurement officer-wants
out of these big concerns he will get it, they are friends.

Naturally, when a big program like this comes along they are the
ones they look to for immediate production. It is probably right
that they should.

The CHAIRmAN. In the beginning, I can see a reason for it.
Mr. HOLLAND. In the beginning, but you let the fellow come in

from your territory or my territory-and I am a little fellow-I was
here 19 times-all we get is the brush-off. We don't know who to go
to. We can't put on an. entertainments or parties, we can't give any
cocktail parties and invite a lot of people there.

In the first place, we do not have the money, and in the second
place, we would not know who to invite.

Mr. FiTZGERALD. Mr. Holland, assuming that this plan or program
you have is going to work-I agree with what you said and that is
why I said if the Government paid, it *ould be cheaper in the end,
if they paid the fellows $15,000.

Assuming that your plan is going to work, how about the raw
materials? You testified before this committee here several months
ago-I think Mr. Henderson gave the testimony out that the produc-
tion of this country, the big fellows could take of, and that there were
going to be 24,000 small businessmen who would have to go out of
business because they could not get the raw materials.
i How are they going to get the raw materials, if you say your planis going to work?. "

Mr. HOLLAND. I asked that very question of Mr. Nelson when
he was trying to get me to take this job. Mr. Nelson said a great
deal of the work of the small plants will go from contracts that we
break down that are now held by large plants'and in this case, the
bill of materials will simply be transfer 4 from the large plant to
the small plant, so there will be no trouble along that line.

1 ,
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Then I said, "Well, what about the fellow that takes a prime con-
tract and he is the small concern or a group of small concerns?"

And he said, "Well, we will see that he gets his share of materials,
just the same as the big fellow does."

I told you at the start, gentlemen, that Mr. Nelson promised me
his 100-percent cooperation, and up until now I have no reason to
doubt it in any way, shape, or form.

Mr. BULwINKLE. Mr. Holland, let me ssk you this one question.
Would it be advisable for, about once a month, a subcommittee of the
House committee and the Senate committee to have a little session
with you down at your office?

Mr. HOLLAND. I would be delighted to have you gentlemen.
Mr. BULWINKLE. I am not counting on taking 10 or 12 men down

there each time, because it is hard to get them, but say two members
of the House Committee appointed by the chairman and two by the
Senate committee. We will let you fix the date and notify us when
you want us to come so that we can come to you.

If anything is needed, we can do it up here.
The CHAIRMAN. Like this civil service matter that can be corrected.

I think we should have a civil-service man up here to make sure
that we understand the viewpoint of the Civil Service Commission.

Mr. BULWINKLE. We understand it. We have had enough of it.
I have run into them hundreds of times. I can tell you what they
will say or do. What is the use?

The CHAIRMAN. I am not doubting your knowledge, Major.
Mr. HOLLAND. I think you can understand my position. I have

to have trained men because these small shops can do work just as
good as the large shops if they are given proper instructions on how
to do it, but listen, we are using, for instance, a Navy-bronze. It
has no free cutting material in it.

Then we have a new type of material that we are using now, a
manganese bronze and I have dealt with both of them. I have seen
them worked. They have this characteristic; the minute that you
put a tool in there and take the scale off of it, it releases the stress
and the stock starts going out of shape.:

These Army and Navy contracts frequently you will run into
tolerances of two ten-thousandths of an inch, and that is a pretty
fine tolerance and this stuff will probably go out three or four thou-
sandths overnight on you. Unless you have somebody who can go
in and show them the characteristics of this material and what they
have to do-they have to take three cuts and you have to come
down gradually on it and the last one you have to leave just about
a thousandth on there, an"d let it set over night and in the morning
take it off and you can maintain your tolerance,.but the small shops
are used to going to the supply house and buying bronze, and it has
got free-cutting material in it, which is lead. He can make it any
sie. he wants and so, when he bids on these things, and says "h0,
yes; bronze; I can handle that V and then he gets something that he
has never seen before, and then they say, "Well, the small fellow
cannot do it." He can do it, but he has to have this little instruction.

Headley Williams tells me that these small shops in England are
absol tutely indispensable and that in hundreds of cases they are
making items far more economically than the large shops.

Mr. HALLC]K. Mr. Chairman, I just want to make an observation.
As one member of the committee, Mr. Holland, I would like to say
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that I have been very much impressed with your statement here
and what you are trying to do on this job.

Of necessity, I can see that you have had a lot of things to contend
with, and this committee is tremendously anxious to have you get
going as quickly as you can. As I look at it, it kiud of comes down
to this, as the chairman suggested a moment ago, we started out, on
our tremendous war effort under terrific pressure and we needed big
-things; and we turned to a lot of big people to do them. A lot of us,
at that time, chafed at the faiu re of more of the procurement agencies
to bring in the smaller plants, but they did not see fit to do it, but
now are we not coming to the time when we are talking about a total
mobilization, a total industrial mobilization and manpower mobiliza-
tion, so doesn't it follow at this time, that it is becoming more impor-
tant than ever before that all these smaller plants be brought into the
picture?

We have had a lot of false starts, and I am glad to see that you
are trying to avoid any false starts but are rather tryingto get down
to the job that is immediately before us. I am sure that the com-
mittee as a whole, appreciates your appearance here, and I for one,
think you are doing a good job with it, and I want to commend you
for it.

Mr. HOLLAND. Let me tell you just a little observation on how
you have to do this: I went to see one of the procurement officers 2
weeks ago today, and I took one of my engineers with me. There
was a new item coming up. They wanted 15,000,000 of them. He
started to tell me that they had facilities for making all theso. He
was going to spread them out among 35 shops. My man started
talking with his engineer. This is 6 new item and he told the sort of
dies that would have to be made to make this item and how many
steps there were in it. This general turned to me and he said, "Wait
a minute, I have never had anybody come in here before representing
the War Production Board who talks the way this fellow does. That
fellow can teach us something about this job; he knows the funda-
mentals of the design and how to make the thing. He has made them.

"Now let me tell you something; if you are surrounding yourself
with that kind of men I am going to cooperate with you and ive you
all the work you can do because I will know the work is in safe hands
and whenever you want to come over here, come to my office. Don't
you see anybody under me because I am going to work with you."

He said, "By the way, how many of these do you want to make?"
I said, "Why, I would like to make a million, just to show you that

the little plants can do it." I
He said, "You can have more if you want."

* I said, "No; I don't want more. I want to make a million. I
just want to show you that the little plants know how to make those
dies, how to do the work, and how to do this complete job."

He called the procurement officer and said, "Give Mr. Holland a
million of those to make."

The procurement officer said, "Will you certify as to the com-
petency of these firms?"
I The general said, "Hell, no! We won't pertify; when he certifies
that compels me to operate, and I don't have to be compelled."

He said, "When I have got men coming in here who know more
about this thing than I do, believe me, m agm glad to turn it over to
them and you come back afiy time YOt can."
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That is why I say I am getting cooperation out of these procure-

ment men. I am taking them at their word. They have told me
what they are going to do. They have told me that they are going
to put up a vast number of things for us to pick out and find out the
source for, give us a reasonable time to find the source and that they
will place contracts there.

I am taking them at their word and I think they are going to do
the job and if-we don't do it, then I will tell you just exactly why it
is not being done.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you need any other amendment to existing
law, except the Civil Service provision that has been mentioned
here? If an amendment is needed that Will help you in carrying on
your work, Mr. Holland-

Mr. HOLLAND. I don't know of any amendment, and I do not
want to upset existing laws.

I am telling you that I did not understand these things when I
came over here. I am into it and there has been a retarding effect,
all right enough, but ther6 are a lot of things.

The CHAIRMAN. It is just about time for us to close on account of
a meeting of the House. I think the President made the best selec-
tion he could have made when he selected Mr. Donald Nelson
and I think Mr. Donald Nelson made a fine selection in you. I am
very much impressed with your ability, background, and sincerity
of purpose and your efforts to lead the small businessmen in the di-
rection that will be in the interest of the country as well as in the
interest of themselves, but I do want to insist that a procurement
officer should without any delay whatsoever give you assurance
that they will co itact you in advance, and that they will let you
know what they will probably need in the future, so you can be
working on it, give you plenty of time, tell you even the price that
will be allowed and then I think you should have some assurance
from those who are charged with the duty of allocating materials.
I think you should have some authority there to make sure that you
will have the materials available to carry on this work after you get
it, and I see no reason why there should be much delay in getting this
assurance, Mr. Holland.

I couldn't be frank with you, unless I stated that I am disappointed
that more progress has not been made in just that direction. I am
not saying that you are negligent. You are not. You have done
everything you can do in prosecuting this matter, I believe, but I am
disappointed that they have not comq up immediately and said not
only "Yes; we will cooperate with you JOO percent," but "Here is our
promise to give you notice and we are fulfilling it every day by
telling you what we are going to need in the future, what we will pay
for this, when deliver w be required, and everyti n else."

I think that should be forthcoming without any furt er delay and
I hope it-can be done.

Mr. HOLLAND. I don't think we have any trouble on that score at
all.

The CHAIRmAN. Yes, sir. Any other questions?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very kindly, Mr. Holland, for this

very interesting discussion on your part.
(Whereupon at 12 o'clock noon, the committee adjourned subject

to the call of the Chair.)


